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Getting the Most from the Index
THIS
index

essentially a subject index, not an
of titles, and articles treating- a number of different subjects are listed under each
of them. In addition, a geographical reference
is

is published wherever the article relates to
any particular railway company, city, state
or nation.
Entries about an electric railway
are under the name of the city in which the
main office of the company is located.

In

the

subject

index,

the

alphabetical

method is followed. If there is a choice of
two or three keywords the one most generally
used has been selected, cross references being
supplied.
The headings which appear in the
index itself are in small type under the general
classifications.
The main headings in capitals below do not appear in the index.

As an example of how to use the index, it
a reader wishes to locate an article on special trackwork he obviously would look in
the list below at the general subject "Track."
Under this caption, only "Special trackwork"
could apply to the article in question.
The large number of articles brought out on
the monthly maintenance data sheets, together
with the increasing number of maintenance
notes in other issues has resulted in the substi-

tution of three keywords, for indexing items

formerly appearing under "Repair sliop prac-

Maintenance data, under which
appearing on the monthly maintenance data sheets are grouped; (2) Maintenance equipment, with classified subheads,
under which all articles in the weekly department "New Equipment" are included, and (3)
Maintenance practice, also with classified subheads, under which all articles in the weekly
department "Maintenance Notes," as well as
the articles on the data sheets, are inserted.
The heading "Repair Shops and Equipment"
has been reserved for general articles on the
design of repair shops and their equipment.
Otherwise the plan used for many years in the
preparation of this index has been followed.
In addition to the groups of articles covered by these headings, papers and reports
from railway associations are grouped under
the names of the various organizations. Protice" :
( 1 )
all articles

ceedings of other associations and societies
are indexed in general only in accordance
with the subject discussed.

Signed

articles also are indexed by the
of the author.
When the name of the
author is known to the reader this provides
the simplest method of locating anv article.

name

CLASSIFIED LIST OF KEYWORDS
ACCIDENTS AND ACCIDENT
PREVENTION

FINANCIAL. LEGAL
STATISTICS

Accounting
Appraisal of rallwa.v properiv

Storm and

Financial reports
Franchises
Insurance, Fire
Insurance and pensions

fire

damage

ELECTRIC CARS AND
SERVICE CARS
Cars (including car design)
Locomotives
Service and tower trucks
Trackless trollev

POWER—Continued

AND

Accident claim department
Accident prevention
Accidents (Including wrecks)
Insurance, Fire
Safety work

Blanks and forms
Discontinuance of lines
Financial (methods of financing)

Legal
Legislation for railways
Market conditions
Operating records and costs
Public service and regulative

commissions

Overhead contact system
Powtjr

distribution

Power generation
Power stations and equipment
Power transmission
Substations and equipment

STRUCTTURES
Bridges
Carhouses and storage vards
Loading platforms

Power stations and equipment
Repair shops and equipment
Substations and equipment
Terminals and waiting stations

TRACK

Statistics

Taxes

CAR EQUIPMENT
Bearings
Brakes and compressors

Doors, car

equipment for cars

Electrical

Pavements

HEAVY ELECTRIC
TRACTION

Heavy

electric traction (general)

Locomotives

(except motors)

Gears and pinions
Heaters, electric
Lighting and lighting lixtures
Motors, Electric
Seats

Trucks
^Tieels and axles

EMPLOYEES
Employees
Labor

Car cleaning
Lubrication

Maintenance data
Maintenance equipment
Maintenance practice
Maintenance tools. Suggestion.s

and pensions

Strikes and arbitrations
Wage decreases
Wage Increases

Wages and working agreements

PARES
Fare collection (including
apparatus)
Fare decreases
Pare Increases
Fares
Traffic investigations
Traffic stimulation

Track maintenance

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATIO.V
.\dvertlsing

Dispatching
Freight and express
Interurban railways
Merchandising transportation
Parking of cars

Motor buses, Operating practice

Publicity
Public, Relations with
Rapid transit (elevated

Stores
Tests of materials and equipment

Schedules and timetables
Signals
."treet traffic congestion

for

Painting
Repair shops and equipment

Education
In.«urance

MAINTENANCE OF
EQUIPMENT

Rail joints and bonds
Ralls
Special trackwork
Ties
Track construction

Welding

MOTOR BUSES
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

buses, design
buses, gas-electric
buses. Installations
buses, jitney competition
buses, Operating practice
buses, regulation

POWER
Energy checking devices
Energy consumption
Fuels

subway)

and

Traffic investigations
Traffic regulation
Traffic stimulation

Transportation, Metropolitan
(general studies)

MISCELLANEOUS
European practice

Management

Noise reduction

Railway construction proposed
Railways (general)
Snow and ice removal
Standardization
preservation

Wood
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148
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188

January 5
January 12
January 19
January 26
February 2
February 9

228
229 to 268

February 16
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269 to 308
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March 2
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March 16
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April
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May
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June
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October
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November
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tinued)

Depreciation accounting:

Advertislnt: (See also Publicity)
.Mlentown. Pa.:

—

—Annual
48th

major problem [Conway 1. •994.

A

Lehigh

efteetive

uses

Valley Transit
39.

—
—

advantages
offers
~'*°Bos"on*"'Eievated
motorists, •1104,
Cindnnatd, Ohio:
.„,_

Arrangement of

advertising. '^KColo,:
advertising, ZWf.
practice:
advertising, •483,
Importance of Good Advertising:
Comments on, 463,
Jacksonville Traction Co,:

In

correct

in

work, •lOOO,

•.JOl.

•il51.

on.

activities;

s

on.
City:

riders.

—

Co.:
99.

l/ouis

SI.

N. Y.:
— Schenectady.
publishes
Schenectady
743,
—^Worcester, Mass,:
advertising.

Asheville.

C.

.,

~ .. ..
Guide,

'Riders

111.:

ation:

Chicago. North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad:
crossingr. *356.

Paso, Tex.:
—El Grade
201.
Brady
—Gary.
,„„
Accident prevention vacations. 490.
— Gradp crossing
Ky.:
elimination, 124.
Rapids. Mich.:
—Grand
408.
Drivers'
— ImprovedKy.
291.
N.
—Newark.
30.
Bonuses
contest.
Ind.:

activities:

Albany, N. Y.:
Albany Transit
—
Additional routes
New York
—Eastern
— Seeks Traction
Traction

J.:

^New

York

paid.
City:

,

„„

—

for employees.

Comments

109,,

on.

Louis, Mo.:
— Courteous
Drivers Club, 569.
Louis, Mo,:
— "Safe
a Life" campaign, 744,
Diego,
— SanLocomotive
striped [Tipton], ^710,
— Safe*yWash
tunnels proposed, 407.
Ohio:
— Safety work,
669,
—Tampa,
•101.
Reduces
D. C:
—Washington,
Trainmen's meetdngs, 366.
N, C:
—Wilmington,
Safety bonus, 368,
Ohio:
—Youngstown.
299.
Penn-Ohio
St,

to liquidate. 1083.
Co.:
^United
Co. purchased. 36.
United
Asks bus substitution in Troy. 744.

trolley

—

:

—

—
— NewFireYork Hudson
City
333.
Louis Public Service
— Broken
fan on bus does damage.
in

—

Utilities Service Co.;

St.

Expansion. 182.

744.

READ

.Associ-

.American Road Builders' .Association:
Traffic problem to be studied. 863.

—
.American Society of Mechanical
Tools:
—
„„„
Standards adopted, 227.

comments

—
—

Association:

American Standards
Railway Association:
American
—
821.
Co-operation, comments
and
standards
—American
.American Superpower Corporation:
— Announcement. 100.
Traction
—Union
944.
Hearing on bond
Electric

on,
for bolts

.-Vnderson.

Ind.:

1927.
—Award
Comments
for

executAves. 441,

figures,

fares statistics,

Office of

Electric to compete. 946.
on.
time. 240.
prize

Communications,

property:

railway
Appraisal
450,
AERA
—
—Chicago,
Chicago Rapid Transit valuation. 844.
— AppraisalKy,:
453,
— Indiana:
_,_
Public Service Commission recognizes O
867,
lon
Francisco,
—San Market
Railway valuation, 741,
—Washington,
103,
Senate
of
Bulletin.
111.:

.

Louisville,

presented,

,

ruling,

Cal,:

St.

D, C,
action.

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
c

•S, 97,
on, 3,

Tex,:
—El ElPaso,
Paso
N, C:
—Wilming
second
Wins

statistics for

Abbreviations: 'Illustrated,

bio.

Co.:

at Buffalo.

division

THIS INSTRUCTIONS

nuts,

Anthony N. Brady safety award:

met
motor bus
—National
768.
1938. ^43.
—Operating
conference:
— Regional
San Francisco meeting of
Boston meeting, 767,
—
412.
and wage
—
303.
and
D. C:
—Washington.
A.E.R.A. reorganized, 1122.
fare

Engineers:

,

sales.

study,

.\merican Electric Railway Association:
Bulletins, 450.
-Mid-Western and Southwestern sections:
Industry fundamentals discussed, 583,

^Wag->s

Co.

29.

—

^Traffic,

tube.

Public statement. 863.

.Association:
division:
motor bus. 405.

on, 940.
Reports, addresses and discussion, •993,
Revdew of reports presented, ^1012,

(Including wrecks)
Baltimore. Md.:
Public Service Commission investigates bus
accident. 1082.
Cleveland, Ohio:
Lake shore electric collision, 336,
Detroit, Mich.:
Safety zone accidents. •836.

.Accidents

in

—
.Vmerican Railway
transport
—Motor
Railroads discuss

ation:

record,

of vehicles discussed.

.Vincrican Institute of Electrical Engineers:
Meeting at Swampscott. Mass.. 787.

Mt. Vernon. Alexandria & Washington Electric
Ry.
Paving of tracks, 557.
.Alliance. Ohio:
Stark Electric Ry.;
Alliance-Canton bus controversy. 808.
New magazine. 680.
Passengers 1B28. 143.

Fla.:
accidents.

activities:

Committee on rolling stock, meetdng. 449.

.\Iexandrla, Va.:

convention;
—Annual
Depreciation accounting

Springfield.

•990,

—Committee
407.
Movement
Boston. 767.
meeting
—Regional
Executive committee meeting. 658.
—

American Electric Railway .Accountants'

:

.,.„„

.Vnierlcan Federation of Labor:
New Orleans strike:

.\Ilentown, Fa.:
Allentown & Reading Traction
—
808,
Bus
Valley Transit Co.:
—Lehigh
transportation.
Advertising

—

Cal,;

making

rate

Exhibit committee. 345. 690.

—Alliance Power Co.:
Changes in management. 144.

St.

Seattle,

for. 300.
Dtilities Corporatitm

asked

.

and

ICabotl. •OSS.
Comments on, 948,
Reports, addresses and discussions.
Review of reports presented. •lOOO.

:

substitution,

,

—
—

—Safety

—.\nnual
convention:
competition
Address,

&

Tranhportatlon

Electric Railway
Traffic .Associalion:

.American

Co.:

Brooklyn City R.R. band in safety work, 23.
New York City:
Interlocking doors and power, 191.
Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Medals for safe driving. 614.
-Portland. Ore.:
Power Co. accident
Electric
Portland
record, 1078.

.

338,
Meet ngs. 408, 449,
Car design. 338,
tion,

Ore.:
Electric Ry.:
franchise. 613.

record.

.„

Committee on rolling stock, ear lUununn-

furnish

Albany,
Oregon
—
New

Louisville.

approved,

318.

Changes on board, 686.
New bus service trial. 452.

creed,

speclflcations

Special

Floor in storeroom. •IIO.
Improvements. 306.
New bus lines. 558.
New franchise sought. '156.
Rerouting in Cuyhoga Falls. 743.
Safely work. 356.
To abandon Massillon service, 660,

^Louisville,

discussions, 'SIS.!.
presented. '100 1,

of

Co.:

transit safety

Reports, addresses and discussion, 'ii!!..
Review of reports presented. •1012.
.\merlran Electric RalUvoy EnBliiecrhiB Associ-

convention;
—Annual
Reports, addresses and
reports
Review
—Committee trackwork

4.50.

.Alabama Power Co. (See Birmingham, Ala.)

record.

Chicagro.

.\»Knrlali<"i:

Electric

Lake City. Utah:
Newspaper advertising. 407.

Salt

ase.

of

'.

7liS,

for

advertise,

•998.
Accident prevention:
Slip

ou.

advertaaing.

[Mayol.

Ohio
—Akron. Tintendent
accident pievenlion,
— Safely N. 219.
— Rapid
award.

971,

conference,

ideas,
oflicers elected.

Co.:
sustitution sought. 375.
City asks for competitive bids to
transportatdon. 3.3;t.

New YorK

holds

Asa'ii

meeting. 971.
.,„.,
Equipment and apparatus shown. •101.1.
comimtlec
A.E.U.A.
review
Executives

Inc., prize,

Yonnsstown (Woodl. •999.

on. 231.

<m.

conniicnts

Foremen's training
— Wins Stone & Webster,
Luncheon conferences, •969.
681.
947.
comments
New
•957.
England:
—London.
New
[Barncsl.
Newspaper advertising.
address
President's
Lines:
Registration. 971.
—Massachusetts
401.
Newspaper
Speakers on needs of indusliy. coinniintH
transportation:
— Merchandising
948.
General use of advertising. •44 .
—Committee
— Newspapers
Committee on employee:
comcampaign,
Georgia Power Company
Emplo.vec education, 408.
819.
ments
Executive committee, 311, 65K,
York
1930 cmuciitlon,
— NewRichmond
San Francisco
330.
Railways
Exhibit committee, 187, 345, 090,
of periodicals:
presidents:
— Readers
New
—
066.
with car
Railway Claims
Public Service
American
— Compared
Annual convnntdon:
—
Newspaper advertising.

Accident claim department:
Ambulanoe chasing;
to

adilrcHscs,

assooiations. •950.
down to
getting

Railway

Electric

Canadian

and

953.
programs,

fundamentals,

— Newspaper
—Denver.
Newspaper
— European
Car

Bus

Efforta

American and
American Association,

affiliated

t..

ir-,.,,.!.,.,!
IGordon),

director

meeting

Council

Advisory
•97"

—Northern Ohio Power & Light

Comments

lantio City. 857.
Addresses, •968,
Address of managing

..na
•426,

.Akron, Ohio:

Checked

.

nil-

"'^'oTOr'si^^Power Co. newspaper advertising.

Newspaper

—

convention:
annual. comment_8 on. 10.10.
Convention golf at Atlantic City, 943.
Convention plans. 550.
..no,design. ,'1"'>7Many innovations in car convention
at AtProgram announced for

vertising.

•823.
Biddeford. Me.:
Biddeford & Maine advertising,
Bok award, 188,

(Con-

Association

Kailwny

Electric
;

.

,
Fal-

Electric Railway Journa l— I n d e x

IV

—

Bond & Share Co.:
Purchase Argentine company, 338.

Electric

Arkansas Power

&

Light Co. (See Little Rock.

Ark.)
Asheville, N.

—-Carolina

C:

Power & Light

Co.:

Accident prevention, 219.
Association of Electric Railway Equipment Men.
Middle Atlantic States:
^Meeting date changed, 806.

—
Athol. Mass.:
—Athol
& Orange Transportation
377.
Operating

Area:

& Saco Ry.:
—Biddeford
Advertising. ^426.

—
—

Power Co.:
service in Rome. 559.

New York

Book reviews;

by London Under-

1929,

for

England, 106.

by Edward

^
„
Black on recision and cancellation, by Henry
C. Black and Hon. Jay M. Lee. 413.
Boston Elevated Railway co-operation, 1928,
by Boston Elevated Railway, Boston, Mass,
P. Hulse. 815.

—

—

—
—

R.R.:

&

Electric

Corpora-

service badges, 392.
Co.
increase asked, 451.

—

&

Austria:

City)

New York

Buffalo

&

hurried. 682.

Erie By.

(See Fredonia. N. Y.)

Buffalo, N. Y.:
International Bus Corp.:
Certificate for bus operation. 180.
International Ry.
Accidents decline. 28.
Fare increase report. 370.
Line discontinuance asked, 36.

—
—

Mirrors improve pit lighting. •853.
Motor operated garage sweeper. •IISS.
New service offered. 299.
Newspaper supports railways. 1140.
One man cars on interurfaan. 806.
Operating statement. 302.
Rain trough for bus engines. •508.
Repairing car trucks without dismantling
•1133.
Sand dryer. ^121.
Track construction program. 266.

Wdldman and Welden Powel, 1084.
Commerce yearbook. 1928, by Department of

Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 413.
—Digest of motor court decisions on motor
carrier operations, by John M, Meighan,

engineering—
— 100.
Dawes, 263,
by Chester
by Gordon Fox, 413.
—
Burlington,
1084.
by
Frontiers
—
published by Pub—Burlington
Traction
—German Department
German Railway
Slock bought by W.
Appleyard. 492.
Business expansion
System. 1084.
—
continue
1930. 1138.
by
London underground
—HandlingThomas,
106.
Watkins,
management, by Gordon
—Labor
— 413. und Tiirme
by
railway
compiling
—Methods 413.published
Railway
by World Peace Foun1084,
—
Meeting
Los
652.
1084.
Kenneth
by
—
Oxv-Acetylene Welder's handbook, by M,
—Music
1084.
—Motor
being formulated.
— Hendricks,
by
railway painting and
1082.
H. Hengefold. 562.
Canadian
Railway
Nor— man Harriman, 263.purchasing by
— Meetings Anniversary,
Montreal.
mind
the mak—The Bermays.
—Propaganda
723.
by Edward
Annual meeting. 219.
yearbook. 1029. by National Bu— Standards
Meeting. 616.
Standards, George K. Burgess,
reau
revenue,
— •1049. compiled show
413.
413.
—
The engineering index
Canadian
year book
—The
Canadian
Railways:
Financial
Canadian
753.
— Car
Toronto.
show
Comments
railway
pub—Canadian
—Universal by the Directory
Publishing Com1031.
Vt,:

Co.

S.

in

trafDc,

'SSO.

J.

P.

S.

pass. 401.

in

"Miiste
negger.

.

Baltimore, Md.:
taxes. 221.
Parl^ing: ordinance. 557.
Public Service
Investigation ot
accidents. 1082.
Electric

Lake

channel

•849.

New

Beech Grove, Ind.:
Beech Grove Traction Co.:

—

Petition to
Berlin, Germany

irons

buy competitor, 374,
(See Germany)

Brighton,

Electric
orders placed,
properties

Post.

in

officials,

on,

gain,

lished

pany. Ltd., London, 1084,

Boston, Mass.:
Boston elevated
Legislation

Canton, Ohio:

opposed by
—
—
Ashmont
—Rapid
864.
1060,
Speeds
Elevated Ry.
—Boston
'362.
Car yard
Special

bill

bill,

for

-^^anton Street Car & Bus Co.:

buses, 683.

traneit:
Service to Milton,
of trains.

at Dorchester.

Bus dimensions, 102,

Comments on

extensions. 189.
Discontinuance of bus line. 683.
Extensions cost $55,000,000, 175,
Extension of lines, 216.
Fare collection experiment. 944.
Governors appointments. 100.
Guide book of Boston El.. '861.
Horses replaced by motor vehicles. 15.
bill

Car cleaning:

*130.
— Vacuum
Car
Convention shows many
— ERA.
•1037.
cleaner for seats.

design:

before legislature, 370.

Restores 3 bus lines in Medford. 866.
Riding habit. Comments on, 720,
Test bus fare decrease, 559,
Wage controversy, 217,
Boston, Worcester & New York Street Ry,
Bug petition in Worcester denied, 86(3.
Eastern Massachusetts Street Ry.
Board of public trustees. 36.
Bus substitution. 558. 744.
Comments on management policy. 151.
Dividend, 046,
Dollar passes increase riding, •837.
Elects officers, 455,
Financial statement, ,T77,
Management policy, 174,

—
—

Brazil. S.

Brill Co..

1

to

rolling

opinion
—
— Light Mich.
weight
Germany:
—
—Experimental
684.
Crystallized
Detroit,

c

Cominunlcatlons.

needed, 1029,

car,

•786.

Dresden,

Ai-ticulated car design. 392.
cars for Pittsburgh,
on.

—Floors

Comment*

[Brett]. 482.

Requirements of car flooring
c729.
Indianapolis. Ind.
Design of Beech Grove car. 459.
^lowa Electrdic Ry. Ass'n.:

[Mallay],

—
—

.

Equipment improvement

— New Company:
England:
—Liverpool,
Integral truck and
J,

topdc,

1118,

G. Brill
catalog:
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Abbreviations: •Illustrated,

innovations,

A.

A.:
—
625.
Cars by
G.
and bus design:
— CarBetter
Lambert],
cars and buses needed
•967.
— New [Prey]. •157.
—Cars meet today's demand [Adams]. "989.
stock:
on
—Committee
Car illumination. 338.
J.

Clutch brake disk, ^130.

New

Incorporated to serve Canton. 743.

mayor, 409,

Offers advantages to motorists. ^1104.
Opcirating cost for July, 945.
Operating statement. 494. 809.
Public control bill before legislature. 336.

—

(See

gains

Statistics

of

Out.
directory of

114.

Pa.)

di-

financial post
I)y
business.

City.

Effect on lubrication [Eauffman].
York City:
Roller bearings on B-M-T. 307.

[Presslerl,

Silver

100.

L.

service,

Utali)

Vallej- Traction Co.

at

of

—

Beaumont, Texas:
^Eastern Texas Electric Co.:
Straightening
front
end

Association;

Electric

in

rector.

614.

(See Salt

California, State ot:
vehicle regulations

scientific

ing,

Cooling system for bus engines [Hughes],
*061.
De Luxe bus service, 808. 865.
Pare case. 139. 553. 1080.
Improvement in serivce, 864.
Lucius S. Storrs goes to Baltimore, Comments on, 501.
New substation. 458.
Operating statement. 103, 376, 800,
Parking:
Serious menace, 371.
Restrictions speed traffic, 616.
Park taxes increase. 807.
Paving of tracks, help asked. 557.
Railway representatives on safety council,
555.
Securities inactive. 181.
Traffic problem solution. 100.
Trolley wire breaks prevented [Trautman],
•506.
Tunnel suggested for Baltimore. 177.
Unusual financing. Comments on. 1029.
^Washington. Baltimore & Annapolis RR.New trailers in service. 045.
Segregation likely. 340.

Ry.

of

public

Co.:

Bus grant opposed. 808.

lacquering,

-Practical

Principles
F.

Association;

S. Clark.

S.

repairs. 743.

—Bus
—
—
Commission:
bus
—United
Railways &
"Baltimore products week."

Bearings:
Babbitting,

Sturze-

of

California Electric
in
Angeles.

accidents,
dation,
in Industry,

Ballston, N. Y.:

Electric

P.

Stahl."

statistics

of

B

—KayderoBS
B.R.
Commission orders

(See

:

to

Electrification,

City):

Corporation

Transit

Buenos Aires, Arg.:

— Subways
Work being

alternating currents,
Electrical
L.
Electric drive practice,
Dr. Julius Klein,
of trade,
railroad calendar,
of the
licity

III.

Elgin R.R.:
Commutation tickets, 554.
Fare increase attacked, 373.

Beaver

Brooklvn-Manhattan

Stationery OflJce, London, 263,
Budget control what it does and how it does
it. by Ernst & Ernst, 413.
Capital Slock without par value, by John R.

tion:

—
—^New

Brooklyn City R.R. (See

off.

System, London,
—-Arcground
welding—Lincoln prize papers,

Ry.:

—

British Electrifioation Committee, Reports to
Ministry of Transport, by His Majesty's

493.

BambergRr

Bristol & Philadelphia St.
Foreclosure. 618.
Britton I. Budd Medal:
Chicago, HI.
Award at safety banquet. 450.

363,

Auburn, N. Y.:

—Vienna:
—
4 day

—Trenton.

operate,
Co.:

Atlantic City. N. J.:
Atlantic & Suburban Ry.:
To abandon. 560.

Chicago. Aurora

Bristol, Pa.:

to

—Appointments

Anthony N. Brady

(See

:

& Western R.R.
—Boise
945,
Authorized
Traction
—Boise
1026.
Bus competitor ordered

—

—

Brady Safety Awaird
safety award)

Boise, Idaho

Fortieth anniversary of trolley in Atlanta,
1025.
Free shopping tickets. 406.
Improvements large, 206.
MaMng gear cases tight, *549.
Newspaper advertising. •823.
Organization Important (McAloneyl, 832.
Rerouting of cars, 615.
Sells stock through employees. 103.
Supreme court to test Decatur 5-cent fare
ruling. 1077.
Wages discussed. 298.

Aurora.

—

Service:
Petitions circulated. 299.

Fare controversy at Decatur, 945.

Railway

Bradford, England:
Trackless trolley. 33.

Foreclosure, 492,
Triple Cities Traction Co.:
Color contest. 864.

Birmingham, Ala.:

—Georgia
Bus

—
Employees'
Power
—Georgia
Fare

—

Binghampton, N. Y.:
Binghamton Ry,:

Atlanta. Ga.

Augusta, Ga.
Augusta-Aiken

Operating statement, 560.
Pays common dividend. 492.
Wage agreement, 372.
Boston & Maine Transportation Co.
Buses in Boston. 260.

Me.:

Biddeford,

Street Hy, (Continued)

Matured bonds. 103.

—Bus

record,

—Auburn
& Syracuse
To abandon,

Boston, Mass,:
Eastern Massachusetts
—

Bethlehem, Pa,
-Bethlehem Transit Co.
Bus Substitution. 180,

Argentina

—

[Vol.73

motor

design.

•IIOS.

Electric Railway Journa l—I

January-December, 1929]

Chicago,

Car design (Continued)
^Louisville. Ky.

— Sample
b^a.
Comments
Eng.:
—London.
Car design improvements. 477.
En?.;
„,
—London.
Improved truck for Metropolitan Electric
Tramways. 1127.
underground car design, "044.
—
New cars:
—London
,_
.-oo *a-o
Affect operating costs [Buck], 'oSS. "Bod.
Truck:
—NewTimken
truck with armature shaft brakes,
on.

cars.

,._

.

.

,

^

^

,

,.

i

Cleveland, Ohio (Continued)
Front axle assembling

:

(Continued)

III.

ndex

:

of
— Unification
1030.
Comments
Elevated Railways:
— Chicago
American Legion memberships,
Valley R.R.
&
— Chicago
Property acquired. 221.
Railways:
—Chicago
bonds. 810.
Will pay
Rapid Transit Co.:
— Chicago
Advertising. 473.
facilities:

on,

Ground

bsi,

"796.

—
—
—

service badges. 98.

Fare case valuation, 486.
Fare reduction fought. 393.
Fare hearing continued. 806.
Harley A. Johnson safety award, 613.

•1068.

supervision,
Valuation, 944.

.

—

—
Car orders (See Car design):
(including orders)
Car
—
—^Standardized
cars
•752.
Orders
—Regina. Sask. 460.
691.
of recent
—
Carhonses and storage yards;
Mass.
—Boston.
Dorchester. '362.
Car yard
Buffalo. •121.
dryer
— Sand
Cars;
Cars purchased 1938, •78.
—
•23.
Germany, three car
—
Kentucky Traction & Terminal
—Dresden,
Comments
Complete replacements.

Co-ordination agreement. 489.
Management. Comments on. 420.

Specifications.
Specifications

—
—

train,

Co.:

on, 758.

—-Los

Angeles, Cal.
New cars for Pacific Electric. •345.

—

Highwood,

on, 693.

City.
trolleys

Salt

—One-man
New Birney

car,

Chicago

:

111.

—
—
Grand Beach. Mich.;
—Meeting
business
More
meeting,
of January, 1930
—Meeting
Cleveland, 945.
To be held
meeting:
—Indianapolis
Plans. 101.

[Croyle]. ^853.

Track

St

West Towns By.

& Dayton

Wage

(iSO.

:

to

transit:

service,

Buses for 13 mile river route. 409.
Car body turn-over truck [Jonas]. ^797.
Improved sand spout [Kline], •1130,

advertising, •217.
reduction by grinding gears [bawteiiei. •eeo.
Office building new. •IBB.
Passenger record. 182.
Suburban extensions jeopardize city fare.

Newspaper

.

Charles A. Coffin prize:

—Award announced. Comments.
announced. 211.
—
681.
—Contest
Date for
—Winner and contenders for 1939.

—
Union Terminal:
—Cleveland breakers
[Bullock],

1140.

190.

by com-

Circuit
shops, 693,

.

•733.

New

Noise

discussed. 490.

136.

mission. 1081.
New York Central R.R.:
,
.„
^.
Revolving oscillating valve grmding devie*
[Bullock]. ^444.

Street

at

Columbus Ry.
fares,

Collision
Signals at road crossings ordered

project,

Central Electric Railway Master Mechanics Association;

[Dumke], •1069.

ings

^Cleveland,

•SS,
— New boulevard
— Rapid
manager, 336.
In charge
807.
—Union terminal
Ry.
— Cincinnati
•ISo.
Bus

Program. 140.

controversy. 680.

—
Southwestern &
increase
Pormission
Electric Ry.
—^Lake Shore with
bus, 335.

of city

in

,„ ,_ ,.. ,
[Schultial,

Wilson and Emerson directors. 363.
Winners in maintenance contest, '673,
Yoke for removing armature bearing hous-

By. (See Dayton.

dedicated,

782:

jack

armatures

track

with

converter

•1073.

Oak Park.

(See

lifter

Turning

.,

rails

r„
.,
i
[Bragdon],

,

•1135.

(See

:

Ohio)

discussed.

Youngstown:
—Meeting
Maintenance problems

I

.

.

Track gage assures exact spacing of

Indiana Ry.

Cincinnati, Ohio;

at

profitable

Track ballast spread with grader [George],
•1042.

Cincinnati, Hamilton

Central Electric Railway Association:
Bu-siness outlook. 209.
Freight haulage report. 250.

i

for

signs

traffic

trackwork

[Copelandl. ^1070.
,,„.,, i
Tool for armature stick removal [SpmdieJ,

;

Chicago, South Shore & South Bend B.B.
Michigan City. Ind.):
(See San Fran-

Temporary

(See

& Milwaukee R.R.

(

•

.

111.)

Chicago. South Bend Si Northern
See South Bend. Ind. )

'232.

•ll?.

Central California Traction Co.
cisco. Cal.)

(See Joliet. 111.):

Paul R.R.:

St.

Turntable for field coils. •393.
Chicago. Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific R.R.
Foot operated belt shift for banding armatures. •445.

Chicago, North Shore

71o.

for

679.
reel [Scott], •286.
Staggered location of poles [Scott], 'lOi-.
poles
trolley
to
equipment
Strapping
[Brown], •1072.
„
,
^
,
lubrication
converter
Synchronous
[Braund]. ^854.
.
.
,

Rope

Electric Ry.

&

•

,

increase. 179.
Joliet

,

.

Changes ordered. 361.

Wage
Chicago &

—

Experimental oars. 624.
New sample cars, •637.

—NewPaycars themselves [Buck],
Produce saving. Comments
Utah:
Lake
— Trackless
[Heigesl.

in Quincy asked. 453.
Discontinuance of bus line asked, 683.
Fare trial at Champaign. 259.
Fare revision, 101.
Permission to reduce fares. 136.
Quincy operating statement. 413.
Illinois Terminal Corporation:
Changes in personnel. 264.
New box ears bought. 306.
Illinois Traction System:

Bus substitution

Chicago, Milwaukee

Louisville. Ky.

.

New cars to be bought
Old steel ties retained. •353.
Operating statement, 454.
Illinois Power & Light Corporation:

orders.

at
at

,

Commission bus order reversed, 3JB.

—

placed.

Mirror "for inspecting converter [Spindle],
..
605.
^.
Molding staining or varnishing machine
[Sohl]. •1068.
One man tie nipper [Croyle], 'oSO.
Overhead pole support for temporary track
[Scott]. •609.
Pit jack for removing bus transmission
units [Scott]. ^797.
Pole brushing device [Scott]. •074
Portable barrel hoist [Braund], •737.
~o3.
Portable crossover [Davidson],
Rail sanding truck [Spenzer], •10"0Rapid track construction [George], "ooa.
groups
battery
negative
Reclaiming
[Braund], 'IISO.
.^,_
^^
,^,
•547.
[Scott],
Reclaiming trolley ears
brushes
converter
worn
Reclaiming
[Braund]. ^1073.
j
Reinforced grooved rail for track dram installation [Bennett]. ^1071.
Renders aid in Cleveland cUnie disaster,

451.

Car order. 416.

specifications

.J

Jumpers built for work hose (Davidson],
•1071
Method of stringing trolley wire [Scott],
•796

•307,

Power

,_
[Han-

.

equipment

testing

key]. ^734.
High rate discharge tester [Braund], •288.
Hose jumper for buses [Rose]. •lOvJ.
Improvements account of stadium, 614.
Interlocking sequence switching in conversion plants [Masters], •1072.
Jack for installing diest caps [Nohisl,

oft

Surface Lines
—Chicago
Bus franchise hearing.

[Mcintosh 1,

.

Group form for

Illinois

Awards

pit covers. ^670.
for electric equipment

Garage

,

New objectives govern design [Faust]. '925.
Philadelphia, Pa.:
Subway car design. 'SIS; Comments on,
310.
Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Light weight design, •712.
Requirements of service:
Determine design [Woods], •843.
San Francisco, Cal.
Car design, 417.
Suggestions for improvements. 133.

[Stevens].

stand

853.

Coffin prize

(See Charles A. CofBn prize):

Colorado Springs, Col.:

Springs
—Colorado
To operate

&

Intenirban Ry.:

despite deficit. 448.

Taxi development studied. 298.

filing briefs.

Clarkston, Wash.;

•975.

—Lewiston-Clarkston
Bus

—

Charlotte, N.

Cleveland, Ohio:

— Co-ordination of transportation.

C;

& Northern Ry.:
—Piedmont
487.
Extension

,

Artificial

installation;

&

Elgin

Ind.:
Interstate
substitution.

R.R.

(See

Aurora,

m.):

Railway. Power & Light Co^
—Columbus
WesterAsks bus substitution Columbus
to

.,

,

•

.

Faxe fiicrease. 370. 408, 1025. 1079.
Franchise discussion, 864.

.

joint

rail

electrical

[Brown]. •1070.
Brake cam line reamer [Stevens]. ^1074.
Brake cylinder and air tank removing jack
[Leary], '1069.
„ r„
i
[Rose!,
Brake drum liners "shrunk in
,

Chicago, 111.:
Court revokes bus franchise. 34.
Grade crossing elimination;
Hearing to be held. 1079.
Work to be done, 1080.
Parking elimination [Gordan], •312.
Parking ordinance
Amendments adopted. 555.
Being enforced. 1079.

.

—

Brake rod testing machine [Leary], •1130.

—
—
—Subway:
For Grant Park, 807.
ordinance
—Unification
Franchise sought, 175,

Buys 100 cars. 306.
Cable Rack Leakage detector [Braund]
•547.
., ^
,
wires
switch
track
for
duct
Concrete
[Brown]. 1054.
^ ^,
Cleveof
Swermgens
Van
by
Coordination
land transportation. 447.
Coupler testing and assembling machine
[Scullin], •1068.
Details in trackwork. •824.
Dummy wheels for towing disabled buses
[Stevens]. 801.

Bumping rail [Spenzer]. ^544.
,,,„.
Bus compressor test stand [Rose], •1134.

—

Hearings, 256.
Bills ready to submit. 449.
Franchise legislation, 564.
Recommendations of city engineer.
Writing of ordinance begun, 804.

.

Duplex

740.

"Deadlock Committee":
Attempts settlement. 860.
Gets Tentative financial program.

943.

car. 99.
Electric shovel. ^739.
Fare increase. 97.
Fare increase. 139.
Fare in»rease. 397.
Field polarity testing

New
New

—
—

cars in prospect, 944.
chairman of board. 455.
Seeks to discontinue Westerville service.
1083.
Scioto Valley Railway & Power Co.:
Franchise to competitor. 683.
Southern Ohio Public Service Co.
Sold to American Gas & Electric Co., 100.
,

Committee on Recent Economics:

—Comments

on. 638.
Prosperity a delicate economic balance. 676.

Connecticut Co. (See

New

Haven. Conn.):

Conspectus of Indexes:
Conspectus of Indexes [Richey].
493, 618, 685, 746, 809, 1083.

—

183.

Cortland, N. Y.:

County
—Cortland
Abandons

line,

Traction Co.:
231.

Covington, Ky.
,
,„
[Reinkerl.
.

device

,

•1069.

Cincinnatti. Newport & Covington Ry.
Fare increase denied, 259.

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
Abbreviations: *lllustrated.

Co.:

Columbns, Ohio:
680.

testing

asked. 683.

Aurora

project [Faust]. •o76.
project

on.

S. O.:

—Bus franchise prohahle. 360.
Columbus,
— Bus Public Service
808.

of line in Creston, 945.

Chehalls, Wash.:

Chicago,

419.
—-Terminal

Comments

delay probable,
—Terminal
& Southwestern Ry.
—Cleveland
Discontinuance
—Cleveland By.:load lor

of line,
Extension denied. 181.
Improvements in litigation. 1080.

—BusFranchise

Columbia,

Transit Co.:

substitution. 808.

Charleston, W. Va.:
Charleston Intenirban R.R.
Mechanics Association, 219.

c

Communications.

341,

VI

Electric Railway

D

—
—Jamestown.
N. Y.
Discontinuance

Dallas, Texnt*:

— Dallas
Railway
Controller

& Terminal

Co.:
[Beadle],

trouble

flngrer

'543.

Earnings. 322.
lor shapingr lerrules [Beadle], 'Tih
High potential test set (Beadlel. '287.
Improved end cover lor commutator end
Irame [Beadle], 'lisa,
Texas Electric Ry,

Freight service, •389.

Davenport,

la.:

Iowa Fair Grounds,

— Modern Hamilton
substation
—Dayton
& Troy
Asks
Cincinnati,

& Dayton Ry

company's

cer-

tificate, 744.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western B.B.:
^Educating employees [Morgan], '1100

Electrification,

line.

III.:

ceases. 36.

sale

Ind.

^'

Receivers'

rates.

line,

—Princeton,

Co.:

&

Valley

Illinois

abandonment.

—'Expansion

N, Y,

abandon

to

Comments

line.

33(1.

Discontinuance ol bus line, 374,
Santa Barbara, Cal,:
S. B, & S. Ry. to discontinue. 561.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Zanesville. O.:

Dispatching:

—Denver
Tramways:
Change

'o""

^°i'!'„S2'"''"^''

1063.

directorate. 5lU

Company newspaper, 319
Fare increase belore council, 1169.
Group insurance, 746.

dispatching on P. R.

T

children.

411.

fare

Des Mo'nes, Iowa:
Des Moines City Ry.
Armature d pp ng [Skelley], •730

—

Eastern Massachusetts Street Ry.
(See Boston, Mass.)
East St. Louis, III.
East St. Louis & Suburban Ry.
Ticket agent for aviation company.

traffic

bu.scs,

2!p

on.

'^''"'"^ '^*"<'d

on».

on,

Edmonton, Alberta:
Edmonton Municipal

city,

»«»*
=D"el5S5,£?t°'orit?eerAyi.^"-""'-'''" °"Auxiliary inflater [Smith], "SOI
Bus-car service, 257
system flushing machine [Smith 1.
^°°\ll

—

St.

Sale in prospect. 618.

Ry

I.

Extends and improves service •076
Fare insumcient. 617.
Light weight car. '788.
New service to Dearborn, 1081
car order, 381.

Operating records and costs, 301
Beduc_iig noise ol car operation
[Williams

—Houston.
Tex.
Maintenance
—
Meeting
Lexington.
—Meeting
1030.
ham,
946.

discussed. 251
at
Ky.. 557. 831
ol Jan.,
to be held in Birmina-

Ala..

Klectric

I.

staff

[Smith!.

tax,

740

—

O.

•

Y.

Corp

Utilities

liquidate. 1083.

— Atlantic
City:
Atlantic

City

seeks

to

to abandon.

Auburn

560

& Syracuse Ry.
abandon. 493
— International
N. Y,:
Ry. seeks
abandon
—Cleveland. O.
^^|'""*'«'-s"'-" discontinues
—Columbus
Columbus.

children,

lare,

260,

increase asked, 451.
111.

increase attacked.

.I7:i.

Case.
In court, 130,
In Supreme Court, 1080.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Operating cost report, 370,

219.
—Chicago:
—
Young employees need encouragement
(Rice]. c328.
—Chicago:
—^l?"?''?'
Lackawanna & Western
R
Rap, Transit valuation,
Iraimng of employees [Morgan], R•libo,
—
Cleveland,
—General
Co.
Cleveland
Ky. seeks
Attitude

Comments

to

"'

IOm""""'™

& Power

^'^s'o"'"''

in

Co. seeks
service,

for

*

-Hillsboro. III.:
Buses unprofitable.

Chicago

discontinues.

patrons

(De Voe], cl064,
—Portland, Oregon:
Twenty-year Club, 258

[Vickcrsl.

— Bonus
— Mutual
Lake
—Training,
Conference
Salt

Ind.:
for courtesy,
City,

aid

Comments

method,

—Covington.
Fare

asset

fai-e

Ky.:

increase

— Decatur, Ga, denied. 350.
Co. 'are controversy,
— Demand
for fare revisionComments on, 463.
—Gary.
Fare
neml'lfrt'?

258,

236

''?"""'

Ind.

—Grand
Forks,
New

increase

773,

766 and 948.

RKAD THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEOINNING OF
Abbreviations: 'Illustrated,

& Columbus

—

Utah:

association,

on,

valuable

07

Fare consideration likely, i;iO
Fare negotiations, 207.
Columbus. O.
Fare increase. 370.
Fare increase postponed. 408.
Fare increase recommended, 1070.

contest,

Rushville,

Detroit. Mich.:
''"''""'"

Cleveland. Southwestern
increased. 136.

569.

— Industrial
Improved by Electric Railways
—Kansas
Mo,:
Oratorical
258.
—Operators.
Information
city.

O.

Railway. Light

iiicreiisc.

relations.

line.

'^'cre's'ton

on,

480.

O,

toward employees.

to

1077.

Fare Increases:

—Augusta.
Ga.Fare
—Aurora.
Pare
—Baltimore.
Md.
Faro

Electric

Buffalo,

^"ow'

commuters'

Chic,

& Suburban

Auburn. N. Y.

—

262.

Mechanics' Association,

service, 560,

Y.
N.

.•(71.

—
—

W, Va,

Charleston,

.

Ont.:
reduction, 373.
Portland. Ore.:
Vancouver rate reduced, 219,
St, Louis, Mo.:
Fare reduction threatened. 373.

Employees

Discontinuance of lines:

Calif

Fare decrease on Paeiflo Electric Ry.,

—Ottawa,
Fare

Popularizing service, 'OSl,
Revolution keeps cars out of Mexico, ^554

•

Municipal

Angeles.

55!!.

•

Electric Co.:
reduction. 201.
Motor bus garages, •438.
Mule car in parade, 1080,

Discontinuance, 946,

— Albany
N.
Eastern

—Los

—Milwaukee,
Wis,:
Extension

El Paso, Texas:

Detroit United Ry.

—Akron.
Massillon

—
—
—

lare

Co.

increased,

316.

—Minneapolis,
Minn.:
Special
for school
—Nashville,
Tenn.
Reduced

cl065.

—El Accident
Paso

•

cai',

of fare limit deniwl by commission, 27.
Single fare area extension, 218,

38.

-Water.

Government seeks back income
Railway Commission
bond issue, 177.

I

register:

Fare decreases:
Bloomington, III.:
Rates lowered, 130.
Boston, Mass,;
Boston elevated lare test on bus line,
Chicago
Fare reduction fought by "L." 373.

Railway Journal:

—Change
organization.
—Convention
number.
Commendations. [Smith] [Norrisl.
—Convention
report number.
Commended. [Lambert], cl065.
—Plan of publication changed, 383.
Klmlra, N. \.%
—Elmira
Light & Railroad
Capital stock
in

ol track construction [Nolan

Street

•:!14,

AlexaiMlcr

(Hall),

Y..

1025.

Elwtrlc Railway Association of Equipment Men.
Southern Properties:

to vote,

Jackson & Chicago Rv

[

pass,

—

at

Detroit,

car

street

ticket,

:

— Accidents safety zones,
—City eniploys consulting •SSS, engineer,
—Motor
jitncy competition, 205.
— Parking regulations:
Comments
1092
~ 806
on parking remilat
—
Rapid
Comments
220
—Subway
Subways proposed, 138.
—
plan put
333
—Subway proposed
by
804

street

lights

Detroit, Mich.:

—
—
—

for

Co.,

in

Insulation testing, •387.
New wage agreement, 1077.
One man car adopted. Comments on. 1031
une man car proposal rejected, 861
acid under loreclosure, 746
To be sold, 684.

^'^•1134"*"' as shop locomotive

collector

[Lundal,
—
abuse
—Mechanical
coin
Aynian Register
•1075.
—NewTurnstile
York, N, Y.
207.
— Norfolk,
Va.
Fare box
•25,
—Philadelphia,
Pa,
New exchange
207.
—Vienna.
Austria:
Four day
•401.
—Weekly
pass
Fredonia. N.

Co.:

I:

experiment, 014.

tries

•1137.
Rapids. Mich.:
box elimination
Houston. Tex.:
Preventing
transfer

864.

•

Collection

—Boston,
Mass.:
Boston elevated
—Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Turnstile

—Grand
Fare

—Duluth
Ry.
Fare nrrease sought, 216.
school
—Duluth
Super'or Traction
Operating statement,
Special lare lor

Department of Street Rys. (Sec Detroit. Mich.

West Penn Public Service Co

hall lor employees. :I23.
air equipment (DufTyJ, •735.

Testing

fare

Street

Oper.iting net impro\ed. 221
name ol bulletin, 407.

—Monongahela
Assembly
Fare

212.

Duluth, Minn.:

Prize lor

'^'>'>^^^na.\ysiB

1030, 1138.

Mo.:

St.

—London tape method.
—Philadelphia:

Denver, Col.:

transit.

to continue in

on.

Southern Ohio Pub. Service Company, 452.

Th,^!"'*',.''"'',"''^'""''"'-

Outlook for business improved. 1080
Reduced rates to improve business, 55 ».

III,

—Authority
766,
— Bus
Lou-s.

—

Specifications out, 742.

New

Ind.

service,

'•

Alto, Cal,:

—

'e?.

Plans complete, '769
Power to be purchased,

In

substitution, 339,

Electrification:

in

Practice
German three-car train. *33.
-Mass transportation service
Europe [Cusani], •646.

376.

Millord.

— Rochester,

•

[Rose], •357.

943.

Kuropean

—
— Kansas
Mo.:
—
Discontinuance
expanding
Independence sought. 377.
— Lawrence.
Mass.
Mass.
Kvanston,
abandons
493.
— MillordNortheastern
Mass.:
—Motor
bus companies.
& Uxbridge
Approval of
asked. 451.
— Newcastle.
Evansville,
^'
'"^continues
*
railway
0^0
—Evansville
& Ohio Valley Ry.:
Business outlook improved. 1080.
—Oakland.
operating statement. 412.
Key system asks
discontinuance, 746.
Excursion
408.
— Palo
—Evansville. Suburban & Newbin-gh Traction
Peninsular Railway abandons
1025.
Chicago
494,

Electric Ry.
revoking ol coach

Ry.
franchise cancelled.

City

for

Wa?e agreement. 682.
Duyion, Ohio:

—
—
—

—Enid
Railway

Cal.:

Tri City Railway:
Bus substitution, 683.
New bus service to

[Vol.7^

Knid, Okla.:

:

expected.

N DE X

at

Form

—

l— I

City.

Electrical test board (Beadle). •132
Extens on asked lor, 743.

—

xa

J o u r

DlHcontluiiance of lines (Continued)
Jack.soii, Mich.:
Mich. El. Ry. discontinues line. 684.

c

sought,
N. D.
447.

franchise.

T HE

CoinmunlcationK,

INDEX

803

015,

Electric Railway

JLinnary-Dccembcr, 1929]
Fare

IncreaHes

(Continued)

MaBs.:
— Hol.voke,
Fares increased. 258.
— Fares Mo.
743.
Mo.
— Kansas
Fare increase sought.

Fare increase sought.

218.
208.

increase.

359.

295, 373.
Fare action deferred. 615.
Fare increase denied. 081.
Los Angeles. Calif.:
Fare case in supreme court. 1(J7J>.
increase.

863.

—Bristol. Pa.:
Foreclosure of Bristol

— Fare increase on buses, 330.
Wis.:
— Milwaukee,
Hearings for fare plan. 1080.

N. Y.:
— Brooklyn.
Brooklyn City

St.

556.

Cathariu'-.-.

in supreme court
for fare increase, 945.
7-cent fare case, 139.
Fare increase denied Eighth and Ninth
Avenue Rys., 743.
Interborough fare increase asked. 864.
Third Avenue Ry. fare case. 670.

of

—

Illinois

Co..

Haverhill,

of line,

111.

302.

on,

of:

field

—Japan:
New

205.

—

Cal.

Seven cent fare trial. 33K.
Sioux City. la.:
Fare increase, 269.
Tokens, 488.

City Rapid Transit Co.
—Twin
Fare increase, 175.
— Vancouver.
B.
New fare agreement. 488.
—Washing'ton,
D.
Fare case of Capitol Traction

Surface Lines. 416.
Valley R.R. property

Traction. Inc.. changes, 261.
Operating statement, surface line. 464.
Quincy operating statement. 412.
Unification plan. 943.
Valuation of elevated lines, 745.
Cleveiana. O.
transportation by Van
Coordination
of
Sweringens, 447.
Improvements account of stadium. 614.
Colorado Springs, Col.:
Railway to continue despite deficit, 448.

^-Committee on Recent Economic Changes:
Report on economic conditions. 676.
Competition and Rate Making [Cabot]. *98S.

:

Mich.:

—

Bus
Car

—

railway planned. 268.

White & Company.

G.

Rebuys British

line tf>k«n over. 300.

replacement
•759.

pays

for

Lincoln. Neb.
Bus franchise.

—Los

five

321.

Cal.;

Antreles.

City Club

favors railways. 189.
Pacific Co, seeks to buy bu,-^
616.
Massachus'^tts Department of Public UtilHies.
Permits New Haven R.R. to finance trolleys.
867.
Massachusetts Northeastern Street Ry. Discontinues. 176.
Memphis. Tenn.:
New track. 336.
Menash. Wis.:
Bus license fees. 330.

Southern

—
—
—
—
—

line.

Mif^hie^an

increase

<-losf.i.

elimination.

on.

of

—Wheeling. W. Va.:

City.

increase.

Fare increase suspended. 250.

Minneapoli.«,
Ry.. 86.S.
for

of

Co.:

line,

Fares

Dallas.

—American Electric Ry. Ass'n. report
— Fare
at Champaign. 250.
—Cincinnati,
O.
Passenger record, 182.
— Fare, wage, cost
'Ol.
— Frostburg.
Md.
Weekly pass. 374.
— Increased
Can.:
revenue, "OSO.
—Milwaukee, Wis.:

302.

-Denver.

III.:

trial

Minn.:
—Duluth.
Duluth-Superior

Milwaukee

El.

Co.

617.

statement.

operating

411.

Alberta

Municipal Railway sale

in

618.

prospect.

& Share
— FederalBond
Trade Commission
—Elmira. N.stock
Y.
362.
—
operating
&
V.
412.
—Expenditures
mounting:
Comments.

—
—

Co.

Electric

controversy. 101.

St.

740.

cars.

Scientific

Capital
increased.
Evansville, Ind.:
Receiver's
E.
O.

Scientific

Seattle,

school children, 681

—
report.

746.

children, 98.

—
— Comments 1093.
—FortLocal
Worth.
financing by

In-

advertising.

—Ft.

Collins.

—

cotii-

Financial:

'082.

— Akron.
Ohio:
New franchise sought,
—Amsterdam.
N. Y.
Bus
found

Ind.:
to

Operating statement. 558.
Public Service buys busfs. 417.
Stock issue approval, 302.
New York. N. Y.
B.-M. T. operating statement, 376.
Bus franchise. 218.
Equitable bus certificate denied. 555.
Expenditures for subways. 306.

lease lines.

302.

&

B.

C.

R.R..

362.

T..

line,

Falls.

256.

sold.

certificate

reasonable.
—
Mass.:
Operating record. 377.
— Austrian
Commission
Intangible values—comments
— rJaltimore.
Md.
Operating

491.

^Athol,

on,

Unusual financing, comments

B.-M.

—Germany: on German railways. 437.
Orleans, La.:
—NewDiscontinuance
341.
of
Key System Reorganization. 745. 810.
—Glens
N. Y.:
Hudson Valley Railway
492.
Oklahoma
Okla.:
— Oklahoma Ry.
618.
— Governors Comment on Transportation. 177.
Oklahoma Railway Development. •735.
— Grand
Rapids. Mich.:
Purchase of Okla. Belt
456.
Consolidation of
448.
Statistics

statement. 376.
Segregation for W.B.&A.E.

disputes

326.
notes. 613.
Ocean Electric Railway. 465. 493.
Premium on stock issue. 684
Second Ave. Railroad reorganized. 411, 455.
Subwaj-s to cost $700,000,000. 344.
Third Avenue bond interest. 376.
Dividend declared, 1146.
Van Brunt St. line to operate 30 days. 302.

Col.:

Gary Railways

Co.

Improvements announced. 336.

New oars for
New subway

—Pramingham,
Mass.:
Final accounting, 181.
—-Gary.

Light

685.

Municipal Ry. operating statement. 463.

Federal Trade Commission:
Field accounting begun on two holding
panies, 746.

&

301. 492.

T-^x.:

Commerce Commission. 1077.

Nashville Railway
valuation. 493.
Valuation. 181.
Newark. N. J.:

Merger of B.-M. T.

on.

—Wheeling. W. Va.:
Wheeling Traction Co. hearing before

fare increase, 179.
of service, 232.
Nashville. Tenn.

Abandonment

Jamaica Central increases capital. 376.
Manhattan Bridge 3 Cent Line sold. 493.
Manhattan & Queens receivership cnde<l.

190.
Financial structure of Electric Railways. 230.
Financing rapid tr«n«it by benefit assessment.

Springfield.

lines.

sold.
to
foreclosure,

Issue, 177.
Faro insufficient for railway needs.
Operating records and costs. 301.

— Fares
Louis, Mo.
collected on buses and
—
basis needed [Buck]. *905.
—Houston, Tex.:
fare schedule, •979.
— Fares Wash.:
for

— Report ofMass.
revenue.
—Third
Avenue Ry.:
Rate
school

of

Mich.:
—Detroit,
Detroit Bond

—Edmonton,
on

issue,

directorate.

City
sold

Levis,

Fares discussed. 405.
Increase in patronage
Ry. & Lt. Co.. 453.

Colo.
in

la.

statistics.

terstate

in

Bus franchise wanted. 320.

Co.:

Co.

945.

for

itself

years.

-

C.

ChicaETO.

Inc.

Firms, 417.
Lexington. Ky.

—
Railroad
Indexes [Richeyl. 182. 341,
—Con'^pectus
Bond deposit time extended. 618.
493. 618. 685, 746. 809. 1083.
—
Milwaukee. Wis.
—Construction Budgets. 345.
needed. 405.
Fare
Trading
337.
—Continental
Grade crossing
Comments
420.
Minneapolis, Minn.
—
Transportation
376.
Community
—Co-ordination
Dividends resumed by Twin
[Smith], •887.
315.
Fare
Anoka, and
Foreclosure
Co. Traction
—Cortland
Cuyuna Range
Abandons
221.
Twin City Company.
Rumor of deal
Tex.:
— Earnings.
867.
222.
—Montreal.
Que.:
—
142.
Tramway bond
Change
tramway
561.
Motor Bus Lines:
—
—DesDesMoines.
683.
long distance
Consolidation
Moines
684.
Ry.
be
—Muskegon.
Mich.:
Railway
under
746.
Needs
Muskegon Traction & Lighting
of

C.

—

J.

Bus Co. incorporated.

—

Paul. Minn.:
Hearing date set. 257.
Fare increase made perniatuMit.

Coa<rh

Side
Co.. 559.
Will of Will A. Latta, 743.
Investment Banker's Association
Municipal ownership report. 745.

of railwa.v property. 221.
Sale of Mich. Railroad's lines to Michigan
Central. 617.

Co. sold, 492.

Illinois

613.

increase.

jurisdiction

I.C.C.

—
—Jackson.
Sale

Chicago Railways bonds. 810.
Coordination agreement, 489.

944.

Power seeks

:

acquired,
Ind.

closure suit.

statement.

acquired. 321.

St.

Francisco.

lines

111.:

Ore.:

—St. Louis:
Fare increase expected. 860.

—San

618.

412.

statement.

O.
Street

&

(Continued)

Ont.
—Hamilton,
451.
Bus
— Hammond,
Hammond, Whiting & East Chicago
868.
Conn.
—Hartford.
341.
Railway pays Tucker Grant
Mass.
— Discontinuance
412.
—Highwood.has no
over Chicago.
North Shore & Milwaukee, 303.
Address:
Hoover's Inaugural
— Mr.Comments
384.
—Indiana.
State
work on
completes
Commission
companies, 810.
merger
— Receiver asked South
Motor
of electric
Indianapolis. Ind.

on.

Chicago

VII

x

tax.

operating

N. Y.:
— Operating
statement.
—Burlington.
Burlington Traction
Substitution:
—BusComments
348.
—Canton.
Car &
Canton
743.
—Chicago.
Chicago
Car order

Fare increase needed. 373.
Fare increase indorsed by labor, 682.
Hearing on fare increase on Portland Elec-

—

492.

Buffalo,

Eighth and Ninth Ave.

Power

e

Vt.:

^^Montreal, Que.:
Fare increase at
—New York, N. Y.:

Portliind Elect.

x d

fore-

Railway.

line,

R.R.

182.
B.-M.T. operating

—Minneapolis, Minn.
Fare Increase authorized. 215.
Fare increase accepted, 373.
Fare Increase. 490.

tric

of

dend. 492.
Extension of lines. 216.
Operating statement, Eastern Mass.. 560.

Mass.:

—^Portland,

favor

in

extensions. 175.

sougrht,

Milford,

leases,

Boston Elevated operating statement. 404.
Boston & Maine buses into Boston, 260.
Comments on extensions. 189.
Eastern. Mass. financial statement. 377.
Eastern Mass.. elects, 455.
Eastern Massachusetts pays common divi-

Louisville.

—
Fla.:
— Miami,
Two-cent fare

I

180.

buses,

City.

Crosse. Wis.:
— LaHearing
on fare
Ky.
— Fare increase

Co.

N. Y.
—Binghamton.
Foreclosure— Binghamton
Mass.
—Boston.
Boston Elevated Ry.

raised,

—

Financial

Pa.:
—Bethlehem,
Bethlehem Transit

Joplin,

o u r x a l

(Continued)

Fi naneiiii

:

J

acquisitions.

transit

facilities.

Grand Rapids R.R. needs increased revenue
176.

348.

Ry.,
340.
on. 1029.

City.

—

Operating

Statement,

416.
Stock holders meeting, 377.

340.

—Ottawa.
Earnings
— Pennsylvania
Committee

Greenville. Miss.:
Bus substitution, 559.

—Green
Bay. Wis.:
Bus substitution,

Ry.,

Neb.:
— Omaha.
Buderet for improvements.

-

Ont.:
insufficient.

559.
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Abbreviatioiii:

:
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303.
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discontinued, 450.
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Financial

(Continued)

—Pennsylvania
R.R. and P.B.T.
Bus
179.
Looking
— AcquisitionVa. railwaycomments
Railway
685.
—Philadelphia.
Pa.
Changes on

Financial

:

lines co-ordinated.
to future,

461.

on.

Fitchburg, Mass.:

—Fitchburg
Leominster
Hy.
Bus
683.
Opposes competing
744.
—Suburban Bus
866.

negrotiations. 412.

sold.

—

asked by
and Light Corp..

Illinois

Franiingham, Mass.:
Milford.
Franiingham,

—

Power

452.
—Railway
and Bus Associates:
Buys
Valley Traction Co.
Lebanon Valley
868.
—Reading.
Pa.
Operating statement,
Schuylkill

—

—Paris
Fares

*'=™°"""» ^^^^ "y commls-

—Akron,
Bus

489.
492.

Terminal

by

—

City

—

Bus

transportation.

Bus certificate. 180.
Georgia Power Co. (See Atlanta. Ga. )

—
—
437.
on
—
^124,
Buses shown
problems [Reuter], 973,
—Dresden
Articulated car
392.
—Frankfurt.
Germany:
^1102.
Pay-as-you-pass
—Wiesbaden
Buses
Double trolley. •156.

electric railways.

Statistics

Berlin:

Berlin.

at

Berlin's traffic

design,

616.

cars tried.

displace trolleys,

franchises
Y.

sold.

Gloversville,

lines.

line

Co

33.

Falls,

[Vickersl.

Street

268

;

Germany

682,

Co.,

Gloversville

R.

line
line grant.

sought.

I).:

franchises

St.

in

territory.

increase,

I.:

substitution.

R. R.

on.

City

of

Co.

—San

management,

local

—

,

222.

Community Traction operating record 377
Community Traction Co. report. 494
Community Traction earnings. 809.

—Transportation
Comments
—Toronto
Transportation CommissionFinancial
1145.
— Railway
under
261.
—Union
Traction
IndianaSought by InsuU
809.
—
Corporation:
United Gas Improvement
411.
—United Railways
&
Co
181.
— Expansion.
Ohio—Vancouver.
C:
Pare decrease
448.
—Washington.
Fare
Analysis:
on. 109.

report.

Okla.:

foreclosure.

Co. of

Interests.

^United

Co.

Electric

stock,

-

Securities.

Utilities Service Co., Alliance,

182.

B.

likely.

D. C.
increase for Capital Traction to be
asked. 448.
Merger. 221. 262.
Operating records and costs. 261.
^Waterloo. la.
Operating statement U.C.P. & N Ry 561

—

—Wichita. Kan.:

Valuation of Electric By., 617.
Worcester. Mass.:
Approval to take over leased lines asked

Cal.
line extension. 559.

&

H.

C.

O.;

O.
D.

Ry..

field

in

co-ordinating

,3.33.

of transit facilities, 448.
Drivers' creed reduces accidents, 408.
Fare box illumination [Lundal, ^214.
Field coil tester [Lunda], ^24.
Operating statement. 340.
Relief suggested. 176.
Unification of transportation. 371.
United Suburban Ry.
Report favorable, 455,

946.

Diego.

Bus

Springfield.

assists

transportatjiJon,

to

'

—

—

cancelled. 943.

Va.:

substitution.

in

Inc.:

sold

Atlanta.

Geneva, N. T.:
Geneva Ry. Bus Lines. Inc.;

J.:

Fla.:

Tulsa.

(See

Ind.);

P. Co. competition, 683.

substitution.

111.:

records.

Co.

—NewBusBrunswick. N. 616.
—New era
Glens
N. Y.:
'878.
—'Hudson Valley Ry.
—NewEquitable
York. N.
Coach
Property
492.
374.
—North
Adams. Mass.:
N. Y.:
Berkshire
Ry. seeks new bus
Johnstown &
R.
—Fonda.
1082.
Competing bus
upheld, 491.
—Omaha.
Neb.
Oppose bus
452.
Bus
extension
375.
Grand Forks, N.
—Pennsylvania
Bus
sought
Forks
—Grand
By.:
Dtlaware River
410.
Fare
447.
—Providence.
R.
Grand Rapids, Mich.:
Bus
616.
Rapids
—Grand
—Requirements
Car bumpers [Lundal. •SOS.
Comments
757.
Commission
—Requirements
Franchises:
"Getting Down
Consolidation
Fundamentals."

Capital increase. 745.
Superior, Wis.:
Fare increase asked. 258.

—Toledo.

33.

Gary & Sonthern Traction Co. (See Crown Point,

864.

&

Unification
transportation. 371.
Jacksonville. Fla.:
New franchise. 337. 406, 447. 553.

—Lynchburg.

—Tacoma.

•

& Power

Georgia Railway
Ga.):

871.
Angeles. Cal.:
granted Pacific Electric. 375.
492.
New franchise granted Los Angeles Ry..

Budget of Illinois Power Co., 416
Stock increase, Illinois Power, 455.

Pr.

to

Certificate

Purchase of property by city. 222
Refunding desired for Municipal Ry. 618
Sale of Tacoma-Seattle Interurban. 560
lax for help of railway department. 334.
South Bend. Ind.:
Reorganization plan for Ohio. South Bend
& Northern Indiana Ry.. 1083.

—„Tampa.
Operating

permit

—Los

Wash.:

Cab franchise shelved. 260.
Loan of funds approved. 340
Municipal Railway suit dismissed. 372
Puget Sound P. & L. Co. bid for interurban

Wash
Tacoma Ry. &

has

R.R.

— Railway
Okla.:
franchise
—Grand Rapids, ofMich.:

Comments

Indiana. Columbus & Eastern Traction
offered at receiver's sale. 1083

•

Western

111.:

Railway reorganization. 182.
Statistics of 1928 status. •SB.

—

sought. 410.

Scioto Valley R.
Enid.

Railway problems.

—
—Stone & Webster,

613.

Co..

prevention vacations. 490.
Better service at lower fares saves interurban [Wingerter]. *1115.
Celebrates 21st anniversary. 681.
Credit Union Incorporated. 164.
Pare increase sought. 863.
To lease Gary & Southern Traction Co., 302.

•

Ry. position favorable 1024
Sail Francisco offers to buy cable
line. 181.
Tunnel special assessment
rS.^J^'^^H'
ro Shaughnessyl. •1094.
valuation of Market St. Ry.. 617

Springfield. Ohio:
Bids to furnish

&

Motor Coach

— Gary
Rys.
Accident

—Chicago.
Legislation for unification. 554.
—Columbus.
O.:
Railway franchise discussion.

St.

Springfield.

Co.:

865.

Gary, Ind.:

operate, 945.

right-of-way. 412.

—
—

Power

buses.

—Midwest

O.:

Boise

Cal.:
lines deficit, 300.

—

—Alabama
New

Idaho

Boise.

City plans to operate, 334.

Seattle.

Gadsden, Ala.;

substitution sought, 375.

—^Albany.
Ore.
New franchise.
—Baltimore.
Md.
Bus franchises

Cal.

—

1081.

lines,

FranchUes

—
—SanOperating
Diego.
—SanBusFrancisco,statement, 561.
Market

Ux-

Return of double-deck buses favored, 1142.

Hertz interest in St. Louis sold.
Operating statement. 618.
Railway tax paid in stock. 340.
Street Railway valuation contest.
Subway for St. Louis Electric
Railway, 344,
^*,.P?''. ''™' o' railway owned
Utilities Company, 943.
Valuation argued, 262.
St. Joseph. Mo.:
Bus substitution. 491.

^farket St.
on, 385.

and

Hopedale

Traffic increases. 1081, 1142.

Louis, Mo.:

"X*n"*810

Fuels:

—Buffalo. N. T.:
Fuel oil lor buses. 228.

increased. 1142.

Merger of

Y.

Operating record, 341.

St.

Transit Co.;

France

221.

N.

& Westernport

pass. 374.

bridge Street Ry.:
Final accounting, 181.

and

Street Ry..

—Rochester.

—Cumberland
Weekly

—

III.:

411.

line.

Frostbnrg, Md.:

Fort Worth, Texas.:
Northern Texas Traction Co.:
Securities sold locally, •982.

Increased capitalization of subsidiary, 143.

—Quiney,
Bus substitution

-

to

Delivery:

—

Certificate restricted.

618.

Louisville
freight
Pacific Electric
on.

Fresno, Cal.:
^Fresno Traction Co.:
Discontinuance of

Fort Collins, Col.:
Ft. Collins Municipal By.;
Operating statement, 453.

I.:

:

earnings,

Lines. Inc.:

^Puget

(Continued)

—
& Southern Indiana
house. 860.
— Comments Pick-up
and
694.
—Waterloo,
Freight stimulates
336.
la.:

buses.

ing, 745.
PJl.T. dividend criticized. 810.
Purchase of P.R.T. underlying companieB,

—Providence,
H.
Operating statement of U.E.K.,
—
Sound Power & Light Co.

Street

ic

substitution.

board of P.R.T.. 561.
City Controller questions P.R.T. Account-

[Vol. 73

Freight and Express
Louisville. Ky.

:

O.

Ry. operating record. 377.
Protective committee for bondholders. 261.

Petersburg:.

ol

(Continued)

—Youngstown,
Municipal

ndex

Ry. plans to acquire Spring371.

— Comments 271.
—
—Toledo.
Great
Franchise agreement. Comments
694.
—
Railways:
—Winchendon.
Mass.:
Air transport power. 682.
Boston & Maine opposes bus permit. 865.
—
Edinburgh
—Youngstown.
Moves with the
and
Youngstown Municipal's new franchise
equipment [Jackson], •1059.
742. •gso,
—
of
whole
trunk
railway
Fredonia, N, T,:
tem planned. 1081.
—Buffalo
& Erie Ry.:
— Report. 203.
Wage decrease
295.
Weekly
216.
Nearing Completion, 382.
Freight and express:
—Liverpool. Eng.
truck and motor
'llOS.
—Attracting new
business [Thomas].
—London
Dispatching— Tape. 212.
makes
Bus anniversary. July
Report:
682.
Improved truck
Comments
Metropolitan
310.
Tramways.
1127.
—
London United Tramways;
Brown]. •783.
Improved
477.
— Express
Texas.
London Undergrxiund Rys.
Texas
Subsidies:

on,

O.

Britain:
British

on.

O.

times,

as

to

fares

Electrification

sys-

Electrification

case.

passes.

Integral

freight

design,

•O.'iS.

'.E.B.A.
:.E.R.A.

report.

350.

4.

for

on.

Clev.eland.

O.
service

t

car design.

Dallas.

Electric Ry.. 'SOI.
—
business [McCloy]. '192.
—Freight
Indianapolis:
&
R.R.
682.
—LosPacific
Angeles.
Electric

-

I.

S.

Pacific

•721.

freight.
Cal.:

Electric

pickup and delivery. 409
expands service [Porter],

Conveniences, comments on. 420.

New station at Piccadilly Circus. •430.
Traffic changes. 1081.
Transportation difficult [Ashfleld], ^974.
Manchester, Eng.
Express tramway. 338.
Station signs, "389,

—
—
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Abbreviations: •Illustrated,
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Great Northern Ry.
Electrification, •110.

111.:

Court on jurisdiction over streets,
491.
Traction bill signed by governor. 742.
-—Gas tax. 557.

Green Bay, Wis.:
—Wisconsin Public Service Co.:

Bus substitution. 559.

—cago-Alton

Commerce Commission approves CM-

Illinois

C:

Carolina Public
—North
Bus
108^.

Service Co.;

—

Bus

808.
(See Chicago, 111.):

—Bombay
American

Llgrbt Co.:

substitution, 559.

& Foreign Power

buys

Co.

in-

1081.

terests.

—

Springfield. Ohio)

Hamburg:, Germany:
Hamburg Elevated Ry.
Pooket, below armature bearing" prevents
loss [Hansmann], •1131.

—

Ind.)
oil

(See Fort Wayne,

Indianapolis,

Hammood,

suit

Public Service Co.:
buses. 334.

of

—

window

[Rex-

wiper

—Taxicabs now common
807.
Havana, Cuba (See
Cuba)
—Havana
Ry.:
Wood
car bodies preserved [Gottschalk},
carriers.

also

:

Electric
in

—Massachusetts

Northeastern St.
Discontinues line 412. 492.

Side

1077.

on, electrification,

109.

'78.

electrification,

148.

service [Taliaferro].

Electrification likely.
R. R.:
of
R. R. electrification.
R.:
Electrification,
Statistics
electrification, •67.

III:

R.

crossing.

for business improve-

ment. 30.
Interstate Commerce

Commission

has

no

jurisdiction, 303.
Service added. 324.

Street Ry.
increase. 101.

building on

New York

Union

Interna-

:

Commerce Commission:

Electric Co.:
controversy.

transfer

&

Terminal Co.

(See

Lex-

:

(See Oakland.

Co.

Cal.)

:

Knoxville. Tenn.:
Knoxville Power & Light Co.:
Automatic substation. 326.
New buses. 1082.

—

(See Indianapolis,

Interstate Street Ry.

(See Attleboro.

Interurban railways:
Appearance
should
[Snow]. C1065.
Freight Business:

—
—

simulate

Mass.):
railroads.

Principal factor in development

[Conway],

•963,

Iowa, State of:

—Tax—ton
Iowa
—
—Meeting
Meeting

mile. 220.

Electric

Lackawanna

& Wyoming

Valley

R.R.

(

See

Scranton. Pa.)

Waterloo. la., 806, 1078.
at Waterloo, la.:
Car equd-pment improvement topic. 1118.
in

construction.

La

Crosse, Wis.:
Mississippi Valley Public Service Co.:
Fare increase hearing. 259,

—

Lafayette, Ind.:
Lafayette St. Ry. Inc.:
Comments on, 150.
Modern railway. *i52.

—

Railway Association:

338.

418.

Co.;

806.

•979.
abuse
[Alexander],

Scientific fare schedule.

Preventing
•1121.

743.

unlikely,

:

splicing
[Reifschneider],
ear
•610.
Pedal gong ringer [Reifschneider], *734,

Houston, Texas:

—Commission

Kentucky Traction

on bus subsidiaries, 558.

Interstate Public Service Co.
Ind.)

Ithaca,

258.

Utilities:

annual meeting, 140.

Key System Transit

Tramway, Local Railway & Mo-

Association.
(See
tionale de Tramways, etc.)

— Ruling

on, 10.31.

Kentucky, State of:

(See Buffalo. N. Y.):

—
tramway under
Railway construction,
—New
N. V.:
— Ithaca
Traction
Emergency

Mount Tom. •861.

—Houston
Bus substitution

High speed schedule, 804.
Limited stop plan speeds cars [Fennell],
•1055.
Oratorical contest, 258.
Portable hydraulic lift, [Briar], *850.
Skip stop plan, 407.

— 12th

torbuH
Int«rstate

Independence Line. 377.

Fare increase sought 218. 298.

ington, Ky.)

Internutloniil

Service Co.:

City

Track built in 1928, 381.
Kentucky Association of Public

Italy:

Holyoke, Mass.:

—Holyoke
Fare

Public
—Kansas
Discontinuance

Comments

v

Denver Tramway insures employees. 746.

International Ry.

(Sea

City. Mo.:
Traffic regulation. 34.

Trac-

City)

plans.
specifications out,

Awards merit badges

Eastern

Interborough Rapid Transit Co. (See

J.:
electriificalion

Co.:

New

—

•63.

electrification,

&

Insurance and pensions:
Denver, Colo.

•

R. R.

1025.

Indiana, State of
of Utillities:
Progress, 810.

electrification,

& Shawnee

Kansas

tion Co.:

order,

fit

Pittsburg Rail-

(See Lawrence, Kans.):

Kansas City. Merrlam
Lawrence, Kans.):

of

Co.:

—Merger

R. R. electrification.

to

&

(See
Kansas City, Kaw Valley & Western Ry.
Bonner Springs. Kans.):
Topeka
Electric
ByLawrence
Kansas City,
&

asked.

Ry.:

409.
— Pennsylvania
locomotive
188.
Comments
—
—
1928.
—
growth, comments on 421.
—
Equipment purchased 1928.
—Hoboken.
Great Northern
*110.
—
N.
•769.
& W.
Lackawanna
742.
—
Japanese
-^Locomotives
Choos ng
•1045.
—Oregon-Washington
Railway & Navigation
682.
—Pennsylvania
Extension
program, 433.
—Pennsylvania
487.
—Reading R.
682.
—
on
Hiffhway Research Board:
—Concrete pavements. 346.
HIghwood,
—Chicago.
North Shore & Milwaukee
R.
Grade
•356.
L.

Co.:

Mo.:

R. R.:
to acquire Joplin
road. 807.

Discontinuance of railway service, 373.
Electric and bus fares reduced. 806.
Metal whistle and stop signs [Walker],
•1136.

electric traction:

— Austria:
Electrification. •350.
—Baltimore.
Md.:
P. R. R. agreement on

D..

One man car investigation. 370.
Wage hearing to be held. 337.
Wage increase, 373.
Wage demand. 556.

—
—
865.
Motor Coach
— South
Receiver
559.
— Terro Haute. Indianapolis

Haverhill, Mass.:

Electrification
Electrification

HI.:

Joliet Transportation
in 1928, 143.

certificate,

Interstate Public Service Co.:
Co-ordination of properties, 142.
Livestock train schedules. 1080.
Service through to Louisville, 806.
Louisville & Southern Indiana Traction Co.:
Freight house in Louisville. 860.
Indianapolis & Southwestern Traction Co.:
Service from Indianapolis to Cincinnati,

664.

British

—
—Chicago
&
Passengers

car,

Hartford, Conn.:

Heavy

Jap.:
to be built, 682.
Electrification contemplated, 1142.
Electric Railway Planned, 268.

R. R.:

868.

filed,

—

-

—Asaka,
Subway
—
—
New
—Tokio

Street

Ry.:

try

Harrisbnr^, Pa.
Harrisburg Rys.
Prolonging- Hie
roth], 'SSO.

St.

rates.

& East Chicago

Hampton, Va.

—Virginia
To

—Warren
& Jamestown
Ey.:
Discontinuance expected, 376.

—Joplin-Pittsburgh
Seeks

Co.:
of limitations

Greenviiille

Xnd.:

Whiting—Hammond.
Foreclosure

339.

certificate.

service changes. 491.
Service extended. 2ti.9.

Joplin,

Ind.

utility

—

Street Ry.:

Bus

:

— Hearing on Transportation
merger, 1025.
—
on
Asks removal
866.
—Indianapolis
& Southeastern
Freight
682.
Ry.
—Indianapolis
^127.
Derrick

Hamilton. Ont.. Can.:.
Domindion Power & Transmisaion Co.:
Acquires bus lines, 451.

—Jamestown
Asks bus

Joliet,

:

Indiana Service Corporation

:

World

Columbus & Eastern Traction Co. (See

Indiana,

City)

Uses western traffic control, *1104.
discusses
Engineering
Congress
transportation, 1103.
Trackless Trolley, 777.

Indiana Frblic Utilities Assn.:
Gary, Ind.:
Conventions. 219.

H

New York

Jamestown. N. Y.:

Japan

India:

Power &

^Mississippi

service,

Traction System

Illinois

substitution,

Greenville. Miss.

IX

e x

Jamaica Central Rys. (See

State of:

IlliDols,

—Chicago,
Supreme

—

Greensboro, N.

nd

Lake Shore

Electric Ry.

(See Cleveland, Ohio).

Legal
Anderson, Ind.:
Hearing on bond sales of Union Traction
Co., 944.
Baltimore. Md,:
Fare case to go to Supreme Court, 553.
Georgia Power (!;o.:
Supreme Court to test ruling on 6-cent rate,
1077.
^Illinois Supreme Court:
Bus franchise hearing, 451.
City jurisdiction over streets, 491.
—Illinois
Railways oppose bus grants. 744.
Indiana Harbor. Ind.:
Bus operator enjoined, 866.

—
—
—
—

—
— Pavement
807.
1025.
Union Traction
—Iowa
220.
Bus
—Kentucky
378.
Abandonment
223. 562.
—Legal
—Louisiana:
Railway not
not
Ky.:
—
Federal Court
Ry.
Indianapolis, Ind.:
in tracks,

Jackson, ^lich.:

—Michigan
Ry.
Discontinues
684,
Sale
Property. 221.
— Michigan
R. R.
Lines
be
Michigan Central R.

sale enjoined,

Electric

Illinois Electric

line.

Ry. Assn.:

—Meeting
Gas Association:
—Meeting

of

at Springfield. 371, 478.

to

Illinois

at

Illinois

cago,
Illinois

—

Springfield,

371.

:

State Electric Association:
Springfield meeting. 371.

sold to

of depot,

R.,

617.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Power & Light Corporatlou
111.)

tax,

(See

Chi-

Traction
—Jacksonville
Franchise, 337, 406,

notes.

37.

negligent. 378.

liable If

Co.:

447, 653. 682. 871.
Safety Prizes. 206.
Wins Stone & Webster. Inc., prize in advertising. 681.

Louisville.
Louisville

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
Abbreviations: •Illustrated,

c

Communications.

in

case, 867.
Louisville Railway
Court, 943,

fare

case

in

in

fare

Federal

X

Electric Railway

Legal iContinii«<i)

:

court.

Long Island R.B.

taken. 378.

dismounting from

— Receivership
—Oklahoma:
New law
—Ohio;
Revoking

truck near

Bus

track.

for

carriers. 1143,'

Louis,

809.

ease,

on.

needed,

on,

755.

—

franchises.

Legislation for Railways:

—Boston.
Mass.:
New Boston

elevated bill. 370.
Public control bill before legislature. 335.
C.E.R.A. address on regulation, comments on.
311.
Chicago. III.:
ConsoIiHation bills ready, 449,
Electrification bill killed. 743.
Traction bill signed by governor. 742.
bills

680.

—
—

Grade crossing elimination. 124.
Improvemnnts. 2,'10.

not likely, 374.

Newspapers used for publicity. 334
Raising
paved
Iraclt
to
nroner

Massachusetts

[Gleasonl.

jitneys,

buses.

683

297.

highway law. 452

Extension of time for electrification. 490
Legislature actions. 555.
Paving bill offered, 337,

Unification

—Pennsylvania

—motor
bus
commission

control.

One man

bill.

bill

opposed by I.R.T.

101.
(Van Doren],

Oil

in

barrels,

manl, 519.

on

Inbiicatioii

tHellriiari

1.

•5;)5.

Petersburg. Fla.
Oilers for car trucks

wider

_Ly„ehbu rg
Bus

449

measure

fails,
utilities, 297,

Co.

Allentown.

Levis, Quebec. Can.:

—Levis
Tramways:
Increased

substitution. 610.

—Track

•669.

Lexington, Ky.:
—Kentucky Traction & Terminal Co.Complete car replacement. ^759
Takes over bus line. 300.

Lima, Ohio:

—Lima
City
Changes

Street
in

Ry.

Lima

properties.

Lincoln, Neb.:
Lincoln Traction Co.:
Bus franchise. 22().

—

Loading Platforms:
Rochester subway, 'les.

—

Co. daily check, •781).

144.

"'^'

costs

record,

[Mall),

comnients

on.

^627.

Maintenance equipment:
Buses and trucks:
Adequate equipment and careFul attcnWou

—

needed [Jordan], ^1134.
Auxiliary tire inflater [Smith], 'SOI
Bus compressor test stand [Rose] ^1134
Buzzer for car and bus, ^738.
Cooling system flushing machine
Smith],
1

Hyatt

single-row

^™"t

axle

Garage

pit covers

radial

assembling

roller

stand

Ijearing,

[Stevens],

[Rose], •675.

•Illu.strated.

o

•309.

Communications.

load

for

electrical

rail

joint

[Brown], •1070,
Double-gage crossover [Hall], •610,
Electric shovel, •739.
Ground for electric equipment [Mcliitosh
•796.
International Steel
pulsator. •677.

Tie

Co.,

niortor

I.

flow

New shape for steel tie, •440.
Portable track. •600.
Rail sanding truck [Spenzer]. •1070.
Stationary track department crane [Hall],
•853.
Track switch coil cylinder vise (Hei-msl.
650.
Sullivan machinery Co., concrete hreaUir.
•677.
Trucks
Babbitt Mold.

•403.
and air tank leniiivinc
[Leary], 'lOOO.
Brake rod testing inaehine [I^earv], •1J30
Hand truck for transporting wheels. •1131.
Pneumatic jig for truck assembly [Deversl.
•676.
Side and center bearings. ^485.
Testing air equipment IDulTyl. '735.

Brake

cylinder

jack

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
Abbreviations
:

— generator.

•20;i.

and way:

Artificial
testing

Maintenance data:
Buses
Accurate garage records IMcArtliurl. '531

—
Connecticut
—General
500.
—Track
Maintenance

portable.

—

M
^^^^''""'^'"'^

revenue,

•800.

Car body turn-over truck (.Tonas). •7i)7.
Cylinder boring machine [Hall), •330.
Heavy-duty swing grin<ler, •802.
Hisey-Wolf Machine Co., grinder. •309.

Oxweld Acetylene Co.

680

(Sec

be;uiiig

Portable hydraulic lift (Briar). •SSO.
Truck for welding equipment. •849.
Paint shop:
Molding, staining or varnishing niacliim:
[Sohl], •lOOS.
Ventilatior for spraying room, •483.

Co.:

New one man cars. 1081.
Plans for new curhouse. 1080.

461

arniatiiio

shop:
Arc welding outfit, •485.
Boring machine for Ixjaring.s [Uansmaiin].

Pit oven,

& Light

Traction

removing

for

housings [Dumke], 1060.

—^Machine

[Marsh]. •253.

197.

Commission,

i-esiHtor. •850.
Electrocon Coi-pofatiou. portable dynamic
balancing equipment. •(i77.
Fan cooled totally enclosed inolor. 446.
Field polarity testing device
lUi-initer),
•1069.
G. E. Co. non-corrodible resistors for railway service. 855.
High potential test set [Bea.l1el. •287.
Improved switch for flashlights [Tintoul.
•851.
Lincoln Electric Co. safety starter toishop motors. •850.
New oil switch. ^803.
Protective panel for 600 volt motors, 485.
Safety push button control. •Htl.
Test board for equipment Clegg]. 'SOO.
Turntable for field coils. •2!i:l.
Valve grinding device IBulloek], •444,
Water cooled
carbon
electrode
lioUlir
(Lincoln Electric Co.), •(!!!.
Winding stand for coiupi-es.s(M- aniiatiires,
•840.
General
Ball bearing, new design, '738,
Chain pipe vise, •738.
Comnients on home manutaeture. 107.
Electric drill, herivy-duty. . ^739.
New equipment offered, ^404.
Sand drying. •479.
Suggestions for improvements. I.'t3.
Useful equipment from the mauiiractiu-el-,
•877.

Pole brushing device [Scott], •074.
Rope reel [Scott], •380,
Test of line breakers [Beers]. •OOO,
Tower truck, •481.

St.

State of:

Pa.)

—

of motormeii's valves. •25.
protect from weather ] Kauff-

Seattle.

Lehigh Valley Traction

Cutler-Hammer uiibreakabk!

Yoke

car.

Regulation of

[Chiles], •403.
Belt shift for banding arniatllreH, •445.
Circuit breakers IBulIocU], ^733.

Lynchburg, Va.:

559

requests

—
—

297.

—Regulation
— Municipal
Wash.:
Railway
—Texas,
Commission

Armature winding stand

—Line

Rv.:
of trustee sought. 453.

eTfect

IWinldell], •791).
iind inaleri.il stiiiul,

•1133.

grade

St.

oils for

—NewMotor
York State:
vehicle
power. 337.
power^Ts?^
Transit control

Armature dipping tank
Armature winder's tool

Lowell, Mass.:

—Lowell
& Fitchburg
Change

— [Kauffmanl.bearings
114.
—Light
car bearings
—NewLubrication
York:

Rapid Transit bill, 337.
Terminable permits. 682, 740.

bill

'854.
housings
of
barrel
•1132.
Sample cars. •637.
Trolley operated tratnc signals
835.

stons trolley noise and i-oiliiees
wear. •1137.
heater prevents ice on wiiKlow. '803.
Trolley wheels [Silbestein j, 731.

Electrical shop

[Senior].

Lubrication:
Babbitting

Jurisdiction of commission. 557.
Penalty for illegal operation. 300.
^Missouri
One man operation, 337.

Thjver

—

Removing

Ashmont

for

bill

—-Minnesota

—

615.

Private auto license, 614.
Regulation of painting, 208.
Election of commissioners voted down, 408.
Mas9!iehus"tts. State of:
Bill authorizing bus operation. 410.
Special

Silencer

Sill

I

In Federal Court in fare case, 807.
Loading platforms requested by railway.
28.

—Iowa
relief.

568.
Pedal gong ringer [Riufsclineider]. •7.'J4.
Prolonging life of window wiper lllexralh].
•850.

Franchises valid

Bill:

Paving obligations
Maryland:

collectors in Toronto. *833.
testing and assenibliug inacbine
[Scullin], •lOOS.
Improved equipment needed, coniinents on,

Coupler

Comments. ;jf)n.
Fare case in Federal Court. 943. 1138.
Fare case, error in pulilicatiou, 1081
Fare increase, 205, 373, 081

98.

equipment:

Bow

291.
Appraisal of property. 453.
Broadcasting. 682.
Buses wanted. 180,
Elimination of stops, 864,
Experimental cars. 624.
Fare case action deferred. (115.

assembly. 300.

bills in

—Interstate
Passage

pending.

act.

—Car

v

— Ordinance
Regulates taxicabs, 374,
—Louisville
Ry.
Accident prevention.

State of:

Commerce

certificate granted. 320.

New franchise granted, 864.
Portable emergency track, 'OOO.
Pacific Electric Ry.
New bus grant, 492.
Applies for certificate in Pasadena. 806.
Asks certificate to operate buses, 10;J0.
Bus franchise asked for. 375.
Bus line approved, 339.
Bus service extended, 683.
Discontinuance of
Santa Anna service
asked, 683.
Fare decrease, 371.
Freight and express expanded (Porter).
•721.
New cars, •345.
Pick-up and delivery service. coninnMits on.
694.
Rapid transit improved. 336.
Stock sale for bus operation, 34.
San Jose Railroad:
Discontinuance of ore line franchise for
new line sought. 375,

—
—

Chicago traction

and careful attention
maintenance
[Jordan].

bus

Lonisville, Ky.

406.

—-Indiana:

Mirrors improves pit lighting, •862.
Motor-operated garage sweeper. •H.').5.
Overhaul pits covered by grating, •737.
Pit jack for removing transitiission iitiits[Rose], •797.
Radiator filling station [Clegg], •380.
Tractor used as shop locomotive [Smitlil.
•1134.

—

866.

—
103.
—Regulation
bus and truck
— Holding company
Mo.:
case appealed.
—Supreme
Court:
Decides O'Fallon
684.
Comments
628.
—Taxicabs
Rates:
Regulation
comments
—Virginia
Bus
220.
—Wheeling.
W. Va.
Rate hearing postponed.

to

Fare case. 223.
Fare case in Supreme Court. 1079.
Freight and express. 409.

of interstate bus certificate. 378.
Free bus service forbidden by injunction,
1144.
Philadelphia Rapid Transit:
Purchase of underlying companies by city.

Many

City).

•1124.

463.

lifted.

affecting carriers.

Interstate

truck for bus engines. *852.
High pressure grease system (Halll. •676.
High rate discharge tester [Brauud], *285.
Mack bus with low engine speed, •eil.
Manley Mfg. Co. dolly for bus wheels, •855.

189.

378.

Illinois.

New York

(See

:

Hand

— Comments.
—LosAdequate
Angeles Ry.
equipment
vital

rnl. 73.

Maintenance Equipment:
—
Buses and trucks (Continued)

Los Angeles, Cal.
City Club favors street railway. 218.

Revoking bus consents. 378.
Ogden. Utah:

—

ndex

:

ban. comments on. 385.
Ambulance chasing forbidden, 406.
Court of Appeals on personal injury case.
378.
Interborough fare case, comments on. 569.
Power of eminent domain, 378.
New Jersey

St.

I

555.
proposal accepted. 807.

Wage

to

Man

—

—London
Street Ry.
Wage controversy.

factory bus service upheld by

—

l

London, Ont., Can.:

—Massachusetta
Contractual
805.
—Michigan
Damage
land not
—NewAmbulance
York
chasing
City

na

J o u r

Electric Railway

January-December, 1929]

Maintenance Alen's contest:
Contest Teachers Better Methods IHall], c729.

—
Contest Announcement:
— NewRules
Govern, 1067.
to

Awards by Electric
— Prize
029. •673. 794.

— SanAward

Dic&o. Cal.:
stimulates

Railway Journal.
[Mason].

performance

C1065.

u

J o

n a l

r

—

I

n dex

(Continued)
[Reifschneider].
ear
splicing
•610.
Interlocking sequence switching in conversion plants [Masters]. •1072.
Method for stringing trolley wire [Scott],
•796.
New dead-end sling. •855.
Overhead maintenance [Birch]. 539.
Overhead pole supports for temporary
track
Scott 1. •609.
Pole rack [Hall]. •737.
Reclaiming steel tubular span wire poles.
•854.

Maintenance Practice

:

Emergency

[

—Trophy. •733.
—Winners. •278.
(See

Maintenance practice.
and equipment)

Repair shops

also

—Buses

and trucks:
Brake drum lines

"Shrunk-In"

[Rose]

•1073.

Brake

lining:,

diagonal cut lessens grlaznig,

Bus eng-ines. limbering up [Halll. •403.
Clutch brake disk [McKenziel. •130.
Crank shaft support for fitting connecting' rods, •562.
Economical maintenance [Hughes], 'l?.
(juniniuniS on,

.-.

Heated chambt'r gives clear vision for cars
and buses. •552.
Hood mounting fl.xturc. •1074.
Hose jumper for buses [Rose], •1074.
Jig for drilling pistons. •1132.
Maintenance facilities important, comments
501.
Portable grease reservoir, ^540.
Rain trough for bus engines. •508.
for
bus
rods
conneolintc
Rebabbilting
engines [Marsh], •007.
Repairing brake cams [Herms], •253.
Well standardized. ^520.
on.

—-Car

equipment

Aluminum

window

protector for

[Halll.

sill

•1130.

Chromium
Chuek and

axle bearings

[

— Electrical
shop
Aligning banding

grooves, •120.
dipping [Skelley], •730,

Armature
Armature rewinding [Roe], •280.
Armature testing Beers 1. 798.
Atomic-Hydrogen welding [Alexander). 013.
Brush pressure adjustment [Cleggl. •544.
[

Cable rack leakage detector
[Braund].
•547.
Cast grid resistors [Beers]. •731.
for

repairing

mica

[

W;irnep]

•1123.

Checking armature defects. 135.
Controller handle bases [Marsh], •444.
Controller finger trouble [BeadleJ. •643.
End cover for commutator end frame
[Beadle], •1132.
Field coil tester [Lunda]. 24.
Form for riveting controller finger tips,

•736.
for shaping ferrules IBeadle], 735.
Insulation testing. 367.
Jig for field terminals. •484.
Mirror for inspecting converter [Spindle].
605.
Pocket below armature bearing prevents

Form

oil loss [Hansmann]. •1131.
Preventing loose armature bands [Marsh],
•549.
Railway armatures [Beers]. ^289.
Railway motor brush holders [Cresswell 1

076.

Reclaiming
negative
battery
groups
[Braundl. •1136.
Removing armature wire bands. 125.

Removing commutator

leads,

125.

Saving

solder, •445.
Straightening core tooth laminations. ^126.
Synchronous converter lubrication [Braundl.
•854.
Testing friction tape [McKelway], 730.
Testing insulation o f armatui-es [ Naquin 1
•548.
Undercutting commutator mica [Pontius],
•799.

—General
Chromium
Comments

Turning

plating, comments on.
on. 108.

of Equipment

500.

armatures

converter

storage,. •545.
Air compressor bearings reamed. •403.
Carbon paste by Ox weld Acetylene Co..
856.
Fused lamp bank, 444.
Oil reclaiming [Hall], ^214.
Revolving tool and material rack, •540.
Storage methods, •213.
Straightening
front
irons
end
channel
[Pressler], *849.
Wood strip platforms. •545.

— -Motors:
Maintenance of carbon brushes

Men:

734.
High strength bronze welding rod. 446.
Inspection, comments on, 370.
Organization important [McAloneyl. 833.
Portable barrel hoist [Braund], •737.
Pull-ins [Hall]. ^733.
Unloading trestle material handling [Hall].
•551.

—Line

[Herms]. *213.

—Motor
Buses:
Comments
311.
— Paint
shop:
Hood
paint fumes.
on.

445.

for

Mileage basis. •UOS.
Painting screens [Patison], •735.

—Southern
Costs reduced

Properties:

standards

arresters

[Foote].

.

•603.

of traclc materials

man]. •1136.
Bonds taped to prevent

electrolysis [Coylel,

[Sponger], •544.

rail

Creosoted pane

ties relaid after

1123.

long serviee.

Expansion joint [Kinnear], 543.
Jumpers built for work hose [Davidson].

1071.

of

switches

electric

AdamJ. 1052.
Metal whistle
•1136.

and

stop

[Mc-

[Walker].

signs

nipper [Croyle], •550.
Rail clips for emergency repairs [Drowley].
tie

607.

Rail

—Machine
•803.

Removing Insulation from Wire.

for

—Mandrel

rods

machining

for

bearings

axle

[Mc-

•IISS.

GiillJ.

—Mandrel
Turning Brake Drums [Herms],
674.
—Metals
Coating Co.:
Spray Gun
856.
applying metal
— Nut Wrench
Air Compressor Commuta•801.
— Piston Ring Compressor [Herms], 139.
for

for

coat.

for

tor.

—-Removing housings

of barrel motors [Senior]

•1132.

— •861.Tools Heater
[Reeves),
—
^293.
Wrenches,
—Suggestions Improved Equipment. •173.
—Tool Cabinet. •353.
—Tool850. Armature Stick Removal
—Track
gage assures exact
ICroyle], 853.
Special

for

Installation

Special

for

[Spin<llej.

siuicing of rails.

Management

—Economics
Conunents

transportation

of

-.

—Efficiency

on, 667.

operation
Com men ts on 309.
Executives' views on fundamental problems. 920.
Leadership requires perspective. 499.
Preparation
for
greater
progress
[Barnes],. •826.
Preparation for greater progress Sharp |*H77.
Regional conference, San Franci.sco

—
—
—
—
—
—

in

,

i

Problems of

importance

industry.

to

441.

management

Skillful

improves

railway

Manhattan & Queens Traction
York City)

(See

< o.

New

—
CorporaNew
—AmericanMarkham
Car
Mgr.. 818.
—Bedford.
Mass.
New
874.
—Bender Body
817.
—Brooklyn car
943.
—Budgets:
Construction programs. 410.
—Building construction
382.
—Business
News
Proposed
—Bus
810.
—Car buying
810.
—
Car Corporation;
— New
locomotives. •873.
—Comment on
150.
—Consolidated
Car Healing
order
382 D.L.&W. R.R.
1089.
—Construction programs,
—Convention 1089.
bus
produce
—Copper
buying. 624.
—Delaware.
Lackawaima & Western
contract
873.
—DesNewMoines.
874.
—Equipment market.
—Equipment
458. 497.
—Exports. 148.
—
bus by
Louis Car
—Gasoline tax New York, 180. 817.
—Gear
817.
—General
Cable Corporation:
Copperweld
036.
—General
Mazda lamp
383.
1089.
—Improvement
announced. 564.
—
Truck
307.
— Cars South America. •635.
To
Lynchburg.
1080.
—Laconia Car Company
754,
—
Valley
810.
—Market and
690.
—Material
308.
346. 383. 418, 460.
754. 818,
tion

Electric

:

subsidiary organized, 692.
Co.
F. L.
Sales
car details,
Co.:

Increases capacity,
order,

Maintenance

One man

bus connecting
[Marsh], •1133.
G. Blaunt Co., Tap Grinder. 855.

J.

Market Conditious
American Brown Boveri
[New-

•288.

with

liiffter

track

jack

[

Bragdon

— Trucks
Heat-treated

declines.

construction.

39.

orders.

]

•1136.
Raising
paved track to proper grade
[Gleason], •864.
Reinforced grooved rail for track grain
installation [Bennett]. •1071.
Repairing manganese wear plates [Batto],
•561.
Repairing manganese castings [Fennelll.
•008.
Switch box support [McCallum]. *609.
Tamping pads [Batto]. •387.
Temporary traflSc signs [Copeland], •1070.

activity.

Cincinnati
Election of
Cleveland. O,:

oflicers.

J

48.

electric

cost.

Co.

for

gels

cars.

((23.

exhibits

in-

quiries.

bolts

railway

for

service

[Whitney], •1133.
Jig for dowel pin holes

for cars.

Journal bearings milled. •549.
Journal polishiner tool. 368.
Repairing car trucks without dismantling,
•1133.
Reservoir drain valve, •730.
Wheel grinder, •331.

la.:

cars

received,

186.

orders.

Gas-electric

3Iaintenance Tools:

—Axle Tongs [Herms], •403.
—Brake Dam Line Reamer [Stevens], •1074.
—Broach
Valve Seats
Hensler
•139.
—Chuck Armature Bearings [Herms], •388.
—Chuck Expanding Key Washers. •484.
— Jack
dust caps
[Nobis],
•1068.
•739.
—Commutator Mica
—Commutator
Hand Saw, •445.
—Cotter Key Extractor [Tipton], ^132.
—Dummy
towing Disabled Busses
[Stevens]. '801.
*171.
—
Economical
—
Hand Saw. ^802.
Holder
—Electrode
Metallic Arc Welding.
803.
Slide

[

for
Cleveland. O.:
for installing

Drill,

Slotting

wheel.s

prices high, retards

lets

[Herms], •484.

for

Tools.

lighting

IHeckerl.

raised

Saving in six years [Hecker]

Bumping

[Herms],

Grinder. •214.
Jig
for
machindng

on.

•067.

—Track
and way
Assorted layout

shell

•1131.

position in 1928. 567.

comments

on,

500.

Maintenance

:

—
—
—
—

•596.

[Hecker],

Equipment maintenance

Electric

cell

[Dobson],

•1001.
seats

Maintenance Tools (Continued)
Expanding broach for bearing

for

for

Maintenance Problems, 351.
Group form for testing equipment [Hankey].

[Schulte'sl.

•1073,
shop:
—Machine
Air brake gaskets,

for

Electrip Ry. Assn.

Aluminum

•506.

Key

plating. •517.
jig for finishing

[Herms]. ^24.
Coupler contact block repairs ( Herms).
•330.
Improved sand spout dm Cincinnati (Kline],
•1130.
Key for axle bearing rHoltl. •131.
Lanterns [Spencer], 214.
Making gear cases tight. •540.
Hicks 1. •131.
Overhauling brake riggine:
Pipe bumpers on cars [Lunda], "SOS.
Roller sign holder [Watkin]. •548.
Seats. "213.
Special inspection [Squier], ^273.
Spring cushioned rattan scats [Brill ]. •013.
Waste press. •331.

Cement

Reclaiming trolley cars [Scott], 547.
worn
converter
brushes
Reclaiming
[Braund], 1073.
Renewable pan trolley frog. •1137.
Staggered location of poles [Scott I. •1073.
trolley
poles
Strapping
equipment
to
[Brown]. ^1072.
Trolley ears with high conductivity lips
•613.
[ Westinghouse).
Trolley troughs lEngelhardt]. •285.
Trolley wire breaks prevented [Trautnianl.

XI

for

]

c

Communications.

Co.,

inspection standardized.

wire.
Electric Co.
prices reduced.
Sales increase.

projects

Industrial
J.

Ass'n. organized,

G. Brill Co.:
to

build cars for

Va..

liquidates.

^Lehigh

considers electrification.
trade notes,
prices. 40. 148, 188, 338, 268,
626.
874.

1090.
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XII
Market conditions (Continued):

and

Co.

Steel

—

Gen-

eral Steel Casting- Co..

—Motor bus

additions to electric railways, 754.
N. Y.:
cars and equipment for subways to

be bought, 1024.
bids opened. 872,
contracts let, 1089.

—North
Carolina Public
•873.
New
Brass
—OhioEntertains
817.
Ohmer Pare
expands, 498.
—
—
and proposed improvements, •753.
—Recent bus
872.
stock
—
624.
— Louis Car Company: •1090.
market
—Stock
Railways not
1191.
Company:
—TheReorganization.
De
308.
—Trade
—
bus by
817.
—Twin Coach
307.
—Valentine & Company
344.
—Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis
—^Weekly business872.
188.
418. 460. 498.
—Westinghouse
Manufacturing
&
Company:
Service Co.

cars,

^Purchases

orders.

626.

G. Brill Co.,

J.

elected.

Service speeded up. 1141.
Substation operators, *360.

Elects officers,

,

147,

40,

228,

Site for warehouse in Newark, 1090.
Large railway orders, 1090.
Annual report. 498.

—
Massachusetts, State
—Department
Public
Permits New Haven

Cal.)

—

leys, 867.
Reports on buses,

Legislation

—

jitney

Utilities:
R.B. to

finance

Tower

trol-

to

Bus controversy

discussed

'

of

Rail-

Power

in

Mount Vernon, N.

Co.:

settled.

tank

[Wendell],

revived. 864.
Electric
increase. 666.
line to
rectifiers

New cars to be ordered, 381.
No parking after snow storms.

(

See

also

Municipal Railway of San Francisco
Francisco.

&

Traction

Lighting
684.

Co.

N

•799.

Nashville, Tenn.:
Nashville Railway & Light Co.:
Bus service expanded, 376.
Disputes commission valuation. 493.
Safety prizes, 31.
Street traffic regulation, 488.
Valuation, 181.

—

•778.

•437.

Northeastern

St.,

Ry.:

Bus
Bus

Division:
bus,

discuss
Ala.:

in

Cincinnatd

service,
on, 3.

Prizes for safe operation.
Stock issue approved. 302.

-El

^Fuel oil

on,

P. R. T.
71.

Installation
Interstate

line

New

—Massachusetts
179.

Dept.

Street

339.
Public Utilities

of

schedule, ^475.

re-

Steam operated, •SSS.
Motor bus. Design:

—New
—New

Ind.:

South Shore & South Bend R.R.:

comments on. 948.
Diner service, 450.
Losses converted to profits, •975.
New cars, 327.
Officials. winHers of Coffin prize, •973.
Pullman service, 361.
Relocation in East Chicago. Ind.. 868.
Service improved. 168.
Spring switch with oil buffer [Underwood].
•836.
Track construction [Hubenthal]. •393
Winner of Charles A. Coffin prize for 1939.
•075.

— New

objectives govern design [Faust], •035.
body design for Mack buses. •678.
White bus, ^738

aiotor buses, Gas-Electric:

— Acceleration
Comparison
drive

of gas-electric "and mechanical
•699.

iMcLaughlin],

Ohio's

New

England Street Railway Club:
Modern light weight equipment discussed
[Shram], 16.
Meeting at Providence:
Needs of industry discussed, 366,

—
—

New

Haven, Conn.:

—Connecticut
Co.
Bus maintenance,

-

•789.

Bus substitution, 375.
Bus tax, 34.
Tucker Grant tax paid, 341.

New

Jersey, State of:
for
North

—Commission

Motor bus, Installation:

—Akron.
Ohio:
Northern
—Baltimore.
Md.:
De Luxe bus
—^^930^*

Bedford, Mass.:

—Union
Ry.:
High speed

-

increase.

—

'lee.

statistics.

—

Miami, Fla.:

Utility Commissioners' annual report, 141.
renewed, 943.
Wildcat competition. 299.
Public Service Corporation
Fares collected, 658.
Improvements announced, 236.

Wage agreement

tests:

^Fuel oil

Transit:
business, 865.

order, 417.
substatition in

New Brunswick, 616.
Chartered bus service. •1048.
Extends bus lines near Dover. 744.
Fare increase for casual rider. 1138.
Largest chartered bus order, 808,
Morris canal right of way, 449.
388 new motor coaches, 381.

for,

port,

—^Mlami
Beach Ry.
Pare
863.

J.:

Service

R.

on,

Discontinues. 176.

Transportation Co,
260.

Newark, N.

—Public
Co-ordinated
Big chartered bus

— Railroads
A. Motor Transport
motor
405.
—Birmingham,
Buses asked
299.
—Buses Germany. ^124.
—
bus
^156.
—
Comments
— Paeo, Tex.:
— Garages, 438.
151.
— Comments
used by
[Queeney].
—
— Commentsoperation309.
—LosMotor bus
approved.
A.

—Tennessee
Fare

reduction.

Angeles, Cal.:

Advertising. 487.
Coffin prize winner,

(See San

:

Must have increase to continue. 179.
To abandon operation, 222.

Motor buses:

•427.

Methuen, Mass.:

City,

Cal.)

Muskegon, Mich.

142.
Track construction. •250.

Traffic

,

Michigan

744.

Bus Co.:
installation. 866.

Railway

Royal. 946.
[de Angelis],

Mercury arc

453.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—Chicago,

discussed.

Y.

—Westchester
Bus
—Muskegon

—Subways
Talk
—Canadian
National
Fare
—Montreal
Tramways
Extends
Mount

Co.

Mitten tours advertise scientifically [Keenan]. -SS?.
Comments on. 419.
Confidence needed [ Cummings ]
•917.
Newark, N. J.;
Public Service chartered buses, •1048.
EI Paso. Texas:
Popularizing service, •981.
Roanoke, Va.:
Selling tickets and passes, 488.
Short riding:
A neglected opportunity, 1039.
Springfield, Mass.
Going after business, 1082.

—-Massachusetts

vehicle traffic, 462.

D.

specifications

657.

dipping

:

Gieneral use.

on. 1093.

service. 744.

bill

Montreal, Can.

230.

Merchandising transportation
Stimulation)
Advertising:

Toronto-

State:

Offers bonds.

—

at

bus.
^Massachusetts, State of:

Offer to purchase.

—Alabama
Power Co.:
Armature

electrolysis [Coyle].

^Menaslia,

fees.

spring.

— Bus development
Automotive Engineers:
1139.
—Trend development. Comments
Motor
Regulation
— Trucks curbed
passenger
—NewWesthall
York
on motor
—Washington.
C:
Uniform

& Warehouse Commission:

R.R.

Jurisdiction,

buses.
buses.

service

Montgomery, Ala.

of cars:
considered. 1079.

license

in

penalties, 300.

•288.
Creosoted pine ties relaid after long service,
•1123.
New track, 226,

—Parking
Being
—
Wise:
—Wisconsin-Michigan
Bus

for

J.

truck, •481,

—Bus law
—Minnesota

297.

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.:

—Acquires Aviation, 372.
Memphis, Tenn.:
—Memphis
Street Ry.
Bonds taped
prevent

Motor bus. Operating practice:

Minnesota, State of:

179.

service.

City
increase ordered,
City

616.

395.

—Baltimore.
Md.
Cooling system
engines [Hughes], •661.
—Newark,
N.
Big business
chartered
865.
Public
chartered
•1048.
—NewTowYork:
rope with
•368.

Fare increase, 373, 490.
Fare for school children. 1024, 1077.
Municipal ownership, 337.
Rumor of change of control. 867.
Sells the Yellow Cab Company. 141.

of:

of

Jitney

Society of

—Minneapolis.
Anoka and Cuyuna Range
way:
868.
—Minneapolis
Ry.:
Fare
215.
Track construction program, 366.
— Fare
Paul
Ry.:
315.
—Twin
Rapid Transit
Dividends resumed. 376.
St.

off streets,

Detroit,

Foreclosure.
Street
increase ordered.

Electric

Market Street ^y. (See San Francisco,
Maryland Utilities Ass'n.:
Meeting at Ocean City, Md.. 945.

111.:

Jitneys

Minneapolis, Minn.:

trailer

ears ordered.

indicators,

—Chicago, ordered
—
Mich.:
competition,

Mercury arc rectifiers. ^471
Rapid Transit lines pushed, 407.

Co.

Officers

service, 559.

bus field, 616.
Motor bus. Jitney competition

27.
crossings elimination, 39.
Electric Railway & Light Co.:
decrease, 218.
Fares discussed. 405.
Grade crossing elimination, 227.
Hearing for fare plan, 1080.
Improvement cost high, 381.
Improvements in service. 99.

crash:
seriously affected.
Vilbiss

375.

—Toronto,
Ont.:
Railways dominate

sion,

Gas-electric six-wheel bus,

lines,

•

—
—Grade
—Milwaukee
Fare

St.

notes.

329.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Extension of fare limit denied by commis-

orders.

on Connecticut

substitution would not correct transportation troubles. 1091.
Va.:
for Richmond, 1083.

Louis. 676. 711.
for St. Joseph meeting. 178.

—
—

Co.

and buses. 474.

City:

St.

discussed,

—New
Haven. Conn.:
Bus substdtution

—NewBusYork
—Richmond,
New buses
—Rome.
Ga.
Motor bus

Milford, Ma«8.:
Milford, Framingham & Uxbridge Coach Co.
Fare increase, 339.
^Milford & Uxbridge Street Ry.:
Railway operation discontinued, 36.

Co.
engineers.

Trolley

-

Midwest Electric Railway Association:
in

:

practice

Knoxville, Tenn.;
buses, 1083.

at Wilmington, 652.
at Richmond, 1140.

—Meeting
—Programs
—Meeting
Rates

(Continued)

Installation

of railways

Equipment Men:

—NewNewYork.

Boiling-

—European
Ratio
— New

339.

test case,

Middle Atlantic States Association of Railway

—Meeting
—Meeting

cars.

Reg'ister

Commission

Utilities

[Vol.73.

Motor bus.

Michigan, State of:

—Merg-er—Commonwealth 626.
—^Mexico importations, 469.
Que.:
—Montreal.
New
818. 874.
Subway equipment
Subway equipment

ndex

Jersey

Proposed.

653.

new

lines,

558.

service. 865.
factor in co-ordination

New

Orleans,

—New
[

Cooke 1.

La.:
Orleans Public Service. Inc.:
week of strike. 861.
comments by Father Wynhoven.
1078.

Eig;hth
Strike
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Abbreviations:
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January-December, 1929]
New

La.
Orleans Public

Orleans,

New

Service.

(Con-

Inc..

tinued)
Strike settlement rejected, 943.
Strike status. 806.
Testing" insulation of armatures

to

[Naguin],

•548.

Track madntenance cost [Maul. •527.
[Engelhardt],
"Wage arbitration. 486.

Traction
—Orleans-Kenner
Discontinuance of

— Delays by
— NewAsksYork, Westchester
bus
—Ocean
Ry.
Scrapped, 456.
To resume. 493.
—Richmond

•285.

Public Service Co.:
Buses to be tried. 462.
Skip stop proposed. 298.

Mass.
Middlesex & Boston Street Ry.
Bus substitution. 683.

Newtonville,

New York

—

New York

a

dm

Press

Drill

Committee
— mends Taxicab Regulation,
808.
—NewBidssubway:
for equipment opened, 872.
Traffic

Street

Recom-

Cars and equipment. 1034.
Power to be purchased, 553.
Track construction [Jacobs], •203.
Interest Rate, 613.
Proposed subway work, 39.
Far Rockaway, N. T.

—
—

line.

Oakland, Cal.:
Key System Transit Co.:
Asks for discontinuance of line. 746.
Asked to substitute buses in Alameda. 808.
Bus line abandoned, 300.
Cars burned. 396.
Reorganization plans, 745,
Reorganization plan, 810.

—

808.

Inc.:

Wheel grinder. *331.
Second Avenue R.R.:
Reorganization, 411, 455.
Staten Island Rapid Transit Ry.:
Babbitt mold. '402.
Chuck for expanding key washers, •484.
Hand truck for transporting wheels. •1131.
Journal polishing tool. •368.
Labor saving tools, •171.
Pit oven
portable, ^293.
Pneumatic waste press, •331.
Storage methods. *313.
Truck for welding equipment. *849.
Third Avenue Ry.:
Bond interest, 376.
Fare increase case on subsiddary line, 679.
Hand truck for bus engines. •853.
Jig for drilling pistons, •IISS.
Overhaul pits covered by grating, •737.
Rate for school children, 98.
Reclaiming steel tubular span wire poles.
•854.
Tow rope with spring. •Ses.
Trackless trolley considered, 690.
Van Brunt St. & Erie Basin R.R.:
Service ordered 30 days, 303.

—

—

Railway company dissolved. 35.
Rapid Transit:
Bronx Concourse subway. 344.
Rapid Transit stock:
Oity gets premium, 684.

—
—
— Street

—
—

City:

Citizens'

acquire

Rys.,

Virg-inia

Central R.R.:
Journal Bearings Milled
[Bullock 1. •649.

•386.

Boston Ry.

Adverttsdng. 336.
Reservoir drain valve. •736.
Air compressor bearings reamed. •403.
Air compressor commutator nut wrench.
•801.
Commutator slotting hand saw. *445.
Grinder shield, •214,
Lubrication of motormen's valves, 26.
Speoiial wrenches. •303.
Tool cabinet. •352.

Co.:

Newport News, Va.:

—

&

Electric

line proposed, 341,

—

:

signals,

traflEic

:

Trolley troughs

New York City (Continued)
New York Railways:

XIII

ndex

Oak Park,

III.:

—Chicago
Bond

and West Towns Ry.:
143.

sales,

Ogdensburg, N, Y.
Ogdensburg Street Ry.:
Legal controversy with

—

city,

35.

Ogden. Utah:
Utah-Idaho Central R.R.:
Receivership lifted, 453.

—

Oklahoma City, Okla.:
Oklahoma Ry.:
Purchase of Oklahoma

—

•

Belt Ry.. 455.
•725.

Recent rapid development.

Oklahoma

Association;

Utilities

298.
—Finance
Omaha. Neb.:
—Omaha
& Council
Bridge vote
be
discussion.

Bluffs Street Ry.:
held in spring,

to

1139

Budget for improvements, 416.

Bus

line extensions souglit,

375.
Mandrel for machining axle bearings

[Mc-

GillJ. •1132.
Negotiations for sale of bridge to city,
1078.
Painting screens [Patdson], •736.
Safety campaign, 806.
Seat practice, '313.
Speoi^ tools speed up heater installation
[Reeves], •Sei.
Stockholders meeting, 377.
Warm cars attract fares. 259.

137.
—
1089.
—Subway's equipment
945.
denied
—Taxicab
New York
Railway Association
— 807. Commission hearing on
Operating
and
—
N.
700.
—American
Railway Assn'n
—Midwinter
meeting
New York:
produces congestion [Address
—Transit
Subjects
140.
by Turner], 371.
—Baltimore,
Md.:
—Midwinter meeting New York, 170.
future
— Transportation
Operating statement, 809.
*696.
metropolitan
New York, New Haven & Hartford R.R.:
U.
& E.
376.
R.R.
— Brooklyn
—Finance
—Boston.
Mass.:
New England Transportation
Band
work,
360.
Boston
Elevated
operating statement, 809.
•129.
Broach
valve
—Power
purchasing:
945.
[Merkerl.
Flange bearing expansion
Advantages and disadvantages [Brown], c591. —
Tramways
•848.
New York
Railways:
Operatdng statements, 645.
Operating revenue.
183.
bus
sought, 1144.
holder [Watkin], •648.
—Canadian
Railway
—^Brooklyn-Manhattan
Show gain by Canadian
•1049.
Transit
New York, State
•373.
shop
—
Cape Town. South
—
Merger with
493.
—Comments on 1938. 107.
Extension
490.
New
336.
—Denver.
New
be bought. 266.
—
Operating
improved. 221,
Operating statement. 376, 412.
556.
Ordered by commission
743.
buy
—Eighty
railways:
—Motor
bus
Painting
1024.
Annual
641.
Annual
Public
CommisShoppers use public
1132.
Comments
639.
451.
Testing
tape [McKelway], 736.
—Expenditures
materials and
by
—
New York Transit Commission:
•267.
railway
Track materials
•325.
on
337.
—
Fare
wage,
—Brooklyn & Queens Transit
—Paving
337.
statement.
New
—Public
purchased, 943.
Commission wants more power, — Georgia Power
869.
—Net earnings:new
337.
[Buck], •SSS, •653.
—Thayer
commisadion
mo•1137.
— New South Wales,
569.
—Eighth & Ninth Avenues Ry.
—
—
Ottawa.
297.
Bus
491.
Ottawa
Ry.
373.
—
Fare
743.
opposes
—Show
449.
593.
Supreme Court
945.
—Tacoma,
Wash.:
Noise
—Equitable Coach
Municipal
746.
—
Mich.:
Banks
terms
410.
—
Taxicab
competition:
Bus
490.
Reducing
operation
Cut
menace [Brown], 784.
555.
•513.
—Thirty-one
Franchise, 218.
709.
-Worn gears
Franchise—
374.
—
Various
railways:
improved
Merger, 142.
Operating
847,
1033
—Hudson & Manhattan R.R.:
1076.
Norfolk, Va,:
—
Various
railway
roadbed. 333.
companies:
—
& Power
Operating
1128.
—Interborough Rapid Transit
Assorted layout
track
[New- —
Youngstown
Railway, 143.
Legal
man]. •1135.
490.
Bus engines— limbering up
*403.
139.
Ottawa, Can.
25th
Cylinder boring machine
*330,
807.
Fare
Double-gage crossover
*610.
864.
—Ottawa
Ry.
Fare box
Earnings
303.
—
congestion,
contracts
permit,
service

traffic

let,

Electric

trafHc rules.

Transit

Meetdttig at Bluff Point,

records

Y.,

in

requiu'ements

facilities,
district,

R.

City

in safely

for

statistics.

36.

for discussion.

of

costs:

Electiric

in

policy

for

23.

Co..

Co..

seats,

joint

British

State
Substitution of

35,

Roller

align

Corp.:
[Squier],
B. O. R.R.. 262.

Inspection

for trolley

Electric

Ass'n.
properties,

of:

Africa,

Electrification

32.

of time.

cars,

cars to

to

Col.

Legislature:
Bdllls passed,
regulation:
report of

cars,

of elevated structure.
transportation.

net

electric

reports,
on,

Service

adon,

friction

Turnstile in car,

Steel cars

[Jacobs],

Corp.:

cars
Personnel,
Turnstile fare

bill

for
industry,

tric

elevated barred.

in legislature.

for

street

car.

Bill gives
tor buses.
Unification legislation,

substitution asked.
increase demted.
for fare increase,
Co.:
fear
of grant,
grant,
Certificate denied,

Effect of

control of

I.R.T.

bill,

reduction:

noise of car

Fit

cars

Belt Line,

Detroit,

to lapse.

103.

Australia, 33.
Ont.:
Electric
fare reduction.
stabiltuty of electric railways,

Unidfication bill

In

[Willdanisl,

rates serious
railways,
electric

'660.

[Sawtelle],

statements, 773,

Fire in

Virginia Electric

Co.:

Co.:

of

case,

Jamaica Central Rys.

—

High

Increase of capital stock. 376.
Long Island R.R.:
Interlocking doors and power,

—Manhattan Bridge Three-Cent
Bought by

city,

Line.:

493.

purchase line. 103.
Manhattan & Queens Traction Co
Cdtty

comments.

to

— Receivership
ended, 685.
—New York & Queens
County

•

—

Ry.:

Advertising, 743.
Armature winder's tool and material stand.

Fused portable lamp bank, '444
Jdg for drilling field terminals. ^484
Objects to competitive buses, 744

Riveting controller finger tips, •736.
Special welding stand for compressor armatures, •849.

[Hall],
[Hall],
[Hall],
lights [Hall]. •25.
pressure greasing of trucks

Electric

insufficient.

[Hall],

•676.
Olid reclaiming [Hall], •214.
Pole rack [Hall], •737.
Pull-ins charged to men [Hall]. •733.
Stationary track department crane [Hall].
•853.
Trolley pan at drawbridge, •138.
Unloading trestle for material handling
[Hall], •551.
Virginian Railway:
Electrification plans. 806.

Northampton, Mass.:
Northampton Street Ry.:

—

Buses to

Pittsfield.

Northern Ohio Power
Ohio)

&

Overhead contact system:
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.:
Renewable pan trolley frog, •1137.

—

Pacific Electric Ry.

&

Pacific Gas
Cal.):

683.

See Log Angeles. Cal.)

Electric

Co.

(See

Northwest Traction Co.
Wash.)

Pacific

Light Co. (See Akron,

Palo Alto,

:

Northern Texas Traction Co. (See Fort Worth,
Texas)

Cal.:

—Peninsular

Ry.
Discontinuance of

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
Abbreviations: *Illu.strated.

944.

statements.
Municd)pal

materdials

fees,

7-cent fare ca-se,
anniversary.

elec-

'Ol.

Co.

Service

collector

plant

^46.

cost statistdcs,

c

Communications.

lino,

1035.

:

Sacramento.
(See

Seattle.

Electric Railway

XIV
I'lirlH,

I'rance

Kiuliee)

(Sik;

of cars:
A.E.B.A. BllUetiM.

cars. Comments on. 694.
Duqucsiie wants contract similar to Pittsburgh's. 1024.
Light car design, •712.
Medals for safe driving. 614.
Pneumatic jig for truck assembly [Deversl.
•675.

450.

Oi-(liliance. 557.
Parn iifj reeriilutioii needB
Comliientu on. 5(18.

ghown by

flre,

816.

Paru.iiB lesUictious help railway.
Serimis menuoo. 371.

—Subway
Aga.nst hasty action, 742.

— Chicago
"^o Paikinsr"

ordinance enforced. 1079.
PaiUhiK climinalion [GordonJ, '318.
Pai'lunt' onu:ia:ice, 565.
Detroit. Midi.:
AddH How oi tiaflic [Gouldl. '1119.

Comments

KnLorceiiient ol regulations.

on.

— West
Penn Railways:
Aluminum protector

— 5thOneAvenue Customers
660.
— Parlting bene
1079.
—New York:
on 50
—Rosnlts Klimination: Comments
Louis, Mo.:
— Merirhants
"97.
want
Tciin.:

—

streets.

800.
819.

on.

St.

—Plattsburgh
Traction
Discontinuance of
—Eastern

tralTic

— Survey
Paling

New York &
Bus

conditions affect paving prac-

Falls. S.
D.:
Trai;tion company to

Highways. 102.

pave.

on. 1093.

(Sec Taxes)

relief

:

(See Youngstown.

Ohio):
INMuisylvniiia

Service

l*iilille

—Cumberland
County Power
Armature wind.ng stand

Pennsylvania R.R.
with
Lines.

B.

p.

Light Co.
•402.

Long

I)i»lanc«

—
487.
— Extension program. *433.409.
New York
Washington. 1077.
—Washington. bus C:
401.
'(iT.

Elcctriflciilion

Baltimore.

at

suggests

to

moving

relief bill,

406.

Hopewell

&

City

N.

—Double
Germany, •156.
— AutomaticTenn.:
236.
—Single-phase
railway system reviewed [Westinghousel. 636.
—Supervision Chicago. •307.
—Trolley pan drawbridge. •138.
—Trolley
•127,
Power generation:
—Steam:
undeveloped.
Comments

Point

Electric

Possibilities

on.

349.

Power
C.

P.

R.

III.:

I.:

application.

Electric
substitution,

of

taxis.

Electrical

in

'.395.

of

yards.

cars.

—Subway

system, •341.
Mitten Tours, Inc.:
Coordination ol P, R. R.. B. It O. and
Mitten. 558.
Use scientific advertising [Keenanl. 'BSJ.
^Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.:
Accounting questioned by city, 745
Changes on board, .561.
Condemnation of underlying companies
448.
D-spatching by loud speaker. •1063
Dividend action criticlied. 810
Dividend dispute ended, paid 868
Pare collection. 297.
Fuel oil for buses rOueeneyl. •165.
Mitten tours expand. 491.
New corps of transportation supervisori,

—

—

15.
Offers aid in traffic problem, 98.

Paying old claims. 488.
Pedestrians dominate trafflo problem, '838

Publ'c relations. 425,
Purchase of underlying companies by city,
413.
Sought control of Philadelphia Electric Co
says Maltbie. 1083.

—

Rehabilitation. 307.

Wage

Publicity

Traction Co.
Not to abandon, 455,

controversy,

(See Newark,

)

& Ucht

Co.

(See

Seattle,

(See also Advertising)

on.

Utility

on, 501,
Philadelphia, Pa.:
P. R. T. publicity.
Publicity:
fair

[Wilkie).

if

Springfield.

will.

on.

St.

''Transit

News" on

for riders,

cars. 409.

Public service and regulative commissions:
Chicago, ni.:
Bus order reversed, 339,

—

—Hartford,
Conn.
Taxicabs now common
—Indiana.
State
O'Fallon ruling

ol

elimination.
lor,

39.

39,

Railways

(General):
Community transportation an unrecognized
major element in prosperity, 627,
Construction and equipment orders, 146.
Development of Transportation:
The will to win. Comments on. 755.
Developments of 1938. 41,
Economic conditions:
Stock market crash not serious to railways,
1091,
Stability of industry, ^43.
Subway mileage, 70,
Trade outlook for 1929, '94,
Younger men sought, 150.
Executive's view of future:

—
—
—

cars. 1060.

Proposes extensive subway, 804,
Proposes subways, 138.
To vote on plans lor subway. 333,
Milwaukee, Wis,:
Rapid transit lines pushed, 407,

:

—
Comments
461.
—Comments. 231.
—Confidence needed [Cummings]. ^917.
—Florida
Public
Information Bureau
Comments
—
426.
— Public
properly informed
•961.
— Public goodMass. Comments
347.
— Publishes
Louis:
pamphlet
333,
Civic Activities.

Rails:

—Fatigue metals [EwingJ, •775.
Railway construction proposed:
—Milwaukee,
Wis.
Grade crossing
— NewSubway
York. N. Y.
bids asked

^Detroit.

681,

Fobllo Relations with:

carriers. 807.

—
— NewCriticism
York

City:
of New

Turner,

—

York policy by Daniel
Comments on, 348,

L,

Large subway expenditures, 306,
Philadelphia subways:

Comments

on, 370.
Description. ^341. •465.
Electrical equipment. ^395.

— Relation
community development
han], •giO,
— Rochester,
N, Y.
Erie Canal now subwar, •43S.
—
Rapid
138,
Louis, Mo.:
warrant. 1141.
— Subways does not
(Kelkerl, 339.
Reading, Pa.:
— Reading
Transit
Operating
321.
— Reading R.E.;
682.
to

Seattle studies

[Halli-

Transit,

St,

Trafflo

cost

Co.:
statcinent,

Electrification,

^67,

ol:

Piqna, O.:

—Dayton & Troy

J):

:

transit:

service necessary,

cars:
gn.

Phoenix, Ariz.:
Phoenix Municipal By.;

J,

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
Rapid
—Boston,
Mass.
ol subway
— Speeds Mich.:

stations and equipment:
D.

Illinois

city

5e«

v

at

in

<

Poughkeepsle, N. Y.:
Poughkeepsle Sc Wappinger Falls Ry.
Pays paving debt. 177.

Philadelphia. Pa.:
— H. & By. [Rose). •357.
—
Milo R. Maltbie
T.
Princeton,
554.
—Chicago
&
By.:
—Philadelphia Rapid Transit Board. 555.
Abandonment bearing, 494,
—Publ'c
Service Commission
Providence. R.
Hearing on cab company's
864.
—United
Bys.
—Purchase
by
underlying companies.
Bus
616.
296.
Cruising
409.
—Subway equipment.
Loss
revenue, 143,
New working agreement. 863.
Description
shops and
•465.
One-man
334.
— Subway
Operating statement, 618.
Des
'Sig.
Scraps
946.
retains
audit.

(See Newark. N. J.)

Paget Sound Power
Wash.)

frog,

Road sold. 685.
Acquisition negotiations, 412.

City

Transport

Public Service Transportatioo Co.

in

PetershiirK. Va.:

Pet"rBburg.
By.:

488,

Service
Coordinated
Newark, N, J,)

683.

substations.

(See Dayton. Ohio):

—

filled,

Public

Public Service Ry.

trolley in

Pennsylvania, State of:

Peoples Ry.

^897.

:

Knoxville.

operation,

—Legislature:
Paving

[Gilman].

Public Service Corporation (See Newark, N.

Power distribution:

of
to
D.

Inlei'statc

fees.

Ohio, State of:
Flasher I ghls at railroad crossings, 943.
Philadelphia:
Condemnation of underlying companies of
P. R. T.. 448.
Regulation Bas's:
Comments on. 757.
Regulat on of Vehicles:
Ta.xicab regulation. Comments on. 421.
Rochester, N. T.
Fare increase. 103.

—

17!).

^Electrification.

regulation.
legal

C,

[Chiles],

Electric
Co.
record.
Fare increase needed, 373.
Fare increase indorsed by labor.
Fare increase hearing, 944.
Fares reduced. 219.
Seeks fare increase, 613.
Twenty year club, 358.

Information Com-

T.

—
—

York

Corrmission sees need of bus
461.
Trans. t Commission ruling on
490.

for,

4

—
Commission
—Oregon
Ry.
Property purchase. 683.
—Portland
Power
Accident
1078.

Discontinned. 450.

—Coordinat'on

—-New

stabilization

Portland. Me.:

jniitiM!:

—

Stamford Ry.

Electric

l*ennKyI\aniii-(Mil» Klectric Co.

:

—
—Taxicab
Regulation:
Needed lor
—Texas
Legislation
297.
—Washington,
D,
Vacancies
be

substitution. 744.

Portland. Ore.:
CSty Planning
lines, 682.

555.

Comments

of paving ti"end.

chigan Railways:

Port Chester, N. Y.:

'1108.

t;:»-e.s.

Obligat.(ui6 of Buses in re

M

Vol. 73

—
—

868.

line,

Steel ties. •283.

Eliui nation of all parking. 742.
l^lrlwn{; elimination speeds cara, 409.
Parking ban successful. 680.

—
—
—Sioux

Co.

Pontlac, Mich.:

restrictions,

Pavement h:
Changing

—
—
—
—
—

Mass.:
Berkshire Street

Ry.
Bus substitution granted in Vermont. 866.
Seeks bus substitution. 866.
Seeks new bus lines in North Adamas.
1083.

[

Public service and regulative commissions
(Continued)
Michigan Public Utilities Commission:
Test case. 339.
Motor vehicle regulation demands attention
[Barber]. '96o.
Newark, N. J.
Morris canal right-of-way approved, 449,
New Jersey, N, J.
Commission for North Jersey proposed. 568.
New Orleans. La.
Paying of old claims. 488.

Plattsburgh. N. Y.:

considered.

I'ark.ng restl-ictions
or

at

sill

n de x

Pittsfleld,

are Parkers.

cent

pel-

window

for

McKeesport [Halll. •1130.

10II2.

Menijitiis.

I

Pittsburgh. Pa.:

Jtaltinioris Mil.:

—

—

— Pittsburgh
Rys.
Experimental

:

Pilrkiiii;

—

u r n a l

J o

mission.

—

Interstate

867.

observed by Indiana Com-

Commerce Commission

:

Euling on railroad bus subsidiaries, 658,

Repair shop practice:
tice)

—

Electrical test board,
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o

Communlpatlon.s.

(See Halntenanee

:

Repair shops and equipment:

'ISZ

prac-
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Repair Shops and Equipment (Continued!
inetallation. *116.
Mich.:
coil tester [Lundal, "Ji.
Reports, Financial

(See

Financial

Louis, Mo.:
Louis Public Service Co. (Continued)
"Transit News" against parking. 743.
Vnluation argued. 262.
Valuation contest. 492.
Wage controversy. 86.3.
Wages not enough to buy new uniforms.
336.
Wage controversy. 613.

St.

:

—

—Floor
Rapids.
—Grand
Field

reports)

St.

:

Revere, Mass.

—

proposes bus operat-on;
Complaint against railway. 410.

Cit.v

—
—

Richmond, Vil:
Electric &
substitution.

Power
807.

Co.:

1082.

Extensive repavemont, *108I).
Golden Jubilee ot Liffht observed. 1080.
Overhauling* brake rigging. •l.'Jl.
Produces film "For the Old Dominion."
681.

rnul, Minn.;
Bus line extension, 260,
St. Paul City Ry.
Fare increase, 257, 295,

Paul City Ry. (See Minneapolis. Minn.):
Rapid Transit Co.:

St.

— Twin
C'ty
Fare

increase.

Roanoke, Vn.:
car.s,

807.

Selling transportation. 488.
Rochester. N. Y.:
-Rochester Engineering Society
Traffic study shows street car value. •10.36.

—

Petersburg, Fla.:

St.

—

St.

:

—Subway
Erie Canal now subway,
—NewAskYork
State Rys.
bus
808.

'i".^.

substitution.

line changes.

1082.

increase. 101.
Jitney competition. .139.
Loss in revenues, 14:t.

.'574.

Suit

Operating record. .141.
Platforms and shelters, •in.'t.
Rochester Railways Co-Ordinated
Inc.:
increase.

Fan
)

*

Bus

I-ines,

Atlanta,

of cars, 015.
needed, 3,10,

City.

service.

Limited stop plan speeds cars
•1055.
Skip stop. 407.
New Bedford. Mass.
Higher speeds effective, ^475.
Newport News. Va.:
Skip stops proposed. 298.

R.R.

(See

Syracuse.

—
—
— Louis. Mo. 615,
681.
— Schedule
Speeds:
Comments
757.
— SkinHigher
Stop Plan:
speeds
Comments
— Spokane.
Wash.:
Car
numbered. 557.
— Toledo.
Rerouting. 103.
St.

Traffic

study,
Special service,

O.

Scotland (See Great Britain):
franchise.

Traffic

line.

line,

Co.:

for

switch

Electrical

track
[Botto], ^24.

&

S;iutheastern Ry.:
for courtesy. 2.58.

—
safety

Repairing manganese wear plates
•551.
Tamping pads [Bottol. *287.

San nlego,

device
[Botto],

Cal.:

—SanArmature
Diego

Electric Ry.

bearong shell expanding broach
[Herms). •IISI.
Axle tongs [Herms]. •402.

Sacramento. C«l.:

— Pacific
Bus

—

Gas & Electric Co.-

Bus line extension. 559.
Brush pressure adjustment [Clegg]. '544.
Chuck and jig for axle bearings [Herms].

franchise sought. 34.
Bus substitution denied S.in
Bus certificate asked for. 300.
Sacramento Northern Ry.
Acquires Sacramento short line, 103.

Safety work:
Safety for Employees,

—

•24.

Chuck

for
armature bearings [Herms].
•288.
Cotter key extractor [Tipton]. •132.
Coupler contact block repairs [Herms].

'

on, 1092.

Equipment test bo.-ird [Clegg], 'SOO.
Improved switch for flashlights [Tiptonl.

John. N. B.:

St.

•851.

—NewNewspapers
Brunswick

Jig for dowel pin holes [Herms]
^484.
Key seats for armatures [Herms]. •213.
Locomotive striped for safety [Tipton],

Power Co.:
sold on cars, 'oie,

St.

—

Joseph, Mo.:
St. Joseph
Railway.

Bus
St.

.

Heat

k Power

Louis, Mo.
Accident Prevention:
Courteous drivers club, 559.
Parking of Cars:
Elimination of all parking, 743
Restrictions wanted. 297.
Rapid Transit:
Bill in Legislature. 337.
Terminable permit bill vetoed. 740.

—
—
—
—
—Transportation
Survey CommissionConsideration of contract ordinance, 867
615.
—International
Buy Hertz bus
Louis. 480.
—Missouri
R.R.
Taken over by
Louis Public
— Subway
Louis
Terminal Ry
Traffic study,

Utilities Co.:
interests in

St.

•

St.

St.

—

Service.

Electric

to be built,

•

344.

Terminal developments. 692.
Vacation of street for subway, 743.
St. Louis Public Service
Co

Bus

substitution, 339
Utilities Co, owns
voting stock, 943,

City

38

per

for sign painting,

•445

Last open bench car burned. 807

New bus

service competition.
Newspaper advertising. 99

452

Transit Policy

Recommended by

city

engineer.

Comments

California Street Cable R.R,:
City offers to buy, 181.
City plans to operate. 334.
Market Street Ry.
Financial condition good. 1034.
Valuation, 617,
Valuation by city engineer, 741.

—

—Municipal Ry.
Bus
300.
— Northwestern
R.R.
Car
417,
— Southern
Seven
338,
—Twin Peaks Tunnel:

cent

of

Pacific

Pacific Co,:
cent fare trial,

Rapid

transit development by benefit assessment (O'Shaughnessy). ^1094.
transit development bv benefit assessment. Comments on, 1093.

Rapid

Parking elimination. 409
Publishes paper for riders. 333.

681.
Stock ownership questioned. 143
in stock. 340.
Transit News" on cars. 409.

la.:

Clt,v.

City Service Co.:
increase. 259, 488.

SInux Falls.

—Sioux
Paving

S.

.Snow and ice removal;
in South. 449.

—Heavy snows
—Montreal.
Que.
No parking

after snow storms,
Society of Automotive Engineers;

—Meeting
Toronto
Bus development.
at

line,

—

:

1129.

Operating report. 32.

South Bend, Ind.:
Chicago. South

—

Bend

& Northern

Ry.:
Discontinuance ot bus lines asked,
Reorganization plan, 1083.

South
S.

Power

Carolina

C):

Co.

(See

Indl.lna

683.

Charleston.

Southwest Missouri R.R. (See Joplin. Mo.):
Southern Indiana Gas
Electric Co.
(See
Evansville. Ind.)

:

Southern Ohio Public Service Co.
ville, Ohio)

Southern Public

Ctllities

(See Zanes-

(See Charlotte. N. C.)

:

Southwestern Public Service Assoclntloil
Meeting at Dallas. Tex.. 741.

—
Spain:
—
480.
—Improvements. $600,000,000,
—New
railway, 538.
Spartanburg.
—South Carolina Gas &
Electrification.

346,

electric

C.

Electric Co.

Ry,
561.

Sold.

Special

Savannah, Ga.:

—Savannah
Bus

Electric & Power Co.
substitution, 683,

c Communications.

35.

trackwork

— Brooklyn.
N.
Expansion

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
Abbreviations : •Illustrated,

•437.

South Africa;
Cape Town:

S.

— Santa
Barbara & Suburban
Discontinuance of

!>.:

Falls Traction Co.:
of tracks. 555.

on, 695.

Santa Barbara, Cal,:

Operating statement. 618
Schedules.

Cal.:

of City Engineer:
Recommends unification. 741.
Subsidy by general taxation unsound. 695.

—
—

Sioux

— Sioux
Fare

lines deficit,

Fares collected on cars and buses, 746
Fare increase, 942,
Fare reduction threatened, 373

Tax paid

—

•550.

— Report

:

Shreveport, La.:
Shreveport Railways:
One man operation, 450,

design,

Depreciation accounting, 810
Discontinuance of service 374
Fare increase expected, 860

Hood

Shore Line Motor Coach Co. (See Gary, Ind.)

•674.
Operating statement. 561.
Piston ring compressor [Herms]. ^129.
Radiator filling station fClegg], •286.
Repairing brake cams [Hermsl. •353.
Track switch coil cylinder vise [Herms).

San Francisco.

Mo.:

Citv Light & Traction Co.:
Bus substitution, 410,

Maintenance prize award stimulates performance [Mason], cl065.
Mandrel for turning brake drums [Herms].

substitution. 491.

Electric

—

•710,
Light.

Increased capitalization of subsidiary, 14.1.
Purchase by city. 1024.
Purchase of property by city. 233.
Rap'd transit negotiations. 136.
350 miles of route. 865.
Seattle Municipal R,v.
Attempt to refinance. 740.
Commission to operate. 451.
Fares for school children. 081.
Inspection for trainmen. 743.
Line abandonment asked. 082.
Lo.in of funds legal. 340.
Old employees favored. 09.
Refunding desired. 618.
Rerouting of service. 1025.
Service curtailed. 29.
Suit dismissed. 373.
Tax to assist railway department. 334.

.Sedalia.

•.130.

Comments

right ot

way. 413.

Co.:
welfare. 236.
advertising, ^407,

—

Rnshvllle, Ind.:

Wash.:

Seattle,

—Taxicab
230. 460.
—
research commission, l49,
—Puget
Sound
Abandons
102.
Sale of interurban
560.
—Puget
Sound Power & Light
Bid
Seattle-Tacoma interurbim

San Antonio, Texas:
San Antonio Public Service Co.:

Buses supplant cars. 300,

on. 1031.

lines

Power & Light
— Utah
Employees
Newspaper

Island. III.:
Tri City Railway:

[Fennell],

Electric Co.:

Utah:

Electric
bearing.

Co.:

102.

Syracuse

s

Schedules and time tables:

— Rerouting
Ga,
— Higher schedule speeds
— High speed [Woods], ^337,
— Kansas
Mo.:
High speed
804.

trolley
Trackless trolley questions. •70,5,
Ventilation for paint spraying, •483,

:

— Indianapol
Bonus

City,

—Bamhurger axle
Railroad:
•131.
L'ght & Traction
—Utah
Trackless
[Heigesl. ^232.

Rock

—

Lake

XV

x

attained.

Petersburg Municipal Ry.
arrangement
controller
Clamping
keeps
handle basis tight [Marsh]. ^444.
Jig for machining bus connecting rods
(Marsh). •11,13.
Oilers for car trucks [Marsh]. •253.
Preventing loose armature bands [Marsh].
•549.
Rebabbitting connecting rods for bus engines [Marsh). •607.

Ke.v for

e

on,

Electric Co.

Experimental color scheme for

Rocliester
N. Y.

175.

Lantern maintenance [Spencer]. 214.
Trolley frog. ^127.

^Roanoke Railway &

—

:

St.

— Virginia
Bus

Bus
Fare

nd

Y.
joint

[Merker). ^848,

INDEX.

with

flange

bearing
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—Toronto

—New
La. (Continued)
— Portable Ohio:
comments by Father Wynhoven,
crosBOTers [Davidson], *262.
1078.
Antonio, Tex.
—SanSwitch
settlement
942.
safety device tBotto], •24.
—Staten
N. Y.:
—
mangranese [Bichardsonl, •354.
Tompkins Bus Corp. wins
946.
270.
Comments
—
Substations and equipment:
—
approved. 318,
—Milwaukee.
Wis.:
—
Switch:
Mercury arc
^471.
prevents slopping [Underwood],
^360.
Substation
•836.
—
Montreal. Que.:
Spokane* Wash.:
Mercury arc
Angelis]. •778.
—Spokane
United Railways:
Superior* Wis.:
Car
numbered, 557.
—Duluth
By.:
Notatorium Park, 618.
Fare
bearing, 258.
Switzerland
— BudgetPower improvements, 416.
—
operation
777.
Stockholders vote stock
455,
— Simplon tunnel
1081.
Mass.:
—
Exposition
1025.
— Eastern
Strike
Island.

Silico

New

rejected.

rectifiers.

•609.

Wage

Track Constrnction;
Budgets

—
—

St.

increase

Sprlncfleld, IlL:

Electric

SprinEfield,

— Cost
665.
—
—Fatigue
—Montreal.
—NewSubways
York

resigns.

Belt

to furnish transportation,

258.
Traction Co.
lightning arrester [Foote].

cell

—

292.
Good will messenger. 219.
Offered at receivers' sale. 1083.
Safety committee results, 559.
Vacuum cleaner for seats, 'ISO.
Springfield Railway:
C. H. & D. plans to acquire Springfield
Ry.. 371.
Reorganization, 182,

Stark Electrlo B.R.

(See Alliance, Ohio):

—Pavement:

Fla.

Changing

Electric Co.:

—
1938.
—Track
paving:
Sealing track
Statistics for

—
298.
—
and
807.
—Comments on
231.
— Government
Mich.:
seeks back taxes from
United Railway. 746.
— Gas State491.
557.
—Ohio,
State
Bus tax
409.
—Paving
Tax
Pennsylvania
406.
—TaxConcentrated
Burden
needed
—Unproductive
transportation charges
ments
347.
Electric

in

park

Detroit

of:

Traffic

statistics

Electrification

stability.

In large

cities.

Electric

taxicabs,

stations:

on.
City.
Traffic

station at Piccadilly Circus.
signs.

aspects

[Crain].

reiiuested

— Damage
—Staten

slight.

fire.

945.

:

•630.

on, 108.

of

traffic,

traffic

regulation aids flow

•llig.

—EHevated Highways. Comments
—Fifth
Avenue Business
Ratio
customers by
Comments
627.
—Houston. Tex.: 679.
—NewCommercial
York
Comments
on. 2.

District:
auto.

of

on.

Traffic study.

City:
vehicles.

Compared with other

on. 347.

cities. 239.
137. 174.
Street cars delayed by traffic signals. 'SSa.
Traffic regulation. Comments on, 149,
Philadelphia:
Traffic problem and the pedestrian, •838,
Wisconsin vehicle code, 337,

Theatre

district.

—
—
and
—NewEighth weekLa.

district

—
—
—

fails,

681.

New York

arbitrations;
Orleans,
of strike. 861.
Service being restored. 805.

traffic.

traffic

City.)

cunniicnls

Signals

111.:

Old ties retained, •253.
Pontlac. Mich.:
Steel ties, •283.
R<^g<J«'e'nents of electric railways
603.

on.

traffic

Signals:

signals in Lonisvillo.
on.

[George!

S.

Traffic

Toledo, Ohio:

Mich.

Enforcement of

Ties:
Chicago,

traffic signals

traffic

Third Avenue By. (See

Street traffic congestion (See also Parking of
cars)
Atlanta. Ga.
Georgia Power Co. prize for traffic solution,

of

Jersey.

Dallas.

Commission measure

488.

—
806.
—Cause (MeEralthl.
—
Comments
—

restrictions,

—

Island:
Staten Island Rapid Transit

-Detroit.

Electric

railway. 28.

Nashville.

Texas, State of:
Legislature

Storm and Fire Damage:
Birmingham. Ala.:

Strikes

Louisville.

amplifier

Stores:

1.

California:
vehicle

70.

reports)
plant. '46.

[Beelor Orgaiiiziilloii].

conmients on.

—Boston.
Mass.:
Regulation of
1034.
— Motor
regulations being lonmilaled.
1082.
—Comments 239. 300.
—Kansas survey,
Mo.
680.
— Loading platforms
Ky.
by
— New Tenn.: 488.
— Now [Simpson].
Essex County
spied
•705.
— NewTheatrical
York. N. Y.:
043.
—Pedestrians:
Philadelphia
survey,
— Lummls].
should move
[Dibbins and
^570.
— Trolley operated
'835
Delays, comments
384.
—U. Chamber of Commerce.
200.
stimulation:
—Boston.
Mass.:
Dollar passes on

Co.

street

for
^Financial status

cities

Traffic regulation;

Society:

Traftic

cities,

'901.

on.

buses,

in

[Gelssel

investigations:

per cent are parkers. 600,

legislature.
Relief:
effort

roads.

Practice:

•IIS7.

City.

— Riding
habit:
In^nine large

relief for railways,
Bill:

Electric

[ITarvoyl.

car.

of:

electrification.

on.

In tracks:
Partial relief in
for Improveniciits.

tax,

•78.
reconstruction,

ConiiiK'iils

—
— Lake
Utah [West]. •TOS.
Track maintenance:
—Derrick
^127.
—Paving
Iowa. 615.
— Suggestions
133.
—5th Avenue customers:
One
Salt

Co.

taxes.

Illinois.

ti:iV')<ig

•OS.

important

—Bus operations growth,
—Canadian
Ry. Assn.:
Shows revenue gain
•1049.
—Cars purchased, 1938, Canada.
—Construction,
1928, 'es.
— 602. railway
show
—
of steam
^67,
—European
comRatio of railways and
474.
—Riding habit trend 23
1033.
Tennessee
Power
(See Chattanooga.
—Rochester study
Engineering
Tenn.)
shows
car importance.
Terminals
and
waiting
•1036.
—Cleveland Terminal Project [Faust], ^576.
—Subway mileage,
—London.
Eng.
—Financial reports (See Financial
New
^439.
—
Expenditures
materials and
Station
^389.
—
1938. ^85.
— Station
Announcer:
Power
by Radio Receptor Co
•1075.
—Engineering
of purchasing
Texas
By,
(See
•986.
Texas.)
71.

:irr(^<'t

Trackless Trolley:
Japan. 777.

taxation.

Electric

condilions

in

Detroit.

Statistics:

traffic

•:135.

In

Taunton, Mass.
East Taunton Street Railway:
Asks bus certificate. 558.
Taxes;
A.E.R.A. Committee
Baltimore, Md.:
United Railways

•303.
materials [.Tacolm],

practices. •IIOR.
track area. 1054.
S"rvey of paving trend,

Accidents reduced. ^161.
Brady class B award. ^5.
Operating records. 322.
Wins Brady Medal, 97.

—Bids
— Aluminum
Columbus & Eastern

[J.icobs].

Subway track

Co.:

Rehabilitation,

Tampa

wiiea

in concrete [Ewing). •830.
^Michigan City. Ind. [Hubentliull. •ill)3.
Que.. ^250.

Tacoma, Wash.:

—Mayor
407.
—Tacoma
Municipal
Line:
Operating statement. 746.
—Tacoma Hallway & Power
489.

Springfield, Ohio:

switch

analysis of track conslrnci ion [Nolan],

—

Tampa,

track

[Brown]. 1054.
Importance of details [George]
834.
Rapid work [George]. ^509.
Track ballast spread with grader [Gcoigcl
•1042.
Detroit, Mich.:

electrification.

States
Exhibits.
^Taxicabs
Flat rates abolished, 560.
Springfield Street Ry.:
Flat rate taxi opposed. 375.
Loss in passengers, 143,
Mayor commends railway, 297.
Merchandising transportation. 1082.
Charging losses account of dismantling
lines. 32.
Springfield Street Ry.:
Public good will. Comments on, 347.
Report. on revenue. 746.

on. 269.
O.:
duct
for

Concrete

profitable.

increase,

Comments

Cleveland.

Co.:

for

arbitration. 663.

[de

lines

Sells

Indiana.

1025.

Repairing
manganese
track
castings
[Fennell]. ^608.
Theft of light bulbs, 863,
Track switch box support [McCulIntnl,

operators.

rectifiers

—

service, 30.

Proposed Investigation,

Rail clips for emergency repairs [Drowley],

on.

Sprinff
Oil buffer

Illinois

(Con-

:

strike.

Specification for Material,
Specifications

[Vol.7S

Toronto, Oot.:
Transportation Commission
tinued)
New cars contemplated, 692.

Strikes and arbitrations:
Orleans,
Strike

Special trackwork (Continued)
Cleveland,

x

—Community
Traction
Co-ordinated

Co.:
service development.

^701.
Earnings. 809.
Franchise agreement, comments on. 694.
High school buses pay, 492,
Operating record, 377.
Operating statement. 494.
Reorganizes transportation
•978.
Rerouting Plan, 102, 806.
Special service for women workers on night
snlxti osXi
Wage advance, 804,

Toronto, Ont.:

—Railways dominate bus
—Toronto
Transportation
Accurate garage

field,

618.

Commission;

records [McArthur]. ^631
Boro collectors. •833.
Bus service expanded, 558.
Discontinuance controversy. 864.
Expansion joint for grooved rail [Kinnear]
•543.
Maintenance of electric track switches

[McAdam]. ^1052.

Eastern

•837.

Reduced

—Gary.

c Communications.

rates. 408.
rates. 554.

Ind.
Better service at lower tares

ways [WIngerter]. •1115.

on Gaiv

rail-

Transportation, Metropolitan
riding habit:
Y.
on, 820,
85% of shoppers use public traiisportalion. 1133.
Co-ordination of facilities:
Comments on. 820.
City development [Bibblns]. 'Soa.
Duplication of service:
Comments on. 462.
"Horse Car Days." by Raymond L. Tompkins.
Comments on, 463.

—Boston
—Brooklyn.
N.
Comments

—
—
—
—
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Abbreviations: •Illustrated,

Massachusetts.

—Evansvllle.
Ind.:
Excursion

•
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w

Transporatlon, Metropolitan (Continned)

—NewBuaYork

City:
,
BUbstitution would not correct
portation troubles. 1091.

trict. 'esa.
Transit policy

Qii-

,

wronr [Turner], 370.
In 23 cities. 1033.
.„„_

,

—
—

(See

Trl-City Ry, of Illinois
Trl-Clty Ry. of

Rock

Island,

450.
—A.E.R.A.
Ga.:
—Atlanta.
298.
Georgia Power
Mass.:
—Boston,
Eastern Massachusetts

—Tulsa
Railway

agreement,

372.
Wage controversy. 217.
Cleveland, 0.:
Wage controversy, 680.
Davenport. la.
Contract executed, 682.
Des Moines. la.:
,___
New wage agreement. 1077.
One-man car adopted at Des Moines, comments on. 1031.
o«n
One-man car proposal rejected by men, sou.
Fare, wage, cost statistics. '91.

—
.

.

—Indianapolis.to Ind.
be held.

Street Ry.:
to be sold, 36.
Sold under foreclosure, 261.

—Westchester

Street

Transportation Company,

Inc.:

Asks bus substitution, 865.
Wichita, Kan.:
^Wichita Railroad
Valuation. 617.

—

&

light Co.:

Wilmington, N. C:
Tidewater Power Co.:
Brady class C award, '5.
Brady medal, 240.
Safety bonus. 258.
Wins Brady medal, 97.

—

Windsor, Ont.:
Windsor, Essex and Lake Shore Ry.:
Transfer to people enjoined. 807.

—

337.
Hearing
Wage demand. 666.
Wage increase, 373.

agreements. 743.

hearin*

White Plains, N. T.:

wage

....

Iowa (See Davenport. Iowa)

259.

Commission

Commerce

on Ohio rates, 1077.
Rate hearing continued, 406.

bulletins.

111.)

Tulsa, Okla.:

Union Ry.:
—Oklahoma
Wages and working

Co.:

Interstate

Wages and working agreements:

—
—
—

V».!

Traction
—Wheeling
Fare tacrease suspended,

Co..

[Qllman], •897.
^Transportation affects all business [Lamontl,
•973.
Transportation lacllities neded tor New York
and environs, comments on. 693.
Unification necessary [McCarter]. ^959.

W.

Wheeling,

,

tran»-

Future requirements oJ metropolitan

—Ridln? habit trend
—Taxicabs:
Regulation needed

XVII

^I

January-December, 1929]

Wisconsin Motor Coach Association:

304.
—Industrial
—Elects
railways [Vickersl.
Improved by
Association:
Wisconsin
1043.
Green Bay. 862.
Meetong
—
Ont.:
—London,
Wage action halted, 656.
Wood Preservation:
N.
— Newark.
..„..,
Cuba:
—Havana.
Public service agreement renewed,
car bodies preserved
Wood
Orleans. La.:
— NewArbitration.
664.
488.
relations:

officers.

electric

Twin

City Rapid Transit Co.

(See Minneapolis.

Minn.)

Utilities

at

J.:

l»43.

.

in

u

R.
—Providence.
New agreement

United Corporation:
Organized, by J. P. Morgan

—

—
&

Wage
St.

Co.. 100.

(See Providence, R.

with men. 863.

controversy,

— Must be
—Taxicabs:
No more meterless

displayed. 806.

681.

Louis. Mo.:
^
Wage not enough to pay for

,,

new nmiorms.

I.)

controversy, 613.

—Toledo.
Wage advance. 804.
—Tulsa. Okla.:
ended. 743.
—Toronto.
563.
Wage
O.:

United Railways (See St. Louis, Mo.)
United Railways

&

Electric Co.

(See Baltimore,

Md.)
United
—
^Meeting

States
in

Strike

Washington, 668.

Competitive taxis to use meters, 49Z.
Costs of dismanlling distribution over ten
years asked, 32.
Fare agreement, 300.
Newspaper advertising. 450.
Nighthawk laxdB permitted to cruise, d70.
Taxicab competition, 260.

Wage

decrease:
Buffalo. N. Y.:

United Suburban Ry. (See Grandvllle. Mich.)

—

United Traction Co. (See Albany, N. Y.)

Wage

Utah Light & Traction Co. (See Salt Lake

City.

Utah)

—

Buffalo

- ,
.
_
,
oo.
Erie in Court of Appeals, 296.

&

World Engineering Congress:

Increases:

Illinois Terminal Railroad:
Illinois Traction wage increase,

—York,

Utah, State of:
Public Utilities Commission report, 484.

—
N. T.:
—N. Buses
Y.
Railways:
—Utica
Railway Co-ordinated Bus
Asks
Rome, 462.
Utica,

State
displace trolleys, 34.

Line. Inc.:

certificate

Bus emergency doors marked. 553.
Bus fares in Millbury. 744.
Bus substitution. 866.

Ont.:
arbitration.

Chamber of Commerce:

for

Pa.:
York Railways,

wage

,

increase,

Tokto. Japan:
—^Meeting
Representatives of 26
in

178.

Washington. Baltimore & Annapolis Electric R.K.
(See Baltimore. Hd.)

Tonngstown, Ohio:

Washington, D.

—A.E.R.A.

—^Pennsylvania-Ohio
Accident

C:

record.

1122.

office reorganized.

of railways:
—Merger
103.
Valuation not a
221.
—Merger
262.
railways.
—Merger of Commission:
Service
—Public
Asks co-operation of
1082.
Traction Co.:
—Capital
946.
Fare case

interstate

of

412

British

Columbia Electric Co.:

Cars painted on mileage basis, *605.
Pare decrease likely, 448.
Fare increase, 488.
Ofllcial pamphlet, "The Buzzer," 557.
TrafHo holding up. 337.

290.

Municipal
—Youngstown
748.
New

bus op«r»-

Fare increase to be asked. 448.
Fare increase hearings. 1026.
Trainmen's meetings prevent accidents. 366.
Washington Railway & Electric Co.:

—
281.
1139.
Fare increase appeal
A Northern Ry.:
Cedar
—Waterloo,
336.
Bondholders Committee
Trafllc declines.

directed.

—
—

York, Pa.:
York Railways:

Wage

increase, 101,

Falls

report,

Operating statement. 661.
Virginia, State of:

—Franchises
Commission's
Virginia Electric
Va.)

Webb
authority,

& Power

220,

Co.

(See Richmond,

City,

Mo.:

Zanesvllle, Ohio:

Missouri R.R.
—Southwest
Fare

increase dn Joplin, 743.

IVest

Penn Rys. (See Pittsburgh, Pa.):

Ohio Public
—Southern
Operation resumed,

Bus

c

Communications.

Service Co.:
299.

substitutioa, 452.

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE INDEX
Abbreviations: •Illustrated,

3.

By.:
franchise.
franchise a success, *0SO.
Operating record, 142.
OperaUng report. 142.
Youngstown tc Ohio River R.R.:
Bondholders protective committee. 261.
Young;stown & Southern Ry.:
Extends line, 946,

New

closed.

Tanconver, B. C, Can.:

—

Electric Co.:

Brady class A award, •6.
Brady class A award, comments on,
Wins Brady medal. 97.

tors.

line.

discuss

,„,
101.

unlikely.

Taldosta, Oa,
Street

,

countries

transportation. 1103.

factor.

—Valdosta
Ry.:
Discontinuance

cabs. 868.

Worcester Consolidated Street Ry.
Approval to take over leased lines asked.

336.

Wage

,« .. ,. ,%_i
[Gottschalkl.

Worcestw, Mass.:
Taxlcab Tariffs:

I.:

.

Union Street Ry. (See Bedford, Mass.)

United Electric Rys.

^
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1070.
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•286.
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test
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—
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— Equipment
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134.
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of bonds prevents
•288.
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—
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—Brush R. •676.
brush
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—
man
•SSO.
—One
Track gage assures exact spacing
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faith
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essential
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B.:
Traffic signs

vision
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in-

factor

in
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reconstruction,
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for testing
F.:
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electrolytic action,
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for
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•853.
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—Mass
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F.

service
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possi-
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H.
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to trolley poles,
Artificial load for rail joint testing,

— Concrete

cut-rate

serious menace,

F.:

for

car

properties.

—New

power

plants,

—
Dana, Edward:
—
Railway problem
David.
H.:

is

strain in

E.

built

hose,

•107J.,

jig for

asset,

J.

street car,

F. W.:
Rail clips for emergency repairs. •607.
Duffy, J. A.:
test rack for air equipment, •735.
R.
Yoke for removing armature bearing housings.

Drowley.
—
—
New
Dumke,

—

•1069.

T>S'3.

reduce operating costs on many
properties, •653.
New cars pay for themselves on many properties. 715.
Fares should be put on a more scientific basis.
•906.
Bull. R. S.:
Efficient car maintenance requires many improved devices, 134.
Bullock. Harvey L.
Delayed break interlock for circuit breakers.
•733.
Revolving oscillating valve grinding device,
•444.

—
—
—
—
—

cars

Hall,

piece

Hall.

sill.

B.:

C.

of

sys-

relieves

operators.
pole racks,
engines,
better

lights

in
Oil

for itself

cylinder
ten

oil

responsible,
crane,

to

trestle

transit

Bngelhardt. H. G.
Trolley
troughs
hazards. •285.

—
Ewing.
—
What happens
-"Fatigue

in.

carhouse

for testing

of

reduce

axle bear-

for
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oil

loss,

E.:

-Sealing

in
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vitally

G.
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six
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properties,

—Systematic maintenance cuts
ern properties.
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when

steel gets tired,

costs

•775.

on South-

•59fi.

approved
—Trackless
•232.
R. H.
—
^139.
valve
broach
problem. •403.
—
tongs save
axle
—Axle
Chuck and
•34.
armature
— High
speed chuck
•388.
Dowel pin
accurate
—Jig assures
•484.
a
armature bearings milled
—Key •213.
Herms. Charles:
expanding broach.
bearing
— Armature
1131.
turning brake drums, •674.
—
Mandrel
•129.
ring compressor a handy
—
Repairing bus brake cams, •SSS.
—Piston
in Salt Lalie City.

trolleys

Heusler,
^Adjustable

for slide
lifting

for

seats.

bearings.

finishing

b^ailngs,

drilling

concrete, •829.

in
years,

667.

for

D. D.

tfl'

de-

to

J.:

jig

for

holes.

in

seats for

lath.

shell

Faust. Clifford A.:
Cleveland terminal project nearlnr completion,

— 576.
—New L. govern
925.
—Limited stop plan speeds
•1055.
—Repairing broken
ends of manganese track
608.
Standardization
—
921.
Foote.
—
Vacuum
car and bus
'ISO.
— Maintenance
of aluminum
lightning
292.
Frey. George:
—
Standardized
IS?.
Fennell.

objectives
D.

vehicle design.
cars,

many

Benjamin H.:
protects window
angle
— Aluminum
•1130.
high pressure grease
—Costs
cut by use
tem. •676.
congestion.
crossover
—Double-gage
•610.
•35.
help bus
Fare box
—
•737.
Labor and time saving
—
•403.
Limbering up bus
—
methods,
contest teaches
—Maintenance
boring machine pays
—New739. months,
•SSO.
purequipment reduces
— reclaiming
•314.
•733.
men
—
charged
•853.
Stationary track department
—
—Trolley
pan on drawbridge prevents
•138.
speeds material handi.ng.
—Unloading
•551.
Hallihan, John
community
rapid
— Relation
velopment, 'OlO.
Hankey, William
equipment, •734.
—
Group form
Hanna.
H.:
Education
trainmen needed.
—
Hansmann, A.
armature and
—
Boring machine
'SOO.
Hansmann. Adam:
armature bearing prevents
—Pocket below
•1131.
Harvey, A.
—
important,
paving
track
•987.
Hecker,
C:
gave $2,000,000
Southern
—Four
equipment maintenance during
•503.
mainmachinery and
—Improved
tenance standards on Southern
J.

twofold, 920.

T.
frame takes
— Special
track removal.
•137.
Davidson. F.
—
Temporary portable crossover. 352.
—
Jumpers
for work
Devers, Charles:
—
Pneumatic
truck assembly, •675.
De Voe. Linson H.:
—
Well informed operators a valuable
cl064.
Dobson,
V.
—
Maintaining carbon brushes for good commutation, 'loei.
Draper. Walter A.
—
The bus not a substitute for the
934.

Fennell.

increased net on

—

of

duct for track switch control wires,

—Flat1054.
and
taxicabs a
784.
Brown. H.
—Advantages
railroad-owned
e591.
Buck, Morris:
—New survey shows

—

P.:

D
Dahl. C. H.:
Substituting invention for convention. 931.

,'

Hff. ,»850.

—

delays.

C.

for car floori.

L.:

•955.
Gottschalk. Otto:
Preservative treatment used for wood in carj
I
bodies, 664.
'
Gould. H. M.:
Rigid Enforcement of traffic regulation aids
flow of traffic, •1119.
brraham, R. N.:
New bus designs increase usefulness. 924.

chases.
Pull-ins

Cummings,

t.

Briar.

for stabili-

E.:

Raising paved track to proper grade, *S6^.
Gordon. Charles:
Elimination of parking proves successful in
Chicago loop district. 312.
needed.
action
Co-operative
planning and

T.

R.

Chiles.

A.

Gleason.

J.

city

in

zation,

Cabot. Phil-p:

Dr.
^Depreciation

Barber. Coi. A. B.
-Motor vehicle regulation demands attention.
•965.
Barnes. J, P.
We are forever at a turning point. •951.
Preparation for greater progress, •876.
Beadle, H. J.:
Improved end cover for commutator end
frame, •1132.
Overcoming controller finger trouble. •543.
Simple high-potential test set. •387.
Simple tests for electric car auxiliaries. •ISS.
-Form for shaping ferrules, •735.
Beardniore. E. A.
PfQtpctive panel for 600 volt motors, 486.
Beelter Organization:
Riding habit in large cities. '9.
Beers. R. S.

grader,
of electric railways,

ballast

of

effort,

Bacon. F. W.
Complete car replacement in Lexington
turns investment in five years. •759.

essential for

reconstruction,
details

921.

Bus aa a street car supplement. 924.
Alexander, J. L.
Preventing transfer abuse at Houston. *1121.
Alexander, Peter P.
—Recent developments in atomic hydrogen weld-

George. Howard H.:
rapid track
Careful organization
—
*bOQ.
•1043.
with a
—
Handling
603.
—
Tie requirements
trackwprk. •824.
important
—
Small
Gilman, Edgar Dow:
—Regulation•897.taxicabs necessary

R. J.

castings.
Fitzgerald. T.:

of car design,

F. J.:
cleaner for

seats.

cell

ar-

rester,

cars

designed.

for

tool.

contact
coupler
repair
used
to
blocks. •330.
Track switch coil cylinder vise. •550.

^Sulphur

— W.
a one
brake
overhauling
—Making
man
'ISl.
Hillman,
H.;
—
—Light
car bearings have
•636.
Holden, W. W.:
923.
determine
—Bus C:
•131.
—
bearings reduces
Key
Hubenthal. John
•392.
heavy
—
Building
Hughes, Adrian
economical bus maintenance,
—
system
bus engine
—
•QQl.
Hicks.

J.:

rigging

of

operation.
E.
oils for

design will
Holt. C.
for axle

possibilities.

its

future use.
troubles,

F.:

cars,

city tracks for
Jr.:

Harold W.:
Concentrated effort needed for

Geisse,

—

relief

of

tax

burdens. ^901.

Effective,
Efficient cooling

veloped,
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Smith, Dela. (Continued)
Cooling system flushing machine. •852.
Co-operation the secret of good employee relations. 922.
.,,0^
Tractor used as shop Jocomotive, 'llJa.
Smith. Dwight L.;
,
Equipment to determine exact location 01
open circuits. 135.
Snow. William H.
.,
j
j j ^mnn
Make the interurbana railroad minded, cioes.

N
Jackson. Walter;

.,„-n
Edinburgh moves with the times. "lUoU.
^
City subways.
„.

.

New York

Track materials, specially designed for
York subways. *3'Zo.
Johnson.

P.;

J,

;

—
—

Naquin. S. J.
^
j
Testing insulation of armatures during dsking. *548.
Neuman. J. C:
.,,oc
Assorted layout of track materials, •11J5.
Nicholl. H. A.:
Freight revenue can be increased, 924.
•

Jacobs, Robert H.:
Concreted track for

New

bus. SZZ.
Revenue
—
Jonas. E,
Car body turn-over truck. *7B7.
—
Jordan, H.
.... .
and careful attention
—Adequate equipment
proper bus maintenance. 'IVii.
.

possibilities in

J.:

B.:

vital to

—
—
Nobis.
dust
—
Jack
Nolan.
Track
—
H.
on
—Congratulations
clOBo.
O'Shaughuessy. M, M.:
assessment
—
'loai.

—

E. H.:
cap, 'lOeS.
for installing
P. A.:
costs studied at Detroit, 660.
H.:
NorriB,
fine

Results justify

L.:

in

lubrication,

effect

•1068.

Oil

rides scientjiifically,

Selling

Jr.:
costly.

P,.

C. R.:
joint for

rail.

Kline,

in

issue.

method of

transit

—
—

— M.
—Brake
•1060.
Leary,

J.:

and

cylinder

tank removing jack.

air

machine,
—
Brake rod
Lummis, Herbert
Signal should move
—
cars reduce
—Bumpers

•1130.

testing

C.

trafflc

for

'570.

not stop

it,

collision

damages.

•3B8.
Convenient light installation for fare boxes.
•214.
Lunda, E, M,:
Field coil tester a great convenience, ^24,

—
—

M
Mall,

I.

O.:

track

of

promotes

costs

Mallay. P. D.

materials
car
—Requirements
720.
handle
arrangement keeps
—Clamping
'444.
bases
•1133.
machining bus connecting
—
•253.
—
center and
—
Preventing
armature bands. •549.
connecting rods
bus
— Rebabbitting
•607,
Mason.
—Maintenance
award an
formance. cl065.
Masters. W. A.:
sequence switching
conversion
—Interlocking^1072.
MacMurray.
—Twotheyoung •56.one generation; two
Mayo. A. C;
— York
ambulance chasing
New
•OOS.
Mcrker. H.
—Flange bearing
expansion
used
Brook•848.
Prank H.:
—
Many car improvements needed. 134.
Morgan.
for

Qf

flooring.

controller

tight.

Mar.sh, P. A.:
Jig for
Oilers for

rods,

side bearings,

loose

engines,

for

E.:

aflicentive to better per-

in

plants.

G. J.:
for
other,

old

Efforts to correct

for

in

City.
F.:

joint

in

lyn.

commutator

motor

Porter,
T.
Pacific Electric
pick-up and delivery
service,
Potter. Hai-old E.:
effective in New Bedford, ^476.
Pressler.
channel droiis, •840.
front

-!^The small city
Stevens, Hoy;

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

S.;

J.

Instruction

with

progresses

construction.

test

Attracting

Mc

—Constant

vigilance needed in maintenance of
eltetric track switches. *1052.

McAloney. W. H.

—Organization
McArthur,
-

A. S.:
Accurate garage records
performance. ^531.

—
McCallum, W.
—
Track switch box
MoCarter. Thomas N.
—
McCloy,
W.;

Tipton, Farrell;
Cotter key extractor, '}32.
Improved switch for flashlights, •851.
makes locomotive
painting
Striped
spicuous, •TIO.

—
—

reliable

bus

Pit
units.

Unified transportation

^^u"^*

is

—Freight

Van Doren. R, N.
Regulation must be

—

— •1132,
—Do•630.
Mcllraith,

higli

machining

E. J.;
buildings

of

axle

bearings,

traffic

congestion?

—
—
—
—

,
lr»n-

W

paint-

signs

poles,

rectifiers.

E.;
for

.

't>40.

assists cleaning,

.

.

•705.
the

ol

industry,

E.
—Noise reduced
by improving
worn
•OOO,
Ross;
—Modern John
equipment
converter armatures, 'lOVS.
—Turning
developed
— Angusmethod
•789.
Overhead
supported on long
•eOO,
—
operated by truck
^Pole brushing
674.
•286.
rope
—
•547.
Reclaiming
— Portable
•1072.
—
Staggered
ScuHin, Terance;

^Fi"anchiSs

—Coupler

The public
Wingerter, Laurence;
Better service at lower fares saves an interurban, •Ills,

Sawtelle,

S.;

of

fit

to

success,

16.

J,:

Scott,
C.
Efficient
ley wire.

for stringing trolties,

en-

reel.

testing

of

and

poles.

assembling

machine,

•1068,

—
—
James
^445.
—
Saving
wheels, 731.
—
Some
Simpson, Hawley
speed up
'VOS.
— Short W.:
methods
armature-dipping
— Improved •730.
Smith.
on fundaConvention number
—
mentals, C1065.
community
Co-ordination
— •887.
Smith. Del A.:
'SOI.
Auxiliary
—
Removing housings of barrel motors, •1133.
Shoup. Paul
Preparing for greater progress. •S??.
Dr.:
Silberstein,
solder.
essentials for trolley
S.

signal cycles

Mcintosh. A. G.;
Safety ground device for electric equipment,
•796.
McKelway. G. H.
Teslamg friction tape. 736.
McKenzie. John
Clutch brake disk for buses, •130.
McLaughUn. W. H,:
Acceleration rates compared for gas-electric
and mechanical drive buses, •699.

industrial

its

New era beginning in electric railway
chises, ^878,

trolley

.

cause

improving

Lo^cai transportation
relations, 1043.

reservoir.

Senior, Herbert

business offers possibilities in central
•log,

,^„

.

,
^
related to economic J»w,

107.

experience.

necessary, *969.

states,

McGill, E, H,;
Mandrel for

tongue slappinr.

u°ner eiiniiiiates switch

•836.

,

trolley ears,

J.

'

liners,

location

support. •609.

con-

mainteTrolley wire breake prevented by alert
nance. •BOH.
Daniel L
—New' York's transit policy produces congestion (Address), 370.
1^11 rnpr

sign

gine,

ilnsure

the serv-

for buses.
for

device

J.;

fit

.
,
„,„,
freight business fundamental

new

stand.

poles

cuts maintenance cost, 832.

K.:

problem of interurbans, •OSS.

pit covers.

Schuitis,

H.

W.

great

industry'!

is

—
Walker D H
an improvement over
Metal W-S
•1136.
ing on
—
Ward O. M.:
Maintenance problems with mercury arc
•471.
—
Warner. W.
,11 ~o
repairing mica. •11S3.
Cement
—
—
Bus compressor
•1134.
Watkin. G. H.:
,.,_
holder
—
Hinged
•676.
Roller
—
Hose jumper
•1074.
underground
tank with
— jack •797. removing bus transmission !!lAroiature "dipping
•799.
— "Shrunk-In" brake drum
•1073.
West. Edward A.;
^
questions answered from
Trackless

essential

L.

.,„_.
reamer, '1074,

Choosing electric locomotives to
ice. •1045.
Thomas. David R.:

Skelley,

traffic,

F.

de-

veloped,
C. E.:

at

^the

priced

Moderately

portable

asphalt

transportation.

tire inflater.

—

—

Heat-treated bolts desirable for railway service,

•1123.

Wickwire, E. F.:
ragged
—
A
Williams, A. B.:
Give people what they want,
—
Williams, H.
of car
— Reducing
W.
^

restful ride for

..o-

nerves. 'Sez.
,

.„.
v^s.

S.;

Willkie.

operation,

noise
L.:

is fair if

—Tm'bulance
•990,

c

,
'aia.

.
,
,
,
.om
properly informed, '801.

chasing checked in Youngstown,

Wood, W.

E.:
.,
,
.
000
Employee confidence a valuable asset, »M.
Good service is produced by men and ma•958.
chinery,

—
Woods, George M,:
•843.
proper
Determining
—
obtain high schedule
Six ways
vehicle

the

.

speeds, 'idi.

to

Young, Owen D,:

business a
—Big
Business outlook comments,
—
.
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* Illustrated,

plant

recommended, 136.
Whitehorne, Earl:
the man, '303.
A. W. Robertson
Whitney E F

syllabus

of

Abbreviations:

foundation

923,

Schrani,

McAdam.

„
re-

for touring in disabled buses,

rehabilitation
need. 920.

gears.

•1100.

.

a difficult problem, 922,

—Further

Taliaferro.

—
—

,.

sticK

Front axle assembling stand. '852.

'186.

Reeves, Glen S.
Special tools speed up heater installation.
•861.
Reifschneider. Julius E.;
Eniei-gency splicing ear, •610.
Rcilschiieider, Felix E.;
I'edai gong ringer, •734.
ReinUer. Christ
Field polarity testing device, •loeo.
Reuter. Ernst:
bolving Berlin's traffic problems. 073.
Rexroth. H, P,:
Pi-olonging life of window wiper, •850,
Rice, Ralph H.;
Executives should show greater interest in
young employees. c328.
Richardson. George A.;
Silico-manganese for special traekwork. •364.
Richey. Albert S.
Conspectus of indexes for January, 1929.
182.
Conspectus of indexes for February, 1929,
•341.
Conspectus of indexes for March, 1929, 493
Conspectus of indexes for April, 1929, 618.
Conspectus of indexes for May. 1929. 686.
Conspectus of indexes for June, 1929, 746.
Conspectus of indexes for July, 1029, 809.
Conspectus of indexes for October. 1929.
1083.
Conspectus of indexes for November, 1029,
1140.
Richey, Albert S.:
Electric railway fares and wages at highest
point in 1928. •Ol.
Roe. A. C;
Reducing costs of armature rewinding, ^280,
Rose, H. A,;
C. H. & D, Ry. modernizes power supply,
•357.
Rose. L. S.;

is

cam Une
— Brake
Dummy wheels

Miller.

—

.

work. *544.
Rail sanding truck, •1070.
Spindle, S. M.:
,
Driving tools speed up armature
moval. ^850.

-

^Detailed analysis
economy, •527.

S.

735.

screen holders.
P. A.;

J. A.:
odl for buses.

.

.

L.;

Queeney.
—
Fuel

Lambert. Myles B.
Better cars and buses needed. 'Oe?.
Convention report number a complete record,
clO«5.
Lament, Robert P.:
Transportation affects all business, *973.

_,.
Spencer, John L.
Keeping lantern wicks from hardening, 214.
Straight trolley wire for through ears prevents dewirements. •Ig?.
Spenzer, E. B.
4_.„i,
Bumping rail for installing special tracK

—
—

convention

—

D.
Reversible
—
Pontius.
railway
— Undercutting
mica. •709.
Paul
expands
—
•721.
— Higher H.speeds
C;
end
— Straightening
Patison.

machine,

varnishing

or

Molding "staining

financing,

Kauffman, H,
babbitting bearing have
—
Methods used
114,
on
dn barrels should be protected from the
— marked
weather, 519.
Keenan. Edward A.:
•687.
bus
—
Kelker, K.
239.
Subways are
—
Kinnear.
•543.
girder grooved
Expansion
—
George:
Cinc.nnati,
sand spout used
—Improved
•1130.
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PERSONAL INDEX
(with biographical notes)

A
•184
'760
'SIS
*760
38
'1088

Edward

Anderson,

Andrews, H. L
Annable, A. T
Armstrong, A.
Armstrong, E.

H
A

W

Arnold, Bert
Arnold, Bion J, Col

Forsg-ard, Charles H.. .1036. •1086
Fowler. E.
1149
Frost, Daniel Corliss
871
Fullen. William G
104

Fritsch.

L

J.

W

M

414
305

Jack

Bean. Louis E
Blake. Henry
Boardman. Albert J

W

Boyden, James P
Bracken. M. B
Brehman, A. Balfour
Brennan, Mary A

Brown. C. C
Brown, L. M
Brown, Nelson T
Brown, R. K
Bruce. William Cabell
Buck, Morris
Buokland. Edward
Bullock.

Burk,

L

Harvey

Walter

H

815
954
304, '342
751
1086
632
*992
.869, 1148
563
225, 1149
751
686
38
104
•378
751
688
681).

G

,

Burnham, G, A

Georgre, Howard
Gifford, C.

W

Gordon,

Charles

Green, D. C
Greenland. Sam
Griffin.

N

Chambers, F, C
Clifford.

Georgre

H

Cobb. B. C
Cochran, Horace J
Cohn, Charles

M

Cornell,

Georgre B
C, J

Crampton,

Crowley, Edwin
Croyle, Joseph
Crippen. C. 1

Cumminss, M,
Currie,

Cutaz,
Curtis,

D

L

Charles
C. J
Fayette S
.

.

.

^

235
^997
45S
818
183
620
1027
186
^1086
1086
747, 869
496
•343
496
749
496
^795
265
495
871
•379
467

W

James P

Grunsky,

Charles

.•183
.•104
265
.1087
38
.1088
687

B. R.
Hamilton, James F.
Hanlon, T, J.
Hardin, Charles B.
Harriman, H. I, .
Harry, M, L,
Hartman. Harleigh
Harton, W. H. .
Hayes, J, B
Hayes, Ross F. .
Hadsell,

Guy

.

,

.

.

.

,

8.

.

.

,

.
.

.

Heiny,

E. P. ...
Herms. Charles
Herr, E.
Hess, L.
Hibbard, M. L. .
Hill. Curtis L.
.
.

M

.

.

A

W

Emerson. Ralph
Emmons, Samuel E
Estabrook, George Lee
Enstls, John E
Eveleth,

C.

E

M

L
E
Morgan, C. E

.

.

McCance.

L. H.
P. H.

.

•278

...

,1147

.

.

McCardle, John W.
McCarter. W. J. ...

.

.

,

McCarthy, J. E
McCarty, W, H
McCausland. Walter
McCulloch, Roseo C.
McGowan, Joseph A.
McGraw. James H.
Mcintosh. Andrew G.
McLimont. A. W.
.

.

,

.

.

.

871

761
1028
'geo

H

496
*06O
1147
761
1028
870
663
Sparhawk. C.
1148
Spurr. A. Clint
379
Squier, Clarence
•373, 622
Stagg, G, H
620
Stahl, Milton R
619
Stanton, W. J
688
Stauffer. J, R
•1087
'09%
St. Clair. Labert
Stevens, Ray P
747
Storrs, L. S
146
Storrs, Lucius S
486. 686
Strickler. T. J. Major
686
Studebaker, Clement Jr
S63
Swift. Barley L
466
Swope. Gerard
814
Shearer.

J.

W

T

748
688
870
•749
336
225
689
751

Taurman. A
Thompson. A,
Thompson, Gaylord

.

A, P
Tracey, George E
Troughton, Ella D..
Truesdall, H. C
Titus,

.•796
.•184

H,

Tulley.

Turner, D.

G
L

496

814
.1149
748
.1028

.

,

L

Neal. R. S

813
343
621
•870

G
H

William
NichoU. Thomas
Noah. B. G
Neiert.

Uflert.

J,

.•842

F.

W

Derzee, G.

Vaughan. Reginald

Edward

.

814
619
.1027
,•795
495
264
.

,

James, R. H
Johnson. Ernest A.
Jonas, Emil John
Jones, C,
Jones, T. Norman

Kelley.

.

B

O'Brien. Denis
Ogden. P.
Oug, Joe R

W

S.

Wadlelgh. A. G
Herbert

Wagner,
Warner.
Warren.
Warren,
Watson,

.

Prof

W

750
814
104
•997
749
663
305

W.

1028

Palmer.

George

Patrick.

Mason M. Maj.-Gen.. 687

Peck, Darius E
Pelley, J. J
Perry. Samuel
Pettit. L. A. Jr

Jr

M
R

Phillips. Frank
Pileher. R. Stuart
Pole. Felix. Sir

W

Pontius. D.
Porter. H, Hobart
Potter. W. B

870
380
815
563
686
108
811
^813
457. 748
^760

Wells,

Welsh,

264
•348
814
380
1148
688
416

A

Edward P
Alba H
A. T

D.
Rolla
J,

E

W

'SW

M

466
614
284
1148
•1028
1086
Wilson, Kalherine, Miss
379
Wilson. Pf'Ul E
262
Wingerter, Laurence
1148
•1087
Womack. F. Carter
Woodruff, Robert W.
1037. •1087
Wood, William E
183, 336, 621
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W

,
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H
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M
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W
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^'Finest
new White
TEN
Highway"

That Money Can Buy n^
six-cylinder busses,

bodies,

were placed

in

all

with luxurious "Pullman of the

service recently

by the Interstate

Motor Transit C^ompany, operated by the Ohio Valley Electric Company,
on a 150-mile route between Huntington, W. Va., and C^olumbus, O.
Tlie

new busses

nient,

are replacing old equip-

according to Fred

W. Samworth,

general manaoer of the line, "in order to
^ive the public the best possible service,"
After a careful investigation of the entire

motor bus

field,

Mr. Samworth announced:

"W c will place in operation a fleet of 10
new motor coaches, v^hich unquestionably
are the finest and most luxurious busses
money can buy. They are the last

that

word in bus design, embodying all of the
most modern improvements and refinements known to the bus builder. An important feature of these White Busses is
their positive and unfailing control. At all
speeds the operator is always complete
master of their marvelous power and speed,
assuring perfect security and peace of mind
to passengers."

THE WHITE COMPANY -Cleveland

One

of

ten

"/'ill I minis

new While

of the

six-cylinder

Highway" operated

by the Ohio Valley Electric

Company

Copy
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new high-speed interurban cars for the Pitts-

Fifteen

burgh Railways are among
the

new types of cars

equip-

ped with Westinghouse-Nuttall US-20-A Trolley Bases.

US-20-A

TROLLEY BASES

for the Latest

Types of Cars

the Westinghouse-Nuttall
THAT
manufactured
Pa.,

US-20-A Trolley Base,
by the R. D. Nuttall Company, Pittsburgh,
has been selected for many of the new types of cars in-

troduced within the past year, bespeaks the confidence that
this trolley base has established among progressive operators
and car builders because of its unusual durability and sensitiveness in operation.

Since their inception, US-20-A Trolley Bases have been a
preeminent success because of such features as
1.

Tapered Timken Roller Bearings

2.

Light weight.
Positive simple lubrication systems for swivel and p>ole
socket axle pin, requiring infrequent attention.
All wearing parts hardened.
Compactness.
Bearings protected against entrance of dirt and grit.
Current shunted around axle pin prevents pitting.
Pole can be locked in horizontal position by trigger device.
Complete spring adjustment by one screw.

3.

All Westinghouse-Nuttall products

4.

are sold through the Westinghouse

5.

Electric

dress

& Manufacturing Co.

all

inquiries

Westinghouse

Ad-

6.

to the nearest

office.

Canadian Agents:
Lyman Tube & Supply Co.
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver

7.

8.
9.

10.

Ease of

for swivel.

accessibility to all parts.

Westinghouse ^Nuttall
T30268
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Penn-Ohio Wins Class

A Safety Medal

The many ingenious methods
ML(iUA\V

lllIJ.

PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Tenth Ave.

36th
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increasing safety, outlined in the
Penn-Ohio brief and responsible for the excellent record made by the
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The Cincinnati Car Corporation
announces
the consolidation of

The Cincinnati Car Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

with the

Versare Corporation
Albany.

General

Winton

offices

K

T.

and factory

Place, Cincinnati,

Ohio

Complete announcement in an early
Railway Journal

issue of Electric

January

5,
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DOLLARS

NEW/
Having removed worn-out underrun, the Flecto
malleable iron end runners are quickly put into
place, and held with one bolt in each.

The O-B
Renewable Underrun
Section Insulator
Entirely renewable where wear occurs. Camtips, Flecto iron end runners, bronze clips and
fibre runner piece can be quickly changed and
renewed without disturbing span or trolley wires.

improvement, a sound "Dollars
a
HERE
and Sense" device which costs no more to
real

is

in-

and actually cuts replacement cost
and maintenance in half.
stall originally,

clips join the end runners and fibre
piece.
Again a single bolt holds each
clip rigidly in place.

Bronze
runner

OB

Duplex Frog, the purpose of the O-B
Like the
Renewable Underrun Section Insulator is to keep the overhead in position permanently yet permit easy, rapid change
and renewal of worn-out parts.
Every part of

this

new

Section Insulator which comes in

contact with the trolley wheel is renewable yet the trolley
and span wires are not disturbed in making replacements.
The three illustrations at the left show how easily the

change

is

made.

The O-B Renewable Underrun

Section Insulator is a "tested
reduces operating expense. It adds
Get full details and ordering information

in service" device.

to net profits.

The 0-B Cam Tip
on the wire. The

is put into place and peened
job is done, quickly, by one
man, without block and tackle or interruption

of service.

It

from your O-B Salesman or
Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Canadian Ohio Brass Co., Limited
Niagara Falls, Canada

926L

rassO).
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

**

PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
ST. LOUIS

CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
LINE MATERIALS
RAIL BONDS

CAR EQUIPMENT
MINING

MATERIALS

VALVES
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same degree

of retarding
force is available on loaded cars
as on empty cars, automatically.

-the

S0l^
&.ct

January

-the capacity to stop quickly pre-

©e.%:P

vents cars from being crowded
out of position in traffic lanes by
other vehicles.

—

consistently short stops
allow longer peak speed before

^the

deceleration begins.

»c5*«*^

ta^

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE
General Office and Works,

WILMERDING,

CO.

PA.

WESriNGHOUSETRACTIOHBRi^B

January

5,
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10

MILES EACH!

Steel

THREE

Twin Tie

Construction on

Grand River

Ave., Detroit

companies in the street
railway industry each built over 10 MILES of

STEEL

of the leading

TWIN

TIE

TRACK

during 1928.

This type of construction was used after having made good with
the managements of these roads for a period of between 8 and 10
years. Steel Twin Tie construction has proven itself to be the
most economical in first cost, and in cost per car mile.

When

considering track design for your 1929 requirements,

we

will be pleased to furnish you with recommendations and cost

data for your specific program.

Address

all

communications

THE INTERNATIONAL STEEL

to

TIE CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

TIE TRACK
TWIN
BASE OF MODERNIZATION

SIIEL
THE
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which Simplex

Clasp Biakes have been applied

SIMPLEX MULTIPLE UNIT
CLASP BRAKES
Railroads

would not purchase

passenger cars without "Simplex

Clasp Brakes."

Why not specify "Simplex

Multi-

Unit Motor and Trailer Truck
Electric
Clasp Brakes" for Gas
and Electric Cars.
ple

—

Send us your inquiries
mation and designs.

for infor-

The

mechanically correct Brake

for a

Modern

Car.

American Steel Foundries
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

1929

January
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Peerless Pit Jack
Designed for work of every character required in the street railway pit.
Geared
wheel and screw type, combining absolute
safety with fine adjustment and two-speed
operation.
The top has a minimum height
of 3 feet 6 inches and a maximum raise to
5 feet 10 inches, measured from the floor.
Cradle top or flat top interchangeable. Made
of heavy steel angles and allows for side
adjustment of 10 inches.

Peerless Pinion Puller

A

portable machine for the easy and rapid removal of
pinions from armature shafts without removing the latter
from the motor.
Ample power, small size. Won't
damage shafts, bearings, housings or pinions.

Keystone Sand Drier
A

Home office and plant at 17th & Cambria Sts.. PHILADELPHIA: District Office at 111 N. Canal St., CHICAGO: 50
Church St., NEW YORK: Bessemer BIdg,, Pittsburgh: 8H
Broad St,, Boston: General Motors Bldg., Detroit: .'310 N.
Washington Ave.. Scranton: Canadian Agents. Lyman Tub"
& Supply Company, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver,

MANUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER

heavy cast iron heater surrounded by a sheet iron hopper
which rests on a perforated ring. The wet sand is shoveled
into the hopper against the heater, and as it dries, runs out
Heaters will
through the perforated ring at the bottom.
burn hard or soft coal or wood and can be fitted for gas.

AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
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WeAD how this test installation
oUliX

these

Kentucky

traction officials
1926, West Main Street, Frankfort,
INKentucky,
was improved with mod-

to hard paving material, they installed
Carey Elastite System of Track Insu-

em

lation.

paving. At the same time, the
of the Kentucky Traction and
Terminal Company decided to make
some improvements of their own along

officials

this street.

First of all, they gave the concrete
right of way the protection of Carey
Elastite Expansion Joint, applied transversely, to guard it unfailingly against

and contraction stresses.
to further improve the appearance of the roadway, to shock-absorb
the cars, to reduce traction noises, and
to provide a T-rail flangeway superior
expansion

Then

...

And did this two-year test installation "sell" itself? The answer is emphatically "YES!" For the Kentucky
Traction and Terminal Company has
recently ordered Carey Track Insulation
for two additional stretches of track
along their right of way.
If you are planning any track construction work, certainly it will be to
your advantage to have our representative call and tell you about this advanced traction improvement. Write.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
Lockland, Cincinnati, O.
Insulation,
CAREY Elastite System of TrackTraction
and

as used here by the Kentucky
Terminal Company at Frankfort, isaprefoi med
asphaltic compound, reenforced with asphaltsaturated fibres. It is impervious to moisture,
and forms a durable, shock-absorbing cushion
between the paving and the rails.

SYSTEM OF TRACK INSULATION

January

5,

U
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We Temporizing

Are

About Modernizing?
When

the Electric Railway Industry

agreed to modernize,

it

was considered

an immediately necessary step. And
every road which subscribed to this
wise policy has had ample time and
opportunity to put

it

to the test.

Today, however, there are properties
hesitating

still

cult to
still

meet

—

still

finding

modem

it

as diffi-

competition

overlooking the economies which

modernized equipment would afford.
There are some roads which have not

TREADLE-IZED
— though

their

number grows smaller

day by day

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Graybar Building, New York
Works, Rahway, New Jersey

Executive Office:
General

CHICAGO
518 MoCormick

BuilcUiig:

MANUFACTURED
Railway

tc

IN TORONTO. CANADA,
Power Engineering Corp.. Ltd.

BY

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trust Buildine
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One of the thirty-lour big luxurious buses of the Capital Traction
Company which operate over the picturesquestreets of Washington

Only one

flat tire

in

This remarkable record of day in and
day out service by Goodyear Pneumatic
Cord Bus Tires is not the performance
of a single bus, but an average of the entire fleet of the Capital Traction Company, Washington, D. C, for the first
ten

months of 1928.

Since August
of this

1,

1927, the tire equipment

company has been

exclusively

Goodyear; and in the opinion of its operating officials, Goodyear Tires give the

most

35455 bus miles

SUPERTWIST

to give

such consistent

and uninterrupted road service. Almost
one and a half times around the globe
before a tire went flat on the job!
After trying other makes, the Capital
Traction Company found out that it
could operate more dependably and

economically on Goodyears.

The

rec-

ords of Goodyears kept by this company

show

a

number

of instances of tires

standing up for 35,000 to 38,000 miles.

More than 200,000

took a Goodyear Bus Tire with its
powerfully tractive All- Weather Tread

passengers travel
over 1 20,000 miles in Washington every
month via Capital buses, and they travel
safely, comfortably, and without interruption for tire repairs because Goodyear Bus Tires are quality-built to de-

and its extra-elastic, extra -durable body of

liver faithful service at all times.

satisfactory service the

Capital

Traction Company has known since
began operating in 1923.

it

It

For every Goodyear Cord }ius Tire there is an equally fine Goodyear Tube, built
especially to the needs of bus service, and there are also Goodyear Rubber Tire Chains

#^ffi

Copyrtiiht 1929.

by The Ooodvear Tire

&

Rubber Co.

In'-

January

5,
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No. 327'
Special seats are
by the Virginia Electric
and PowerCompany, \A/hich

in use

was awarded

the Charles
A. Coffin medal for 1928.

DESIGNED FOR INTERURBAN USE
327'M
THE
railway

a popular Heywood^NA^akefield electric
deep, double spring construction of the
cushion and the restful pitch of the spring'filled backs make this attractive style one of the most comfortable interurban seats ever
Special

is

The

seat.

offered.

The 8M5

a de luxe interurban type with spring'filled seats
and backs.
It has been purposely designed and built to withstand
the most severe use and abuse, while delivering trouble-proof service
Special

is

year after year.

Our

car seating experts will be glad to assist in solving your equipment problems. This service is yours without cost or obligation.
Just write to the nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office.

HEYWOOD^ WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts

516
J. R.

West

34th

Hayward,

New

St.,

York City

439 Railway Exchange

Liberty Trust Bldg., Roanoke, Va.

H. G. Cook, Hobart

Bldg.,

San Francisco,

The Railway and

Calif.

A.

BIdg.,

Chicago,

III.

W. Arlin, Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

The G.

F. Cotter Supply Co.,

Pov^er Engineering Corporation

133 Eastern Ave., Toronto; Montreal; Winnipeg,

Canada

Houston, Texas
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This

is

January

one of a series of McGraw-Hill advertisements directed originally

men in an effort to make industrial advertising more profitable to buyer and seller. It is printed in these pages as an indication
to readers that McGraw-Hill publishing standards mean advertising
effectiveness as well as editorial virility.
to advertising

Behind
the scenes

of circulation

building

ADVERTISERS
/\tion

need

know more about

to

than circulation statements give them.

method of building circulation
as the

is

The

mighty important,

following questions suggest:

How
pects?

circula-

do publishers locate and

rate subscribing pros-

How do they get them? Why do they get them?

At McGraw-Hill circulation headquarters in New
York there is a large map shown on this page. On it
here and there are colored pegs which show what circulation

we do

not have

—

plants, utilities or service

organizations whose buying power should be covered

by

a

McGraw-Hill

No

one

publication.

—publisher

prospects in this

or manufacturer

way without

— can

map

his

continuous research.

Between 50 and 60 salaried McGraw-Hill circulation

men

participate in this research to locate, rate and

get only the decision

men

of industry and business.

The McGraw-Hill
man is trained to

circulation
help the
reader subscribe to the publication that deals most intimately
with his daily problems. That

why

his card is open-sesame
important industrial plants
throughout the country, whose
policy is "no book agents adis

in

mitted."

— The publisher.?
»i

5,

1929
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IS

CARD ADVERTISING
ALMOST EVERYWHERE"

'CAR

ELECTRIC

railway executives

have been solving transporta'

and meeting the
needs of the people every day, summer and winter, rain and shine, for

tion problems

many

decades.

No

other group

is

economrender proper mass trans-

so eminently qualified to
ically

portation.

The

ability to

maintain any service

as a real asset

can only be proven

by

a

long period of successful

operation.

Barron

G* Collier
INCORPORATED
NEW

•

YORK

•

CITY

16
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What Sleepless Nights Columbus
OLUMBUS was scared.
Who wouldn't be? With
all

his convictions, there

must have been a lurking
fear that after all the
Earth might be flat, just
as everybody thought. In
the middle of any dark
night the Santa Maria
might go careening over
the edge into oblivion.
Every lurch of the vessel
helped to ke^ the ugly
thought alive.
After

all,

Columbus was challenging

No

one had
the belief of centuries.
sailed into the Western Sea before.
There were no charts
how could
he know? How could he sleep at night?
.

.

.

other manifestations of changed conditions have completely revolutionized
the business outlook.

We

hold the highest

faith in the

American business. It has
met the problems of an expanding civilization with courage and resourceful

future of

intelligence.

But the very success of American
business has presented its leaders with
new problems. Today they are pioneers on a scale never before approximated; and yesterday's trusted business
barometers no longer clearly point the
way.

The very greatness of business today
underscores the need for a new navigating instrument, one that will help
interpret the effect of today's events and
today's changes on tomorrow's operating
statements.

American business today is navigating strange seas. Speed, style, consolidations, high wages and high buying
power, chain distribution, electrical
development, synthetics, and all the

That is the expanded purpose oiThe
Magazine of Business — to be a magazine
of interpretation; to search for the significance and the consequences of

Mc G R AW-

HILL

Mc GRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Inc.,

New York
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help you foresee their influnce on your business; to help you
repare for them and make them work
> your advantage.
cents; to

The Magazine of Business also covers
)day's business conditions and treats
ideas tested in one type of business
bat are applicable to another—
f

ut always in the spirit of interpreta-

on.

In achieving the purpose of The
lagazine of Business, its editors are enched by the entire resources of the

IcGraw-Hill organization, whose
antacts, records, sources

on and 128

of informa-

—

outside as well as within in the elecchemical, mining, construction,
machinery, transportation, textile and
other fields. You cannot directly watch
every development and take the time
to project its significance to your busitrical,

ness.
it

But The Magazine of Business does

for you.

Marketing counsel, research, news
gathering facilities— in a word, the resources of McGraw-Hill are applied
to enable The Magazine of Business to

—

fulfill its

purpose as a magazine point-

ing the

way ahead

for the business
executives of America.

specialist editors pene-

those basic industrial and busiwhere many of the new deilopments originate.
ate

ess fields

THE MAGAZINE
OF BUSINESS

McGraw-Hill engineering, indus«
and business papers are all allied
The Magazine of Business to catch
tfents at their origin and to show
here they may be leading.
ial

ith

)

Whatever your business,

subject
the influence of events taking place
it is

one of 24 McGraw-Hill publications,
actuated by the same spirit of interpretative purpose. 600,000 industrialists, engineers and business men subscribe regularly

Is

all

to these publications. More than 3,000,000
use McGraw-Hill books and magazines
in their business.

PUBLICATIONS
hicago

-

Philadelphia

-

St.

Louis

-

Cleveland

-

San Francisco

-

Boston - London
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24 per cent reduction
in cost of operation
In 1925, all but two of the street
cars operated by the Arkansas
Power and Light Company in the
city of Little Rock were of the twoman, low-speed type. In 1926, a
change was made to one-man
operation, the company selecting
G-E equipment for its new and

converted high-speed

cars.

In 1927, operating expenses were
24 per cent lower than in 1925,

the service was greatly improved,
the mileage per pull-in was raised
189 per cent, and the revenue was
increased.

The Arkansas Power and Light

Company is rendering excellent
service to its patrons. This company's selection of G-E equipment
for its cars reflects its endeavor to
offer the best in street transportation.

33(V94

GENERAL ELECTRIC

TENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,
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Electric

Railway Journal
Consolidation of

Street

MoGbaw-Hill Pciblisbing Compant, Inc.
JlAUBB H. McQraw, Chairman of the Board
Malcolu Mdir, PrfSident

CHARLES GORDON,

H. C. PaRUELEB, Editorial Director

New

Volume 73

Railway Journal and Electric Railway Review

York, Saturday, January

Electric Railway Journal is a consolidation of
Raihvav Journal and Electric Raihviiv Rcviciv.

Street

effected in 1908.

November, 1884, Street Raihvay Journal began
publication, having been started a few months earlier as
the street railway department of the Journal of Raihcay
Appliances. The new paper was edited during various
periods by Robert Grimshaw, George L. Fowler. Emerson P. Harris, C. B. Fairchild and Edward E. Higgins.
In May, 1908, Electric Railway Review was purchased
and consolidated with Street Railway Journal to form
Electric Railway Journal. Henry W. Blake, who
joined the staff of Street Raihvay Journa! in 1891 and
in 1894 became its editor, continued as the editor of
Electric Railway Journal until 1925, when he was
made senior editor. Harold V. Bozell was co-editor from
1920 to 1922 and Harry L. Brown was co-editor from
1923 to January. 1925. Charles Gordon became editor
In

in

February, 1926.

The
don

;

present

acting

.staff

is

managing

as follows: editor, Charles
editor,

John A.

Miller, Jr.

Henry W. Blake; engineering

editor,

editor.

;

Gorsenior

Morris

Clarence W. Squier. George J.
MacMurray, Clifford A. Fau.st, J. W. McCloy, V. A.
Hanson and L. H. Church (Chicago). Paul \Vooton is
Washington correspondent and Alexander McCallum

Buck;

is

editorial

London

staff,

editorial representative.

Seeking the Causes of Changes in Riding

THE

OLD

rule for approximating the volume of
future traffic on a city electric railway was that passengers would increase with the square of the population.

Enunciated in the early 90's. this rule generally held true
both in this country and abroad until from ten to fifteen
years ago.
Then it began to show signs of failing,
largely because of competition from other means of
transport, principally the private automobile. Now, some
railways fuid that their annual returns show fewer passengers carried than the year before, in spite of accessions in pojjulation.
Even where all the bus service in
a city is operated by the railway, there are numerous
instances where the passengers on both types of public
transportation vehicles are fewer each year, despite increases in the population of the district served.
It may
be that the old law holds true if applied to all riding, but
that does not greatly help the harassed railway manager.
The matter in which he is interested is what can be done
to retain his business.
He wants to know what law has
come to take the place of the one which seems to have
been superseded? What cities, if any, are showing increased patronage of local public transportation facilities ?
Some of these questions are answered, at least for
large cities, in a report prepared by the Beeler Organiza-

Lonis r. Stou..
<>il!l(i<MlW Dirtier

Editor

5,

1929

and recently submitted to the
Commission. Abstracts appear in

tion

Number

New York
this

issue

1

Transit

and that

of December 22.
Briefly, the traffic returns for ten
years in four rapid transit cities and five cities without
rapid transit were examined and showed a fundamental
difference.
In the four rapid transit cities, the surface
traffic by trolley car and bus has generally maintained its
former proportions and in some cases has increased, despite increa.ses in travel on the rapid transit lines.
In
all the cities without rapid transit, there has been a decrease in the combined bus and surface car travel. The
reason given for this noteworthy situation is the demand
for speed in transit. Where only buses and surface cars
])rovide mass transportation, many persons will use private automobiles and taxicabs for their longer trips.
Where rapid transit has been installed, the surface lines
gain in short haul business more than they lose in long
hauls, because many rapid transit passengers use them to
complete their journeys.
Supplementary evidence on
this explanation of the effect of rapid transit on surface
vehicle riding is found in the fact that the cities with the
largest proportion of rapid transit have the highest riding habit on cars and buses and the lowest registration of
automobiles per thousand population.
Granting this diagnosis, what is the remedy? What
factors may be expected to increase riding in cities without rapid transit ? The report does not discuss this question because it was prepared for another purpose, but
perhaps the answer can be reached by the process of
elimination.
Is a .solution to be found in more general
use of private automobiles and taxicabs? Obviously not.
The congestion on city streets is now bad enough. Is
the remedy buses ? No, again. The report indicates that
extended bus service in all the cities studied has not
altered the situation. Where buses make frequent stops,
they are no faster than trolley cars of the same size. Is
the answer to be found in the construction of rapid transit systems in cities now without them?
This is evidently one remedy, but it should be remembered that a
rapid transit system is very expensive to build and can be
made to pay only under conditions of continued dense
traffic.
Few cities can afford subways.
The only other possibility is improvement and greater
use of existing railway and bus systems. This will have
to be the answer in most cases. With greater restrictions
on the use of individual transportation vehicles, which are
notoriously wasteful of street space, with greater organization and co-ordination of the several agencies using
city streets, and with higher speeds for the trolleys and
buses, many cities will be able to postpone for many
years a complete sub-surface or elevated system. After
all, the ])oint most emphasized by the report is the demand by the public for speed in transit. More attractive
rolling stock and better schedules, coupled with the
judicious addition on certain routes of express higherfare buses, should bring back much of the business which
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lost.
The report is indeed thought provoking
worthy of serious attention by every transporta-

has been

and

is

tion executive.

Traffic Pipe

Dreams

LIKE

a hardy perennial, the idea of double-deck streets
> as a panacea for all our traffic ills springs up at

regular intervals.
It is hardly surprising that this suggestion attracts the attention of a public harassed by the
constantly increasing inconvenience, delay and danger
from the flood of vehicles in our streets. The industry
which has produced the greatest part of this traffic flood
and which is dependent for its continued prosperity upon
finding additional space where automobiles can operate,
naturally seeks to induce the community to provide this
space. That is to be expected. But when the automobile
manufacturer is carried so far by his enthusiasm that he
makes misleading statements regarding the relative economic importance of other forms of community transportation, it is time to challenge his competence or his
motives.
striking example is furnished by the statement printed a short time ago in the Detroit Free Press
and attributed to R. E. Olds, veteran automobile manufacturer
"Light steel elevated speedways could be built on
Detroit's main arteries at a fraction of the enormous cost
of subways. Through traffic could travel at top speed
on the raised roadway and local traffic could use the sur-

A

:

face streets. This system would last many decades after
subways have become obsolete and would establish De-

as a world leader in handling the transportation
problem.
After building the elevated, the city should
purchase two or three undesirable business blocks in the
downtown district and erect municipal garages of the
ramp style, ten or twelve stories high."
A propo.sal of this kind would be too ridiculous to
merit serious consideration, if similar ideas did not have
a persistent habit of bobbing up in the public press. The
impracticability of the scheme is easily seen. First of all,
we are urged to use individual vehicles for transportation
instead of public carriers.
Then, because the vehicles
must be stored somewhere during the day, the community
is asked to condemn property in the crowded business
district to provide great free public garages.
Imagine
the hours betv/een 5 and 6 o'clock in the evening or 8
and 9 in the morning at these garages
Since Mr. Olds
considers subways obsolete and presumably street cars
too, there would be added to the 25 or 30 per cent who
now use individual transportation, the 70 or 75 per cent
who are dependent upon public vehicles. Neglecting for
the moment the matter of cost, consider only the physical
situation at these garages. The congestion and confusion
would be appalling.
But inevitably the matter of cost does come up for
consideration. The city is asked to provide these great
free garages, and then the double-deck streets, at a fraction of the cost of subways, according to Mr. Olds, but
it seems hardly likely that the automobile industry will
come forward to provide the funds. In addition, those
troit

!

who now

ride public transportation vehicles and who are
to be denied the privilege of continuing that economical

method of travel, mu.st provide their own automobiles,
which on the most conservative basis will cost them from
8 to 10 cents a mile to operate.
Experience fails to furnish any justification for the
assumption that double-deck highways can be built for
a fraction of the cost of subways.
is

Furthermore, there

the possibility of elevated rapid transit to be

com-
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pared with the cost of elevated highways.
Mr. Olds
seems to have overlooked the fact that competent engineers have estimated that one four-track rapid transit
system, either subway or elevated, serves more people
in the rush hour than can be carried by 25 express Ixjulevards for private automobiles at the average conditions
of loading found in city service Actually it would probably be cheaper to provide each traveler with an individual upholstered arm chair in a rapid transit train
than to provide transportation under Mr. Old's plan.
Why not try that? If we are to solve the traffic problem
by indulging in a pipe dream, let's make it a good one.
!

Determining the Proper Standard
of Bus Maintenance

SUPERINTENDENTS

of equipment and garage
foremen are trying constantly to reduce the cost of
maintaining buses.
New methods, new materials and
modern equipment often permit substantial savings to be
made. However, it is important to remember that many
of the ways of lowering maintenance cost also lower the
standard of maintenance. For example, if fewer inspections are made, the cost will be less but the buses may
not be kept in a proper state of repair. Or, if buses are

cleaned only every week instead of being cleaned after
every run, a large saving will be made in labor, but the
buses will not appear as they should. The big problem,
is to determine the proper relation between the
standard of maintenance and the cost of doing the work.
This is a problem which cannot be solved satisfactorily
by any known formula. The foreman of the garage
might, offhand, be considered the logical one to determine the proper balance between the standard and the
cost, but his duty is primarily to take care of the shop
work, supervising the technical details and the personnel.

therefore,

He is responsible in a great measure for the effectiveness
of the methods and equipment used in the garage and can
influence to a large extent the cost of the various phases
of the work, but his experience may not be sufficiently
broad to permit him to determine correctly the proper
standard of maintenance.
Again, the superintendent of equipment might be
thought to be the one to decide this question. His opinion
is valuable, but can hardly be considered final until the
entire organization has been consulted.
The fact is that
personal opinion alone cannot be relied upon to determine
the proper balance between the standard of bus maintenance and the cost. As pointed out by Adrian Hughes,
Jr., superintendent of bus transportation of the United
Railways & Electric Company of Baltimore, in an article
published elsewhere in this issue, there is a need for some
practical and direct method of answering this question.
Mr. Hughes mentions that in Baltimore the number of
road failures or service calls per 10,000 miles of bus
operation is u,sed as a measure of the condition of the
equipment and that the allowance for each vehicle is
determined from its condition. The trend in the number
of service calls from month to month or from year to
year, should be a positive indication of the condition of
the equipment and .should reflect the efl'ect of the ex-

penditures for maintenance. The method used in Baltimore may not be the best means of indicating the minimum figure, but at least it is a good one. Certainly, it
is reasonable not only to obtain the personal opinions of
the manager, the superintendent of equipment and other
supervisory officials, but also to refer to figures which
indicate the condition of the vehicles.
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By-Products of Safety

AMONG

the results of any organized safety effort,
such as that which inspired the contestants in the
recent Anthony N. Brady contest, are a reduction in the
number of accidents and a decrease in the injury and
damage payments. These are the items that affect the
That they are important factors goes
balance sheet.
By no means all of the benefits that
without saying.
accrue, however, can be measured in dollars and cents.
One of the points brought out in each of the briefs submitted is the psychological effect upon public opinion of
the measures taken by the companies in the interest of
u

public safety and accident ])revention.
In Youngstown, Ohio, the center of the activities of

Penn-Ohio System, winners of the Class

the

A Award

law suits based upon
real or alleged injuries, had developed into an organized
Not only was the trolley comjaany being sysindustry.
tematically victimized but casualty insurance companies,
corporations and even individuals were beinglocal
mulcted in suits which had little basis in fact or justice.
As the result of resolute steps taken by the Penn-Ohio
Sy.stem, in which it had the active support of a citizens'
committee, organized for that very purpose, this practice
was to a large extent broken up. The energetic measures
taken are expected to have a lasting effect upon the
shysters who have plagued the community by their
ambulance-chasing activities. That it will also have a
this year, the practice of instituting

favorable reaction among the more substantial interests
And now that the company is
in the district is assured.
in position to announce that it has been accorded national
recognition through the granting of the Brady Award, it
is

in

safe to say that the general public will not be
giving credit where credit is due.

backward

In discussing the effect upon public opinion of the
last year's award, the El Paso Electric Company, in its brief this year, says "This achievement has
thoroughly convinced all citizens of the community that

winning of

:

are operating our cars in a safe and efficient manner.
The natural civic pride that has resulted has had
a beneficial effect in creating a general safety consciousness which has helped to reduce all types of public acci-

we
.

.

.

It is within reason to expect that on the propof the Penn-Ohio System, the Tampa Electric
Company, and the Tide Water Power Company, winners
of the latest awards, the results during the months to
come will be none the less substantial, even though they

dents."
erties

may

not be measured directly by a monetary yardstick.

An Unusual

Recipe for Success

A DINNER a few weeks
AT mond
extended an unusual
L.

the 1928 Coffin award.

ago, citizens of Richwinner of

tribute to the

Each speaker praised the com-

pany's achievements in his own way. It remained, however, for the witty toastmaster, who, by the way, had led
the fight against this very property three years before, to
give the real reason for the Virginia success. "Hold your
breath under water longer than the other fellow," he
said, was a recipe for success given him by his father,
and evidently the owners and management of the Virginia Railway & Power Company were adept in this art.

Although unbeknown to the public, a lot of this
"breath holding" is being practiced throughout the local
transportation industry.
Some managements have come
up for air, but few have been rewarded with such praise
as was meted out in Richmond.
It is a heartening

3

thought, however, that the painful experiment has in
some cases received its just recognition. It holds out
increa.sed hope to those who are inclined to question
whether or not persistent effort toward improvement of
transportation service in the face of present inadequate
return,

really

is

worth while.

An Open Mind

on Coach Design

for a leader
ITshalREMAINED
a really comprehensive

in the

bus

field to

mar-

analysis of the difficulties

that face the automotive engineer in building vehicles for

This was done in the article by
G. A. Green, vice-president in charge of engineering of
the General Motors Truck Company, printed in last
week's issue of the Joi'rnal. And in thus frankly pre.senting the facts, particularly with respect to the wide
gap that separates bus and automobile performance, the
author has unquestionably rendered a distinct service to
the entire local transportation industry. Furthermore, in
throwing aside the inhibitions of commercial considerations to the extent of talking out to customers and competitors alike on the engineering and common-sense
questions involved in bus development, he leads the way
toward that frank discussion and interchange of ideas
which has for so many years accompanied and been
public transportation.

largely responsible for the spectacular strides
the automotive industry.

One word

made by

primary problem of
Higher acceleration and higher schedule
are required to meet the public demand for
automobile performance. But as Mr. Green also points
out, this standard of comparison is not fixed; it is itself
moving forward constantly. Each year the new models
of passenger cars are subjected to an annual reaming
process to give constantly increasing power output. To
meet present automobile standards of performance with
buses of the conventional 29-passenger type (Mr. Green
bases his figures on a total loaded weight of 19,250 lb.)
would require engines of from 1,400 to 1,600 cu.in. displacement
And that is on the assumption of no in-

—
speed

the bus

suffices to define the

power!

!

creased weight for the larger engine.
Here are considerations that demand careful study by
the purchasers and manufacturers of buses.
The demand for large vehicles exists because the buyer of
coaches presses constantly for increased carrying capacity.
He visualizes the possibilities of hauling an increased number of passengers for a given labor cost.
This applies not only to buses for city service, but to
long-distance intercity operators as well. But larger capacity is only one phase of the demand.
Undoubtedly it is high time to face the economic as
well as the engineering facts. There is danger that the
bus industry may enter upon the same vicious cycle of increased vehicle size and cost that is responsible for many
of the difficulties of the railway industry, though there
are many railway men who do not, even at this late date,
fully understand this fact.
If engines of the size indicated by Mr. Green should be built, they would mean
heavier chassis, greater fuel consumption and increased
first cost.
These are to be balanced against the driver's
time.
Only by the most careful study of these several
factors can costly mistakes be avoided if the demand for
large size and increased power persists.
Perhaps this
study would lead to smaller, not larger buses. All of
which emphasizes the need for preserving an open mind,
and for the kind of frank discussion in which Mr. Green
has so courageously led the way.
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Constant Attention
to Precautions for Safety

Mark

the Practice
ot the

Penn-Ohio Company

No. 1. A danger sign on the controller protects the repair man
No. 2. Such a car, with its safety messages, is a constant reNo. 4. Automatic car stop, which sets the brakes unless the sigminder of the need for carefulness
nal indication is permissive
No. 3. These signs, illuminated at night, warn of car turns out
No. 5. Step wells are painted white so they can be distinguished
of and into the highway
easily at night

J

Penn-Ohio

Wins

Class

A Safety Medal

Brady Award in Class B goes to Tampa Electric
Company and in Class C to Tide Water Power Company of Wilmington, N. C. Many ingenious methods
of increasing safety outlined in Penn-Ohio brief

Crossing a street in Youngstown uncler signal

PRESt:NTATION

of the awards in the 1927 Brady
Safety Contest was made at the meeting of the
Metropolitan Section, A.E.R.A., on Jan. 4. The winner of the medal for the best safety record among the
Class
roads, or those operating 5,000,000 or more car
or bus-miles during the year, was the Penn-Ohio System.
Honorable mention in C'ass
was given to the Louis-

of interurban railway, 380 miles of

Railway Company, winner of the award last year.
The medal among the Class B roads, or those operating
between 1.000,000 and 5,000,000 car and bus-miles
annually, was awarded to the Tampa Electric Company,
with honorable mention to the El Paso Electric Company.
The medal for the Class C roads, or those operating less
than 1,000,000 car and bus-miles last year, was awarded
to the Tide Water Power Company of Wilmington, N. C.
This company was also the winner of the same medal last
year for its excellent safety record and methods.
Particulars of the ceremonies accompanying the award of

ganizations.

A

A

ville

motor bus coutes, Th

miles of city railways and 42 miles of city bils routes.

Within Youngstown the operation is conducted on a
service-at-cost franchise by the Youngstown Municipal
Railway. Outside of Youngstown the operation is conducted by the Pennsylvania-Ohio Public Service Corporation through a number of suljsidiary operating or-

of companies. Data in regard to safety methods of the
other com])eting companies will follow in later issues of

In some respects the industrial nature of the comintensified accident prevention policy a necessity. The steel industry, which is very
prominent in this district, depends for its labor upon a
population which includes a very large foreign element.
Moreover, for some years past a commercial business has
developed of propagating law suits based on injuries.
While the victims of this malicious practice have been
accident insurance companies, steel companies and steam
railroads as well as the local transportation companies,
this condition has added another incentive to the utilities
in the district to organize for safety work.
Fortunately,
the situation has now been taken in hand by a citizens'
committee and the local bar association, and ambulance
chasing will be soon a matter of the past.

Electric Railway Journal.
Altogether the Penn-Ohio system comprises 60 miles

The safety program of the Penn-Ohio and associated
companies has been developed consistently during a

these prizes will be published in next week's issue. An
outline is given here of some of the safety practices of
the Penn-Ohio system, winner in the Class
group

A

munity served has made an
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The program embraces the following factors
(A) The prevention of accidents wherever possible
through mechanical means

period of nine years.

1.
Every street car in regular service is equipped with complete safety features, such as ordinarily are found only on Birney
cars. The same is true of the interurban and suburban cars.

Every railway crossing is provided with trolley guards.
Every siding or switch where cars pass is provided with
automatic signal lights.
There is only one hand-throw signal
2.
3.

on the property.

Hand-throw switches are used only where circumstances

4.

render

impossible to install electric switches.
is no old or obsolete piece of special trackwork on
the system.

White

safety belts protect track

it

There

5.

A

men

(B)
complete program of educational work in accident prevention is carried on through the following
agencies
Bureau of Safety of Chicago, consultant and advisor.

1.

A

system safety supervisor.
Safety committees embracing
(a) Central executive committee, (b) central transportation committee, (c) intermediate
committees, (d) local groups.
4.
complete looseleaf record of the accidents of each car
or bus operator.
5.
Safety contests which have been carried on continuously
2.

3.

:

A

for several years.
6.
A bonus system on the lines of the Youngstown Municipal
Railway.
7. A company magazine for employees, devoted largely to
safety work.
8.
Dinner meetings at which officials meet with employees to

increase interest in accident prevention.

This safety zone with pipe railing enables passengers
the cars safely at an industrial plant

to

board

(C) Active co-operation of managers and superintendents in safety work, and active participation in all
public safety efforts in the communities served.
These efforts have been effective, as shown by the
reduction in accidents during the first seven months of
1928 as compared with the first seven months of 1927.
The figures are shown in the table below.
SEVEN MONTHS ACCIDENT RECORD. PENN-OHIO AND
YOUNGSTOWN MUNICIPAL RAILWAY
Jan.

I

to Aug.

1,

1928

Jan.

I

to Aug.

Streetcars
Buses

1,226

1,470

712

828

Total

1,938

2,298

I,

1927

Means By Which Safety Has Been Effected

Lights on the

bumper

of coaches give the operator a wider range
of vision during night driving

Means by which greater safety has been effected are
given in the brief submitted by the company for the
A few of them will be
f928 Brady Safety Award.
mentioned.
One of the contributions to the cause of safety was the
"white safety car."
A standard safety car, equipped
with full safety devices, was decorated inside and out
with white Duco. Then different slogans were painted
on the exterior. Each slogan was followed with the name
of its sponsor, such as the Boy Scouts, Playground
Association, Youngstown Automobile Club, and others.
few of the slogans follow:

A

"Make motoring a pleasure, not a peril."
"Help prevent accidents. It is your duty."
"The
"Say

best safety slogan

is

to be careful."

with brakes and save the flowers."
"Motorists, look back before you leave the curb."
"A bed at home is worth two in the hospital."

A

it

unique feature of the car is that it is illuminated
which makes it even more effective then than in

at night,

Heaters prevent window frosting

the daytime.
In the inside of the car, in place of the
usual advertisements, the card racks carry safety posters
furnished by the National Safety Council. This car was
operated during 1926 in regular passenger service On

Jamtarv
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each car line in all of the communities served, and has
acquainted the people of these sections with the company's endless efforts to prevent accidents.
The city of Youngstown and the company shared in
the purchase of a machine which is used to paint "car
swing." "safety zone" and other markings on the street
pavement. The painting is done by city workers, with
a railway representative on hand, when necessary, while
the work is being done.

Where

from the center of the
from the side of the
highway on to the highway, illuminated warning signs
like that illustrated are erected. They have a background
of burnt orange with black lettering and are illuminated
by four 40-watt lamps. Four red lenses are arranged to
railway tracks turn

street to private right-of-way or

approaching motorist. The
such a manner as to floodlight the lettering to warn the motorist of danger.
An automatic car stop, developed by the Nachod
Signal Company, has been installed on interurban cars.
The car stopping device consists of an arm in the shape
of a loop supported on a pipe extending from a pole
across the track.
This arm has two positions When
raised it clears a car running under it when dropped it
is low enough to break a glass tube fixed on the top of
the car.
This tul^e is connected to the automatic air
brake system in such a manner that when broken the
brakes will be automatically set. The f)osition of the stop
attract the attention of the

lamps are

This truck sands dangerous grades

set in

:

;

arm

is

only

when

in

the

controlled by the signal indication, and

the signal shows "permissive."

other

two

indications,

namely,

is

raised

dropped
"neutral" and
It is

"stop."

This automatic car stop has been found to stop a car
within 168 ft. on very slippery rails when the car was
running 40 m.p.h. When the car was running 20 m.p.h.
the distance was 80 ft.

Car bumpers are illuminated

at night

Wooden steps on all city buses have been replaced
with perforated steel non-slip safety treads. The step
wells have been painted white and are illuminated at
night by an electric light.
Electrically operated track
switches have been installed in city streets over the entire
system.

The territory served is one in which dense morning
fogs are a frequent occurrence. To guard against accidents in operation in such circumstances, all car and bus
operators reporting for duty when foggy conditions
prevail are required to sign their names to an "order."
In this the operator acknowledges that he is aware that
there is a fog, that rule 113 requires operators to regulate the speed of their car (or bus) so that it can come to
a full stop in less than the distance the operator can see,
and that he agrees to operate his vehicle and car with a
view to safety, disregarding schedule, if necessary.
Track men, who are required to be on the street or
right-of-way without protection of red or yellow flags,
wear a white rubber belt and shoulder straps. These
permit them to be seen readily at a greater distance than
would otherwise be the case. No track man has lieen
injured by an automobile since the belts have been worn.
danger banner is displayed on the controller handles of electric cars and the steering wheels of motor
buses when repairs are being made. This protects the
mechanic or repair man when working on the vehicle.
No person is permitted to move a car or bus while the

Cinders are used on slippery roads

A

danger banner

is

displayed.

In the shop, foremen are required to inspect all tools
used by their men and remove any which are not safe or

show

signs of stalling.

This inspection of tools

is

re-

Bulletin boards

warn of hazards
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quired daily.
The foremen and the men in the track
gang are furnished with goggles and are required to wear
them when working on concrete, stone, or any other work
where eye injuries would be apt to occur.
At the entrance to the main works of the Youngstown
Sheet & Tube Company, which is a heavy passenger
boarding and leaving point, a raised safety zone with
railing has been erected.

It is lighted at night.

Illuminated bumpers have been installed on interurban
coaches to give the operator a wider range of vision during night driving.

Two

special automotive sand trucks

to sand dangerous grades.

The trucks
a man may

have been

built

are equipped with

a step at the rear so that
shift a sand pipe,
along the rail and thus rapidly and safely do the work.
Sufficient sand is carried to last an entire day unless the
rail conditions are unusually dangerous.
In addition to
being used for sanding the track, the bus is equipped for
switch repairing and curve greasing.
„<^^f^
brake-testing machine has been installed for making all brake adjustments on coaches and buses. It has

A

reduced coach and bus pull-ins on account of brake
trouble by <S5 per cent.
Experience indicated that collisions, in which certain
large cars were involved at night, were caused because
certain automobile drivers mistook the single headlight
for that of a motorcycle or an automobile with but one
headlight burning. To prevent this the front bumper was
pain'6e<i^^^ as shown in one of the illustrations. It is
'

ilftiHimlTOTO^' night.

,^^

smutty ])recaution against operators misjudging
railroad crossings, yellow,Jights were

J:hd distance -at

00 ft. on each side of these croftM^^.*' They
burn day and night. A reserve larpp relay has recently
been added, in which a half yellow and half color cap is
used. When this lamp is burning^it warns the operator
that one lamp is burned out and he reports this back to
instalkd

1

committee. Appropriate original and contributed articles,
illustrations and charts are published in this bulletin, with
practical suggestions for the elimination of accidents.
Suggestions are solicited particularly from those who are
in closest contact with the work, i.e., the operators on
To
the cars and buses, and the shop and garage men.
stimulate the contribution of suggestions, a special form
The
has been printed on which they may be written.
suggestions are deposited in boxes in the garages, terminals and reporting rooms, or they may be handed
directly to their supervisory officials or to any member
All suggestions are
of one of the safety committees.
acted upon by the committee, and the maker of the suggestion is notified of the action taken. If in the opinion
of the committee a suggestion is not practical in the form
in which it was made but has possibilities, the maker
of it is requested to supply more information in order
that the suggestion may receive further consideration.
This is done in such a manner that the person making
the suggestion realizes that it has received full ccinsideration.

The prone-pressure method

of resuscitation is taught
employees, and the value of such training is
emphasized at every opportunity. In addition, training
in
application of first aid to injured i>ersons is
encouraged.
The safety work of the organization is intrusted to
twelve committees.
Ten of these are .divisional committees and are made up largely of railway operators,
coach operators, or shop men. These committees report
through a central transportation safety committee to the
executive central safety committee. This committee consists of the general manager of the company, manager of
railways, chief electrical engineer, superintendent of
power, transportation safety supervisor, electrical safety
supervisor, general claim agent and director of public
to

all

relations.

the dispatcher.

One-piece windshields have been substituted for twopiece windshields on the local Youngstown buses. They
are found to obscure the driver's view less.
The company hauls a supply of cinders to points near
dangerous curves or grades, where the cinders are stored
by the highway department of the state. Then when the
highways become slippery, the cinders are spread over the
road by the state highway department, or in case of
emergency, by company employees.
Bulletin boards are ])Iaced in each reporting room for
the operator to report any unsafe condition or hazard
that may come to his attention during his period of duty.
All operators are required to examine the bulletin boards
before going to work.

Thorough Organization
Mechanical aids for safety would be of little value
without organization, just as organization would be of
little help without mechanical aid.
employees, foremen, superintendents and officials
of the com])any are divided into proper groups, so that
their personal effort and interest may be secured. These
grpu])s hold ])erin(lic meetings for the purpo.se of considering accident and. fire hazards and unsafe practices and
nteato foctheif eUminatio0.- This homis study is .supplemented ig? f rcgijlAit inspection £fi the property by experts
of "the Birr«auof !5af elty of ^Cifiicago.
Another means Sf-s^irin;,' suggestions is through the
Safety Bulletin, a monthly ])iil)Iication of the Bureau of
Safety, which is distributed to members of the safety

^1

ro/.73, A'o.l

Bonus System

A
effect

1924.

Is

in Effect

bonus system to reduce accidents was jjlaced
on the Youngstown Municipal Railways on Jan.

in
1,

Briefly, the plan is as follows:

Each railway or bus operator who operates for one
month without an accident is paid a bonus of $1 for
the second successive month without accident he receives
a bonus of $2, and for the third successive month and
fo^.each successive month thereafter, $3.
An operator having an accident in any month mu.st
start on the first day of the following month with a clean
slate, and again operate for three consecutive months
:

without an accident before he is entitled to the maximum
bonus of $3 a month. An "unreported" accident, charged
against a railway or bus operator, loses for him the right
to a bonus for three months.
A regular man must work at least 25 days in a month,
and an extra man at least 175 hours in a month to be
eligible to receive a bonus.
During 1927, the largest number of railway operators
at any one time was 181, and the total number of railway
operators during the year was 205. Of this number 191
operators received a bonus. The largest numlicr of bus
oi:)erators at any one time was 87 and the total number
during the year was 101. Of this number 95 received a
bonus.
The fact that these precautions pay in lessened accidents is .shown in the fact that the chargeable accidents
on the Penn-Ohio System were reduced from 902 in
1926 to 705 in 1927, or a reduction of 22 per cent.

Analysis

I

Is

Made

of Factors Affecting the

Riding Habit in Large Cities
Detailed

statistics

extending over ten years for nine

presented by Beeler Organization. Effect on surface car traffic of rapid transit and bus developments
cities

REVIEW

A

of

traffic

statistics

from nine

During the same period the street car revenue
inhabitant increased from 175 in 1918 to 215

typical

cities, made by
mine the relations between rapid transit, surface
car and bus riding and the use of private automobiles,
was published in Electric Railway Journal for Dec.
22.
Briefly the study showed that the tendency of rapid
transit development in any city is to increase surface car
riding but that the extension of bus service has had the

the Beeler Organization to deter-

remained practically stationary and the
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Since then the number has slowly declined to 205 in
1927.
Independent bus operation was inaugurated in
Brooklyn in 1922. When the revenue passengers carried
by the buses are added to those carried by the street
cars, the total surface revenue riding is found to have

L
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— Transporta-

tion data for ten-year period. Surface cars, buses and rapid transit

Borough

of

1919

1920 1921

'

1922 1925 1924

Brooklyn

1925 1926 1927

—Transporta-

tion data for ten-year period.
face cars and buses only

Sur-

lines

contrary eflfect.
The review was part of a study conducted by the Beeler Organization for the Brooklyn City
Railroad and Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation
in connection with the proposed award of additional bus
franchises in Brooklyn.
In addition to the data abstracted
in the issue of Dec. 22 the report contained a series of
graphs covering traffic data for ten years in each of the
cities mentioned.
number of these graphs are published in this issue with an abstract of the contents of

suffered an actual loss in total rides
1918 to 501,069,397 in 1927.

—

Borough of Brooklyn With the great rapid transit
development which has occurred in Brooklyn during the
past ten years and the consequent revolutionary changes
in the location of population in that borough, the function
of the street railway lines has changed radically. Longhaul riding has been diverted to the rapid transit lines,
and the surface lines now act largely as local distributors
to the

many new community

Based on fares collected

in

A

comparison of several facts relating to car and bus
operation for the year 1927, which shows the relative
extent of .their use in Brooklyn, follows:
Brooklyn, 1927

A

the report.

from 507,658,855

Bus
Milea of routes operated
Cars or bixses operated
Number of routes
Car or bus-miles

Street

Car

Total

337.9

21.2
67

315.7
1,576

1,643

9
2,142,795

69
50,216,273

78
52,359,068

A

study of the distribution of population in 1925,
shows that some 2,045,835
people, or 92.9 per cent, live within a quarter of a mile
of an existing surface car line and some 2,125,235 people,
or 96.5 per cent, live within a quarter of a mile of an ex-

which totaled 2,203,235,

centers.

isting surface car or existing bus line.

at the rapid transit stations

New York City Including the five boroughs this city
has increased 14.3 per cent in population in the ten-year
period from 1918 to 1927, inclusive.
During this decade there has been a tremendous in-

located in Brooklyn, these lines in 1918 carried each resi-

dent an average of 106 times.
steadily year by year until it

This increased almost
reached 198 in 1927.

—
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crease in rapid transit service, the rapid transit miles
operated annually having gone up from 194,677,252 to
301,962,385, or an increase of 55.1 per cent. The rapid
transit rides have increased from 1,029,165,648 in 1918
to 1,830,189,949 in 1927, or 77.9 per cent.
The rapid
transit car-miles have increased from 35.8 to 48.6; thus
the service rendered has gone up faster than the increase
in population by 35.8 per cent.
The surface riding on street cars and buses went up
from 8%,357,944 revenue passengers to 1,029,464,822
in the years 1918 to 1921, or about 44,000,000 each year.
In the six years since 1921, a period of rapid expansion
in bus service, the total revenue rides on surface facilities
increased only about 26,000,000 yearly. Only in the first
two years of this six-year period was there any increase
in street car passengers. Since 1923 they have decreased
57,397,487, or at an average rate of more than 14,000,000
annually. Total revenue and transfer passengers on all
surface facilities increased 85,558,268 between 1918 and
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creased 18.3 per cent since
passengers carried have increased 31.5 per cent.
There were 548 miles of street traversed by street cars
and 111 miles of street traversed by buses in 1927. The
street railway company, known as the Chicago Surface
Lines, operates one feeder bus line 1.5 miles long and
the Chicago Motor Coach Company operates 23 routes.
Ten of the latter routes provide crosstown or feeder
service.
The other thirteen reach the Loop District.
There are 1,092 miles of street car track operated in
local service.
Nearly all of this is double track, so the
548 miles of street are equivalent to 547 miles of twoway service. The 111 miles of street traversed by buses
are equivalent to 109 miles of two-way service.
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Unlike New York, the rapid transit service has not
kept pace with the increase in population, the rapid
transit car-miles per inhabitant having dropped from
20.21 to 18.73, while the rapid transit revenue rides per
inhabitant have practically remained stationarv, being 75
in 1918 and 7}, in 1927.
The street car service, measured in car-miles per inhabitant, has kept pace with the increase in {wpulation,
remaining at a figure close to 43 miles during the entire
period.
The revenue rides per inhabitant on the street
cars have increased from 261 to 284.
From 1923 to
1927 the riding habit on the street cars has remained
practically constant at 284.
The bus has increased from
eight to nineteen.

In 1918 the street cars carried 685,300,718 revenue
passengers; in 1923 they carried 824,850,103; and in
The buses carried 21,919,399
1927 some 881,958,647.
revenue passengers in 1923 and 58,583,572 in 1927.
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The

is 7 cents with three tickets for 20
a universal free transfer between car
lines.
The railway bus line has the same fare as the car
line and interchanges transfers.
The fare on the Chicago Motor Coach lines is 10 cents,
north,
the lines being divided into three separate groups
An additional 10-cent
west, and south side divisions.

cents.

street car fare

There

is

—

fare is required when transferring from one group to
another. Free transfers, however, may be made between
each group and the downtown shopping lines. The average revenue fare of street car and bus passengers was

7.10 cents in 1927.
The average rate of increase for street car riders was
approximately 4 per cent per annum prior to 1923. After
this, with increased bus activity, this rate dropped to
about 1^ per cent per annum.
Boston This city also has rapid transit lines in addition to street cars and buses, but unlike New York and

—
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Chicago all facilities are operated as one comprehensive
system with a universal transfer privilege between the
different classes of service.

The
ried

number of revenue passengers car1927 inclusive has been but 5.2 per

increase in the

from 1918

to

Vol.73, No.l

introduced three years ago, and now give 9.0 per cent
of the service and carry 4.3 per cent of the passengers,
and are beginning to be a factor in the city's transportaAll of the bus lines are operated by the
tion service.
Cleveland Railway. The railway owns 1,436 street cars

There
and rapid transit
passengers, so the relative number of the two types cannot be determined. There are 26 bus lines operated, of
which only one might be considered as not being a feeder

and 157 buses.
Of the 63 miles of

bus routes may be
inferred from the fact that their average one-way length
is just a little over 2 miles.
There have been practically but five years of bus service.
In 1923 but 465,391 bus-miles were operated, while
in 1927 some 5,562,766 were run.
In spite of the increased facilities that the bus has offered, the total annual
revenue passengers for the system have dropped from
382.149,697 in 1923 to 366,938,908 in 1927. The combined street railway and rapid transit revenue passengers
reached their peak in 1923 with some 380,002,806. This
dropped to 343,490,089 in 1927.
The fare is 10 cents, with free transfers between street
cars, rapid transit and buses.
In some of the outlying
districts local rides may be had at the rate of five tickets
for 30 cents with no transfers.
There are also some
5-cent bus zones with no transfers. The average of all
fares in 1927 was 9.27 cents.
The riding habit, as indicated by the total revenue
rides per inhabitant, was 328 in 1923 and 301 in 1927,
a decrease of 8 per cent. A portion of the indicated decrease for 1927, compared with 1923, is due to the average rate of fare increasing from 8.71 to 9.27 cents, or
6.4 per cent since 1923. Another factor for the decrease
is a change in method of accounting for revenue passengers, subsequent to November, 1924.
Nevertheless, the
enormous increase in bus-miles reflects no corresponding
increase in the total passengers or the riding habit.

buses, competes with car lines for

cent,

with a population increase of 11.1 per cent.

no segregation between

is

line.

The

street car

local character of these

Cities

Not Served by Rapid Transit

street covered

by bus

lines,

some

15 miles are operated on a car line street or parallel to a
car line within ^ mile, and for distances a mile or more in
length.

The major

route,

operated
its

with double-deck
entire length.

The riding on the cars and buses has not kept pace
with the population; in fact, the total rides are 4 per
cent less than they were in 1918.
In 1924, the year
before bus operation was introduced, the street cars carIn 1927, after
ried 279,917,221 revenue passengers.
three years of bus operation, the revenue rides, including
both street car and bus, dropped to 262.314.932. of which
the bus carried 11,296,027 and the street car 251,018,905,
In 1927, fewer
a loss of 28,898,316 to the street car.
passengers were carried per vehicle-mile operated than at
any time in the past ten years, the street cars averaging
but 7.08 and the buses 3.21 passengers per vehicle-mile.
The street car fare is 7 cents with eight tickets for 50
cents and a 1-cent charge for transfers. The bus fare is
10 cents with free transfers to street cars.
Transfer
may be made from car to bus for an initial 10-cent fare.
The average of all revenue fares collected in 1927 was
7.01 cents, which was the lowest of any of the five cities
discussed herein that have surface transportation only.
The surface system in Cleveland has undoubtedly
reached the stage where rapid transit is a necessity in the
city ])Ian. if the best results are to be obtained in the
future.
At any rate, the combined service of the street
car and bus have failed to render the enlarged population
the .same degree of service measured by the riding habit
as the street car alone gave formerly, the revenue rides

per inhabitant having fallen from 332 in 1918 to 236 in
1927, or 28.9 per cent.
St. Louis
12.5 per cent increase in j^opulation is

—A

The element

of rapid transit, in cities so served, is
likely to cau.se the results in the surface riding to vary
considerably.
The extension of rapid transit lines may
reduce the riding on surface lines because former car
patrons use the new facility. On the other hand, rapid

may develop outlying territory so rapidly
that considerable local riding will develop on the surface

shown by

Louis since 1918.

Its industries are well
business fluctuations are not marked.
Its downtown streets are less favorable for parking of
private automobiles than Cleveland's. In the period from
1918 to 1927 the revenue riders have increased 16.4 per

St.

diversified so

its

transit lines

cent.

lines with

hi 1927, street cars operated upon 240 miles and bu.ses
on 101 miles of .street. In all there are 24 bus lines, of
which seven are operated by the St. Louis Bus Company,

it.

Various disturbances, such as strikes and fare changes,
cause a temporary shift from rapid transit to surface lines and vice versa, as for example during the
subway .strike in 1926 in New York City. Although
service was maintained on these rapid transit lines, it was
used but little and the street cars and buses enjoyed a
temporary influx of riding. It is things like this that
make it desirable to study changes in the trend where
buses have been added in cities that are dependent

may

upon surface lines for their mass transportation.
Accordingly, in considering the effect of bus operation

entirely

on the

street car riding in cities

where no rapid

transit

such well-developed communities as Cleveland, St. Louis, Baltimore, Cincinnati and Richmond,
where complete statistics were available, have been
lines operate,

selected for analysis.

—

Cleveland This city of more than 1,000,000 increased
population 35.1 per cent from 1918 to 1927. In the
latter year 196 miles of street were traversed by street
cars in Cleveland and 63 miles by buses.
Buses were
its

a subsidiary of the St. Louis Public Service Company,
which operates the railway lines. The other seventeen
routes are operated by the People's Motor Bus Company,

an independent company. The latter carries about 80
per cent of all the bus passengers.
Of the 101 miles of street traversed by buses there
are 63 miles which operate on car line streets or within
^ mile of a car line, transporting passengers in the same
general direction. The other 38 miles of bus line .streets
are, with few exceptions, in the outlying districts.
The car fare is 8 cents with two tickets for 15 cents.
The fare on all bus lines is 10 cents. The street railway
buses transfer to the street cars and the street cars transThe
fer to these buses on payment of a 10-cent fare.
average fare collected in 1927, including all bus fares,

was 7.45

cents.

operations,

it

In 1923, the year the buses

was 6.92

commenced

cents.

The peak of riding habit was reached in the abnormally high year of 1920 with 358, and was closely
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Transportation data for
ten-year period. Surface cars and
buses only

approached in 1923 with 354 rides per inhabitant. The
year marked the beginning in a small way of bus
operation.
The scope of bus operation increased in five
years from nothing to 16.8 per cent of the total mileage,
carrying 9.5 per cent of the total revenue passengers
in 1927.
In 1927 the street cars carried 6.15 and the
buses 3.21 revenue passengers per mile operated.
In
1923 the buses carried 2,732,714 passengers out of a total
of 295,404.495. Four years later, in 1927, when buses
were carrying 27,296,000 passengers, the total dropped
latter

1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927

Richmond— Transportation

data for
Surface cars and

ten-year period.
buses only

Some 219 miles of street are traversed by the car lines
and some 30 miles by buses. All buses, with the exception of one line, are operated by the Baltimore Coach
Company, a subsidiary of the local railway company.
The

statistics

are for this

company

only.

Considering bus lines that operate within ^ mile of the
street car lines and carry passengers in the same general
direction as competitive, some 10.5 miles of the street
traversed by buses, of the total of 30 miles, are comThis competition is in the more thickly popupetitive.

to 286,106,976, leaving a net loss to the street cars of

lated areas.

33,860,805 passengers, or more by 6,564,805 than the
buses carried. It appears that rapid transit is necessary
to St. Louis before an upturn in the riding habit to
what it was in 1923 can be established.
Baltimore With an increase in population of 11.5
per cent, Baltimore is one of the few cities that has had
bus operation throughout the period under study.
In
1918 buses carried about 1 per cent of the passengers.
They now carry 3 per cent and render 5 per cent of the
total mileage.

the

—

1918 1919

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 192

same

These bus

lines as

a rule do not operate on
one block or more

streets as the car lines but are

distant.

With an increase from 32,920,722 car and bus-miles
operated in 1918 to 35,790,497 in 1927, the total annual
revenue rides have dropped from 228,785,323 to 226,534,188; or to put it another way, with the amount of
service per inhabitant measured in car and bus-miles
remaining about the same (i.e., 42.92 in 1918 and 41.86
in 1927), the revenue rides per inhabitant have dropped
from 298 to 265, or 11.1 per cent.
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In 1927 the street cars carried 6.44 and the buses 4.32
revenue passengers per mile operated.
The street car fare was 8 cents in 1927, with two
tickets for 15 cents. The fare on feeder bus lines transferring to street cars is the same as the street car fare.
Two lines operating with double-deck buses into the
downtown section charge a 10-cent fare. One bus line
which duplicates car service has a 7-cent fare. Several
of the feeder lines are zoned and charge various rates
for each zone. The average rate of all fares was 7.34
cents in 1927.
Cincinnati Cleveland,

—

St.

was

8.7 cents in 1927, which is the highest
rate of any of the five cities with surface transportation
only.
In spite of this, the riding per inhabitant is now
within 95 per cent of what it was in 1918.
all

fares

During the period from 1918 to 1927 Cincinnati has
increased in population 5.6 per cent, while the service
rendered, measured in car and bus-miles, has increased
31.4 per cent. In other words, the service has increased
more than five times as fast as the population while the
total number of revenue riders has actually dropped from
112,400,000 to 112,006,310.
It is evident that rapid
transit must ultima'tely be resorted to if the local transportation system is to function to the best advantage to
the community.
project of this nature is already
partially constructed.

A

GROWTH OF TRANSPORTATION BY STREET CARS AND
BUSES IN THE CITIES OF CLEVELAND, ST. LOUIS, BALTIMORE, CINCINNATI AND RICHMOND FOR THE TEN-TEIAK
PERIOD OF 1918 TO 1927. INCLUSIVE
2,971,534

3,499,707

Per Cent
Increase
17.77

899,555,560
901,506,355

855,200,052
929,329,326

4.82*
3.09

138,044,545
138,395,361

137,487,168
162,325,183

302
303

245
266

18.87*
12.21*

46.45
46.57

39.28
46.38

15.45*
0.41*

5.52

6.23
5.73

4.45*
11.98*

1918

Population

1927

Revenue Passengers:
Streetcars

and buses
Revenue-Miles Operated:
Street cars

Streetcars
Street cars and buses
Revenue Rides per Inhabitant:

Streetcars

and buses
Revenue-Miles per Inhabitant:
Street cars

Streetcars

Louis and Baltimore are
representative cities of about 1,000,000 population with
surface transit only. Cincinnati gives us an opportunity
to study a slightly smaller city, but one with many major
traffic problems because its avenues of ingress and egress
are limited by the closely surrounding hills. It is of particular interest here because in three years bus operation has increased from nothing to 29.7 per cent of the
total mileage operated, carrying 16 per cent of the revenue riding. There are now 149 miles of street traversed
by street cars and a total of 123 miles of street traversed
by buses.
In all there are 24 bus lines, of which nine are operated by the Cincinnati Street Railway and fifteen by various independent bus companies.
Of the nine lines
operated by the railway company, five are either crosstown or feeder lines while the other four operate an
express service with limited stops for a distance of 2 or
All of the fifteen
3 miles from the business center.
independent bus lines reach the downtown terminal at
Fountain Square. All but four compete with the street
car for more than half the length of their route.
There are 200 street cars operated daily during the
base hours and 590 during the maximum rush hour.
There are 118 buses operated during the middle of the
day and 144 during the maximum rush hour. Practically
all of the rush-hour extras are on the Cincinnati Street
Railway bus lines.
The street cars in 1918 carried 112,400,000 passengers; in 1927 they carried but 94,006,310, the other 18,393,690 being carried by the buses. In order to maintain
the volume of traffic, 7,630,000 bus-miles were run in
1927, bringing the total surface mileage up from 38.97
miles per inhabitant in 1924, before bus operation, to
55.77 miles in 1927. The revenue passengers per mile
operated in 1927 show an average of 5.22 for the street
cars and 2.36 for the buses.
The car fare is 10 cents with three tickets for 25 cents.
The bus fare is 10 cents, but some of the longer lines
have additional zone rates.
The street railway buses
transfer to the street cars and the street cars transfer to
these buses on payment of a 10-cent fare. The average
of

Vol.73,No.l

Street cars and buses
Revenue Rides per Mile:

Streetcars

and buses
Revenue Passengers:

Street cars

Per Cent of
Streetcars
Buses
Per Cent of Revenue-Miles:
Streetcars
Buses

6.51

99.00
1.00

99.00
1.00

0.40*
17.30

92.00
8.00
85.00
15.00

re^rease.

—

Richmond In the period from 1918 to 1927 inclusive
Richmond's population has increased 17.8 per cent. A
large amount of bus service has been introduced within
the past three years.

In 1927 buses operated 29.6 per

cent of the mileage and carried 20.6 per cent of the total

revenue passengers.
All street cars and buses are operated

Railway

&

Electric

by the Virginia
Company, which has seven bus

Only one competes directly with a car line.
Aside from the three feeder lines in outlying territory,
all of the buses operate on or parallel to car lines for
routes.

some portion of

their route.

The car fare is 7 cents, with transfers to buses 1
Bus fare is 8 cents with transfers to car free. The

cent.

aver-

age rate of fare was 7.12 cents in 1927.
During the three years of bus operation, the total revenue bus-miles have increased from 619,700 to 3,359,409,
bringing the total of all transit up to 11,344,286 in 1927,
or some 68.8 per cent more than rendered in 1918. In
the face of this, however, the revenue rides per inhabitant
have declined from 253 in 1918 to 221 in 1927, or 12.6
per cent. In 1927 the street cars carried 4.21 while the
buses carried 2.59 revenue passengers per vehicle-mile.

The

Five Surface Transit Cities Combined

To

determine average conditions for the cities in which
and buses give all of the transportation service, the accompanying table has been prepared to show
the combined population, revenue passengers, miles operstreet cars

and other similar factors for Baltimore, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Richmond and St. Louis, for 1918 and 1927.
The total miles operated, street car and bus, have increased from 138,395,361 to 162,325,183 in this period, a
ated,

jump

of 17.3 per cent in service which has practically
kept pace with the 17.8 per cent increase in population.
The total riding has increased but 3.09 per cent, or less
than one-fifth of the per cent of population increase.
This is in the face of the fact that bus mileage operated
is responsible for an increase of 17.3 per cent in the
service.

While the

total service per inhabitant operated in 1927,
46.4 vehicle-miles, is practically the same as in 1918,
the total riding habit or revenue rides per inhabitant has
viz.,

dropped from 303

in 1918 to 266 in 1927.
The buses
are now carrying 8 per cent of the revenue riders and
furnishing 15 per cent of the miles operated; or putting
it in another way, the buses are carrying on an average
2.94 and the street cars 6.23 revenue passengers per
vehicle-mile operated.
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New

Corps of Co-ordinated Transportation Supervisors
Created

ANOTHER

step in the direction of a

more

By

closely

-ix co-ordinated

system of transportation was taken by
the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company when, on Dec. 1,
31 picked men donned well-tailored, si)ecial French-blue
uniforms and took up their posts in the central business
Philadelphia as supervisors of all the forms
transportation under Mitten Management.
With them went six starters, making a group of 37 men
upon whom will rest the responsibility of expediting the
progress of trolleys, buses and taxicabs through the nardistrict of

of

surface

row, crowded streets of Philadelphia's downtown area.
These men have been taken from the supervisory
forces for all three groups
street cars, buses and cabs
and have been selected because of their proved ability,
experience and physical fitness.
Each is a qualified
operator of every type of P.R.T. vehicle all are young
men, capable and earnest.
With the creation of this corps of co-ordinated suf>ervisors, these advantages will be realized more fully than
ever before. Special events, such as athletic contests or
other large gatherings necessitating the co-ordination of
special transportation facilities of all forms, will find
representatives of the new group on the job, directing
street cars, buses, taxicabs and private automobiles
speeding up traffic for everyone.
They will prove especially valuable in emergencies
tie-ups, fires, parades, street accidents, snowstorms and
all of the other causes contributing to traffic delay.
At
such times they will co-operate with the police in every
way possible to accomplish the objective common to both
the acceleration of traffic through overburdened streets.
To further this co-operation between the new co-ordinated supervisory group and the police traffic squad, the
men have all been sworn in as special police officers.
The territory for which these men are responsible
extends from Spring Garden Street to South Street and
from 34th Street to the Delavvare River. Outside of
this central area, the regular supervisors of each division
of the system will continue to direct their own transportation facilities, for here there is not the overlapping of
all transit mediums that there is downtown.
These supervisors will report to their division managers, as formerly,

—

—

;

—
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P.R.T.

.

while the new group will report to an official directly
responsible to the vice-president in charge of operation.
The creation of this organization comes at a time when
public attention is focused on the problem of traffic congestion, for P.R.T. is now conducting its annual "80 per

This campaign, which takes its name
80 per cent of the riding public in
Philadelphia uses P.R.T. lines and has at its slogan "Give
the 80 per cent a square deal," is an effort to bring the
traffic situation to public attention and to acquaint the
car rider with the actual causes of traffic delays.

cent Campaign."

from the

fact that

Boston Bids Farewell to Old Dobbin
LONGER will the familiar sight of a tip cart,

No

express wagon or other vehicle bearing the

name

"Boston Elevated Railway" and drawn by sleek-looking
horses be seen on the streets of Boston, for on Oct. 13,
1928, the last of the horses owned by the railway, 23
This, of
in number, were replaced by motor vehicles.
course, is no surprise to anyone, because, just as electric
cars replaced the old horse cars in providing quicker and
more economical transportation for passengers, the motor
vehicle has

made

it

possible to transport material

rapidly and economically.
In connection with the passing of
horses,

the old

more

faithful

some of which have been serving the road for

more than

fifteen years,

it

is

interesting to note that

one time 7,728 horses were required to haul the cars
and other railway equipment. That was back in 1887,
when the West End Railway was organized to take over
the many independent horse car lines in and about
Boston.
These horses had a value of $1,035,552 and
were housed in 37 separate stables. As the lines were
at

gradually electrified, the number of horses was correspondingly reduced, so that when the last horse car line
was abandoned in 1900 the railway owned only 487
horses.
Electric cars for the transportation of rails, sand, coal

and other material came

into use, with the result that in
1915 the railway owned but 230 horses. It could readily
be seen that it was only a question of time when the
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horses wou4d be entirely displaced, and for that reason
no horses have been bought by the railway since 1918,
when two were purchased.
The first large scale adoption of motor vehicles went
into effect in 1920 in the misce'llaneous departments,

when 40

trucks and passenger cars were purchased for
the use of the emergency crews, for switch repair trucks
and for the convenience of track masters and other subEach vehicle replaced two or more
ordinate officials.

This practice continued imtil in 1927 only 23
horses remained and all the stables were closed, except
the one at Lenox Street where these horses were
quartered.
horses.

^

Modern Equipment

Essential

to Success
By Ross Schram
Vice-President

in

Charge of Sates Twin Coach Corporation,
Kent, Ohio

PEOPLE

In days gone by they

Vol.73, No.l

hung

on car horses to warn
operation was so relatively quiet in those days that one might be run down
Ijy a horse car.
In the early electric days the trolley
was the fastest urban transportation. Consider the change
to the period when they became the noisest and slowest
vehicles on the street.
The speed factors are being attained today, but how late? Again, where can a man on
his toes find a greater field of opportunity?
Is it rust,
lack of perspective, under-pay, or lack of capital that
has caused this situation to accrue ?
Is it the drag of
system versus city political conflict that has been the
anchor? What has caused this industry to lag so far
behind the other industries in modern practices ? Has
there not been just a little too much self-pity?
Don't
think for one minute the other fields which have shown
great advances have lounged in beds of roses.
folks to get out of the way.

bells

The

Concede that you still have 75 per cent of the public
In almost any field that would be considered a
good percentage, and most folks would be happy with
that ratio.
Perhaps if the profits are forced by cutting
the costs, it will still seem a good healthy percentage of
business. Leather seats and rainbow paint will never be
enough.
The industry must force its profits through
reduced costs based upon the use of modern tools. This
riders.

are going to continue to buy automobiles.
one can stop them. Two and one-half million
born every year want them almost as soon as they are
conscious of the thrill of riding. But with all the sales
is true merchandising.
of motor cars, railway people are getting 75 per cent of the
This forcing of cost brings us back to street car manupublic riders in the large cities and more than 50 per cent
facturers.
You desire lower-priced units. Consider the
The average fare is slightly more varying specifications for street cars. Is it any wonder
in the smaller cities.
than 8 cents today and is slowly
that costs do not come down?
climbing.
Now, if you have a The author, speaking at the December In passing, what has been done
monopoly to all intents and pur- meeting of
by the field as an industry in
the New England Street
poses on 75 per cent of the public
Railway Club, points out that the conforming with the recommentraffic (50 per cent in the smaller
dations of the committee on unielectric railway industry has not gone
communities) and there are availfication of car design, born in
nearly far enough in the adoption of
able 2,000,000,000 miles of serv1921
seven long years ago?
modem light-weight rolling stock.
ice annually, what result is obIs the bus industry subject
tained by multiplying this figure
to some of the criticism which
by the accredited 8 cents a mile saving with 50 per
has been aimed at the track industry?
If so, it does
cent modern equipment, or 16 cents a mile with 100
not deserve criticism from the same .standpoint.
In
Finishing this theoretiper cent modern equipment?
1924, bus transportation was well under way and opercal example only halfway with 50 per cent new equipators had more traffic in many cases than they could
ment, the answer is $0.08 multiplied by 1,000,000.000 or
handle. The bus manufacturers were kept busy, but not
$80,000,000. the price of 6,000 new street cars. The intoo busy to develop many new ideas in bus construction.
dustry's entire budget for 1928 has been estimated at
Every one of these advancements was given to the travel$246,000,000, a third of which could be secured from
ing public before the public realized that it required the
new equipment savings.
.same.
The traction industry has fallen down by not
Carrying this hypothetical earning a bit further, what anticipating the public demands in the way that the great
about modern tools and shop practices? The cost of
atltomobiie industry determines by very exhaustive relabor is fairly fixed, but why should one company have
search what is best for the public.
a pull-in record so much better than those of other comFor 20 to 25 years that part of the electric street car
panies? Why, when I read the minutes of a maintewith which the lay public was familiar in most cities
nance superintendent's association, should I find a dischanged only in the way of additional structural strength
crepancy of 100 per cent in trolley wheel wear; or disand capacity. A very striking contrast exists in the decrepancies in the cost of handling armatures; or that
sign of street cars and some of the modern motor
some do not believe in power meters; or astonishing coaches, which have been increased in capacity to hold
differences on the theory and time of inspection and
]:>ractically the same number as the average street car, at
overhaul
the same time reducing the weight 30 per cent. On the
The keynote of the 1928 American Electric Railway other hand, during the past decade or two, as the street
Association convention was "No more delay on moderncar body increa,sed its capacity it also grew in weight.

No

—

ization"

—

the post-convention issues of the trade journals

on

be seen soon in 1929
whether the attempt for full speed ahead is a sincere one.
If there ever was a time when the saying "Waiting is
wasting" was true it is right now in the great American
urban railway industry. It is not possible to point out
a single field where there is greater opportunity to stand
out above the rank and file than in this industry.
editorialized

this theme.

It will

Here

a good illustration of industrial science versus
what should it be called? stagnation.
The time is here now for the railway industry to follow the light-weight design of the school whose vehicles
have been responsible for its most severe competition.
Likewise, the automotive field can benefit immensely in
its efforts to handle peak-load transportation from the
lessons learned in 40 years of railway operation.
is

industrial

—

—

Factors Contributing to

Effective,

Economical

Bus Maintenance
By Adrian Hughes,

Adequate, well-equipped shop buildings,
an efficient organization, a carefullyarranged inspection system and co-operation between the maintenance division

Jr,

Superintendent of Bus Transportation
The United Railways 8C Electric Company of Baltimore

Md.

Baltimore,

all other divisions are listed by the
author in this article, prepared for presentation before the Metropolitan sec-

and

GOOD

maintenance is absolutely essential to good
and efficient, economical maintenance has
The maintenance
a large influence on net profit.
of buses is merely one phase of operation but an important one. and although it is influenced l)y the other ])hases
service,

it

likewise influences

them

tions of the

maintenance

to a great extent.

Some of the principal factors contributing to etYective.
economical maintenance are the following: First, there
must be adequate, well-equipped shop buildings, providing the space and facilities necessary for proper storage,
inspection and repairs second, there must be an efficient
maintenance division made up of skilled and trained mechanics and shop men. headed by a competent supervisor
third, there must be a carefully arranged inspection system, systematically adhered to fourth, there must be a
])ractical means of co-operation l>etween the maintenance
division and all other divisions of the bus operating
organization, that is. there must be a management which
will act to co-ordinate the work of the entire organization in order to secure the most satisfactory service at
the lowest possible cost.
The most important of these factors is the last-named
co-operation.
It is difficult to segregate
from the
entire organization the part which can be considered
.solely responsible for maintenance.
Where does the
maintenance organization start? Where does it end? It
seems necessary to include the entire bus organization in
lixing the respf)nsibility for this one phase.
It includes
the management, the office division, the operating division, the garage and shf)p division, and even the selling
division.
The work of the.se various divisions must be
properly co-ordinated for satisfactory maintenance results.
Each of the division organizations must know
something of the work of the other divisions and have a
comprehensive idea nf the general organization, so that
they will know where their work fits in with the whole.
The bus operation of the Baltimore Coach Company
is entirely a city service but with a continually growing
special bus business, made up of sightseeing, touring and
chartered service, 'ihe e(iuij)ment consists of 107 bvises.

under the Gray Line Association membership. In addition to these buses, the Baltimore Coach Company maintains 38 trucks and 24 automobiles used by the railway.

;

Two Garages
The

these

are

55-])assenger.

storing and maintenance of the buses is provitled
two garages, each with a shop.

The Charles Street garage, centrally located, takes care
of the storage and maintenance of 61 buses which operate on seven routes, the storage and maintenance of all
the automobiles and the maintenance of all the trucks.
The Fleet Street garage is located in the eastern section

of the city and takes care of 46 buses operating on four
There is a foreman at each garage. The shop
routes.
forces consist of 52 shopmen and sixteen cleaners and

—

of

Serve the System

for at the present time by

;

I'"onrteen

A.E.R.A. and the S.A.E., as

the four principal factors for efficient

janitors.
is no general repair shop for the buses, the shoj)
each garage taking care of the maintenance of the vehicles which operate from it, but there is a certain

There

at

amount of

specialization lx;tween the

Fleet Street

shop

two shops.

At the

of the major body work, upholstery
and radiator repair work is done. At

all

work, battery work
shop also is located the oil reclaiming plant. At the
Charles Street shop is located the modemly equi])i)ed
spray paint shop where all of the bus painting is done.
This .shop al.so does most of the unit overhauling work
on engines and all s[)ecial machine and electrical work.
Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the importance
of inspection for satisfactory maintenance. Careful and
competent inspection is essential not only to insure satisfactory and uninterrupted service but also to keep the
cost of maintenance at a minimum.
Written reports or
defect cards from the chauiifeurs form an important part
this

semi-inclosed,

To insure that they will not
report defects, a daily report is required whether
a vehicle is defective or not. The interest of the chauffeurs nnist be kept up so that these reports will be filled

double-deck buses.
The remainder are all single-deck
buses, 25 or 29-passenger, and of the standard pay-enter
city type, with the exception of a few coaches assigned
to the special bus business and sightseeing, operated

of the inspection system.
fail to
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moved

in and out of the wash rack with any
no additional time is consumed in the use
of the simjiler a])])aratus.
Chassis and running gear

has to be

type, so that

should be cleaned alxiut once a week with a high-])ressurc
cleaning compound s])ray using steam or air.
Engines
and radiators should be cleaned once or twice a month in
the

A

same way.

inspection but

it

clean engine

also jjrevents

is

not only a great aid to

many minor

troubles.

Important to Kkkp Buses Earning
The

keep buses in .service.
they are eariu'ng money.
This is acconijjlished by catching up small defects
tlirough these various in.spection niethtKls and by the use
of the unit repair system.
Interference with u.seful
revenue work during busy sea.sons is minimized by
object of

becau.se

The

satisfactory appearance of buses can be obtained best
daily shower bath with a scrubbing by soft brushes

by a

out intelligently and not in a perfunctory manner. They
are of threat aid in guiding the maintenance division and
preventing small defects from growing into costly repair
jobs.
Properly carried out, they take the place of frequent inspection periods in the shop which keep buses
out of service and interfere with useful shop work.
Iiisj)ection for crankcase oil changing and for general
lubrication is made every 1,000 miles with some variation
for special ca.ses.
Lubrication is of the utmost importance.
Inspection of the entire bus to detect defects and
to make rej^airs or replacements is made every 2,000
miles.
The periodical general inspections are indicated
by a .small card placed in a holder on the dash of each
vehicle.
A comparison between the mileage indicated on
this card and the speedometer reading, as buses are stored
each night, furnishes a ready means of picking out those
which are due for inspection. This method has worked
out well and eliminates the necessity of keeping a se))arate record of the regular inspection periods.
}5rakcs are ]>erhaps the most important part of the
operating mechanism on a bus, because good brakes are
neces.sary to insure safety as well as service. Their care
also contributes materially to the cost of maintenance.
It has been found that a brake tester not only reduces
the cost and time retjuired for in.specting and servicing
brakes but adds to the reliability. A brake-testing device
is just as important as an engine-testing device.
Another important element of maintenance is cleaning.
The .satisfactory ai)])earance of bu.ses, with the least damage to ]iaint. can l)e.st be obtained by a daily shower bath
with a .scrubl)ing by .soft bru.shes, requiring about three
minutes for each vehicle. .\ spray apparatus, composed
simply of two upright jjipes providing a spray through
which the bus is moved, has been found just as satisfactory as a more elaborate spray rack, because the bus

is

it

all

this effort is to

only then

that

scheduling certain major re])air work to fit in with the
seasons of least activity.
Careful attention is given In
such important details as s])ecialization of mechanics,
tile application of labor-saving t(M>ls, the use of highgrade j)arts and materials, and the salvaging of u.sab'e
material.
Care also is taken to i)rocure accurately such
Clerical work redata and records as are necessary.
(juired by chauffeurs and shopmen is kept at a mininuim, but it is most important that this information be
turned in accurately as the entire value of the accounts
and statistics depends on the accuracy with which the
original data are secured.
These and many other shop practices and methods are
important elements of good maintenance. The shop
])ractices of this property are considered modern and
up to date, but it is unsafe ever to become too well
satisfied.
Constant study and analysis of the methods
and results must be continued and changes tried out.
The study of articles about other properties, or Ijetter
still, vi.sits to other properties, is of great help in bringing about improvements that add to efficiency and

economy.
Co.st figures for this property might be of interest,
although it is misleading to make comparisons of the
cost per mile of operation between different properties,
because of the variations in the many factors affecting
these costs.
statement of revenue and expenses showing the general accounts in total cost per year and in
cost per mile comparativelv for three years is given in
Table I.
'rhe maintenance cost of this fleet of buses should
mSke an interesting comparison with the average city
o])eration that has been miming for some time, becau.se
none of the equipment is new and .should therefore re|)resent a fair average over a long period. The newest
bu.ses in this fleet are a group of twenty which are three
years old.
The olde.st buses are a group of 32 which
are more than si.x years old, and the average age for the
entire fleet is approximately 4^ years.
The total average cost of this Inis o]>eration, including
the general expenses of the Haltimore Coach Company,
all fixed charges and charges from the claim and other
departments of the railway which do wf)rk for the coach
company, for the year 1927 was 35.7 cents jx-r mile.
This comjiares with 37.8 cents in 1926 and 33.7 cents

A

for the first six months of 1928. Of this figure of SS.7
cents for the cost of the operation in 1927. the main-

tenance of
lication of

and ecpiipment. as defined in the C'lassiAccounts by the .\Vnerican Electric Railway

j)lant

.Association,

was

8.6 cents or 23.8 jx^r cent of the whole.

This does not include depreciation reserve, which was
the rate of 2.7 cents per mile in 1927.

at

January
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To

determine the figure of expense which i.s susof control l)y the maintenance division, there
should l)e deducted the supervision expense which is
more or less fixed, garage rents of $13,500 and the tire
mileage contract, all amounting to 1.9 cents per mile,
hut there should be added from the "Operating Garage"
account the items of "Garage Employees" and "Garage
l\x|)en.ses" made up i)rimarily of cleaning, oiling and
varit)us garage expenses, as these are also under the
control i){ the maintenance divi.sion. These amounted to
cejitihle

1..?

cents per mile in 1927.

]}) cents plus

The

result

cents or 8 cents

1.,^

is

8.6 cents less
This figure

]>er mile.

mile out of the tf)tal operating cost of
or nearly one-(|uarter of the whole,
can he divided into four items: 3.6 cents i)er mile for
the-lahor and material of bus chassis maintenance; 1.5
cents per mile for labor and material for bus body maintenance
.6 cents covering service trucks, miscellaneous
of S cents

]ier

^5.H cents

|)er mile,

1

:

and grounds; and the

sho]) ex])enses, buildings, fixtures

mile from the "Oi)erating Garage" account.
They represent that fwrtion of the expense which is incurred in the garages and shops through the activities
of the maintenance division. This is the actual cost of
1.,?

cents

|)er

inspecting, repairing,

them

keei)ing

in

a

fueling and cleaning vehicles an<l
safe

and

satisfactory

oi)erating

condition.

Dkter.mining the Proper Figure

The

big question for consideration

factors contribute

toward keeping

is

not only what

this figure at a mini-

apparacu;,, composed simply uf two upright pipes,
providing a spray through which the buses move, has been

The spray

mum

but also how to determine when the minimum has
been reached. For any property, what should this figure
be to represent an elTective and economic maintenance,
and who is going to be the judge when this satisfactory
condition has been attained?

found

should be a very positive indication of the condition of
the equipment and should reflect the effect of the expense incurred for maintenance.

need for some practical direct method of
the ])roper balance between the standard
of maintenance and the cost of maintenance has been
reached. This should not be left altogether to personal
opinion. .\n effort has been made in Baltimore to use
for a measure of the condition of the equipment in
determining the proper allowance for this pur])ose the
number of road failures or service calls i>er 10,000 miles
This record has been frequently used to
of operation.
determine the degree of satisfaction of the service, but its
value as an aid in determining the proper limitation of
The trend
exi)ense may not have been tried out fully.
of this item from month to month and from year to year

There

is

indicating

satisfactory

when

The

shop practices and methods have
The following paragraphs show
the effect that co-operation with the other divisions and
the general practices of the whole organization have on
maintenance costs and effectiveness, point out practical
methods for bringing this about in a bus operating
organization, and also direct attention to the possibilities
of using statistics on service calls to control the expenditures of the maintenance division.
The statement has frequently been made that maintenance begins on the street. It does begin on the street
with the operating forces and it involves the men in the
details of the

l)een treated in brief.

TABLE I—REVENUE AND EXPENSES OF THE BALTIMORE COACH COMPANY FOR

1925, 1926

AND

1927

1925

Amount,

Cost per
Mile,

in

Account

«

Total revenue
Expenses:

Maintenance

and equipment

expenfles

Total expense

Net income.

Cost per

MUe,
Cents

9.4
3.5
5.6
9.8
1.3
3.5

170,021.45
50,757 08
104,305.29
200.501 76
20,928 90
67,771.74

8.6
2.6
5.3
10.0

73, 108. 40

172,964.89
64,507 08
103,628.72
180,402.08
23,196.57
64,877.

585, 150. 34

34.4

51,875.64
17,664.25
654,690. 23

3.1
1.0

33.1
3.4
1.3

37.8

614,286.22
69,017.74
26,296.28
709,600.24

30.9
3.5

38.5

609,576.45
63,635.10
24,023.40
697,234.95

•17,540.58

*I.O

8,376.41

*0.5

36,211.16

2.8

.

in

Cents
37.5

Dollars

in

1

Bus-hours

Revenue passengers
Transfer passengers
Total passengers
Ix)ad factor, in per cent
.Sjjeed of operation (excluding layover time)
Mileage
1925—1,700.226; 1926—1,844,299; 1927—1,986,128

•Deficit.

in

8.9
4.6
5.8
10.0
0.8
4.3

151,476. 45
77,490. 27
98,746. 56
1

Interest

Amount,

38.6

170,134.03
4, 1 94 6 3

Total operating expense
Taxes

Mile,

765,811.40

.

of plant

Cost per

in

688,858.54

637, 1 49 65

Depreciation
Operating garage expense
Transportation
Traffic expense
General and misceUaneous

Amount,

Cents
37.3

Dollars

248,206
7,819,778
1,103,313
8,923,09
48. 4

8.0

Dollars

in

1.0

3.4

1.3

35.7
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brake tester not only reduces the cost and time required for inspecting and servicing brakes, but adds to their

Just as the cost of maintenance
of the total cost of operating buses and
office.

less

Vol .73, No.]

important than any other part, so

is

system over a period of three years has been a constantly
decreasing cost of maintenance with an improvement in
the operation of equipment and a consequent increase in
revenue.
These weekly meetings, conducted by the operatiniL:
head of the bus company, are attended by the su])erintendent of operation with his street men and dispatchers,
the superintendent of equipment with his .shop foremen,
the .sales organization for the special bus business and
the clerical force.
The matters discussed vary from
general information regarding the operation of both the
lius company and the railway to minor details about a
route, a bus or an individual. Financial statements for
the o])eration as a whole and for the indivitlual routes,
various statistics on co.sts and accidents, results of s])ecial
tests and investigations, and other information is presented and discussed. Thus each one is informed as to
the general trans])ortation situation and also acquires an
understanding of the responsibility and .scope of the
work of the others.
.Accounting is an important part of the organization

merely a part

no more or no
the maintenance

is

is

division just a part of the entire organization, just as

important but no more so than any other part. Satisfactory functioning of the maintenance division depends
to a great extent on co-operation from the other divisions
of the organization. Not only must the work of each of
these divisions be done as perfectly as possible, but it
must be clear how and where the work of each fits in
with the others. There must be frequent meetings and
consultations by the .supervisory forces of all of the.se

various divisions.

In fact, the success of a business or

undertaking of any .sort depends on the entire organization. There is no such thing as a one-man organization
if there is more than one man required for getting out

work of that particular business.
The most effective way of bringing this about in
Baltimore has lieen through the medium of weekly

the

meetings of the entire supervisory force and the office
forces. This system was found to give excellent results
some few years ago in the jxjwer department of the
United Railways & Electric Company and it has l)een
just as elTective with the bus company. The result of this

Without a proper accounting system correctly
and more important even that that, properly

work.

—
—an organization

carried out

used

TABLE II—OPEKATING DATA OF SEVEN ROUTEH IN
Charles
Street

Length of route, in miles
Buaes ataigned on peak
Buns amigned on base

3.24

12

7
4

One-way trips operated
Revenue passengers carried
Transfer passengers carried
Total passengers carried
Load factor, in per cent
Cost per passenger, in cents

2,306,512

.Average fare per passenger, in centa

Bus-hours oiwrated
Bus-miles operated
Total revenue, in dollars
Total revenue per mile, in cent*
Total expenses, in dollars
Total expense per mile, in cents
Net income, in dollars
Deficit.

Che!it«r
Street

3.03
8
113,664
2,306,512

37.6
7.1
10.

46,062
352,773

231,423.88
65.6
164,278.98
46.5
67,144.90

71,396
1,059,367
500,798
1,560,165
91.1

4.6
4.9
32,388
237,315
76,710.31
32.3

is

o])erated blindly.

Mount Royal

Monrrw

North Point

Street

Avenue

Street

Road

3.0

1.55

3 4
21
13

8
6

3
2

148,594
2,373,706

90,608
841,476

2,373,706

841,476
37.1
10.7

37,726
234,122
172,529
406,651
44 9
5.3

...
66 8
7.5
7.0
70,109
518,560
166,862.98

58

30.4
4,581.73

34.3
*10,768.42

1

10

37,260
286,819

84,713.04
29 5
90,226 64
31.5
•5.513.60

The

.statistics

1927

Fayette

32
177,631 40

72, 128

reliability

4.3
8,238
61,319
17,393.71

28.4
21,662.83
35.3
•4,269.12

8.1
2

Randallstoun
(TracklBM Trolley)
6.6
2

1

1

15,000

18,814

219,052

276,172

219,052
68
10.0
10.0
8,533
81,035
22,090.58
27.3
21,928.73
27.1

276,172

•161.85

66.7
13.2
8.2
127,691

22,732.55
17.8
36,495.08
28.6
•13,762 53

Janmux
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and data prejiared by the accounting division are the
eyes through which we see what our business is doing
and what we can make it do.
The system of accounting used in Baltimore shows
the cost of each individual route and each part of the
operation, and from these the net profit or loss on each
part.
It is done quite simply by pro-rating costs on
three units of the bus, the bus-hour, and the bus-miles,
instead of averaging everything on the bus-mile unit,
with its resulting fallacies and incorrect conclusions.
The system has been indispensable in enabling us to
change our bus operation from a $17,000 deficit three
years ago to a $56,000 profit now. Table II is a statement of the cost of operation by routes for the year
1927, obtained by this pro-ration method and showing
also other data of importance in analyzing each part of
the operation.

Accounting
all

is

a great deal

of the costs and

more than merely

collecting

of the revenues and deriving

all

from them the net profit. It is much more even than
dividing these general costs into the classification of
accounts. It must, in addition to this, provide the statistics and data which are so necessary to guide the management, the division heads, and the members of the
supervisory force in the eflfective carrying out of
their work.
Accounting plays an important part in the work of
the maintenance division. Intelligent direction of that
division would be difficult without statistics. Even in

TABLE III— CO.ST OF BUS BODY AND CHASSLS MAINTENANCE BY
SUB-ACCOUNTS FOR 1927
Bodies

— .\ccount

Amount

1304

4-1
4-2
4-3
4-4
4-5
4-6
4-7
4-8

Painting
Glazing
Signs
Fare boxes and registers

4- 9

Signalling

4-10

Damage due

$4,426.51
1,382.48
189.17
141.39
11,943.92
3,008.07
2,985.13
3,525.02
1,433.15
1,907.27

Bodyrepairs
Batteries

Generators

Lamps
and warning devices
to accidents

Total of maintenance of bus bodies ....
.\verage cost per bus
Chassis

5-1
5-2
5-3
5- 4

5-5
5-6
5-7
5-8

—Account

$16,706.88
4,595.89
3,758.84
5, 107. 89
3,731.59
10,527.09
2,960.39
11,431.02
2,097. 33
777.84
5,648.95
557.00
3,677.05
1,737.74
582.94

Springs
Cooling system
Transmissions
Clutch

5- 9

5-10

Frame

5-11

Wheels

5-12
5-13
5-14
5-15

Starters
Ignition

$30,942. 11
278. 76

565

0.142
0.141
0.166
0.067
0.090
1 .

455

1305

Engines

Brakes
Steeringgear
Rearaxle
Gasoline system

Cost per Mile,
Cents
0.209
0.060
0.008
0.007

Speedometers
Damage due to accidents
Total of maintenance of bus chassis. ..
.Average cost per bus
-Average coat per bus for chassis and body
Total mileage
.

$73,898.44

0.790
0.217
0.177
0. 24

0.176
0.498
0.140
0.541
0. 099
037
0.267
0.026
0.173
0.082
0.028

Miller

reclaiming plant of the United Railways dC Electric
of Baltimore.
Salvaging oil and other materials is
an important duty of the maintenance division
oil

Company

A

use of the budget system.
budget is made in advance
fo'r each month of the mileage to be operated, the revenue to be expected, the expense to be incurred, and the
net profit which will result, based upon statistics over a
period of time, applied with a knowledge of existing
conditions. The advantages of the budget system are
well understood. It is useful for controlling expenditures
and for preventing frequent and undesirable fluctuations.
comparison of the actual results with the estimated
figures brings out clearly and promptly any unusual
occurrences and any change in factors which aflfect the
cost of operation. Table IV is the general budget state-

A

ment for the month of October, 1928. Not only does the
budget show to the accountant and to the m.anagement
the allowance for each of the standard classifications of
accounts, but it shows to each member of the supervisory
force in detail how much money he is expected to spend
in carrying out the work for which he is directly responsible. Thus, the foreman at each shop is informed

TABLE IV—CONTROLLING SHEET OF THE BALTIMORE COACH
COMPANY FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1928
Actual,
1927

3.492
Miles
Bus operating revenues:
Passenger revenue: Regular service.
Special buses

665. 75
944. 5
2,113,819

.

Total

such things as the relative values of materials or kind
of equipment, it is not safe to depend on the opinion of
the shopmen. It will often be found that such opinions
are erroneous and accurate data must, therefore, be
collected. However, careful consideration must be given
to the extent to which the statistical methods should be
applied. There is a tendency on the part of almost every
one to go too far, and collect so many data that it would
be impossible for the management or the supervisory
forces to make use of them. Table III contains statistics
which are considered useful in analyzing and controlling

maintenance

The

costs.

final control

Other revenue from transjjortation
Revenue from other bus operations.

all

expenditures

is

effected

by the

.

.Actual,

1928

1928

187,000.00

183,422.00

$56,643.13
16,709.78

$62,000.00
17,000.00

$61,447.38
14,333.30

$73,352,91

$79,000.00

$75,780.68

312.67

250.00

234.00

Total bus operating revenue
Bus operating expenses:
Maintenance of plant and equipment.
Operating garage expenses
Transportation

$73,665.58

$79,250.00

$76,014.68

$16,567.44
8,765.58
18,649.25

$17,373.20
10,357.66

promotion
Administrative and general expenses..

1,635.84
6,082.10

$20,000.00
10,000.00
20,000.00
2,000 00
7,000.00
$59,000.00
20,250.00
3,800 00
16,450.00

$55,958.35
20,056.33
4,482 69
15,573.64

Traffic

Total bus operating expenses
bus operations
Taxes assignable to bus operation
Operating income
Non-operating income
Gross income
Deductions from gross income

—

Net revenue

Net income

of

.

Estimated,

182,331.00

or deficit

'

$51,700.21
21,965.37
5,996. 92
15,968.45
45. 75
16,014.20
2,264.32

$13,749.88

19,348.81
1,787.49
7,091.19

2,500.00

36 54
15,610.18
2,609.83

$13,950.00

$13,000.33

....

16,450 00
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every month what his allowance is for the payroll for
his mechanics and for the use of material. This allowance covers expenditures under two accounts Maintenance of Plant and Equipment, and Operating Garage
Expenses. The actual expenditures in the shop are
compiled from day to day and each foreman is able to
keep in touch, within a day or two. of the actual amount
of money he has spent and the amount remaining in his
allowance at any time during the month.
:

Making Use
It

is

in

Data

the determination of the allowance

shops that use
•

of Service Call

is

made

for the
of the statistics on service calls

referred to previously. If the trend in the number of
service calls per 10,000 miles of operation over a period
of time is toward an increase, it is an indication that the
allowance for maintenance has not been sufficiently

A

tendency towards a decrease, however, might
not mean that a reduction should be made in the maintenance allowance. That would depend upon the rate of

liberal.

change in the reduction in service calls compared with
the percentage of change in the maintenance expenditure
that is, it would probably be found that as service
calls were reduced the expense of reducing them further
would increase until the point would be reached where
the slight improvement to service would not justify the
high cost of obtaining this improvement. In practice a

It is considered that every one of the factors mentioned has a direct bearing on practical bus maintenance.
Pertaining to the actual work of repairing and operating
the buses, reference has been made to garage and shop

building facilities, the shop forces, the maintenance
division supervisor, the inspection system, lubrication
and other shop practices which contribute to continuous
service of the equipment. Pertaining to the cost of main-

tenance reference has been made to the responsibility
for fixing this cost, the use of the budget system in controlling the cost, the value of statistics, and the use of
service calls as a measure of this cost. Pertaining to the
co-operation so necessary to make the maintenance
methods effective at a minimum cost, a number of practical means of bringing about such co-operation were
referred to: weekly meetings of the supervisory force,
circulation of technical magazines, and conferences with
chauffeurs and shopmen. These indirect factors of cost
study, of control, and of co-operation practically applied,
are just as important as the factors which apply directly
to the

the analysis

of service call data is not limited to that required for
determining the proper expenditure for maintenance.
For that purpose alone merely the number of service
calls might be sufficient, but with little additional efTort
other valuable information can be obtained. There are
44 classifications of trouble that are used at the present
time, and these statistics aid not only in determining the
allowance for maintenance but also enable the maintenance division to direct intelligently its attention and
study to the particular things causing the most trouble,
and indicates to the operating division how it can cooperate in the prevention of trouble.
Every case necessitating a chauflfeur calling on the
shop for assistance is listed as a service call. It is interesting to know whether trips were lost or time lost for
any particular case of trouble, but the important fact is
that trouble occurred on the road.
The information
desired is that which will show the nature of the trouble
and the cause, so as to permit a study of the means of
prevention. Lost time or lost trips might be more or less
incidental. Every trouble call is potentially an interference with service.
For every call a report is required from the chauffeur
is

sent on

it.

Selling Rides
In every operation there must be a figure for maintenance cost and a figure for total cost beyond which it
is impossible to go. It is, of course, most important that
the cost be kept as close to this

certain

and from the mechanic who

maintenance division.

All Maintenance Efforts Contribute Toward

—

number of service calls is inevitable.
The amount of information obtained from
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It is

impor-

men supply the information required as
accurately as possible, and they are therefore given to
understand that the object is to collect helpful data
rather than to place blame. These reports are examined
daily by the superintendent of operation and the superintendent of equipment, who decide the proper classification of the trouble and which of these two divisions
should be held responsible.
Statistics are compiled
tant that these

monthly showing the number of calls under each classification of trouble for each group of buses, and the
number chargeable against each of the two divisions.
Information is available as to the number of calls for
each bus, the number of calls for each chauffeur and the
number of calls for each route, but so far this has been
compiled only occasionally for special purposes.

minimum

as possible

and every means for obtaining this should be used.
Concentration of effort on this result must not be permitted to shut out from the minds of the organization
the merchandising consciousness. It has been Jjointed
out that in the transportation business, unlike most other
kinds of business, the men who manufacture the product
are also the salesmen for

not sufficient to operate
The business must
a limit to cost reduction but there is
it.

It is

vehicles efficiently and economically.

be sold.

no

There

is

limit to selling.

Selling is a matter of knowing what people want to
buy and keeping a jump ahead of competitors in supplying these wants. Then, after the customer has been
secured, service must be satisfactory in every detail.
This business is all a matter of detail and every detail is
important.
Every single customer must be satisfied
every time he makes use of the service. So, therefore,
while giving our best thought and study to efficient
maintenance cost reduction, let us not forget that our
])rimary responsibility and most important function is
to sell our business, and that all of our efforts contribute
to that end.

"Buddy" Gets a Permanent Pass
•«r)UDDY"

J3

is the only animal in Nashville, Tenn.,
allowed to travel without definite limitations on

the local electric railway.

He is a German police dog, specially trained to lead
the blind, and his quiet unobtrusive behavior has led
railway

grant his master, twenty-year-old
pass for the dog on all the cars.
totally blind, went to Switzerland last summer
to obtain "Buddy" and to learn his system of guiding a
ma.ster.
Prominent Nashville business men, interested
in the dog's work, plan the establishment of a school for
training other police dogs for similar service. This institution, known as "The Seeing Eye," is to start operations early next year.
Syndicated item originating in

Morris
Frank,

officials

S.

Nashville.

to

Frank, a

life
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from "at-fault"

Brooklyn City Band Draws the

23
accidents, and appealed to

the audience to give their

names

to the

members of

trainmen when
cause might be

they witnessed an accident, so that its
determined and an effort made to prevent other accidents

Spotlight

FEATURED

on the bills as "Attraction Extraordinary" the 30-piece band of the Brooklyn City
Railroad has been appearing during the past few weeks
at the Keith-Albee theaters in Brooklyn, presenting a
The band, which was
program of poi^ular music.
organized last August, is composed entirely of trainmen
and is under the leadership of William Whitaker. a
veteran band leader, but now a regular employee of the
railway company. The men present a smart appearance
in their neat uniforms patterned after those worn by
employees of the train service, and the "act" has been
Arrangements have been made for
very well received.
the band to ai)pear in all the Keith-Albee theaters in
Greater New York, and it is quite probable that the
booking will be continued to cover the entire circuit,
which would take it on the road for more than 60 weeks.
During the first week's appearance in Brooklyn
Assistant General Manager A. L. Hodges, of the
Brooklyn City Railroad, came out between numl:)ers to
deliver a brief address in the interest of community
safety, in which he told of the contribution of the street
car boys to this movement and made a plea for greater
co-operation on the part of the public. He also spoke of
the efforts of the trainmen to win the bonus which the
company was offering to those whose record was free

of a similar nature.

German Three -Car Train Has
Unusual Features
THE
ONGermany,

type of three-car train used in Dresden,
there are platforms only at the ends of the
train, and a corridor extends through all of the three
cars.
The entrance is in the center of the middle car,
latest

and the exits are at the front and rear ends of the train.
Each end car has .seats for 30 passengers and standing

room

for six, while the center car
ing passengers.

A

is

primarily for stand-

corridor extends from one end of the train to the other

Three-car permanently-coupled train in Dresden

Contest Items

May Be

Submitted in

Any

Language

C O MUCH INTEREST has been aroused

^

that

in

the

Journal's Maintenance Contest
have been received from

inquiries

abroad with regard to Rule 12 of the comThis rule requires all contributions

petition.

to be written in the English language.

The

Electric Railway Journal believes, however, that good maintenance practice is just

commendable, wherever it is originated,
and it solicits accounts of good maintenance
methods by its foreign subscribers. It has
decided that a communication need no
as

longer be in English, provided the other
conditions are fulfilled. It welcomes accounts
in

any language and

translation.

will

arrange for their

Time

Labo

and

reading of the meter is directly
proportional to the condition of the
field.
With a good field the current
will be about 4 amp. or the same value
that the primary current would be
without a field coil in place, but with

Special Connecting Bolt

However, when a
is
on test the
current jumps to 50 amp. or more, depending upon the number of shorted
the top yoke on.
short-circuited

field

turns.

With

Field coil in position for testing

Field Coil Tester a Great

removed the shorted
turns can be found by noting the
location of the sparking, or by leaving the applied voltage on until
the field becomes heated by the induced current and causes the insulathe tape

tion to smoke.

Convenience*
By E. M. Lunda

Track Switch
Safety Device*

^ i,'>fi'Tiapids, Mich.
Hall Street shop of the
^Gjand Rapids Railroad a field coil
tester is used which has proved of
great assistance in reducing fie'd coil
The tester optroubles in service.
erates on the transformer principle.
The magnetic circuit is of 3-in. square

IN^-IhE

cross-section and made of No. 20
gage sheet iron laminations. The primary coil consists of 100 turns of
No. 8 cotton-covered wire.
It is
wound around one leg of the core and
the field coil to be tested is placed
over the other leg, thus becoming the
secondary coil.
A removable top
yoke completes the magnetic circuit.
Ordinary current at 110 volts is
used.
When this is turned on the

By Louis

Special
arrangement of electric track
switch to prevent cars splitting the switch

was connected

to the throwing bolt
of the anti-kicker by a special nut,
so that if any part of the electric

throwing device becomes broken or
out of order, the anti-kicker holds
the tongue of the switch in position
and thus avoids the danger of the car
splitting the switch. The special connecting bolt is made in two parts, one
end being 12 in. long and the other

Electric

Shops and Equipment
Grand R*pids Railroad, Grand

Stipcrintcndenl of

Anti-kicker box

T. Botto

Superintendent Maintenance of Way Department, San Antonio Public Service
Company, San Antonio, Tex.

5^

in.

.

long.

the bolt are

The two
1|

in.

nuts used on

and |

in.

long,

respectively.
•

AN

which a car

in

of the San Antonio Public Serv-

-

ice

ACCIDENT,

Company

switch

split

several

an

years

Chuck and

electric track

ago,

led

Axle Bearings*
By Charle§,Herms

the

maintenance of way department to
take special precautions to prevent
recurrence of this kind of mishap.
On each of the track switches con-

by an

throwing device,
an anti-kicker was placed. This was
installed on the opposite side pf the

trolled

electric

switch from t^e electric box, and fliife'
bolt of the electric switch

throwing

^Submitted

nal Prise

in Elf-cbbic
Contest.

Railway Jour-

Jig for Finishing

General Foreman, Sdn'j)iego Electric
Raihvay, San Diego, Cal.

endeavors to reduce noise
INin ITS
the operation of cars, the San

Diego

Electric

Railway

finds

that

frequent axle bearing renewals are
necessary?
This maintains proper
gear center distances which would be
impossible if the bearings are allowed

wear more extensively. To meet
demands for more frequent renewal of axle bearings and still keep
maintenance co.sts from becoming ex-

to

the

Ph

cessive, particular attention has been
given to the design of fixtures for the

si

H

machine work.
The accompanying illustrations
show a ckuck and a jig for machining axle bearings.

1

i

1
Front Elevation

Construction and circuits for

The

first

opera-

face the bearings at the
split surface.
This is done by holdtion

..^^'^

pipip

Side Elevatic
field coil tester

U

is

to

ing the face against a 20-in. disk
grinder using No. 00 carborundum!
paper. It requires a])proximately one]
minute for a half bearing to be faced!
and one disk will finish 50 completej
bearings.

A

to])

bearing

and bottom part of an axle
are

then

clamiied

together

B

HI

ICb^atoi-

aving Ideas
Thrvadea/ bronze nno[
^hreao/ fapers
'"in

Tfjis

one inch

dimension

0.005 incli larc/fr

ilnnfhrbnnng

Motorman's valve with

fitting for

lubrication

has ceased, the maintenance
has decreased appreciably and
the external surface is kept clean.
valves
cost

Fare Box Lights Help Bus
Operators*
By

C.JB.

Hall

CWiej Clerk Mechmgtca\ Defarlmcnt
Virginia Elecir^-^ Pm<cr Company,

DUE
''

buses
Fixtures used by the

San Diego

Electric

and mounted in a chuck. A steel
band 1 in. wide is placed around the

Railway for machining axle bearings

side.

This protruding portion

turned
then
placed over the

to size as indicated at

is

"D" and

a retaining disk is
end of the bearing and the steel
band is removed. The steel band has
a thumb screw fastened permanently
to one end, while- the other is slotted

make installation and removal
With the steel band removed

so as to
easy.

and the disk

in place the remaining
portion of the bearing is turned to
size.

The inside of the bearing is bored
out by placing the two halves in a
special chuck.
The thumb screws indicated at "A" in the accompanying
illustration

are

tightened

and

the

brass ring at "B" is screwed over the
end of the chuck 50 as to clamp the
bearing tightly.
This end of the
chuck has a tapered thread and is split

four points, so that by turning on
the threaded ring the end of the chuck
is compressed.
After boring out the
bearing, grooves for oil are machined
and the bearing is then ready for
at

service.

of

the

of

lack

on

Virginia

sufficient

boxes

in

Electric

&

fare

Power Company, Norfolk, Va., it
was hard to distinguish the denominations of coins and distinguish to-

Lubrication of Motormen's

Valves

outside end.

ThiSfallows part of the
bearing at the efid to project out-

#'"the

illumination

Inckpenaienf cfyuck

WHEN

motormen's valves are
not lubricated properly they are

work and abnormal wear
and high maintenance costs are bound
to result. Again, if an excess of oil
is put on the valve stem this excess
is deposited on the outside of the
valve and often soils the clothing of
difficult to

passengers, with resultant claims for

damages.
This condition was considered of
such importance on the Richmond
Railways, Inc., Staten Island, N. Y.,
that extensive experiments were made
to improve the method of lubrication.
It was determined that if the valve
stem was drilled and tapped for the

kens when dropped by passengers.
Interdepartmental conferences
brought out a suggestion for installing
a lamp to illuminate these boxes. A
bracket type housing with a socket
for a 3-cp., 12-16-volt lamp
stalled.

Rays

froni -the

w^

in-

lanip^'are

focused on that part of the fare box
where money is deposited- Electtical
connections are brought from the
headlight circuit and provide the
same bright and dim effect as is used
on general headlight wiring.

reception of a "Dot" lubricating fitand suitable holes provided for
the flow of the grease to the proper
surfaces, all of the previous troubles
ting

could be prevented. The accompanying illustration shows a motorman's
valve with a lubricating fitting attached to the top of the valve stem.

greased on an 800-mile
has been found that the
motormen's complaints on hard acting

This stem
basis.

is

It
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Electric light installations

on

fare boxes of

buses operated by the Virginia Electric
8i

Power Company

Improved Equipment Suggestions
made

Gas Engine Driven Arc
Welding Set

GENERAL

welding in isolated
places not having electric power
available may be performed with a
new self contained, gas engine driven,
arc welding set, recently developed by
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. The machine is

compact and rugged

in

design,

suitable for either stationary or

portable use.

re-

quiring a minimum amount of floor
space and capable of withstanding the
most strenuous use. Its over-all dimensions are: length 73 in., width
25 in., and height 46^ in. The approximate net weight is 1,700 lb.
The complete set consists of a

model P-20 Continental gas engine.

The model P-20 is a four-cylinder
Continental engine rated at 24 b.hp.
at 1,450 r.p.m., the generator speed.
It will operate under a normal load
for eight hours on 10 gal. of gasoline.
Zenith carburetor with a
friction type choke is operated by a
positive centrifugal type governor.
The lubricating system is pressure fed
by a gear type pump. A centrifugal

ting, it is easy to work on the job,
easy to handle because of its lighter
weight and can be used with any
threaded or threadless fittings. It
presents maximum protection against
corrosion, costs less and carries a
standard resale price.

A

pump

and
capacity provide an
water

liberal
efficient

radiator

cooling

system.

The generator is a special type
S.K., constant current, diflferentially
compound

wound machine.

It

is

Choice of Fuels Provided with
Carbide Light

ANEW

kind

of carbide light,
operate with either
lump carbide or carbic cakes, is
announced by the Alexander Milburn
Company, Baltimore, Md. This provides a light or welding generator,

which

will

rated at 200 amp. for one hour, with
a 50 deg. C. rise on a resistance load

25

at

accordance

in

volts,

with

N.E.M.A. standard practice.
The
field
rheostat, ammeter and voltmeter are all mounted in a control
cabinet

located
erator frame.

from 60

to

on top of the gen-

The welding range

is

300 amp.

Thin Wall Threadless
Conduit

WITH

a wall only one-third the
thickness of standard conduits
a new electrical metallic tubing is
being introduced by the electrical
division of Steel & Tubes, Inc.,
Cleveland, Ohio. This is a thin-wall
rigid conduit having all of the characteristics of the standard conduit. It
is

made from

steel.

cold-rolled open-hearth

It is ductile

enough

to be bent

readily to any desired shape and can

Welder driven by gas engine

a new type
Westinghouse 200 amp., arc welding
generator, with directly connected exciter overhung from the generator
bracket.
To provide greater compactness, the generator has a special
bracket which fits into the engine
housing.
Protective covers over the
generator, commutator and engine
head make the complete equipment
weatherproof without the use of a
canopy. The engine and generator,
complete
with
all
controls,
are
mounted on an all welded channel
iron base.
The equipment may be
directly

connected

to

be used without threading, connections being made by means of a union
compression-type coupling. Part of
this coupling may be used as an
adapter to connect the conduit to
standard
threaded
or
threadless
fittings.

Electrical
plied

in

metallic

10-ft.

coupling being
with each length. It
type

^-in.,

sizes

f-in.

and

tubing

lengths,

1-in.

is

free

available in

electrical trade

with the same inside diameter as

heavy wall conduit. The exterior is
electro-galvanized
and the inside
coated with Bakelite enamel. Ends
are protected by metal cap to avoid
damage in shipping. The manufacturer claims as advantages that the
new tubing eliminates all thread cut26

carbide light which uses either
carbide or carbic cakes

lump

with extra gas storage space which
does not restrict the user to any particular kind of carbide.

The

sup-

one union-

supplied
is

New

center of the carbide container

a cylinder which holds the carbic
cakes and which is equipped with the
proper facilities for taking care of
j
the sludge. The outside of this container is filled with conical pockets
for the reception of ordinary carbide.
This duel fuel principle is incorporated in single lights of 8,000 and
12,000 candlepower and in the duplex
light of 16,000 candlepower.
This
same principle will be incorporated in
lights of other capacities on order.
is
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Industry

qfl^he
=t¥^S=

More New York Central
Electrification Rumors
In confirming the news that a power
survey is under way, the New York
Central Railroad on Jan. 2 said no conclusion had been reached on the question
of the electrification of the lines of the
company across New York State. An
official announcement said

For several years power companies, in
conjunction with our own engineers, have
been making surveys of our possible future
power needs. These surveys are a normal
procedure, inasmuch as the railroad has to
look ahead many years. While the results
of some of these surveys have been laid
before the company, no conclusion as to the
possible electrification of our lines between

porarily Mr. Hadley 's move. He stated
that any further recommendations which
the controller cared to suggest should be
incorporated in the ordinance when it
comes up for action. It was his belief
that the immediate accomplishment of
the audit would expedite early consideration of vital administration projects,
such as the new operating agreement
for the Broad Street Subway and the
contemplated municipal acquisition by
the city of the underlying companies
included in the system of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.

Co-ordinated Transit for

Croton-on-the-Hudson and Buffalo, N. Y.,
has been reached.

CLEVELAND'S

transportation
picture begins to unroll as the
Van Sweringens, the Cleveland

Tokens an Acceptable Gift
in

Railway group and

A

offered to customers at the cost of the
1 cent to cover the container.
total of 7,200 tokens was sold in

fares, plus

A

way.
After a trial in Richmond, the new
plan may be adopted in the other cities
served by the company.
this

Moves

in P.R.T.

Audit

In an ordinance introduced in the
City Council of Philadelphia, Pa., on
Dec. 27, City Controller Hadley is authorized to engage the auditing firm of

Haskins

&

New

York, to assist
in the required examination of the
books, accounts and vouchers of the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
The measure provides an appropriation
of $30,000 for expenses of the audit
which the fiscal officer is required to
make under the city-P.R.T. partnership
agreement of 1907. However, Controller
Hadley has since then made public a
newly drafted ordinance, authorizing
full inquiry in the company's finances,
which he intends to oflfer to Council's
Transportation Committee as a substitute for the previous measure.
Mayor Mackey had previously exSells,

pressed his pleasure at the

bankers

local

A

Richmond

new method of selling transportation will be put into efifect in Richmond.
Va., by the Virginia Electric & Power
Company. It is the outcome of the
successful merchandising before Christmas of gift containers packed with
tokens.
The small metal cases held
a fixed number of tokens in an attractive
holiday box.
The whole was

Further

Cleveland

manner

in

which the warring elements had been
placated and his appreciation of the
company's attitude in consenting to
withdraw the Supreme Court appeal by
which it had endeavored to block tem-

get down to cases.
committee of
the Cleveland Railway board will
report to the directors within a
short time plans for a system, coordinating the Van Sweringen interests with those of the railway for
the development of rapid transit and
surface lines to serve city and
suburbs. This report, assuming its
general acceptance, will mark the
beginning of a new epoch in local
transportation.
In its general aspects the Van Sweringen program
involves very little use of public
highways but contemplates the use
of private rights-of-way from the
suburbs into the heart of the city.
With so much money to be invested
it would be wasteful folly to build
competing systems.
They should
be co-ordinated on some basis fair
alike to taxpayers

railway

and obvious

Massachusetts
At

the request of

Massachusetts, a

committee has
but

Maverick
Square
in
East
Boston
through a part of Chelsea to the Broadway section in Revere.

Ruling on Zone Rates

pur-

pose stands analysis.
Completion
of a co-ordinated system, such as
that suggested, would put Cleveland
among the foremost cities in the
matter of local transportation instead of, as at present, among those
worst equipped in this respect.
Service-at-cost as a transportation
principle has stood the test of nearly
twenty years' experience we are
not ready to abandon it even for
the boon of rapid transit. First, to
the directorate of the railway, then
to the City Council, goes the program now nearing complete formulation.
The authors of the plan
start
with whatever initial advantage there is in the fact that the
whole community agrees as to the
need of a comprehensive transit
program. Cleveland Plain Dealer.
;

in

many

its

of

inquiry has been

A

discussion by

difficulties,

Governor Fuller

new

made into the possibility of some transportation relief between Boston, Chelsea
and Revere.
report on the subject
has been made to the Governor by Edward E. Whiting, a public trustee of
the Boston Elevated.
The main point
in this report is that instead of the
present 20-cent fare, which is 10 cents
to the Elevated and 10 cents to the
Eastern Massachusetts, there may be
arranged a plan for a IS-cent fare which
the two roads can divide equally. This
would be partial relief, as there is a
vast amount of travelling from Revere
and Chelsea to Boston and the people
have been objecting to the double fare.
Mr. Whiting estimates that the reduced
fare would mean a financial loss of about
$25,000 annually for each company.
For a physical improvement in service
the general proposition is that the
Elevated should buy the Chelsea division of the Eastern Massachusetts, but
on this there is no new evidence. The
Governor has asked for a valuation of
the Chelsea division, to be made both
by the Eastern Massachusetts and by
the Boston Elevated, with the suggestion that the public take care of the
difference between the two sets of
values.
Evaluations are in progress,
but are not completed.
One temporary proposition is that the
Elevated should operate buses from

and investors.

The proposal under
the

Investigation for Relief in

Milwaukee

An

extension of the city fare limit on
Howell Avenue-Tippecanoe Line of
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company, Milwaukee, Wis., has been
denied by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission.
A petition, filed in August a
year ago, requested the commission to

the
the

investigate the feasibility of extending
the single fare zone limit in the town
of Lake.
hearing in the case was
held in Milwaukee in the spring of last
year.

A

The commission stated that while it
was convenient and very frequently desirable in fixing street railway rates to
make city limits the limit of the singlefare area, it did not necessarily follow
that the two must coincide. Street rail-

way

must be based upon cost and
could be shown that the particular line of a city system was unprofitable to an extent to burden the
balance of the system, zone rates might
rates

where

it
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properly be established on such a line to
produce additional revenue without reConsidering
gard to the city limits.
been
that the city railway system had
operating without a full return, that the
suburban railway system had been operating with practically no return and that
the line under consideration was the
the
least profitable of the entire system,
commission did not findtiiat conditions

would

justify

its

ordering the extension.

Another City,

Louisville, Suffers

Traffic Delays

A

plea for loading platforms as a
means of relief to the cars of the Louisville Railway, Louisville. Ky.. due to the
new traffic light system recently completed, was made by Samuel Riddle,
vice-president of the company, to the

Magnificent boulevard built over rapid transit right of way

Parades Dedicate Cincinnati

Board of Public Works recently.
Mr. Riddle said he had no complaint
the traffic control lights, but
showed that congestion is resulting and
that cars are delayed ten and twelve
minutes over their previous schedules.

New

about

ordinance makes it mandatory for the Board of Public Safety to
order the safety loading platforms
throughout the central traffic district,
wherever the street has sufficient room
The ordinance
for their establishment.
also empowers the board to order motorists to keep to the right of platforms.
Mr. Riddle said that if the plan were
to be carried out. automobiles could pass

The

traffic

the street cars when the lights are green,
remove the congestion of the streets.
give greater convenience to passengers
and help the railway to maintain schedules.
If motori.sts were forced to keep
off street car tracks inside the loading platforms, it would obviate the
necessity of stopping the cars once or
twice in each block and make for a better condition generally.
He urged that
steps be taken as soon as possible to
bring about the relief aimed at in the
traffic
committee report and enacted
into an ordinance by the Council.
The matter was discussed with the
Public Utilities Bureau for its aid. During the discussion, George W. Hubley.
engineer of the bureau, pointed out that
motorists
are
again
turning
right
against red signals in the central traffic
district, a practice clearly unlawful. Mr.
Hubley said taxicabs are reported to be
among the worst offenders, although
other drivers are also making the unlawful turn.

Boulevard

When

Cincinnati formally dedicated
Central Parkway, the magnificent boulevard built for several miles
on the top of the Rapid Transit tubes in
the bed of the old Miami-Erie Canal,
tiie occasion was marked by a celebration lasting three days, with a big parade
each day from one end of the Parkway
its

new

to the other.

The

first

sengers on longitudinal

the

Watch
them on

floats

Development of bus shown

in

for

Them

the streets.

Our

Public Service
Street Cars Carried
125,000,000

Passengers
Last Year.

among

parade was composed of

It

cannot run our beautiful new street
cars on the Parkway, but you will soon see

parade embodied
city government,

showing

the early history of Cincinnati, and
the third parade was composed of the
city's fraternal organizations.
When the Cincinnati Street Railway
was called upon to take part in the first
parade and asked to help show the development of transportation, something
of a problem was presented.
None of
the early horse cars used in Cincinnati
have been preserved that might serve
for exhibition purposes and there are
no street car tracks on the new Parkway. The company therefore decided to
show the development in motor coach
transportation and at the same time call
public notice to the fact that street car
service still furnishes Jjie backbone of
urban transportation, artd then demonstate it is also going right ahead in
the development of better street cars.
Accordingly the street railway float consisted of an ancient bus, an Armleder,
built in 1916, which was followed in the
parade by a modern Twin Coach. The
old Armleder attempted t^^ <put 20 pas-

seats.

We

functions of
other things depicting the development of transportation. The second

all

wood

The
was equipped with solid tires.
Twin Coach carried the street car story
with three posters in the windows on
each side, which read as follows

New

Progress
Car Repair Shops.

New Tracks.
New Power Stations.
100 New Street Cars.

56 Miles
19

Accidents Decline in Buffalo

An important contribution to public
safety was made in November by the
International Railway, Buffalo, N. Y.,
when Bernard J. Yungbluth, president
of the company, announced the total
number of accidents was 19.4 per cent
less
than during the corresponding
month of 1927 and lower than any
November in the last 12 years. Collisions between street cars and automobiles, which outnumbered all other types
of accidents, were 24 per cent less in
November despite the increased automobile registration. Derailments were
reduced 23 per cent while the number
of accidents due to car equipment was
the same as in November, 1927.

parade on Cincinnati parkway
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Service

Changes Made

in Seattle

Minneapolis and the
Paul companies of the Twin City
Rapid Transit considered as one system for rate-making purposes and that
is expected to be before the Legislature.

29

properties of the

Traffic Engineer at

Work

St.

Drastic

curtailments

and

service

changes were put into effect on Dec. 3
on the Seattle Municipal Railway,

Wash.

Seattle,

new

The program means

transportation

service

the

for

south end industrial district, but complete abandonment and rerouting of car
It
and bus service for other areas.
contemplates
:

Disajjntinuance of the Ray Street
shuttle service on Queen Anne Hill.
of
service
on the
2. Abandonment
1.

Yuungstown

shuttle line.

Stopping of service on the Lake
Burien line outside the south city limits.
4. Cutting out of the Green Lake Bus
3.

Service.

rerouting of the Seward
5. Complete
Park buses.
6. Making Beacon Avenue and Spokane
Street the terminus of the Beacon Hill bus
route.
7. Inauguration
of early morning and
evening "tripper" car service between First
.\venue and Pine Street and the Boeing
Airplane plant.

The latest report for a month shows
that the St. Paul property in November
was operated at a deficit of $15,000.

Keeping The Riding Public

On

Allentown Trolleys
With a keen

originality, the

Lehigh

Transit Company, Allentown,
Pa.,
is
keeping the desirability of
transportation by trolley before the
public through the medium of clever
newspaper advertising. It may well be
Valley

"good will" advertising, for it
points out the advantages which owners
of other transportation mediums miss.
It develops, too, a strong impression in
favor of the railway's superior convenience.
It may also be called "civic
called

Advance arrangements had been
made, Mr. Avery announces, for the

There are no Radiators

freeze-on/
Trolley Cars/
to

Parked automobiles mean frozen radiators.
bent fenders, and red ticliets. Don't tal<e a
chance. Ti'o!Iey cars are always warm and comfortable, and get you there in time.

WEEKLY

PASSES,

selling at $1.25. enable

you to ride all you want. When you're not using
your Pasrs. any of your family or friends can use
it. Ride en a Weekly Pass. It reduces your family's

Uoiiey fares.

is

question.

Mayor George Leach
will
.St.

of Minneapolis
oppose the plan which will give
Paul the same fare as Minneapolis.

The two
lines

one

adjoin and the interurban
two companies pass from

cities

of the

city to another.

-St. Paul is opposed to a rate of fare
higher than that of Minneapolis, while
Minneapolis contends that it is entitled
to a lower fare because the earnings on
valuation of property in Minneapolis
have been larger than in St. Paul.
It
generally expected that the
is
solution of the fare problem will be
left to the 1929 Minnesota Legislature.

A

movement

is

under wav

to

have the

Effective appeal for riders at

Allentown

service" advertising. As many autoists
as the Transit Company can win over
to the railway, correspondingly fewer
autos will be parked on the city streets.
The labors of traffic police, the annoyances of traffic jatns and the damage to
autos are all materially decreased.
Illustrations made up for the particular object of the advertisement strike
a note that catches every reader. "There
are no radiators to freeze on trolley
cars !" is a statement that makes a man
think.
No one can delude himself into
the belief that an auto is warmer, or
more comfortable, or more adaptable in
winter weather. Parked automobiles on
snow-covered streets are always in
danger of being struck by another skidding vehicle. Inability to get away, or
to reach objectives in time to return for
the car to avoid overstaying the parking tirrie limit, may mean a red tag
and a hearing.
frozen radiator means
heavy expense.
These points are
brought out in a practical way through
this advertising copy.

A

motion of Councilman Arthur E.
Dingeman, the councilmen agreed during a general traffic discussion to restore the ban on outbound parking on

their own cars in front of their business
places for nine hours at a time.

Subway Favored
When All Are
The

The

City Council of St. Paul, Minn.,
reported to be ready to sign an
agreement with the St. Paul City
Railway providing for a fare increase
which would provide a 7^-cent fare
token and a 10-cent cash fare if the
Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse
Commission will consent to the same
rate of fare for St. Paul as Minneapolis.
The Minneapolis City Council presented
its case to the Minnesota Railroad and
Warehouse Commission a week ago.
Tlie /^-cent token fare to replace the
present 6ii-cent fare was considered a
likely basis of settlement of the fare

duties.

Grand River Avenue between 4 :30 and
6:30 p.m. As an e.xperiment, the Council at the request of the merchants lifted
the police order several months ago.
Since then police officials have declared
the privilege was abused and that some
merchants were accustomed to park-

;

Fare Discussion in the Twin Cities

public service, in the work, for which
the
City
Council had appropriated
Mr. Gould has assumed his
$30,000.

On

;

month.

traffic engineer of Dodge Brothers, who conducted
the $30,000 police traffic survey, has
been employed by the Department of
Street Railways, Detroit, Mich., in the
capacity of consulting traffic engineer.
He was appointed by Commissioner
William P. Rutledge. after the City
Council had adopted a resolution creating the position.
Councilman Bradley's proposal said
the post was particularly necessary now
in view of transportation conditions.
Moreover, the suggestion was in line
with a communication presented later by
Daniel T. Crowley, the new third deputy
police commissioner.
Mr. Crowley was
present and was introduced to the councilmen by Mr. Rutledge.
Late in 1926, when a traffic survey
was made by the city, Mr. Gould aided
Arthur T. Waterfall, then director of

new

tripper cars to carry 165 employees of
the Boeing factory to and from work

night and morning.
Mr. Avery declares that the Ray
street shuttle, two blocks long, is losing
$308.16 a month; the Youngstown line,
only six blocks from the Spokane Street
car line, is losing $285.60 a month the
Lake Burien line has not paid for many
months
the Green Lake Bus route,
which is a duplication of the Green
Lake railway service, is losing $1,650
monthly.
By discontinuing the lines
the system will save about $2,000 a

in Detroit

Harold M. Gould, former

in St. Louis

Benefited

Louis Public Service Company favors the establishment of a subway in St. Louis, Mo., provided that it
will serve all sections of the city, running fanwise out of the business district.
Stanley Clarke, executive vice-president
of the company, made the statement
before the Optimists Club recently.
Mr. Clarke is a non-voting member of
the St. Louis Transportation Survey
Commission. It was a fact, he claimed,
that any progressive railway would
favor a subway.
Mr. Clarke also explained some of the problems that beset
a railway and recited some of the accomplishments of the St. Louis Public
Service Company during the year it
has had charge of the St. Louis system.
St.

Recommendations Made by
Massachusetts Governor
In his inaugural address to the
Massachusetts
Legislature.
Governor
Frank G. Allen recommended continuance of private ownership and public
control of the Boston Elevated Railway,
liberal extension of rapid transit in
Metropolitan Boston, and the early
construction of another East Boston
tunnel.
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No-Parking Trial Approved
in Springfield
of Commerce of SpringMass., went on record on Dec. 12,
by vote of its board of directors, as
being unopposed to the proposed 90-day
trial of a parking ban on Main Street
between the hours of 4.30 and 6.30. It
was voted at the same time to authorize
Major Frederick J. Hillman^ executive
vice-president of the phamber, to appear
before the rules of the road committee
of the city government and make known

The Chamber

field,

this

change of

the busiest section of the town
in the stores in the
afifected region.
in

might harm trade

Will Experiment With Skip-Stop
in Indianapolis

Development of a selective stop plan
for speeding up the service on the East
Washington Street line of the Indianapolis Street Railway, one of the busiest
lines in Indianapolis, has been put up
to the company by the Indiana Public
Service Commission. Under the terms
of the order, drafted by Howell Ellis,
commissioner, officials of the company

have a reasonable time in which to
work out a skip-stop plan and to submit
will

it

to the commission.

in the judg-

If,

ment of the commission, the plan
feasible,

and

will

More Tips on North Shore
Wanted

attitude.

One of the strongest reasons why the
Chamber previously opposed such a
move was that the restriction of traffic

seriously with the movement of traffic,
if the automobiles were not lining the
Officials remarked that parking
curb.
might be prohibited on certain streets
throughout the entire winter months.
If this v/ere done, the flow of traffic
through the busier sections of the city
would be able to continue uninterrupted,
and an improvement in service would
ensue.

is

it will
be tried for 30 days
be adopted permanently if suc-

cessful.

Members of the commission estimated
that the skip-stop plan will save approximately 10 minutes on a trip from
the city limits to the business district.
The commissioners will suggest verbally to the car company that alternate
stops be designated along the line and
that crosstown service be discontinued.
The matter of a selective stop plan
went before the commission when a
petition was filed by several patrons of
the line, suggesting that cars bearing
placards of certain colors be required
to stop only at designated streets.
hearing on the plan was held. Officials
of the company, asserted that the color
plan would confuse both crews and
patrons.
In the order, this suggestion
was overruled by the commission.

A

With

the

dawning

of the

A

employees whose outstanding work to
promote good-will and better public
relations between the company and its
customers is worthy of recognition. Any
member of the North Shore Line familv who performs some act of personal
service which makes more satisfied customers will, on recommendations of the
better business department, be given
credit according to the value of the
deed.

Six "Road of Service" boosters were
awarded merit badges by the betterbusiness department during the period
from Oct. 15 to Dec. 1, 1928, and 81
revenue-producing passenger tips were
turned in by employees participating in
the

better-business drive during that
period.
For these tips,-, a total of 363
credits were awarded by the better-busi-

ness department.

^45,000 for Safe Operation
in

New Jersey

More than $45,000 was
in

Montreal

Officials of the Montreal Tramways,
Montreal, Que., recently declared that
not until automobile parking on certain
sections of the busier street car thoroughfares was prohibited directly after
snow storms would tramway service be
improved. During a recent storm the
company did all it could in getting the
tracks cleared, but this clearance made

the motorists prefer the streets on which
the street cars were run to the other
thoroughfares. This influx of traffic to
the street car lanes would not interfere

year,

& Milwaukee, in outlining the aims of
the drive, said that new business of all
kinds was desired; that the company
was not going to concentrate on any
special phase of service.
Under the
plan, better business credits will be
allowed for all revenue producing tips
solicited by employees.
Every successful effort toward building up patronage
for the North Shore Line will be recognized.
new feature of better-business
activities is the introduction of a plan
by which credits would be awarded to

in

Parked Autos Scored

new

slogan of the North Shore Line
is a banner business year.
To that end,
a concerted drive for new business in
all branches of the service was undertaken on Jan. 1. Roy Thompson, traffic
manager of the Chicago, North Shore
th:

paid out

December, 1928, to operators of

the Public Service Co-ordinated
Transport, Newark, N. J., for operating without accident for the fourmonth bonus period ended Nov. 30.
Under the company's "no-accident"
bonus plan special inducements have
been made to encourage operators
to take every precaution possible to
insure the safety of their passengers.
The successful co-operation
of the operators is indicated by the
large number sharing in the awards.
In the Passaic Division 371 operators received $7,342 in bonuses.

V 01.72, NoA
Toronto Opens Its Lake
Shore Route
the opening of the new doublealong the
Toronto-Hamilton
Highway as far ^s Long Branch,
another route sign "Lake Shore" made
its appearance on cars of the Toronto
Transportation Commission, Toronto,
Ont.
Every second Lake Shore car
runs the whole distance from Queen
and Victoria t o Long Branch, supplying an eight-minute service during normal hours and a more frequent
service in rush hours. The rest of the
cars on the route will be designated
"Lake Shore Humber" or "Lake Shore
Sunnyside." The fare to the city limits
is one regular ticket or 7 cents, and a
second city fare is collected between
the city limit and Long Branch. Beyond
Long Branch there is the "Port Credit"
route supplying 15-minute service, with
additional cars in rush hours, for a

With

tracks

5-cent fare.
plied on the

A

half-hour service

"Mimico" bus

is

sup-

route, oper-

ating from the Humber west on Queen
Street and then south on Church Street,
Mimico, to the Lake Shore Highway.
regular city fare is collected on this
route and free transfers are issued to
enable passengers traveling west of the
city limits to change from the buses
to the Lake Shore route cars.

A

New

Regulation for Utilities

Urged by Economist

A

different type of regulation for
public utilities was urged by Professor
C. O. Ruggles of Harvard University,
an expert in public utility matters, at a
meeting of the American Economic Association held in Chicago on Dec. 28.
This regulation would call for the establishment of a number of federal
regional commissions, which would control the activities of public utilities
within the twilight zones between state
and federal jurisdictions.
Professor
Ruggles declares that such regional commissions would probably stimulate the
states to improve the efficiency of their
commissions. If brains are needed and
needed in greatly increased numbers
within the industry itself, to him it appeared that an increase both in the
number and in the quality of the commissions would also be a normal de-

velopment.

A scientific study of the problem was
emphatically urged by Professor Ruggles in a constructive suggestion which
in part follows
Whatever federal agencies are proposed
for the control of utilities other than railroads deserve to be given some such study
as was given to banking by the National
Monetary Commission previous to the
adoption of the Federal Reserve Banking
Law. Regulation, both by the states and
by the federal government, should give
some promise of encouraging initiative in
management, and indeed should give management a fairly free tein, but both operating companies and parent organizations
should be held responsible for results and
allowed a rate of return in accordance with
the contributions which they make toward
efficiency in management and toward the
maintenance of satisfactory service.

M
I

January

5,
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Committee on Insurance Meets
with Underwriters
With a number

Group

of representatives of

the Central Traction & Lighting Bureau
attending as guests, the committee on
insurance held its organization meeting

New York City on Dec. 13, 1928.
developed that the underwriters committee and the committee from the asso-

31

made famous

the Orpheus Male Choir.
In addition to this activity the chorus
traveled to Warrens vi lie to spread more
Christmas spirit and later sang at the
railway men's big; Christmas party held
in the public auditorium and sponsored
by the Cleveland Railway.

vention work, which have been sponsored and encouraged by both groups,
are beginning to be reflected in the experience reports which have recently
been collected by both bodies.
The committee concerned itself particularly with hazards which have arisen
through the introduction of spray-painting and the use of lacquers, the nature
of which is not yet thoroughly appreciated, and the view was expressed that,
if the smaller companies would more
g:enerally avail themselves of the practices of certain larger properties in the
matter of precautionary measures, the
loss experience of the industry would be
materially reduced.
Bus operation has
also introduced certain hazards that require special attention.

An

response

to

is

the

to

question-

Motornien and operators of the NashRailway & Light Company, Nashville,
Tenn., numbering 104, participated in the $1,000 yearly prize offered

by the company for safe operation of
cars.
In 1927, 79 men received the
awards.
The period is from Dec. 1
through Nov. 30, being thus arranged
as a Christmas bonus.
Motormen and

who finished the year in this
class received $9.60 as their part of

operators
first

the yearly prize and $13.10 under the
four months bonus, making a Christmas
of $22.70.
These men operated
approximately 30,000 miles each during
gift

the vear.

be obtained.
collecting similar data and it is desired to have accord
as complete as possible, between the two
reports.
The fact that some companies
do not reply to association questionnaires on insurance data leads the committee to believe that these same companies, upon receipt of suggestions from
the underwriters, fail to give them the
attention they merit, with the result that
the experience table of the entire industry is made to suffer.

Among those who attended the meeting were, H. B. Potter, chairman; B.
L. Tomes, vice-chairman; Frank L.
Butler, Ralph S. Child, N. H. Daniels.
F.

M. Hamilton, A. D. Knox, John H.

Moran, Paul E. Wilson, L. S. Storrs,
Guy C. Hecker and James W. Welsh.

COMING MEETINGS
OF
Electric

Railway and

Allied Associations

—American

Jan. 14-18

Road Buildconvention and road
show, Cleveland, Ohio.
ers' Association,

That
Spirit

when

Spirit in Cleveland

—

intangible
thing
Christmas
on practical form recently
the entire male chorus of the

—took

Cleveland Railway, accompanied by
J. H. Cox, the company's director of
welfare, journeyed to Sandusky, Ohio,
for the purpose of staging a concert for
the old and the sick in the State Soldiers'
and Sailors' Home. There followed an
hour and a half concert in the chapel.
The singers went from ward to ward,

rendering Christmas carols. They were
even allowed in the incurable ward
the first time it's been done, so it is said.
This male chorus of the Cleveland
Railway is now two years old.
The
director is Charles D. Dawes, who has

Standard packages.
Investment in material and supplies
and the cost of operating stores.
4. Methods and practices for keeping
2.

3.

price records and pricing materials and
supplies received and issued.
In view of the resignation of C. A.
Harris, chairman of Committee No. 3,
Walter S. Stackpole, was elected chairman of this special committee.
The three new committees are:
Special committee No. 5, to recom-

a method of standardization and
stock; special committee No. 6, to
study control of material and supplies,
including control of so-called "floating"
and line stocks; and special committee
No. 7, to study the reclamation of used
materials and the sale of scrap and
salvage.
The chairmen of these new
committees are: No. 5, R. A. Wuster,
of the Chicago Surface Lines; No. 6,
Edward F. Kelley, of the Louisville

Railway; No. 7,
United Railway

W. A. Staub, of the
& Electric Company

of Baltimore.

—Kentucky

Jan. lS-16

Association
of Public Utilities, annual meeting,
Brown Hotel, Louisville, Ky.
Jan. 22— New York Electric RailAssociation, mid-winter meeting
and dinner. Hotel Commodore, New

way

York, N. Y.

To make this year's convention program as comprehensive as possible, a
convention committee was appointed,
consisting of the chairmen of the special
committees, headed by the chairman of
the standing committee.

—

Jan. 23-25 Electric Railway Association of Equipment Men, Southern
Properties, and Southwestern Public

Service Association, Mechanical
joint
meeting, Houston,

Super Service in

Little

Rock

Division,

Tex.

—Central

Jan. 25-26

way Accountants'

Electric RailAssociation, Clay-

(ndianapolis, Ind.

— Central

Jan. 25-26

Electric RailAssociation, Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

way Accountants'

The Real

Activities of the four old special committees and the three new special committees were discussed.
The subjects
of the old committees consist of
1. Manual review.

of

may

is

New

City.

mend

which are soon to be distributed,
to the end that a more complete and
comprehensive cross-section of the in-

The insurance group

York

ville

naires,

dustry's loss experience

17 at the association headquarters.

Christmas Awards in Nashville

be

committee's

Planning its work for this year was
the main accomplishment at the meeting
of the Purchases and Stores Commitof the American Electric Railway
Engineering Association held on Dec.

made to bring
about a wider and more representative
efifort

Committee Meets

tee

in

It

ciation were on common ground at many
points, and that the results of lire pre-

Purchases and Stores

—

Jan. 2S-Feb. 1 American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, annual convention, 33 W. 39th St.,
York,

Again during the Christmas season
the Arkansas Power & Light Company, Little Rock, Ark., had the service
men on duty to assist the patrons with
their bundles, to make change, and to
find their cars in the rush hours.
As
pictured by the daily papers, it was a
handsome and courteous crew of men.

New

N. Y.
Feb. 7-cf— Midwest Electric RailAssociation, Midwinter meeting,
Robidoux Hotel, St. Joseph, Mo.

way

Feb. /^—Central Electric Railway
Master Mechanics' Association,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Sept.

28-Oct.

4—American

Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, New Public Auditorium,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Electric

Kansas City-St. Louis Project
Before Washington Lobby
Prospects appear brighter for the
building of the Kansas City-St. Louis
Electric Railway, denied the right to
build by a decision of the Public Service
Commission of Missouri. It is said that
Senator James Reed suggested the road
be built across state lines, thus making
the project a federal, instead of a local
affair.
This seems to be the procedure
at present.
office in

Ross,

The company has

Kansas

attorney

set

up an

City, Kan., and Albert
of Kansas City, is in
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Washington, D. C, seeking approval of

Although

**-<^^

Cape

Electric

Makes Report

T!ie profit and loss account of the Cape
Electric Tramways, Ltd., operating in

The

Port Elizabeth and Cape Town. South
Africa, for the year ending June 30,
1928, shows a profit of £38,347, and
after providing for debenture interest,
redemption of debentures and taking

ington.

ward from

question that remains is what will
be done about this project at Wash-

—

Would Pay
Equipment

in

Ten Years

Massachusetts Public Utilities
Commission has heard petitions of the
Worcester Consolidated Street Railway,

and the Springfield Street Railway of
Worcester and Springfield, Mass., to
extend over a period of ten years' payof

losses

resulting

from

dis-

mantling wiring and other equipment
effected on certain motorized lines.
Attorney Bentley W. Warren, representing both traction companies, stated
that the Worcester Consolidated had
a loss of $985,915, of which
to
stockholders
assess
premiums of $227,296, and cover the remainder by payments over a ten-year
period.
The Springfield company's
suffered

it

into

proposed

were even larger, he said,
amounting to $1,074,803.
Of this
amount $269,174 would be covered by
premiums paid on capital stock, and the
balance of $805,629 the company desired
to pay over a ten-year period beginning
this year.
»

Cascade Tunnel Service
to Start Jan. 12
Service through the Cascade Tunnel
near Seattle, Wash., by the Great
Northern Railway scheduled to start on
Jan. 12 will complete a $30,000,000 improvement program including 72 routemiles of electrification.
Of this, the
tunnel project amounted to more than
$14,000,000, while the electrification of
the 73 route-miles cost $6,000,000, new
equipment cost $5,000,000, and the construction of the Chumstick cut-off cost
$5,000,000.
The celebration in the opening of the
tunnel will be participated in by representatives of Congress, railroad officials
from the United States and elsewhere,
officials of firms who were interested in
the building of the tunnel and many
others.
One feature of the program will
be to send the first official train
carrying the special inspection party
through the new tunnel. The ceremonies at Scenic, at the mouth of the tunnel, presided over by Operating VicePresident C. O. Jenks, and those at
New York City, presided over by Presi-

the

Budd

national

will be broadcast over
hook-up of the National

Broadcasting Company.

at the high level which
obtained when satisfactory profits were
being made.
The capital expenditure amounts to
£33,583 and represents the cost of
buses, rolling stock, and additions to

the

permanent way in Cape
Elizaljeth.
This sum

Town and

Port

was provided out of the funds of the company.

account the balance brought forlast year, a balance remains

From this amount the reserve fund has been credited with the
sum of £10,000, leaving a balance of
£28,625. During the year under review,
the tramways carried 30,803,751 passengers with gross receipts of £315,431
with
passengers
32,532,080
against
gross receipts of £388,378 for the year
1926-1927.
Buses in Cape Town also
carried during this period 10,689,580
passengers with gross receipts of £122,639 against 3.169,585 passengers with
gross receipts of £43,008.
In spite of the fact that the combine-l
tramways and bus services show an increase over the preceding year of 5,791,666 passengers and in receipts of £6,683,
the reduction in fares together with the
increase in the expenditure to meet bus
competition have made serious inroads
At the same time
into the profits.

Electrification Plan in

Mexico

Reported
Electrification

of

that

part

of

the

National Railways of .Mexico between
^lonterey and Tampico is being considered as a part of a project now being
promoted by the governments of the
states of

Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas

conjunction with the federal government.
The plans under consideration involve
the construction of a large dam and
water storage reservoir at El Mezquital,
state of Nuevo Leon, and the installation of a hydro-electric plant.
The
power from this proposed plant would
he transmitted to Monterey, Victoria,
Montemorelos and other cities and
towns, and also a sufficient supply generated to operate the railroad between
in

Monterey and Tampico.

losses

dent Ralph

wages remain

of £38,625.

Losses on

The

ment

News

Foreign

the project.
the company secured a
right-of-way across the state of Missouri, the Missouri Commission at Jefferson City held that no need existed for
another railroad and especially no need
for an electric one. More recently some
of the land has heen resurveyed through
St. Charles County with tlie object of
crossing into St. Louis County at a poin^
nearer St. Charies than VVeldon Spring,
the site originally selected for a bridge.
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Doctors

Run

Street Cars

FIVE

hundred physicians and
lawyers without clients have
been given jobs as street car conThey came
ductors in Budapest.
from former Hungarian
mo-stly
territory, which is now attached to
Rumania, Yugloslavia or CzechoThe regular conductors,
slovakia.
whose places were taken by the professional men. have been transferred to farms which the government granted to them on a system
of installment payment.
The wholesale exodus of doctors
and lawyers from fofmer Hungarian provinces gave this country
far too many of those classes of professional men.
They were unable
to find work in competition with the
100,000 other unemployed of the
country and had been living on

government doles.
Count Stephen Bethlen, Prime
Minister, remarks that Hungary is
too small and too' poor to feed all
her former subjects who, because of
patriotism, had refused to become
citizens of the governments which
have taken over former Hungarian
provinces. In an attempt to alleviate the condition in the professions,
the government has sharply restricted the number of students who

are now being admitted to the
medical and law schools of the university.
to

New

Dispatch from Budapest
York Times.

It is stated that, when the surveys are
completed, American capital may be invited to take over the project.
The
water supply afforded by the storage
reservoir also would be used to irrigate
a large area of land now in a wild state.

Australian

Shows
Financial

Tramway
Profit

report of the

New

South

Wales Tramways for the year ended
June 30, 1928, showed earnings of
and
£4,556,561
operating
expenses
amounting to £3,938,356, leaving a balance of £619,205. After paying interest
charges amounting to £591,937, there

was a

of

profit

previous

fiscal

£27,808.

During the

year a loss of £269,916

was

sustained.
Although there were
substantial increases in expenses, due to

court awards, shorter hours, family ena 44-hour week during this
period, these were more than offsiet by
the increase in revenue and by progres-

dowment and

sive

improvements

in operation.

Garage Development

in

Lancashire

A new garage, complete with workshops and washing plant and capable
of accommodating 100 vehicles, was
opened on Oct. 11 by the Lancashire
United Transport & Power Company
at its headquarters in Atherton, England.
Three vehicles can be swept,
dusted, fueled and washed every six
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minutes.
The repairing and overhaul
shops are also complete.
.\t other garages
of the company
about 120 buses can be handled.
At
present 150 buses, operating over 200
miles of route, are owned by the company.
This tramway is giving a great deal
of attention to

the development of

Recent Bus Developments
^^^
Midwest Coach Deal

Consummated

its

bus business and large extensions are
now under contemplation.

Operations of the Midwest Motor
Coach Company, which renders motor
coach service between Gary, Ind., and
63rd Street, Chicago, was formally

Trackless Trolley Substitution

taken over on Dec. 28 by a new corporation, the Midwest Motor Coach Company of Indiana, of which Charles W.
Chase is president. Official approval of
the purchase of the business and assets

in

England

Installation of a trackless trolley system on an additional route, instead of
relaying the worn-out tramway track,

has been decided upon by the City Counof Bradford. England.
The report of the chairman of the

cil

tramways committee

said that the comparative operating costs per annum of
the three available svstems were Tramcars, £35.765 trackless trolleys, £30,051
buses, £30.936. He also said that trackless trolley vehicles could be run with
cheaper fares, greater comfort and
greater safety. If buses were used, the
electricity department of the city would
lose about £24,000 per annum, while the
cost of relaying the tramway track
would be about £148.000.
Installation
of the trackless trolley system would
cost about £43.000, he reported, and the
cost of installing buses would be about
£35,000, but the bu.ses would only stand
about two years' service.
:

;

Bus CONTKOVERSY IN ARGENTINA
Suit for 10,000,000 pesos has just been
brought against the city of Buenos
Aires by the Argentine Tramway, on
the ground that buses and jitneys are
violating their concession.

—

Bus Substitution in Germany
The City Council of Wiesbaden has
decided to abandon the use of street cars
and replace them with buses, with seating and standing room for 56 passengers.

Spanish Railway Electrification

— Electric

trains are now operating on
Barcelona-Manresa section of the
Northern Railway of Spain and it is
expected that electric trains will be

the

operating over the Algorta-Plencia line

bv the end of 1928.

Electric

Railway Extension
in Italy

The

Anonima Ferrovie Elettriche Biellese, a private company which
runs an electric railroad from Biella
to Corsato and Vallemosso. has decided
to build a branch line from Corsato to
Societa

Masserano and later extend into other
towns.
This extension is guaranteed
to be working fully by the end of 1929
and construction has already begun.
The extensive population and agricultural importance of these sections have
necessitated the

new

line.

S6

the Midwest company, an Illinois
corporation, was given on Dec. 24 by
the Public .Service Commission of Indiana, concluding negotiations which

by the two lines on Jan. 2, now provide
regular 15-minute service between Gary
and Chicago. Alternate departures of
Midwest and Shore Line coaches have
been arranged from both terminals, replacing the previous 20-minute headway
and identical leaving times of both bus
lines.

Ohio Independent's Operations
Curtailed

of

have been in progress for several
months and which were referred to in
the Electric Railway Journal, issue
of Dec. 22, 1928.

Mr. Chase, who also is
the Sliibre Line Motor
Coach Company of Gary, the new company will not be merged with the Shore
Line, but will be operated as a separate
unit. Co-ordinated schedules, established
According

president

to

of

For the Protection of
Connecticut's Children

SCHOOL

authorities throughout
Connecticut are warning both
parents and children of the dangers
nivolved in the prevalent custom of
school children who, on the way to

and from school, beg rides from
passing motorists.
In addition to
the fact that they usually get rides
from strange motorists, and may
ride with some who are reckless
drivers or whose vehicles are not
in safe condition, it is thought by
school officials to be especially dangerous for several children to be
placed
an open motor vehicle of
any kind without a guardian, for
the reason that the children, re-

m

leased from school discipline, more
often than not will play with and
jostle each other, with the possibility of disastrous consequences.
The motorist is not liable for any
accident that may occur to the
children while in his car, unless it
can be proved that he caused it
intentionally or through reckless
operation of his vehicle.
In discussing this problem, VicePresident W. J. Flickinger of the
Connecticut Company said that the
street railway

the

company was given

responsibility of transporting
many hundreds of school children
to and from the schools each day.
The employees of the company
made every efTort so to discharge
this responsibility as to afford these
children the maximum of safety,
and the parents whose children rode
the street car have no cause for

Protested
by three transportation
companies, the petition of the WarrenSalem Coach line for removal of operation restrictions has been dismissed by
the Ohio Public Utilities Commission

Columbus. .Shortly after the Youngstown & Suburban and the Stark Electric Railroad began a joint service of
street car and bus between Canton and
Youngstown, the Warren-Salem company asked permission to join with the
Youngstown-Akron line, operated by
the Penn-Ohio system, in giving through
bus service between Youngstown and
at

Alliance.
In the original certificate
issued the Warren-Salem company, this
was prohibited.
When the hearing was held on the
matter, the petition was protested by
the Stark Electric Railroad and the

Youngstown

&

which

Suburban,

at

present are giving hourly service connecting Canton, Alliance and Youngstown, and by the Pennsylvania Railroad
which operates a one-track branch line
between Youngstown and Alliance. At
the close of the hearing, Attorney C. M.
Shelter, representing the Stark Electric
Railroad, made a motion that the petition be dismissed on grounds that the

Warren-Salem

line failed to

necessity for the

new

prove any

service.

He was

joined in this motion by attorneys for
the other two companies.
Two days
later the commission sustained the motion and dismissed the petition.
Applications of two other companies
for permission to operate bus lines in
the Canton, Alliance and Youngstown
district are still pending before the state
board, both of them being protested by
the Stark Electric and the Youngstown

&

Suburban.

Would Supplant Railway
in

Service

Santa Barbara County

has been made by the
Railway to the California
Railroad Commission for authority to
discontinue service on a portion of its
track at Guadalupe Station, Santa Barbara County, and for a certificate of
public convenience and necessity to opApplication

Pacific Coast

erate auto stage service for the transportation of passengers and their baggage

between Guadalupe and Santa Maria in
place of electric railway service, between
those towns.
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Traffic Suggestions

Made

for

Kansas City
Recommendations
traffic

for interurban bus
regulation have been made to the

City Council of Kansas City, Mo., by
the traffic committee of the Kansas City
Safety Council. They are designed to
eliminate much of the congestion due
to the loading and unloading of inter-

urban and suburban buses

in the

down-

town section

of the city.
The recommendations are as follows
1. After Jan. 1, no street loading of
interurban or suburban buses will be
permitted in the congested district. This
district will be known as that which is
north of 19th Street, south of 7th Street,
west of Locust Street, and east of Central Street.
2.

Only one discharge of passengers

will be permitted in the congested district and that will be made off-street.

Pick-up of passengers will be permitted only off-street in the congested
district and when more than one stop
is made for this purpose, it shall be
made on the route specified by the routing committee and in no case will it
cause the bus to double back through
the congested district.
4. The route traveled by the buses
within the city limits shall be approved
by the Police Commissioners, the Director of Public Works and the Park
Board.
5. All
ordinances establishing bus
loading zones for interurban and suburban buses shall be cancelled and none
3.

*

other shall be established.
In addition to these recommendations
the following memorandum was submitted to the Council
In the interest of the safety of passengers,
the Safety Council recommends that the
City Council pass such ordinances that it
will permit the operation and the sale of
tickets in Kansas City only by such lines
as are authorized to do business in Missouri by the state commission.
This will
assure the public that the company is properly regulated and insured.
It will also
assure the city that it is receiving its proper
share of the license fee.

take over this phase of taxation.
The
Connecticut Company will pay the city
of Hartford this tax and the state of
Connecticut has agreed to credit the
company through the equalization tax.

Agitation Over Elkhart Accident

As

a result of a recent bus accident
movement is underway in the state to enlist the aid of the
Indiana delegation in Congress to put
through a bill to limit the hours a bus
driver may be permitted to work. The
bill
in its general purpose would be
along the same lines as the present 16in Elkhart, Ind., a

hour law applicable to trainmen in railroad service.
The accident, climaxing
a series of less serious ones, claimed
the life of one man and resulted in the
serious injury of thirteen others.
The county prosecutor declared that
the crash primarily was due to negligence in permitting extra drivers to
work for long periods of time with inadequate rest. It developed in the investigation that Julian Spooner, driver
of the bus, and his relief driver, both
employed by the Pony Express Lines,
had been on duty nearly 48 hours, each
having slept in buses while the other
was driving. Both drivers had to be
sent to the hospital in Elkhart and

Spooner is at liberty on a $2,000 bond
pending outcome of the investigation.
It also was declared by the investigators that the bus was speeding and
failed to heed a traffic stop sign.

Stock Issue in Los Angeles for

Equipment Acquisition
Authority has been granted to the
Pacific Electric Motor Transport Company by the Railroad Commission to
issue and sell at par, on or before June
30, 1929, 1,000 shares of its common
capital stock of aggregate par value of
$100,000, for the purpose of acquiring

motor trucks and other equipment. The
Pacific Electric Railway, Los Angeles,
Cal., has been authorized to acquire and
hold said stock.

Tax Judgment

in Connecticut
Stands

Bus Succeeds Trolley on Line
in Rome, N. Y.

A

judgment that the Connecticut
Company, Hartford, Conn., pay bus
taxes under the personal property tax
act to the amount of $2,011 on 26 buses
assessed at $95,800 as of July

1,

1926,

was allowed by Judge Brown in a recent
court session. The tax was opposed by
the Connecticut Company, which was
joined by the state on the theory that
the equalization tax of 3 per cent paid
the state on property was in lieu of all
existing taxes.
The state of Connecticut and the railway sought an injunction to restrain
collection of the fixed tax of $2,011 and
Judge Brown enjoined the city from collecting or attempting to collect any
further payments upon or under said
assessments.
Since that date a change
in the state laws provides that the state

The Public Service Commission
granted the petition of the New York
State Railways on Dec. 31 to discontinue operations for the year along
in Rome and the petition
the Utica
Railway Co-ordinated
Bus Line, Inc., for a certificate to operate a bus line on a 30-minute schedule, the fare rate to be the same as
charged on the trolley line. The bus
line will serve the same territory as at
present served by the trolley line which
will be temporarily discontinued.
City
authorities of Rome favored the grant
of the two petitions.
No opposition
to the changes proposed was expressed
at the hearings before Commissioner

Madison Street

of

Lunn.
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Franchises Sought in Sacramento
Application for franchises on a number of newly selected bus routes was
filed by the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Sacramento, Cal., with the City
Council on Dec. 13. Ten years would
be the life of the franchises, based on
the authority of the Council to withdraw present railway service on
and
Streets.
The new lines would not
become operative until the railway line

G

H
is

abandoned.
•

Sunset Boulevard Extension

Denied
After further hearing the California
Railroad Commission has denied the
petition for rehearing filed by the Los
Angeles Railway Corporation and the
Pacific
Electric
Railway,
operating

under the name

of the Los Angeles
Motor Coach Company, on its application for a certificate to extend its Sunset Boulevard motor coach line.
The
commission, however, amended its pre-

vious order to eliminate transfer privileges from the cars of the Los Angeles
Railway to the motor coach line. The
transfer privilege to cars of the Pacific
Electric Railway, and the round trip
fare of 25 cents on the coach lines, are
retained.

Order Revoked on Chicago
Motor Coach Rights
Judge Otto Kerner of the Cook
County Circuit Court in Chicago
handed down an opinion on Jan. 2
which revokes an order issued last fall
by the Illinois Commerce Commission
permitting the Chicago Motor Coach

Company

to extend its operations over
approximately 35 miles of streets on
the northwest side of the city.
The
opinion held that the commission's order
of Oct. 2 was invalid because it was
given without a hearing of evidence
and without notice to the Chicago Surface Lines and other interested parties.
The Surface Lines was seeking the
right to operate feeder buses over practically the same streets in a case pending before the commission at the time
it issued the order favoring the Chicago

An appeal was
Surface Lines and by
several civic organizations which demanded that the car lines be permitted
to establish feeder bus service in that
section of the city.
The surface lines
proposed to adopt a 7-cent fare with
free transfers to all connecting car
lines, while the motor coach company
insisted on a 10-cent fare with free
Motor Coach Company.

taken

by

the

transfers.

Attorneys of the Chicago Motor
Coach Company have indicated that
they would take an appeal from the
Circuit Court decision. The order does
not affect the operations of the buses,
which the company started the day
after the order was entered, but simply
holds that the commission acted illegally
in assigning the routes to the motor

coach company.
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Controversy Terminated in

Financial and Corporate

Ogdensburg

=gte^

Articles of compromise were signed
recently by Mayor W. Allan Newell
and representatives of the Ogdensburg
Street Railway terminating the 10-year
legal controversy between the city of
Ogdensburg and the company.
The
city received in cash $4,906 in full payment of all claims due on account of
paving and the railway will pay $5,000
as its part of the contemplated paving
in King Street.
The city agrees to the
abandonment of the entire railway and
its
franchise thereon.
Permission is
given the company to remove its rails
in certain streets.
In August, 1922, the street railway
was thrown into bankruptcy.
receiver was appointed and creditors enjoined from bringing any action against
the company for any sum of money.
The total deficit of the company was
$84,181.
The road carried 470,353
passengers in 1927 and provided a yearround system of transportation. As a
result of the action the sum of about
$10,000 will be brought into the city
treasury from a bankrupt concern.

Dividend Prospects Better in

Walter

Ottawa
those with a close knowledge of
the company's operations, it is felt that
1929 is certain to witness the resumption of dividends on the common shares
of
the
Ottawa Traction Company,
Ottawa, Ont., so says the Canadian
Financial Post.
The company paid its last dividend
just a year ago and in the intervening period has obtained its fare increase.
Until January, 1928, the company paid
5 per cent annually on its stock-^ per
cent and 1 per cent extra.

As soon

as the new fare rate went
the number of passengers
carried by the Ottawa trams declined
substantially.
The company put its rate
increase into effect in August, 1928.
At that time the number of passengers
effect,

carried dropped off very sharply.
Recently the number of passengers
carried has steadily increased, particularly during the seasonal weather of
the past five or six weeks. Ultimately,
it is felt the number of passengers carried can hardly fail but to creep back
to the old level.
Despite the first adverse results the net is now improving.

The Ottawa Traction Company operates the tramways through the ownership of virtually all the common shares
of the Ottawa Electric Railway.

The directors will be
Brewster, Britton I. Budd,
J. Doyle, Louis A. Ferguson,
F. Mitchell, Stuyvesant Pea-

S.

Edward

&y

into

new company.

George
body.

«

Slight Decrease in Brooklyn

City Net
For the five months' period ended
Nov. 30, 1928, passenger revenue of the
Brooklyn
City
Railroad,
Brooklyn,
N. Y., was $4,609,300 against $4,645,690 for a similar period ended 1927.
Operating expenses and taxes showed
an increase from $4,065,633 for the
1927 period to $4,116,120 for the five
months' period of 1928. After income
deductions, the net corporate income
was $405,624 compared with $464,189
for the five months' period ended Nov.
30,

1927.

Traffic, Fare

Utility Investment
in

in

Wage

November, 1928
November, 1927
Decrease,

per

805,709,218
817,596,427

cent

1.45

in

November

Chicago

$24,000,000, to be known as the Insul'l
Utility Investments, Inc., was announced

that the increase reported for October
due to the favorable distribution
of the days in the month of October,
compared with October, 1927, rather

than to any material improvement in
the trend of electric railway traffic.
The average cash fare in cities of
25,000 population and over

on Dec. 27 by Samuel

Insull, president
organization. Incorporation
papers were filed with the Secretary of
State of Illinois at Springfield.
Although the assets of the company at
the outset will consist primarily of substantial blocks of the common stocks
of the larger public utility properties,
controlled by Mr. Insull and associates,
the company will have the power to
acquire, hold, sell and underwrite securities

new

of

however,
limit

its

all
it

indicates

Concern was

Formation of an investment company
Chicago with assets of approximatelv

of the

Figures

The number of revenue passengers,
including bus passengers, reported by
237 companies to the American Electric
Railway Association for the month of
November, 1928, compared with November, 1927, is as follows

This decrease

New

and

kinds.
For the present,
is stated the company will

Cents
Dec.

Nov.

1,
1,

Dec.

1,

1928
1928
1927

8.2475
8.2358
8.0841

The rise in the average was. due to
an Increase in the city of Lorain, Ohio,
where on Nov. 28 the fare was increased from 5 cents straight to 8 cents
cash with 5 tickets for 35 cents.
The average maximum hourly rates
paid motormen and conductors in twoman service by companies operating
100 or more miles of single track:

holdings and dealings largely

Average Index
Hourly Number
Rate 1913 = 100
Cents
Per Cent

to public utility securities.

The company contemplates issuing
publicly in the near future $6,000,000
of 5 per cent debentures and $6,000,000
of Si per cent prior preferred stock.

Dec.

1.

Nov.

1,

Dec.

1,

1928
1928
1927

57.52
57.52
57.29

211.08
211.08
210.24

Each debenture and each share of preferred stock will carry common stock
subscription warrant.
The details of
this financing have not as yet been
completed.

Martin J. Insull. brother of Samuel
and Samuel Insull. Jr., will serve
as vice-presidents and P.
J. McEnroe
will be secretary and treasurer of the
Insull.

Partial

Abandonment in Columbus

Service,

by the Columbus
Light Company,
Columbus, Ohio, will be abandoned in
East Mound Street after Jan. 15. The
Mound Street tracks have been rented
from the Ohio Public Service Company.
Railway,

supplied

Power

&

A

Boston Board Personnel

Completed
Lester Watson, chairman of the board
of directors of the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway, Boston, Mass., has
been elected by the directors as the
third member of the Board of Public
Trustees, the other two having been
named by the Governor, as reported recently.
This completes the board under
the new legislation providing for a fiveyear extension of public control.

Long

Island

Company

Dissolved

The Ocean

Electric Railway, Far
Rockaway, N. Y., under provisions of
a court order, has filed a certificate of
dissolution of its corporate existence in
the office of the Secretary of State.
This line, a subsidiary of the Long^
Island Railroad, has not been in operation for some time.

^4,200,000 Realized in
Spartanburg Sale
The South Carolina Gas &
Company,

many

serving

large textile

Electric

Spartanburg and
and other manufac-

turing centers in the Piedmont section
of South Carolina, was sold recently
under foreclosure to the Southern Public

Companv, Inc., under the laws
Maine for- $4,200,000. It
was conducted by a special master under
authority of a decree of foreclosure and
sale made by the United States District
Court
The action seeking to foreclose the property was brought by the
Merchants and Farmers Bank of Spartanburg as trustees under a mortgage
made by the South Carolina Gas
Utilities

of the State of

&

Electric Company
1, 1924.

Aug.

under

date

of
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E.

C.

The

Marshall,

president of the
& Electric Comalso president of the Southern

South Carolina Gas

pany, is
Public Utilities Company, which owned
95 per cent of the common stock
The new conof the gas company.
cern is affiliated with the Southern
Power Company with headquarters in

report of the commission says

A

study of the traffic figures and revenues of the suburban trolley lines shows
The question naturally
a steady decline.
arises as to

whether the future of trolley

Properties controlled

Line Sold

—

—

L. PHILLIPS, New York,
announced on Jan. 3 that he was
completing the purchase of the United
Traction Company, serving Albany and
vicinity, and of the balance of control
in the Schenectady Railway, from the
In
Delaware & Hudson Company.
June Mr. Phillips acquired the New
York State Railways, which had a
half-interest in the Schenectady propertv, and the Mohawk Valley Company
for' $41,758,000 from the New York
Central.
On behalf of Mr. Phillips it
was said

ELLIS

We
erties

believe in the future of traction propif properly located in suitable cities

and properly managed. Its continuance is
inevitable and essential to the welfare of
our

cities.

sale of its utilities by the D. & H.
consistent with policies the railroad
Only a short
has recently followed.
while ago the Delaware & Hudson Rail-

The

is

road

Sale of Tulsa Property
Street Railway, Tulsa
Okla.. will be sold at auction at the
courthouse there on Jan. 23, according
to C. Kline, receiver.
Total holdings
of the companv have been appraised at
$350,000.
The United States District Court for
the Northern District of Oklahoma recently entered a decree giving the Seaboard National Bank of New York City
judgment against the Tulsa company
for $546,561, also giving the bank
power to foreclose the lien of the mortgage for that amount.
forced sale is
the result of this court ruling. No bids
for the property, Mr. Kline stated, would
be received unless accompanied by a
certified check for $25,000, payable to
the receiver, and unless the bid totals
at least two-thirds of the appraised
value.

A

Freight Service in Providence

Discontinued
The United
dence,

R.

down by
sion,

I.,

tinue

all

Electric Railways, Proviby a decision handed

the Public Utilities

Dec. 24,
its

is

Commis-

permitted to discon-

trolley

freight

service

throughout the state, with the exception
of one small line and a switching service in connection with the New Haven
Railroad in Providence.
It did not petition for discontinuance
of the switching service but had asked
to be allowed to discontinue the other
trolley

freight service.

by Delaware

& Hudson,

of which

Mr. Loree

is

Corporation

was formed by

in Cohoes and buses
Rensselaer.
It also operates gasoline-electric
buses in Cohoes, Troy,

trackless trolleys
in

Rensselaer and Albany.
The Schenectady Railway,

Mr.

its

Utica and Oneida, interurban

iron

While

its

ware & Hudson

written

Mr.

off.

Phillips's associates in the

New

were described as the
Manufacturers' Trust Company and W.
Langley & Company, but these
C.
organizations would seem to be acting
Mr.
merely in a financial capacity.
Phillips said on Jan. 3 that his associates in both deals were the same, but
went no further.
The consideration in Mr. Phillips's
Albany
latest deal was not disclosed.
advices said he would pay $1,250,000 in
cash and assume more than $6,000,000
in debts, but Mr. Phillips said that the
price and obligations to be assumed were

York Central

deal

not yet definitely fixed.
The United Traction

Company

lines,

and

tween Utica and Syracuse.
A sketch of Mr. Phillips was published in the Journal for June 16,
1928,

at

the

time

the

deal

was an-

nounced under which he took over the
electric

railway holdings of the

York Central

New

Railroad.

its

coal properties, the Delais divesting itself of
properties not immediately associated
with railroad operation and is, therefore, putting the Delaware & Hudson
lines in a position where they may
readily be merged in any eastern consolidation.
At the head of the Delaware & Hudson is L. F. Loree, who
said
that
the
several
years
ago
investment in electric
$6,000,000',000
railways in the United' States should be

retaining

Phillips

certain suburban lines in the vicinity
It leases from the West
of Syracuse.
Shore Railroad the electrified line be-

properties except those in Canada, which are
being sought by the Canadian National
Railways. Reports have had it that the

Delaware & Hudson would sell
mines and Adirondack hotels.

which

now

controls fully through
his purchases from the D. & H. and the
New York Central, operates 140 miles
of electric lines in Schenectady, .Albany
The New
and Saratoga Counties.
York State Railways owns and operates
the city lines in Rochester, Syracuse,

officers to acquire all its railroad

The Tulsa

com-

(in
Rhode
munities
mentioned
above
Island), is sufficiently secure to warrant
the expenditure necessary to renew tracks
and structures with a useful life of some
25 years.

head, pass to control of E. L. Phillips, owner of
Rochester and Syracuse lines

Equipment of Staten Island
Federal Judge Grover M. Moscowitz
Brooklyn on Dec. 19 signed an order
authorizing Mortimer Brenner, receiver
for the Staten Island Midland Railway,
to accept three offers to take over items
comprising the bulk of the railway's
equipment.
The offers were one by the Transit
Equipment Company to purchase all
the company's cars, stored in the Clove
Road carhouse, and two electric converters, with all equipment and appurtenances, for $10,000; another by the
Irving S. Van Loan Corporation to purchase all the wire trolley wires, feed
wires, etc.
for $24,000 ;_ and a third by
the Tompkins Bus Company to rent the
substation and carhouse at Concord for
$416.67 a month.
All parties interested in the railway,
which has been inoperative for some
time, consented to accept the oflfers.

transportation, covering the suburban

Albany System Sold

Charlotte, N. C.

in
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operates electric lines in Albany, Rensselaer,
Troy, Watervliet, Cohoes and Waterford, with a mileage of more than 97,
and it owns the Capitol District Transportation Company, Inc., which operates

Formal Cessation of Service by
Milford

Company

The Milford & Uxbridge Street Railway Milford, Mass., operated its last car
over the route Dec. 31 and, with the
ringing in of the new year, went out
This company was origof existence.
inally chartered to give transportation
in the towns of Framingham,
Hopkinton, Holliston. Medway, Hopedale, Mendon, Uxbridge, Grafton and
Upton. Service in the section will be
taken care of by buses. The Milford,

service

Framingham & Uxbridge Coach Company

will place in service additional
buses to take care of that territory,
while the Johnson Bus Lines Company
will give the required service between

Milford and Boston via Medway, and
between Milford and Worcester via
Grafton, Upton and Hopedale.

Would

Discontinue a Buffalo
Line

Application was made by the International Railway on Dec. 27 to the PubService Commission for approval of,
declaration of abandonment of itsj
line in Best Street, Buffalo, from Gene-]
lic

a

Elm Street.
The company alleges that

see Street to

this portion

,

of its line is no longer necessary for
successful operation that the expenses
;

of maintenance and operation is in excess of revenues, and that public patronage has greatly decreased because the]
line

is

unnecessarv.

January

5,
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danger at a railroad crossing and the
driver had no knowledge of it, or if
he had a clear view of an oncoming
train and failed to warn the driver, he

Le^al >(ptes
=ct^fc

Alabama

— Company

Injury

Vessel on Street.

While engaged

in

street

work, em-

of an electric railway company used a vessel in which a fire was
burning, and while it was unguarded a
child came in contact with it and was
injured.
The company was held responsible even though the vessel might
not be considered especially attractive

[Birmingham

children.

E.

Co. vs.

—

Circuit Court of Appeals Assessment Of Road Tax on Railroad

Held Unconstitutional.

One

of the road laws of Arkansas
relative to the construction of highways requires railroads to construct
crossings and defined a crossing to embrace all of the highway line within the
boundaries of the- railroad's right of
way. In addition, it required payment
of assessments on railroads as taxpayers.
This law was held a violation of
the Federal Constitutional Amendment
No. 14, guaranteeing due process and
equal protection.
[Road Improvement
District No. 7 vs. St. Louis-San
cisco R. Co., 28F. (2d), 825.]

— Burden

of

Fran-

Proof

pedestrian has been struck by a street
car and sues for damages, rests upon
the pedestrian.
[Budaj vs. Connecticut
Company, 143 A., 527.]

— Company

Responsible for
at Point Only
Recently Abandoned as Stop.
A police order changed the location
of a bus stop from one side of the street
to the other side and notified the bus

Boarding Accident

notified

Two

its

drivers.

hours after the order went into
effect a bus stopped at the former stopping point, not to receive and discharge
passengers but in obedience to a traffic
signal.
A person attempted to board
the bus at this point to take passage,
but was not seen by the driver and
was injured after the bus started bv
being crushed between the bus and a

parked automobile.
The court held
there was an implied implication to
enter the bus and that the company was
responsible.
[Stradling vs. Hahn, 163
N.E., 527.]

Kentucky—Dm/_v

of Bus Driver
Meeting Cattle on Road.

A

statute

A.s-suuied

by

L'nder the Massachusetts law, a street
railway track laborer as.sumed obvious
risks incident to street employment of
laborers, but he did not assume risks
which arose in part from the neglect of
duty of fellow servants. Where a track

laborer was injured by a passing automobile which got out of line after it had
passed the superintendent in charge of
the gang, a verdict directed by the trial
court for the defendant was sustained
by the Supreme Judicial Court. [Pagano
vs. Worcester Consolidated Street Railway, 163 N. E., 764.]

— Anti-Jitncy

Law

Valid.

required

the

ordinance relating to the regulaof jitneys was held not to vest
arbitrary authority in the Mayor in
tion

permitting him to grant, refuse or re-

voke licenses, where the ordinance specified the age, character, etc., of

the ownthe license
should be issited, and thus set up certain
standards which must be met.
It was
not invalid because of depriving the
Public Utility Commission of jurisdiction, because the city had a constitutional right to reasonable control of its
streets.
It was not discriminatory because it permitted the police to allowoutside jitneys to use certain streets,
ers

and drivers

any motor vehicle, when
highway, to operate it in a careful manner, with due regard to the safety of
pedestrians and that of the traffic upon
the Tiighway. In another section the

whom

while withdrawing such use from resident owners and drivers, since it prohibited all jitneys from using certain
streets.
The court did not determine
the validity of a provision limiting the
granting of licenses to residents of the
city, where no non-resident was before
the court asking for a license, nor did it
determine the validity of a provision
requiring bonds to be furnished as indemnities from damage, where no driver
or owner was before the court seeking a
license without a bond.
[Red Star
Motor Drivers' Association et al. vs.
City of Detroit, 221 N.W., 622.]

When

operator of
on a public

to

Missouri

— Duty

of

Guest

in

—

New

Jersey Court Will Not Interfere
In Matter Determined by Discretion of Commission.

When

the Public Utility Commission
on applications for certificates of
convenience and necessity, the Supreme
Court will not disturb its opinion unless
it appears that the commission reached
its conclusion by manifest violations of
law or by clear abuse of its discretion.
The commission refused a franchise to
acts

a bus company to operate in competition
with another public utility, although the
bus company offered to carry passengers
for a lower fare. The Commission gave
as its reason "public interest," not necessarily the public in the immediate localbut

Auto-

mobile.

A guest or passenger in an automobile about to cross a railroad track
need not exercise the same vigilance as
the driver, but must use ordinary care.
If he knew, or should have known, of

the

interest of the general
court held that this reason
was adequate for the refusal to grant
the certificate.
[Fornarotto et al. vs.
Board of P. U. Com. of N. J., 143 A.,
ity,

The

public.

450.]

—

Ohio Damages to Property Need Not
Be Set Forth In Detail.

A railway car jumped the track and
crashed into a house.
When damages
to the amount of $6,000 had been
awarded

Held

An

of establishing the conditions required for the application of
the last clear chance doctrine, where a

which

—

Dangers
Truck Laborer.

on

The burden

company

Massachu.sett.s

Michigan

Pedestrian.

Indiana

or driven" on the highway.
Where a bus collided with the cattle
which had spread over the entire width
of the highway, the court held that the
prescribed statutory precautions in such
cases were not exclusive but were cumulative to those required by the common
law, and a verdict for the owner of the
cattle was upheld.
[Consolidated Coach
Corporation vs. Sphar 10 S. W., (2d),
482.]

Kirkland, 118 S. 640.]

Connecticut

statute dealt with his duties to prevent
the frightening of any animal "being

ridden

ployees

to

was contributorially negligent.
[Cox
L. & St. F. Ry. 9 S.W. (2d), 96.]

vs. St.

Responsible for
Child from Unguarded

to

37

in the trial court, the

company

appealed on the ground that the different items of damages should have
been listed with the amount of damages
claimed for each item, and that the loss
of use of the ground floor for business
purposes and of good will for a period
of time should be cancelled. The Court
of Appeals held that the fixing of value
on each item of property damage was
not necessary, and that the amount of
the verdict was supported by the evidence.
[Cincinnati St. Ry. Co. vfs.
Hickey 163 N.E., 310.]

—

Ohio

Utilities

Commission

May

Con-

sider Motive of Applicant for a
Certificate
Convenience and
of
Necessity.

Where an applicant for a certificate
for an inter.state motor bus line was refused a certificate by the commission
because, among other reasons, it believed
that he intended to do an intrastate
business, its action was upheld by the
Supreme Court. [Interstate M. T. Co.
vs.
Public Utilities Comm. of Ohio.
163 N.E., 713.]
Pennsylvania

—

Care at Crossing Required of Car Operator.

Street cars must exercise a certain
control at public crossings to the extent
of slackening speed to aid others under
stricter control to avoid accidents, but
a charge requiring the motorman to
have the street car at a crossing under
such control that he can stop it to avoid
an accident placed too great a burden
on the carrier and was error, [Weschler
vs. Buffalo and L. E. T. Co., 143 A,
119.]
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company, and will have general
engineering oversight over all buses,
cars and garages.
Other changes in Toledo follow
P. J. Kearney, formerly inspector,
has been named division superintendent
of the Community Traction Company,
in charge of street cars operating out
of the Central Avenue carhouse.
A. L. Snyder, division superintendent,
has been placed in charge of bus oper-

the

Personal Items
=gfc^ft=

J.

Trumbull—Holds New
Office With New Haven
B.

James B. Trumbull, W'ollaston, Mass.,

railway

electric

field.

For the first
was gen-

three years out of college he

master mechanic of the W'isconsin
Public Service Corporation properties

eral

Green Bay and Manitowoc, Wis.

He

at

at

in

joined the Grand Rapids Railroad in

one time principal assistant engineer
charge of the electrification of the
New York, Westchester & Boston Railroad, has been appointed industrial development agent in the territory served
by the eastern lines of the New York,
Xew Haven & Hartford Railroad with
offices at the South Station, Boston,
Mass., and the Union Station, Providence, R. I. Mr. Trumbull became connected with the New Haven on May
29, 1926. and has been affiliated with the
various branches of the engineering department.
He has had charge of the
construction work at Boston, Worcester,
Providence and New York.

H.

I.

Harriman

—Chairman

Boston Elevated
Henry
members
tees

of

I. Harriman, one of the new
of the Board of Public Trusthe Boston Elevated Railway,

Boston, Mass., has been elected chairman of the board. He is now president of the Boston Chamber of Commerce for his second term in office,
and has for more than five years served
as chairman of the metropolitan planning division, in addition to carrying
many other responsibilities both public
and private in nature. In acceding to
the Governor's request that he accept
public service as one of the trustees of
the Elevated, Mr. Harriman made it a
condition that he should be allowed to
retire

from

his post as

chairman of the

metropolitan planning division.

1925.

He

the
Central Avenue carhouse, now the center of all railway and bus activities of

Armstrong Retires

After more than 40 years service with
the Public .Service Corporation of New
Jersey and its predecessors, Edward
Ambler .\rmstrong, associate general
counsel, has retired. He was local counsel of Public Service in Camden, N.
J.,
for many years and became assistant
general counsel in 1911.

E.

M. Lunda Assumes New
Duties in Toledo

Ernest M. Lunda, formerly superintendent of shops and equipment for
the Grand Rapids Railroad, winner of
the 1927 Coffin award, has been appointed superintendent of equipment of
the
Community Traction Company,
Toledo, Ohio.
This appointment was
announced by C. H. Forsgard, general
superintendent.

Mr. Lunda was graduated from the
University of Wisconsin in 1922. having taken a degree in electrical engineering and having specialized in the

at

Change in Journal

TO

PERMIT him to devote his entire

til
inie

to the technical side of electric

railway operation with which he is intimately familiar from long experience,
Morris Buck, managing editor of this
paper since 1925, has been appointed

engineering editor effective Jan. 1. At
the same time, John A. Miller, Jr., associate editor since 1925, becomes acting

managing
portation

editor.

With

local

trans-

becoming more and more a

matter of engineering economics, it was
felt that greater advantage should be
taken of the wide experience of Mr.
Buck along these lines, not possible

under the conditions incident to his
discharging the duties of managing
editor, duties that do not permit of the
original research for which he is especially fitted by temperament and training.

On

the other hand, the duties of managing editor fit in more closely with other
work that Mr. Miller is doing at the
present time.
Mr. Buck's connection with the paper
dates from 1923, when he resigned from
the Beeler Organization, consulting engineers of New York City, to take the
position of
associate
editor
of
the
Journal. He continued in that capacity

when he became managing
His experience in the electric
railway field has been long and varied,
since he received the degree of mechanical engineer from Cornell University in
1904.
It includes worlfas engineer for
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company and the Mechanical
Appliance Company, cost analyst for
the Mellon National Bank of Pittsburgh
and special apprentice with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,
operating out of New York.
For six years Mr. Buck was assistant
until

E. A.

have headquarters

will

1925

editor.

ations.

W. C^ Hopkins, for twenty years in
the service of the company as inspector
and later division superintendent, has
resigned.

Staff

Organization

During the seven years Mr. Buck
was associated with the Beeler Organization, he had charge of important
investigations
of
electric
railways
throughout the country, including surface, rapid transit and interurban lines.
Among the properties which he studied
are those of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Newark, Rich-

mond, Chicago, Kansas City and New
Orleans.
This work involved a wide
range of operating and engineering
problems which will prove of inestimable value in his future activities as
engineering editor of the Journal.
Mr. Miller's connection with the
Journal also began in 1923. Prior to
that time he had been connected with
the Public Service Railway of New
Jersey more than seven years.
After
his graduation from Yale in 1915, he
started work as a cadet engineer on that
property.

He worked

as

rodman and

transitman in the track department, as
test engineer in power stations, as shopman in the mechanical department and
as lineman in the electric distribution
department.
During the World War,
he served overseas as a lieutenant in the
104th Regiment of Engineers. Returning to the employ of the Public Service
Railway he worked as car timer, motorman, conductor, assistant supervisor of
the Montclair
Division,
later
beings
made special instructor of safety car
operation in Paterson and instructor
at the trainman's school at Hoboken. In
1921 he was made traffic investigator,
a position which he held for two years
until he joined the editorial staff of the
as editorial assistant. He
to assistant editor in 1924
to associate editor in 1925.

Journal

promoted

was
and

_

professor of railway electrical engineering at the University of Illinois, from
which institution he received the degree
of electrical engineer.
At this time he
became well known in the electric railway field for original work done in the
solution of electric railway engineering
problems by graphicaj^ methods and for
his text-book "The Electric Railway.''
Other teaching experience of Mr. Buck
included a year as professor of electrical
engineering at Clarkson College of
Technology, two years as assistant professor of electrical engineering at New
Hampshire State College and one year
as instructor at Cornell.

James J. Clark, for the past nine
years connected with the equipment department of the Eighth & Ninth Avenues Railway. New York City, N. Y.,
as general foreman, has joined the sales
department of the Galena Signal Oil
Previous to his affiliation
Company.
with the Eighth & Ninth Avenues Railway he was with the New York Railways.
James E. Murray has succeeded
C. B. Melton as assistant treasurer of
the Eastern Texas Electric Company,
Beaumont, Tex.

Additional Construction Livens Market
New York

board will receive bids on construction of Brooklyn Subway.
^357,000 grade crossing eliminations in Milwaukee ordered.
Reading Transit Company plans improvement

ON

FEB.

5,

the

New York

Board

of Transportation will receive bids
for the construction of part of the

Fulton Street Subway in Brooklyn from
St. Felix Street to Washington Avenue
and along Lafayette Avenue from Fulton
Street to South Oxford Street, as well
as from the second section of the Fulton
Street Line from Washington Avenue
to

Nostrand Avenue.
of Transportation also

The Board

set

Jan. 29 as the date for the receipt of
bids for contractors on the contract to
build the section of the proposed Schermerhorn Street route between Bond and
St. Felix Streets, Brooklyn. The Schermerhorn Street route, as proposed in
plans for the new sj'stem, will connect
the East River Tunnels under Jay and
Cranberry Street with the Fulton Street

and Brooklyn crosstown lines, which are
laid out to converge in the downtown
Brooklyn district.
In Brooklyn only two short elevated
sections of the Jay-Smith Street Culver
Line remain to be contracted for to put
the city's new system under construction from the upper Bronx to Coney
Island.

Addition.xl Contr.\cts to be Let

One
board's

of the principal projects on the
program for work in Brooklyn

and Queens during the new jear is the
completion of the proposed Queens
Boulevard subway line which will connect the Eighth Avenue subway in Manhattan with Jamaica, Queens. Twentynine contracts covering construction of
all routes of the line not under contract
at the present time, are to be let during
the year.

Contract awards and bids for eighteen
sections of

New York

City's

new

inde-

pendent subwav svstem in 1928 reached
$77,000,000. this amount exceeded the
awards for the same purpose in 1927 by
$9,000,000. The contracts covered principally construction work in Brooklyn,
the Bronx and Queens, and the total
awards since 1925 amount to $295,853,825.
The Board of Transportation's
rapid
transit
construction
contract
awards in 1928, including those applying to the existing privately operated
lines,
reached the
grand total of
$80,733,714.

The total of $259,853,825 for the city's
system includes 29 miles of routes in
Manhattan. Queens, Brooklyn, and the
Bronx. $248,108,184: 24 stations along
the main line on Eighth Avenue, Manhattan. $2,903,401; "for 104 miles of
track from Harlem River Shops and

Yards

at 207th Street to the lower end
of ATanhattan, $1,574,237.
Miscellane-

ous items totaled $7,268,003. nearly
$6,000,000 of which was for the 207th

Street Yards and Shops and those at
Jerome Park.
Actual payments on rapid transit contracts reached a total of $81,706,023 in
1928, of which $72,952,782 was for the

City System work, exceeding the 1927
mark for that purpose by $22,000,000.
Since. 1925 the Board of Transportation
has approved vouchers for city subway
system contracts amounting to $173,082,024. For the same period the vouchers approved, covering all transit systems in the city, totaled $225,960,000.

Milwaukee Construction
The Wisconsin Railroad Commission
has ordered grade crossing eliminations
to be made, at a cost of $357,000, along
the Northern Interurban Line of the
Milwaukee Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Filers Street, Roosevelt
Drive, and Silver Springs Road will be
constructed to pass over the track right-

of-way and the Hampton Road and Villard Avenue crossings will pass under

the cars is being enclosed entirely in
cabinets, and the operator's platform has
been slightly raised. The fenders are
of new spring construction.

The cars are being painted with a
bright orange enamel, and a light blue
The

and cream trim.

interior

work and

sashes are finished in mahogany. The
seats have been recovered with new rattan, finished in ivory Duco. Linoleum
flooring material has been used to replace the old open work. The large cars
will seat 46 passengers, and the small
Birney type will provide seats for 33
passengers.
The lighting arrangement
has been redesigned to eliminate glare.

Reading Transit Making Plans
Although plans are not completed for
1929 program of the Reading

the

Transit Company, Reading, Pa., tentative plans call for the usual amount of
repair and maintenance work. Switches
and crossovers are to be placed at Fifth

and Penn
and Penn

Streets,

and also

at

Second

Electric

Tentative program
provides for the complete rebuilding of
about fifteen blocks of track in the city
of Reading. The most expensive of this
company's construction job completed in
1928 was the rebuilding of the track in
the Borough of Shillington in connection with the construction of the new
concrete highway.
A number of other
important construction changes were

Va.,

made.

The city will be required
the tracks.
to pay $58,000, the town of Milwaukee,
$60,000, the county $20,000, and the
Milwaukee Electric Company to pay the
The order calls for the combalance.
pletion of the grade crossing eliminaby Dec. 31, 1929.
Five new Twin Coach passenger buses
have been ordered by the Virginia
tions

& Power Company, Richmond,
from the Twin Coach Corporation
at Kent, Ohio.
These coaches are now
being completed, and it is expected to
place them in service on the streets of
Richmond within a few weeks. This
fleet of five buses represents an investment of $60,000, and brings the total
number of buses now operated by the
company up to 80.
Sioux City Service Rebuilding
Cars
Sioux City Service Company, Sioux
City,

Iowa,

has

rebuilt

eight

of

ifs

street cars as the first step toward the
rehabilitation of all rolling stock owned
by the company. The rebuilt cars will

be more powerful, swifter, more convenient for operation, and neater in appearance.
The work is being done in
the shops of the company in Sioux City.
The larger type cars will have four
30-hp. motors instead of the two 40-hp.
motors now used. This change is expected to enable the cars to maintain an
average speed of 11 miles an hour including stops, instead of 9 miles an
hour, and will have a greatly increased
acceleration.
The small Birney type
cars will have no motor change, but
the equipment in these cars will be
thoroughly overhauled. The switching
and control equipment at the front of

The

Streets.

Houston

Electric

Company,

Houston, Tex., has placed in operation
one of the new 44-passenger Twin

Coach

street

tion,

Kent,

They are conTwin Coach Corpora-

cars.

structed by the

Ohio.

This

car,

which

be thoroughly
In
tested before it is put in service.
addition to this new type of car, the
company expects to receive in the very
near future one of the new light-weight
Birney type cars constructed by the

weighs 17,000

lb.,

will

Louis Car Company.
The Chicago, North Shore, and Mil-

St.

waukee Railroad, Chicago, 111., has purchased from the Union Switch & Signal
Company, track circuit materials required for the control of crossing gates
Included
26 locations on its lines.
in the equipment ordered are 79 single
impedance bonds, 60 a.c. relays, 40 track
transformers, 26 copper oxide rectifiers,
The
and the necessary accessories.
recommendation to the Interstate Commerce Commission by the examiner incorporates a finding that public convenience and necessity are not shown
to require the construction of the proposed branch line of the .Sacramento
at

Northern Railway, Sacramento,
from Vacaville Junction to Creed,
a distance of 7.5 miles.

It

Cal.,

Cal.,

was pointed
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PRICES

in

its

Copper
Copper

REFINERY
Jan. 2,
1929

electrolytic, cents per lb
wire, cents per lb

16. 5

375
6.65
6.7
49. 875
18.

Lead, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, cents per lb

Bituminous Coal,

f.o.b.

Mines

Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton
Roads, gross tons
Somerset mine run, f.o.b. mines, net tons.
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons.
Franklin, lU., screenings, Chicago, net tons.
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons...

Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net

tons.

875
80
50
1.20
80

1 .

1 .

1 .

.

14,

per

$5.5

1,000 ft

Weatherproof wire base, N. Y., cents per lb.
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags
Linseed oil (5-bbl. lots) N. Y., cents per lb.
White lead in oil (lOO-lb. keg), N. Y., cents
.

.

25
2.05
10.4
19.

'

13.2

per lb

Turpentine

(bbl. lots),

6675

N. Y., per gal

Connellsville shops.

Rolling Stock

Louis,

ment

is

bids
wire.

The purchasing

Mo.

Dallas Cars Delivered

1 ,

Materials
Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No.

Loans and discounts of federal reserve member banks showed further expansion. Interest rates on time money
averaged higher than in either the previous week or in the same period of
1927. Prices for stocks averaged higher
than in the previous week.
Bond
prices showed a fractional gain over
the preceding week but were still below
the level of 1927.

$4. 375

.

reported that the Allegheny
Valley Street Railway, New Kensington, Pa., will place orders in the near
future for a number of new cars. It is
expected that this new equipment will
be put in service during the coming
It

F.O.B.

Metals—New Tork

A

machinery

AND MATERIAL

METAL, COAL

out that, while the line would be of use
in connecting the Suisun Branch with
the remainder of the company's system,
the existing connection, by means of the
Southern Pacific Railway, is not shown
to be inadequate to a degree indicating
the need for the construction of a line
giving parallel service.
Work has been started on the completion of the track zone on Breese Terrace, on which a double track will be
laid by the Madison Railways, Madison,
Wis. Approximately $80,000 has been
spent on track construction by the
British Columbia Electric Railway, Vancouver, British Columbia, during the
year 1928.
large amount of this work
was on the Vancouver and New West
minster City Interurban and Fraser
Valley Lines. The West Penn Railways,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has completed the installation
of $40,000 worth of new

Vol.7i,No.\

depart-

of the city of Seattle has opened
for 30,000 ft. of 600-volt copper

Seventeen two-man, motor, passenger
cars have been delivered to the Dallas
Railway & Terminal Company, Dallas,
Tex., by the St. Louis Car Company.
These cars, which were fully described
in the Aug. 4 issue of Electric Railway Journal, are of the double end,
double truck Peter Witt city type, and
seat 42 passengers, exclusive of the four
seats, one of which is across each end
door.
The cars are 45 ft. 8^ in. long, 8 ft.
The
5 in. wide, and weigh 39,300 lb.
bodies are semi-steel construction with

The Los Angeles Motor Coach
Company, Los Angeles, Cal., has ordered
six urban type Twin Coaclies and the
Los Angeles Railway Corporation has
ordered two urban type Twin Coaches.
The Union Traction Company of Anspring.

derson, Ind., has received permission
from the Indiana Public Service Commission to extend its motor bus routes
in
the city of Muncie, Ind.
The

Northern Ohio Power & Light Company, Akron, Ohio, has placed orders
for six urban type Twin Coaches.
The Key System Transit Company,
Oakland, Cal., has purchased ten Twin
Coaches.
Bus service will .soon be
started between Granite City, III., and
St. Louis, Mo., by the Illinois Power &
Light Corporation. The United Electric Railway, Providence, R. I., has
ordered five express buses from the
Twin Coach Corporation, and the Boston Elevated Railway. Boston, Mass.,
has received five urban type Twin
Coaches.
Permit to operate freight
carrying motor trucks, in addition to
passenger carrying motor coaches, has
been granted to the Southern Michigan Transportation Company, Jackson,
Mich. This company is controlled by
the Michigan Electric Railway.

An

equipment

stcraere

and distribut-

ing plant to cost $45,000 is planned by
the St. Louis Service Company. St.

Weekly

The new

Weekly

Dallas cars are finished in green and ivory enamel

Business Conditions

The volume

of

money turnover during

the week ended Dec. 29, 1928, was
greater than in the corresponding week
of 1927, according to the weekly statement of the Department of Commerce.
Operations in steel plants were on a
higher level than in either the preceding
week or the same period of the preceding year. Petroleum output during the
last reported week was running higher
than in either the previous week or the
same period of the" preceding year.
Bituminous-coal production was also
^eater than in either period.
Prices for iron and steel showed no
material change from the previous week
lut were higher than a year ago. Copper prices were also higher than in
either the previous week or the corresponding period of 1927.

Steel operations

Bituminous-coal production
Lumber production
Petroleum production (daily average)
Bldg. contracts 37 states (claily average)
Price iron and steel, composite
Copper, electrolytic, price
Interest rates, call money
Interest rates, time money

Fedorarreserve ratio

-1928
Dec.
Dec.
22
15
105.3 107.9
113. 8
113.2
85.
90.0
122. 5
122.3
105.5
87. 5

114.5
251

5

178. 8

191.4

188.6
83 2

.

79. 5

.

101.6
87.5
114.5
190.9
177.1
82.8

Dec.

wheels, and two inside hung motors.
The truck wheelbase is 5 ft. 4 in. Heat
treated axles and plain type journal and
armature bearing; are used.

TRADE NOTES
Wagner

Electric Corporation,

St.

Louis, Mo., announces the addition of
N. H. Spencer to its Dallas, Tex., sales
force.
His experience includes the office of manager of the Olean Electric

Light

& Power Company,

Olean, N. Y.

manager of the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Power Company from

district

1914 to 1919; and eight years with the
Pittsburgh
Transformer
Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Business Indicators
- 100)

(Weeks ended Saturday. Average 1923-25
Dec.
29
107.9

arched roofs and both center and end
The center side doors are sliding, and the end doors are folding types.
The rear exit doors are treadle operated.
The trucks are equipped with 26-in. steel

doors.

Deo.

8

31

110.5
115.0
92.3
121.0
106.0
87.3
114.5
218.2
168.6
83.6

75.0
81.5
57.3
116.2
104.4
84.7
100.0
133.3
97.1

86.2

Dec.
24
88.0
100.7
88.2
116.8
121.

1

84.8
100.0
103.0
97.1
86.7

Dec.

Dec.

17

10

83.0
100.4
102.3
118.0
124.9
84.8
99.3
97.0
97.1
89.3

80.0
99.4
104.5
119.4
142.9

84.8
100.8
103.0
97.1

91,2

George Shields, for the past ten
years sales representative of the Daytoi
Manufacturing

Company,

Dayton

has been transferred to Ne^
York City with the title of Eastert
Sales Manager with offices at Room 91j
Ilavemeyer Building, 25 Church Street
Before going with the Dayton ManU'
facturing Company, Mr. Shields was
connected with the American Car Conv
pany, St. Louis, Mo.
Ohio,

Jaiiuarv
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IFIF
IF

IF

you are looking for a hand
brake with Great Power
you insist the brakes must work
with Speed

you demand unlimited capacity
(to take up slack chain in times
of need)

IF
IF

platform space and weight
worth consideration

is

low maintenance affects the
profits that you make

Weigh well economy and safety

— then specify the —
PEACOCK
STAFFLESS BRAKE

NATIONAL BRAKE

CO.,

Inc.

890 Ellioott Square
Bufialo,

N. Y.

Canadian Representative:

Lyman Tube & Supply
The Ellcon

Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.

Co., General Sales Representatives, 50

Church

St.,

New York

ELECTRI.C

20
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.

Complete

satisfaction

Operating

perfectly
and requiring
attention for maintenance
and lubrication, Earll Catchers and

minimum

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory
Their refinement of design,
and mechanical superiority are summarized in the following five features,
peculiar to Earll construction.
results.

I

f

•

^7

.

•..'i;<^/fi*^

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding Tension Spring
Ratchet

I

Wind

Emergency Release
Perfect Automatic Lubrication

^

-^

Earll Catchers and Retrievers
C.

DAKA INKUBU

Rallwsy

I.

A

EARLL.

In All Other

The

Kaffir hates the

swarms

of locusts that eat

York. Pa.

Canadian Agenti:
Power EDKlneerlng Corp., Ltd.. Toroato, Ont.

International

Foreign Countriet;

General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, M.

T.

his crop.

But when they do come in droves he gathers them
up for daka inkubu, which is a very tasty locust

imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiniiiitiiiiiiiriiitiiiMiiiriiiiiiiiiiimiriiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiirtUijjiiriiu'uiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii^

pudding.

•iiiiiiiiiiiMii*iMniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMifiiiiiiiuiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniitMi)iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiti'

STANDARD
STEEL P«»QjDjJCTS

In that way, while he loses in plebeian corn, he
gains in aristocratic pudding.

So that his net gain or loss is approximately the
same as that of the operator who replaces a set of
special-feature carbon brushes with a set of some-

other-special-feature

—

brushes

corn

with

loss

locust gain.

On the other hand Morganite brushes can be
applied with over-all gain and to effect a very
definite saving in cost per year.

We

are almost tempted to say that they give you

locust per year.

S
=
=
S
£
5
S
S
Z
S
—
S
S
S
=

Main

Office

and Factory

3302-3320 Anable Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

AND AGENTS
& Mfg. Co., 909 Penn Ave.
Cletteland, Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 330 Union Building.
DISTRICT ENGINEERS

Pitttburgh, Electrical Engineering

Baltimore, O. T. Hall, Sales Engineer, 432 North Calvert
Kevcre, Mai:, ]. F. Drummey, 75 Pleasant Street.

St.

Lot AngeU; Electrical Engineering Sales Co., 502 Delta Bldg.
5anFrancMC*, Electrical Engineering Sales Co., 322 Underwood BIdg.
7aronfo,C«n.,Railway&PowerEngineeringCorp.,Ltd.,133EaBtem
Ave.
lUontreal, Can., Railway
St. Antoine St.

&

Power Engineering Corp.,

Winnipeg, Can., Railway

Si

Power Engineering Corp.,

Box

325.

Ltd.,

898

Ltd., P. O.

~
=
S
—
~
5
S
=
~
S
—
S
S
SS
—

SiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR

Steel flfffs Steel Springs

Armature Shafts
Rolled Sfeel Wheels
STANDARD STEELWORKS COMPy\NY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES

CHICAGO NEWYORK PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO STtOUIS
PITTSBURCH HOUSTON RICHMOND STPAUL MEXICO CITY'

WORKS BURNHAM.PA.
lllllllllltlllllMIIIMIMlTmillMlttllll
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men

^^Your service

have made valuable
recommendations
to increase
tire

our

mileage

and

keep our tire
costs

well below

the average'^

The network

of motorbus lines spreading out in
urban, interurban and cross country service, is helping America's steam and electric railway systems to
handle the fast growing volume of passenger traffic.
From the first, Firestone engineers have cooperated
in this movement by working with leading bus men
toward the development of the most economical tire
equipment. More than four hundred of these bus lines
have adopted the Firestone service program, standardizing on Gum-Dipped Tires and turning over the
work of servicing their equipment to FirestoneDealers.

A service plan has been fitted to each operator's

needs

—each vehicle has been analyzed and equipped with
—routes have been studied and
the right
tires

tire

stocks set up at strategic points along the lines of travel.
When you put it up to Firestone to supply your fleet
with the lowest cost mileage, you get the benefit of a
trained organization that is already in the field doing
this work for other fleets. Ask your local Firestone
Dealer how this service could be adapted to your
special needs or write our Home Office, at Akron,
Ohio, and details will be sent you by return mail.

—

MOST MILES PER DOLLAR

>ire$tone
^'2^ TIRES
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mA^MA&'^^.
iTor^.

d

Bacon

The

^avie

^ttcorporatcJ>

Engineers

M«w York
CHICAGO
SAN FBANCISCO

39 Broadwar.

PHILADELPHIA

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
BOSTON
CHICAGO
NEW TOEK

&

Sanderson

43

ManafemeDI
Valnationi

NEW YORK

ALBERT

S.

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financial Reports
Appraisals— Management

New York

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Consulting Engineers
Appraisals
Reports
Rates
Serrlce
InTestUratloD
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Beorranizatioo Operation Hanarement

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN FBANCISCO

BOSTON, MASS.

fBYLLESBYAND

RICHEY

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

ENGINEERING
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
RCPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES OPERATION • SERVICt

231 S,

-

New York

Stevens &l

New York

Engelhardt W. Holst

PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS
CmCAOO

— Constructors

Exchange Place

Porter

CoDitnietioD
Beporti
BzamlDatloni

G. White

steam and Hydro-Electric Power Plants, Gas Plants,
Steam and Electric Railroads, Transmission Systems.
BuUdingrs and Industrial Plants.

ENGINEERS
DmIcd

J.

Engineering Corporation

Wood

La

w-^ii
w¥J/J

Salle Street, Chicago

San FranelBes

Pittsbnrch

ScARR Transportation Service, Inc.
Railway and Highway Consulting Engineers

Incorporated

Engineers and
Constructors

BUCHANAN

Street,

New York

An_ organization of experienced engineers, prepared to
assist you in the installation of highway operations as a
substitute for or a supplement to your rail operations.

Examinations and Reports

Transportation

B.

20 Pine

_^
"^^

F. LATNO
Vice-President

JOHN

W, H. PBICB, JB.
See'y-Trem.

Prmldeat

225

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WALTER JACKSON

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weekly and Sunday Pass Differential

Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

Fares

and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIMORE

1M4 ClUseai

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3

NEW TOBK

Phone

NaUonal

Bank Bids.

40

HanoTsr: S14S

WaU Street

160

Gramatan Ave., Mt, Vernon, N. Y.

HEMPHILL & WELLS

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON

Albert

Gardner F. Wells

W. Hemphill

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization

Management

50 E«(t 42nd

E. H.

St.,

Operation

New York

FAILE

&

Operating Problems
Construction
111

City

Garages

— Service

laxiXOTOM ATX.

Buildings

Valuations

W. Washington

Tra£Bc Surreys

Street, Chicago,

111,

McCLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

CO.

Incorporated

Engineering and Construction

Designers of

«41

—
—Ride Selling

—

— Terminals
MEW TOBK

—

Examinations Reports Valuations
Transportation Problems Power Developments
68

TRINITY PLACE

—

NEW YORK
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THE
50 Church

P.

St.

NEW YORK

EDWARD WISH

SERVICE

Street Railway Inspection

Boyerized Parts:

131 State St.

DETECTIVES

BOSTON

Brake Pins
Brake Hangeri
Brake Lerera

i
=
1
=
Manganese Brake Headii
Manganese Truck Parte i
Forgin^s
=
Bolster and Trantom
Chaang Platea

Pedestal Olbi

Brake Fulcrumi

When

Tumbucklei

writing the advertiser for information or
prices, a mention of the Electric Railway
Journal would be appreciated.

|

Spring Poet Buihingi
Spring Poiti

Case Hardened Bushlnci
Center Bearingi
Side Besrlngi

Bronze Bearings
=
McArthur Turobucklei £

Trolley pins

|

Can be purchased thronch the foIlowlnKl
representatives:

E

F

i
|
=
|
1
i
i
|
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NACHOD S UNITED STATES

r.

Bodler.

903 Mooadnock Bldg.. Ban FraDctico. CtL
W. F. McKenney,

SIGNAL CO. INC

J.

LOUISVILLC.KY.

A.

BLOCK SIGNALS

54 First Street, Portland, Oregon.
H. Denton.
1328 Broadway. New York City. N. T.

W.

Arlin,

519 Delta Bldg.. Loa Angeles, Cal.

FOR

Bemis Car Truck Company |

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

Springfield, Mass.

|
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RAIL JOINTS

DYNAMOTORS
WELDING ROD
UNA. Welding & Bonding Co.
Cleveland. Ohio.
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Gets Every Fare

i

PEREY TURNSTILES

I

or
Dm

PASSIMETERS

them

Id

i

7oar PrepaymeDt Areai and
StrMt Can

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
New York

101 Park ATenne,

=

=

Inc.

City

f
|
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I

j

I

|

FARE BOXES

|

I

The Cleveland Fare Box

I
I
I
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Coin Counting and Sorting Machines

Lever-Operated and Slip Change Carriers.

I
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Tokens.

Co.

CleTeland, Ohio
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box Co., Ltd., Preston, Ont.

I

|

i

i

i

i

|
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Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways
Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Fitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Progs; Hard Center
Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and
Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel Wheels and
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and
Pole Line Material.

Catalog Sent on Request

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,
Electrical

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.
fliii

tiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiii
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Cables

Trenton, N.

niimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiim

I

BETHLEHEM
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Bus Heating
with

I

The N-L Venti-Duct Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Ave.

^iiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimirai

I
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I

I

J.

I
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Efficient

I

&

Wires

Bethlehem, Pa,

iiiiiiii

iiiiiiii

|

Registers

|

Made

Qevcland. Ohio

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiimiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

International

I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

and

|

double types to meet
requirements of serv-

|

For band or foot,
mechanical or electric

I

in single

ice.
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STUCKI

operation.

car

SIDE

Double Register
Type R-11

BEARINGS
A.

STUCKI CO. i
OUver Bide
§

Pittsbursh, Pa.
iiijiiiii

ir

iir

I
f.

tors'

I

The International

I

15 South

Throop

|.

|

Counters,

|

conduc-

|
|

fittings,

punches.

Register Co.

Street, Chicago, Illinoia

|
I
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Manganese

Steel,

Chrome Nickel

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction
of all heights

The Lorain

and Built-up Construction

and weights of rail

Company

Steel

Subsidiary of Unith) States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sales Offices:

Chicago

Atlanta

Cleveland

New York

Dallas

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

U. S. Steel Products Co., San Prancieco, Seattle, Portland. Los Angreles
Export Representatives: United States Steel Products Co.. New York

Pacific Coast Repreeentatives

:
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PANTASOTE
MARK

iUiliiniiiiiiinrimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiirMiriiituiriiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiitriiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiirnitllllliiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiliitiiiiiijiitiiriiiiiith

ELECTRICAL
INSULATION

IN

TRADE

—the

car curtain and upholstery material that
its
cost by many added years of
service. Since 1897 there has been no substitute
for Pantasote.

pays back

^nd

CANJTE
*^

INSULATOR

AGASOTE
MARK
—the only

panel board

made

in

one piece.

iNSuiAiOH

j

Micanite
Sheets,

It is

homogeneous and waterproof. Will not separate,

warp

-,

and Super -Micanite
Commutator Segments, and
Commutator Rings

11

TRADE

EMPIRE

or blister.

Micanite Tubes and Washers
Linotape, Seamless or Sewn Bias
{Yellow or Black Varnished Tapes)

Standard

Empire Oiled Cloths and Papers

for electric railway cars

(Yellow or Black)

and motor buses

Compounds, Varnishes Etc.
Send

Samples

and

information

for

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY

full

gladly

Largest manufaclurtrt in the world of mica Intulatlon.
BttablUXet 18i>.

furnished.

New York

The

PANTASOTE COMPANY,

250 Park Avenue,

and helpful booklet on Commutator
Insulation and Assembly

catalog

Inc.

NEW YORK
timiimimiRlliimilllimilllllillliiillililllimilliiiililiimilllllllllilim»

:

200 Varick

Cleveland
San Francisco

St.

Chicago 542 Sb. Dearborn

Pittsburgh

Toronto

WorltM: Sehentetady,

^itiiiiMiliMUHliiiiiitiiiniiiiiiinriiniiiininiiniiiir

N»u
iiiiiui

:

Cincinnati

St.

Seattle

Los Angeles
Montreal
London. England
York-
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT
WORD
UKOISPliAYEID— RATE

CS,

/Vo^Mol., 40 centi » line an Inswtion.

SUPERINTENDENT
years'

successful

DISI'LA^-ED— RATK VER INCH:

INFORMATION:

J*osUumM Wanted, 4 cenu a word, minimum
75 cents an insertion, payable In adyance.
Poilliuiu Vacant and all other cl«ssiflratlon«,
8 cents a word, mlnimtmi charge J2. 00.

POSITION

NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ME

%A.50 in iiic;!i
inches
-J.Sft
inch
tin
inches
1.10 an inch
inches
Rates for larger amices, oryearlyrales.onrequest.
itu-h is measured vertically ih»
.Ir- ittivfriUing
ono column. 3 columns— 30 inches—to a pane.

Svmttern in care of any of our ortlees
count 10 words addttlonal In undispiayed ads.

ttcz

10%

/li«oiuit of

advance

for

If

four

one payment
consecutive

Is

made

Insertions

In
of

undUplayed .di (not including proposals).

.

WANTED

I

to

.i

to

n

t,,

:!

7

n

FOB SALE

WANTED
Johnson Type D. M-3
Fare Boxes

18
transportation
covering
experience
;

3

PW-153,

Railway
Journal,
Electric
Tenth Ave. at 36th Street, New York.

lull

lull

Illlllllllllltllllllllllll

—300

kw.. 25 cycle. 3 phase. 600 volt,,

D.C., G. E.
air cooled

Will pay cash op grive in exchangre other
types of Johnson or Cleveland fare boxes.
W-154. Electric Railway Journal
Tenth Ave. at ."SOth St., New York City

phase of transportation, seeks
position with future.
Best of references.
every

i

ROTARIES
with 185 kw. and 110 kw.
transformers,

also

switch-

board equipment for same.
Chicago North Shore & Milwaukee R. R.
E. E. Kretschmer. Director ot Purchases.

79 W. Monroe
Iltll-

Street. Chicago.
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What IS the MAN POWER
rating of your business?
of every business success

is

the

human

element.

No

organiza-

tion with a poorly selected personnel can be long successful.

No

organization with a wisely chosen body of employees can be any-

thing but successful.

Every man who goes on your payroll should be employed only after a rigid
weeding out process. An advertisement in the Electric Railway Journal is
the

first

step toward eliminating the undesirables, for only sincere, intel-

and forward looking men read
kind of men you want in your employ.

ligent,

have

if

your business success

Take the
iness

first

is

this

paper regularly.

They

are the kind of

MAN POWER rating of your bus-

by using the employment advertising

service of the Electric

Journal.

Address

SEARCHLIGHT DEFT.
Tenth Avenue

at

36th

They are the
men you must

to be assured.

step toward increasing the

St.,

New York City

|
i
1
|
|

=
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
with Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it
accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Advertising, Street Car
Collier. Inc..

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Barron G.

Brake Shoes
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Air Brakes
Greneral Eieclric Co.

Westlnghouse Air Brake Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

& M.

WestiDffhouse E.

Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Columbia Machine Works
Elee. Service Supplies Co.

AutQmatie Return Switch
Stands

Raniapo Ajax Corp.
Stands

Bamapo Ajax
AxIm

Corp.

Motor
< Front & Rear)
Trurk & Patisenger Car

Timken-Dctroit Axle Co.

& Motor Bas

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.
Itahbittins Devices

Columbia Machine Works
Bailges and Buttons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.

Dry

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Roller Side

Columbia Machine Works
Stuckl Co.. A.
Bells and Buxzers
Consolidated Car Ht«. Co.

and Gongs

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Go.

Benders, Rail

Railway Track-work Co.

Bus
Co.. The

Bodies,
Brill

Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

American

Steel Foundries

Brill Co..

The

& Wire

Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

& Wire

Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Steel

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E, & M. Co.

Rooks
McGraw-Hill Pub.
Cross

Co., Inc.

Arms

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.

& M.

Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Dump

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Differential Steel Car Co.

Gas-Electric

The

J.

G.

Co..

The

J.

American Car Co.

The

J.

Kuhlman Car Co.. O.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Brake Adjusters
American Steel Foundries

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
J.

Colls.

& M.

Co.

Choke and Kicking

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Internation.-il

Co.

Resrifiter

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Slotters

Colimibia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

& M.

Co.

Commutators or Parts
Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E.

& M.

Compressors. Air
General Electric Co.

Co.

J. G.

Castings, Brass Composition
or Copper
Cincinnati Car Co.

& M.

Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Nichols-Lintern Co.
Cranes, Hoists and Lifts
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Cross

Arms

(See Brackets)

Wm.

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Copper Wire Instruments,
Measuring, Testing and
Recording
American Brass Co., The

Co.

Jr.

&

Co.

Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.
Crossings, Frog and Switch
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Crossings.

Crossing Signals. (See Signal
Systems, Highway Crossing)
Crossings, Track (See Track,
Special Work)
Crossings, Trolley
General Electric
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Railway Track-work Co.

Una Welding & Bonding

Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Contracting and Operating
Beeler. .John A.
Buchanan & bayng Corp.
Byllesby Co.. H. M.
Faile & Co.. E. H.
Ford. Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist. Engelhardt W.
Jackson, Walter
Kelker & DeLeuw
McClellan & Junkersfeld
Richey. Albert S.
Sanderson & Porter
Scarr Transport. Service.

& M.

Co.

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Destination Signs

Detective Service

Edward

P.

Door Operating Devices

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
National Pneumatic Co.

Doors and Door Fixtures

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Co..

White Eng.

The

Co.. J. G.,

Engines, Gas. Oil or Steam
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Rlw'y Appliance Co.
Percy Mfg. Co.
Fare Registers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Johnson Fare Bex Co.
Woven Wire and
Fence Posts
American Steel & Wire Co.

Fences.

Fenders and Wheel Guards

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Wesflnghouse E. & M. Go.
Field Coils (See Colls)

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies

The

Service,

Stevens & Wood
Stone & Webster

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works

&

Wliite Co..

J.

Track
American Steel

& Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Drum Truing Lathes
Nat'l

Co.

Electrodes. Steel

Brill Co..
(3o.

Railway Track Work Co.
Dealer's Machinery 8i Second
Hand Equipment
Chicago. No. Shore &
Milwaukee Rlwy.
Electric Tract. & Bus Co.

Brill

Railway Track-work Co

Inc.

Corp.

Wharton.

Drills,

Converters, Rotary
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Pantasote Co.. Inc.

Br. Co.

Tr.

Doors. Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Ceiling Car

Westinghouse

Cowl Ventilators

Genera] Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Controlling Systems
Genera] Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co,

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley
Earn. C. I.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Controllers or Parts

Gray Iron & Steel
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Columbia Machine Works

American Steel Foundries

Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Works

Castings, Malleable & Brass
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Couplers, Car

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Castings,

Couplers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Co.

Wires and Cables
Stt*el & Wire Co.

John^. Roebling's Sons

Una Welding & Bonding

&

Cord Connectors

Wish

& M.

Co.

G.

~

Condensers

Westinghouse E.

J.

Cutting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Westin&houae E.

& Wire

Steel

The

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
IntornationHl Register Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. Johj? A.

Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Pantasote Co.. Inc.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Commutator

American
Brill Co..

Curtains

Coin Cliangers

Westinghouse E.
C.

Cars. Second Hand
Electric Equipment Co.

The

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

Connectors. Solderless

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co..

Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Works

Coils.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

G.

Express, etc.
Co.,

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

General Electric Co.

Cars, Gas, Rati
Brill

Banding and Winding
Machines
Columbia Machine Works

American

Electrodes, Carbon

etc.

Ramapo Ajax

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Car Steps, Safety
Cincinnati Car Co.

Cars.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Electrical

Cord. Bell, Trolley, Register,

Crossings

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures

(See

alno Poles, Ties. Posts, etc.)

Co..

Carbon)

Cars, Self-Propelled

Bonds. Rail

Brill

& Cables

General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co,

Brill

Bonding Apparatus
American Steel & Wire Co.

A

G.

Cars, Passenger, Frelfflit»

Bond Testers
American Steel

Brackets

J»

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Westlnghciise E.

J. G.

Coll

Hardened

(See Brushes.

The

Machinery)

Genei'al Electric Co.
White Co.. The

(See Wires

Co..

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

G.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Bolts, Case

American

Sweepers and Brooms)

Buses

Cars,

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Cleaners and Scrapers. Track
(See also Snow-Plows,

General Electric Co.

Brill Co..
J.

Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Cables,

Electric Service Supplies Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Co., Inc.

J.

Co,

Change Trays
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Brill

Bushings, Case
MaiiganeMC

& M.

Clamps and Conneetors f«r
Wires and Cables
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Brushes, Carbon
General EIec:r;c Co.

& M.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Westinghouse E.

Circuit-Breakers
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Carbon Brushes

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

&

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
J.

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish

Co.

Bearings and Bearing Metals

ftearlngH, Center

The

Brill Co..

Brushholders

Axles

Nichols-Lintern

—

Bk. Systems & Parts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Brakes

BrusheH. (irpjjhite
Morg-anite Brush Co., Inc.

Standard Sleei Works Co.
Westingrhouse B. & H. Co.

Bells

G.

J.

Morganite Brash
Westinghouse E.

Bern is Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Ca.- Co.

Batteries,

The

Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Aatomatic Safety 8wlt«h

AxleH. Trailer

Brill Co..

Change Carriers
Columbia Machine Works

Wheel Truing: Brk. Shoe Co.

Anchors, Gay

American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Parlor Car
Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Chairs,

Rlw'y Appliance Co.

Dryers. Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

General Electric

(3o.

(^o.

Forgings

American

Steel Foundries

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Frogs & Crossings. Tee Rail
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Frogs, Track (See Track

Work)
Frogs, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (5o.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & H. Co.

Fuses and Fuse Boxes

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Gaskets
_
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Gas-Electric Drtve for Buses
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Rlwy. Appliance Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse E.

., „
& M. Co.

Gates, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Ears

Columbia Machine Works

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Electric

Grinders

Railway Track-work Co.

Brill Co..

The

J.

G.

_

Standard Steel Works Co.

Gear Cases

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
(Continued on page 28)
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SEND TODAY
Publication

our

for

on

SAFETY
REQ

GKEEN

COLUMBIA

and

EFFICIENCY
in Electric

Railway

Signals and
Crossing Bells
tsT IMS

>SM^

Railway and Utility Supplies
iNc.nis

"/imericaw
HIUACmNERY
m/ llriCoi^tpAnnr

—

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum

/llNSULAJING
u.*. »n»r.

831 Hantlntdon

orr.

St.,

PhlUdelphis, Pa.

:;tlliitllllllllinliiiriiHiiiniiiiillilllllillllllllliiiiiiillilliiiiiiliniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiliiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

Forgings

=

Special Machinery
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I

5

B. A.
IT.

T.

HEGEMAN,
SARGENT.

Freildant
Secretary
Jr.

BEOBMAN.

H. A.
J.

and Patterns

Pint VIct-Pru. and Treu

M. PBATT. Tlce-Prei. In

ctatrce of itlei

National Railway Appliance Co.
Oraybar BDlldinf. 420 Lexlnctoo Are.,

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

New York

BRANCH OFFICES
Munsey Bid?.. WaahinKton. D. C.
100 Boylston St., Boston. MasB.
Sereman-CaBtle Corporation. Railway Exchange Builciinr. Cbicaro. IllF. F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bldr.. San Francisco. Calif.
Lister-Reeee Inc.. 401 8. Brand Blvd.. Qlendale. Calif.

Armature and
Field Coils.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Houdaille Shock Absorber.
Tool Steel Gears and Pinions

Fraser Gas Electric Drive

Anrlo-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes, Enamels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Oenesco Paint Oils
Dunham Hopper Door Device

Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Savlnr and Inspection

Flaxlinum Insulation
Meters
National Safety Devices ComWhistle
Blowers.
pany's

Qong

Oarland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Fighters

The Columbia Machine Works and M.
265 Chestnut

Brake

Hang^ers

Fare Boxes

St.,

Brooklyn,

Godward Gas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing: Machine
Tru-Drum Lathe

Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfr. Co..
Springrs
Bell Rerister

and

Rinffers

I.

Co.

corner Atlantic At*.,

New York
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Manganese Steel
Special Trackwork

I

Tisco

I
I

|
I
I

i

For

I

I
I

I

I

I

Subway, Elevated and

|

I
I

I

Surface Lines

|

I
I

WM. WHARTON JR.

i

I

8C

CO., Inc.

EASTON, PA.

I

I
I

I
i

SALES OFFICES

New York

Boaton

Chlcaro
El Paso
Montreal
Pbilsdelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco

Scranton

I

I

I

I

I
|

I

|

I

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
The value

of

Kalamazoo Trolley

and Harps has been
demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
period of thirty years.
Being
exclusive manufacturers, with
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our

Wheels

product that we merit the large
patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no

premium for quality we
appreciate your inquiries.

will

i

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO,

MICH., U.

S.

A.

f
|
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The DIFFERENTIAL

I

CAR

Standard on
60 Railways for
Track Maintenance
Track Construction

Ash Disposal
Coal Hauling
Concrete Materials

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

Snow Disposal
Uae These Labor Saver*
Differential

Crane Car

TiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiM
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

|
1
=
i
i

TME CMAMFERCD JOINT

|
|
|

COMBINE

i
|

Lowest Cost
Least Maintenance

i

1

1
=
i
|

|

|

i

CO., Findlay, O.

I

|

i
=

Clark Concrete Breaker
Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriuiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Lightest Weight
Greatest Adaptability

GataloK complete vltb er.rlneerlni data sent on regaait.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
New York City. 30 Chnrch Street
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"The Standard

i

I

Cars Out

Of Service
To Turn

I

Wheels

THE
while

your car

the

work

The Okonite-Callender Cable Company,

I

in service.

WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE

I

The Okonite Ck)mpany

Don't jeopardize your
schedules by excessive pull-ios owing to wheel troubles.
Cse Wlieel Truing Brake Shoes and keep the maximum
equipment in service. They save time, labor and money.
is

I

"Okonite," "Manson," and Dundee "A" "B" Tapes
Send for Handbook

Worn

WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE doei

i

INSULATED WIRES
and CABLES

Don't

Take

Rubber Insulation"

for

I

San Francisco

Los AnKclet
Dallal

Inc.

Paterson, N.

Factories, Passaic, N. J.
Btlm OtUn: Nrw York ChlcaiEO PittstHircb

I

Loul;

St.

r

Seattle

F. D. Lawrence Electric Co.. Cinrimi..':

|

|
1

J.

Blnning^am

Atlanta
-'

<>

Xcreltr Electric Co., Phlla., Pa.

CO.

Detroit, Mich.

R^.: Encineerinr

;'0ii.

CmUm

Be*..-

VIettr

Materials Limited,
O.

Mmitm

Ct^

Montreal.

Bnt—

Johnson
Electric

i

Fare
Boxes
and overhead

registers

make

"Weld
Plates"

possible

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased l\ to 5% and the e£5ciency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.

the

The
Rail Joint Go.
165

New

Johnson Fare Box Co.
4619 R^ventwooJ Ave., Chicago,

Broadway
York, N. Y.

lU.
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RAIL GRINDERS
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RodyWireand Cable Products
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dA ANACONDA COPPERMINING COMPANY
&H
tHE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

WELDERS

"fZ^^^J"
--feJ--

General Office*

-

2S Broidway,

-

.-

New York

ANACONDA TROLLEY WIREl

Railway Track-work Co., Philadelphia
0*-.
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Your Name
n this space in all issues where larger
lisplay space is not used backs up your
advertising campaign and keeps your
name in the alphabetical index.
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^DamapoAjax Corporation
KAMAPO AUTOMATIC

CAST SI.LOUIS. lU.
PVEBU>. COLOaAOO

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
ASD KACOR DASH POTS
FOR PASSING SIDINGS

IXK A.'iCEIXS. CAL

MANGANESE WORK A SPECIALTV

KuautA

iain Office Jo Church

MMCAIArAIU.KY.
amutco. iLUMOis

BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

TIES

BELL LUMBER & POLE CO.
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'

Minn.
\

s^nj

FALLS, otrr.

Can

Haifc

& Rilbum

Co.

UM LcUch Atc FhilafcipWa. P>.

St.

New York

Alio at all uOfUs

I

pAiuwAm fTiur^ *omfan^
CAR COMFORT WITH

I Better Quality Seats
and Buiet
I For
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o( Iba eaat aT aor aUwr car baatWrite for details.
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Peter Smith Heater Company
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Brill

177-E Trucks

for Light

The Last Cost

Shall

Weight Cars

Be

First

was the
aim of Brill Engineers to construct a truck which could
be guaranteed against breakage and excessive mainte-

In designing the Brill system of 177-E Trucks,

;»

m

mi

m

it

—

nance costs to make the first cost as nearly inclusive as
possible. That the goal has been reached is proven by
the extraordinary success of this type truck.
for

light weight, positive squareness

its

well as

The

its

and

It is

noted

rigidity as

comfortable riding qualities.

I®

and solidforged. Wearing surfaces are protected by bushings
and wear plates. Other patented Brill features such
sideframes are specially designed

as the Half-ball Bolster Guide, Oil-retaining

Center

Bearing and Half-ball Brake Hangers contribute
to the

operating efficiency of this type truck.

177-E Trucks carry an unqualified guarantee
against breakage except in case of collision or
^derailment. The last cost shall be first.
Brill

The

J. G.

Brill

Company

Pl-|IL.A.DE:U|3|-f lA.. Pa..
American Car Ca
LOUIB N/10.
ST.

—

C.C.Kuhlman Car Co.
CL-CVCL.ANO. OHIO.

Pacific Coast Representative: Rialto Bldff.,

—

m
m

Wason
Mamtc Co.
S^R r^iCFI CI_D. M A.SS.
I

San Francisco

ELECTRIC-

RAILWAY JOURNAL

9;
Electric

Rflihay Executives

yW®

things

you require^

1

The patronage and
good will of your
community

A profit
Timken Worm Drive Trucks will help
you

get business

ing

maximum

ride in

your

Timken

and hold it; by achiev-

comfort for those

who

cars.

Worm

Drive Car Trucks will
help you make a profit; by reducing
car weight, economizing power, longer
life

of cars

and

rails.

TIMKEN & AXLES
FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY CARS

THETTIMKEN'DETROIT
JETT
AXLE

CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

JOURNALHill Publishinj^

Company,

JANUARY

Inc.

12,

Twenty Cents Per Copy

1929

liOUSTON PUBLIC LiBRABt*
HOUSTON, TEXAS,

A Complete
Advisory Service
nr'HREE major vehicles— street car, trackless trolley, and
gas-electric

are

bus

— each

with a wide diversity of types,

now being operated profitably by electric railways. The

operation of any transportation system can he profitable

only in so far as
service

it

is

and the proper

based on the correct analysis of
selection of equipment.

General Electric transportation engineers will gladly help

you determine the proper equipment
of

traffic,

to

meet conditions

stops per mile, grades, length of route, and fast

acceleration.

Write the

sales office nearest

you.
330-113

GENERAL ELECTRIC

|
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Versare Gas-Electric Coach

1928
Transportation
Pittsburgh Railways

Advances
1.

2.

City of Detroit

3.

De Luxe

Super-powerful Birney Cars.

Perfection of the Electric
Trolley Coach.
Further Application of High

Osgood-Bradley 1929 Model

^mnTiT'H,
Cincinnati Street Railway

Speed Drives to Double-Truck
Cars.
4.

Luxurious Light-Weight
Speedy Interurban Cars.

Fast Articulated Units for
Surface Mass Transportation.
6. The Most Powerful Subway
Car in the World.
7. Further Application of Electric Locomotives to Freight
Haulage.
Westinghouse—ever looking forward—has contributed a major
share in these developments, and
pledges its continued support dur5.

ing 1929.
Cincinnati. Hamilton

&

^
Pittsburgh Railways

Dayton Railway

Cleveland Railways

Broad Street Subway, Philadelphia
Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company

East Pittsburgh
Sain

Pennsylvania
Officea in

All

Principal Cities of

the United State* and Foreign Countries
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Charles Gordon, Editor
John

Millbu,
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LOUI8 P. Stoll
Publishing Director

Annual

Statistical

and

Progress Issue
HERALDING another year of jirogress, this number

devoted

is

the presentation of statistics and facts covering every
of electric railway operation, based upon rejwrts from

to

phase

])roperties

owning more than 96 per cent of the track mileage in
States and Canada.
Expenditures, fares, wages,

United

the

revenue, finance, trade conditions, track, cars, buses, rapid transit,
electric traction
no important factor is omitted. .\nd to
lend diversion to the issue, two features are presented
a nationwide survey, from leading executives, on conditions in the territories served by their companies, and a mirthful news medley

—

heavy
MoGRAW-HlLI/
PUBLISHING COMPANY.

INC..

Tenth Ave. at 36tb St.,
New York, N. Y.
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Editorial
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Basic Improvements

Accompany Another Year

of

Readjustment
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285 Madi-
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Varnish Revives Motor Insulation
WESTINGHOUSE Varnish
No. 335 renews

insulating materials on the
motor armatures. Therefore, Varnish No. 335 is more than a savethe-surface varnish it is an inall

old and

dried -out railway motor insulation.
This varnish seals insulation that

—

has become cracked and charred
from the severe service to which
railway motors are subjected; it
keeps out moisture and oil, tightens
the coils in the slots, and renovates

sulating varnish.

many

rail-

Westinghouse
way shops
being
used,
motor failvarnish is
ures have been reduced more than
50 per cent.
and papers; Micarta sheets, tubes,
and formed shapes; mica, and insulating compounds and oils.

Other Westinghouse insulating marailway service include
treated and untreated fabrics, tapes,
terials for

Westinghouse Electric
East Pittsburgh

In

where

&

Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreisn Countries

T 30273

Westinghouse
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BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORTATION

Fight 1929
automobiles

with 1890 cars?
Or 1909

You

cars?

don't!

But do your 1928 cars give
you the service for which /

you paid?

Not unless they run on good

— free

from corrugations, free from low joints,
battered special work or
track

squeal-dry curves.

To make new

cars act their

age and keep old ones from
acting theirs

—use the equip-

ment here displayed

"^

^S^^^^^^£^

—get them

3132-48 East Thompson

"

J9

'^''

£ ^^-M^.
'

details on the

^

'

.*^

for

your inspection.
Complete

"

complete line

U;'

.

,'<'

Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS
Chester F. Gailor. 50 Church
Chas. N. Wood Co.. Boston

St..

New York

Ensrineeringr & Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh
H. F. McDermott. 208 S. La Salle St.. Chicagro
W. Wood Railway Supply Co., New Orleans. La.

Electrical

P.

EQuipment & Engineeiring
Prazar & Co.. Japan

Co.,

London
"Ajax" Electric Arc Welder

BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORTATION
>
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Why

Have

These Materials
a Service Edgi
WORLD-WIDE

recognition

comes only

which renders an unusual

service;

which shows by

foresight a thorough understanding of the

be made upon
a

full

its

to the institution

demands

its

that will

products, and delivers in these products

measure of service

ability.

l£ANr,

MANSFIStPt-OiSP-

kHON TWIIXEV EAR

3t0

, \.

V. K. ^

.

Spr«-il»r-Llion-

0J^
^vovs-

.lo mil wifwOtlv fn.m
Liniitm w«* W'T'K 3"'
Vu>>ii "( iitrtftt 111 I'f"'

..oV^'

."—is

'*V<j

*3*i»ri

The 0-B overhead

materials you use are

sound "Dollar and Sense Investments", because each is designed and
manufactured to render a more efficient
service, to last longer and to reduce costs
all

of installation and maintenance.

^

If
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RENEWABLE UNDERRIM SECTION IISSIIATOR
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,,

,®
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SPUCER

Co"'"""

THESE important

symbols of leadership are fully recognized by 0-B. The necessity for correctness of
design; for only materials of proven worth; for strictest
supervision to insure absolute uniformity, are inherent in
the 0-B organization.

Nor

that all.
0-B engineers travel thousands upon
thousands of miles; visit properties the country over each
year, constantly observing the performance the service
is

—

materials. These men daily contact the operating engineers of the electric railway industry.
ability of

0-B overhead

From these contacts come new ideas; suggestions for new
or improved designs; ways and means for bettering present
0-B materials.
Thus 0-B maintains

leadership; and the buying habits of
the electric railway industry indicate its recognition of the
"service edge" to be found in 0-B overhead materials.

&

Before
After!
T^HEN: One man; 9 hours^ 5 000 two-inch valve hand

wheels painted.

Now: One man; a tumbHnK

barrel;

predetermined quan-

of paint; 22,500 wheels
pamted per 9-hr. day.
.1,'^^"^®'^''^'''^ evidence that
the O-B Technical Dept.
has
been on the job.
Another
tities

OB

reason why
finds it possible to plus its
products to

customers by refinements
such as heat-treated (Flecto)

malleable iron; brighter
thicker galvanizing;
pyrometnc brass melting control;
re-

finements which many manu.
do not afford.

f acturers

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Canadian Ohio Brass Co.. Limited
Niagara Falls, Canada
I013L

tess C©*
^EWYORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
LINE MATERIALS

RAIL BONDS

CAR EQUIPMENT
MINING

MATERIALS

VALVES

1^

ATLANTA

^^ "

li»^5JlDBtPtt^^

^POINTING
^1^1 ^I^IHII

iB
SB
1

Hi^lHHii^H

1
m
HiHHi
^^

H
/

mfliKH

^^---

^^ BIHIHI
ml

1910

1911

1913

HH^IHI^HiKI

1914-

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

\

WAR PERIOD

COMPARATIVE ANNUAL MILE

THE

tendency of all the larger properties to
use Steel Twin Ties is more apparent every
y^ar. In 1928 more Steel Twin Ties were laid than ir'

SALT LAKE CITY

%

THE INTERNATIONAL
CLEVELAND,

STEEL TWI
THE BASE

IWO

I9il

1922

\GE OF

I91J

1924

1925

1926

1927

I9i8

"929

TWIN TIE TRACK

y previous year. The chart above shows the growl trend of the industry toward the acceptance of
eel

Twin Ties and mass production methods.

SAIN

DIEGO

fEEL TIE CO.
HflO,

U.

S.

A.

riE
lODERNIZATlON

TRACK
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THOSE

who

entor smJJmff
ride

in

buses

equipped with the Westinghouse Air Brake are assured of a
safe ride

and quick

transit.

—without

driver

fatigue

—

to

properly safeguard the operation
of large capacity buses.
the

making

It

that are reflected in a

permits

of short, smooth stops,

12,

,

more prompt

service.

Your patrons
proved

This brake provides adequate control

January

react

are interested in im-

equipment

details,

and

favorably toward vehicles

that provide better transportation.

Westinghouse Air Braked coaches

— and

there are

many

of them

have the potentiality for doing this.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE

CO.

Automotive Brake Division, Wilmerding, Pa.

MOTIVE

AM

BMAKES
ffiSr

1929

H-

I ^

Bus
for

I92B
^

^
^

WSS»e.'Ai'A^'&X

TWIN
COACHES

,

New fleet of 30 Twins
purchased by United
Electric Railway,
Providence, R.

!i^ ^i

!

V9l:^^

^'

".

I

!

i^/tii:ci;ii

New fleet of 40 Twins
purchased by Key
System, Oakland,
California

'<^^ii ^n'ii:u »ii^a
>j

40 Twins
bought, built and delivered
in one

month

to

Detroit Motor Bus Co.
Eastern Michigan Motor Buses
Detroit Municipal Railway

^

January

12,
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WEAR-PROOF
for 5

YEARS OF HARD SERVICE

Wear-Proof Mats are guaranteed to survive
the wear of thousands of feet in all kinds of
weather, for 5 years.
1.

They

rug and
2.
3.

You

m

and plant

°^'^

NEW YORK:
;

MANUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER

\

can order it in any rectangular shape and
one or more pieces as required. Standardize
on Wear-Proof. It takes mat troubles off your
in

the

at 17th & Cambria Sts.. PHILADELPHIA"'
N. Canal St.. CHICAGO: 60 Church St."
Bessemer Bldg:.. Pittsburgh: 88 Broad St., BostonGeneral Motors Bldg:.. Detroit; 316 N. Washington Ave
Scranton
Canadian Agents. Lyman Tube & Supply Company Ltd
Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver.
office

Besides its practical features, the Wear-Proof
Mat greatly enhances the appearance of the

are flexible, can be rolled up like a
not warp or turn up at the edges.

danger of accidents to passengers as they furnish

Home

and dry weather.

will

They may be used on both sides.
The slip-proof construction minimizes

S'^id'^i

a secure footing in both wet

mind

for 5 years.
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Justly Kno'wn as

"One-Wear"
nPHE term "One-Wear" wheel im^ plies the possession of certain
qualities.

strength

Qualities of wear resistance,

and

plied only

lightness that are sup-

by a

special composition,

heat-treated steel.

The

evidence of more than a half

million wheels

now

in service brings

the verdict from the court of railroad

opinion that Davis "One- Wear" Steel

Wheels

are truly

"One- Wear."

the special steel that

makes them

It's

so.

American Steel Foundries
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ST.LOUIS

12,

1929

January

12,

1929
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Year iii'-'Year out /
v»BAUIi&IZATII)i«

During

many

19ZS

leading electric

railways have solved the
problem of handling heavy
traffic without blocking and congestion by boarding and alighting
passengers.

1929^

*oO'

will

adopting this same
passengers,

—

this

witness

many more

modem means

of handling

new method of door and

step con-

trol called

TREADLE-IZATION

V

National Pneumatic Company pB
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Econom

Electric

Railway Meters
Railways in over 200
have cut the consumption of
energy 10 to 20% through the use
of Economy Railway Watthour
Electric

cities

Meters.

Because the operators are continually stimulated toward correct car
operation
is

a

each

him

—The

man
a

Economy Meter

which assists
improve by giving
measure of his operating

welcome

tool

to

efficiency.

Economy Meters

are

easily

in-

and simple to maintain.
Mercury-cushioned rotating parts
insure their accuracy under railway and bus operation.
stalled

Besides Saving

Your Power

Inspection Dials provide a method which
accurately and automatically shows when car inspection is
needed. They also show at a glance how much work a caij
can do before inspection is needed, and in case of a road
the

Economy

failure,

how much work

failure.

All

this

the car has

done previous

without any clerical labor.

to thCj

January

12,
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LECTRIC

)

Meters

GASOLINE
the

first

Economy

19

step to Saving

Gasoline

Vehicle Meters
11

he

the same need in
Electric Meter

motor transportation that
does

in

electric

trans-

lortation.

rhey give an accurate record of energy costs.
Energy for automotive equipment is measured
1 gallons of fuel per mile.
Hence the need for
n accurate device for recording fuel as it is used.
is designed for mounting on the dash
on a bracket and is easily connected in the
uel line between the supply tank and the vac-

"he meter
r

um

tank.

'he

amount of

fuel used

is

recorded

in

gallons

nd tenths of gallons. From these records the
lanagement can determine whether waste is due
) faulty driving or poor condition of equipment.
'ou will begin to see a real saving in gasoline
'hen you meter it as used.

Economy

Electric Devices
37

W. Van

Buren

Cable Address:

St.,

Chicago

Sangamo, Chicago

General Sales Agents

Sangamo Economy Watthour Meters
Economy Gasoline Vehicle Meters

Company

District

Agents for
Peter Smith Heaters

Haskelite and Plymetl

Lang Bus Bodies

METER THE ENERGY— THAT'S WHAT YOU WANT TO SAVE
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STATISTICS /
Vyperators

who keep

statistics
always reorder from
The

CINCINNATI CAR CORPORATION
Successors to
Cincinnati Car Co. and Versare Corp.

Winton Place

CINCINNATI, OHIO

21
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Another Record
for

THERMIT WELDING
More

used Thermit in 1928 than
ever before. Perhaps you are one of them. It is a
2-to-l chance that you are.

And

electric railways

another interesting point

is

that these

com-

panies consumed a record breaking quantity of

Thermit. In

fact, the

in itself as large as the total

for 1919

was
consumption of Thermit

increase for 1928 over 1927

and 1921 combined.

This gain

is

due not only

to the greater use of

Thermit on new track extensions and on rebuilt
track, but also to its wider application in repairing
joints to extend the life of track for

many

years to

come.
indeed a tribute to the increasing
popularity and economy of Thermit welding
It

PITTSBURGH

is

METAL 4^THERMn
BRPADWAY
CHICAGO

BOSTON

19J>

.
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COrtPORATI
OJn^
EWYORK.
N.Y.

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

25

TORONTO
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EXPERIENCED

bus operators have proved over millions of miles of bus operation
Koolmotor Bus Oils effect a vital dollar and cents reduction in maintenance
costs.
That is why many of the largest motor transportation systems in the country use
Koolmotor Bus Oils exclusively.
that

Koolmotor Bus

Oils,

backed by our

s(>ecialized

Bus

Lubricating Service, accomplish these definite results

^ Greatly prolong the useful

life

of parts subject to wear.

f\ Extend the periods between scheduled replacements and

dividual part as well as the most practical and economical schedule for re-lubricating, taking into consideration
the make of bus, the model, age, and conditions of
operation.

efficiency of vehicle operation.

Exhaustive laboratory tests and practical field work
have enabled the Cities Service engineers to work out
the correct formulas for the exact lubricant best suited
for every part of the bus engine and chassis such as
transmission, differential, universal joints, wheel hubs,

Company has perfected a complete Bus
Lubricating Service to meet the severe requirements of
bus operation.

The services of an engineering staff familiar with the
many complex conditions of motor lubrication and oper-

inspections.

^ Give longer
^ Reduce

mileage.

pull-ins.

C[ Increase the

Cities Service

This

is

more than the ordinary
worked out plan

scientifically

"service." It embraces a
for lubricating each in-

shackles,

and the

like.

ation are available to you wherever
Koolmotor service is nation-wide.

OIL DIVISION

CITIES SERVICE
60

COMPANY

WALL STREET, NEW YORK,
Koolmotor Products

1929

N. Y.

you may

be, for

January

12,

1929
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The Wes'.inghouse Variable
Load Brake is an attachment
for use with straight air or
semi-automatic equipments hy
means of which the brake
cylinder
pressure
is
automatically adjusted as the car
weight changes, to provide the
same retarding effect 'hroughou'>
range of passenger load.

WHEN
when

thoroughfares are congested

are greatest

way

.

.

.

.

.

.

when

traffic

de-

are your cars as mobile as

other conveyances that use the streets

they lead the

.

other vehicles are contending for

the right of

mands

.

.

traffic rather

.

.

.

can

than lag behind?

They can if equipped with the Westinghouse
Variable Load Brake. This modern brake for
modern cars is as effective on loaded cars as on
empty cars and assures uniformly short stops under
all
Confer
sentative

with

our

repre-

regarding

desirability

of

the

conditions.

It

furnishes adequate control to

enable cars to hold their place in the

traffic

stream.

Wc^ing-

house Variable Load
Brakes for your new cars.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE
General Office and Works,

WILMERDING,

V/ESflNGHOUSETRACTION

CO.

PA.

Mm
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to
made

ing Service
your Patrons

know your lines
by "Union" automatic
signals and your highway crossings by
"Union" Highway Crossing Protection

u

is

re

easier

they

if

protected

devices.

More satisfactory service results because
closer headway may be maintained with
added

safety.

Automatic signals and

highway crossing protection are dependable insurances which soon pay off the
investment.

Our

specialists at

This

is

all

that

is

necessary.

Union automatic

block signals and highway crossing protective

movement and
no contact other than that between the wheels
and the rails to insure proper installation.
devices require no sequence of

your service without

obligation.

1881

ra tHnUin
fSSr

New York

^foittl^

& Signal

(do.

STVTKQVAIir
SWISSVALE. PA
PA.

^
VA/

1929

Dhlrict Offices:

Montreal

Chicago

St.

Louis

San Francisco

30
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Modern cars musthave good
equipment
These

modem

cars are only a

few

of the

many thousands which

are

equipped by General Electric

r

Railway Journal

Electric

Consolidation of
Street

MoOraw-Hill Puolishino Company,
JAHES H.

Railway Journal and Electric Railway Review

Inc,

AIcGiiAyr, Chairman ot the Board
President

Malcolm Muir,

CHARLES GORDON,

H. C. Pabmelke, Editorial Director

New

Volume 7i

LOUIB

Editor

York, Saturday, January

Basic Improvements

P.

StOU.,

PublUhinil Dirmttr

12,

1929

Number 2

Accompany Another

Year of Readjustment
ATHER TIME
in

has closed his books

His journal of daily events

for 1928.

the local transportation industry has
history. Successes and fail-

now become

ures alike are indelibly recorded.

It is wise, there-

fore, at the beginning of the new year to examine
the footings carefully; to note well the gains and
losses.
And it is even more important to determine the causes behind the actual record so that

those

who

are responsible for policies

may

profit

from the experiences of the year.
This entire issue of Electric Railway Journal

is

devoted to the factual record. Figures of extensions of track and reconstruction work exceed those
of last year, which were higher than for any year
during which these statistics have been collected.
This is convincing evidence of increasing confidence
in the future of public transportation on rails.
At
the same time, bus purchases for 1928 exceeded the
1927 figure by an appreciable margin. This, combined with the fact that more unprofitable track
mileage was abandoned than for any other single

companies are
gradually cleaning house and are utilizing the bus
year, indicates that transportation

:

''

freely
i

On

where

it

offers

advantages over

the other hand, purchases of

new

rail service.

cars

were at
This

the lowest ebb in the history of the industry.

no indication of lack of attention to the importance of replacing obsolete equipment, or lack of
interest in the possibilities of new cars.
Nor is it,
is

in

the last analysis, attributable to lack of buying

power on the part of the railways.

The money

spent for track construction and for bus purchases
is

definite

(remains,

refutation of that assumption.

There

only the conclusion that the
types of cars offered by the builders have not offered
[assurance of their superiority over existing equiptherefore,

iment in attracting riders, sufficient to convince the
jman that is responsible for putting up the money.

JThere are strong indications, however, that the
|slump in car buying has run its course.
Reports

from operating companies indicate definite plans
1929 budgets for car purchases that promise to
exceed the figures for the past several years. There
in

question but that equipment replacement
be expected to proceed at an increasing rate
during the next several years.
is

little

may

THE
move

level of street railway fares continues to
it is now quite apparent
willing to grant equitable rates

upward, and

that the public

is

when management offers reasonable evidence of
good faith in improving facilities and service. Accompanying the rise in the average rate of fare
has been a distinct improvement in public relations
throughout the country. The modern policy of
frank and open discussion of railway problems and
of the education of trainmen to a better understanding of the business of which they are a part is proving its wisdom.
All of this is likewise being reflected in the liberalization of franchise terms on
the part of the public, and in recognition on the
part of operating companies that their right to the
use of the public streets and the future security of
their business are based more upon the value of the
service which they render the public than upon the

terms of a specific franchise. Transportation men
have come to realize that a franchise to lose money
is worth very little.
housecleaning is accompanying the
of local transportation.
The flood of receiverships during the industry's most
severe period of stress following the war has receded steadily, and there has been a gradual reduction, through reorganization, in the amount of
bonds in default. During 1928 the railway mileage which went into receivership was the lowest
in the entire period during which the Journal has
been compiling this record.
Financial

physical

rehabilitation

Thus,

in perspective,

improvement

there has been a material

There has been
toward meeting the changed

in basic conditions.

substantial progress
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conditions with which the industry has been faced
for a number of years. It is probable that in the
future, we shall find that the actual corner was
turned several years ago, and that the industry
moved ahead much faster in 1928 than was ap-

parent to those close to the firing hne of daily

Perhaps

operations.

the

most

significant

fact

gleaned from the record of the past year, as it has
stood out for almost a decade, is the immense
vjtahty of the public transportation business. Carried along by an amazing momentum, the manufacture and sale of automobiles has established
new records, and a new flood of rubber-tired
vehicles has been turned loose on the streets of

American cities. There seems to be no limit to the
ingenuity of those who design these cars to devise
new features of style and to improve performance, and the public has amply demonstrated its
But
willingness to pay for these improvements.
public
despite all of this the need for organized

transportation shows no diminution. Though the
registration of automobiles has risen to unprecedented levels, their use for daily transportation

remains economically and physically impracticable.

ONLY
been

a

few years ago, credulity would have

strained to predict that physical saturalimiting
tion of street capacity would become the
factor in automobile usage, but that, nevertheless,

has become a fact in every large city and in many
Traffic congestion has assmaller ones as well.
as a community problem.
proportions
major
sumed
very forces which have
the
defeat
to
It threatens
our social and ecointo
city
modern
brought the
and economy of
convenience
namely,
life;

nomic

The inconvenand social intercourse.
threaten
congestion
by
caused
ience, cost and delays
comcompact
the
of
advantages
to overbalance the
business

munity.

Grandiose schemes are being brought forth with
doublerecurring frequency for the construction of
at
deck streets or other major street improvements
individual
public expense for the accommodation of
Only recently has American business bevehicles.
to consider the relative economic im-

gun seriously

transportation
portance of the organized public
recently has
Only
vehicle.
private
agency and the
the private
the relative efficiency of the public and
apparent.
become
space
street
of
vehicle in the use
understand
not
does
public
general
Even today, the
construction of one
that money expended for the
subway or elevated,
either
4-track rapid transit line,
as many people
for
will provide accommodations
boulevards for
express
25
in the rush hour as will
industry, in
and
business
private vehicles. Nor is
attention
serious
the
the face of this fact, giving
of
question
the
to
warrants,

which its importance
can afford
whether or not American communities

Vol.7i,No2

assume the overhead costs of encouraging the

to

further use of individual automobiles by major
Undoubtedly there
street construction programs.
which can be imcost
overhead
to
the
limit
is a

posed upon the modern city, without unbalancing
the very economic forces that have caused its development and growth.

DURING

the past year, public transportation
to play a more important
part in the study of these fundamental phases of
the transportation problem in their relation to
community development. At the same time, they

men have begun

have fiven increased attention to the underlying
economic factors in their own business. The effect
of load factor on the costs of providing transportation service has received serious consideration as
have also the influences which affect the load factor
through their bearing on off-peak riding. Throughout the industry, there is agreement that the wide
fluctuation

business
service.

between rush hour and non-rush hour

major element in the cost of providing
But in only a few cities has there been any

is

a

appreciable progress in building up off-peak volume.
Where this has been done, the success achieved has
been attributed to greater speed, to scientific schedalways in
uling with the objective of having a car

and to persistent and consistent ride selling
through intelligent publicity and properly trained
employees. Relatively little has been done in desight,

of rates proportioned to
to various classes
furnished
the cost of the service
up off-peak busibuilding
of riders, as a means of
directed to
been
has
But greater attention
ness.
time for
other
any
important subject than at

veloping a

scientific basis

this

a

number of

years.

industry is, of course, still a long way
being established on a really profitable
of
basis— a basis that will insure the free flow
requirepublic
with
pace
keep
to
needed new capital
transportaments. In practically every large city
of the
requirements
the
tion facilities lag behind
attracting
in
difficulty
the
community because of
show
to a business which still does not

THE
from

new

capital
a satisfactory balance sheet.

In the smaller comsatisfactory.
munities the volume of riding is not

apparent that improved equipment and service,
fares,
combined with a more scientific schedule of
revenues
up
building
offer the greatest promise of
It

is

industry is still far from
to a profitable level. The
its possibilities.
the position of having exhausted
made since
been
But in the very progress that has
that local
lies the greatest assurance

post-war days

and the entransportation men have the energy
forward
thusiasm to carry public transportation
American
upbuilding of
as an agency vital in the
communities.

Local Transportation Industry

Proves
Despite

rising

Its Stability
of

flood

competition

from

automobiles only slight changes are evidenced
in general

INHERENT

traffic

figures of electric railways

1,200

stability is the

most

which stands out
from an examination of operating

significant factor

of the local transportation
industry for the year 1928. Despite
unprecedented production and sales
records for automobiles, amounting to
more than 4,000,000 passenger cars
in the United States and Canada, the
number of riders on public transportation vehicles operated by electric
railways remains practically constant.

uoo

statistics

As

the use of buses by electric
railways to supplement existing lines

has gradually led to the cleaning out
of unprofitable rail mileage, the numhtr of passengers carried by electric
cars shows a slight recession, while
the number of passengers handled by
buses shows a corresponding increase.

But these changes represent at most
merely minor adjustments in character of service.
Far surpassing them

IjOOO

900

Z 800
700

600

c

o

=

500

400-

1907

1912

1922

1917

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

192f>

—

Chart 1
Distribution of revenues of electric railways of the Un ted States compiled
from U. S. Census figures for 1907, 1912, 1917 and 1922 and from data collected and
agencies are
prepared by American Electric Railway Association for intervening years
holding their own in the face of unprecedented increases in the number
of private automobiles in the hands of the public. When
since 1922 there has been little change in the general
it is considered that there are now over 21,500,000 private
trend of total revenue or of any of the principal diviautomobiles registered in the United States and that apsions of the chart.
The trends have all been gradually
in significance is the

public

fact that local

transportation

proximately $1,500,000,000 was spent in 1928 for highto provide them a place to operate, the
results achieved by the local transportation industry in
the face of this almost overwhelming competition stand
out in full relief.

upward, with net income remaining about constant. The
period from 1922 to 1928 witnessed the active introduction of the bus by local transportation companies.
The figures for 1928 show little variation from the
general trend since 1922.
The approximate totals for
this latest year are as follows: revenue from all sources,
$1,110,000,000; wages, $430,000,000; other operating
expenses, $338,000,000; rent, interest, taxes,
etc.,
$264,000,000 net income $78,000,000. Wages represent
approximately 38.7 per cent of the total revenue; other
operating expenses 30.5 per cent rent, interest, taxes,
and net income 7 per cent.
etc. 23.8 per cent
Examination of the specific figures for passenger
traffic on local public transportation vehicles further
emphasizes the status of organized community transIn Chart No. 2 there is
portation as a basic necessity.
shown the total number of passengers carried by electric railways in the United States, for the years from
1917 to 1928 inclusive, the figures for the census years
1917 and 1922 being those compiled by the census bureau

way improvements

Comparisons of the figures from one year to another
little value in analyzing the economic status of
electric railways.
For that reason, accompanying charts
are of

prepared with the co-operation of the statistical department of the American Electric Railway Association
and based upon available census figures supplemented

;

;

.Jby those collected by the association, are presented to
Sjgive an adequate perspective of the basic economic
trends.
In Chart No. 1 are shown the revenues from
all sources for the census years 1907, 1912, 1917 and
1922, and for each year from 1923 to 1928 inclusive,
based upon A.E.R.A. compilations.
The chart is arjranged to show the division of revenue for these years
between wages, other operating expenses, rent, interest
and taxes, and net income.
It is worthy of note that

;
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amounted to 15,361,402,000. Of these, 15,331,402,000
were carried on cars and 30,000,000 on buses. As the

Passengers Carried

M^B By
K\^^ >

electric railwcfy cars
"
»
buses

use of buses has been extended by electric railways,
there has been a consistent increase in the number of
buses operated, in the annual bus mileage operated by
electric railways and in the number of passengers carried by bus.
It is interesting likewise to note that there
has also been a steady increase in the average mileage per
year per bus owned, and in the number of passengers
carried per bus, indicating more intensive use of bus
equipment. For the purposes of this analysis, however,
the important fact is that neither the increased use of
buses nor the enormous increases in the registration of
private automobiles has materially reduced the number
of passengers who depend upon electric railways for
their daily transportation.
In 1923 the peak of car
passengers was reached with a figure of 15,989,000,000,
or an increase of approximately 4.3 per cent over 1922.
In 1924 car passengers were 2.4 per cent above 1922;
in 1925, 1.1 per cent above 1922; in 1926, 1.9 per cent
above 1922; in 1927 practically equal to 1922; and for

«9
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Chart 2 Total passengers carried on electric railways and
bus subsidiaries in the United States. Compiled from U. S.
Census figures for 1917 and 1922 and from A.E.R.A. data for
remaining years
their

S 35,000

X 30000
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I

Single Track

M3,400
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20,000

and those for intervening and succeeding years being
based upon estimates compiled by the American Electric
Railway Association. The totals are divided each year
to show passengers carried on electric railway cars as
well as those carried on buses operated by electric railway companies or their sul)sidiaries.
During 1922, the last census year for which complete
figures are available, the total revenue passengers carried
zoo

^
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Capita of Population,^

Au+otnobiles per
Thousanol Population
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Electric railway track and bus route mileage in United
and Canada. Data for the United States for 1917 and
1922 from U. S. census. Canadian mileage and intervening
years from data collected from McGraw Electric Railway
Directory, annual statistical numbers of Electric Railway Journal
and A.E.R.A. data

Chart 4

States

1928, 1.8 per cent below 1922.

During

this period the

passengers to car passengers the total for 1923 is 4.6
per cent above 1922; 1924, 3.5 per cent above 1922;
1925, 3.3 per cent above 1922; 1926, 5.4 per cent above
1922; 1927, 4.9 per cent above 1922; and 1928, 3.8
per cent above 1922. Thus, although automobile registrations increased during this period from 10,864.128
in 1922 to 21,630,000 in 1928, or practically 100 per
cent, public transportation agencies held their own in
the number of passengers carried.
All of this is not to say that the growth in the us«
of private vehicles has not had serious efifects upon th«

100

80

10,000

number of passengers carried on electric railway buses
increased from approximately 30,000,000 in 1922 to
approximately 900,000,000 in 1928. Adding these bus

140

120

15.000

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

Although the number oi
remained about constant, public transportation rides have failed to keep pace with the growth in
public transportation business.
riders has

—

Chart 3 Revenue rides per capita of population on electric railways of the United States and subsidiary bus lines, in comparison with automobile registrations. Chart prepared by A.E.R.A.
Balance
Traflfic figures for 1917 and 1922 from U. S. Census.
Automobile regisof traffic figures from A.E.R.A. estimates.
trations from N.A.C.C.

population, and' the

number

of rides per inhabitant has

dropped steadily during the period under discussion.
Furthermore, there has been a large increase in the
habit of moving about, produced primarily by the con-
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venience and comfort of individual transportation. To
put this another way, there has been an increase in
the market for transportation, but public transportation
agencies have failed to profit by any material proportion
of this increased demand.

The situation is shown graphically in Chart No. 3
prepared by the American Electric Railway AssociaA steady drop in the number of revenue rides
tion.
per capita of population is shown from 1923 to the
It is therefore apparent that since the
present time.
total rides on ipublic transportation vehicles has remained about constant during this period, the drop in
riding habit has just about balanced the increase in
population.

Thus

it

requires

more than a mere year-to-year comfigures to show in true perspective

parison of traffic
It has
the status of the local transportation industry.
There has
failed to gain in total number of riders.
been a gradual reduction in the miles of track in service
as unprofitable lines have been lopped off; but there
has been a greater gain in l)us routes and in bus mileage
than the decrease in rail mileage, so that the total miles
of route of public transportation service have increased
materially.

From 1922 to 1928, the total length of single track
operated by electric railways was reduced about 3.000
miles.
On the other hand, preliminary figures indicate
approximately 23.000 miles of bus routes operated
Vehicle
I

Mileage

Electric rai/way cars
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Chart 6 Trend of passenger traffic and industrial employment.
Chart prepared by A.E.R.A.
Curves represent the moving
monthly average obtained by dividing the totals for twelve
months at the end of each month by 12. Employment data
from U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

miles, or an increase of approximately 65,000,000 car

miles

per year, despite a decrease of approximately
3,000 single track miles of track in service.
Furthermore there were operated in 1928 approximately 310,000.000 bus miles, thus making a total of 375,000,000
vehicle miles of increased service operated in 1928 in
comparison with 1922.
The variations by years are
shown graphically in Chart No. 5.
Two additional* charts complete the presentation of
basic trends in the industry. Chart No. 6 shows the relation between passenger traffic on electric railways and
industrial employment, as prepared by the American
Electric Railway Association from car and bus passenger data reported by 201 properties, and from em])loyment statistics furnished by the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Explanation for the increa.sed revenue figures shown
in Chart No. 1 in the face of a static volume of riding,
is found in the gradual shift of the basic fare from 5
cents to 10 cents, shown clearly in Chart No. 7.
300
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Chart 5 Total revenue car-miles and bus-miles operated annually
by electric railways. Car mileage for 1917 and 1922 from
U. S. census. Car mileage for other years from A.E.R.A.

in regular
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E

100

scheduled service by these companies or their

These figures are
graphically in the accompanying Chart No. 4.
subsidiaries at the end of 1928.

shown

A

I

I

measure of the character of service rendered by
is given in Chart No. 5
showing car and bus mileage by years. Referring again

public transportation vehicles

to the last complete census date. 1922, the total

revenue

car-miles operated were 2,124,523,000.
In 1928
figure was approximately 2,190,000,000 revenue

the
car
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Chart 7 Distribution and trend of fares based upon reports by
300 companies in cities of more than 25,000 population, to the
American Electric Railway Association
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upward Trend Shown by

Budget Figures
1929.

the industry at $229,500,000, an increase of $4,000,000.
This is not a large increase but it is sufficient to indicate
that the industry plans to do better than hold its own.
Electric railways have been making improvement plans

Car purchases will show a large increase and bus purchases a slight

barometer known, are showing the results. With operating costs, both for material and labor, mounting steadily

Total expenditures for

1928 ex-

ceeded those for 1927, with a
ther increase indicated for

increase,

while

expenditures

fur-

for

little relief

situation

tures will recede slightly

thinking brought about an entirely different situation.
this occurred it was only a question of time when
the industry would re-establish itself and restore its
purchasing power. The small decrease which occurred
between 1926 and 1927 was a good indication that the
bottom had about been reached. The process of development now seems to be definitely under way. No startling increases can he expected in the next few yearsJ
but a steady climb can reasonably be looked for. The

RECOVERING
-

the best business

coming in the way of increased fares, the
was discouraging. Naturally, this had a serious
Fewer cars were bought,
effect on the expenditures.
less track was built and savings were made wherever posThe awakening of the
sible in maintenance material.
railways to the need for readjusting their methods and

and

for

power equipment and way and struc-

When

from the low ebb of 1927, total
exjjenditures for new plant and maintenance materials in the electric railway industry showed a modBudgets for 1929 indicate that

erate increase for 1928.

some time, and the expenditures,

expenditures during the coming year will be substantially
larger than during the past twelve months. Although the
figure for 1928 of $225,730,000 is only a slight increase
over the low mark of $225,271,000 in 1927, it indicates
that the decrease has been checked. This fact is further
supported by the forecast for 1929, which was placed by

upturn was accomplished through consistent efforts to
improve service, equipment and public relations, and the

Purchases Planned by Electric Railways for 1929, Compared with Actual Figures for
Past Years Compiled by "Electric Railway Journal"

New

Way and structures.
Cars
Buses

— Capital

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

Forecast
1929

$56,000,000

17,000,000

$52,400,000
50,400,000
15,680,000
5,150,000

$51,200,000
40,000,000
17,540,000
7,640,000

$77,365,000
34,758,000
14,368,000
3,561,000

$90,050,000
18,900,000
19,100,000
7,300,000

$77,800,000
31,100,000
20,300,000
6,900,000

$133,200,000

$123,630,000

$116,380,000

$130,052,000

$135,350,000

$136,100,000

f,nonnnnn
o".-!""."""

1

J

Power equipment...
Total

Plant and Equipment

Maintenance Materials— Operating

Way and structures.
Cars
Buses

18,000,000

$56,900,000
54,700,000
7,370,000
22,650,000

$50,000,000
47,800,000
7,500,000
11,370,000

$40,517,000
36,941,000
9,451,000
8,310,000

$31,040,000
35,200,000
15,040,000
9,100,000

$32,750,000
36,100,000
16,100,000
8,450,000

$129,500,000

$141,620,000

$116,670,000

$95,219,000

$90,380,000

$93,400,000

$57,500,000

cAnnnnnn
54,000,000

I

I

Power equipment.

. .

Total

Total of

New

Plant and Equipment, and Maintenance Materials

Way andstructures. $113,500,000
Cars
Buses

35,000,000

$109,300,000
105,100,000
23,050,000
27,800,000

$101,200,000
87,800,000
25,040,000
19,010,000

$117,882,000
71,699,000
23,819,000
11,871,000

$121,090,000
54,100,000
34,140,000
16,400,000

$110,550,000
67,200,000
36,400,000
15,350,000

total.... $262, 700,000

$265,250,000

$233,050,000

$225,271,000

$225,730,000

$229,500,000
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Power equipment...

Grand
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progress in the future will depend on

how

earnestly these

efforts are continued.

Aside from the important trend of
figures.

total

expenditures,

two other outstanding trends shown by the

there are

The

car purchases

first is

the large increase contemplated in

and the second the track

activity precedbudgets, indicate that the car figure
will soar from $18,900,000 in 1928 to $31,100,000 for
This is an increase of $12,200,000, or 64.5 per
1929.
cent.
The figure for 1928 represents approximately
$14,000,000 for new rolling stock and $4,900,000 for
rebuilding cars and other overhaul work charged to capital account.
The estimated figure for 1929, however,
probably will include a larger percentage for new cars.

ing this buying.

The

Estimates of expenditures are confirmed by definite

47

would decide

to invest in more rolling stock, but the
experimentation continued and several new designs made
their appearance, some embodying radical departures from
the standard practice.
This, of course, had the effect
of causing managements to postpone purchases and was
largely responsible for the decrease in cars bought.
Satisfactory designs including the latest developments
are now available, and companies that have been delaying
their ordering of equipment for the past two or three
years evidently intend to go ahead with purchases.

Way and Structures
Reach New High Mark

Expenditures for

Great activity in track construction and reconstruction
during the past year is reflected in the large increase in

Power

— $16,400,000

Maintenance materials

New

$9,100,000
plant and equipment$7,300,000

—

Cars $54,100,000
Maintenance materials

New

How

$35,200,000
plant and equipment
18,900,000

the total of ^229,500,000 was divided among the four accounts of way and structures, cars, buses and power equipment. Each
divided to show how the amounts are allocated, the shaded portions representing new plant and equipment, and the
unshaded portions the maintenance materials

circle is

plans for the purchase of new cars.
Six railways alone
have indicated that they plan to purchase a total of 513

50 and 42. Considering the fact that only 700 passenger cars were bought

cars, in lots of 115, 106, 100, 100,

during 1928, the definite information that these six companies will buy 513 cars this year is extremely encour-

Moreover, numerous other companies have stated
buy new rolling stock. In fact 40 per
cent of all the railways submitting budget figures ex-

aging.

that they intend to

pressed the intention of making expenditures for new
cars and car equipment.
While the volume of car purchases in 1928 was regretably low, this was not entirely unexpected. For the past
three years the car manufacturers have been experimenting with new cars and operators have been delaying their
purchases, awaiting the outcome of this experimentation.
It

was anticipated

made during

that no radical developments would be
the past year and that the electric railways

way and

structures item. Although the expenditures
1927 showed an increase of $26,000,000 over the
1926 figure, the 1928 figure shows a still further increase

the

for

of $13,000,000, making the new total $90,050,000. It is
notable that the actual expenditures exceeded by half a
million dollars the forecast made for the year.
Many
large properties rehabilitated their tracks in 1928 and
made extensions, several companies investing extremely

sums in new track. The information received a
year ago indicated that the track activity evidenced in
1927 was to continue and the actual figures for the past
considerable numyear proved this forecast to be true.
ber of garages, carhouses and other buildings were constructed during the year, helping to increase this figure.
Conditions vary so greatly on different properties that
it would be impossible to arrive at an average figure for
the division of way and structures expenditures between
way accounts and structures accounts, but it is evident
large

•
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It is of particular interest that the bus purchases for
1929 are estimated to exceed the 1928 figure by more
than $1,000,000.
No doubt, each year more and more
buses are being bought to replace old ones. This type of
vehicle has been used intensively now for more than
four years and many of the first buses bought are being
replaced. Each year this figure will account for a larger
Railways have been
share of the total buses bought.
careful in adopting the bus and have determined its
proper place, thus assuring the stability of this form of
transportation.
Because of this fact, it is reasonable to
assume that in another year or two, the buses for replacement will be approximately the same as the number
ordered in the years when it was being adopted.

Total Figure for Buses and Cars
Is

Low

Because of the large decrease

in car

purchases during

the past year the total figure for cars and buses- dropped
In 1925, the total was $66,080,000.
to a new low level.

ms

1924

I

The

1926

Power g^l Buses

1928

1927

1929

Forecast

Cars

Way and
Structures

1928 over 1927 and
the estimated increase (or 1929 indicates that the decline during
the three preceding years has been checked and that a steady
upward climb may be expected
slight increase in total expenditures in

that the latter represent a large proportion of the total.

The budget
slight recession

way and structures shows a
from the $90,050,000 mark to $77,800,000.

for 1929 in

This is not serious, however, because the figure is still
above the previous high mark for 1927.
The steady decline in car purchases for the past three
years with the indicated increa.se for the coming year and
the opposite trend in way and structures, an increase for
the past three years and a decrease predicted in 1929,
indicates a definite trend. Operators were taking advantage of the unsettled car situation to rehabilitate track,
but now that they have their track in fair condition they
are turning to the purchase of new cars. No doubt many
companies will reconstruct more track after securing new
equipment. This should give a balancing effect and a
resulting return to normal in most accounts in another
year or two. This trend further supports the explanation
in the opening paragraph that the industry is taking the
necessary steps to improve its service and equipment and
that a gradual stabilization is being obtained.
The fact
that the industry is improving its track and preparing to
buy new cars is also conclusive proof that the leaders have
faith in the local transportation business.

1928

Shows Big Increase

fell to $57,540,000 in 1926, to $49,126,000 in
1927 and to $38,000,000 in 1928. For the past two or
three years the car situation has been unsettled, as
pointed out previously, and this accounts for the interruption of car buying and the resulting decline in the
totals.
The definite information, however, that bus purchases will increase approximately $1,000,000 during
1929 and car purchases more than $12,000,000. indicates
that the low point was reached in 1928 and that there will
be a resumption of active buying during the present year.
The diagram below shows the car and bus purchases for
the years 1925 to 1928, with the forecasts for 1929.
Expenditures for new power plant, substation and
line equipment showed a substantial increase over those
for 1927.
The figure mounted from $3,561,000 to
$7,300,000. This figure is almost exactly what was fore-

but this

showing that operators carried out their
substation and distribution reconstruction programs as
Several companies in the past year installed
planned.
cast for 1928,

new

represents a slight decline, but is far in excess of the
1927 figure and indicates that a great deal of activity will
be shown in this department during the present year.

Maintenance Material Figures
Remain Steady
total figure for maintenance materials and supcharged to operating accounts only, shows a decrease for 1928 over 1927, but this is not an appreciable

.The

plies,

in Buses

Bus manufacturers enjoyed the best year in sales to
Journal has been recording
The total number purchased exthese budget figures.
ceeded 2,400, surpassing the previous high mark made
The purchases totaled the
in 1926 of more than 2,200.
sum of $19,100,000, exceeding the figure for 1927 by

substation equipment as a part of their general modThe figure for 1929 of $6,900,000

ernization programs.

/u

60

electric railways since the

almost $5,000,000, and the forecast for 1928 by $4,000.000. The amount expended for buses in 1928 exceeds
the figure for 1926, when the next highest numlier of
buses were purchased, l)y a million and a half dollars.
More than 450 double-deck buses and large capacity
street car type coaches. Twin Coaches, A.C.F. Metropolitans and Versares, were bought during the year, and
of the smaller bu.ses almost 1,000 had seating capacities of

between 29 and 33 passengers.

To+nl

fe50
"o

°40
Cars

•s

o

|20

_^uses__

—

.
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1925

1926

1927

1928

1929
Forecast

Car purchases continued to decline through 1928, while bus
purchases mounted. It is significant, however, that both will
show substantial increases during 1929
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Maintenance Materials and Labor
Way and
[

I

Total
$95,219,000
126,662,000

$81,893,000

$16,043,000

$16,554,000

$221,881,000

$35,200,000
49.300,000

$15,040,000
11,870,000

$9,100,000
6,580,000

$90,380,000
Il8,l50,u00

$81,440,000

$84,500,000

$26,910,000

$15,680,000

$208,530,000

$32,750,000
58,900,000

$36,100,000
49,800,000

$16,100,000
12,600,000

$8,450,000
6,460,000

$93,400,000
127,760,000

$91,650,000

$85,900,000

$28,700,000

$14,910,000

$221,160,000

$107,391,000

Material
Labor.

$31,040,000
50,400,000

|

.

Power
$8,310,000
8,244,000

Total.

.

Buses
$9,451,000
6,592,000

$36,941,000
44,952,000

Material.,

Labor.

1927 Expenditures

Cars

Structures
$40,517,000
66,874,000

.

.

.

,

1

Total.
f

1929 Estimated Expenditures

Material.

Labor.
|

Total.

amount and is explained largely by the decrease in maintenance materials for track, this, in turn, resulting from
the great, amount of track rebuilding activity of the
past year.
The total for 1928 was $90,380,000, as compared with $95,219,000 for 1927.
The total estimated
for 1929 shows a slight increase, reaching the figure of
The total of maintenance materials for
$93,400,000,
cars shows only a $1,700,000 recession from the 1927
figure, which is a favorable figure compared with the
previous recessions of $11,000,000 and $7,000,000 in the
years 1927 and 1926. respectively. The 1929 figure shows
a slight increase, so that it is evident that the low mark
has been reached.
The way and structures figure shows a decrease
amounting to more than $9,000,000, but this was to be
expected with the large track reconstruction program carried out in the past year and the resulting charging of
most of the material to capital account. An increase has
been predicted, however, for the present year. This is
in accordance with the decrease in way and structures
expenditures charged to capital account, estimated for
Materials for power plant, substation and line
1929.
maintenance do not vary much, showing an increase in
1928 of $790,000, but dropping again to approximately
the same figure in 1929.

Total for Maintenance Materials and Labor
Drops Slightly

^

»
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Expenditures during 1928 for maintenance materials
and labor combined did not reach the 1927 figure. The
total fell from $221,881,000 to $208,530,000, the figure
for materials decreasing approximately $5,000,000 and

for labor $8,500,000. The decrease is accounted for in
the slight falling off in the power figure and the large

decrease in the way and structures figure. To offset these
decreases, there were increases in both the car and bus

maintenance accounts, an increase of almost $3,000,000
for cars and almost $11,000,000 for buses. The advance
recorded for buses no doubt is due to the large increase
in the number to be maintained each year and the growing average age of the buses in service. The 1929 estimates show an increase in the total for all accounts,
bringing the figure to $221,160,000, or approximately the

same as for 1927. A slight decrease is predicted for
power plant, substation and line maintenance, but increases are estimated for the other three accounts, the
increase for way and structures being placed at $10,000,-

000.

The

variations in the maintenance accounts nat-

urally are not very great, because

most companies follow

them much within
a period of a year. The variation in the way and structures item, of course, is caused by the track reconstruction
programs with the charging of much of the material and
labor to capital account.
It is interesting to note the ratio of material to labor
in each of the accounts.
For way and structures, material represents 38.2 per cent of the total, for cars it
represents 41.7 per cent, for buses 55.9 per cent and for
power plant, substation and line maintenance, 58.1 per
cent. With all accounts taken together the amount spent
for material represents 43.3 per cent of the total. These
percentages are approximately the same for the individual
accounts as those indicated by the figures compiled last
certain standards and do not change

year.

Pertinent Facts Revealed by the Budget Data
During 1928:
The

total for new plant and equipment and maintenance materials showed an increase, the first
since 1925.

Bus purchases totaled $19,100,000, and increase
of almost $5,000,000.

Way

and structures expenditures exceeded the
mark made during 1927 by

previous high
$13,000,000.

Power equipment expenditures more than doubled.

During 1929:
The

total of all expenditures for

and maintenance materials

new equipment

will increase

almost

$4,000,000.

Car purchases

will increase $12,200,000, or 64.5
per cent of the 1928 figure.

Expenditures

for

structures will
remain high.

Buses

will reach a

power equipment,

way and

drop

will

slightly

new high mark

but

at

still

$20,300,000.

Electric

Railway Executives Conj

Comment from many

improvement
permit companies to

sections of the country tells of

A fare

adequate to
function properly is needed. Stimulation of

in conditions.

off-peak riding

SIGNIFICANT

outlines of trans-

portation conditions in 30 of the
larger cities of the United States

and Canada are given in a series of
statements received from prominent
railway executives in response to inquiries recently made by this paper.
Wide variation is found in the problems which these executives are facing
and in the methods used in their soluA general tone of optimism
tion.
runs through these statements. Confidence is expressed in the future un-

is

a pressing

problem

der a fare adequate to permit the
companies to function properly.
slight decrease in traffic is reported in
some of these cities. In general, however, the net revenue has shown a
small increase despite the reduction in
Prospects for 1929 are entraffic.
couraging. Definite predictions can-

A

not be made concerning the volume of
riding during the present year but indications are that it will not vary
materially from that during the year
just ended.

Traffic Promotion Directed

Toward

Stimulating Off 'Peak Riding

—

Boston No reason is seen by Edward Dana, general manager of the
Boston Elevated Railway, for feeling
1929 will be materially different
from 1928. Speaking from the stand-

that

point of street railway operation in a
large city, it occurs to Mr. Dana that
traffic figures must be looked on in the
light of what is actually transpiring.
As he sees it, the gross figures of revenue passengers carried for a twelvemonth period on a street railway do not
indicate the true situation.
mass
transportation agency in a large city
which carries the backbone of the traffic is subject to constantly increasing
traffic during the rush hours, but is also
subject to loss during the summer
months owing to the increased practice
of vacations throughout the business
world and the improvement in the
standard of living which allows families
to use the automobile for pleasure. Not
only that, but the apparent affluence of
a very large part of the public has
given it a taste for the taxi, a service
coming more and more into public favor
for quick individual haul for people
who have the means to pay for it.
Mr. Dana wants to flatten the peak

A

brought about by this situation. He is
very frank.
He says that the efforts
of the Boston Elevated Railway in traffic promotion have been directed to the
three

summer months where

traffic

is

10,000,000 revenue passengers a
rnonth
compared with the winter
months. In other words, as things have
stood, rush-hour service, both in caoff

pacity provided and passengers handled,
may be constantly increasing, yet the
total number of passengers carried for
the year shows a slight reduction.
state of affairs of this kind gives rise
to erroneous conclusions as to the importance, necessity and actual facts of
On the
mass transportation service.

A

traffic shows a falling off
margin as
of 1.2 per cent over 1927.
close as that on a total of 37,000,000
people does not, in Mr. Dana's opinion,
permit accurate prediction as to whether
the totals during 1929 will be slightly

Boston El. 1928

A

less or slightly

—With

the improvement in the textile and other
industries the Springfield Street Railway and the Worcester Consolidated
Street Railway look forward to increased income during 1929. With the
economies effected and the savings made
through the addition of 50 new lightweight modern cars on each of the
properties, C. V. Wood, the president,
believes that in the coming year the
systems will better the results of 1928.
With considerable satisfaction he finds
that the Springfield Street Railway net,
exclusive of depreciation charges, is 3.4
times the bond interest requirements, and
that of the Worcester Street Railway
2.3 times the bond interest requirements.
Approximate figures for the Springfield Street Railway and the Worcester
Consolidated Street Railway available
at this time show the total operating
revenue of the Springfield Street Railso

to be $2,763,000, the total operating

the net operatThis, notwiththan $90,000 in
with the year
1927, was made possible through a reduction of more than $158,000 in operating expenses. For the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway the total operating revenue was $3,088,000, the total
operating expenses $2,466,000, leaving
the net operating revenue $622,000.

This, notwithstanding a loss of $58,000 in
revenue as compared with 1927, was made
possible through a reduction of more
than $193,000 in operating expenses.
In both Springfield and Worcester
more car-miles were operated during
1928 than in 1927. In the expenses as
stated are included depreciation on electric cars, buses, power stations, other
buildings, machinery, tools, etc. While
the systems have sustained a loss in
gross the expense of operation has been
reduced through co-ordination of cars
and buses and other facilities, resulting
The
in an increase in the net income.
budget of the Springfield Street Railway for 1929 covers expenditures for
new plant and equipment of $305,000,
and maintenance, materials and labor of
$515,000. On the Worcester property,
new plant and equipment in the 1929
total $230,000, and maintenance,
materials and labor $620,000.

budget

—

more.

Springfield and Worcester

way

expense $2,199,000 and
ing revenue $564,000.
standing a loss of more
revenue as compared

New Bedford Elton S. Wilde, pre
dent of the Union Street Railway, Net
Bedford, Mass., is optimistic over the
prospects for 1929. During 1928 conditions with the company were not good,
but then the great textile strike was in
In 1928
progress, lasting six months.
gross revenue of the railway at New
Bedford decreased about 14 per cent
compared with 1927.
New York

City

— In New York City,

of course, the companies are struggling
heroically against the limitations imposed by the 5-cent fare. There is one
system in particular, however,
city

which

reflects

^

1
both urban and suburban 1

It is the Third
operating conditions.
Avenue Railway. Not only that, but the
company is a large operator of buses.
The service rendered includes electric
operation in Manhattan and the Bronx
and all of lower Westchester County, including the cities of Yonkers, Mount
Vernon, New Rochelle, the Pelhams,

both from the standpoint of
and from that of sound
economics.
This statement reflects the opinion
of management of the company that while
the problem presented is by no means
solved, the outlook is more favorable
than it has been for some years and
there is reason to believe that the company is now on the upgrade.
facilities,

ient of the Future
White Plains and the Village of Tarrytown.

In addition buses are operated

Bronx and in Westchester
the
County connecting the city of White
in

Plains with the villages of Elmsford,
Hastings,
Ferry,
Ardsley,
Dobbs
Scarsdale,
Tuckahoe, Harrison and

Mamaroneck.
Thus it will he seen that the operation varies from the difficult and dense
volume of traffic in midtown and lower
Manhattan to service in the sparsely
populated
sections
in
Westchester
County. Despite the trying conditions
under which it operates the company
has been able to keep its net revenue
for the ten months of 1928 at a figure
comparable with that of previous years.
Operation of the electric lines in Manhattan shows a small decrease in the
passengers carried and the gross revenue, but the electric operation in the
Bronx shows an increase which a little
more than offsets the decrease in Manhattan and accounts for the electric
operation in both boroughs showing a
slight advance.
Bus operation in the Bronx was not
started until 1928, but the volume of
traffic on the buses has increased stead-

and the feeling is that this traffic
will continue to increase in 1929.
The officers of the system are underily

stood

to

feel

that

while operation in

Manhattan may not show an increase,
the system as a whole, because of the
development north of the Harlem River
that is to say, in the borough of the
Bronx and in the cities and villages

—

in

practical service

—

lower Westchester County will conshow through 1929 an increase
passengers carried and also an in-

tinue to
in

crease

in

gross

the

ability of the

The
revenue.
to increase

management

the net revenue in the ratio comparable
to that of the probable increase in the
gross naturally will depend, to a great
degree, on the cost of labor and material.

New York

City

— Better than

PinsnuRGH

— Continued

efforts

by

the electric railways toward modernization of equipment and improvements
in comfort and speed should result in
greater achievements for the industry
1929.
So says Thomas Fitzgerald,
general manager of the Pittsburgh RailHe feels that the accomplishways.
ments of the electric railways in the
face of severe automobile competition
show the indispensability of this facility
He regards
for mass transportation.
the present superiority of the electric
car in point of economy, convenience
The
and safety to be unquestioned.
Pittsburgh figures show total passenger
revenue in 1927 to be $20,895,633 compared with $20,139,577 for 1928. The
number of revenue passengers in 1927
was 262,061,272 compared with 251,874,571 in 1928.

m

at

any

time in the last five years is the outlook
for the industry, according to W. H.
Sawyer, president of Stevens & Wood.
As Mr. Sawyer sees it, the industry has
a fairly definite appreciation of the lines

and routes and companies which have
been or can be readjusted to meet the
changed conditions. As a result there
should be, and Mr. Sawyer believes
there will be, an appreciable amount of
buying of new equipment and rehabiliThis will not, in his
tation material.
opinion, be confined simply to the larger
city companies, but will include an appreciable number of smaller companies
He expects that
in the smaller cities.

interurban progress and buying will be
spotty, the greatest development being
on those lines which are making a
and constructive drive for
definite
freight business at the same time they

passenger
their
rehabilitating
are
equipment, so that they can not only
get more passenger business but can
have the benefit of a public-pleasing
passenger department as an aid and
advertisement for the securing of freight
business.

Super'Service a Feature of

New Jersey Operation

—

Harrisburc Business conditions in
and around Harrisburg, Pa., are only
reflecting the sluggish condition
On the Harristhe coal industry.
burg Railways traffic for 1928 fell ofif
This was due to
slightly over 1927.
the poor business conditions previously
mentioned, and also to the fact that the
fair,

in

use of the private automobile continues
In
to increase at an amazing rate.
July, 1928. the company increased its
cash fare from 6 cents to 7 cents. According to C. S, Crane, assistant to the
president, prospects for 1929 indicate
that railway traffic will probably continue to decline, but that the falling off
may be expected to be less pronounced
than the slump that was experienced ;n
1928.

Nkwark— Material
made by

progress

was

the Public Service Co-ordinated

Transport operating in New Jersey during 1928 in improving the local transportation provided and in placing its
operation upon a sounder economic
During 1928 the company exbasis.
tended and improved its bus operation
not only as regards regular local and
intercommunity service, but also in respect to what the company calls "superservice," namely, service provided at
higher rates with a more luxurious
type of equipment. At the same time
the company has built up an increasing

charter bus business which has become
an important part of its operations. It
has improved its facilities for and its
methods of maintenance, has expanded
its operations both as to interstate and
intrastate service and has been able to
co-ordinate street car and bus operation
to advantage.
In spite of the competition of the
privately owned automobile, the demand

for local transportation in the territory
served by the company is increasing.
The management of the New Jersey
Company feels that such demand can be
further accelerated by providing service
which more closely meets the requirements of the riding public, and while
there are many obstacles in the way
notably the outstanding obstacle of traffic congestion
the management is confident that, with the co-operation of the
public authorities, it will be able to increase the attractiveness of the service
it offers and so increase the number of

—

destination.
To this end the company
intends to endeavor to speed up its rail-

way

its riders.

So far

—

Erie There are 25,000 registered
automobiles in Erie, Pa., a city of 130,000 inhabitants. This means practically
an automobile for each home. The Erie
Railways has carried on most intensively in the past, and it intends to continue to make a bold bid for patronage,
realizing, according to A. F. Tideswell,
general manager, that the only way to
hold patronage is to handle passengers
with less waste of time en route to

as the future

development of

the property is concerned, the policy of
the company is firmly fixed. Its aim is
to create for the territory it serves a
comprehensive system of transit that
shall embrace the various types of
transportation
facilities
to
adapted
transportation needs.
Experience is
rapidly teaching the company how to
make the most efficient use of these
51

schedules approximately to 9 miles
congested area and 11 to 12 miles
in the more open territory, and to maintain its coach schedules at a speed of
In Erie
15 m.p.h,, between terminals.
in 1928 there were 16 per cent fewer
revenue passengers than in 1927. The
gross revenue of the company at Erie
was off 5 per cent over the similar
period the year before and the net revenue off 5 per cent.
in the
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Washington

Fare Increase
Helped Baltimore Company

—Approximate figures for

Baltimore

1928 show a decrease in revenue passengers of 8.3 per cent on the lines of
the United Railways & Electric Company, Baltimore, Md., an increase in
operating revenue of one-half of 1 per
cent, and an increase in net income of

The feeling of the managethat if the fare had not been
increased the year undoubtedly would
have shown a large decrease in both
revenue and net income.
The Balti5

per cent.

ment

is

more management regards

the outlook
for 1929 as promising.
Factors believed to have contributed
to the decrease in palionage in Baltimore are the large amount of unemployed persons and the inaugurating of
a five-day week by sixteen of the 22
crafts in Baltimore, resulting in a loss
of approximately 16 per cent of riders
of these crafts. No other city, with the
exception of St. Louis, where eight of
the 22 crafts have adopted the five-day

week,

approaches

Baltimore

in

this

respect.

Baltimore's bank clearings were the
lowest since 1925 postal receipts show
a decrease of more than 1 per cent,
compared with 1927; the construction
of dwellings dropped from 3,343 in
1927 to 2,440 in 192&— a decrease of
27 per cent. Meanwhile pleasure automobile registration increased approximately 16 per cent.
Traffic in Baltimore has been slowed
up by the installation of numerous traffic signals and this tends to decrease
the number of revenue passengers, because, with the large increase in the
number of privately owned automobiles,
prospective street car patrons are quite
frequently picked up by passing machines, and their fares thus lost to the
railway.
The decrease in taxicab rates to 10
cents for a half mile ride and the
adoption of cabs of the type of a private
automobile have tended to take the shortdistance riders from the street car.
;

—

Washington Fare increases are
not popular, as J. H. Hanna, president
of the Capitol Traction Company,
Washington, D. C, realizes, but along
with Owen D. Young, he also realizes
that the transportation industry cannot
prosper in communities that have failed
to acknowledge that an economic problem is involved and that the payment
for service must at least equal the cost
of the service, including a proper return on the value of the property used
in the interest of the public.
Mr. Hanna says that no opportunity
should be overlooked to make public
transportation as attractive as possible,
but at the same time he does not see any
real justification for expecting improvement in the situation in the immediate
future.
He feels that rail transportation in cities is and will continue to be
necessary and that the present facilities

are bound to be adjusted within the
next two or three years.
The number of revenue passengers
carried by his company decreased 3.7
per cent in 1928, compared with the
previous year, a rate slightly less than
prevailed during the preceding year.
Existing standards and service were
maintained. Operating expenses decreased less than 2 per cent. Washington has a particularly trying parking
situation, but despite this, the use of the
private automobile has increased, and
this, of course, is the principal reason
for the loss in revenue by the Capitol
Traction Company. He is opposed to
the

of any measures that
to decrease the effectiveness

institution

would tend

Vol.73,

of the present service, but he feels that
only by the use of one-man cars and in
some instances the use of larger units is
it possible to effect substantial savings
in operating expenses without jeopardizing the quality and attractiveness
of the service, thus defeating the desired
aim. Any further falling off in traffic
can be met only with an increase in
fares.

—Opinions

similar

to

those expressed by Mr. Hanna are held
by VV. F. Ham, president of the Washington Railway & Electric Company.
As Mr. Ham sees it, the downward
trend of traffic will probably not reach
its limit until the use of private automobiles approaches a higher point of
saturation than appears now to exist.
Traffic, according to him, will have to
be further increased before the necessary remedial action is taken by regulatory authorities further restricting the
parking of the automobile. When such
rules have been promulgated, the railway can then hope for a return of
much of its lost traffic. On his own
line the loss in traffic is attributed solely

the use of the private automobile,
registration of such vehicles in
1928 showing an increase of more than
10 per cent over those for 1927. Indications are that the loss in passengers
carried by the company in 1928 will be
to

the

approximately 1^ per cent. There will
be a loss in gross revenue in 1928 of
approximately $60,000, but through
economies, the company expects that its
operating income in 1928 will be approximately that of 1927. For 1929 the
traffic outlook does not seem to be any
brighter.

The company

loss in traffic of about

More

No.2

Intensive Selling

anticipates a
1| per cent.

Plan Ahead

in Virginia
Richmond

— Estimates

of

earnings

from transportation operation made by
the Virginia Electric & Power Company
show that the gross earnings for the
year 1928 will be less than 1 per cent
below the earnings for the year 1927.
The railway operations for 1928 show
a decrease of 4.5 per cent and the bus
operations show an increase of 9.3 per
cent. The officers of the company have
estimated that the total gross earnings
from transportation operation for 1929
will be approximately the same as for
the year 1928. In arriving at this figure
they have been mindful of the everincreasing use of the private automobile and the general tendency of earnings from transportation operation to
decrease in cities of the size of those in
which the company operates.
With the natural increase in riding
which results from increase in population and activities in the communities
which the companies serve, together
with a more intensive plan of selling
transportation which the company expects to put into effect, the officers
believe that any further loss in revenue
due to increased use of the private
automobile during the year 1929 will
be offset, and that the total gross earnings of the company from transportation operations will be not less for the
year 1929 than for the year 1928.
W. E. Wood, president, says that the
company's estimate of transportation
operating expenses for the year 1928
shows a reduction of 2.2 per cent below
the operating expenses for 1927, rail-

way

6.5 per cent decrease, and bus 8.1
per cent increase.
The decrease in
railway expenses was brought about by
greater use of one-man cars and increased efficiency in maintenance.
The company is now operating about
30 per cent two-man cars, the replacement of which with one-man operation
would mean a considerable further
saving in operating expenses.

Atlanta— F.

L.

Butler,

vice-presi-

dent of the Georgia Power Company at
Atlanta, says the system there has been
able to hold practically all of its business, and with improved service expects
to be able to continue to do so.
The
number of revenue passengers carried
in Atlanta decreased, but the increase
in fare enabled the .system to show an
increase in revenue from transportation
of slightly more than $250,000 for the
first eleven months.
General business conditions in Atlanta have been quiet during 1928, and
revenue for December sufifered as a
result of the "flu" epidemic.
Mr. Butler
says one of the big problems facing the
large cities is traffic congestion on
downtown streets. Sight should not be
lost of the ability of the street car to
relieve this situation, and to that end
the advantages of the street car should
be brought to the attention of the city
authorities, automobile clubs, and retail
merchants' as.sociations.
The experiences of the past few years convince
Mr. Butler that the street railway
properties which make use of modern

January

12,
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methods and equipment will be able to
show satisfactory net returns from their

The modern street car has
operation.
so many inherent advantages for mass
transportation in large communities
that the public cannot fail to realize
that it is the proper vehicle to use when
safety,
speed, comfort, convenience,
The
and economy are considered.
revenue from transportation in Atlanta
in 1928 was the highest in the com])any's history, and an increase is confidently expected by the company in the
revenue in 1929.

New Orleans— Officers of
New

the New
Orleans,
La., estimate that traffic on the railway
and bus lines for 1929 will decrease 4
In 1927, the gross revenue
per cent.
of the railway department was $7,491,250, the net revenue $2,165,484, and the
total of passengers carried 145,948,565,
compared with gross revenue for 1928
of $7,122,168, net revenue of $1,979,501,
and total passengers carried of 139,274,776.
These figures are for the twelve
months ended Nov. 30 in each of the

Orleans Public Service,

years mentioned.

Qreater Speed, Neighborhood Developmentf
Intensive Operation

and Merchandising

— Chicago

Chicago

Surface Lines is
for another increase in business. Although the Surface Lines are operating on a day-today permit and have therefore been unpreparing confidently

able

to

work out

a

financial

policy

which would make possible the extension of lines and an adequate increase
in equipment, the consistent growth of
business and the optimistic outlook for
the future have justified the purchase of

new cars by the use of a special renewal and equipment fund, and specifications are being worked out preparatory to ordering at once 100 new cars
of improved design.
For 1928 the Chicago Surface Lines
reports an increase in both riding and
revenue. While the increase in revenue
passengers was only 1.08 per cent, it
tops a consistent annual increase for the
last seven years, amounting to a total
of 19 per cent since 1921. G. A. Richardson, vice-president, regards it as significant also that this growth in riding
was made in the face of a decrease in
industrial payrolls in Chicago of approximately 10 per cent in 1928, and
also in spite of very active competition
by other transportation agencies. Revenue passengers in 1928 totaled approximately 892,000,000 compared with
882,458,647 in the previous year, an increase of 9.541,353.
Total rides were
1.618,200,000. Total revenue was $62,270.000 compared with $61,624,752, an
increase of $645,248. Net earnings after

FOR

Effective

deduction of operating expenses, taxes,
renewals, and city compensation, were
$10,250,200 compared with $10,235,993,
an increase of $14,207, or 0.14 per cent.
Service was increased to the extent of
635,083 car-miles, or 0.47 per cent. The
total car-miles, including buses, for the
year was 136,290,000.
Some new records were made in the
twelve months. In October there were
more passengers and earnings wei-e
greater than in any other month in
the history of the system.
Saturday,
Dec. 22, set a new record for the number of rides in one day. Every month
during the year with the exception of
one showed an increase in total rides
as compared with the corresponding
month in previous years.
Among the reasons assigned for the
consistent increase in riding on the
Chicago Surface Lines are the following:
Increase in riding habit. The number of rides on street cars has increased
more rapidly than the poulation. It is
an established fact that there is a growing tendency in Chicago to use street
cars more for trips to shopping centers
in
the day and theaters and other
amusements in the evening. This is
shown particularly by the increase in
off-peak riding. A considerable portion
of the added service, as indicated by the
increase in car-miles, has been in ofifpeak periods. Automobile owners are
finding it more convenient to use the

—

53
cars to and from theaters and
shopping centers because of the increasing difficulty in finding parking
For errands about town the
space.
advantage of the street car as compared
with the automobile are being recognized as never before. Advertising and
publicity have helped to crystallize this
street

opinion.

—

Greater convenience. Careful scheduling and supervision of cars have resulted in placing service where and
when it is needed. Every effort has
been made to have a car always in sight
of the waiting passengers. For example,
on some of the heavy lines, where twocar trains are used for rush-hour periods, single car operation is maintained
in the non-rush hours.

—

The
Neighborhood development.
rapid growth of business centers in outlying sections of the city is encouraging
more rides per person. Where shopping
is done in the neighborhood center more
trips are made to and from the stores
than when a long journey must be made
to the central business district.
The
influence of the growth in these neighborhood centers is reflected in the increased earnings on many lines.
Greater speed. For some years the
Chicago Surface Lines has been increasing the speed of operation, and passengers have learned that they reach their
destinations by street cars almost as
quickly as they do in using their private automobiles if time of parking and
walking to and from parking space is
taken into consideration.
Street railway service is as rapid as taxicab service through congested areas.
This encourages short-haul riding.
Greater courtesy and efficiency of employees.
Service has been made attractive by increasing the interest of

—

—

in their work and making
better salesmen of the service.

employees

them

Good maintenance of equipment.
Roadbed

and
maintained in

equipment

—

which popular opinion, a few years ago, put on its last
is doing very well.
It made a far better showing than most businesses in 1928 and it is going forward to still greater
accomplishment during 1929. Better understanding exists today between
the public and local transportation companies than ever before in history.
Service is being improved and costs kept down by co-ordinating rail cars
and buses. Great improvements are being made in cars. Fares are being
steadily increased.
And the public is recognizing the need for common
carrier transportation. The outlook is both hopeful and interesting, for a
great transformation is taking place.
Lucius S. Storrs
transportation

—

Managing Director American

—

been

first-class condition, thus
inviting rides.
Publicity and advertising.
By calling
attention constantly to the convenience,
economy and comprehensiveness of
street railway service and by advertising special events and points of interest,
considerable increase has been made in
off-peak riding, such as Sunday service

a business

legs, local

have

Electric

Railway Association
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to the parks, morning and afternoon
service to shopping centers and evening
service to theaters.
Mr. Richardson feels that the continuance of this program and the ad-

dition of

new equipment should

result

another increase in riding during the

in

coming year.
Improvement in business conditions
and the solution of the Chicago tractwo possibilities in 1929
tion problems

—

the decline in the number of passengers, but net revenue from railway operation have increased slightly, reflecting the economies and reduction in

expenses

operating

in

oft'set by the losses suffered
through bus operations, making the net

greater degree if the electric railto hold its patronage and increase
Many of
its popularity with the public.
the companies are meeting modern requirements by getting improved equipment, by operating on faster and more
frequent schedules, by adopting salesstill

is

manship

methods

in

merchandising

transportation service; and where this
has been done the electric railway has
not only held its own but has increased
That the electric railway
its business.
is indispensable in local transportation
service is today generally recognized.
Its success in the future depends on how
fully it seizes the opportunity to give
the public better service than is given
by any other transportation agency.

Cincinnati —"Space,

like

time,

is

money," said Hudson Biery, public

relations director of the Cincinnati Street
Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio, speaking for

company recently. "People." Mr.
Biery concluded, "have been converted
to the soundness of saving downtown

his

space as well as time."
Mr. Biery said his company during
the coming year expected to consolidate the gains it has made during 1928.
Among these, he listed track reconstruction, delivery of the remainder of the
100 new cars ordered from the Cincinnati Car Company, completion of the
automatic power system and maximum
benefits from the corporation's new and
extensive car shops.
Cincinnati street cars, during 1927,
carried 7,000,000 more passengers than
Mr. Biery predicted that the
in 1926.
figures

for 1928

more remarkable

would show an even
increase.

—

Kansas City. Riding during the
peak hours in Kansas City is as great as
or greater than at any time during the
company's history. Despite this the decline in railway patronage has been 3^
per cent per annum and for the year
1928, compared with the year 1927, the
same percentage decline is found. The
loss has been sustained in the off-peak
riding, influenced undoubtedly by the increased use of the private automobile,
by the growth of outlying business community centers, with the consequent reduction in shopping riding, by the outlying picture theaters and increased use
of the radio.

Gross revenues have closely followed

revenue for 1928 from

all

N 0.2

operations a

15 per cent compared with
1927. F"or the coming year there appears
to be no indication in Kansas City of
an abatement of the influences to which
the company there attributes the past
steady decline in patronage. Mr. Buft'e,
vice-president in charge of operations,
says the railway must make its product
more salable and then sell it.

decrease

No Difficulty Under Broadminded

—

a

an

railway operation has, however, been

the effect of greatly stimulating street car riding.

way

in

more than

—would have

Chicago. According to Britton I.
Budd, president of the Chicago, North
Shore & Milwaukee Railroad, the year
1928 emphasized more clearly than ever
before that service must be stressed to

introduced

effort to stem the tide of rising costs
and falling patronage. The slight gain
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M-unicipal Policy

—

Omaha It is becoming increasingly
evident and more generally acknowledged, in the opinion of J. N. Shannahan, chairman of the Advisory Council
of the American Electric Railway Association, and president of the Omaha &
Council Bluffs Street Railway, that the
electric railway is an essential industry
and must receive a rate of fare which
will pay a fair rate of return, thus inducing the flow of necessary money.
The only alternative is to supplement a
rate unfairly low by a subsidy from the
tax budget.
His impression of the electric railway situation in cities of the size of
Omaha and larger is that because of
the ever-increasing traffic problem, the
use of the privately-owned automobile,
is
approaching the saturation point.
Where, under a cost-of-service contract
or other broadminded municipal policies,
a compensatory rate of fare is being
received, the industry is on a sound
footing. In Omaha revenue passengers
for the last calendar year decreased 2.75
per cent. Railway gross revenues during the same time decreased 3.66 per
cent and railway net revenue 5.84 per
cent.

Houston

—Very satisfactory was the

year 1928 compared with 1927 for the

Houston Electric Company, Houston,
Passengers carried show an in-

Tex.

crease, with a corresponding increase in
gross and net revenue. During the year
Houston has enjoyed a steady growth
and normal business conditions, which
undoubtedly are in a large measure responsible for the showing of the comNew equipment, consisting of
pany.
both street cars and buses purchased
during the latter part of 1927 and the
early part of 1928, have made the company's service more attractive to the
riding pubhc, and Jeff Alexander, the
manager, feels that this accounts for a
portion of the increases. During 1929
the company expects to continue to go
forward.

—

Dallas With the very rapid increase in the number of automobiles in
use, the management of the Dallas Railway & Terminal Company, Dallas, Tex.,
feels that if it can realize figures which
it has set out in an estimate made for
1929 the showing will be all that can
be hoped. To the end that the matter
may be better understood Richard
Meriwether, vice-president and general

manager, has recapitulated the number
of passengers carried, gross revenue and
net revenue for 1928, compared with
1927, and the budget estimate for 1929.
The estimate of passengers for 1929 is
58,275,000 compared with 58,282,307 for
1928 and 58,604,913 for 1927; gross
revenue for 1929 $3,072,335 compared
with $3,072,873 for 1928 and $3,065,931; net revenue, $866,375 for 1929;
$826,116 for 1928 and $866,082.
The reduction in net revenue for 1928
as compared with 1927 was due to abnormal
maintenance
and
accident
charges.
As the figures indicate, the
company expects to earn net revenue in
1929 amounting approximately to that
earned in 1927.

—

Denver Despite a further decline in
travel during the year 1928 and indications that the trend in this respect will
continue during the coming year, H. S.
president of the Denver
not unduly disturbed by
the outlook. As he sees it, the percentage of passenger decrease, at least so
far as his company is concerned, is
growing smaller every year. This would
indicate that the Denver company may
be reaching the low point of travel recession. During the year the litigation
over franchises and rates at Denver
was satisfactorily determined, and this
has helped the feeling of optimism concerning the new year. The company is
hopeful that it will witness the readjustment of its relations with the city
and that a constructive program will be
worked out which will be beneficial to
both the community and the company.

Robertson,

Tramway,

is

Salt Lake City
have been suggested

— Measures

which

in the past through-

perhaps being
compensating for
decreased riding are being tried under
local conditions at Salt Lake.
These
are the substitution of bus for street car
service on outlying routes, reducing
service on outlying routes, even to discontinuing such service when the loss
therefrom becomes too great to be absorbed abandoning city lines paralleled
in walking distance by other lines,
out

most

the

industry

efficacious

as

in

;

thereby permitting the concentration of
more frequent service made more attractive to the car user, and efforts to
lessen automobile pick-ups, substitution
of a cheaper means of transportation
than the street car on rails, scientific

January
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studies of car routings and route requirements, and merchandising of the
transportation product.
Mr. West is in agreement with the
theory that there is and will continue to
be a need for mass transportation in
If this
cities of any considerable size.
theory is true and the railways perform
a service essential to the community,
they will survive despite the fact that

the

methods may vary from what

is

used now, but because the very need for
the service rendered will, with increasing congestion and population, be realized generally by the public at large and
public officials, who will not be able to
escape the only remaining alternative of
aiding in every way possible the supplying of the community's transportation
needs on a basis that is fair and equitable to all concerned.
In so far as the
Utah Light & Traction Company, Salt
Lake City, is concerned, riding is decreasing at present and Edward A.
West, general manager, is not oversanguine about the outlook for 1929.
On his own system the approximate
'•ecrease in per cent in 1928 over 1927
shows revenue passengers carried 1.3,
gross revenue 5.5, and net revenue 1.7.

The manager of one fairly large property in the Far West, who prefers
not to be quoted says that the increasing use of the privately owned auto, the
development of neighboring shopping
centers and the extensive use of the
radio continue to cause a marked decline in the riding habits of the company's patrons. This is substantiated by
the comparative income statement of the
company.
It
is
the opinion of this official
that in cities of the size of the one
in which his company operates this
decline will continue for some time in
the future.
He says relief from some

source or sources must be obtained if
the company is to continue to supply
universal mass transportation of a character suited to the growth and prosCognizant of the
perity of the city.
trend of things, he is not without hope,
since he has indicated that his company
has not yet exhausted all the avenues of
approach to the possible answer to the
question, but indicates confidentially
that plans are in the making which it is
only reasonable to expect will help the
situation materially.

Los Angeles

—The

railway business

55

trend of electric

the
Pacific Electric Railway indicates a
gradual increase of patronage in the
more heavily populated centers due to
the increase of auto congestion, loss of
time by owners and drivers of private
cars and the difficulty of finding convenient parking spaces. These factors,
together with the improvements made
in the railway service in car seating
and in other car comforts, with the bus
as auxiliaries, have resulted in an increase in the number of riders.
Trial
interurban fares, established April 19,
1928, representing a considerable reduction over the rates previously in effect.
as

it

relates

to

have increased traffic, but have not yet
been sufficiently stimulative to offset the
reduction in revenue which followed the
change in rates. The status of these
trial fares is uncertain. It appears that
they probably will be increased. Constant attention to such matters as speed-

ing up of traffic, elimmation of unnecessary stops, separation of- grades
and the increase in rider comforts, has
been followed by an unmistakable trend
toward a gradual increase in both passengers and revenue.
This statement
reflects the situation on the
Pacific
Electric Railway as D. W. Pontius,
vice-president
and general manager
sees

it.

Canadian Companies Reap Reward

of

Intensive M.erchandising
Levis

—-Transportation

will continue

intensively by the Levis
Tramways, but the management does
not expect to be able to increase revenue and traffic materially until industrial conditions at Levis improve. During the year 1928 the increase in passenger revenue was 7.2 per cent over
the previous year. Revenue passengers
carried during the year increased 9.6
per cent. Despite increased expense for
snow removal, the net for the year
1928 will equal that of 1927.
H. E.
Weyman, the manager, regards the
consistent increase in revenue and traffic
for the last three years with the exception of 1928 as due to the progressive
campaign by the railway to increase its
revenue through various methods of
selling transportation.

be

to

sold

Toronto

—

Traffic on the system of
Toronto Transportation Commission, Toronto, Ont., in 1928 has been
quite satisfactory, approximately 5,900,000 more passengers being carried on
the street railway and motor bus lines
than in 1927. This represents an increase of 3.15 per cent in revenue passengers, which at the average fare of
6.18 cents indicates improvement of

the

about $365,000 in gross revenue. Motor
coach operations, at separate fares, and
not in competition with the street railway, totaled $850,000, or 50 per cent

of the country come
FROM
the industry
ments from leaders
all sections

in

more than

last year.
The operating
ratio for the railway was reduced from
60.8 to 57.7 per cent in 1928. About 16

cent of the car mileage on this
is one-man operation.
During
the past year two major double-track
extensions were made to the city system,
one of 10.78 miles and the other of 2.92
miles of single track. These extensions
are of standard track construction and
replaced old open track on parallel
right-of-way. According to D. W. Harvey, general manager for the commission, business conditions appear favorable for 1929, and he looks forward to
continued improvement in traffic.
per

system

—

Winnipeg Figures of net earnings
of the railway lines of the Winnipeg
Electric Company, Winnipeg, Man., are
not available at this time, but the year
1928 showed an increase of $16,000 in
passenger revenue and an increase of
177,400 in revenue passengers over
1927.
The mild weather in November
and December, 1928, contributed to a
decrease in riding against that of the
comparable months of the previous
year, but all other months showed a
substantial gain in riding. D. J. Graham,
manager of the railway, feels that the
prospects for 1929 are favorable to a
substantial growth in riding, as the
community is experiencing a marked increase in population.

optimistic state-

as to

its

business in

The industry is still confronted with
the coming year.
Its personnel brings to the
plenty of serious problems.
solution of these problems extended experience, abundant
successful precedent and renewed vigor obtained from the
solution of similar problems in the past. The progress of
the industry is surely accelerating upward and onward.

—James

P.

Barnes

President American Electric Railway Association

Too Young

One General

for

for thf

A

review as ro(a)m antic as a traffic tangle in
Rigmarole:
which old leaves, recording current events if not
history, are turned over. A case of "In

one (y)ear and out of the other"

ing to meet the public demand. But
the number of private autoinobiles
continues to increase we shall get into
a state where the theory of Malthus
will begin to work, since there won't
be street space sufficient to care for
the traffic. Now that is not so ridicif

By Q.
News

J.

MacMurray

Editor Electric Railway Journal

a suspender butHISTORY
a popular
according
is

to

ton,

commentator. It ties up the
past with the future. Its right to exist
depends entirely upon its ability to
If
hold up the past to the present.
the record covers the facts, posterity
But facts are the dead
is content.
Alone they
things of chronology.
I have
impose severe limitations.
made no promise to be too closely
bound by facts. If I did, this article
would not appear over my signature
since I'd be like Sam, who when asked
solemnly to swear to tell the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the
truth answered: "Jedge, wif all dem
limitations you jes put on me, Ah
don't believe Ah have anything to

say."

may say nothing in six
wouldn't be the first time.
I've already written more than a hundred words and I haven't said a thing
about street cars or buses, but I will.
In fact, if I hadn't had to write this
article I'd have entered the New York
Talking Marathon and taken the railway situation for my text. No matter how much one says about the railways there's always something left
over.
The problem of the railways
in trying to hold their audience is as
difficult as was that of the playwright
who, in creating a new show, needed
Still

pages.

I

It

ulous as it sounds. Chicago was one
of the first places to tumble to that
It was a case of
fact.

me, little car
they say you are?
.\re you car or are you bus,
And if you are, why all the fuss?

Tell me,

tell

Are you

all

Hi, diddle, diddle,

The
The
The

speak up, tell the truth,
run on gas or juice?
With your lines so smart and trim,
Are you her or are you him?

Do you

hold back
Built for road or, mayhap, track?
Who'd be sure, who could say,
Standing there in that mute way
'fess up, don't

You

look like a bus, and perhaps it's so
But I'm not certain you're meant to go.
Come now, tell me, little car,
Are you all they say you are?

And

waiting for the answer. Now if the railways will only
buy some of these cars or buses, or
Apparcar-buses, it will be great.

I'm

ently

about

still

how

that's

Wickwire

felt

it.

Again old Bill Wise
Opened the convention's eyes.
With his sallies and his wit

He made

and

lot

of

Life's like that.

much

trial

But

evidence

for a particular part a young man who
looked like Lindbergh who was tall,
blue-eyed, with a sense of humor and
an air of distinction and who had sex
;

;

appeal.

These are popular s])ecifications.
It would almost seem that they had
fallen into the hands of car and bus
manufacturers, judging by the exhibit

at

the

Cleveland.

myself:

convention last fall in
One look and I said to

may be two hours away
York, but it's not so slow

Philadelphia

from

New

Like the
fellow who sold everything in typewriter supplies except chewing gum,
the electric railways certainly are trythat things are not so bad.
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increases

in

stores in that district

customers

in

compared with

number

arriving before the reguinto eiTect, and merchants who bitterly opposed the ordinance have been completely won over
This, of course, is
to its support.
like the fact that Henry Ford's plant
It's rattling good
is running again.
the

lations

went

lot

course there's been a
has also l>een

siderable

During the year there has been a
of good advice on this traffic .subject, which if taken, may be expected
to be the forerunner of more good
news on congestion relief. The De-

his usual hit.

tribulation.

there

The whole thing has been gone into
before at great length, but it is interesting to note that after approximately
a year of enforcement of the nonparking ordinance in the Chicag(j
Loop district there have been con-

news.

His remarks he titled rare
"Only the brave deserve the fare;"
And his words they could but mean
"Only game fish swim up stream."

Of

jam.

public it tumbled
And did more than grumbled
Parked autos it put under ban.

Come now,

Come now,

street traffic riddle,
trolley car stuck in the

troit

traffic

survey

diagnosed

that

of acute traffic congestion
and prescribed $30,000 worth of remedy. But though the patient may pay
the bill he must take the medicine, as
well, if he expects relief. Hawley S.
Simpson, traffic engineer, talked before the New York Association alx)ut
increasing the capacity of the streets.
Mr. Mitten offered to make a traffic
survey in Philadelphia and to ref)ort
the findings to an impartial body,
Dr. Miller McCIintock in his report
OTti
on San Francisco condemned the j
ney, suggested measures for stn
traffic control and made suggestions
on electric railway service.
In New York it has been found that
traffic delays cost $540,000,000 and
form a staggering record of inefficity's case

~

1

)n;Too01d
)ther
ciency in the methods of handling one
of the nation's most pressing prob-

In Boston the Erskine Bureau
urged a reduction in street parking.
lems.

In New Jersey John L. O'Toole of
the I'ublic Service elucidated a plan
for relieving congestion in Newark.
In ?\lil\vaukee McClellan & Junkersfeld stressed the need of early action
by the c'ly to reduce street congestion.
On its part the American Electric
Railway Association organized a committee on street traffic economies and
this year has undertaken a broad
study of transportation economies
that promises to point the way toward organization of transportation
facilities as the remedy for confusion,
waste and congestion.
The changing aspects of transportation certainly were reflected in the

avowed intention of the Transportation and Survey Commission at St.
Louis to conduct the broadest kind
of

inquiry

into

the

transportation

needs of that community. A model
municipal traffic ordinance certainly
To that end the committee
is needed.
It's a

tions the youth

jumble, and that's what

made

it

to the editor for

improving his paper. Following the
matter up the youth had the temerity
to ask
"Have you carried out any
of my ideas."
To which the editor
said
"Did you meet the office boy
with the wastepaper basket as you
came up stairs."
"Yes," said the
youth, "I did." "Well," said the editor, "he was carrying out your ideas."
We wouldn't say that the traffic reports have gone into the wastebaskets,
but far too few of the ideas advanced
have received the consideration they
:

will

motorist certainly gets some
bad breaks

of the National Conference on Street

and Highway Safety has been at
work, many provisions of the proposed model ordinance affecting the
operation of street cars and buses
being included in the tentative draft.
As the Philadelphia Ledger pointed
out editorially, the idea appears finally to be taking hold that the streets
were made for moving traffic. Liberty even retained William Strum to
tell

the story of the traffic tangle in

pojuilar language.

Yet most of the reports seem to
meet the same fate as did the sugges-

deserve.
It's like this

When

omnibus and

trolley car
licensed to a street
It seems a shame to thinking folks
That autos park six deep.
If they were only cleared away
It would, indeed, be neat.

Are

Though

try and try again
operators with a will
Not much comes of all they say
The autos park there still
Because the selfish choose they shall
And merchants say they will.

Do

traffic is

co-ordinated

But some sweet day, not now, perhaps.

The thing will be made right
Then out will go the parked auto
In very hasty flight
Because the public willed it so
And backed its right with fight.

Though Not Well Fed the

:

The

be unt'I

Horse

As
well,

is

Needed

the industry's

Edmund

J.

statistical

Bos-

Murphy, has proved

by a most imposing array of figures
the total of passengers carried by the
electric

including

railways,

buses, stays about the
to

year,

but

there

toward a decrease

their

same from year
is

a

tendency

in the proportion of

passengers carried by rail and an increase of the proportion carried by
bus.
As Mr. Bradlee said, the fact
that the electric railways have surmounted two tremendous obstacles in
the past five years
inadequate fares
caused by the reduced purchasing

—

power of money, and loss of revenue
through the greater use of the private
auto is conclusive proof of the fun-

—
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damental soundness of the business;

and substantiates the contention that
the service rendered is an addition to
the social and economic Hfe of our
communities, The evils that attended
the era of increased wages and advances in the price of materials were

Kansas City rebuilt all of its equipment, and car improvement occupied

ture as a railway operating between

the spotlight at the Cleveland convention.
Frank Fageol and Charley Bir-

but the bus has taken its place, ji
as the bus has taken the place of
considerable part of the former HudInstances of
son Valley Railway.
"
this kind used to send a shudder down
the medulla oblongata of railway men,
but now they have come to accept
them as the inevitable working of the
law of economic change. Despite all
the talk about additional bus routes
in New York City, the Equitable
Coach matter is still in a state of
suspense, although bus rights have
been awarded in the Borough of the
Bronx for lines which are operated
by the Third Avenue Railway System.
There appears now, however, to be
every prospect that both the Boroughs
of Brooklyn and Queens will see additional bus routes in service during
1929, more than likely under auspices
that will make for their co-ordination
with the present systems of transport
rather than under an arrangement
that might contemplate competition.
Competitive bus routes were
awarded in Chicago, but the matter is
great deal yet
by no means settled.
remains to be learned about the bus.
D. E. Druen, superintendent of bus
maintenance of the Kansas City Railways, feels that bus operators will
undoubtedly encounter some difficulty
in establishing a proper and adequate
fare until such time as the existing
street car fare is raised to a point
where it properly belongs. So far as
the Virginia Electric & Power Company is concerned, attention to local
requirements and excellent upkeep

ney drew a big hand with their new
sample four-wheel cars and there
have been persistent rumors that other
In Salt
builders are on their trail.

Ed West

trying out the
considerable
Among the models of the
success.
year was the sample car of the Osgood-Bradley Company designed to
City,

trolley

is

with

,

meet 1929 transportation conditions.

cured

overcome by economies sethrough the development of

labor-saving devices, lighter car equipment, one-man car operation and im-

proved maintenance methods.
Still,
as Owen D. Young said in his excellent address in Cleveland,

"You

can't

expect a full day's work from a halfstarved horse."
Companies like the Coffin prize contestants and others have done much
to drive

home

the lesson of the inherent stability of public transportation because

it

is

a public necessity.

In fact, the fare question seems to
have become quite secondary where
satisfactory
service
is
rendered.
There has been much evidence that
there is little public resistance to
higher fares when they are made a
part of a general program of service
improvement. But there seems still
to be plenty of room to increase
gross earnings through operation of
more attractive equipment, and decrease of costs through more scientific
operation and maintenance. There is,
of course, need for a cut in taxes and
for a reduction of the paving burden
borne by many companies.
These
matters need to be corrected because
they are unfair.
During the year there has been
much evidence that transportation, the
product of the electric railways, can
be sold only as the car and the bus
and the service they give, are made
attractive to the prospective customer.
Pittsburgh joined the pioneers with
its new cars, just as did the Cleveland
Railway with its new articulated units.
It is the avowed idea of President
Alexander at Cleveland to try to furnish a seat for every passenger. To
the same end of bettering its service
the Boston Elevated Railway an-

nounced that
of

its

had retired the last
wooden cars.
Wilmington
it

Morris County Traction Company has 'passed out of the pic-,

the

Lake

largely

No.2

blossomed forth with new cars, Houston met the public's de luxe urge.

trackless

But some are so unreasonable that they
do expect it

Vol.73,

Here special attention was given to
the proportions and the appearance of
the body. Not only in the matter of
new cars, but also in keeping the cars
now in service in good condition are
the electric railways trying to do
their part.

But the bus has not been neglected.
In fact, the railways have made great
progress in co-ordinating the two
services. Public Service Co-ordinated
Transport continues to carry on aggressively in

pany

is

now

New

Jersey.

That com-

operating buses in inter-

between New Jersey and
York. Even while the versatile
Frank R. Fageol was putting the time
of the replacement of the street car
by the bus twenty years away, he was
busily engaged in producing a metamorphosis in the street car itself. Mr.
Fageol actually proved himself to be
an able publici.st and a skillful dipstate service

New

At the round-table discussion
of the bus at the Cleveland convention, many had their say, but nobody
lomat.

seemed to go away saddened by what
As Dick Graham so ably
said, fact, not fancy, must guide in
the use of the bus. Tom Noonan and
others have set out deliberately to
attract the auto ridfer to the bus and
they have succeeded.
That is just
what the Department of Street Railways at Detroit has sought to do in
transpired.

replacing the ousted jitneys with
buses of small capacity operated at
high speed. The idea is so different
from that which has come generally to
be accepted that many have found it
difficult to get the philosophy behind
the move.
But alert manufacturers
seems to be on their toes, as evidenced
by the new Yellow model
bus and
the new Dodge, brought out to handle
this class of business.

W

Nearly everywhere among the

rail-

ways the idea of the chartered bus is
spreading.
In Oklahoma, a short
interurban has been made the backbone of an extensive bus system.
As part of the march of progress.

Newark and Lake Hopatcong, N.

J.,

A

Place the services so there
system to them

made

is

some

for success with the bus in Rich-

mond and

Norfolk.

Feeder

bus

service has stimulated riding in Atlantic City just as it has in the other

Jersey shore towns farther north in
which the Coast Cities Railway opIn Indianapolis unification of
erates.
the bus and the railway lines was
finally brought about, but not until
the residents of the city had hac
i

J

Januarv

12,
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ocular demonstration of the futility of

two systems

the operation of the

in-

dependently. Kansas City put through
new ordinance under which the bus

a

service of the

Kansas City Railways

was rearranged, so that five trunk
one mid-city crosstown line and
six feeder lines operate under the

lines,

grant.

Interstate

legislation

failed,

Ohio commission ruled against
an interstate carrier which persistently
abused its operating rights by carrying passengers in local service under
but the

subterfuge.

Remark
Some One Else

Gossip Is the

is

Thus we are

a little bit
out in the cold on the matter when
E. J. Mcllraith, staff engineer of the
Chicago Surface Lines, asks whether
we are merely running cars. Money
may talk, but in the railway business
Mr. Mcllraith has noticed how hard
of hearing it is when it is called. In
the railway world money used to talk
Bill
but now it only whispers.
Bryan once said that wealth was a
disease, but as usual the Great Commoner was not very specific.
He
didn't tell how to catch it.
Mr. Mcllraith says that modern
methods of public transportation must
be created to meet the relentless presus.

left just

improved facilities.
The
famous Darwin and Russell incident
was thus re-enacted by the parallel in
the remarks by the man from Chicago
sure

Company has

kept incessantly at
its campaign in the interest of the 80
per cent who patronize the street cars,
demanding a square deal for them.
The company at Fort Worth showed
that good service can be given at
sit

low

cost.

went to 100 per cent
one-man car operation, so also the
Kansas City Railway went to all oneBuffalo

man

of

our own erudite remark about some one else. Gossip
is the remark of some one else about

Comment

Dining car service was estabon Jan. 16 on the interurban
line between Milwaukee and Watertown. The Philadelphia Rapid Tranlific.

lished

for

and those of President Stevens, who
held in his Southwestern speech that
the outstanding problem of the public
transportation companies was that of
keeping abreast of the times. E. G.
Buckland, vice-president of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, also said that the only thing to
do is to produce transportation of the
kind that the people will buy at a price

operation. The St. Louis Public
Service went over to skip stops on the
Olive Street line. Service improvements occupied the attention of
Southwestern transportation men at
their meeting in the spring.
Again
Mr. Mcllraith, speaking before the
meeting of the Illinois Electric Railway Association last March, -showed
clearly that fast schedules are within

59
that the South Shore line is
pushing the improvements on its line
designed to add to the freight busithat $1,225,000 was approness
priated for the construction of an

cent

;

;

electrified belt line at

Oklahoma City

to help increase the freight revenues
of the electric railways there and that

the Texas Electric Railways has recently developed plans for going after
freight business more intensively and
of tying in its lines for the interchange of freight with the steam
carriers.
Out in the Central West
the Electric Railways Freight Company has been organized to take over
the freight business of a number of
the interurbans. the idea being that

economies can
means which

worked by
redound to

be
will

benefit of both the

this

the

companies and the

shippers.

The

Scissors Grinder Invariably

Finds Things Dull
Submission of 3,600 ads

in

the

public utility advertising contest, in
which the successful contestants were
the railways in Atlanta, Portland,

Ore., and the Twin Cities offers convincing proof that the electric railways
are awake to the possibilities of advertising.

ham
An

ideal

toward which many are working

the ability of almost any electric railway to achieve without expenditures

or complications. In Atlanta, druggists
were enlisted in the sale of street car
tickets,

and

Cola.

Salt

this in the

home

of Coca-

Lake was proclaimed

as

a city without strap hangers, thus
beating both Mr. Mitten in Philadelphia and Colonel Alexander of Cleveland to it. Moreover, Charlie Gordon
found that service first is the slogan

&

The Company

also did

at

Birming-

some notable work

in

advertising its railway service. Novel
color advertising was featured by the
Pittsburgh Railways in its safety
Window displays drew big
work.
crowds to the demonstrations of service

&

staged by the Little

Electric

Rock Railway

Company and

North Shore

&

the Chicago,

Milwaukee.

As Hud-

son R. Biery, of the Cincinnati Street
Railway, said, publicity in modern
business and industry is almost as
Successful
vital as capital and labor.
selling requires a constant search for

made more

what the

salable through better
maintenance was a thought brought
out in a new way by J. H. Walsh,

The qualities of the Gold
Dust Twins or Palmolive Soap are
well known only because they have

companies with which each of these
is identified have done. The same
idea was expressed by Lucius Storrs
when he said that the electric railways

superintendent of rolling stock and
shops of the Middlesex & Boston
Notable, of course,
Street Railway.
article
the
along this line was

been far more than twice-told tales.
After all Samson had the right idea
about advertising. He took two columns and brought down the house.
As Walter A. Draper said and as
Labert St. Clair reiterated, a friendly

are not looking for charity.
Walter
A. Draper, president of the Cincinnati Street Railway, was another who
said that the street railway systems
are best fitted to provide transportation for a community. He was speaking before the United States Chamber

"Smoothing the

they will pay.

And

that

is

men

of

Commerce.

It

is

the obligation

of the street railways to provide the

transportation

make

and

the

people's

to

this possible.

Ideas on service really were pro-

Df

T.M.E.R.

waukee, Wis.

Prospect"

in the

L.

company

at

Mil-

That service can be

Way

for the Ride
for Sept. 8.

Journal

And so the list might be expanded
almost indefinitely.
That electric railway men are convinced of the value of the electric
railway as a freight carrier is instanced in the elaborate plans of the
Illinois Traction for improvements
in and about St. Louis and the fact
that the North Shore Line has increased its freight business 25 per

buyers.

pubhc is the railway's principal asset
and the chief executive must play his
A whole
part in this development.
issue of the Journal was dedicated
to

the

doctrine

of

Better

"Selling

Transportation Better."

Outstanding

advertising and public relations

work

has also been done by the systems in
Cleveland, Kansas City and San
the Kansas City Public
Francisco
Service Company especially, with its
;

series

"The Men Behind Your

Trans?-
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portation Service." Best of

nearly

all,

of this work has reflected the
disposition on the part of the companies to capitalize the opportunities
all

for improving public relations through
employee-customer contact.
wealth

A

of ideas on this subject is contained
in the article published in the JourN.^L, based on the report of the committee on employee-customer contact
In
of the American Association.
short, the only man who invariably
finds things
dull
is
the scissors
grinder.

Raymond S. Tompkins, of the
United Railways & Electric Company,
carried the message of the troubled
trolley

to

the

intelligentsia

in

even the melody lingers on ?' " As
the Captain said, the public today has

supply transportation service was th
point emphasized by President Stev-j

inhaled the delightful perfume of luxury.
Only a modernized executive

principles

can cope with the situation. Whether
or not you believe it, business has
liecome the civilizer, as Ernest Elmo
Calkins says in his books reviewed in
the Journal for the benefit of an
industry that still has much to learn
about merchandising.
The day has
passed when the thing to do was to
put sand in the sugar, water the milk,
wet the tobacco and then go upstairs
for family prayers.

Stage a Revival; Don't
Hold a Wake

the

American Mercury for April and Mr.
Mencken, the Mercury's editor, who
does a great deal more straight thinking than is credited to him, asked the
very question of the people of Baltimore, about starving the transportation horse and then expecting it to
draw the load, that Mr. Young did at

Vol.73, No.:

That this statement is true will be
quickly realized if the reader will call
to mind what the Chicago, North
Shore & Milwaukee, the Cincinnati.
Hamilton & Dayton, the Chicago,
South Shore & South Bend, the Texas

ens,

when

March he epitomized

in

thn

which should guide par
of

ticipation

the

utilities

in

citj

As Owen D. Young

activity.

the present
tion

is the age of a combii^
of imagination and knowled

Railway men have both. The wo
their spokesmen prove the fii
and the deeds of the ojjeratives sho
that they are in no sense behind
the latter.
To quote Mr. Mcllra
again, skill and foresight will me
of

As Mril
Storrs put the case at the meeting olrj
the New York Electric Railway As
sociation last winter, "we must keej
on the move or die." That certain!)
is the doctrine to which
J. N. Shannahan, president of the Omaha &
Council BlufTs Street Railway ant
the new head of the advisory council
of the American Association, subthe pressure of competition.

Electric Railway and other interurbans, the roads hardest hit by the
competition of the private auto, have
done. He will realize that platitudes
put into practice certainly pay profits.

The South Shore even went

so far

as to secure prize beef for slaughter

so that the cuts could be served to
the patrons of its diners.
And remember that business on each of these

The South Shore

bull was served in
the tangible form of steaks

Cleveland.
Moreover, Mr. Mencken
later took a hot fling in the Baltimore
Sun at the parkers.

he cut both rich and rare.

him he'd short

If left to

shrift

Of those who most the street
Some petty whim to satisfy
And selfish interests gratify.

revival.

to the

The landscape still
man who looks at it.

space take

If

you

believe

on

the presentation

make

belongs

that, read "A philosthe Interurban" in the
Journal for May 26. Not only that
but remember the Book "Popularizing
Public Tran,sportation," a digest of

don't

opher

When Mencken bold wrote in the Stm
He sought to have some traffic fun.
He tilted here, he tilted there
And pranks

was at one time on the
mourner's bench.
But the owners
didn't hold a wake.
They staged a
])ro]ierties

railways

made by

the electric

Charles A. Coffin
Street
railway men

the

to

Foundation.
should I)e encouraged by James Whit-

To Mencken

bold, the Mercury's wizard
that parks is a lazy lizard.
This wielder of words if he had his say
Would give the trolleys their right of way.

comb

Riley's lines

The hog

According to Captain Williams of
the United Electric Railways, Providence,

speaking

street railway

Cleveland, the
of yesterday pre-

I've alius noticed great success
Is mixed with troubles, more or less,

And

the

man who

does the best
all the rest.

In speaking before the Association

at

man

it's

That gets more kicks than

of

Equipment Men, Southern Prop-

One can

be too serious even for the
Supreme Court

—and

he didn't take long ini
it work.
Let us not
forget that progress should be imputed very largely to the builders of
castles in Spain.
Without vision the
people perish.
On the whole, the industry's most
important fare case is that in New
scribe.s

Omaha

to

make

;

York

City.

Down

to

Washington

New

York's tailor-made Mayor,
the modern but tiiale Cassandra of
Bagdad-on-the-subway. to
little old
support Mr. Craig in his elTort hefore the Supreme Court to preserve

went

the 5-cent fare for

For

all

New York

City.

their pains the lawyers

for

the city and the company had their
"briefs" returned to them for shortening.
Frank Sullivan was right
when in the New York World he

sents a striking resemblance to Rip

erties,

Van Winkle.

"Cap's" own paper.
Contact, says that he threw a thunderbolt into the convention.
Perhaps
that's the way it impressed some of

electric railways

the old timers
and some of those not
so old
when he queried
"Are we

mobile.

termyer and the

new

irreverently jxjinted out in this con-

—

—

:

about in our lethargy while the rest of the world goes
by and we are trodden under foot,
justified in lolling

smiling the

while,

mutter 'The song

sickishly,
is

as

we

ended and not

Waller said that the
can not hope to succeed in the efifort to win back lost
patronage unless they keep pace with
the rapid development of the autoE.

P.

Similarly, J. P. Barnes, the
president of the Ainerican Electric Railway Association, said in his
first

speech in that cajjacity that expe-

dients have no place in the relief of
the modern transportation problem.
Electric railways

must do

tiiore

than

on the subway rate
Ring Lardner would lie

said that a brief

increase by

far more fun than one on the same
subject by Charlie Craig or Sam LM-

New York

Times

nection that last year the city jjaid
$14,000,0000 to meet the deficit on
the old

subways alone, and

that near!)

$40,000,000 goes for various rapid
transit charges in the liudget, to saj

January

12,
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Baltimore. One of them came in
handy for use in the parade of progress which the company there staged
last spring when 400 members of the

nothing of the hundreds of millions
in the normal cost of construction out of bond issue money.
Then Mr. Wallstein translated the

in

$40,000,000 into nickels 800.000,000 of them paid by the taxpayers for phantom rides they never
It was all unkind, extremely
took.
unkind. The Mayor should not take

Chamlier of Commerce inspected the railway plant and witnessed progress in car design, with
the old horse car in the vanguard of
an interesting procession.
over the radio the Nashville Railway
& Light Company entertained with a
series of two-hour programs in which
the
purposes of the educational
methods of the company in safety
work were explained. On the other
hand, the Third Avenue Railway
voluntarily went off the air so as to
help clear the channels in and around

expended

city's

too

:

seriously

the

criticism

that

the

people of New York are cumbered
serfs of a pestilence of peanut politics.
Such are the illiberality and
slander to which enlightened rulers
ever are sul)ject.
Incidentally it should be mentioned
that Frank Hedley, president of the
Interborough, was the subject of a
profile in the Ncit' Yorker that more
than 600 attended the dinner to Tom
McCarter, president of the Public
Service of New Jer.sey, culminating
the celebration of the 25th anniversary of that company's founding;
;

local

Again

New

Gene Tunney rode the
in Grand Rapids.

York.

trolley while

he was

Nobody got hurt, not even the
The indorsement which

trol-

bookish prizefighter gave to the

local

the

ley.

cars

was done

after the faultless

man-
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Louisville Railway secured a
twenty-year bus grant with an initial
fare of 10 cents.
At the election in
Omaha in November the voters expressed their choice overwhelmingly
for the nev/ grant of the Omaha &
Coimcil Bluffs Street Railway. The
new franchise in Toledo also has gone
into eiTect, and the Community Traction Company, one of the hardest hit
of the city properties, appears to be
staging a successful comeback.
The

the

Market Street Railway

in

San Fran-

cisco failed to obtain the passage of

revocable permits, pending a decision
on the part of the city as to whether
or not it will proceed to take over the
company's projierty.
Nothing came of the attempt to
legislate on the matter of the continuation of the plan of private ownership of the Boston Elevated Railway
with public control.
On the other
hand, a bill of this kind was put

ner of
Professor William Lyon
Phelps of Yale.
But relics are in
demand.
Somebody else wants a
horse car of former days, as evidenced by an ad that appeared in the
Journal, specifying a car with or
without running gear but with carpet

and stove

if

possible.

Ditches Going at a Premium
The

right place for them certainly was
the Ford Museum of Antiques

The new Broad
line

in

Street rapid transit

Philadelphia

was placed

Awards

in

on Nov. 2 under a temporary
arrangement with the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Company. In October
the Pennsylvania Railroad opened its
Philadelphia, Chester and Wilmington service over the route equipped

for safety records

were unusual

service

Joe Sullivan, of the Chicago
Surface Lines, has been appointed
World's Fair chairman for the public
that

industry in furthering the enrollment campaign.

utility

A man

imposes on himself who
taxes his memory.
So if I overlook
any of the things of human interest
that have occurred during the year, it
is because
I
am opposed to overburdening myself.
Reception being
good on March 31 last, I listened in
while a group of railway men attained
the unusual distinction of furnishing
music to the entire world in a joint
good-will program furnished by the
employees of the Cleveland Railway
and of the Pittsburgh Railways from
station

KDKA.

figured

in

the

Henry Ford
news

in

also

an unusual

way. In Brooklyn he spotted among
the historical relics of the Brooklyn
City Railroad, a model of an old
car which he thought was a fitrepresentative of its day and
generation among transportation ve.street

ting

hicles

for a place alongside of the

Model T in the museum in Dearborn.
There the car now rests, a contribution from the railway to the Ford
collection.
There are some old cars

for electric operation.

In

midsum-

mer the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
opened the 14th street subway line.
Also during the year the New York
State Railways placed in service the
subway at Rochester constructed in
the bed of the canal there.
The results of

more than three months of

experience

with Detroit's surface
rapid transit operation were reviewed
in the Journal.
Of the somewhat
similar projects in the making, the

through in the interest of the Eastern
Massachusetts Street Railway. A
terminable permit bill was signed by
Governor Smith of New York. In
Illinois the home rule bill, intended to
afford a measure of relief to the Chi-

The House

cago companies, was

lost.

Committee of the

District

of

Co-

lumbia voted favorably on the resolution to authorize the merger of the
railway and bus corporations operating in the District, of Columbia, but
the measure did not go through and
the matter is now before the legislators for settlement.

The year was replete with plans
for heavy electrification.
The most

most

important project of this kind to be

posals

announced was the proposal to

elec-

trify the Pennsylvania Railroad

from

important, perhaps, are profor the construction of the
new terminal in Newark, N. J., to be
used jointly by the Public Service
Corporation and the Pennsylvania
Railroad, with a high-speed local line
into Newark in the bed of the Morris
Canal the subway proposal for Pittsburgh; the similar subway proposals
for St. Louis and Detroit and agitation elsewhere of proposals along
these lines but not quite so ambitious.
Negotiations for a new franchise
in Chicago didn't get very far, but
:

New York to Wilmington, the proposals to electrify the Reading Railroad out of Philadelphia and the announcement of the decision to use
3,000 volts d.c. on the line of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western on
route to Scranton. Work of converting the so-called narrow-gage
railroad at Boston from steam to
its

electricity
fall,

and

was completed in the late
was followed by the

this
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rumor that the New York Central
hand in mind the electrification of its
road from Croton-on-the-Hudson to
Buffalo.

The

Year's Prize

Winners

What

a big inning last year was
Mr. Wood down
for a lot of people
in Virginia won the Coffin award,
!

Mr. Barnes in Louisville won the
Brady safety medal, the Electric

Railway Journal won

the national

due on them. And the process of
paying will go on for a long time.
Ralph Stone, chairman of the board
of the Detroit Trust Company, stated
in a report made public last June
that an increase in fare on the Detroit Municipal Railway was necessary, barring the possibility that the

problem of the railway could be met
by rearranging the annual debt maSuperintendent Boeken of
San Francisco Municipal Railway

turity.

the

wants that system taken out of poliand the sponsors for the Seattle
Municipal Railway are still casting
around for the magic expedient that
will make it possible for that system
to carry on successfully.
If the Department of Street Railways at Detroit did something unusual in replacing the jitneys with buses of
small capacity, it also has done something unusual in its combined electric
railway and bus service, in which electics,

Detroit jitneys get a belated spanking

award among trade papers for outstanding service to its industry, James
H. McGraw, the publisher of the
Electric Railway Journal, got
the 1927 medal for distinguished
personal service rendered American
commerce and industry through raising the standards of advertising, and
we were picked again to write this
review. But that is only part of the
The Chicago, North Shore &
story.
Milwaukee R. R. won the Electric
Traction speed trophy for the second
time.
In Chicago, also, there was a

operating as express cars,
receive and discharge passengers to
tric cars,

Twenty-eight countries were represented at the Rome conference

the maze of

While Green You're Growing;

traffic that is Chicago's
without the semblance of an accident.

buses, which run local.

When

Ripe, You're Rotting

There were many individual prize
winners among the railway men of
Brooklyn and other cities for their

It was a very good idea on the part
of the convention at Cleveland to get

And
accident prevention.
just as this issue was in preparation,
anouncement was' made that the
Penn-Ohio System has won the
Brady medal for 1927—the third

the benefit of the ideas of outsiders.
There are some subjects on which the
members of the industry are green
and they are not afraid to admit it.
They are like the man who hesitatingly interrupted one of Fred Mann's
speeches at Dayton to ask a question.
"Good," said Mann, "there's hope for
While you're green you're
you.
growing; when you're ripe you're

work

in

award of merit won by
i.e.,

the

prize and

Coffin

now

this property

the Forbes
Brady medal.

prize,

the

The Girl Who

Received the
Gift of Flowers

On

the municipal ownership matter the people of Detroit were at first
in raptures, like the girl when she received his gift of flowers. "Oh, they
are perfectly lovely !" she exclaimed.

"And

there's

even a

little

dew on

he stamthem still."
mered, "there is a little, but I intend to pay it on Saturday night."
Detroit got the municipal ownership
flowers, but there is still quite a little
"Er-y-e-s,"

!

1

:

i

'

From all that has been said one
might almost think that the electric
railways were in the embarrassing
position of being between two generations
too old for one and too young

—

for the other.

It

difficult

is

to tell

whether or not some of them are pro-

that 5,441

banquet to celebrate the fact
men of the Chicago Surface Lines had guided cars through

meeting, the Central Electric Railway
Association took stock of the present
and the future. At the International
conference in Rome, 28 countries were
lepresented. Perusal of the proceedings at Rome shows the striking
similarity between the problems of
the manager abroad and those of the
man at home. Moreover, it will be
recalled that it was at the Southwest
Association meeting in the spring
that Mr. Stevens made his speech on
the future of the electric railway. He
then said that mass transportation
would continue to be handled by the
electric railways until some other
form of transportation not now
known is invented to take its place.
He said "We have the brains, the
will, the energy and the desire to keep
our industry abreast of the exacting
requirements of the public and to do
so at a profit. Let's go." It certainly
was a great year for conventions in
the United States, in Canada and
abroad.

Too Old for One Generation;
TOO Young for the Other

This form of
service really was begun on Jefferson
Avenue in Detroit on Sept. 1^, 1927,
but has since been extended.

fitting

Vol.75,No2

Mr. Kettering told how
automobile industry was still
young. He certainly made a stimulating talk, as did Mr. Cochran, Mr.

gressive or conservative.
Some of
the things they do make it seem one
way and some another. In that respect they are like the girl who wears
last year's hat, drives a this year's
car and lives on next year's income.
Just as there are a million and one
reasons why modern women dress as
they do, and every one of them is a

SfllCR

\
I

Buyers and

/

/

sellers

(T

["euVER.
I

should fraternize,

not fight

rotting."

the

Young and

the others.
But speaking of conventions it is
well not to forget that the convention
held by the Canadian Electric Rail-

way

Association last June at Toronto
exceeded in attendance and in number
and size of exhibits any ever held
before by that body. At its mid-year

man,
sons

there are
120,000,000 reathe electric railways should

why

keep up to date, and every one

ofjj

them is a passenger.
And now I'm done.
The song I've sung
Time will soon efface

A piece
But

most commonplace.
you I ask,

this of

In pity for my task
Forgive the limping rhymes
The joke you've heard a thousand times.

'
^

'

Track Construction Greater
Mileages of new construction and reconstruction during 1928
exceed figures for previous year. Electrification
of steam roads extended

1000

1918

1917

1919

1920

Combined mileage of

1921

track rebuilt

1923

1922

ELECTRIC

railway track construction activity during the past year was substantially greater than in
the preceding twelve months.
The mileage of extensions made in 1928 exceeded those of 1927 by more
than 54 per cent, and the mileage of track rebuilt also
was greater. At present the total of city and interurban
electric trackage in the United States and Canada is about
43,400 miles. This is a decline of approximately 8 per
cent since 1917 when the track mileage reached a peak
of 47,370. Service on the track abandoned has been replaced in most instances by bus service.

compared with 152.99

in

1926 and 35

The

Commission

No. of

1927 and 193.20 in 1926.

panies

1908
1909
1910

157
160

217
223

1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920

of companies

171
161

163
136
104
121

80
73
87
78
104

1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

in 1925.
city

Co)

272
243
207
236
235
231

Electri-

Extenaions—

Track Rebuilt

.

.

-Miles—

.

ComYear

built

of Track Construction by Years

—Track

.-

extension was constructed by the
Board of Transportation, New York City. The total
single-track miles, including the lines turned over to the
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation and the Interborough Rapid Transit Company for operation and the
actual track constructed in the city's new subway, is
36.84 miles.
Following this extension was that of the
Division of Transportation of the city of Philadelphia,
largest

1928

largest mileage of

Compa rison

making extensions to city
tracks in 1928 was 74 as compared with 80 in 1927, 75
in 1926 and 80 in 1925.
The number of companies reporting interurban extensions was considerably more
than in 1927, being 40 as compared with 34 in 1927, 38
in

1927

1926

14.59 miles of exinterurban track extensions during the year was made by the Milwaukee
Electric Railway & Light Company, totaling 15.68 miles.
The second largest interurban extensions were made by
the Chicago, South Shore & South Bend Railroad, which
installed 7.60 miles of new lines during the year.

The

tension.

Interurban track extensions totaled 54.79 as compared
with 39.42 miles in 1927.

The number

1925

greatest in twelve years

Transportation

The mileage of both city and interurban extensions
last year was considerably more than that of the year
previous.
The extensions of city track totaled 184.15
miles,

1924

and extensions made was

Inter-

urban

(a)

(o)

,174.5

(a)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(a)
(o)

(o)
(o)
(o)

774.7
,204.8

115.40
251.10
216.41
110.90
145.69
108.15
126.27

240.90
125.60
97.41
29.67
30.87
38.95
85.11
63.54
93.99
112.48
124.76
39.42
54.79

169.61

218.09
227.31
193.20
152.99
184.15

6ed

Steam

Inter-

City

(a)
(a)
(o)
(o)

,

Total

,105.0

869.4
974.9
716.5
596.0
356.30
376.70
313.82
140.57
176.56
147.10
211.38
233.15
312.08
339.79
317.96
192.41

238.94

City

urban

Total

(o)
(a)
(o)
(a)

(o)

(a)
(o)
(a)

(o)
(o)
(o)

(a)
(o)
(o)
(a)

Co)
(o)
(a)
(a)

307.05
246.21
488.96
584.75
559.77
585.51
485.75
594.35
691.34
674.00

(a)

(a)
(a)

(a)
(o)
(o)

82.82
115.56
126.25
154.95
294.86
178.82
93.15
208.17
196.60
220.73

(o)
(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)

(o

375.40
155.43
389.89
361.77
615.21
739.70
854.63
764.33
578.90
802.52
887.94
894.73

Miles
84.00
112.40
192.40
86.50
80.80
119.00
229.00
448. 20
388.00
66.00
275.70
287.60
8.92
8.08
12.35
26.12
83.39
236.36
169.52
140.70
276.14

Information not available.

The

total electrified track rebuilt during 1928 was
894.00 single-track miles, which was an increase over
1927 of 6 miles and was 91 miles more than 1926. The
number of companies reporting tracks rebuilt during the
past year was 205.
This is a slight change from 1927
when 217 companies reported track rebuilt, 1926 when
181 companies made such reports and 1925 when the
number was only 160. Similar to the previous year, ap-

which completed 20.86 miles of track during the year.
The city of Detroit, Department of Street Railways,
constructed 16.49 miles of this track and the Toronto
es
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— Track Extension and Reconstruction in 1928
Extension, Miles
Extension, Miles
Inter-

Company
Alabama
Birmingham Electric Co
Mobile Light & R.R. Co
Naroe

City

of

Rebuilt, Mile*
Inter-

urban

City

....

10.82

urban
....

....

Ry

17.96

0.03

0.29

Ry

Street

Co

Electric

Municipal Ry. of San Francisco

9.48

Pacific Electric Ry
San Diego Electric Ry
Southern Pacific Co. (Elec. Div.)

0. 37

....
....
....

3.63
....

2.55
6.66

1.33

33.87

—

....
....

0.06

0.51

0.37

2.44
12.80

Ry
0.72

Ry

0.46

0.58

0.01

14.77

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

5.79

6 00
2 75

3.00

0.88
0.50
7.11

3.00
2.15

2.56

.

16.49
2. 34
0.04

Ry

....
....
....
....
....

15 85
6 24
91
1

70
40
60

1

Minnesota

Delaware
Delaware Electric Power Co

09

.

....

3.08

Duluth Street Ry
Northern States Power Co.,
Twin City Rapid Transit

1.24

Columbia

Mississippi
....
....

& Electric Co

Co

Co

....
....
....

Municipal Rys. City of St. Petershnre

0.89

94
07

1

....

4.00

Mississippi
& Light Co

Power

2.34

East St. Louis Ry
Kansas City Public Service Co
Springfield Traction Co
St. Joseph Ry., Light, Heat & Power
St. Louis Public Service Co

3.25
0.17
0.75

Georgia
Georgia Power Co
Macon Ry. A Light Co

Cloud

16 00

....

0.10

2.85

....
....
....
....

20.02
0.25
2.00
10.72

0.28

....

Missouri

1.15

Miami Beach Ry

74

.

St.

1.65

Florida
Jacksonville Traction

0.34
7,16

Muskegon Traction & Lishting Co
Twin City Ry. (Benton Harbor)

5.31

Connecticut

Gulf Power

....
....

urban

Michigan

Michigan Electric
0.02

Co

Washington Railway

."50

0.68
0.32

City of Detroit Department of Street Rys,.
Eastern Michigan Rys

1.12

Colorado
Denver A Intermountain R.R
Denver Tramway

District of
Capital Traction Co

City

Ry

Springfield Street
Union Street Ry

Worcester Consolidated Street

1.02

0.75
2.45
2.85

Ry

Grand Rapids R.R

Connecticut

urban

I

Boston Elevated Ry
Boston, Worcester & New York Street
Eastern Massachusetts Street Ry
Fitchburg & Leominster Street Ry
Holyoke Street Ry
Mass. Northeastern Street Ry

0.06

California
Key System Transit Co
Los Angeles Ry

Morket

&

United Railways

Miles
Inter-

City

Massachusetts

Ry

St.

Company
Maryland
Potomac Edison Co
of

Berkshire Street

Arkansas
Texarkana

Rebuilt

Inter-

Name

.86

Ariiona
Phoenix Street

No.2

7.44

....
....

0. 10

....
....

0.23
0.63

0.06

1.06

Co

Montana
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Ry
Great Falls Street Ry

.00

1.51

0.19

3.20

1

2.35

Nebraska
Illinois

Aurora. Elgin

Chicago

&

& Fox

River Electric

Co

Rv

Jolict F^lectric

Chicago. North Shore & MilwBuliiM! R.R
Chicago Surface Lines
Chicago A West Towns R.v

48
0.51

Co

Illinois Nortlu.Tn Utilities
Illinois Terminal R.R. System
Illinois Power Co
Illinois Traction System

Ry

.

....
....
....
....
....

0.10

Northern Indiana U,v
South Bcnil R. II

Gary Rys

....

....
....

8.19
2.77
16^66
0.25

Hammond, Whiting A Kaat

Cliicugo

Ry

Indiana Service Corp

....
2 98

Indianapolis Street Ry
Interstate Public Service
Lafayette Street liy

0.40

Co

....
....

....
....

Co
of Indiana

06

.

0.41

13.20

5.00
2.58
2.10
0.57
3.00

1.22

Iowa
Charles City Western Ry
Clinton, Davenport A Muscatine liy
Tri-City Ry. of Iowa
Waterloo, Cedar Falls A Northern Ry

....

6.46
0.60

2.10

& Shore R.R
Five Mile Beach Ry
Public Service Coordinated Transport

Kansas
Arkansas Valley Intcrurban

Ry

1

A

Pittsburg Ry
Kansas City, Leavenworth A Western Ry
Kansas City, Merriam & Shawnee R.U
Union Traction Co

.00

2.25
....
....

York
York
York
York
York

Louisville
Louisville

A

& Queens County Ry

.

56

Louisiana Power A Light Co
New Orleans Public Service Inc

....
....
....

1.24

0.27
7.58
18.94
6!ii
3.15

7.23

Rys
State Rys. (Rochester)
State Rys. (Syracuse)
State Rys. (Utica)

&

Boston

Rochester, Lockport

Schenectady Ry
Southern New York
Third Avenue Ry
United Traction Co

&

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

6.66
6.71

2.94
1.89

32.50
1.75

2.65
2.07
1.27

2.30

Ry

Buffalo Railroad

3 68
....
....
....
....
.

90

0.

Corp
0,24

Ry

0.20

0.20
o'is

0.20
....
....

14.50
I

18

North Carolina

Co

Tide Water Power

....
....
....

0.25
0.17
4.37

0.72

Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton Ry
Cincinnati, Newport & Covington Ry
Cincinnati Street Ry

....
....

0.80
7.94

....
....

0.20
0.88
0.10
0.50
3.32

Maine
Ry

Cumberland County Power A Light Co
Waterville, Fairfield A Oakland Ry
York Utilities Co

36. 84

0.37

1.50

Louisiana

Androscoggin A Kennebec
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co
Biddcford A Saco R.R
Central Maine Power Co

0.02

0.14

Ohio

Terminal Co
R.R..

A Interurban
Ry

4.20
35.13

R.R

Kentucky
Kentucky Traction

....
....

Co

& Gloveraville R.R
International Ry
Jamaica Cnetra! Rys
Jamestown Street Ry
Jamestown, Westfield & Northwestern R.R
New
New
New
New
NeW
New

....
....

Torlc

—

0.67
7.09

0. 33

.

Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corp
City of New York Board of Transportation...
Eastern New York Utilities Corp
Elmira Water, Light & R.R. Co
Fishkill Electric

19

33
3 54

Richmond Rys
1.83

6

Atlantic City

York, Westchester
Niagara Junction Ry

40

0.

....

Fonda, Johnstown

0.10
0.39
0.37

Ry

Jersey

New

3.03
1.30

09

.

0.23

Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Co
Southern Michigan Ry
Terre Haute, Indianapolis A Eastern Traction

Joplin

New

Bingl^amton Ry
Black River Traction
Brooklyn City R.R

4 06

7.60
0.79

Union Traction Co.

175
0.75

2.20

Indians
Beech Grove Traction Corp

A
A

Council Bluffs Street

Manchester Street Ry

34.88

0.21

of Illinois

Chicago, SoutliBend
Chicago, South Shore

Omaha &

New Hampshire

0.55

2.53

Kewanee Public Service Co
Tri-City

0.85

0. 36

....
....

1.50
1.50

4.30

City of Ashtabula Div. of St. Ry
Cleveland Ry
Cleveland Southwestern Ry. & Light Co
Community Traction Co
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Co
Northern Ohio Power & Light Co
Stark Electric R.R
Steubenville, East Liverpool & Beaver Valley
Traction Co
Toledo, Bowling Green &, Southern Traction

Co
Toledo

0.66

3.00

0.23
2.62

....
....

3.80

0.60

08

....
....
....

4.36

03
70

2.11
00

....

1.50

.

0.36

.

1.14

20.77
2.00
10.33
7

20

1.00

2.44

1

2.50

&

Western

Ry

West End Traction Co
Youngstown Municipal Ry

0.20
....

1.00

0.65
0.17

wary
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Table
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—Track Extension and Reconstruction
Extension, Miles

Rebuilt

City

of

urban

City

Oregon
Co

Portland Electric Power

0.55

0.31

Extension, Miles

Company
Utah
Utah Light & Traction Co

City

of

urban

Intler-

City

urban

6.95

1.66

Virginia

Via
0.63

Rebuilt, Mil?»

Inter-

Name

10.77

0. 09

....

— (Continued)

Mi'.es

urban

0.24
0.35
....

1928

in

Inter-

Inter-

Company
Oklahoma
Muskogee Electric Traction Co
Northeast Oklahoma R.U
Oklahoma Hy
Pittsburgh County Ry
Tulsa Street Ry

Name

65

0.41

Danville Traction & Power Co
Roanoke Railway & Electric Co
Virginia Electric & Power Co
Virginia Public Service Co
Virginia Ry ., Norfolk

:

.

.

6.88

....
....
....
....
1

.

0.84
2.40
9.17
0.23

44

Washington
Pennsylvania
.-Vltoona & Logan Valley Electric Ry
City of Philadelphia Division of Transportation 20 86
4.78
Pluladelphia Rapid Transit Company
("oiiestoga Traction Company
Ka.st Perm Traction Co
0.20
Erie Rys
.

Ifarrisburg

Rys

....

Hcrshev Transit Co
Lehigh Valley Transit Co
.New Castle Electric Street Ry
Philadelphia & West Chester Traction Co
Pittsburgh Rys
Pottstown Transit Co
Reading Transit Co
Scranton Ry
Shamokin & Mt. Carmel Transit Co
Shenango Valley Traction Co
Tareiitum, Brackenridge & Butler Street Ry

0.78
1

.

80

2.76
0.25

....
....

0.75
....
....

0.21
.

0.19

West Penn Rys
Wilkes-Barre Ry
Williamsport Rys

....
....
....
....
....
....
....
....

....
....
....

Rhode

19,93

0.48

0.43
2.00
0.40
2.20

1.41

2.08
0.60

0.02

34.48

8.00
5.16
1.25

2.60
2.22
14.00

1.91

0.56
0.59
0.98

3.97
0.50
I.IO

Island

United Electric Rys

South Carolina
South Carolina Power Co

....

2.34

....

2.38
4.70
3.70

Memphis

&

Light

Co

Ry

St.

Nashville Ry.

&

2.72
Light

Co

Tennessee Electric Power

Co

....

Dallas Railway

&

Terminal Co

0.19

Clalveston Electric Co
Houston Electric Co

Houston North Shore Ry
Laredo Electric h Ry. Co
Northern Texas Traction Co
San Antonio Public Service Co
Texas Electric Ry

0. 20

....
....
....
....
I

0.43
0.70

.

Madison Rys
Milwaukee Electric Ry. & Light Co
Northern .States Power Co
Wisconsin Power & Light Co

Brandon, Municipal & Electric Street
British Co lumbia Electric Ry
Calgary Municipal Ry
Cape Breton Electric Co
Street

0.08
3.42
2.21
0.91
1.01

Ry

3.41

&

Ry

....
....
....

0.75
10.47
1.86

4.67

2.66
6.i9
5.00
2.35

0.28
2.00
1.04

....
....
0.

8 82
,

Ry

Toronto

i

'.

57

1.00

00
1

....
....
....

0.09
12.92

2.63

1.37

0.60

6.32

0.13

Ry

....
....
....

6.28

....

0.66

1.57
1.44

0.15
00
I

.

14.59
1.21

Porto Klco
& Power Co

Porto Rico Ry., Light

0.04

15.68

2.

Toronto Transportation Commission
Winnipeg Electric Co

.

08

....

3.91
1.60

1.00

....

Hawaii

1.22

In track rebuilt during the year, the largest construcby any single company was that by the Chicago Surface Lines, as this company rebuilt 34.88 miles of track
during the year. It was closely followed, however, by
the Pittsburgh Railways which reconstructed 34.48 miles

8.50

0.08

Sa.skatoon Municipal Ry
Three Rivers Traction Co

proximately 700 miles of city track was rebuilt. About
220 miles of interurban track was reconstructed, which is
approximately the same as reported for the two preceding years.
Fifty-three companies rebuilt interurban track
last year as compared with 67 in 1927 and 63 in 1926.

1.62

....

Ottawa Electric Ry
Quebec Ry ., Light & Power Co

.

0.33

0.62
0.57

Ry

Niagara, St. Catherine
C)shawa Ry

3 50

0.76

....
....
....

....
....
....

Moose Jaw Electric Ry
New Brunswock Power Co

5.86
6.73
2.47
0.87

0.57

....

5.54

Ry

Montreal & Southern Counties
Montreal Tramways Co

50

6.43
5.49

0.04

Co
Canada

38

....
....
....

....
....
....
....
....

Wisconsin

Regina Municipal

Co

.

Hydro Electric Rys. Toronto
Levis Tramways Co
London & Port Stanley Ry

Texas
Eastern Texas Electric

Monongahela, West Penn Public Service Co.
Wheeling Public Service Co
Wheeling Traction System

Fort William Electric

Tennessee
Knoxville Power

R.R

Charleston Interurban

Edmonton
7.42

0.70

1.35
0.41

Wisconsin Valley Electric

6.33

....
....

Gray's Harbor Ry
Seattle Municipal Street Ry
Spokane United Rys
Tacoma Ry. & Power Co
Yakima Valley Transportation Co..

West Virginia
1.53

0.32

0.50

York Rys

.70

Honolulu Rapid Transit Co

....

0.95

Entire abandonments were numerous during 1928.
Twenty-seven companies completely abandoned 585.72
miles of track.
The large increase in entire abandonments is apparently due to a general housecleaning of
railways, which have for the last several years been on
the verge of abandoning their systems. A glance at the

tion

during the year.
The Cincinnati Street Railway was
third with 20.77 miles of track rebuilt, and closely following this was the Kansas City Public Service Company with 20.02 miles of track rebuilt and the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company with 19.93 miles of track
rebuilt.
Other comparatively large track rebuilding programs were conducted by the Brooklyn-Manhattan
Transit Company, the Phoenix Street Railway, the TwinCity Rapid Transit Company and the Detroit Department of Street Railways, all of which constructed over
15 miles of track.
Among interurban track rebuilt the
Pacific Electric was considerably in advance of all other
railways in that it rebuilt 33.87 miles of track in 1928.
Electrification of steam railroads continued steadily
during the past year. The mileage of new electrification
projects exceeded by a substantial margin the figures for
any other recent year. This subject is discussed in another article appearing elsewhere in this issue.

Entire Electric Railway Properties

Abandoned

in

1928
Miles
of

Name of Company
Bangor & Portland Transit Co., E.

Track
Bangor, Pa

Boise Valley Traction Company, Boise, Idaho
* Citizens Traction Company, Oil City, Pa
* City Electric Company, Albuquerque, N.
Duquesne & Dravosburg .Street Railway, Duquesne, Pa
Fairchance & Smithfield Traction Co., Uniontown, Pa
* Grand Rapids, Gr. Haven & Muskegon Ry., Grand Rapids, Mich
* Groton & Stonington Traction Co., Norwich, Conn
Hudson Valley Railway, Glens Falls,
Las Vegas Transit Co., E. Las Vegas, N.
Lebanon-Thorntown Traction Co. I.«banon, Ind
* Lewisburg, Milton & Watsontown Pass. Ry., Milton, Pa
Lincoln Water & Light Company, Lincoln, 111
Lookout Mountain Railway, Chattanooga, Tenn
Memphis & Lake View Ry., Memphis, Tenn
* Menominee & Marinette Light & Traction Co., Menominee, Mich
Murphyslaoro & Southern III. Ry., Murphysboro, III
* New Y'ork & Stamford Ry., Port Chester, N. Y
Northwestern Elec. Service Co. of Pa., Erie, Pa
Norton, Taunton & Attleboro St. Ry ., Norton, Mass
* Plymouth & Brockton Street Railway, Plymouth, Mass
* Point Shirley Street Railway, Winthrop, Mass
St. Paul Southern Electric Ry., St. Paul, Minn
Sandusljy, Milan & Norwalk Electric Railway, Sandusky, Ohio
Somerset Traction Co., Skowhegan, Maine
* Stroudsburg Traction Co., Stroudsburg, Pa
Westmoreland Railroad. Houston, Tex

M

NY
M

,

75

8.

83. 20
28. 68

25

7.
4.
2.

06
75
44. 37
77
14.00
3.76
06
20. 00
5.10
10. 80
11.13
19,12
8. 64
35. 49
56. 05
2
20
9. 30
20
17. 54
2, 50
12. 68
2. 50
4. 00
21
1

1

.

.

1 .

1

.

1

1

585.72
*

Now

operating buses.
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— Partial Track Abandonments in 1928
Miles of Track

Miles of Track

Type

Abandoned

Alabama
Interurban

1.47

Electric Co.

Arizona
Warren Co

3.25
3.

......

25

Fort Smith Light

&

Traction Co.

10.00

.

St.
St.

Joseph Ry., Lt., Ht. & Pr. Co.
Louis Public Service Co

Montana

6.43
0.61
11.92
0.09
92

Transit Co.

St. Ry
Pacific Electric

Ry
Ry

Electric

Pacific Ry.,

0.60

City

City

7.12

City

8.00

City

0.41

City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
Interurban
City
City

City
City
City
Interurban
City

.

Canada
Montreal Tramways
Electric

Rys

Toronto Transportation Commission.,

Colorado
Denver Tramway

2.70
0.38
9.03

City
City
City

0.87

luterurb

0.54

City

2,85
10.10
18.00
33.83

New Haven & Shore Line Ry..
New York and Stamfo.-d Ry..

.,

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

City
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban

Ry

Coast Cities

New York
Binghamton Ry
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corp.
Empire State R.R
Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville R.R.
Interborough Rapid Transit
.

Ry
New York & Queens County Ry
New York Rys
New York State Rys. (Syracuse)
Niagara Junction Ry

Florida
Gulf Power Co..

0.33

..

.

.

.

6.11

...

.

.

.

0.25

... ...

City
Interurban
City

Wappingers

tfe

1.16
0.22
0.22
0.27
3.98
7.60

Falls -Ry..

Syracuse & Eastern R.R.
United Traction Co

Ohio
Newport

0.09

0.15

& Covington Ry

0.20
4.20

Ry

Cleveland

Delaware Electric Power Co..

2.36
5.70
2.08
0.10
0.29

.

International

Cincinnati,

Delaware

&

Jersey

Poughkeepsie

Connecticut
Connecticut Co..

Cleveland Southwestern Ry. & Light Co.
Community Traction Co
East End Traction Co
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction

Co

Georgia
Georgia Power Co. (Atlanta).
lUinols
East St. Louis

& Suburban

0.91

Power Co
Kewanee Public Service Co

1.10

Ry

Alton

.

.

.

City

Northern Ohio Power & Light
Shenango Valley Traction Co

Co

06

.

Interurban
City
City
Interurban

..

1,77

...
...

6.10
7.20
0.19
8.00
2.44
0.01
0.01

West End Traction Co
21.57
1.12

Ry..

Illinois

&

..

Citv
City

1.33

Nebraska
Omaha, Lincoln & Beatrice Ry.

New

Market

2.93

Butte, Anaconda

California

Key System

St. Jjouis

of

Service

City
Interurban

Arkansas

Moose Jaw

Type

Abandoned

of

Service

Missouri

Birmingham

San Diego

No2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

...
... .
... ...
.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

City
City
Interurban
City
City
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban
City
City

Oklahoma
Northeast Oklahoma R.R.

Oldahoma Union Ry

0.31
10.00

Interurban
Intcrburan

2.31

Interurban

Indiana
Evansville

&

32.00

Ohio Valley Ry..

City

Oregon
Oregon Electric

Iowa
Cedar Itapids

& Iowa

Ry

63

Ry

2.25
6.22

City
Interurban

Co

00
0.78
08

City
Interurban
City

0.72

City

Tennessee Electric Power Co..

City
Interurban
City

Eastern Texas Electric

.

1

Power Co
Iowa Ry. & Light Co
Iowa Southern Utilities Co. (Burlington)
Interstate

Keokulc Electric

Co

1.00
7 00
.

2.70
7.00
4.00
5

40

.

6.90
Waterloo, Cedar Fall*

&

Northern Ry..

.

Kansas
Joplin

&

Conestoga Traction
East Penn Traction
Erie

Kentucky
Kentucky

Utilities

Louisville
Louisville

& Interurban
Ry

R.R..

1

.

1

.

Company
Co

Lehigh Valley Transit

Co

Co
Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Pittsburgh Rys

Maryland

Co

Rhode Island
United Electric Rys

2.13
32 98
.

City
Interurban

Tennessee
St

.

4 50
.

.

.

Ry

0.05
2.25

Interurban
City
City

Texas

Potomac Edison Co
United Rys.

Co

West Penn Rys

Memphis

Orleans Public Service Inc.

2.03

City
City
City
City
City
Interurban

70
39

Monongahela, West Penn Public Service

Chattanooga Traction Co.

Louisiana

New

81

Interurban
Interurban
City
City

31

Rys

Scranton Ry.

Pittsburg

Ry

Pennsylvania

City
Interurban
City
City
City
City
Interurban
Interurban

City

&

3.30
10.50
0.5!

Electric Co..

Massachusetts
Boston Elevated Ry
Eastern Massachusetts Ry..
Mass. Northeastern Ry.
Middlesex & Boston Street Ry
Milford, l^ramingham, Hopeaale
bridge Street Railway
Springfield Street

Maine

&

Central Maine Power

*Utah

Interurban
Interurban

Utah Xight

Ry

28 00
1.55
13.19
'4 .40

Interurban
City
Interurban
Interurban

0.74

City
Interurban
City

13.81
50

Co

5.96
0.34

Traction Co.,

14.05

City

& Power

6.49

City

1.12

City

0.24

Interurban

0.66
26
S 92
5.25
23.83

City
Interurban
Interurban
City
City
Interurban

0.66
3.27

Co

&

.

Virginia Electric

Co.

Washington
Seattle Municipal Street

Ry.

West Virginia
Wheeling Traction System

.

Wisconsin
Milwaukee Electric Ry. A

.

Electric Co.

Michigan

.

City of Detroit (Dept. of Street Rys.).

Minnesota
Twin City Rapid

Transit

.

1.97

City

0.30

City

accompanying table of abandonments will show that a
these companies were operating through
sparsely settled and non-profitable territories. It will be
noted that ten of the companies are substituting buses
for their former rail service. Partial abandonments for
the year totaled 591.07 miles as compared with 432.19
miles of partial abandonments in 1927. The interurban

number of

1.00

Virginia
.

Ry

Kennebec

Interiu-ban

6 59

Ui-

Worcester Consolidated Street Ry.,

Androscoggin

City

,

Co

City
City
City
City
City

Electric

Northern Texas Traction Co
San Antonio Public Service Co..
Wichita Falls Traction Co

4.50
2,74
7,01

&

Houston

Wisconsin, Michigan Power Co
Wisconsin Power & Light Co
Wisconsin Public Service Corp

I

.

24.71

abandonments were approximately 330 miles and the city
abandonments about 260 miles. This makes a total of
about 1,175 miles abandoned during the year 1928. However, bus route extensions made by electric railways during the year were more than 5,000 miles, making the
combined bus and track mileage show a substantial increase for the year.

]

,,

Notable Progress in

Heavy Electric Traction
United States now has more than
20 per cent of electrified steam
railroad mileage of the world.
trification of

tional

more than 1,500

Elec-

addi-

miles of track planned

by

Pennsylvania, Reading and Lacka-

wanna Railroads

announcement of three large
RECENT
projects involving more than 1,500 miles of track,
electrification

-as well as the actual completion of several similar
though smaller projects during the past twelve months,
[made 1928 a banner year in heavy electric traction progEven now the United States, with well over 4.000
[ress.
Imiles, leads the world in the extent of this development.
Switzerland comes second with approximately 3,280
miles. Italy third with 2,238 miles and France fourth
with 2,058 miles. Other countries having extensive electrified systems are Germany 1,500 miles, Norway and
Sweden 1,284 miles, and Great Britain 1,019 miles. The
total electrified trackage of the world is approximately
19,000 miles, of which about 20 per cent is in this counSeveral large projects are contemplated abroad.
try.
However, these are hardly comparable in scope with the
plans being developed here, and the future undoubtedly
will see the United States having an even larger percentage of the world's electrified steam trackage than at

Electrified steam railroad mileage of the world is divided among
First, United
the various countries in the following order:
States; second, Switzerland; third, Italy; fourth, France; fifth,

Germany;

Newark and

three companies which announced programs for
the extensive electrical equipments of important sections
of their tracks during 1928 were the Pennsylvania Rail-

No

first

in

the

first

valleys.

section to be

between North Phila-

section will be between
New Brunswick, and the final section
The section
Brunswick and Trenton.

Newark and New York

has

been operated

less

ment of the

impor-

when measured by miles of track and investment
involved.
As outlined by the statement of President
Atterbury on Nov. 1, the company is planning to equip

tance,

and 1,300 miles
authorization by the board of directors
includes the lines between New York and North Philadelphia, where the new electric line will connect with an
electrical division of the system from Philadelphia to
Wilmington, nearly completed, and the main line to the
west, which is electrified westward as far as Paoli. The
for electrical service 325 miles of route

of track.

Delaware River

important than the plan itself is the announceThe singleelectrical system to be used.
phase system at 11,000 volts, similar to that now used on
the Philadelphia suburban service, will be employed.
The estimated cost to complete the program is $100,000,While
000, and the time from six to seven years.
nothing has been said in regard to the plans of the company after this installation has been completed, it is
obvious that after the electrification of the New YorkWashington line as far as Wilmington, its extension to
Baltimore and Washington would be an early logical
step, especially in view of the uncomfortable conditions
for passengers in the tunnels used to pass through Baltimore.
It is also obvious that with the equipment of the main
line westward from Paoli, 20 miles west of Philadelphia,
to Harrisburg, which is the next logical step, economy of
operation would necessitate before long the extension of

Reading Railroad and Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad. Early this year it developed that the
New York Central Railroad had recently been conducting power surveys in its territory to determine possible
future power needs, but after this fact was published the
company declared it had not reached any conclusion yet
as to further electrification of its lines between Croton
and Buffalo.
Of the three proposed electrifications mentioned,
is

seventh. Great Britain

electrically since 1910.

road,

the Pennsylvania Railroad

New

between
between

The

of

Norway and Sweden;

the Susquehanna, Schuylkill and
According to the present plans,
electrically equipped is the one
delphia and Trenton. The next

present.

that

sixth,

The

the electrical division as far as Pittsburgh, since this
section includes the Horseshoe curve near Altoona. the
is concerned.
the present plans of the Pennsylvania Railroad as

limiting point of the line so far as capacity

proposed electrification also includes the grades between

Hence
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Installations of Electrical

Vol.73,

Operation of Steam Railroads

United States

in the

Number

Electric Mileage

Route

United States

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad: Baltimore Tunnel
Staten Island Rapid Transit Lines
Boston & Maine Railroad: Hoosac Tunnel, Mass
Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn: East Boston and Lynn, Mass
Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Railway: Butte, Anaconda, Rocker,

Mont
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul
Othello- Tacoma

&

Pacific:

Locomotives

.System of Electrification Installed

d.c, third rail
d.c, third rail
a.c,
phase, overhead.
d.c, overhead

of

Motor Cars

13.12

7.96
50.00
21.38
34.48

37.38

122.75

2,400 volts d.c, overhead.

558.77
0.00
18.80

878.47
6.20
25.38
50.05
36.23

3,000 volts d.c, overhead
1,500 volts d.c, overhead
600 volts d.c, overhead
22,000 volts a.c,
phase, 25 cycle over'd.
,000 volts a.c,
phase, 23 cycle, over'd

57

1

1

1

1,200 volts d.c, overhead
1,000 volts a.c,
phase, 25 cycle, over'd
1,500 volts d.c, overhead

12
4

13

25.50
37.80

193.95
31.70
127.10

138.08
4.60

424.40
28.55

650 volts d.c, third
650 volts d.c, third

15
12

742

63.10
6.87

326.24

325

48.50

650
650
650
650

92

23.91

3.60
28.00
7.92

675 volts
600 volts
11,000 volts
600 volts

90
7

I

60
28

Harlowton-Avery,

and Seattle

Great Falls Yard
Gallatin Valley Branch
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R.R.: Fordson, Flat Rock, Mich..
Erie Railroad: Rochester, Mt. Morris, N. Y
Ft. Dodge, Des Moines & Southern: Ft. Dodge, Des Moines,
Rockwell, Iowa
Great Northern Railway: Cascade Tunnel Skykoraish, Wash,
.

—

Illinois

Track

No.2

.

Central R.R.: Chicago, Richton, III
to Brooklyn, to western part of

Long Island R.R.: New York
Long Island

Michigan Central R.R.; Detroit, Michigan- Windsor, Ontario

16.58

33.76
147.12

2

I

8

1

1

130

rail.
rail.

New York

Central R.R.: Grand Central Station, Croton,
White Plains, N. Y
N.
N. Y.
H. & H. R.R.: Nantasket Jc. to Pemberton, Mass.
Providence, Warren, Bristol, Fall River
New York to Woodlawn (a)
Woodlawn N. Y. to New Haven, ConXi. including Harlem
River Branch
Stamford to New Canaan, Conn
South Norwalk to Danbury Conn
Port Morris to Fr«8h Pond & Sunnyside Yards, New York
N. Y. Westchester A Boston Ry.: Bronx, Harrison, White
Plains, New York
Norfolk Seuthern R.R.: Norfolk, Virginia Beach
Norfolk & Western Ry.: Bluefield, lager, W. Va. and
,

.

Branches
Northwestern Pacific R.R.: Cort« Madera, Sa salito. Cal
Pennsylvania R.R.: Camden-Atlantic City, N.J
New Yoik, N. Y., Manhattan Transfer, N.J
Philadelphia. Paoli, Chestnut Hill, Pa
Southern Pacific R.R.: Oakland, Alameda, Berkeley, Cal.
Virginian Railway: Mullens, W. Va.-Roanoke. Va

(a)

(b)

16.61

75.22
7.92
23.72
9.00

509.88
9.78

26.62
44.5

83.10
54.3

63.70
20.60
75.00
36.16
50.03
134.00

209.54
40.4
150.38
110.08
124.65
118.28
231.00

1.844.79

4,126.15

13.41

volts d.c, third rail
volts d.c, third rail
volts d.c, overhead
volts d .c ., third rail
volts
volts
volts
volts

a.c,
a.c,
a.c,
a.c,

31.01

1

23.80

1

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

1

1.000 volts a.c,

1
1

&

25
25
25
25

8
24

overhead.

b
over'd
over'd
over'd
over'd

1

phase,
phase,
phase,
phase,

1

phase, 25 cycle, over'd

I
I

I

cycle,
cycle,
cycle,
cycle,

b

1,000 volts a.c,
phase, 25 cycle, over'd
600 volts, d.c, third rail
650 volts d.c, third rail
675 volts d.c, third rail
1,000 volts a.c,
phase, 25 cycle, over'd
1,200 volts, d.c. overhead
1,000 volts a.c,
phase. 25 cycle, over'd

b
1

70

2

19

I

1

I

1

I

44
107

50
4

158
87

507

1911

Operates on track of New York Central.
Included in Woodlawn to New Haven.

regards electrification would seem to be the precursor of
still more orders for electrical equipment before very
long.

Shortly after the announcement of the proposal for

equipment.
Thus, the Penn.sylvania Railroad, during the year, has
completed 142 additional miles of electrified track,
track

trified

and increased

consisting largely of

its line

their

electrical

from Wilmington

The Chicago, Milwaukee,

the electrical equipment of the lines of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, the Reading Railroad declared that it was preparing to exjx;nd about $20,000,000 for electrical equip-

delphia.

ment on

The total length of its
The Great Northern Railway has

its lines in the Philadelphia metropolitan
route distance to be converted is 42.9
miles, which will include 1 10 miles of track. As with the
Pennsylvania system, single-phase at 11,000 volts with
overhead construction will be used. The coaches are to
be of the multiple-unit type, and the program is to be
all

district.

of

The

completed within three years.
The program of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad is small only in comparison with that of the
Pennsylvania Railroad. This decision was announced by
It declared
the president of the company on April 25.
that electrical equipment would be used on the Morris &
Essex branch and adjoining lines, comprising a total of
78 miles of road, or 173 miles of track. The principal
feature in which this undertaking differs from that of
the other

two plans

The

is

that high-voltage direct current

is put at about $18,000,000.
Earlier in 1928 orders for the electrical equipment of

will

b
b

b

575 volts, d.c. overhead
1

63

141

b

be used.

cost

new Cleveland Union Terminal were announced.
This installation will involve 16 route miles and will require twenty-five 204-ton passenger locomotives. Direct
current at 3,000 volts from an overhead trolley will be
the

St.

Railway has opened a 10-mile extension

makes

it

Paul

to Phila-

&

to Seattle,

Pacific

which

railroad in the world.
electrified division is 655 miles.

the longest electrified

substituted

single-

phase for three-phase locomotives for operation in its
original Cascade Tunnel and has expanded its electrified
section, which now includes 74 miles of main line.
The new tunnel which it has constructed through the
Cascade range is electrically equipped and is scheduled
The Boston, Revere Beach &
to -go into service today.
Lynn Railroad, 34.48 (single track) miles in length, and
operating a suburban service between Lynn and Boston,
was changed from steam to electrical operation in 1928.
Reports from roads put in operation within the last
few years are most encouraging. One of the most instructive, as showing the advantages of electrical operation, is that of the Illinois Central Railroad, relating to
Servits suburban lines extending south from Chicago.
ice

was begun on

this electrification

on Aug.

1,

1926, and

during the latter part of 1927,
President Downs declared that under electrification the
Chicago suburban passenger service, which for many
years had been operated at a loss, has at last been made
In addition, a byproduct of electo pay its own way.
in a statement given out

used.

Existing Roads Have Extended

The past year has not been one of proposals only.
Mo.st of the existing properties have extended their elec-

—

The accompanying tables are based on data compiled by
committee on electrification of steam railroads of the
National Electric Light Association and the committee on electric rolling stock of the American Railway Association, with

NoTE

the

data from original sources.

I
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Table II
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Operation of Steam Railroads Outside the United States
D.C. Locomotives

Outside of United States

Electric

>Ti!eaKC

Route

Track

System

A.C. Locomotives

of Electrification Installed

Number

.'Aggregate
in

Weight

Aggregate

Number

1,000 Lb.

60.55
*233 OOrf
355.33

132.07
548.10

.

Patiada
Chile

China

128.90
54.70
263.04
25.00
163.00

(b)

(c)

31.00
769.10
793.00
395.37

1,019.12

....

(a)

.

84.52
67.80

169.04
170.60

2,238. OOf;

*l,483.00rf

Italy (6)

1

500 volts d c

Nlostly 1 5,000 volts a.c.
550 volts d c

lines tise

I

200 volts d

1

500 volts and 700 volts d.c

Mostly 1,500 volts, 1,200 volts and 600 volts d.c

8.421
3.356
10,586

154

25,255

17
7

2,459
1,089

369

63,492

20

2.510

409

90,346

43

11,483

27
60

4,889
8,742
3,080

524

82,194

500 volts d c

10.000 volts. 3.700 volts. 3.300 volts. 3,000 volts, three
phase, 4,000 volts, 3,000 volts, 1,200 volts, 650 volts

3

c

000 volts d

c

and 600

volts d c

10
10

1,500 volts d.c

Mostly 15.000 or 16.000 volts single phase, three lines
10.000 single phase, one line 6,000 volts single phase.
.

49.72
3,280.00<;
171.00
287.00
22.70
30.00

43
20
56

Two

328. OOd
91.11
170. OOd
13.40
1,284. OOd

295
325

c

Mostly 1.500 volts d.c. Suburban line uses 650 volts d.c.
Mostly 15.000 volts single phase, one line 10,000 volts
single phase. Berlin and Hamburg suburban lines 800

1

2
3

in

1,0001b.

750 volts and

3,300 volts single phase, 2,400 volts d.c. and 600 volts d.c.
Mostly 3,000 volts d.c. Some lower d.c. voltage

d
198.20
79.54
86.50
8.40
855.95

Suburban

162. OOd
137.00
388. OOd
43.00
237.50
*45 OOd
75.00
2.058. OOd
1,500. OOd

30 50

Holland

425.0*;

Weight

.

.

1.606

5

550

34

6.590

163

30,223

388

81,210

1,638

309,228

38.53

» 2,000. OOd

Total

a

8.398.63

.

—Principally motor car operation.

—

1

14,880.66

b

— .Mso considerable motor car operation.

—

may eventually provide a subContinuing, he said
"Our suburban patronage is one-third greater than immediately prior to electrification in 1926. This gain has
not come so much from other systems of transportation
trification

air

rights

stantial income.

:

from the development of the territory served. Large
and great apartment buildings have sprung up
along the route.
Reduction of the smoke and noise of
steam operation has made this possible and has helped to
enhance residential values. Moreover, the running time
of the trains has been reduced by from 11 to 28 per
as

hotels

cent, thus

bringing the outlying districts closer to the

central business district."

Railway Electrification Bound to Expand
There seems

to be every reason to expect that railway

electrification will

The

expand greatly during the next few

reason for this is the need for
greater carrying capacity on our main trunk lines, and
the adoption of electric power is the most economical
way of securing this increased capacity.
Electrification has sometimes been thought of as
primarily adapted to passenger traffic, perhaps because
of its extensive use for commuter service out of New
York, Philadelphia and Chicago, For such purpose its
smokelessness and rapid rate of acceleration, and hence
the high speed possible, make it most attractive. However, it is probable that the limit for speed with mainyears.

line

jjrimary

But it is in
power to put more freight over
a given time and thus increase the carry-

a given track in
ing capacity of an overloaded trunk line that constitutes
its

-Colliery line.

greatest advantage to

many

railroads.

14.265

821

143,738

Undoubtedly

was one of

the principal reasons leading to the decision of the Pennsylvania Railroad, l^ecause the official

statement declares that with electric power "it is expected eventually to reduce the number of freight trains
50 per cent for a given car movement and to increase the

—Partly estimated.

s]5eed to any reasonable degree required.
This of itself
provides for a 100 per cent increase in capacity in so far
as freight movement is concerned."
Of the total miles of line of steam railroad companies
in the United States, about 250,000, 10 per cent of this
mileage handles 50 per cent of all the traffic, and 50 per
cent of the mileage handles 90 per cent of all the traffic.
While this statement shows that some lines are lightly
loaded, others are very heavily loaded, and on these latter
lines the traffic is growing constantly.
In spite of the
competition of the motor truck, the public is constantly
increasing its demands upon the railroads for transportation.
Between 1896 and 1906 the ton-miles of the
steam railroads doubled from about 1,000,000,000 to
2,000,000,000 and by 1920 they had doubled again to
more than 4,000,000^,000. It is not too much to expect
that they will shortly double again, and that in the somewhat more distant future they will double again.
Such a situation means that far-seeing railroad managers must think now about ways of providing for the
increased carrying capacity that will surely be needed
before long on the tnmk lines. Some of this increased
capacity has been secured in recent years with steam
equipment through higher train speeds and greater train
lengths, but the limits in these directions with steam
seem about to have been attained.

Electrification Gives Large Increase In
Track Capacity

steam trains also has not been reached.

the ability with electric

this

95

500 volts d c

An

attempt to increase the track capacity by adding to
of tracks would be almost prohibitive, because of the high cost of real estate and other space
limitations in the well-developed areas of the country
where most of the increased capacity is needed. Further
extension of electrification seems, therefore, almost a
foregone conclusion, and the present favorable financial
condition of the railroads resulting from a better knowledge by the public of the essential nature of the duties
the

number
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which they perform should make it more easy for the
companies to raise capital for this necessary improvement
than it has been in the past.
In certain countries abroad there has been special
stimulus for electrical operation which has not been present in this country. Thus in Europe, Italy, Switzerland
and Austria are practically devoid of coal yet have

Subway Mileage

MORE

Electrifications

During 1928
Single-Track
Miles
142.00
74.00
**-^5

Pennsylvania Railroad
Great Northern Railroad
Boston, Revere Beach & Lynn Railroad
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad
Long Island Railroad
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

^"XX
^-00
6.66

267.14

Much the same
plenty of water power.
vails on the northern coast of Africa,
Morocco. This sets a premium on the
electric power, especially when much of

condition preparticularly in

application of
the equipment
can be supplied by home manufacture. An additional
advantage is that electrification helps the balance of trade
by cutting down the imports of coal and supplies work
for home electrical industries rather than for foreign
coal mines.

shows the electrically operated steam railroad lines in the United States, based
on one issued in September, 1928, by the committee on

The accompanying Table

I

steam railroads of the National Electric
Light Association, with material added from original
The table is confined to
sources brought up to date.
railways formerly operated by steam, except where
electrification of

lines built originally for electric

power are

integral parts

of electrified railroads, as with the New York, WestSteam railroads, now operchester & Boston Railway.
ated by electricity which are primarily rapid transit lines
or are used partly for city transportation, such as the
Manhattan Elevated Railway of New York and the
electrified division of the West Shore Railroad between
Syracuse and Utica, have been omitted.
Table II gives data on electrified steam railroads in
foreign countries.
The mileage given is based on statistics in the report of the National Electric Light Association, already mentioned, and the figures on locomotives
from a recent report of the committee on electric rolling
stock of the American Railway Association (Mechanical Division).
Where the complete mileage is not given
in the N.E.L.A. report it has been obtained from outside sources or has been estimated.
The class of roads
included in general is the same as that in the American
table, except that electrified roads which do both a
suburban and a rapid transit business and also serve to
carry through trains to their terminii, like Stadt and Vorortbahnen in Berlin and Hamburg, have been included.
There are no roads of this kind in the United States.
The difficulties of getting statistics up to a certain date
in any industry growing so rapidly as that of railroad
electrification are great enough when confined to one
country.
These difficulties are greatly enhanced when
data must be obtained for the entire world. However,
Table II gives approximately the data, so far as they
are available, up to about the middle of 1928.
As will be noticed, the data on rolling stock in Table II
are confined to the number of locomotives and their
aggregate tonnage.
Only an indication is given as to
whether the electrification is principally with locomotives
or includes a considerable amount of motor-car operation.

Increasing

than 284 miles of subway route with 672

are now in operation in fifteen
large cities of the world. Of these New York leads with
261 miles of underground rapid transit track. Paris is
second with 117, and London third with 115. No other
miles

city

Steam Railroad

Vol.73, No.2

is

of

track

same

in the

class, the nearest

being Berlin with

only 43 miles of subway.
Statistics of the underground mileage of electric transit lines in the world, as recently compiled by the Board
of Transportation, New York, are given in an accom-

panying

table.

This table

lists

the underground sections
when within the con-

of purely rapid transit railways,

Where a rapid transit subway is used
fines of a city.
both by special rapid transit cars or trains and by trolley
An example is the western
cars it has been included.
Market Street subway in Philadelphia. Where
a subway is used only by surface cars, like the Tremont
Street subway in Boston, or by trunk line trains, though
they may do some local business, it has been omitted.
Lines not included but rather closely allied thereto, are
Hudson & Manhattan Railroad connecting Jersey City,
Hoboken, and New York: underground mileage in New
York City, 3.147 of route; 7.091 of track; in Jersey City
part of the

and Hoboken 5.332 of route; 11.017 of track. Tremont
Street subway, Boston: 1.698 miles of route; approximately 3.4 miles of track.
Other lines which are a little further differentiated
Naples, subway
from the type included are as follows
from the main railroad station under the city, and then
a trolley extension to Pozzuoli. This line is part of the
:

Government railway system but has local stations in
Naples and does quite a little local business; the Park
Avenue tunnel of the New York Central Railroad and
the East River tunnels used by the Long Island RailThe underground mileage of the Metropolitan
road.

and Metropolitan District subways in London, over which
some suburban as well as subway trains run, is included because their rapid transit business constitutes
the greater part of their entire business. Short tunnels
which are incidental to trolley car operation, as in Rochester, N. Y., the Park Avenue tunnel used by the surface cars of the New York & Harlem Railroad between

34th Street and 40th Street in New York, and under the
Quirinal Hill in Rome, have also been omitted.

UNDERGROUND MILEAGE OF ELECTRIC RAPID TRANSIT LINES
OF THE WORLD

Track -

RouteMiles
4.80
21. 90
8.08
2.30
4.50
6.56
5.96
4.75
56.89

Barcelona
Berlin

Boston
Budapest

Buenos Aires
Glasgow

Hamburg
Liverpoo

London
Madrid

'

Paris
Pliiladeiphia

(

Sydney
ft,k"o.....

Total for

other than

cities

New York

2.

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

13

58.85
8-68
2.88
2.50

1

LR.T

Total
Contract No. 4 (N. Y. R. T.)

New York

Grandtotal

City

18.26

2&4
2
2

t.

^

44.58
41.66
86.24
284.02

^

.

,„

4

t- 58
57.74
79.60

2,3,4

138.12
123.48

29

19.56
24.73

*I17.70
31.74
•>.76
*5.00
411.24

„

Elevated Division
and 2
Contract Nos.
Contract No. 3

Miles
9.60
*43.80
*:6.I5
»4.60
9.00
13.12
*I2.00
'9.50

115.00

2

197.78

New York

Total

Tracks

t2

2,3,4
2,

3,

261.60
672.84

Approximate.
tExtension of Ninth Ave. Elevated between Jerome and Sedgwick Aves., Broni.

Growth

Substantial

in

Bus Operations
Nearly 11,200 buses now in use by electric
railways. Approximately 25 per cent were added
during past year. Route extensions, including
intercity

lines,

total

more than 5,000 miles

EXPERIENCE

Transportation Company, substituted bus service for trolley service over 33.8 miles of intercity route. The United
Electric Railways of Providence, R. I., abandoned some

extending over a period of several
years having demonstrated the value of the bus
as an ally, the electric railways of this country and
Canada gave evidence of their faith in motor transportation by the purchase during the year just closed of
more than 2,450 buses, thereby increasing their equipment by over 25 per cent. The total number of buses

33 miles of suburban track and substituted bus service.
The East St. Louis & Suburban Railway abandoned
trolley service on 21.6 miles of interurban route and
supplied bus service through its subsidiary, the Blue

now owned by electric railways is nearly 11,200, as comWithin
pared with 9,229 at the beginning of 1928.
the past three years the number of buses owned by the
industry has more than doubled.
While a number of units taken over with the purchase
of former independent lines are included in the additions
last year approximately 2,120 of the total represents new
Comvehicles purchased direct from the manufacturer.
panies report that approximately 500 buses were sold,
scrapped or otherwise disposed of during the year. Similar surveys conducted by Electric Railway Journal
for 1927 and 1926 showed total purchases of 1,801 and
2,203 buses respectively during those years, the figure
in each instance including equipment purchased second hand.
Extensions to bus routes were "made in 1928 to an
aggregate of some 5,140 miles, of which 1.200 miles
were city and .3,940 miles intercity operations. Included
in this latter figure are 2,388 miles of intercity service
added by the .Southern Pacific Company, through its
Motor Transport Company.

subsidiary. Southern Pacific

All told, the electric railways are now operating buses
over approximateh' 23,000 miles of route.
Among the longest intercity extensions were those of
the Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern, amounting to 157
miles; the Michigan Electric Railway, 132 miles; and the
Cedar Rapids & Iowa City Railway 129 miles. Generally

mo

speaking, the city extensions were for short distances,
but with some of the larger properties the aggregate was
considerable.
The Public Service Co-ordinated Transport extended

its city

19Z1

1922

1923

1924-

Electric railway buses were increased

1925

1926

1927

1928

26 per cent during 1928

Goose Motor Coach Company. The Cedar Rapids &
Iowa City Railway abandoned trolley service between
Cedar Rapids and Lisbon, a distance of 17 miles, and
substituted bus service. The Groton & Stonington Railway abandoned trolley service entirely, due to the fact
that the trackage and equipment had deteriorated to a
point where it was deemed impracticable to replace it,
and placed buses in service over 20.77 miles of line
between New London, Conn., and Westerly, R. I.
Of the 27 electric railway properties which are listed

service for a total of approximately

300 miles, with operations extending over many of the
New Jersey cities served by that company. The Illinois
Traction System added 105 miles of city service and the
Northern Ohio Power & Light Company, 40.4 miles.
There was an abandonment of approximately 1,200
miles of electric railway trackage, city and interurban,
during the year, on which the companies suspending
service provided bus service over 346 miles of intercity
and 112 miles of city route. In certain other instances
the abandoned trolley service was replaced by bus service
supplied by independent operators.
The New York &
Stamford Railway, through its subsidiary the County

as having suspended operations entirely during the year,
ten have continued as operating organizations, supplying

service with buses over
71

some or

all

of the routes pre-

-
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Table

I

Fo/73,

No2

— Bus Operation by Electric Railways and
Subsidiary Companies
No. Buses

Alabama

Indiana
Beech Grove Traction Corp
Chicago, South Bend A Northern Indiana Ry.
Chicago, South Shore A South Bend R.R
Evansville & Ohio Valley Ry
Gary Railways

Ariiona
Tuscon Rapid Transit Co
Warren Co

Indianapolis Street Ry
Indianapolis A Southeastern
Indiana Service Corp
Interstate Public Service Co

Arkansas
.

.

.

Calirornla
BakersBeld & Kern Electric Ry
Eureka Street Ry
Key System Transit Co

5
I

86

Los Angeles Ry
Lo3 Angelea Motor Coach Co.

Market

169

Ry

Street

6

Municipal Ry. of San Francisco

18
193

Ry

Pacific Electric

Loa Angeles Motor Coach Co.

Gas &

Pacific

Peninsular

Co

Electric

'...•.

Ry

San Diego Electric Ry
San Francisco Napa A Calistoga R.R

Napa

7
4

24
2

Valley Bus Co.

San Francisco-Sacramento R.R
San Jose Railroads
Santa Barbara & Suburban Ry

1

3
7

Southern Pacific Co. (Electric Division)
Union Traction Co., Santa Crua

106
5

Colorado
Colorado Springs & Interurban Ry
Denver & Interurban Motor Co
•Denver & South Platte Transportation Co..

R.R

Jan.

I

26
112
10
6
71
4

23
32

Northern Indiana Power Co
Southern Indiana Gas A Electric Co
Southern Michigan Ry
Terre Haute, Indianapolis A Eastern Trac. Co.
Indiana Motor Transit Co.
Terre Haute Traction A Light Co
Union Traction Co. of Indiana

3
10
3

51

Grand River Valley Ry

Kansas City, Leavenworth

Co

'Lordship

138
16
14
22
8
|5

Co..

Ry

New Haven &

Shore Line

Ry

A

•Salina Street

St.

Louis Public Service

Ry

*Key West Electric
Miami Boach Ry

Municipal Ry. of St. Petersburg..

Tampa

Electric

Ry

A

Utilities

Louisville

Ry

Street Ry
Portsmouth Electric

Columbus

Electric

Coast Cities

*New

Ry

Savannah

Electric

32

& Power Co
Idaho

Electric

lUlnols
Aurora, Elgin A Fox River Electric Co..
Central Illinois Public Service Co
Chicago, Aurora & Elgin R.R

&

Joliet Electric Ry
Chicago
Joliet Transportation Co.

Chicago

&

Chicago, North Shore

&

.

Alexandria Municipal Ry
Raton Rouge Electric Co
*Louiaiana Elec. Co

12
3

New

37

Orleans Public Service, Inc

Chicago Surface Lines
Chicago A West Towns Ry
East St. Louis A Suburban
Blue (ioose Line
Red Line
East St. Ix>ui8 Ry. Co
Alton Ry
Evanston Ry

8
35

6

Ry

5

27
3

13
5

17

Evanston Bus Co.
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Power Co
Power A Light Corp
Traction System

•Joilet, Plainfield

A

Aurora Transp. Co.,

Kewanee Public Service Co..
Rockford City Traction Co
Rockford A Interurban Ry
Tri-City Ry. of III

•No

rail operation.

Cumberland

10

Potomac Edison Co

63

Blue Ridge TransportatiottCo.
United Rys. A Electric Co
Baltimore Coach Co.
Washington, Baltimore A Annapolis Elec. R.R.

Ry

Middlesex A Boston Street Ry
Milfnrd, Framingham, Hopedale
Street Ry
Milfordt
Co.

Framingham

&

16
18
5
2

27
6
6

Ij

New York
Auburn A Syracuse

Electric

R.R

4

Ry

Valley

Ry

I

5

24

J

Hudson Transportation Co.
Huntington Traction Co
International Ry
International

Bus Corp.
Jamestown Street Ry
Jamestown .Motor Bus Transportation Co.

Uxbridge Coach

Kingston Consolidated R.R
Kingston City Transportation Co.

*Newburgh Public Service Co
New York A Stamford Ry

Ry

Michigan

Erie

Hudson

2

24
82

Uxbridge

City of Detroit, Department of Street Rys
Eastern Michigan Railways
Peoples' Motor Coach Co.

A

3

303

II

Black River Traction Co
Watertown Transportation Co.
Brooklyn City R.R

7

3

10
82

A

Binghamton Ry
Binghamton Ry. Bus Lines, Inc.

Buffalo

Ry

Worcester Consolidated Street
135

1781

New Mexico

Buffalo & Erie Coach Company.
Cortland County Traction Co
Cortland County Bus Lines.
Eastern New York Utilities Corp
Eastern New York Transportation Co.
Empire State Rys
Mid-State Coach Lines
Fonda, Johnstown A Gloversville R.R
Sarandaga Valley Transit Co.
•Geneva, Seneca Falls A Aubiirn R.R
Hamburg Railway

III

Northampton Street Ry
•Plymouth A Brockton Street Ry
Springfield Street
Union Street Ry

.

Mid-State Coach Lines

Co

Interstate Street

.

City Electric Co., Albuqut-rque

9

*Gardner-Templeton Street Ry
Holyoke Street Ry

Milwaukee R.R.,

Metropolitan Motor Coach Co.

R.R

Public Service Co-Ordinated Transport.
A Mercer County Traction Corp..
Central Transportation Company.

Boston Elevated Ry
Boston, Revere Beach A Lynn R.R
Point Shirley U. Ry. Co.
Boston, Worcester A New York Street Ry....
Eastern Massachusetts Street Ry
Fitchburg A Leominster Street Ry

.

Co

Trenton

Massachusetts

*Boise Street Car Co.

If

291

.'

Jersey Inter-Urban

Ocean City

A Weaternport Electric Ry
Cumberland tt Westernport Transit Co.

Georgia Power Co
Atlanta Coach Co.

i2i

Jersey

Atlantic City A Shore R.R
Central Passenger Ry. Atlantic City

Terminal Co.,

Maryland

Columhus Transportation Co.

IT

A

Ry

New

Maine

A Electric Co..
& Power Co

(1
I

Nashua

Co

Georgia
Augusta-Aiken Ry.

8J
Ry..

Laconia Transit Co.

Kentucky

Utilities

19]

Ry
New Hampshire
*Dover, Somersworth A Rochester St.
*Keene Electric Ry
Laconia Street Ry

A Western Ry

Kentucky

York

52]

Lincoln Traction Co
Council Bluffs Street

A Light Corp
Wichita Hailroad A Light Co
Wichita Motor Bus Co.

Co

6

Co

Omaha A

Louisiana
Florida

Co
Co

2
14
6

Nebraska

Ry

Kentucky Carriers Inc.

Jacksonville Traction

76

Montana

Kentucky Coach Co.

Columbia

t[

SI

Butte Electric Ry.

Topeka Ry
United Power

Kentucky Traction

Washington Ry. & Electric Co
Washington & Old Dominion Ry

71
7]

Light Co.

*We8t Missouri Power Co

Kansas Electric Power Co
Kansas Public Service Co

54

Delaware Bus Co.
District of
Capital Traction Co

Power

19]

Springfield Traction Co
St. Jo.'^eph Ry., Lt.. Ht. A Pwr. Co
St. Louis Electric Terminal Ry

Delaware
Delaware Electric Power Co

Mississippi Power Co.
iGul/port Division)
{ Hattieaburg Division)
{Meridian Division)

.

Leavenworth Transportation Co.

Connecticut

102

Missouri
Kansas City, Clay County A St. Joseph Ry.
Kansas City, Clay County dk St. Joseph
Auto Transit Co.
Kansas City Public Service Co
Missouri Power A Light Co

.

Centervilie

Arkansas Valley Interurban

14

DultUh Superior Coach Co.

Twin City Rapid Transit Co
Twin City Motor Bus Co.

(Jackson Division)
( Vicksburg Division)

.Arkansas Valley Transportation Co.

Connecticut

33

Minnesota
Duluth-Superior Traction Co

Mississippi

Burlington

Ottumiva
Mississippi Valley Electric Co
Waterloo, Cedar Falls A Northern
Tri-City Ry

Saginaw Transit Co

15
14
2

Mississippi
16

Cedar Rapids A Iowa City R.R
Clinton, Davenport A Muscatine Ry
Des Moines A Central Iowa R.R
Des Moines City Ry
Des Moines Electric Light Co
Fort Dodge, Des Moines A Southern R.R.
Ft. Dodge, Des Moines dt South. Transp. Co.
Interstate Power Co.
Iowa Power A Light Co
Iowa Railway A Light Co
Iowa Southern Utilities Co
.

Co

Muskegon Traction A Lighting Co

38

Iowa

.

I,

1929
44

Michigan Electric Ry
Southern Michigan Transportation Co
Michigan R.R
•Menominee A Marinette Light A Traction

Kansas

Denver Tramway
Bus Transportation Co.

*Danbury Power & Transportation
Groton & Stonington Traction Co
*Hartford & Springfield Coach Co

No. Buses

Jan. I,
1929

Birmingham Electric Co
Selma Electric Ry

Arkansas Power & I^ight Co
Intercity Terminal Railway.

i

No. Buses

Jan. I,
1929

—

Wolverine Transit Co.
*rjrand Rapids, Grand Haven A Muskegon Ry
Grand Rapids R.R

529
266

County Transportation Co.
York. Westchester A Boston Ry
Soundview Transportation Co.
New York State Rys. (Rochester)

New

Rochester Interurban Bus Co.
Rochester Rys. Co-Ord. Bus Ltnea.
East Are. Bus Co.
Darling Bus Line.

22^
62

January

Table
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17

State Rys. (Utica)
Utica Rya. Co-Ord. Bus Line.

Erie

29

Third Ave.

Ry

87

Schuylkill

27

Transportation Co.

574

Aurora

7

87
187

A Light Co

Community Traction Co

14

2
3

124

Ry

3

Xenia Ry

2

Columbus A Eastern Traction Co..
Dayton & Columbus Transportation Co.
tAke Shore Electric Ry
Indiana,

24
10
13

Nelsonvi lie- Athens Electric Ry..
NelsonviUe Transp. Co.
Northern Ohio Power A Light Co
Ohio Public Service Co
Penn-Ohio Public Service Corp
Portsmouth Public Service Co
Southern Ohio Public Service Co
Columbus & ZanesvilU Transp. Co.
Springfield Ry
Steubenville, East Liverpool

5

115
9

33
I

&

Bus
65

(see

32

Wyoming VaUey Autobus Co.
Wjlliamsport Railways
WiUiamsport Transportation Co.

Khode
*Newport

2
13

A

Oklahoma
Northeast Oklahoma R.R
Oklahoma Ry
Oklahoma Union Ry

United Electric Rys

Nashville Railway

Dominion Power
Grand River Ry

,

10

20

62
34
6

A

Transmission

22

Co

A

3

Hydro-Electric Rys
Levis Tramways
Street

18

Ry

18

Abilene Traction Co
Austin Street Ry
Dallas Ry. A Terminal
Eastern Texas Electric

8
100

Ry

Woodstock, Thames Valley

Co
Co

tric

J.O. HoUzdaw Bus Line.
El Paso Electric Co
Houston Electric Co
Marshall Traction

Electric

3

New Brunswick Power Co
Ottawa Electric Ry
Pictou County Electric Co
Quebec Railway Light A Power Co
Sherbrooke Ry. A Power Co
Toronto Transportation Commission
Gray Coach Lines.
Winnipeg Electric Ry

Light Co..

40

Canadian Pacific Transport Co.

Moose Jaw

Texas
42

Cumberland Valley Transp. Co.

A

I

12
4
12
2

166

48

IngersoU Elec-

Ry

3

HawaU
Honolulu Rapid Transit Co

Co

Northern Texas Traction Co
Nueces Ry
Rio Grande Valley Traction Co..
San Antonio Public Service Co..
•Southwestern Transit Co
Texas Electric Ry
Wichita Falls Traction Co

Panama
Panama

Electric Co.,

,

24

,

operation.

Co

9
161

Canada

London

Tennessee Electric Power Co..
Union Traction Co

Chambersburg A Shippensburg Ry..

rail

Madison Rys
Milwaukee Electric Ry. A Light Co..
Wisconsin Motor Bus Lines,
Wisconsin Gas A Electric Co
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co
Intercity Bus Company.
Wisconsin Power A Light Co
Wisconsin Public Service Corp

Montreal Tramivaya

Pennsylvania

*No

13

British Columbia Electric Ry
British Columbia Transit Co.

20

Nashville Interurban Ry
Jnterwr6an Bus Co.

Oregon

•Citiiens Traction Co
Citizens Transit Co.

4

Ohio Valley Transit Co.

South Carolina

Tennessee

Ry

Conestoga Traction Co
Conestoga Transp. Co.

I

*Cheyenne Motor Bus Co

Sioux Falls Traction System

Union TransporteUion.
Okmulgee Traction Co
Shawnee Tecimiseh Traction Co..

A Logan Valley Electric Ry..
Logan Valley Bus Co.
Beaver Valley Traction Co
Beaver VaUey Motor Coach Co.
*Berwick A Nescopeck Street Ry

51

32

Wyoming

Providence Ry..

South Dakota

Altoona

55

Transportation Co,

Island

South Carolina Gas A Electric Co..
Spartanburg Bus Co.

Co.

Co

3

Wheeling Traction System

Wisconsin Valley Electric

Suburban Transportation

Portland Electric Power

2
I

Co

Wisconsin
26

i

Penn-Ohio

Columbiana Bus Co.
Youngstoton Suburban Tourist Lines.

Tulsa Street

SO
]

Valley Transit Co.

System).

Youngstown & Ohio River R.R
Modern Transit Co.
Youngstown A Suburban Ry..

Valley Transportation

Ry

Ry

I

Youngstown Municipal Ry.

Northwest Traction Co. (See Puget

Sound Power A Light Co.)
Puget Sound International Ry. A Power Co.
(see Puget Sound Power A Light Co.)

Tyler Traction Co
Wheeling tfc Parkersburg Bus Co.
Wheeling Public Service Co

Beaver Valley

Co

3

107

Monongahela-West Penn Public Service Co..
Monongahela Transport Co.
Ohio Valley Electric Ry
Ohio VaUey Bus Co.

Weetside Eleotric Rys
Westsids Motor Transit Co,
WiUce»-Barre

Co

West VlrdnU

Ry

West Penn Rys
Penn Bus Lines
261

Light

City Transit Co.

Charleston Interurban R.R
Blue A Gray Transit Co.

•Stroudsburg Traction Co
East Stroudsburg Bus Co.

Westmoreland County

.

Ry

Shamokin A Edgewood Elec. Ry
Shamokin A Treverton Bus Line
Shamokin A Mt. Carmel Transportation Co..
Ashland A Centralia Auto Bus Co.
Southern Cambria Ry
SouthoTi Cambria Bus Co,

Street Ry
Peoples Transp. Co.

Ry A

Lewiaton-Clarkson Transit Co
Puget Sound Power A Light Co
North Coast Trans. Co.

Yakima

Chestnut Ridge Transp. Co.

Transp. Co.

Washington
Grays Harbor

Seattle Municipal St. Ry
Seattle A Rainier Valley Ry
Tacoma- Municipal Belt Line

Ry

West Chester

2
10
231
'
5

Portiand-SeatUe Stage Co.

Co

*United Traction Street
Dubois Transit Co.

2

4

Roanoke Railway A Electric Co...
Virginia Electric A Power Co
Virginia Public Service Co
Citizen's Rapid Transit Corp.

Pacific
6)

Scranton, Montrose A Binghamton
Scranton Ry
Scranton Bus Co,

Rys —
— Division of Street Electric

A

Co

Light Co..

R.R

Norfolk Southern
City of Radford

Twin

Westchester Traction

Reading Transit

Southwestern Bus Co.
Coumbus, Delaware & Marion Elec. Co
Columbus Railway, Power A. Lignt Co

Youngstoum

A

A

3
9
13

Mars A Butler Ry
Harmony, Butler A New Castle Ry.
Harmony Short Line Motor Transport Co.

Ohio

Traction

21

Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh,

Northern Transit Co.

Maumee Valley Co
Maumee Valley

Virginia

Pittsburgh Rys

Northern States Power Co

Cleveland Ry
Cleveland, Southwestern Ry.

Electric Co.,

Lynchburg Traction

Pittsburgh Motor Coach Co.

&

&

R.R

*Le wisburg,JMilton A Watsonville Pass. Ry. Co.

Aarontmmk

North Dakota

Street

Valley

Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Philadelphia Rural Transit Co.
Penn-Jersey Rapid Transit Co.

Co

Cincinnati. Lawrenceburg
Street Ry
Cincinnati Street Ry

Co

Burlington Traction

Lewiston A Reedsville Electric Ry
Lewiston TrantporUitton Co.

Philadelphia

Coast City Transit Co.

&

A Wyoming

Co

Traction

*Twin State Gas

Co.

*North Branch Bus Co
Northwestern Electric Service Co
Penn Public Motor Transp. Co.

Carolina Power & Light Co
Durham Public Service Co
North Carolina Public Service Co..
Greensboro Bus Co.
Southern Public Utilities Co

Dayton
Dayton

Bus

A

Vermont

Lehigh Valley Transit Co
Lehigh Valley Transportation Co.

North Carolina

City of Ashtabula

Johnstown A Somerset Ry
Johnstown Traction Co
Traction Bus Co.
Cambria Bus Co.

Lehigh Traction Co
Hazleton Auto Bus Co.

Co

Tidewater Power

Utah Light

Laurel Line Bus Co.

170

Surface Transp. Co.
United Traction Co
Capitol District Transp. Co,

R.R

Electric

Bamberger Transportation,

Lackawanna

Transportation Co.

*WalkiIl Transit

Bamberger

Ry

Beaxerdale

*Port Jervis Transit Co
Poughkeepsie & Wappingers Falls Ry..
Rochester & Syracuse R.R
Mid-State Coach Lines.
Syracuse & Eastern R.R
Syracuse A Eastern Bus Ltne*.
Southern New York Ry

Jan. 1,
1929

Utah

Co

Erie Coach Co.

Niagara Gorge R.R
Niagara Qorge Bus Line
•Peekekiil Lighting & R.R. Corp
PeekskiU Motor Bus Corp.

Manson

East Penn Traction

East Penn Transportation Co.

New York

No. Buse«

Jan. I,
1929

Jan. I,
1929
State Rys. (Syracuse)
jSi/rocuse Rys. Co-Ord. Bub Line.

— (Concluded)

No. Buses

No. Buaea

New York

73

,

Porto BIco
Ponce Electric Co.,
Total

4

11,189
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Seating

Name

Total
Total Type

Company

of

Arizona
Warren Co

6

4
2

Type

Body

Ca-

Chassis

Builder

pacity

Studebaker

Superior

21

Twin Coach

40

Arkansas
Arkansas Power

&

White

•«

Bender

71

Southern Michigan Ry..
Union Traction Co. of
Indiana

.

.

41

Graham
Twin Coach

Graham
Twin Coach

A. C. F.

A.C.F.

White

Bender

Fageol

Fageol

II

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40
37
79
79
40

Fageol

IH

Yellow

11

Fageol
\ ellow
Fageol

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

63
>«
40

Yellow

Yellow
Moreland

27

30

Pacific Electric Ry.,

4U

*3

Fageol

Moreland
Fageol

& Elec. Co..
Electric Ry

PaeificGar

San Diego

.

Southern Pacific

.

.

Co

I

4
61

«i3

Fageol
Yellow

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

1

Connecticut

Co

&

Fageol

Fageol

A.C.F.

A.C.F.

«

Superior

14
21

Cedar

Farnharo-Nelaon

White

Brown

Mack

2»

2

Mack

29

9

4

Davenport A
Muscatine Ry
Fort Dodge. Des Moines

A

I

1

3

3

R.R

Southern

.

Yellow

21

4

Mack

Mack

27

Mississippi Valley Elec2
4

2

White

Co

26
25
22

Tri-City Ry. of

21

Waterloo. Cedar Falls
Northern Ry

29

Mack

Mack

A.C.F.

A. C. F.

29

Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

29
29

Yellow
Yellow

Yellow

21

YeUow

29

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

21

3

.

2

&

Electric

Co

YeUow

2

Yellow

Florida
Jacksonville Traction Co.

Gear|ia
Savannah Electric
Power Co
Idaho
Boise Street Car Co
UllnoU
Alton

29

YeUow
Graham

Graham

20

Yellow

Yellow

21.

21

Twin Coach

Iowa.

.

Mack

Mack

Yellow

Yellow

n

3

YeUow

Yellow

11

3

Kansas
Arkansas Valley Interurban Ry
Kansas Public Service

1

1

White

White

ij

3

3

Graham

Graham

21

3

3

Graham

Graham

21

2
21

2
2
2

Yellow

Co

A

Light

Corp

Kentucky
Kentucky

A

Traction

Terminal Co

Ry

14
2

Inc

ice,

7

Maine
York Utilities Co
Haryland
Cumberland

A

I

3

Cliicago

&

29

Graham

Chicago

Boston F^Ievated

Rv

Reo
Yellow

Twin Coach

5

Yellow

Y'ellow

29

Boston. Worcester

Mack

Mack

Chicago Surface Lines.
Kvanston liailway

3
7

.

Corp

32

I

5

4
I

II

6
Illinois

Traction System.

10

4
4
4
1
1

Co.

Co
Ry.

of Illinois.

Twin Coach

& Coach

Co.

Street

&

Coach Co.
Twin Coach

2)

Safeway

Safeway

Mack

International

29
29

1"

White
White
Twin Coach
Twin Coach

Farnham- Nelson
Brown
Twin Coach
Twin Coach

Versare

Versare

tl6

A.C.F.

A.C.F.

Yellow

Mack

Mack

A.C.F.
A.C.F.
A.C.F.
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

A.C.F.
A.C.F.
A.C.F.

YeUow
YeUow
YeUow

Studebaker
A.C.F.
A.C.F.

YeUow

32

Yellow
Yellow

*l

Mack
Mack

Yellow

Mack
.Mack

Corp
Chicago. South Bend A
Northern Indiana Ry.
Chicago, South Shore 4c
South Bend R.R
Kvansville & Ohio Valley
Railway
Gary Railways
Indiana Service Corp.
. .

29

I

2

A.C.F.

2

Mack
•4

A

Brock way
A.C.F.

Brown

21

A.C.F.

29

Studebaker
A.C.F.
A.C.F.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

Mack

Lang

25

•3

A.C.F.

Fageol

29

12

12

White

Bender

29

4

4

Mack

.

1

I

Mack
Mack

29
29

5

Mack

Mack

.

II

Ry

Ry

17
21
21

A

Middlesex
Milford

29

.

.

4

4

7

1

2
*l

29
30

Street

A

Boston

29
27

Uxbridge

Ry
.

Ry

6

29
29

Springfield Street

21
21

Union Street Ry

29
29

21

St.

Northampton St. Ry.
Plymouth A Brockton
St.

29

Leominster

Interstate Street Ry..

21

2>

Mack

5

27

23

Mack

15

6

21

29
3J
36

Massachusetts

Ry

Fitchburg
St.

25
37

A

Ry

30

29
40
33

Indiana
Grove Traction

*S3eond-haod.

21

Lang

*l

Ry.

.

3

2
2
6

2

Beech

St.

Cummings Car

Kewanee Public Service
Tri-Citjr

Yellow

International
International

Beach

A Lynn R.R
Eastern

Power & Light

Illinois

Revere

,

N. Y.

Cummings Car Cummings Car

& Coach

White

White

61

.

40

Boston

Mack

Yellow

Yellow

II

21

5

54

30
29

18
21

YeUow

I

Louis Car Co.

29

2

Yellow

& West Towns

Ry

St.

I^ng
Lang

4

•?
5

*2

1

YeUow

14

Bender
Yellow

7

12

^1

Joliet Electric

Ry

Superior
Superior

Yellow

Potomac Edison Co

Blue Goose Motor Coach

Co

Studebaker
Studebaker

V

Western-

Co

port Transit

I

I

*2
*3

Ry

2»

Massachusetts

Mack

Graham

2.

Mack
Bender
Bender

New Orleans Public Serv-

I

2

Yellow

Mack
White
White

Louisiana

4
2

Mack

2»

2»

*]

4

40

A
I

l»

Yellow

4

Delaware

.

Yellow

Mack

.

Delaware Electric Power

Washington Railway

Yellow

Yellow

.

tric

1

21

7

•3

District of Colombia
Capital Traction Co.

21

3

37
29

2

26

Fiujohn

7

Twin Coach

•5

YeUow

3

10
2

Co

Yellow

YeUow
YeU w

Clinton.

Louisville

Ry

Studebaker

9

*2

29

Twin Coach

1

3

& Iowa

Rapids

Stonington
I

International

30

I

1

Ry

City

22

3

Iowa

United Power

Mack

I

Traction Co
Lordship Railway
New Haven A Shore Line

2

Marehalltown Div..
Iowa Southern Utilities
Co. (Burlington)

25

Yellow

Groton

.Studebaker

3

Interstate Power Co. ...
Iowa Ry. & Light Co.

II

Mack

pacity

4

71

14

Mack

Sea tins
Ca-

40
29
28

17

Colorado
Denver Tramway
Connecticut

Body
Builder

25
2»

19

y

]

Type
Chassis

YeUow
Mack

59

YeUow

Total

Type

4

Co
1

LoflAnselea Railway..

Indianapolis & Southeastern R.R
Interstate Public Service

Northern Indiana Power

& Kern Elec.
Tranait Co.

Total

17

California

Ry. Co
Key System

Company

of

Co

Light

Co
Bakersfield

Name

6
I

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Farnum-Nelson

29
20
29
29

Yellow
Yellow

29

YeUow

Farnham- Nelson

Yellow

YeUow

Graham
Twin Coach

Graham

16

Twin Coach

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

40
40

Graham

Reo
Yellow

33

Worcester Consolidated
Street

Ry

24

14
10

29
33

Mlcblsan
I

I

International

Bender

3

3

Studebaker

Superior

15

City of Detroit
of Street

2

*2

International

8

8
•I

Yellow
Yellow
A.C.F.

Yellow
Yellow

YeUow

YeUow

I

7

*4
*3

— Dept.

Rys

218

I

16
16

21

t25

31

14
4

YeUow

29

20

Yellow

Graham
YeUow
A.CF.
YeUow
YeUow

10

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

120
40

17-21

30

Eastern Michigan Rys.

48

Yellow
A.C.F.

40
15
16

29
29
17

40

t^u-^ectrio.
,

I

January

12,
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—Buses Bought by Railways During 1928— (Continued)
Seating

Type

Body

Chassis

Builder

Total

Name

Company

of

Total

& Marinette
Traction Co..

Menominee

&

Light

Michigan Electric Ry..
Saginaw Transit Co. ...
.

M

Type
10
4

Seating

Capacity

Reo

P'itzjohn

21

Yellow

Name

Compan.v
Oklahoma Union Ry..

I

I

A C

F.

5

5

Yellow

Yell iw

29
29
23

Mack
Wills

Eckland
Eckland
Eckland

29
29
29

Citizens Traction Co..
Conestoga Traction Co..

Yellow

YeUow

21

Twin Coach

Erie

Twin Coach

Yellow

Yellow

40
23

Johnstown Traction Co.

15

White
Missouri
Kansas City Public Serv-

Co

7

Springfield Traction Co.
St. Joseph Ry. Lt., Ht., 4

Pwr. Co
LouiB Public Service

Co

I

Twin Coach

Rys

.

.

5

25

Yeilaw

14
21

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40

A.C.F.

A.C.F.

International

York

23
25

Mack
Hahn

Mack
Hahn

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Mack

Mack

2}
29
29

Ry

I

7
2

7

7

I

I

A

1

I

Mack

Mack

29

4

White

Bender

29

White
White
Twin Coach

Bender
Bender
Twin Coach
Yellow

21
35

Reedsville

Mack

29

Philadelphia
& West
Chester Traction Co..

6

Graham

Graham

20

Pittsburgh Railways. ...

24

Shore

R.R
Coast Cities

*
4

Ry Co
.

Public Service
Co-ordinated Transport. ... 517

5
ti
ti
4

t33l
I
I

20

»I52
I

& Mcrrer

County Traction Co.

2

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

White
White

Bender
Bender

Mack
Mack

Mack
Mack

21
21

29
21

29
29
29

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Public Service

31

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

33
29

Miscellaneous

Yellow

Miscellaneous
Public Service

26

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40

Reo
White

Fit«john

21

Bender
Weiner

29
29
33

Reo

Fitzjohn

21

Yellow
White

Lang

29

Benaer

21

21

Reading Transit

Co

17

Yellow
Yellow
White

2

West Penn Rys

34
?•>

Wilkes-Barre

Ry

1

1

Woodlawn & Southern

Ry
Ebode

St.

International Ry.
Jamestown Street Ry..

Kingston

2

4

24
10
4

.

2
4

t24
tio
4

Mack
Yellow

&

I

Ry

28

1

Newburgh Public Service
New York & Stamford
Ry
Niagara Gorge

R.R

Poughkeepeie

A Wap-

16
12
4

Ry

1

2
I

I

26
56
40
14

Mack
Pierce

29

Arrow

Buffalo

30

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

Reo
Wheel
Safeway
Six

Versare
A. C. F.

?0
*l

t2
28

2

6

Fitzjohn
Fitzgibbon
Fitzgibbon
Versare
A. C. F.

&

Railway

23
29

Dallas

21

Yellow

29

Reo

21
18
16

Mack

Local

Reo
Reo
Reo

Reo
Reo
Reo

Mack

Mack

29

Bender

29
29
29

Twin Coach
Twin Coach

34
40
40

IS
21

Fageol

White
White
Twin Coach
Twin Coach
Twin Coach
White
White

Eckland
Eckland

21

Yellow

Yellow

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

29
40

Graham
Graham

Graham
Graham

21

Reo

Fitzjohn

21
21
21
21

25

25
56
29
37
23

Eastern Texaa Electric

Ter-

Co

minal

2

Co

II

Versare

37

Houston Electric Co..
Northern Texas Traction
.

Co
Yellow

Serv. Co.
Public
.

Co

Yellow
Yellow

23

Graham
Twin Coach

Graham
Twin Coach

*2

Reo
Reo

Reo

1

Ry

Nueces

Yellow

Carolina

23

Yellow
Yellow

3

*t

Co
North Dakota
Northern States Power
Co

Graham

Graham

21

Yellow

Yellow

23

3

Graham

Graham

3

Y'ellow

Yellow

16

40
2?

22
22

Studebaker

San Antonio Public Serv-

Co

ice

29

15

Southern Public Utilities
21
21

Wichita

Falls

I

Reo

Fitzjohn

21

8

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

4

Yellow
White

Yellow

40
29
29

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

White

Bender

Reo

Fitzjohn

Yellow
Studebaker

Yellow
Superior

34
22
22
22

Mack
Mack

Mack
Mack

25
29

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40

Traction

Co

Vermont

Ohio

Ry

12

Ry

21

20

Community Traction Co.

88

3
3

1

i

12
12
14
12

Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern Traction Co..

Lake Shore Elec. Ry...
Northern Ohio Power &
Light

Lang

Miscellaneous

Tennessee Electric Power

29

North Carolina

Cleveland

Yellow

Traction

Falls

,

Versare

Cincinnati Street

29

South Dakota
System

Co

Body

Co.

Albany

Durham Pub.

Mack

Texas

Syracuse & Eastern Railroad
Third Ave. Ry. System. 136

Traction

Mack
Graham

Tennessee
Corp.

pingers Falls

United Elec. Rys
Sioux

Consolidated

Railroad

17
21

Island
Providence

New York
Black River Traction Co.
Brooklyn City R.R
Hudson
Valley Ry
"

1

29

Bender

Reo
3

29

YeUow

Yellow

16

Williamsport Rys

Newxx>rt

29

4

&

Jersey

City

Service

Lang

Buick
Yellow

9

Mack

New Hampshire

North

Mack

1

Ry

Lewistown
Electric

Lincoln Traction Co..

United

3

10
2
3

.

East Penn Traction Co.

Co

Twin Coach

Nebraska

Trenton

Capacity

Pennsylvania

Lehigh Traction Co
I.«high Valley Transit

Yellow

6

ib

New

Body
Builder

I

St.

Atlantic

Type
Chassis

Co

Co

Keene Electric

Total

Type

Portland Electric Power

Twin City Hapid Tran-

ice

4

Ry
Oregon

Tulsa Street

Yellow
A.C.F.

Minnesota
sit

Total

of

Co

1"
1'
*5
*5
3
3

64

3
3

39

i"
*6

Mack

White
White
White

Bender
Bender

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

Union
Studebaker

Reo
White
White

Twin Coach
Yellow

White

•Second-hand.

Arrow

Lang
Twin Coach
Union

21
21
21

Bender
Bender

24
25

Twin Coach
Lang

40
30

Bender

29

Brown

29
29
29
29

Mack

Mack

•l

Yellow
Fageol
Garford
Stoughton

Yellow

*l
2

YeUow

37
29
29
33
33
29
33
33
40

Gibraltar
Fitzjohn

•2
*3

Oklahaoma
Oklahoma Ry

I^ang

Twin Coach

Pierce

Ohio Public Service Co.

Ijing

Mack

Fageol
Garford

Stoughton
Yellow

Burlington Traction Co.

of Public Utilities

Roanoke

2l

Graham

Graham

4

Y'ellow

Yellow

tGas-electrlc.

21
21

2

Graham

Graham

21

3

Yellow

Y'ellow

21

Twin Coach
White

Twin Coach
Lang

21

&

& Power

Co

15

\"irginia

PublicServiceCo.

15

I

40

Washington
Gravs

Harbor

Ry.

Light Co
Lewiston-Clarkston
Transit Co

Puget Sound Power
Light

&
29

2

WTiite

2

Graham

Graham

21

A.C.F.
Yellow
Yellow
White
Twin Coach

A.C.F.
Yellow

29

&

Co

19

Twin Coach

Lang

2»

Bender

32
3J

Twin Coach
Twin Coach

40

37

Seattle Municipal Street

Ry

17

10
5
*l
*I

Studebaker

21

Mack

29
29
25

White
White

West Virginia
Charleston

R.R
3

Railway

Electric Co
Virginia Electric

17

20

I

Virginia
City of Radford, Dept.

Interurban
6
4
2

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Renrler

Yellow
Yellow

21
16

27
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—Buses Bought by Railways During 1928— (Concluded)
Seating

Name

of

Company

Total

Total

Type

Body

Ca-

Type

Chassis

Builder

pacity

Seating

Nam

Monongahela West Penn
Public Service

Co

Ohio Valley Electric

14

Ry

Tyler Traction Co
\nieeling Traction Sys

.

15

2

Yellow

1

YeUow

Yellow
Yellow

6

Yellow

Lang

1

Graham
Graham

5

Yellow

Graham
Graham
YeUow

10

White
Yellow

Bender
Yellow

4

1

I

5

2
3

21
31
21
21
16
21

25
29
16

Graham

Licht

Co

18

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

Yellow
Twin Coach
Packard

Yellow

29

Twin Coach

40

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

30
30
18

Sterling

Stegman
Stoddard
Studebaker

Ford
Wisconsin Gas

&.

of

40

5

Dominion Power
Transmission

&

Co

17

2

*2

Montreal Tramways.

6

*2*

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

15

10
5

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

Moose Jaw Electric Ry
Pictou Cotmty Electric
Co

2

YeUow
Graham

YeUow
Graham

33

3
2

International

Local

25

2

YeUow

YeUow

2

Mack
Yellow

Mack
YeUow

Mack

Bender

29
23
29
18

&

Railway

Sherbrooke

Power Co
Toronto Transportation
Commission

34

Reo
Reo

Corp

20

10

Reo

A.C.F.

29
22

Honolulu, Hawaii
Honolulu Rapid Transit

Fitijohn

21

Co

29
29

Total

Second-hand.

YeUow

.

17

.

.

2

2

21
21

Studebaker
Gotfredson

Winnipeg Electric Co.

Wisconsin Public Service

Yellow

29
35

.

34
26

'A.C.F.

Yellow
National Steei Car
Bender

21
21

White

YeUow

Yellow

Wisconsin Power & Light

Co

29
23

Yellow

I

Versare

29

White

Yellow
Yellow

4

Versare

Wisconsin, Michigan

Power Co

Capacity

Yellow

12

.

18
18
18

5th Ave. Coach

Body
Builder

Reo

Electric

Co

Type
Chassis

Columbia Electric

Ry

21

Wisconsin
Milwaukee Electric Ry.

&

British

Total
Total Type

Company
Cmnada
:

21-25

Mack

Mack

G.M.C.

Local

Mack

Ijocal

Twin Coach

Cummings Car

25
25
25
40

A.C.F.

A.C.F.

23

2,455

Wisconsin Valley Electric

Co

1

Reo

Fitijohn

21

4

Reo

Fitijohn

21

Wyoming

tGas-electric.

Cheyenne Motor Bus Co.

Studebaker

viously served by trolleys.

In the majority of instances

where abandonments were effected the reasons were
purely economic, due to falling off in traffic and revenue
or inability to meet heavy paving charges or the expenses
of grade separations, highway improvement, or the like.
Thirteen electric railways not previously engaged in bus
These
operation established bus service during 1928.
were all comparatively small installations. The principal extensions of route and purchases of new equipment were made by railways with long-established recSeveral
ords as operators of automotive equipment.
properties which had been providing bus service suspended operation during the year. Several others were
absorbed in corporate combinations. Thus by the close
of 1928 there were approximately 350 electric railways

operating buses.
The largest purchaser during the year was the Public
Service Co-ordinated Transport of Newark, N. J., which
400

added a

517 buses to

its fleet, already the largest
the buses purchased 365 were new
and 152 were second hand, taken over in the purchase of
various independent lines throughout the state of New

total of

in the country.

Jersey. This

Of

company scrapped or

retired 177 buses

from

service, leaving a total of 1,781 buses in service at the

close of the year.

The bus of large seating capacity, which was developed
during the latter part of 1927, established its position
in the industry to the extent that approximately 17 per
cent of the new equipment purchased during the year
was of

this type.

The

trend toward the larger type of buses was further
emphasized by the fact that of the total number purchased, nearly 1,000 were of the type seating from 29
to 33 passengers, and more than 100 others were of the
type seating 25 passengers.
conspicuous order of
small capacity buses was that of the Detroit Department
of Street Railways, which added to its fleet 161 buses of
the type seating 15-16 passengers. These buses are used
in a specialized service that has been developed in that
city in connection with a co-ordinated express trolley,
local bus operation on certain of the long trunk lines,
Nearly 450 gas-electric buses were sold to trolley
companies during the year, but the purchases were confined to comparatively few properties.
Public Service
Co-ordinated Transport bought 333 and the International
Railway of Buffalo bought 10, all of the single-deck.
29-passenger type. The City of Detroit Department of
Street Railways bought 40 large-capacity gas-electrics,
and the Boston Elevated Railway 45. The Capitol District Transportation Company of Albany, N. Y., was
a purchaser of 7 buses with gas-electric drive. The total
number of gas-electric buses sold closely approximates
the figure for 1927, which was reported as 438.
It is estimated that there are now approximately 1,900
gas-electric buses in service in this country, of which
Public Service Co-ordinated Transport has 900, the
Philadelphia Rural Transit, subsidiary of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit, has 560, the Detroit Department o

A

\

300

zoo

100

1920

4.

1921

1922

More than 350

1923

1924

railways

now

1925

1926

1927

give bus service

1928

1

January
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Table

III
City

— Bus Route Extensions During 1928
Intercity

Arizona
1.50

City

Massachu.setts
Boston Revere Beach & Lynn R R
Boston, Worcester & New York

Ry

Southern Pacific Co. (Elec. Div.).

10.63
7.85
6.85
1.18
1.80

2.388.20

14.61

20.77

Delaware
9.60

Columbia
Co

Waabington Railway & Elec. Co.
Florida

Co

0.57
8.88

'29.30

.

Alton Ry. Co
Blue Goose Motor Coach

4.00
2.73
105.50
2.00

Kewanee Public Service Co
Beech Grove Traction Co
Gary Rys
Evansville & Ohio Valley Ry

"V.ib

129.00

.

38.22

Iowa

Power Co

Southern

2.70
9.00

Utilities

&

Transit

&

8.40

A

Eastern R.

R

Carolina

Public
Utilities

10.50
57.70

7.60

6.00

6 00
1.20
8.71
.

A Electric Co

.

.

Lewiston-Clarkston Transit
Seattle Municipal Street Ry
West Virginia
Charleston Interurban R.R
Ohio Valley Electric Ry
Wheeling Traction System

Co

1

.

.

00

5 80
.

1

2.33
35.00

2 00
3 50
.

.

A

.

2.90
1

12.20
86.90

2 25
7.55
.

Wyoming
Cheyenne Motor Bus Co

8.00

Canada
Hydro-Electric Rys

7.50
2.50
12.10
38.18
40.40
2.50

Ry

Northern Ohio Power A Light Co.
Ohio Public Service Co
Pennsylvania-Ohio Public Service

Corp

International Railway of Buffalo,
and the Boston Elevated, 50.
Twenty-six double-deck buses, seating 56 passengers,
were purchased by the Surface Transportation Corporation, subsidiary of the Third Avenue Railway system.
New York City. The Los Angeles Railway bought two
58-passenger and two 63-passenger double-deck buses,
and the Pacific Electric Company bought six 63-passenger and three 59-passenger double-deck buses, all for
local service in the city of Los Angeles.
Canadian companies bought 92 buses during the year,
increasing the total number of their vehicles to 443. During the previous year these same properties had purchased 138 buses.
Of the buses acquired by the electric railways some
330 were second-hand vehicles, for the most part taken

20.10

.

110

Light Co.
Wisconsin Public Service Corp.
Wisconsin Power A Light Co

74.00

Ry

Street Railways, 75.

1

Wisconsin

11.80
2.75

R.R

65,

12.94
70
3.07
5.00
37.57
2

Washli^ton
19.00

Service

Oldahoma Union Ry
Ohio

Co

A Power Co ...

Milwaukee Elec. Ry.

Co

.

Utilities

Virginia Electric

North Carolina

Community Traction Co

Westernport

Co

Syracuse

3.98
2.50

25 77

A Traction Co

Roanoke Railway

& Wappinger's Falls

Ry

Cleveland

Maryland
Cumberland

Poughkeepsie

Electric Street
Cincinnati Street

2.00
8.00

Ry

30.00
21.00
9.50
3.50

47.50

Virglnb

1.40

Ry

11.00

7.26

City of Radford Dept. of Public

Cincinnati .Lawrenceburg&Aurora

8.00

Kentucky
Louisville

Utah Light

2.00

R.R

Co

.

14.00
5.20

Hudson
Ry
Jamestown Street Ry
Newburgh Public Service Co

3.00

UUb

Oklahoma

Kansas
Light Corp

Erie
Valley

60
80

45.00

Houston Electric Co
Northern Texas Traction Co. :-...
Nueces Ry
San Antonio Public Service Co.

2.00

Co
157.00

&

&

.

.

Eastern Texas Electric

5.44

Ry

Southern Public

Northern

Ry
United Power

Buffalo

.

2

Texas

Public Service Coordinated Transport
300.59

North

Co.
2.00

Waterloo. Cedar Falls

Co

43.50
30.00

8 00

Tennessee

& Power

Co
New Hampshire
Keene Electric Ry

„

Ry
Interstate

Pittsburgh Rys
Reading Transit Co
Scranton Railway

Tennessee Electric Power

New York
'66.50
60.00

3. 10

Co

Bhode Island

Nebraslia

Brooklyn City

1.00

lona
Cedar Rapids & Iowa City Ry.
Clinton. Davenport & Muscatine

13.70

Service Co
Philadelphia & Westchester Trac-

West Penn. Rys
Wilkes-Barre Ry

9.60

Lincoln Traction

2.00

Indianapolis & Southeastern R. R.
Indiana Service Corp

132.20

1.62

Coast Cities

Reedsville Electric

Monongahela West Penn Public
tion

MO

New Jersey
& Shore R.R

"4.25

of Illinois

21.00
10.00
19.20

5.43

Atlantic City

Indiana

A

United Electric Rys

Co
24.10
43.80
40.00

08

6.00

Lewistown

13.30
22.10

Co
Minnesota
Duluth Street Ry
Twin City Rapid Transit Co
Joseph Ry., Lt., Ht.,

.

32.00

Erie Rys

&

Traction Co
Saginaw Transit

St. Louis Public Service

25.00

Ry

Ry

0.25
23.65

Michigan Electric Uy

St.

5.25

Co

.

MIcblKan
Grand Rapids R.R
Menominee & Marinette Light

3

16.00

Ry
9.00
2.55
9.00

Ry
.

7.00

10. IS

.

Kansas City Public Service Co..

Illinois

Tri-City

Boston Street Ry.
Milford, Framingham & Uzbridge
Coach Co
Plymouth & Brockton St. Ry

Ry

Co

Co
East Penn. Transp. Co
Cititens Traction

Missouri

5.75

Georgia
Savannah Electric & Power Co.

Eyanston

&

Worcester Consolidated St.

33.38

Jacksonville Traction

Middlesex

Springfield Street

7.56

& Stonington Traction Co.

District of
Capital Traction

Ry

Interstate Street

Connecticut
Groton

11.00
9.30
2.30

Eastern Massachusetts Street Ry.

6.50

Colorado
Denver Tramway

Oregon
Portland Electric Power

Pennsylvania

Ry

Street

California

Intercity

1.20

.

6 50

Pacific Electric

77

5.80
19.40

Montreal Tramways
Mooee Jaw Electric Ry
Sherbrooke Railway A Power Co.,

Ltd
Toronto Transp. Conamission.

.

Total

6.00
90
4.95
1

.

2.70
9.10

144.80

1,200.77

3,938.08

Grand Total

2.10

5,138.85

the Louisville Railway, United Railways of Baltimore;
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company, Public Service
Co-ordinated Transport, and the Toronto Transportation
Commission. This has increased the demand for buses of
the de luxe, parlor car type, of which the purchase of
a number are recorded.
25iOOO

20,000

over in the purchase of independent lines. The majority
of these buses are reported to have been junked and replaced by new equipment, but a few were retained in
All told, the electric railways report having
scrapped, traded in, converted or otherwise disposed of
nearly 500 buses. In a few cases entire operations were
service.

sold

outright, as for example, the case wherein the
Puget Sound Power & Light Company disposed of 26
of its fleet to an independent operator, but acquired
nineteen new buses for service on its remaining lines.
Several electric railway properties have embarked extensively in the sightseeing and charter bus business,
among them being the International Railway, of Buffalo

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1977

\i:

Electric railways are extending their bus routes rapidly

Passenger Car Purchases in 1928

Low Level

at
During

year 601 electric railway passenger cars
were ordered for city service; 93 passenger cars for
last

interurban service, and 171 freight and miscellane-

ous cars.

ORDERS
railway

Also, 32 electric locomotives were ordered

A

and
locomotives during
1928 totaled 897.
This
cars

Table

—Number and Types

of Cars

I

Purchased During 1928

the smallest figure for

is

of companies reporting purchase of new cars
.

One-man

cars bodies longer than

28

46

37

ft.

Double truck
One-man, two-man cars

6
27
232

Two-man

Single truck

locomotives
were
ordered.
Purchases during 1925, 1926 and 1927
also were extremely low,
there being less than 2,000
cars ordered each of those
years.
Although the actual number of cars purchased was comparatively
small there have been a
number of significant detric

Among

.

City Service

The previous

in

Total

Number

minimum was for 1921,
when 1,276 cars and elec-

velopments

Canada

United States

any year since 1907, when
Electric Railway Journal began compiling these
statistics.

large number of trucks
with worm drives and with
double reduction drives
have been placed in service on various railways
during the year to give
these a thorough trial to
additional
if
determine
improvements are necesTwo experimental
sary.
types of four-wheel cars
with extremely long wheelbase have been brought

for electric

cars (surface)

Service and miscellaneous cars

Total cars for city service

81

6
108

131

36
88

268
219

32

1.9

51

428

224

652

Interdrban Service
One-man, double-truck cars
One-man two-man cars

17

17

Two-man

41

41

manufacturers
by
Experiments with these

out

cars in service are going

forward to determine if
they meet the needs for
Equipment
city railways.
manufacturers have shown

,

cars

20

20

cars for train service
Express and freight cars
Miscellaneous cars

15
104
16

104

Total cars for interurban service

213

213

Passenger trailers

Motor

15

eagerness to provide im-

16

proved equipment to meet

design.

Electric locomotives

these has been a

decided trend toward de
luxe appearance and com-

Total cars and electric locomotives

31

1

32

672

225

897

the requirements of operators. Particular attention

has been given to increasing rates of acceleration
and braking and makinc;

fortable interiors for pas-

equipment more

senger cars. Never before
in the history of the industry has so much attention been
devoted to improving car appearance and attractiveness
as has been evident during the last two years. The various car manufacturers have spent large sums of money
in developing improved types of cars and trucks, and
several have built experimental cars without orders.

Table

II

—Spec

CiTT Service
of one-man cars (28-ft. body ST.)
of one-man cars other than 28-ft. body.

Number
Number

Number

of

t

al

Coinparison by

.

1926

46

61

108

212
198
414

574
456

55
74
512
405

9

8

52

70

268
219

two-man passenger motor cars*

Service cars

New

1927

.

31

652

66
144

68

892

1,301

rolling stock last year

accessible.

was confined

to

4<)

Of these 37 were in the
railways sending in returns.
United States and 9 in Canada. The number of railways
reporting the purchase of new cars during the last five
years was 119 in 1924, 94 in 1925, 108 in 1926, 61 in
1^27, and 46 in 1928.

1928

'114
.

Buying of

1925
94

1,124

Roiling Stock Ordered by Years
1924
119
103
96
1,224

537
25
44
2,029

1923
167

1922
145

1921

1920
172

1919
160

1918
140

1917

94

182

1916
250

312

772
227

565

1,699

1,383

644

280

187

383

847
343

635

2,731
128

47

104

111
31

1,068
130

1,316

111

(a)

la)

1,106

2,993

2,160

1,842

1,998

103
26
34

195
32

"96

iob
55

158
27

361

141

(o)

(a)

183
1,076
1,097

247
121

3,036

471
1,290
150
103

3,013

402

(o)

3,046

Intebdkban .Service

Number
Number

Number

of
of

31

69

of freight, express

120

295

and miscellaneous

Total cars interurban service

—
Includes motor and

trail

rars for

43
45
172
49
212

8

two-man motor cars*

Total number of cars

'

17

56
20

one-man, two-man cars
cars.

13

3

61

38

56
38

40

70
207
40

435

330

122
16

168

4
1,494

3

474

302

9

32

71
(a)

213

416

521

488

2,032

901

489

163

588

269

255

183

374

863
32

1,308

1,822

4,061

3,302
34

3,381

2,429

7

17

18

2.373
44

2,406
49

3,911

60

3,937
92

1,269

40

1,612
47

subway, elevated and

train service,

(a)

31

Not available.

78

31
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The

proportion that each type of car bears to the total purchased during 1928 is shown in the above diagrams.
The diagram at the left is for city cars and that at the right for interurban cars

Eight railways reported purchases of twenty or more
{jassenger cars,

six

of

which are

city

properties and

two interurbans. These eight railways purchased a total
of 556 cars or nearly 65 per cent of all the cars purchased.
The largest order placed during 1928 was that of the
Montreal Tramways, which included 86 double-truck,
two-man cars, 65 double-truck, one-man cars, 2 articulated passenger cars, 2 snow plows, 4 sweepers, 4 dump
cars and 1 work car. In the United States two railways
purchased 100 or more cars each. The Cincinnati Street
Railway bought 104 double-truck, one-man, two-man
cars, and the Department of Street Railways. Detroit,
Mich., 100 double-truck, one-man, two-man cars.
The
Cleveland Railway was the next largest purchaser, this
company having bought 50 double-truck, two-man cars,
28 articulated units, and 18 dump cars. Of the other
railways reporting purchases of more than 20 cars. Market Street Railway built 26 double-truck, two-man cars
the Quebec Railway, Light & Power Company bought 20
double-truck, one-man, two-man cars, 2 snow- plows, 1
sprinkler car and 1 work car the Chicago, South Shore
& South Bend Railway, 15 two-man cars for interurban
service, 5 trailers and 2 cabooses and the Illinois Central
Railroad, 10 motor cars and 10 trailers for interurban
;

;

service.

Table III

—Railways

Purchasing 20 or
Passenger Cars

More

It will

be noted that two of the large orders for cars

Cleveland Railway's type of articulated car is 101 ft.
long, weighs 38 tons and seats 100 passengers, while the
type adopted by the Montreal Tramways is 80 ft. long,
weighs 29^ tons and seats 90 passengers.
Statistics given in the accompanying tables of rolling
stock were obtained from replies to questionnaires sent
to all electric railways in the United States and Canada.
Replies were received from companies representing more
than 96 per cent of the total track mileage. Through the
co-operation of the manufacturers, lists of cars built by
them during the year were furnished so that the replies
received from railways could be checked very carefully.
In a few cases where replies were not received from
electric railways themselves, the information furnished
by the car manufacturers has been used. Replies were
received from all car manufacturers. In addition to the
information obtained from these two sources, the files
of Electric Railway Journal have been used extensively.
Particular care has been used to verify figures
which appeared doubtful and it is believed that the final
data are complete and accurate.
Analysis of the reports received on new rolling stock
shows that the only types of cars of which there were

—

Table IV

Electric Locomotives

Railway
Montreal Tramways

86 City double truck, 2 man
65 City, double truck,
man
2 City, three truck, articulated
I

2

&

Cincinnati, Hamilton

& Dayton Ry

Snow plows

Great Northern

Market Street Railway
Quebec Railway. Light

^.,^.

^

Chicago. South Shore

& Power Co

&

South Bend Railroad.

.

Work car
1
104 City, double truck, 1-2 man
100 City, double truck, 1-2 man
50 City, double truck. 2 man
28 City, three truck articulated
units
18 Dump cars
26 City, double truck, 2 man
20 City, double truck, 1-2 man
2 Snow plows
Sprinkler car
1
Work car
1
15 Interurban, double truck. 2

man
5

Hlmois Central Railroad

Interurban trailers

2 Cabooses
10 Interurban motor cars
10 Interurban trailers

Illinois
Illinois

Ordered

1928

Length
No. Wf-ght OvtrAll
Ton^
Ft. 'n.
35.00
2
80.00
43.50 49—0
307.50 94-4

South Bend

R.R

Ry

Central R.R
Traction System

105 00

80.00
81.25
30.00
50.00

Midland Utilities Co
New York Central R.R

New York

in

1

Chicago, South Shore

Dump

Cincinnati Street Railway
Department of Street Railways, Detroit
Cleveland Railway

Alabama Power Co

units
4 .Sweepers
4
cars

The

to be used in city service included articu'ated units.

State Rys. (Rochester)

Ry

Piedmont & Northern Ry
Sacramento Northern R.v

60.00
60.00
55 00
90 00
62.70

Sand Springs Ry
Springfield Suburban R.R
Texas Electric Ry
Toledo & Western Ry
Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern

50 00
37.50
50.00
50.00
48.25

Niagara Junction

Oklahoma Ry
Oshawa Ry

Total

Ry
32

41

43—0
39—4

37— 0)i
35—0
O'

32—
35—5
33-0
36—6

35— 5Ji
35—5
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1907

1908

I90<r

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1918

1917

1919

Vol.72>,No.2

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

Analysis of city and interurban passenger cars and total cars and electric locomotives purchased during the past 22 years

increased purchases during 1928 over 1927 were one-man,
two-man cars for city service and passenger trailers for
interurban service. There were 268 one-man, two-man
cars purchased in 1928 for city service as compared with

198 in 1927, and 20 passenger trailers for interurban
compared with 13 for 1927.

service in 1928 as

Interest naturally is greatest in the number of passenger cars purchased.
Comparison of the last three
years shows a total of 694 passenger cars ordered during
1928 as compared with 945 in 1927 and 1,558 in 1926.
The numbers of city surface passenger cars in these
were respectively 601, 754, and 932. No rapid transit
motor cars or trailers were purchased in 1928, while
there were 70 motor cars for rapid transit lines purchased in 1927 and 317 in 1926. Only 6 single-truck
passenger cars were purchased in 1928, all being bought
by the Mobile Light & Railroad Company. For interurban service 93 passenger cars were purchased in 1928
3fl00

One man 28

ft.

bod^

Lu3 One morn bodies longer +han
2,500

^^
I

2,000

I

One

Two

rnoin -Two

morn cars

morn cars

28

-Ft.

as compared with 121 in 1927 and 309 in 1926.
The
numbers of the various types of cars purchased during

the last thirteen years are given in Table II.
Comparisons of the new cars purchased during 1928
are given at the beginning of this article in Table I and
in the diagrams on page 79.
From these it will be seen
that 268, or more than 41 per cent of the cars purchased
for city service, were of the one-man, two-man type.
The next largest orders were for the two-man type, there
being 219 of these or nearly 34 per cent of the total
for city service. One-man, double-truck cars constituted
16^ per cent of the total, there being 108 of these, while
the number of one-man, single-truck cars, being but 6, is
Service and miscelless than 1 per cent of the total.
laneous cars numbered 51, this being 7.8 per cent of the
total of cars purchased for city service.

As has been

the case for several years past, express

and freight cars constitute the majority of those bought
for interurban service. In 1928 there were 104 of these
or nearly 50 per cent of all interurban cars bought. This
nt«nber is made up of 100 freight cars purchased by the
Illinois Traction System and 4 purchased by three other
railroads.

Of

passenger cars for interurban service, the

two-man type was bought

in greatest proportion, there
being 41 of these or slightly more than 19 per cent of the
total.
Cars of the one-man, double-truck type constituted
8 per cent and motor cars and trailers for train operation
Miscellaneous cars for interurban
nearly 17 per cent.
service made up only 7^ per cent of the total dur-

ing 1928.
Si

E
1,000

500

Relative purchases of one-man; one-man, two-man;

and two-man cars

for the last thirteen years

January
Table

12,

V—New

Rolling Stock Ordered Since 1907

Passenger Cars
City Interurban
3,4831,327
727
2,208

Year
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

(a)
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1929

Freight and
Miscellaneous

Electric

Care

Locomotives
(a)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(o)
(a)
(o)
(a)
31

2,537

1,245

1,406
176
1,175

3,571
2,884
4,531

990
626
783

820
505
687

3,820
2,147
2,072
3,046
1,998
1,842
2,129
2,889
1,059
2,910
2,915

1,147

1,985
1,054
1,249

547
384
336
374
185
255
128
227
129
187
427
538
320
309

824
601

479
374
491

223
278
172
465

49
44

81

7
34
92

18
17

405
595
1,538

31

121

238
264
363

93

171

47
60
40
32

2000

Total
6,216
3,111

4,957
5,381

4,015
6,001
5,514
3,010
2,782
3,942
2,455
2,419
2,447
3,598
1,276
3,536
4,029
4,092
1,659
1,882
1,348
897

1500

1000

Included in "Freight and Miscellaneous Cars.'

Table

VI

—Dimensions of One-Man, Double-Truck Cars
Ordered

for City Service in 1928
Number

Railway
Beech Grove Traction Corp
Key System Transit Co
Milwaukee Electric Ry. & Light
Montreal Tramways

Care
Ordered
1
1

Co

10

65

OshawaRy
Pittsburg

5
2
7

Rys

Regina Municipal Ry
Saskatoon Municipal Ry

4

West Penn Rys

2

Tjength
Ft. In.

—

39

40—8
45—0
41—2
41—10
44—6

—
—
43—
41

40

1^^

Weight
Tons
12.50
15.00
18.47
18.00
16.00
19.00
16.82
14.50
17.50

Number
Seats

44
45
54
49
48
36
47
44
44

45—0

Maximum
Minimum

—

39

41— 8H

Weighted Average

1922

Number

19.00
12.50
17-64

54
36
48

Various trends since 1916 in purchases of passenger
shown in the chart on page 80.
It will be remembered that the Birney safety car first
made its appearance in 1916, and this was really the
beginning of one-man operation. At that time, of course,
the majority of cars were of the two-man type, in 1916
there being 2,731 two-man cars purchased as against
187 one-man, single-truck cars with 28-ft. bodies. The
one-man, single-truck car increased in popularity up to
and including 1920, when a total of 1,699 cars of this
type were bought.
Since that time there has been a
rapid drop and for the last two years, 1927 and 1928,
no single-truck cars of the 28-ft. length have been purchased and in 1928 there were only six single-truck cars
with bodies longer than 28 ft. purchased.
The year 1922 was marked by the introduction of
single-truck cars with bodies longer than 28 ft., arranged
cars for city operation are

man
man

type.

The

were the straight
number of one-man, two-

greatest

for city service were purchased during the
1923 and 1924, there being 1,076 of this type
purchased in 1923 and 1,224 in 1924. Since then purchases of all types of cars have fallen off.
Details of rolling stock ordered by individual companies are given in Table X, arranged alphabetically for
each state. Reports from railways in the Dominion of
Canada are grouped separately. The greatest number of
cars purchased by railways in a single state was for
Ohio, with a total of 204. The state of Illinois has second place in the number of cars purchased, 100 of
these, however, being freight cars purchased by the
Illinois Traction System.
The order of 100 cars by the

Michigan into third place in the
1928.
These three
states are the only ones in which purchases of 100 or
more cars were reported. In the Dominion of Canada
the Montreal Tramways with a total of 164 cars pur-

city of Detroit brings

number of

cars purchased during

chased tops the

list.

Table VIII

—Dimensions

Ordered
Railway

&

Terminal Co

17

26

Co

10

Montreal Tramways

Cincinnati Street

Cityof Detroit, Department of Street Rys.
Delaware Electric Power Co
Dominion Power & Transmission Co. Ltd.
Phoenix Street Ry
Quebec Railway Light & Power Co
Winnipeg Electric Co
»,

-

Maximum
Minimum
Weighted Average

3

—

46

Weight
Tons

80

1

9 36
.

Number
Seats
52

J+Zfl^

{

100
10
12
18

20
1

48— 5
42— 1>|

—
—
53—
44

39—1
41

268
53

18^50
18.30
13 50
15.00
20.00
20.00

^g
52
44
44
40
42
60

—

3fi

20.00
13.50
7 92
1

60
40
49

Weight
Tons

Number
Seats

45— 8"^
47-0

22.40
19.65
19.80

55
48
52

45—3
46—2
41—2

17.77
18.00
18.00

48
42
42

51-0
41—2

22.40

55
42
48

47— 3Ji

17.77
19.54

—

Table IX Average Sizes of Double-Truck Passenger Cars
Purchased for City Service During Last Three Years
Number
Year

39—1
45

j^^^

Cars

189

Maximum
Minimum
Weighted Average

'"O

In.

51—0

6

Care
Length
Ordered Ft. In.

Ry
Ry

Ft.

50

Number
Calgary Municipal

Length

Care
Ordered

Market Street Ry
Monongabela, West Penn Public Service

Two-Man

of

for City Service in 1928
Number

Ry

Dallas Ry.

Railway

seven years

last

cars

Cleveland

—

1928

1927

years

one-man operation, and also by the introduction of

Dimensions of One-Man, Two-Man Cars
Ordered for City Service in 1928

1926

1925

cars purchased for city service than

one-man, two-man double-truck cars. Since that time
the latter type of car has increased in popularity and for
the last six years, except in 1927, more of this type of car

Table VII

1924

1923

of cars reported as junked during the

than of any of the other type were purchased for city
operation.
In 1928 there were 49 more one-man, two-

two-man

97

for

81

1926
1927
1928

of

Cases
834
738
554

Length
Ft.

In.

43—5
45—5
45—4

Weight
Tons

Seats

17.36
18.20
18.40

44
47
48
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X—Rolling Stock Ordered During 1928

Table
Name

^

of

No.

Company

Class

City or
Interur.wn

Alabama

Mobile Light

Vol.73, No.2

& R R Co

6

Passenger

City

Motor

Single or

Trailer

Double
Truck

Motor

Single

or

Length Total Wt.
No.
Seating.
Over All
Light
Motors Capacity
Ft.

In.

29—

6

10.25

One

or

Two

Man

Tons
2

33

One

No. Cars
Junked During
Yeart

7CSM

1

3CST

\

Arixona
18

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

39—

1

15.00

4

40

Both

6IM

Arkansas

C8M

2

CDM
4CDMW

39

California
Passenger

1

City

Motor

Double

40—

8

15.00

4

45

One

CSMW
CDTW
26 CDM
3

23

Market

Street

26

Rv

5

Northwestern Pacific R.R
Pacific Electric

5
10
2

Rv

7

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
Passenger

Dump
Dump

City
interurban
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban

Motor
Motor
Trailer

Motor
Motor
Trailer

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

47—
72—
72—
5240—
40—

[

4i
4J
2

e

19.80
59.50
35.50
28.90
36.90
25.75

4
4

52
98
103
65

Two

12CSTW

Train

25IDM

Two

5IDW

4

27 IF

CDM
CDM
CMW
2 CDM

5
f

24
1

Colorado
/

1

ICSM
17CDOM

CDM
CSMW

4
3

Delaware
10

District of
<^anit&l Traction Co

IF

1

Connecticut

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

42- U

18.30

4

44

Both

ColumbU

CSM
4CSW

128

f

49CST

i

16

CDM

2CSOM
CSM
2ITW

Ftorids

1

niiDoig
1

niinoifl

Central System
|

10
10

100

Snow plow Interurban
Passenger
Passenger
Freight

Interurlran

Motor
Motor

Interurban
Interurban

Trailer
Trailer

Double
Double
Double
Double

44—
7272-

4

84
84

Train

37—11

39—
60—
60—

12.50

4
4

44
52
52

One

65.00
50.00

Trailer

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

trailer

Double

36— llj

Indiana
1

Chicago South Shore

15
5

& South Bend R R

2
2

10
1

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger

Caboose
Passenger
Passenger
Freight

City
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban
Interurban

4

70.00
43.25
22.00

Motor
Motor
Trailer
Trailer

Motor
Motor

7J
71

8

30—
44—10

46—
48—

2

Two
Train

19.00
21.00

4

20.00

4

50
38

One
One

12

i

Iowa
C«dar Rapidji A Marion City Ry.
Iowa Ry. & Light Co...
Waterloo, Cedar Falls h Northern

3

...

.

10

Ry

5

Dump

Interurban

32.65

3

Kentucky
Kentucky Traction ic Terminal Co
Kentucky Dtilitiea Co

Cumberland County Power

&

Light

,

Passenger

Interurban

Motor

Double

3

13.00

*

44

One
5

Co

I

Snow plow City

Motor

Double

Massachusetts
Boston Elevated

40—

Work

Ry

/

6

City

Trailer

Snow plows City

Motor

Double
Double

25
9

I

\

47—
46-

CSM
CSM
IT

1

Kansas

Maine

IDM

8

CDM
CM
CDM
IE

3

2i

37.10

4

CDM
7CDOM

17

Eaatern Massaohiuetts Street

Ry

2SP

3CDMW

1

44
23
34
Springfield Street

CSOM
CSM

CDM
CSMW

I2IDMF

Ry

.12

4SP
1

Worcester Consolidated Street

Marytend
Co

/

tlnited Rys. ic Electric

\

Mldiigan
CSty of Detroit—Department of Street Rys

100

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

48—

5J

18.50

4

52

Both

/

Minnesota
(

Northern States Power Co

[

Missouri
Springfield Traction
St.

f

Co

Joseph Ry., Light, Heat

4 Power

Co. .......

12

Co

CSM

CDM
CDM
4 CSMW
6 CSM
14 CDM
1

1

59

2IDOM
2 CSM

CDM
3CDT
8CW

10

1

8
13

St. Louis Public Service

CSTW

3CD0M

Ry

CSM
CST

CDM

2CDMW
1

CSTW

»
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Table

Name

X—Rolling Stock

Company

of

No.

Cla.ss

83

Ordered During 1928

City or
Interurban

Motor
or
Trailer

—Continued

Length Total Wt.
Seating
No.
LightDouble Over All
Motors Capacity
Tons
Truck
Ft. In.

Single or

One

No. Cars

or

Two
Man

.lunked During

Yeart

Nebraska

5CSM

New York
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corp

85CDM

-

/

2CMW
1

CT

6

CSTW

4CDM
New York

State Rva. (Rochester)

New

York, Westchester
Niagara Gorge R.R

&

Boston

Ry

10

Passenger

Interurban

Motor

Double

100

Ry

*

28
50

Ry

Olerelftnd

8
4
6

Cleveland Southweetern Ry.

A

Northern Ohio Power
Stark Electrio

ft Lt.

63.00

80

2

Passenger
Passenger
tPassenger
Passenger

Dump
Dump
Dump

City
City
City
City
City
City
City

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Trailer
Trailer

4444—

Double
71
Double
101—
JThree
Double 51—
Double 39— 0}
DouDle 35— 0)
Double 40—

17.90
17.83
38.04
22.40
24.00
17.50
12.75

50
48
100
55

ITE

1

CDM

Both
Both

11

Tw.
Two

40

Passenger
Freight

OUahoms

Interurban
Interurban

Motor
Trailer

Double
Double

47—
48—

ICDM

\

3
8

15.25

CDM
CDM

8CDT

Co

Light

3

52

4

One

R.R

3IDM
CDM
IDM
3 CDM
2 IDM
IDM

63
27

1

PemurlTsnla
Allegheny Valley Street

1

Two

Co

Co

Northeast Oklahoma

1

01

59CSM

Ohio
Cincinnati Street

72—

Ry

1

Work

Interurban

Motor

Double

45—

I8MW

2

4

CM
IDM
3CW

[20
Citizens Traction

Lackawanna

Co

6

A Wyoming

Lehigh Valley Transit

Valley

&

3
{

Passenger
Passenger

Dump

Interurban
Interurban
City

Crane

Co
|

Western

1

1

Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Philadelphia

R.R

Co

1

Ry

Work

City

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

63—
53—
40—
65—
51—

8J

59.50
41.30

Double

44—

6

19.00

2
2

45.00
45.00

2
2

76
55

Two
Two

2

IDM
IDM
4CDT
1

f

Pittsburgh

IDM

3

4
2

Rvs

2

Passenger

City

Motor

4

36

One

9
6

CDM

2ICSM
West Penn Rya

2

South CsroHiu
South Carohna Power Co
Tennessee
Knoxville Power dc Light Co

Passenger

aty

Motor

Double

li

17.50

4

44'

One
\
/
1

2

Work

City

Motor

Double

22—

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

45—

Texas

Dallas Ry. & Terminal
Eastern Texas Electric

43-

2I8MW

Co
Co

17

8J

9.00

2

19.65

4

48

Two

Houston Electric Co
'

Co
Uteh
& Traction Co

Passenger

Interurban

Motor

Double

44—

4

20 00

4

51

One

Northern Texas Traction

Utah Light

/
\

*ll

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

31-

7}

8. i5

2

45

One

IDMW

1

I8CSM
5

CDM

16
5

CDM
CDM

9CSM
16 CSM
3IDT

CDM

5

VIrginIm

Roanoke Ry.

&

Electric

Virginia Electric

Co

3

6

f

Power Co

1
1

f

Washington
& Light Co

Puget Sound Power

CSM
CSM

CDM

CSOT
5IDL
1

5IDW
IMF
IDM

137
175
15
2

IDT

CM

West Virginia
Monongahela West Penn PubUc Service Co
Wheeling Traction Co

1

Passenger

City

Work

City

Motor
Motor

Double
Double

45—
40—

3

17.77

4

48

Two
/

4

\

Wisconsin
Milwaukee Electric Ry.

&

10

Lignt

Mississippi Valley Puolic Service

Co
Co

s

i

1

1

Passenger

City

Dining car Interurban
Dining car Interurban

Motor
Motor
Motor

Double
Three
Three

45—
90—
90—

18.47
57.50
67.50

4
4
4

54
57
38

One

ISM

1

IDT

Two
Two
1

Wisconsin Public Service Corp

f

\

IDM

2
2

19

CDM
IDM

4IDW

DOMINION OF CANADA
Alberta
3

Passenger

Sweeper

City
City

Motor
Motor

Double
Double

46—

1

1

Passenger

City

Motor

Double

53—

19.36

4

35.00

4

20.00

4

52

Both

60

Both

Manitoba
Winnipeg Electric Co

3

Newfoundland
Newfoundland Light

& Power

Co...

1

.

CM

Ontario
Dominion Power & Transmission Co., Ltd
Fort WiUiam Electric Ry
Hydro-Electric Rys
Niagara, St. Catharines

Oshawa Ry

&

Toronto

12

Passenger

City

Motor

Work

City

Motor

Double

44—

13.50

4

44

Both

,5

4
3

Ry

/

5

Passenger

aty

Motor

Double

4i

— lO

1

16.00

4

48

One
f

3
4

trolleys.

tSee explanation on page 84.

JTwo

section articulated units.

CDM
CM

IDM
ISMW
2IDM
1

6

Trackless

CSM

IDTF
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Table
Name

of

X—Rolling Stock Ordered

Company

No.

Class

City or
Interiirban

During 1928

Motor

Single or

or
Trailer

Double
Truck

Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor
Motor

Double
Double
Double

Quebec
65
80
6
2
2
4

Montreal Tramways Co

1

4

20

Quebec Ry. Light

4

2

Power Co

&

Work

Dump
Passenger
Snow plows
Sprinkler

1

Sherbrooke Ry.

Passenger
Passenger
Passenger
(Passenger
Snow plows
Sweepers

Work

City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City

JThree

Double
Double
Double
Double
Double
Double

44—
40—
41—
35—
35—
40—

Ry

4

2
2

18.00
18.00
18.00
29.40

20.00
25.00
20.00
18.00

4
4

4

4
4
4
4
4

24CSM

One

49
42
42
90

4

Two
Two
Two

45CDM

Both

I4CSM

"

42

4

Passenger
Passenger

City
City

Motor
Motor

Double
Double

41—
40—

2

16.82
14.50

One
One

47
44

4
4

CSM

articulated units.

ABBREVIATIONS AND NUMBER OF
TYPES OP CARS JUNKED

CDM—City, double truck, motor
CDMW—City, double truck, motor, work
CDOM —City, double truck, open, motor
CDT—City, double truck, trailer
CDTW—City, double truck, trailer, work
CM—City, motor
CMW—City, motor, work
CSM—City,
C8MW—City,
CSOM—City,
CSOT —City,
CST—City,

2

1

7

Two section

—Concluded

Power Co

£>af«Vnto^n Municipal

No.2

Length Total Wt.
Seating
One or
No. Cars
No.
Over All
Light
Motors Capacity Two Junked Duriof
Tons
Man
Year
Ft. In.

41—
46—
41—
80—

Saskatchewan

X

Vol.73,

single
single
single
single
single

truck,
truck,
truck,
truck,
truck,

motor
motor, work
open, motor.
open, trailer.
trailer

599
9

27
15

23
31
3

389
22
46
II

60

CSTW—City, single truck,
CSW—City, single truck,
CT—City, trailer

trailer,

work

20

work

4
1

CW—City, work

II

SP — Snow plow
IDL Interurban,

6

double truck
—
IDM—Interurban, double truck, motor
IDMF—Interurban, double truck, motor,
IDMW—Interurban. double truck, motor,
work
IDOM— Interurban, double truck, open,
motor
IDT — Interurban, double truck,
line

5

291

freight

For convenience in comparing rolling stock purchases
during the past 22 years, and to show at a glance the
number of cars purchased as divided between city and
interurban passenger cars, and freight, express, service
and miscellaneous cars, Table V has been prepared.
In addition to this table the trend of purchases is
shown by the diagram on page 80. In this analysis the
total rolling stock purchased each year is divided into
three classifications city passenger cars, interurban passenger cars, and miscellaneous, express, freight, service
and electric locomotives. High points of purchases are
;

shown by

the chart for the years up to and including
1913, again for 1916, 1920 and for the years 1922,
1923, and 1924.
Purchases of electric locomotives during 1928 are listed
in Table IV.
The total number of electric locomotives
bought is 32, as compared with 40 in 1927, 60 for 1926
and 47 for 1925. Locomotives were purchased by nineteen different companies in 1928.
The heaviest and
largest unit was that purchased by the Great Northern

Railway, weighing 307^ tons.
In analyzing the various types of passenger cars purchased for city service during 1928, it is found that tlwy
are generally similar in length, weight and seating capacity.
Details and comparisons are given in tables VI,
VII and VIII. Lengths of one-man, double-truck cars
vary between 39 ft., 8 in., and 45 ft. The weighted
average length for all cars of this type is 41 ft., 8^ in.
Weights for this class of car vary from 12^ tons to
19 tons. The weighted average for all cars of the oneman, double-truck type is 17.64 tons. Seating capacities
vary from 36 to 54 with a weighted average of 48.
The average dimensions of cars reported, as of the
one-man, two-man type, are influenced largely by the
two large orders of cars for the Cincinnati Street Railway and the city of Detroit. Weights are just a little
heavier than for the one-man, double-truck type.
Lengths vary from 39 ft., 1 in., to 53 ft., 3 in., and
the weighted average length for all cars of this type
ordered in 1928 is 45 ft., 3| in. Weights of one-man,
two-man cars vary from 13^ tons to 20 tons with a
weighted average for all cars of this class of 17.92 tons.

12

IDTF— Interurban
freight.

double truck,

trailer,

—Interurban double truck, work
IE — Intenurban express
IF — Interurban
IM — Interurban motor
IMF— Interurban motor,
truck, motor...
ISM—Interurban,
truck, motor.
ISM W— Interurban
work
IT— Interurban
express,
ITE— Interurban,
ID W

freight

freight

2

trailer. ...

1

6
37

single
single

....

I

6
14
9
28

.

1

I

ITW—Interurban, trailer,

20

5

trailer

trailer,

work.

.

..

2

1.819

Total.

Seating capacities vary from 40 to 60 and the weighted
average is 49.
The two-man cars ordered for city service in 1928
were slightly larger than the other two types. Lengths
of two-man city cars vary from 41 ft., 2 in. to 51 ft.,
and the weighted average length for all cars of this class
is

47

ft.,

3^

in.

Weights for two-man

city cars are

I

from

17.77 tons to 22.4 tons and the weighted average is
19.54 tons. Seating capacities vary from 42 to 55.
While these three classes of cars are reported under
different names, actually they are similar in length,
To show variations of
weight and seating capacity.
cars purchased for city service during the last three
This
years, a general summary is given in Table IX.
gives weighted averages for all classes of cars reported,
as ordered for city service, and include the double-truck,
one-man car; the one-man, two-man type, and the
Lengths for 1927 and 1928 are
straight two-man type.

same and are about 2 ft. longer than for
Weights have increased slightly, the average

practically the

1926.

weight for 1926 being 17.36 tons, that for 1927, 18.2
tons and for 1928, 18.4 tons. Seating capacities also have

from 44 to 48.
accompanying diagram shows graphically the numReber of cars junked during the past seven years.
increased slightly

An

ferring to this diagram, it is seen that the number of
cars junked during 1928, except for the year 1924, is
the highest reported. There were a total of 1,819 cars
junked during 1928, while the number for the year 1924

was 1,853. The last column of Table X shows the
number of cars junked during the year arranged by
companies, and at the bottom of this table the abbreviations used are explained and the numbers of each
individual type

is

given.

By grouping

these into classes

4

found that there were 1,277 city cars junked and 542
interurban cars. This includes 1,199 city passenger cars,
322 interurban passenger cars and 298 freight, express
and miscellaneous cars. The two largest classes of cars
for city service were 599 double-truck, motor cars and
389 single-truck, motor cars. Of the cars reported as
used in interurban service, there were 291 double-truck,
motor cars junked and 137 freight motor cars junked.

it is

#

Financial Status

Improved Materially
Electric railway receiverships in 1928 were lowest

Restoration of industry's credit

record.
steadily.

Refunding small

A GAIN, as in

constructive

side,

the

still

affairs

lines

in effect.

Financing by

1929

last ten years.
In the table of the disposition of the maturities for
the year recently ended, the big items all appear to have
been provided for in the period of easy money at the
close of 1927. This was true of the Omaha & Council
Bluffs issue, which was extended, and also of the
Minneapolis & St. Paul city issue of $10,000,000. The
tabulated statement of the disposition of the maturities
in 1928, compiled with the aid of the statistical department of the American Electric Railway Association,

of the Detroit
turned over
to the successor railway, although, technically, the receivership for the old property is understood to be
the

in

been kept during the

company with more than 100 miles of track is included
in the list of new receiverships and only two with
trackage of more than 50 miles. These were the Buffalo
& Erie Railway and the Puget Sound Electric Railway.
United were straightened out and the

and

the other hand, the maturities for the coming year are
the smallest of any except one for which the record has

^

On

in last year

on

progressing

On

1927, not one property of major importance was thrown into receivership.
In fact, the
receiverships were fewer in number than for any
year since the cumulative record was begun in 1909. No

f-\

X

is

tells its

No

done publicly in 1928
was the smallest during the ten years for which the
Electric Railway Journal has been keeping the record. The total was $8,800,000, divided, as an accompanyelectric railways

amount

the
in

own

story.

really

default,

great improvement has been shown in
of outstanding electric railway bonds
this

sum

still

being

about

$250,000,000

when the figures were
compiled. The tendency should now be downward, since
as

ing table indicates, into $4,400,000 for the city railways,
$4,000,000 for the interurbans, and $400,000 for the city
and suburban railways. This, of course, takes into account offerings only in amount of more than $400,000.

it

was

at this time last year

the electric railways have passed through their most
trying period. From year to year the receivership situation has been improving.
Thus more than $10,000,000

55

^^ Interurban
o

<•-

o

I

Ci'ly oinol

Suburban

35

t

=

30

1927

19I<?

-Ten-year-record of financing done by electric railways
85

1928
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Table

—

Ten-Year Record of New Electric Railway
Financing Involving Bond or Note Issues
of More Than ^400,000

I

City Railway
$22,800,000
2.250,000
11,740,000
865,000
14,562,000
50.797,000
23,141,000
2.100.000
38.956,000
4,400,000

1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

City and
Suburban

Interurban
»6,050,000
2,340,000

$7,550,000
4,200,000
7,250,000
27,138,090
6,305,000
11,414,000
486.000
2.500,000

1,900,000

750,000
21,731,600
750,000
6,500,000
720,000
4,000,000

Vol.73,

—Principal

Table IV

(Based on

Railway Maturities in 1929v|:

Electric

Dow

Jones

& Company

S

Compilation)

Jsnuarr
Rate
Interborough Rapid Transit Company ctfs
New Bedord, Middleboro & Brockton Street Railway
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway ref
Brooklyn City Railroad eq.tr

6H
Ist.

.

.\mount
450.000

$

324.000
300.000
375.000

5

6
5

$1,449,000

February

&

Boston Street Railway
Philadelphia Rapid Transit eq. tr. G
Pittsburgh Railways eq.tr

South Shore

1st

331,000
237.500
200.000

5

5H
6

400,000

768,500

May
Table

II

—Comparison of Maturities
Electric

Marion City Railway

in the

1924
1923
1922

.

1921

1920

...

1st

.•.

July
Lebanon Valley Street Railway Ist

Railway Field

$27,316,600
47,577,200
180,798,000
26,644.790.
28,224,000

1929
1928
1927
1926
1925

No.2

$73,051,600
94.851.800
160.015,860
207.617,530
80,466.100

of the issues of the Detroit United Railway were eliminated from the list, due to foreclosure and sale. Other
issues, somewhat similar in nature, eliminated from the
list are the Indianapolis & Cincinnati and the Morris
County obligations, to mention just a few.
During the year two issues of stock were sold directly
to the public, the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
issue of $12,000,000 of 7 per cent stock, and the Chicago,
South Bend & South Shore offering of $1,500,000 of
6^ per cent cumulative Class A stock, placed at $96.50
per share.
Only one major maturity of material size presents

Erie Traction 1st
Central Traction 1st
Sand Springs Railway Ist
La Crosse City Railway 1st

6

328.000

5

500.000
353,000
325,500
300,000
220,000

5
5

6
5
I

.698,500

August
Atlantic & Suburban Railway 1st
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company eq.
Aroostook Valley Railroad 1st
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
yr

tr.

591,100
237,500
200,000

4
5)^
4)^
6

G

1

1

0,000,00ft

1

1

,028,600

September
Wilkinsburg & East Pittsburgh Railway 1st
Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Traction
Hoosac Valley Street Railway ref

5

1

6'^
'

clt

7

,989,000
425.000
300,000
2.7I4.00O

November
Baltimore Traction

let

.500.000
.500.000
1.098.000

5

Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction 1st
Niagara. St. Catherines & Toronto Ist
Interborough Rapid Transit Company ctfs

1

5

1

5

C

570,000

6

4,668,000

December
Lynn & Boston Railroad

during 1929. This is the BrooklynManhattan Transit one-year transaction of $10,000,000.

2,519.000
1.724,000
399.000
250,000
270,000

6

1st

Terminal Railway Ist
Johnstown Passenger Railway cons
East McKeesport Street Railway 1st
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company eq.
St. Louis Electric

5
4
5
tr.

H

SJ^

itself for disposition

$5,162,000
Total.,

—Statement of Disposition of

Table III
Name

of

Company and
/anuarr

Amount

Issue

Omaha &
Omaha A

Council Bluffs Street Railway
$ 8,995,000
Council Bluffs Railway & Bridge
,923,000
Oklahoma Railway, clt H notes
825,000
Stark Electric Railroad, Ist
730,000
Los Angeles & Pasadena Electric Railway, 1st....
628,000
Interboro Rapid Transit, eq. tr. B
450,000
Milford & Uibridge Street Railway. Ist
335,000
Eastern Mass. Street Railway, serial
300,000
Niagara Falls Suspension Bridge & Clifton Susp.
Bridge (International Ry.) Ist
300,000
Penn.sylvania & Maryland Street Railway, Ist.
224,000
Brooklyn City Railroad, eq.tr
375,000
Bloomington & Normal Ry. &. Lt,, gen
1,164,000
Central Illinois Public Service, ser
400,000
1

.

January Total

.

.

Electric Railway Maturities in
Name

Remarks
Extended
Refunded

$27,816,600

Company and
September

of

Southwest Missouri Electric

Ry

.

September Total

Retired

Amount

Issue

ref

1928
Remarks

50.000

$

1.1

$

1,150,000

Unknown

Refunded
Retired
Retired

October
Minneapolis

&

St.

Paul City Ry., joint

$10,000,000

Refunded

(o)

October Total

Retired

$10,000,000

November

Retired

& Urbana Ry
tr. C

Unknown

Dayton, Springfield

Retired
Retired
Retired

Interboro Rapid Transit, eq.

Columbus

Electric

Ist

.,

&

$

Power, 3 yr

November Total

,500,000
570.000
2,500,000
1

$

4,570,000

$

1,160,000

Unknown
Retired

Refunded

$16,649,000

February
Pittsburgh Railways, 4 yr
Philadelphia Rapid Transit, eq.
Pittsburgh Railways, car trust

500,000
237,500
200,000

$
tr.

G

February Total

$

937.500

$

280.000

$

280,000

Retired
Retired
Retired.

December

V
Btiffalo

& Lackawanna Traction, Ist
Philadelphia Rapid Transit, eq. tr.

H

270.000

December Total
(o)

Company

Unknown
Retired

$ ,430,000
sold. Nothing as yet paid upon the principal of the bonds.
1

March
Interboro Rapid Transit, eq.

tr.

A

March Total

New York
City Light

Retired

May
City Interboro Railway,
& Traction, year

May

$ 2,164,000

Ist

1,000,000

I

Total

$

3,

1

Extended

Summary

Retired

of Disposition of Electric Railway

64.000

Maturities in 1928

Jane
Monongahela

Street Railway, Ist

$

998,000

$

998,000

Extended

Month

Retired

Refunded Extended Exchanged

No

Unknow

Disposition

June Total

July
North Hudson County Railway, cons
Chicago, No. Shore & Milwaukee R.R.,
Lake Street Elev. R.R., Ist
PitUlield Electric St. Ry.,

Jan

Feb
$ 2,998,000
5

yr

2,684,200
1

Ist

,598,000
242.000

Retired

{5% 'pfd^'iftiek
Relunded
Extended

Mar

May
July

Angnst

August Total

2,998.000
9,237,500

1st

tr.

G

$

237,500
4,000,000
5,000,000

$ 9,237,500

1,598,000

Retired
Retired
Retired

Nov
Dec
Totals

2,164.000
998,000
242,000 $2,684,200
1,150.000

Oct

Philadelphia Rapid Transit, eq.
Eastern Texas Electric. 3 year

Minneapolis Street Railway,

1.000.000

June
Sept

$ 7,522,200

$335,000 $224,000

Apr.

Aug
July Total

$4,442,000 $2,653,000 $8,995,000
937,500
280.000

570,000
270,000

10,000,000
2,500,000

1,500,000
t,IM,0''0

$19,735,000 $16,751,000 $12,399,000 $2,684,200 $335,000 $4,034,000
Grand Total
$55,938,200

i

January

12,
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V—Outstanding

Table

Electric Railway

(Based on Compilation by Dow,
Amount
Auburn & Syracuse Elec. R.R.
Binghamton Railway cons 5's.
general

&

5's

refunding 6*8

Binghamton Railroad 6'8, 1925.
Binghamton, Leatershire & Union
BloomHcld St. Ry. 5'8, 1923

S's,

1925.

Boise Valley Traction S's, 1925
Boise & Interurban Ry. Ist 5*8
Brownsville Avenue St. Ry. 5's, 1926
Buffalo & Erie Ist bj-^'s
Buffalo <fe Lackawanna Traction 5's

Calumet

&

South Chicago

1927
Central Passenger Ry 6'8, 924
Chatham, Wallace & Lake Erie 5's, 1925
Chicago City & Connecting Railways 5's, 1927.
Chicago City Railway S's, 1927
Chicago Railways, Ist 5's, 1927
consolidated A S's, 1927
consolidated B 5'8, 1927
purchase money 5'8, 927
adjustment income 4*8, 927
Chicago, South Bend &. Northern Indiana 5's.
Citizen's Traction Ist 5'8, 1927
Clinton Street Ry., Clinton, la., Ist 5'8, 1926..
Columbus, London & Springfield 5*8, 1920
Dayton Springfield & Urbana 5*8, 1928
Des Moines City Ry. deb. 7's, 1927
5's.
1

.

.

1

1

.

Evanaville A Ohio Valley Ry S's
Geneva, Seneca Falls A Auburn S's
Hudson Valley ^y. cons. S's
Indianapolis, Columbus A East Trac. S's, 1926.
Indiana Northern Traction S's
Indiana Ry. 1st S's
Indiana Union Traction 1st S's
Indianapolis, Newcastle A East 6'8
Indianapolis Northern Traction S's
Inter-Urban Railway, Des Moines, Ist 7^*8

April

5.532,000
125,000
694,500
20.616.000
33.926,000
55.655.000
16.703.800
17.164.475
4,073.000
2.500.000
3.099.000
246.000
400.000
1.260.000

Feb..
Oct.,
July,
Jan.,
Feb.,
Feb.,
Feb..
Feb.,

.

.

May,

June,

Aug

April,

Aug.,
July.

Dec.

Feb
Feb

Jackson Consol. Traction S's
Joplin A Pittsburgh Ry Ist S's

.

Nov.,

1928
1927
1925
1925
1928
1926
1928

July,
Jan.,
Jan.,
July,

Nov.,

Jan.,
July,
April,

1919
1925
1928
1925
1925
1925
1927
1923
1922
1922

May,

192S

April,
Jan.,
April,

1

.

.

April,
.^ug

6.400.000
500.000
.000.000
1.126.000
1.200.000
5.000.000
652,500
250,000
175,000
488,000
790,000

Ithaca Street Ry. Ist 6'8. 1922
Ithaca Traction ref S's

1927
1924
1925
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1927
1928
1927
1926
1920

Jan.,
Oct.
April,
Oct.,

497.000
2.222.000

.

.

Jan,

1.034.000

6'8

1925
1925
1925
1923
1923
1923
1926
1928
1918

July,
July,

750,000
618.000
400.000
881.000

.

debenture

Defaulted
1926
1926

$1,752,000
1,833,000
426,200
452,000
147,000
250.000
750,000
964,000
300,000
994.000
1,150,000

Detroit, Altmont & Northern 6'8
Detroit, Jackson &. Chicago S's.

June,
Jan.
April,

Kansas-Oklahoma Traction 6'8
La Porte A Michigan City Trac.

VI

in

234,000

Issue

Price

Company

A

Maturity

95
100

6's

April
April
July

6.41

August
August

Electric

5.22
6 00

1948

2,900.000
1,100.000

Railway Securities Called in 1928
Mature Amount Price

A

Wilkes-Barre Traction
Warren Street Railway 2nd S's
Oklahoma Railway 1st S's
Scranton A Wilkes Barre S's

1934

6's

1938

$822,000
125,000
349.000

1951

1.839.400

100
100
110
105

1951
1931

733.000
690.000

105
103

1931

Lackawanna A Wyoming Valley Rapid
Transit

December

S's

Oklahoma Railway

Table VIII

—

clt.

6H's

Railway Receiverships

Electric

— 1928

Single Track

Capital

Involved

Stock

Funded
DeDt

Receiver's
Certificates

Soutnem Michigan Railway, South
Bend, Ind
Missouri

A Kansas

32.05

$2,000,000 $1,145,000

None

1,000,000

655,030

None

150,000

691,000

None

Ry., Kansas

City, Kan
Atlantic A Suburban
Railway,
Atlantic City, N. J
Auburn A Northern Electric Rail-

'

way, Syracuse, N. Y
A Erie Railway, Fredonia,
N. Y
Syracuse, Lake Shore A Northern
Railway, Syracuse, N Y ......
Springfield Railway, Springfield,

20.03
16.00
(a)

(W

236,000

None

910,300

$37,479

Buffalo

.

.

Ohi(
I

1

Puget Sound Electric
Tacoma, Wash

Totalfor1928
(o)
'6)

.

S's,
Pittsburgh, Crafton
Mansfield S's,
Pittsburgh Traction Ist S's, 1927
Pittsburgh
Pass. Ry. S's,
Public Light
Power Ist S's

A

A W. End
A

Puget Sound Electric Ry. cons.
Rochester A Syracuse R.R. Ist
Salt Lake A Utah 1st S's

1.300.000
588.000

cons. 4's

Northern Indiana Ry. cons. S's
Ogdensburg Street Railway 6's
Penn Street Ry., Pittsburgh Ist

1922
1924

1922

5's
S's

convertible notes 7'8
Schuylkill Railway Ist S's
Schuylkill Traction 1st S's
consolidated _4J^'8
S<*attle A Rainier Valley Ry 6's
•Second Avenue R.R., New York, cons. S's
receivers' certificates 6's, 1914
.South Bend A So. Mich. Ry. S's, 1927
South Carolina Gas A Elec. Ist 6'8
Southern Michigan Ry. cons. S's
Southwest Missouri Electric 6's

Southwest Missour R.R. S's
Springfield Ry. Ist S's
Steinway Railway, Long Island City 6's, 1922
Syracuse, Lake Shore A Nor. S's
Tacoma Ry. A Power 1st S's
Trenton, Bristol A Phila. Ry S's
Union Traction of Indiana gen. 6's
Union Traction, Coffeyville, Kan. S's
Washington Electric St. Ry. S's, 1927
Waterloo, Cedar Falls A Northern 5*8
Webb City Northern El. Ry., Joplin, Mo., 5'8, 1923
Western Ohio Ry Ist S's
Youngstown A Ohio River Ist S's
.

96.23
(o)

1,450,500

m

10

Involved
558,00
696.61
518.90
373.58
342.84
362.39

27

1,152.10

15
21

359.26

Companies

1909
1910

22
II

19

1911
1912

26

1913

18

1914
1915
1916
1917

1925

May,

1924
1923
I92S
1917
1925
1925
1922
1928

1926

Nov.,
Nov.,
July,
Jan.,
Jan.,
April,
Jan..

Sept.,

250.000
171,000
666.000
313.000
2.527,000
2,427,000

June,

2,448,500
1.431.900
50.000
180.000
500.000
105.000
484.000
5.682.000
3,140.000
750,000
3,628,000
395,000
1,150,000
1.034.000
1.344.700
1.500.000
2.500,000
1,236,000
413,800

4,623,000
900,000
25,000
5.773,000
125.000
2,500,000
.200,000
1

1

July,
Oct.,
July,
Feb..

Aug
May.

,

Oct..
Oct..
April
April,
July,
July,

Aug.,
Oct.,
Oct..

March
March
Sept..
Sept..

March
July,

May,
•

April

March

1925
1922
1924
1927
1922
1928
1927

1927
I92S
1925
1926
1926
1926
1928
1908
1914
1927
1928
1928
1926
1926
1928
1922
1927
1928
1925

Jan..
Jan.,

1925

Feb.,
Jan.,
Sept.,

1927

May,
April,

1925

1922
1923
1927
1927

1921

19

14
12
12
14

1926
1927
1928

16
13

Table

1909
1910
1911

I9I2
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1921

1,500,000

1,335,400

None

1922
1923

57.10

3,116,200

7,322,000

None

1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

$37,479

(a)

19,050,460

39,372,37S
10,849,200
33,778,400

163,257,102
312,915,104
72,283,575
36,177,800

18,140,150
8,332,100
28,489,700
51,383,195

20,304,400
14,707,066
35,716,000
54,696,525

17,769,435
17,615,050
9,216,700

117,560,073
20,875,450
14,790,700

1,228.28

624.32
261.95

of Electric Railway Foreclosure Sales
-Outstanding Securities-

Track

of

Involved
488.00
724.36
660.72
267.18
302.28
181.26
308.31

Companies
22
25
18
17
II

19
19

430. i4

26
23

745.19
524.22

29

2,675.48
259.90

777.97
322.88
927.45

14
13

869. 2S

28

1,291.17

S69.39

16

940.68

8

1,003.73

Data not

Bonds
$22,325,000
75,490,735
38,973,293
11,133,800
47,272,200

92,130,388
321,259,354
28,758,455
32,909,525

1,021.88
1,260.07

X—Record

13
13
13
IS

35,562.550
40,298,050
14,476,600
33,918.725

986.42
695.43
333.63

Miles of

Year

-Outstanding SecuritieaStocks
$29,962,200
12,629,400
29,533,450
20.410.700
31,006,900

2,017.61
3,781,12
1,065.31

19

1922
1923
1924
1925

1920

(83e Table XI.)

Jan.

Railway Receiverships

1,177.32

29
48

1918
1919
1920

40.54

Included with Empire State R.R. figures.
Information not available.

Electric

Single Track

of

Year

None

$9,216,700$14,790.700

1925

$262,953,875

2,496,000

Railway,

261.95

1926

150.000

1

.

Number

Miles of

I

New York A Queens County Ry

May.
July.
Jan.,

Miles of

$4,400,000
400,000

6.50

1951

Company
Scranton

Minneapolis, Anoka A Cuyuna Range Ry. S's
Mississippi Valley Ry. A Pwt. S's
Muncie, Hartford A Ft. Wayne 5*8
Muncie A Union City Traction S's

Number

$8,800,000

—

1

Table IX

Amount

Total

Month

Michigan Electric Ry. ref. S's
Michigan Railroad 1st 6's, 924
Millvale, Etna A Sh. St. Ry. S's 1923

—Record of

Financing

Yield

1951
1931

97
100

Ist

Table VII

150,000
324,000
275,000
7,190,500
4,050.000
741.000
380.000
800.000
916.000
925.000

1924
1924

1st

Oklahoma Railway Ist M. Coll. 6H'8
Lackawanna A Wyoming Valley Railroad
Ms's
Debenture

of Interest

Lakeside Railway Ist 6's
Lima, Findlay A Toledo S's. 1925
Lowell A Fitchburg St. Ry. S's, 1926

of More Than ^400,000 Offered
Publicly in 1927

Kansas City Public Service
gold 6's, Series

Nov.,
Nov..

250.000
S's.

—Details of New Bond and Note

Amounts

Bonds in Default
Jones & Company)

.

general 7's

Table

87

available.

Stocks
$22,265,700

Bonds

19,106,613
91,354,800

$21,174,000
26,374,075
IIS,092,7S0

14.197,300
15,243,700
26,239,700
30,508,817

10,685,250
19,094,500
44,094,241
16,759,997

13,895,400
27,281,900
37,740,325
89,893,400

22,702,300
27,313,045
20,149,384
79,836,738

7,782,400
33,642,255
7,491,500
118,077,959

11,227,328
30,863,526
12,640,600
110,638,256

21,022,800
18,074,300
20,054,700

34,845,535
18,329,555
57,340,363

53,345,000
26,084,325

78,445,100
40,683,400
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due is the Lynn & Boston
issue of $2,915,000 and the third largest the Wilkensburg

The next

largest maturity

Pittsburgh 5 per cent issue totaling $1,989,000. No
small percentage of the other maturities represents equipment trust obligations the largest amount being

have been transms-

250

»200

—

•5150

Customer
ownership did
not assume the
importance of
former years,

.!;ioo

largely because

rates.

$375,000.

these receiverships.

So

far as utilities in general are concerned

much

of

financing

1

1

SO

during the year

was
_
<y.

1
fvj
ff.

No

c-J

ro
O-

rsi
(r-

K)
r^
o^

^
c

r-i

the

done

lO

CO
o^

material change in
of maturities

1^
rsi

cr

rp
c

li
oo

a-

amount

in the

form

of senior securities

to main-

tain the balance

corporate
structures.

of

Thus

as

J.

J.

O'Brien, president of H. W. Byllesby & Company,
pointed out, sale of junior securities by the electric light
and power companies of the country, particularly preferred shares of local operating companies, has become a
comparatively easy matter due to the unusual popularity
of this type of investment with the public, the problem
now being one largely of supplying the demand.
Of interest in this connection were several moves not

under the criterion of the accompanying
The most imbut significant nevertheless.
portant, perhaps, was the proposal to merge the Capital
Traction Company, the railway lines of the Washington
Railway & Electric Company, and the Washington
Rapid Transit Company, operating the bus lines in the
strictly financial

notable

progress was made in all departments of public utility
financing, engineering and construction, operation and
sales.
Refinancing at lower interest rates was carried
out wherever possible, and the savings made generally

m

mitted to CUS-.
:u»-«l
tomers in
form of reduced

&

Mileage in receivership on Jan. 1, 1929, was not
changed materially over the previous year. If account is
taken of the fact that the Chicago Railways with 597
miles is in default of principal, but is paying interest regularly, then the situation is much better than would seem
The total of securities of the companies which
at first.
went into receivers' hands was only slightly less than
$25,000,000. These companies may be said to represent
extreme cases, being the type of road hardest hit under
the present changed economic status of transportation.
Aside from the Detroit United and the Chicago Railways, the one only technically still in receivership and
the other earning its interest by a liberal margin and
paying its interest, no large city systems are now in the
hands of the courts and only a few interurbans with
systems exceeding 100 miles of track.
The number of receiverships long drawn out is comparatively small and the roads included are for the most
part systems that do not bulk large in mileage. In practically every one of these cases the circumstances appear
to be peculiar, but there does seem to exist good reason
for the belief that the coming year will see the lifting of

No2

Vol.73,

statistics,

Miles of single track going into receivership during 1928 showed material reduction over 1927

i

January

12,
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—Receiverships Terminated and Foreclosure Sales During 1928
Miles of
Single

Track

Receirera Discharged With or Without Foreclosure f-aiee
or Following Abandonment

Washington-Virginia Railway, Wasiiington, D.

Chicago

&

Capital

Involved
40.00

C

Funded

Receiver's

De1}t

Certificates

Stock
$2,378,300

$5,614,000

None

50.00

1,000,000

1,816,000

None

Sold at foreclosure in 1927. Property now operated
as the Mt. Vernon, Alexandria & Washington Railway and the Arlington & Fairfax Railway.
Road has been dismantled and property sold.

29.73

315,000

300,000

None

Property liquidated and receiver discharged.

44.09

1,200,000

1,500,000

None

12.00

250,000

400,000

None

18.50
5.10
12.00
100.00
8. 50

935,000
200,000
157,100
3,808,000
94,000

878,000
250,000
507,000
472,818
100,000

None
None
None
None
None

Operahons abandoned and property sold for dismantling.
Operations discontinued in 1927.
Reorganised as
Kansas City. Merriam & Shawnee Railroad in
1928, now operating 5 miles.
Property dismantled and receiver discharged.
Operations discontinued.
Sold at foreclosure and operations discontinued.
Operations discontmued.
Sold for scrap and receiver discharged.

31.67
7.00

808,900
190,800

None

None
None

Property sold to

Interurban Traction Co., Chicago, 111
& Woonsocket Street Railway, Spring-

Milford, Attleborough
field,

Mass

Grand Rapids, Grand Haven
Rapids, Mich
Kansas City, Lawrence

&

& Muskegon

Railway, Grand

Toi>eka R.R., Kansas City,

Mo.

.

.

Helena Light & Railway Co., Helena, Mont
Brooklyn Heights R.R., Brooklyn, N. Y
Geneva, Seneca Falls & Auburn R.R., Geneva, N. Y
Clean, Bradford & Salamanca Ry., Olean, N. Y
Penn Yan & Lake Shore Ry., Penn Yan, N. Y
Cincinnati, Lawrence & Aurora Electric Street R.R., Cincinnati, Ohio
Pennsylvania & Maryland Street Railway, Meyersdale, Pa.
.

.

216,000

Receivership lifted
in

1926,

and

March

.A-ssooiated
is

I,

1928.
& Electric

Gas

no longer operating.

Company
Receiver

discharged.

Total of receiverships terminated (12

358.59

COS.)

Sold

$11,337,100

at Foreclosure Sale

$12,053,818

Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Co., Indianapolis, Ind....
Detroit United Ry., Detroit, Mich

613.89

$3,600,000
15,375,000

$2,600,000
29,745,500

Michigan Railroad Co., Jackson, Mich
Paul Southern Electric Ry., Hastings, Minn

156.71
17.54

4,000,000
658,225

4,050,000
364,900

889.14

$23,633,225

$36,760,400

101.00

St.

None

But Receiver Not Yet Discharged
156,000

None
None
12,150

Sold at receiver's sale.
Sold at foreclosure sale and reorganised as the
Eastern Michigan Railways.
Sold at receiver's sale.
Sold at public auction and property now being dismantled.

Total of foreclosure sales without discharge of receivers
(4 COS.)....:

Nothing came of the matter, but
again subject to legislative consideration.
Then there was the move by which the Public Service
Railway and the Public Service Transportation Company, both subsidiaries of the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey, were brought together as Public
Service Co-ordinated Transport, the avowed reason being
to improve the financial structure, including the possibility of an open-end mortgage under which it would be
easier to secure new capital for the extension and betterment of transit facilities. The managerial purpose of the
consolidation was to co-ordinate into one operating unit
the two companies which had previously operated the
cars and the buses.
In Philadelphia the move to have the city condemn the
underliers was strictly in accord with the suggestion of the
committee on finance of the American Electric Railway
Association, looking toward the simplification of financial
structures.
It is an act without precedent
a friendly
action before the
Public Service Commission, in
which the City Council and officials of the underlying companies joined with the City Solicitor and
his staff in petitioning the commission to affix a fair
price for the acquisition of the Philadelphia Rapid
District of Columbia.

it is

—

NOT

Transit Company underliers by the city. At the close
of the year this matter was still the subject of discussion, but the advisability of the move had come to be
generally accepted as essential, except on the part of
some holders of the underlying securities, jealous of
what they deemed their present favorable rights rights
by no means irrevocably secured under the changing
aspects of present-day transportation.
As indicated elsewhere in this issue Judge Finletter, in
Common Pleas Court, recently fixed Jan. 19, to hear the
petition asking for a court ruling on whether the $138,376,907 which the city proposes to pay for the purchase
of the underlying companies of the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit may be deducted from the city's indebtedness in
ascertaining its borrowing capacity. To date Controller
Hadley has failed to join in the court action. The city
intends to issue bonds in the amount needed to acquire
the franchise of the underliers. The company now pays
$8,822,845 annually to the subsidiaries as rentals, but Mr.
Hadley desires that assurances be made to the city that the

—

company will continue to pay rentals sufficient to
meet bond sinking-fund and interest charges.
One or two moves saw the further segregation of
railway properties from light and power properties with
transit

even the most optimistic street railway

the industry

but they are

all

is

a

way

now upward.

man

believes

out of the woods yet or anywhere near

now

merely
is

168,150

certain that any idea of extinction

it,

was

nightmare, that the bottom has been touched and the

Investment Bankers' Association.
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Table

'"^o the system of the Southeastei

Railway Receiverships
D 31,
^1 109«
as OIf uec.
lyzo
Year

Illinois

Chicago Railways, Cnicago
Peoria Railway Ter^unalCo.. Peoria

of

Power & Light Company, surely
company with greater resources o|
management, money and men thai

ll'ii^ie'

cSrS'^

^"Sr"

invoiv'ed

1926
1922

597 06
25.28

1,000,000

2,444,000

None
None

1927
1927

125.00
70.00

7,500,000
511,985

4,955,500
1,960,900

None
None

iV'll

'\\f,
445.50

|««

}X&Z>

1924

11,500,000

15,858,000

None

1927
1926

103.31
6.00

3,019,100
592,835

4,821,000
184,500

None
None

1924
1928
1927

94.52
20 03
85.00

7,000,000
1,000,000
700,000

3,078,500

None
None
None

(I)

""t^i

''Sebf

$100 000 $103 854 255

Cbicago,SouthBe„'d& Northern Indiana Ry.

southBend

Evansville

&

Indianapohs

.

Ohio Valley Ry.. Evansville

&

Cincinnati

Traction

Co.,

SoSr^i;;?ii?„Raiiway,So„thBend.::;.
Union Traction Co.
r.
Des

of Indiana,

Anderson

'°!^*
HIMoines r--.
City T.
Ry Des ...
Mome«
Iowa
,

Missiegippi Valley Electric Co.,

City....

'"^oSe

K»n»as
JopUn

4

Pitteburg

Mwaoun & Kansis
Union Traction

Ry

Pittsburg
Railway, Kansas aty....

Co., Coffeyvijle

655 000
1,500,000

Kentucky
.923

12.50

75.000

400,000

None

1926

35.00

540,000

500,000

None

1925
1921

613.89
32.15

1924

156.71

$15,375,000
957,200
4,000,000

29,745,500
660,000
4,050,000

Paul Southern Electric Ry., Hastings (4)..
St. Ry., Breckenridge

192*
1918
1925

2925

300000

284000

None

Wahpeton-Breckenndgc

17.54
1.00

658^225
42,500

364!900

$12,150

None

None

Missouri
Hannibal Ra.lwayA Electric Co.. Hannibal..
Southwest Missouri R.R., weob City

1927
1926

6 50

90.00

111.165
5.000,000

102 500
2,341,000

None
None

1928

16.00

150,000

691,000

None
""""

Massachusetts
Miiford&uxbridge Street Ry.,MUford

Michigan
Ry. Detroit

HoiishtonCounty Traction

(3)

(2)

None
None
None

Minnesou
'"M^n^^bs^''.°'".*.^«:""''.'^"*^'^>:•:
Si.

Ry,

Auburn*

Northern Electric R.R., Syracuse..
^'??''5'"^"°
B!."ff»T1'T
Buffa
b & Ene^^li'
Ry, Fredonia

1928

r"u.i,°ri;?''H*1;*°""^''*'=''''"C;o^''''»'<'Eighth
A Ninth Avenues Ry. New York

'"*

.Syracuse
; V

I,ST
I- ^^H""'"
Ithaca
Traction
Corp.. Ithaca
Manhattan & Queens Traction Corp., Long
IslandCi.y..
".•....*
Queens County Ry.. Jackson
tT. Vl
Heights

••...,
Ogdensburg
Ry. Ogdensburg
.Street

&^^ird"Snd''^J'..\To'okiyn.;
«.w^fTJif
.Tio Vt
WestchesterStreetR.R,
New

'

::.;;;

NortnernRv.;
;
Niy

•'

York

(1)

"

None
None

*' 'I

978.895

96.23

*m

1,450,500
55.«<>o

236 000
2,807:200
910,300
1,000,000

1927
1927

37.27
70 00

232.000'
2.950 000

2 750 000

None
None
None

None

1924

21 72
12 72

750;000
763 000

$4,000
$25 000

(b)

(a>

""
1928

"M

None

400 000

.

$37,479

Columbus

A

Eastern Traction

,9,7

2,54

jO.OOO

None

None

1923
1922

35.07
7.74

3.235,000
150.000

1.300.000
150 000

None
None

1«S

f^^

l:LToS

YZ'Z

'''t^'Z

''''"''''""

'^™*
None
None

$65,000

""

""

'"*

(»>

''"""'

1920

16.32

700.000

2,496.000
168,000

'"1
1928

153.23
40.54

4.025.000
1.500.000

7.900,000
1,335,400

1927
1925

6.31

100.000

23.00

580,000
.^ou.uuu

100,000
//i.uuu
771,000

<•'>

I ulsa

street

Ry.

OitUhonu
4 Light Co., Lawton
Tulsa

Schuylkill Ry.. GirardviUe

None
None
$25 000
i;>,uuu

*

Pennsyivanla

Lake* Utah

1927

34.00

400.000

1.550.000

None

1925

97.55

5.043,700

2,532.320

$200,000

3.116.200

7.322.000

None

$93.531.305 $225.218.775

$3.66 7.629

Washington

Ry.Tacoma

57.10

J928

Net receiverships Dec.

AlsO

SUmmCr

last

the SO-

Hnes of the Ncw York State Railt>
i
j o
j
in Rochester and Syracuse and
have since concluded negotiations by
which the Schenectadv Railway and
»»,„ T T„;t„
*:
„'f A 1K^.,,, ^„^o
the United Ti ractlOn 01 Albany paSS
to their control, the latter system
prcviously Under the coiUrol of the
i

ways

1

Delaware

TpT

& Hudson Company

with

'thd
1

11

1

i_

1

Attention shouId be Called tO the
fact that the Cincinnati Street Rail-

placed its $50 par capital
^
i
ai annual1 dividend
r J
I
I
„
basis.
Stock
on a $3
against $2.50 paid previously and

Tramwavs.
i iduiyva_>
paviAa,>
ing $10 a share per year, recently
\\-^a
u
ii
u^
Otfered
additional rights
OH
holders
fhp hp«is
nf oiie
nnp ncw
npw Snare
«har<» lOF
for every
pvprv
ine
Dasis oi

that
iii«i>. the
iiic Montreal
i iuiiii cdi

.

.

i

i

31, 1928 (45 COS.)

i

<R1 3U
"iO a
I
snarC.
Sixneld at ^ nrirp
priCC nf
Ot $1
a share
I
Restoration of the Credit Situation
£ ^i,
-i
u
01 the ClcCtriC railways has llCCn a
slow proce.ss-painfully slow, for instance, Compared with that of the
elcctric light and power companies.
^1 en years^ ago some ofr ^1the soundest^
<.

1

•

1

.

Organizations were Uliable tO
Ho better
oer
lliiaiiLC with
Willi o
8 jjci
uciter than
luail finance
cent preferred stock and 7 per cent
bonds, while direct HcnS On poWCr
u
t
houses, as one commentator has
-^i
ISSUCS
placed
With
OUt,
were
POmtcd
I

<.

,^

i

,

i

i

•

that carried a 7 per cent coupon.

R.R.. Salt Lake City......

Puget Sound Electric

Railway.

•

Utah
Salt

,

Utility

Co

d
<5n5j.l5^.f'B*''
w ,j
Spnngfield
Ry, .Springfield

Lawton Railway

,

,

.

.

Qij,^
Indiana,

or-.
ColumbuS &
Lastcrn andi.u
the
Lima-Toledo properties passed to
^' Davtrin
the l^incinnail,
Cinrinnati Hatniltnn
namilton O.
Udyion
^^^
•'„

,.

diana,

way has

Atlantic City

&uSr.''take"'"sJo°r;''&

Similarly the In-

viously controlled.

1

•

Empire State R.R..

i

the Washington Water Powcr Company, by which the railways WCrC prC-

'

'**"'*""'>'
,•
1.
A.i
J.O
Atlantic
A
Suburban

•

•

(I)....

Co., Houghton...

Michigan Railroad Co., Jackson

r.

Called Phillips interests took over the

OwenaboroCityR.R.,Owensboro

Detroit United

Command of these Companies
Under previOUS Ownership. Somewhat similar in import waS the pas^^g^ O^ *^ ^°"t™^ O^ t^"= SpokanC
United Railways to the American
-^
t
y-Jrvl
Jr'ower & Light Company along With
at the

3.585.61

~~

~

In

vicw of the favorable termS Undcf
which light and power coni])anies
are nOW able tO do their financing.
sight SOmetimCS is lost of the faCtS

of the period of high moncy ratcs
0"ly ^ feW yCars rCmoVCd. It should
fl{ l^fSTf'<;r:=irurri^'f9'l7.
Receiver not yet discharged.
(2) Sold at receiver's sale.
not be assuiiied. howcver. that tei
Sold
at foreclosure and reorganiled as Eastern Michigan Railways. Receiver not yet discharged.
'•
(3)
c
c
-i
^
,t
r
(4) Property being dismantled.
for financing. Similar to the favoi
(5) Merged with Cincinnati, Hamilton 4 Dayton Ry.
Receiver not yet discharged.
„K1„
„„^^
,.,l,:^l, ^,.a„„;i „( r^^^^^r,** 58,000 shares.
able OneS whlCh prevail at present
No par value. Based on market quotation.
the light and ])ower field, are liki
which they had heretofore been identified, but under
soon to be realized by strictly electric railway propertii
circumstances that gave every indication of the more
On the other hand, as the report of the public .services*
intensive development of the railways under segregated
rities committee of the Investment Bankers' Associatii
operation. Outstanding examples of this tendency were
pointed out, while not even the most o])timistic street n
furnished in the cases of the railways at Roanoke and
way men believe the industry is out of the woods or an;
Lynchburg. On the other hand, several railway syswhere near it, they are now certain that the bottom
terns in the Southeast, notably the Augusta-Aiken Railbeen touched and the way is now upward. And the fini
way & Electric Company and others, were brought cial record for the year would indicate this to be true.
(a)

Included with Empire State R.R. figures

"

'

'

\

Electric

Railway Fares and Wages

At Highest Point
These factors show increases similar
those

to

of

1927.

in 1928

Commodity
and oper-

prices, construction costs

ating materials costs on slight upward swing during the year, but with
no marked change from general

By Albert

level course of past five years

DURING
railway

the year 1928 the weighted average street
fare in the United States increased
from 7.57 cents to 7.71 cents. The measure of
the 1928 increase in average fare, about 2 per cent, is
almost exactly the same as the increase during the pre-

The 1928 change

ceding year.

average fare was prin(two during the
year), Los Angeles, St. Louis, Schenectady, Savannah,
Portland, Maine, Youngstown and Sacramento.
The
effect of these changes on the weighted average fare is
in the order in which the cities have been named.
Other
changes have had much .smaller influence on the weighted
average fare, on account of either the smallness of the
fare change or the small population involved.
Changes in average fares during the three years 1926
through 1928, inclusive, are shown on the first of the
accompanying charts. Two sets of averages are there
shown, namely, the weighted average fare figures as
computed by the writer, and the unweighted average cash
fare figures of the American Electric Railway Association.
In the Richey index, all cities in the United States
of more than 50,000 population are included, and in
computing the average the fares are weighted in accordance with the population of the cities further, for each
city where reduced rate tickets are used, an average fare
is used which includes both cash and ticket rates; children's or workmen's tickets, or other forms of special
reduced rates are not considered.
New York City is
excluded on account of its large population and abnormally low street railway fare. The American Electric
Railway Association fare index includes all cities of more
than 25,000 population and is an average of cash fares
only.
It is not weighted, so that each city is of equal
importance in the final average, regardless of its size
and the number of patrons affected by the fare.
cipally

due

to

S.

Rickey

Electric Railway Engineer

Worcester, Mass.

The Richey index includes wages on 137 street and interurban railways, and is weighted in accordance with the
number of trainmen employed on such railways. The
American Electric Railway Association index uses 85
railways and is unweighted with respect to the number

^

in

increases in Baltimore

FARES

^

—'^

8.0

4.£:/e^..,

-^

__^ —
^Richey

.

•

_,

7.0

1926
Fig.

of

1

1927

—

Street Railway Fares

men employed.

(1913

1928

= 4.8425 cents)

Since the roads employing the greater
as a rule, made larger in-

number of men have had,

creases in hourly rates since 1913, the Richey weighted
index stands somewhat higher than the unweighted

A.E.R.A. index, as

indicated by Fig.

is

2.

Both indexes

;

Wage

Increases on Seven Railways

During Past Year
Indexes of the average wages of electric railway trainthe years 1926 through 1928, inclusive, are
shown in Fig. 2. Here again two indexes are shown,
both using 1913 as a base. In both indexes the maximum
hourly rates of trainmen in two-man service are used.

men during

;

I

!

'
1

,

— ^^

^"

'

WAGES

A.E.R.A
1926

Fig. 2

—

1927
Electric Railway

1928

Wages (1913 = 100)

show about the same measure of increase in trainmen's
wages during the last year and during the last three years.
The wage changes during 1928 which have principally
affected the Richey index, and in the order of their effect
on that index, were at Chicago, Cleveland, Baltimore,
Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Eastern Massachusetts Street Rail-

way, and Cincinnati.
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As pointed out in last year's article on this subject,
the increase in electric railway wages, amounting to 130
per cent since 1913, is out of all proportion to the
increase in the cost of living, which, as measured by the

Vol.72,

No.2

heavier weighting of steel rail, the price of which has
remained constant since October, 1922 ; it has, however,
a very much heavier weighting of the common labor
item, the average cost of which increased nearly 2^ per
cent during 1928.

-rn_
_r^ h
h-r-T_H

\

L

=
=

MATERIALS

1926

—

Fig. 3

^Electric

The Wholesale Commodity Index of the United States
Bureau of Labor Statistics is shown for the past three
years in Fig. 6. As was noted in the article on this subject a year ago, this index, which previously had been
100, was discontinued
calculated on the base of 1913
on that base in August, 1927, and since then has been
100. The revision also
calculated on the base of 1926
included an increase in the number of commodities (from
404 to 550) and the adoption of a weighting somewhat
The figures
different from that previously employed.
shown in the tabulation herewith include this index on

1927

1928

Railway Operating Materials (1913

= 100)

revised base for the years 1913 through 1928.
Five of the indexes mentioned above have been
grouped together for the years 1914 through 1928, inits

index of the National Industrial Conference Board, had
increased only 63 per cent between 1914 and November,
1928. The "real wages" of electric railway trainmen as
compared with 1913 and 1914 may be represented by an
index number of 141, which is the present index of
wages (230) divided by the present index of the cost
of living (163). This means that the average electric
railway trainman in the United States is now able to
increase his standard of living 41 per cent over that of
similar computation a year ago showed the
1914.
index of "real wages" of electric railway trainmen as
138, compared with the present 141, which indicates an
increase in "real wages" of about 2 per cent during the
past year.
During this year, again, this has been due
partly to increases in wages, but also in some measure to
a decline in living costs.

clusive, in the chart

shown

as Fig. 7.

The indexes

there

(1) The American Electric Railway Association Index of Electric Railway Construction Costs,
(2) the Richey Index of Electric Railway Operating
Materials Cost, (3) the Richey Index of Electric Railway Wages, (4) the Richey Index of Street Railway

shown

are:

A

200l

1926

Changes in Construction Cost Slight
Fig. 5

The trend

of costs of electric railway operating materials has been slightly upward during the past year,
the index for December being 145.5 as compared with

1928

1927

—Engineering News-Record Construction Costs
(1913

= 100)

Fares, and (5) the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Index
The tabulation of
of Wholesale Commodity Prices.
numerical values includes these five and also the Engineering News-Record Index of General Construction
Costs.
The tabulation shows the averages of these indexes by years from 1913 through 1928, and also the

monthly values from January, 1925, through 1928.

1926

—A.E.R.A.

Fig. 4

1927

1928

Railway Construction Costs
(1913 = 100)

Electric

December, 1927. This rise is small
compared with the drop which occurred during the first
half of 1927 from the 1926 average of 155.0, as is
that of 140.6 for

indicated in Fig. 3.
Electric railway construction costs have remained at a

remarkably uniform

level

during the past 5^ years, as

It

of the indexes shown in Fig. 7 and
100 except
in the tabulation are on the base of 1913
«tthe Wholesale Commodity Price Index, which, as above
will

be noted that

all

=

=

100.
noted, is on the base of 1926
All of the above-mentioned indexes are included in a
series of index numbers compiled regularly by the writer
under the heading of "Conspectus of Indexes" and published

monthly by Electric Railway Journal in

itsj

Financial and Corporate section. The Conspectus also!
includes the Bradstreet Wholesale Commodity Index, the;'
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Index of Retail FoodCosts, the National Industrial Conference Board's Index

American Electric Railway Association
Construction Cost Index, shown in Fig. 7, and on a larger
scale for the past three years by Fig. 4. This index of
electric railway construction costs may be compared with

indicated by the

the construction cost index of the Engineering NewsRecord, as shown in Fig. 5, for the past three years. The
latter is an index of general construction costs and includes structural steel and other building materials in a
considerably greater weighting than such materials are
used in the Electric Railway Construction Cost Index.
The electric railway index is somewhat stabilized by the

1926
Fig.

—Bureau of Labor

6

1927
Statistics

1928

Wholesale Conunodity

Price!

(1926=100)
i

January

12,

1915

1914
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1929

1916

Fig. 7

1918

1917

1920

1921

19Z2

Association).
2.
Electric

railway operating materials
(Richey). Includes fuel for power;

AVERAGE FARES AND COSTS

Railway
Fares
(iucoey)
1913

19H
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

100.0
100.0
100.1
100.1
100.3
106.2
120.7
137.2
148.9

H6.0
M2.9
149.2
150.2
152.2
154.6
157.7

•Base 1926 =

Eieo. Ry.
Operating
Materials
Costs

(Ricney)
100.0
92.6

93.5
126.2
181.9
168.8
172.2
224.6
169.9
170.0
168.0
156.0
153.1

155.0
145.7
142.2

Eiectrio

Railway

Wages
(Richey)
100.0
104.2
106.2
111.6
120.6
140.5
174.0

217.3
222.7
210.0
212.1
219.2
222.2
225.3
227.5
229.3

1924

Wages and

weighted according to average use in maintenance and operation.
3.
Electric
railway wages
(Richey).
Maximum hourly wages of platform men,
weighted according to number of men.

General Wholesale
Eleo. Ry. ConstrucPrices,
Construc- tion Costs All ComtioD Coats
(.Eng.
modities*
(Am. Eleo.
Newt- (U. S. Bur.
Ry. Assn.) Record} Lab. Stat.)
100.0
100.0
69.8
94.0
88.6
68.1
97.3
92.6
69.5
119.8
129.6
85.5
181.2
162.7
117.5
192.5
189.2
131.3
198.4
205.1
138.6
244.7
251.3
154.4
200.7
201.8
97.6
175.2
174.4
96.7
200.2
214.1
100.6
204.6
215.4
98.1
202.4
206.7
103.5
202.6
208.0
100.0
201.1
206.2
95.4
206.8
203.1

100.

Street railway fares (Richey).

(except New York)
cording to population.
cities

;

U. S.
weighted ac-

5. Wholesale commodity prices
(U.
Bureau of Labor Statistics).

General
Street

Railway
Fares
(Richey)

1926

January
Febniary..

March
April

151.2
151.8
151.9
151.9

May

151.9

June

152.1

July

152.

Ry.

Eleo.

Opeiating
Materials
Costs

Railway

(Richey)

(Riohey)

Electric

Wages

Ry. CJoDstruo-

Wholesale
Prices,

224.7

202.2
201.9
202.0
201.3

207.2
206.6
207.6
207.0

103.6
102.1
100.4
100.1

225.4
225.5
225.7
225.9

202.4
201.9
203.2
203.6

207.3
204.8
207.8
208.3

100.5
100. S
99.5
99.0

154.3
155.3
156.4
154.2

223.8
223.8
224.1

August

152.0

September.
October.

152.0
152.8
153.2
153.2

154.2
155.4
156.6
159.2

226.1
226.2
226.3
226.3

203.2
202.9
203.7
203.2

208.3
209.8
210.8
210.8

99.7
99.4
98.4
97.9

153.2
153.8
153.4
153.4

156.0
154.0
152.1
148.0

226.6
226.7
226.7
226.9

203.5
202.9
203.0
202.6

211.5
210.2
208.8
209.0

96.6
95.9

153.6
153.6
155.2
155.3

144.2
143.0
142.9
142.1

227.4
227.5
227.8
227.9

201.0
200.6
199.9
200.9

206.8
205.6
203.7

93.7
93.8

205. S

95.2

September.
October.

155.5
155.7

November.
Decemoer.

156.1

156.2

141.6
141.8
141.3
140.6

228.0
228.2
228.3
228.4

199.4
199.8
199.4
200.7

203.6
204.4
202.0
203.9

96.5
97.0
96.7
96.8

156.7
156.7
157.2
157.2

140.6
139.5
140.1
140.0

228.6
228.7
228.8
228.8

200.9
200.9
200.5
201.2

203.9
204.6
204.6
206.4

96.3
96.4
96.0
97.4

157.3
157.3
157.7
158.0

140.4
141.4
141.8
142.5

229.2
229,2
229.2
229.7

201.9
202.7
203.3
204.5

207.0
206.2
206.6
207.3

98.6
97.6
98.3
98.9

158.1
158.2

144.2
144.9

229.7
229.9
229.9
229.8

204.4
205.5
205.7

207.3
207.7
209.5
210.2

100.1

.

.

November..
December.
1927

April

May
June
July

August
.

.

94. S

93.7

94.1

first

Journal

for Jan. 5, 1924.

S.

0>Dstruo- tion Costs All Comtion Costs
modities*
(Bni7.
(Am. Eleo. News- (U. S. Bur
lly. Assn.)
Record) Lao. StaU

153.1
154.4
154.1
153.1

March

In the annual statistical numbers of the Journal (the
or second issue in January each year beginning in
1923) charts and tables have been presented similar to
those shown in this article.
The methods used in the
computation of the indexes shown in Fig. 7 were described fully on page 37 of the Journal for Jan. 2, 1926,
in an article which also contained a tabulation showing
the numerical values of the various indexes monthly from
January, 1920, through December, 1925.
The earlier
monthly numerical values, from January, 1914, through
December, 1919, may be found on page 19 of the

1928

1927

Base 1913- 100

February..

Bradstreet.

1926

Fares 1914-1928

4.

Eleo.

January

of Cost of Living, the Electrical World's Industrial
Activity Index, an index of bank clearings outside of
New York City, and data on the number and total liabilities
of business failures as reported monthly by

1925

MONTHLY INDEX OF FARES AND COSTS FOR
PAST THREE YEARS

I9IJ-1928

Bane 1913= 100
Slireet

1923

^Trend of Construction and Operating Costs,

Electric railway construction costs
(according to American Electric Railway
1.

costs

1919

93

1928
January..
February.

.

.

March
April

May
June
July

August
September.
October.
.

.

158.9
November..
159.3
December.
•Base 1926 - 100.

145.1
145.5

205.1

97.8
96.7

.

Trade Prospects Favorable
for the

New

Year

Car and equipment purchases expected to increase
during the coming year. Larger demand for track
material probable. Heavy sales of bus equipment
likely to continue. General business conditions good

TRADE
were

appears that this research toward improvement will continue throughout the coming year, as the budgets forj

conditions in the electric railway industry
during the year 1928 and could
scarcely be called as favorable as in 1927.
Fewer
cars were purchased, and. in almost every instance, producers of car equipment and accessories reported a deunsettled

all of the larger companies show amounts fori
improvements that either equal or are greater than the
amounts allotted last year. However, during this time,
the manufacturers have had an opportunity to improve
and perfect motors, drives and other types of equipment.
Requirements have undergone a change over two or three
years and are continuing along the lines instituted in
1927, in that higher S]:)eed, lighter weight and higher
rates of acceleration and braking are required. A marked

practically

On the other hand some divisions of
crease in sales.
the industry reported substantial increases during the
year. There were heavier sales of buses and bus equipment, shop equipment, and track materials and supplies.
as well as of line material and power equipment.
For several years there have been deferred purchases
of cars and equipment. It has been predicted that this
situation could not last indefinitely and it is now the
opinion of many that the release of these purchases will
occur this year. There has been much new development
during the past year in cars and car equipment. As soon
as the full value of these and other improvements now
under way is realized, there should be an accelerated
trend toward rehabilitation.

Many Improvements
While the year 1928

increase

demand

anticipated in the

for electric railway

and,

With

improvements that are now apparent

the

parts

necessarily,

associated

therewith.
in electric

railway cars, it is anticipated that cars will be ordered in
considerable quantities during the year 1929. Estimates
on the increase in sales during 1929 made by various car
equipment manufacturers on the products which they sell,
range from 5 to 50 per cent of the 1928 sales.
Purchases of car seats and accessories fell off during
However, developments in car seating have
the year.
Ijeen made, and it is indicated that there will probably be

in Design

railway equipment field
has not resulted in the amount of business anticipated

and hoped

is

vehicles,

in the

an increase

development effort by the manufacturers
has been noteworthy. A number of companies have spent
large sums for the improvement of their products.
It

in

.sales

this year.

The

credit situation

is

and it is believed that prices will have a
tendency to go higher.
No particular changes occurred in 1928 in line mate-
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credit situation

is
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1914
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satisfactory and prices have

been steady, although the advance in copjier toward the
end of the year necessitated some increases. It is claimed
that electric railways are becoming more receptive to new
])roducts which are fundamentally sound, and that there
is apparently more recognition of value in the product
and a keener realization that the first cost is not the total
cost.
It is probable that there wil' be a continued change
ill trade conditions during 1929. affecting these products.
Several manufacturers report greater sales of track material during the year 1928 than for some years and are
expecting a further increase during the coming year.
Plant capacity is being increased, and additional developments ^re planned.

Bus Sales Increased
The sale of buses and bus equipment to electric railways increased during the year. Manufacturers of buses
reported various increases up to 450 per cent of the 1927
sales.
While this represents a maximum for one company only, a marked increase in sale of buses to electric
railways is anticipated and a number of manufacturers
are increasing their plant production capacity.
Sales of I)us equipment went up 5 to 100 per cent
during the year 1928, and increases are anticipated by
various manufacturers for the coming year, ranging from
10 to 1,000 per cent of last year's sales.
Development
''udgets for 1929 are materially greater than for 1928,
and many plant production capacity increases will
be made.
Increased purchases of shop equipment during the year
are reported. Development in this type ot equipment is
expected throughout 1929 and further .increases in sales

are expected.

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922 1923 1924

Of

course, this figure varies considerably according to the

location of the railway.

Deliveries indicate that manufacturers are maintaining
stocks for prompt shipment
The average time of delivery for car equipment, given by a number of railways,
was 38 days, bus equipment 14 days, line material 23
days, track material 20 days, power equipment 35 days,

and shop equipment 18 days.

locally,

that

is,

from

local

manufacturers as distinct
from manufacturers selling to the industry through direct

representatives or sales agencies.
Such supplies as coal,
oil and waste are almost always bought in this manner.

in a few remote
was delivery indi-

Supplies purchased on contract by the companies replying average 25 per cent of their total.
Purchases on
contract of these companies were approximately, electrical supplies, 56 per cent; gas, oil, and grease, 88 per
cent: seating material, 21 per cent; brakeshoes, 52 per
cent; lamps, 44 per cent.
So far as reported, welding
gas, tires, coal, line material, ties, paint and maintenance
materials were purchased on contract to a limited degree.

Of the railways reporting on trade conditions. 53 per
cent had a decrease in inventory. In value, the average
decrease was ajiproximately 7 per cent of the total
material and supplies account.
Sixty-nine per cent of
the companies reporting had an inactive stock of approximately 8 per cent of their material and supplies accounts,
but 30 per cent of them had an average decrease of 12
per cent in their inactive stock during the year.
The price advance on most products has been slightly
upward, according to the purchasing agents. The principal increases in materials were:
Copper, 12 per cent;
lumber, 8 per cent; insulated copper wire 8 to 10 per
cent; and anthracite coal 1 per cent.
The principal decrease in prices was for brakeshoes, 3.7 per cent. Slight
decreases were noted in lead and tin. The average price
of all grades of coal has decreased during the year.

A

dealers, jobbers, distributors, or

Only

instances of track material purchases
cated as very slow.

representative number of railways indicate in their
returns that approximately 33 per cent of their materials

and supplies are purchased

1915

great changes occurred in price trends ot four basic industries

General Business Conditions Good
The

general business situation at the turn of the year
encouraging and fully warrants the expectation that the prosperity which the country has enjoyed
will continue.
Basic conditions in industry and trade
seldom have been so favorable after a long period of high
is

distinctly
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This optimism, of course, must be qualified by
a word of caution as to the financial markets. No large
volume of purchasing power is created by the advance
in security prices except as it reflects proportionate increased earnings in fact or in immediate prospect. On
the contrary, a pronounced market reaction would impair

in installing

activity.
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modern

control equipments on existing carsJ

&

Terminal Company by placinj
Other companies!
making major improvements during the year include the'
Delaware Electric Power Company, the Indianapolis and
Southeastern Railway and the Community Traction Company. Experiments on new rolling stock are being conducted by a number of railways in various sections of
During the coming year the city of New
the country.

and the Dallas Railway
in service

confidence and affect business adversely.

The rise in money rates is due largely to the policy of
definite cessation of the
the Federal Reserve Board.
speculative boom would probably cause a downward revision of money rates. However, the unequal distribution

A

17

new

light-weight cars.

York is expected to commence the purchase of cars for
its new subway system, the first order probably being for
about 300 units. A number of large track projects were

of the world's gold makes it difficult to anticipate a
return to the easy money situation of the last seven years.
In general, the course of trade has been upward during
the year, and with record production in the iron and steel,
building and automobile industries, the demand has kept

completed during the past year and good-sized programs
for reconstruction and extensions are being announced
for 1929.

While electrification of steam railroads during the past
year was the greatest for many years, still greater are
the prospects for the coming year. Among these projects
on which plans are practically completed, is included the
Pennsylvania Railroad electrification between New York
and Philadelphia. The Cleveland Union Terminal project
has been under way for several years and will probably
near completion this year.
Electrification plans which have been definitely made

stocks of manufactured goods at lower levels than in
1927. In consequence, the commercial situation appears

thoroughly sound despite the sustained industrial activity.
Wages continue high and unemployment is at a minimum.
The average weekly earnings for wage earners at the
close of 1928 were the highest since 1920. Corporation
earnings advanced materially over those in 1927. Retail
trade exceeded that of the year previous by a wide margin
and the purchasing power of the general public, both
urban and rural, was substantially increased.

include electric suburban service from Hoboken, New
Jersey on the lines of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad and from Philadelphia, Pa., on the
Reading Railroad. Several other railways have definitely

Good Outlook for Electric Railways
In the street railway industry, despite the readjustment
is apparently a very general movement for the fifteen improvements of street railway properties, more particularly in
the larger cities. However, this demand is not confined
entirely to the larger cities requiring mass transportation.
This is exemplified in the modernization program undertaken at Phoenix, Ariz.
Major car orders during the year included Montreal
Tramways, 151 double-truck cars and 2 articulated units
Cincinnati Street Railway, 104 cars; Detroit Street Railway, 100 cars; and Cleveland Railway, 50 double-thick
cars and 28 articulated units.
Among important modernization programs carried out during the year was that
completed by the Kansas City Public Service Company

which has been going on for some years, there

let it

be

known

that they are actively

studies for electrification.

The

engaged

in

making

capital expenditures in

prospect as a result of these undertakings will total hundreds of millions of dollars.
With few exceptions, optimism prevails in the electric
railway industry. There should be additional equipment
There is no doubt that the
business in the year 1929.
public in general is appreciating, as it never has before,
the advantages to be secured by up-to-date and satisfactory street railway operation and are reflecting this confidence in better franchise and rate-of-fare conditions.
The railway industry has had time to study and try out
these new improvements and should now be in a position
to go ahead with a program of purchasing new equipment

during 1929.
I

Comments
''Bus

LT/^E BELIEVE

Vr

Comments

of a

Manufacturer
that the elec-

railway industry has
passed the lowest ebb of its depression period and that there is a
definite upward swing in progress
affecting confidence as a result of
increased earnings which should,
no doubt, operate as a favorable
factor in regard to bus and car
purchases during 1929.
trie

of an

Electrical
f

I

jHE

Manufacturer

railway industry at
a much more satisfactory position than it has been
for a decade. The principle is now
generally accepted that only by
means of a system in which the
cars and the buses are properly coordinated under a single e.vpert
and responsible management can
efficient urban transportation be
secured and an effective remedy
for traffic congestion be found.
The automobile, which seemed at
one time to threaten extinction of
the electric railways, has brought
about conditions which make the
electric railway even more essential.
J.

electric

present

is in

Comments

of an
Equipment Manufacturer

T/T/^E FIND

yr

the electric rail-

ways more and more

re-

new products which

are

ceptive to

j

fundamentally sound and which
give promise of giving the railways
a better and longer return on their
investment. There is apparently

more recognition of value in the
products and a keener realization
of the fact that the "first cost
not the real cost."

,

is
^

I
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qffhe Industry
^^lE

Need

for

New

Fare Stressed

in Cleveland

A

an arbitration on a
zone-fare system was made on the City

demand

for

ley, president of the Cuyahoga Subway
Company, declared the filing of the petiMr. Hubbell
tions was unauthorized.
replied that he was disgusted with the

quired to pay an increase, while if a
zone system is not adopted the fare will

have

to

go

to

8 cents.

C. M. Ballou, traction commissioner,
told the Council that an 8-cent fare
could be averted by permitting the company to operate one-man cars on a
number of lines.
Petitions for an initiated ordinance
to grant the Cuyahoga Subway Company a franchise in Cleveland, Ohio,
were filed with the Cleveland City

delay and had filed the petitions to
force action on the subway proposition
before the Cleveland Railway and Van
Sweringen interests presented a proposed $100,000,000 merger of surface,
underground and transit lines on private
right of way.
City Clerk Fred W. Thomas ruled
that the petitions would have to stay
on file and go through the usual procedure of being checked and considered
by the Council.

Council of Cleveland, Ohio, recently
by the Cleveland Railway. In a letter
to the Council, Joseph H. Alexander,
president of the company, pointed out
that since September the interest, or
fare barometer fund, has been below
which, according to the
$500,000,
Council on Dec. 31 by Charles H.
Tayler grant, is "prima facie evidence
Hubbell, former candidate for Mayor
of the necessity for an increase in fare"
of Cleveland and one of those interested
to the next step as provided by the
M. F. Bramin the subway company.
Tayler grant scale. The present rate
of fare is 7 cents cash, eight tickets
for 50 cents; the next step calls for 8
cents cash, seven tickets for 50 cents.
Mr. Alexander then called attention
Awards distributed at meeting of Metropolitan Section of A.E.R^.,
to Section 24 of the Tayler grant. This
states that whenever an increase is proYork. To be competed for again next year
in
posed other than to the next step in the
Tayler grant, the proposal may be
MEETING of the Metropoli- thodical lines. "I am opposed," said the
arbitrated.
He pointed out that last
tan Section of the American Elec- speaker, "to safety drives and campaigns
June the company had proposed con- tric Railway Association held in New of a week or a month. Every day must
sideration of a zone plan, but that the York City on Jan. 4, the feature was the be safety day in our business."
The
Council had never taken any action. presentation of the Anthony N. Brady ideal man for safety work, he explained,
Accordingly he notified the city that Awards for Safety to the Penn-Ohio is not an enthusiast, but a man with
the company desired to arbitrate the System, Youngstown, Ohio, the Tampa a keen, analytical mind, a proper sense
question and had appointed Attorney Electric Company and the Tidewater of values and, above all, a thorough
Charles Higley as its arbitrator.
Power Company, Wilmington, N. C, understanding of human nature.
The Council has always balked at with honorable mention to the LouisCol. A. B. Barber, manager of the
any suggestion of a zone plan. It is pre- ville Railway and the El Paso Electric transportation and communication deparing to resist the demand for an Company. In addition to a large rep- partment, Chamber of Commerce of the
arbitration on the ground that a zone resentation from the membership of the
United States, spoke on "The Nationplan is not a proper subject for arbitra- section there were present a number of wide Movement for Better Street and
tion and that the proposal of the rail- prominent electric railway executives
Highway Traffic." He told of the farway is too vague to arbitrate. Should from various parts of the country.
reaching effects of the measures taken
the Council agree to arbitrate, it has
Arthur Williams, president of the by electric railways along the lines of
until Jan. 16 to name its arbitrator.
American Museum of Safety, expressed accident prevention and the building up
If the Council refuses to appoint an
of good will among their employees.
the belief that the work of the electric
arbitrator, the railway is prepared to railways along the lines of accident preHe said:
name a representative for the city, as vention has been exceedingly valuable
If the electric railway systems in the

Penii'Ohio System

Wins Brady Medal

New

AT

provided in the arbitration clause of
the Tayler grant.
The big stumbling block to a zone
system of fares has been the separate
suburban contracts. In the past six
months, however, two of the suburbs,
East Cleveland and Cleveland Heights,
have been put on a zone plan, paying
a differential of 2 cents for a thorough
ride from the suburb to the city. Lakewood car riders still have the same rate
of fare as Cleveland and a 3-cent local
rate.

The
way is

proposal of the Cleveland Railto establish an inner and outer
zone, the boundary to be at a convenient
point from 4 to 5 miles from the Public
Square.
The rate within each zone
would be determined by the condition
of the interest fund, as at present, plus
a differential, similar to that now in
effect in East Cleveland, for a through
ride.

As

pointed out in President Alexander's letter, under this system only
a few Cleveland riders would be re-

A

in re-establishing
of the public.

them

in the estimation

J. P. Barnes, president of the American Electric Railway Association, told
of the effect upon the personnel of his
property, the Louisville Railway, of the

winning of the Brady Award in 1926.
"There has never been a month since
the winning of the award," said Mr.
Barnes, "that has not seen more trainmen with accident-free records." The
people of Louisville, he said, were
quick to grasp the fact that their company had accomplished a noteworthy
achievement, and the response had been
a decided stimulus to community safety.
L. S. Storrs, managing director of the
American Electric Railway Association,
spoke briefly on the interest of the electric railways in the safety movement,
explaining that accidents were now
costing approximately 4 per cent of the

gross receipts, and would be even more
expensive but for the accident-prevention work which the properties were
carrying on along systematic and me-

country could be brought to realize the
opportunity which the safety movement
offers for their future welfare they would
not delay in entering the contest for the
Brady Awards. Furthermore, if local civic
organizations appreciated what participation
in this contest can effect in securing better
street transportation service for their citizens, I believe they would be among the
first to insist that the systems which serve
them be entered in the contest.
The speaker explained the organization of the Hoover Conference on
Street and Highway Safety, which has
resulted in the adoption of uniform
vehicle code and standard traffic ordi-

nance, the standardization of traffic
In
signs and of pavement markings.
telling of the excellent results that had
followed the abolition of automobile
parking in the Loop district of Chicago
he paid high tribute to the work of
officials of the Chicago railways, which
had made these results possible. The
colonel classified the present traffic regulations in New York as obsolete and
cast doubt upon the assumption that the
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was in any way unusual.
Pennsylvania, he stated, had the best
According to conservative
traffic laws.
estimates traffic delays are costing the
country $2,000,000,000 a year.
local situation

P.R.T. Offers Aid in Traffic Problem

DURING

year

last

this

it

has

become increasingly apparent

Brady
chairman
Gawtry,
Lewis
Award committee of the American Mu-

Philadelphia

factor

the

that

in
of

having a
upon business and

congestion

seum of Safety, then presented the
The gold medal, for
Brady medals.

street-traffic

companies operating over 5,000,000 carmiles during the year, was accepted on

industrial prosperity.
central business area

Penn-Ohio System,
the
of
Youngstown, Ohio, by C. S. MacCalla,

important outlying business centers
has seemingly reached and passed
the saturation point.
Not only the
public transportation mediums but almost all other phases of the city's
economic life are vitally affected by

strangling effect

behalf

vice-president of the property. Present
also, representing the winning company,
were R. P. Stevens, T. A. Kenney, W.
H. Sawyer and R. N. Graham. Mr.
MacCalla gave credit for the company's
excellent showing to the close co-operation of its employees.
In 1928 the Penn-Ohio System won
the Coffin Award and also annexed an
award offered by Forbes Magazine, for
notable progress made in the field of
establishing better public relations. The
Penn-Ohio System is the only property
to have the distinction of receiving all
three of these awards.
The silver medal, for properties operating between 1,000,000 and 5,000,000
car-miles in 1927, was accepted for
Tampa Electric Company by
the

Mr.
Edwards, head of traffic.
Wendell accepted the bronze medal on
behalf of the Tide Water Power Company, Wilmington, N. C, which won the
award during the previous year. Certificates
of honorable mention were
awarded the Louisville Railway, which
M'on the gold medal in 1926, and to the
El Paso Electric Company, which won
C.

S.

the silver award that year.
The awards will be made next year.
The Brooklyn City Railroad Band
made a surprise appearance, coming direct from ifs engagement on the Keith
Employees of the Brooklyn
Circuit.
City Railroad also put on a splendid
minstrel show.

Boston's

Mayor Sees Inadequate
Transit Facilities

Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols, in his
fourth annual address to the City Council, drew attention
to the inadequacy
of the rapid transit facilities of metropo'itan Boston as being "far from what
they should be."
He claimed that the
run-down condition of the Boston Elevated when it was taken under public
control in 1918 was a matter of common

is

Traffic in the

and in various

—

the resulting congestion.
All authorities agree that sweeping
steps should be taken to correct this

condition before Philadelphia can
hold its present industrial leadership
and hope for future expansion. Accordingly, Mitten Management, operator of the Philadelphia Rapid

Boylston

.Street

Subway

to

Harvard Ave-

nue, with the necessary extension on Beacon Street at Governor Square, and the
extension of the Elevated from Forest Hills
out Hyde Park Avenue to a station near
Mt. Hope to care for the residents of Hyde
Park, and thence across the main line of
the New Haven Railroad and Washington
Street to the West Roxbury Branch, and
thence along the West Roxbury Branch

through Roslindale and West Roxbury.

Jeweled Badges for Chicago

Employees

Company,

Chicago,

111.

A

of 923 men and 75 women employees, who have worked on the "L"
for twenty years and upwards, were
awarded the jeweled emblems, accompanied by a personal letter of congratulation from Mr. Budd.
The wives of
the veteran employees received annual
passes on the lines for their personal use.
survey of employjnent records on
the "L" showed that 35 employees had
been with the railroads for 35 years; 145
total

A

more than 30 years; 317 more than 25
years and 501 more than 20 years. The
years of service are denoted bv the
jewels in the gold badares. 20-year
badges having one ruby 25 years, two
rubies
30 years, three rubies and 35
years, one diamond. About 17 per cent
;

:

knowledge.
His address in part follows:
During the past ten years the physical
properties of the Elevated have been rehabilitated.
In the ten years ending Dec.
.31,
1927, $22,115,563 had been expended
from the depreciation account by the public
trustees and included in the cost of service
to the car-rider, as against $1,006,249 similarly applied in the preceding ten years.
I believe that necessary rapid transit extensions should be provided with comparatively
slight, if any, burden on the taxpayer.
I
shall urge upon the Legislature this
rear the construction of the Huntington
Avenue Subway, the extension to Day
Square in East Boston, the extension of the

of the entire
lines

are

working forces on the "L"

represented

in

the

veterans'

legion.

Electric

Railway Status

Before Commission
The
tive

services of its engineers and
traffic experts toward the working
out of a solution for this problem.
Already comprehensive steps have
been taken in making a city-wide survey of traffic conditions, with a view
to preparing a plan for the city which
will make possible immediate relief
from congestion.
the

The features of co-ordinated transportation in this community have
been and will continue to be applied
toward the elimination of congestion
caused by the public transportation
services
1929 will be a year of
increased activity for every member of the P.R.T. organization.
;

R. T. Senter,
President Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company, in the Philadelphia Ledger.

This revised measure
being considered by the commission, which must approve the matter
before it can be taken up by the House
modifications.

is

now

Committee on Interstate Commerce.
Mr. Johnson's bill proposes to place
a type of electric railway, to be designated as a commercial electric railway,
on a parity with steam lines as far as
the Interstate Commerce Act is concerned. The commission last year expressed a willingness to grant this
parity of rating, but disapproved the

method

Nearly 1,000 veteran employees of the
"L" lines were presented recently with
jeweled service badges by Britton I.
Budd, president of the Chicago Rapid
Transit

Company, has volunteered

Transit

bill, introduced by RepresentaJohnson of Indiana, designed to

clarify the status of electric railways
in relation to the Interstate Commerce
Act, which was opposed by the Interstate Commerce Commission last session, has been brought forth again with

of

classifying

commercial

electric railways.

Supporters of the bill state that, in
general, the measure has been modified
so as to meet many of the objections
raised by the commission. It is pointed
out also that particular attention has
been directed toward retaining control
of electric railways in the hands of
local agencies, so far as this can be
done. Although it is not believed that
the commission will be able to report
on the measure in time to have it receive attention by Congress this session,
it is thought that the effect will be to
emphasize the necessity of clarifying
the
of
railway phase
electric
the
Interstate

Commerce

Act.

Children Favored in Westchester

An amendment, approved by the commission, to the tariff of the Westchester
Street Transportation Company, Inc.,
controlled by the Third Avenue Railway
System, New York, N. Y., establishes
a new regulation to the effect that school
children in regular attendance at schools
served by its lines, on which the fare
for a single ride or in a single zone is
not less than 10 cents, will be permitted
to ride between the hours necessary for
attendance at schools, for a 5-cent fare
certificate from
in any single zone.
the principal of the school stating that
the pupil is a regular attendant, must
be presented at the time of fare

A

payment.

I
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Subway Film Shown
in Philadelphia

A

motion-picture film made by the
Department of City Transit, Philadelphia, Pa., depicting tlie construction
of the Broad Street subway, was shown
for members of the Special Libraries
Council at a meeting in the offices of
the department in City Hall Annex on
Jan. 4. Details of the work were explained by Norman M. Rolston. the
department's photographer, as the film
progressed.

»

Colonel Alexander on the

United States has had a car fare so low as
Cleveland and no city a service equal to
that offered by the Cleveland Railway.
Six thousand people are employed by
the Cleveland Railway and their salaries
amount to more than $10,000,000 a year.
That may give some idea of the scope of
the work that goes on behind the motorman and the conductor.

One
The

of a Series in St. Louis

Louis Public Service ComLouis, Mo., is using considerable newspaper advertising space to
popularize the use of street cars and
pany,

St.

St.

"Elegance came to Cleveland's streets
with the inaugration of the new duplex
car train service, the last word in mettransportation.
The
similar de luxe service
that will one day soon serve all the
city, the new cars are the finest combination of comfort, convenience, speed
and safety yet devised. Luxurious appointments combine with the most modern heating, lighting and operating
devices to make these new trains the
ultimate in travel accommodations.
The
day of the straphanger is passing, for
these cars have the ample accommodations of a transcontinental limited, they
start with the easy acceleration of an
automobile and stop without a stutter
on a dime."
So says Joseph H. Alexander, president of the Cleveland Railway, Cleveland, Ohio, writing in the Cleveland
Trust Company monthly for November.
As Mr. Alexander sees it, there is no
more important factor in this day of
rapid metropolitan transportation than
street
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the

basis

of
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service of
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Cleveland Railway was founded in those
days of stress and the constant effort to
keep just a little ahead of the rest of the
country, in the type of service offered to
Cleveland, has reached from those early
days to the present.
When the business of the Cleveland
Railway is good, the car rider, not the
stockholder, benefits.
At present 6,200
people own the stock of the company and
through the Tayler grant they are paid
only the 6 per cent return upon their investment and no more.
All expenditures
are authorized by the Cleveland City Council,
The service is fixed by City Council
and the fare is determined by the cost of
that servcie.
No other large city in the

.my mitid

limit..

says to the public of Cleveland that
no matter where its destination may be,
there is a street car that will take you
there.
As near as the nearest car stop,
as free from traffic worries as your fireside, the chief points of civic and industrial interest of Cleveland are at your
command.
Parks, theaters, churches,
schools stores, even the great out-ofdoors is reach easily, quickly, conveniently and cheaply by street car.
Mr.
Alexander continues
a far cry from the days when the
John L. Stanley drove a horse-car
and it seems almost as far from the days
of the Municipal Traction Company and
the 3-cent fare of the late Tom L. John-

Milwaukee

Progress is reported in the work of
co-ordinating the city and interurban
lines of the former Milwaukee Northern
Railway with the rest of the system of

Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Company.
The most modern
one-man safety cars of the Milwauthe

kee Electric are being operated, greater
frequency of service has been established, universal transfer privileges extended, and other improvements made.
At the same time, designated city
stops have been made effective on the
Northern Division interurban line, in
accord with the practice on the rest of
the rapid transit system of the Milwaukee Electric. These improvements were
made possible by the merger of the Milwaukee Northern Railway with the

make only

^ly Calls Have

accessibility

It's

at

Milwaukee Electric several months ago.
Rapid transit service between Milwaukee, Racine and Kenosha has been
improved further by extension of local
city service from Racine north to the
Four Mile road. Interurban cars now

of

late

City and Interurban Co-ordination

Light

Passing of the Straphanger

ropolitan

99

Ym can

tmr

day which
dav,

on

clear

JSc

and

And

cafaa far

new plan are East Troy, Big Bend,
Muskego and Rochester. Mukwonago

I iscfcaa-

and Burlington are already served directly by steam railroads, but will also
be able to ship via Milwaukee Electric
and Northwestern or Milwaukee steam

Pau on Son-

pmnin yoa > rU« ail

all line*

in the one-fare

roads.

tone Good al«o on Ydltnc BuMci.

PUBUC SERVICE

Older Employees

COMPANY

GENBRAL OFUCE9 AT

to

]9,h

STREBT ikJ PAKK

combat the inroads of automobiles on
car revenue.
Part of the copy
from the personal experience of street

street
is

car users.

A

typical

ad was from a

salesman

who

increased his calls 30 per cent a day
by using the street cars instead of his
own automobile. He met with no delay
over parking space and suffered no
worry over possibility of getting a summons while making a sale.

The no-parking
town section

of St.

downLouis, Mo., which

rule

for

certain designated stops in
the city of Racine while the new local
service takes care of the city, and suburban passengers formerly carried on the
interurbans.
New freight connections have been
constructed and car inter-change arranged for between the East Troy-Burlington Rapid Transit line and the Chicago & Northwestern and the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad
systems.
Through freight tariffs have
been filed and as a result shippers are
able to save the additional switching
charge formerly collected by the steam
roads.
Stations benefitting most from the

the

proved etTective in the Christmas shopping period, has been continued in force
by Chief of Police Gerk. p;;nforcement
of this rule is simply a matter of courtesy on the part of autoists as there is
no city ordinance covering it. However,
the police experienced little difficulty in
keeping the streets clear of automobiles.

May

Be Saved

in Seattle

The preference prescribed for former
service men under a city charter amendment, voted by the people as a post-war
measure, must be observed in trimming
down the operating force of the Seattle
Municipal
Street
Railway
System,
Seattle,
Wash.
This decision was
reached by the Civil Service Commission after two conferences between representatives of the street car men's union
and George B. Avery, superintendent of
city utilities, had failed to settle the
question satisfactorily.
Approximately
110 street car motormen and conductors
are to be dropped from the payroll when
Mr. Avery replaces shortly most of the
city's two-man street cars with oneman equipment as part of his retrench-

ment program.
Union oflficials have
maintained that seniority rules and personal efficiency should decide which men
are to keep their jobs.

V
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powers, an agreement on fundamentals
in the proposed ordinance was neces-

Ohio Property Sold
The Southern Ohio

Public Service
Company, which
operates
between
Columbus and Zanesville, Ohio, has
been sold to the American Gas &

New

York. The
purchase includes all property and
holdings of the company. It was underElectric

Company,

of

stood the deal involved several millions
of dollars. It is part of the $17,000,000
expansion program announced by the
American Gas & Electric Company.
Permission was recently granted by
the Ohio State Utilities Commission to
the
Southern Ohio Public Service
Company to discontinue the ColumbusZanesville line on Jan. 15. Officials of
the New York concern said they would
abide by the decision of the commission.
Southern Ohio Public Service Company
will continue to operate under the same
name with E. J. Wagenhals, Newark,
Ohio, as general supervisor.

Ordinance Perfection Going Forward in Chicago
Several provisions in the proposed
ordinance for the unification of Chicago
elevated and surface lines are being
questioned as to their constitutionality
by attorneys for the companies. In the
opinion of the attorney for the Chicago
Railways several sections of the city's
ordinance draft, upon which negotiations have been proceeding since last
October, will not stand test.
He referred specifically to the provision requiring the city to pay the discount on
all new capital to be invested in the
Further study is
consolidated system.
being given to the validity of the section authorizing the city to buy the

bonds of the new company.

As an

Vol.73,

al-

ternative it was suggested that the negotiating committee consider the ordinance
prepared several years ago by Francis
X. Busch, former corporation counsel,
which did not necessitate enabling legislation.
The attorney also urged the
committee to ask the General Assembly
for the required legislation before deciding upon the terms of the ordinance.
similar recommenation was made
several weeks ago by A. W. Harris,
chairman of the Chicago Railways'
bondholders protective committee. It is
reported that the new Citizens Traction

A

Settlement Committee, appointed by
Federal Judge Wilkerson, also believes
that enabling legislation should precede
the passage of a franchise ordinance.
Six bills conferring the power to make
the new ordinance effective were prepared recently by the Corporation Counsel for submission to the legislature, but
were not considered by the local transit
committee.
Leonard A. Busby, president of the
Chicago City Railway, contended that
the discount on new money could be
absorbed by amortization and as for
the city buying the bonds of the company, it could use the money to buy
other bonds and get just as good a return on the investment.
Mr. Busby added that before going to
the Legislature and asking for new

United Corporation
Organized

sary.

The session during the week ended in
the Aldermen's deciding to continue the
work of perfecting the present ordinance
before seeking enabling legislation.

Action Deferred in Erie County
Following a public hearing, the Erie
County Board of Supervisors, Buffalo,
has deferred action on the proposed
purchase of the franchise of the Erie

County Traction Company operating an
interurban line between Buffalo and

Hamburg

for $125,000.
It is proposed
to use the right-of-way to widen state
highways which parallel the traction

County Engineer George C. Diehl
estimated it would cost between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000 to acquire rights-ofway if the route of the railway line is
not purchased by the county and an additional $500,000 would be required to
eliminate grade crossings.
Richard S. Persons, president of the
Erie County Traction Company, said
that upwards of $750,000 has been invested in the property and the amount
asked for the right-of-way would only
pay taxes and retire the first mortagage
bonds.
The railway company would
scrap the line and substitute buses.
People along the line are protesting the

Bankers join to acquire certain minority
interests in U.G.I., Public Service of

New

Jersey

and Mohawk-Hudson

THE

acquire certain minority interthe United Gas Improvement
Company, the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey and the MohawkHudson Power Corporation held by the
organizers and the American Superpower Corporation. The capitalization
of the corporation is as follows
To Be
Inc., to

ests

in

Presently

In this connection State legislation
of a permissive but not mandatory
nature will be sought by the Erie Supervisors to insure the legality of the proposed purchase of the railway between
the Buffalo city line and town south.
The plan to purchase the property
and widen the highway is approved by
The
the trustees of towns affected.
Board of Supervisors believes it lacks
sufficient power to negotiate the purchase without state legislation.

The Governor's Appointments
the

Authorized,
Shares

Issued,

Shares

,000,000
(no par value)
None
2,000,000
944,187
Preference stock
•10,000,000
Common stock
3,810,85J
Four million shares will be reserved against
exercise of option warrants.
First preferred stock

1

There will also be presently issued option warrants entitling holders to purchase at any time without limit not in
excess of 4,000,000 shares of common
stock at $27.50 per share.
The preference stock presently to be
issued will be known as three-dollar
cumulative preference stock, will be entitled to cumulative dividends at the rate
of $3 per annum, payable quarterly willj
be redeemable at the corporation's op-,
tion at $55 per share, and will be entitled on liquidation to $50 per shar
and accrued dividends.
;

substitution of buses.

of

,

United Corporation has been^
organized under Delaware laws by
J. P. Morgan & Company, Drexel &
Company and Bonbright & Company,

line.

SEVERAL

No.2

big appoint-

ments now made by Governor
Fuller of Massachusetts are of importance chiefly t* the Metropolitan district. The Boston newspapers
accept as satisfactory the three men
named as state trustees of the BosWinthrop
ton Elevated Railway.
Coffin,
who voluntarily retired,
could not be replaced, in view of
his long experience and special
knowledge of public utilities, yet
Messrs. Harriman and Johnson possess real qualifications for these
Gen. Charles H. Cole,
positions.
the third appointee as trustee,
should prove to be a capable representative on the board of a large
section of the population served by
The compethe Elevated system.
tent Col. Charles R. Gow succeeds
Mr. Harriman as chairman of
the Metropolitan planning division
and his prestige as an engineer
beyond question.
is
Springfield
Republican.

—

There have been purchased by

thi

organizers, for $20,000,000 cash, 800,i"
shares of the common stock and optio:
warrants for 2,000,000 shares of common stock. The balance to be present!
issued of the common stock and option]
warrants and the 944,187 shares o£|
three-dollar cumulative preference stocl
are to be issued in exchange for securities. The prices at which securities havi
been acquired by the corporation froi
the organizers are in excess of the cosi
to them, but below the present market.
The corporation's present assets wil'
consist
of
the
securities
describi
which have an aggregate value i
excess of $130,000,000, and cash in excess of $20,000,000. The balance of the
authorized capital may, in the discretion
of the directors of the corporation, be
issued for cash or property without offering to the stockholders. The directors of the corporation will be Thomas
S. Gates, Alfred L. Loomis, Landon K.

Thome

and George Whitney.

American Superpower
Corporation Announcement
The American Superpower Corpora-"
announced that at a meeting of its
board of directors held on Jan. 12 the
board unanimously voted to accept the
offer of the United Corporation to exchange its holdings of Public Service
Corporation of New Jersey and the
United Gas Improvement Company for
securities of the United Corporation.
tion

January

12,
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C.E.R.A. Committees Complete
Plans

Rooms have been

reserved by the
and arrangement committee of the
Central Electric Railway Association
for the annual meeting to be held at the
hotel

Claypool
Hotel,
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
Jan. 24-25, 1929, as follows 100 rooms
at $3.50; 75 rooms at $4; 25 rooms at
$4.50; 10 suites at $10 (parlor, bedroom
and bath).
These prices are for one in a room;
$1.50 additional for two. Members are
asked to make reservations with the
hotel direct as early as possible.
Provision has also been made by the
committee for the annual dinner on the
evening of Jan. 24, at which time some
unusual entertainment will be offered,
:

and ample arrangements have been made
for the entertainment of ladies attending
the convention.

The program committee has practically completed its work and printed
programs will be mailed out soon. The
_

be sponsored by Representative
George F. Howe and Representative
Frank E. Hoofman.
Mr. Howe's bill would require a crew
of more than one on cars operating over
grades of more than 2 per cent. The
other measure would require a crew of
at least two persons on all cars with
bills will

a seating capacity
passengers.

of

40

or

more

Different Rates Sought
in

Holyoke

The Holyoke

Street Railway, Holyoke,
petitioned
the
Public
Utilities Commission for permission to
revise its rates, so as to sell three tickets
for 25 cents in place of four tickets for
30 cents as at present.
Request also
is made for permission to sell school
children's tickets at the rate of 42 cents
for ten instead of 38 cents for ten.

Mass.,

has

COMING MEETINGS

committee

OF

some

Trade Postponment

Federal

Electric

Bond

8C

Electric

Allied Associations

—American

Share Case

Thomas D. Thatcher

recently postponed for one month argument on the motion of the Federal
Trade Commission to compel certain
officers of the Electric Bond & Share
Company to appear before the commission with ledgers and vouchers.
Subpoenas for the officers were issued
in October.
They contended the Elec-

Bond & Share Company was not

tric

engaged

and not
by the com-

in interstate business

subject to
mission.

investigation

Road Build-

convention and road
show, Cleveland, Ohio.
ers' Association,

Jan. lS-16

Federal Judge

Railway and

Jan. 14-18

in

—Kentucky

Association

of Public Utilities, annual meeting,
Brown Hotel, Louisville, Ky.

Jan. 16-17— CcBtral Electric Traffic
Association, La Salle Hotel, South

Bend, Ind.
Jan. 22— New York Electric RailAssociation, mid-winter meeting
and dinner. Hotel Commodore, New

way

—

Jan. 23-2S Electric Railway Association of Equipment Men, Southern
Properties, and Southwestern Pub<

Service Association, Mechanical
joint
meeting, Houston,

lie

Division,

as counsel before seeking the bench.

way

Tex.

—

Jan. 24-25 Central Electric RailAssociation, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis, Ind.

—Central

Jan. 25-26

Man

of Alliance

Honored
Everett W. Sweezey, general manager of the Stark Electric Railroad,
Alliance, Ohio, and head of a large
Ohio utilities combine, was named a
director of the Alliance First National
Bank at the annual meeting on Jan. 8.
He will fill a vacancy on the board of

Electric Railway Accountants' Association, Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

—

Jan. 2S-Feb. 1 American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, annual convention, 33 W. 39th St.,
York,

One-Man Car

Feb. 7-*— Midwest Electric Rail-

way

Association, Midwinter meeting,
Robidoux Hotel, St. Joseph, Mo.

Feb. 14

Sept.

duction into the Pennsylvania Legislanow in session at Harrisburg. The

ture,

—Central

Electric Railway
Association,

28-Oct.

—^American

4

Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, New Public Auditorium,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Electric

Legislation aimed at the operation of
one-man cars has been prepared by two
Allegheny County members for intro-

good employer-employee relations in
an address before the National Industrial
Conference Board on Nov. IS,
1928. ' The Boston Elevated employees
are asked to make the theory work in a
practical way.

What Happens

to

Tokens

in

Rochester
With the advent of a 10-cent cash
fare on railway and bus lines of the
New York State Railways in Rochester
on Jan. 1, the metal "takens" used for
convenience

in

making change during

the 9-cent fare's reign, are no more.
The tokens will be held in reserve
during the life of the present serviceat-cost contract under which the railways operate their lines, as a reduction
in fare is possible.
Despite the 1-cent
cash fare boost, the tickets can still be
purchased at the old rate, 8J cents each
or twelve for $1. The change, railway
officials expect, will result in an increased use of tickets. Under the 9-cent
fare, it was estimated that about 60 per
cent of riders used tickets.
Thus the
casual rider will bear the brunt of the
fare increase.
The fare was raised to enable the
railway to recoup the balancing fund
of $300,000 created when the serviceat-cost contract went into effect in 1920.

New

Fare Agreement in
Bloomington and Decatur

Demand of modification of the street
car and bus fares in Bloomington and
Decatur, 111., has resulted in the Illinois
Power & Light Corporation agreeing
a schedule of seven street
car or bus fare tokens for SO cents and
fifteen for $1, effective Feb. 1.
The
company is retaining the present
authorized fare of 10 cents with three
tokens for 25 cents.
to establish

New

Legislation

in Pennsylvania

are words advanced by E. K. Hall, vicepresident of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, as the "4 C's"

N. Y.

Master Mechanics'
Youngstown, Ohio.

directors.

Contact, Conference, Confidence and
Co-operation are the four C's of a successful new year, the goal of the Boston
Elevated Railway, Boston, Mass. They

York, N. Y.

Judge Thatcher found himself disqualified from sitting in the case because he had represented the company

Railway

"4 C's" to Bring Success
in Boston

of

subjects selected are of vital interest to
members of the association, and the

has endeavored to secure
of the best available talent to address the meeting. Each member of the
association is urged to attend and to
take part in the discussions.

101

Wage

Increase in

York

An increase in pay for both motormen
and conductors was a New Year's gift
to employees on the York Railways,
York, Pa. Under the new scale trainmen on two-men cars will receive an
increase from 48 to SS cents an hour
and operators of one-man cars an increase of from 53 to 60 cents an hour.
This increase was in recognition for
"loyal and efficient" service. The company for the first eleven months of 1928
reported a decrease
$60,000 in revenue.

of

approximately
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Recent Bus Developments
=flfe^

Succeed Manhattan operating deficit of upwards of $10,000
a month, grade "crossing eliminations
Bridge 3-Cent Line
required by the Transit Commission

C

Commissioner Charles
Lockwood recently announced that he
would recommend to the full commission that the Manhattan Bridge 3-Cent
Line is "an undue obstruction to traffic"
on the bridge. His action is in rapport
with a resolution adopted by the Board
of Estimate last October on the recommendation of Controller C. W. Berry,
who urged the immediate purchase of
Transit

the right-of-way at the price of $184,000.
Later $206,760 was named as the price

at least $4,000,000 and
the fact that inevitably the city's own
rapid transit lines must serve the terri-

which would cost

tory

traversed

by

the

1937.

railway franchise expires in
It covers a surface route running

from the Bowery at Canal Street to
Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn. Edward A.
Byrne, chief engineer of the Department
of Plant and Structures, stated that
a temporary bus route would be established as soon as the tracks have
been removed.
The Equitable
the

amended

pending

in the

Coach Company,

franchise

Board

petition

in

now

of Estimate, seeks

to operate a bus line across the bridge

between the terminal points now connected by the 3-cent surface car route.
The surface car line's equipment includes sixteen cars, automobiles, poles,
wire, paving and other supplies. The
company's figure of $184,000 included
$57,600 as payment for the equipment
and $126,000 as the value of the unexpired portion of the franchise.
This purchase by the city was referred to in the Electric Railway
Journal issue of Nov. 3, 1928.

Branch.

future.

Change

in Vehicle Requirements
Proposed in Boston

Henry

I.

The Public Service Commission has
approved a new schedule for the
Rochester Railways Co-ordinated Bus
Lines, Inc., under which the cash fare
on its several lines in the city of
Rochester, N. Y., is increased from 9 to
10 cents. Fares to or from points outside the limits of the city of Rochester
are similarly increased.
There is no
change in transfer arrangements, except
that on the Grand View Bus Line and
Island Cottage Bus Line transfers issued
by the New York State Railways will
be accepted without additional payment.

Bus Likely to Supplant
Whitestone Branch
The Long
Le

George

Island

Railroad through

Boutillier,

vice-president,

has applied to the Interstate Commerce
Commission for permission to abandon
the Whitestone Branch, an electric
In its application the company
claims that three factors have forced
the road to this conclusion. They are
the continuous falling off of business
for a number of years, resulting in an

division.

Harriman, for the Boston

Elevated Railway trustees, has had filed
at the State House a bill permitting
the use of buses 31 ft. 6 in. long, instead
of 29 ft. as the present law requires, on
routes of the Boston Elevated and bus
routes in the state authorized by the
department of public utilities. At the
present time, to conform to the Massachusetts law, buses have to be especially
built, since the state's

from the other

Sought by

Pacific Electric

Railway has ap-l
Commission for al

Pacific Electric

plied to the Railroad
certificate of public

convenience

and'

necessity to operate an auto stage service between Wingfoot (Pacific Electric
Station) in Los Angeles and the Ford]
plant in Long Beach and intermediate'
i

points.

Seattle-Tacoma

In addition to these considerations,
the bus situation, which has been more
or less in suspense for a considerable
time, is rapidly straightening out and a
comprehensive system of buses in the
territory will be completed in the near

regulations differ

states.

Extensive Rerouting in Toledo
Toledo's most ambitious rerouting of
its public transportation system in many
years became effective on Jan. 1 when
the new Franklin-Fulton bus line was
put into service, a new Lincoln Avenue
line created,

Higher Fares on Rochester Lines

Certificate

N 0.2

Whitestone

to be paid.

The

New
The

May

Buses

Vol.73,

and the Ottawa Park and

Ottawa Hills line, serving the same
territory partially, began operations in
conformity with the railway-bus plan
of the Community Traction Company,
amending the Milner ordinance operation.
Announcement of the new bus routing was simplified by Commissioner
E. L. Graumlich by issuing them to
newspapers and in pamphlets in the
form of a small map in black and white.
Bus revenue of the Community
Traction Company, is now nearly three
times as great as it was a year ago.
The Bancroft Belt line, one of the
oldest railway lines in Toledo, was
abandoned on Dec. 31, 1928. Thomas
Shirley, a motorman on the railway
lines in Toledo for 35 years, was assigned to take the last car around the
loop.
He had broken in on the line
about four years after it started. On
the car that night were passengers
whose parents Shirley had carried to
school on the cars of the old line.
The Bancroft Belt was one of the
lines laid out in 1889 by the Toledo
Two of its
Electric Street Railway.
sister lines have been abandoned in
It was one of the sorecent years.
called Robison lines.
Loss of this line
will be compensated by a new bus line.

Now Has

Reduced Rates
After providing transit

facilities

be-

tween Seattle and Tacoma for the past
26 years, the Seattle-Tacoma interurban
line of the Puget Sound Electric Company ceased operations on Dec. 30. At
11:30 o'clock, single-car trains left the
Seattle Station and the Tacoma Station
on the last runs over the line. They were
manned by four men who have been
with the line since its establishment in
1902.
When these cars reached their
terminals one hour and ten minutes
later, the road passed into history. The
competition of auto stage lines and
private automobiles has caused a falling
off in passenger traffic so great that
abandonment became necessary. Rolling
stock and equipment will be sold or
transferred to other holdings of the
company and shops and trackage
removed.
The North Coast Transportation
Company, a Stone & Webster subsidiary, which operates automobile stages

between

the

two

cities,

announced a
effective on

reduction of stage fares,
Jan. 3, following more frequent service
and faster running time. Fares for the
one-way and for the round trip are
reduced. Reductions also are made in
fares
deen,

other

from Seattle
Chehalis,
points.

to

:

|

i

|

i

j

•

Olympia, Aberand several

Centralia
_

Highway Costs Should Also
Be Met by Bus Companies
James

F. Hamilton, president of the
State Railways, believes that

^

New York

bus and trucking companies should pay
their share of highway upkeep costs.
Asked for his opinion after Charles
Barhani, vice-president of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad,
had declared at a Chamber of Commerce
meeting in Rochester that motorized
carriers should be taxed for road repairs
and construction. President Hamilton
said

The companies should be taxed in proportion to the amount of wear and tear they
give the roads. Not only do they offer unfair competition to the railroad and trolley
lines by being able to use highways free
while the latter have to pay large amounts
for the upkeep of their paving, but the
trucks and buses are to a large measure
accountable for wearing out roads.

The company
ton

is

of which Mr. Hamilpresident, besides operating the

surface and subway lines in
Rochester, has a fleet of more than
100 city and interurban buses in operation at the present time.
electric

-

January

12.
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P.R.T. Underliers Petition to

Financial and Corporate

Be Heard
in Common

Judge Finletter,

Maturities

I

of

to employees to purchase the stock themselves special terms have been arranged
of $5 per share down and $5 per share

Eastern

Met

Massachusetts
The

per month until the stock

Eastern Massachusetts Street
Railway, Boston, Mass., paid off on Jan.
2 maturing bonds totalling $628,700 consisting of the following issues
$55,500 Mystic Valley 6s; $220,000
New Bedford, Middleboro & Brockton
5s; $46,000 Boston, Milton & Brockton
6s;
$224,000 Eastern Massachusetts
S-A 6s and $79,200 Eastern Massachu-

_

setts

S-C

^492,514 Net

Company, Baltimore, Md., of $72,For the eleven months operating
expenses increased $186,590, and net
earnings decreased $97,994. The company says that this decrease will be
more than offset by the adjustments
that were made at the end of last year
through allowance by the Maryland
Public Service Commission for increased costs of power and accidents.
November showed an increase in

2.

•

the electric line east of the Southwest
Washington fair grounds directly to the
big sawmill plant of the Eastern Railway & Lumber Company in Centralia.
It is reported that about $500,000 will
u
be spent and it is also proposed1.
that the
entire trackage will be rebuilt and rehabilitated with heavy steel used.

iji.-i

The purpose

if-insure

„„•
mainly

<

of

enterprise
--"iv.^nsw

this

permanency

to

at

is
13

Che-

Coal Creek Lumber Company, owned
by C. L. Brown, and to insure future
log supply of the Eastern
Centralia.

company

/-•

Georgia rEmployees
Sell Stock
•

«

*
Agam

J

•

,

The company now pays $8,822,845
annually to the subsidiaries as rentals,
but Mr. Hadley holds the view that

^"^

^'^^•^t o^ the new fare rate of
tokens for 35 cents or 10 cents
straight will not bq known until the
December operating report is compiled,
^^ the rate did not become effective
""til Dec. 1.
^^^ statement of the company for
'''^
eleven months ended Nov. 30 is
^^ follows
^°"''.

===^=^=^=^=:=^=^=^
,92g

Passenger revenue
otherrevenue

$I4,646,25<
'|96;5I2

——

Totals

'

„
..
Operating

Way

.

xi9,'406

—

$53016

'

'-

expenses

and structures

$804 498

$31 810
i3;89i

845;i45

pjjfe?™^""
Conducting

transportation.'.

473

y

J.^^^", and miscellaneous...
,;
General
Transportation for inc.—Cr..

UM

"'402

'20,'804
1,468,980

69127

*6 9I2

8 268

9;273

—

2650

^°'*''

$9.905,462

$i 89,241

Net operating revenue
Taxes

$4,937,304
1,449,625

x$I36,225
xl5,859

Operating income
Non-operating income

$3,487,679
134,237

x$ 20 365

$3,621,916
2,616,068

x$l32,835
x34,840

Depreciation

—

742 158
'

„

,

n
j
Remainder
interest on income bonds.:..

'-

1

Ml 2,469

there is no guarantee to the city that
the transit company will continue to
pay rentals sufficient to meet the sinking-fund and interest charges on the

proposed bond

issue.

Further Steps in Washington

Merger
By

action taken at a meeting of the
Senate District committee on Jan. 9,
Congress has eliminated any fixed
valuation amount from its consideration
of the bill proposing a merger of the
Washington street railways.
resolution was adopted directing the District
Utilities Commission to evaluate the
properties within two years, during
which time it was agreed that the rate
of fare should remain unchanged. The
Senate committee also requested the

A

Utilities

Commission

to allow Dr.

Milo

R. Maltbie, whose services have been engaged by the committee for the purpose
of advising it on the merger situation,
to direct the valuation.
It is believed in some quarters that the
Senate's action in placing Dr. Maltbie
in charge of the valuation study is
intended as a rebuke to the Utilities
Commission. It is pointed out that Dr.
Maltbie reported to the Senate that the
companies' $50,000,000 figure is excessive.
The Senate in striking the
valuation factor from the merger bill,
however, did so without prejudi'ce.
Dr. Maltbie was authorized also to
represent the Senate Committee in conferences with street railway officials for
the purpose of settling the disputed
points.
«

~:

$1005 847
513333

—

i$97 994
'"^'•'"'*

$492 514
»4»A>|4

Ti97 994
x$»7,994

California Short Line Acquired

'-

^
Net, income
-

,

stock
pays
dividends
quarterly,
is
offered to residents of Georgia only and
IS being sold both for cash and
on the
time-payment plan, the latter calling for
down payment of $10 per share and payment of $10 per share per month until
the stock IS paid for. As an inducement

increase
"$"2*423

$14 842 766

Gross income
Fixed charges

hrough its employees the Georgia
,-?
Tj
t,°
^
A
Power Company, Atlanta,
Ga., is offering $5 preferred stock at $90 '^
per ondn.,
share,
^
J
Iplus accrued
dividends, on terms and
conditions similar to those under which
the company employees so successfully
sold the company's $6 preferred stock.
Employees are to be paid a commission
of $1 a share on all stock sold.
The
1

.

underliers.

423.

N^

at

•

tric

gross revenue slightly less than the increase noted for October. The passenger earnings for November were $1,344,326 compared with $1,317,692 for November, 1927, an increase of $26,634.
income increased $1,881.

Western Line to Be Taken Over
by Steam Road
W. E. Brown president of the CowChehalis and Cascade Railway and
Chicago, Milwaukee & Pacific Railroad, has announced a proposition to
take over the interurban electric line
operating for the last twenty years between Chehalis and Centralia, Washington. The tentative plan is contingent
on permission being granted by the
city of Chehalis to extend the trackage.
Other plans include an extension of

in Baltimore

the
first
eleven
months of
1928 there was an increase in passenger
revenue of the United Railways & Elec-

In addition, the road had in its own
treasury bonds of these various issues
aggregating $258,300 which have also
been retired.
On Feb. 1, there is a further maturity
of $293,000 South Shore & Boston 6s
which will undoubtedly be paid off from
treasury resources, as were the bonds

litz,

paid.

For

6s.

coming due Jan.

is

Pleas
Court, recently fixed Jan. 19, to hear
the petition asking for a court ruling
on whether the $138,376,907 which the
city proposes to pay for the purchase
of the underlying companies of the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit may be
deducted from the city's indebtedness
in ascertaining its borrowing capacity.
To date Controller Hadley has failed to
join in the court action.
The city intends to issue bonds in the amount
needed to acquire the franchise of the

^*'°

°'''

'°<'"™« •>y

months was

as foUows:

increase

1928

-

t
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x$97,994

Formal acquisition of the Sacramento Short Line by the Sacramento
Northern Railway, subsidiary of the
Western Pacific, has been effected. Operation of the Short Line will enable
the Sacramento Northern to operate a

through line of electric railroad between
Oakland and Chico, via Sacramento.

H. M.
Western

Adams,

president of the
Railroad, has been
elected president of the Sacramento
Northern Railway to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of G. F.
Detrick.
Pacific
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Personal Items
Heads New

Edward

G. Buckland was elected
chairman of the board of directors of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad, with the authority to exercise
the powers and perform the duties of
president until a president is elected.
He fills the vacancy caused by the
recent death of Edward J. Pearson.

Mr.

Buckland has

with the

New Haven

been connected
system since 1898

when he became

attorney for Rhode
Island with office in Providence.
In
1904 he was appointed attorney for
Connecticut and New York and in 1907
was appointed vice-president. Later,

duties were extended to that of
general counsel. At the time the government took over control of the railroads in 1918, Mr. Buckland became
president of the corporate organization
which position he held until 1920 when
the road was returned to private control.
He was then re-elected vice-president and general counsel.
In 1924,
under a revision of the company's
organization, Mr.
Buckland became
vice-president in charge of law and
finance and corporate relations.
Mr. Buckland was born in Buffalo
in 1866. He holds degrees from Washburn College and from the Yale Law
School. For the nine years ended 1898
his

he

was

an

instructor and
professor of law at Yale.

Mr.

Murray

was born in
educated in the
Brooklyn Preparatory School and was
graduated from the Stevens Institute
of Technology.
others.

Albany.

Haven Road

He was

James F. Hamilton Leading Figure
in

New York

following year was named a vice-presiIn 1918, a few months later, he
was elevated to the presidency of the
company, a position he has held without
interruption since. He is a past president of the New York Electric Railway Association.
Under the combination, the electric
railway, bus and trackless trolley lines
of Rochester, Syracuse and Utica (New
York State Railways) Albany, Rensselaer, Troy, Cohoes and Watervliet
(United
Traction
Company)
and

dent.

^^^
E. G. Buckland

Vol.7i,No2

State Acquisition

James F. Hamilton, of Rochester, for
ten years president of the New York
State Railways, has been elected president of the Schenectady Railway, the
United Traction Company of Albany
and the Capitol District Transportation
Company, all recently acquired by the
E. L. Phillips interests of New York,
owners of the New York State Railways. It is expected that the systems,
serving eight cities and scores of rural
communities, will be merged into one of
the biggest combines in the state, with
executive offices in Rochester and with

1

'

i

Schenectady
(Schenectady Railway)
be united. The Capitol District
Transportation Company operates bus

'•

will

i

I

in the Albany territory. Many
other interurban and bus lines serving
lines

;

western and central

New York

will

be

,

part of the gigantic system.
Schenectady Railway directors are
James F. Hamilton, B. E. Tilton, of
Syracuse; E. J. Crammey and H. P.
Frost, of E. L. Phillips & Company,
New York; E. G. Connette, United
Gas & Electric Engineering Corporation; and Frank J. Stolz and A. S.
Kleeman, of New York. Officers are
James F. Hamilton, president; J. B.
Mahon, secretary-treasurer; J. M. Joel,
general auditor, and Roy R. Hadsell,
;ell,
general manager.
United Traction Company directon
are James F. Hamilton and Howard
Rei chart, of New York State Railways
H. B. Weatherwax, of Albany, ant
E. J. Crummey, Frank J. Stolz, George
W. Olmstead, Ernest Murphy and B. S.
Granley of New York. Officers are
president, James F. Hamilton
vicepresidents, Messrs. Stolz and Weatherwax; secretary, E. J. Crummey;
treasurer, H. L. Reichart and comp-

1

[
I

;

j
i

j

|

J

|

;

assistant

troller, J.

Messrs. Fullen and

I

M.

I

;

\

Joel.

Capitol District Transportation Company directors are Messrs. Hamilton,

Murray

Murphy, and Weatherwax. Offisame as those of the United
Traction Company.

Appointed

Stolz,

cers are the

William G. Fullen has succeeded
John J. Gilchrist as chairman of the
New York Transit Commission. He
has been in contact with rapid transit
affairs in New York for more than
twenty years. As chief counsel he
served the old Public Service Commission and later in a similar capacity with
the New York City Board of Transportation he learned much about the
transit problems affecting the metropolis.
In 1907 he became a clerk in the
office of the old Public Service Commission only later to become secretary
to counsel and ultimately chief counsel,
holding that office when the Board of
Transportation was established in 1924.
He then became chief counsel to that
body, but resigned last August to enter
private law practice.
John F. Murray has been appointed
a member of the New York Port Authority by Governor Roosevelt, to succeed H. K. Twitchell, deceased. For
several years the incumbent was vicepresident and general manager of
the Metropolitan Service Corporation,
Brooklyn, and in 1923 he became the
vice-president of Thomas E. Murray,
Inc., consulting engineers of Brooklyn,
a position he now holds along with

James

F.

Hamilton

Mr. Hamilton as president. The merger
awaits approval by the Public Service
Commission. It is believed that, following his usual policy, Mr. Phillips
will form a holding corporation to
govern all the companies embraced in
the pending merger.
Mr. Hamilton began his railway
career as a conductor in Buffalo when
a boy. He succeeds Leonor F. Loree,
president of the Delaware & Hudson
Railroad, at the helm of the United
Traction and the Capitol District Companies, and replaces James
Hustis
as head of the Schenectady unit. Mr.
Hamilton has had a Horatio Alger
career.
Born on a farm in Birdsall,

H

Allegheny County, he was a conductor
on the Buffalo surface lines for several
years.
In 1903 he became assistant
superintendent of the Schenectady Railway and seven years later was promoted
to superintendent. In 1911 he was made
general superintendent of the United
Traction Company in Albany and the
next year became general manager of
the Albany and Schenectady lines. He
came to the New York State Railways
as

general

manager

in

1917 and the

H. Lee Jones, former newspaperman
and director of the Kansas Public Utility Information Bureau, has been appointed, effective Jan. 1, assistant to the
vice-president of the Kansas Gas &
Electric Company at Wichita to sueceed the late Col. R. H. Timmons, who
was drowned recently. For a number

of years Mr. Jones was connected with
the staff of the Topeka Capital. Six
years ago he returned to Topeka as director of the information bureau formed
by the Kansas public service companies.'
E.

I.

Lewis has been

elected chair-

of the Interstate Commerce CoraHe
mission to serve the year 1929.
succeeds Commissioner J. B. Campbell
in the post, under the plan of rotation
among the nine members. Mr. Lewis
was chairman of the Indiana Public

man

Service

Commission

when named

to

the Interstate Commission.

Fred

I.

King, who has been

associ-

ated with the Indiana State Fire Mar-j
shal's office for the last three years, has)
been named secretary of the Indiana]
Public Service Commission.

.

|

j

January

12,
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New Manager

Manchester's

Is

Versatile and Progressive

manager of
Edinburgh Corporation Tramways,
has been approved as the unanimous
choice of the Manchester Tramways
committee for general manager of the
Corporation
Tramways.
Manchester
Mr. Pilcher is an outstanding example
R. Stuart Pilcher, general

the

craftsman

who

internationally
minded ^an eclectic willing to adopt or
adapt good ideas regardless of origin or
local prejudice.
Mr. Pilcher's early training was obtained in Canada with the Montreal
Tramways. FrcTm 1906 to 1918 he was
of a

—

is

general manager at Aberdeen, where he
proved his ability to keep out of the
grooveway.
His experiments with
zone-fare prepayment cars and his work
with de luxe car seating at that time
might have gone a long way toward
earlier rejuvenation of the industry if
the war and post-war conditions had not
prevented this.
Mr. Pilcher went to Edinburgh in
1918, when the privately-owned cable
railway came into the possession of the
city.
At that time the bus had come to
be quite generally accepted for use in
Great Britain.
As a result
there was great clamor from
more or less interested forces

Canada. His statement on the subject
left nothing effective to say in reply.
In employee relations Mr. Pilcher has
also shown unusual traits.
When he
started an employee magazine he did not
remain content to urge subordinates to
work for the magazine, but set the example with his own contributions.
Qualities such as these will give the
metropolis of Manchester a transportation executive ideally fitted to cope with
its great problems be they underground
railways or lines in the congested districts, or far-flung coach services in the
greater Manchester area.

New

Appointments on
Ohio Interurban

Messrs. Stoughton and Donecker honored.
Two experienced railway men take over
new work in Conway organization

RUSSELL

S.

STOUGHTON
& Dayton

Railway,
Cincinnati, Ohio, operating more than
300 miles of track.

Hamilton

manager of the PubService Railway of New Jersey, one
of the largest properties in America.
Mr. Donecker served in this capacity for
about twelve years. Since that time he
has been engaged in general reporting
work on utilities and in other activities
connected with railway and bus operaassistant general
lic

tions.

Russell S. Stoughton is a graduate of
the Engineering School of the University of Pennsylvania.
He has been
associated with the Conway organization for the past eight years in connection with public utility investigations
made during that time. He also had
charge of the field work of a number of
important investigations and studies in

connection with operating and traflfic
problems made during the last few
years by Thomas Conway and his
associates.

and

C. Donecker were recently
elected assistant to the president and
vice-president respectively of the Cin-

H.

cinnati,

105

Mr. Donecker was originally associ-

remove Edinburgh's rails
After wide study
Mr. Pilcher concluded that

to

altogether.

Personnel Changes in St. Louis

Dan Evans, assistant engineer of
maintenance of way department of the
St. Louis Public Service Corporation,
St. Louis, Mo., was appointed insurance
engineer attached to the treasury department, reporting directly
to the executive vice-president. Stanley Clarke.
Mr.
Evans will have charge of all
matters
pertaining
into
surance.

The chemical laboratory department was discontinued
and M. M. Ridker, chemist,
and his assistant J. J. Lewis
have been transferred to the
equipment department as en-

certain routes should undoubtedly be electrified, but that

others could provisionally be
operated with buses. Experience would furnish the basis
for extending or stopping the
electrification

routes.

policy

of

gineers of tests reporting direct to O. C. Wright, general
superintendent of equipment.
Messrs. Edward Boehm and

additional

The result of this
was the electrification

of track on all the important
routes. This decision did not

Henry W. Finklang of the
prevent Mr. Pilcher from enchemical
laboratory
were
R. S. Stoughton
H. C. Donecker
couraging the use of the bus
transferred to the material
and turning that recently deand stores department, reportveloped transportation vehicle to advan- ated with Totu L. Johnson and his ing to general storekeeper, D. J. Kelly.
tage in supplying sightseeing services. brother, Albert L. Johnson, in the conThese changes were effective Jan. 1.
In recent years he has made effective struction and operation of the Nassau
on a large scale the de luxe seating pro- Electric Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y. He
gram advocated by him more than a acted as secretary and general assistant
decade ago. Car illumination also has to Albert Johnson, who was president of
Samuel White, chairman of the
been greatly improved, and every pos- the company which subsequently acsible effort made to eliminate noisy
quired the Atlantic Avenue Railroad, Bristol, England, Tramways & Carcars.
An example of his independent and was itself purchased by the Brook- riage Company, died on Nov. 29. He
thinking in equipment matters is the lyn Rapid Transit
Mr. and his late brother Sir George White
Company.

OBITUARY

comprehensive installation of air brakes
reversal

use of the electric
brake formerly general in Great Britain.
Mr. Pilcher believed that the air brake
was as desirable for shortening stops as
greater capacity motors were for permitting faster starting.
Mr. Pilcher's success in securing acceptance of unusual ideas comes from
the combination ^of a pleasing personality and thorough study of the facts.
On one occasion, when members of the
Edinburgh Council suggested that the
American flat fare be adopted, it developed that the general manager was
already completely conversant with the
fare history of the United States and
in

of the

Donecker then went to St. Louis and
was secretary and assistant to the late
Jilson J. Coleman, who had been general manager of the Nassau Company,
and assisted in the work incident to the
preliminary investigations, actual consolidation, and initial operation of the
railroads there merging under the name
of St. Louis Transit Company. He then
returned to New York to enter the employ of Ford, Bacon & Davis, of New
York, engaging while there in reporting
work on railway properties. His next
connection was with the American
Electric Railway Association, where for
a number of years he acted as secretary

and treasurer, retiring

in

1912 to become

up the tramway system of Bristol
and introduced there some of the first
electric cars to be used in England.
Charles George Rowlette, vicepresident and treasurer of the TimkenDetroit Axle Company, Detroit, Mich.,
died on Dec. 24. Previous to this conbuilt

nection he worked in various capacities
and locations for the American Sheet &
Tin Plate Works. In 1916 he entered
the Timken-Detroit
Axle Company
service as accounting manager.
Two
years later he was made assistant
treasurer and in 1919 was elected treasurer.
Later he became treasurer and
assistant secretary, vice-president and
treasurer and in 1926 a director.
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ductivity that will
order out of chaos.

Book Reviews

which

"Propaganda"
Public

Mind

in the

eventually

bring

Thus does he
he

terms

in

"T|p

Making," see

this

influence as immortal.
The author, whose book "Crystalliz-

Handling London
Underground Traffic

By

J.

P.

Thomas, operating manager

of

London's Underground. Published by London's Underground, 55 Broadway, Westminster, London, S.W. 1. Cloth. 237 pages
with index. Price 7s.6d.

This is a very interesting account
of various aspects of the operation of
the underground railways in London,
primarily from a transportation point
Its preparation was begun
of view.
originally for the benefit of the staff

employed, to assist them to view their

work as a whole from the outside. Then
it was felt that a still wider audience
might be interested. The result is the
most extensive volume on the operation of any single electric railway or
group of electric railways under one
management which has ever been pubThe nearest approaches are
lished.
probably the volumes issued some 25
years ago by the Grosse Berliner
Strassenbahn and by the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company (the latter
mostly on construction), and the 50year Jubilee Book on "State Railways
and Tramways in the Dutch East
Indies," published in 1925, though the
latter also contained

much information

on steam traction.

Mr. Thomas is to be congratulated
on the thorough manner in which he
has treated his subject. Thus, the table
contents shows that the topics
organizatreated in their order are:
tion of the operating department, staff
education and control, arranging and
providing the service, problems of operation, control of the traffic, signalling
and emergency devices, abnormal traffic movements, rolling stock, fare col-

of

reader the impression of a fixed and
settled state of affairs on the London
Underground, this is far from the case.
Improvement is never ended. The
practice of the company is not static.
It is and always must be subject to
constant change.

Digest of Motor Court Decisions on
Motor Carrier Operations

By John M. Meighan, secretary National
Motor Bus Division, American Automobile
Association, published by National Motor
Bus Division of the American Automobile
Association, Washington, D. C.
Price, $10.

general use of buses is so recent
not surprising that the law respecting them is still in the making. There
has been, of course, a great deal of
legislation, but until a statute has been
construed by the courts its practical
The Amerieffect is often uncertain.
can Automobile Association, through its
Motor Bus Division, has therefore conferred a favor on the industry by compiling decisions of the courts, relating
to this branch of the transportation industry. These decisions are not printed
in full but are digested, so as to make
the salient points as accessible as possible.
They are grouped into fourteen
divisions, or chapters, as follows:

The

it

is

Accident Lialsility; Certificates of
Convenience and Necessity

Public

Interstate Carriers; Certificate of

Convenience and Necessity

lic

and operation of waiting

stations and relations with employees,
with two additional chapters of staOne of these relates to the
tistics.

movement of population

;

Constitutionality of Reg;
Constitutionality of Taxation

—

Common and

Contract Carriers Determination of Status Indemnity Bonds
and Insurance; Injunctive Action ReRates Regulastraining Competition
tion as Exercised Under State and
Local Police Powers; Scope of State
Commission's Regulations Taxes InCarriers
Taxes
Intrastate
terstate
Carriers; Miscellaneous. Each chapter
is further divided into decisions of the
United States Supreme Court, United
States district courts and state courts.
An index is included in which there is
a short syllabus of each case, giving
;

;

London,
with the functions, advantages and disadvantages of other means of transit,
like bus and tram.
The other chapter
gives passenger and financial records
of the underground railways themselves.

Many

articles

relating to operating

underground system
in London have appeared in previous
From them
issues of the Journal.

practices

of

;

;

in

the

readers of this paper are familiar with
the
main principles involved. Mr.
Thomas' book, of course, describes
these methods in much greater detail,
as well as many others of great value.
American managers, especially of rapid
transit lines, can obtain a great many
helpful ideas from a study of this book,
particularly on the subject, now considered so important here, of making
railway travel easy and comfortable,
and thus attracting passengers.
The book contains a foreword by
Frank Pick, managing director. He
explains that while it may give the

Pub-

— Intra-

state Carriers

ulations

;

lection, design

711 pages.

the

—

—

main points involved.
the report up

To keep

to date the
publishers expect to issue monthly supplements of new decisions at an annual
subscription price.

ing Public Opinion" has been widely
read, says that his purpose in the later
work was to explain the structure
of the mechanism which controls the
public mind and to tell how the special
pleader and propagandist seeks to create
public acceptance for a particular idea

or commodity. And why not? As it
would be impossible for all men to studv
social,
difficult
the
themselves
for
political and businejs problems of the
day, a man is satisfied to have objects

and ideas brought to his attention
through the agency of propaganda.
How entirely the public has become
subjects of dictators and new propagandists, who win the public mind over
to concentration on some particular idea
or object is shown in some pertinent
examples. He draws a clear picture of
the present-day public relations counsel
and explains his efforts to analyze his
public.

In fact, after a reading of this book,
one might say there is propaganda in
everything, or rather nothing is without f
"
The author shows its
propaganda.
potency in business and its relations
with the public, in politics in its "drive
for votes," in education in an effort to
make the public understand the relationship between the general public and the
Social service, too.
academic idea.
needs propaganda activities, whether it
be a campaign to preserve the teeth or
one to urge the laying out of better
parks.
To win public approval of an
unknown artist's canvases, an intensive
propagandizing effort must also be made.
After an intensive study and comprehensive survey of the methods and
motives of propaganda and its agents.
Mr. Bernays concludes that as a consistent, enduring effort to create or
shape events to influence the relations
of the public to an enterprise, idea or
group, propaganda will eventually bring

order out of chaos.

"Appointments For 1929"
In a decorative cardboard cover and
with half-tone cuts in sepia reproduc1929" is a
tion, "Appointments for
pretentious piece of printed matter, the
work of the London Underground SysIt includes a
tem, London, England.
calendar of London's beauty with occasional

Propaganda

—The

the

thors.

Public

Mind

in

Making

Horace LiveL. Bernays.
York, N. Y. 159 pages. Price,

By Edward
right,

New

$2.50.
If

there

is

any

sinister

meaning

at-

tached to the word propaganda, Edward
L. Bernays can find little justification
for it, for to him propaganda has become a national interpreter explaining
new ideas and working toward a pro-

comment from the best auThe illustrations, on highly _

coated stock, alternate with text on
antique stock. Some well-known works
of art are reproduced whose originalr
are in the Tate Gallery. National Gal^

British Museum and in Londortl
The inside
life as it appears today.
back cover shows the original manulery,

of
Dr. Arne.

script

the

One

National

Anthem

by

^

especially attractive page

mptoiu|
shows the Lely Beauties at Hampt(
Court (reproduced by gracious
mission of H. M. The King)

J
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— — — a lot of letters
and — — a lot of sense
— —

for they specified

^TEACOCK^^ STAFFLESS BRAKES

Five motor equipped cars and

five trailers are

being built for the Chicago, South Shore and
South Bend Railroad, Michigan City, Indiana,
The motor equipped cars weigh 133,600 lbs.
each, the trailers somewhat less. In either case,
a lot of weight to stop with ordinary hand brakes.
No job at all for Peacocks, though. That's one
of the

many

Peacock
lots

For

reasons they were specified.

Brakes have plenty of power,
of speed and an exceptionally long mainteStaffless

nance-free

life.

And

yet they are very light in

weight and occupy small platform space.

NATIONAL BRAKE COMPANY,
890

ELLICOTT SQUARE, BUFFALO, N.
Canadian Representative
Lyman Tube & Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.
General Sales Representatives

The

Ellcon Co.. 50 Church

St.,

New York

Inc.

Y.
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Send passenger-miles up
and operating costs down

Q^

tV

TIMKEN WORM DRIVE
for electric railway cars
To

get

more passengers

for

your cars by giving

them quiet, smooth, satisfying transportation;
to cut down car-weight; to reduce power
consumption by virtue of the lower
weight and the high efficiency of
the driving units; to prolong the
life of cars and rails; in short,

send passenger-miles
and revenue up, and op-

to

erating costs

down —

Titnken

Worm

Drive

Car Tr\icUs

N'DETRGIT AXLE
THE V^IMKE
"

V

CO.,

DETROIT, MICH.
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ATLANTIC CITY

TOURS

SIGHT SEEING
-

33

MIAMI

WHITE

WAY

TOURS
INC.

^

A
FINER
SIGHT- SEEING

BUS
]C.

CAMPBELL,

* Tours,

President of

White

Inc., believes in giving his

greatest comfort

and convenience

Way

patrons the

available.

His new luxurious Bender Bodies are the last word
in easy riding, beauty of design and passenger convenience.

They have

extra thick seats with double air spring

cushions, big heavy balloon tires; such conveniences,
The only

we know,

equipped
with an amplifying loud speaker announcer. The
driver keeps hands on the wheel, facing forward,
watching the road at all times. This device saves
the operator the expense of a lecturer and adds
another paying passenger to the bus capacity. The
inside width of this "Palace Highway Pullman"
exceeds any bus built for the same outside dimensions, giving wider seats and wider aisle and meaning increased passenger comfort and rider appeal.
bus, so far as

that

is

on back of
and wraps and amplifying announcing device for driver.
For protection double
guard rail along each side and non-shattering glass
too, as ice cold drinking water; hangers

seats for coats

in the

—

windows.

—convenience—protection-

Comfort

Bender construction
these are what build bus business.
typical of

.

THE BENDER BODY
W. 62nd and

.

CO.

Deniaon, Cleveland, Ohio

Thi«

Is
the type of coach which \h
bf\nz so successfully operated all over
the country for the handling: of long
distance passenger traffic beca.U9e of its
exceptional Keating' and inside luggage
fa«11itiM, aJao commodious aisle with

fttU

head room.

BENDE

ODIES
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Wind and Rain
blow out

can't

this

warning

THE NEW
EvEREADY Portable Flasher
q
Blizzards blow
freezing into

Through

This

.

.

driving sleet

shoots out

is

its

.

.

.

touched.

Eveready
warning

one flasher that cannot be

droiined out or blown out.
Portable Flasher
as certain in

is

whole night the

Flasher

Portable
flashes.

ice

the

.

as soon as ground

is

The Eveready

as sure, as dependable,

January snow storms as on the

gentlest night in June.

Eveready Dry Cells

— four

of them

—

insure constant flashing in the wettest and

windiest weather.

A
life.

ity

warning

The

light

absolute,

of such a light

is

a

guardian of human

unwavering dependabilis

more important than

any other consideration. Eveready Portable
Flashers are more dependable than oil lamps

and can be serviced for only $10 a year.
Sold through National Carbon Company
distributors.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
New

Inc.

York, N. Y.

Sranc/ies

Chicago

Atlanta

Long Island City

Kansas City
San Francisco

033
Unll o]

Vmon

Carbide and Carbon Corporation

£VERE1VD¥
TRADE MARK

PORTABLE FLASHER

—dry battery operated

Height 16 inches. Diameter of
Weight, including batteries, 16^
pounds. Requires four standard Eveready 6-inch
Dry Cells connected in series to deliver 6 volts.
Extra 6-voll lamp inside battery housing. Battery compartment constructed of seamless steel
Specifications:
base 7 inches.

Top of flasher cadplated for vseather protection. Heavy
fresnel type red glass lens. Padlock for battery
compartment ivith an extra-long hasp so that
the device can be chained. This flasher is of
rugged construction throughout and entirely
attractively finished in red.

mium

niieather-proof.
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I
(gasoline

Performance^

INFLUENCES

MOTOR OIL EFFICIENCY
Winter

('specially in

A

GASOLINE

that will not ignite
readUy, when the thermometer
starts sinking below the freezing
point, that requires excessive use of
the choke, unquestionably lowers the
efficiency of your motor oil by causing
excessive dilution.

Just as a matter of good business
you should demand that the gasoline
you use during these Winter months

has the necessary qualities for satisfactory cold weather service. Abundant
proof is available that Red Crown Gasoline will meet your requirements. It
has every quality necessary for efficient Winter performance. Low initial

boiling point gives quick vaporization,
even in the coldest weather. The perfect chain of boiling points that further
characterizes this fuel assures quick
acceleration, maximum power and
clean combustion.

Chicago
Decmtar
JoUet

This quick ignition and pick up of

as a result, maintains its lubricating qualities over greater mileage,
with a consequent lowering of lubrication costs and a lessening of the hazard
oil,

of burned bearings.

Test Red Crown in one of your
buses and watch it perform.

Peoria

Qalnej

Indianapolis

Soath B«nd

KANSAS
WichiU

Davenport
Des Moines

Mason City
SkmxCitr

Huron

MICHIGAN
Detroit

Grand Rapids
Saginaw

Fargo
Mi not

WISCONSIN
La Croeae

MUwankee
Green Bar

<2^

iindiana}

Chicago, Illinois
Offices: 910 South Michigan Ave.
INDIANA
IOWA
X. DAKOTA
S. DAKOTA
JriXXESOTA
Evans vllle

\

Red Crown Gasoline reduces to a minimum the use of the choke. The motor

STANDARD
OIL COMPANY
General
JJNOIS

fl|

Duluth
Niankato
Minneapolis

MISSOURI
Kansas

St.Jo6«k
StLonia

,
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Wer has the Industry
awarded such quichx^
decided appiwal to

any

new coach

cyhnder

TVPE>V

Never before

... J

Never before in motor coach history has any new coach won
such prompt approval or complete acceptance as the new Yellow,
8-cylinder Type "W." Even before this new coach was in actual
production, prominent operators, familiar with the specifica'
tions and high standards of engineering excellence to be
followed, placed their orders " for delivery as soon as possible."

Other operators, anxious

to see

how

the

new coach would

perform, waited until they had seen it in actual service. Then
followed in rapid succession order upon order and insistent

demands

for

immediate delivery.
\

By December

90 days after its introduction, 17 different Electric Railway Companies, 4 Steam Railway Companies
and 32 Independent Operators and others, listed on the opposite
page, had voiced their approval of the new Type " W" by placing
orders for immediate deliveries.
^^
31st, within

To

Electric

To Steam

Railways

Department of Street Railways

40
City of Detroit

Public Service Transportation

Co

21
Newark, N.

J.

Eastern Michigan Motorbuses

32
Detroit, Mich.

Midland Trail Transit Co

Southern Pacific Motor Transport
Southwestern Transportation

Charleston,

W.

2
3

Co

To Other

Northern Railway Co.

...

Marion Rapid Transit Co

Co

Somerset Bus

Mo.

Springfield,

Motor Coach Co

6
Johnstown, Pa.
Tyler,

Washington Railway

&

Electric

W.

9
3

2

Vancouver Island Motor Coach Co

Co

3
Cincinnati,

Ohio

2
Victoria, B. C.

Co

2
Shreveport, La.

Richmond-Washington Motor Coaches

2

Alexandria, Va.

Tennessee Coach
6

Washington, D. C.

Valley Bus

III.

Lebanon, Ohio

1

Va.

Co

Chicago,

Somerset, Pa.

Tri-State Transit

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Parkersburg Motor Transportation Co.

111.

Co

3

Johnstown Traction Co
8C

7
Chicago,

King Bros
1

;

J.

Motor Transit Management Co

2
Erie, Pa.

Wheeling

10

Camden, N.

"2

Montreal, Canada

Pittsburgh

Coach Co

Rex Finance Corporation

la.

Company

Co

Springfield Traction

Cities

2

Cedar Rapids,

Erie Railways

12
Marion, Ohio

Twin
3

la.

Iowa City Railway

Montreal Tramways

Carriers

5

Waterloo,
8C

Co

5

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Cedar Rapids

4

LaCrosse 8C Southeastern R. R.

6

Saginaw, Mich.

8C

Co

Va.

Saginaw Transit Company

Waterloo, Cedar Falls

10

Yadkin Coach Co. (Southern Railroad)

Toronto, Can.

Utilities

Co

10

Toronto Transportation Commission

Southern Public

Railroads

Co

2
Knoxville, Tenn.

Buffalo Interurban Bus

Co

2
Buffalo,

White Star Line

.,.

N. Y.
.

.

1

.

Maryville, Tcnh.

County of Los Angeles

1

Los Angeles, Cal.

Royal Hawaiian Transport

1

Honolulu, Hawaii
St.

Mary's School

1

Katonah, N. Y.

Absecon Bus Co

1

Absecon, N.

Intermountain Transportation

J.

Co

1

Anaconda, Mont.

General Motors Proving Ground

1

Milford, Mich.

Jahns Bus

Co

1

La Porte, Ind.
Olympia, Gray's Harbor Transportation Co
Olympia, Wash.
General Motors Export Corporation
Sweden

Washington Motor Coach Co
8C

Sightseeing

1

2
Wheeling,

Empress Taxi

1

W.

Va.

Co

2
Victoria, B. C.

Bendix Brake Co

1

Detroit, Mich.

The Ohio Bus Line Co

3

Hamilton, Ohio

White Transit Co

1

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Stillnian B.

Provincial

Jamieson

1

Motor Transportation Co

30

Montreal, Canada

Camel City Coach Co

5
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Washington Transportation Co

2

Washington, Penna.

North Bend Stages

1
Seattle,

Wash.

Colonial Motor Coach Corp

6
Watertown, N. Y.

'^''^

8 Cylinder

The

The

full

models to choose fr

headroom, 21-passenger City Service Coach

17-passetiger

Parlor

i

The

Coach

Observation

Coach has

full

Parlor

headroom,

is

wide and accommodates 21 -seated passengers

90

1N

ALL Type "W"
been

models

practical

in.

operating

combined with the features that

utility

has

attract

and please passengers.

Beauty, performance and safety, are outstanding char-

and to these have been added many pracrefinements of design and construction that insure

acteristics
tical

low maintenance costs and long

life.

wonder the industry bought from the day the
Yellow Type "W" was announced.

No

General Motors Truck

Company

Pontiac, Mich.

YELLOW
Type "W" Coaches

«

,
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HE big swing

to General has

41

come

as a result

of a

specialized service in tackling the toughest jobs

and

delivering the longest uninterrupted mileage.

General dealer knows
job,

how

to properly

fit

The

the tire to the

with the result that operators everywhere are taking

advantage of

this

experience in reducing operating costs.

THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO

The
Heavy Express
Special
Specially built to stand up
under the load at express
speed, the Heavy Express
Special carries through on
any job. Operators everywhere are swinging to it.

GEMERAL
— goes a long way

to

make

friends
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No. 8 at Hell Gate
An

epoch-making engineering achievement

The American Brown
at

the

Hell Gate Station of the United Electric Light and Power

Company
United

Boveri steam turbo-generator recently installed

New York

of

is

the

steam turbo-generator

largest

Its capacity is at least sixty per cent larger
in

operation.

space.

space

the

in

States.

It also

than any American unit

now

has the highest capacity per square foot of floor

The space was planned to produce 30,000 kilowatts. But in that
American Brown Boveri has placed equipment producing 160,000

kilowatts.

Judge

its,

Steam:

Water:

immensity by these indices:
1,710,000

lbs.

(77 tons) per hour

(for boiler feed)

216,000 gallons per hour

—60

gallons

per second

Water:
Oil:

—

i

13,000,000 gallons per hour
enough for a city of 200,000 population
(cooling

(for

for condenser)

lubricating

bearings

and

operating

valves)

800

gallons per minute

Jir:

(for

ventilating

alternators)

274,000- cubic

feet

per-

minute

Turbine Efficiency:

84.5.

per

cent

— the

highest

in

the

Unite

States

A RULY

an achievement of which to be justly proud.

AMERICAN BROWN BOVERI ELECTRIC CORPORATION, CAMDEN,

AMEiaCAV

BROWN

N.

J.

BOVERI]

January
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TUCO
FLEXOLITH
LOOKING
for

Types of

Passen^r
Equipment

/^UT of the past,

abreast of the times

^^

and into the future. So moves the
pendulum of progress. For more than

Tuco has rendered

twenty-five years
service

to

the

helped them
problems.

car

solve

lith

service

The

in
is

fact that

that

car

their

Today and

Tuco engineering
to help you.

builders

a

has

flooring

the

future

always ready

Tuco Flexo-

Flooring has been used

in

nearly

50,000 cars and buses, clearly shows

Tuco can fulfill your needs. The
problem of selecting the right flooring
for your cars is often quite a task. With
the hard usage that flooring is subject
to under modern transportation methods, one needs to know whether or not
the materials used will stand up under
the strain.
Before making your decision, let our service department study
your needs and we feel sure that Tuco
will solve your problems.
that

TUCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Executive Offices, 30 Church Street,
80 East Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO, ILL.
915 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MONTREAL, CANADA

ST.

PAUL, MINN.

NEW YORK

630 Louisiana Ave, WASHINGTON, D. C.
751 Monadnock Building, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KT.

HOUSTON, TEXAS

BOSTON. MASS.
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Better

Bonds

and
Bonding
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Type EA: One

of the Many
Erico Brazed Bonds,

LOW

cost installation, speed of application, permanent
conductivity, feature all types of Erico Brazed Bonds.
Erico Brazed bonds cannot be removed from the rail except by actual mutilation. This means lower maintenance
cost, decreased replacement, and minimum of inspection
attention.

To make bonding even

easier and less expensive we designed
and introduced the Erico SBR Welder, providing a complete brazed bonding outfit in a single portable unit.

Arranged with storage space for tools and supplies, it is
quickly moved from joint to joint. Set up over the bond
the action is automatic. In a few seconds the braze is finished, and the bond becomes an integral part of the rail.
Better Bonding is thus unavoidable.
Let us explain the details of this unique combination for^
better bonds and bonding. Write.

The

I

2070

Electric Railway

EAST

61st

PLACE

Improvement Company
CLEVELAND, OHIO

As evidence

of Erico bond and bonding efficiency, over 30,000 lbs. were
required to share this brazed bond
terminal from the rail.
Permanency
is guaranteed.
The area of copper
left on the rail was just 8 times the
cross-sectional area of the bond conductor. This ratio of copper to steel
assures maximum bond conductivity.

£rica

SBR Brazed Bonding

Outfit

1

January

12,
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'

^^'y_

Dump Car
side^no labor required
places material clear of trenchload distributed as desired— material
Differential Electric

Dumps

—

Clark

either

Concrete Breaker

concrete at less than 2
Protects
cents per track foot.
mtut-holes, underground conduits,
etc.
Fast and economical.

Breaks

placed on Job at a gross cost of less
than 2 cents per ton mile.

Improved Transportation
Means More Riders— More Revenue
The

basis of

To

improved transportation is better track.
lay track economically, makes it possible

be able to
provide more new track.
maintenance of old track.
to

Makes

possible better

All of which means improved transportation
riders
more revenue.

—

The

—more

Method Is Approved
And Employed By More Than 65
Differential

Electric

Railways

Let us show you figures, and explain the economies that will
accrue to you through the use of the Differential track laying
method. Write.

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR COMPANY
FINDLAY, OHIO, U.

S.

A.

4-

fcnmlMt

Electric

Locomotire Crtau Car

Capaeitittt $ tmm at radii
'on* al radii up to 44 ft.

nt>*rt, fiatmt, mtt.

K
s

lo

St! <f

T'

•^^

Di^trtntuA Body, }-Way

Oamp*

l*tt, ritht, rtar.

Dump

Pataitad damn-

talding door tUdot loadt daar of whttd*.
Gramt in Wos« quartarg or whan traak U
torn up*
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The

latest TriumpI

Of
PROVIDrRG
stops

quietly

—through

ican Brakeblok

is

certain

—

—velvet

long life The Amerthe brake material ideal.

Sure footed braking for your bus, such
modern speed and traffic demand, is
now yours in Brakebloks. Will not burn,
even though subjected to the most extreme brake heat hold though wet have
set a new standard of brake efficiency
and wear.

colossus of the rails could not exist had
not this organization produced the continual necessary improvement of the brake
shoe to stop them.

as

—

—

Developed through thousands of experiments upon hundreds of materials, Brakebloks are the latest triumph of a group
which has behind it over 30 years of acknowledged leadership in braking.

American Brake Shoes are used to stop
the thundering tons of the modern passenger train, both steam and electric. This

Brakin;

American Brakebloks were

Shown

first

world of transportation at the A. E.
R. A. convention two years ago.
to the

M

But we did not rush them to the market.
In the intervening years we spent our own
money—our own time in testing testing
testing to be sure we could offer the
transportation industry braking material
up to our standard in the railway field.

—

—

—

—

Brakebloks were tested not on one bus,
but on scores not on one make but many
not on one type of road, but every type
and grade the nation offers.

—

—

The following manufacturers have adopted American Brakebloks
as standard or optional factory equipment:
American Car

&

Kleiber Motor Co.

Foundry Motors Co.

Autocar Co.

Mack

Dodge Bros. (De Luxe Busses)
Fageol Motor Co.
Federal Motor Truck Co.

Moreland Motor Truck Co.
Twin Coach Co.
C. H. Will Motors Corp.
White Co.

Fruehauf Trailer Co.
General Motors Truck Co. (Yellow Coaches)

Trucks, Inc.

If you wish to know more about Brakebloks, let us send you complete information, including the reports of service by operators and manufacturers.

AMERiaN BBiKE

wmm
Subsidiary of

The American Brake Shoe and
Main
Sales Offices:

Office

,-

Founflf

and Factory

Detroit, Michigan
New York City; Chicago,

Illioo

1

January
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30 Years

>f

Brakebloks are made

Leadership

iety

of

lengths to

in a varthicknesses,
any existing brake

widths,
fit

assembly.

You may obtain Brakebloks on
new buses or trucks by specifying

Outstanding Characteristics
of Brakebloks
\A

constant friction throughout their entire

life.

^iDurability far in excess of
tional material.

%No
!i

any other

fric-

metallic content to cut or score drums.

One hundred per

cent recovery from the

effects of water, oil, or grease.

llWill not

burn or smoke, grab or squeal.

^Will not deteriorate under heat and will
withstand temperatures far in excess of any
other frictional material and greater than encountered in the most severe service.

Non-compressible and will hold shape under
any pressure,
i

MAN UFA CTURERS—
With braking materials we have studied
brake drums and braking problems generally.

The information gained

will be placed at the
disposal of any bus manufacturer needing it.

N)RP0R4TI0N
>mpany

^ Francisco,

Calif.

them to your manufac-

turer. For re-equipping existing
rolling stock, we will place you
in touch with a distributor.
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BRAKE TESTERS
are cutting maintenance expense
for these companies
Anglo- Argentine Tramways Co
Pickwick Stages System
City of Santos Improvement Co., Ltd
Pickwick Stag s System
Los Angeles Railway Corp
Toronto Transportation Commission

Argentine
Arizona
Brazil
California

Canada

Buenos Aires
Phoenix
Santos
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Toronto
Montreal
Hartford
Washington
Washington]

DeLuxe Cab Company
Connecticut Company
Capitol Traction Company

Connecticut
District of

Columbia

Washington Railway and Electric Co
Miami Beach Railway

Florida
Illinois

Indiana
Louisiana

Chicago

New

New
New

Gary
Orleans
Orleans
Baltimore

Orleans Public Service, Inc

Toye Bros. Yellow Cab
Baltimore Coach Co

Maryland

Boston

•Boston Elevated Railway
Springfield Street Railway Co
Worcester Consdidated Street Railway Co.

Massachusetts

Springfield

Worcester
Detroit

Greyhovmd Lines

Michigan
Minnesota

New

Miami

Motor Transit Management Co
Shore Line Motor Coach

Northland Transportation Co
Yellow Cab Co
Transit Supply Co
Yellow Cab Co
fPublic Service Coordinated Transport

Jersey

Minneapolis
Minneapolis
St. Paul
St. Paul

Camden and
Newark

Northern New York Development Co.
United Traction

New York

International Bus Corp
Bee Lines, Inc
•Northern Ohio Power & Light Co

Ohio

City Transit

Rhode

Island

Akron

Norwood
Youngstown

. .

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Llanerch
Pittsburgh

less

Providence

than five

more

Let us show you
testers will save

for

Jamaica

•Yellow Cab Company
Aronimink Transportation Co.
Equitable Auto Co
United Electric Railways Co

More than one equipment but

t Five or

Buffalo

Co

Youngstown Municipal Railway Co
tPhiladelphia Rapid Transit Co
Quaker City Cab Co

Pennsylvania

*

Albany
Albany

how Cowdrey Brake

money

for you, too. Write

36 page manual on

scientific

measurement.

brake

Sold by
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada.

Hegeman-Castle Corporation, Chicago,

Cowdrey Brake Tester
Organization, Inc.
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

International General Electric

New

III.

—Schenectady,

Company

York.

National Railway Appliance Co.,
Washington.

New

York, Boston,
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FUTTUR
M..ASSA,
for

its

Central Africa,

deposits

of.

peculiar kind that

As

futtur
is

is

noted

— clay of

a

edible.

has

It

always

been

Morganite engineering
brush

to cut

aim of
produce a

the
to

out waste.

r

a

result,

in

Massa

there

is

no

waste.

The

pottery

when broken

is

simply

served up as a course for the next

meal.

And

this

we

choose

to

choose for a

paragraph or two on elimination of
waste

—especially

as

related to car-

bon brushes.

Main

Office

and Factory

at

A

notable example

found in the
Morganite development to prevent
side

wear

While

is

of brushes.

from the epicurean
standpoint is not as thoroughly complete as that in Massa pottery
yet
the money saving is far more
enough to enable us to supply you
with a massa evidence on the subject.
the saving

—

3302-3320 Anable Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

J

r

January

12,
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Twie Angle

Componmd Compressor
in a large Ohio

Automobile Plant

npHE

business outlook for iqiq is good. And transportation, as usual, will play a vital part in the
movement of people and commodities.
-"

Greater business will mean more car and bus maintenance and more construction. But many companies
will keep down these costs with air power.

—

Air power supplied by modern Sullivan Compressors is
cheap. And there is a compressor of size, type, and
drive, exactly suited to your needs.

Angle Compound Compressors, single-stage horizontal,
and single-stage vertical machines of many sizes give
you a range of capacities from 68 to 5100 cu. ft. per
minute with drive by belt or direct connection to motor
;

or

oil

engine.

A

Investigate the uses of compressed air.
Sullivan Air
will help you plan for iqiq
to make
greater business mean larger profits.

Power Engineer

—

Catalogs on Request

SULLIVAN MACHINERY COMPANY
150 S.

MICHIGAN

AVE.,

CHICAGO

52
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TEMPER lAPEREB
Rail Joint Shim
The Remedy

Low

Joint conditions quickly

for low joints caused

by wear

and economically corrected by application of True

Temper Tapered

Rail Joint

True Temper Tapered Shim in position with
angle bar removed

The American Fork

Shim

Shim shown

in ptosition

between

angle bar

& Hoe Company

General Offices: Cleveland, O. Factory: North Girard, Pa.
District Offices

Whitehall Bldg.,

New

York, N.

Y.—Railway

Exchange

Bldg., Chicago, IlL

Representatives at
Boston, Detroit, Mitineapolis, St. Louis and San Francisco

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE:

WONHAM,

INC., 44

WHITEHALL STREET, NEW YORK,

N. Y.

rails

and
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one of a series of McGravhHill advertisements directed originally
men in an effort to make industrial advertising more profitable to buyer and seller. It is printed in these pages as an indication
to readers that McGraiu-Hill publishing standards mean advertising
This

is

to advertising

effectiveness as viell as editorial virility.

VOLUME vs. PROHTS
THIS

METHOD of selling and

advertising

direct to every manufacturing plant, regardless of

buying capacity, produced $250,000 a

year from the territory

2%.

at a net profit of

r

/
ii

£i £«
y ^«

^•»'

*•—

THIS SELECTIVE

y

1\

and advertising

METHOD

of selling

same

direct to the

territory

produced for a competitor $265,000 worth of

O

business at a net profit of

R

Advertis-

You

ing Coverage, like practical sales

time

ractical

coverage,

is

Industrial

a problem of selecting

the plants with

buying capacity

10%.

are invited to

a

personal

make

at

inspection

any
of

McGraw-Hill circulation methods
which produce the Practical
Advertising

and directing sales and advertising

dustrial

effort thereon.

illustrated in

In-

Coverage

"B."

The publishers
»>r
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QUALITY INSULATION
with

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
The

ever-growing and extending recognition of Okonite Quality

insulation for

behind

all

wires and cables has been equalled

this splendid product.

facilitated

Service

is

by the establishment of branch

every section of the country.

These

Okonite

office is located.

your reach

>^ON/x

will

be met wherever an
is

placed within

cities:

New York

Pittsburgh

Chicago

Atlanta

Birmingham

Boston

Los Angeles

St.

as

in

the extension of

Our entire organization

any one of the following

in

service

and agencies

offices

offices are

our factories and your every requirement

by the

maintained and buying

San Francisco

Louis

Seattle

The Okonite Company
The Okonite-Callender Cable Company,
PASSAIC, N.

Factories:

J.

Inc.

PATERSON,

.

N.

J.

Agents:
Philadelphia —Novelty
Co.
—Engineering Materials,
Cincinnati —
D.
Havana — Victor G. Mendoza Co.
Electric

Montreal

Ltd.

F.

Lawrence Elec. Co.

OKONITE PRODUCTS
OKONITE INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
VARNISHED CAMBRIC CABLES
OKONITE INSULATING TAPE
MANSON & DUNDEE FRICTION TAPE
OKONITE CEMENT
OKOCORD
OKOLOOM
OKONITE-CALLENDER PRODUCTS

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLES

SUPER-TENSION CABLES

SPLICING MATERIALS
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^HMBER CONTROL
And Various Ways

Apply

to

It

IS part of our business to know the new uses that propereverywhere have developed for the ticket or transfer
number. Just a few examples indicating the range of these uses

IT

ties

Quick counting; auditing of unsold returns against cash
absolute identity of tickets issued to barns, to
individual employees, to outside agencies check on outstandings; detection of counterfeits (also by date, line
or point of origin) tracing illegal resale; preven-

deposit

;

;

^;

;

tion of unauthorized ordering; traffic studies

by

zones, by class of rider; popularity of an experi-

^^^

mental fare plan

where

side,

it

—any purpose,

is

inside or outnecessary to trace specific

WaW

identity.

Few

properties are without the protec-

tion of

number

control.

Are you

get-

ting the most out of the number's
Globe adpossibilities through

s^^v.

^»>^ Vr>^'

visory

and

service

h^S^

accuracy?

^.o<

—

—
—
Pass—Weekly

Books Strips Transfers
School Tickets Em-

—

ployees
and other

Zone
»^

C o tn tn u

0»'

,^St

t^ ^..y

Forms

>*<»

^t*"" Oi>«

i;

Passes
t

a tion

—Duplex

Re cei p

t

s

?:?=

Limited
^o

»;;;;

»\«o "^a^

li

Check s

Passes.

t5

>«».

»w'?

'Sli

v»
•O*-<^^^^'ts:t\:>:z^

?

/

>i

1!IH

Cr-vS^

/

t5'

'%
LV<V^

^c^\

let
>/,

.»»»?i,

.do
M««>»

fiiWt

it,

Hi**:

cjasss

rSi

'";

ti***:

\C4\

y
Factories:
Philadelphia

Boston

New York
Los Angeles
Atlanta

Sales Offices:\

Globe
TICKET

COMPANY
Philadelphia

Baltimore
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Pittsburgh

Albany

IV..

tS.'^.'-' -#
\m.'^

-—

we

ol

tauo

e

dewxe

BUS RIDERS LIKE^

DE LUX£COACH£
Opening of Service
Well Pa
tronized, Says
Smith.
—•raging:

response by th,
Biyen the
Inauguration

- deluxe coach service on
r.ue Sunday,
Del A. Smith
manager of the
s R

,t
las\

D
uses on Grand Riveri
Jay^ntl^uTe"^,/^IXIWC. O
VV lUl Riders
nil With
fee Hit
d {c?derMo?e°'^iSL
iWaRC

Otand
"

t ]S

ftne

a

Ia.f&c"^^
1

^w
,^ottv
'

%er^i<^^

P«^^^Ue''e

^,?|
the hne as
street I|^heJme
when- no streetH
zones when
.ue z,anes
of the
the demand I
leii oi
.me left
:eany 5,000 persons used the^the
Smith
*^
approaching,
approaching.
said.
aPProaching.
H?^I
.
K^' start
de lux; bus service on Grand cars were
po
poM.tte, PO-K/es
Mitte,
A
Edward A.
Alter ''oad
^"«'"
inspector iiiowara
Inspector
^-^ »'"-• X,".»] L^^^ol at
road I
he opensterday, the
^^
er avenue yesterday,
^^st
the
theW
on
admitted
tlieWt
Mack
1*»-ector.
^ack
^ lice traffic director,
avenue I
^.. A
e, Del
avpL°"
day of th/new service,
avenue, on Mt.
ciiy »'' avenue
city
Elhott
the D. move was a violation of a JJ'ty
manager of
general umuu^c.
ith
an genera,
eolongress str..f and
°"
""
go
to
drivers
.„.
forbidding
ordinance
foKt«^t!,«„ftf.eet,
on
sifd todaf
today
tslfd
"sird"todar"""*"
to Cadillac
»«'
.said
but
"^
zones,
"^^ left
'"^ of
'" the
"' the
Square.
traffic
to
expedite
:;ntrpr
steo
to
step
totfer
)ther
use
to
'oute
permitted
|?and
-and Uiver avenue was being police were
"^^''^f ""^i^'^^j.f «|
case.
t^*!
police traffic judgment in this
.
be ^r Z.J:
today bv
by Dollce
out tndav
I

1

r

^

feats

operation

-"8^'^v,es?n^'"?^m
coacWs "' ^^jt to "V
*«'^®
^capaci^'
e they
a^*^
Sunday-

f„^
^^-

op-

Yiaving

a^«

t?^}t?e'
'

^^^I^I^I^L^SjedT^W^oun^U^^

,

,^^

^nd TuesSunday t^5%3'
^.«
Monday.
^^^]
bad no a
per-^

y. 6'^^\;>, said ^^c

III'

t

_

ill'

.^«f\ni

^

^- ^' ave
npvf
ne^^ D- .^renue \ _
from the
J^

*

'ch**y-

\

.ve second

day of °Pf;\»

^^^^11' buses
Lion, /" „, b^r"^"^^^
2i_">

:*g^;S

esterday
.,

ioniR'

MDTD11I

New

Coaches

Win Praise

of Press and Public

THE public
and
ciate

is

quick to appre-

to patronize better

20 Vehicles Are Operatinn
Woodward; Grand River
To Be Started Next Sun

transportation service. De luxe
Dodge Brothers Parlor Coaches
meet with favor wherever they
are operated.
Some of the clippings from

Detroit newspapers, reproduced here, are indicative of the
reception accorded the 120 new
parlor coaches recently purchased by the Department of
Street Railways.
Public approval is the same

everywhere. Dodge Brothers
Motor Coaches attract patronage by their fine appearance
and hold patrons by their speed,
safety, comfort and dependability.

fe

«

X^i^^}^k^

^:„J ''Si*ir^<i

,

"'^y-

1,7"

been

fit

tW
r
DC

mt^-mi

:<?'-

.^^^l"

I'he

pj!

^pc
'

'n

P

I

r:f
nde
I

traveling t
awaiting- its/],

m

the

"de

which the D.
8

BRDTH
ERS
rDATHEE

B

1

DODGB BROTHBRS

ANNOUNCE
The complete

line

of Trucks, Buses and Motor Coaches

which Dodge Brothers have been manufacturing and

selling

under the name of Graham Brothers now take the name of
their

makers

— Dodge

Brothers.

These Trucks, Buses and Motor Coaches have always been

powered by Dodge Brothers engines.
been

built

For years they have

of Dodge Brothers parts in Dodge Brothers plants

according to Dodge Brothers standards.

These Trucks, Buses and Motor Coaches are

sold, as they

always have been sold, by Dodge Brothers Dealers everywhere.

For Power, Speed,
Dependability,

Coaches

will

Safety,

Economy, Fine Appearance and

Dodge Brothers Trucks, Buses and Motor

continue to merit that high public regard which

impels keen businessmen to buy them at a rate of more than
a million dollars' worth a week.

Dodge- Brdthe-rs
Trucks
BUSES AND MOTOR. COACHES
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SPRAY BOOTHS/mBUS PAINnNiG
Railways, Steam Railways,
ELECTRIC
and large Motor Bus operating companies are definitely turning to spray
painting.
To accommodate such large objects as Railway Coaches, Street Cars and
Double Deck Buses, Spray Booths of extraordinary proportions were necessary. In
meeting this demand, Mahon engineers,
who have for years specialized in the
scientific

development

of

Spray

Booths

Mj.iu/acftirers of Spray Booths

for every industry, are prepared to design
for you a spray booth installation that
will

—

meet your most exacting requirements
booth with maximum efficiency

a spray

and minimum operating cost. Let these
Spray Booth specialists cooperate with you
in the design and arrangement of Spray
Booths for your paint shop.
Estimates
and recommendations furnished without
obligation.

and ExhauU

Stacks, Industrial

MAMON
Drying Ovens and Blow Pipe Systems

_s

SPRAY BOCITHS
•

€.

DESIGNED FOR

B_

4

EXHAUST
STACKS
FIRE SAFETY
•
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What Is This Thing
Comfort
baggage
fort you
comfort

wasn't expected in the days of bandbox
and puffed sleeves. But today it's comare selling and traffic follows routes of

as surely as a street car follows
the comfort of your transportation
famous which, of course, requires a true understanding of what comfort is.
rails.

just

Make

63

Called "Comfort"?
COMFORT,

as the dictionary says, is "a

and satisfaction of body"
with "freedom from all pain, annoyance or
want."
state of ease

This kind of comfort in a street car reall, a seat with springs and
cushions, back and arm rests designed and
placed to the greatest satisfaction, ease and
freedom to the body in all postures of travel-

quires, first of

....••'i.n-vaSs^*'

ing repose.

Secondly there must be freedom from all
pain (such as a cramped leg position)
freedom from all annoyances (such as too
close a proximity of heaters) and freedom from all want (such as the need for

V^-f^

—

better light).

To meet

modern requisites of commust be not only perfect seat design but perfect seat arrangement with
respect to spacing, windows, heat and lights.
All these factors must combine to form one
harmonious and comfortable whole.
these

fort there

•^i*:-

HALE & KILBURN SEATS
"A Better Seat
af^'if^-

W*^*^'"^

for

Every Type

of

Modern Transportation

Service"

There can be no unity of comfort in a car unless
such unity is planned in advance. An office that is
comfortable to work in must be laid out around the
desks and chairs it is to accommodate and the same
Hale & Kilburn
applies to the seating in a car.
Seating Engineers can always provide the most comfortable seating that it is possible to arrange at the
time they are called. But the greatest possible unity
of comfort can be obtained only when these engineers are summoned in advance while the car is
still on paper or, better yet, while it is still merely
a project in mind.

—

HALE & KILBURN COMPANY
General Offices and Works: 1800 Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia
SALES OFFICES:
Hale & Kilburn Co.. Graybar Bldg.. New York
Hale & Kilburn Co.. McCormick Bldg.. Chieasro
E. A. Thornwell. Candler Bids.. Atlanta

Frank

F. Botller,

903 Monadnock

Bids..

San

Francisco
T. C. Coleman & Son. Starks Bldg.. Louisville
W. L. JeHerieB. Jr., Mutual Bids., Richmond

C. S.

Wright Co., 66 Temperance
Canada

St.,

Toronto,

Ont.,

W. D.
W. M.

Jenkins, Praetorian Bids.. Dallas. Texas
Euler. 148 N. Sixth St., Portland. Orevon
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ALUMINUM
BUSBAR

A writer in "The Electrician" (of London) discusses the advantages of
aluminum busbar, and introduces his

subject by asking a question:

"What capital have I invested in conductors, and to
what extent am I adding to this investment annually?"
The answers to these questions should be known to all
engaged in the generation and distribution of electrical
energy, because the sums involved are often surprisingly
large, and the promise of a considerable reduction in
this

investment

will itself justify

tion into the claims of

"There

is

aluminum

the closest investigaas a material.

no better example of the usefulness of alumi-

num than as the material for heavy current busbars

.

.

."

Among those who bought aluminum busbar in 1928, we list the following
American Brown-Boveri
Electric Corp.

Cincinnati Street Railway Co.

Hohman

Plating

Company

American Manufacturing Co.
American Rolling Mills Co.

Hooker Electrochemical Co.

Appalachian Elec. Power Co.
Johii

Lower Peninsula Power Co.
Powerlite Switchboard Co.

Chicago Electric Mfg. Co.

Vanadium Corp.

W. Brown Mfg. Co.
Chevrolet Motor Co. of Michigan

Illinois

Public Utility Co.

StoUe Steel

&

Iron Co.
of America

The booklet "Aluminum Busbars",

free on request, contains useful
tables of weights, carrying capacities, and physical properties, with
photographs of installations. Please send for your copy.

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
2400 Oliver Building

Pittsburgh, Penna.
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HEAVIEST OVER
FROGS, SWITCHES,

I

t(fi

CROSSOVERS, CROSSINGS

YOU NEED
TISCO

TRACKWORK

By keeping abreast of the constantly increasing demands of the time, Wharton
Trackwork has successfully withstood the

TISCOSTEEL

severest tests of service to

MANGANESE

it

has been

subjected for a period of almost 70 years.

the

*

super-endurmg J^-l

which

*

*

*

.

We furnish Trackwork of Chrome Nickel
Construction,

when

this type of

work

is

trackwork.

desited.
*

Our Engineers

*

*

*

go over
any trackwork problems about tvhich you

may

WM. WHARTON

will be pleased to

care to consult us.

JR.

EASTON, PA.

&

CO., Inc.

66
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"STANDARD"
Rolled Steel Wheels
Coil and Elliptic Springs

Quenched and Tempered Carbon
Steel Axles

Armature Shafts

STANDARD
Branch

STEF5
Offices:

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
RICHMOND

ST.

PITTSBURGH

SAN FRANOBI

LOUIS

HOUSTON
PORTLAND

I
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ear w

I

i t

h

—and enjoy maximum
* service and safety
with a minimum of
maintenance for many
years to come.

IRKS

COMPANY

ladelphia, Pa.
ks:

Bumham,

Pa.
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ROLLER^ SMITH
TYPE HTD CIRCUIT TESTER

I

H4tAtumatwe

Sis Hie kancUe^i teikr

andmeoAurin^ temhmei
is an instrument built to meet the growing demand for a small, lightweight inexpensive tester in railway repair shops, out on the line, in sulv

Here

stations, etc.

For a compact, rugged and thoroughly dependable tester you will find the
HTD Circuit Tester unexcelled. With it one can instantly locate open circuits
in coils and circuits of all kinds. Not only that but it shows directly the approxi'
mate resistance of the coil or circuit up to a range of io,ooo ohms. Bulletin
No. G'30o describes it.

G'300 describes

Bulletin

which

^

is

ROLLER-SMITH Bond

ir

Type SBT

BBT

for

also the

portable, accurate

ROLLER-SMITH Type

and self-contained.

Testers are

Write

known and used

all

recommended for all ordinary work and the
conditions where there is little or no current
is

G-200 should be

in the

hands of every man

who

is

COM

Ohmmeter

for these bulletins.

over the world.
super-sensitive
in the rail.

interested in

bond

POT J JlgrSMlTH rOMPANY
I fElcctrtcaX Meosiurtng and Protective Apparatus 1
1

MAIN OFFICE
2140 Woolworth Bldg.,

New York

<^^P

WORKS
Bethlehem, Penna.

Vtflcea in principal cities in U. S. A. and Canada.
Representatives in Australia. Cuba and Japan.

Over 30 yeari experience

is

back of

ROLLER-SMITH

The
Type

,

Bulletin]
testing

J\ow you

can be sure

of
TIRE MILEAGE

from

the tires that

you buy
what
No MATTER
what
no

industry you are engaged
section or sections of
matter
in
your
trucks
or
buses must operate
the country
kind of roads they
matter
over
what
in ... no
.

.

.

Goodrich truck and bus tires will
must travel
tire
operating problems better than
answer your
that
you can buy. The past expeany other tires
. . .

rience of thousands of fleet operators in
tries definitely

prove

Specify Goodrich
truck.

Then you

all

indus-

it.

when you purchase your next

will get the right tire for the

load and the road.

IE B. F.
Pacific

Goodrich Rubber Company

Goodrich

Co.,

m1

I

(i
(ioodrieh Heavy Duty Silvertown
hat has gone 49,102 miles. As this truck
in very hard service we think tliat this

"

We

had 33 x 675 Goodrich Silvertowns on one
of our Nash buses on our hne weighing 5800
pounds. To date these tires have covered 51,26'J
miles during a period of eight months."

"

ciitionally

good

service.

WiLFON'G CARTAGE CoMP.\NY
Contractors, Youngstovm, Ohio

•

Established

1870

AND TRAILERS

BUSES
of our trucks

\

:!>'

m

removed from one

Akron, Ohio

In Canada: Canadian Goodrich Co., Kitchener, Ont.

Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR TRUCKS
lia\o just

•

Nash Bus Lines
Bus

Transportation,

IGoo drich

Wihon, N.

C.

"

We

have two new Semi-Trailer Reo Trucks on
31 X 7 Goodrich Heavy Duty Silvertown on both
trucks and trailers, hauling 4000 feet of green
lumber to the load. These tires have rolled over
i 1,000 miles under these heavy loads with very
little interruption from tire trouble."

Beardmore Transfer Line
Warehousing and DiMributing, Spokane, Wash.

HEAVY DUTY

Silvertowns

taiifeii

FROM INDUSTRIES ALL OVER THE UNITED STATES COME STATEMENTS LIKE THESE ABOUT GOODRICH HEAVY DUTY SILVERTOWNS
^MINING 7
1

y

"7

LUMBER.

I^^
LUMBER.

a;
FARMING

IL

MINING

''X

BUS LINE

'K

"The Bull-Dog Mack on the 40 x 8 (ioodrioh
Heavy Duty Silvertowns has passed the 40,000
mile

mark before the first tire was taken out of
and the treads are still good for many

service

thousand miles more."
S.

&

S.

Auto Freioht
Redmond,

]f'n.ih liigton

"We

have been using Goodrich Silvertown

Heavy Dutys on our school buses for the past
two years. Our cost per bus mile was among
the lowest of the state last year — and we feel
that a great part of this was due to the excellent trouble-free mileage delivered by your
Heavy Duty Tires."

WiiaoN County Garage
"It gives me a great deal of pleasure at this
time to inform you of the remarkable service
we have had with a set of your
x fi truck
tires. These tires have been in daily service on
one of our 1000 gallon tank trucks for three
.'i(i

years."

Wibon. N.

C.

"The hundreds of thousands of miles on
Heavy Duty Silvertown tires, have
proven
.M.

Olendaie, California.

The
Pacific

B. F.

to

me

the

value

of

Sinclair, Trucking Contractor,
Spokane, Washington.

Goodrich Rubber Co., Los Angeles, CaL

1

'

.^^j.^ ' ,-.'.^

which have an average mileage to date of
approximately 4.5,000 miles. These tires tn
still in constant service hauling heavy frei)ilil
loads. Four tires on the first truck equippeil
with pneumatics have gone over 60,000 mileii
and are still in .service at this time on a faV
wheel trailer."

Hed Ball Motor Freight
Chehalin, ffanhingbm

•

•

Now you can be sure of tire mileage. Be
»ure to specify Goodrich Silvertowns whcM
you buy your next truck.

Akron, Ohio

•

Est.

1870

In Canada: Canadian Goodrich Co., Kitchener, Ont.

1

fjOOariCn
tam

operating a freight line over both pave-

uninterrupted

Goodrich Rubber Company

^^

am

(ioodrich
service."

K. B. K. Service Stations, Inc.

"I

ment and gravel roads. I now have in serxi'
36x8 and 40x8 Heavy Duty Silvertowi-

HEAVY DUTY

Silvertown

January

12,
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LEADERSHIP

that hui/i/s conpcfence in
'

I
-*-

'HERE

is

no element of specula-

tion in the purchase of DeVilbiss

Spray-Painting Equipment for use
in the electric railway field.
The
recognition of this fact enabled

many

electric railway operators

to take advantage of the new,
faster,

better

more economical and
spray system method

of maintenance than otherwise would have obtained.

in

a proi/ucf

which DeVilbiss has met the spe-

needs of electric railway
maintenance factors, have greatly
speeded the adoption of the spray
system by them and enabled the
electric railways to keep pace
cialized

with other transport organizations in modernized appearance
and reduced maintenance costs.

We

will gladly put our large
knowledge of spray-painting

in the electric railway field

The

certainty of results ac-

complished

Systems

by DeVilbiss

among other
users, and

and older
the positive

HE DEVILBISS

COMPANY

/

manner
272

your disposal, and aid
you in the selection of

at

DeVilbiss

specialized

equipment exactly suited
to your task.

PHILLIPS AVENUE

and Service
Branches:

TOLEDO, OHIO
and Service
Branches:

Sales

Sales

DeVi/biss

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
ST. LOUIS
CLEVELAND

r

SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS

Spraif- Efir.T.'.'ss Sifstem

OIRECT FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES

IN

WINDSOR
ONTARIO

ALL OTHER TERRITORIES
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7^w.$wvant of all
a §peciali§t for many
YEAR

after year, for a quarter-century, John-

son Bronze has had the privilege of proving
to

an increasingly large number of vehicle and

machinery builders and users that the job of producing finished bronze bushings and bearings belongs to the specialized

maker of such products.

Equipped both mentally and physically to produce
these important bronze parts to exacting specifications,

not just on occasion but continuously, John-

son Bronze

now

serves as the bronze bushing and

bearing department of

many of the country's lead-

ing industrial manufacturers.

Whatever the bronze bearing problem may be, this
organization has the experience and resources to
solve

it

efficiently

and economically.

JOHNSON BRONZE COMPANY, NEW CASTLE,
Kev

PA.

York, Chicaro, Detroit, Cleveland, Kansaa Cltj, San Franciaco
Export Addreu: 130 W. 42nd St., New York City, U. S. A.
Cable JONBRON

JOHNSON!
BUSHINGS

BARUo

i

January

12,
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Bronze
(%ONZE

BEARINGS
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Cuttinff ihe Chsf
of TrotteffPole Service
actual
THE
the pole

cost of trolley pole service is not confined to the purchase price of
What the pole can do from day to day to keep down delays,
avoid traffic tie-ups and eliminate frequent repairs or replacement of poles are
factors that determine the ultimate cost of trolley pole service.
itself.

—

"iN'ATIONAL-SHELBY" Poles are designed with sufficient strength to meet all
service requirements and yet not be of excessive weight. A special form of reinforcement at the proper place gives the pole great strength while the grade of
steel used and a special heat treatment after drawing gives a high elastic limit
and assures long life and satisfactory service. In addition, every "NATIONALTrolley Pole is individually tested before it leaves the mill a form
of test that approximates actual service conditions. This type of test is especially
important in that it minimizes the possibility of any defective pole being installed
thereby helping to cut the cost of trolley pole service before it begins. A description of this test and complete information about these poles will be sent on

—

SHELBY"

—

request.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, PITTSBURGH,
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

PA.

12,

1929

January

12,
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Pressure Lubrication
Involves more than this
Now- a -days!
Pressure lubrication, in the old days, meant giving
a

few turns

to the caps of the

trusting that the

lubricant

would

grease cups

—and

get to the spot

required.

Now'a'days, with speeds and pressure far different
than what they used to be, more positive means of
oil

or grease application are required.

Consequently, industry has turned extensively to
mechanical pressure lubrication.

With

this change, the

human element

in regulat'

ing lubricating pressures has been largely eliminated;

but the necessity for alertness in the \ind and amount
of lubricant to use has been increased.

We

We

The December

1928

issue

of

the

magazine. "LUBRICATION:" is devoted entirely to the subject of
Pressure Lubrication. We shall be
glad to send you a copy and put
you on the free mailing list lo
receive "LUBRICATION" monthly.
Write to the address below.

speak with authority on this subject.
have studied it extensively; and much of our informa'
tion is the result of actual experience on machinery

within our

thousands of

We

own

plants

satisfied

can

and throughout plants of

TEXACO

furnish
will

customers.

you a time-tested TEXACO
work most effectively and

that
economically on any system of pressure lubrication

Lubricant

you are

using.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
Texaco Petroleum Products

Dept. El, 17 Battery Place,

New York City

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

%
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"Tool Steel" speaks gear economy
in any language
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advertisements and salesmen must speak

many

languages for "Tool Steel" Gears and Pinions are in

daily use in

all

corners of the globe.

The advertisement

was taken from a dealer's booklet
with Japanese circulation. However from the standpoint of
economy "Tool Steel" Gears and Pinions speak a universal
above,

language.

The Tool

Steel

Gear

Cincinnati,

& Pinion Co*

Ohio

I

January

12,

1929
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62 GUARDIANS
of electrical performance
Air Brake Motor Insula-

1.

tion

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

—

Armatite
Fish
Paper
and Varnished Cambric

2.

Combined
Armature Slot Insulation
Armature Twine
Armco Paper

20.

—

Bushings Micanite
Cable Joint Insulation

21.
22.
23.
24.

Commutator Insulation
Discs Raw Mica

—

25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Kablak; Black Varnished
Cloth and Paper
Linolac (Amber Varnish)
Linotape (Oiled Tape)
Micoid Paper Black

—

M.

—
—
——

51.

52.

(Black Varnish)
Moulding Micanite
Oiled Tubing
Oiled Tape
Paper and Mica
Paper - Oiled and
nished

Oiled

Empire Oiled Tubing

— Untreated
Compound
—

Fibre

Filling

Fish Paper Untreated
Flexible Micanite

31.
32.

Glue
Heating Unit Insulation

Horn

Tubing— Oiled

or

Var-

nished

Cloth;

Paper
12.
13.

—

Var-

Duck-Oiled and Varnished

Empire

Transformer Insulation
Tubing Mica

Paper— Red Rope
53.

10.
11.

S^^

Compound

C.

I.

42. Soldering Paste
43. Splicing Compound
44. Stay Binding
45. Surgical Webbing
46. Tape for Armature Coils
47. Tape
Friction
48. Tape
Mica
49. Tape
Rubber
50. Tape
Untreated Cotton
Silk

—

Pressboard Untreated
Railway
Motor Insulation.

33.

Fibre

Raw Mica

— Cut

to

Pat-

tern
34. Rings for Commutators
35. Rope Paper
Oiled
36. Segments
Micanite
37. Shellac Varnish
38. Silk— Oiled
39. Silk Tape
40. Sleeving
Varnished
41. Sleeving
Cotton

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

—Armature
Varnishes
Varnished Cloths
Washers— Built-Up Mica
Washers— Micanite
Washers— Raw Mica
Webbing
Twine

X-Ray Terminal

0i$

Insula-

tion
62.

Empire
Tape

Seamless

Bias

\ti.•ri^/

——

—
—

p\IRECTING
*-^

—guiding

electrical

current

traffic

along

mica

insulation,

and

"Empire"

its

treated cloth insulations are out-

predetermined path of usefulness
equipment of every description that is the mission of

standing examples of the contributions which the Mica Insulator
Company has made to the art of

in electrical

—

the 62.

Every one of
the 62 products provides a means
of assuring better, more dependelectrical insulation.

Ever since the pioneer days, Mica
Insulator
Company has kept
abreast of the demands for better
and better insulation for the generation, transmission and utilization of electrical energy.

"Micanite,"

the

.-^\^,
M c AN TE
I

I

•lEC US. PAT OFF.

"^

original

pasted

able electrical equipment.

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
New

York: 200 Varick St. Chicago: 542 So. Dearborn St.
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Seattle
Montreal
Toronto

Works: Schenectady. N. Y.

London, England

^ PERFECT

0«C^M«!f
EM P
INSULATION

M'CA INSULATION

I

'^7<

RE

<> INSULATORsK

OILED CLOTH INSULATION^"

'^'°"'
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Ik

ihe Car Upholstered

Mohair
ia^ites and holds
in Yelnio

Patronage
(hase

Made

by

SANFORU MILLS,

Selling Agents, L. C.

New York

•

Detroit

•

Chase

&

Chicago

Sanford, Maine
Co., Boston
•

San Francisco
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For Substation
Control
The

trend today

is

toward saving in power costs as
power distribution throughout

well as toward better
the system as a whole.

The automatic
this

M^

substation represents one solution to
it goes the need for dependable

problem, and with

time switches.
^^yi^

4l

Anderson Automatic Time Switches
Different attachments can be inserted in
hand or electrically

necessary requirements of elecrailway operation where the time
element enters into the control of circuits;
they are supplied in different capacities
and up to 6600 volts.

wound time

The whole time

specific and particular requirements of
electric railway and other industries.

fulfill the

tric

switch, including the
time piece, is constructed in our own factory the clock which is the heart of the
time switch, is built for the switch and the
switch is built for the clock. Dependability has been well proved by the fact
that many Andersons are still running
smoothly and successfully after more than
twenty years of service.

the standard types of

switches

which

their field of usefulness.

types of time switches are

increases

Various other

made

to suit the

;

Albert

And

don't forget that Anderson also makes
suspensions, ears,
line material
crossings, insulators, splicers, wheels and railway knife and sectionalizing switches. Write
for Bulletin No. 39 on overhead material.

—

overhead

& J. M. Anderson Manxifacturing Co.
289-305

New York

Write for Bulletin No. 37

Chicago

A

Street, Boston,

Mass.

Philadelphia

London

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
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IVTAINY leading properties are now experiencing
-'-"-'-

the operating economies and better riding

qualities

made

possible by Hyatt Roller Bearing

Journal Boxes.

Railways

One middle western

city alone will shortly

have

nearly two hundred Hyatt equipped cars in service.

are

becoming

With

friction-free Hyatts replacing plain brass

journals, there

is

no more jerking and jolting due

to the ''grabbing" of sluggish plain bearings. Just

HYATTWAYS

smooth, quiet, comfortable riding ... all contributing factors to punctual service, public good will,
and, therefore, increased patronage.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Journal Boxes cut power

consumption appreciably aud eliminate the costly
maintenance of brass bearing journals. They help
keep the cars busy earning profits instead of wast>
ing time in repair shops.

And

in addition, Hyatt Roller Bearing Journal

Boxes meet every A. E. R. A. requirement for
standard equipment or replacement. Ask us about
the Hyattized equipment now in service or any
other information you desire.
The Hyatt Roller Bearing
Journal Box for Railway
service

— sectioned

to shove

construction.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
Newark

Detroit

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Oakland

HY^TT

OS
RO LLER BEA.RIN
motors^
[product of general
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WELDABLE!
r

SILICO- MANGANESE

The New Alloy Steel
for Special Trackwork

shock- and wear-resisting
THE
properties of silico-manganese

tion the silico-manganese steel

Features

This material has already been accepted a^
standard for highest grade automobile springs and other parts
subject to shock and wear, as well as
for high grade tools such as punches,
chisels, shear blades, etc.

One-Piece Construction
Tough, Wear-Resisting
Readily Repaired by Welding on the Job
Can Be Thermit- or Electric-Welded to Connecting Track

In the manufacture of special track-

Reasonable

steel are well established.

Long Life

work, Bethlehem uses silico-manganese steel of tool, steel quality, that
hard
enough to resist wear, yet sufficiently tough to
withstand violent shocks and pounding. In addi-

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,
New York
Detroit

cast-

ings can be readily thermit-welded,
in

our shop, to rolled

possible

a

new

rails,

special

making

trackwork

design of one-piece construction.

Bethlehem Welded Special
work called Design No. 999

—

Track-

—

com-

construction

bines solid, one-piece
with virtually all the desirable feaCost
tures of the best previously-used
forms. In addition it has the decided
advantage of being easily repaired by weldinf.
This new welded special work is recommenden
for your 1929 requirements.

General Offices:

Bethlehem, Pa.

District Offices
Boston
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Washington
Atlanta
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Chicago
St. LouiB
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Seattle
Portland
Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation, 25 Broadway. New York City. Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products

Honolulu

January 12, 1929
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Selected on a basis
of cost per mile
\aT

y

wheels made
a combined

orging

and

roll-

ing process.

In selecting car wheels,

it

stands to reason that

the true basis of comparison

is

cost per mile.

More and more, railway executives who purchase wheels in this way are selecting the Bethlehem Wrought Steel Wheel, because of the

many

miles of service of which

Strength, endurance,

worked

into

it is

and wearing

Bethlehem Wrought

capable.
qualities are

Steel

during the process of manufacture.
tinct

to

Wheels

Five dis-

forging and rolling operations are required

make

a

Bethlehem Wheel.

The forging

gives the steel toughness, while the rolling im-

proves the grain structure throughout the entire
wheel, tending to prevent crystallization in the

and

flange

tread,

and

virtually eliminating the

possibility of breakage.

Do you purchase

wheels on the basis of their

you do, the exceptional mileage of the Bethlehem Wheel and its long life in
service make it well worth your consideration.
cost per mile?

If

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
General Offices: Bethlehem, Pa.
District Offices:
Baltimore
Washington
Philadelphia
Boston
Bnffalo
Cleveland
Detroit
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
San Francisco
Chicago
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Los Angeles Seattle Portland Honolula
Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation, 25 Broadway. New York Citv
Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products

New York

BETHLEHEM
WHEELS
WROUGHT
STEEL

i
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Operating conditions
are unusually severe

HITENSO TROLLEY WIRE
HITENSO

Trolley Wire, exclusively an Anacoiida

product, combines high strength with the least
possible sacrifice in conductivity.

Hitenso "C" meets the strength requirements of the
A. E.R. A. specifications for High Strength Bronze, and
exceeds the conductivity by 15%. Hitenso "A" meets the
specifications for

Medium

Strength Bronze and exceeds

the conductivity by 15%. In terms of electrical efficiency,

Hitenso "C" is 37K% better than High Strength
Bronze, and Hitenso "A", 23% better than Medium
Strength Bronze.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.—The American Brass Company
Rod, Wire and Cable, Prodticts
General Offices: 25 Broadway,

New

York

Chicago Office: 111

W. Washington^ St-

AnacondaWire Producti

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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Truly—An All Purpose Pole!

r

HE

^

^
I

--

accompanying

demonstrate

strikingly

tions

the beauty and

economy

Tubular

Steel Poles.

On

right,

the

illustra-

of Elreco

ugly wooden

the

poles were, of necessity, left stand-^

ing to support the trolley wires.

The
is

eflfect

of the

lamp standards

nullified.

On

the

contrast

left,

trim

the

beauty of Elreco Poles.

Trolley,

span, lighting wires, lighting units
all

carried by one pole.

No

added

expense for underground service.

Elreco economy

is

evident.

With

three or four companies dividing
the cost of installation and mainte-

nance, the cost to each

is

materially

reduced.

Let us demonstrate Elreco desirability.

pole.

Truly

— an

all

purpose

Write

THE ELECTRIC RAILWAY
EQUIPMENT CO.
2900

Cormany

Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

30 Church

St.,

New York
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Products
cin^arnegie
securing passenger

will be of help
satisfaction

—
—

Modern

big cars, heavy loads, accelerated starting
traffic conditions
stopping
throw
an ever-increasing burden on equipemergency
and
ment. The use of Carnegie Products will aid in bringing your equip-

ment up to the requirements

of present-day transportation. Passengers
are quick to appreciate smoothly running, efficiently operated cars.

Thus

in

modernizing you reap an important by-product in their

satis-

faction.

Carnegie Wrought Steel Wheels assure high resistance to the wear
and tear of traffic today. They are made of a high carbon steel by a
special process of rolling and forging that refines the steel, insuring a
homogeneous structure, free from irregularities that might cause trouble.
Carnegie Axles. More than 60 years of experience in the manufacture
of axles, coupled with every facility for correct heat treatment and
accurate testing, insure the meeting of the specification in the finished
product.
Carnegie Steel Cross Ties, properly

laid,

insure a comfortable-riding,

repair-free track. Interrupted service, due to track repairs, is eliminated.
The unit cost (cost per foot of track per year) is considerably lower than
for

wood

ties.

Carnegie Rails and Rail Joints. Carnegie tee rails
suitable for interurban track, are available in standard sizes
Extensive manufacturing

and

facilities

and splices,
and weights.
permit us to serve you promptly

efficiently.

Descriptive literature on request.

Carnegie Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General

OflSces:

Carnegie Building

PITTSBURGH, PA.
1917

\oaCfiii
.chieve
TviAhthe
"Dayton,
Inte^fral

'back

n

c

Paidntf
Constructioii
Longer life
low Maintenance
Smoother Track

&

less Rep€n^ing^
Car Maintenance
^^^

V

\

A

\

Xhe Diyton

.

\

Integral

System of Track and

Paving Construction
Gives
Just
for

all

You

what you have been

searching

these years.

This system unifies all the ele^
ments of track and paving structure
compensates their weaknesses
brings out their strength.

—

The Dayton Tie

is

the key.

It

provides a cushioning member to
preserve the concrete base against
a re -enforcing member
shocks

—

which
Crete

is

an integral part of the con-

itself,

the concrete slab support-

ing both paving and track.

THE DAYTON
MECHANICAL TIE
DAYTON, OHIO

CO.

il
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ANOTHER APPLICATION OF SKF" BEARINGS ON THE
STREET RAILWAYS OF AMERICA FOR THE

Pittsburgh Street Railways Co,

Mile-A-Minute Speed With Comfort and Safety
Through a k f*Journal Bearings on 1 5 New Cars
FIFTEEN new interurban cars, sim-

Three years' experience with SKP*

to the one shown, are included

Journal Bearings has convinced this

ilar

program of the
Pittsburgh Street Railways Co. and

in the modernization

.

.

SKF*

Journal Bearings are used
on each car or a total of 120. The cars
operate on a line 32 miles long, making
eight

the run, including stops, in one hour
and twenty minutes. At times the cars

company that they

nal bearings on account of their selfaligning feature.

little

and

maintenance and insure smoother

easier riding cars.

reach a speed of 60 miles an hour. Each
car weighs 49,500 pounds and seats 52
passengers.

company.

INDUSTRIES,

In addition, they

never require any adjustments, very

vantages

SKF-

are the best jour-

mean

All these ad-

a satisfied public and

increased revenue for the operating

INC., 40 East 34th

Street,

New

York, N.Y.

Ball and Roller Bearing^

January

12,
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Like old friends,
they
Our oldest
test

wear well
we

because they've stood the
of time, remained the same in spite of change.
friends

like the best,

Boyerized Parts, old friends of most electric railway men, are
also known for their reliability and wearing qualities in face
of changes in the field. For with their glass hard armor, they
outlast the ordinary heat-treated parts four or five times. So
naturally, they're specified again when it comes time to
reorder or replace.

BOYERIZED PARTS
spring Post Bushings

Brake Levers

Spring Posts

Pedestal Gibs

Bolster and Plates

Center Bearings

McArthur Tumbuckles
Manganese Brake Heads

Side Bearings

Manganese Truck Parts

Transom Chafing

Bronze Bearings

Brake Fulcrums

Case Hardened Bushings

Brake Pins

Forgings

Brake Hangers

Trolley Pins

BEMIS CAR TRUCK
Electric

COMPANY

Railway Supplies

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
REPRESENTATrVES:
San FranciBco. Cal.
W. F. McKenny, 54 First Street. Portland. Oregon
J. H. Denton. 1328 Broadway, New York City. N. Y.
A. W. Arlln. 519 Delta Bid*., Loa Anfeles. CaJ.

F. F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock

'

Bide:.,

\

-

1
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For Street Car Service

Commonwealth Trucks
(PATENTED)

have

long

enjoyed

an

throughout the railway

and ruggedness

enviable
field.

The

reputation
simplicity

of their construction are the

many years of specialized experiThe result is, maintenance and re-

result of
{Designed for
istreet railway
and high

-

speed

ence.

pairs are reduced to a

minimum.

interurban service.

Cast steel frame,
including cross and
md transoms, a sin[le strong unit.

Commonwealth Trucks do their
share and more in producing
revenue year in and year out.

COMMONWEALTH

STEEL

Granite City,

J

Illinois

For Interurban Service

COMPANY

Pedestals cast
integral with
frames are machined, insuring
perfect alignment.

Renewable hardened spring steel
liners protect them
from wear.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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GRIFFIN
SINGLE PLATE

WHEELS

CHILLED

CHILLED BACK

TREAD

FLANGE

GUARANTEED
MAXIMUM MILEAGE— LOW COST

GRIFFIN

WHEEL COMPANY

410 North Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

Illinois

Foundries,
Chicago

Detroit

Denver

St.

Tacoma

Kansas City
Cleveland

Los Angeles

Salt

Paul

Lake City

Cincinnati

Boston
Council Bluffs

Jamwrv

12,
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^4 BEHIND^k THE PYR AM DS — 4>
1

I

Continually
...the

itVHEN we say that National Pyramid Brushes are
laboratory product we do not mean that they are

perely designed by our engineers and scientists.
Our laboratory goes far beyoad design. It is actually in complete and final control of all raw mateials, of each manufacturing process, and of the final
mished brushes. Every material and every process

meet

rigid specifications.

Control

LABORATORY

1

nust

in

Nothing that

fails

pass these specifications can be used.
The very first step in the manufacture of Nalonal Pyramid Brushes is the purchase of the oil
rem which lampblack is to be burnt. This oil is
lought under close specifications, and each shiplient is tested by us to make sure it follows those
|>ecifications in viscosity, flash point, residue, and
aemical composition.
3

,

The lampblack produced from this oil is tested
for volatiles and ash, the latter being held down
to a few hundredths of one per cent. All other raw
pitch, graphite, copper and other submaterials
stances
are similarly tested with the utmost care
and precision.
In the long manufacturing process, frequent
samples are analyzed by the laboratory. Machine
operation is closely watched. Furnace temperatures

—
—

are governed by pyrometers.
Many more than 36 scientific controls are exercised by our laboratory over the 36 major manufacturing operations in our factories.
National Pyramid Brushes are as scientifically
made and as uniform as are the electrical machines
on which they are used.

NATIONAL CAR BON COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide

[TQ^

"'"' ^'"'^'"'

Inc.

Corporation

Carbon Sales Division

^\

SILVER STRAND

Cleveland, Ohio

CABLE

San Francisco, Cal.

TKADC MARK

Branch
Chicago,

111.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

and Factories
Jersey City, N. J.

Offices

Birmingham, Ala.
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Do You Buy Brake Shoes On Price
Or Ultimate

Cost?

THERE'S

no guesswork connected with the use
of Diamond "S" Brake Shoes on all cars. Every
property which has standardized on the Diamond "S"
type shows a lower brake shoe cost per car mile and
uses fewer brake shoes

—an additional annual saving

in labor cost of application

and removal of skoes.

The photograph shows two piles of worn out Brake
Shoes. The smaller pile shows the Diamond "S" scrap
doing the same amount of work as the Cast
Iron shoes in the larger scrap pile.

left after

'"Best

by Test"

THE AMERICAN BRAKE SHOE

AND FOUNDRY COMPANY
so CHURCH ST., NEW YORK
532 Sa MICH. AVE., CHICAGO

January
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The Best Lubiican
MS an abrasive if mixed ufithgrit
J

K

More Reasons Why
They

mT

that is accumulating dirt and grit to
change into a grinding compound.

WEAR

longer because
they are built of tough and
durable deep drawing steel
properly annealed and are
supported by strong malleable iron brackets.

They

f^

Gears running in such a lubricant wear
quickly and run up a big maintenance bill.

against

insure

VIBRATION

I

because

they

Chillingworth Gear Cases provide the utmost insurance against gear maintenance

are one-piece seamless construction and have no rivets
to

work

loose.

costs.

They
.

^

I

absolutely
prevent
the entry of DIRT and the
escape of grease, because
they are seamless, with

overlapping

joint

The

records of users of our Gear Cases are
convincing evidence
ask any of them.

between

the halves.

^

doesn't take long for a lubricant

:

r

—

A

typical Chillingworth
installation.
Note the

construction and perfect
fit** of the halrea.

Gear Case
one piece
"tailored

Every Chillingworth Gear
is "tailor fit" to your
sample motor in our shops
before being- shipped out.
This insures perfect interchangeabllity of any of the
Case

halves of the like gear cases

on

like

for you.

motors

— an

economy

This "custom building" creates the great users acceptance of our gear cases.

Chillingworth Manufacturing Co*
Jersey City,

N.

J.

Representatives:

Railway
j

Power Eng. Co.
Canada

8C

W. Gcrkc
New York

J.

A. P. Champin
France

Tool Steel Gearing 8C Equip. Co.
England
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Ihe Savin.
. in Maintenance
^

^

isti^hat

count

Quality Products always show

U]

This organization has specialized in certain street car
equipment and has perfected every one of their products
so that

all

guessing and experimenting

is

eliminated. Be-

cause of a complete knowledge of operating needs and the

proper research

facilities

we have been

able to success-

problems by supplying the
you specify More- Jones Qual-

fully solve certain operating

proper equipment.

When

Products you are sure that you are bringing new
economies to your street car operation.

ity

Buyers of experience know that
save on the initial purchase.

it is

false

economy

to

Why not profit by the more than fifty years of specialization of this organization. Let us help solve your prob-

lems.

We will be glad to co-operate with you

Qy]^ore than
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More -Jones
Trolley Wheels
They

are finished and bored in one operation,
thus insuring proper balance.
The metal
an alloy of purest
used is exceedingly tough
new metal, having maximum conductivity
which provides greater mileage without
damage to the overhead lines.

—

V-K

Wheels for City and Suburban
and More-Jones lubricated Wheels for

Oil-less

service

high speed requirements insure lower ultimate
cost.

your advantage in net earnings
^*

Tiger ^^ Bronze Axle

and

More -Jones Armature

Armature Bearings
lead content, that

we

Babbitt Metal

scientifically incorporate into this

., minimizes frictional wear, resulting in less frequent
acements. Finished oversize or undersize to a perfect
ning fit with your axles and housings and expertly maled in strict accordance with your specifications.
We
:«)nimend the incorporation of our celebrated Armature
Babbitt metal into the Armature bearings. "Tiger" Bronze
Axle and Armature Bearings

Standard on the majority of Electric Railway Systems in this
country. Specially formulated for the exacting requirements
of Electric Railway Armature Bearing maintenance.
ItsThighTheat radiation minimizes friction, even under the
most'trying circumstances.

A

trialjis the

most conclusive proof of

its

superior inherent

characteristics.

insure maximum service
under the hardest operating

'KVAK\Wt

conditions.

Further information and prices sent on request.

NATIONAL BEARING METALS CORPORATION
New
Jersey

York, N. Y.
City,

N.

J.

St. LouiS,

Mo.

Portsmouth, Va.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mcadville, Pa.

>10REJ0NES
QIMJTY PRODUCTS

^ars of Servicer
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TAKES THE "MAYBE"
OUT OF YOUR CAR CONSTRUCTION
P. T. L.

Just what happens between the

time you place your order for
new electric cars and the time
they are delivered is purely a
matter of simple faith and
guesswork. Maybe the materials and workmanship measure
up to your specifications and
Maybe Not.

A

perfect guardian of your
interests in this case is a P.T.L.
Inspector. He takes the "may-

be" out of your car construction by progressively inspecting
all materials and workmanship
that goes into your cars.
If
anything is not up to your
specifications you are immediately notified.

This valuable P.T.L. Inspection service is
national in its scope. Bulletin 28 tells you
all

about

it.

PITTSBURGH TESTING LABORATORY
Branch

Offices in Principal Cities

PENNA.

PITTSBURGH

LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction
of all heights

Chrome Nickel

and Built-up Construction

and weights

of rail

The Lorain Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General OflBces: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Atlanta

Chicago

Sates Offices:
Dallas

Cleveland

Pacific Coast Representatives:

New York

Philadelphia

Products Ck).. San Francisco. Seattle. Portland. Los Angeles
Export Representatives: Dnlted States Steel Products Co.. New York
tJ.

8. Steel

Pittiba
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after year

passes on

—

Spring
Switches

Plush
remains the preferred

1

upholstery material
During the more than 37 years that
Massachusetts Mohair Plush has
been the railroad standard, it has
given many roads over twenty
years of active service!

Plush

equally desirable for street
busses, as it is not only
serviceable but is the most comfortable seating material now in
use, and its varied patterns and
colorings add to the attractiveness
of the cars.
cars

is

and

Specify Massachusetts Plush for those new
cars and busses you are buying this year.
Send now for samples and quotations.

/lASSACHUSETTS MOHAIR PLUSH CO.
Makers of BAY STATE PLUSH
Main
80 Federal

St.,

Oil Cylinder Retarding

Dash Pot

Racor Dash Pot greatly reduces
THE
wear on
of
of spring

the
the inside
the points
switches that are habitually trailed through.

This device acts on the principle of a door
check and is used to retard the return of the
switch points to normal position. When the
switch points are struck by the flange, the
points are free to move to the reverse position but are retarded when they start to
Thus the blow from succeeding
return.
slight and the wear on the inis
very
wheels
side face of the points is greatly reduced.

The Racor Dash Pot
operates under

is

sure in action and
conditions.

all climatic

The Racor Dash Pot

is

used successfully with

Ramapo Automatic Return Switch
the
Stands, Styles Nos. 37, 38, and 39, or with
rigid switch stands connected to switch
through a heavy type spring rod.
Send for complete descriptive information.

RAMAPO AJAX CORPORATION
-H LLBUB.N, NEW YORK.
^cain Office
SALES OPriCES AT WOMtS. ALSO
I

Office:

BOSTON, MASS.

Kailway Representatives
Midgley & Borrowdale

1823 McCormick Building, Chicago, niinois

ACOH PACIFIC

nu»6««wtTcaco.

30 CHUH.CH STB.EET. NEW YORK.
M«COR.MlCK BUILDING. CHICAGO

'^^tlbu.-n. N.Y.

Kl^arA rMlJa. N. Y. Ch<c**o.

Illlnoia. B««t Sl.l.ouU. lU.
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PLATES'^

For EFFICIENT,

ECONOMICAL

JOINTS
Do you believe in
formance records?

statistics?
If

so

the

Rely on perperformance

records of the many "Weld Plates" now in
use will convince you that they lead the bar-

weld

joints in efficiency

and economy.

"Weld Plates" represent the most modern
welding practice. They are the strongest and
most up-to-date plates rolled especially for
Note the shape the
electric welded joints.
grooves for retaining plenty of weld metal
the wide contact areas
along the upper edges
the suitability for the use
at top and bottom

—

—

—

of short bolts.

A

trial

will

convince you of their efficiency

and economy.

THE RAIL JOINT COMPANY
165 Broadway,

New York

mifnuiiniiniiimimiimiimiHdiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiuiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiip
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1

I

i

y^c^
TRUCK WITH TOWER

IN

RUNNING POSITION

Trenton Tower
This 3 -Section
is

not only

more convenient, but stronger than

the

older type.

The

top section

The

section.

is

reinforced by the intermediate

makes it possible to
and drop it 12
inches lower than can be done with the old-style
3-section design

raise the platform 16 inches higher

2-section tower.

We'll gladly send you details.

J.

R.

McCARDELL CO.
New

Trenton,
imniiiunnniiiiiiiiiiiiinirm

Jersey,

nrimiiimimiiiniiniimimiii

U.
mi

S.

A.

iiiiiimiimiitiiiiriiiiiinnrii

iiiiiniiia

iininiimrn
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EARLL

The 1929 Budget

Trolley

Pole Line Maintenance
and Construction

Catchers and

£or

Retrievers
Fast and positive
Earll Retrievers and Trolley Catchers
are in motion at the first jump of the
pole.
They have the pole below the
danger line in time every time.

—

Economical in first cost and installation, their maintenance consists of a
squirt of oil three or four times a
year; their appearance is dignified and
simple; and the construction is designed for hard service.

APPROPRIATIONS

a powerful mechanism, insure perfect
results.
Wet rope has no terrors for

for this departmental budget
be smaller than expected, taxing your ingenuity to get the best results for the least money.
Here
are facts about M.I.F. Pole Hardware Specialties that

an Earll.

have an important direct bearing

Few

parts, positive in operation with

Get an Earll estimate on your cars.
Find out more about this important
device. Bulletin on request.

li. may

Williams Pole Mounts
Are chargeable to capital investment or betterment account,
whether for wood or tubular pole reclamation. Only labor
of installation is charged to maintenance expense account.
appropriations for maintenance will go much
farther and dividends may be earned on the resulting increased capital investment, for which other funds are
available.
Illustration indicates range of sizes up to 12 in. for tubular
poles.
Absolutely essential for efficient, economical new pole
installations on concrete walls, bridges, etc.

Therefore,

—

1^.,

^

,//

Pole Reinforcing and Extension Clamps

Overcome

This

is

all

^here is to the
ubrication ol

an Earll
Juit
a few spoonFuls

of

every

oil

three

the necessity for replacing tubular poles corroded

ground line or at joints. Stronger, more durable and
more economical than other methods. Also provide means
for extending poles for wider spans or additional circuits
with utmost facility, economy and strength. Real money
at

savers.

months.

Span Wire Insulator Hangers
Provide means for carrying control cables, signal wires, etc,
Reduce delays and
out on span wires away from trees.
emergency repairs. Made in several types for varied service.

Send for

C.

I.

EARLL, YORK, PA.

General Foreign Agents:
International General Electric Co.,
Schenectady. N. Y.. U. S. A.

Railway

&

In Canada:
Power En^ineerins Corp.. Ltd.,
Toronto. Ont.

literature <with prices.

Malleable Iron Fittings Co.
Pole Hardware Department

Factory and

New England Sales Office: Branford,
New York Sales Office:
Thirty Church Street

W^'

General Sales Agents elsewhere
in U.S.:

Connecticut

<|>

LINE MATERIAL COMPANY, South Milwaukee, Wis.
Canadian Distributor: Canadian Line Materials, Limited, Toronto
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Bates^Truss Poles
for Trolley Suspension

MODERN
modem
Pole

methods.

The

Bates'Truss

the solution of trolley suspension

is

The

problems.
trie

demands

transportation

general tendency of elec'

railways toward the increased use of

Poles

Bates'Truss

significant

is

in

these

days of high costs and keen transportation
competition.
Structural simplicity, combined with lasting

strength and fine appearance,

Bates'Truss Pole ideal for

all

makes the

forms of over'

Let us quote you on

head construction.

poles, structures or towers.

E

IB
ucs

*ilr*

i^anaeSlteel iruss

EAST CHICAGO,
aiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiifiiiti^

cars regularly, inside and
out, the Oakite way prevents the accumulation of traffic grime promotes good
appearance and scales down maintenance
expenses.

|
|
|
s

;

I

Less time and effort are required to
brighten windows, floors, seats, paintwork
and metal fixtures. Oakite methods can be

element

moved.

the

.

.

miiiM

.

HUMAN

human

entirely

is

miiiiiiniiiirniinimiiiKiiiinimiiniimiiim

Nachod

with

Signals

They

"automatic."
assured

re-

are entirely

Passengers

|

are

|

transportation.

|
|
|

regular cleaning with Oakite materials reduces the need for frequent repainting and
overhauling.

|
|
|

Write for booklet "Cleaning in Railroad
and Car Shops." It contains facts and
formulas to help you with many cleaning

safe,

swift

Nachod
signals

for

3

-

indication

double

rear protection

track

show

red
occupied block, with
yellow in the rear, and
green in all signals in the
rear of the yellow.
for

|
|
|

operations.

|

Oakite Service Men. cleaninff specialists, are located in
the leading industrial centers of the V. S. and Canada

|
i

YORK,

BUT

IND.

|

depended upon to keep car interiors spotless
and sanitary. Moreover, by removing the
dirt and grime that causes deterioration,

NEW

iiimiiiiiiiii.'iiii

IS

CLEANING

Manufactured only by
INC., 28B Thames St.,

iimiiiiuiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiimiu

TO ERR

Keeps cars clean
and attractive

OAKITE PRODUCTS,

i,

Ip.

N. Y.

OAKITE

Industrial Qeaning Materials md Methods

Nachod

signals

enable

your cars to get over the
line speedily and safely to
bring in the revenue.

Type
color

i

N-A-G-H-O-D

I

Spells "Safety"

N

—

light

3 Indication
on
Bignals

Northern Ohio Power &
Lie:ht Co. hetween Canton and Masslllon.

ITe also make Highway Crossing Signals and
Headtuay Recorders. Write for catalog.
I
|

3fliiiiimiiniiiiiiiHiiiiii:iiriiiin<iiiinMiiiiMininiMiriiiiiiiiiMiininiMnMiiiiuiiiiiMiiiiiiiHiiiMniMiiiiniiiiMiiiiiiiiiitMiHiimimiiii

Nachod & United

States Signal
LOUISVILLE, KY.

uiiimiiiiiiimiitiiiuiiimiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiraiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiuiimiimuiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiimi
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COLUMBIA
Railway and Utility Supplies

—

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum

Forgings

Wherever

Special Machinery
and Patterns

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

Profits

need

Armature and
Field Coils.

Protection
The Columbia Machine Works *nd M.
265 Chestnut

St.,

Brooklyn,

comer

I.

Co.

use

Atlaatic Ave.,

New York

OHMER

Registers

mmiiiiiinmirinimiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiriiniiiiiriiiriiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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PROFIT
From Better

'T'HE Ohmer
-*•

first

Company was

the

sell registers

to indicate and print a record of all kinds of fare
collections.

make

Coil Per£orinance

Fare Register

to invent, manufacture and

This company was also the

first

to

a ticket-printing and recording taximeter.

For thirty years

we have

maintained a dominant

leadership in the transportation industry, a distinctive

Ohmer

field.

No matter what kind of transportation you sell
there's
... no matter how many cars you have
.

an

control.

Elliott-Thompson Coils perform betwear longer, reduce maintenance

ter,

costs.

That's because they are fashioned to

and

fit

slip

into

grooves

without

abuse.

You

get the added advantage of full
from the start, and the finer
performance that makes for better
transportation.

.

.

Ohmer product which gives you positive profit
And

in

all

principal cities there are

branch offices or sales and service stations which
assure every user of an Ohmer instrument prompt
and expert accommodation.
By making our products ever finer and better,
by continuous improvement and refinement, by
anticipating the requirements of tomorrow, wc
have solved the problems of today. Ask us to
send full information about any Ohmer equipment in which you arc interested. We'll be glad
to send it to you. Write today.

efficiency

Put a few E. T. Coils in stock.
them on your next replacement.

Try

The Elliott-Thompson
Electric
Ajax

Company

Bldg., Cleveland,

Ohio

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimimimimmiiiiimiminiiiiiin

li

OHMER
^^^^^

Fare Register Company
DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.
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The J. G. White
En gineenn g Corporation
Engineers — Constructors

^avfe

New Tork
CHICAGO
SAN FBANCI8C0

39 Broadway,

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
NEW TORK
BOSTON
CHICAGO

&

Sanderson
Dedcn
Kxaminatlons

Uanacemnt

Constmction
Reports

Taloations

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ALBERT

S.

steam and Hydro-Electric Power Planta, Qas Plant*,
Steam and Electric Railroads, Transmission Systems,
Baildinra and Industrial Plants.

New York

43 Exchange Place

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— FInanciai Reports
Appraisals— Management
New York

S2 Vanderbllt Ave.

Porter

ENGINEERS
PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS

Engelhardt W. Holst
Consultiug Engineers
Appraisals
Reports
Rates
Serrlce
InTestlfatlon
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Reorranlxatlon Operation Manacement

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN rBANCISCO

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Engineers and
Constructors

20 Pine

W. H. PRICK,

m.

F. LATNO
Vice-President

JOHN

See'y-Treas.

Examinations and Exports

WALTER JACKSON

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weekly and Sunday Pass Difierential

Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

Fares

and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIMORE
1*04 CItlaens National

Bank

NEW TOKK

Phone
HanoTer: S14S

Bide.

49

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F. Wells

160

WaU Strwt

HEMPHILL & WELLS
50 East 42nd

St.,

W. Hemphill

Operation

Engineering and Construction

—

New York Gty

68

Valuations

W, Washington

E. H.

Street,

FAILE

&

substitute for or

225

J.

CO.

Inc.]

a

supplement to your

rail

operations.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

ROWLAND BIBBINS

CONSULTING ENGINEER

— Service Buildings— Terminals

«41 IJ6XINOTON AVI.

ScARR Transportation Service,

III.

Designers of

Garages

NEW YORK

TRINITY PLACE

An_ organization of experienced engineers, prepared to
assist you in the installation of highway operations as a

Traffic Surreyv

Chicago,

—

Railway and Highway Consulting Engineers

CONSULTING BNGINBBRS
REPORTS ON
111

—

Exam inations Reports Valuations
Transportation Problems ^Power Developments

Construction

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.
Operating Problems

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Gramatan

Incorporated

Albert

Management

—
—Ride Selling

McGLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization

Street,

New York

Transportation

BUCHANAN

Wood

Incorporated

RIPORTS - APPRAiaALS R ATKS OPIR ATION SCRVICB

President

BOSTON, MASS.

Stevens &l

RICHEY

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

O. B.

1929

jLI Vx^ GX^vI!|l|

^ttcorporatcO

PHILADEXPHIA

12,

—

TRANSPORTATION

Organized Transit Development and Traffic Controls.
Economic Operation, Routing, Schedule Analyses.
Valuations, Rate Cases and Ordinances
EXPERIENCE IN

KKW TOBK
2301 Connecticut

Avenue

35

CITIES

Washington, D.

C.

January
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THE
BO Church

P.

EDWARD WISH

SERVICE

Strett Railway Inspection

St.

NEW YORK

Johnson

131 State St.

DETECTIVES

BOSTON

Electric

Fare
Boxes

When

writing the advertiser for information or
prices, a mention of the Electric Railway
Journal would be appreciated.

and overhead

iiiiiiuiiiJiiiiiiiiriiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiHiu

Your Name

I

where larger
display space is not used backs up your
advertising campaign and keeps your
in this space in all issues

name

make

registers

possible

|

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased 1^ to 5% and the efSciency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.

the
|
|
|

in the alphabetical index.

|
|
|
|

|

Johnson Fare Box Co.

|

^^

iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiijiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiin

_

4619 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago,

,

III.

I
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B. A.
F. T.

HEOEUAN,
8AB0BNT.

H. A.

Jr. Ftesldant
Secretary

J.

HEOEUAN.

First Tlce-Ptes. and Treas.
In char«e of sales

M. PBATT, Vlce-Prea.

National Railway Appliance Co.
Graybar

Electrical

&

Wires

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

Trenton, N.

Bnlldlnit,

420 Lexlncton Ave., New York

BBANCH OFFICES

Cables

100 Boyliton St., Boston, Mass.
Mansey BIdr.. Waehinrton. D. C.
Hereman-Castle Corporation, Railway Exchanre Bnll^inr. Chicaro, 111.
F. F. Bodler, 903 Monadnoclc Bldi.. San Francisco, Calif.

J. |

Lister-Reese Inc., 401 3. Brand Bird.. Glendale, Calif.

^iiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiicriiiiiitiiiiimiitiitiriiiiiiiiiriniiiiimimiiiiiiiiimimmiininiiiiiR

RAILWAY SUPPLIES

jiiiiuiiHuiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiiiiniiiiinii^

Efficient

HoudalUa Shock Absorber.
Tool Steel Qears and Pinions
Anvlo-American Varnish Co..

Bus Heating

Varnishes, £namels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Oenesco Paint Oils
Dunham Hopper Door Derlcs
Glarland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Fighters
Feasible Drop Brake Stalls
Ft. Pitt Sprins & Htr. Co..
Springs

with

I

The N-L Venti-Duet Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Ave.

I

I

Qeveland, Ohio

sanmmniirminuimiiiiiimmimimmiiiiiiiirmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ir

Bell Rearlster

|

^^^^^i
""I"

<

'

rimiiiiniiiii

iiijiiiir

FlaxUnum Insolation
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Sarlnc and Inspection
Meters
National Safety Devices ComBlowers.
Wl)lstle
pany's
Oonc BlngerB and Brake

Hanrers
Oodward Oas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing Machine
Tm-Drnm Lathe

iiiiiiiiiiirimiiiiiiiiiniiniiin
II

?<"""""

Fare Boxes

Fraaer Oas Electric Drive

niiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii

raiiiiitiiiiiuiiiniiiiiiiiiii|

miimiiiiiiii

niiiniiiiiii

iiiiiiiii

iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii

i

iiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiii

iimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

iiiiiiiiii

iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

iiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

RAIL JOINTS

DYNAMOTORS
WELDING ROD

UNA Welding & Bonding Co.

Intemationai

|

Registers

|

Made

Cleveland. Ohio.
'•iiiiiititiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiirllitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiirimiiriitriiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiH

=

single and

§

double types to meet

|

requirements of serv-

|
i

in

For hand or foot,
mechanical or electric
ice.

iiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraraniiiniiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiifi,

j

^

UllimiHIIIH

—
how

Car Heating and Ventilating

operation.

operatinf problems.
We can show jrou
both with one equipment.
The Peter
Smith Fotxed Ventilation Hot Air Heater will
Id
addition, 40% to 60% of the cost of any other ear betting and Tentllatlnt lystem.
Write for details.
tre

IISiUitilE
^IllllllliilllV^

no

car

longer

to take care of

m;

Double Refister
Type R-11

The

Peter Smith Heater Company
6209 Hamilton Ave, Detroit, Mich.

tors'

I

The International

I

15 South

Throop

Street,

I

Counters,

|

conduc-

|
|

fittings,

punches.

Register Co.

|
|

Chicago, Illinois

uiiiiu

>||iriHliiiiirilitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiHiliiiirniiiiiiii<iiiiiiiiiiiniinniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiii

NORTHERN

<
I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiniiMiiriHri

—BELL—

CEDAR POLES.

BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

v

I

WESTERN

I
i

TIES

BELL LUMBER & POLE

liyiltlllllHlllltlllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIItllinilllUlllllMlllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllllWtlHHilHIIKIIimHIHIinUINf

I

CO., Minneapolis, Minn

T

!
i

^niniiiiiiimiiiniiiiriiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiimiiiiiS

Send for Bulletin No. 2 describing

MASTER LIVE LINE TOOLS
Master Pliers, the powerful, unbreakable pliers, cost
no more than ordinary types. Send for literature.

MASTER PLIER CORPORATION
7330 Harrison Street

Forest Park, Illinois

iHllllliiinmiiHiiiMiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinllliMiiiiiiiiiltHliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiitiiuiintiliiuiiiiiiiiiHnrainiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliiiiir

I
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nil
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Gets Every Fare

I

PEREY TURNSTILES

STUCKI

i

I

SIDE

I

or

PASSIMETERS

C«e them

In

7onr Preparment Arams knd
Street

Can

Perey Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park Avenne,

New York

Inc.

Citr

I
I
=
3
|
|

'"ilMiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiuiruiiiiiiHiiitiiiiiiiR

BEARINGS I
A.

STUCKI CO. I

Oliver Bids.
Pittsburch, Pa.

I
|
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Searchlight Section
.•tllNllttlllMMIMIII

IMItlllltllll

IMIIMItlMllllltl

POSITION

I

'llllllllllttllKtilllt

WANTED

illlllllliillltlilllllllltlliil

FOR SALE

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation
18
years'
successful
experience
covering
every phase of transportation, seeks
position with future.
Best of references.
- 153,
Electric
Rallv^ay
Journal,
Tenth Ave. at 36th Street, New York.

I

A change in an owner's

I

requirements has put

;

PW

OHIO BRASS OVERHEAD
LINE MATERIAL PARTS
\

for

I

50%
off

C P 27 Compressors and Brill 70-E Truck*
Send for list.

N. Y. & QUEENS COUNTY RAILWAY CO,
38 26th St.. Jackson Heights, N. T.

I

|
i

iiiiHiMiiiitiiiMtiiititiiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiMiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiittitiiitiintUH

Several Slightly

NEW

Model

j

DEPARTURE

I

54, 1928

WANTED
|

pjEALERS
l--'ment

White Parlor Car

I

Transportation

special
items.
TJioy cheek these columns
regularly
for equipment
offered for sale.

|

Used Bus Department

in our

Advertise
vour equipment
here and sell it quickly and
at a good price.

I

hereby

given that the City
of the City of Springfield,
Ohio, is desirous of receiving proposals
from operators of municipal transportation
systems for the furnishing of an adequate
transportation system for said city and
that such proposals will be received up
to and including Friday, February 1st.

Rates quoted gladly. Inquiries
answered promptly.
Write

Commission

Write for

I

Proposals will be received from operators
of either electric trolley cars, motor busses
or trolley car and bus combined or other
adequate method providing municipal trans-

2320

I

portation.
Springfield lies in the mid part
of Ohio and Is approximately 72.000 in
population, and is a fast growing city.

S.

Wabash

-llinlKIMMIHMIII

I

Ave., Chicago, HI.

1

after the submission of such proposals
within which to inquire into and consider
the relative merits of such proposals and
further reserves the right to reject any and
all such proposals.

Tenth Ave, at 36th
„
IIIIIIM

•)

St.,

New York

City
„„.

,

IIHIMMMIIIIIMHIIIIIMIIIMIMIIII

111

Sale?

EQUIPMENT

SELL USED

Rebuilt and Guaranteed
Send Your List

or Inquiries to

J.W.GERKE

CLYDE E. WAIXINQFORD
Clerk of the City Commission

New York

303 Fifth Ave,
*kl

City,

N, Y,

lllMltllllMIMMMIIIMMIIMIIIIi

lilHItllilt.

It

A MARKET FOR YOUR
Rotary Converters
"We are interested in purchasing a
number of BOO kw.. 60 cycle rotary
converters,
or
larger,
those
with
33.000 volt transformers preferred.
Give full name plate data, general
condition and prices both with and

|

|
I
i
I
I
I
i

letter.

I

no

=

if

We are in
to buy,

sell

H^hat have you for sale and tuhat are you

Cars, Motors,

in the

market fort

IVrite or viire to

a T.

£
|
I

Modem

Sub Station Equipment

|

W-156. Electric Railway Journal.
7 So, Dearborn. St.. Chicago, ni

the market

or exchange

393 Seventh Ave.

ABEL
Nevi-

York

City,

N. Y.

iMM«lll(IIMM*Mir.

IttlMMMHIMHMMIIIIIIHIIIIIUi

GetyattrWanfs into the Searvkligki
>tH« HI IMI 1 1 If I tHtHIMH I H« I M tl

NtMH

I »••

11 1 •• 1 1

IH Ml 1 1 1 1«<

:

M I II I ( I ) iiti itunMM*;

BUY USED EQUIPMENT

By order of the City Commission of the
City of Springfield, Ohio.

Will consider 300 kw. machines
larger are available."

I

What Have You For

The Commission reserves a reasonable time

first

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

IMtllllllMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIMriltMltllllllllC

forth the rate or rates of fare desired in
order that full and complete consideration
may be given same by the City Commission.

in

Searchlight Department

CO.

IMIIItlllllllMIMIMHIIIMMMIIIHIHIMMHMIIMI

Such proposals should state the term for
which franchise is desired and the terms
and conditions under which such operators
will operate same and preferably should set

transformers

to-day to

full particulars

THE WHITE

1920.

without

used eqoipalways in the

in

are
for

market

Busses

Requested
is

-•

6-cylinder, 28-passenger

Bids for

NOTICE

Used

i

i^fflaiaHiii
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money

It costs

an old hor?

to pasture out
It's

highly commendable to be sure.

And

But it costs money.
somewhat more
For example, how about those old cars you

we

today

materialistic.

must,

of

necessity,

be

Your

are pasturing out in storage?

first-of-the-year in-

more such equipsame kind of treatment.

ventories will undoubtedly bring to light

ment ready

for the

IGHT

[B
We

here

Bros., Inc.

been

have

since 1898

let

come
in

L.

Schiavone

& Bonomo

into the picture.

scrap

the

— the time of

metal

business

War— hence
always for scrap." We

the Spanish

our slogan "Ever for peace,

what we are about, and have the facilities for
doing our work well. The good will built up

knovv^

among

the

many

traction companies, for

have already worked

in

dismantling their old and

worn out equipment, proves

The "economics"

whom wc

it.

of turning your obsolete equip-

ment into cash for use in purchasing new and modern equipment or reducing the overhead of maintaining a pasture for worn out cars needs no serious
discussion.

Hence we can

—that

suggest only one thing

you

direct your inquiries to us in order to find out the
full details of

our ability

equipment

good

into

to turn

your obsolete

use.

.

fCe are not Alchemists-

3ut—
oe turn iron and
nto gold

and

steel

silver.

Jersey City,

New Jersey

lec.

I
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment. Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertismg in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every car* is taken to make it

with

accuraiR. but Electric Hailway Journal assumeB no responsibihly for errors or omissions.

Auv«rtl8ing, Streeet Car
ColUet". liiL',. Barron G.

Air Brakes
Geiiei'al Electric

Air Circuit Breakers
Roller-Smith Co.
Roller-Smith Co.
Aiicliors, (luy

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Co.

Armature Sliop Tools
Colnnibia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Regulators, A'oltage, Current & Synchronizing

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Automatic Return Switch
StuiidH

Ratiiupo Ajax Corp.

tutomntic Saf<'ty Switeh
Stands
Raniapo Ajax Corp.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Trucu Co.

Bond Testers
American Steel & Wire Co.
Electric Service auppUea Co.
Roller-Smith Co.

Bondhig Apparatva
American Steel 6t Wire Co.
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
Elec.

Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding^ Co.

Truck Co.

Beniis Car

Bethlehem Steel Co.

The

G.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Dlinois Steel Co.
Westinghoiise E. & M. Co.
Co..

Brill

J.

Axles (Front & Rear) Motor
Truck & Passenger Car
Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

& Motor Bus

Axles. Trailer

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.
Babbitt Metal
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Ilabbitting Devices

Columbia Machine Works
Badges and Buttons
Service Supplies Co.
International Reg. Co., The

Elec.

Dry

Batteries.

National Carbon Co.
Co.

Nichols-L-interii

B«arings. Anti-Frlctlon
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.
Bearings, Ball
S. K. F. Industries. Inc.

Bearings and Bearing Metals
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cinciimati Car Co.

Cohmibia Machine Works
National Bear. Metals Corp.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Bearings, Bronze

Johnson Bronze Co.
Bearings, Center and Roller
Hide
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Stucki

Co..

A.

Bearings. Roller
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
S. K. F. Industries, Inc.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Timken

Roller Bearing Co.

General Electric Co.
Mica Insulator Co.

General Electric Co,
Ohio Brass Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. A: M. Co.
Cross

Arms

Poles,

Ties.

Bates Expanded Steel Truss
Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Ele<'.
Ry. Equipment Co.
Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Elec.

itrake Adjusters
American Steel Foundries

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

National Ry. AopUance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Material
American Brake Materials
Corp.

Brake Testers
Cowdrey Brake Tester Org.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Brakes, Brake Systems and
Bralte Parts

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

American
Clutches

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.
Safety Car Devices Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Service Supplies Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Irving Iron

Railway Track work Co.
Bodies,

Bus

General Electric Co.

Dodge Bros.
Twin Coach Corp.

Works

Brill Ce.

The

Dodge Bros.

J.

G.

Coils,
Elec.

Johnson Bronze Co.

and Manganese
American Sipcl Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Cross

Arms

U

(See Brackets

Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Corp.

Wharton.

Cars,

&

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Economy Electric Devices

Cars, Gas-Electric

The

G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
J.

Cars, Gas, Rail
Co..

Corp.

Wharton.

&

Jr.

Co.

Crossings, Manganese

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Differential Steel Car Co.

Brill

Co.

Swltchc<

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Dump

Brill Co..

&

Jr.

Crossings, Frogs

Wm.

Coin Changers

The

J.

G.

Cars, Passenger, Frelcht,

Express, etc.

American Car Co.

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Kuhlman Car Co., 6. C.
Twin Coach Corp.
Wasoii Mfg. Co.
J.

Co.
International Reg. Co.,
Johnson Fare Box Co.

The

Coin Sortinc Machines
Clevdiind Fare Box Co.
Jobn^via Fare Box Co.

Curtains

Cutting Apparatus

Brill

Service Supplies Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Castings, Gray Iron and
Steel

Compressors. Atr
General Electric Co.

Electric Railway Imp.

Railway Trackwork <^.
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

&
Hand Equipment
& Bododi^

Dealer's Marhinery
Bros.. Inc.
Illinois

Terminal
Co..

& M.

Ramapo Ajax

Door Operating
Brill Co., The

.^^iieclric

Westinghouse E.

Co.

& M.

Jl

Dfvlcei
J. G.
Co.

Cincinnati Car
Consolidated Car H««

National Pneumatic "J
Safety Car Device.

Co.

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Converters. Rotary
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

American Brown Boveri

Suppl

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Cleveland Fare Bov Co.
Electric SeiVice Supplies Co.

Service

Columbia Machine Works

General

Change Carriers

Elec.

Detective Service
Wish-Service, P.

Controllers or Parts

Supplies Co.

Corp.

Destination Signs

Columbia Machine

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Connectors. Trailer Dar

Trolley

(See t\»

Derailing Switches
Co.

Connectors. Solderless

Catchers and Retrievers,

The

Devices

Track Work)

Condensers
General Electric Co.

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck t;c.
Columbia Machine Works

of S\

field

White

Portable

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Brass

G.

J.

Wallingford. Clyde E.

Compressors, Gas

Westinghouse E.

Curtain F1xtu^^

The

General Electric Co.

Derailing

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works

A

&

Co.,

Giovanni, L.

Sullivan Machinery Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Compressors,

Co.

(See Trtd

Commutator Slotters
Columbia Machine Works

Commutators or Parts
Columbia Machine Works

Castings, Brass Composition
or Copper
Anderson Mfg, Co., A. & J.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Crossings, Track
Special Work)

Coin IVrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Elec.

Cars, Self -Propelled
Brill Co.. The J. Q.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. &

Crossings, Trolley
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Circuit Breakers

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Nichols-Linlern Co.

Crossings

Coke and Kicking

Cincinnati (^ar Co.

Co.

Br. Co.

Cranes, Hoists & Lifts
Electric Service Supplies

Ramapo Ajax

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Change Trays

Bushings, Case Hardened

Bender Body Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Rrnshholders

Bushings, Bronze

Benders, Rail

Elliott-Thompson Electric

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. &, M. Co.

Car Steps, Safety
Cincinnati Car Co.

Earl!. C. I.
Elec. Service

Brushes, Metal Graphite
National Carbon Co.

Westinghouse Tr.

Cowl Ventilators

Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Oonsolidated Car Htg. Co.
Weslnigaouse E. & M, Co.

Timkfn Roller Bearing Co.

Bus Lighting

J.

and Winding

Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Works

Car Lighting Fixtures

Brushes, Graphite

Morganite Brush Co.. Inc.
National Carbon Co.

Steel Foundries
The J. G.

Machines
Colunjbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Carbon Rods, Welding
National Carbon Co.

Castings. Malleable

Morganite Brush Co.. Inc.
National Carbon Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Co..

Cincinnati Car Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Co.

Coil Baiuling

Carbon Plates, Welding
National Carbon Co.

Standard Steel Works

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Works

The

Brill

Long Mfg.

Carbon Paste. Welding
National Carbon Co.

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.

Couplers Car

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Buses, Motor
General Electric Co.
General Motors Truck

and Gongs

Brill Co.,

Elec.

Brill Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brusiies, Carbon)

Brill Co.,

Brake Shoes
American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Bells

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Co.

Sweepers and Brooms)

Bases

and Buzzers
Consolidated Car Htr. Co.

Bells

Cleaners and Scrapers. Track
(See
also
Snow-l'iows,

& M.

Coils,

American Steel & Wire Co.
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
Elec. Service Supphw* Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Thrust

Bearings,

Cables (See Wires and
Cables

Itonds, Rail

Brackets
and
(See
also

Cleaners
Oakite Products. Inc.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Regisrn
American Steel & Wire Co
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Cu.
International Reg. Co.. The
Roeblins's Sons Co., John A
Silver Lake Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish

Posts, etc.)

Axles

Electric Railway Imp. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Works

Bolts and Nuts. Track
IllinoiB Steel Co.

Ammeters

& M.

Tubes

National Tube Co.
Bolts, Case

Co.

Westinrhouse Tr. Br. Co.

Westing-house E.

Boiler

Doors, Folding Vi
National Pneumatic
Safety Car Devices

Doors
Brill

'

& Door
Co.,

The

J.

Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Cincinnati

Drills.

Rock

Sullivan MachlnaT

Electric Co.

Anderson Mfg.

Co., A.

&

J.

General Electric Co.
Roller-Smith Co.

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Clamps and Connectors for
Wir«^ and Cables
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry, Equipment Co.

Track
American Steel *

Drills.

-

Electric Service Snpi

Ohio Braes Co.
Instruments,
Wire
Copper
and
Testing
MoRSurtng.
Recording
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Drum Trnlng

I-**''*'^

C4 1241
Nafl Rlwy. AppllwW " *%
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Comfortable
UTILITY
Car Heating
and
Ventilating

Exjuipment
Insures

Riding
ffi«Ti>*r*fTf*,it

Comfor

hSiil

-^

|MIM|II»WI>WI"""«IIII

STANDAUD
HEATER
*,«'"^

More

than 26,000 cars ij|,,jfee"Uriited States and Canada are
equipped with Rajjway Utility Heat Regulating and Ventilating devi(

and warm cars attract
They know that Utility equipment represents
a marked improvement in ventilating and heater designs.
owners realize

that fresh air

passengers.

Investigate the Utility Heater with

Chromalox

Underwriters' label; Utility Heat Regulators,
Ventilators, and Rheostat Heaters.

pAiuwAV(
I
141

TO

2247

INDIANA AVE.

f'riui'r\{ (>

strips

and the

Honeycomb

OMPANH
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

II
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Drrert, Sand
„
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Weatinrhouse E. & H. Co.

* Crossings, Tee Ball
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Frogs

Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo Aiax

Corp.

Wni. Wharton.

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co

Jr.

&

Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Electric Grinders

Railway Trackwork Co.
Wires and Cables
American Steel & Wire Co
John A. RoebllnB's Sons Co

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

,

Frogs, Trolley
Electric Service Supplies Po.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. * M. Co.

Beaters, Car (Electrio)
Consolidated Car Heating Co,
Eoimomy Electric Devices
Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater (3o., Peter

Furnaces, Electric

Heaters. Car.

Electrical

Carbon
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una WeldiDK & Bonding Co.

Protection
Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Elec.

Columbia Machine Works

(See Track

Track

Frogs,

Lightning

Work)

General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westlnrhouse E. & M. Co.

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Steel

Electrodes,

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Weldiner & Bonding Co
Engineers, Consnltlnc, Contractine and Operatinc
Bceler. John A.
Bibbins. Roland J.
Buchanan & Layncr Corp.
Faile & Co.. E. H.
Pord, Bacon & Davis

Hemphill & Wells
Enirelhardt
Jackson. Walter
Hoist.

Engineers, Inspecting

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

The

Co..

Electric Devices

Co.
J.

O

&

Fare Boxes
Bell Fare Register Co.
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Economy Electric Devices
Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nafl Rlwy. Appliance Co.
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Percy Mfg. Co.
Fare Registers
Bell Fare Register Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Johnson Pare Box Co.
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Woven Wire A Fence

& Wire

Co.

Fenders and Wheel Guards
G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works
J.

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

National Carbon Oo.
Floodlights
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Bus
Tuco Products Corp.

Flooring,

Flooring, Car

Tuco Products Corp.
Flooring, Fireproof
Irving Iron Works
Flooring, Non-Slipping
Irving Iron Works

Flooring, Open Steel
Irving Iron Works
Flooring, Steel, Subway
Irving Iron Works

Wm.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Hoists

J.

G.

a

_

Lifts

Chillingworth Mfg. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service SuppSies Cc.
General Electric Co.

Nat'l By. Appliance Co
Tool-Steel Gear &»Pinion Co.

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Hose, Pneumatic
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Steel Co.

Gongs (See Bells and Gangs)
Grating, ,Steel
Irving Iron

Subway
Works

Texas

Co..

&

Metal

The
Grinding Supplies

& Thermit

Corp.

Grinders, Portable

Railway Trackwork Co.

Economy

Electric Devices

Cloth, Paper and

Grinders,

Railway

Eleetrle
Trackwork Co.

Portable

Tope
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Insulators (See also Line
Materials)
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Jacks (See also Cranee,
Hoists and Lifts)

The

Columbia Machine Works
Elee. Service Supplies Co
Joints, Ball

(See

BaU

Lorain

Ramapo

Co.
Ajax Corp.

Steel

Guard Ralls, Tee Ball A
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Lamp Guards and

Trolley
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

S.

K. F. Industries. Inc.

Columbia Machine Works

American

Steel Foundries

The J. Q.
Ciacinnati Car Co.
St.nndard Steel Works Co.
Brill Co..

A

Co.

Manganese Steel Castings
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Elec.

Ftxturee
Service Supplies Co.

Lamps, Arc

A

Service Supplies Co.
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Brass Co.
Star Brass Works
Elec.

Ohio

Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rubber Insulated

Incandescent

also Headlights)
Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

(See

Elec, Service

Supplies

Manganese Steel Switcbea
Frogs and Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Steel

Co.

Service Supplies
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Jr.

A

Co.

Pole Mountings
Malleable Iron Fittings Co
Poles, Metal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment O).

Mirrors, Inside A Outside
Cincinnati Car Co.

Motor Buses, (See Buses)
Motor A Generator Sets
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Motors, Electric
General Electric Co.

A M.

Westinghouse E.

Posts, FlUng •

Lumber

and Ties, Treated
Bell Lumber A Pole Co.
Intern. Creos. A Const. Co

Poles

Poles, Trolley
Elec. Service SuppUea 0>.
Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
"*
Elec. Service Supplies
National Tube Co.

Co.

Motors, Generators and ConElectric Buses
General Electric Co.
trols for

Motorman's Seats

The

Poles, Ties,

Bell Lumber A Pole Co.
Intern. Creos. & Const, to

Mica
Mica Insulator Co.

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Co..

J.

Nuts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Ohmmeters

Portable Grinders

Buda

Co..

The

Railway Trackwork
Potheads
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cabl^
Inc.

Power Saving Devlees
Economy Electric Dew
Co,

National Ry. Appliana
Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Ck>.

Service Supplies Co.
Nichola-Lintern Co.

Lanterns, Classification
Nicbols-Lintern Co.

|

Regulators
General Electric Co.

Pressure.

Roller-Smith Co,

Westinghouse E. A MJ
Westinghouse Tr. Bra^

Oil
Cities

Service Co.

Texas

Co..

The

Pumps. Air

Lift

Sullivan Machinery

C<^

Omnibuses (See Buses)

Pumps, Vacuum
Elec.

(3o.

Corp.

Wharton.

Brill

Oxy-Acetylene
Apparatus)

(See

Cutting

Sullivan Machinery

,

Cl^

Punches, Ticket

Packing
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Paint

Lighting Fixtures, Interior
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Paint Spraying Equipment

De

Vilbiss Co.,

Vilbiss Co..

International Reg. t/O^

Radiators

Long Mfg.

Guns

Letter Boards
Cincinnati Car Co.

Dc

Co.

Pole Line Hardware
Elec.

(Jeneral

Lamps, Signal and Marker

(To.

Pole Clamps
Malleable Iron Fittings

Bethle'iieii)

Manganese, Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. A Co.

Guards,

Harps, Trolley

Forgings

Jr..

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Hangers
Flooring, Ventilating
Irving Iron Works

Wharton.

Joints)

Brill

Co.

Corp.

Lorain Steel Co.

Grinding Bricks and Wheels Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.

Guard Rail Clamps

Wm.

Guard Balls

Steel

Ramapo Ajax

Mica Insulator Co.

Co..

Westinghouse Tr. Brake

Planers (See Machine Tools)

The

Co.,

Co.

General Electric Co.

Buda

Pipe
National Tube Co.

Pliers,

Co.

General Electric Co.
•National Ry. Appliance Co.
Roller-Smith Co.

Insulating

Pins, Case Hardened, Wood
and Iron
American Steel Foundries
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works

The

Co.,

Manganese

Steel

& M.

Texas

Lubricating Engineers
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

American

Westinghouse E.

Lubricants

Texas

&

& Wire

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Pins, Case

Locomotives. Diesel Electric
American Brown Boveri

Lubricants, Oils and Greases
Cities Service Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

Ignition Units
North East Electric Co.

Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Elei'tric Co.
Mica Insulator C)o.
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
East
Electric
Co.
North
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.« Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Lorain Steel Co.

Pinions (See Gears)
Co.

Electric Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Hose, Bridges
Ohio Brass Co.

American Brown Boveri

Bethlehem

A

Jr.

Locomotives, Eleetrle
American Brown Boveri

Generators

Girder Ralls

Wharton.

Electric Co.

.

Co.

Gear Cases

Pinion Pollers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Instruments, Measuring,
Testing and Recording

The

Pickup, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Locking Spring Boxea
Lorain Steel Co.

Helmets, Welding

Gear Blanks

Grinders

Flashlights

Peter

Chemists
Pittsburgh Testing Lab.

Grease
Field Coils (See Colls)

Co.,

Inspecting Engineers

Standard Steel Works (^.

Co.

Smith Heater

Gates, Car
Brill Co. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co..

Engines, Cas, Oil or Steam
WestinghouBe E. & M. Co

The

Gas Frodacers

Co.

Paving Material
American Brake Shoe A
Found. Corp.

Heaters, Car Stove

Hoists, Portable

Gasoline Torches

Engines, Gasoline

Brill Co..

Co.

Nafl Blwy. Appliance Co.

Texas

Chemists
Pittsburgh Testing Lab.

Steel

& M.

Gaa Electric Drive for Bases
General Electric Co.

Economy

White Eng. Corp.. The

American

Westinghouse E.

Gasoline
Cities Service Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

Inc.

Stevens & Wood
Stone & Webster Co.

Fences,
Posts

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
General Electric Co.

W.

Kelker & DeLeuw
McCIellan & Junkersfeld
Richey. Albert S.
Sanderson & Porter
Scarr Transport Service.

Waukesha Motor

Columbia Machine Works

A M.

Westinghouse E.

Pavement Breakers
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Line Shafts
S. K. P. Industries. Inc.

Co.. Peter

electrodes.

Fuses and Fuse Boxes

Paints A Varnishes, Railway
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators,
Wires, etc.)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.

Hot Air and

Water
Smith Heater

12, 1929

Paints and Varoishes
(Insulating
Elec. Service Supplies Cc

Lighting Systems
North East Electric Co.

Co.

Headlining

January

The
The

Ball

Braces

Co.

and

Bamapo Ajax

Fasti

(kirp.
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MILES!
'

Miles— measured in units of hundreds of
thousands— serve only to emphasize the
special fitness of

Timken

tapered con-

Timken positively aligned
ROLLS and Timken electric steel to

struction,

survive in electric rail-way service.

Timken Bearings have demonstrated
their ability to

to fight
tion

down

lower starting resistance,
friction, to

lessen lubrica-

and maintenance requirements.

Now, Timken Bearings

are showing

with striking clearness how they can
withstand shock, thrust, weight and
speed, and pile up the resulting benefits
mile after mile.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING

CANTON,

OHIO

IMIUSN

CO.

Roller

MK9MMJLm%3t^
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Orlnden)

Rail Grinders (See

Shims
American Fork & Hoe Co.

Rail Jaint

Rail Joints
Carnepie Stet'l Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Rail Joint Co.

Brill

& Thermit

Una Welding & Bondins Co
Rails. Steel
Carnepie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

& M.

Westinsrhouse E.

Co.

Rattan
Co.. The J. G.
CumminKS Car & Coach

Brill

Hale-Kliburn

The

Power
Co.. The

Co.

Co

Supplies
Co.

Brill Co.,

G.

J.

Stokers, Mechanical
Westinghouse E. &

Signals, Car Starting

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
National Pneumatic Co.
Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Electric Co.

Registers and Flttinrs
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Rec. Co.. The
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Reinforcement. Concrete

American Steel & Wire Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coil Banding and

Signal Systems, Block
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nachod and United States
Electric Signal Co.
Union Switch & Signal Co.

Co.

Work

& M.

Co.

Replacers. Car

American Steel Foundries
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec.

Service

Supplies

Co.

& M.

Westinghouse E.

Warning

Wheels and Cutters
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. & J.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Columbia Machine Worlis

The J. G.
Service Supplies
NIchols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Co.

Snow Plows
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and

Brooms
Brill

The

Co..

(See CleanScrapers Track)

Insulated
Service Supplies Co.

Elec.

Seating Materials

The

J.

J.

G.

G. Brill Co.

Switches and Switchboard*
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Service Supplies Co.
& M. Co.

Westinghouse E.

Switches, Track
Special Work

Svnchroscopes
Roller-Smith
Special Trackworft
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Wm.

&

Jr.

(See Track

<So.

Tampers, Tie
Railway Trackwork Co.

The

Co..

Wharton.

Splicing

Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

& Wire

Co.

& M.

Splicing Sleeves (See

Mahon

Co..

Co.

G.

Telephones and Part*
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

B. C.

Springs
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Thermostats
Springs, Car and

Truck

American Steel Foundries
American Steel & Wire Co.
Beniis Car Truck Co.

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co.

J.

Standard Steel Works

The

J.

G.

Irving Iron

Works

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Giovanni.

Iv.

& Bonomo

Bros.. Inc.
Illinois

Terminal of

Springfield

North East Electric Co.

J.

Second Hand Eqalpment

Voltage Regulators
North East Electric Co.

& M.

Co.

Track Grinders
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwak Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Work

Columbia Machine Work*

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Steel, Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries
Timken Roller Bearing Co.
Steel, Open Hearth
AnuM'ii'an Steel Foundries

Timken

Roller Bearing Co.

Voltmeters
Roller-Smith Co.

Welded Rail Joint*
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Welder*, Portable Electric
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Trackless Trolley Car*
Brill Co., The J, G.

Welders, Rail Joint
General Electric Co.
()hio Brass Co.

Transfer Issuing Machines
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Welding Procevse* and
Apparatus
Electric CX>rp.
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
General Electric Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Oi.
Transmission
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.
S. K. F. Industries. Inc.

Treads, Safety Stair,
Car Step
Cincinnati Car Co,
Irving Iron Works

Welding, Steel

Tree Wire
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.

Welding Wire
_
American Steel A Wire
Railway Trackwork Co.
J.
Sons
Co..
Roebling's

Electric Railway Imp. Co
Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A

Trimming Materials
Chase & Co., L, C,
Trolley Base*
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.

Tool*)

Wheels, Car, Cast Iron

Trolley Buses
Co..

The

Twin Coach

s Transfers
Globe Ticket Co.

J.
C!orp.

& M,

<^,

Trolley Material, Overhead
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. & J.
Elec. Service Supplies Co,
General Electric Co.
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co,
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

Trolley Wheels
Trolley)

Illinois Steel Co.

Mechanical
Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.

Ties.

It Tie Rods. Steel
Carnegie Steel Oo.
International Steel Tie Co,

Wheels,
Tire

(See Wheels

Car,

*

Steel

.

American Steel Foundri*
Bemis Car Truck Co.
CarncKie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

.

Standard Steel Works

„

Wheels, Trolley

.

Columbia Machine Won
Elec. Ry. Equipment r
Elec.

(te.

Service Supplies

National Bear. Metals
Ohio Brass Co

'

.

Star Brass Work*

Wheels. Wrought Steel
Carneeie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Whistles. Air

American Bras* Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Co
Roebling's Son* Co.. J. A.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. 4„H-,
Westinghouse Tr. Br.
'

Window Guards A

FIttiB

Cincinnati Car Co.

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Steel

Corp.

Wire Rope
. wwn
t
American Steel S ^y*l
Roebling's Sons Co,. J- r
Wires and Cable*

Tubing, Steel
National Tube Co.
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Ties

Ties. Wood Cross (See Pole*,
Ties, Posts, etc)

Wheel Co.

Griffin

G.

Tickets

Tie Plates

Wheel Guards (See Fenilers
and Wheel Guard*)

Wheel Presse* (See Machlas

Trolley Base*, RetrieTing
Ohio Brass Co.

Brill

Co.

Welding Wire and Rods
Railway Trackwork Co.

Trolley Wire

Ticket Chopper* and
Destroyers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Co.

Transformer*
American Brown Boveri

(lommonwealth
Starters

Brill Co.,

R.

(See
Instruments
Testing
Trolley Wheel Bnehing*
Instruments, Measuring.
National Bear. Metals Corp.
Testing, etc.)
Star Brass Works

Hale-Kilburn Co.
Seats, Car (See also Rattan)

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Brill Co.,

Tower* and Tran*mi**ioD

Track, Special

Co., L. C.

Ventilators, Car

Auto

Se

Co., J,

Clamp* Telephone A Telegraph Wire
American Steel & Wire Co.
John A. Roeblings Sons Co. Trolley Pin*
Bemis Car Truck

Stair Steps, Safety
J.

Tee Rail Special Vraek Work
Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Compounds

Westinghouse E.

Brill Co..

Co.

The

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Hale-Kilburn Co.
Massachusetts Mohair Plush Sprinklers, Track and Road

Co..

Trucks
McCarUeL

&

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Railway Trackwork

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Elec.

6.

J.

Columbia Machine Works

Spray Booths

Screw Drivers, Robber

Bus

Brooms)

American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.
General Electric Co.

G.

J.

Sermpcrs. Track

Brill

Sweepers. Snow (See Snow
Plows. Sweepers and

Switches

Smokestacks, Car

and Connectors)

Sash, Metal Car Window
Hale-Kiiburn Co.

Seats,

American Brown Boveri

National Bear. Metals Corp-

Illinois Steel Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co..

A.

Switch Stands and Fixture*

Spikes
.\merican Steel

Sash Flztnres, Car

The

Tower Wagons

Westinghouse E,

Elec.

and

J.

Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Electric Railway Imp. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co

Sanders, Track

ers

Wire Co.

C.

Brill Co..

Mis-

Co.
Co.

Electric Corp.

Sleet

Buda

Safety Control Devices
Safety Car Devices Co.

&

Line

.Structural Steel

Brake

(See

Speedometers
North East Electric Co.

Rnof Covering
Chase tc Co., L.

Chase

Westinghouse E.

& H.

North East Electric Co.
Slack Adjusters
Adjuster*)

Lorain Steel Co.

Co.

Vpholstery
Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

(See Car*,
Passenger, Freight,
Express)

Soldering and RrMiIng
Apparatus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.

Se

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Street Cars

Resistance. Wire and Tabe
Westinghouse E. 8c M. Co.
Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers
Trolley)

Tongue Switches
Wm, Wharton. Jr.

Percy Mfg. Co., Inc.

Structure
Bates Expanded Steel Truss

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Snow Sweeper, Rattan

Co..

J.

States

Resistance
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Hrlll

&

(See also

Colls)

(}a.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Co., A.

American Steel &

Highway

Signal Systems,
Crossing

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Westinghouse E.

Tokens
Johnson Fare Box

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Master Plier Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.

M. Co.

Strand

Winding Macliines)
Supplies

Turnstiles
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

American Steel & Wire Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Storage Batteries (See Batteries. Storage)

Anderson Mfg.

signals',

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

General Tire & R, Co.
Goodrich Rubber CV),

Tools, Track,
cellaneous

Strain Insulator*

American Brown Boveri

Repair

O.

J.

Side Bearings (See Be&rings
Center and Side)

Electric Signal Co.

Service

The

Cincinnati Car Co.

1929

12,

Turntables

Tire*

Steps, Car

Nachod and United

Mercury Arc

Power

Elec.

Works

G.

J.

Signals,

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htf, Co.

Rectifiers

Steps
Irving Iron

Corp.

& Thermit

Service

Carnegie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Shovels.

Corp.
Railway Tracliwork Corp.

Elec.

Shades. Vestibule

Brill Co..

Rail Welding

Metal

The

Co.,

Shovels

Rail Joints. Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Metal

and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries
American Steel & Wire Co.

Steel

Wallingford Clyde B.

White

January

Turbines, Steam

American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E.

& M.

Aluminum

Co. of

Am

American Brass Co.
fire (•
American Steel 4,""";,
n. (>^
(^
Anaconda Copper Mm.
General Electric Co
Okonite Co.
..
^
Okonite-Callender Cable
Roebling's Sons Co.

Co.

Westinghouse E. A

1

January

12,
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Expert Service

and
Genuine Parts

Wherever Buses Operate

'TTVERY

bus owner

is

entided

ti

^-^ buses. Without this assurance
return

on

his investment.

hi

With No

erator can be sure that the electrical

and day out without

failure

and wi

North East equipment has demonstrati
life

through many years of successful op-

And what
be, the

is

more, when repairs are

m

bus operator will find an Autho

Station close by, ready with genuine service
vised

workmen. The North East Service Or]

every corner of the world

and provides Nortl

wherever North East equipped buses are in

Send for Bulletin 1041, official directory of.
North East Service Stations; also parts-lists an,
tion-sheets, if desired.

North East Electric Ca
ROCHESTER
North East Service
Rochester,
Societe

North

Inc.

N.Y.,U.S.A.

Anonyme

Francaisc

East, Paris, France

N. v., U.S.A.
North East

Electric

Company

of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

North East

Electric Co., Ltd.

London, England
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In Havanartoo!
500 Bell Safety Fare Boxes
are now giving 100% fare
protection to the Havana

Railway Company

Electric

may

be easy come and easy go in Havana,
lines of business, but when it comes
to revenue in street car operation, every fare
must be protected.
It

for

some

is why the Havana Electric Railway
have recently installed 500 Bell Safety Fare
Boxes in line with their policy of Standardization Bell Equipment.

That

—

Havana, too, recognizes not only the importance of fare protection, both to the fares and
to the collectors, but the outstanding advantages in Bell Safety Fare Boxes.
1.

2.

Non-rusting
Bronze.

—made of Cast Aluminum and

—

100% Gash Protection cash drawers are
locked at all times. Impossible to removCj
while coins are on inspection plate. Aiwf

when removed by

the inspector, the casl

drawer locks itself with a sliding coverJ
which seals the box before it is removed^
A second key is needed to unlock the hat
to get at its content.
all kinds of fares; nickels, dime
quarters, passes, tokens or tickets.

3.

Takes

4.

Furnished with hand operated register
an integral part, or without register.

5.

Smaller and lighter than any other fare

6.

Standard

finish,

a^j

boJi

black and white Duco, o^
harmonize with interio

special colors to
of bus or car.

WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATK
Sold by

National Railway Appliance Co.
420 Lexington Ave.,

Designed by
Bell Register, Inc.
Springfield,

Mass.

New

York, N. Y.

Manufactured by
Smith and Wesson, Inc.
Springfield, Mass.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
This index is published as a conTenience to the reader. Every care is taken to rnuKe It
accurate. Out Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility tor errors or omissions.
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Aluniuum Company ol America, dl
American Brake Materials Corp..

& Foundry
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Co.
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American Brass Co.. The
Electric
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American Brown
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Corp.
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lAnaconda Copper Mining Co.
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Master Plier Corp
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Mica Insulator Co
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Faile &. Co., E.
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"For Sale" Ads
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American Brake Shoe
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General
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General Motors Truck Co.,

.

General Tire
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Goodrich Rubber
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& Rubber Co
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National
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Machine Works
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112-114-116
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109
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DeLeuw & Co
108
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Johnson Bronze Co
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Jackson. Walter
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Oakite Products. Inc
Ohio Brass Co
Ohmer Fare Register Co
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104
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Timken-Detroit Axle Co
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Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Co
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Twin Coach Corp.
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Union Switch
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irnegie Steel Co
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100-101
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34-97
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108
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Illinois

.
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Una Welding & Bonding
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52

Corp

Co.

62-63
110-111

"Help Wanted" Ads
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist. Englehardt
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co

& Third Cover

The

S. Signal

Texas

National Brake Co., Inc
National Carbon Co
National Pneumatic Co
National Ry. Appliance Co
National Tube Co
Nichols Lintern Co
North East Electric Co

—B—
Sates Expanded Steel Truss Co.
3eeler Organization

51

—T—

.

I

119
108
108
109

Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood. Inc
Stone & Webster
Stuckl Co
Sullivan Machinery Co

71
45
60

Railway Track-work Co
Railway Utility Co
Ramapo Ajax Corp

5

Richey. Albert
Roebling's Sons Co.. John
Roller-Smith Co

A

.

.

.

.

113
103
108
109
68

Classified
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Page

Classification
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110

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND SURPLUS

110

EQUIPMENT

Long Mfg.

Co..

The

35
102

Lorain Steel Co

E

C.

II.

105

1

Snomy
•^Stric
- ?tric

Electric Devices Co. .18-19
Ry. Equipment Co
85

Railway Improvement

o
'

trio Service Supplies Co.
iiVt-Thompson Electric Co.

,

44
15

.

.

.

.107

R. C
Malleable Iron Fittings Co

Mahon

The

61
105
Massacbussetts Mohair Plush Co. 103
Co.,
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Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
The value
Wheels

Page
92
30
108

S.K.F. Industries, Inc
Safety Car Devices Co
Sanderson & Porter
Scarr Transport. Service. Inc. .108
110-111
Searchlight Section
104
Silver Lake Company
109
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
(Indiana)
....
36
Standard Oil Co.

Standard Steel Works Co

110

The

110

for

BUSES

Co., Ltd.

Preston, Ontario

MICH., U.
iiiuiii

Co,,

E

Canadian Cleveland Fare Box

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
mil

Ill

Wallinglord, Clyde

White

Bros..

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.
4900 Lexinston Ave., CleTeland, O.

i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiii

& Bonomo

Let us tell you of this especially designed box for this class of service.

I

rn

Schiavone L.
Inc

BOXES

11

KALAMAZOO,

110

Springfield

FARE

|

demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
Being
period of thirty years.
exclusive manufacturers, with
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our
product that we merit the large
1 4 patronage we now enjoy.
With
the assurance that you pay no
I'
i .{premium for quality we will
appreciate your inquiries.
I

iiiww^i

110

Terminal of

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiuiiiiimmuiiiiuiiuuiiiiiiis

|

Kalamazoo Trolley
and Harps has been
of

66-67

Illinois

S.

iiiiniii

A.
ii

|
mil

ii

i

iiiir

DUNTINO

And

Sorting Machines C?^gi1:^ Tokens

I
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Nei¥ Greyhound Lines
Sleeping Coach Po^/^er^d
by Waukesha Engines

Between the
compartments

lornar<l
Is

a

and

reai

compact

kitchenette, with electric relrlgerator, gas range, pantry locker
kitchen sink, and hot and cold
running water. From the kitchenette, light lunches, beverages,
etc., are served.

*'L

-

Head Engine*,

thty take better carm
of themseloea.*'

The rear compartment Is madi
up as a spacious combination otiservatlon parlor

and dining room

equipped with dining

It Is

an(

card tables, radio, phonograpl

and

electric tans.

A Pullman car on rubber tires, a motor equipped with standard sleeping berths, diner and
observation parlor ^must be driven by a perfect power plant.

—

For this palace on wheels there should be no
unpleasant engine vibration reliability of course
could not be sacrificed and so to meet the rigid
service requirements, the Waukesha **Big Bus
Sixes" were chosen.

—

—

To the

Waukesha Big

Bus* Sixes are positively selfeffacing. 3V2-inch diameter crankshafts, "girder**
type crankcases, **truncated" cylinders, fullpressure filtered oU lubricating system, and fuelsaving Ricardo heads ^these features insure long
vibrationless service.

Is

left ol

the kitchemir'

tile wallfii balh
wash basin, toilet am

a complete

room with

Hot water for
and the kitchen sink is supi'
from a standard home-sir"
shower bath.
beater.

—

Waukesha heavy-duty,

bus enranging from 50 H. P. to
six-cylinder

gines are built in sizes
120 H. P. Write for Bulletin describing the size
that fits your needs.
,Qj

AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMEKT DtVISIO\

WAUKESHA MOTOR COMPANY
New York Office:
8 West Wlh Sirec I

Waukesha, Wisconsin

San Francisco :
555 Howard Street

Finished In

upholstery,
an
Interior is a model ol luxury

convenience.

The lorward

cot"

partmcnt provides standard Put

man

Exclusive Builders o/Heavy-Duty Internal Combustion Engines for over Twenty Years

—
"

polished

and deep mohair

type

l)crllis

lor

nlnejfc

sengers.

II

i^m/^AnxcnAjiivi!.

A«U CONSTRUCTION ISSUE

RAfLWAV

ELECTRIC

JOURNAL

li

.^
ill

I

Publishing

Company,

JANUARY

Inc.

19,

1929

Twenty Cents per Co

HO«JJ?TON PUBLIC

-»— —I

'

»

..I

' >

'
'

-?iJ_^^

»

L'P'

»

J

y

T^^P^^

^Sfr'"

^IGURE^
—are

always interesting. Especially when they show
a
remarkable reduction in the cost of an operation.
The Public Service Co-ordinated Transport Co. of Newark, N. J. recently
built
oyer two miles of double track, using
Steel Twin Ties.
Four concrete mixers,
tour compression tampers and two
tie
layers were used. The total labor
cost of
tearing out the old track and building
the
new was $1.25 per single track foot. Of
this figure, only 70c. represented
the
labor cost per track foot for new
track

construction.
This figure is more remarkable when the average labor rate,
which was SSc. per hour, is taken into
consideration.

twin ties and modern
methods have scored again.
Steel

May we

machine

discuss with you your 1929 track
building program?
We can show you
some interesting figures.

THE INTERNATIONAL STEEL TIE
CLEVELAND, OHIO

CO.

'SV

<<< «

••^•*m
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Lower Maintenance
A
RELIABLE

calculation
shows that each failure

Westinghouse Coil
Manufacturing

necessitating an armature rewind costs on the average $80.
More than 50 per cent of this
represents labor and overhead

Standards
]

1

1

High Krade copper and

.

insulating materials

used.

charges; less than 50 per cent

I

I

2

Correct shape insuring proper
I

3

Ample

on

insulation provided

coil.

for the

fit.

Renewal Parts.

I

all

parts of

I

/

4

Reinforcement provided

5

Tinned wire used on majority

6

Three treatments of dipping and baking.

7

Thoroughly

at cross-overs.
i

1

of

sizes.

•U-

Use Westinghouse armature
coils and cut-winding insulation, thereby assuring maximum armature life and low
maintenance

tested

and inspected.

costs.

A reduction in armature
winds nets a big saving.
Westinghouse

Electric

East Pittsburgh

re-

& Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Sales Office* in Alt Principal Cities of

the United Sutet and Foreign Countries

^Vestinghouse

19, 1929'
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In This Issue
Editorials

107

Home Manufacture Frequently Is Sclj-Dclnsion —Maintenance Budget
Figures Show Favorable Trends —Pedestrian Regulation Needed—
Wide Variety
Maintenance Problems—
Exceeds
Expectations— Give Finance the Thought
Deserves
Electrification

of

It

Construction Details of the

New Bimey Car

By
MrOltAW-mU,
PUBLISHING COMPANY.

C. O.

117

Birney

The author gives for the first time, in this article, the full design details
new four-wheel Birney car, supplementing the description of

INC..
Tenth Ave. at 36th St..
New York. N. Y.
able Address "Machinist. N. Y."
riBH H. MoGitAWy Chairman of the

of the

the general features which appeared in the Oct. 20 issue.

losrd

tLOOLM MtTiit, President
4<BS H. McOltAw, Jb.,
'Ice-Presidcnt and Treasurer
IffAUii J. MRHitBN, Vice-President
laOM BniTTON. Vice-President
fsABKouAK, Vice-President
('BOLD W. McGhaw, Vice-President
(a. Thompson, Secretary
>* York District

Great Northern Electrification Extended
All details of the locomotives, power sources and distribution system
for the 73-mile electrified division of the railway, completed with
the recent opening of the 8-mile Cascade tunnel, are given.

285 Madl-

Offlce.

yn Ave.

^BINUTON,

110

National Press Building

COAUO, 7 8uiitli I>earl)rjrn St.
ni^DBLl'HiA. IGOO Arch St.

Qtblano. Guardian nultdinK
-"Tx>Ul8, Bell Teleplione

Building

FuANdisoo, S83 Mission Street
HON, 6 BouTerie Street, London

Methods Used in Babbitting Bearings Have Marked
on Lubrication

Eflfect

114

C. 4.

.

Publishers

of

By H.

Ki«ctrical World
American Machinist
Electrlciil Mercliitndlsing

I

This

Snglneerlne and Mining Journal
and Mctaiiurglcal Engineering
U» Tranaportatidn
Power

Llftlcal

('oal

Age

Kauffman

a series on lubrication, contains information

on caring for journals, using proper lining metals, rebabbitting bearings and selecting gear and pinion lubricants.

Iladio Itetalling

Engineering

article, the third of

L.

News-Record

Jngenieria Internacionnl
Construction Methnds

Food

liiiiiistries

Electrical

I.R.C. Builds

West

(Pmhliihed in Son Franeiseo }
*i;lcan Machinist
European Edition
( Publithed in London)

—

1

B.

Cement Floor Laid Beneath
Loaded Stock Bins

New
116

Buses at the Berlin

Automobile Show.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
requested to send both
address and the new address
rthey move to a new address.
•tbers are
4d

nnc Railway Jocbnal

Uniform
for

Traffic

Code Prepared

Wisconsin

.

,124

.

Helpful Suggestions for the Electrical Repair Department

125

Maintenance Data Sheet

127
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V
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133
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Index
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Copyright. 1929, by
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^

operation is not confined to the cars of the International
Railway, for the company has a complete sand drying plant of 10,000
tons per year capacity which can be operated by a single man.

s

'

Drier

One-man

'

'HCniPTlON PRICES:

United
and Its Poseenslons, Canada.
CO
and other countries talcing
stlc postage
rates,
$4 a year,
other
foreign countries,
a
|7
Single copy. 20 cents.
Pubwcetfly.
Entered
as
second
matter. June 23. 1908, at the
Offlce. New York. N. Y.. under
ct of March 3.
1879.
Printed

One-Man Sand

Head

in

New

York Citv Studies Traffic— Comprehensive Subway and Rapid Transit
Svstem Proposed for Detroit— Mr. Storrs' Services Sought by Baltimore Company— Review of Jersey Bus Operation in Commissioners'
Report
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Golden

January
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19,

Silence.
with

Noiseless Gears

modern

INgolden.

/

street

car

operation,

Golden because

it

silence

means

is

increased

good-will and greater patronage; also less outlay
for repairs.

In

many ways Westinghouse-Nuttall

proof against noise.
fer

of the

Even

after

helical

The smooth, even

gears are
load trans-

design prevents chattering.

long service, they do not become noisy

from wear because the exclusive Nuttall
treatment increases the

life

BP

heat

of these gears

to

four times that of ordinary gears.

In addition to these silencing qualities, Westing

house-Nuttall has developed a device which
inates the high-pitched ringing
teristic of all metallic gears.

wrought iron ring

eli

1

sound char

This consists

of a

built rigidly into the rim on

each side of the gear, with a non-metallic

layer

interposed between the rings and gear rim. This
is

the exclusive Westinghouse-Nuttall method

of eliminating noise
Wescinghouse
Nuttall Work.

from these gears.

Electric

& Manufacturing Company
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Salo OHico in All Principal Citiel of
Chc United Statei and Foreign Countries

Wfesdnghouse
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Matching Your

Bond
Requirements
Rail

O-B Titon Bond

for welding to base of rail by
copper metallic arc process. The Hevi-Bede
Titon, for 100% joints: the AW-12 and AW-15
for base of rail are applied by this process.

O-B Type AW-8 Bond

for

welding to

ball

of

by steel metallic-arc process. TypeAW-7,
AW-11, AW-13 and AW-6 Cross Bonds for base
rail

of rail are applied by this process.

OB 400-600 Volt Electric Arc
Welder has proven highly efficient
for rail bonding by the copper or
The

steel metallic-arc process.
tails

on page

673.

Full de-

O-B Cat. No.

20.

for welding to ball of
by gas- weld process. Type ST-5 for 100%
joints is applied by this process.

O-B Type ST- 2 Bond,
rail

REGARDLESS of the type of bond you
prefer, or the
tion,

—long service
That

manner

of

its applica-

you have one principal requirement
life.

what you get from O-B Rail
Bonds. Each type of bond is designed
to deliver 100% performance.
is

The shape and size of the terminal;
manner of enclosing the cable in the

the

—

strands and dampens vibration all these
are service betterments that lengthen life
costs.

is

a worth-while guide in

O-B Rail Bonds are made for ball or base
of rail application; for standard or 100%
copper or steel metallic arc
welding, or for gas welding.
special
type of welding rod is available for each
type of application.
Suggestions and
samples gladly sent, without obligation.

joints; for
ter-

minal, so that each strand is fully fused
into the weld by the welding material; the
internal copper sleeve which protects the

and lower maintenance

proven record

selecting bonds during 1929.

Their

A

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Canadian Ohio Brass Co., Limited
Niagara Falls, Canada
lOZIB
PORCELAIN
INSULATORS

UNE MATERIALS
RAIL BONDS

CAR EQUIPMENT
MINING

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

CLEVELAND
ATLANTA
PITTSBURGH
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

MATERIALS
VALVES
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BETTER
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BETTER TRANSPORTATION

RAIL,

"How

dear
...oaken bucket"
.

.

—

A

bucket of curve grease costs little but it's dear indeed
figure the cost of curve lubrication by hand swab.

Now

let's

Deposits a

when you

—observe the R. T. W. Curve Oiler.
uniform film of
where
needed most—on the gauge

be constructive

line of the rail,

oil

it is

on the inside of the guard.

Saved several thousand dollars a year for one road
hand swabbing.
Reduces Rail Wear,
Derailment Hazard,
Operating Noises.
Bulletin

tells all,

3132-48 East Thompson
AGENTS:
Cheater F. Gallor, 50 Church
Chas. N. Wood Co., Boston.

Want

Street,
St.,

as

compared with

it?

Philadelphia

New York

Electric Enirineerinr & Mlg. Co., Pittsburgh.
H. F. McDermott. 208 S. La Salle St., Chicajo.
P. W. Wood Railway Supply Co.. New Orleans, La.
Equipment & Eng-iiieering Co.. London.

Frnzar

&

Co..

Japan.

BETTER RAIL, BETTER

TRAN

S

PORTAT

I

January

19,
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KEYSTONE
on

pace with the
KEEPING
the community which

it

specialties

these

progressive spirit of
serves,

The

Dela-

ware Electric Power Company recently inmodern low-level cars to operate on the
of Wilmington, Del.

stalled ten
streets

In

its

tric

modernization program, The Delaware Elecis guided by a belief that the

Power Company

public will patronize public transportation

17

where

thought has been given to their comfort and con-

new Wilmington

For

cars!

T

interior lighting they chose type
Keystone
lighting fixtures the destination signs are two

dome

;

type 160 Hunter double signs per car, or in other
words, four sign mechanisms showing destination
and route numbers.

Ten

complete Faraday signal systems consisting of
two buzzers, two single stroke bells and twenty

pushes per car insure efficient signalling for passengers and operator.

venience.

Following out this idea they equipped the new cars
with Golden Glow, type
headlights with diffusing front lens
an up-to-date and snappy headlight equally suited for city or suburban service.

—

Keystone Motormen's Seats,

also,

were

installed.

DGC

Kevstone Specialties keep pace with modern transConsult us on equipment.

portation needs.

Home

office and plant at 17th & Cambria Sts.. PHILADELPHIA; District office at 111
N. Canal St., CHICAGO: 50 Church St., NEW YORK; Bessemer BIdg-., Pittsburgh: 88
Broad St., Boston; General Motors Bide:.. Detroit; 316 N. Wa8hing:ton Ave., Scranton;
Canadian Agents, L.vman Tube & Supply Company, Ltd.. Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver,

vlNUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER

AhfD INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
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ELECTRIC RAILWAT

5EKVICE AMD
COLUER SERVICE
BRING THE BUYERS
TO MARKET

Almost Everywhere

RON
NEW YORK

CITY

INC.

1929
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19,
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Vital Items of
A

car

that

is

Equipment

equipped

with

"Standard" Steel Wheels, Axles

and Armature Shafts
the public with the
safety,

maximum

of

speed and comfort and

paying the operator a

upon

serving

is

his

wisdom

just return

in

selecting

"Standard" quality, for such

vital

items of equipment.

iSi

STANDARD STEEL
WORKS
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

NSW TORK

BRANCH OFFICES:
HOUSTON, TEXAS
PORTLAND, OBK.
RICHMOND, VA.

WORKS: BURNHAM,

PITTSBURGH, PA

MEXICO CITT
SAN FRANCISCO

PA.
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Oneof the 100% Goodyear-equipped motor coaches of
the Duluth-Superior

Coach Compauy^ Dulutht Minn.

Good Job

Here's a

—

Over every type of road brick and cobble,
concete and gravel, oil, mud, snow and slime
with quick starts and stops in traffic, and
long reaches at speed on the open highways
Goodyear Cord Bus Tires have carried the
Duluth-Superior Coach Company's fleet of

—
—

fourteen coaches for three years.

In

this varied service a

loons averaged 39,763 miles per

tire.

bal-

Another

group of Goodyear Cord Bus Tires averaged
36,302 miles per tire. All tire remiovals for the
three years average 23,621 tire miles per tire.
Experienced operators will realize the service
is

hard

—

street car

viding traction, cushioning and long wear,

doing a hard job and doing

feeding and inter-city

58,073 coach miles per month over
every sort of town and country going that's
the story, with Goodyears underneath, protransit,

—

it

well at lowest

possible tire-mile cost.

Certainly no recommendation could be

more

than the actual story of Goodyear lowcost tire performance in this and similar optelling

erations.

group of 34 x 7.5

well done

Mr.

S. L. Reichert, Vice-President

Coach Company, feels
way about it. He writes, "I

of the Duluth-Superior

much

the same

take pleasure in expressing our appreciation
of the service

and mileage obtained."

Whatever the conditions of your bus service,
you too can enjoy low tire-mile costs with
Goodyear Bus Tire equipment. It has been
demonstrated over and over again that for
dollars invested no other tires will show such
ample returns.

For every Goodyear Cord Bus Tire there is an equally fine Goodyear Tube,
built specially for bus service, and there are also Goodyear Rubber Tire Chains

Copyright 1929, by The Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co..

lac

No. 327 'M Special seats are
by the Virginia Electric
and Power Company, which

in use

was awarded

the Charles
A. Coffin medal for 1928.

DESIGNED FOR INJERURBAN USE
327'M
THE
railway

a popular Heywood'Wakefield electric
seat.
The deep, double spring construction of the
cushion and the restful pitch of the spring'filled backs make this attractive style one of the most comfortable interurban seats ever
Special

is

offered.
V-

The 8M5

is a de luxe interurban type with spring'filled seats
has been purposely designed and built to withstand
the most severe use and abuse, while delivering trouble-proof service
year after year.

Special

and backs.

Our

It

assist in solving your equipThis service is yours without cost or obligation.
the nearest Heywood-\A/akefield sales office.

car seating experts will be glad to

ment problems.
Just write to

HEYWOOD^ WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts

West 34th
R. Hay ward,

New

439 Railway Exchange

York City

516

St.,

J.

Liberty Trust BIdg,, Roanoke, Va.

H. G. Cook, Hobart

Bldg.,

San Francisco,

Calif.

The Railway and Power

A.

The

W. Arlin,

BIdg.,

Chicago,

111.

Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

G. F. Cotter Supply Co., Houston, Texas

Engineering Corporation

133 Eastern Ave., Toronto; Montreal; Winnipeg,

Canada

"GOOD AS
GOLD*^
STEAM Railway men of the

70's

were skeptical when Edward
E. Gold suggested a new and better
method of heating passenger
coaches. Small wood-burning stoves
were the accepted method. But
stoves left much to be desired from
the standpoint of passengers' comfort.

The temperature near

the

stoves imitated the tropics at mid-

in

day
»v

—^while unfortunate travelers

the center of the car almost

in

froze.

There was an even graver objection
to the use of stoves. In the ev(
of a wreck the stoves tipped over
the flimsy wooden cars of that

adding to
horror of the accident. These c(

promptly caught
siderations

fire,

prompted a

trial

Gold's invention.
It

and
the new Gold

was a

installed

apparatus.

success,

railws

heat

and

^

Afty yearx
later

\

lit
that

1929 ;"K*''hrv":

struction

elapsed since
day the Gold Car Heating

Lighting

Company

improvement
Gold's

first

after

heater

As each new type of Gold equipment was introduced it quickly
proved itself practical and superior.

&

has introduced

improvement.
established

a

mechanical supremacy which never
has been successfully challenged. Gold heating
equipment is standard today for the best in car
heating devices for both steam and electric lines.
Every step in the development of heating special'
ties has been the result of lengthy experiment and
research. In consequence Gold

equipment
to

,

is

the exacting

perfectly adapted
demands of car con-

and railway operating con-

ditions.

Today, Gold heating apparatus again
represents an advance in the science
of providing an ample volume of uniform heat to
every car at an economical price.

—

The Gold

Catalog enters into detail regarding the
perfection, convenience and economy of Gold equipment. Executives responsible for the specification
°'' purcl^ase of heating equipment
should have a copy. Upon receipt
of your name we will gladly send it.

GOO ^
C

O

^
A«^

D

L.

GOLD CAR HEATING

&

LIGHTING COMPANY

^

1
Th«rmo8t«t
No.

Bush Terminal Bldg. No. 2

220

-

36th

St.,

1260

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Panel Type Electric
Heater No. 41 4E

kcEAD

hxnv this test installation

oCIIXI/

these

Kentucky
'

traction officials

'^'

1926, West Main Street, Frankfort,
INKentucky,
was improved with mod-

to hard paving material, they installed
Carey Elastite System of Track Insu-

ern paving. At the same time, the
of the Kentucky Traction and
Terminal Company decided to make
some improvements of their own along

lation.

officials

this street.

First of all, they gave the concrete
right of way the protection of Carey
Elastite Expansion Joint, applied transversely, to guard it unfailingly against

expansion

and

contraction

stresses.

Then ... to further improve the appearance of the roadway, to shock- absorb
the cars, to reduce traction noises, and
to provide a T-rail flangeway superior

THE

PHILIP

And did this two-year test installation "sell" itself? The answer is emphatically "YES!" For the Kentucky
Traction and Terminal Company has
recently ordered Carey Track Insulation
for two additional stretches of track
along their right of way.
If you are planning any track construction work, certainly it will be to
your advantage to have our representative call and tell you about this advanced traction improvement. Write.

CAREY COMPANY

Lockland, Cincinnati, O.
System of Track Insulation)^
CAREY Elastite
here
Kentucky Traction and
by the
as used
Terminal Company a t Frankfort, is a prefoi med
asphaltic compound, reenforced with asphaltsaturated fibres. It is impervious to moisture,
and forms a durable, shock -absorbing cushion
between the paving and the rails.

•w^

SYSTEM OF TRACK INSULATIO]

January

19,
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{Readina time one minute]

A Watchword with the
Accent on the Watch
When Electric Railway leaders advocated **Modernizasome roads considered
with the accent on the watch.
tion,"

it

merely a watchword

They watch the properties which are now operating
modern cars. They watch their increase in revenue.
They watch their decrease in expense.
Modernization, however, was intended as a spur to
definite action rather than a policy of "watchful waiting," and roads which adopt this active program have
the satisfaction of watching their own results. As a
first

step in this direction

TREADLE-IZE

—and watch for a
speed and

traffic

definite increase in operating

volume with a

definite decrease

in operating cost.

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Graybar Building, New York
Works, Rahway, New Jersey

Executive Office:
General

OHICAGO
618 UcCormick

Biilldinr

MANUFACTURED

IN TORONTO. CANADA, BT
Railway & Poyer Engineerinr Corp., Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trnst Bulldlnr
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Westinghouse Variable Load Brakes
are modern! They are in iteeping
with other up-to-date improvements
.

.

.

Uniformly short

stops through-

out range of car loading insure safer
operation, permit cars to hold their
place

in the traffic

stream, and assure

speeding up of schedules.

a general

The Delaware Electric Power
Company is one of many traction
.

.

.

properties

that

benefits of this

brake.

Use

it

are

realizing

profit likewise.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE
General Office and Works,

WILMERDING,

the

most modern type of
on your new car and

CO.

PA.

WESriNGHOUSETRACriONBRilKE
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ETTER MAGAZINES
Through Co-ordinated Publishing

a

URING THE LATTER HALF OF
McGraw-Hill Publishing
the
Company took two important steps in
the development of its program of
expansion.
Through mergers with
the A. W. Shaw Company and the
1928

Textile

World organization

three

new

magazines were added to the McGrawHill group, making 24 in all.
In their entirety these publications
now cover the five major branches of
engineering civil, electrical, mechaniand the incal, mining and chemical
They emdustries allied with them.
brace also two divisions of the field

—

—

of transportation, the
radio trades, the food

electrical

and

and

textile in-

In addition they serve the
production management
and service-to-production in all manuAnd, finally,
facturing industries.
they enter the broad field of commerce,
business and finance.
The effect of this continuous evoludustries.

interests

of

tion of the

McGraw-Hill program has

been to expand steadily the gathering
and dissemination of business news, to
insure the recording of all important
industrial developments, to provide authoritative interpretation of events, and
to strengthen the activities of each
publication through internal co-ordinaPublishing fation and co-operation.
cilities for the group as a whole have
been enhanced beyond those which anj*
single paper or lesser group might enjoy, and these advantages have found
expression in better publishing media
for the service of American business
and industry.
The spirit animating this coordination of related publishing activities is a response to the increasingly
severe and exacting demands upon
business publishers.
It springs from
a recognition not only of the desire
out also of the necessity for broadening and strengthening the service of

the

J

17

publications

to

their

respective

It is in harmony with the spirit
fields.
of progress and growth so characteristic of industry and business in this
It is broader than the mere
country.
desire to be in step with business
tendencies.
The business press, if it
is not to lag in the leadership it has
attained in the past two decades, cannot rest on its record of performance.
It must keep a step in advance, must
have the forward look.

Advantages of
Co-ordination
Does it require publishing experience to see the value of co-ordinating
publishing facilities ? The co-ordinated
organization can throw a drag-net
over the industrial, engineering and
business world; it has the personnel
and the facilities for covering all
new events, ideas and developments.
Today, on the McGraw-Hill publications there are 128 editors specializing in interpretative, creative, technical, commercial and research writing or investigation. Each paper has
its

own

independent

staff

and

is

served, in turn, by an effective newscollecting agency, which has the needs
of every staff in mind and which
knows the interests of the readers of
each publication.
At the same time
each individual publishing staff naturally stimulates and supplements the
others through exchange of information from different fields of business
and industry.
Thus the collection of data on new

developments

is

broader and

its

in-

terpretation more authoritative.
The
leadership of the papers along the
avenues of sound progress is surer and
more aggressive.

This has been our experience with
the entry of every new paper into our
Just now we expect a particugreat stimulus within the organization from our association with
The Magazine of Business. For all
the other McGraw-Hill publications

group.
larly

The Magazine

of Business

now forms

a capstone.
It is in truth a magazine of American business, for it serves the policyforming executives in all branches in
trade, industry and finance, and in all

—

Facilities

of the servicing branches, such as
transportation, communication, power,

insurance and warehousing.
It goes
many men who already read
McGraw-Hill and other industrial
papers.
It in no sense replaces them.
It talks to specialists, not as the industrial paper does, in terms of their
specialties, but in the broader terms
of those factors which affect all business from without. It will, therefore,
bring to each McGraw-Hill publishing
staff a broader sounding of the whole
stream of business. At the same time
The Magazine of Business will draw
to

upon all of these editors for an intimate understanding of the flow of
business, as these 128 trained observers see it from day to day in their

and correspondence with thousands of business men, engineers and
visits

industrialists

in

specific

industries.

The

help of these editors will be all
the more valuable because of their
intimate contact with science and engineering which are the bases on
which modern industry and business
are built.

A

Great
Responsibility

It is in these ways that, through
improved editorial service, the public
benefits
from the co-ordination of
publishing facilities.
There are returns to the public, too, through
co-ordinated advertising and circulation activities
through economies in
;

production, in purchasing, in administration.
All of these enable more
money to be spent on the primary
service that of building a better editorial service for the reader.
are fully conscious that our
magazines are an important and direct
avenue to the minds of America's business men, her industrialists, and her
engineers.
Apart from any wish of
^publisher or reader, such an avenue
is bound to create business and industrial opinion and, therefore, affects
American business, and, indirectly,
the whole American public.
Ours is
a responsibility of which we are
keenly aware.
propose conscientiously to discharge it in the
interests of business and the public.

—

We

We
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^is N.YC. substation
may be

operated by either
automatic or remote control
The completion of the new Harmon unit marks
another step in the extension of the automatic
substation equipment of the New York terminal electrification of the New York Central.
With the addition of the two automatic stations now under construction at Hastings and
Phillipse Manor, the system will include one
of the largest groups of automatic substations on class 1 railroads in the United States.

This

I

^

G-E

equipped substation, like previous
can be operated automatically
or by remote control from the master station

installations,
at Ossining.

m

The economy and

reliability of General Elecautomatic control and switching equipment, demonstrated on this electrification for
many years, is responsible for the exclusive
use of G-E equipment in the new stations.

tric

GENERAL ELECTRI

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,

N.

Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

I

Railway Journal

Electric

Consolidation of
Street

Railway Journal and Eleotrio RaUtoay Bevieu)

MoGnAW-HlI.L PDBLISHtNO COMPANT, INO.
;aur8 H. McGdaw. Chairman of the Board

Ualcolu
B. C.

CHARLES GORDON,

Mt'lB, Freaiient
Eiltorial Director

Pabmklbb,

PnUiahiita

New

Volume 73

Home

York, Saturday, January 19, 1929

Manufacture Frequently

Is

But

IS altogether or entirely natural that many improved
ITdevcies
for electric railway maintenance originate with
the men who do the repair work. These men, being in close
contact with daily maintenance procedure, appreciate the
need for better tools and equipment. Many of the ideas
that originate in the shop are eventually taken up by
manufacturers and developed for general use by the
industry. Others, however, are suitable only for the local
conditions in a particular shop or on a particular property, and do not have wide enough application to warrant
commercial development.
Recently, a large operating company, in providing
equipment for a newly constructed shop, was confronted
with the problem of developing many special shop fixtures which could not be obtained readily in the open
Included in the list were armature racks
market.
and trucks, axle racks, tool racks, special storage
bins and cabinets, work and welding benches, equipment overhauling stands, chemical cleaning tanks, etc.
As the railway had a new shop, well equipped with
modern machinery, there was the natural temptation to
^o ahead with the manufacture of the new fixtures.
[This company, however, first made drawings and sketches
[)f the equipment needed.
These were submitted to sevpral manufacturers with a request for prices on the
Finished products. At the same time, estimates were made
It
of costs to build the equipment in the railway shops.
vas found that manufacturers were willing to build the
leeded devices at a cost considerably below that estimated
or home manufacture.
This company decided that inexperienced men working
vith more or less makeshift machinery could not be
[xpected to compete
with manufacturers properly
Equipped for this class of work. Furthermore, the management was frank enough with itself to admit that special fixtures produced in its own shop under conditions
)f inadequate personnel, machines and inspection, would
irobably be inferior to the product of experienced manuacturers, and would cost more in the long run.
Subseuent results proved that these conclusions were sound.
Jot only was the price lower, but the quality and finish
f the final product proved to be superior to that which
Duld have been expected had the work been done in the
ampany's own shop.
The general question of home manufacture has received
!

from many angles. All too frequently,
mechanical man with a penchant for manufacturing
icludes only direct labor and material in estimating costs.
he important items of overhead, including power, heat,
ait, taxes and particularly supervision, are frequently
/erlooked. When this is done, it is, of course, obvious

Jiuch discussion
iie

is

the issue in January that

that the master

Difdtr

Number 3

merely misleading himself or
he is "beating the game."
instances there is another explanation for

mechanic

is

his superiors into the belief that

Self-Delusion

This

Louii P. Stoll.

Editor

is

in

many

the prevalence of the practice of

equipment

economy enforced by

"home making"

Due

at excessive cost.

inferior

to a policy of false

the mechanical
impossible to get approval of requisitions for new equipment needed in the
shop.
Their only recourse is to build this equipment
themselves, even though the cost may be high and the
final product crude.
The transaction does not go to the
boss for an appropriation. The materials are frequently
picked out of the scrap heap, and the labor is charged to
routine maintenance.
If the boss should happen to see
the final job, he is likely to compliment the mechanical
man for his ingenuity and economy. When this occurs, it is the management, not the master mechanic, that

men on many

their

superiors,

properties find

it

is at fault.

Maintenance Budget Figures Show
Favorable Trends
,,

CLOSE

analysis of the expenditures

made by

electric

railways during the year 1928 for maintenance mateThe
rials and labor reveals some encouraging trends.
total decreased $13,351,000 during the past year in comparison with 1927. This was accounted for in the very
large recession in the way and structures item, which, in
turn, was lowered by the increased activity in track
reconstruction not chargeable to maintenance account.
It is significant that the expenditures for both car and
bus maintenance increased during the year, the car figure by $2,607,000 and the bus figure by $10,867,000.
Further increases for both of these accounts are forecast
for 1929, the increase for car maintenance being estimated
at $1,400,000. Also, the way and structures maintenance
account, which receded $26,000,000 during 1928, is expected to increase more than $10,000,000 during 1929,
This, of course, is based
according to the estimate.
upon indications that operating properties that have been
concentrating on the reconstruction of bad track, during the coming year, will give increased attention to the

maintenance of existing track that

is

still

in

fair con-

dition.

During the past three or four years the maintenance
was rather distressing. Companies faced with
decreasing revenue and increasing operating expenses
cut wherever possible and the maintenance department
suffered in the general move. That this was carried to a
dangerous point is indicated by the decreases in expendisituation

tures for maintenance materials during the years 1926
and 1927, when the figures receded $25,000,000 and
$21,500,000, respectively. Part of the large decrease in

the car maintenance figures can be attributed to the in-

devoted essentially to maintenance and construction subjects

Votn, No.i
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creased interest in the bus, with consequent neglect of
cars. Now that the uncertain period seems to have passed
operators are awakening to the importance of keeping all of their equipment in proper condition and are
spending more for this purpose. The estimated increase
for the present year is not large, being less than $1,000,000, but it is sufficiently large to show that operators
are becoming aware of the need for better maintenance.
large increase in the bus maintenance figure for
1928 was to be expected with the increase in the number
of buses, but the actual figure exceeded preliminary
The increase in material alone amounted to
estimates.
$5,590,000, while the total of material and labor for the

A

year reached $10,867,000 above 1927. The steadily increasing number of buses in use and the growing average of the vehicles in service are accountable for the
increases in maintenance expenditures which have occurred every year since the bus was first used intensively

Another increase is forecast for
electric railways.
1929, totaling almost $2,000,000 above 1928.
The budget data gathered each year serve to show the
trends in each maintenance department and when studied
over a period of years reveal whether the standards are

by

being raised or lowered.

It

is

a good

omen

that the

and 1929 show favorable trends and
railways are planning to spend more for this

figures for 1928
that electric

important phase of operation in the future.

ings and subways for pedestrians have been tried in a
number of places. They have not proved popular ; probably because the pedestrian feels that his rights on the
street antedate those of the automobile and that he should

not be discommoded for the sake of wheel traffic.
Pedestrian control also has been tried in a number o£
Results have not been particularly encouraging.
places.
In general, it has been found that pedestrians obey the

|,
'

when there is a policeman on hand to compel
campaign of education is needed to teach
obedience.
the pedestrian that regulation of his movements at street
intersections is to his own advantage. It is probable, also,
lights only

A

that the length of the traffic cycle has a considerable influance on the tendency of pedestrians to cross against
For the success of any plan of pedestrian regusignals.
lation, it will be necessary that the walker be given a

-

reasonable opportunity to cross streets free from interThis phase of the traffic
ference of vehicular traffic.
problem is one which mertis greater attention than it has
received.

Wide

Variety of Maintenance Problems

JANUARY

15 was the closing date for material submitted in Electric Railway Journal's maintenance
contest for the first group of departmental prizes.
Nearly 100 items were received. Of these 65 per cent

and equipment in the rolling stock and
shop divisions, 20 per cent of the entries were from the
way and structure department, 10 per cent were items on
bus and garage practice and 5 per cent presented pracA meeting of
tices in the electric and line departments.
the committee of judges is scheduled early next week,
and winners of the first series of four department prizes
will be announced in the Feb. 16 issue of the Journal.
In going over the material submitted in the contest,
one is impressed with the particular problems in which
the improvements in mainthese men are interested
tenance practices that are being made and the new tools
Of the items relating
that are being used to advantage.
to rolling stock and shops, more than 30 per cent deal
with improved methods that are saving time, labor and
money and reducing the number of equipment failures
in service. Shop constructed tools for doing special maintenance jobs easily constitute the next largest classification.
These represent about 20 per cent of the total.
Improved methods of testing and apparatus for testing,
small tools, jigs, fixtures and improvements in car equipment each constitute about 10 per cent. Other items
cover methods for increasing the efficiency of car equipment, improvements in shop tools, economies resulting
from the use of new machine tools and safety precautions
describe practices

Pedestrian Regulation

Needed

MUCH

has been said in recent traffic discussions concerning the necessity for expediting the movement
of mass transportation vehicles.
Because these vehicles
carry about 75 per cent of all the people who ride, interference with their progress is the most serious form of
traffic delay.
It must be remembered, however, that no
small part of the delay to the 75 per cent who ride is
occasioned by the same 75 per cent when they are on the
streets as pedestrians.
At any intersection in the congested district, at any hour, pedestrians may be observed
occupying a portion of the roadway when vehicular
traffic has the signal to go.
This not only reduces the
street area available for moving traffic, but also causes
the traffic to move considerably slower. The progress of
all vehicles is hampered and much unnecessary delay
results.

Before blaming the pedestrian for his annoying be-

we should consider
many pedestrians cross

havior, however,

the cause of

fact

streets at the

is

that

The
wrong

it.

time because there is no right time.
Having a legal
right-of-way avails them nothing. Often when the pedestrian

of

is

crossing in the same direction as the movement
progress is seriously hampered by vehicles
right-hand and left-hand turns. In some respects

traffic, his

making

danger is more difficult to guard against than the
danger from vehicles going straight.
Seldom does
the pedestrian have an opportunity to cross the street
entirely free from interference. Hence, pedestrians have
generally adopted the policy of crossing when and where
they can regardless of signals each one for himself and

this

—

the devil take the hind-most.

That

this creates a bad condition is easily seen, but it
not so easy to suggest a remedy. If it were possible
to establish periods for pedestrians only in the cycle of
the traffic lights, this might solve the problem. At busy
is

intersections, however, the

so great that
periods when

it

all

volume of vehicular

traffic is

impracticable to establish even short
vehicles are stof^)ed.
Overhead cross-

is

—

that are being taken in the shops.

Articles submitted by

way and

men show
methods for

structure

that they are concerned particularly with

preventing trouble, types of construction to increase track
life, improved tools for speeding up work, and the solution of special design and construction problems. Attention is being directed primarily toward reducing the
time and cost of track repairs, while at the same time
providing better types of construction that will give
increased life.
Men connected intimately with bus maintenance seem
to be concerned chiefly in improving their inspection
lUIl
practice, overhauling procedure and general maintenance
ice
methods and in providing new tools that will assist
doing improved work at minimum cost. Several itei
describe economies that have resulted

from new

,

i

equi;
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ment and new

tools that

were constructed

to

do jobs

quicker.

Special design and construction problems seem to
occupy the attention of line engineers. The items sub-

mitted relate particularly to types of construction that
This brings to light an
are being used to advantage.
interesting phase of the maintenance contest. When we
think of maintenance work the most general assumption
is that this relates to the removal and replacement of
worn parts or methods that will increase their life. In
the distribution department particularly, life of the overhead is increased by use of improved types of construcThese are usually developed by the men in the
tion.
field who are in direct contact with daily problems.
When a s]3ecial construction job is encountered, when
clearances are close or obstructions are in the way, the
in charge of overhead find a way of mastering the
It is just such solutions of special problems
problem.

men

that are of particular interest to the distribution
tenance forces of other properties, and these

mainideas,

therefore, predominate in the maintenance contest entries.

Electrification

Exceeds Expectations

STEAM

railroad electrification has been gaining
steadily for the past decade, although in the installa-

equipment there has not been the specis looked for so eagerly by publicity
The review of the subject, appearing in the
agents.
issue of this paper for Jan. 12. indicates that more than
4,100 miles of track formerly devoted to steam service
tions of electric

tacular touch that

being operated with electric locomotives or
This, of course, does not include electrifithe
type of the New York and Chicago elecations of
vated lines, nor of portions of steam railroad systems
Additional projects
sold or leased to trolley companies.
approximately
mileage
this
increase
will
now under way
40 per cent. This figure in itself is an indication of the
present interest in the subject being taken by railroad

are

now

motor

cars.

men.

The

latest

addition to the

lists

of electrified lines

is

the Great Northern Railway, which began full electric
operation of the division through the Cascade Mountains between Skykomish and Wenatchee, in the State

of Washington, on Jan. 12. While a portion of the line
had been converted for electric service nearly two years
ago, the vital link, the new tunnel through the Cascade
Mountains, was not completed until a short time ago.
Accordingly, the full benefit of the change to electricity
is only now being realized.

The Great Northern

electrification

diflfers

from any

other in that it succeeds an electrification put in service
through the old Cascade tunnel twenty years ago. Experience with the earlier system had much to do with
the decision to extend the electric zone and to build a
tunnel for steam service as long as the new one.
The new installation, extending over the mountains, will
make possible a material increase in capacity of
freight trains that can be hauled on the system,
and will reduce the running time by several hours.

In addition, there will be material savings in the cost of
operation that will make the new system pay a good
'return on the investment.
Experiences with electrification show that the success
At first it took
of each one far exceeds expectations.
a long time to convince the railroad operator of the value
of electricity as a motive power, but, as

more and more

109

are made, the evidence becomes stronger.
Furthermore, the need for electrification, due to the
concentration of traffic and the necessity of handling
heavier trains at higher speeds, is becoming greater. It
installations

is

not too

much

to anticipate a

number of major

projects

next few years in addition to those already announced.
in the

Give Finance the Thought

AGREEMENT

it

Deserves

among bankers and others that
be exjjected to continue at its present
level indefinitely unless factors now unforeseen should
suddenly intervene. This is reassuring to men engaged
in supplying local transportation since it means that their
business will probably remain at its present level, a level
none too satisfying to some, but one highly propitious for
others. To meet that condition, many of the railways are
business

exists

may

adequately prepared with equipment and men, even if
few of them have exhausted the jxjssibilities which lie
in intensive stimulation of the use of the service.
Gradually, of course, ever so gradually, the situation
is improving financially, considered in its broadest sense,
if not in the sense of increasingly larger net earnings.
Some one will arise to say that the net is the rea'
desideratum. And it is. But greater net is to be expected
since the prospects for financing at reasonable rates
have improved, the amount of bonds in default has been
reduced, and maturities are apparently to be cared for
as they arise without undue strain.
Whi'e the prospects are good for borrowers who must
come into the market, it is to be regretted that greater
advantage was not taken of the period of easy money to
revamp more financial structures along the lines recommended by the committee on finance of the American
Association. For some companies to temporize with this
situation longer is to compromise with a bad condition, if
not almost to invite disaster. Voluntary readjustment is
seldom easy to accomplish, but it surely is worth the
effort since the prospect is remote of the earnings of
some companies ever reaching the point where a return
can be realized on all the issues outstanding. Surely the
prospect of probable returns should be sufficiently alluring for holders in companies now making little progress
Inventory write
to make the effort really worth while.
off is not unusual in other industries, so why should it be
to the electric railway, especially if by such process
equipment can be discarded that should long since have
been replaced by up-to-date means that assure not only
the payment of their own way but of a real profit.
On the whole, there are no disquieting factors in the
Earnings are not in every case all
financial situation.
they should be, but quite as often as this is chargeable
to the inadequacy of the rate of fare, is it chargeable to
the fact that full advantages have not been taken of the
possibilities of intensive use by management and men of
facilities at hand or that could be brought to bear on
the situation.
It has taken the industry a long while fully to realize
the competitive nature of the business in which it is now
engaged, but where that change has come to be accepted

for what it really means and where anything like an
adequate fare has been allowed, the outlook is anything
but dark. Supplying local transportation is a business
very different from what it was a few years ago, and
those have profited most who were sufficiently alert to
recognize the change and to adjust themselves to it
quickly.

Great Northern Electrification

Extended
Opening of new Cascade Tunnel, the longest in the
Western Hemisphere, inaugurates 100 per cent
electric operation.

The

line included

is

between

Skykomish and Wenatchee, a distance of 73 miles

One

of the Great Northern's 371-ton single-phase locomotives hauling a ten-car passenger train

of the new 8-mile Cascade Tunnel and
DRIVING
the relocation of
through Chumstick Creek,

Cascade.

any moment ever made in America.
1926 the Great Northern decided to extend its
electrification to Skykomish at the western base of the
Cascade grade. The railway management, in view of
its experience with the high voltage, three-phase system
and with the desire of obtaining the advantages of highvoltage power transmission on the contact system,
together with the excellent characteristics of the d.c.
motor for freight drag service on the heavy grade, specified an 11, 000- volt single-phase contact line to be used
The Great
with motor-generator type locomotives.
Northern today is the largest user of this type of locomotive, and, in view of its two years of experience with
traction of

In

the electrification of the tunnel its extension to the limits
of the heavy grade sections approaching the tunnel followed as a matter of progressive policy.
The Great Northern Railway was a pioneer in heavy
In 1909 it electrified the original
electric traction.

Cascade tunnel

extending

between

electrification consisted of a three-phase

from which two trolley pole collectors
fed three-phase locomotives. The 6,600-volt contact system consisted of two direct-suspended trolley wires and
the rail.
This was the only installation of three-phase

on the eastern slope of the Cascade Mountains in
the state of Washington, represent only part of the
betterments recently completed on the Cascade division
The electrification of
of the Great Northern Railway.
the mountain section of the Cascade division is in itself
a development of the greatest importance. Train operation through the 8-mile tunnel on the 1.5 per cent grade,
without the addition of artificial ventilation, would be
Electrificaimpossible without electric motive power.
tion of such a tunnel is, of course, imperative, and with

2^-mile

This

contact system

lines

Tye and
110

January

19,
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motor-generator engines in operation between Skykomish and Casis interesting to note the
it
layout and characteristics of the system, together with some of the
o])erating results obtained to date.

cade,

Power Obtained from
Three Sources
Power
cation

is

for this 73-mile electrifi-

obtained

from the

IxJth

Paget .Sound Light & Power Company's network and from the original power plant at Tumwater which
su]iplied the 25-cycle, three-phase
current to the old tunnel. The may>
of the electrified section and the line

diagram show the sources and arrangement of power sup])ly.
The
Puget Sound.
110-kv.,
60-cycle.
three-phase lines feed frequency
changer stations at Skykomish and
Wenatchee. The 60-cycIe energy is
converted by 7.5(X)-kva. frequency
changers, one in each station, to
The electrified section of the Great Northern extends from Skykomish to Wenatchee.
25-cycle single-phase power.
The sources of power also are shown
This
is transmitted through two singlephase. 44-kv. circuits extending between Skykomish and
Station is shown in one of the views.
The equipment
Wenatchee. The Tumwater hydro-electric plant is conis installed outdoors, while the station building may be
nected to this 44-kv. line and feeds in 5,000 kva. to the
seen at the rear.
system.
The nominal total power capacity of the maSimple Catenary Contact System Used
chines connected to the electrified section is therefore
20,000 kva.
The success of the initial contact system between
It is interesting to note that the original
25-cycle, three-phase generators at Tumwater are now
Cascade and Skykomish, where there is an unusual
supplying 25-cycle, single-phase power.
amount of curvature, much of which is 10 deg., has
There are seven distribution stations which convert the demonstrated the many economic advantages and satis44-kv.

])o\ver

to

11,000-volt,

supplying the trolley-rail

These stations are shown on the line diagram
and are located on an average approximately 10 miles

circuit.

The total capacity of the converting transformincluding part of the three-winding transformers at

apart.
ers,

Skykomish and Wenatchee,

is approximately 30,000 kva.
extremely simple in its layout, and each of the transformer stations is controlled
from a station agent's ofifice, and the stations have been
arranged with a view to such control.
All oil circuit
breakers at the transformer and main substations are
electrically operated, and are arranged for full automatic
relay protection.
The distribution transformers are all
arranged with Inert-Aire equipment. From the capacity
of the converting and distribution stations, it may be
seen that the Great Northern is placing itself in an
excellent position with regard to future possible increases in freight train size, with the accompanying

The

distribution system

increases in local

15

is

power demand.

A

typical distribution

5200

i£2?00

c

2,400

-mo
5 woo

The

profile shows the severe grades on the electrified section, and
the relief obtained with the new tunnel. The total distance on
the electric division is now 8 miles shorter than that shown

factory operating qualities of the simple inclined
catenary system as installed.
The system used comprises a No. 0000 cadmiumbronze contact wire, supported by a composite messenger
consisting of a bronze high-strength core surrounded by
pure copper strand. The total equivalent conductivity is
Hanger fittings and
approximately 400,000 circ.mil.
clamps to the messenger and contact wires are nonferrous. On tangent track the contact wire is supported
by flexible loop hangers, the messenger and contact wire
being well bonded at 300-ft. intervals. On curved track
up to 3^ cleg., pure inclined catenary is employed which
permits the elimination of all pull-off devices other than
the hanger supports. On curves of shorter radius pulloflf yokes are installed at the supporting poles, such
curves employing arcs of 3^ deg. curvature with a maximum offset of 6 in.
On tangent track 150-ft. pole spacing is standard
where the 44-kv. circuits are carried. The pole spacing
between Winton and Leavenworth, where the transmission lines are not carried, is 180 ft. On curved track the
pole spacing is reduced on curves sharjjer than 6 deg.
to suit a 6-in. maximum offset of the contact wire.
Where possible the contact wire height from the rail is
Through tunnels, and the limited
retained at 24 ft.
number of snow sheds now existing, this height is considerably reduced.
Three standard Westinghouse insulators are employed
to support the messenger on curves and on cross-span
construction. Pin insulators were extensively used with
In the construction of
the 44-kv. transmission circuit.
the new 8-mile tunnel provision was made by means of
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length of track has been made with the motor-generator
locomotives. The first two locomotives delivered maintained practically the entire service for nine months, and,
in the first twelve months of operation, each locomotive
covered more than 50,000 miles on the 2.2 per cent compensated grade. To date, these locomotives are approaching their 100,000-mile mark, and when the condition of

V

-_Av-!fe

Vol.7i,No.3

grade and limited speed on this section is taken into
it will be appreciated that this is a very
creditable performance for a comparatively new type of
locomotive in this exacting service.
With the extension of the electrification to Wenatchee,

r^-^-i

consideration,

becomes possible to exploit more fully the many
inherent advantages of this type of locomotive. On the
west slope of the mountain, the grade, as may be noted
from the profile, consists of a steady 2.2 per cent (compensated) rise from Skykomish to Scenic. Through the
new tunnel the grade is 1.56 per cent for 8 miles.
it

One

of the distribution stations on the Oreat iNorthern
electrification

inserts at 75-ft. intervals to provide

insulator clearance, so that,

if

ample suspension

necessary, a contact volt-

age of 22,000 eventually might be employed.

By means

of the inserts, maximum insulating distances are obtained
without encroaching on the loading clearance of the tunnel. At suitable intervals, longitudinal troughs have been
arranged in the tunnel for anchoring the messenger and
contact wires so as to limit as much as possible any
disarrangement of the catenary system.
The tensions in the contact and catenary wires are
so related that, with inclined catenary, all hangers are
parallel.
It is interesting to note that on the 16 miles
of line extending between Winton and Peshastin, where
there is considerable curved track of 3 deg. or less and
where the structure spacing is practically uniform, there
are no steady or pull-off devices attached to the contact
wire on the main line.

Motor-Generator Locomotives Perform Well

The

success obtained to date with this comparatively
extensive application of the motor-generator type locomotive is the most interesting part of the electrification.

These locomotives were described in this paper, issue
of July 9, 1927, page 53.
It is of interest to review
briefly the two years of performance of the first two
locomotives delivered to the Great Northern Railway
by the Westinghouse Company early in 1927.

The single-phase contact system in the first instance
extended between Skykomish and Cascade through the
old 2:J-mile Cascade tunnel. The change from the 6,600volt,
three-phase contact system to the 11, 000- volt
single-phase contact system was made on March 5, 1927.
Since that date all operation of trains over this limited

Catenary construction on curve with transmission line

On

the east slope the grades consist of 2.2 per cent
to 0.4 per cent, and a considerable stretch of
track averaging approximately 1.3 per cent. With these

and 0.2

varying grades, the advantages of being able to operate
the locomotives at a constant horsepower output are
apparent, both in the matter of the schedule speeds which
can be obtained with limited maximum speeds, and in
the matter of the maximum power demand resulting
from a given schedule speed.
locomotive starting at Wenatchee can, in either
freight or passenger service, develop its rated horsepower on all grades exceeding 0.7 per cent. To obtain
this desirable result, refinements in the control have been
incorporated in these locomotives, which are of special

A

interest.

The

locomotives can be operated with either
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CHARACTERISTICS OF LATEST GREAT NORTHERN
SINGLE-PHASE LOCOMOTIVES
Total weight

RAILWAY

4,330 hp.
142,000 lb.

Starting tractive effort, 25 per cent adhesion
Maximum starting tractive effort, 33i per cent adhesion, limited
by adhesion
Tractive effort hourly rating

89,000 lb.
112,500 lb.

—
Speed — hourly rating
Tractive effort — continuous rating.
Speed — continuous rating

1

14.4m.p.h
88,500 lb.

I5.5m.p.h
•45m.p.h

speed

Track gage
Total wheelbase
Rigid wheelbase
Length over all (between faces of buffers)
Width over all
Height from rail to locked poeitioa of pantograph

Diameter of driving wheels
Voltage and type of conductor
Number and type of motors

Gear

of drive
ratio

.

.

.

4

ft.

62

ft.

16

ft.

94

ft.

15 ft. 10

in-

56
I

t,000-volt, 1-phase, 25-cycle,
1

in.

overhead

6—^type 356A

Double

.'

flexible

gear
18:91

5

HBFR

of control
in service

Two,

Year placed

*These

8i in

II ft.

Number of this type of locomotive in service
Type

1^:1

4

Capacity at one-hour rating

Method

-

*742,200 lb.
I-D-i — I-D-I
569,600 lb.
b

Classification of wheels
Weight on drivers
Number of driving axles
Number of idle axles

Maximum

113

1927; two,

1928

figures for locomotives 5000-5001, 5002-A, 5002-B, S007-A, S007-B.

a series characteristic such as that of the conventional
motor, or as separately excited motors with either
a constant speed characteristic or a constant horse-power
characteristic. These varying characteristics are obtained
through a closed circuit transition which permits of
d.c.

\kyjine
no
,pqS5.

Incoming 110 kv lint

Tumwort»r

999

Frequency

O^

changer

V

ii

11

DouS/e circutf 44 kv
fransmfssion line

.

.1

^

Scenic

Berne

11,000 V.Contocf

SI<ykomiah

A

single-line

JL

5
11

l=1F^
11

ttf

fl

J

41

Win+on Leovenworth Cashmere Wenatchee.

diagram of the power distribution on the
Great Northern electrification

alteration in the circuits without

any change

in tractive

The
speed during the period of transition.
accompanying table represents the general weights,
dimensions and rating of these locomotives.
effort or

Characteristics of Locomotives Chosen for
Severe Grades

The locomotive units, which may be assembled to
operate two or more in multiple, are each rated to haul
continuously 700 tons trailing load on a 2.2 per cent
grade. At present, the customary arrangement is a locomotive made up of two units. Two such locomotives
can take a 2,900-ton train either east or west on the 2.2
Two to four
per cent grade approaching the tunnel.
full-tonnage eastbound freight trains are handled per day,

with somewhat lighter trains westbound.
Normally, three through passenger trains go east and
west per day, with many extra trains during the tourist
season, and occasional express trains with silk shipments
from the Far East. Each passenger train will have an

Cross-span construction on Great Northern electrification

automatic train-heating tender attached to the locomotive.
The maximum weight of a passenger train will exceed
1,000 tons.
The locomotives described can be interchanged readily
between passenger and freight service, and, although predominantly drag freight engines, they can perform a
very creditable schedule in passenger service. For local
service on this division a 50-ton locomotive and an electric motor car are being equipped.
The maximum power demand with one freight train
This load may be increased
is approximately 7,500 kw.
to 9,500 kw., and it is expected to keep the maximum
power demand for the system to approximately 13,000
kw. under present conditions of traffic. The local power
demand of a 3,500-ton freight train will be 9,500 kw.
This may be increased to 11,500 kw. with a 4,200-ton
train, and the distribution system is laid out to handle
even heavier loads economically when the railway man-

agement requires

The

it.

electrification as installed provides for the

unredevelopment of railway operation on this important division, both in the matter of freight train size
and speed and in the speed of passenger trains. The
distribution scheme can also be readily adapted to further extensions of the electrification. With power supply
from three independent sources the continuity of service
stricted

is

assured.

this electrification the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company has furnished ten locomotive
motive power units, the last two of which will be delivered in January; primary requisites of the distribution
system, including transformers and switchgear; and important features of the overhead contact system.

For

&

Methods Used

in

Babbitting Bearings
Have Marked

Effect

By H.

on Lubrication

Kauffman

L.

Denver, Col.

tracks are very smooth, with few curves and with a
relatively low equipment speed, packs journals only once
a year another punches up the waste to the axle after

In an article in the Oct. 20, 1928, issue of Electric
the author discussed the kinds
and grades of lubricants suitable for use on electric
railway equipment; kind of zvaste preferable for use;
how to saturate the waste with oil; and modern
In a
practice in packing the "down-feed" motor.
second article in the Nov. 17, 1928, issue data were
given on modern-type motor lubrication; modern
bearing oiling devices and causes of bearing lubrica-

Railway Journal,

;

each 1,000 miles of operation and repacks with freshly
saturated waste at the end of each 5,000 miles. Naturally,
whenever journals are immersed in water as a result of
flooding the streets by a storm, immediately thereafter
the packing must be removed and replaced with new.
Here, let it be emphasized that for efficiency in journal
lubrication it is absolutely essential that dust-guards and
journal-box covers be kept in prime condition in order

tion troubles.

The present article contains information on electric
railway journal lubrication; on linings and lining
metals and the rebabbitting of bearings; and proper
methods of lubricating gears and pinions.
boxes of
JOURNAL
with oil-saturated waste,

A

packed
used in the lubricaSome companies, upon
tion of motor bearings.
finding the waste in the journal box to be dry, merely
add more oil to the waste already present others repack
with freshly saturated waste. The latter procedure is
recommended since it insures proper oil distribution and,
therefore, is the more efificient and economical practice.
Journal boxes should be packed by inserting a rope
of saturated waste, which will reach around the bottom
half of the journal. Then, this waste should be pushed
tightly against the back of the box to insure lubrication
electric railway cars are
like that

;

of the fillet and the exclusion of any dirt, dust, etc., that
might enter through the back of the box. Pieces of
waste as large as possible one piece only, if the design
of the box permits are then used in filling the remainder
of the box. If only one piece of waste is used, it should
be fed in gradually rather than in a ball. By following
this precaution jamming, which would allow voids in the
waste, will be prevented.
The waste should not be placed above the center line
of the journal. By keeping the waste packed below the
center line of the journal, dragging of the waste into the

—

bearing

is

—

In so far as fit is concerned, tapered journals should
not be tolerated, since such journals reduce the bearing
areas and increase bearing pressures. When a brass has
to be fitted to a badly tapered axle, often anchor holes
are drilled in the face of the brass and then solder or
some similar metal that will seat readily in service is
run in. When this practice is followed, the anchor holes
should be drilled well away from the center of the brass

the proper journal, the life of the brass is increased so
as to more than compensate for the care required in
keeping the brasses separate.
It is self-evident that
brasses that bear only on a line at the top center of the

journal or on two lines at the edge will not be in service
for any great length of time.

prevented.

track conditions are such as to cause the waste
to work toward the front of the box, a good practice
to follow is to twist the waste under the axle button.

Linings and lining metals are closely related to the
matter of lubrication. The armature linings are carried
in motor housings which have waste pockets and drain
pockets.
The standard armature lining consists of a
bronze shell, lined with babbitt and keyed in the housing.
The babbitt is of such thickness that should the metal
melt and run, due to accidental overheating, the armature
is prevented from striking the pole pieces by the bronze
shell and the armature shaft bearing surfaces are protected from injury.
The linings are provided with an
opening on one side to allow the oily waste in the

A

box using a thrust plate between the box and the brass
aids in keeping the waste in position, due to the fact that
such a plate takes a large part of the lateral sliding
motion. In applying new brasses and check plates, it has
been found advantageous to smear the rubbing parts
with oil before putting them in place.
Practice varies as to the length of time allowed to
elapse before journals are oiled or repacked, much
local conditions.

available to the writer.

and the drill limited to f in.
Confusion arises when brasses of different diameters
are carried in stock. When the proper brass is fitted to

Where

depending upon

and water from the journal.
novel oiling can is available for applying and
measuring the quantity of free oil put into a journal. This
can has an adjustable push handle, each stroke of which
delivers a measured amount of oil through a perforated
nozzle which, in turn, distributes the oil along the entire
length of the journal.
Several patented journal oiling
devices are on the market, but information as to the
success with which these devices are functioning is not
to exclude dirt

One company whose
114
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])()ckets to come in contact with the bearing surface of
the shaft.
The axle Hnings of a railway motor are generally of
bronze for maximum axle sizes, but malleable iron lined
with babbitt is sometimes used for smaller diameters of

much

less than a straight bronze shell.
It is standard
practice to use bronze linings for axle bearings except
where the thickness of the shell would exceed
in., in

f

which case malleable iron and babbitt are used.
Reb.^bbitting Bearings

The two

halves are prevented from turning by a
clamp fit and are either keyed or doweled. An opening
])rovided in the lining on the low pressure side allows
the oily waste in the bearing pockets to come in contact
with the axle.
axle.

The edges

of the openings in the linings are chamfered to assist oil in entering the bearing, and grooves
are provided to insure the passage of oil from the bear-

ing surface to the flange which must take the thrust.
b>ery precaution is taken to exclude dirt from the bearings.
The bearings are of ample size and with proper
care and lubrication should give long life.
The material used for lining shells must offer the best
bearing surface with the least amount of friction and
have sufficient strength and ductility to withstand the
severe operating conditions of railway .service. The alloy
used for brass or bronze shells is composed of copper,
zinc, and lead, the proportions of which have been
determined after many years of exacting and exhaustive
tin,

tests.

Alloy No. 4 is the equipment standard preferred by
railways for replacements on account of its general
recognition as the highest grade bearing alloy obtainable.
Alloy No. 80 has been standardized for replacements by
many large operating companies and gives nearly as good
service as .Alloy No. 4 at a considerable reduction in

many
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In rebabbitting bearings, the bearing shell should be
rough bored, the dovetailed anchored grooves slotted
and the grooves in each end turned. The bearing lining
first

should be cleaned thoroughly, by removing all of the old
babbitt and any foreign matter, to obtain a clean, bright
surface to which the babbitt will adhere. After cleaning,
brass linings should be tinned in a bath of half and half
solder (melting point 178 deg. C.) and the babbitt poured
still hot from the tin bath.
The best results are obtained by pre-heating the shell and jig to a high tempera-

while

ture nearly equal to that of the babbitt. The latter will
then flow freely into anchored grooves and adhere firmly
to the tin surface.
The babbitt shell is then ready to be

bored and reamed to size and finished outside.
Babbitt should be heated to a temperature of 500 to
550 deg. C, but to not more than 550 deg. or decomposition of the alloy will take place.
The dross which
rises to the top of the metal should be cleaned off with
a ladle before dipping the babbitt from the kettle.
When pouring armature linings, new metal should be
used.
Under no circumstances should babbitt from old
linings be mixed in the pot with the new metal.
Babbitt
melted from old linings may be used for journal or axle
bearings.

A

rough estimate of the temperature of the babbitt
be made by dipping a pine .stick in the pot. If the
metal is hot enough to be poured, it will set fire to the
stick.
However, the most reliable method is to determine
the temperature with a pyrometer.
When babbitting
iron shells, it is essential that all of the inner surfaces
to which the babbitt must adhere are cleaned thoroughly.
Dovetailed grooves are provided in the flange as well
as in the body of the shell to anchor the babbitt. Shells
should be heated to the temperature of the babbitt and
then placed in jigs for pouring the babbitt.
The babbitt used in General Electric railway motor
bearings has a tin base composition, the proportions
being 83^ per cent tin, 8j per cent copper and 8^ per
This is known as Alloy No. 17. This
cent antimony.
alloy is the result of exhaustive tests over a period of

may

cost.

The composition
Material

Copper
Lead
Tin
Zinc

of these alloys

is

as follows

.Alloy No. 4
84.0 p>r cent
0.

12.0
3.5

Alloy No. 80

78.0perce.it
16.0

40
2.0

Brass and babbitt linings are now almost universally
used for armature bearings. This type is preferred to
the straight bronze type for the following reasons:
1.
A rough or uneven surface due to imperfect machining which
might be barely detected will quickly wear out of the babbitt,
thereby presenting a perfectly smooth bearing surface.
2.
When grit or any cutting substance becomes lodged between
the shaft and bearings, it imbeds in the babbitt without injury to
the shaft, whereas in the bronze bearing, the grit powders and acts
as an abrasive lap on both shaft and bearing.
3.
All types of linings will run hot on either armature shaft or

if not properly lubricated.
When this trouble develops, the
shaft is seldom damaged by the babbitt bearing.
In fact, many
cases have been noted where the babbitt after running hot and
melting or becoming scored on the bearing surface took on a
smooth glazed surface by the application of sufficient lubricant
without causing the least damage to the shaft.
Under similar
conditions, the bronze unlined bearings were ruined and invariably
damaged the bearing surface of tlie armature shaft.
4.
The babbitt can be held more securely in a brass shell than
in an iron shell, for the Dabbitt can bt sweated in the brass in
addition to being anchored by the usual dovetailed grooves. This
permits tne u.se of a very thin liner of babbitt or a thickness
slightly less than the air gap between the armature and pole
pieces.
Therefore, in case the lining runs hot and the babbitt
melts, the armature can not rub on the pole pieces without first
wearing into the brass shell.

many

years.

Gear and Pinion Lubrication

axle

Cast or malleable iron shells lined with babbitt have
^been used quite extensively in old type motors. Where
provision is made in a bearing for various sizes of shafts,
it is customary to use bronze linings, either babbitt lined
For the
or merely tinned for maximum shaft sizes.
smaller shaft sizes, where more bearing metal is required,
malleable iron shells with a thick layer of babbitt cost

On

the average, trolley car gears and pinions are sub-

This is due either to the
jerky operation of the car at starting or to the changing
In addition to the
of motors from series to parallel.
objectionable noise feature of gear clashing, excessive
wear especially on the teeth of such gearing will tend
to shorten their period of usefulness and will make expensive replacements necessary. Too much wear of the
gears have a detrimental effect on the life of the armature bearings, especially on the gear side, which condition subsequently may result in serious damage to the
armature and field windings.
In order to prevent clashing and grinding of the gears,
it is essential that the gears mounted on the axle, meshed
with the pinion on the driving-motor armature shaft, be
coated with a lubricant that will insure against excesjected to unusually hard wear.

—

—

sive wear.
in

In the modern motor the gear and pinion are enclosed
The purpose of this case is to
a metal gear case.
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retain the gear lubricant and to keep out any foreign
matter that would tend to cause abnormal gear wear or
would interfere with perfect contact of the teeth. In a

few instances, some railway equipment is in operation
in which the gears are unprotected by a gear case, and
are exposed to dust, dirt, etc.
In giving consideration to the selection of a gear
lubricant, the following points should be considered:
(1) Ease of application, (2) amount required for initial
lubrication, (3) amount required for subsequent lubricalength of time product will lubricate
lubricant meeting these requirements will
reduce labor costs and other cost incidental to the maintenance of this type of equipment, as well as increase

tion,

and

efficiently.

(4)

A

their life.

While

special

conditions

may warrant

alteration,
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Cement Floor Laid Beneath
Loaded Stock Bins
stock bins in the storeroom at the Kenmore
Shops of the Northern Ohio Power & Light Company, Akron, Ohio, were originally placed on an ordinary
wood floor. As this floor became worn it was decided
entire
to replace it with cement to be laid throughout the
used
to
could
be
trucks
and
ladders
that
stockroom so

STEEL

advantage in handling the supplies stored at this point.
Instead of attempting to remove the stock to another
location, pending the completion of the new floor, a plan

was evolved whereby interruption of the routine of the
storekeeping department was kept at a minimum and a
considerable saving in time and labor on the job effected.

ordinarily a sticky, adhesive mineral oil made from an
asphalt-base crude oil, having a Saybolt universal viscosity of about 2,000 seconds at 210 deg. F. is a suitable
lubricant for application to gears in winter; and one
having a viscosity of about 5,000 seconds at 210 deg. F.

for use in summer.
Locality of operation

and the

maximum

seasonal

changes in temperature have much to do with the grade
of gear lubricant used, since it is of utmost importance
that uniform results be secured throughout the entire
Conseyear from the particular product employed.
quently, where widely differing maximum and minimum
temperatures are encountered, it is sometimes necessary
to use special grades of lubricants in accordance with
the season and temperature of operation. If a lubricant
too thin for the service be used it will result either in
leakage from the gear case or undue splashing therein
On
or, if the gears are exposed, dripping therefrom.
the other hand, the use of too heavy a lubricant is apt
to result in its settling in a semi-solid mass on the bottom
oi the gear case, in consequence of which the gears will
likely merely "channel" through the lubricant without
being properly lubricated.
In general, the aim should
be to select a lubricant, the viscosity of which in use will
be the same the year round and, naturally, such as will
cushion the gears properly.
So far as the quality of the gear lubricant itself is
concerned, for best results, it should be entirely free
from acids or alkalies that would tend to cause any
pitting of the highly polished metallic surfaces; should
not tend to hold in suspension dirt and particles of worn
metal that would produce an abrasive effect should not
harden or contain any residual matter of a non-lubricating character should not be abnormally affected by heat
or be reacted upon by water, acid or alkali; should
p)ossess marked adhesive properties, in order that it will
neither drip nor flow excessively under abnormal temperature rise, and should not be rubbed off in operation
or thrown off by the action of centrifugal force. The
lubricant should be of sufficient body to withstand
satisfactorily the high pressure at the point of tooth
contact, thereby preventing any actual metal to metal
contact regardless of the season of the year.
Generally, a gear lubricant of the straight mineral oil
type is applied cold by stringing out about ^ lb. or more
;

;

and feeding

into the mesh of the gears, whereupon
spreads over the entire tooth surface.
More efficient lubrication of the gears is attained by
frequent small applications than by a large application
at longer intervals, the applications ordinarily being
made at car-inspection periods. As would be expected,
tight gear cases that exclude dirt and water make
renewal of the lubricant necessary less often.

the

it

lubricant

bin sections were lifted by using an I-beam over which wer«
looped short chains bolted securely to the bin frames below
while a concrete floor was laid beneath

The

The bin sections are 18^ ft. long and 10 ft. high and
with loaded shelves represent weights running into thousands of pounds. The presence of roof girders overhead in the storeroom made it feasible to undertake the
elevation of these bin sections a distance above the floor
level sufficient to permit the laying of the concrete
directly beneath them, rather than going to the trouble
of unloading and removing the contents of the bins to
other quarters. An I-beam the length of the bin sections
was brought into play. Held at short intervals with
sections of chain bolted to holes already in the bin
frames for adjusting shelf height, this I-beam was in
turn secured by chain blocks to the roof girders. With
care it was' possible to raise each section of shelves without disturbing the supplies stored on them or in any way
distorting the bin frames. The cement floor was allowed to
harden for two days before the bins were lowered on to it.

Construction Details of

The New Birney Car
By C. O. Birney
Superintendent of Car Construction
Stone 8C Webster, Xnc.

WIDESPREAD

interest

was aroused throughout

ft. 7 in. from floor to ceiling.
Light weight consistent with rugged construction has been obtained by
careful selection of materials. The main underframe

6

the local transportation industry by the new
types of four-wheel cars exhibited at the last
Cleveland convention. In the cars exhibited automotive

members

are of chrome-nickel steel, heat treated to

running

gear ideas
were incorporated to
give long wheelbase

and

flexibility for ne-

have an elastic limit of
from 90,000 to 100,000

3 2

STLflgiSCflRCfl.

gotiating short radius

the deep sides are of
Plymetl.
This was
chosen because of its
light weight, high resistance to shock, and
heat and sound insu-

The

curves.

general
features of these cars
were described in the
Oct. 20 issue of Elec-

tric
nal.

Railway JourIn this

lating qualities.

article,

which is based upon
an address delivered
by the author before
the

roof

New England
Birney

for the

supplies

tees

plywood, the

Designed to meet

the most advanced
ideas of what the modern electric car should
possess, the new Bir-

ney has a maximum of
power so that it can
lead traffic and get

ing

it is

made

latter be-

in four sec-

tions joined with ship-

lap

and

steel

plates.

In the size and oper-

With automotive type bumpers,
the front end of the

New

floodlighted front and round corner glass
Birney presents an unusual appearance

away from a
weight,

l:ixl:J-in.

were used for the
side posts.
Both the
ceiling and floor are of

design details of
this unusual progeny
of the original Birney
full

car.

The

plywood and

minimum,

time the

first

is

was selected to provide stiffness and light
weight. To reduce the
blind space on the
sides of the car to a

Street Railway Club,

Mr.

lb.
The cross sills are
drawn steel shapes and

stop in front of other vehicles. Light in
economical for operation by one man. The

horsepower of the motor equipments was detertmined by
the requirement that they be large enough to spin the
wheels with maximum load. The maximum acceleration
is thus limited only by the adhesion of the wheels to the
rails, and tests indicate that the quick getaway provided
will permit this type of car to beat automobiles across
street intersections and prevent cutting in and blocking
of car movement.
The car body is 31 ft. 10| in. long. This length was
determined by the extreme overhang possible where two
axles are used and spaced so as to permit operation
around a 35-ft. radius curve without danger of splitting
switches and without liability of shimmying or galloping.
minimum wheelbase for the truck centers was decided
on as 147 in., and the spring base of the car fixed at
207 in. The car body is 7 ft. 10 in. wide, and measures

A
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ation of the doors, particular attention was

given to reducing the
time necessary for boarding and alighting of passengers.
The doors are equipped with National Pneumatic Company's devices under the direct control of the operator.
All
The rear door is fitted with treadle control.

The controller is on
is inclosed in cabinets.
the left side of the car, with lighting and compressor
switches in a cabinet at the window sill height under the
window at the left of the operator. The brake valve is in
equipment

front of the operator while the hand brake handle is at
Other equipment selected includes the Oskelite

his right.

signal system, bus-type ventilators, bowl-type lighting fixaluminum grab rails, brass sash that lift 21 in. in

tures,

the clear, back-up brake valve and control switch, window
wiper, window guards, heavy type automobile bumpers,

sun visor, dash floodlighting, drawbar and life guard.
Clear vision ahead for both operator and passengers
has been obtained by keeping the equipment below the
window sill line. A well is provided for the operator's

118
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feet,

and

in this is all the foot-

operated equipment of the car.
Air connections are made with
copper tubing and long compression fittings with standard
S.A.E. and Briggs threads. Destination and route signs are special, being made by the Electric
Service Supplies Company. The
lights used for illuminating the
signs and bull's-eye markers are
also used for car lighting.
For the protection of the
operator against reflections at
night a double roller curtain is
hung from a swiveling housing
attached to the frieze above the
window at his left. When the
curtain is not in use the housing
swings back against the frieze.

enameled to match the

It is

in-

side finish

while

it

of the car, so that
is available
instantly

when needed it is inconspicuous.
The curtain is made in two
parts. One may be drawn down
behind the operator,
while the other, toward the fare
box, is placed at an angle.
directly

A

movable arm

at the outer

end of

the curtain housing fits into a
small socket on the ceiling,

A

making the housing rigid.
pneumatically-operated Johnson
fare box at the right of the
operator,

is

lighted

by a lamp

set in a special fixture.

Two-Wheel Trucks

of

Unique Design
The truck frame
two

consists of

and a forged
channel section, to which the
castings are riveted. This framework carries a bracket at one
end for attachment to the car
body through a swivel bolt and
two springs. This type of consteel castings

struction

permits

longitudinal

motion of the body and the car

The latter are adjusted
so as to take the torque of the

springs.

axle and act as a support at the

same time. This arrangement
irons out shocks due to starting
or stopping.
The end of the
frame
bracket

opposite
is

the
torque
attached to the axle

housing by two through

The truck

is

bolts.

attached to the body

through the semi-elliptic springs.
nickel steel U-bolts with
S.A.E. threads and extra long
nuts are used to attach the

Chrome

springs to the axle.
At these
the axle is machined
round, and cast-steel spring seat
pads are machined to a smooth
points

r^^
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Plan and elevation of the car

turning

fit.

These are provided with Alemite

fittings

for lubrication.

At

their trailing ends, the springs are attached rigidly

body sills. The leading ends are attached through
shackles which permit elongation under load.
By placing the shackles on the leading end of the spring the car
is pulled.
This type of construction corresponds with
the latest developments in heavy-duty auto trucks, and

brake lever, it is possible to slide the wheels with ordinary physical effort. Full braking power can be applied
in a single motion and with minimum loss of time.

to the

tends to avoid shimmying.
The method of attachment
is also intended to hold the axles parallel with each other,
while the truck frame relieves the springs of all starting
and stopping strains without interfering with the free
motion of the springs and axles.

Hand Brake Construction
Stabilizing springs are used to keep the wheels in
alignment.
In addition to supporting the motor the
truck frame supports an independent hand brake. This
is a double-shoe, double-disk type made by the American
Cable Company. It is attached to the coupling on the
pinion and armature shaft, and owing to the 8.64 to 1
gear ratio of the axle, and the 5 to 1 ratio of the hand

Special Axle Construction Used
Driving motors are hung on trunnions, which permit
movement. They are connected to the pinion shaft
of the axle with flexible joints which avoid the necessity
of making and maintaining an exact alignment of the
parts.
All truck parts are designed with a view to their
being maintained by the ordinary car crews, and parts
free

are machined accurately so that they are interchangeable.
The axles of full floating construction are known as a
They have a
double-reduction, driving-steering type.
gear ratio of 8.64 to 1. The primary drive is through
a spiral bevel gear to a spur gear, which contains the

Departure

ball

types.

Adjustment

service.

are Tiniken roller and New
All are proportioned for heavy
of bearings is provided for as on

The bearings

differential.

The special feature of the axle is
The steering
the steering driving knuckle and joint.
knuckle is designed as a single piece, with trunnions for
automotive trucks.
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mounting the Timken thrust bearings which take the
Seats
load due to the swiveling action of the wheels.
are turned on the steering knuckle for the heavy-duty
that carry the wheel loads. The knuckle
bored to receive the live axle and the "Uniflow" joint.
For this type of drive to the wheels, a standard universal
joint could not be used on account of the variations in
speed at which an ordinary universal joint makes the
two half revolutions. For this reason a special "Uniflow"
With this construction the
joint is used at this point.
torque is transmitted to the. wheels without distortion,
and all danger of a jerky motion being transmitted to the
car body is eliminated. The body of the axle is a highgrade annealed steel casting.
Brakes are built into the axle. They are of the double
shoe internal expanding type operated by a constant lift

Timken bearings
is

cam

actuated by Westinghouse air cylinders. These insure a constant braking effort at uniform pressure, and
provide a smooth stop which is under the operator's control at all times.
Brakeshoes are removed by taking the
heads off the axle and replacing the shoes at a bench.
Removal of a bolt permits the withdrawal of two brake
pins, so that the heads and shoes can then be slipped out.
The wheels consist of four principal parts. These
are the steel tire with A.E.R.A. tread and flange, the
sound and shock-absorbing tire, the hub, and the driving
cap. The steel tire is made of standard rolled steel wheel
material, bored to limits that insure interchangeability.
It is pressed on the rubber tire with approximately 25-ton
pressure.
This rubber is a special compound prepared
to take the loads that can be expected in electric railway
It is cured to the inner and outer rims so that
parts of the material are stressed by the load, the
lower part being in compression and the upper part in

service.
all

tension.

The hub

is machined from a high-grade steel casting.
bored to take two Timken bearings, both of heavyduty railway type. It also carries the brake drum, which
is attached with dowel pins and cap screws that make
renewal an easy matter. The hub is machined for a
press fit of 25 tons in the rubber tire, which is pressed
home against a shoulder on the hub. Brake drums, Timken bearings, rubber tire and steel tire are all machined
and mounted in relation to the wheel gage lines, which
make it possible to make replacement that will not vary
more than
in.

It is

^

Another steel casting machined to fit the hub and the
live axle forms the driving cap.
This is attached to the
hub by studs, and is driven by the live axle through
splines

similar

to

those used in

standard automotive
practice. An entire wheel weighs approximately 450 lb.
The steel tire can be replaced easily when it has reached
its limit of safe wear.

Electrical Equipment of Light Weight Type

The car is equipped with two Westinghouse type 1-426,
600-volt motors of 50 hp. capacity. They weigh 800 lb.
each and are provided with dual ventilation, with one
stream of ventilating air passing through the armature
core while the other passes over the surface of the armature and around the field coils. Due to the fact that the
motor

is spring supported it is possible to use a lightweight high-speed type and so obtain economy in weight
and space. Each of the motors drives one axle through
a differential and the double reduction gears.
The control equipment is of the Westinghouse lightweight type with magnetic control.
The main circuit
connections are made by remote-controlled magnetic
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The direction of the car movement is governed by a hand-operated drum-type reverser. Overload
protection is provided by means of a clapper-type overload trip. The plunger of this assembly carries insulated
contact disks, and when an overload occurs the circuit to
two of the contactor operating coils is broken, thus allowing two switches to open and interrupt power to the
propulsion motors. The overload trip includes a pneumatic plunger assembly, called the knockout cylinder.
The functioning of this is correlated with that of the
safety devices handle assembled with the master controller, so that when the handle is released in an operating
position air is admitted to the plunger and the overload
trip is knocked out, thus disconnecting power from the
motors in the same manner as when an overload occurs.
contactors.

Reduced Voltage for Control Circuits Obtained
Through Resistance
Energy for operation of the magnetic contactors is
taken from shunt taps on a high resistance connection
between the trolley and ground. In this manner higher
voltages are kept from the control circuits. The control
energy for the contactors is taken from the shunt taps
through several of the operating coils to the master controller, and from the master controller through the remaining coils to ground. The potential of the master
controller and the grouping of the coils between the
shunt taps is such as to balance voltage on all circuits
and at the same time maintain low voltage throughout.
The action of the hand operated reverser is not
interlocked with that of the master controller.
However, the reverser includes an electric interlock which
drops out the line switch before the main circuit is
broken on the reverse fingers. This eliminates burning
of the reverser fingers and contacts.
The control circuits are arranged so that it is necessary to close the
line switch on the first position of the master controller
and hold it closed by its own "In" interlock on all other
positions.
This insures that power cannot be applied to
the motors in case the reverser is thrown with the
master controller on any operating position. The possibility of jerks from this source is eliminated and the
resistance will again be inserted in circuit with the propulsion motors when the power circuit is again re-established.

Most of the operating devices are located in a neat
cabinet at the front of the car, and the switches are under
the rear seat in an inclosed structure. The only device
under the car is the main motor resistor. This is the
Westinghouse type M, which offers the advantages of
lightness, weighing only about a third as much as do the
grid types.

The electropneumatic safety car devices included were
developed to perform all the functions of the ordinary
safety car equipment. They give quick application and
release of the brakes.
The control may be in the controller handle or in the brake valve handle.
The cab
appearance is improved by the reduction of pipes, and
the duty on the compressor is reduced on account of
lessened pipe leakage.
Door operation is improved by
the elimination of any lag in bringing about the opening
or closing movement.
variable load braking device

A

is provided to give
"uniform braking regardless of load. This has the usual
air compressor, reservoirs, two governors, four air-brake
cylinders, (one per wheel), air-operated sanders, and
National Pneumatic Company's electro-pneumatic equipment for operating doors and treadle.

LR.C. Builds One-ManSandDrier
Plant of 10,000 tons per year capacity built for ^17,000
operated by a single man. The cost of receiving

and drying sand

At

this

one-man sand

The sand

is

is

89 cents per ton

dryiiig plant a crane unloads sand from canal barges, railway flat cars and motor trucks.
car is loaded by gravity underneath the dry sand storage tank which has itself

received the sand under air pressure from the drying plant

NOT

content with one-man operation of all local
cars in the three cities of Buffalo, Niagara Falls
and Lockport, the International Railway has
sought further economies through application of the one-

man

A

principle to other phases of its business.
sanddrying plant of 10,000 tons per year capacity has been
designed and is now in daily service, operated by one
man. The operator unloads the sand from the barges
in which it is delivered, runs the plant, maintains a
reserve supply of sand, assists in loading a pneumatic
sand car specially designed by the company, loads all
sand and gravel required for construction work, and
bags the sand for delivery by flat car. During October
and November he received and stored a reserve supply of
4,500 tons of wet sand. Although the present annual
consumption of sand on the system is about 6,000 tons,
so that 180 days of operation will meet all requirements,
in designing the new plant provision was made for
possible future expansion. The economies under present
normal consumption, it is estimated, will pay the entire
cost of the plant, $17,000, within 2^ years.
All sand used on the transit lines, as well as all sand

required by the company for construction purposes, is
supplied by this one-man plant. Although there are few
grades in the 415 single-track miles of the International
Railway, the sand consumption is relatively high, particularly

during the winter months, because of snow and

ice

conditions. Furthermore, the trainmen have been encouraged to make a liberal use of sand for the sake of safety.

The one-man sand-drying plant has an actual daily
capacity of 28 to 38 tons of sand. The variation is due
to difference in moisture content.
Daily cost of opera121

and the average operating cost per ton,
including unloading from barges, is 46 cents.
Gas is used for fuel in the drying plant. Although
somewhat higher in cost than coal or other fuels, it
requires no attention, eliminates necessity for handling
the fuel and the ashes, and saves the cost of fire box
repairs and renewals. The usual high costs of maintaining conveying equipment have been reduced to a minimum, since the plant has only one seven-foot pan
conveyor. These are the principal factors reducing labor
and making possible one-man operation.
The plant was developed as the result of a thorough
study by company engineers of the problem of obtaining
a sufficient quantity of dry sand delivered at the lowest
Originally each carhouse maintained its own sandcost.
drying equipment, consisting essentially of a series of
steam coils supplied by the heating boiler of the carhouse and placed inside a sheet-iron hopper. Wet sand
was distributed to the carhouses from storage by flat
car and fed into the hoppers by hand. After being dried
tion is $15.27,

it

was screened

into storage piles

New Plant

by hand.

In Service Several

Months

The new plant, which replaces all other sand-drying
equipment, has been in daily service for several months.
Its location on Scajaquada Creek, in the city of Buffalo,
was chosen in order to facilitate delivery of wet sand
to the plant and of dry sand to carhouses, street boxes
and other points of use. This location permits direct
unloading from sand barges into the plant's wet sand
storage bin, with deliveries of wet sand by flat car or by
motor truck also if possible.
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three of its four sides are steeper than the angle of
repose, thereby preventing arching of the wet sand, a

source of frequent difficulty in many plants. The sand is
carried from the bottom of this storage bin by means
of a seven-foot pan conveyor, which delivers the sand
directly into the burner end of the gas-fired rotary drier.
The speed with which the sand is fed into the drier can
be varied by a gate controlling the height of the sand
delivered to the conveyor, or by means of a Reeves

Discharge end of one-man sand drying plant.
Sand passes
through screen in drier shell to accumulator bin or to dry sand
elevating tank at pit bottom. Compressed air hoists sand from
elevator tank to outside dry sand storage bin through 3-in. pipe

The

structure

is

entirely fireproof

and consists of a

wet-sand storage bin, from which the sand is fed by
gravity into a wet-sand pan conveyor, a gas-heated rotary
Harmor drier, a pneumatic dry-sand elevating tank and
accumulation bin, and a dry-sand storage tank from
which the sand is delivered by gravity to a pneumatic
sand car or to flat cars for bag loading.
Sand sucked from Lake Erie or from the Niagara
River is purchased on contract and is delivered directly to
the plant by barge, being unloaded by means of a crane
and clam-shell bucket directly into the wet-sand storage
bin or into storage heaps as desired.
The storage bin,
which has a capacity of about 45 tons, is so built that

variable-speed transmission controlling the speed of the
conveyor.
The drier drum is 30 in. in diameter and is inclined
18 in. in its 30-ft. length. It is rotated at a speed such
that the passage of sand through the drier consumes
about ten to twelve minutes. Flights are attached to the
outside of a central mandrel 10 in. in diameter and to
the inside of the outer drier shell in such a way that, as
the sand passes through the rotating drier, it is continually
cascaded from one set of flights to the other and thereby
is uninterruptedly exposed to the drying efi^ect of the
high-pressure
hot gases passing through the drum.
gas burner fires the drier, the flame passing through the
central mandrel to the discharge end of the drier where
the hot products of combustion are reflected through the
outer drum and outside the mandrel, discharging into
the atmosphere at the wet-sand end of the drum through
cylindrical screen built into the
a hood and stack.
discharge end of the drum automatically screens the .sand
The dry, screened sand then falls
as the drier rotates.
through an accumulator bin directly into a pneumatic
sand elevating tank of five tons capacity, while the
screenings are delivered by a short chute to a wheelbarrow, which is adequate to provide for one day's

A

A

screenings.

When

dry-sand elevating tank has been filled,
oflf this tank from the
rest of the system and permitting the plant to continue
operation by delivering the dry sand to the accumulator
the

a foot valve is closed, shutting

Interior Appearance of Sand-Drying Plant
pan conveyor transports wet sand from receiv
Closeup of discharge end of drying plant. When eleing hopper to burner end of dryer. The hood to the right
vating tank at pit bottom is to be emptied, a foot valve
carries off the products of combustion after they have
shuts off the tank from the rest of the system and sand
passed through the mandrel and returned between it and
coming from the dryer is received in an accumulator bin

A

7-ft.

the outer dryer shell.

above.

January

19,
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Equipment Used by International Railway
Delivering Sand
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No. 1 This pneumatic sand car has a capacity of 22 tons and
dehvers about three quarters of the dry sand used by the I.R.C.
N'o. 2
\'estibule of sand house
gravity feeds sand to pails
used in replenishing car supplies.

No. 3 Type of street sand box that is used by the International
Railway.
No. 4 The pneumatic sand car is used to fill carhouse and
street sand boxes.

Compressed air
from a compressor having a capacity of 120 cu.ft. per

tank at the central drying plant, and loaded by gravity.
Delivery of sand from the car to the car-house bins and
to sand houses located at the ends of the street car lines
The
is made by compressed air through a 4-in. pipe.
sand car, which has a capacity of about 22 tons, delivers
about three-quarters of the dry sand used on the system,
the remaining one-fourth for convenience being delivered
in bags by flat car to the small street boxes.
The pneumatic sand car is used not only in the city
of Buffalo, but throughout the International Railway
system, thus almost entirely eliminating hand labor in
the delivery of sand to the sand houses, each of which
holds about 25 tons. Two-thirds of the capacity is live
storage from which the sand falls through a chute into a
vestibule, where are kept pails for expediting the delivery

;

bin above the pneumatic elevating tank.

minute is then admitted to the pneumatic sand elevating
tank, and lifts the sand through a three-inch pipe to the
top of the dry-sand storage tank of 225 tons capacity,
outside the building a distance of approximately 30 feet.
A pressure of 50 lb. will empty the dry-sand elevating
tank in about seven minutes. This compressed air system replaces all mechanical dry-sand conveying apparatus, with its operating difficulties, delays, loss of time,
and higher maintenance costs.

—

Sand Delivery Next Studied
Not content with the development of a highly efficient
and economical drying plant, the methods of delivery and
storage of sand throughout the system were next studied
by the company's engineers. The purpose of the study
was not only to secure the most economical delivery of
sand to the point of use, but also to safeguard its quality.
A pneumatic sand car was especially designed and built
which could be moved directly under the dry-sand storage

—

to the street cars.

Although the sand houses in some cases hold a supply
one month's service, there are many places
where houses of such capacity cannot be built, but where
it is necessary for trainmen to replenish the sand sup])ly
on their cars quite frequently. At these points, small.
sufficient for
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neatly painted, but unlettered boxes having a capacity of
one to three tons are placed usually set between the
curb and the sidewalk. It has not been found practicable

Louisville

—

these sand boxes from the pneumatic sand car
because of the frequent trips necessary and because the
unloading of sand via the discharge pipe would cause
some delay to traffic. These boxes, therefore, are replento

fill

ished from flat cars or motor trucks carrying sand in
bags filled at the central plant by means of a special
arrangement of discharge pipe and valve designed for
this purpose.

Accomplishments Summarized

A

summary of the accomplishments resulting from the
I.R.C. one-man sand-drying plant, the pneumatic sand
car and the company's method of distribution and storage
of dry sand follows:
The daily operating cost of the plant is $15.27 ^made

—

up of ten hours labor at 65 cents 9,650 cu.ft. of natural
gas at 65 cents per 1,000 cu. ft. electricity $1.50; and luThese figures (on
brication, inspection and repairs $1.
the basis of 180 days of operation sufficient to meet
present demands), give a weighted cost of 46 cents per
ton for receiving and drying the sand. The cost of the
charge of 15 per cent for
drying plant was $17,000.
interest, depreciation and taxes, amounting to $2,550,00
(43 cents per ton on the basis of an annual 6,000 tons
of sand handled), added to the operating cost per ton of
sand of 46 cents brings the cost of receiving and drying
sand to 89 cents per ton.
The pneumatic sand car can be loaded, run to a carhouse 11 miles away and unloaded inside of three hours
at a labor cost for two men of $3.75, or delivery cost per
ton of 17 cents, which added to the 89 cents cost of sand
at the plant bring the total cost of receiving, drying and
delivering sand to the car-houses to $1.06 per ton. It is
difficult to arrive at a cost comparable to that on any
other system because of the variations in the method of
delivery and of the quantity of sand used at various locations. However, the figure of $1.06 is a fair approximation for the carhouses located within the city of Buffalo.
The cost of the sand car was $8,153, and the annual
economy resulting from its use is computed at $3,667.
The cost of 20 sand houses was $6,000, and this investment produces an annual economy of approximately
$1,866 by decreasing the number of delivery trips and the
labor item. The anual operating economy through the
use of the $17,000 sand-drying plant is an estimated

—

A

$7,000, so that the total
system of drying and

economy

resulting

No.3

Grade Crossings

Eliminated

ELIMINATION of the grade crossings at Fourth and
G

Streets in Louisville not only has removed a great
accident hazard but also has speeded up street railway
service materially. Both the Louisville & Nashville and
the Southern Railroad cross the streets at this point, and
a viaduct was constructed to carry their several tracks.
Under the terms agreed upon by the three interested
parties, the city paid 14 per cent of the total cost of
$320,318, the Louisville Railway paid 21 per cent and
the steam railroads 65 per cent.

New Buses Exhibited at the Berlin
Automobile Show

;

;

Vol.73,

SEVERAL

new types of buses were on exhibition at
the International Automobile Exposition at Berlin
held last November.
Two exhibited by the Bussing

Automobile Works are typical of the output of the
German manufacturers and are illustrated herewith. The
upper view is of a six-wheel single-deck bus built for
the Strassen-Omnibus Gesellschaft of Cologne.
It is
designed to seat 29 passengers and has standing room for

from the new

sand amounts to
$12,500. In addition the company now has the assurance
of thoroughly dependable deliveries of a uniformly high
quality of dry sand
the cheapest and most effective of
distributing

Types of buses shown

at the Berlin International
Exposition of 1928

—

all

an additional 21 passengers. There are both front and
rear doors, and the wheel base is shortened by setting in

safety materials.

Uniform Traffic Code Prepared

for

Wisconsiti

RECOMMENDATIONS

for a uniform state traffic
code have been made by the Wisconsin Highway
Commission. The proposed code imposes a speed limit
of 45 m.p.h.
C. N. Maurer, traffic engineer of the
commission, said ttiat if county traffic officers were
responsible to a central department instead of to county
officials the recommendation would be to "set no speed
limit whatever because under certain conditions one can
drive more recklessly at 25 m.p.h. than at 45."
.

the front wheels.
Features claimed for these buses are
their low weight, because of the use of light metals in
their construction, reduction of noise in operation, low
floor combined with ample clearance under the bus, a six-

wheel

air

brake with two mechanical auxiliary brakes and

a six-cylinder motor.

The lower view is a "one-and-a-half-deck" touring bus,
with baggage compartment below the rear upper deck.
This bus has room for 21 seated passengers, and the
general principles of construction follow those mentioned
in connection with the Cologne bus.
considerable
percentage of this company's bus output is now six-wheel
buses, of which it has built some 1,200.

A

Helpful Suggestions
Removing Armature
Wire Bands

Electrical

,„.w

Repair

WHEN removing

wire bands in
preparing an armature for stripping, it is quite easy to injure the
underlying core, insulation or leads.
Bands often have to be removed from
armatures that are not to be stripped,
so it is quite necessary that they be

removed properly.

A

center-cutting cold chisel of the
illustrated, is the best tool to
use in cutting the bands. The chisel

form

should be placed across the band and
just over the edge of a core tooth,
as shown in another illustration. It is
best to cut the wires one or two at a
time. When severing the last turn of

Department
ance is caused by some of the band
wires being lifted from the bedding.
With the drift forced a short distance under the wires a few wires are
cut. The drift is then driven further
and a few more wires cut. When
cutting the

last wire, the operator
should stand aside as advised when
cutting core bands.
It is not customary to use a chisel
in cutting wire bands that are run onto
the leads behind the commutator. Instead, the flaps of all clips are cut off,
one end of the band released and the

band removed by pulling it off turn
by turn while the armature is rotated
by hand.

IT"

Checking for Armature
Defects

—Chisel cutting wire bands
2 — Method of cutting center bands
3 — Using a curved
support end

Fig.

for

1

Fig.

Fig.

drift to

bands while cutting

a band the repairman should stand at
one side to avoid being struck by the
recoiling end.

When cutting the end bands the
procedure must be modified because
the foundation under these bands is
more yielding. A curved chisel or
drift, as

in Fig. 3,

is

helpful

work. Since the drift is used
for driving under the bands and not
for cutting, it can be drawn to a taper
ending in a sharp edge, making it
easier to drive under the bands. The
edge of the cutting chisel is held
parallel to and just over the side of
the curved drift, so that in the cutting,
its edge is sheared along the side of
the drift into a clearance. This clear-

in this

•

shown

the armature of a railmotor is received in the
shop for repairing, it generally bears
a tag that indicates the nature of the
trouble for which it was sent in, as
far as the maintainer was able to
diagnose it. When armatures are received in numbers, some of the tags
may be missing, some may have become interchanged and others may be
marked with the effect rather than
with the cause of the trouble. It is
customary, therefore, to go over the
armatures carefully and check them.
To assist the man who does the checking, a list similar to the

one following will be found valuable in making
certain that no possible defects are
overlooked.
1.

Grounded front mica V-ring.

2.

Rough commutator.

3.

Loose commutator bars, detected by
all the bars with a small hammer.
Commutator struck or rubbed by a

tapping
4.

brush-holder or foreign object.
5.

Roasted armature

Broken tangs.

Open-circuit, indicated by diametriopposite pairs of commutator bars
being burned.
7. Core rubbing pole-pieces, indicated by
areas rubbed smooth on core or on banding clips.
8. Armature coil grounded to core or
to a band wire on the surface where it
6.

cally

can be seen.
125

coils,

caused by a

10.

Armature winding rubbed on

reai

end, due to excessive end play in bearings.
11. Missing band wires.
12. Loose band wires, determined by trying to displace them laterally with a hammer and drift and noting the resistance
offered to displacement.
13. Hot bearings.
14. Tapered bearings.
15. Bearings under the standard size.
16.
17.

18.
19.

Condition of keyway.
Condition of pinion fit.
Condition of pinion nut thread.
Condition of shaft centers, as

to

depth and trueness.
20. Armature shaft bent, core wobbly or
core sleeve loose, detected by swinging in
lathe.
Armatures whose shafts can not be
replaced without removing the winding,
should be detected at an early stage of

inspection.
21.

Armature

should

be

tested

for

cleaned,

the

grounds at high voltage.
22.

WHEN
way

>ooO

9.

short in the commutator and evidenced by
discoloration of two top coil legs diametrically opposite each other.

Commutator should be

raked and the armature tested for
short-circuits and poor connections.
23. Depth of slotting to be gaged.
slots

Removing Commutator Leads
of Strap

Wound

Armatures

STRAP wound armatures, great
INcare
should be taken in removing
from the commutator. The
leads extend to a considerable depth
and the tang walls at the bottom of
the leads

the slots are often very thin, even
when the milling is truly radial.
When the slot is not milled truly
radial, the walls oiTer

problem.

a more serious

It is necessary, therefore,

in stripping

an armature whose tang

walls are thin to use an air-gas torch
for loosening the leads before at-

tempting to lift them.
The leads
cannot be driven out safely with a
drift because of the almost certain
danger of breaking a tang wall.
The air-gas torch should be
mounted permanently on an adjustable stand, so the flame can be
directed and its hottest point focused

The hottest part of the flame
should not be focused exactly on the
bars, but on a point beyond them and
at will.
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can be driven back into place with a
hammer and a drift of the shape

shown in Fig. 1. If the displacement is too great to be overcome by
this method a safety file can be used

Vol.73, No.3

ened up or filed back until the
grooves come within the limit allowed by the side of the test piece.
A band of maximum width can then
be applied.
*•

aligning

for

slot

Fig.

nilled

truly

slot at

3

Fig.

flame to heat the tangs properly

torted

an angle permitting the flame to

The
heat the entire side of a tang.
method of directing the flame on the
commutator bar is illustrated in Fig.
3.

When

the solder begins to melt, a

mild lifting effort should be exerted
all the leads of that particular coil are thoroughly loosened
from the tangs before attempting to
When all
lift any lead with force.
the leads of any particular coil are
thoroughly loosened, the whole set of
to see that

the

it

wood

is

dis-

grooves in a
is

sticks the full length

lathe.

quite essential, in

any event,

check the alignment before proAn effective way
ceeding further.
of doing this is as follows
Cut a piece of tin, measuring onefourth of the armature circumference in length and a little narrower
than the width of the standard banding groove. Ignore the grooves that
to

Laminations

WHEN

an armature is new, the
ends of the core teeth are per-

pendicular to the center line of the
shaft. Frequently, however, an armature is rubbed by the pole pieces
and the laminations are fanned out,
When
especially on the pinion end.
the laminations are rubbed hard a fin
IS

formed

Aligning Distorted

Banding Grooves

ASSEMBLING new armature
INcores,
the banding grooves are not
need attention further than
straightening their sides.
When a
core has been down on the pole
likely to

cannot be installed safely, and

up the

The

to straighten

core.
first
is

step in the straightening

to lay

back the laminations,

the deflection

as

drift

is

extends.

A

distorted.

use for this work. The type of drift
to use and the method of using it in
laying back the laminations are illustrated in Fig.

When

Fig.

— Drift
2 — Distorted

for

1

straightening

sides

of

banding grooves
Fig.

1.

of the affected laminations have been laid down they are
driven back into their normal position, one at a time, as indicated in
Fig. 2.
The side of the drift is
struck as close to the core as possible
in this step.
When all laminations
grooves prevent the use

of full width bands

all

have been driven back into position
the tops of

all

teeth will be of their

original length.

tent in either direction

and

select sev-

grooves that are of average displacement and which are equally
spaced around the core. Align them
with the file or drift until the test

eral

when laid on the core as indicated in Fig. 2 and moved around by
hand, will check the several equallypiece,

spaced grooves that have been trued.
One side of the extremely displaced
banding grooves can then be straight-

Spreading the laminations and drivthem back into position one at a

ing

time, as described, serves to straighten
out the fins which form at the top of
each lamination when the surface of
the core lamination is rubbed on the
pole pieces.
These fins hold the
laminations apart and cause the core
The
teeth to assume a fan shape.
straightening procedure also flattpns
any curved laminations, as shown at

A

in Fig. 2.

If this oc-

widest band that can be
used will be considerably narrower
than any individual banding groove
the

would accommodate.

When
out of

the grooves are only slightly

line,

the sides of the grooves

long

the proper tool to

however, and it has been
necessary to reduce the length of the
expanded teeth by laying back the
tooth part of the laminations and
driving them back into place, the
alignment of the banding grooves
curs,

/'

becomes neces.sary

it

pieces,

may become

at

several at a time, as far into the tooth

it

»

shown

a result the armature

so

process

While the flame is being directed
any particular bar, and is heating

This
heavy, dampened cotton tape.
cleaning can be conducted while the
next bar is being heated to the proper
temperature.

As

coils

wedge or

to the sweating point, it heats the
bar next to it appreciably, so that
after the first bar has been heated,
less time is required to heat the
succeeding bars to the required temperature.
The procedure, therefore,
consists in turning the armature sufficiently after a coil has been lifted to
permit the hottest part of the flame
to be directed on the next bar.
As each set of leads is lifted from
the commutator, it is advisable to
clean the vacant slot with a piece of

at the top, as

in Fig. 3.

are displaced to a considerable ex-

leads can be lifted bodily.
to

Straightening Core Tooth

dis-

customary to

of all the slots to support the teeth
against the pressure of the cutting
tool, and then to true the banding
It

at

grooves,

drive hard

of

For very badly

torted grooves.

— An armature
2 — Thin spot caused by milling the
an angle
— Method of directing the torch

1
Fig.
radial

sides

the

Fig. 1
Fig.
Fig.

—Type

of drift to lay back the laminations,

and how

—Driving the laminations back
3 —A
on one of the laminations, caused by the pole

2

it

is

ujed

to their original position, one at a time

fin

pieces rubbing
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TRACK AND WAY DEPABTMBNT

Special

Frame Takes

41

Strain in Track Removal'^'

By

T. H. David

Chief Engineer Indianapolis Street Raihvay, Indianapolis, Ind.

FOR
lines

several

of

the

years old track on
Indianapolis Street

electrically.

injurious to

Frame
in

is

equipped

and produced a severe strain on the

drum hoist operated king pin of the body. Several years
The direct pull was ago an A frame was designed to
the car boom and body relieve this condition.
As the pull

with a double

Railway was removed from the street
by a direct pull of the boom of a

*Suhmittcd

This car

derrick car.

in pusitiun lur puilitig rdils

(OVER)

Electric Railway Journal Prise Contest.
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LINE DEPARTMENT — 10

Straight Trolley

Wire

for

Through Cars

Prevents Dewirements*
By John

Spencer

L.

Foreman Dututh

Station
Tzvin City Lines, St. Paul, Minn.

The

DAMAGED

The

overhead with wire

often torn down resulted from
frequent dewirements at the car yards
of the Duluth Avenue station, Twin
City Lines, St. Paul, Minn., until a
second straight wire was installed,
Now main-line suburban and local
cars use the straight wire without
frogs, and cars entering or leaving

There
the yards use the other one.
are 32 tracks and fourteen overhead
frogs at this point.
Trolley wheels
of cars pulling out of the yard and
carhouse do not touch the main-line
wire until they leave the last track
at the end of the yard. At that point
a going out switch is installed
satisfactory operation.
*.Submitted in Electric

is

additional straight trolley wire
supported to the wire with the

main-line straight wire is supported at
each frog of the second wire by an S-in.
insulated gooseneck

frogs at each frog by an 8-in. insuThis holds the two
wires 8 in. apart all along the distance
of 400 ft.
The main-line straight
wire is also supported by sjmn wires
lated gooseneck.

which lead

to iron side poles

on the

The wire with

the frogs is
supported by span wires leading to
the iron poles in the yard,
Regular wooden hangers are used
street.

on both wires. These are the same as
are used on all lines of the company,
This type of construction has now
been in use for over a year, and
for trouble from dewirements has been standard wooden hangers
entirely overcome.

Railway Journal

Prise Contest.

supported from
span wires are used on both wires
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TRACK AND WAY DKI'ARTMENT— 41

Special

Frame Takes

Strain in

Track Removal— Continued*

necessary to remove old track was
indeterminable, the memljers of the
frame work were designed to withstand strair. equal to the tensile

hooks and the pulling is done alternately on the two rails. Usually the

The two
made of

In the job illustrated, very few
spikes held, but the pavement broke

strength of a |-in. cable.
posts of the A-frame are

7x9-in. white oak ties with a band
of iron around the base of each to

These posts are
retard brooming.
capped with ^x6-in. iron plates to
which a single hoist line is attached
for raising and lowering the frame.

Two

6x6-in. yellow pine struts are

secured to the l|^-in. boom pin with
a device and cotter pin to resist the
load.
heavy-duty sheave with
extra strong load hooks and rail tongs
completes the unit.
The A-frame is hauled to the job
on a small flat car by the derrick,
which is self -operating. The equipment can be set up in 30 minutes.
Holes are dug on each rail to attach

A

*Submitted

in

the

leaves

rail

spikes hold

up readily so

but

ties,

it lifts

where the

the ties and paving.

that

was removed

it

After removal, the rails are
The A-frame is
cut up by a torch.
removed and the derrick is used for

easily.

loading the scrap.
in

pulling the

rail

The
is

effective lift

about 2

ft.,

it

being limited by trolley clearances.
The machine operates after midnight
when the tracks are not used for
service.
One thousand feet of track
can be pulled in a night so that a
shovel can start excavating the next
morning.
This method usually destroys the rail except for scrap purposes, but liy careful pulling the rail
can be saved, if desired, for further
use.

Electric Railway Journal Prise Contest.
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DEPARTMENT— 11

Pan on Drawbridge Prevents Delays *
By C. B. Hall
Chief Clerk Mechanical Department
Virginia Electric
Power Company, Norfolk, Va.

&

DURING

the construction period
of a drawbridge over which one
of the suburban lines of the Virginia
Electric & Power Company operates

attached to the

Norfolk, boats with high masts
were not permitted to pass through
the draw.
With a considerable increase in 1)oat traffic, however, it be-

placed beneath the floor of the bridge.

came necessary to permit the passage
of such boats, and on these occasions
it was necessary
for linemen to cut
and repair the trolley wire. As this

gether

draw and
upwards from the floor.
work is held in position
stringers, each 7x14 in.,

in

caused considerable delay to service
as well as increased maintenance cost,
J. C. Newman, engineer maintenance
of way, arranged a device using a
trolley trough.

The pan

*Submitted in Electric

is

made

which runs

The

trestle

by wooden
which are

The pan is constructed so that it
opens with the draw, and when it
closes the pan parts are brought toThe
Trolley pan and suspension as used by the
Virginia Electric & Power Company

form

full

contact.

cost of the installation

was ap-

so

as

to

proximately $450 but more than this
amount has been saved, as previous

each cutting of the
a cost of $25.
wide A five-minute schedule is now mainIt is tained
across the bridge without
to its installation

trolley wire involved

:|-in.

in

sheet copper about 6

two

pieces, each

of suspended

Railway Journal

from

Prize Contest.

1

ft.

in.

long.

the steel trestle

work

serious interruptions.

No.o

Jamiarv

19,
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BUSES AND TRUCKS—20

Handy Tool*

Piston Ring Compressor a
By Charles Herms

General Foreman San Diego Electric Rail^t'oy
San Diego, Cat.

INSTALLING

piston rings in the of the ring comjjressor and is pushed
cylinders of bus engines is always down until the bottom end of the
a tediovis job, and unless proper tools piston is flush with A. In this posiare used with care breakage of rings
quite common.
variety of piston

A

is

tion,

ring

the

compressor

at

A

is

larger in diameter than the cylinder

ring compressors have been tried in bore, and consequently will set on

to])

San Diego Electric of the cylinder Ixjre. The piston is
Railway, but the one which has then ready to be pushed into the cylproved most satisfactory and is now inder. The ;J^-in. coil spring around
used is called the "Stevens Piston the arms of the compressor is strong
Ring Compressor." With this tool enough to com])ress the rings as the
all sizes of bus engine pistons can piston is forced through, and there is
have the rings applied. In operation no loss of time as the piston can be
the bottom of the jiiston, B in the pushed into the cylinder in a few
sketch, is slipped into the large end seconds.
the garage of the

Piston ring compressor used in the shops
of the San Diego Electric Railway
*Siihniitt('(l

Electric

ill

Railway Jovrnal

Pri::c Contest.
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Adjustable Broach for Slide Valve Seats*
By

R. H.

Hensler

Foreinan Air Brake Department,
Brooklyn City Railroad, Brooklyn, N. Y.

COMMON
hauling
valves

is

to

practice

emergency
file

when
and

As a
has been substituted.
time now taken for the
work is from two to five minutes and
the accuracy of the work has Ijeen
increased considerably.
The tool used con.sists of an adjustable broach which has four parts.
These are ( 1 ) the broach body having
the cutting teeth; (2) the guiding

over- shops,
relay

the slide valve seats

result

the

bushings before spotting
and grinding in the valves. The job
is a tedious and difficult one and takes
from 15 to 25 minutes. This practice
has been discontinued in the shops
of the Brooklyn City Railroad and
an adjustable broach, developed in the sleeve turned on the outside to
in the brass

fit

bore of the bushing to be broached and
machined on the underside to fit the
broach body and the tajjered key; (3)
the threaded nut. and (4) the tapered
By screwing on the threaded
key.
nut the tapered key is forced in, thus
The depth
raising the cutting teeth.

of the cut is governed by the jwsition
of the tapered key as controlled by
the the nut.

Adjustable broach for slide valve scats as used in the shops of the Brooklyn City Railroad

^Submitted

ill

Electric Railway Journal Pri=e Contest.
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Clutch Brake Disk for Buses*
By John McKenzie
Garage Foreman Boston Elevated Raihvay, Boston, Mass.

TO SAVE

of dropping each half of the disk
around the clutch and spindle, and to
regulate it so that the male and female
halves engage. Then by shoving the
clutch pedal out the two parts are

labor and time in the

brake disks
for buses, at the Arborway garage of
the Boston Elevated Railway, an
improved type has been devised.
complete circle disk is used
installation of clutch

A

on many different types of trucks
and buses. Those previously used by
the Boston Elevated Railway were

Clutch brake disk for bus equipment

pressed together. The time taken for
this operation is ten minutes, as compared with four and six hours with
the old type.

complete circles of varying thick- and the cost was excessive, so a new
The workmanship is as good as
nesses, depending upon the type of type was devised, which has resulted with the type previously used, and the
clutch in which they were used.
Re- in a material saving in time and cost. life of the new disk is as long as that
placement required four hours labor
The new disk is made in two parts, with the old. The cost of the old is
on 13-plate clutches and six hours which form a complete circle the 36 cents, and the minimum labor cost
labor on 26-plate clutches. With the same as the one-piece disk previously for installing it is $3.50, making a
type previously used, the transmission used.
It is applied by removing the
had to be removed and the clutch dis- hand plate between the transmission.
mantled and reassembled in order to Two wires are inserted in the drill
apply the clutch brake disk. It was holes, as shown in the accompanying
felt

that this required too

^Submitted in Electric

much

labor,

sketch.

Railway Journal
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plush seats in sanitary bottom of the tank.
Air is drawn
condition a stationary vacuum from the top of the dry tank into the
cleaner has lieen built in the shops water near the bottom of the wet
of the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern tank. Any dirt remaining in the air
Traction Company, from material on
-// p/pe
hand, and has been doing good work

The vacuum produced

about 10 to 15
a

in.

mercury gage.

is

as measured on

Toc/ecfntn^

nozzle

washed out by passing through the

The air then goes to the
vacuum pump practically clean. Ocwater.

necessary to clean the
the tanks, doors being
provided to insure easy access to the
tanks for this purpose.
dirt

TO KEEP

%^

is

casionally

Superintendent of Motive Power and Eijuipment
Indiana, Columbus
Eastern Traction Company, Springfield, Ohio

for years.

thus a net saving of $3.11.
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Cleaner for Car and Bus Seats*
By

is

Price Conlcsl.

Electric Railway Journal Maintenance

Vacuum

The new-type
total cost of $3.86.
disk costs 60 cents and the labor cost
for installing it is 15 cents, which
makes the total cost 75 cents. There

out

it

is

of

'i'p'ps;^

%^

The vacuum pump

simply a 25-ft. air compressor arranged to draw air through the cleaning nozzle and tanks and discharge
it to the atmosphere.
To prevent dirt
from being drawn through the compressor two tanks are used. One is
called a dry tank and the other a wet
is

tank.

By

these dirt

removed before

from the

Wet tank

Dry
Ury tank

in

.'

Wet tank to je
about ^"fu// of
water

&

it

Electric Railway Journal Price Contest.

from water main-'
2
aloor.5'''

in

the shops of the
Indiana, Columbus
Eastern Traction

Company

''C/eanout

cleaning

equipment used

air is

reaches the pump.
In operation air from the cleaning
nozzle is drawn into the dry tank
near the center and the bulk of the
dirt which it contains drops to the
*Submitted

Vacuum

J2"x4e"-y\

JB"x48"--?-

cor7r7ect/on

to sewer

fanuary
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FOR ARBfATURE. AXLE
AND JOURNAL BEARINGS
TULC

prepared impregnating packings for armatures, axles and journals
make bearing troubles a thing of the
past.

TULC
is

for relubricating packings

oil

standard on
Write for

many
TULC

properties.

booklet today.

THE UNIVERSAL LUBRICATING

CO.

1400 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
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Greater Service
Per Dollar Invested
Complete
Operating

satisfaction

and requiring
maintenance
and lubrication, Earll Catchers and

minimum

pertcctly

attention

for

Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory
Their refinement of design,
and mechanical superiority are sum-

"Tiger" Bronze Axle and
Armature Bearings

results.

marized

in the

following

five features,

peculiar to Earll construction

More-Jones "Tiger" Bronze castings for axle and
armature bearing service was one of our early achievements.
This is probably the most widely known
bronze on the market. It has stood the test of time.
There is nothing better for long, efficient and most
economical results. Let us quote you.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free-Winding Tension Spring
Ratchet

Wind

Emergency Release
Perfect

Automatic Lubrication

Earll Catchers
C.

I.

EARLL.
Canadian

Hillwa;

and Retrievers

* Power

Xew

York. Pa.

Generil Electric Co..

Louis,

Mo.

Portsmouth. Va.
Ltd.,

Toronto.

Oni

MORE-JONES
QUALITY PRODUCTS

In All Other Foreign Countriet:
lnt*rniilon«l

ritt8l)iirKli, ]*u.
l*u.

J.

St.

Agentt:

Enfftceerlne CorD.,

National Bearing Metals
Corporation
Meadville,

York. N. Y.

Jersey City, N.

Scbenectidy.

N

Y

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniriiiiiniiiiniiiriiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinriiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction

and Built-up Construction

and weights of rail

of all heights

The Lorain

Chrome Nickel

Company

Steel

Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sales Offices:

Chicago

Atlanta

Cleveland

New York

Dallas

Hiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiijijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriifiiiiiiiiiiiiijjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Pacifle Coast Representatives: U. S. Steel Products Co.. San Francisco, Seattle. Portland.
Export Representatives: United States Steel Products Co.. New York

Los Anfeles

Jiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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COLUMBIA
Railway and Utility Supplies

—

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum
Forgings
Special Machinery
and Patterns

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

Armature and
Field Coils.
A complete line
for Trucks,
Tractors

and

Trailers.

The Columbia Machine Works and U.
26S Chestnut

St.,

Brooklyn.

'

"•""

'"""""""""

'"""I

'

I

««««»

I.

New York

iMumillllllllirilllllim

"«

I

USSES
SHULER AXLE COMPANY

Co.

corner Atlantic At*.,

JMMJIirnilf

Motor

i

m

Kentuckv

Louisville

c

Member

?;a„mmm.u„mu„..„mi,„„„„

of

,

Motor Truck Industries
,

,

Inc.

of

,

Americn

1

I

J
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Brake Rigging a One-Man Operation*
By W.

Master Mechanic

Hicks

J.
Virj/inia Electric

&

Power

Cninfiany,

Richmond, Va.

WHKN

brake beams for trucks
were rigged up on the floor of

the shop,

was necessary

it

to

use a

mechanic and a hel]5er I)ecanse difficulty was encountered in fitting the
various parts into position. To permit this o])eration to be carried out
by one man a device was designed in
the Richmond sho]) of the Virginia
IClectric & I'(jwer Company to hold
the brake l)eam in a ccjiivenient ])osition.

Any size brake beam can be taken
The
care of on this portable l)ench.
is 29j in. wide x
48 in. long. An angle iron 3x4 in.
extends lengthways on each side.

base of the bench

The base or

*Submitted

floor

is

Electric

in

made

of 2^-in.

Rauwav Journal

oak boards, which are flush with the
side angle irons.
The device is provided with four wheels which consist
of second-hand Gurney No. 412 ball
bearings.
These were used previously on the pinion end of GE-258
motors.
They are mounted on a
wooden axle turned down to fit
snugly into the raceway of the bearing.
The iron su])ports are ^x3 in.
material and are 30 in. high. Where
they come together at the top there is
a recess 13x6 in. to receive the brake
beam.
This recess for holding the
Ijrake beam is fitted with a ^-in. .set
.screw with a hinged handle.
This
Portable bench for assembling shoeheadi gives all the advantage of a vise and
and brake castings to brake beams
holds the material in any ])osition.

Fri::e Contest.
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Axle Bearings Reduces Troubles*

By C. C. Holt
Machinist Bamberger Electric Railroad, Salt Lake City. I'tah

HAVING

had considerable trouble in keeping axle
brasses in place, a key has Ijeen adopted by the
Bamberger Electric Railroad, Salt Lake City, Utah, instead of the two dowel pins in axle caps. The keys used
are ^x^ in. and as long as possible, keeping the ends 1 in.
from the end of the brass. The keys are welded in place
on one of the half bearings at the edge where the two
This method has proved satisfactory for
brasses meet.
keeping the brasses from turning in the box and shutting
Also, breakage of brasses Ijecause of
off lubrication.
loose or worn dowel pins is overcome. A carbon templet
place for locating keys, so
electric welding the brasses
.\n opening on both edges of one
made to accommodate the key, so

made to fit in the proi:)er
that when they are put on by
is

are interchangeable.
of the half brasses is
these are interchangeable.

"Submitted

in

Electric Railway Journal Prize Contest.
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Opening for key,

^

I

y»
I

Lutricafion windov/

Method
ing

key

of installon axle

brasses followed

the

on

Bamberger

Electric

Railroad
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Cotter

Key

Extractor *

By Farrell Tipton
Electrician

San Diego Electric Railway,
San Diego, Cal.

COTTER

the slide on the shaft, is placed against
especially
keys,
quick jerk on the hanlarger sizes, often prove difficult the stop B.
and the
To facilitate this work dle slides it from B to
to extract.
in
contact
with
comes
it
San
as
the
shock
of
the truck department
removes the most diffiDiego Electric Railway has added a the stop at

A

A

A

The handle D is
key.
shoulders
at each end
with
designed
by
knurled
was
This
handy
the foreman of the mechanical de- to keep the hand of the workmen
partment. The tool will do the job from slipping. The neck of the hook
The hook C shown C is made long enough to reach any
in one operation.
This tool
in the accompanying illustration is cotter key on the trucks.
placed in the eye of the cotter key weighs 7 lb. assembled and is used to
and the handle D, which is free to advantage.
cotter

key

extractor

to

its

kit

of cult

cotter

tools.

;Elecfrk weld ring ionut

Weld nut to shaft

Handy

*Submitted

in

Shape point for~-

We/d/"nuf,

usuai sizes

r.-

type of tool for removing cotter keys as used in the shop
of the San Diego Electric Railway
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Simple Tests for Electric Car Auxiliaries *
By

H. J. Beadle
Electrical Engineer Dallas Railway
Terminal
Dallas, Tex.

&

duplicating conditions as they
FOR
actual service a panelexist
in

board for testing parts of railway
car apparatus is used in the shops
of the Dallas Railway & Terminal
Company. The board has seven cirresistances and
cuits with various
equipment installed in each. These
include a circuit with testing lamps,
another with an air governor magnet
valve, two others with resistances for
different types of contactors, and
three others for buzzers.
For example, in testing a Faraday
buzzer, it is installed between the
11, as indicated on the
accompanying sketch. The variable
switch No. 10 is changed to point 7.
In service there are two buzzers on

contacts at

buzzer and resistance on the board,
and the second, the one under test.

"U.
Snapswikff
ana fuse

Company

|-(

.§

y

Another example of testing

\

is

fur-

^

nished by
breakers.

type

the

DB-976

line

They

have a 7S0-ohm
resistor in series with the contactor

coil

when

the
In the

closed.

ohm

resistor is

contactors

are

first

equipment a 750a permanent ])art (jf

test

The contactor to be
connected in the test circuit
at 11.
There is a difference of ])oCircuits of electrical test board as used in
tential
of 600 volts between the
the shops of the Dallas Railway &
trolley and ground, so the contactor
Terminal Company
coil can be tested as in actual service.
This test board is used frequently in
our cars, one at each end, and in the the shops of the Dallas Railway &
test as conducted by the Iward there Terminal Company, and has proved
are two buzzers. One, the permanent of particular advantage.

*Suhmitted in Elf.ctric Railway Journal Prise Contest.

the

board.

Test leads
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More Suggestions

for

t

IMPROVEMENTS
in Railway
RECOGNITION

is general that
standard of maintenance is necessary to carry out
economically the various maintenance
operations. Improved tools are needed.
Many suggestions for improvements
in existing equipment, and for new

a higher

.

and car maintenance were made in the Nov. 17 and
Dec. 15 issues of Electric Railway
Many more suggestions
Journal.
have been received since that time
and s(jme of them are presented here.
These suggestions are made as a result of the campaign for better equipment advocated by the executive
committee of the American Electric
<levices for track line

Railway Engineering Association.

To

obtain

greatest

benefit

Some Needs

from

Equipment

these suggestions, manufacturers are
particularly invited to tell of any

equipment which they have that can
be adapted to the needs as outlined

Where equipnot available, manufacturers
are urged to develo]) devices that
will supply the want.
The men acin

these suggestions.

ment

is

tually confronted with these operat-

ing problems are anxious to co-operdevelopment of the needed
equipment. Suggestions will be published in these columns and mainteate in the

nance

men and manufacturers

invited to enter the discussion.

are

Let-

ters are requested from anyone who
has ideas regarding needed improvements in existing equipment, or new
devices that should be brought out.

for Special

Shop Machines

Suggestions by A. T. Clark
Superintendent of Rolling Stock and Shops
United Raitivays c'r Electric Company, Baltimore. Md.

NO

DOUBT

production

in

huge

quantities by machines has given
this country a great advantage in the
manufacture of items at such low cost
as to make them quite cheap in price.
If we think back a few years we will
recall the famous dollar watch and today we have before us evidence in the
low priced automobile.
F!oth of these
products are the result of large production through special machinery. At
the present time the American mechanic receives the highest wages of all
workers. The reason for this can be
found in the use of these ingenious
machines that can reduce the cost of

manufacture, and permit mass produccompete on most
favorable terms with low priced labor.
In watches and automobiles, we have but
two of the thousands of things where
it is
possible ot use high priced labor
and make low cost articles. The steady
rising cost of labor must be offset by
improved methods and equipment for
performing many of the tasks with
labor saving machinery.
tion of the items to

machines. One of these is car painting.
Already the use of spray guns to
apply the paint is meeting with more or
less marked success, and it is believed
that the time is not far distant when
the application of paint materials to
surfaces by the old hand method with
brushes will be practically discarded.

There

are,

however,

certain

features

with this application of paint by the air
gun method that need serious consideration.
Spraying of paint by air pressure
requires the paint to be atomized highly
and then blown upon the surface. The
result is that the paint operator works
in an atmosphere of finely divided paint
that requires that he must be protected
from these paint vapors, especially if
the paint contains deadly lead fumes or
even if it contains the less noxious
nitrocellulose vapors.
Already considerable attention has
been given to this problem and one
prominent electric railway has devel-

reviewing the program of work
that is laid before the average superintendent of equipment there are certain

oped an arrangement whereby cars that
are being painted are handled in a portion of the building especially prepared
with equipment, whereby air is emitted
from the floor and caused to flow upward along the sides at the outside of
the car to a suction hood located just
above the roof line.
In this scheme

items tiie daily repetition of which
could be handled by properly designed

there is involved considerable costly apparatus and the further limitation that

,

Improved Spray

Gun Needed

In

133

work of this kind cannot be done other
than at the particular location provided.
If it is necessary to work on a numter
of cars at the same time large space
must be provided and equally large investments must be made for the carrying out of the work.
The writer believes that there are possibilties in a scheme for preventing
these vapors from escaping to the surrounding air and that an air gun should
be developed that has two air pressures.
The lower or inner pressure of the gun
would serve to atomize and force out
the paint, while the higher or outer
pressure would form a conical envelope
to keep the paint from spreading by the
area predetermined by the design of the
gun.
Such an arrangement would be
simple and the device could be handled
easily.
It would prevent the paint spray
from reaching nearby workmen and
parts not to be painted. Also, it would
be extremely flexible for the work could
be done wherever compressed air was
available.
It would give an impetus
to
the use of the
spray painting
because of the removal of the difficuties
encountered with the paint fumes and
vapor.
Special Multiple Tool Lathe
Neeiiei)

Another

problem that officials of
electric railways have constantly before
them is that of keeping car axles true
and to definite size. The usual method
in the past has been to turn the axle
parts requiring attention in a standard
using but one tool. The standard electric railway car axle, however,
has four different points requiring attention from time to time, namely, two
truck journals at either end and two
center portions where the motor axle
bearings are fitted. In addition to this,
many companies have a practice of not
removing gears until they are entirely
worn out. Therefore, when the axle
has to be trued, it is necessary to do
so with the gear still mounted upon
The writer believes there is
the axle.
a large field for the development of a
lathe that will turn the four portions
of the car axle simultaneously, thereby
reducing greatly the labor involved, an<l
making possible the turning of an axle
at J to i of the present labor cost.
lathe,

Improvements in Grinding and
Polishing Machines Xeeded
In the study of improved car lubrication our company has found that the
surfaces subject to contact should be of

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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the very highest grade of finish, since
lubrication can be improved by using
lighter viscosity oils. The ordinary surface as it comes from a machine tool
has a succession of fine ridges produced
by the cutting tool. It is true that cuts
can be made very fine and rather close
together, thus avoiding to some extent
the rougher surface, but under the
microscope even these fine ridges are
pronounced and their practical elimination means a much better bearing.
Therefore, there should be a very large

the production of machines,
either for grinding or polishing, that
will produce surfaces having a higher
degree of finish without recourse to the
present old fashioned methods of turnfield

in

Car Maintenance
Requires Many Improved Devices

Efficient

Suggestions by R. S.

need for further developTHEREof chemical
cleaning tanks for
is

ment

cleaning gear cases, axle caps, truck
Many
parts and air brake equipment.
home made cleaning tanks are in use
but manufacturers could develop equipment which would be much better
Our company
suited for the purpose.
could save a great deal through the use

ing and subsequent polishing. This is
true also of machining the bearings to
There is a need for
fit the surfaces.
machines that will provide a method
of turning out bearings for both motors
and trucks with a higher degree of

of improved tanks.

finish.

halves,

Axles and bearings with a finish_ of
the very highest grade and with improved lubrication, together with the
use of lighter oils, will lower power
consumption and will, because of the
lighter oil and lower friction, result
in less bearing wear and cost.

around the

Welding and Grinding Machines
FOR Steel Wheels Should Be
Developed
railways use
steel wheels and experience a rapid
wear of the flange portion that requires frequent turning of the wheels
in special lathes to bring the flange back
This turning reduces the
to standard.
wheel diameter until no more tread
material to produce a new flange remains and the wheel must then be disIn recent years, the practice
carded.
of welding and building up the flanges
Manufacturers
has been developed.

Most large

rolled

city

have produced welding

outfits

and have

given particular attention to the development of automatic electric welding
machines. These have started with a
single welding head and through successive developments have increased to
four heads. The four-head outfits seem
to be the best for welding flanges for
a maximum of work can be done with
consistent with doing satisfactory
it,
welding. Several railways have developed grinding equipment to be used
with these automatic welding machines.
However, there is need for further
development by the manufacturers.

Manufacturers I

WE

INVITE

you

to discuss the vari-

ous

suggestions

for

improving maintenance
equipment. What have
you to say?

Bull

Superintendent of Equipment
Pittsburgh Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Improvement in Gear Cases Needed

The present gear cases for railway
motors are not satisfactory because they
allow dirt and grit to enter between the
where they fit
particularly
It seems possible that
axle.
a dust-proof gear case could be developed which would increase the life
of the gears and pinions and exclude
the possibility of gear grease getting
into axle bearings at the pinion end.

Portable Sand Spray for Removing

Rust on Car Bodies

A small portable sand blast which
would take care of the exhaust feature
by an attachment on the nozzle of
the sand spray would facilitate the removal of rust at points on the car
bodies where they are scraped or torn

Vol.73, No.3
while

in

Such equipment
service.
better touch-up work in

would insure

the paint department.

Spray Painting Mask for Car Bodies
An inexpensive, practical method of
masking car bodies during spray painting should be developed to speed up the
Particular attenstriping operation.
tion is being given to facilities for more
efficient spray painting by railways and
many new devices are needed.

Further Improvements Needed in
One-Man Safety Car Equipment
One-man operation of cars provides
a field for many improvements. There
is
a particular need for satisfactory
foot-operated, air and electrical equipment for one-man safety cars to relieve
the operator of his hand functions.

Equipment for Testing
Brake Rods
Suggestions by H. Cordell
Master Mechanic Chicago, North
Shore &• Milwaukee Railroad
Highwood, III.
a
THERE
equipment to

need for
brake rods of cars

particular

is

test

before they are put into service. This
would include a tension device which
would assure that the rods have proper
strength and that welding is without
flaws.

There also is a need for a reseating
The
tool for compressor head valves.
tools now manufactured do not do the
work accurately.

Many Car Improvements Needed
Suggestions from

Frank H. Miller

Vice-President and General Manager, Louisville Railway, Louisville, Ky.

a time in the street
THIS
industry when

in traffic conditions of the present day,
the private automobile will not have too
great an advantage.
Great credit should be given the
manufacturers for the work done and
improvements they have made in these
and other items. In certain climates
much trouble has developed from the
freezing of air brake lines and some
satisfactory device other than the present alcohol container should be develhigher fares that are now being paid. oped to prevent this interference of servSupport from the entire electric rail- ice. The present paint spraying machway industry should be given to this ines are not entirely satisfactory, as
campaign and its efforts to carry out the they waste a great deal of material and
suggestion of the executive committee the control of the spread is not all
of the American Electric Railway En- that it should be. The street car gong
gineering Association to secure sugges- formerly operated by the foot has been
tions for needed betterments in methods,
replaced to some extent by a gong operpractices and equipment.
ated by air. The air gongs now on the
There are many things that can be market are not entirely satisfactory as
improved in car equipment. Car heat- the maintenance is high and depending, ventilating and lighting is deserv- ability of the present types is uncertain.
edly receiving more attention.
HeadWhat each railway company really
lights should be made more effective, so
needs is comfortable low-hung, light
as to give proper lighting outside the
weight, low priced standard car units,
well illuminated business district.
Car operating as noiselessly as possible along
painting should be developed, so that it well maintained track and overhead concan be applied to either wood or metal struction, with sufficient passengers at
and withstand the necessary daily clean- a reasonable fare to permit of proper
ing and still retain its lustre and life. wages, maintenance and depreciation
Car motors must now accelerate so that and return on investment.
is

railway

and
operators must be alive to changing
conditions. Existing equipment and facilities in other fields must be applied to
the electric railway industry and new
facilities and equipment developed, to
reduce operating expenses and maintenance and to give to the people the
improved service which they demand,
and which is due them in return for the
the executives
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Moderately Priced Portable Asphalt Plant Recommended
Suggestion by

W. McK. White

President White Manufacturing
Elkhart, Jnd.

REFERRING to

the need for a small
paving mixer for producing cold
material, as outlined in the Dec. IS issue
of Electric Railway Journal by
Louis T. Botto of the San Antonio Public Service Company, it has been the

experience of many users of cold mixed
materials for repairing asphalt that this
type of mixture will not stand vibration,
variations in temperature and heavy
traffic as satisfactorily as a hot mixed
asphaltic formula, such as a Topeka mix
or asphaltic concrete, or a sheet asphalt.
As the San Antonio Public Service
Company has to maintain 250,000 sq.yd.
of paving, which is growing older and
which does not justify an expensive paving plant, I believe that this amount of
yardage would justify the use of a moderately priced portable asphalt plant
which other users have found can produce hot mixed material very economi-

The White Manufacturing Company has a portable asphalt plant which
several users have found will save its
own cost in from 6,000 to 7,000 sq.yd. of
maintenance work, as compared with the
prices charged by independent contractors or by municipal plants which
sometimes do the work for street railways at about the same price or a higher
one than is charged by contractors.
This machine is a complete asphalt
plant with rotating sand dryer, pug
mixer, measuring devices for all ingredients, oil burners and a bin for
cally.

mechanically
is
storing material.
It
fourContinental
operated
with a
cylinder engine, is self propelling and
is mounted on rubber-tired steel wheels.
It is a unit made for operation on the
streets with a minimum amount of noise
and dirt, and does not interfere with
traffic
yet it turns out a genuine hot
asphaltic mix.
Production costs show that with this
;

machine it
pavements

possible to repair asphalt
at a cost of from 84 cents
to $1.25 per sq.yd. of 2-in. mix, including all labor, material, supervision and
other operating costs of the machine.
The city of Washington, D. C, and the
city of El Paso, Tex., both report costs
of 84 cents per sq.yd. Cincinnati averages $1.25 per sq.yd. on hit and miss
patching and repair of utility cuts. Little
Rock, Ark., saved the cost of its machine
in two months, and with a total repair
yardage of 8,744 sq.yd. If these machines established records as mentioned,
it appears quite economical to employ
such equipment where there is an aggregate amount of pavement to care for
of 250,000 sq.yd. The machine sells for
$6,400 which is about the price of a
good motor truck.
Some railways have endeavored to
is

mr.ke a hot mix in a concrete mixer
with a separate tar kettle and a separate
aggregate drier, but the cost of the
various units required and the higher
costs incurred in operating the separate
units and in hauling the hot mi.x cause

Company

Operators I

the total cost to run higher than that

SEND in your sugges-

compact self contained unit,
which will do this work right on the
streets and which involves only the hauling of additional stone and sand to refill
with

a

tions for

that are

the storage bins.

new devices

needed

to raise

maintenance work

Our company

also has furnished some
railway maintenance departments with double-deck heating pans
for making a hot mix by hand, using
kerosene torches for drying and warming the material, and with separate tar
kettle, but this arrangement has been
found slow and unwieldy as compared
with the use of a unit machine.

provements

in

equipment

are

able?

If

to a

What

higher plane.

electric

im-

present
desir-

you have ex-

perienced

difficulty

in

any line of maintenance

Cold Mixed Rock Asphalt

Found

work

Satisfactory

let us

know what

equipment will help you.

Suggestions by Louis T. Bono
Superintendent Maintenance of Way
San Antonio Public Service Company
San Antonio, Tex.

San
THE
Company

Antonio Public Service
needs a small mixer to

produce a cold mixed asphalt, as outlined in the Dec. 15 issue of Electric
Railway Journal, rather than for a
machine to turn out a hot mix. For
several years this company has been
using cold rolled Uvalde Rock Asphalt
in its track area with excellent results.
This material is mined within 100 miles
of San Antonio and is sold there by
mine owners and paving contractors.
We can buy three grades of this
material on the local market which we
classify as follows
( 1 ) Finely ground
rock with 10 to 13 per cent asphalt, flux
oil added, ready to lay at $9.00 per ton.
(2) Finely ground rock with 7 to 10
per cent asphalt, flux oil added ready
to lay at $7.50 per ton.
(3) Rock Asphalt screenings, | in. to dust, with 15
per cent asphalt at $5 per ton.
In our new track work we usually lay
:

—

—

the pavement in two courses and when
finished this is 1^ in. to 2 in. thick, all
of the No. 1 type rock. On maintenance
work we often lay a 1-in. course of the

No. 2 material and then top it off with
a i-in. layer of No. 1 material. For our
regular patch work throughout the city,
we use different combinations of Uvalde
rock asphalt, trap rock or limestone,
and Mexican oil, mixed by hand. This
constitutes the bulk of our paving repair work and for this purpose we need
a small paving mixer very much.

As an illustration of our method of
mixing, we spread out on a board, 1
ton of limestone screenings, 1 in. to | in.
Over this is sprinkled 8 gal. of hot MexThis is
ican crude oil of 12 gravity.
covered with 1 ton of rock asphalt
All the inscreenings, | in. to dust.
gredients are then mixed thoroughly.
The total cost of this mixture is $3.50
per ton. It is tamped to within i in. of
the surface and then is topped with a
i-in. layer of the $9 mixture.

Equipment to Determine Exact

Open

Location of
Suggestions by

Dwight

Circuits
L.

Smith

Electrical Engineer

Chicago Rapid Transit Company
Chicago,

III.

THE

majority of electric railways
operating on 600 volts use five
lamps in series for their car and station
To locate a bad order lamp
lighting.
in a circuit it is necessary to use the

method of unscrewing one
lamp after another until the defective
one is found. It appears that it is possible to develop a testing device on the
general order of an electroscope, which
would show the bad order lamp without
the necessity of removing it from the
cut and try

socket.

Somewhat along

the same line but of

different application is the need for a
testing device which would locate the
open circuits in the individual wires
Such
of lead covered telephone cable.
a device would be of great assistance.

Splicing Device for Large Cable
the best of my knowledge there
device available for splicing
stranded cable for overhead use. These
sizes are 500,000 circ.mil. and larger.
The device should provide full strength
of the cable, 100 per cent conductivity
and be arranged for application at a cost

To

is

no

Such a
to compete with hand splicing.
splicing device is extremely desirable.

Reel Brake for Stringing
Trolley Wire

A satisfactory reel brake combined
with a tension device, so that trolley
wires can be strung at proper tension,
has already been suggested by F. McVittie of the New York State Railways.
Our railway also finds a particular need
for a device of this kind.
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ISews of the Industry
=ff^
Fares Lowered in Illinois Cities
Permission was granted the Illinois
Power & Light Corporation by the

Commerce Commission on

Jan.
fares on cars

Illinois

9 to lower the rate of its
and buses in Bloomington, Normal and
Decatur. This petition was filed with
the commission after the company had
been granted permission to raise its
rates

in

those

cities

among

years ago, but interurban lines were
placed under a separate classification,
under which they were denied the right
to charge more than 3 cents a mile for
passenger service.
In granting the increase the commission declared that unless some immediate relief is extended to the inter-

Before

the

petition

for

a

hearing was acted upon, the company
came to an agreement with representatives of the people of the cities in
question, the people's

petition

fares.

;

instances, the rates were raised to 10
cents cash and three tickets for 25 cents.
rate, etTective Jan.

provides that seven tickets can be

purchased at the office of the company
for 50 cents and 15 tickets for $1.00.
Cash fares and tickets purchased on the
cars remain at the new increased rate.
The company is required to prepare and
submit to tlie commission quarterly reports showing the number of passengers
carried under the various rates charged.
In the commission's order it is stated
that the supplemental schedule is to be
considered temporary and experimental
and that the petitioner (the company)
should

not be prejudiced in bringing
"said schedule to the attention of the
commission at any time after six
months operation from the effective
date thereof."
It further stated that
''the
commission especially reserves
jurisdiction over the petitioner and the
subject matter hereof and the right to
reopen this proceeding and to enter
such further orders herein as the public
interest may require."

Increase on

Means
Electric

collect

increased

fares

and

of the properties of this class. The
increased rate allowed the Cleveland
company is the same assigned by the

ment

Interstate

Commerce Commission

for all

steam railroads.

$20,000,000 Plan for Seattle
Subways, elevated, open-cut lines suggested for articulation with
surface lines and buses in effort to give Coast city
adequate transportation

A COMPREHENSIVE
INwhich
represents two years

report,
of gen-

study and one year of intensive
engineering research on the part of a
eral

Before the rates were raised early
in the winter, the fares in Decatur were
6 cents cash with nine tickets for 50
cents
in Bloomington and Normal 7
cents cash with four tickets for 23
cents, cash fare on owl cars 10 cents,
books of 100 for $6 and books of 40
for school children at $1.50.
In both

The new lowered

to

for re-

hearing was withdrawn, and the company entered a petition for reduced

19,

right

charges will merely hasten the abandon-

others,

whereupon citizens protested and filed
with the commission a petition for rehearing.

urban companies, the witholding of the

Ohio Interurban

Similar Classification

interurban
transportation
companies have been placed on the
same rate level with steam railroads for
rate purposes, in a decision just rendered
by the Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio in granting permission to the
Cleveland, Southwestern & Columbus
Railway to increase its fares from 3
to 3.6 cents per mile.
.Steam railroads
were permitted to increase fares several

of business men of Seattle, the
Seattle Traffic Research Commission reMayor Frank
presented
to
cently
Edwards, the City Council and heads of

group

city

departments,

its

plan

for

giving

Seattle a rapid transit system.
The report provides for the expenditure of $15,062,515 for the construction
of permanent ways, to include subways,

elevated lines and necessary platforms
and transfer accommodations and $5,321,400 for rolling stock and rehabilitation of existing lines and street cars.
Two general methods of finance are
suggested
First, through the operating
:

department by the passengers
and
second, through the city, by property
owners. The commission found that it
was not practicable to expect to meet
construction costs from operating rev;

enues.

Subways, elevated lines, depressed
and many of the present surface
car and bus lines would be linked into
one vast network of rapid transit facililines

with four principal rapid transit
routes, to connect with existing feeder
lines, as the backbone.
These, however,
ties

are only the

stage of a wider development which the committee suggests
as necessary to bring railway transportation in Seattle to its highest efficiency.
The four routes planned would emanate from a central loop station near the
railroad stations at Fourth Avenue and
King Street. In addition to the four
routes advised, the commission also suggests a line to serve the Rainier Valley
first

dependent upon the city's taking
over the railway serving that part of
the city. This would add approximately

district,

$1,200,000 to the estimated cost of the
rapid transit system.
The choice of the four routes was
based upon four fundamentals: (1)
Each unit first into a complete comprehensive city-wide system; (2) they
do not disturb existing realty values

(3) they follow natural traffic channels
without arterial diversion; (4) they are
feasible from an engineering and operation standpoint.

C. D. Pollock, engaged by the commission to conduct detailed studies forming the basis of its suggestions, states
that the rapid transit .system proposed
could be carried to consummation within
one year from the letting of contract,
and with relatively slight interruption
of surface traffic.
He advises that the
proposed Second Avenue subway be provided by process of steam shovel excavation instead of by driving a tunnel, and
so handled that only one block of the
street surface would be torn up at a
time.
He states that a year would be
necessary to complete the under-surface

work

of installing tracks

and

electrical

equipment, constructing stations, etc.,
but that this part of the program would
not interfere with surface traffic.
Under the proposed rapid transit plan,
the longest ride from the outlying district

to the

downtown

business section

would be 30 minutes, the commission
declares. At present the 40-minute zone,
which would be done away with, embraces 36 per cent of the city's total
area.

The commission's conclusion is that
the city has entered into a contract for
the purchase of its municipal railways
that is "impossible of fulfillment under
existing conditions" that measures looking toward the rehabilitation of the
present lines are at best only temporary
relief.
On this latter point, the report
points out that the major part of the
rolling stock owned by the city is obsolete and unfitted for modern transportation needs that while much of the
track is in good condition and of a type
to permit faster service, a considerable
part will have to be rebuilt with heavier
rails if satisfactory service is to be maintained.
A. W.
In this connection
Leonard, president of the Puget Sound
Power & Light Company, declares his
company's willingness to co-operate with
city officials in rewriting the purchase
contract.
He states that he did not
;

;
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think the company would agree to cutting the annual payments from $833,000
to $300,000 as proposed, but that he
could see no obstacle to a figure between these two extremes.
According to the findings of the research commission, the bus, as a citywide transportation factor, would not
be a success in Seattle, on the basis of
operating costs alone. The commission
estimates that it would require from
1,000 to 1,300 buses to handle the present railway traffic of the city. To substitute buses for street cars would require an immediate capital expenditure
of more than $10,000,000; it would be
necessary to replace the buses every five
years, making a depreciation charge of
more than $2,000,000 annually, according to the report. Moreover, the commission believes the traffic congestion
problem would be complicated enormously by the use of buses instead of
street cars.
It recommends that they be
considered only as feeders for other
forms of transportation into the city, or
for cross-city service.

AS-SESSMENTS ON DISTRICT BaSIS
The commission has also outlined a
purely tentative assessment system that
would provide a working basis for citizens to consider. To this end the city

clamoring for speakers from the commission to explain the system to them.
The report covers 57 pages and contains 60 maps, graphs, blueprints and

all

sketches.

The commission

held

more

than 100 meetings to consider the problem and engaged a research engineer,
and now has an attorney working on
the legislative phases of tlie plan.

The commission

composed of busi-

is

Traffic
Theater

LEND YOUR WEIGHT, BIG BOY!
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District 7, $0.0561
District 8. $0.0335

District, 9, $0.0145

..

Bonds bearings 5 per cent interest
could probably be sold at par. the commission believes, to provide funds to
carry out the program.
The report also quotes figures showing an estimated saving of $891,742 a
year in operating costs with the installation of the rapid transit system. These
figures are based on the assumption that
the Rainier Valley lines will be taken
into
the
municipal railway system.
Under the proposed plan, it is estimated that the rapid transit lines would
operate a total of 1,848.730 miles a year
at a cost of 24 cents a mile, making a
total operating cost of $443,695; to this
is added the cost of operating feeder
lines a total of 3,900,575 car-miles annually at 30 cents a mile, a total of
$1,170,172, or a grand total for the entire system of $4,123,759.
Under existing conditions, the Seattle
Municipal Railway and the Rainier V^alley Railway operate 16.932,283 car-miles
a year, at a cost of 29.6 cents a carmile for the municipal lines and 30
cents a car-mile for those privately
owned, making a total operating cost
of $5,015,051, or $891,742 more under
the present arrangement than the estimated figure under the rapid transit plan.
Within two days after the report was

made

public,

mass meetings had been

arranged for every evening during the
following week to examine the plan and
discuss its workings. Civic clubs, community organizations, organized groups
of business men and property owners are

Tangle

be scene of experiment it is hoped will serve as
laboratory of observation. Military tactics to be applied
district to

:

District 5, $0.1390
District 6, $1.2620

ness men and property owners representing retail merchants, the Central Property Owners and the Seattle Clearing
House Association.
It is headed by
F. A. Ernst as chairman. The commission worked not only without salary, but
financed the cost of the research work,
purely as a public service, in an endeavor to solve the complex problems
of transportation in Seattle.

New York's Militant Police Head Tackles

has been divided into nine districts with
estimated average assessment per square
foot for financing as follows
District 1, $0.0058
District 2, $0.0202
District 3, $0.0682
District 4, $0.0794
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As

the

New York

American's cartoonist

sees

16 began to work out the details of the
plan to relieve traffic congestion in the
theater zone, originally described as the
area bounded by Sixth and Eighth Avenues, 42d and SOth Streets.
He discovered that three important revisions
were necessary for its smooth operation
when it becomes efifective on the night
of Jan. 21 for a fortnight's trial.
said that even then

emergency alterations might be
made by himself or any of the twelve
other

police officials he has assigned to help
start the new system, when actual
operation of the plan_ gives them an opportunity to observe its defects.

him

Revisions in Regulations
Important changes in the plan suggested on Jan. 16 follow;

The zone

is extended to include the
between 38th and S2d Streets and
Fifth and Ninth Avenues, but only in so
far as the no-parking rule and the ban
against commercial traffic are concerned.
1.

territory

The rule against turning will be enforced
onlv in the originally designated area and
then onlv during the peak of the evening
theater

rush.

The

old traffic

1 1 :30
p.m.
No commercial traffic and no
parking of any sort will be permitted in
any part of the enlarged zone between

and 9 :30 or 10 :30 and 1 1 :30.
Buses, originally banished during the
congested hours, will be permitted to enter
at all times, but during the rush hour will
be required to discharge their passengers
at the curbstone and continue on out of the
section without turning or backing into
their terminals.
In the hiatus between
rushes they may come and go at will.
In
the late rush they will be allowed to leave
at 11:30 or earlier if conditions warrant.
The mapping out of this strategy and
the advancing of Mr. Whalen's "anti7 :30
3.

jaywalking"

bill, whjch he has said he
Municipal Assembly to pass
at an early date, occupied most of the
commissioner's day on Jan. 16.

will ask the

Telephones and Dispatch Riders
The plans adopted by Mr. Whalen for
installing the new system of traffic regulation in the theater

it

POLICE COMMISSIONER
WHALEN of New York on Jan.

The commissioner

2. The
hours during which the noturning rule will be enforced in the zone
between 42d and SOth Streets and Sixth
and Eighth Avenues were redefined as
from 8 to 9:30 p.m. and from 10:30 to

regulations

will be in effect at all other times.

zone which he ex-

pects "to serve as a sort of laboratory
in which we can make observations that
will be useful in correcting congestion
in other parts of the city," savor of
nn'Iitary science and tactics.
In the base of the traffic tower at
Broadway and 45th Street, Commissioner Whalen will be directing affairs
as a sort of field marshal of traffic.

Assisting him will be Chief Inspector
John O'Brien, as chief of staff. Telephones and dispatch riders on motorcycles will keep them informed of conditions throughout the entire section in
which all the traffic experts of the Police
Department will be concentrated.
Twelve police booths in addition to
the control headquarters where Mr.

Whalen

will be in

command

up on the sidewalks

Each

will

fly

a

will be set

at crucial

police

flag,

points.

and each

commanded by an inspector with
corps of assistants and reserves to
untangle possible snarls and make emergencv regulations as necessary.

will be

a

Explaining the revisions in the original plan as agreed upon on Jan. 14 at a
conference with repre.sentatives of the
.
.i
-^
j
^
theater
.

which
shows

and various

'

..

c.ty departments, a

was decided

>.

open musical
at 8 :30 and dramatic ofTenngs at
8:50 to "stagger" the peak of the rush.
it

to
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the commissioner said he had concluded

coming of the crowds and would be more

after a more- through study that certain
details of the scheme were impracticable
and would lead to confusion.

or less flexible, according to conditions.

delivery trucks and parking were

He had decided, he said, that most of
the trouble caused by the lumbering
buses developed from their turning in
For the
and out of their terminals.
present he thought it unnecessary to bar
them entirely, although he said such
action would follow if it were found
that their mere presence interfered with
the smooth flow of traffic or if their
operators failed to give the co-operation

If

.

permitted on the fringe of the congested
area, he said, entrance and exit from the
experimental zone would be hampered
seriously. He thought it unnecessary to
enforce the rule against turning, however, except in the territory originally
decided upon.
The hours in which the new rules are
to be enforced were changed, he said, to
allow greater leeway for the going and

Lumbering Buses Cause Trouble

they have promised.

Vol.73,

No.3

In combination with the routes of the
surface rail system directly connected
with it, it would materially better the
service now offered to fully 50 per cent
of the industrial and residential population of the entire transportation area,
the report states.
While awaiting the return of a more
favorable economic situation, the Rapid
Transit Commission has been engaged
in the preparation of a new plan of
rapid transit financing.
The purposes
it

has sought to accomplish have been:

To

bring about a change in the New
so as to remove
the 7 per cent limitation upon the issue of
Detroit's faith and credit bonds, thereby
1.

York Savings Bank Law

$91,000,000 Subway and Dips Proposed
Detroit Street Railway and Rapid Transit Commission suggest highspeed rapid transit and surface car subway systems.
Proposals may go before voters April 1
'

making it possible to borrow on the city's
credit temporarily to finance construction.
2. To defer collection of such charge as
may be made by the city for special benefit
until the end of the construction period, so
as to levy upon known enhancement instead of expected enhancement.

The Rapid Transit Commission enlegal counsel in New York and

gaged
response to requests from Mayor
IN
Lodge and resolutions from the Com-

the street cars would

Council, the Street Railway Commission and the Rapid Transit Commission at Detroit, Mich., have presented
a joint report representing their conclusions relative to a proposed rapid
transit system for the city of Detroit,

This short section of subways and
another proposed for Grand River
Avenue are designed to remove most of
the street cars from the surface in the
congested half-mile area downtown.
The Grand River section of subway, to
be built according to rapid transit specifications, but to be used for street car
operation, would be 0.87 miles long,
extending from Grand River Avenue
West and Elizabeth Street, where one
of the portals would be built, in Grand
River Avenue to Grand River East and
Randolph Street, thence in Madison

mon

recommending the so-called VernorMack subway line for rapid transit with
a downtown subway for street cars.

Members

commissions conclude that the unfavorable economic situation, which caused the withdrawal
from the ballot of the last proposal
offered by the Rapid Transit Commission, has righted itself and that the
city is in a position favorable to the
of

the

consideration of the new project to be
submitted to the voters on April I. It
is
the further belief that the rapid
transit system should be financed on a

pay-as-you-go

program,

under which

who

receive benefits should be made
to pay in proportion to the benefit.
all

The proposed Vernor-Michigan-Gratiot-Mack subway is for train-operated
rapid transit on a line 13.3 miles long.
It would start at Coolidge Highway
west of the Fordson plant of the Ford
Motor Company as an elevated line and
would continue east on the main street
of the Ford plant to Salina Avenue,
where it would turn southeasterly to
Vernor Highway, west at Woodmere
Avenue, continuing thence as a subway
in Vernor. After passing the Michigan
Central Station, the line would turn
southeasterly in Michigan Avenue and
proceed thence down Michigan to Campus Martins, crossing under Woodward
Avenue to Monroe Avenue, to Randolph
Street, to Pingree Square, where it
would turn into Gratiot, to Mack Avenue, where it would turn and proceed
in Mack to Connors Avenue.
There
would be 27 stations on this line.
In addition to the Vernor-Mack line,
it is proposed to construct a short section of subway 1.16 miles long in Wood-

ward Avenue from Woodbridge to
Temple Avenue, to be used for the present
at

street

car operation, with

Woodbridge and Temple

at

portals

which

come

to the sur-

face.

Avenue

east to St. Antoine Street to
the proposed easterly terminal portal.
For this Grand River downtown sub-

way,
underground loading stations
would be built at Capitol Park and at
Library Park, connected with each other
and with stations on the Vernor-Mack
line at Michigan and Shelby Street and
at Monroe and Farmer Streets by underground passageways.
It is stated in the report that, by
putting underground those lines that are
most seriously interfered with by the
movement of other rail and motor traffic
in the half-mile circle, there will be a
double benefit, namely the street car
lines that are given an exclusive underground right-of-way free from surface
traffic interference, as well as to all surface traffic using the streets from which
those street cars are removed.

The estimated
line constructed

cost of the

Woodward

on rapid transit

specifi-

cations with portals at Temple Avenue
and Woodbridge Street is $7,500,000;
of the subway for street car operation
on Grand River, with the underground
loading stations, $7,100,000; of the
rapid transit lines for rapid transit operation, known as the Vernor-Mack
subway, $51,000,000.
The equipment
for the Vernor-Mack line is estimated
to cost $25,400,000, making the total for
the proposed systems $91,000,000.
Singly, the proposed rapid transit line

would serve about 30 per cent of the
entire industrial population and about
22 per cent of the residential population.

materially assisted in the drafting of
the present New York Savings Bank
Law, known as the Mastick Law, which
removed the 7 per cent limitation and
now permits Detroit to take advantage
of those powers under the Michigan
State Law formerly denied to it by the

New York Law.
The

Michigan Rapid Transit Act
any city to issue faith and
bonds to the extent of 2 per cent

permits

credit
of the total assessed valuation of the
city for rapid transit purposes and without regard to any other obligation
of the city.
Based upon the 1928-29

assesed valuation, this means approximately $70,000,000 available as it may
be needed over a five-year construction
period.

With

this

amount, permanent

way

construction may be undertaken on
a rapid transit system of approximately
20 to 25 miles of two-track line or lines.
Under the new rapid transit construction plan, it is proposed to build a line
or lines within a five-year period from
the date of public approval, using the
credit of the city, specifically available
for rapid transit purposes, in the form
of faith and credit bonds, a portion of
which may run for 15 years, and to repay these bonds by
(a) Direct taxation upon the city at
large, spread over a ten-year period ; beginning upon approval of the line or lines.
(b)
charge made by the city of part
of the enhancement in value upon specially
benefited property, levied on the ascertained
fact that the improvement has increased
the selling price of the land; spread over

A

a ten-year period beginning
tion of the construction.
;

upon comple-

Electrification of Lines at
St.

Paul Proposed

Electrification of the lines of the St.

Paul road in Minneapolis and St. Paul
and the extension across the Mississippi
River from the Ford plant to Minneapolis of its branch railroad line is
planned. The proposal will be submitted
to city officials of both municipalities
this spring.

January

19,
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Fare Consideration Likely
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Cleveland Railway, Cleveland,
Ohio, has withdrawn its demand for
arbitration on establishment of a fare
zone system in Cleveland upon a promise of the City Council to consider the
proposal made by the company last June
to experiment with a zone system for
a period of not less than 90 days.
Fortified by legal rulings, the Council
was ready to seek an injunction restraining the company from holding the ar--

-

bitration.

The

company

offered

to

withhold action on arbitration or an
increase from a 7-cent fare to 8 cents
for a period of 30 or 60 days, but the
Council replied it would not consider a
zone system until the company with-

drew its demand for arbitration.
While the result appeared to be a
victory for the Council, the railway at
in getting the Council
to promise to study a proposal which
had been gathering Councilmanic dust
for seven months.
Meanwhile a study is being made of
the Lakewood franchise to determine
if there is any way in which the fare
provisions, apparently iron clad, can be
broken and Lakewood put in an outer
zone, along with East Cleveland, Cleveland Heights and parts of Cleveland.
The Lakewood franchise fixes the
rate of fare for a through ride at the
lowest rate of fare charged for a ride
on any part of the Detroit Avenue line
in Cleveland.
But the Lakewood franchise also contains broad provisions for an arbitration on any difference which may arise
between the company and suburb. There
appears to be no limitation whatever on
the subjects which may be arbitrated.
Several Cleveland councilmen believe
that if a zone plan was adopted so that
part of Cleveland bordering Lakewood
would be in the outer zone, a sufficient
difference as to the rate of fare to be
least succeeded

Three snappy ads from a recent

—-the

collection

creation of Labert St, Clair, A.E,R,A.

Mats are obtainable

New York

of the supplemental bill of
complaint followed. As a result of the
latest action the United will carry the
case to the Maryland Court of Appeals.

dismissal

Fare Case Again

Before Supreme Court
Reargument of the 7-cent fare case
was begun before the United States Supreme Court on Jan. 14, when Irwin
Untermyer, son of Samuel Untermyer,
appeared for the New York State
Transit Commission.
This is the second time that the case
Chief Justice Taft
has been argued.
requested the filing of new briefs, and a
reargument on the ground that the briefs
and arguments submitted last year were
too lengthy and were irrelevant. Succeeding briefs have been somewhat
shorter, but approximately the same
time was allowed for argument.
The Interborough Rapid Transit
Company, which sought in the lower
courts the right to increase its fares,
claims that the contract is confiscatory
and therefore in violation of the Constitution.

Relief of
in

Burdensome Obligations

Kansas City Proposed

Following a meeting of the industrial
committee of the Chamber of Commerce
to consider the proposed 10-cent fare

Kansas City Public Service Company, Kansas City, Mo., it was apparent
that that body was averse to the inof the

crease, and that
in relieving the
its

special

it

felt

the solution lay

company of some of
burdens.
The committee

agreed that such unfair burdens as paying street-cleaning charges and viaduct
rents should be lifted.
The committee
also was favorable to the proposed discontinuance of trunk bus lines, and to
the introduction of a speedier and more
economical service by reducing the

number

The Maryland Court

of Appeals

is

again to take action in the fare case
of the United Railways & Electric
Company, Baltimore. Judge Joseph N.
Ulman, in Circuit Court, Baltimore, has
refused to sign an injunction sought
by the United which would vacate and
set aside an order of the Maryland
Public Service Commission fixing or
limiting fare schedules.
On another
occasion the case was before the Court
of Appeals and was remanded to the
commission on the valuation issue. The
commission fixed the rate of fare at

cash or four tokens for 35
cents, denying the United's request for
a straight 10-cent fare. The company
then took the case into court again and
10

cents

of stops.
analysis of the local situation has
been made by H. C. Smiley of the
Chamber's industrial department, and
the report mentions a fare basis of 10
cents with three tokens for 25 cents as
the only increase justified at this time.

An

Baltimore Fare to Go to
Court of Appeals

charged in Lakewood would arise to
send the matter to arbitration.
Much
of the opposition to zoning in the Cleveland Council would disappear if Lakewood could be put in an outer zone.
M. F. Bramley, president of the Cuyahoga Subway Company, announced during the week ended Jan. 12 that he did
not intend to have any further dealings
about subways with Charles H. Hubbell,

who

recently filed petitions for an inisubway ordinance in the name of

tiated

Hearing on Shop Hour Fares on

New York

State Line

A

further hearing will be held by
Commissioner Brewster of the Public
Service Commission at the court house
in Herkimer on Feb. 4, relative to the
recently fixed fares for travel on the
New York State Railways between

Utica and Little Falls.
The hearing
be on the petition of residents of
Mohawk, employed in Ilion, asking for
a 5-cent fare between Ilion and Mohawk
during shop hours.
will

the Cuyahoga Subway Company without Mr. Bramley's consent. Mr. Hubbell announced that the People's Subway Company had been incorporated
by some stockholders of the Cuyahoga
Subway Company for the purpose of
acquiring control of the latter company
and obtaining a franchise for it.
Mr. Bramley said that he did not intend to go through with subway plans
if
the Cleveland Railway and Van

Sweringen
ranging

merger

interests succeeded in artheir proposed $100,000,000
of surface, subway and rapid

transit lines.
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Varied Program for Central
Association
of the
Distribution has just been made
meeting
printed programs for the annual
Railway Associaof the Central Electric
Claypool Hotel,
tion to be held in the
24-25, 1929.
on
Jan.
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
and speakers
selected
subjects

The

scheduled are as follows

Thursday, Jan. 24, 1929
Central Standard Time

Special features scheduled for
the 26.
these sessions follow
Friday, Jan. 25, 1929

2:00

P.M.

Address of the President, by F. A, Healy,
auditor Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Trac-

Company, Springfield, Ohio.
"Facts and Figures," by James P. Longon, vice-president and treasurer Franklin
tion

Bond & Mortgage Company.
The Agenda.
Saturday, Jan. 26, 1929
9 00 A.M.
:

Reports of Committees

9; 00 a.m.
Meeting of the Executive Committee

Election of Officers.

9:30 A.M.
Address of Welcome, by Hon. L. Ert
Slack Mayor City of Indianapolis, Ind.
Address of President, by W. S. Rodger,
general traffic manager Eastern Michigan
Railways, Detroit, Mich.
Address by J. P. Barnes, president American Electric Railway Association.

"Regulation in Relation to Economic
Law," by R. N. Van Doren, vice-president
and general counsel Chicago & Northwest-

Selling the Service

Topic for

New

York Association Meeting
Many interesting subjects are scheduled for the midwinter meeting of the
New York Electric Railway Association
to be held in the Hotel Commodone,
New York, Jan. 22, as follows:
"Custom

Built,

Ready

Use Service,"

to

by R. R. Hadsell, general superintendent

ern Railway.

2:00 P.M.
"Report of Committee on Pick Up and
Delivery of Freight," by H. A. NichoU,
chairman, general manager Union Traction
Company, Anderson, Ind.
"The Trend in the Development of Pick
Up and Delivery Freight Service," by L. G.
Tighe, Northern Ohio Power & Light
Company, Akron, Ohio.
Discussion, led by J. M. Pogue and F. D.

of

transportation

State

Rail-

Address by Hon. Huston Quinn, vicepresident Louisville Trust

Company.

Friday, Jan. 25, 1929
9 30 A.M.
"Traffic Analysis and Schedule Making," by J. R. Ong, transportation engineer
Cincinnati Street Railway, Cincinnati.
"Signals on the South Shore Line," by
B. L. Smith, superintendent of signals Chicago, South Shore & South Bend Railway,
Michigan City, Ind.
"Interurban Operations Possible Economies and New Methods," by C. T.
Dehore, president Indianapolis & South:

—

eastern Railroad, Indianapolis, Ind.

Reports of Committees

—James Harmon, chairman.
Finance — H. A. Nicholl, chairman.
O. Pennisten,
Power distribution —
Safety

J.

chairman.

—

J. M. Pogue, chairman.
Supply men E. H. Arnott, chairman.
Auditing Tudor W. Jones, chairman.
Track and roadway R. J. Custer, chairman.
Reports of Affiliated Associations
Central Electric Railway Master Mechanics Association, by F. J. Foote, presi-

Membership

—

—

—

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. C.
Company,
Electric
General
Thirlwall,
Schenectady, N. Y., and John F. Craig,
assistant eastern manager Westinghouse
Traction Brake Company, New York, N. Y.
Employees and a Satisfied
"Efficient
Public," by R. S. Tompkins, assistant to
the president United Railways & Electric
Company, Baltimore, Md.
"Relations with Public Authorities," by
Hon. Norman A. Boyd, Mayor City of
Binghamton. N. Y.
Buffet luncheon will he served at the
at noon and the annual
dinner will be held there also at 7 p.m.
William E. Thompson, president of the
association, will act as toastmaster and
the speaker of the evening will be Hon.
Arthur E. Sutherland.

Commodore

in

An
an

OF

Allied Associations

electric

Kentucky

and dinner, Hotel Commodore,
York, N. Y.
.Jan.

23-25

New

—Electric Railway Asso-

ciation of Equipment Men, Southern
Properties, and Southwestern Pub.
lie Service Association, Mechanical
Division, joint meeting, Houston,

Tex.

—

Jan. 24-25 Central Electric RailAssociation, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis, Ind.

way

25-2<— Central

Electric RailAssociation, Claypool Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind.

Jan.

way Accountants'

—

Jan. 28-Feb. 1 American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, annual convention, 33

W.

39th

St.,

New

York,

N. Y.
Feb. 7-*— Midwest Electric RailAssociation, Midwinter meeting,
Robidoux Hotel, St. Joseph, Mo.

way

Feb. 14

—Central

Electric Railway
Association,

Master Mechanics'
Youngstown, Ohio.

June 5-7

—

Canadian Electric RailAssociation, annual convention,

Central Electric Railway Accountants
Association, by F. A. Healy, president.
Central Electric Traffic Association, by
L. E. Earlywine. chairman.
Election of Officers.
Meeting of the Executive Committee.

Montreal, Quebec.

ended Jan.
general

—

28-Oct.

Electric

Atlantic City, N.

16,

succeeded

man

as president of
Association of Public

annual meeting

when W. H. Harton,

manager

the

of

Cincinnati.

Railway, was
succeed Samuel

& Covington

elected president to
Riddle, vice-president of the Louisville
Mr. Harton was elevated
Railway.

from the vice-presidency.
President
In his annual address.
Riddle discussed among other things
electric
railway and bus operations,
quoting the figures of the Department
of Commerce through Dec. 31, 1927,

on growth and development

of utilities,

.showing reduced mileage of street railMr.
ways, but increased car-miles.
Riddle held that there had been but
little change
in Kentucky other than
the addition of bus departments to electric
railways.
He also told of the
work of a committee headed by Lieut.

under a resolution of
State Legislature to make a
survey of the utilities of the state, and
suggest remedial legislation if needed.
Information for the use of this comnew
mittee is now being compiled.
service bulletin for the use of the press
was abandoned on Feb. 1, 1928, and
Robert Montgomery of the Louisville
Gas & Electric Company made chairman of a special committee to issue
utility statements when and as wanted.
First
Other officers elected were
vice-president. L. B. Herrington, presiident of the Kentucky Utilities Company, Louisville .second vice-president,
M. C. Funk, Kentucky & West Virginia
Gov.

the

Breathitt,

last

A

:

4 American
Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, Atlantic City Auditorium,
Sept.

man

railway

Utilities at the twelfth

Newport
Jan. 22— New York Electric Railway Association, midwinter meetinjS

Kentucky

electric railway

the

Electric Railway and

way

Association, which
meets jointly with the parent association
Friday morning, will continue its sessions in the afternoon and on Saturday,

ager J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Redesigning Present Equipment," by
superintendent transJ. B. Hayes, general
portation Virginia Electric & Power Company, Norfolk, Va.
"Electric Equipment and Brakes," by
A. J. Manson, traction apparatus manager

COMING MEETINGS

dent.

The Accountants

the Pubby George Frey, general sales man-

"Modern Equipment Convinces
lic,"

Local Transportation Discussed

A. a. Gossard.

7:00 P.M.
Association Dinner and Dance Riley Room.
Claypool Hotel {Dress Optional)

No.3

W. E.
& Power

Company, Richmond, Va.

Norviel.

"Advantage of Freight Consolidation,
by D. R. Thomas, president Electric Railways Freight Company.
Discussion, led by G. K. Jeffries and

New York

ways, Rochester, N. Y.
"Service Worth Buying," by
Wood, president Virginia Electric

Vol.73,

J.

;

Power Company, Ashland, Ky.
urer,

;

treas-

A. A. Tuttle, vice-president and

treasurer, Kentucky Utilities Company
secretary, E. F. Kelley, secretary to
president Louisville Railway.
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tirely new principles.
In view of the
direction that reasonable consideration shall
be given to existing available transportation agencies and service, a construction

Recent Bus Developments
^^Se
Taxis Sold by Twin City
Rapid Transit
Tlie

years

ciples for the guidance of the commission
in
deciding when public con-

venience

Yellow Cab Company, for two
a

subsidiary

of

the

Twin

City

Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis,
Minn.,

operating 300 taxicabs in the
and Duluth, Minn., has been
taken over by a new company headed by
Paul W. Tibbetts, of the Twin City &
Southern Bus Company. An unusual

Twin

Cities

feature is that two well-known women
of Minneapolis are on the new board
of directors. Among the other members
of the board are C. E. Wickham, president of the Northland Transportation

Company, bus operator for the Great
Northern Railroad; John Junell, attorney for the Twin City Rapid Transit
Company; Ivan Bowen. former member
of the Minne.sota Railroad & Warehouse
Commission and counsel for a bus company, and C. B. Goodsell. who has operated the Y'ellow Cab Company for the
Street railway.

T. Julian McGill, vice-president of
the Twin City Rapid Transit Company,
indorsed the statement by Mr. Tibbetts
that, when the Twin City Company
bought all the larger taxicab companies,
the intention was to put operation of
transportation facilities under one directing head, but it was. found the taxicab business was not essentially a competitor of street railway service. "Furthermore," said Mr. Tibbetts. "due to a

chaotic condition of the taxi situation in
the city, it involved attention, effort and
financial hazard out of all proportion to
the value of the service as an auxiliary
to the railway business."

Prospects Appear

Good

for

Interstate Bill
Indications

are

that

the

interstate

commerce committee soon will recommend the interstate bus bill to the
House for action. A report has been
received from the Interstate Commerce
Commission, approving the main features of the bill but recommending certain

changes

this

it

in the measure.
Despite
the opinion of Representative
Parker of New Y'ork, chairman of the
committee, that these modifications can
be agreed upon without the necessity of
further hearings.
is

Mr. Parker added that the only section of the bill over which there is still
not an entire agreement among all
interested
parties,
is
the
so-called
"Grandfather

clause."
This provides
interstate motor carriers in

that all
service on Nov. 1, 1928. shall receive
certificates as a matter of course under
the operation of the act.
The report on the bill received from
the Interstate Commerce Commission

was written by Commissioner McManamy.

It lays special emphasis on the
advisability of establishing basic prin-

requires bus .service between
In this connection,

interstate points.
the report states

The question as to whether public convenience and necessity require the operation of a motor passenger line between
points already adequately served, in so far
^^ steam railroads or street or interurban
^^^^^"'^ railways are fitted to render ade''"^"^ service, involves what are to us en-

should be adopted which would exclude
motor competition in a field already enjoying good
railroad
or electric
railway
service.

The report also recommends that the
language of the bill referring to the
matter of reasonableness of rates be
clarified to show whether or not it is
intended to have the commission make
decisions on rate matters. Under section
^^o («) '* 's suggested that the point
be cleared up whether or not decisions
rendered by the board will have to be
unanimous.
.

-^

Substitution Situation Reviewed
Interesting review of transportation situation in New Jersey
contained in report of utility commissioners

N ITS

report for the vear ended
1928, to Harry Moore,
Governor of New Jersey, the Board of
Public Utility Commissioners explained
at some length the status of electric
railway and bus operation in that State.
The board says extensive traffic checks
and surveys in the railway field have
been made from time to time, both on
the board's initiative and on the investigation of complaints, and appropriate action has been taken on all these
matters.
The e.xperiment of rehabilitation by several of the companies of a
number of cars to provide greater comfort and a more attractive appearance

I

Dec.

31,

has been continued with good results
both with the public and the operaIn addition, the board lists sevtors.
eral other improvements made by railways in connection with this equipment.
.\ feature of considerable importance
from the standpoint of safety was
introduced by the Public Service Coordinated Transport on the viaduct
connecting Jersey City Heights with the
Hoboken terminal. Here an automatic
signal system provides for the fixed
spacing of cars operating in both directions, thus providing a considerable factor of safety in operation.
On the substitution of bus service for
electric railway service, the report refers

made by the Public ServCo-ordinated Transport on several
of its routes and also the Morris County
Traction Company and the substitution
to the efforts
ice

Trenton & Mercer County Trao
on two of its routes of
The Five-Mile Beach
Electric Railway was authorized to sub-

^7

''le

tion of buses
lighter traffic.
stitute

buses for the entire railway serv-

The Public Service Rapid Transit
Company, formerly the North Jersey
Rapid Transit Company, and the At-

ive.

lantic City & Shore Railroad are also
mentioned, and the Coast Cities Railway
is substituting buses for trolley service
Conon one or more of the routes.
siderable space is taken up in the report with the explanation of bus situation and the authority of the board to
supervi.se and regulate the operation of

quasi

- public
enterprises,
commonly
called public utilities and specifically so

defined in the acts creating the
of Public Utility Commissioners

Board
which

was amended

in 1911.
The board says
been its aim to assist in the
legitimate development of bus traffic and
to prevent unnecessary and uneconomic
operation. In doing this it is frequently
necessary for approval of the local consent to be accompanied by restrictionsimposed on operation in parts of territories already adequately supplied with
transportation facilities. The extent of
the development of the bus traffic is
evidenced by the fact that nearly 2.800
buses are in operation on approximately
360 routes.
The number of independently owned
auto buses has decreased. The Public
Service Co-ordinated Transport continues to be the largest operator of buses
in the State.
This company has in
scheduled use more than 1,400 buses.
The use of the de luxe or parlor
car type of bus has been extended to a
it

has

considerable degree.
The bus has been substituted for the
trolley in a number of instances. Some
of these cases were where the condition
of street railway tracks has been such
that extensive repairs were needed, and
in others the substitution was made
because of light traffic. An example of

complete substitution of service by bus
for street railway service on
local
lines in a city of more than 150.000 is
to be found in Paterson.
The board mentions as another reason for the substitution of buses for
trolleys, the development of larger types
of buses which appear to handle the
traffic

more adequately.

A

survey of the state indicates that
the operation of buses has been a means
not only of furnishing service througha comparatively .small investment in
newly developed territory, previously
without adequate means of transportation, but has assisted in many instances
in the development of the municipalities
themselves.
The report indicates the unsatisfac-
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tory conditions surrounding the operation of interstate buses. These are due
to the limited scope in which authority
of the State may be exercised over inter-

Financial and Corporate
-'^-"^^

commerce. The board has joined
with the commissions of other states in
urging Congress to enact a law which
would subject interstate bus operators
state

to regulation similar to that to which
other interstate operators are required
to submit.

Heating on Equitable Coach
Goes Over
•

The committee of

the whole of the
board of estimate of New York held a
hearing on Jan. 14 on the Equitable

Coach Company-B.-M. T. bus merger,
but took no action.
Mayor Walker
left for Washington before that item
was reached on the calendar, so consideration of the Equitable petition for
its franchise was put
over until Jan. 21.

an amendment to

Cornelius M. Sheehan, former deputy
commissioner of water supply under
John F. Hylan, denounced the merger
as

Improvement

in

Youngstown

Earnings of the Youngstown Municipal Railway, Youngstown, Ohio, for the
eleven months of 1928 are the best the
company has enjoyed since the serviceat-cost franchise was adopted ten years
ago.
According to Traction Commissioner Engle, the railway earned an
average of 5.18 per cent for the first
eleven months of 1928 and 6.13 per cent

Gross

revenue for November was
$177,198, an increase of nearly $28,000
over November, 1927. The net profit
was $23,533 which failed by $3,331 to
produce the full 7 per cent return to
which the company is entitled, if earned.
There were 2,633,072 passengers carried, an increase of 213,000 over the
previous November.
The mileage of
street cars and buses was 472,521, an
increase of 10,000 over November, 1927.

illegal,

had forfeited

tire subject.

A. H. Merz, a representative of the
Harvey non-Partisan Taxpayers' Association of Queens also assailed the
project.
Herman A. Bayern, vicepresident of the Union Bus Corpora-

which was an unsuccessful bidder
the franchise, attempted to get a
hearing for his own company. Aldertion,

for

manic President McKee, presiding for
it was not the

the Mayor, suggested that
time for such discussion.

Leonard M. Wallstein, counsel for
the Citizens Union, was on hand with
a memorandum calling for forfeiture of
the Equitable franchise but he delayed
submitting it. Counsel for the Equitable and the B.-M.T. were also present
but had nothing to say.

The

Missouri Electric Acquired by
St. Louis Company
The Missouri Public Service Commission on Jan. 12 authorized the St. Louis
Public Service Company to take over
of the assets, franchises and property of the Missouri Electric Railroad
operating between Wellston and St.
Charles, Mo.
The St. Louis Public
Service Company owns all of the $1,000,000 stock issued by the Missouri
Electric and holds all of its $700,000 in
outstanding bonds, with a claim for
accrued interest totaling $361,666. All
other liabilities of the Missouri Electric
will be assumed by the St. Louis company. The claims of the St. Louis Public Service against the Missouri
Electric
will be concelled.
all

provide

Another Liquidating Payment by
Toronto Railway

would take over the Brooklyn and
Queens routes. The routes in the borough of Manhattan would be handled by
a new company controlled by the Equit-

According to the Canadian Financial
Post, the Toronto Railway, Toronto,
Ont., expects to make a fi:nal payment of
50 or 60 cents a share within the next
month or six weeks.
total of $115.50
per share already has been paid.

franchise, if amended, would
for splitting up the original
franchise and permit the merger with
the
B.-M.T. whereby the B.-M.T.

able.

been hanging fire since.
The Toronto Railway has been in
process of liquidation since the purchase
of its lines some years ago by the city
of Toronto.
»

^2,500,000 Montreal Issue
Offered

November.

in

asserted that the Equitable
its franchise by not complying with its terms and called for
denial of the petition for an amended
franchise and for reopening of the en-

claims expired ten years ago, but the
case of the city of Niagara Falls has

A

Aldred

& Company,

Ltd.,

and a syn-

Wood, Gundy & Company, Ltd., Hanson Brothers, Inc, and
Greenshields & Company are offering
$2,500,000 series "C" 4i per cent gendicate including

eral and refunding mortgage sinking
fund gold bonds of the Montreal Tramways at a price of 90i yielding more

than 5.15 per cent.

The Montreal Tramways serves a
population of about 1,200,000. It operates under a franchise with the city of
Montreal which provides that the company is entitled to an annual return,
alter all operating expenses, maintenance and depreciation, of at least 6 per
cent on the capital value of the company's property as fixed through the
franchise contract. After these allowances to the company, the city of Montreal receives an annual rental of $500,000
and a stipulated percentage of surplus earnings. For the fiscal year ended
Dec. 31, 1928, (December estimated)
gross earnings are shown at $13,940,000,
and after operating expenses, taxes and
maintenance, net earnings of $3,693,000
are equivalent to about 1.7 times interest requirements on all bonds of the
company outstanding, including the
present issue.
Under a special arrangement made
with the city of Montreal and approved
by the Montreal Tramways Commission,
the company in the year 1925 started
bus service and now operates over
thirteen different routes.
This service
has proved very successful and there
are now in operation 96 buses, 28 of
which were placed in service during the
past year.
The number of passengers
increased from 5,370,475 in 1926 to 14.197,992 in 1928 (December estimated).

The railway has had $60,000

tied up
Niagara Park Commission.
The commission refused to release the
money until a claim against it by the
city of Niagara Falls had been
settled.
The suit was settled and a city by-law
passed last November relieving the com-

with

Improved Service on Buffalo Line
Through bus

service was started recently by the International Bus Corporation, a subsidiary of the International
Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., on the Dela-

ware Avenue-Kenmore-Tonawanda

line,

thus eliminating the transfer junction
at
the Kenmore Village line. Heretofore,
the Tonawanda buses stopped
at the
Kenmore Village line and connected
with the city buses of the Delaware

Avenue line at that point. No change is
made in the rate of fare or the fare
limits.

the

mission of the claim. The formalities
are expected to be cleared away within
a few weeks.

The

Electric

Development Company

a subsidiary of Toronto Railway,
years
ago made a deposit with the commission
guaranteeing the commission against
damage to concessions in the process of

some

electrical

the park area.

work going on within
The time for filing the

Co-ordination in Indiana Effective
Co-ordination of the operations of the
Interstate Public Service Company, subsidiaries of the Midland Utilities Com-

pany and subsidiaries of the Central

Power Company through censupervisory management was
announced on Jan. 2. The railway comIndiana

tralized

panies involved are the Indiana Service
Corporation, Chicago, South Shore &
South Bend Railroad, and Gary Railways, subsidiaries of the Midland Utilities Company, operating in the northern
part of the state, and the Interstate
Public
Service Company, operating
chiefly in the southern part of the state.
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Operation of these companies will be
co-ordinated under centralized management through the Midland Utilities InThe
vestment Company of Chicago.
operating companies will not be merged
but will continue to be run as units.
E.

Van

Arsdel, president of the Inter-

state Public Service Company, and L. B.
Andrus, president of the operating sub-

sidiaries of the Central Indiana Power
Company, will continue in charge of the

operations of the respective properties.
Co-ordination of the operation of the
Interstate Public Service Company and
the subsidiaries of the Central Indiana
Power Company, previously controlled
by the Middle West Utilities Company,
will be effected under the direction of
Samuel Insull, Jr., president of the Midland Utilities Investment Company and
Robert M. Feustel, president of the
Service
Indiana
Corporation,
Fort
Wayne. Subsidiaries, of the Midland
Utilities Company will continue to be
operated as in the past under the direct
supervision of Mr. Insull, Jr.
Charles W. Chase, president of the
Gary Railways, commenting upon the
re-allocation of the properties, said that
there would be no change in the local
situation as it relates to the Gary Railways.
He added that, by considering
the state as a whole, a more comprehensive program could be developed.

Traffic Increases in Alliance

New

records were established by the

Stark Electric Railroad, Alliance, Ohio,
during 1928, with an increase of more
than 250,000 car-miles and approximately 400,000 passengers compared
with 1927. Last year, according to officials of the company, cars operating between Canton and Salem, Ohio, a distance of 35 miles and over a 2-mile city
in Alliance, traveled 1,294,574
miles, carrying 2,932,012 passengers. In

1927, cars traveled 1,028,941 miles and
carried 2,555,506 passengers.
In this distance, there was not an
accident fatal to either passengers or
employees.
few minor accidents resulted in slight injury to employees.

A

Loss on Rochester's

Subway
That operation of passenger service
by the New York State Railways on the
city-owned subway in Rochester, N. Y.,
is detracting from the revenues of the
surface lines is shown in an analysis of
the annual report of Commissioner

Charles R. Barnes.
The first seven
months' operation of the subway showed
an operating deficit of $8,123, more than
double the original estimate. The report
bears out estimates that only 10 per
cent of the subway passengers would be
new riders, the other 90 per cent drawn

from users of the surface

There was offered for subscription
in December, 1928, by the Harris Trust
& Saving Bank, Chicago, 111., an issue
of $300,000 of Chicago & West Towns
Railway first gold 6's series B. The
bonds, dated July 1, 1927, and due
July 1, 1932, were priced at $96.75.

They

are secured equally with $1,500,000 Series A 7's, due 1932, by a direct
first mortgage on the entire property.

8,600,000 on Chicago-Joliet Line

Transportation Company, last
year carried 8,600,000 passengers, according to the annual report of W. H.
Heun, general manager. Since its start
on Aug. IS, 1928, the Chicago-Joliet
bus line carried 23,419 passengers and
the Joliet bus lines 913,488 passengers.
City railway lines in Joliet carried
5,410,804 passenger and interurban lines,
2,317,673, a total electric line traffic of

show

7,728,477 passengers. The totals
a decrease of 390,967 from 1927.
•

Negotiations

Under

Way

for

is

cars.

—

—

Slight Decline in Passengers

Carried in Springfield
Electric cars and buses of the SpringStreet Railway, Springfield, Mass.,
were operated more than 7,150,000 miles
in the fiscal year 1928, an increase of
about 50,000 miles over 1927.
Passenger traffic declined about 4 per cent,
the decrease, however, being only onethird as great as in the preceding year.
Payrolls in 1928 represented a cash outlay of approximately $1,600,000, compared with $1,700,000 in 1927. Equipment at the close of the fiscal year 1928
included 153 cars and 47 buses, as
against 165 cars and 38 buses a year
ago.
field

Springfield Property
It is

understood that the Cincinnati,
& Dayton Railway, Dayton,
in connection with its recent

Hamilton
Ohio,

acquisition of the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern through Springfield, Ohio, is
looking into the possibility of acquiring
the Springfield Street Railway. Nothing
definite has resulted and it is still unsettled

whether or not anything

be done.

will

Decrease in Ten Months' Net
in Providence

A

decrease of slightly less than 1 1 pei
cent in the net income for October, compared with October, 1927, is shown in
the report filed with the Public Utilities
Commission by the United Electric

Railways, Providence, R.
for last

Increased Needs of Puget Sound
Subsidiary

An increase in the capitalization of
the North Coast Transportation Company, a subsidiary of the Puget Sound
Power & Light Company, Seattle,
Wash., from $60,000 to $600,000, is explained by F. W. Brownell, comptroller
of the two companies, as signifying an
effort to bring the capitalization of the
company more in line with its investment in transportation equipment. Mr.

Brownell states the company has grown
its investment in equipment now
approximates $1,000,000, covering both
bus and track lines. Increased bus service between Seattle and Tacoma since
until

the

closing

of

the

month was

I.

Net income

$38,839, while for

interurban of the

Puget Sound Electric has demanded additional

equipment,

he

states.

The

North Coast Company has also established a half-hour stage service between
the two cities, increasing the number of
trips between Tacoma and Seattle from
17 to 30 a day.

estimated

that in the first
seven months of operation, approximately 697,000 former surface line passengers used the subway, representing a
loss of about $55,800.
The three surface lines whose territory interlaps that
of the subway the Monroe, Park and
Goodman showed the greatest decrease
in patronage.
On the other hand, lines
farther from the subway were unaffected.
It

The Chicago & Joliet Electric Railway and its subsidiary, the Chicago &
Joliet

October last year it was $43,532. Total
operating revenue of $617,314 for last
October and total operating expenses of
$497,630 were reported, showing decreases of about 4 per cent in comparison with the figures of a year ago.
Addition of $5,858 non-operating income brings the total income for the
month to $125,542, or 5^ per cent below
the figure for October, 1927.

route

,

^300,000 West Towns Issue
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•

Questions Financial
in St. Louis

Move

Judge Henry S. Priest, counsel for
minority stockholders of the St. Louis
Public Service Company, filed a brief
with the Missouri Public Service Commission at Jefferson City on Jan. 12
in opposition to the application of the
City Utilities Company of New Jersey
lor permission to buy and hold more
than 10 per cent of the stock of the
railway.
He charges that the New
Jersey company is owned by two New
"^'ork corporations, the

North American

Company and Newman, Saunders &
Company,

Inc.

He

based his statement

on information furnished to the state
commission by one of its accountants
who was permitted to examine the books
of the New Jersey corporation after
attorneys for the company had declined
to present the records at a public hearing for examination by Judge Priest.
City Utilities now owns 10,725 shares
of the preferred stock of the St. Louis
Public Service Company and 28,772
shares of common stock and has agreements to purchase 84,265 more shares
of

common.

hold 38 per

The company would then
cent

of the outstanding

stock.

Judge Priest has questioned the motives of City Utilities Company in seeking to provide managerial and financial

service and advice to the railway. City
Counselor Muench has filed his final
brief opposing the City Utilities application.
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Personal Items
B.

Jones Resigns from
Lima Properties

J.

At the annual meeting on Jan. 8 of
the Lima-Toledo Railroad and the Lima
City Street Railway, Lima, Ohio, the
resignation of B. J. Jones as president
of the former property and vice-president of the latter was made final. This
change was occasioned by the sale of
the properties to the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton Railway. Other changes
were effected by the election of the
following:
John L. Cable, attorney of Lima,
president of both companies
F. A. Bundy, vice-president
C. E. Baker, secretary-treasurer;
general manager of
J. H. McClure.
the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, di-

Ralph Miller, formerly in charge of
overhead and equipment, has been named
general superintendent of the Stark
Electric, in charge of transportation
and roadway.

A,

W.

Robertson

A"o.3

Attorney C. M. Shelter, Canton, whoi
has been representing the Stark Electric in its court battles, has been named
general counsel for the Suburban Light
& Power Company, the Utilities Service
Company and affiliated organizations
which include the Stark Electric and the
Alliance Power.
He will maintain an
ofiice in Canton, the county seat, and
will devote his entire time to legal affairs of the organization.

Made Westinghouse

Chairman
Head of Pittsburgh Utilities is chosen to succeed Guy E. Tripp.
Has been president of Philadelphia Company since 1926

;

designated for that post in 1926.
.A
resident of Pittsburgh for twenty years,
he has been in close touch with the development of the greater Pittsburgh district.
His experience as an executive
of the Philadelphia Company dates back

rector.

Mr. Jones was appointed receiver of
Ohio Electric Railway System on

to 1913.
As vice-president in charge
of public relations he had been in touch

the

Jan. 25, 1921, and, since the receiver's
sale in 1922 to the bondholders, the companies have been operated under his
Under
direction as general manager.
the planning of Mr. Jones, more than
$500,000 has been spent in rehabilitating
the properties, and in the purchase of

with nearly all operations and in direct
charge of the general service departments, which maintains all relations
with domestic customers of the company, the adjustment or claims department, the advertising department, and
relations with the public service commission.
And this very experience
makes him unusually conversant with all
phases of the public utility industry, from

modern city cars for use in Lima
freight equipment, track and overhead
line construction, also physical connection with the Community Traction Company at Toledo, so that interurban passenger cars could operate to the uptown
union passenger station and freight
business be exchanged with interurban
lines for Detroit, Cleveland and other
points. This business has grown from a
few cars of freight to 55 and more loaded freight cars each week day. The improvements have resulted in earnings
from operation of $1,330,000 during the
They offer tangible
past eight years.
tribute to the sagacity of operation under Mr. Jones and reflect alertness on
the part of both the management and
the men to the opportunities which intensive cultivation of traffic of this kind
affords.

New

,

Assignments in Alliance

Everett
W.
appointment of
Sweezy, former general manager of the
Stark Electric Railroad. Alliance, Ohio,
to be vice-president of that company and
the Alliance Power Company to succeed
Howard Morris, New York, is listed in
a group of changes. Other changes are

The

as follows
C. E. Sperrow, general manager of
the Suburban Light & Power Company,
assumes the duties of general manager
of the Stark Electric and the -Alliance
Power in addition to his other work.
O. K. Ayers, auditor of the Stark
Electric and the Alliance Power, becomes
treasurer,
succeeding
Mr.

Sweezy.

W. H. Grimes

becomes auditor, suc-

ceeding O. K. Ayers.

which the Westinghouse Company derives the bulk of its business.
statement issued by the executive
committee of the Philadelphia Company,

A

with reference to Mr. Robertson's retirement as president follows
A.

W.

Mr. Robertson

Robertson

is leaving our organizawith our entire good-will and our
sincere wish for the greatest of success as
chairman of the board of the Westinghouse
company.
His long association with the
Pittsburgh utilities has been most valuable
in the upbuilding of these great properties

tion

NDREW WELLS ROBERTSON.

A^Pittsburgh, was

elected chairman of
the board of directors of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, at a meeting of directors held in

New York on

He
Jan.
E. Tripp. Paul D. Cravath
has been acting chairman pending the

the late

election.

succeeds

16.

Guy

Mr. Cravath

\vill

remain a

director of the company.
is
now president of
Company of Pittsburgh.

Mr. Robertson
the Philadelphia

He will withdraw from this and other
business activities and devote his entire
time to the Westinghouse Company.
His official headquarters will be in Pittsburgh, for the present, where he has
long been prominent in public utilities.
Mr. Robertson was elected president
of the Philadelphia Company in 1926,
after serving for several years as vicepresident of that company in charge of
public relations, and has been at the
head of the institution since it was
acquired by the Standard Power & Light
Corporation early in 1926.
Certainly Mr. Robertson was well
qualified, both by training and experience, to head the utility companies serving Pittsburgh and vicinity when he was

We

and

their management.
regret to lose
him, but are glad that the opportunity now
presented for the wider exercise of his
ability will not take him away from the
city with which he has been so closely
identified.
As president of the Pittsburgh
utilities, Mr. Robertson has filled a position of great responsibility, and he will go
to the Westinghouse company splendidly
equipped for new achievements in the
career of one of Pittsburgh's foremost industrial enterprises.
successor to Mr.
Robertson will be elected at a meeting to
be held in the near future.

A

The new Westinghouse chairman

is

only 49 years old.
He is of Scottish
parentage, and was graduated from
Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa., in
1906. He received the degree of LL.B.
from the Law School of the University
of Pittsburgh in 1910, and after practicing law in Pittsburgh became general
attorney of the Philadelphia Company,
which, with its affiliated companies,
operates all of the electric light and
railway properties and most of the gas
properties in the Pittsburgh district.

January

L;

19,

S.
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Storrs

Named

Executive Chairman
of Baltimore Board

Managing

director of

American

Electric

Railway Association selected

by directors of United Railways & Electric Company
important post there. Expected to accept

TO LUCIUS

S.

for

STORRS, manag-

ing director of the American Electric
Railway Association, has been
tendered the position of executive chair-

man

United Railways

of the

&

Electric

Company, Baltimore. Md.. operating 437
miles

of

and

city

Announcement

suburban

to that effect

railway.

was made

plated.

could be traced to the quiet man at
association headquarters who, no mat-

It is understood that Mr. Storrs is
disposed to accept the appointment, but
only on the condition that an arrangement be made under which the work he

ter

for the association shall

ter this

way

have been

I

conference with the Balti-

in

more

people, and
their offer.
I

by
t<j

be

laid

Mr. Storrs put the mat-

at once.

away

five

I
am much attracted
am going West now.

weeks,

to

carry out an

engagement made some months ago to
survey some properties for the Southern
Pacific Railroad.
P'rankly. I am attracted to the position
by the obviously great future of the city,
tlie
excellence of the property and tlie
liroblems before the railway in Baltimore.
That city is growing rapidly. Its indus-

Lucius S. Storrs

New England Investment & Security
Company, operating among other prop-

Advisory Council of the American
Association that selected Mr. Storrs for
the position he now hclds made its
choice largely on the basis of the fact
that he had been successful in giving
expression in his own company to furthering the recommendations' of the
Federal Electric Railway Conmiission.
which by appointment of President Wilson had thorcughly investigated the

the railways in Springfield and
Worcester. Mass. vice-president of
the Berkshire Street Railway: a director
of the Union Trust Company, Snring-

changed economic

status of the electric

railway

industry growing out of the
war-time conditions.
The outstanding

of

plants in Baltimore.
.'Ml
in the need for adequate

successful in giving expression to these

transportation facilities.
If I can make the necessary arrangements
in my affairs I am strongly inclined to
accept. .At the earliest possible date I shall
make a further statement of my plans.

that he has worked unremittingly and
to good effect since he has been manag-

sufficient in number to comprise a small city in itself.
I also under-

stand

many

the

krcation

this

means growth

Four years ago next April Mr. Storrs
began to apply to the work of the
American Electric Railway Association
as mana.ering

director his vast experience in electric railway executive positions

and the management

skill

which

the directors of the company at Baltimore so signally recognize now. To
that post he went from the Connecticut
Company, in the direction of which the
prolilems he met are not different from
those which now confront the United
Railways & Electric Comoanv. Tin's is
plain since the special committee of the

never was

practically all the electric railways in
the state of Connecticut, and many of
the bus lines there; president of the

other industries contemplate

employ men

be,

made to him at Baltimore.
At various times he has been president
of the Connecticut Company, operating

recommendations of the commission
were that the companies deal frankly
with the public, that they improve their
service and that the public on its part
see that the companies were accorded a
return on their investment that was fair.
In his own company Mr. Storrs was

development in recent years has been
remarkable.
Within the last few weeks
the Western Electric Company has decided to locate a plant there which will
trial

he might

'ift'er

tention to the problems of their company
at once, but it is understood they are
prepared to defer to this reservation,
knowing full well the obligation of Mr.
Storrs to the association and appreciating that a man in his position iias

connnitments which can not well be

how busy

too busy to offer counsel and advice.
I'hese are among the characteristics
which led in the first place to the selection of Mr. Storrs for the post of nianar'ing director and have now led to the

be not interrupted pending the selection
of a successor to him with the association.
Naturally the directors of the
company at Baltimore would prefer to
have him devote his full time and at-

down

attributed to habits of mind of the man
that are ineradicably a part of him. As
a matter of fact, it bothered him not a
little that upon coming into office some
of the daily papers were disposed to
refer to him as a czar.
Any such attitude is foreign to the man.
In fact,
his work illustrates strikingly that the
sine qua non of accomplishment is not
necessarily a dominant flemeanor.
Kindly, courteous, ready to listen to
the other man's point of view, and withal
having a keen insight into human nature,

men

17.

now doing

managing director has, on the other
hand, been conscious of his own limitations.
And the success that has attended his work with the association,
never spectacularly acclaimed, can be
the

Mr. Storrs has been a big brother to the
in the industry and many a success
scored on individual properties, if public acknowledgement were nroclaimed.

Baltimore on the afternoon of Jan.
No other changes in the existing
Baltimore organization are contem-

in

is
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recommendations, and

it

is

to this

end

ing director of the association.

No PRECEnENT

With

FOR

WoRK He DiD

Association

Precedent, even

if

he had needed

it.

was lacking in the office to which Mr.
Stcrrs was appointed with the association.
No man knew better than he that
no one man could attempt to solve the
manifold problems the transportation in
dustry

faced

managing

when he took hold

as

director, but he did feel that

the men in the industrv working
together could solve them. And it is to
that end he has devoted himself. Qualified as is Mr. Storrs to deal with almost
any railway situation that might arise.
all

erties
in

field:

:

a

director

of

the

New Haven

Morris Plan Company, and a director
of Grace Hospital in New Haven.
In
1916 he was president of the American
Electric Railway Association. With the
entrance of the United States into the
war he devoted himself to directing the
.association's war activities, and personallv .served as chairman of the
association's committee on national defense in charge of transportation and
the co-operation of the electric railways

through the national council of defense.
Mr. Stcrrs was born in Buffalo. N. Y..
on Jan. 4. 1869. He was educated at
the University of Nebraska, graduating
in 1890 and taking a master's degree in
1904.
.After he left college Mr. Storrs
held various technical positions with
the L'nion Pacific Railway, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad
and the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company.
In 1907 he became president of
the New England Investment & Security

Company, serving until 1911.
From
1912 to 1914 he was vice-president of
the New ^'ork, New Haven & Hartford
Railroad in charge of the electric railproperties
operated under
the
the Connecticut Company.
of
When these lines were segregated from
the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad in 1914 Mr. Storrs was
made president of the new system. The
Cotmecticut Conmany. the post he held
at the time of his appcintment as manag-

way
name

ing director of the association.

Construction and Equipment Orders

Under

Way

New line planned in Baltimore. Long Island improvements include
40 new

way

PLANSin

for

the

for Texas.

extension

of

its

East Baltimore are being
made by the United Railways &

lines

Company

of Baltimore, Md.
This new extension will be constructed
to serve the new plant to be erected by
the Western Electric Company.
Offi-

Electric

Twenty-five-mile

Chicago car order authorized.

cars.

cials of the United Railways discussed
the subject on Jan. 3 with the Western
Electric Company and the municipal
authorities, at which time the extension
of streets to the plant was also planned.
Rights-of-way for tracks were exchanged between the United Railways
& Electric Company and the Western
Electric Company. The new plant will
cost between $25,000,000 and $30,000,000 and will eventually employ about
25,000 persons.

100 Cars for Chicago
The Chicago Surface Lines, Chicago,
is contemplating the purchase of
100 cars. Authorization for 60 of these
cars
already
has
been
given
by
the Chicago Railways, and it is anticipated that the Chicago City Railway
within a short time will authorize
the purchase of the remaining 40.
Specifications are now being prepared
and should be ready for release in the
near future.
The Springfield Street
Railway, Springfield, Mass., has allotted
in its 1929 budget $305,000 for new
plant and equipment and $515,000 for
maintenance, material and labor. Similarly, the Worcester Consolidated Railway, Worcester, Mass., has allowed
$230,000 for new plant and equipment
and $620,000 for maintenance, materials
and labor, to be expended during this
111.,

Virginia Electric 8C Power announces program

ment of
with

trains in the electric service,
interlocking devices to prevent

train movement until all doors are
closed, the railway requested more time
for consideration.
In the meantime, at the request of
the railroad's attorney, engineers of the
line and of the commission will confer
as to the best method of installing the
required devices.
It is said that eight months would
be required to equip the trains with the
safety devices.

New Texas Railway
The Port

Isabel Company, which recently purchased the Rio Grande Railroad that runs from Point Isabel to
Brownsville, a distance of 22 miles, also
plans to construct an electric railway
between Point Isabel and San Benito,
a distance of 25 miles.
Agricultural
developments in the territory along the
route of the proposed electric line are
making rapid progress, and plans are
on foot to make Point Isabel a tourist
and pleasure resort.

The Kansas City

Public Service

Com-

for

The Long Island
will

Railroad,

purchase forty

New
new

Manufacturers
Committee
First

Meeting on

February 5

steel

cars at a cost of $1,320,000 to bring up
the maximum length to eleven cars on
all of its trains.
It will lengthen the

to prepare for the

westbound platform of the Kew Gardetis station to accomodate eleven-car
trains and will stop two additional
trains at that station, one in the morning and one in the evening.
These changes in service were voluntarily promised recently by
J. F. Keany,

PLAN

line.

Concerning the fourth and principal

Great Exhibition

NOW TO

PARTICIPATE
48th Annual

A.E.R.A. Convention

New

Atlantic City Auditorium

—October

September 28

Inclusive

feature of the commission's order, equip146

steel cars, five

which are

motor and

five

to be delivered in the

spring.

Expansion in Virginia

The Virginia

Electric

Power Com-

pany, Richmond, Va., will spend approximately $4,000,000 in expansions to
its system and in additions and replaceto its properties in 1929.
This
in addition to the plans which are also

being perfected for construction in the
early part of 1930 on the Roanoke River
hydro-electric development which will

between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000.

The 1929 program does not

A.E.R.A. Exhibit

Its

more

trailer

cost

York,

counsel for the road, at the first hearing
held since the State Transit Commission
had ordered certain improvements on the

ten

is

40 Cars for Long Island
N. Y.,

pany, Kansas City, Mo., has received
one of the new Twin Coach automotive
type street cars for experimental purposes. As soon as the car is ready for
service it will be tested and placed in
regular operation.
The first two units of an order for
ten steel passenger cars have been delivered to the Chicago, South Shore &
South Bend Railroad, Michigan City,
Ind., and will be placed in service immediately.
The other units, all motor
cars, will be delivered during the next
two or three weeks.
All of these cars are the latest design Pullman type, with bucket seats
similar to those now in use in a large
number of the South Shore Line cars.
These cars were built by the Standard
Steel Car Company, of Hammond, Ind.
This company now has an order for

ments

News

Will Hold

year.

rail-

4,

include

any

outstanding single projects, but will provide for the purchase of new street cars,
buses, power apparatus and other equipment to care for the constantly increasing requirements for service.
This
$4,000,000 expansion and addition program is entirely aside from any maintenance expenses.
The Memphis Street Railway plans
approximately $130,000 of track improvements in 1929.
At the present
time work of relaying the Poplar Avenue track has been started, the old
track being replaced with 9-in., 134-lb.
rails.
This work will be under way for
months as far as Dulop Street. Later
new trackage on the Hernando line from
the Beale to Calhoun Street approach
to the depot is in prospect.
During 1928 much work on the railway's tracks was completed. The Jackson Avenue line was extended and new
trackage and improvements made on
McLemore Avenue, one line in the north
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& Power

and the other

in the south of the city.
Street Hne to Chelsea and
the city limits north was also rebuilt.
The cars were also greatly modernized,

cently by the Virginia Electric

The Thomas

Company.

a number being equipped with uphol-

Line material ordered by the Chicago
Surface Lines includes 50,000 ft. of
ife-in., seven-strand span wire, 20,000 ft.

stered seats.
The Pacific

Electric

Angeles,

has

Railway, Los
ordered one sixcylinder parlor car and one special parcar,
both of nineteen-passenger
lor
capacity, from the Fageol Motor ComThe Washington
pany, Oakland, Cal.

Railway

Cal.,

&

Electric

Company, Washing-

D. C, has ordered six, type W. 21passenger coaches from the General
Motors Truck Company. The Virginia

ton,

Electric & Power Company, Richmond,
Va., has purchased five Twin Coaches
complete for its Richmond division.

Track Plans for Buffalo

A

tentative track reconstruction and
track area repaving program to be carried out by the International Railway,
Buffalo N. Y., during the year 1929
was discussed recently at a conference
between the city and street railway com-

pany

officials.

The proposed program

involving fourteen streets was laid
before the International Railway for

change and ratification. The approved
program, which is expected to be modibecause of the cost, will be returned
Common Council within the
next 30 days. No estimate was made of
the cost of the reconstruction and repaving program. In addition to the program
fied

to

the

mapped out by

the city for the International Railway for the coming year,
it was agreed that immediate steps be
taken to guarantee the widening of
Delaware Avenue to the same width as
the avenue from Upper Terrace to Allen
Street. The International Railway, following the conference, agreed to remove
rails from the streets on which car lines
have been abandoned whenever the city
requests.

The British Columbia Electric Railway, Vancouver, B. C, will call for
tenders immediately for the projected
new hydro-electric plant on Stave River
at Ruskin, B. C, it was announced recently by W. G. Murrin, president of the
company.
The project will call for an ultimate
outlay of $7,250,000, and completion of
which will develop 43,000
horsepower in one generator, is planned
the

first unit,

for the fall of 1930, in time for the peak
load of 1930-31.
At the same time,
foundations will be laid for another generator of the same size which can be put
in at any time.
The Ruskin plant may
eventually develop 175,000 horsepower.
Track materials purchased recently
include 2,000 hemlock ties ordered by
the Ottawa Electric Railway, Ottawa,
Ont. The Chicago Surface Lines, Chicago, 111., placed orders for 400 No. 32
14-in. bass African fibre metal case
switch brooms.
One hundred tons of
.conductor bar and a tongue switch for
14th and
Streets, N.W., have been
ordered by the Washington Railway
& Electric Company.
Three track
switches, 1,000 lb. of welding wire, and
25 kegs of track bolts were ordered re-

E

per cent

5

ended March

Line Materials Ordered

of A-in., seven-strand bridge wire,
10,000 pieces of No. 000 copper armor,
3,000 trolley armors, 12,000 No. 000 trolley ears and 5,000 ft. of 3i-in. x 18-in.
square, bore split, wulfing tile, 35 right
hand and 10 left hand 1,000-amp.
quick brake, single blade sectionalizing
switches, 50 No. 000 right hand and 50
No. 000 left hand switches with 6-in. approaches, 500 galvanized cross-overs

bronze removable tips, and
1,300 switches with 6-in. approaches.
The Virginia Electric and Power Company ordered 100 clamps and trolley insulators, and 500 trolley ears.
Car equipment and supplies ordered
by the Washington Railway & Electric
Company include 150 22-in. cast iron
car wheels and 50 30-in. cast iron car
wheels, 40 30-in. steel wheels, 40 31-in.
steel wheels, and 40 33-in. steel wheels.
This company also ordered one Bean
car washer and four sets of Westinghouse vacuum brakes for type Z coaches.
The Chicago Surface Lines ordered one
Wardwell model G double-acting band
saw filer and setter. St. Louis Public
Service Company, St. Louis, Mo., has
filed plans for a two-story addition to its
equipment and mechanical shop, to cost
about $40,000.
with

about

of
the
Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., in the year just
ended were at record levels, the quarter
ended Sept. 30, last, establishing a new
peak on earnings of $6,373,120, after all
charges, or equal to $2.68 a share on
2,370,063 shares of combined preferred
and common stocks issued. Previously

year

full

when

net income,
after
taxes,
totaled
$17,141,163, or
$6.43 a share on the larger capital.
Compared with the nine months to
Dec. 31, 1927, on the new basis, when
net income totaled $12,806,000, after
taxes, or $4.80 a share, the results for
the nine months ended Dec. 31 represent an increase of 40 per cent. The
brevity of Westinghouse's quarterly
reports precludes a proper interpretation
of the great increase in net income
this year.
_

Paving Brick Association to Meet
The 23d annual meeting of

6-in.

Westinghouse Sales High

over the

31, last,

Na-

the

Brick Manufacturers
Association will be held at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C, Feb.

Paving

tional

13-14-15,

1929.

two days

first

The program

for the

and

will include papers

discussions of the latest practices in
the design and construction of streets
and highways, particlarly the vitrified
brick type. These sessions will be open
to the general public and anyone interested in street and highway develop-

ment

is

urged to attend.

Many prom-

inent engineers and other highway
authorities will take part in the meeting. There will be a banquet Thursday
night, Feb. 14, and the regular annual business session will be held on the
last day of the meeting. Fred L. Manning of the Peebles Brick Company,
Portsmouth, Ohio, is president of the
association and George F. Schlesinger,
chief engineer and managing director.

Operations

Westinghouse's

fiscal

year ended

March

31. but several months ago it was decided to alter this to the calendar year.
The 1928 statement, therefore, will

cover only nine months' operations.

The company
for the nine

estimates

months

last

income

net

year to Dec. 31,

before deduction of bond interest, but
after
federal
taxes,
at
$18,000,000,
which would be the equivalent of $6.75
a share on the enlarged capital basis of
2,666,315 combined shares. Computing
on the same basis that is, eliminating
bond interest this is an increase of

—

—

Weekly

BituminouB-coal production
Lumber production
Petroleum production (daily average)
Building contracts 37 states (daily av.)
Price iron

and steel, composiU

.....

87.5

Copper, electrolytic, price

...•

Check payments

54.8
54.5
56.0
lJ*-3
85.5

Interest rates. caU

money

Business failures
Interest rates, time money
Federa. reserve ratio....:

The volume of business during the
week ended Jan. 12, 1929, as reflected
by check payments, was greater than in
the corresponding period of 1928, according to the weekly statement of the
Department of Commerce. Activity in
steel plants was likewise greater than
Detroit
in the same week of last year.
factory employment, indicating operations in the automobile industry, showed
substantial expansion as compared with
both the preceding week and the same
week of 1928. The output of crude petroleum, covering the latest reported
week, showed gains over both the preceding week and the same period of
Bituminous-coal output was
last year.
also larger than in either prior period.

Copper prices averaged higher than in
either period, while iron and steel

Average 1923-25

1929
Jan. 1 2 Jan. 5

110.5

Steel operation.

Business Conditions

Business Indicators

(Weeks ended Saturday.
,

Weekly

.

101. 3

107.9
70.7

,'^5

.^Jg

110.5

'?T-,

,?,

19.6
164.2

116.7
87.5
7.4
119.3

200.0
16.2
182.9
79.9

251.5
88.2
191.4
79.5

«4.4
87.6

-

100)

1928
Dec. 29 Dec. 22 Jan.

.

/

105.3
113.4
,»5.0

.Hi
105.5
»/. 5

14.5
50.6
78.8
20.6
188.6

83.2

1

93.0
111.5

9?.3
„o ,
109.2
o>.i
00.0
38. U

00.0
154.3
97.1

91.2

1927-

.

Jan.7 Dec. 31 Dec. 24
75.0 rti.o
88.0
81.5 100.7
101.
88.2
57.3
72.7
116.8
116.2
114.2
104.4 121.1
56.2
84.8
84.7
84.7
100.0
100.0
100.7
132.8
103.4
154.9
133.3 103.0
115.1
122.4
103.9
125.1
:

97.1

97.1

97.1

86.7

86.2

86.7
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showing a fractional decline
from the preceding week, were higher

prices,

than a year ago.
Loans and discounts of Federal Re.serve member banks showed a material
contraction from the preceding week
but were larger than a year ago. Interest rates on both time and call funds
averaged lower than in the previous
week but were substantially higher than
a year ago. Prices for stocks showed
only slight change from the preceding
week but were higher than last year.

unchanged from
the preceding week, but were below

Bond

prices were also

the level of a year ago.

— New York

Paints, Putty

Metals

Copper, electrolytic, cents per
Lead, centaperlb

16.

lb

Nickel, cents per lb., ingot
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, cents per lb
Aluminum, 98 to 99 per cent, cenuperlb.
Babbitt metal, warehouse, cents per lb.:

*

General service

Of

the total railway motors, electric
railway locomotives, electric mining and
industrial locomotives, starting and controlling equipment for electric railways
and vehicle motors, and railway signals,
switches and accessories, valued at
$118,755, which were exported from
this country during the month of October, Canada received by far the greatest
amount. The total export to the Dominion of these products was $80,317
which is divided in the following
classes Railway motors, $1,470. railway
electric locomotives, $9,699, mining and
industrial electric locomotives, $7,105,
starting and controlling equipment, $2,037, and railway signals, switches and
attachments, $60,006.
Peru was second on the list, receiving
$7,807, a large part of which was industrial and mining electric locomotives.
British India was a close third receiving $7,065 worth of equipment, nearly
all of which was railway motors.
The

White lead

1

.

.

92
50

flc
875
1-80

1

'2c
075
I

-

1

.

Hardware

70

$43 00
.

.

.

— New

Waste

2 . 80
2. 15

2.
3
.

1 .

$

1

.

75
90
95
40

1

,

3.

35

3.15

18.

17.25
13.5

Olored

13

2

663
5.725

$11.

Wire—New York
62
5.75
19.255

wire, cents per lb
Rubber-covered wire, No. 14, per t, 000 ft.
Weatherproof wire base, cents per lb

Paving stone, granite, 5

18.

New York — Grade

in., f.o.b.

per tliuuaand
block paving 3i, 16 lb. treatment,
y.,per8q.yd.,
N.
f.o.b
Paving brick 3ii8ti4, N. V., per 1,000 in
carload lots, f.o.b
Paving brick 3z8ix4, N. Y., per 1,000 in
carload lots, f.o.b
Crushed stone. |-in., carload lots, N. Y.,
percu.yd., dehvered
Cement, Chicago consumers' net prices,
without bags, f.o.b
Gravel, f-in., cu. yd., delivered
Sand, cu.yd., delivered

$

1 ,

1

50

Wood

—New

lb.

White

10.4

keg), cents per lb.

lb.

$2.76
5 1 00
.

45 00
.

3.

375

2.

05

3.375
125

2.

York and Chicago

Old Metals
$2.70
2.85
3.6

York

Waste, wool, cents per lb
Waste, cotton ( 00 lb. bale) cents per

(100

in oil

Copper

—Pittsburgh

Wire nails, base per keg
Sheet iron (24 gage), cents per lb
Sheet iron, galvanized (24 gage), cents per lb.
Galvanized barbed wire, cents per lb
Galvanized wire, ordi.iary, cents per lb

—New York

bbl. lota), cents per lb

1

— Pittsburgh

in. and larger,
Railroad spikes, drive,
cents per lb
Tie plates (flat type), cents per lb
Angle bars, cents per lb
Rail bolts and nuts, cents per lb
Steel bars, cents per lb
Ties .white oak, Chicago, ft in.x8 in.xS ft.

1929

Paving Materials

^

A

Canada

Turpentine (bbl. lots), per gal
Putty, 00 lb. tins, cents per lb

Bituminous Coal
Smokeless Mine Run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton
Roads, gross tons
Somerset mine run, f.o.b. mines, net tons.
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons
Franklin, III., screenings, Chicago
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago
Kansas screenings, Kansas City

Standard steel rails, gross ton

to

t

oil (5

?«„
"

and Glass

Linseed

;«3.90

a
3

15,

525

tt'

Commercial grade

Track Materials

Largest Electric Railway E.xport

VoUi, No.3

Heavy copper, cents per lb

13.375
625
1 1
7.875
3.375

Light copper, cents per lb
Heavy yellow brass, cents perlb
Zinc, old scrap, cents per lb
Lead, cents per lb. (heavy)
Steel car axles, Chicago, net ton
Cast iron car wheels. Chicago, gross ton. ...
Rails (short) Chicago, gross ton
Rails (relaying), Chicago, gross ton (65 lb.

.

5. 125
$16. 25

14.25
1

.

7

.

50

28 50
8. 25

and heavier)
Machine turnings, Chicago, gross ton

.

:

exports to Colombia were $7,010,
most of which were railway motors.
The total exports from this country
were divided in the following classes
Railway motors, $17,455, railway electric locomotives, $11,622, mining and
total

:

industrial electric locomotives. $17,149,
starting and controlling equipment. $7,482, and railway signals, switches and
attachments, $65,047.

Japanese Electrification Plans
Electrification of nine sections of five
trunk railway lines has been decided
upon by the Japanese Ministry of Railways. The projects will be spread over
a period of six years, and will cost apDroximately 40,000,000 yen.
All sections of the railway throughout the
country which have numerous tunnels
or heavy grades will be electrified. This

plan is the result of a considerable
ber of studies which have been

and

is

nummade

based upon the original purpose
near

to electrify all trunk lines situated

Elects Officers

New

of the Cincinnati Car
Corporation, which now includes the Cincinnati Car Company and the Versare
Corporation, Albany, N. Y., are H. L.
Sanders, president A. L. Kasemeier, J.
officers

Included in the ])lans is the construction of a new electric line connecting
the present Ochanomizu station of the
Vamanote line, which is the inner loop
of the line encircling Tokyo with the
Ryogoku railway station, and of laying
tracks between Ryogoku and
Kameido, together with their electrification.
This construction will cost
more than 4,000.000 yen. This is to be
an elevated railway and will cover a
distance of 2.400 m. Three new bridges
will be constructed, one of which will

be 169 m. in

lengtii.

H.

and A. F. Warhaus, vice-

Elliott

The

elected Jan. 8, by the
stockholders, includes: Louis J. Hauck,
jjoard,

Frederick Hertenstein, Harry M. Levy,
Stanley M. Rowe, T. H. Schoepf,
Joseph B. Verkamp, H. Belin V'oorhees,
Gustav A. Weil, William F. Wiley,
Harry .'\. Worcester, Frederick Pruyn,
G. S. Rockefeller, F. S. Moseley. and
Messrs. Sanders and Warhaus.

Sullivan
Chicago,

Machinery
has

Company,

Arthur E.
company,
succeeding the late Frederick K. Copeland.
Mr. Blackwood has been with
the Sullivan Machinery Company for
the past 32 years. He came to the company shortly after graduating at Toronto University as a mechanical and
111.,

later

became

department
York, which

with headquarters in New
he held for 23 years. He was
then elected a director and first vicepresident in charge of finances, and

office

moved

to the

company's head

office

elected

Blackwood president

of

the

at

Chicago, where he continued in clo.se
relation with Mr. Copeland until the
latter's death in November of this year.

King Company, manufacturer of cast
iron street lighting products with manufacturing plant and general offices located at Sheffield, Ala., and sales office
Chicago,

reorganized

has

III.,

whereby general and

sales offices will be

located at Canton, Ohio, with manufacturing plant at Sheffield, Ala., as at
present.
The Union Metal Manufacturing Company, of Canton, Ohio, has
entered into an agreement with the King
Company to sell all of its products, and
the General Electric Merchandise Distributors'

Electric
for the

Company

Association

Company
Union

and

Graybar

will act as agencies

Manufacturin'>
both steel and iron

Metal

in selling

lighting standards.
Ho'.st
Divi-

sion, and the Niles Crane Corporation
have combined under the corporate title
of Shepard-Niles Crane & Hoist Cor-

TRADE NOTES

E. C. Bernhold. secretarytrfeasurer and S. E. Reiph, assistant
secretary-treasurer.
:

and

engineer,

of its eastern sales

Shepard Elfxtric Crank &
Company, including its Sprague

;

presidents

manager

at

large cities.

parallel

Cincinnati Car Corporation

electrical

poration. The new corporation is in a
position to provide a line of standard
and special traveling cranes and electric
hoists. The Shepard plant at Montour
Falls. N. v., and the Niles plant at Philadelphia, Pa., will be continued in
operation for the production of the types
of equipment for which their facilities
have been designed. The main office will

be at Montour Falls, N. Y.

January

19,
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Give your motorman

an
even
break^^

DON'T blame the motor man because the brakes
refused to hold.

due

to inadequate

—^maybe

it

Maybe

equipment.

clogged with chain
slack

Perhaps he never had a chance

—maybe

the

hand brake

didn't take

it

was too slow

up

the

all

in functioning.

In

—and

lost.

any event he didn't get an "even break"

PEACOCK STAFFLESS BRAKES
eliminate

all

their design.

the possibilities by the very nature of

Fast on the take up,

clog with chain, no matter
be.

Not

to

mention the

how

lots of

power, never

slack the rigging

may

fact that they are sturdy,

rugged, light in weight, saving in valuable platform
space, and

good

for the life of the car.

NATIONAL BRAKE
890

Ellicott

CO,, Inc,

Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Canadian Representative : Lyman Tube

&

Supply

Co., Ltd., Montreal,

The Eilcon Company—General Sales Representatives, 50 Church

St.,

Can.

New York
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What Sleepless Nights Columbus
OLUMBUS was scared.
Who wouldn't be? With
nil

his convictions, there

must have been a lurking
fear that after all the
Earth might be flat, just
as

everybody thought. In

the middle of any dark

night the Santa Maria
might go careening over
the edge into oblivion.
Every lurch of the vessel
helped to keep the ugly
thought alive.
After all, Columbus was challenging
the belief of centuries. No one had
sailed into the Western Sea before.
There were no charts . . . how could
he know.' How could he sleep at night?

other manifestations of changed conditions have completely revolutionized
the business outlook.

We

hold the highest

faith in the

American business. It has
met the problems of an expanding civilization with courage and resourceful
future of

intelligence.

But the very success of American
business has presented its leaders with
new problems. Today they are pioneers on a scale never before approximated; and yesterday's trusted business
barometers no longer clearly point the
way.

The very greatness of business today
underscores the need for a new navigating instrument, one that will help
interpret the effect of today's events and
today's changes on tomorrow's operating

statements.
•>

American business today

is

>

navigat-

ing strange seas. Speed, style, consolidations, high wages and high buying
power, chain distribution, electrical
development, synthetics, and all the

That is the expanded purpose of The
Magazine of Business — to be a magazine
of interpretation; to search for the significance and the consequences of

Mc G R AW-

HILL

Mc GRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Inc.,

New York

January 19,1929
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r

events; to help

you foresee their

influ-

ence on your business; to help you
prepare for them and make them work
to your advantage.

The Magazine of Business also covers
today's business conditions and treats
of ideas tested in one type of business

outside as well as within— in the elecchemical, mining, construction,

trical,

machinery, transportation, textile and
other fields. You cannot directly watch
every development and take the time
to project its significance to your business. But The Magazine of Business does
for you.

that are applicable to another—
but always in the spirit of interpreta-

it

tion.

gathering facilities— in a word, the resources of McGraw-Hill— are applied
to enable The Magazine of Business to

In achieving the purpose of The
Magazine of Business, its editors are enriched by the entire resources of the

McGraw-Hill organization, whose
contacts, records, sources of information and 128 specialist editors pene-

Marketing counsel, research, news

fulfill its

purpose as a magazine point-

ing the

way ahead

for the business
executives of America.

trate those basic industrial

ness fields

and busiwhere many of the new de-

THE MAGAZINE
OF BUSINESS

velopments originate.

McGraw-Hill engineering, indusand business papers are all allied
with The Magazine of Business to catch
events at their origin and to show
where they may be leading.
trial

one of 24 McGraw-Hill publications,
actuated by the same spirit of interpretative purpose. 600,000 industrialists, engineers and business men subscribe regularly
is

all

More than 3,000,000
McGraw-Hill books and magazines

to these publications.

Whatever your business,

subject
to the influence of events taking place
it is

use

in their business.

PUBLICATIONS
Chicago

-

Philadelphia

-

St.

Louis

-

Cleveland

-

San Francisco

-

Boston - London
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REDLtOHTS
VISIBLE IN BUT

ONE DIRECTION
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i

B. A.
P. T.
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HEOEMAN.
SARGENT,

BEGEMAN,

H. A.

Jr. Preildent
Secretary

J.

M.

PRATT.

Flrtl Vlce-Prel. ind Treat
Vlce-Prel. In charse of salea

National Railway Appliance Co.

Today

New fork

Graybar BnlldinK. 420 Lexingtan Ave.,

BBANCH OFFICES

Publication on

St.. Boston. Ma««.
Munsey Bid?.. Waghinsrton, D. C.
Hereman-Castle Corporation. Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.
F F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bldg.. San Franciaco. Calif.
Lister-Reese Inc.. 401 S. Brand Blvd.. Glendale. Calif.

100 Boylston

Safety
and

RAILWAY SUPPLIES

Efficiency |
Electric

|

Railway
Signals and

|

Crossing

|

in

Houdaille Shock Absorber.
Tool Steel Gears and Pinions

Angio-American Varnish Co..
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Geneeco Paint Oils
Dunham Hopper Door Devic*

|

["CPOSSmO BELL AND WARNtNO SIGNAl,
Lltl«Ta VISIBLE IN BOTH DIUCTIONS

Garland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Fighters

|tX£>

Feasible Drop Brake Staffs

American Insulating Machinery

I

521 Huntingdon

I
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|

Spring

Pitt

& Mfg.

Springs
Bell Register
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Fare Boxes
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aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilii

Spring Post Bushings
Spring Posts

Manganese Brake Headiz
Manganese Truck Parts =
=
Forglngs
=
Bronze Bearings
McArthur Turnbuckles i

Fare
Boxes

Trolley Pins

Can be purchased through the followtngE
=

repreeentatiTes:

W.

Bodler.

S.

A.

F.

Monadnock Bldg., San FranclBco,
McKenney,

Cal.

i
|

Arlin.

I

irmmt^n

,mi mi,:t.

Bemis Car Truck Company |

-

'^

Springfield, Mass.
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iiiiniiiuiuniiiuiliiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiuiiinil

Only

|

4619 Ravenswood Are., Chicago,

unuiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiriiiiii^

jiiiiiriiiiiiuiiii

iiinniiiiiniiu
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niiiiiiini

i

|
|
|

|

|

|
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I

Dae them

in

70nr Prepayment Areai and
Street Cars

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park Avenne,

New Tork

Inc.

City

f
I

I

RAIL JOINTS

iiiiii-^

I

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

h

|
s
|
|

CO., Findlay, O.

BELL

NORTHERN

|

tMimiiimiiiiiiiiMuiiiiriir

WESTERN

^i

.CEDAR POLES.
BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

UNA Welding & Bonding Co

BELL LUMBER& POLE

Cleveland. Ohio.
iiiiiiniumiiiiinniiiiiiiiinciiiiiiiiiuiiniinniiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiniiuiiiiiMiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>'

|

Crane Car
Clark Concrete Breaker
Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor

uiiiiuiMniiiiiiuiiiiiiMniiiHiiiHiniiiininriiniiiiiiuiiiMiiiiinMiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiitiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiii^

DYN A MOTORS
WELDING ROD

?llllliiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiitiiiiMiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iii(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiilllil<iiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiB

=
=
s
=

Differential

^miiitiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiirMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiinimiHiifiiiimriimiiMiinitiiiii)

7iiiimiiimiimimtmiiimiiiiiHiiiimiiiniiiiiiiinmiimiiiMiiiimimiimimiiimiiiiiuiiim)iiiiiiiMiimimiiiiiuinjini^

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiMiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiMiii

i
|
1

i

Vee These Labor Savers
I
i
I
I

s
I

|

Ash Disposal

Snow Disposal

I

I
I

|

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

iiMnmuiiV:

iinuililiiiiiiiiii

|

Coal Haulinir
Concrete Materials

iiiuriiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Gets Every Fare

iiinniini

III.

Standard on
60 Railirays for

PEREY TURNSTILES
or PASSIMETERS

Siiiniiiiiniiiin

|

CAR

The DIFFERENTIAL

I

reliable products

fimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiuiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuMnriiiniiiiriiiiiiniiiniiniiiniiniiMiirinrni

I

|
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advertised

I

possible

Johnson Fare Box Co.

can be continuously

Diiin

make

QiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMniMiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMniiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiic

iiiiiiiHiiiiiimiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiJi

ujiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii

registers

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased 1^ to 5% and the efSciency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.

the

i
i

519 Delta BIdl., Los Angeles. Cal.
;,||

and overhead

i
|
i
=

54 First Street, Portland, Oregon.
H. Denton.
1328 Broadway, New Tork City, N. T.

W.

Hangers
Qodward Gas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing Machine
Tru-Drum Lathe

Electric

Bolster and Trtnsom
Ctiaflng Plates

F.

Meters
National Safety Devices ComBlowers.
Whistle
pany's
Gong Ringers and Brake

Johnson

Brabe Fulcrums
Turnbucbles
('ase Hardened Bushings
Center Bearings
Stde Bearings

903

Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Saving and Inspection

iiiiiiiiiniiitiiiiiimtmimiinliiiMiiiiuiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiitiimiilliiiiiliiitllinilltllliiluiiiniiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiii:

|
i
S
I

Pedestal Gibs

F

Flaxlinnm Insulation

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuw

Boyerized Parts:
Brake Plna
Brake Hangers
Brake Levers

Co.,

Fraser Gas Electric Drive

|

iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii

imniiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiikiiiiii

mniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Co., Inc.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

1929

19,

TIES

I

CO., Minneapolis,Minn.

!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiii
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Coin Counting and Sorting Machines

FARE BOXES
Lever-Operated and Slip Chatige Carriers.

The Cleveland Fare Box
3
3
3

Tokens.

Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box

^nimiiimiiiiiiiimi

Co., Ltd., Preston, Ont.

iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiMiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiHimiimiiiiiiiiiiHUiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHii

I Better Quality Seats
I

For Cars and Buses

Hale

&

Kilburn Co.

1800 Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

|
|

^HiiiuiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiitiiiiiiitiimiiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiitiiiitiiMiiiiiiiiiimimimiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii

I he

mm mm

Track and

of integral

l^ng Construdion

I

WjUTmckJbsA
^Defies lime

\

Build Track

That Defies Time

By
Dayton
is

as a

whole breaks down within a few

with the well'known durability of

at variance

component

System

Integral

Paved track which
years

the

its

parts.

The reason
Vibration of

for this early failure
traffic

is

no longer a

pu2,2,le.

causes a destructive interaction be'

tween track and paving which destroys both.

The Dayton

Integral

Structure, provides in the

ing element

System of Track and Paving

Dayton

which prohibits the destructive

The Dayton Tie
rail

The
strong

and paving load with

result

—

is

action.

also provides rcenforcing for the con-

Crete slab, which, so rcenforced

both

Tie, a vibration absorb-

its

and protected,

carries

entire thickness.

a unified track and paving structure

defiant of time

—approaching

permanence

—

re'

quiring no major repairs.

THE DAYTON
MECHANICAL TIE
DAYTON, OHIO

CO.

January 19,1929
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P
This

IS one of a series of McGravi-Hill advertisements
directed originally
advertising men in an rgort to make industrial advertising
more profitable to buyer and seller.
It is printed in these pages as an
indication
to readers that McGraw-Hill publishing standards
mean advertising
effectiveness as vjell as editorial virility.

to

VOLUME vs.
../V-

^

THIS

k-,-.**

I

PROFITS

/^A-"

METHOD of selling and

advertising

direct to every manufacturing plant, regard-

V*,.,-'

buying capacity, produced $250,000 a
year from the territory at a net profit of 2%.
less of

iJ^"^

o'

ii

-^t^

THIS SELECTIVE
and advertising

METHOD

direct to the

of selling

same

territory

produced for a competitor $265,000 worth of

6

business at a net profit of 10%.

P.

Advertis-

You

ing Coverage, like practical sales

time

ractical

coverage,

is

Industrial

a problem of selecting

are invited to

a

personal

make

at

inspection

any
of

McGraw-Hill circulation methods

the plants with buying capacity

which produce

and directing sales and advertising

dustrial

effort thereon.

illustrated in

the Practical In-

Advertising

Coverage

"B."

-The publishers
P-7

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL

2&

rs a^
ifor^.

January

The

Bacon

1929

E^rtgiixe er3;

I^avfe

$.

19,

J.

G. Wjhite

En gineenng Corjpora tion
Engineers — Constructors

incorporated

steam and Hydro-Electric Power Plants. Gas Planta,
Steam and Electric Railroads, Transmission Systems.
Buildinrs and Industrial Plants.

39 Broadway. New York

SAN FBANCT8CO

CHICAGO

PHILADEXPHIA

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
CHICAOO
BOSTON
NEW YORK

&

Sanderson

Ezaminatloni

Appraisals— Management

alnations

NEW YORK

New York

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

Engelhardt W. Holst
HanaKemsBt

Constmction
Reports

CHICAGO

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financial Reports

Porter

ENGINEERS
PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS
Deslcn

New York

43 Exchange Place

Consulting Engineers
InTestlaration
Serrlce
Rates
Reports
Appraisals
Studies on Financial and Physical Behabilltation
Reorganization Operation Hanagrement

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON, MASS.

WALTER JACKSON
ALBERT

S.

RICHEY

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weeklr and Sunday Pass Differential

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

Fares

RBPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES OPERATION - SERVICI
-

Holbroolc Hall 5-W-3
Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

-

,

160

Wood

Stevens &l

BYLLESBY
ENGINEERING AND
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

Incorporated

Engineers and
Constructors
Transportation

Street,

New York

231 S.

New York

La

Salle Street, Chicago

San Francisco

Plttsbnrth

Examinations and Reports

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.

McGLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON

Engineering and Construction

Uperating Problems

Valuations

W. Washington

111

C. B.

20 Pine

^^

—
—Ride Selling

BUCHANAN

Street,

W. H. PRICE,

President

Incorporated

—

Chicago,

n.

III.

F. LAYNG
Tlee-Presldent

JOHN

See'y-Treas.

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

68

BALTIMORE
Bank

Phone:
Hanover: ll«9

Bids.

E. H.

FAILE

&

NEW TOBK

NEW YORK

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F. Wells

Albert

W. Hemphill

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization

49W8U8«ne4

Management

SO East 42nd

THE

CO.

—

TRINITY PLACE

and Equipment Maintenance

IM4 Citlaens National

—

Examinations Reports Valuations
Transportation Problems ^Power Developments

Traffic Surreyst

so Church

P.

St.,

Operation
Construction
City

New York

EDWARD WISH

SERVICE

Street Rmilway tnepeetion

St.

NEW YORK

131 Stats St.

DETECTIVES

Designers of

— Service Buildings— Terminak

Garages

«41 LJCXIMeTOM ATX.

SaWTOSX

When

writing the advertiser tor Information or
a mention of the Electric Railway
Journal would be appreciated.

prices,

BOSTON

January
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Searchlight
USED EQUIPMENT
lINOTSW^ATrBD— RATE PEU WOUD

NEV/—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

®.

INFORMATION

:

/•MiSumr Wii;iui. i cents s worij. lolntaimji
T5 cents ail insertion, payable In adrance.
Pofitwnt ViKtint a.nd all other dasslflcatlons.
8 cents a wotd, minimum charge SJ.OO,
ProtiomMs, 40 cents a line an Inaertion,

DISPLAYED— RATB PER INCH

Ucx Xtimhert

In
care of any of pur offlcev
count 10 words additional In undlsi>layed ads.

',!!

,„

Discount of 10^ if one rivment is made In
advance for four const-Viilve Insertions of
undlsplayed ad-s <not Inciuding proposals).

POSITION VACANT

'Mo

'7
I^IhII
un Inch
,
i„ch,M ^ ; ; i
!
4 10 «n Inch
I
Rates for lamer soacea, orycarlyratfs.oji request.
ir. rtilvertuind Hieh Is measured vertically «i
to a page.
ono column, 3 columns
30 Inches
',

-,,,

.'

!

Snow

clerk, with some experience in
railway storehouse, who can operate
typewriter and do general office work in
storehouse of sugar mill located in Porto
Rico.
Single man preferred.
Salary
$125.00 per month and board to the right
man.
Transportation paid from New
York. Reply to Aguirre Corp. of N. Y.,
129 Front St., New York City.

Fighting

— Double Truck Rotary Plow.
2 — Double Truck Nose Plows.
— Double Truck Shear Plow.
Truck Sweepers.
—
1

Single

New

I

Rotary Converters

{

"We

=

ABEL

BUSINESS

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation, broad
experience, clean successful record covering every phase of transporta:tion, seeks
connection with future.
Best of references.
PW-156,
Electric
Railway
Journal, 1600 Arch St., Phlla., Pa.

letter.

first

IIMII

1.

Firse'

r^,iitiiiii(iitiiii„i

W.

iiiililDttlilllllilllllllllll

I

GERKE

Kew York

City.

lilllillllllllllMlllilliillll

N. Y.
t

up

a good habit,

BUT

grass

equipment,

line

building material,

TODAY

equipment,
etc., etc.,

car

Why

they will be

road

appliances,

you will never use again ?

you can turn them over

Tomorrow

be-

—

at a fair price.

JUNK.

Is

it

not the

better part of good horse-sense to dispose of

them

NOW?
6000 other

electric railway

men

will sec your ad-

—

here

in

Searchlight

the

Section

of their

business paper.

Some of

tell

what you have.

these others

And

they

will buy.

One

"Searchlight" advertiser wrote,

fully

recommend

the

Searchlight

"We

can cheer-

Section

as

a

and

wonderful medium for reaching buyers of rails
equipment." Another "The strongest proof that

—

way to many readers is
numerous letters we have received in

your 'Searchlight' finds

shown by the

its

answer to our recent ad."

vertisements of used or surplus equipment and materials

can

shop equipment, power plant

rails,

these

tell

—

ofScials or executives of other

lines in other parts of the

under different conditions
longer need.

you the cost of advertising your used or
surplus equipment and materials in the Searchlight
Section. Just address a list of what you have to disLet us

pose of to the

men

For an

Searchlight Department

country and operating

—can

use

Ml

iiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiHiiiiHiiiitiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiifiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiitHiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiHiiimiits

tween the wheels of replaced cars?
pile

IIIMIMIIIM:

Fnllr Eqnlpped
Priced to Move Quickly
Also Johnson Type D Fare Boxes
Write or Wire

WANT

303 Fifth Ave..

Mother Nature grow

let

i

|
|
I
I

Why Save Things You'll Never Use?
WHY

no

if

|
|
|

Double Truck Snow Plow

"Think Searchlight

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiinifiiiHiiiiiimiiiii

is

transformers in

lllltMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIItMllllllllllllinMnMIHIMniMIIIIIIIIIMDIIIIIIIIII

York.

Saving

are

W-155. Electric Railway Journal.
7 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago. HI

FOR EVERY

gHiiiniiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

—

393 Seventh Avenue. New York City

mechanic.

The best of references, long experience.
PW-157, Electric Railway Journal, Tenth
St.,

!

Will consider 300 kw. machines
larger are available.'*

Write or Wire to

G. T.

Ave. at 36th

!

A MARKET FOR YOUR

without

Immediate Delivery

Excellent Condition

WANTED
master

I

interested In purchasing a
number of 600 kw.. 60 cycle rotary
with
converters,
or
larger,
those
33.000 volt transformers preferred.
Give full name plate data, general
condition and prices both with and

1

as

I

—

Equipment
3

POSITION wanted

I

illMinilHIIIinitMHIIIHIIMIIIIII

STOCK

POSITIONS

!

what you no

insignificant investment

you

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Tenth Ave.

SiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiuiiiiiiinitiiiiiiiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiniiimiimiiiiiiiii!

«t 36th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it

with

accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

AdTertising, Street Car
Collier Inc.. Barron G.

Air Brakes
General Electric Co.
WMtingrhouse Air Brake Co.
Anchors, Guy
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westiuffhouse E. & M. Co.

Armatare Shop Tools
Columbia Machine Wks.
Stands

Stands
Corp.

Columbia Machine Wks.

Service Supplies Co.
International Begister Co.
Elec.

Dry

Columbia Machine Wks,
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

& Buzzers

Consolidated Car Heating Co.

and Gongs

The

J. G.

Columbia Machine Wks.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Bus
J.

Itffg:.

The

G.

J.

The

J.

.

&

Mfg.

Q.

Brill Co..

The

J.

Bonding Apparatus
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Cars,

Ohio Brass Co,
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding St Bonding Co.
Bonds, Rail

G. C.

The

J.

G.

Castings, Brass Composition
or Copper
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Wks.

Elec. Service SuppTtes Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

Nat'l.

Bearing Metals Corp.

Gray Iron and Steel
American Sleel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works &
Standard Steel Works Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co..

Castings.

Books
MoGraw-Hi]] Pub. Co. Inc.
Brackets and Cross Arms

Castings. Malleable St Brass
Bfrnis Car Truck Co.

(See also Poles, Ties,
Posts, etc.)

Columbia Machine Wks.
Catchers and Retrievers.

Columbia Machine Wks.
Electric Rlwy. Equip. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co,

Trolley

Earn. C.

I.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Car

Brake Adjusters

Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Nat'l Rlwy. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Ceilings,

Q.

Clevpland Pare
I

Box

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co
Colls. Choke and Kicking
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.
Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
International

Register Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Wks,
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.
Compressors, Air
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Condensers
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.
Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Connectors,

Trailer

Car

Columbia Machine Wks.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co,
Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

&

Jr.

Ramapo Ajax

Co..

Corp.

Track (See Track

Work)

& M. Co.
Curtain Fixtures

Westinghouse E,
Curtains

A

The

Brill Co..

J. G.

Cutting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Railway Track Work Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co,
Westinghouse E, & M. Co.

*

Dealer's Machinery

Hand Equipment
Gerke, G. W.
Derailing

Second

(See

also

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Steel

Foundries

Fare Registers
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co,
Fenders and Wheel Guards
Brill Co,, The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works

Destination

Signs

Edward

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.

National

Pneumatic Co..
Doors and Door Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J, G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Doors, Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co.

Track

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Drum Truing Lathes
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co,
Dryers. Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Ears

Columbia Machine Wks,
Electric Service Supplies
General Electric Co.

Frogs

ft

Crossings. Tee Rail
Steel Co.

Bethlehem

Wm.

Corp.

Wharton.Jr.A Co., Inc.
(See Track

Electric Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Fntinel

M. Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Co,

Electrodes, Steel

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Engineers. Consulting, Contracting and Operating
Beeler. John A.
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Byllesby Co.. H. M.
Faile & Co.. E. H.
Ford. Bacon & Davis
Hemphill & Wells

W.

Jackson, Walter
KelUcr & DeLouw
KcClellan & Jnnkersfeld
Richey. Albert S.
Sanderson St Porter
Stevens St Wood, Inc.

Jr.

&

Co.

Columbia Machine Wks.
C'onsoJidateti

Car Htg. Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. St M. Co.
Garage Equipment
'olumbla Machine Works St
M. T. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Gas Electric Drive for Buses
ft Trucks
General Electric Co,
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Gates, Car
Brill Co.. The J. Q.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Carnegie Steel Co.
Co..

The

J.

G.

Standard Steel Works Co.
Gear Cases

Columbia Machine ^Vks.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.
Gears and Pinions
Bemia Car Truck Co.

Electrodes. Carbon

Una Welding & Bonding

CnstingH

Wharton.

Fuses ami Fuse Boxes

Brill
Sc

Railway Trackwork Co.

Hoist, Engelhardt

Cincinnati Car Co.
Columbia Machine Works
Standard Steel Works Co.

Wm.

Door Operating Devices
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Floors
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Forglngs
American Steel Foundries
Brjll Co.. The J. G.
Carnegie Steel Co.

Work)

Columbia Machine Wks.
Detective Service
Wlsh-Serviee. P.

Westinghouse E. St M. Co.
Field Colls (See Colls)
Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Floor, Sub
Haskelite JJfg. Co.

•^rogs. Trolley

Electrical Wires and Cables
Roebliiig's Sons Co.. John

American

Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.
Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc.

Frogs. Track

Converters, Rotary

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Fare Boxes

Ramapo Ajax

Devices

Electric Grinders

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Copper Wire Instruments
Measuring, Testing and
Recording
American Brass Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

J. Q.

Lorain Steel Co.

Track Work)

Drills,

Stone St Webster
White Eng. Corp.. The

Engines. Gae, Oil or Steam
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Exterior Side Panels
Haskelite UU. Co,

Fibre and Fibre Tubing

Wm. Wharton

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co,
Westinghouse E. St "iS.. Co.

Couplers. Car

Co

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton.Jr.&Co.. Inc.

Electric Service Supplies Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Co.

Electric Service Supplies

Wharton.Jr.A Co.. Inc.

Crossings, Trolley
General Electric Co,
Ohio Brass Co,

Cord Connectors and Couplers

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Change Carriers

Brake Shoes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
J.

Plywood Panels

Haskelite Mfp. Co.
Chairs. Parlor Car

Wm.

Corp.

Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Wks.

Cord. Bell, Trolley. Register
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Celling,

Amerir-an Steel Foundries

Ramapo Ajax

Crossings,
Special

Columbia Machine Wks,

Self -Propelled

Brill Co..

Crossing, Frog and Switch

Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co.

Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Controllers or Parts

O.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Kuhlman Car Co.,
Wason Mfg. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

The

Gas-EIectrIc

Brill Co..

Bond Testers

Co..

J.

Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.

Elec.

Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Commutators or Parts

Cars, Passenger, Freight. Express, etc,
American Car Co.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Brill

The

Nichols Lintern Co.
Cranes, Hoist and Lift
Electric Service Sup. Co,
Cross Arms (See Brackets)

Crossings

Elec. Service

Dump

Cowl Ventilators

Crossing Manganese

Commutator Slotters
Columbia Machine Wks,

Cars, Gas, Rail

Bolts, Case

G.

Car Steps. Safety
Cincinnati Car Co.

Westinghouse Elec.

Co.

J.

Car Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.

General Eleotrlc Co.

Plymetl

Haskelite

The

Cincinnati

Commutators, Parts

Brill Co..

Bodv Material. Haskellte &

Sweepers and Brooms)

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars,

G.

M. Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

G.
Differential Steel Car Co.

Bodies,

The

General Electric Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes, Carbon)
Car Lighting Fixtures

Brill Co..

Benders, Rail

Sc.

Coin Changers

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnished

Cars,

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Wks
Cables (See Wires and

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Sieel Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

'

Cincinnati Car Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Bearings, Center and Roller
Side
Cincinnati Car Co.
Stuck! Co.. A.

Co..

G.

J.

Cables)

Co.

Bearings and Bearing Metals
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill

The

Co..

Brill

Westinghouse E.

Colls.

Manganese
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Badges and Buttons

Bells

Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened and

National Bearing Metals Co-

Electric Rlwy. Equip. Co.
Elec, Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Banding and Winding
Machines
Columbia Machine Wks.

Buses, Gas, Electric
General Electric Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Babble Metal

for

Machinery)

Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Axles, Steel

Clamps and Connectors
Wires and Cables
Columbia Machine Wks.

Coll

Bus Lighting
Nat'l Railway Appliance

Standard Steel Works Co.
Westinrhouse E. & M. Co.
Axles. Front
Shuler Axle Co,

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. St M. Co

Brill Co.,

Co., The J. G,
Cincinnati Car Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Brill

Cincinnati Car Co.

Circuit-Breakers

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting

General Electric Co.

Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Change Trays

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows

Bulkheads

Brill

Bells

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.

Brushholders

Axles
Bemis Car Truck Co,
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Nichols-Lintern

Columbia Machine Wks.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Corp.

Automatic Safety Switch

Batteries,

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
J.

Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Automatic Return Switch

Ramapo Ajax

The

Brill Co..

Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Brake Testers
Nat'l. Rlwy. Appliance Co,
Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Electric Service Supplies
General Electric Co.
Nat'l R'lw'.v At>pliance Co.

Westinghouse-Nuttall
Generators
Genera! Electric Co.

Westinghouse £.

St

M. Co.

Girder Ralls

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Gongs (See Bells and Gongs)
Grinders and Grinding
Supplier

Railway Trackwork Co.
Continued on page 30
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Manganese Steel
Special Trackwork

Tisco

|
I

Subway, Elevated and

I

Surface Lines

|

WM. WHARTON JR. & CO., Inc.

I

EASTON, PA.

I
I

SALES OFFICES
Chicaro

Philadelphia

El Paso

Plttsburrh

New York

Montreal

San Franciuo
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I

For

Boston

29

i

Scranton

|
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Ideal Insulation for Clectric 1{a'dwaus

TJie

Drip Points for

INSULATED WIRES
OKONITE,

MANSON

and

and GABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

Added

POWER CABLES, SIGNAL CABLES
an d CAR WIRIN G

They prevent creepinr molitnre and qnlcklj drain the petticoat In wet weather, keeping the inner area dry.

—

The Above Insulator No. 72
Wet 31.400. Line 10.000.

THE OKONITE COMPANY
THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE
Factories;

Passaic. N. J.

Paterson. N.

iiiBul»*or

Ill

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Muncie, Ind.

—

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis

ui

Registers
I

single and
I

double types to meet
requirements of serv-

I

operation.

car

Double Register
Type R-11

tors'

I

The International

I

15 South

Throop

conduc-

Register Co.

inn
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Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways
Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Fitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Frogs; Hard Center

Catalog Sent on Request

|
I

Street, Chicago, Illinois

iiimiimiiimii

I
I

punches.

niiiiiin

I

I
1

Counters,

fittings,

t870

Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and
Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel Wheels and
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and
Pole Line Material.

i

For hand or foot,
mechanical or electric
ice.

Inc.

Siliiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimrimiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiimi

I

in

Write for catalog.

Est. 1848

International

Made

problem.

Hemingray Glass Company
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84 000

J.

l^i^
Okonite (Quality StcLtidards
Unchanged, for Hulf a. Century
iiiiiiiii

—Voltafei—Teit—Dir

Our enrineers are alwayi ready to help yon on your claee

CO.. INC..

Halea Offices: New York, Chicago. Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Boston, Atlanta, Birmingham. San Fi;ancisco, Los Angeles.
Seattle, Dallas.

^tiiiniiiiiitiiiiii

Efficiency

I

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,

Bethlehem, Pa.

BETHLEHEM

I
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Are you keeping up with your

I

T_IOW do you keep

field?

I

=

touch with developments in your field?
do you turn for reference, study or research? Where
A g-ood part of the written
can you turn? What's available?
record
the "canned experience" of your field is to be had in
McGraw-Hill Books. You have the key to this experience in the

I

Catalogue o£ McGraw-Hill Books

I
E

in

=
=
=

-Tl Where

—

E

=

=
=

T^HE

i
I

gives you the key to the existing- literature on
scientific engineering: and business subjects.

I

It is

A

ill

§

many

|
=

different

|
=

a valuable catalop-ue to have handy and a copy is waiting
for you if you want one. Just send us your name and address.

=
i

Send

I

for a

copy—It's FREE!

|

I

McGRAW^HILL BOOK COMPANY,

i

^70 Seventh

Inc.

New York

Avenue

'

F.E.R.J.

I
illllll

=

cataloprue lists and describes all McGraw-Hill Books
dozens of different branches of dozens of different fields.

It

=

=
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I
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Cincinnati Car Co.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Lighting Fixtures. Interior
Electric Service Supplies

Orindera, Portsbls

Railway Trackwork Co.
Grinders, Portable Electric
Railway Trackwork Co.

Lightning Protection
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse a. & M. Co.

Grinding Bricks and Wheel*

Railway Trackwork Co.
Guard Rail Clamps
Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Line Material

Corp.

Wm. Wharton, Jr. &

Co..Inc.

Guard Rails, Tee Rail and
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Cclnc.
Onards, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Harps, Trolley

Columbia Mach. Wk8.& M.I.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Bearine Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Star Brass Works
Westinghouse-Nuttall

(See also
Brackets. Insulators,
Wires, etc.
Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l. Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Locking Spring Boxes
Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. &
Locomotives, Electric

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Machine Wks.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Heaters, Bns
Nichols-Lintern

& M. Cb

Lubricants, Oil and Grease
Universal Lubricating Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Electric Service Sup. 0»,
General Electric (^o.
Ohio Brass Co.

Amer. Insulating Mach. Co.
Manganese Steel Castings
Bemis Car Truck Co.

and Lumber

Lumber & Pole

&

Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Helmets Welding
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

—

Hose, Bridges
Ohio Brass Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Instruments, Measuring,
Testing and Recording
General Electric Co.
Nat'l R'lw'y Appliance Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Insulating Cloth, Paper and

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

(See also Paints)
Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Insulation

Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Insulators (See also Line
Material)
Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Interior Side Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Intemrban

Cars (See Oars
Passenger, Freight Express

etc.)

Jacks (See also Crane*.
HnistK and Lifts)
Colximbia Machine Wks.
Elec Service Supplies Co.
Joints, Rail

(See Rail Joints)

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Wharton.

Corp.
Jr.

The

&

G.
Car Co.
J.

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures
Elec. Service Sup. Cn.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
l4unps. Arc and Incandescent
(Hee also Headiichts^
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Lamps, Signal and Marker
Eiec. Service Supplies Co.
Michols-Lintern Co.

Co.

Ties, Treated
Bell Lumber & Pole Co.

Trolley

Lumber & Pole

Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Motors,

Generators

Potheads
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable

(3o.

Inc.

Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Co.

for
Busses.

trols

Gas Electric

Motors, Electric
General Electric Co.

& M.

Co.

Nuts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Cincinnati

Car Co.
(See

Cutting

Packing
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Paints and Tarnishes

Service Supplies
Pinions (See Gears)
Elec.

Co.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Pins, Case

Cose Hardened, Wood
and iron
American Steel Foundries
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Pins,

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel

Works

Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Brake

(Jo.

Planers (See Machine Tools)

Letter Boards

Pliers.

Rubber Insulated

Electric Service Sup. Co.

Power
The

J.

G.

Side Bearings (See Bearing
Center and Side)

The

J.

Consolidated Car Heating Co
Electric Service Sup. Co.
National Pneumatic Co.
Signals, Indicating

Nichols-Lintern Co
Signal Systems, Block
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nachod & U. S. Signal Co.
Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing
Nachod & U. S. Signal Co.

(See Brake

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Steel Co.

(Sc-

Railway Appliance Co,
Snow-Plows, Sweepers and
Nat'l.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Splicing

C

Tube

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retriever*.
Trolley)

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Sash, Metal. Car Windtiw
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel

(3o.

Ramapo Ajax
Wharton.

Corp.
Jr.

&

Co., Inc.

Telephones and Parts
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Telephone & Telegraph Wire
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Testing Instruments (See Instruments, Electrical Measuring, Testing, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car HeatingCo.
Gold Car Htg. & Ltg. Co.

Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Ticket Choppers & Destroyer*
Electric Service

Sup. Co.

Mechanical

Ties,

Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.
Ties and Tie Rods, Steel
American Bridge Co.
International

Steel

Tie Co.

Goodyear Tire & R. C«.
Tokens
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Tongue Switches
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.,
Tool Steel

Towers and Transmission

Compounds

Structures

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Track Expansion Joints
Wm. Wharton, Jr * Co.,

Springs

Track Grinders
Railway Trackwork Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp,
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

Railway Appliance Co
Springs, Car and Truck
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co..

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
J,

Standard Steel Works Co.
Sprinklers, Track and Roac
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Steel, Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries

Open Hearth
American Steel Foundries
Steel and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries

Steel,

Roller Bearings
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Roofing. Car
HMkelite Mfg. Co.
Roofs, Car » Bns
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Sanders, Track.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

(See Track

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Splicing Sleeves (See Clamp*
and Connectors)
Nat'l.

American Steel & Wire Ci
Westinghouse E. & M. Co

& M.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
Soldering and Brazing Ap- Tools. Track, Lino St
.Miscciianeons
paratus (See Welding
Columbia Machine Wks.
Processes and Apparatus)
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Specials Trackwork
Railway Trackwork Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co., Inc. Torches, Acetylene (See Cutting Apparatus)
Lorain Steel Co.
United Slates Rubber Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Repair Work (See also Oatli

Westinghouse E.

Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Electric Service Sup. to.

Brill Co., J. G.

Reinforcement, Concrete

Repair Shop Appliances
also Coil Banding and
Winding Machines)

Corp.

Tires

Snow Plows

Columbia Machine Wks.
Snow Sweeper, Rattan

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
International Register Co.

Bethlehem

Ramapo Ajax

Switches
General Electric Co.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Poles
Ties, Posts, etc.)

Smokestacks, Car

Brill Co.. J. G.

G.

Switch Stands and Fixtures

Wm.

Brooms

Rattan

Snow

Tampers, Tie
Railway Trackwork Co.
Tapes and Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heating Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Resistance. Wire and

Plates for Tee Rail Switehes
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Co.

Steel Co.

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heating
General Electric Co.

Lanterns, Classlflcatlon
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Nifhnls-Liniem

Lorain Steel Co.

Paints & Tarnishes. Railway
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Pinion Pullers

G.

(jo.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Railway Equip. Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co
Nat'l, Be.nriTig Metals Corp,

Replacers, Car
Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Sop. Co.

Pickups, Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

J.

etc.)

Switches, Track
Special Work)

Wheels and Cutters
Columbia Machine Wks.

(Insulating)
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Panels, Outside & Inside
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Shovels,

Sleet

The

—Welded

Carnegie Steel Co.

Omnibuses (See Buses)
Oxy-Acetylene
Apparatus)

Philip

Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-WaJtefleld Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.

The

Cincinnati Car

Rail Joints
Rail Joint Co.,

Brill Co..

Motorman's Seats
Brill Co.. The J. 6.

W.

Slack Adjusters
Adjusters)

Bethlehem

General Electric Co.

Brill Co..

A.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Shades, Testibule

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)

Rail Joints

G.

Signals, Car Starting

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.

Co.,

J.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Second Hand Equipment

Brill Co..

Power Saving Devices

Rail Welding

Con-

The

Brill Co.,

Shovels
BrlU Co., The J. G.

Rails, Steel

&

Bus

Gerke. G.

Poles, Tubular Ste*l
Electric Railway Eauipmant
Co.
Electric Service Sup. Cto.

Carey

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Seats,

J.

Sweepers, Snow (See
Plows, Sweepers and
Brocnis)

J.

BrilJ Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car (^o.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Outside

Motor Buses (See Buses)

Westinghouse E.

Tape
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.

Brill Co..

Lorain Steel Co.

Mirrors. Inside and
Cincinnati Car Co.

Hose, Pneumatic

Co.

Manganese Steel Switches,
Frogs and Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.

The

Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Seats, Car (See also Rattan)

Co.

&

Heaters, Car (Electric)
Consolidated Car Htg. CoGold Car H'fg & Light Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Heaters, Car. Stove

Street Cars (See Cars, Passenger. Freight. Express,

G.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

&
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Manganese Steel Guard Ralls
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Punches,
Ticket
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
International Register Co.
Manganese Steel, Special
Rail Braces and Fastenings
Track Works
Beaters, Car, Hot Air and
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wafer
Ramapo
Ajax
Corp.
Rail Filler
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Wm. Wharton. Jr.
Co.

Screw Drivers, Rubber

Brill Co..

Poles, Metal Street
Electric R'lw'y Equip. Co.
Poles, Ties, Posts, Plllnt
Bell

strand
Roeblings Sons Co.,

Seating Materials

Nat'l R'lw'y Appliance Co,

Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton, Jr.

Co.

Pble Line' Hardware

Poles

January 19,1929

Scrapers, Track (See Cleaners and Scrapers, Tiaek)

Insulated
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Machinery. Insulating

Headlining

Floors, Interior Panels,
etc.

Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Bell

Lubricating Engineers
Universal Lubricating Co.

Bead lights

Plywood, Roofs, Headlinlngs,

Poles,
Co.,

Electric R'lw'y Equip. Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Westinghouse E.

I

Steps, Car

M. Co.

Strain, Insulators
Electric Service Supplies
General Electric Co.

WestlnB-hoiise K.

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co.. The J. Q.

Transfers (See Tickets)

Transformers
ijcneral

Electric

W^estinghouse E.

Co

& M.

Co.

Treads. Safety Stair, Car Step
Cincinnati Car Co.

Wire

Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Storage Batteries (See Bat
terles. Storage)

Ohio Brass Co.

Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.,

Tree.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Stokers, Mechanical
Westinghouse E. &

Track, Special

& M.

Co

Co.

Trolley Bases
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.

WestinghoUBC-Nuttall
Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Ohio Brass Co.

Wcstinghouse-Nuttall
Trolley
Brill

Itnses
Co..

The

J.

O.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Continued on page .32
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Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
The

I

1

value of Kalamazoo Trolley
and Harps has been
demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
period of thirty years.
Being
exclusive manufacturers, vrith
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our
product that we merit the large
patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no
for quality we
appreciate your inquiries.

COMBINE
Lowest Cost
Least Maintenance

Cstaloi complst* with acglneerliic data lent on nonut.

MICH., U.

S.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Nev York City. SO Church Street

A.
""<"

miimiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiHiMiiiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

Lightest Weight
Greatest Adaptability

will
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TMt CHAMFCRCD JOtNT

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO,

iiiiiiiiimiiiiii

ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

j

Wheels

premium

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiii

31

Section

Can be

received at the

York

New

Office of Electric

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiri

|

SIGNAL CO, INC

|

BLOCK SIGNALS

iiri

i

m.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

I
|
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Wednesday

\

For issue out Saturday

f

0220

STUCKI

I

SIDE

I

BEARINGS

I

A.
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I

165

Rail Joint
Broadway, New

I

i

S

Company

|

York City

I
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y^'^WA\{ I friUiry QOMPANU
I f

RAIL JOINTS
The

STUCKI CO. I

Oliver Bld(.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

I
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LOUISVILLC.KY.

|

Railway Journal
until 10 a.
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NACHOD & UNITED STATES

Advertisements for the

Searchlight
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CAR COMFORT WITH

HEATERS
regulators
VENTILATORS

TTV
X X

T\JTXTT
L iJ^i
S241-3347

Indiana
Chleaco. 111.

Write for
Cataioffue

St.

I
I
I

I

13S8 Broadway

i
York, N. T. =

New
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EIGHTWORKS
R A M A PO-AJAX-E LLl O T

HIIXBURN, NEW YORK

NIAGARA

Damapo Ajax Corporation

1X^2
'

FALLS. N.Y,

If

II

CHiCACO. ILLINOIS
EAST ST LOUIS. ILL

Our tests determine the best
shoe for each type oj service
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago
30 Church Street, New York

iiiiiHiiiiriiinHiiiiiiiHiiriintiiiiniimiittinimiHiiiHiitiinmiiiinniiiiiiitiiiiriiiin.

PUEBLO. COLORADO

i

SUPKRIOR.WISCONSIN

^

LOS ANGELES. CAL
NIAGARA FALUS.ONT,

RAMAPO AUTOMATIC

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
AND RACOR DASH POTS
FOR PASSING SIDINGS
MANGANESE WORK A SPECIALTY
Satei

Omce

^0 Church

St.

New

-Vork
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Heating and Ventilating
^ STSS a —are^"^
no lonter operatlnc problems.
W« can ihow you
how
tak» care
both with one equipment.

Electrical

Wires

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

&

Cables

Trenton, N.

to

PS

\

Smith

ing and

40%

Hot Air Beater will sare. In
of the eott of 4117 other car beatlyitem.
Write for detalli.

YentlUtlon

60%

to
renttlatlnff

The

^uaiui
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIX*^

J. |

The Peter

of

Forced

addition,

Peter Smith Heater Company
6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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I

Efficient

I
I
I

Bus Heating

Qcveland, Ohio

1

iiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiMiinii*:

anaconda COPPERMINING company
LNACO^DA
'"
"'

The N-L Venti-Duct Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Ave.

inm

Rod, Wire and Cable Products

/\

with

1

tiiitiiitiiiriiHiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiliimiiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiiinMit

tHE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANI
General Offices

-

-

25 Broadway,

New

Yori

fANACONDA TROLLED
|
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
This Index is published as a conTenience to the reader. Erery care is taken to maiie u
accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility lor errors or omissions.

Vase

—A—
American
Co
American
American
American
Anaconda

Brake Shoe & Foundry
31
31
Brass Co.. The
Third Cover
Car Co
23
Insulating Maeh. Co.

Page

—L—

Face

—F—

Lorain Steel Co., The. .Insert 130B
Faile & Co., E. H
Ford, Bacon & Davis. Inc

26
26
27

"For Sale" Ads

26
27

Insert 130B
Axle Co
31
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Standard Steel Works Co
9

—M—

Copper Mining Co... 31

26

& Junkersfeld

McClellan

McGraw-Hill Pub.

Co..

Inc..

17.

—B—

& Porter
Seachlight Section
Sanderson
Shttler

.

—G—

Page

—8—

20 21

Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood. Inc.

31

26

,

Stone & Webster
Stucki Co.. A

26
31

18

General Electric Co
Gold Car Heating & Ltg. Co..

Insert 12. 13

Beeler Organization, The
Bell Lumber & Pole Co

26

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co ...

22
22
Bemis Car Truck Co
29
Bethlehem Steel Co
Third Cover
Brill Co.. The J. G
Buchanan & Layng Corporation. 26
Byllesby Eng-. & Management Co. 26

.

10

& Kilburn Co

22

Back Cover

Haskelite Mfg. Co

Hemingray Glass Co
Co..

.

Co..

Collier. Inc.,

— —

26

Insert 14

PhlUp

Cleveland Fare Box Co.. The.

.

.

G

Barron

22
8

Ohio

Columbia Machine Works &
Insert 130B
M. I. Co
Consolidated Car Heating Co
20
.

.

Brass

Co

5

Okonlte-Callender Cable Co.. Inc..

29
29

The

I

Okonite

.

International Register Co
International Steel Tie Co..

Co..

The

Wm

.

—P—

—D—

Percy Mfg. Co., Inc
Tie.

Wanted and Vacant.

Positions

Co..

.

22
27

Insert 23. 24
Differential Steel

Car

Co.,

The.

.

22

Searchlight Section
Jackson. Walter

Johnson Pare Box Co

Electric Railway

26
22

—K—
130A

Insert

Equipment Co. 31

Electric Service Supplies Co.

Trolley Pins

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Trolley Wheel Bashinrs
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Star Brass Works
Trolley Wheels (See Wheeto,
Trolley)

.

.

7

Kelker. DeLeuw & Co
26
Kuhlman Car Co
Third Cover

31

Richey. Albert S
Roebling's Sons Co.. John

26
31

Truss Planluf
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Turbine, Steam
General Electric Co.
Westingrhouse E. &. M. Co.

Welded Rail Joints

Turnstiles
Elpctric Service Sup. Co.
Perey Mfgr. Co., Inc.

Turntables
Electrio Service Supplies Co.

Valves
Ohio Brass Go.
Westinsrhouse Tr. Br. Co.

Trolley Wire

American Brass Co.
American Steel Foundries
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co.,

Classification

The
Railway Track-work Co
Railway Utility Co
Ramapo-AJax Co

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY— Continued
Trolley Material (Overhead)
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Bearingr Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinffhouse E. & M. Co.

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Classified Advertising

—R—
Rail Joint Co..

—E—
Earll, C. I

27

Third Cover
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co
Second Cover
Westinghouse-Nuttall
4
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. 16
Wharton. Jr. & Co.,
29
"What and Where to Buy".
28, 30. 32
White Engineering Corp.. J. G. 26
Wish Service. The P. Edw.... 26

29

Front Cover

Dayton Mechanical

22

—W—
"Want" Ads
Wason Mfg. Co

.Insert 11

W

.

15

National Railway Appliance Co. 22
31
Nlchols-Lintern Co., The

29
26

HemphUl & Wells
Heywood-Wakefleld
Hoist. Englehardt

Pneumatic Co

National

.

Insert l.'iOA

National Bearing Metals Corp.
Insert 130.\
19
National Brake Co., Inc

R"--

.

31

Inc

Co..

Hale

Carey

Una Welding & Bonding Co.

Nachod and United States Signal

.

—C—

p

jj

Ventilators

National By. Appliance Co.
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co., The J. Q.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Railway

Utility Co.

Lorain Steel Co.. The

Railway Trackwork Co.

Una Welding & Bonding

Co.

Welders. Portable Glectrlc
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Una Welding & Bonding
Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.
Co.

Welders, Rail Joint
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westingbou
E. & M. Co.

6

31
31

Page

BUSINESS GPP

27

EMJLOYMENT
USED AND SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT

27

Gerke. G.

W

27
27

from page 30

Welding Steel
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding &. Bonding Co.

Electric Service Supplies Co
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Star Brass Works

Welding Wire
Railway Trackwork Co,
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Westinghouse-Nuttall
Whistles, Air

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Welding Wire and Rods
Railway Trackwork Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Window Guards &

Wheel Presses (See Machine

Wire Rope
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Tools)

Wheels. Car Steel

& Steel

Tire

American Steel FoundricB
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Standard Steel Works Co.
Wheels. Trolley

Columbia Machine Wks.
Electric

Fittings
Cincinnati Car Co.

Rlwy Equip.

Co.

Wires and Cables
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. Co.
General Electrtc Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co
Roehlitig's Sons Co.. J. A.
Westinghouse K. * M. Co
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Light weight Fageol Rail Coach
>l^".s^

uses

HASKELITE and PLYMETL
"^^LYMETL

was used on the roof, sides, front and rear of the
recently announced Fageol Rail Coach distributed by the Twin
Coach Company of Kent, Ohio.
was employed in
the floor.

•*•

HASKELITE

By

utilizing the great strength and light weight of these two
materials, the builders were able to keep the weight down to only
17,500 lbs., although the car provides plenty of comfortable space
for 40 passengers.

PLYMETL

and HASKELITE also aided in the elimination of
modern street railway coach, which was designed for
long life and economy of operation.
Both HASKELITE and
PLYMETL have demonstrated their effectiveness in reducing
maintenance costs and operating costs in street railway service.
noise in this

oV"

A

Send
free

'lyVvooj

for blue print booklet of street car

—but

it's

and bus

applications.

It's

valuable.

Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation
120 South LaSalle Street,

haskelite

Chicago,

Room 1120

Illinois

Railway Representatives:

Economy

Electric Devices Co., 37 W. Van Buren St., Chicago
Grayson Bros., 600 LaSalle Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd.
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, New Glasgow

JX.
oV

.^i-oV

RAILWAY

ELECII^IC

JOURNAL
JANUARY

aw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

26, 1929

Twenty Cents Per Cc

HOUSTON, TEXAS.

Lengthen the
Time Element
in B
Duses

''

^'^/j:

^..n.

^'^•^

How lonsr will
duciiifT profits

a hus go on pro-

— keeping down main-

tenance and keeping out of repair shops?
In bus transmissions, front and rear wheels, pinions,
differentials

answering
ical life

this

and steering

pivot-;,

Timken

Bearings are

question by protecting and extending

mechan-

while miles are turned into money.

Naturally ' 'Timken-Equipped'

'

is

not only nationally accepted but expected.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING

IfllBaDSIIM

Tapered

Roller

CO.,

CANTON, OHIO
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A NEW
Westinghouse
Suspension
ALIGNING

type, and of

jTm. simple construction.

Yoke

is

securely fastened to

the body.

Body

is free to

Body

is 3)^

turn in yoke.

inches in diam-

which gives ample

eter

creepage distance.
Insulation is
the

MOLDARTA,

new molded

material.

Square boss on top of body
for tightening the suspen-

sion on the ear.

durable hanger and
greatly reduces
maintenance.
Is

a

'MOLDARTA is not affected by boiling wafer; will
not absorb moisture; will not soften under intense heat;
has high mechanical and electrical strength.
Westinghouse
EaM PittsbufRh

Electric

& Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Sal.. OfficcB in All Principal Ciri«it of
United Scat.* and Forcixn Countrici

he

^W^tinghouse
1020

• W

^^^

Tjoaf

Electric

Railway Journal

Charles Gordon, Editor
John

A.

Millku.

Jr.

Vol. 73,

Acting ManasiDK Editor

Hrnht W. Blakb

No. 4

Pages 149

to

188

Senior Editor
Morris Buciv

Englneerine Editor

Clarbnck w. Squibr
Qborqb J. MaoMdrbat

January 26, 1929

CLirroBD A. Fai^bt
L. H. Chdrob, Cblcago
Paul Wooton, Washington
ALBx MoCallcu
London, England

LOCIB

F.

Stoll

PubllBhlnc Director

In This Issue
Editorials

149

A

—

Constructive Move in Seattle AVw York's New Traffic Plan
Starts Well
There Is No Magic to Modernisation Wanted: Young
Blood- -Stability of Costs Continues Not Afraid to Proclaim Its
Ideals- -Fuel Oil Tests Apparently Successful

—

—

—

Modernization Increases Riding

in Lafayette

152

By purchasing
PUBM

energy, introducing one-man cars, rerouting lines,
rehabilitating track, giving adequate service and cultivating good
will the local railway has increased its riding 50 per cent.

W-HIIX

roMPANY. INC..
at 36tb St.,
New York. N. Y.
Cable Address "Marblnlst. N. Y."
Jahbr H. MoGraw, rhaLrnian of the
-'.

!!

Tenth Ave.

Board

New Group of Standardized

Maloolu Mnin. President
Jauhs H. McQraw. Jr.,

By George Frey
features of the new

Vice-President and Treasurer

General construction
developed by the J. G.

Bdwaui) J. Mbhrrn. Vlce-Prealdent
Mabon Brixton. Vice-President

Edgar Kouak. Vice-President
Harold W. McGraw, Vice-President

service and

Thom!'80N, Secretary

C. H.

New York

District Office.

Cars Designed

Brill

line

157
of standardized cars
six models for city

Company, including

two interurbans, are given

in this article.

285 Madi-

son Are.

Wabhinoton,

National Press Building

Cbioauo, 7 8uuth Dearltorn St.
PBlLAUBLFHtA, IGOO Arch St.
Clbvblanu, tiuardlun liuildlng

Loms.

Tampa Reduces

Bell

E. C. 4.

Puhllshers

of
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Cincinnati Railway Builds Attrac-

Buses Solve Unusual Traffic Prob-

lem in Cincinnati
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tive Office
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the vaporizing equipment, described by the author, it is possible
to use oil of 38-42 specific gravity, Baume, effecting a saving in
fuel cost over gasoline of approximately 29 per cent.
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Accidents 58 Per Cent

Persistent and successful effort toward greater safety was responsible
for the record of the Tampa Electric Company which won the 1927
Anthony N. Brady Award for medium-sized electric railways.
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endims

npHE

quality of Westing-

^

house National Air Compressors is a warranty of
enduring satisfaction.
Quality

is

the

first

thought in

design, construction

and

as-

adherence
to high standards has established a reputation for long
sembly. This

strict

Because of

many traction
now using
are

this,

properties

Westinghouse-National

Compressors
in their shops,

A

i

r

exclusively
power houses,

and maintenance departments.
All types and sizes are available, ranging from 3 to 700
cu.

ft.

displacement

—

all

life,

dependability, and econ-

"Quality Machines for

omy

of operation.

Quality Service."

WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

Air Compressors
"QUALITY MACHINES FOR QUALITY SERVICE"

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE COMPANY
Industrial Division

General Office and

Works

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wilmerding, Pa.

January 26, 1929
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"miles per dollar''
not "dollars per wheel"
that shows the true ecoii'
It's

omy

of

STANDARD STEEL WHEELS
STANDARD STEEL WORKS COMPANY
CHICAGO

NEW YORK
RICHMOND
PITTSBURGH

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
WORKS: BURNHAM. PA.

ST.

LOUIS

HOUSTON
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
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Made

in halves
to halve

your gear case

costs

Keystone steel gear cases have largely replaced
malleable iron cases for electric railway work
because an accident usually causes them to bend
rather than crack or break. Therefore, ordinary
repairs can be made with a minimum amount of

of a given type are formed by the same dies, so
that halves of the same type of case are perfectly
interchangeable, permitting a replacement of a
broken half and frequently avoiding the necessity
of scrapping the entire case when only one-half

labor.

is

The most remarkable

economical feature of
Keystone Steel Gear Cases is this: All gear cases

useless.

Standardize on Keystone Steel Gear Cases
way to cut replacement costs in half.

—

it's

a sure

Showing External

Showing Internal

Construction

Construction

Home

office and plant at 17th & Cambria Sts.. PHILADELPHIA: District ofBces at 111
St.. CHICAGO: 50 Church St.. NEW YORK: Bessemer Bldg., Pittsburgh: 88
Broad St.. Boston: General Motors BIdg.. Detroit: ;il6 N. Washington Ave.. Scranton:
Canadian Agents. Lyman Tube & Supply Company. Ltd., Montreal. Toronto. Vancouver,

N. Uanal

Under View of
Bottom Half

1

>NUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER

Inner

f'ieiu of

Top Half

V

AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
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or a simisical srory

litres

And w^

Electric Railway Journal

says—

say:

—

More track

construction in

meant more Thermit
and more roads
used
1928

—

using

it!

also

And we add:

—

a stable industry can and

must maintain its property
for most efficient operation
and longest life.

Thermit Welding has become the recognized standard of the railway companies
which are proving their right to stay in
the transportation business. Five out of
six winners of the Coffin Award use it.
Nearly all the big city systems are numbered among the Thermit clientele.

Thermit makes a smooth, quiet running
track, free from joint trouble for the life
of the rail

and

it

itself.

proves

its

other types
wear

better all the time,
positive economy when
It's

of rail joints begin to

out.

METAL ^THERMIT
CORPORATION?
JZ0 B
A DWAY
EW YORK
r^p

PITTSBnBGH

CHICAOO

,

BOSTON

N

.

N.V.

SOUTH SAN KEANCISCO

TORONTO
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One of

the cars to

which Simplex

Clasp Brakes have been applied

SIMPLEX MULTIPLE UNIT
CLASP BRAKES
Railroads

would not purchase

passenger cars without "Simplex'

Clasp Brakes."

Why not specify "Simplex

Multi-

Unit Motor and Trailer Truck
Electric
Clasp Brakes" for Gas
ple

—

and

Electric Cars.

Send us your inquiries
mation and designs.

for infor-

The

mechanically correct Brake

for a

Modern

Car.

American Steel Foundries
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ST.LOUIS
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One tiny vulnerable spot
Death found it/

THETIS,

goddess mother of mortal Achilles,

Hellenic hero of Trojan war, plunged

the River Styx to

make

his

him

body invulnerable.

into

But

him by one heel, which the waters did not
cover with their protective charm. Before the bloody
walls of besieged Troy, Achilles wrought havoc and
destruction among the Trojans, himself escaping
wounds, defying harm. And then, as he stood in the
temple of Apollo, negotiating with Priam for the hand

she held

of his daughter, Polyxena, the poisoned arrow of

treacherous Paris found his
vxilnerable heel, dealing death.

The magic

of the Styx

good protection as

borers are swift to find the vulnerable spots in partially-

improperly or under-treated transmission poles, cross
ties, bridge timbers or piling.
Spotty or uneven penetration of the preservative does not afford complete
protection.

And

treated

(white

woodpeckers,
producing fungi or

marine

ants),

safer

than

its

pressure treating plant in the industry, coupled with

and care, assure deep and
uniform penetration full length
to the heartwood with creosote oil conforming to standard A. R. E. A. specifications.
the
It completely encases
heartwood in highly toxic
sheathing, thickasthesapwood

finished engineering skill

No vulnerable spots

here!

it

termites

no

Thoroughness distinctively characterizes Prettyman
The most complete and modern

went. But its application had
lacked thoroughness.
Bit is fact, not legend, that
destructive

is

timber preservation.

was

far as

wood

least protected spot.

no vulnerable
Yet, Prettyman Preserved Forest Products cost
no more. Write for prices.
itself.

It leaves

spots.

decay-

Note thorough penetration of
creosote oil

Sons
l,FPrettuman,&
\J Wood Preyei'vinp Plant*
Charlej-ton

,

5

.

C.

ecorOif or

LUtTeiir
eleclric railn^^*r

I

mlar^e edacity Lu«rej* liouglii

I

into

iu<re<r
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Table II

Vol. 7?,,

— Buses Bought by Railways During 1928
Seating

Type

Body

Ca-

Chassis

Builder

pacity

Total

Name

of

Company] UTotal Type

Arixona

Warren Co...

6

4

Studebaker

Superior

21

40

Arkansas
Arkanaas Power h Light
4

<

White

Bender

17

Co

A Kern Elec.
t

1

Key System

Tranait Co.

Graham

Graham
Twin Coach

41

F

A. C.

Loa Angelea Railway..

.

BlectricRy

30

^^..u<*

3
3

Moreland

Yellow
Moreland

Gar A Elec. Co..

San Diego Electric Ry
Southern Pacific Co

. .

.

Fageol
Yellow

Fageol
Yellow

19
21

Twin Coach

II

40
29
26
27
26
25
22

<
5
2
3

21
17
16
14

White

Bender

Fageot

'T^i^^AO^

Fageol

Twin Coach

YeUow

Fageol
Yellow
Fageol

Fageol

1

5

Pacific

40

6

9
3

2
Pacific

21

37
29
29
40
58
63
58
40
63
59

27

.

I I

I

I

1

^Tn^^^^^^h

4
61

2
2
9

Twin Coach

.".'.'.'.'.'.'.

1

II

Coionulo
Denver Tramway..
Connecticut
Connecticut Co.

A

IGroton

.

Total

Indianapolis A Southeastern R.R
Interstate Public Service

2

.

Southern Michigan Ry..
Union Traction Co. of
Indiana

City

Ry

4

Studebaker

J

2

Faceol

Faceol

30

1

A^C.F.

aTc.f

30

I

1

International

3

3

Studebaker

Superior

21

A

R.R
.

tric

29
29

3
2

Yellow

YeUow

Yellow
Yellow

29

6

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

*3

Graham

Graham

20

»l

Yellow

Yellow

21

1

1

Yellow

YeUow

l»

3

Yellow

Yellow

25

Mack

Mack

25

7

Yellow

Yellow

21

4

4

Mack

Mack

25

2

J

White

.

.

A

Washington Railway
Electric

Co

8
5

3

Co

A

^•w
.

9 Jacksonville Traction Co.

J^l^gagh
1

2

I

Ry

!2
•3

Co

3

*2

A

Mack

Traction

Ry

kChicago Surface Lines.
fi'^anston Railway

Yellow

Illinois

Power

A

32

Twin Coac h
^mm^^

Mack

1

Cummings Car Cummings Car

Twin Pna^h
^tmmm^

A Coach

A

Co.

Coach Co.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.
A.C.F.
Yellow

I
1

\ ellow

4
Traction System.

1

4
4

Kewanee Public Service

Co
Tri-City Ry. of Illinois.

Indiana
Beech Grove Traction
Corp
Chicago, South Bend A
Northern Indiana Ry.
Chicago, South Shore A
South Bend R.R
^Evansville A Ohio Valley
Railway
ailwaya

^ce Corp.

vFR.FACtOL

.

,2
*3

Studebaker
Studebaker

Superior
Superior

St. Louis

29
26
29
21

14

New Orleans Public ServInc

7

7

YeUow

I

1

YeUow

Car Co.

34

IMalne

Co
Maryland

Utilities

Cumberland

A

port Transit

Western-

Co

7

4

12

,\

White

5

4
2

29

Bender
Yellow

29

Lang
Lang

3»
29

Yellow

Yellow

21.

White

Lang

25

Safeway

Safeway

Mack

International

29
29

White
White

Farnham-Nelsoii

25

Yellow

Potomac Edison Co

1

1

29

Twin Coach

A.C.F.
A.C.F.
A.C.F.
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Studebaker
A.C.F.
A.C.F.

6

WhiU

Bender
Bender

Louisiana

International
International

1l«• Twin Coach«

Revere Beaeh
R.R..
Boston, Worcester A
N. Y. St. Ry
Eastern
Massachusetts

A Lynn

Street

Ry

2

Yellow
Yellow

Fitchburg
St.

Ry

A

.

.

7

Mack

Mack

Mack

29

Brock way
A.C.F.

Brown

21

A.C.F.

29

4

4

7

1

A

Middlesex

27

Ry
Milford

A

29
29

Springfield Street

1

International

Bender

3

Studebaker

Superior

Maci#

^^^^

29
29

21

29

Mack

A.C.F
Lang

*3

A.C.F.

Fageol

27
25
29

12

12

White

Bender

29

4

4

Mack

1

Mack
Mack

29
29

Mack

Mack

29

Uxbridge

Northampton St. Ry.
Plymouth A Brockton
St.Ry...

YeU^Ni^
Mack#^^^^

Studebaker
A.C.F.
A.C.F.

Boston St.

17
21
21

Street

29

A.C.F.

2
*1

Yellow

Mack
Mack

•
23

Leominster

Interstate Street Ry..

29

2

A.C.F.

•4
5

21

21
21

A.C.F.

6

YeUow

.^^.

A.C.F.

7

37

2

29
30
21

Versare

\\\
tl6

29
35
36

15

30
29
40
33

Brown
Twin Coach
Twin Coach

Boston,

Cummings Car

Mack

I

Illinois

Co.

Mack

Mack

II

White

14
2

\t

21

Yellow

5
4

YeUow
Mack

2

2

40

Yellow

Mack

I

YeUow
Mack

21

2

2
21

4;

Ry

Light

Corp

21

21

Yellow

3
7

.

Graham

2

WTT^ff^

Reo

A Coach

Graham

3

Grahi^

1

5

IS
21

1

Graham

5

A West Towns

White

Graham

3

Boston Elevated Ry..

Joliet Electric

Ry
Chicago

White

1

Massachusetts

Blue Gooee Motor Coach

Chicago

21

3

lUlnols

Alton

Yellow

I

40

A

YeUow

J

Geonia
Savannah Electric
Power Co
Idaho
Boise Street Car Co

3

Liaht

Terminal Co

21

Florida

29
29

KentuckT

ice,

21

Mack
Yellow

A

Arkansas Valley Interurban Ry
Kanaaa Public Service

21

29

Mack
Yellow

Kansat

York
2

25

*?

4

Delaware Electric Power
District of Columbia
Capital Traction Co

21

3

Delaware

Co

21

FiUjohn

7

Ry

Northern

J7
29

Yellow
Yellow

26

.'7

.

Waterloo, Cedar Falls

Kentucky

Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow

•2

.

Tri-City Ry. of Iowa.

Corp

2
•5

f?

.

Co

United Power

29

Brown

Mack

.

Co. (Burlington)
Missisaippi Valley Elec-

29
29

A. C. F.

White

Mack

3
3

Power Co.
Iowa Ry. A Light Co.
Marshalttown Div..
Iowa Southern Utilities
Interstate

Farnham-Nelaon

A. C. F.

9

9

Southern

Louisville

Ry

14

2

II

Davenport A
Muscatine Ry
Fort Dodge, Des Moines

Mack

Mack

22

Clinton,

25

Twin Coach

Capacity

A Iowa

Cedar Rapids

Mack

10

Body
Builder

Iowa

Stonington

Traction Co
Lordship Railway
New Haven A Shore Line

Type
Chassis

Northern Indiana Power

Mack
Yellow

Total

Type

4

Co

California

Ry.

Company

of

Co

Co..
Bakersfield

Seating

Name

Ry
.

.

I

.

.

II

6
»^

Ry.

3

2
6

Union Street Ry.,

I

1

20

Reo
Yellow

29
29
33

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

YeUow

Farnham-Nelson

Yellow

Yellow

Graham
Twii^oach

Graham

16

Twin Coach

40
40

A.C.F.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

Farnum-Nelson

29

Worcester Consolidated
Street

Ry

24

14
10

29
33

Michigan

—Dept.

City of Detroit
of Street

*2
8

1

*4
*3

Rys

218
16
16

International

Yellow
Yellow
A.C.F.
Yellow

t25
120
40

Yellow

YeUow
Yellow

Eastern Michigan Rys.

48

14

Graham
Yellow
A.c.r.

Graham
YeUow
A.CF.

4
20

YeUow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow

10

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40
15
16

29
29
17

40

^M

January
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Table II
'.

Seating

^B
^^1

^H
^B

Name

of

Total
Total Type

Company

&

P^

Traction Co..

14

10

I

I

S

S

15

6

. .

Total
4

Ry

^^XKansas
City Public Serv^^ ice Co
Springfield Traction Co.
St. Joseph Ry. Lt.. Ht.,

Citiiens Traction Co
Conestoga Traction Co..

WilU

East Penn Traction Co;
Erie

Rys

Johnstown Traction Co.
Lehigh Traction Co

1

&

Co

6

6

10

10

Nebnsks
.

.

rBt.

Ry

I

I

I

J

3

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40

10
2
4

10
2
3

A.C.F.
International

A.C.F
York

Mack
Hahn

Mack
Hahn

23
25
29
23

9

7

7

2
7

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

I

1

Mack

Mack

29
29

Ry

ittsburgh Railways

I

4

Coast Cities Ry. Co

Reading Transit

4

4

2

Public Service Co-oidinated Transport
517

5

I

Mack

Mack

29

4

White

Bender

29

6

3
3
17

White
White
Twin Coach

Bender
Bender
Twin Coach
Yellow

29

24

Co

2

I
1

West Penn Rys

7

34

,l
\Vilkes-Barre

Ry

16

:i
Williamsport Rys

A

I'renton

,

2

2

2
4

2

4

24

t24

10
4

1

&

Woodlawn

Ry
Khode

&

ewport

Ry

Hudson Valley Ry
International

Ry

Janip«town Street Ry..
Kingston ConBolidated
Railroad
Newburgh Public Service

New York

&.

I

Ry

12
4

R.R

Poughkeepsie

& WapRy

United Elec. Rys

North

Carolina

.

12
4

2

I

Dallas Railway

I

26
56
40

7

3

4

.—^m

Houston Electric Co..
Northern Texas Traction

Co

2

2

7

2
5

Ry

Twin Coach
Twin Coach

40
40

White

Eckland
Eckland

21

I

3

Yellow

Yellow

3

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

29
40

34

Graham
Twin Coach

23
^1

•2

Reo
Reo

*

Studebaker

I

ice

Co

29

25

Reo

21
21
21
21

40
21

22
22

20

Community Traction Co.

88

J

^^^1
Lang
Twin Coach
Mack
Bender
Bender

5^
^

'^
12
14
12

9

:|

&
3
3

3
3

64

39
"0

6

i|

2

2

7

3

Oklahaoma

LanK

m

Fitzjohn

Yellow
Superior

34
22
22
22

2

Mack
Mack

Mack
Mack

25
29

I

Twin Coach

Twin Coach

40

2

Graham

Graham

Yellow

Yellow

2

Virginia
Citv of Radford. Dept.

2,
37
29
29

li

-

I

of Public Utilities

Roanoke
,

)

Railway

Electric Co
Virginia Electric

Co

Bender

Reo

1

4

White
Yellow
Studebaker

15
12

Vermont

21

Ohio Public Service Co. .

Fageol

-Fitzjohn

3

Ry

Oklahoma Ry

19

II

3

fBurlington Traction Co.

.

Mack

29
29
29

1

12

.

Mack

l«

San Antonio Public Serv-

Ohio

Columbus

IS
21

Graham
Graham

I

Co

Eastern Traction Co..
.Shore Elec. Ry..
Northern Ohio Power &
Light Co

21
IS

Reo
Reo
Reo

Yellow
Yellow
.

Cincinnati Street Ry....

Indiana,

Local

Reo
Reo
Reo

2

Power

Lake

Reo

Mack

Ter-

Co

Co

I

Cleveland

Reo

Bender

Wichita Falls Traction

oof
^^^,

29

Eastern Texas Electric

I

136

6

States

2i

Yeliow

I

6

Utilities

Co

Lang

YeUow

Miscellaneous

Traction

Co

North Dakota

W^^^B Northern

29

Tennessee Electric Power

Public

Co
^ .^^^_

Mack

Tennessee

Nueces

Co.

Service Co..

Southern Public

Falls

16

North Carolina

Durham Pub. Serv.

21

Mack
Graham
YeUow

White
White
Twin Coach
Twin Coach
Twin Coach

30

System

I

Co.

Traction

17

Bender

South Dakota

4

minal

Albany

•20

1

%Eaouse & Eastern JUtil-

United

29

White

Teias
3

road
Third Ave. Ry. System.

I

*l
3
4

Stamford

Niacara Gorge
pingers Falls

16

35

YeUow

tellow

Island
Providence
2S

Sioux
I

21

Southern

St.

New York
Black River Traction Co.
Brooklyn City R.R

I

I

Mercer

County Traction Co.

3

I

i

23

I

4
3

Jersey
Atlantic City A Shore

21

4

New

R.R

14
21

Reedsville

.

New Hmmpshire
Electric

&

Philadelphia
& West
Chester Traction Co.

5

5

.

25

Yellow

Transit

Co
Lewistown
Electric

Lincoln Traction Co.

Keene

Valley

I..ehigh

Louis Public Service

I Co

pacity

Pennsylvania

Mack

6

1

Ca-

Builder

Lang

Power

1

7

Chassis

Mack
Buick
Yellow

1

Pwr.

3

Body

Type

Oregon
ortland Electric

White
^

Missouri

Type
1

Tulsa Street

Co

Co

9^^

Company

of

Reo
Yellow
A.C.F.
Yellow

MInnesot*
Twin City Rapid Transit

Total

Name

Oklahoma Union Ry..

Michigan Electric Ry...
Saginaw Transit Co. ...

^V

Type
Chassis

Menominee & Marinette
Light

^B

—Buses Bought by Railways During 1928— (Continued)

&
3

& Power
;....

Virginia PublicServiceCo.
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Table II

—Buses Bought by Railways During 1928— (Concluded)
Seating

Seating

Name

of

Company

Total

Total

Type

Body

Ca-

Type

Chassis

Builder

pacity

Nam

Monongahela We«t Penn
Public Service

Co

14

Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Yellow

I

Graham
Graham

Graham
Graham

5

Yellow

White

Yellow
Bender

Yellow

YeUow

2
I

6
4

Ohio Valley Electric

Ry

.

15

10

Tyler Traction Co.. ..
Wheeling Traction Sys.

Wisconsin
nisconsin
^^
^^ 4Milwaukee
Light Co

Electric

I

Lang

18

I

4

29

Co

40

Twin Coach

Twin Coach
Monday

40

Stegman

I

Stoddard
Studebaker
Ford

•l
*l
*l

& Electric

Twin Coach

Sterling

*l

Mon»^

Mond^^^
MojPy
MJKay ^^

^^

Mdh^jr

2

•2

5th Ave. Coach.

6

^4

Twin Coac h

;^^

•j

Wisconsin Power & Light

Co

30
30
18

5

Transmission

Capacity

Co

17

Yellow
Yellow

29
23

Co
Railway

.

5
7
5
2
2

Yellow

Yellow
National Stee. Car

21

Bender

Twin CoacliW

**«!!l*^*

•

Versare

Versare

Yellow
Yellow

3

Graham

Graham

21

2

2

International

Local

25

2

2

YeUow

Yellow

21

Mack

Mack

Yellow

Yellow
Bender

29
23
29

34

Mack
Reo
Reo

3?
26

Winnipeg Electric Co.

Honolulu, Hawaii
Honolulu Rapid Transit

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

A.C.F.
A.C.F.

29
22

20

10

Reo

Fitsiohn

21

Co

29
29

Total

•Second-hand.

White
Yellow

21

29
35

Yellow
Yellow

&

Power Co
Toronto Transportation
Commission

Reo
White

8
3

12

.

Moose Jaw Electric Ry
Pictou County Electric
Sherbrooke

Yellow
Yellow

&

Montreal Tramways.

ro
5

*5

4
1

Dominion Power

15

5

Body
Builder

Columbia Electric

Ry

18
18
IB

Wisconsin Public Service

Corp

Type
Chassis

17

2

21

33

18
21
21

Studebaker
Gotfredson

aWisconsin. Michigan

Powei Co

of

16
21

Twin Coach

"rtrtBft^^

British

Total
Total Type

Company
Canada
!

23

Ry.

*2

Wisconsin Gas

21
31
21
21
16
21

YeUow

Graham
Graham

2
3

No.2

yol.73,

21-25

Mack

Mack

Mack

Local
Local

T win C oach

Cummings Car

25
25
25
40

A.C.P

A.C.F.

23

CMC.

2,455

Wisconsin Valley Electric

Co

I

1

Reo

Fitsjohn

21

I

Reo

Fitsjohn

21

3

Studebaker

Wyoming
Cheyenne Motor Bus Co.

fGas-electric;
4_

In^^gjajority of instances
where abandonments \^re efFecte^fctg reasons were
purely economic, due taBklling off in ^B^^nd revenue
or inability to meet he^^K^ng cl]^|^^^^^^penses
of grade separations, highway
Thirteen electric railways noT^^jy^
viously served by trolleys#^

operation established bus servic?
The prinall comparatively small installaHSns.
cipal extensions of route and purchases of new equipment were made by railways with long-established recSeveral
ords as operators of automotive equipment.
properties which had been providing bus service suspended operation during the year. Several others wer^
absorbed in corporate combinations. Thus by the close
of 1928 there were approximately 350 electric railways

were

^^

operating buses.
The largest purchaser during the year was the Public
Service Co-ordinated Transport of Newark, N. J., which

added a

of 517 buses to its fleet, already the largest
Of the buses purchased 365 were new
and 152 were second hand, taken over in ^he purchase of
various independent lines throughout the state of New
Jersey. This company scrapped or retired 177 buses from
service, lea
ia££_at the
total

in the country.

ear.

The bus

of large seating capacity, which was developed
during the latter part of 1927, established its position
in the industry to the extent that approximately 17 per
cent of the new equipment purchased during the year
was of this type.
t2l^

*'""^-*

*^"=^=^=|j^Jfij^dl^BiWPH^^as further
me fact that ot the total number purchased, nearly 1,000 were of the type seating from 29
to 33 passengers, and more than ICO others were of the
empnasized by

A

type seating 25 passengers.
small capacityJaiaBS-S^as that of
of

conspi^

400r

in moior coacA JeAiati
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[Readino time 15 eeconda]

Modernize, Economize and
Carry on with Operation
'

I

'HAT was the common-sense program on

which the Electric Railway Industry
embarked a few short years ago.
-*-

But how

far

have we progressed in

this

"

direction?

Roads which have adopted modern equip-

ment

find

it

possible to operate with ever

increasing economy and
gain in revenue. Then
properties

If It

corresponding
why have other
a

hung back?

Has Paid 96 Roads

to

TREADLE-IZE
It

Will Certainly Pay You

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Graybar Building, New York
Works, Rahway, New Jersey

Executive Office:
General

CHICAGO
518 MeCormick

BuildiiiB

MANUFACTURED

IN TOEONTO. CANADA.

BY

Railway & Power Engineering Corp.. Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trust BuUdinir

18
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Why fares choose
motor coach

this

PASSENGERS naturally choose the well-lighted motor coach.
Successful operators realize this and provide the reading comfort of bright interior lights.

seem shorter

.

.

.

the service

Good

more

lights always

make

the trip

friendly.

And here is one sure way to get this result. Make certain that
each one of your coaches is equipped with a capable power plant
... a generator of the right capacity, backed by a dependable
storage battery.

That is why the Exide Motor Coach Battery is used exclusively
by hundreds of motor carriers. This battery was designed expressly
for heavy motor coach service. Our company has been building
dependable storage batteries for forty-one years and its engineers
have a thorough knowledge of motor coach battery needs.
In the Exide Motor Coach Battery have been combined these
essential qualities: (1) rug-

£xi6e
MDTDR
COACH
BATTERY

THE

ELECTRIC

gedness for day in and day
out service, (2) power for

peak lamp loads, (3)
tific

scien-

construction that results

in lowest

operating cost

per mile.

STORAGE

BATTERY

COMPANY,

Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

Philadelphia

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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'o/-.

7, '"--^-^r:-:,?*^
tt»

''^co^cfi

.**/-.z
'^c/

""yst^^'«/?

ei^'

^*''<7^
'//^

°''>''/^'°'"<-»'J-J°"'S'<
'<>/•

^^^««.^*"^''^'c
^<7/Z.
*'J
''Cyf,

Ty|)e

Z 29'passenger

City Service
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Living up to the time-table
In the electrified zone of the New York
Central Railroad, the mechanisms and
apparatus which control traffic must not
trains must be on time.
fail

—

General Electric truck-type switchboards,
Harmon and Port Morris, assist in
maintaining continuity, of service. Power
and signal interruptions are minimized
by the facility with which a spare truck
can be inserted when it becomes necessary
to withdraw a unit for inspection or
at

repair. All live parts are enclosed
protected; this reduces fire hazard

and
and

practically prevents the danger of accident to personnel. Again, this type of
switching equipment can be installed in
the shortest possible time, for the units

are completely assembled

when

shipped.

Consult any G-E switchgear specialist as
to the application of G-E truck-tj^ie
switchboards to your problem.

of G'E Trvck-type Switehbo^da for the
York CentrsI Railroad at Harmon, Kew York
'or*

InatAlJation

<

New

'

B^*'
i—M

461-17

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY.

N.

Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Railway Journal

Electric

Consolidation of

MoGbaw-Hill Pdblisbing Coupant.
James H. McGieaw. Chairman

Malcolm
H. C.

&1l'1B,

of the

Street
Inc.

Railway Journal and Electric Railway Review

Board

CHARLES GORDON,

President
Editorial Director

Paqmelkb,

AFTER
.

New
Constructive
ten

years

Locis

F.

Stoll,

Pubtiihino Director

Volume 73

A

Editor

of

which the people and

Move

York, Saturday, January 26, 1Q2Q

in Seattle

municipal

ownership during
Seattle have

city officials of

witnessed the gradual disintegration of their street raillittle more than casual interest, the
attention of the community is again focused on this
issue by the report recently rendered by the Traffic
Research Commission. Voluntarily organized some two
years ago, the commission proceeded to employ able
engineering counsel which has labored continuously and
consistently to solve not only the pressing problems of
the moment but to suggest as well a plan of rapid transit
and urban transportation development that would serve
the city for many years to come.
Briefly, the report submitted to Mayor Edwards and
the City Council provides for a system of rapid transit
subway and elevated lines, suppleitiented by a rehabilitated system of surface lines and feeder bus routes,
the aggregate cost of which is estimated at approximately $20,000,000. In the course of its study the commission reviewed the financial condition of the present
municipal railway system. Concluding that with steadily
decreasing patronage the property could not possibly

way property with

meet its obligations, the commission recommended that
the purchase contract be rewritten so as to provide for
Believing that the lost
a reduced annual payment.

Number

4

of a substantial element in the business community and
.shows evidence, furthermore, of sane, straightforward
and constructive engineering thought. While the situation is as yet too complex to admit of any sweeping
generalization, the return to constructive direction after
having floundered around for a decade under the questionable guidance of political expediency, gives rise to

the hope that Seattle's experiment

may

yet be

worked

out constructively.

New York's New Traffic Plan Starts Well
an
WITH
Commissioner

appropriately theatrical

were inaugurated

traffic

Police
regulations

in the theater district of

New York

Whalen's

new

flourish.

Monday

evening.
Flashlights blazed and
cameras clicked as the new plan went into effect. Despite
its overly spectacular introduction, however, the experi-

City

last

ment proved
to scoff

to be a

remained to

More

drastic

marked success and those who came
praise.

than

anything

which has been

tried

new scheme

includes the elimination of all
parking in the theatrical district, pedestrian control, prohibition of vehicular turning movements, a ban on commercial vehicles and cruising taxicabs, and last but not
before, the

improved

a shorter traffic signal cycle. As a result of these
regulations street capacity was increased fully 100 per
Automobiles and taxicabs moved quickly four
cent.

the commission suggests that a modern rapid
transit service be co-ordinated with the existing street
railway.
The commission decides that the trolley car

abreast instead of crawling slowly through a narrow
Delays at intersections were cut in half.
lane.
The
street cars moved at a sjieed reminiscent of the old days

still supreme as a city transportation unit and must
continue to carry the burden of the load. Surface cars
are to be retained except on the one main thoroughfare
through the business district under which the subway
is to operate.
The motor bus is recognized as a valuable
auxiliary vehicle but is discarded as a substitute for

before congestion.
Despite the ban on cruising, no serious difficulty was
experienced by hotel guests or restaurant patrons in
securing taxicabs, as the number discharging passengers
was ample to accommodate all the people who wished to

patronage

can

be

regained

by

providing

facilities,

is

rail

service.

Perhaps the most interesting and encouraging phase
of the general plan is the proposal that the enterprise
be financed by special assessment against benefited
property.
The city is to be divided into districts, each
of which is to be assessed for the cost of all permanent
way and stations according to the estimated benefit to
Twenty-year assessment bonds are sugbe received.
The fare is to be so
gested to meet this obligation.
fixed that the rider will pay only for rolling stock and
actual expenses of operation, maintenance and depreciation.
Another bond issue, to be paid, together with
interest thereon, out of receipts, is proposed as a means
'

to finance necessary rolling stock.

Setting aside all question as to the advisability of
Seattle burdening itself with so stupendous a financial
load at this stage of its civic development, it is refresh-

ing to note that, unlike certain proposals which have
been made in the past, the report bears the sponsorship

least,

leave the area. From the big railroad stations came reports that fewer travelers than usual missed trains. Practically everyone seemed pleased by the result of the ex-

periment.

The first success of the new plan was due in no
small measure to the energetic work of the large police
How well it will work when the 400
force on hand.
extra policemen have been returned to their normal
Probably, it will be necessary to
duties is a question.
retain permanently a considerable number of these extra
men. This, however, will be a small price to pay for an
important improvement.
It is a question, too, whether the same regulations can
be extended advantageously to other congested districts.
Some modification is likely to be needed before this can
be done. One point, however, stands out in bold relief.
Traffic moved much faster with the short signal cycle.
This change could be made immediately to advantage
elsewhere throughout the city. While it can hardly be
said that New York's traffic problem has been solved by
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this single experiment, certainly Commissioner Whalen
deserves hearty praise for his initial step in that direction.

There

Is

No

Magic

to Modernization

EVIDENCE

The company did not even own its cars, rentlimited.
ing the most of them from another railway system. As
a result of its difficulties the company went through a
receivership with a drastic reorganization at the end,
a new company being organized in March, 1922.
Fortunately the new management saw possibilities for
service, even in, a community of only 32,500 people.
Immediately fifteen new cars were purchased, and within
the past four years, three more have been added. The
track has been rebuilt and the lines rerouted so as to
eliminate tiresome waits on turnouts, and the schedule
speed materially increased.
The interurban cars that
enter the city have been rerouted so as to eliminate
interference with the city cars, and other things have
been done to improve the regularity of service.
The effects of the new policy were almost immediate.
The number of passengers increased more than 50 per
cent the first year, and the growth in traffic has continued.
Even though the fare was reduced from 7
cents to 5 cents there has been a material increase in
revenue.
Costs of operation have gone down greatly,
due in large measure to the substitution of the lightweight cars for the heavy ones formerly used, and to
the substitution of one man for two men.
Despite
the higher speed the accidents are fewer, the expenditures
in this account for the past six years averaging less than
one-quarter what they were under the old management.
Results such as these, while they may appear spectacular, can be obtained when the management has a
realization of what the public wants and what it is
willing to pay for, and then has a determination to
furnish that service in the best manner possible. There
is

no magic to

it.

Wanted: Young Blood

p^VERY now and then a forward looking manageJ->ment, realizing the need for a thorough revision
and modernization of its facilities and methods, starts
out to find a young engineer capable of studying its
system and bringing to bear upon current problems a
fresh point of vi%w and an analytical mind.
There is. however, a marked scarcity of young engineers of this type in the ranks of community transportation.

The job

requires an engineering background,
or six years of electric railway
experience—preferably divided among several depart-

supplemented with
ments.

five

The man must have

vision, imagination,

and a

knowledge of successful practices in the industry. He
must have the ability to make a study of the practices
of a given property with a view to eliminating
inefficient
methods and obsolete facilities. At the same time he

No A

to keep in mind the major problems without losing himself in minor considerations of no great
consequence. Finally, he must sell himself and his plans
not only to the executives, but to the entire organization.
Such a man must have the courage of his convic-

must be able

tions.

continues to accumulate as to the value
of modernization of the electric railway, and particularly as to the possibilities obtainable with new
Even where the territory is so small that
equipment.
critics can see no possibilities, good management has
been able to find a way out. Perhaps one of the most
•Striking examples of this is seen in the record of the
Lafayette Street Railway. For years it had been moribund.
The physical property was in bad shape, the
schedules were slow and uncertain, and the riding was

Vol.73,

ridicule.

He will encounter discouragements and even
He must be competent to pit his ideas against

men with many years of practical exshould not discard a good plan just because he is told that it is impracticable. The "old timer"
is inclined to brush aside suggested changes without
giving them sufficient consideration.
The industry has
failed woefully to raise young men of this type.
Those
who start out to get experience are discouraged by lack
of opportunity and inadequate pay. Does it not demonstrate that there are many electric railways that are not
properly conducting one of the most important phases
When, therefore, a
of modern industry research?
progressive management seeks the type of man just
described, the search is a long and difficult one. Frequently the qualifications demanded far exceed the
limits of the remuneration ofi^ered. Does not this situation, therefore, indicate cause for considerable concern regarding an important phase of transportation
the prejudices of
perience.

He

—

management ?
Stability of Costs Continues

STABILITY

of financial elements in the industry has
been most marked during the past few years. Following the violent upsets caused by the war, costs and
fares have settled to a consistent level.
This is very
clearly shown in the charts prepared by Prof. Albert S.
Richey and published in his article in the Jan. 12 issue
of this paper. The maximum range of the various index
figures over a five-year period has been far less than in
any similar time in recent history. The greatest fluctuation in costs has been in operating materials, which have
not in any year during this jjeriod varied more than 5.5
_

•

per cent from the average.
While construction costs have been almost stationary
since the middle of 1923, it must be remembered that
they are now established at approximately double prewar values. This in itself is sufficient explanation for
the reluctance of managements to authorize projects
unless there is every prospect of a fair return on the investment.
It also explains why it frequently is found
desirable to make extensions to service with the bus,
where the initial investment is relatively small, rather
than with the street railway, where the initial investment
is relatively great.
When the use of buses has demonstrated that the business is sufficient in volume to justify
the construction of tracks, then the change can be made.
.Stabilization of costs of construction and operation
has, however, made it possible for the industry to plan
with more confidence for the future than could be done
when prices were fluctuating wildly. Few investors are
willing to put their money into an enterprise with the

knowledge that the physical plant may decrease rapidly
in value due to a sudden recession in costs.
Today,
with small prospect of violent fluctuation in prices, it is
possible to foreca.st the future with greater confidence

and

to put money into permanent construction where it
can be justified.
Expenditures made during the past
year for track construction and rehabilitation, and simliar expenditures planned for the present year, indicate
that alert managements see the wisdom of this point of
view.
When the present uncertainty in the minds of

,
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some operators as to the trend of car development has
been cleared up, there seems to be no reason why there
should be any risk, from the standpoint of money values,
in the purchase of whatever equipment is necessary to
round out the service needed to fill the requirements of
the traveling public.

In two of the index figures definite trends are noticeThese are fares and wages, both of which have
shown steady advances for the past six years or longer.
Relatively, the increase in wages is materially greater
than the increase in fares, so that, while other elements
of cost have not fluctuated greatly, the higher labor bill
As
has absorbed most of the iniprement of revenue.
Professor Richey points out, the increase in wages is
out of all proportion to the increase in the cost of living,
the "real wages" of electric railway trainmen being 41
per cent greater than they were in 1913. In other words,
the employee is able to increase his standard of living

able.

41 per cent over what it was in the earlier year. This
change should make possible the employment of men of
a higher type than operated the cars fifteen years ago.
Undoubtedly this has happened on many properties.

Not Afraid

to

Proclaim

Its Ideals

OUT

of a situation at one time discouraging to contemplate, the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
has gradually worked its way to a place that has made
the reclamation of the road a source of gratification to
the management. The process has been a slow one, but
it

has been sure.

For ten years the road has been under

it started on Jan. 15 on another period of this kind to run for five years. The road's record
has not been established without the promptings of a set
of ideals, best reflected, perhaps in the New Year state-

public trustees, and

ment of the company republished elsewhere in this issue.
They are ideals not foreign to most electric railways,
but it is unusual to see them proclaimed publicly and
put forward so militantly. The first had for its object
the avowed intention of the company to continue to
deserve the confidence artd co-operation of 140,000,000
car and bus riders annually in nineteen cities and 54
towns in Massachusetts, and the second has for its object to convince the public completely that it is cheaper,
speedier, safer and more comfortable to ride in the
company's cars and buses than for the public to use its

own

automobiles.
list continues.

There
summarize it.

Fuel Oil Tests Apparently Successful

EXPERIMENTS

have been in progress for several
years with a view to using low-grade fuel oil as a
substitute for gasoline in automotive engines.
For that
I eason particular interest attaches to the recent announcement by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company that it
has developed with the co-operation of the manufacturer,
a satisfactory device for accomplishing this purpose. Tlie
company proposes to equip all of its 570 city and interurban buses for using fuel oil within the present year. The
practicability of the device will thus receive a thorough
test

on a large scale.
chief advantage of using

The

compared with

gasoline.

With

oil

is

fuel

cents or less per gallon this difference

its
oil
is

low cost as
at 8

selling

a substantial

amount. According to P.R.T. engineers, the saving is
29 per cent in cost and 5^ per cent in quantity.
On the other hand, if fuel oil is widely used in automobile engines, it is probable that the price will rise
perhaps almost to the level of gasoline prices. Although
the cracking of oil can be done cheaply in the large refineries, there will always be a cracking cost between
fuel oil and gasoline which cannot be entirely offset by
Another conthe value of the by-products obtained.
sideration is the fact that crude oil has a larger B.t.u.
value per gallon than gasoline and can be burned in an
internal combustion engine with little wa.ste.
There is little to choose between fuel oil and gasoline
regarding convenience of supply. The device being used
by the Philadelphia company uses a 38-42 Baume oil,
which is available as a furnace oil in practically all cities
and which dealers deliver to large consumers just as they
do gasoline. Furthermore, the buses can operate on
either gasoline or fuel oil without any change of carburetor or exhaust settings. Thus if a bus should need
to replenish its supply of fuel before returning to the

—

garage, gasoline could be used.

Some doubt

has been felt by automotive engineers that
might have a detrimental effect on the engine and
consequently increase the maintenance cost. Of course
fuel oil

the fuel oil does not actually enter the engine, but is
vaporized in an outside retort. After operating a bus on
this fuel for 250,000 miles, the P.R.T. has not noticed
any difference in the engine and has maintained it on
the exact same schedule as the buses which are using
gasoline.

no need to repeat it
But it is of interest in
in full, or even to
that it reflects the attitude of the company toward its
patrons and puts its own men publicly on record as
obligated courageously, truthfully and intelligently to
meet all unjust criticisms of the road and to act promptly
and decisively upon all well-founded complaints and
advice for improvement of service. Also to follow up
the campaign among trainmen for courtesy founded
upon the most effective business maxim, "The customer
is never wrong."

So the
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is

Particularly is the management to be commended for
the attitude it has taken in regard to the parking evil.
The statement may well be pondered by other railway
men as an example in the public relations field which
sets forth the obligations of the railway, and does not
hesitate resolutely to call to public attention conditions

the continuance of which the management feels work
in some cases to prevent the approach of the service
ideals by the railway to which it is publicly pledged.

Whether the oil-burning engine will be as flexible as
the gasoline engine in traffic remains to be seen. Thus
far the experiments seem to indicate an entirely satisfactory rate of acceleration.
not likely that the development of this apparatus
oil in place of gasoline will revolutionize
Manufacturers of private
automotive engine design.
automobiles have investigated this question thoroughly
and have come to the conclusion that gasoline is a more
It is

for using fuel

To

the individual automobile owner
a comparatively unimportant factor.
With the bus operator however, the situation is quite
saving of only a few cents per gallon in his
different.
fuel bill amounts to a tremendous sum in the course of
satisfactory fuel.
the price of fuel

is

A

a year. If such a saving can be made by means of this
device for burning fuel oil its popularity is assured. Cer-

an experiment that was worth trying, and
making it the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company has
made a substantial contribution to the progress of the

tainly this is
in

industry.

Modernization Increases Riding
in Lafayette
Adequate, fast and comfortable service, operating economies, and an intensive cultivation of
good will are factors which have contributed
to

Looking

east

the

success

of

the

street

railway

toward Lafayette, Ind., across the levee and bridge spanning the Wabash

IAFAYETTE and West

Lafayette. Ind.. on the banks
a combined population of only
-^32,500 have a thoroughly modern street car system
of the

local

Wabash, with

—

which is making money sufficient to maintain equipment
and property in first-class shape and to provide a fair
return on the investment.
Back in 1913 the system,

was being operated as part of the
interurban line of the Fort Wayne & Northern Indiana
Traction Company.
It was equipped with rented cars
and burdened with a bonded indebtedness of $225,000.
The years immediately following were accompanied by a
succession of difficulties. The war brought rising costs.
Influenza laid a paralyzing hand on traffic.
bad flood
carried out the principal bridge between Lafayette and
West Lafayette, thereby breaking the traffic connection
with Purdue University and the residences of its 3,000
students.
Then a few enterprising automobile owners
began to carry passengers over the remaining bridge for
a 5-cent fare. The number of these jitneys doubled and
trebled as the business proved lucrative, and the restoration of the main bridge— to which the street car company
contributed approximately $35,000 only enhanced their
revenues.

originally independent,

A

—

Net earnings of the company declined steadily and
bond interest, taxes, and stipulated
payments on the new bridge in 1919, 1920, and 1921,
the creditors petitioned for a receiver.
Cars and track
were in bad shape, schedules were slow, transfer connections uncertain and through routing of passengers
between the two municipalities unheard of. If people
used the street cars at all it was only because they had to.
In March, 1922, the property was offered at public
auction.
An old amusement park brought $6,000; the
local public utility paid $95,000 for the railway power
plant, and the street car property and such equipment as
had not been rented finally were purchased for $75,000
by a group of local citizens. The capitalization of the
new company, the Lafayette Street Railway, Inc., was
fixed at $300,000, of which $200,000 was in twenty-year.
7 per cent bonds sold at par, and $100,000 common stock.
A program of new cars, rerouting of lines, and service
improvements was commenced coincident with the passage of ordinances by Lafayette and West Lafayette
officials which barred the jitneys from the streets used
by the company's cars. Tracks were relaid with heavier
rail where needed, double track extended on the levee

after the default of
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The corner

of

Ninth and Main

Streets

is

the junction of lines which serve the north, south and east sections of Lafayette

and through the business section of Lafayette, and through
routing of cars started with the abandonment of loop
Hnes about the Court House Square.
Fifteen Birney cars were purchased.
They were
financed to the extent of $50,000 by the issue of car
trust obhgations, all of which have since been discharged.
Three additional Birney cars have been added during
the past four years as the service requirements expanded.
Since the new company pays 50 cents an hour as compared to the 1922 wage scale of 36 cents an hour, and
in addition has to maintain signalmen at three steam
railroad crossings, the introduction of these one-man cars

Interurban cars from Fort

Wayne and from
instead of

153

has cut the labor item only about 27 per cent. Nevertheless, this represents a substantial saving in the cost of
operation.

no longer generated in the railway's own
having been disposed of as a separate unit at
the receiver's sale in 1922, but is purchased at advantageous rates from a local electric company.
By purchasing its power the railway company has been able
to save a large sum.
Another material reduction in expense has been
achieved by the elimination of burdensome assessments

Energy

is

plant, this

for the use of the streets and the bridge.

Indianapolis discharge passengers adjacent to the carhousc of the local
as formerly

on the main business thoroughfare

The railway

company
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Section insulators are replaced reguof cold weather.
In this way much of the usual
larly every four months.
grief and delay caused by trolley breaks is anticipated
before it occurs.
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Accidents Greatly Reduced

1-

M
—

—

Electric gongs are used on all cars and, it is believed,
have served materially to reduce the number of vehicular
accidents and to clear the right-of-way for the movement
of the cars. Lafayette, like any other city of equivalent
size, has its downtown traffic and parking congestion.
According to figures compiled by the Lafayette Motor
Club, motor car registrations have increased approximately 102 per cent in the city and adjacent territory
during the past seven years.
The increase in population has been about 19 per cent.
In spite of increased speed of operation and a much

interpretation

stricter

accidents, the

n
1922

192J

1924

1925

1926

192&

1927

Total passengers carried in 1928 are expected to equal
or better all previous records

present obligated only to maintain the pavement
its tracks.
Except for such expense as is
incurred by the extra heavy foundation for paving in
those streets through which its tracks run. the company
is

No A

Slack is taken
substituted for those in poor condition.
up regularly every spring and restored with the coming

6

5

Vol.73,

at

between

does not have to pay for the initial paving installation
or its renewal. The paving of North Salisbury Street in
West Lafayette which has just been completed is illustrative of the working of this arrangement.
The railway
availed itself of the opportunity presented by the tearing
up of the street to renew with 80-lb. T rail approximately
3,000 ft. of its track on this street at a total cost of
$16,872 for new oak ties, rails, concrete, special work
and a bonus for speedy completion of the job. The
actual paving cost to the railway was only that involved
in the extra excavating and the heavier foundation work
required under the tracks.

of

what

constitutes

sum expended annually

chargeable

in the settlement

damage and personal injury claims has been
reduced greatly. Using the sum spent in settlements in
1922 as a yardstick with an index figure of 100, the
expenditures for damages during the succeeding years
have been 44.6, 36.3, 6.7, 11.8, 28.3, and for ten months
of 1928, 3.0 per cent. Since the 1922 figure is for only
nine months, the percentages for the following years
are in reality even better than the comparison would
of property

indicate.

Whereas in the first nine months of 1921 the old company carried 2,045,172 revenue passengers, the new company carried 3,094,018 in a similar period in 1923 and
3.098,516 in 1924, an increase of over 50 per cent. This
advantage was improved materially in 1926 and 1927
with a

further increase anticipated for the present
offset the reduction in
fares from 7 cents to 5 and the introduction of the free
transfer. The street car company has received the hearty
year.

still

The gain has more than

Interurban Terminal Changed
TO Eliminate Congestion
Formerly the interurban cars of the Indiana Service
the interurbans from
Indianapolis of the Terre Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern
Traction Company were accustomed to discharge and
load passengers at the Public Square.
This procedure

Company from Fort Wayne and

delayed the local cars.

new management was

One

of the

finst

moves of the

an interurban station
at Ninth and Ferry Streets adjacent to its carhouse
and
only one block removed from the main business thoroughfare, where separate tracks could be employed to
to

locate

take care of

this business.
Interurban cars entering
Lafayette at the present time proceed directly to this
terminal before discharging their passengers or baggage.
During the early part of the present year all the cars
on the system have been thoroughly overhauled, motors
and control equipment restored to good condition
and
the cars themselves cleaned and painted inside
and out.
Special attention has been directed to keeping
the overhead lines in good shape with a view to minimizing

service interruptions.
New trolley wire replaces old
before the latter becomes dangerously worn switch
frogs
are frequently inspected and replaced if
necessary; turnouts are carefully checked up. and new span
wires are
;

1922

1923

1924

192B

1926

1927

1928

Extensions to system now being contemplated will increase
the total car-miles operated in the coming year
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Buses Solve Unusual Traffic

Problem in Cincinnati
RECENTLY

the Cincinnati Street Railway was confronted with the problem of providing transportation
for a new high school which was located in a sparsely
settled section.
This location was chosen by the Board
of Education in anticipation of future development, but
at the present time is located between two other residential sections. Price Hill on the one side and We.stwood-Cheviot on the other. Operation of eight Twin
Coaches on special routes has successfully solved this
problem.
Cincinnati is a city of many hills with the residential
sections on the highlands away from the basin or business section of the city.
This residential development
has been along the arteries and ridges and hills expanding in a fan-shaped area from the central district. The
transportation system naturally was developed to connect

The

railway system brings Lafayette and West Lafayette close
together in social as well as business affairs. Total of main and
second tracks and sidings is 16.4 miles

co-op>eration

and patronage of the public simply because,

as at present rendered, the service meets the specifications of what the populace considers attractive and con-

these different residential sections with the business center of the city as these arteries formed the natural course

of travel.

The location of the new high school on the outer edge
of the fringe of the fan-.shaped residential development
bore no relation to the then existing systems of transportation.
Naturally a great deal of pressure was
brought upon the Cincinnati Street Railway to connect

venient transportation. The street cars have been made
easy to use and the railway management by a variety
of public contacts and pronouncements has let it be
known frequently that the communities' support has been
appreciated.
Promises made by the new management
have been scrupulously fulfilled and the confidence of the
people obtained and strengthened during the nearly six
and one half years of local ownership and management of
the railway utility.
Briefly recapitulated, the factors which have apparently
made for success in the operation of this small street
railway have been the elimination of the jitney, the
substitution of purchased f)ower for that formerly generated in the railway plant, the immediate introduction of
new one-man cars, the through routing of Lafayette and
West Lafayette car lines with some rerouting of the
latter, the general rehabilitation of track and overhead
with purchase of electric switches and automatic block
signals, the determination to give adequate, speedy, comfortable and courteous service under all circumstances,
and, finally, the mutual good will arising from local ownership and management.

Fleet of

Spot

map

prepared by Cincinnati Street Railway to show
of high school pupils in Western Hills section

Twin Coaches which handles Cincinnati school

traffic

homes
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the outlying residential sections with a car line passing
in the vicinity of the new high school, but as there was

very

little

natural interchange of traffic between these

two communities, each of which had

its

direct connection

with the business center of the city, it did not appear
go to the expense of constructing a
car line of 2.5 miles merely for serving the high school
for two very trief periods each school day. Wishing to
co-operate in every way possible in what it regarded as a
local transportation problem, the Cincinnati Street Railway set about to devise ways and means of handling this
passenger movement, but decided to employ buses for
the purpose.

service to the others
entirely satisfactory.

NoA

by the use of buses has proved
During the summer months the

buses are used in handling

traffic to

resort.

^

a near-by

amusement

Double Trolley Catenary

to be advisable to

As the district which it was proposed to serve included a considerable area, Joe R. Ong, transportation
engineer of the Cincinnati Street Railway, procured from
the high school principal the names and addresses of
every pupil living within the Westwood-Cheviot section.
With this information available, maps
of the district were prepared, showing with a dot the location of each
child's home.
The map was then
studied carefully and routes laid out
which would serve the greatest number to the best possible advantage.
No attempt was made to have doorto-door pick-up, but regular stopping
places at the corner along the route
were used for boarding and alighting passengers. Eight distinct routes
were selected, each served by one of

Vol.73,

Construction

THE accompanying

illustrations show a novel form of
catenary construction with two trolley wires supported from a single messenger. They are on a section of
track belonging to a high-speed German electric railway
between Mettmann and Wiilfrath in the Ruhr district,
The road is a
not far from Diisseldorf and Essen.
750-volt line, operating over city track at the termini,
and using bow collectors. Most of it is single track.
Two overhead wires are used, as in this country, partly

the, large
capacity Twin Coaches
which were purchased by the company

for this purpose.
The schedules

provide for each
bus to arrive at the Western Hills
High School at approximately 8:10
to 8:15 a.m., from which point they
proceed to the Elder High School and
the Seton Academy, arriving there
about ten minutes later. In the afternoon the process is reversed, with the
buses starting from the Elder High
School and proceeding by way of the
Seton Academy to the Western Hills

Novel overhead catenary construction on German interurban railway
High School, where they arrive in
Two trolley wires are used, and the overhead construction is divided mechanically into
time to leave at about 3:15 p.m. Due
sections, as shown at the left, and electrically in sections, as shown at the right.
to the length of the route it is only
possible to use each bus for one trip
morning and evening, except that one bus returns for
for additional conductivity and partly to save the necesa 4:15 trip from the school for those who have stayed
sity of installing overhead frogs at the beginning and end
late for orchestra or band practice, dramatic work or to
of turnouts.

make up deficiencies.
The school fare in Cincinnati is 5 cents, and the service,
which has the approval of Edgar Dow Oilman, Director
of Public Utilities,
service-at-cost

Street Railway

is

arranged for in the city-control
under which the Cincinnati

franchise
is

operated.

The

original plan for service

to the school, as proposed by the school authorities, contemplated a double-track car line before mentioned, construction of which would have cost approximately $300,000, but the employment of buses was finally decided
upon as a more favorable solution for the students in the
Westwood-Cheviot areas. The Cincinnati Street Railway did make an extension of its Warsaw Line from
Price Hill to the vicinity of the new school, so that an
extension of approximately | mile adequately cared for

the students coming from the Price Hill section.

The

The

first illustration is also interesting because it shows
method of dividing the overhead line mechanically
into sections, the tension on each section being regulated
by a pulley and counterweight. One end of each section

the

is

dead-ended to an anchor pole.

are

shown

in the illustration.

Two

poles of this kind

The second view shows

a section insulator and the method of protecting the
sections against lightning discharges by a horn arrester

which

is carried on the pole.
The two pictures show
that the mechanical sections are not co-terminous with
the electrical sections.

The catenary

construction is not used on all parts of
other sections flexible brackets are employed. The line is part of quite an extended city and
interurban railway company known as Mettmanner
Strassenbahnen. G.m.b.H.

the

line.

On

New Group

of

Standardized Cars Designed
J.

G.

Brill

Company

develops eight distinct electric

car models, six for city service and two for interurban. General features of these designs outlined
at

New York

Electric Railway Association meeting

By Qeorge Frey
General Sales Manager

J.

G.

Brill

FOR

the past few years the subject of modernization
has been foremost in our minds. Every-day luxuries, if we may call them such, and the advent of
individual transportation have taught us that we must
develop street cars in keeping with the times. Our combined industry has left the worst behind it.
The time
has arrived now to modernize the street railway, and
it is going to be done.
In keeping with the general trend and believing
that the electric railways need rolling stock which will
attract revenue-producing passengers and at the same
time afford necessary efficiency and economy in manufacture, operation and maintenance, the J. G. Brill Company
Unihas developed a new line of standardized cars.
formity in design of general, sectional and end construction under this principle has the economic advantages that
naturally attend mass production manufacture, such as
lower first cost and the stocking of maintenance parts,
either by the railway store department or the manufacturer.

The new
analysis

line of cars was developed after a complete
and study of the railway transportation needs

Any character of electric
in various classes of service.
railway transportation up to multiple-unit train service
The complete system includes six
its range.
types of city cars and two types of interurbans. The city
cars are classified as single-end, four-wheel double-end,
four-wheel; single-end, eight-wheel; double-end, eightwheel single-end, eight-wheel, center-exit and single-

Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

The wood framing, incidentally, aids in reducing noises
minimum. The general cross-section dimensions of

to a

the car body are given in Table I.
The bodies have curved lower side girders, with a
single sweep from the belt to the side sill, and a skirt
below the side sill. Double longitudinal battens at the

and

The
window sills are on the
same horizontal plane. The windows are wide and single,
and are designed to raise. The crown of the arch roof
belt

skirt give a streamline effect for painting.

letter panels are deep,

and

all

144 in. These body proportions and details of design,
with 26-in. or 28-in. wheels, create a pleasing general
exterior appearance.
Both vestibule ends are alike to reduce the variety of
replacement parts and to simplify manufacture. They
are of the automotive type, with two large center panes of
is

TABLE I—DIMENSIONS COMMON TO ALL THE UNITS
Height,
Height,
Height,
Height,

floor to top of roof
floor to underside of ceiling
floor to window slU

side window opening
Height of raised side window above
Width over sides at belt rail
Length of cross seats
Width of aisle at cross seats
Center to center of side posts
Center to center of cross seats

window

siil
,

6 in.

7

ft,

7
2
2

ft.

If in.

ft,

ft.

8in.
5i in.

1

ft,

8ft.

2
1

ft,

3 ft.

2

1

1^ in.

4 in.

ft, 11 in.

ft.

J I

in.

5 in.
7 in.

comes within

;

;

;

The interurban
end, twelve-wheel, duplex articulated.
cars are classed as single-end, eight-wheel, high-speed
passenger; and single-end, eight-wheel, high-speed passenger and merchandise dispatch. The single-end cars
appear to be the most desirable from the standpoint of
weight, carrying capacity, general arrangement, convenience and maintenance costs.

Details of the Car Body

The

constructed of metal, designed
and climatic conditions and
speeds up to 60 m.p.h. This construction is somewhat
stronger and heavier than is theoretically necessary to
car body frame

is

to withstand severe operating

withstand collisions and side-swipes, and is sufficiently
strong to carry three times the seated load. The metal
frame is filled or furred with wood, treated with preservatives, to receive the interior finish

and appliances.
157

and two small wing panes, with
an overhead metal sun visor and a ventilator behind the
The end vestibule glass is stationary. The opyvisor.
erator is seated at all times, which permits the horizontal
lines of the body superstructure to continue around the
ends similar to the side of the car, carrying out the
streamline or balanced exterior effect. A rigid bumper
is projected at each end for the protection of the headThe vestibules are
light and to serve as an anti-climber.
tapered from body to vestibule corner posts, adding to
glass slightly inclined

the balanced appearance. The tapering also reduces the
projection of the doors when opened.
The floor is on the same horizontal plane from end
to end of car, with no offsets or steps inside the car.
The double-truck car has a 3-in. compound ramp from
the edge of the step to the main car floor at the bolster.
The floor proper can be of wood, covered with linoleum
or rubber, or of wood, chanarch or truss plate, covered
On account of wheel
with Flexolith or Masticote.
the wood covered with Flexolith or Masticote seems
the most desirable.

wash
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four-wheel city car o£ the Brill standardized group uses a single truck but a radial motion
by the long links at the journal boxes

Steps are of the stationary well type, with outward
On the four-wheel cars, the first step is
14{^ in. from the rail and the second step 13y\ in. high,
making the top of the main car body floor 2 ft. 4 in.
from the rail. On the eight-wheel or pivotal truck cars,
the first step is 15 in. from the rail, and the second step
14 in. high.
Inside the car there is a 3-in. compound
ramp. This design of step eliminates the folding step'
and operating mechanism, thus reducing maintenance
folding doors.

cost, first cost

and

noise.

Trolley bases are attached to running boards by cleats,
insulated with rubber-covered bushings from the roof.
The cleats are attached on the sides offset from the
center, thus dissipating part of the trolley noise.

Light Material for Interior Trim
Side lining or wainscoting, and headlinings are of plywood composition or compressed rubber. All moldings
are of metal.
ing a natural

The interiors are painted instead of havwood finish. The windows have metal

The appearance

Vol.7?,,

is

NoA

allowed each wheel and axle assembly

frames and may be either stationary or designed to raise.
seats can be upholstered in rattan, leather or imitation leather or plush. Folding seats are provided for use
in all idle doorways, thus increasing the available seating
capacity.
They also protect the step wells. The operator's seat is a reversible bucket seat, adjustable for

The

height.

Illuminated roller signs are located directly over the
middle vestibule windows, in the letter panel, with large
letters and numerals. Bullseyes or tail lights are provided
each side thereof to indicate whether a car is going or
coming.
The door-operating mechanism can be of the pneumatic
or electro-pneumatic type. Engines are placed overhead
in cabinets over the doorways.
Selective operation of the
doors from the motorman's position is possible. Treadles
at the remote exit doors are considered desirable, for they

make possible a circulating load.
The tray type of lifeguard is
of

of this double-end, eiglrt-wheel city type car

liberal

>s

capacity,

used.

and operated by

Sand hoppers
air,

are

lypical of all the units of the standardized line

placed

January

26.
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inside the car to keep the sand dry.
The old foot gong
has been eliminated and the hand-operated pneumatic
horn substituted for it.

The fare collection device is installed in a position
convenient to the operator and entering passengers to
speed up loading and to reduce car standing time. Some
thought is being given to the use of registering turnstiles
on cars to relieve the operator of a portion of his fare
collection duties.

Enameled horizontal hand poles or the
hand grips are provided over the

fixed type of steel car

159

use of aluminum involves a greater first cost, but the decrease in weight eflFects lower operating costs.

Trucks for the Four-Wheel Cars
For car bodies up

to about

34

in length the fourseating capacity and
maximum load, however, are limited, as are the platform
space and overhang.
Also, the load per wheel is increased, the safety at high rates of speed is risked on
irregular track and the riding comfort of the pivotal

wheel truck

longitudinal seats, while grab handles
are attached to the backs of the cross

ft.

The

practicable.

is

3i'-44

Pipe stanchions are considered
necessary in doorways to serve as
grab handles. They can be of aluminum or of porcelain enameled pipe
with aluminum alloy sockets.
.seats.

Electric cross-seat heaters are of
the double-unit type, witl^ thermostat
control, as prescribed by heater manufacturers.
Some consideration is be-

H-iJiF j'-i'/H/7/K-

\<-4W0'—A<—

Double-End, Four-Wheel Motor Car

ing given to rheostat heating.
The
arch roof requires a number of lowlevel side roof exhaust ventilators
with grills in the headlining. In addition, a direct flow of fresh air is
obtained from ventilators behind the
sun visors at each end of the car.

The "bath tub" type

of draw cur-

tain is provided behind the operator.

43-3"-

BBBO
«'fi<-> 7^«-?-7>

79'-IO''-

-*2'-3"

side, small

dome

-

--

tfj:>tK

Double-End, Double-Truck Car
-43'-3

rant the use of side curtains.
lights in the

SectTmgtcapacify SO'

e.'K--6'-2j'--M^-W'K

The deep letter panel and low headroom features, however, do not warThe

•

22'-ei'--

body are of the

BE

fixture type, located

near the center line of the crossseats, so that seated passengers will

f

get the full benefit of interior illumination.
All the body lamps can be

placed in one circuit by using a shortcircuiting type of lamp.
However,
separate circuits are more desirable
for the headlight and the sign, door
and platform lights. Stop lights are
considered necessary now on street
cars and can be installed. An incandescent dash headlight is available
with fresnel lens, which also illuminates the dasher, thus eliminating the
expensive bank of lamps under the
hood at the vestibule belt.

Aluminum alloys can be used in
the cars to any extent desired.
The
company plans to build either allsteel cars, or cars with aluminum
bodies and steel trucks, or cars with
bodies and trucks of aluminum.

The

'-5i"->j/7/|<j-

^9'/0"

l^k—g'-2^---i>i-

->f-

Single-End, Center-Exit, Double-Truck Car

The uniformity

of design of the Brill models is shown by this
showing the floor plans of a four-wheel
car; a double-truck, double-end car; a double-truck, single-end,
center exit car; an interurban, and an articulated unit.
Although a few general dimensions vary, many of them are
common to all units

group of

illustrations,
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TABLE 11— PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BRILL
STANDARDIZED LINE OF CARS

springs are shackled to the car underframe. The jourmay be of the anti-friction bearing type, or of the

Number

nals

and

Type

Length

Horse-

Overall

power
Seating

Maximum

of

Capacity

Capacity

Motors

43—3
43—3
43—3
43—3

42
36
53
53
50
50

100
100
160
160
160
160

2-50
2-50
4-25
4-35
4-25
4-35

43—3

51

160

4-25

43—3

51

160

4-35

75—7

89

300

6-35

43-0

39

100

4-50

—

37

Car

of

in
't.

Four-wheel, single-end
Four-wheel, double-end
Eight-wheel, single-end
Eight-wheel, single-end
Eight-wheel, double end
Eight-wheel, double-end
Eight-wheel, single-end, ceoter,

exit

Eight-wheel, single-end, centerexit

Twelve-wheel, duplex

and

In,

33—4}
33-4}

plain

ticulated

43

patch car

supported by crossings to the truck side frames. The
first gear reduction, 3.25 to 1, is of the single spur type,
directly connected to each motor and running in oil.
low-speed propeller shaft from the gear reduction unit
turns a secondary bevel gear transmission at the center
The secondary transmission has a gear
of each axle.
ratio of 2.5 to 1, giving a total reduction of 8.125 to 1.
The bevel transmission also runs in oil. Its housing
serves as a pivotal yoke giving radial action to the wheel

A

and axle assemblies.
For braking, two external contracting air-actuated clasp
drum brakes are employed on each axle, supported by
the bevel gear housing. The total brake pressure of the
drum brakes is equal to 100 per cent of the loaded car.
In addition, there is one magnetic track brake on each
side of the truck, supported by the truck side frame.

eight-wheel car cannot be obtained. On the four-wheel
car of the standardized line regular 28-in. solid wheels
are used, pressed on and fixed to solid non-parallel axles.
axle as-

sembly comes from long links at the journal boxes, which
permit, under stress of centrifugal force, a movement in
rounding curves.
At the same time, the double bolt
arrangement of these links does not allow this radial
motion to be continuous. These double bolts exert a
powerful influence, tending to return the wheel and axle
Thus the wheel
assemblies to their normal position.
and axle assemblies are held to their normal position, in
line with the car body, until there is exerted upon them
some strong force, such as might be set up by the car
body passing over bad irregularities or a curve in the

The

track.

links then allow sufficient radial

movement

smooth and comfortable riding. The bolts,
however, oppose any continuous oscillation which might
have a tendency to be set up. This arrangement allows
the car to coast freely and eliminates the galloping motion.
to guarantee

The frame

is

of the Composite type with rigid crossings

receive the motors, transmission

Conventional Trucks for Eight-Wheel Cars
Trucks for the eight or twelve-wheel cars are of the
conventional four-wheel pivotal type.
They employ
26-in. diameter solid wheels, pressed on cylindrical seats
on heat-treated solid parallel axles of dimensions as
recommended by the American Electric Railway Engineering Association.
Journals can be either of the anti-friction type or
plain type.
The swinging bolsters have guides which
control the movement of the bolster.
They also insure
easy riding and dissipate side lash which is destructive

Combination coil and plate springs are
suspended from parallel swing links. The supports for
the motors with single reduction drive are designed to
make the electric equipment readily accessible and removto car bodies.

and to insure perfect alignment. The shoe tread
brakes have improved half ball hangers and automatic
mechanical slack adjusters.
All wearing parts are of
able,

Unit Assembly of Running Gear
to

and brakes.

The

entire running gear constitutes a unit assembly, designed

for accessibility, convenient removal and minimum mainThe car body is suspended on four cantilever
springs with a 19-ft. spring base. The far ends of these
tenance.

hardened

steel.

The

conventional axle-borne type motors with single
reduction are recommended for the pivotal eight-wheel or
double-truck street cars. For the four-wheel cars, however, the high-speed motor is considered best. This type

^^^^^=~———-—-

25.0
24.3

of motor with its necessary high reduction transmission adapts itself
more readily to the running gear,
which accounts for its selection. On
certain of the models, either 2S-hp.
or 35-hp. motors can be mounted.
These are the eight-wheel, single or
double-end and center exit cars.
Foot operated electric control and
air brakes are recommended for the

24.4

new

TABLE III—WEIGHTS OF ALL MODELS INCLUDED IN THE UNIFORMLY DESIGNED LINE
OF BRILL CARS
Cars With Steel
Bodies and Steel

Cars with Aluminum
Bodies and Steel Trucks

Trucks

Type

of

Car

Four-wheel, single-end.
Four-wheel, double-end
.

E ight-wheel, single-end,
four 25-hp motors.
E^ghb-wheel. single-end,
four 35-hp motors
Eight-wheel,double-end,
four 25-hp. motors.
Eight-wheel,double-end,
four 35-hp. motors...
Eight-wheel, single-end,
center-exit, four 25hp. motors
Eigot-wheel, single-end,
center-exit, four 35hp. motors
Twelve-wheel, duplex
.

. .

. .

articulated

Eight-wheel, interurban,
passenger
Eight-wheel, interurban,
passenger and merchandise dispatch

Weight

Weight
Complete

per
Seated
Passenger

per
Seated
Passenger

95
27,435

622
762

26,

1

Cars with Aluminum
Bodies and

Aluminum Trucks

Weight
Weight
Complete
;!1,870

22,985

518
637

type.

50-hp. high-speed automotive-type motors, with
four-point suspension, are mounted amidship of the truck,

4-50

The wheelbase-is 12 ft.
The radial motion allowed each wheel and

wedge key

Two

ar-

Eight-wheel, interurban, passenger car
Eight-wheel, interurban, passenger and merchandise dis-

VoL73,NoA

Per Cent
Saving

Weight

by Using
Alumi-

num

Weight
Complete

16.5
16.2

20,760

19,645

per
Seated
Passenger

469
575

Per Cent
Saving
by Using
Alumi-

num

29,865

563

24,695

466

17.3

22,565

32,955

621

27,785

524

15.7

25,685

485

22.1

31,550

631

25,780

516

18.3

23,780

476

24.6

34,645

693

28,875

577

16.7

26,875

537

22.4

30,765

603

25,455

499

17.3

23,325

457

24.2

33,855

663

28,545

559

15.7

26,445

518

21.9

60,905

685

50,800

571

16.6

46,800

526

23.2

37,570

962

32,055

821

14.7

30,055

770

20.0

37,470

1,011

31,955

863

14.7

29,955

809

20.0

cars.

The

doors,

signals

and

Sanders can be operated with the
hands, but the control and brakes
should be foot operated.
space is

A

provided in the lower left-hand corner of the vestibule for the pedals,

and a cabinet is installed for the reverser and other operating switches.
The hand brake should be of the high
ratio gear or staffless type, with mechanical connections
all

wheels.

for

braking of

Tampa Reduces Accidents
58 Per Cent
Persistent

and successful

eflFort to-

ward greater safety brings recogAnthony N. Brady contest

nition in

While angular parking was permitted on the main
This situation has

now

business, streets of

WITH

the notable record of accidents reduced this
year by 58.6 per cent, or more than one-half, the

Tampa Electric Company won the Brady Award
for the best 1927 safety record, given to companies
operating during the year between 1,000,000 and 5,000.000 car and bus-miles. This was accomplished in spite
of the fact that the 1926 figures showed a material reduction from those of 1925. The miles operated per accident
in 1927 were 3,480, as compared with 1,662 in 1926. The
nearest approach in the history of the company to the
1927 figure was in 1922, when 2,775 miles per accident
were operated, but in 1922 the city was much smaller and
there were less than a third as many automobiles in the

railway

street conditions

were very congested.

has been within its own organization, it has received
hearty co-operation from various city organizations, such
as city officials. Police Department,

and school

motor

clubs, parent-

in bringing
about the reduction of accidents as indicated by the figures already given.
The Police Department was one of the earliest organizations to co-operate with the company in .safety measures, but during 1925 the traffic situation became so
serious the City Commission decided a traffic advisory
committee, composed of various business organizations
throughout the city, was necessary to heli) solve the
numerous traffic problems with which the city was con-

teachers'

association,

officials,

fronted. The manager of the Tampa Electric Company
was appointed chairman of this committee, and another
member of the organization was appointed secretary.
Through the co-ordinated efforts of the interests repre-

territory.

The Tampa

Tampa,

passed with the adoption of parallel parking

Company furnishes co-ordinated
and bus service in Tampa and contiguous terriElectric

It owns 55.87 miles of equivalent single track and
The rolling stock
operates 12.02 miles of bus routes.
consists of 139 passenger cars, 14 service cars and 30 city
buses.
It provides transportation to a population of

tories.

sented on this committee with the company's transportaDepartment and city officials, a
number of changes have been effected in traffic regulation problem, the Police

The gross earnings for 1927 were $982,899.
While the major part of the company's safety work

improvement of safety.
of the most important of these

tions for the

146,200.

One
161

was the change

All track curves are marked with a white line at a sufficient distance from the

from angular
ness streets.

to parallel

Two

parking on Tampa's main busi-

illustrations

show

the effect.

One

on one of the business streets
taken shortly before the change
from angular to parallel parking. The crowded and dangerous conditions prevailing at that time can readily be
understood. The other view, while showing incidentally
parallel parking, also illustrates one of the safety landings, of which a number have been built, all at the company's expense. As will be seen, the front end of this
landing is protected by a blinker light. At present, parking has been prohibited on one side of narrow streets on
which single track car lines operate, to allow passage of
street cars and automobiles going the other direction.
great many other safety precautions have been introduced.
Reference will be made briefly to several of
them.
illustrates traffic conditions

on which car

A

VoUi, No A
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lines operate,

A

rail to

allow clearance for the overhang of any car

number of through thoroughfares have been estaband have been marked with "stop" signs at each

lished

intersection.

To

insure the safety of school children using street
them are carried on spe-

cars and buses, the majority of

and buses, and when one-man cars are used, an
is stationed on the rear platform to insure
safety. Whenever school children become unruly and by
their carelessness endanger themselves and others, their
names are secured, and a representative of the company
calls on either the school official or the parent and warns
him of the danger.
cial cars

extra

man

A

car has been painted white with various safety
slogans in black and red on the sides and ends, and during
1927 was operated as a regular car over each division for
a day at a time until the entire system had been covered.

Then

it

covered the .system again for one day on each

These raised safety zones, with a blinker light at one end, have helped to reduce accidents
and make boarding and alighting much more comfortable

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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line on a different schedule.
Passengers riding on this
car did so as the company's guests, as no fares were
charged. They were only asked to read the pamphlets
given out by the operator.
The company co-operated with the daily papers in
supplying information with reference to the progress
made in safety work. For a short time the daily papers
also ran pictures of trainmen with outstanding safety

The total cost of this bonus fund for 1927 was
Over the year's period the men have received
bonuses from $14.10 for men having two chargeable acciperiod.

$5,250.

men having a perfect record.
Beginning with December, 1927, a contest was also
arranged among the various lines of the system. This
plan has as its reward a monthly prize of $5 for each
man on the car or bus line which operates the most miles
dents to $50.35 for

records.

per accident.

The superintendent of roadway of the company devised a new type of switch, now manufactured by a prominent special work manufacturer, which permits safer

into groups

.

car movement, both in and out of switches, and at a
higher speed.

Bonus System Installed
One of the most important developments, however, in
the opinion of the company, was the establishment of an
accident prevention bonus system, beginning Oct. 1, 1926.
feature of it is that it not only creates interest in safety
work in the individual but also provides for collective

163

likejvise

very

The

extra

men

of the

company are divided

and the members of the winning group are
given a prize of $5 each. This also has proved

effective.

During 1926 and 1927, the company's labor turnover,
due to the so-called boom condition in Florida, was very
great, and during 1927 only about 25 per cent of the
trainmen and bus operators had been in service for more
than two years. In view of this fact, the results obtained
in accident prevention work were all the more remarkable.

A

interest in

team work.

Briefly, the

company

amount for each

Extensive Improvements Made

up a fund of $400 as a base
which continued for a period

set

contest,

For every accident less than the total
number during the same period of the previous year,
$10 was added to the fund. For each day on which
If
there was no accident, $25 was added to the fund.
tliere were more accidents during any contest period than
there were during the corresponding period of the previous year, $10 was deducted from the fund for each

on Rochester Subway

of four months.

Ten

shelters

have been erected, one of the

enlarged,

all

of the stations repainted

stations

and

part of the right-of-way fenced
in to prevent trespassing

accident over the record of the previous year. To prevent unreported accidents a penalty was imposed on the
guilty man by charging him with three accidents and
requiring him to serve a period at the bottom of the
extra list. For each unreported accident, also, $30 was
deducted from the fund. The rules require a report of
every accident, or unusual incident, however slight, either
on or near the car or bus.
Trainmen and bus operators were grouped into two
One consists of car operators, bus operators
divisions.
and motormen; the second division consists of conductors only.
To participate in the contest it is necessary
for a man to work as many as 800 hours during the four

months' contest period.

How THE Bonus Fund

Is

DivnEO

The

division of the bonus fund is as follows:
Car operators, bus operators and motormen who were
involved in no accidents of any nature during the contest
period, twelve shares those who have no chargeable accidents during the period, ten shares; those having one

The new

waiting shelter and platform constructed at

Driving Park Avenue Loop

;

chargeable accident during the contest period, five shares
those having two chargeable accidents, three shares.
Conductors having no accidents of any nature during
the contest period, seven shares; those having no chargeable accidents during the contest period, five shares;
those having only one chargeable accident during the
;

contest period, three shares.

TO ADD

to the safety and comfort of passengers,
and to insure parts of the system agsinst too rapid

depreciation, the city of Rochester has made a number
of improvements to its subway system, operated by the
New York State Railways. The work consisted of water-

proofing the joints in the superstructure between Exchange and Oak Streets to prevent leakage of surface

fication.

water, the building of ten shelters in subway stations,
the construction of platforms and waiting rooms at two
loop stations, the repainting of all subway stations, the
erection of 3,500 ft. of fencing to prevent trespassing

During 1927, 83 per cent of the trainmen and bus
operators shared in the bonus plan; 7 per cent were
disqualified for not having worked enough hours, and
only 10 per cent did not participate in the fund because
of having three or more chargeable accidents during the

and the enlarging of the Times Square station.
The ten shelters were added in the subway stations
between Driving Park Avenue and Rowland Loop.
They were built at the foot of the stairway leading from
Last winter it was found
the street wherever possible.

A

committee composed of two trainmen, one bus

operator, the claim agent and the master mechanic, decides
any questions that may arise as to the accident classi-
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Shelters have been erected at ten stations along the Rochester subway lines. Wherever possible they were built
at the foot of the stairway, as was this one at Lexington Avenue

from the roof of the stairway covers
the station platform at the foot of the stairs and
caused a sheet of ice to form, so that passengers hurrying

that water drained

the eastern section.

to

not

down

way
The

the

painful

steps

often lost their

footing and suffered

falls.

fence

will cost $3,-KX).

shall

delineate

It is

the

sub-

city itself, through its department of public works,
waterproofing the joints in the superstructure between
Exchange and Oak Streets to prevent the leakage of sur-

is

The shelters are built of cinder block and are stuccoed.
They are of a design to agree with the stairway covers
and, on an average, are about 12 to 17 ft. long. They
are roofed and have benches inside, but are not heated,
with the exception of the Times Square station.
The
contract for this work involved an expenditure of
$11,000. There are fourteen stations along the subway,
including the station at Driving Park Avenue Loop and
at

The work

intended that the
right-of-way.

Rowland's Loop.

Two

Stations Completed

A

new waiting room and platform also has been comPark Avenue Loop, as well as a
shelter and platform at Rowland's.
At Rowland's a

pleted at the Driving

sidewalk and steps were built to connect with the street
railway terminus.
Under the same contract additional
retaining walls were built where the dirt banks had
shown a tendency to wash out, chiefly in the Rowland's

The figure for this work was $9,500.
Under another contract the Times Square station was

section.

enlarged to give double the former waiting space.
A
small concession for the sale of papers and the checking of parcels is housed in it. The extension covers the
exit from the stairway leading from Exchange Street.

face

water.

The

first

step

in

this

work

is

to

cut

through the asphalt around the kiosks to expose the
joints in the concrete underneath.
Waterproof material
is then laid over the joints and small drainage pipes
are sunk through the concrete, so that moisture will
drain through into the subway without damaging its
concrete and steel deck.
When the work around the kiosks is completed, each
concrete joint between Exchange Street and Oak Street
is to be waterproofed.
This will necessitate removing
a strip of asphalt surfacing, about 4 ft. wide at each
joint, and cutting through the layer of low-grade concrete under the asphalt.
Otherwise, water would seep
through the joint of the concrete, slowly disintegrating
the material and rusting the steel framework underneath.
As the deck over the Aqueduct is already waterproofed, no additional work will be required there;
but the city has completed improvements to the side-

walks on the cantilever construction over the Aqueduct
and also along South Avenue, so that not only are the

Under

sidewalks now in good condition, but the arched steel
underneath is guarded against moisture and rust. The
waterproofing work was continued during the fall, as
long as weather permitted, and is to be continued

at the

in the spring.

the same contract a small oil house was built
Howell Street Loop for the servicing of Rochester,
Lockport & Buffalo cars. A curb was erected on toj)
of the wall between Court and Griffiths Streets to protect the subway below from material falling from

the

wall.

The

cost

of

all

this

work was approxi-

mately $10,000.
Another important part of the improvement program
was the repainting of all subway stations. This work
was done at a cost of $1,395.

A contract was let for the erection of 3,500 ft. of
wire mesh fencing along the right-of-way. This is a
protective measure designed for the safety of persons
walking along the subway, as well as a means of preventing trespassing.
Most of this is being erected in

Credit

^
Union Formed

Employees
THE Gary Railways
on
Stock

in

Gary

Credit Union was incorporated
in the union is being
Jan. 2.
sold at $5 per share. The project aims to aid employees
in saving, to make loans to members at reasonable rates
with or without security, and to invest any surplus in a
manner required by law. The capital stock consists of
2,000 shares.
Any employee of the Gary Railways,
Gary, Ind., is eligible for membership and may purchase
one or more shares of stock in the union, either for cash
or on a time-payment plan.

p. R. T.

To Use

Fuel Oil For Buses
Apparatus

has

been

possible to use 38-42

developed

oil,

making

Baume, with a

ence in fuel cost of 29 per cent.

it

diflfer-

Equipment

described before the Philadelphia Engineers' Club

By

J.

A. Queeney

Vice-President Mitten Management, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

DURING
year

the present
the Philadelphia

Rapid Transit Company

equip all of its
buses with a device to permit
the use of low-grade fuel oil
will

Experiments
have been made on the device over 3 period of two
years, and at the present time
twenty buses are operating
successfully with the fuel oil.
The practicability has been so
demonstrated that the company will go ahead with the
equipping of all its 570 city
and intercity buses.
The fuel now being used
is a 38-42 oil, Baume scale.
The performance of the engine with this fuel compares
very favorably with the performance secured with gasoin the engines.

line.

Idling speed, accelera-

and power, all essentials
good operation, are ob-

tion
to

tained with this device with
a fixed carburetor setting.
As the Godward gas generator appears when adapted for fuel oil consumption and
The amount of fuel necesfully installed on an engine
sary to generate 1 kw.-hr. is
5^ per cent less than the
amount of gasoline needed, using the same carburetor proceed, with no perceptible change in the performance
setting.
The saving in the cost of fuel by burning oil of the vehicle.
instead of gasoline amounts to approximately 29 per
The buses using fuel oil are on the same maintenance

Since there are practically 85,000 motor buses in
operation in the United States at the present time, the
possible saving in the cost of fuel represents more than
$50,000,000 per year.
Although the engine requires added equipment to
burn the fuel oil, either oil or gasoline can be used when
it is installed.
If a bus using fuel oil travels away from
the point of supply and runs out, the tank may be filled
with gasoline and without any adjustment the bus will
cent.

schedule as those using gasoline. One of the buses has
been operated more than 250,000 miles and has been
closely observed to see if the new fuel would have any
efl:'ect on the engine to require additional maintenance.
Nothing could be found to indicate any additional wear
or any change whatsoever in the condition of the engine.
When fuel oil was first used a little trouble was experienced in the exhaust smoke, particularly when the
This trouble was remedied by the
engine was idling.
165
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on gasoline, the general performance was so

unsatisfactory that

it

could not be given serious con-

For example, when good
was obtained, it would be impossible
sideration.

]jower output

for

satisfactory

idling

performance

to secure sufficient

operation at the usual

was possible to obtain sufficient power
output, the engine would not operate satisfactorily at the
After many months of efifort it was
lower speeas.
decided that the experimentation was not being conspeed, and

Bottom view of the main aluminum chamber. The wet mixture
from the carburetor enters through the hole and is vaporized
within the chamber by the heat from the exhaust

when

it

ducted along the proper lines.
In January, 1927, the Godward gas generator was
brought to our attention as a device for saving gasoline
and increasing the output of the engine. The device was
given a trial and found to be satisfactory for saving
Observations made through a glass window,
gasoline.
inserted in the intake manifold, showed that with gasoline and a standard carburetor and manifold wet gasoline
was carried into the engine's cylinder under all running

With the Godward gas generator installed,
however, no evidence of a wet mixture could be found
in the manifold.
At the present time twenty gas-electric buses are
equipped with the device and are operating in intercity
Since the
service where heavy grades are encountered.
installation of the device these vehicles have made more
The generator has enabled us to
than 300,000 miles.
increase the horsepower output of the engines of these
particular buses 15 per cent, resulting in a decided improvement in the performance of the vehicles, especially
on hills. The additional output has enabled us to increase the scheduled speed of intercity lines without any
increase in gasoline consumption in pounds per brakehorsepower per hour.
In addition to the twenty gas-electric buses that are
operated with gasoline, we also have five taxicabs of
the standard mechanical-driven type that are equipped
with the Godward gas generator. These taxicabs have
conditions.

simple expedient of removing the throttle valve from the
conventional location in the carburetor below the gas
generator to a point where the mixture enters the intake
manifold.
The device, manufactured by the Godward Gas Generator, Inc., consists of an aluminum pot in which are set
a number of stationary thin curved plates, radiating from
a central core. The lower edges of the plates are in contact with the aluminum pot, which is heated by the exhaust of the engine. The fuel is drawn from a standard
carburetor through the inside of the pot over the surface
of the warm plates, and is converted into a dry gas. It
then passes through the intake manifold into the cylinder
for burning. The deflector plates that are heated have a
total surface of 2,000 sq.in., so that complete conversion
to a hot gas is assured.
The device as designed for the use of fuel oil has incorporcited in it an electrical heating unit which is used
during the starting period only. By means of this unit
the temperature of the fuel is raised sufficiently to start
the engine. The unit receives its energy from the storage battery and consumes 80 amp. at 12 volts for about
one minute, the time required for starting the engine
under present conditions, which is no greater than that
required to start with gasoline.
In addition to the Godward device a special intake
manifold is used. The new manifold has no sharp bends,
pockets or hot spots, and it has a much greater crosssectional area and consequently less restriction than the
conventional manifold. A reduction in the intake manifold velocity is permissible because of the dry gas proThis construction also
duced in the gas generator.
allows an increase in the quantity of mixture entering
the cylinder, thus increasing the volumetric efificiency of
the engine.
No other special equipment is required.
The same carburetor as supplied by the manufacturer
with the engine is used.

Experiments Conducted for

The installation
four-cylinder Yellow Knight engines.
of the generator not only has improved the performance
of the vehicles decidedly, but also has resulted in a reduction of gasoline consumption of 9 per cent.
During this development we concluded that the gas
generator could be modified and used as a basis of the

equipment necessary to operate on fuel oil successfully.
After numerous experiments and tests the present equipment was developed and we now have twenty buses
that have operated more than 250,000 miles on fuel oil.
Six of these are equipped with an improved device, including all modifications and changes made to date.
In addition to the apparatus used for the burning of

Two Years

The problem of operating gas engines

successfully

with fuel oil without the use of gasoline for starting or
without complicated mechanism has been considered
by many engineers as impossible of solution and by
others as extremely doubtful. The apparent advantages,
however, seemed to be too great not to warrant a trial.
Accordingly, the company accepted an inventor's device
about two years ago and installed it on one of the taxicabs for trial. After numerous tests it was found that,
while it was possible to operate on fuel oil by starting

Cutaway view of the Godward device showing how the stationary
deflector, consisting of several thin curved plates, is mounted
inside.
The electric heating unit for starting and two types of
deflectors also are shown
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fuel oil, we also have developed apparatus for analyzing
first,
the exhaust. This equipment serves two purposes
of checking the engine's efficiency, as any unburned gas
that is present in the exhaust represents a definite power

—

loss,

and second, of analyzing the exhaust to reduce to a
the poisonous carbon monoxide gas.

minimum

It is not unusual to hear occasionally of the death
of some vmfortunate person due to carbon monoxide gas.
No doubt many people believe that because of the size
of the motor bus it is a great offender by filling the air
with this poisonous gas. Recognizing the importance of
reducing to a minimum the carbon monoxide gas we
conducted many experiments and finally developed the
exhaust analyzing equipment, now installed in the automotive research laboratory of the Hunting Park

bus shops.

Our

made with this equipment prove conby maintaining the engine in good mechanical condition and by proper adjustment of the
studies

clusivel)^

that

carburetor the exhaust gas can be controlled.
by engineers of the United States Bureau of
Mines disclosed that "the percentage of carbon monoxide gas with the majority of cars is
between 5 and 9 per cent." With this apparatus we have no difficulty in decreasing the carbon monoxide content from the exhaust of
our buses to 3 per cent or less.
have obtained as low as 1 per cent under both idling
and operating conditions.
Gasoline as sold at any filling station contains approximately 85 per cent carbon and 15
per cent hydrogen. During the burning process inside the engine the gasoline is broken up
into various gases, the most common of which
are carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane and gasoline vapor.
Of this
group the two most important are carbon

A

survey

a connection is made between the exhaust manifold o*
the engine and the inlet pipe of the testing apparatus.
As the exhaust gas enters one of the cylinders it draws
a small quantity of air through a nozzle. The resulting
mixture, being combustible, is ignited when it comes in
contact with the heated wire.
The burning of the gas
increases the temperature of the wire, the rise being
efi^ected by the percentage of the combustibles contained
in the gas. The change of resistance of the wire caused
by the increases in temperature disturbs the electrical
balance of the two circuits, arranged as a Wheatstone
bridge, and causes a deflection of the galvanometer.
The deflection varies in accordance with the percentage
of combustibles present in the exhaust, and by referring
the galvanometer reading to a chart the percentage of
carbon monoxide, hydrogen and other combustibles can
Definite standards are established, and
be determined.
if the meter reading is above or below these standards
the operator adjusts the carburetor or ignition, or makes
other changes until the meter reading becomes normal.

We

monoxide and carbon dioxide. If compression were perfect all the carbon monoxide
would be burned to carbon dioxide, a harmless
gas, but

since this condition

modern automobile, we have
ide, which is poisonous.

is

ZOOOSq. inches
heahal surface
<rE%hciusi-

^Win-fer

.sei-iing
to

generaTcr

[

Air iniaUe-'

A

total heated surface of 2,000 sq.in. within the chamber vaporizes the mixture of fuel oil and air before it enters the intake manifold. The exhaust
manifold is designed so that full exhaust or none can be passed through

the generator

never attained in the
with carbon monox-

to deal

evident that either the carburetor is poorly adjusted, the
ignition is faulty, or the compression is low due to leaky
valves or some other cause.

Apparatus Measures Unburned Combustibles
not practical to measure the carbon dioxide diwith an electrical indicator, so an instrument has
been developed which measures the carbon monoxide,
hydrogen and other combustibles present in the exhaust.
This instrument records the incompleteness of combustion.
The apparatus consists of two small cylinders,
These
each containing a wire of special composition.
wires are connected to a battery and to a meter through
suitable resistances. The meter is simply a moving coil
galvanometer. When the switch connecting the batteries
with the wires in the two cylinders is closed the meter
will register zero, until both cylinders are filled with air
and the entire electrical system is balanced. In operating
It is

summer

fuel c^eposif-et^ c)nc(/
helot in suspension
here

From the foregoing it is evident that an instrument
which accurately measures the carbon dioxide in the
exhaust gas is valuable as giving an indication of the
performance of the engine. Numerous tests have shown
that a motor in good condition produces between 10 and
12 per cent carbon dioxide, and if, therefore, the engine
under consideration shows a much lower figure, it is

rectly
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To confirm their own tests the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company engaged the services of Professors
Autenreith and Baum of the College of the City of New
York to test the device developed for burning fuel oil
and the apparatus for the analysis and control of the
They tested buses using standard equipment
exhaust.
and others using the vaporizing device for comparing
results, and then conducted a series of tests with different fuels and types of equipment on a single unit.
The following

is

their report:

On Dec. 15, 1928, the writers visited your Hunting Park Avenue
garage and noted the operation of bus No. 57, which was equipped
with a Godward gas generator and manifold and which burned
The engine was started on this fuel and ran very well
fuel oil.
with ample power and acceleration for all conditions of traffic and
grades encountered. The operation of the engine could not be
distinguished from that of similar buses on the street using
gasoline.

We

tested this engine on a water barrel and the generator
delivered 44.3 kw., substantially the same output as obtained from
the engine and generator of bus No. 36, the latter using standard
equipment and gasoline and delivering 43.8 kw. The carburetor
air valve of bus No. 36 was in the normal position for winter
running, and the power output of both units was measured at
wide open throttles, at 1,600 r.p.m., this being the average

operating speed.
felt that a comparison of the performance of two different
power units running on different equipment would not furnish
data from which it would be possible to draw dependable conclusions, so we suggested that the performance of a single unit
be determined with different fuels and types of equipment.
The bus
Accordingly, another series of tests were conducted.

We
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at wide open throttle a content of 12.6 per cent carbon dioxide,
0.25 per cent oxygen and 2.45 per cent carbon monoxide.
At
idling speed the analyses showed 9.7 per cent carbon dioxide,
7 per cent oxygen and 0.0 per cent carbon monoxide.
With
another needle valve setting the exhaust analyzed 10.4 per cent
carbon dioxide, 5.6 per cent oxygen and 0.0 per cent carbon
monoxide. It must not be assumed from these results that any
needle valve setting will give low carbon monoxide content on
For instance, with one particular needle valve setting a
idling.
percentage of 2.9 carbon monoxide was obtained. This, however,
was the highest value obtained with fuel oil on idling.

On

previous experiments with this type of engine and carburenot been able to get satisfactory idling with so lean
an idling mixture with the standard manifolding.
From the
various runs made under the different conditions described we
are convinced that it is practicable to operate your buses on
either gasoline or fuel oil with the gas generator equipment and
standard carburetor, and secure a carbon monoxide content of the
exhaust gases of less than 3 per cent under your conditions of
tor

we have

operation.

Our

showed that the gas generator equipment had the
reducing the carbon monoxide content of the exhaust
gases without reducing the power.
Of course, for best results
with any kind of fuel the proper carburetor settings must be
determined, but as far as operation on the road is concerned a
change from fuel oil to gasoline without changing the carburetor
setting will not be apparent to the driver.
tests

effect of

Two Hours from South Bend
to Chicago

ANOTHER

milestone in the progress of the Chicago,

South Shore & South Bend Railroad, since the
change of management in 1925, came with the inauguration of a flat two-hour schedule for extra fast trains between the Hne's terminal cities of South Bend and
Chicago on Jan. 1.
For three years this railroad has been carrying on an
extensive reconstruction program designed for better and
faster service to the people of its territory.
Scheduled
time between the Chicago and South Bend terminals, set
with the beginning of the new regime at two hours and
a half, was cut last spring to two hours and fifteen
minutes in the case of four trains. Last fall this was
shortened to two hours and five minutes in the case of
two trains, westbound in the morning and eastbound at
night.
This service was specially designed for commuters, and both trains carried dining cars for the conL

This laboratory equipment for analyzing the exhaust permits the
checking of engine e£Sciency, as any unburned combustibles
represent a definite

power

loss

used for these tests was equipped as it came from the factory
with. a Zenith carburetor, which had a No. 29 Venturi, No. 24
main jet, No. 22 compensating jet and No. 55 idling jet. The
power unit of this bus delivered as much as 49.4 kw. at 1,600 r.p.m.
on gasoline. The exhaust gas analyses showed a carbon monoxide content as low as 3.1 per cent at 1,600 r.p.m. and a carbon monoxide content as low as 7.3 per cent on idling at 380 r.p.m. The
carbon dioxide contents were 12.2 per cent and 6.4 per cent, and
the oxygen 0.5 per cent and 4.4 per cent, at the higher and lower
speeds, respectively.
We consider this an unusually good performance as far as the carbon monoxide content is concerned,
particularly under full power.
The standard manifolds were then removed and replaced by the
Godward equipment. The same carburetor was used and the unit
operated under the same conditions. The power output was found
to be 3.85 per cent less with the same carburetor setting and
standard manifold because of the damping effect of the new equipment on the carburetor jets. The exhaust gas analyses, however,
showed carbon monoxide contents of 1.4 per cent and 7.6 per cent,
and carbon dioxide contents of 13.6 per cent and 7 per cent, at
the 1,600
It

r.p.ni.

and idling speeds, respectively.

was then decided

to readjust the carburetor for equal power
as to carbon monoxide content with the gas
generator equipment.
Outputs of 49.4 kw. and 50 kw. were
obtained on two successive runs with the idling jet set at No. 40.
Reducing this jet to No. 40, the smallest obtainable, resulted in a
carbon monoxide content of 6.4 per cent when idling. This size
jet is considered entirely too small for this size engine,
and yet
It was found necessary to enlarge
the holes in the idling needle
valve seat to a J-in. diameter to obtain the idling mixture
producing the minimum carbon monoxide content.
After these changes were completed the same power was obtained and the gas analyses of the exhaust showed for
two successive runs the averages of 13.8 per cent carbon dioxide,
0.4 per
cent oxygen and 1.05 per cent carbon monoxide.
At 380 r.p.m.,
the exhaust analyzed 10.2 per cent carbon dioxide,
6 per cent
oxygen and 0.25 per cent carbon monoxide.

and best

results

^^^ '^'^" operated on
ofr"?!?!^"^'"^
8.014, or 42 Baume.
With this
as
?ii-

much

as 47.5 kw.

No.

diameter of

™*'" '^^ ^°- ^' compensating jet No. 28,
and the idling needle valve seat enlarged to the

^^'

•^"''i

idling jet

fuel oil with a specific gravity
fuel the power unit delivered
at 1,600 r.p.m. with the carburetor settings

J

40.
in.

With

these settings the exhaust gas

showed

venience of the passengers.

With
ment

the

new two-hour

will obtain,

schedule, the same arrangeexcept that the Fort Dearborn Limited,

Chicago-bound morning train, leaves South Bend station
at 7:05 a.m. instead of 7 a.m.
At the same time the
Chicago Express which formerly left Gary at 8 :30 a.m.
now leaves at 8 :22, changing leaving times also at East
Chicago, Hammond and Hegewisch.
Beginning in 1925, with the change of management,
improvements and reconstruction affecting virtually every
department of the railroad have been made.
Nearly
$8,000,000 has been invested in the property, toward
giving improved service to both passengers and freight
patrons.

Faith in the future of the great industrial areas, the
homesites and growing cities of northern Indiana has been
the principal reason for the developmept of the South
Shore Line. Public response has so far justified this

Within the three years of the present management,
revenue has increased from $599,236 to
$1,772,918.
Freight revenue has increased in the same
period from $189,263 to $1,129,856.
Total operating
revenue has grown from $858,265 to $2,971,488 for the
year ended Sept. 30, 1928.
faith.

passenger
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window grilles and a red tile roof give a Spanish appearance
to this attractive club house at Cincinnati

Buff brick walls, ornamental

Cincinnati Railway Builds

and a shower bath, toilet and lockers for the clerks take
up the remaining space.

Attractive Office

A reinforced glass partition with windows protected
with ornamental grille work separates the clerks' office
from the club room. The sleeping room is outfitted with

ENLARGEMENT

of an existing substation of the
Cincinnati Street Railway to house new automatic
electrical equipment made it necessary to move the Hyde
Park division office from its location immediately
new one-story structure,
adjacent to the carhouse.
rectangular in shape with a garage projecting in the

six walnut-finished

two wash

Simmonds

iron beds, six lockers and

stands.

A

rear,

was

on the front corner of the division yards
and Erie Avenues. Buff brick walls and a
roof give the building a Spanish appearance.
built

at Tarpis

red

tile

glazed tile with a sanitary
curve where walls meet the painted and varnished cement
floor, and rounded corners where wall meets wall.
There
are no dust-collecting corners in the whole building. In
addition to a boiler room, janitor's quarters, curvecleaners' grease room, and a garage for the emergency
truck, the basement contains a white-tiled wash room
equipped with two shower baths and a dressing alcove.
The club room, an office for the receiving clerks, sleeping quarters, and the private office of the division superintendent occupy most of the first floor. Smaller rooms
Inside, the walls are of

for storing supplies, for filing lost articles, for lockers.

Equipment

installed

ia

this

club

linoleum-topped tables, benches
frames and bulletin boards

room includes two long
and glass-inclosed schedule

Comfortable sleeping quarters are included in the equipment of
the building at Hyde Park division headquarters

receiving clerks' office is 18 ft. square with a coimter running
the full length of one side of the room. Shower, toilet, and
locker facilities are provided in an adjoining room

The
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New Yorkers Discuss Methods
of Bettering Public Relations
New

and equipment, employee training, and
service improvement were topics at state
association's mid-winter meeting
cars

HOW

the local transportation companies can improve
their relations with their patrons, the public, was the

principal topic of discussion at the midwinter meeting
of the New York Electric Railway Association, held at
the Hotel Commodore, New York City, on Jan. 22.

were attended by about 200 members and
guests, with W. E. Thompson, vice-president Third
Avenue Railway System, presiding. Operating prac-

The

sessions

tices of various properties visited

during a recent trip

sponsored by a Rochester, N. Y., newspaper were discussed by R. R. Hadsell, general manager Schenectady
Railway.' Wherever the party went they were impressed
with the fact that those electric railway properties which
w ere in the best repute with their patrons were invariably
the ones that were giving particular attention to the
training of their platform men in the elements of
"The platform
courtesy, safety and ride salesmanship.
man is today the key man of the industry," said Mr.
Hadsell, "and the public is quick to appreciate the little
courtesies and attentions that it receives from a welltrained,

neat-appearing train

William E. Wood,

Power Company,

force."

president,

Virginia

told of the steps taken

in establishing itself in the

by

good graces of

Electric
his
its

&

company
patrons,

and a more
hopeful outlook but, indirectly, to the winning of the
Coffin Award in 1928. When he and his associates took
v/hich

had led not only

to better earnings

over the management of the property in Richmond they
found their principal handicap to be a heritage of illfeeling left by an able but contentious former management. As soon as the new management made clear that
it desired to play fair, that it sought nothing to which
it was not justly entitled, and that it intended to meet
the public more than half way in any question of service
or policy, there was a change of feeling and the responsible elements in the community hastened to proffer
their support.
Since then there has been a gradual
strengthening of the bond of interest until, at the
present time, the company is receiving splendid co-operation from the residents of the communities which it
serves.

The case in favor of the purchase of new rolling stock,
as opposed to the rehabilitation of the old equipment was
presented by George Frey, general sales manager J. G.
Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa., whose paper is presented in abstract elsewhere in this issue.
He was
followed by J- B. Hayes, general superintendent of transportation, Virginia Electric & Power Company, Norfolk,
Va., who outlined the program carried out on his property of redesigning and rehabilitating old rolling stock

meet present-day requirements.
This step, it was
was not taken from choice but from necessity.
Although the company would have preferred buying new
cars, the result had been gratifying, resulting in an actual
return of 46 per cent on the cost of rebuilding. As a
direct result of the program of modernization the company is able to point to slightly increased speed, a material improvement in passenger comfort, better appearance, and safer operation.
A paper on modernization of electric car equipment.

to

explained,

Vol.72>,
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the Westinghouse Electric
J. Manson of
Manufacturing Company, was presented by Harry R.
Meyer at the afternoon session. Recent improvements
made in motor and control design for electric cars were
discussed. Whereas once manufacturers had a standard
type of motor, now in order to meet the demands for

prepared by A.

&

higher

schedule

quieter operation,

speeds,

higher

rates

of

acceleration,

and reduced unsprung weight, many

modifications are necessary. Provision for better lubrication of motors has been given considerable study, and

an attempt made to provide gearing which will run in oil.
Foot control of the motors is a new development by
the company. This has appeared desirable in order to

one-man cars from some of the
were previously performed by hand.
Dynamic braking and car heating are other developments
that promise to be of particular advantage in modern
In an endeavor
cars, and in reducing costs of power.
relieve the operators of

duties

which

to reduce noise in operation of car equipment, sound-

deadening gears have been developed, and improved
brake rigging also reduces much noise. The employment
of the high speed motor and its drive through double
reduction gears is giving gratifying results.

Speed and comfort were stressed as the two most
important things to be incorporated in modern cars,
This
by J. C. Thirlwall, General Electric Company.
company has been trying to develop equipment to satisfy
the demands for higher rates of acceleration and retardaThe present tendency is to install greater motor
tion.
capacity in cars, and this has enabled the rates of acceleration to be doubled.
Rates of retardation also have been
doubled through the use of track brakes in addition to
air brakes.
Each of these developments should result in
a 10 per cent increase in scheduled speed.

Some improvements
lined

in air-brake equipment were outby John F. Craig, of the Westinghouse Traction

He

demand for increased
operations more important.
Faster operation of brakes enables the car operator to
keep his place in traffic since he can stop as quickly as
other vehicles. Faster action of brakes also enables the
operator to stop his car so as to decrease the length of
standing time by making it more convenient for passengers to board and alight quickly.
F.rake

Company.

car speed has

said that the

made braking

The importance of efficient employees and a satisfied
public in connection with electric railway operation, were
stressed by R. S Tompkins, assistant to the president
United Railways & Electric Company of Baltimore. It
is now an accepted fact that railway customers must be
satisfied.
The idea of educating the public to agree with
the things done by electric railways does not work out
satisfactorily, and should be shoved into the background.
Individual handling of complaints has been undertaken
in Baltimore and has produced pleasing results.
The
number of letters of complaints published in newspapers
has been reduced considerably, and also the number of
complaints made by the public to the Public Service
Commission.
Service and co-operation between the railway and
public officials spell sucess, according to Norman A.
Boyd, Mayor of Binghamton, N. Y. He spoke of the
good feeling existing at Binghamton between the company and the city, and said that employee education and
effective publicity were influential factors in promoting
good will.
The banquet in the evening was addressed by James
E. Begg, United States congressman from Ohio, who
stressed the necessity for modernization in all industries
in order to keep pace with the demands of the times.

Time and Labor-Saving Ideas
r-:£z"^

from Staten Island
formed with a hexagonal hole to
the hexagonal portion of the stem,
and the inside is shaped to fit the
is

fit

The assembly

pinion nut.

two

pieces

is

shown

of these

in Fig. 3.

The

stem is entered through the socket
and the two peripheral surfaces of the
hexagonal portion of the top of the
socket and the stem are placed in

The

contact.

|-in. circular plate

of gravity, and both end plates are
hooked on the lifting device. This
design of sling has been in constant
use for several years lifting armatures weighing 1,650 lb. each, and not
a single failure has developed.

Safe Storage for
Rheostat Parts

on

the stem

is placed against the under
surface of the top of the socket. The
hexagonal and circular portion of the
stem are spot-welded to the socket.
This arrangement permits of renewing the socket by breaking the spot-

welded

joints.

Metallic Sling Lifts and
Carries Armatures

LIFTING

or carrying armatures by
-^means of hooks, chains or rope
slings offers the danger of mechanical
injury at the bearing fit, end bells,
commutator or end connections. To
eliminate this possibility entirely, n
flat metallic sling is used in the shop
of the Staten Island Rapid Transit

Railway, Staten Island, N. Y.
sling

is

shown

in the

The

accompanying

Convenient storage of repair parts
the

illustration.

The sling is made of 0.058-in. gage
sheet metal, ^-in. and ^-in. flat plates.

—At

Fig. 2
top, stem for wrench.
Bottom, left, socket. Fig. 3 Bottom,
right, assembly of parts

Fig.

—

1

—

The

sheet metal is 62

in.

long, 12 in.

and 8 in. wide at
For a length of 4 in., each
end is clamped between two plates,
one 8x1 2x^ in., and the other, 8x4x^
in.
These two plates and sheet metal
wide

at the center,

the ends.

Wrench Designed With
Replaceable Socket

A WRENCH, devised in the
INshops
of the Staten Island Rapid
Transit Railway, Staten Island, N. Y.,
the socket can be replaced without
renewing the stem.
stem, shown in Fig. 1, is made
of l|-in. square steel and has four
jj-in. leverage holes.
The bottom is
forged to a hexagonal shape, of such
dimensions as will fit exactly the
hexagonal hole in the top of the

The

socket.
is

A

|x4|-in.

flat

steel

are held together by six f-in. rivets.
The over-all length of the sling is 78
in.
Each 8xl2-in. plate is drilled with
a lifting hole 4^^ in. from the end,

with a diameter of 3| in.
In lifting an armature the sling

is

placed around the core at the center

WHEN
same
different

must

several mechanics use the
bench while overhauling

types

see

that

of
his

apparatus, each
daily stock of
for properly to

material is cared
prevent destruction and loss. Conproblem,
fronted
with
this
the
Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway, Staten Island, N. Y., tried many
suggested schemes for storing rheostat grids and mica washers, but none
of the ideas proved satisfactory.
Destruction occurred due to the carelessness of

workmen.

The problem

plate

screwed to the bottom of the hex-

agonal forging.

The socket, shown in Fig. 2, is
made of steel and has an outside
diameter of 5| in. The top surface

Armature
171

sling used

assists

workmen

by Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway
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opposite end of this cylinder is bored
fit the outer diameter of the axle
bearing when the adjustable collar B
to

—-"- ~fi^'W^f^*T1^''

is

Four

in the full release position.

are cut longitudinally in
the cylinder 90 deg. apart and end at
the flange.
^-in.

slots

The
sketch

v/'=

B

h

j/"

-J

¥"

in.

The

iVilWi^i'*

t^

I

>t<-.?/-»'//5j<#yj<

is

collar

made from

shown

in

a piece of steel

diameter and 5| in. long.
is 1^ in. wide and the
cylinder is 10 in. in diameter.
The
flange has four slots f in. wide and
in. deep to permit the use of a suiti'(f
able wrench for screwing it on to the
11

~

adjustable

B

.?/'-.>f</'/'

in

flange

cylinder A. The inside is bored with
a 3-deg. taper and has seven threads

per inch for a distance of 2f in. to
correspond to the taper and threads

on A.

Novel Safety Appeal

SAFETY
Use of

this

chuck has resuhed

in

an increase of the boring output

A

within reach of the men at the
bench on the wall adjacent to it, as

cylinder shown in
is made
from a solid piece of steel of 9 in.
diameter and 16 in. long. It is turned

shown

to a diameter of

was solved

finally

by storing the ma-

terial

tion.

accompanying illustraThreaded ^-in. rods were

in the

screwed into expansion sleeves imbedded in the brick wall. The daily
supply is suspended from these rods.

A

neat soldering iron rack also appears in the illustration.
The rack
was made from a piece of -JxS-in.
angle and was fastened to the wall.
Slots made in the angles provide a
substantial support for the various
sizes of iron.

Self-Centering

The

3f

in.

of 2f

8|

in.

for a length of

and a 3-deg. taper for a length
in.

The next

1|^ in. is

turned to

diameter, and the next If in.
8f
has nine standard threads per inch.
The diameter of the next j in. is 8|
in., and for the following 2^ in. the
diameter is decreased to 8^ in. Adjacent is a flange 2 J in. wide and 9 in.
in diameter.
This flange has a hub
projection 2^ in. long and 4^ in. in
diameter.
The hub and flange are
bored and threaded with four threads
per inch to fit the lathe spindle. The
in.

is

fully

in

and the men are given regular

Conspicuous
throughout
the shop give accident statistics and
act as a constant reminder to guard
against accidents.
This safety work
has had a remarkable effect in reducing the number of shop accidents. A
novel safety appeal is printed on the
span girder of the overhead traveling
ing safe at

crane.

times.

As shown

in the illustration,

"Safety Above All Things."
This meets the eye upon entering the
shop and immediately impresses the
observer with the fact that safety
predominates.
this reads

centering.
Consequently Machinist
Joseph A. Collins designed and manufactured the chuck shown in the acIt is self-center-

The bearing is placed inside of
and when the collar B is screwed

ing.

A

up the diameter of
is decreased as
the 3-deg. surfaces come in contact.
This centers the bearing accurately
and grips it firmly at all points.

all

bulletin boards appearing

for axles are given
constant attention on the Staten
Island Rapid Transit Railway, Staten
Island, N. Y. Abnormal wear is not
permitted and as a result the bearings
are being rebabbitted and rebored
constantly.
Difficulty was experienced in obtaining a chuck which
would permit of heavy service and require a minimum of
labor
for

A

atten-

instruction in the advantages of play-

BEARINGS

sketch.

careful

the

Axle-Bearing Chuck

companying

given

shop of the Staten
Island Rapid Transit Railway, Staten
Island, N. Y.
All moving elements
of the machinery are guarded caretion

Safety warning on overhead crane

Improved Equipment Suggestions
200 Ampere D.C.
Arc-Welding Set

A

RECENT

development of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company is the 200-ampere d.c. welding set.
This has
particular application in a large number of shops, especially in street

way and

railroad work,

rail-

where only

current is available for the
driving motor of the welding set. It
is designed so that either a 230 or
5S0-volt driving motor may be used.
The construction is such that the set
may be used either as a portable or
stationary unit.
direct

The accompanying illustration

gives

10 per cent.
The motor starting
rheostat with low voltage protection
is enclosed and mounted in a sheet
steel cabinet on top of the set.
The generator is a single operator,
constant current, differentially com-

pound wound and is separately exfrom the motor supply line.

Automatic Grinder Lights

FORGETTING

to turn off the
light at the grinders is impossible

when

the

light just

new

type automatic grinder
brought out by the Hisey-

Wolf Machine Company,

Cincinnati,

The field rheostat of the generator
gives a one-dial adjustment over the

Ohio, is used. A conduit bracket
supports the lighting fixture. Flexible metal holders permit adjustment

entire welding range.

to

cited

any desired

Lights are

sk-B^

Portable Direct-Reading
Circuit Tester
locating open
FOR
reading the resistance

position.

and

circuits

of circuits,

Roller-Smith Company,
York, N. Y., announces a

New

the

small

portable direct-reading circuit tester.

The instrument
weighs only 19

is

4^x3x1^

in.,

and

a
high-grade
d'Arsonval
d.c.
voltmeter, connected in series with a
small dry cell.
The arrangement is
such that when the two terminals of
the instrument are connected the circuit is completed.
The instrument
oz.

It

includes

small

pointer will indicate full scale when
the terminals are short circuited. The
scale is

arranged to read ohms directly

from zero

to 10,000.

The instrument

is

inclosed

in

a

Grinder equipped with automatic lights and
switch treadle

Welding

set for electric railway

turned on or off automatically with
the off and on switch of the control.
Grinders are furnished with either
push buttons or treadle switch. The
treadle provides for turning off the
current automatically as soon as the
operator leaves the machine. The
treadle extends the entire width of
the column and permits simultaneous
operation of two workmen.

shops

an idea of the simplicity, compactness and ruggedness of the selfcontained unit.
The driving motor
and generator have a common frame
and common shaft, supported by ball
bearings. The control is mounted on
the top as a part of the frame and is
protected by a sheet steel cabinet.
Three roller bearing wheels attached
to the frame make the set readily
portable and give a welder with small
over-all dimensions and a low center
of gravity.

For stationary

Extension for Expansion

Reamer

TO

use, the

running gear can be omitted.

Improved direct-reading

The rating of the unit is in accordance with the N.E.M.A. standards of
practice, being 200 ampere, 1 hour,

heavy

50 deg.

rise in a resistance load at

finish

volts.

The welding range

is

25

60

300 amperes.

The driving motor of the set, a
S.K., wound for either
230 or 550 volts, is compound wound
special type

and maintains constant speed with a
voltage fluctuation of not

more than

plated

circuit tester

case with black
equipped with nickelbinding posts.
An etched

sheet-metal

and

is

metal instruction plate is attached to
the front of the instrument, which
gives
the
instructions
regarding
checking of the calibration and replacement of the battery used in the
instrument.
173

CONVERT

the piston pin
type of reamer into a steeringknuckle type a special extension,
known as the King Bolt Pilot, has
been designed by the Scully Steel &
Iron Company, Chicago, 111., for use
with the Scully J.M.C. expansion
reamers.
One size of King Bolt
Pilot will fit several sizes of J.M.C.
reamers.
The regular taper pilot
bushings or guides as used with the
piston pin type are used with the
King Bolt Pilot to center the reamer.
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A New Note

in a

New

Year's

Message
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway sets
forth

its

Urges men

ideals.

meet

to

criticism intelligently

STEARNS, vice-president
RB.general
manager, on behalf

and

of the

.

Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway,
wished the public a happy and prosperous new year and outlined some of the
ambitions of his company for 1929 as
follows

To

continue

deserve

to

the

confidence

and co-operation of the 140,000,000 of car
and bus riders annually in 19 cities and 54
towns in Massachusetts.

To

convince the public completely that
it
is
cheaper, speedier, safer and more
comfortable to ride in our cars and buses
than to use their own automobiles.

To

sell

the

idea

to

public

authorities

Street cars and buses are moving highThe people who ride in them are
entitled to the right to be conveyed to their
destination without being delayed and obstructed by parked automobiles.
Public highways were never built at
great expense to taxpayers to become public garages.
The merchant who believes
that unrestricted parking helps him is making a monumental mistake.
He might as
well have the huge merchandise box in
front of his store as a parked automobile.

ways.

Mr. Stearns contends that the streets
belong to the busy man not to the lazy
and luxurious few. He asks why hundreds of people should be inconvenienced
going to and from their work by someone who insists on leaving his automo-

—

bile in the

everywhere that unrestricted auto parking
on highways in the business districts of
cities and towns is not only unfair to the
street railway
public.

To meet
intelligently

but also to

the

Effort of

New

In every carhouse, manager's office,
repair shop and in the Boston office on
Dec. 29 appeared the following notice
addressed to employees
Are you for your bread and butter?
If so, don't be afraid to defend this street
railway from unjust attack. To hold our

jobs we must be one great
for one and one for all.
together and do our best,
us any harm.
are for
for us?

We

big family,
If

we

all

all

pull

nobody can do
you. Are you

Mr. Stearns put special

upon
the necessity of vigorous action by the
municipal authorities involving what he
described as "The Parking Crime" in
the business streets of
said:

Almost every
majority of the

stress

many

Saturday

cities.

night

in

He

which formerly took
from eight to nine minutes to
traverse under the old system of traffic
control in the zone between Fifth and
Ninth Avenues, and 39th and 52d

New York

can

now be

cov-

an average of about four
minutes under the new scheme of regulation during theater hours.
The initial test of the new system by
which theater curtains are "staggered,"
parking forbidden, cruising taxicabs
in

barred, buses forbidden to turn into their
terminals to discharge their passengers
and all turns prohibited went into effect
on the evening of Jan. 21. with more
that a tinge of carnival spirit and just a
suggestion of the bizarre.

The most encouraging report and
the one which led Police Commissioner
Whalen to pronounce the new system "a
huge success," was the one from his first
deputy commissioner, Mr. Hovt, who
asserted traffic had been speeded up 50
per cent by the new system.

honor to the traffic policemen
in every one of our cities and towns.
During the past ten years I have never heard
of a single instance in which a traffic officer did not do everything he reasonably
say, all

could to give street car passengers a square

no
THERE
earth why
is

reason on
the streets

should be turned into public
garages.
expect to eliminate parking except for legiti-

We

mate and actual commercial
purposes.

Minor modifications

district successful.

DISTANCES

Streets in

Work Well

Non-parking ban to be extended

likely.

ered

prepos-

On Jan. 15, 1919, the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway started out
under public trustees on a career which
has attracted country-wide attention.
It is the successor of the Bay State
Street Railway and became a state operated railway under the provisions of
Chapter 188 of the Special Acts of the
Massachusetts Legislature of 1918.
Under this legislative act public control was to continue for ten years, and
on Jan. 15, 1929, this period ended. The
last session of the Legislature decided
to continue public control for another
five years.
Messrs. Arthur G. Wadleigh and Fred J. Crowley, who have
served for the ten years, were reappointed recently by Governor Fuller. The
directors have chosen Lester Watson
their representative among the trustees.

Regulations

cities

the traffic
after a very careful study of actual conditions we are certain that this is due primarily either to the unregulated, halfhearted or unsystematic supervision of
parked autos or the absence of any enforceable rules.

deal.

why

the

where we operate
tangles are indescribable and

I

asks

is

York's Police Commissioner to bring order out of

vice for

To

He

chaos in theatrical

road and to act promptly and decisively
all well founded complaints and ad-

upon

improvement of service.
follow up the campaign among blue
uniform men (our salesmen) for courtesy
founded upon the most effective business
maxim, "The customer is never wrong."
To co-operate with highest efficiency and
lowest possible fares consistent with the
rights of property owners to obtain a fair
and reasonable return on their investment.

of traffic.

New Traffic

traveling

courageously, truthfully and
all
unjust criticisms of the

way

one citizen should be permitted to appropriate 150 sq.ft. of property for an
hour or two, thus forcing all other citizens to scramble around at the risk of

This, he says,

their lives.
terous.

— Commissioner Whalen

Cruising over the whole area without taking advantage of the Police Department insignia on his automobile and
without using the siren which takes the
place of a horn on official cars. Mr.
Hoyt tested out the new traffic regulations from the viewpoint of the average
citizen.
.\t the

This

is

what he found:

peak of the early rush, the worst

of the entire evening, it was possible to
drive from Fifth to Ninth Avenue through
4Sth Street, with its eleven theaters, in the
unheard-of time of four minutes after the
no-turn rule became effective at 8 o'clock.
It took three minutes and four seconds
to drive from Ninth to Fifth Avenue

through 44th Street, while 42d Street,
which has sixteen theaters and two car
tracks, was traversed from Fifth to Ninth
Avenue in four minutes, despite one delay
for a trolley car discharging passengers.

and Ninth Avenues, where even
commissioner expected a jumble of
traffic because it was from these thoroughfares principally that turns into the zone
were to be made, were rivers of smoothly
flowing traffic, on which it was possible
to drive from 42d to 50th Street and back
again in half the time it took under the old
system of traffic control.
Fifth

the

Deputy

Chief

Inspector

Coleman,

after surveying the outlying sections of

the zone, pronounced the new system a
success and declared that 42d Street was
"just like the main street of a small

town" while Commissioner
plan was in effect.

Whalen's

Pedestrians fitted perfectly into Commissioner Whalen's traffic demon.stration.
In fact, as the New York Times
said, they had to do so.
At each corner a sergeant and eight husky patrol-
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men saw

to that.
The man or woman
afoot went ahead when the green light
signaled that they might, and remained
in groups on the corners when the red
light gleamed against them.
The sergeant and his sturdy men quickly overhauled any persons who sought to dasii
against the traffic and courteously but
firmly shepherded the strays back to the

curb^_
If the traffic rules failed to give the
walkers an "even break," the pedestrian
had it all to himself in the side streets.
All parking had been done away with
and the streets never looked so wide or
so empty.
The man who was walking
on the north side of the street and who
decided that he would move down to
the south side did not have to hurdle
parked cars, or insinuate himself between the dirty bumpers of machines.
He just walked over, and he had the

whole

street in

Subway

which

to

do

it.

lines reported traffic increases

during the theater rush period, while
taxicab operators experienced a distinct
falling-off in business.
Railroad terminals
reported that fewer passengers
missed trains because of delaved passage
through the theater zone. ' The suburban bus lines with terminals in the
restricted area were only slightly affected by the parking restrictions.
On the Interborough's west side subway lines the traffic from the Bronx

and upper Broadway from 8

8:45
p.m. was reported considerably heavier
than usual.
Operating officia'ls of the
to

company attributed the increase to the
new regulations which, they believed,
caused

many

to

resort

to

the under-

ground routes rather than enter the restricted area in motor cars.
On the
B.-M. T. lines the traffic from points
north of Times Square was slightlv
heavier than normal. Both the I. R. f.
and B.-M. T. reported that traffic from
pomts south of Times Square was no
heavier than usual. Operating officials
of both companies expressed the
belief
early

night that the after-theater
lines would be heavier
than normal.
However, no special
preparations were made to handle any
surplus traffic.
travel

last

on their

The group of suburban bus operators with terminals in the theater
zone
reported that they were but little affected bv the new regulations
because
their schedules were alreadv
arranged

accommodate persons using the lines
to return to homes in New
Jersey and
other suburban sections.
Aside from
to

slight

inconvenience in foregoing

.

Fifth and Ninth Avenues and 42d and
50th Streets between 7 and 9 :30 o'clock,
when the incoming traffic is at its peak,
but under a subsequent modification,
eight taxi stands have been designated
at alternate corners of Fifth and Ninth
Avenues. Officials of the hack bureau
will be in charge of each station and
upon receipt of a call from any hotel,
will immediately give a driver authority
to enter the zone "empty."
By this device five cabs will be allowed to park at each station, and the
number will be replenished by drawing
upon passing cabs as fast as the others
leave.

As a result of his modifications establishing taxi stands and allowing baggage trucks in the zone. Mr. Whalen
believes he has put to rest the fears of
hotel owners, a committee of whom conferred with him on Wednesday and laid
their grievances before him.
One hotel man among the delegation
that conferred with the commissioner

said

abolition

their riormal routes a

trifle, these transportation agencies suffered little from
the new traffic rules. In most cases the
buses remained in their terminals during the restricted hours, awaiting the
closing of amusement places.
_Mr. Whalen says the pedestrians are
the greatest problem of the reformation

experiment, hotel keepers, taxi-drivers'
unions, garage-men's associations and
others to the contrary notwith.standing.
The traffic control plan banished
empty cabs from the zone bounded bv

parking

added

dif-

^55,000,000 Extension of Boston
"L" Suggested
Rapid transit extensions to cost
$55,000,000 are proposed by the special
transit commission which was authorized by the Massachusetts Legislature
in 1927 to study the transportation
problems of Boston.
Briefly, the proposition is to extend
the Boston Elevated Railway by sending out rapid transit lines, subways and
elevated structures, into the suburbs on
all sides of Boston and to finance the
project by a tax levy in all the cities
and towns that will be benefited by it.
The plan has already been laid before
the Mayors and the chairman of the selectmen in those cities and towns, and
the complete plan with maps and charts
will be presented to the Massachusetts
Legislature within a few days.
It is
estimated that it would add from 28 to
30 cents per $1,000 to the tax levy in
the various places.

Henry

Harriman. who is chairman
transit commission, is
now chairman also of the Boston Elevated Board of Public Trustees. He is
strongly in favor of the plan, and may
be influential in committing the Boston
Elevated Railway to the proposal if the
Legislature approves it.
the

of

I.

special

said

To restore parking and right turns
strike at the very heart of our plan,
has already demonstrated

its

would
which

worth.

As

see no reason why
we should make any drastic change because
of something that is the exception rather
than the rule.
Nor do I see any reason
why the turns should be reinstated because
of additional costs.
It is already proved
that the new plan has brought about a great
saving in time, which is more than adequate compensation, I believe.

for the

He

told hotel

men

a perfect code of

regulation cannot be

made

in

a

week

and that no regulations could satisfy
all the far-flung and diverse interests of
any section. The disposition of merchants and others appears to be to give
the commissioner a chance.
One commentator said

We

are

Whalen

a

give Commissioner
to regulate the situation. In my opinion, it is too soon to ask
for changes.
What if it does interfere
with business a little at first?
firmly
believe the bad features will be corrected
as soon as he discovers any mistakes. The
non-parking rule, the principal feature of
the plan in my opinion, works splendidly.

going

to

good chance

We

Twin Cities
The

Nine Suggestions for Chicago
Solution

first criticism, I

left

and right turns, causing them to change

of

guests unable to get accommodations at a hotel, for the driver isn't
permitted to wait while they find out.
Another claimed that the "no turn"
rule, which lengthens taxying distances,
increased the cost of the journev from
certains hotels to terminals. Mr. Whalen
ficulties to
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Fares

Paul City Council authorized
an agreement with the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company providing for the
St.

establishment of the same fare in St.
Paul as may be ordered by the Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission
for Minneapolis.
Since that time the
state commission expert has recommended a fare of nine tokens for 65
cents compared with present rate of
six for 40 cents and a cash fare increase to 10 cents from 8 cents for the
Minneapolis system of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company.

A

statement of nine fundamentals
for the settlement of the transportation
problem in Chicago with the recom-

mendation that agreement be reached on
these fundamentals and that legislation
be sought at the present session of the
General Assembly has been submitted
committee of the
City Council by railway interests of the
to the transportation
city.

The Frankhouser sub-committee
local transportation

of the

committee, however,

has countered with objections to certain
of the fundamentals, and considerable
debate appears to be necessary before
an agreement is reached. The Aldermen object particularly to providing for
a straight out indeterminate franchise
and propose instead an alternative of a
fixed-term franchise for not to exceed
40 years, or an indeterminate franchise
which will give the city a right to purchase the property, on reasonable notice,
at the price fixed by the ordinance, with
a further provision that all of the receipts in excess of operating costs, sinking fund and return to the company shall
go to the city and be used for the amortPreviously
ization of the prope'ties.
the aldermen had expressed themselves
in favor of the terminable permit.
The nine fundamentals propo.sed by
the companies are as follows

A

unified and comprehensive trans1.
portation system for Chicago, consisting of
surface and elevated lines to be operated
in connection with city-owned subways and
supplemented by motor bus lines.

A

service-at-cost, consisting of the
2.
items specified in the ordinance.
3. An indeterminate franchise on condi-
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tion that the city have the right to purchase the traction system at any time on
reasonable notice at a price fixed by the
ordinance and with the further provision
that all or part of the receipts in excess
of operating costs, sinking fund, and return
to the company go to the city.
4. An agreed valuation on the existing
to be known as the
initial capital value, the cost of all expenditures for extensions and betterments to be
added to the initial capital value.
5.
reasonable return to the company
on its capital value, the initial rate of return to be specified in the ordinance and
such rate of return to continue in effect
until changed by order of the transit commission.
6. Agreement by the new railway company to spend the several amounts mentioned and during the respective periods
set forth in the ordinance for extensions

railway

properties

A

and betterments.
7. Agreement by the city to construct the
subways specified and within the periods
sanctioned in the ordinance and the equipment and operation of such subways by the
new transit company; the cost of such
equipment to be added to the company's
capital account.
8. Establishment of home rule for Chicago by the creation of a local transit commission whose members shall be appointed
by the city; the commission to have jurisdiction over the transportation company
similar to that which the Illinois Commerce

Commission now

exercises.

A

reierendum and approval by a majority of voters voting thereon and the
9.

enabling legislation expressly so to provide before ordinance becomes effective.

Relief Suggested at

important move toward municipal
ANsubsidizing
the Grand Rapids
of

Railroad,

About 200

residents

all local common carrier
transportation service under the control
of the railway, has been made by Gerald
J. Wagner, consulting engineer to the
city, who has submitted a report to the
City Commission dealing with the local
transportation problem.
Mi. Wagner
backed his report with a recommendation for immediate consideration and
action.
Among other things Mr. Wag-

grouping of

ner recommended

meet the demands of the public as called
city transportation practice.

Special peak hour service

the

Town

districts oi

affected

by

the

discontinuance of service by the
Massachusetts Northeastern Street Railway, met recently and voted in favor of
a proposal made by the Eastern Massachusetts
Street
Railway to supply
service.

Attorney Edward McEnally, representing Earle Warwick of Maiden, who
filed a petition in Methuen to operate a
bus line over the route of the Northeastern company, said that when the
Massachusetts Northeastern Street Railway served a notice of discontinuance
of service it thought only of the dollar.
Fred A. Cummings, vice-president,
representing the Eastern Massachusetts
Street Railway, said that if the Department of Public Utilities had not requested the Northeastern to run, and if
the railway had not done so, he would
have operated Eastern Massachusetts
cars on that line and only force of arms
would have stopped him. If the residents
of Methuen wanted railway service the
Eastern Massachusetts would purchase
the line from the Northeastern.
Mr.
also stated that

good

from several

points.

of

if

this

were

done the Eastern Massachusetts would
be unable to continue service permanently unless the Methuen Board of
Selectmen and the Lawrence City Council revoked the franchise of the Northeastern and the transfer was approved
by the Department of Public Utilities.

Grand Rapids

Group

service from a number of points.
Taxicab service from any part of the
city to any other part on call.

By placing the foregoing recommendations in effect, Mr. Wagner said, the
common carrier transportation service
furnished will not only conform to the
standard city transportation practice, so
far as routing and the territory served
is concerned, but it will
also permit
individual and special group, service to
be rendered for the benefit of both the
company and the city, namely:
By having the company
common carrier service an

handle

all the
earnest effort
will have been made to increase the earnings of the company to a maximum before
actually subsidizing it, through general
funds, for the return, taxes and depreciation on the amount already included in its

investment for pavements, which would be
approximately sufficient to permit the company to earn enough to insure new capital
for

years, it is evident there are two outstanding conditions which have been constantly
before us as they relate to the handling of
mass transportation in the city
The growing use of the individually

owned automobile.
The elimination from the existing mass
transportation system owned by the company of many of the burdens carried by
the system and which have prevented it
from earning sufficient on the "fair value"
of the property after paying operating expenses, taxes and depreciation to safeguard
the existing capital in the property and to
encourage the owners to place new money
in the property for rehabilitation and new
capital requirements.

Elimination of the requirement that the
railway pay for the construction of pavement between the tracks.
Reduction of taxes to a point where the
railway can compete with bus operation.
Authorization of the railway to purchase
a taxi system and sufficient additional buses
so that special group service can be given,
ranging from individual taxi service, group
bus service up to 31-passenger bus capacity or more, and also regular mass transportation and rail cars and buses operating
on regular schedules.
Insuring the railway reasonable protection on its investment providing it furnishes adequate rail, bus and taxicab service

Elimination of one short avenue line and
substitution of a bus line that will serve a
larger patronage.

Methuen

Farm and Hampshire Roads
Methuen, Mass., who will be

Cummings

Grand Rapids, Mich., by taxasame time

tion relief measures, at the

for by

to Continue

No A

City consulting engineer advances proposal. Wants all common
carrier transportation service under railway control

to

Trolley Service in

Vol.73.

business.
It will also reduce to a minimum the congestion in the downtown section.
It will produce the greatest general efficiency in the common carrier transportation
service, thus reducing to a minimum the
amount which the city must necessarily
consider in the future as a subsidy to the
common carrier transportation service to
attract sufficient capital to insure to the
city in the future continuous, reliable and

Publication of this report and its
recommendations in the local newspapers has brought favorable editorial
comment and also supporting comment
from the readers of those newspapers.
The Grand Rapids Herald said editorially

loss.

The best way out of the difficulty, of
course, would be to increase the company's
revenue.
But it is the general opinion of
experts, both those retained by the city
and the company's agents, that no further
increase in fares is feasible.
Only one
other alternative remains : Easing the burden of financial obligations which the company is required to carry.
The outstanding opportunity for action
is in the matter of payment for pavement
between the tracks. The railroad now is
required to pay for this pavement as well
as for one foot on either side of the rails.
Taxicab companies and bus lines, which
compete with the railway, make no such
contribution, although they use the streets.

One

its

efficient transportation service to meet the
economic needs of the city.
In further detailing his report, Mr.
Wagner says
From our experience during the last ten

;

Boiled down to its ultimate, the report
by Consulting Engineer Gerald J. Wagner
means that, if Grand Rapids is to continue
to have railway service, patronage must
be increased or the burden upon the railroad must be decreased.
That plain gist
of the expert's opinion is borne out by even
the most superficial study of the company's
records and reports.
While the population of the city and its
environs has been steadily growing, the
railway's patronage has been as steadily falling off. It now has reached a point where,
unless something is done, this metropolitan area of 190,000 people will be deprived
of all transportation service except such
as is provided by buses, taxicabs and private motor cars.
To abandon rail service would be to handicap the city's retail
trade
immeasurably.
In
fact,
directly
all community relationships would feel the

attempt was made by referendum

eliminate this paving burden, but it
failed,
.^t that time, however, the city did
not confront a definite crisis as regards
rail transportation.
It is not improbable
that, if the issue were properly presented
at the spring elections, the vote might be
reversed.
have seen, in the case of our interto

We

urban
car

lines,

what can happen when motor

competition traveling over publicly
maintained roads takes away the business
of a railroad. The same thing can happen
in Grand Rapids to a railway service which
is nationally recognized for its efficiency.
.'\nd Grand Rapids does not want that to
happen.
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Railway and Vehicular Tunnel
Suggested for Baltimore

A

tube under Franklin Street, from
to Calvert Streets, providing
tor both street car and vehicular traffic,
IS one of the outstanding recommenda-

Howard

made by the Baltimore Traffic
Committee, appointed some months ago
by Mayor William F. Broening.
In
considering the matter the committee
resorted to the use of checks made by
the United Railways & Electric Company and the report rendered three
years ago by Kelker, De Loeuw & Company in making its survey of the existing conditions. Dean J. Locke, of the
United, was one of the members of the
committee.
The committee confined its first report to suggestions dealing with east
and west traffic, but will report later on
north and south traffic. Only the downtown section of the city was under consideration.
As a preliminary measure
tions

to afford relief from a condition conceded to be bad, the committee sug-

gested a no-parking plan to be followed
by adoption of other measures from
time to time. The United Railways &
Electric Company has been a strong
advocate of no-parking in the downtown section of the city but previous
efforts to bring this about have met
with failure.
The committee suggested the Franklin Street tunnel plan for future consideration.
It was pointed out that the
tunnel would eliminate many curves on
the route of the No. 4 cars of the
United.
also was explained that
It
traffic using the tunnel could be diverted
north or south on Calvert Street to a
proposed viaduct on Bath Street, or to
Pleasant Street.
The United is deeply interested in the
proposals which have been made by the
committee. It operates cars on all the
streets dealt with in the report.

^5,600,000 Municipal Transportation

Bond

Issue at Detroit

A

proposed bond issue of $5,600,000
has been approved by the City Council
The proposition,
at
Detroit, Mich.

which was recommended by the Street
Railway Commission, was presented to
the Council by City Controller Percy L.
Monteith and John H. Morgan, city
statistician and auditor for the Department of Street Railways.

Of the proceeds of the issue, $1,270,000 would be used for 200 new buses,
including the 120 now in use in the
de luxe service, and $1,360,000 would be
used to pay for the 100 new Peter Witt

type street cars, delivery of which

is

to

was announced. It is
proposed to use the balance, amounting
to $2,970,000. in the improvement and
start in

March,

it

extension of the municipal lines.
It was pointed out by the controller
that the bonds could be issued as budget
bonds, and that it would not be necessary to have the bond issue approved at
possible annual
a general election.
saving of $125,000 in interest would re-

A
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as the budget bonds could be sold
4i per cent interest, whereas most of
the bonds outstanding against the Department of Street Railways bear inter-

At present the Public Service Commission is restricted in its important function
of finding valuations for rate-making purposes, by the method of making appropri-

est at 6 per cent.

ations,

sult,

at

proposed bond issue is sold, the
total indebtedness of the D. S. R. will
amount to $31,000,000. This includes
the sum which the department still owes
to the Detroit United Railway on the
contract for the purchase of the lines.
If the

What Governors Had

to

Say

although this expense is not paid
by the State Treasury. I recommend that
the law be amended so that valuation work
is not hampered or delayed by these artificial

restrictions.

Governor Louis Emmerson of

tions in their regulation.

On

these points the Governor's mes-

Incoming Governors of 1929 gave
little or no attention to the study of

sage reads:

transportation although they stressed
the importance of highway appropria-

IS

and development. This characterization applies to messages to the Legislatures of Maine, Connecticut, Vermont,
South Carolina, Indiana, Wisconsin.

tion

Delaware, Tennessee, North Dakota,
Iowa, Arizona and Montana. On the
subject
of
New York's highways
Governor Roosevelt told the Legislature
that the whole problem was so involved
in the broader subject of taxes and of
budget that he would present it later.

With more
railway

field

specific application to the

were

the

messages

of

Governor
Allen
of
Massachusetts.
Governor Caulfield of Missouri and
Governor Emmerson of Illinois.
As mentioned in these pages before,
Governor Allen, referring to the problem of the Boston Elevated, said that it
was his hope that the experience of past
Legislatures joined to the fresh vigor of
a new one would find an equitable solution and place the matter on a sure foundation.
He believed a continuation of
the present policy of private ownership

and public control was the most economical and the most efficient method of
solution. At the end of a stipulated period
of public control, the situation should
be susceptible to such revision as conditions and circumstances might indicate

as desirable.
He also asked the Legislature to look
with favor on a program for liberal extension of rapid transit lines, based on
the thought that such extension and improvement of service benefit not simply
those who ride upon the cars and trains
but the entire community.
He recommended that the Legislature approach
all proposals for transportation improvement with the thought in mind that the
cost of such rapid transit extension
should be borne by others than the car
riders, said a report would soon be
made public on the study of the transportation needs of Boston, Chelsea,
Revere and vicinity and recommended
additional legislation if necessary for
the construction of the East Boston
tunnel.
Governor Henry g. Caulfield in his
first message to the Missouri General
Assembly recommended that the Missouri Public Service Commission be
facilitated in the making of rate-base
valuations for public utilities through
the amending of the laws which now
hamper this work. On this point the

Governor's message reads

Illinois

inaugural address at Springfield,
111., delivered before a joint session of
the General Assembly, dwells at length
on public utilities and the state's funcin his

The purpose

of public utility regulation

to provide

lic

ample protection for the pubfrom exorbitant rates or insufficient

or imsatisfactory service. This purpose is
not served by hampering development of

companies or preventing their earning a fair return on investment.
Regulatory supervision and laws which cripple
utilities are no more in the interest of
the
public good than are those which give to
corporations an undue advantage in service
or charges. An honest, impartial and intelligent exercise of the regulatory powers
of the State Commerce Commission will
be the established policy of this adminutility

istration.

Perhaps the most important utility legislation to come before this Assembly will
be in relation to the Chicago traction problem. The franchise of the Chicago surface
lines, which carry about three-fourths
of
the entire transportation load of the city,
expired two years ago, and since that time
the properties have been operated under
temporary permits extended from time to
time.
The north and west side lines are
in federal receivership and the owners
of
the properties have found it impossible to
make needed extensions and improvements
because of their inability to borrow money
pending the securing of a grant from the

city.

Involved in this franchise question is the
proposal, discussed for many years, of a
unification of surface, elevated and bus
lines and the construction of subways.
Obviously, this is a Chicago problem and
people of that city and the traction
companies should agree upon the necessary enabling legislation before asking for
action by the General Assembly.
the

The Governor pledges the Assembly
and the state administration to assist in
any effort upon which there is a general
agreement, for all appreciate the need of
improved local transportation in the metropolitan area in order that Chicago may
continue to expand and develop.

Paving Debt Paid in
Poughkeepsie

A

sum in excess of $109,000 was paid
recently by the Poughkeepsie & Wappingers Falls Electric Railway, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to the city in settlement
of paving debts.
stipulation filed in
the office of the County Clerk states that
the projected suit against the company
to recover the full amount of $190,382
in paving assessments shall be discontinued. The claims arose out of a provision that the railway must pay for
paving between its rails and for 2 ft.,
each side of the rails.

A
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Joint Association Meetings
in Missouri

Following are programs which have
just been completed for the joint meeting of the Midwest Electric Railway

Association and the Midwest Claim
Agents Association to be held in the
Robidoux Hotel, St. Joseph, Mo., Feb.

"Blind Accidents," by W. B. Bracken,
claim agent St. Louis Public Service Company, St. Louis, Mo.
"Safety," by H. M. Shaw, insurance and
safety engineer Illinois Power & Light
Corporation, Chicago, 111.
"Law Suits," Trevor Neilson, general
claims agent East St. Louis & Suburban
Railroad, East St. Louis, III.

7-8:

MrDWEST Electric Railway Association
Thursday, Feb. 7, 1929

"A Fair Fare for Every Customer," by
Walter Jackson, fare and motor-bus consultant.

New York

City.

"Interurban Fares," by Robert B. Campbell, president and general manager Arkansas Valley Interurban Railway, Wichita,

Kan.

"Urban Fares," by William B. Bennett,
director of research St. Louis Public Service Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Discussion of fares led by H. B. Cobban, general manager Northeast Oklahoma
Railroad, Miami, Okla.

Round

luncheons to continue
discussion of fares

table

Interurban, chairman, Robert P. Woods,
president Kansas City, Clay County & St.

Joseph Railway, Kansas City, Mo.
Street Railways, chairman, Charles A.
Semrad, vice-president and general manager St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat &

Power Company,

St. Joseph,

Mo.

"Development in City and Interurban
Equipment," by Charles O. Birney, superintendent of car construction Stone & WebInc.. St. Louis, Mo.
"Good Will and Employee Cooperation,"
by C. D. Porter, vice-president and general
manager Omaha & Council Bluffs Street
ster,

Railway, Omaha, Neb.

Employee Education Vital
Holding its first meeting at association headquarters, New York City, on
Jan. 14, the committee of the Transportation & Traffic Association on the
employee decided to continue the study
of certain subjects brought out in the
report of last year's committee on employee-customer contact, of which it
is,
to an extent, the successor.
The
education of the employee, with particular
reference to motormen
and
conductors, in matters relative to their
company's economic status was placed
first in importance, and a sub-committee, consisting of S. E. Emmons, chairman; H. H. Fenton, E. C. Spring,
Jeff. L. Alexander, F. W. Allen, B.
W. Arnold and Tom P. Walker, was
appointed to study this subject.
In recognition of the excellent rereport

sults

Cleveland

from

Boston

and

from

the

study of accidentproneness, it was decided to continue
the study of this subject, to which a
sub-committee consisting of Dr. Sloin

combe, C. H. Evenson, L. P. Baurhenn,
A. LeRoy Hodges, D. C. O'Dowd,
R. M. Reade and R. W. Emerson was
assigned.

A

third

sub-committee,

Vol.73,

cover

the subject of selection and
follow-up, was composed of W. Frank
Persons, E. K. Miles, D. A. Scanlon
and A. W. Brohman. Leslie Vickers,
economist on the association staff, was
directed to act as ex-officio member of

sub-committee.
The committee
hold its next meeting in Chicago
at some date to be announced later.
Among those who attended the meeting were R. W. Emerson, chairman,
H. H. Fenton, C. S. Slocombe, S. E.
Emmons, E. K. Miles, E. C. Spring.
Leslie Vickers, Guy C. Hecker and
J. W. Welch, general secretary.

each

will

More Subway and Vehicular
Tunnel Talk in New York

A

for both associations

Joint Meeting
Friday, Feb. 8, 1929

COMING MEETINGS
OF

Electric

"The Legal Aspects of Operation," by
H. S. Robertson, president Denver TramCorporation, Denver, Col.
Discussion, led by D. L. Fennell, general superintendent of transportation Kansas City Public Service Company, Kansas
City, Mo. and D. M. Finch, claim agent
Des Moines City Railway, Des Moines.
"Interurban Claims," by H. C. White,
division claims attorney Illinois Terminal
Railroad, Decatur, 111.

Railway and

Allied Associations

way

—

Jan. 2S-Feb. 1 American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, annual convention, 33 W. 39th St., New York,

N. Y.
Feb. 7-*— Midwest Blectrie Rail-

way

Association, Midwinter meeting,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Robidoux Hotel,
Feb. 14

—Central

Electric Railway
Association,

Master Mechanics'
Youngstown, Ohio.

Business Session

Midwest Claim Agents Association
Thursday, Feb. 7, 1929
President's address, by G. R. Whitmore.
general claims attorney Illinois Terminal
Railroad, Peoria, III.
Report of Executive Committee.
Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
"Industrial Surgery," by Dr. J. F. Hassig, surgeon Kansas City Public
Service
Company and president of Kansas State
Medical Association.

May /-5—Indiana Public Utilities
Association, Indiana Gas Association
and Indiana Electric Light Association, annual joint convention, Hotel

•

claim

agent

St.

& Power

Joseph

Company,

Discussion

Luncheon, followed by round-table
discussions

L

Railway,
St.

the

construction

of

a

through the east side of Manhattan,
thence to Brooklyn, to be undertaken
by private capital at a cost exceeding
$400,000,000 and turned over to the
city "at the end of a reasonable period
for the amortization" of the-, investment, is announced on behalf of a group
of business men by Logan Billingsley.
president of The Bronx Chamber of
Commerce.
Nominal toll charges for
vehicles using the tunnel and subway
operation at a 5-cent fare are planned.

Mr. Billingsley declared.

Wage

to

Increases on Illinois Lines

The

Jos-

bus
Traction System (The Illinois Terminal Railroad) have received wage increase ranging from 3 cents to 6^ cents
an hour. "This brings the wage scale of

motormen and conductors, whether
new or old employees, to 70 cents or
more an hour. This new agreement has
been signed by the company and the
all

five

—

Association,

Bluff

Point,

Sept.

28-Oct.

4—American

Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, Atlantic City Auditorium,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Electric

affiliated.

which

its

em-

It

;

been raised from 60 cents to 66^ cents
an hour. Increases date back to Dec. 1.

Substitution

Considered on

Ohio Interurban

June 5-7—Canadian Electric Rail-

Railway
N. Y.

unions with

provides that
motormen and conductors in passenger
service who formerly received 67^ cents
an hour will receive 70 cents motormen
and conductors in freight service who
were paid 70 cents will receive 75 cents,
and operators of one-man buses have

Whether the Cincinnati, Lawrence& Aurora Traction Company is

way

Association, annual convention,
Montreal, Quebec.
June 21-22
New York Electric

local

ployees are

Gary, Gary, Ind.

Discussion

Baker,

for

1,500 motormen, conductors and
drivers employed by the Illinois

"Forty-six Years," by Earl W. Hodges,
director of personal relations Henry L. Doherty & Company, New York City.

Light, Heat
eph, Mo.

plan

subway and vehicular tunnel from the
northeastern district of The Bronx

Banquet and dance, Robidoux Hotel,

"Motor Vehicle Accidents," by Von

No A

burg

to substitute buses for electric cars on
the portion of its line within the city
limits of Cincinnati, Ohio, or even for
its entire length from Aurora into Cincinnati, is under consideration.
This

was developed at a public hearing held
Jan. 17 by the traffic committee of
City Council. Charles H. Deppe, president of the railway, said that owing to
oil

the death of Charles A. Hinsch, illness
of other directors of the company and
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engineering considerations, he was not
prepared to make a statement at present,
but hoped to be able to do so within two
weeks.
Mayor Seasongood suggested that a
report that had been made on the subject by City Manager Sherrill should be

Recent Bus Developments
^^^E
Bus Growth Considered

This disclosed that under plans
read.
of the Cincinnati Street Railway it was
proposed that the cars of the Aurora

Massachusetts board discusses expansion of

interurban road stop at the corporation
and that buses be used into the city
from that point. That would eliminate
the necessity of changing cars at Anderson's Ferry inside the city. Colonel
Sherrill added that the interurban was
considering plans for substituting buses
on its entire route from Aurora. Mr.
Deppe replied that no plan as yet had
been approved by the directors of the
company. On motion of Mayor Seasongood, it was decided to meet again
on Jan. 29 when a final decision would
be made by the company or city.

such carriers

limit

Service Threatened in

theae lines.
Has new classification
of accounts in preparation for

Massachusetts Department of
Public Utilities, the state regulatory
body, has decided that railroads should
not operate short hauls in and out of
terminal points, or make too frequent
stops, but that such service should be
left to the electric railways and the
bus lines. This policy the department
enunciates in its annual report just
sent to the Massachusetts Legislature.
It may mean that in the future the
department will allow more stations
and stops in the Boston suburbs to be
discontinued. It has been argued that
the short hauls should be left to the
sachusetts.

Eighty Motor Bus Companies in
Massachusetts

railway in Michigan and
the third in the United States to be
operated electrically, when "juice" took

The

first

the place of mule and horsepower

—the

Muskegon Traction & Lighting Company, "Muskegon, Mich.— probably will
be abandoned unless a fare increase is
granted.
This action has been forecasted by an announcement by B. A.
Powell, vice-president and general manager, that a continuance of decreased
revenues will make continuation of the
service impossible.

His announcement
Commission

will be laid before the City

immediately, and a hearing requested
at an early date.
Mr. Powell declared that necessary
repairs and capital outlay could not be
made, that safe operation could not be
continued with the present low revenues.

He

announced that for more

than fifteen years the lines have been
operated at a loss, failing even to pay
interest charges.
The increased use of
private automobiles and buses, not only
by business and professional men, but
by factory workers as well is cited as
the cause of the present crisis. Only at
rush hours are the cars paying their way.
Seven years ago, Muskegon Heights
voted 8 to 1 in favor of cars over buses
and until recently the Muskegon City
Commission co-operated with the com-

pany by rejecting applications for competing bus lines. Lately, however, this
policy has been abandoned by the broadening of bus service to parallel or overlap car lines. This is said to have been
another factor in the traction company's
decision.
At the same time, the possibility of abandoning the railway has
been discussed and the Muskegon
Heights City Council, in considering
bus applications now pending, questioned operators as to their ability to
supplant the cars in the near future.
Rates of fares in Muskegon are:
Buses, 5 cents street car, 10 cents cash
or four tokens for 30 cents, with a
6-cent fare for school children.
;

previously been rendered by an electric
railway, have been for lines wholly
local in character and confined to a
service within the limits of single
municipalities.

THE

Boston Elevated and the Eastern Mas-

Muskegon
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On

the operations

of electric

rail-

ways during the year the department
makes this general report

We

pointed out in our last annual report
had been a marked increase in
the abandonment of electric railway tracks.
This tendency has continued during the
year covered by this report and electric
railways operating lines in country districts and thinly settled areas have continued to abandon street railway tracks and
The
to substitute bus service therefor.
Milford & Uxbridge Street Railway went
into the hands of a receiver, was reorganized and then abandoned all its railway
tracks, substituting bus service therefor.
The Middlesex & Boston Street Railway
has continued to abandon electric railway
service, substituting buses therefor.
During the year this company abandoned all
railway operation in Waltham. The Boston Elevated Railway has established more
bus routes as feeders to its main lines. The
municipally - owned Norton, Taunton &
Attleboro Street Railway has been abandoned and three other companies have gone
into the territory formerly served by it,
each taking a part thereof to be served by
that there

buses.

Pennsylvania Buys Into LongDistance P.R.T. Lines
The Pennsylvania !^ailroad announced
on Jan. 21 that plans had been adopted
for the complete co-ordination of rail
and bus passenger service in the territory served by its system.
The service will be established progressively where need exists or arises
either in the public interest or to encourage the continued development of
the company's general passenger traffic.

When arrangements are completed
under this broad plan, passengers over
specified routes may be ofTered the option of making their journeys partly by
rail and partly by bus, using sleeping
cars at night and buses for all or part
of the daylight hours of the trip.
This will extend to joint rail and bus
travel, the same principle which is contemplated in the joint rail and air transcontinental service to be established by
the Pennsylvania Railroad and other
interests during the coming spring.
As a step prelimiary to putting into
efifect this general plan for the co-ordination of rail and bus service, the Pennsylvania Railroad makes the further
announcement that it has acquired a
substantial interest in three bus companies operating lines. radiating from the
city of Philadelphia and its vicinity, and
heretofore owned in entirety by the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
The companies in question are the

following
Peoples Rapid Transit Company, Inc.
Operating 76 buses and providing service
between Philadelphia and New York;
Philadelphia and Atlantic City: Philadelphia, Wilmington, Baltimore and Washington
with special excursions to Valley
Forge, Buffalo, West Point and other
;

places of interest.

Regarding the bus lines
the department report says

in the state

There are now 89 motor bus companies
operating in various sections of the state
under certificates granted by the department, including those operated by electric
railways and by subsidiaries of railroads.
The department has in preparation a new
and more comprehensive classification of
accounts and form of return for bus companies under its jurisdiction, which it hopes
to

make

effective in the near future.

Montgomery Bus Company

— Operating

seventeen buses and providing service between Philadelohia (at 63rd and Lancaster Avenue), Rosemont and Garrett Hill,
via Lancaster Pike
Ardmore and Glad:

wyne: Rosemont, Wayne and Strafford.
Philadelphia Suburban Transit Company,

—

Inc.
Operating thirteen buses and providing service between Philadelphia (at
63rd Street and Lancaster Avenue), Ard-

more and Bryn Mawr,

via

Montgomery

Pike.

Acquisition of shares in these lines,

During

the department
granted certificates of public convenience and necessity to eleven operators
of new bus lines, while 69 additional
certificates have been granted to holders
of certificates, mainly electric railways,
for extensions of bus service.
The
certificates issued to new licensees, with
one exception where transportation had

the

year

and establishment of working relations
with them, follows the incorporation last
September of the Pennsylvania Railroad's subsidiary, the Pennsylvania Gieneral Transit Company, which has applications

for

certificates

of

public

convenience in various counties of
Pennsylvania pending before the State
Public Service Commission.
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De Luxe

Express Route

in Jacksonville
Jacksonville witnessed the inauguration of a de luxe express bus route
with four Twin coaches between Murray
Avondale and the downtown
Hill,
business district on Jan. 14, as a manifestation of the desire of the Jacksonville Traction Company generally tc
improve and increase service throughout the city. The service brings Murray Hill closer to Jacksonville. It gives
a part of Avondale transportation service for the first time.
The fare is 10 cents or a token and
3 cents. The weekly pass and the school
Passengers
tickets are not accepted.
riding in buses may transfer to any
car line in the downtown section except
Passengers
the Murray Hill car line.
commencing their trip on a street car
and desiring to transfer to the bus line
pay a 10-cent fare on the trolley and
ask for a transfer to the bus line at the
specially desigtime the fair is paid.
nated transfer is issued to those transferring to the bus line to avoid conThis transfer must be issued
fusion.
when the fare is paid.
Transfers are accepted on the bus at

A

Laura and Forsyth Streets, Broad and
Adams Streets, and the Union Depot.
Persons living in Murray Hill, who
desire to use the weekly pass, tokens
or school tickets, may board the bus in
Murray Hill and transfer to the Murray
Hill car line at the end of the car line.
Persons leaving the city on a weekly
pass,
tokens or school tickets for
Murray Hill may transfer to the bus
at the end of the car line.

Buffalo Line

A

Approved

was granted by the
Public Service Commission on Jan. 17
to the International Bus Corporation
for the operation of a bus line in Kencertificate

sington Avenue, Buffalo, between Bailey
Avenue and the east city line. The new
line will be operated in connection with
the Bailey Avenue bus line and the International Railway's cars. The recent
action of the commission is in response
to demands for service.
The city consented to operation of the bus line on

Nov.

12, 1928.

Rights Approved for Geneva
Railway Bus Lines
The Public

New York
the
the

-Service

Commission

Geneva Railway Bus Lines,
operation

Geneva

of

has granted a certificate to

bus line
Seneca Falls,

of

a

Inc., for

between

and
passing
through Waterloo and the towns of
Waterloo and Seneca Falls, with a
branch line from Geneva along Seneca
Lake to the Geneva- Seneca Falls
highway.
The bus line will serve territory
formerly transversed by the railway
connecting Geneva, Seneca Falls and
Auburn, now discontinued.
Evidence
submitted at the hearing showed that
operation by the buses resulted in a 68

per

cent

the

number carried

increase

in

passengers

over

in the cars of the

railway company.
Buses will operate on practically the
same schedule as the railway with more
The same
frequent trips if necessary.
fare will be charged.

Favors Substitution
Berkshire Line

No

on

definite opposition to the BerkRailway's petition for
Street

shire

authority to substitute buses for electric cars, where it may seem necessary
to reduce operation costs on its 90-mile
system, was voiced at the hearing on the
proposal held by the Massachusetts
State Public Utilities Commission in
Boston on Jan. 17. Representatives
Sisson of Pittsfield and Akeroyd of
Lanesboro spoke in favor of the petition.

C. Q. Richmond, manager, said that
the company formerly did a gross business up to $1,200,000 annually, but last
year it was less than $700,000. He said
the company had succeeded in paying
taxes and meeting operating expenses,
but had been obliged to suspend dividends.
The plan would avoid the
necessity of obtaining separate franchises for bus lines from the various
cities and towns served.

New

Service Planned

in

The Bethlehem Transit Company, a
line, which carried people from
Center Valley and intermediate points
into the city of Bethlehem, Pa., to their
work, has been dissolved. The climax

recently,

when

the

Mayor and

City Council ordered the company to
repair its roadbed within the city of
Bethlehem, because of danger to automobile transportation.
In some places
the tracks extended several inches above

Upon failure of the comcomply with the order, the city
sent a squad of workmen to the tracks
where, guarded by platoons of police,
the offending rails were torn up. This
street level.

pany

to

in itself sealed the eventual fate of the
organization.
Patronage on the line, which extends
principally into the rural sections, has
been steadily falling off. Yet there is
a considerable amount of passenger
traffic at certain hours.
Coincident with the announcement
that the line was disbanded, the Lehigh
Valley Transportation Company, the
bus line subsidiary of the Lehigh Valley
Transit Company, promised that the
route formerly covered by the Bethlehem line would be served with the

company's buses.

The bus

proposition was advanced by
Dicke, vice-president of the

H. F.
Lehigh Valley Transportation Company,
which is dickering with the Bethlehem
Chamber of Commerce to stand any loss
under $10,000 which the organization
might sustain in the first year of its
operation.

Gasoline

Tax

Bill in

No A

New York

A

second gasoline tax bill was introduced in the Assembly on Jan. 14 by
Louis A. Cuvillier, Democrat of New
York, imposing a tax of 2 cents a
The bill congallon of motor fuel.
tains the section providing for refunds
of tax, and/or exemptions in the payment of tax for purchase of gasoline
not intended for motor fuel use. Under
the Cuvillier bill the state would retain
10 per cent of the total amount of tax
collected.

The

receiver

of

taxes

of

the

city

New York

would receive 50 per
cent of the amount of tax collected in
New York City, such moneys to be
of

used to reduce taxes, while the residue
would be distributed to the county
treasurers of the various counties in the
proportion that their total road mileage
outside of cities and incorporated villages bears to the total road mileage of
the state.

Agitation for All Buses on

Broadway, Louisville
Whether or not

street cars on Broadbe replaced by buses is a
problem before city officials and officers
of the Louisville Railway, Louisville,
Ky. Elimination of cars was suggested
in a report of the Jefferson County
Grand Jury, following an inspection of
safety zones, or concrete monument type
Railway offistandards, on Broadway.

way

shall

contend that installing enough
buses to care for Broadway traffic would
entail
further outlay that probably
would result in a IS-cent fare.
At present street cars are used on
Broadway only for express service
through the street and buses make the
cials

Bethlehem

6-mile

came

Vol.73,

in a combination service,
has proved very satisfactory.
One opinion is that neither the street
cars nor the buses are at fault, but
merely the motorists, or perhaps the city
in not having the loading stations properly marked.
In fact, the loading station had proved so practical that the
board of safety recently went over plans
for installing many more of them.
James P. Barnes, president of the railVv'ay, contends that a move to eliminate

stops

local

which

the cars,

if

carried into effect, would

be merely a burden on the public, and
cites the financial costs.
He also held
that to move all traffic by bus on Broadway would add to the unit cost more
than that of trams. He said
If there

is

a

traffic

way it is not caused by
More than one-third
hauled

over

problem on Broadstreet cars or buses.

of

the

passengers

Broadway each day are by

A traffic survey showed Broadpeak hours to be only partially
with street cars, buses, automobiles,

street car.

way
filled
etc..

at

that

is,

from a capacity standpoint.

This does not represent congestion.

Arthur A. Will, former Mayor of the
and now chairman of the board of

city,

safety, favors the elimination of street
Sharing the view of others he has

cars.

the idea that Louisville should have a
Fifth Avenue. like New York, or a

Michigan Boulevard,

like

Chicago.

Janmry
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^17,500,000 Value Placed on
Nashville Property

Financial and Corporate

Fixing the valuation of the property
Railway & Light Com-

-rr'^^

No

&

Extension of Piedmont

now we won't

Northern Railway to have the adverse order
of the Interstate

Commerce Commission

on a proposed extension

of its lines set

aside has been dismissed by a special
court formed to hear the case, in an
opinion filed at Greenville, S. C, by
Clerk D. C. Durham, of the Federal
Court of Western South Carolina.
The opinion of the court was written

Judge

by

Morris

A.

Soper,

United

States district judge at Baltimore,

and

concurred in by Judge Elliott Northof
cott, member of the Circuit Court

Appeals at Richmond, and Judge Ed-

mund

Waddill,

Jr.,

senior circuit court

judge of the Circuit Court of Appeals
at Richmond.
The Piedmont & Northern is seeking
This
permission to extend its lines.
permission was denied by the Commerce
Commission on the grounds that the
proposed new line paralleled the Southern Railway and that the territory it is
proposed to serve is adequately served.
The Piedmont & Northern is an elecDuke intric railway owned by the
The company's lines run from
terests.
Greenwood, S. C, to Spartanburg, S. C,
and from Gastonia, N. C, to Charlotte,
N. C, with some minor branches. The
proposal is to link up the existing track
and to extend the line from Charlotte
conto Winston-Salem, N. C, giving a
tinuous line of approximately 250 miles.

The railway

claims

merce Commission

is

that

the

Mr. O'Shaughnessy said

Com-

was begun before the regubody was given jurisdiction in
of

the other steam railroads that operate in
North Carolina opposed the proposed
extension.

the
It has since been learned that
railway will appeal its case against the
Interstate Commerce Commission to the
United States Supreme Court.

City Offers ^604,463 for
California Cable Line
City Engineer M. M. O'Shaughnessy,
San Francisco, Cal., has estimated
for
that all the citv can afford to pay
Railthe parts of the California Street
road Cable Company's property it can
use is $604,463. This estimate the city
engineer made public on Jan. 9 at a
of

conference of city and cable company
The conferofficials at the City Hall.
for

ence was called to discuss measures
taking over the cable company propfranchises on parts of which exerties,

pire

next

month.

Herman

not enough

it

would

cost

of the Nashville
pany, Nashville,

Tenn., at $17,500,000
with a total Valuation of depreciable
property of $13,950,000 as of June 30,
1926, as a basis for computing the rate
of return, the State Railroad & Public
Utilities Coinmission has ordered the
company to operate the railway and
electric divisions as joint property and

compute the rates from the net

results

of this joint operation.
The valuation of the

combined prop-

company on

the basis of re-

erty of the

production cost less depreciation as of
June 30, 1926, was placed at $23,083,706,
according to a report submitted at the
hearing in August, 1927, by William J.
Hagenah, Chicago, engineer who repreAn audit of the
sented the company.
company's books showed the railway
division was not at the date of the report on June 30, 1926, earning a reasonable return on the investment in railyears.
way property and the deficit had to be
Attorney Pfleger assured the confer- made up by the return from the light
ence that even though franchises expire and power department. It was pointed
there will be no interruption of service out at the hearing: held in August, 1927,
until some agreement is reached.
that in one other instance when the railway fare of another company had been
increased by the order of the comrnission, there had been no corresponding

without jurisdic-

The Southern Railway and most

It's

$1,762,000 for the city to produce new
the parts it wants and that the depreciated value of these parts is about
$903,704.
The whole cable system new would
cost $2,252,458, he said, and its depreciated value would be $1,097,404.
The figure of $604,463 quoted by the
City Engineer as "all the city can afford
for the parts it wants," means, he said,
the figure at which the city could operate on a 5-cent fare, make a reasonable profit and retire bonds after 25

alleged,

latory

it.

The parts of the system the city contemplates merging with its municipal
lines are the California Street and Hyde
It does not want the
Street trackage.
O'Farrell Street line.

tion because of the interurban character
of the road and also because the project,
it is

accept

by a long way.

Northern Railway
The petition of the Piedmont &
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Pfleger,

representing the company, said:
you right
If that is an offer we can tell

Bankers Discuss Baltimore
Situation
of the United RailElectric Company, Baltimore, Md., exhibit little change in
quotation and a minimum of public
interest. Until the litigation affecting the future of this corporation
approaches nearer to a conclusion
or, more desirably, the earnings exrising tendency,
hibit a definite

SECURITIES
ways &

there is likely to be little activity
in these issues notwithstanding the
low prices at which they are now
quoted.

The Public Service Commission
Maryland, in its reply to the company's court proceedings, is reported to have said that it considered the fare permitted as adequate,
on the ground that the authorized
fare is all that the service is worth.

of

unusual logic with
forcible argument.
A public service corporation must
be compensated with adequate reSurely this

is

increase in earnings.
Elements such as the historic cost,
original cost, reproduction cost and the
power of the commission to fix such
rates as will give an adequate return,
coupled with the ability of the utility to

such rates and make an adequate
were considered by the commission before giving its opinion and

collect

return,

order.

The opinion of the commission regarding the valuation of the property
was rendered as the result of a petititon
filed by the Railway & Light Company
on March 20, 1926, in which the company asked for a revaluation of its
property. The commission, acting upon
the request made in the petition, appointed Albert S. Richey, Worcester,
Mass., to represent the commission in

making an inventory, and the Railway &
Light Company appointed William J.
Hagenah, of Chicago, to represent the
company.

which to answer

Under the direction of these two engineers, a complete appraisal of the company's property was made and a report

turn upon invested capital and its
credit maintained; otherwise, the

presented at a hearing held on Aug. 8,
Because of the large amount of
1927.
detailed work necessary in its preparation, more than a year was required to
compile the report in a form to be presented to the commission.

service eventually ceases, to the discomfort and inconvenience of the
public. It sounds like the ridiculous
assertion that no hat is worth more
than $3, therefore the sale of hats
at a higher price should be proOur street car service is
hibited.
no luxury, it is a vital necessity.
Destroy it and any other class of
service which would essay to take

place will be considerably more
costly to rider and taxpayer alike.
its

Nelson, Cook

&

Company.

»

Final Accounting for

Two

Massachusetts Roads
Judge Wait of the Supreme Court
has ordered a di.stribution of the money
remaining in the hands of Walter
Adams, receiver of the Milford &

Uxbridge Street Railway and the MiUford,

Holliston

& Framingham

Street
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This
Railway, Framingham, Mass.
ends the litigation over the affairs of
before the courts
these companies,
since July 28, 1926, when the American
Trust Company and the Old Colony
Trust Company, Boston, Mass., as
trustees for bondholders, filed bills in

Passenger Record in Cincinnati
Revenues

Street

Cincinnati

the

of

Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio, fell off during the latter part of December, but this
was offset by a reduction in operating
expense. This falling off was due to the
fact that the number of revenue passengers carried in the month was

equity to foreclose mortgages on the
properties to secure payment on the
bonds.
Judge Wait's final decree provides for
the payment of $47,846 to the Old Colony Trust Company for the bondholders
of the Milford & Uxbridgc line and
$38,756 to the American Trust Company for bondholders of the Milford
Framingham Company.
Holliston &
There are $335,000 of bonds of the

8,668,601

against

as

crease of 1,527,310.

The

DECEMBER

$743,897
5 9, 75

Operating revenue
Operating expenses

1

Net operating revenue

1

Taies

$224,721
47,263

Operating income
Non-operating income

$177,458
2, 08
1

Groas income

$ 79,567
1

Rental, interest, sinking fund and return

on capital

171,584

Surplus
Total in fare control fund

$7,982

Nov. 30,1928

$448,004
455,986

Dec. 31, 1928
Revenue passengers
Transfer passengers
Free passengers

Lower Net on Brooklyn City
six months' period

8.666,601
2,637,314
1 1 7,99

Total passengers carried

1928,

1

1,423,906

John E. Zimmerman on
New Jersey Board
E. Zimmerman, chairman of
the executive committee of the United
Gas Improvement Company and acting
president of that company, has been
elected a director of the Public Service

John

Conspectus of Indexes for January, 1929
Complied for Publication

in Eldcttric

ALBERT
Gleotrle

Street BsUway
Fares*
1913- 4.84

8.

Railwat Joubkai. by

RICHEY

Railway EMclnear, Worceater, Mass.

-Month

Vear

Last 5 Year*

Latest

Ago

A(o

Hi(h

Low

Jan.
1929

Deo.
1928

Jan.
1928

Jan.
1929

Jan.
1924

7.71

7.71

7.M

7.71

0.01

Jan.

March

Jan.
1929

Deo.

Material**
1913- 100

1928

1928

1924

Feb.
1928

XU.»

1«.S

140.6

103.0

ISO.S

Dectrie Hallway
Wage«*

Jan.
1929

Beetrle Kallway

1913- 100
Am. Qec. Ry. Aatn,
Conatruction Coat
(Elea. Ry.) 1913 - 100

dK'

Newi-Record

Construction Cost

-

(General) 1913

100

U.8. Bur. Lab. Stat.
Wholeaale Commodities

-

1926

100

Bradstreet
Wholesale Commodities

1913

-

9.21

V. S. Bur. Lab. SUt,
Retail Food
1913

-

100

OoatofLlTlnc
Nat. Ind. Conf. Bd.
1914 - 100

IndnstrialActlTlty
Ele«. World— Kw.-hr.

used 1923-25

-

100

Bank Clearimn
Outside N. y. City
1926

-

100

Business Fallara

Number
Liabilitiea (MilUoas)

Deo.
1928

Jan.
1928

Jan.
1929

Jan.
1924

23S.8

r».s

220.0

217.4

Jan.
1929

Deo.

Jan.
1928

March

Sept.

1928

1927

2M.S

1924

20S.1

ZOO. 9

200.8

100.4

Jan.
1929

Deo.

Jan.
1928

March

Nov.

1924

1927

MS.O

224.7

202.0

Deo.
1927

April
1927

Jan.
1928

Dec.
!925
104. S
Deo.
1925

14.41
Nov.

12.23

M>.4

1928
21*. S

Dec.

Nov.

1928

1928
7

M.7

M

K.S

03.7

Jan.
1929

U.M

Deo.
1928
13. IS

Deo.

Nov.

lS.t7
Dec.

1928

1928

1925

1924

1 «.8

1927

1S7.3
Nov.

ISS.O

107.1
Nov.

141.0

Deo.
1928

1928

l«.l

ia.(

Deo.
1928

Nov.

U7.S

iss.a
Nov.

Deo.
1928

IM.C
Deo.
1928
1670

1928

1928

104.0
Nov.
1928
1

568

M.H u.n

Deo.
1927

lOS.O
Deo.
1927
100.8
Dec.
1927
00.8
Deo.
1927
1820

51.00

the various

of

July
1924

Mav
Apnl

1925

1928

171.8
Nov.

100.8
July

1928

1924

ISS.O

73.4

May

May

1928

1924

108^

84.4

Jan.
1924
2231
122. OS

Sept.

1928
1348

22.11

The three index numbers
marked with an asterisk are
computed by Mr. Richey, as
follows: Fares index

aver-

is

age street railway fare in
United States cities with

alt

a

underlying companies,

and has been elected to the executive
committee of the New Jersey corporation.

Expansion by Ohio Utility

figures follow

RESULTS IN CINCINNATI IN

controlled by the Boston & Worcester
Street Railway.
They are now operated by a new company, namely: the
Milford,
Framingham, Hopedale &
Uxbridge Street Railway, which acquired the lines at foreclosure.

ended Dec.
passenger revenue of the
Brooklyn
City
Railroad,
Brooklyn.
N. Y., was $5,580,706 against $5,638,188.
Operating expenses and taxes increased from $4,942,424 for the 1927
period to $4,966,154 for the six mouths
ended December, 1928.
There was a
falling ofiF in the net corporate income,
which was $509,475 in the 1928 period
and $558,381 in the 1927 period.

Corporation of New Jersey, to succeed
Arthur W. Thompson, who has resigned
from that board as well as from the
office of president and director of the
United Gas Improvement Company.
Mr. Zimmerman has also been elected
to succeed Mr. Thompson on the boards

Two new
and one

Framingham outstanding.
The two companies were formerly

For the

the

in

8,831,609

corresponding month of last year. The
number of revenue passengers carried in
the year 1928 was 102,349,759, against
100,822,449 in the year 1927, or an in-

Milford & Uxbridge and $165,000 of
bonds of the Milford, HoUister &

30,

Vol.7Z,NoA

in

public utilities, one in Ohio
Hawaii, are soon to be added

to the holdings of the Utilities Service
Company at Alliance, Ohio, of which
E. W. Sweezy, vice-president of the
Stark Electric Railroad, is president.
The estimated cost of the two new com-

panies is $9,000,000.
Mr. Sweezy, accompanied by Former Judge George
H. Clark of Canton, Ohio, his legal
advisor, sailed on Jan. 26 from San

Francisco, Cal., for Hilo, Hawaii, to
complete negotiations for the purchase
the hydro-electric plant located at
Hilo, the second largest town in Hawaii
with a population of about 15,000 persons.
This plant is serving 6,000 customers.
Mr. Sweezy expects to return from
the Hawaiian trip about Feb. 20, and
upon his return will complete negotiations for taking over the Northern
of

Ohio Telephone Company, which adds
another link in the already long chain
of
Ohio utilities controlled by the
Utilities Service Company.
Organized less than a year ago,
shortly
after the purchase of the
Suburban Light & Power Company of
Cleveland by Mr. Sweezy, the Utilities
Service Company at the present time
owns and controls more than half a
hundred Ohio utility companies with
estimated valuation in excess of $18,000,000, of which the Stark Electric
Railroad, a branch 35 miles long between Canton and Salem, is a part.
Utilities

Service

now controlled by the Utilities
Company include ice plants in

—

Ohio cities Toledo, SpringYoungstown, Canton and Massilseveral power lines and a network

five large
field,

—

lon
of telephone systems.

population of 50,000 or over

except

New York

City,

and

weighted according to population. Street Railway Materials
index is relative average price
of materials

(including fuel)

used in street railway operation
maintenance,
weighted
according to average use of

and

such materials.
is

relative

hourly

Wages index
maximum

average

wage

of motormen,
and operators on
136 of the largest street and

conductors
interurban
in the

according

such
roads.

railways

operated

United States, weighted
to

the

number of

men employed on

these

Working Out

a Plan for

Springfield

The exact nature of plans now under
consideration by officials and the receiver of the Springfield Railway,
Springfield, Ohio, are not ready for
public announcement, but according to
Julius Theobald, manager, plans are
under way which are presumed to include reorgfanization of the lines with
the idea of augmenting the railway
.service with buses, as suggested by Willitts H. Sawyer, receiver, ,when he took
over the lines last summer. These plans
have

made more definite since
Commission recently suggested

been

the City

proposals for supplying
time limit for these
transportation.
proposals was set for Feb. 1.

competitive

A
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R. R. Hadsell General

Personal Items

Manager

^^s^
B. R. Chestney in
at

Charge

Macon

the consoHdation of the Macon
with the Georgia Power Company on Dec. 1, 1928, referred to in the
Electric Railway Journal, issue of

With

utilities

Dec. 29, 1928, B. R. Chestney was made
division manager of the Macon division
of the latter company.

Mr. Chestney has been

identified with

Macon since 1917 when
he was made engineer maintenance of
way of the Macon Railway & Light
Company.
In 1924 he was put in
charge of operation of the railway system, serving in these capacities until
Upon the resignation in 1928 of
1928.
the property at

at

Schenectady

Promotion of Roy R. Hadsell, general

from Bibb to Griffin, and in 1912 was
in charge of the construction of the line
from Griffin to Atlanta, securing all of
the rights-of-way into Atlanta.
In 1913 he was transferred from field
construction work into the Macon offices of the Central Georgia Power Company with the title of general engineer,
and in 1916 he was made chief engineer
of that company.

Mr. Chestney was born in Macon on
June 13, 1885. He attended the Macon
grammar and high schools and entered
Georgia School of Technology in 1901.
He is an associate member of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He is
also a member and has held important
committee appointments in the National
Electric
Light
and the
American
Electric Railway Association.

superintendent of transportation New
State Railways, to general manager of the Schenectady Railway, was

York

announced in Rochester recently by
James F. Hamilton, president of both
railway systems.
Mr. Hadsell, who
assumes his new duties Jan. 14, succeeds
James H. Hustis, president and general
manager of the Schenectady lines prior
to their recent acquisition by Ellis L.
Phillips of New York and associates
also control the New York State
Railways.
Mr. Hadsell had supervision over all
electric railway and bus lines in Rochester, Syracuse and Utica, besides the
interurban routes controlled by the company.
He began service in Rochester
with the New York State Railways in
1917.
Like President Hamilton, Mr.

who

L. Wingerter Succeeds Miss

Hanlan

at

Gary

Margaret K. Hanlan, for the past

B. R. Chestney

L. A. Magraw, vice-president and general manager of the Macon utilities, to
accept a similar position with the South

Carolina
ton,

Power Company

successor.

W. E. Wood of Richmond

Charlesin the
companies.
in

Mr. Chestney succeeded him

management

of the

Macon

Since leaving Georgia Tech in 1906,
Mr. Chestney has been adding to a
storehouse of valuable experience. As
a starter, practical pointers were obtained when he served as a topographer
and transit man on a railroad survey
from Leon in the State of Juanoguato
In 1907, he
to Vera Cruz, Mexico.
returned to Georgia and accepted a position as a topographer
for the Atlanta, Griffin

and draftsman

Honored

Richmond, Va., was elected vice-president of the Engineers Public Service

Company

board

New York

Public Service
Richmond property.

Arthur P.

Russell

Vice-President of
Directors

of

the

of

on Jan.

gineers

Electric Railway, making surveys of a proposed interurban railway. This project

construction of the line from the Lloyd
Shoals dam to Macon. He also was in
charge of the construction of the line

the

at

meeting in

directors
24.

controls

Enthe

Executive

New Haven

New

R. R. Hadsell

Hadsell entered the electric railway field
as a conductor on the Buffalo lines in
1899.
He went to Schenectady in 1902
as cashier and became superintendent
of the United Traction Company in 1913

with

William E. Wood, president of the
Virginia Electric & Power Company,

& Macon

being abandoned, he went to work in
June, 1908, on preliminary surveys and
Lloyd Shoals
the
investigations
of
hydro-electric plant for the Bibb Power
Company, a predecessor company to the
Central Georgia Power Company. This
was his first connection with the companies with which he has since been
In 1910 he took up the
employed.
work of running surveys for transmission lines for the Central Georgia
Power Company and supervised the

five

years assistant publicity director of the
Gary Railways, Gary, Ind., has resigned
to accept the post of advertising manager of the Public Service Company of
Oklahoma at Tulsa, Okla. While associated with the Gary Railways, Miss
Hanlan enjoyed the distinction of being
one of the very few women in the
United States engaged in publicity work
for a street railway.
Lawrence Wingerter, formerly connected with the advertising department
of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, is Miss Hanlan's

York,

Jan. 22
announced the election of Arthur P.
Russell of Hingham, Mass., as executive vice-president of the New Haven
system.
Mr. Russell has been viceHis
president since March 1, 1920.

New Haven.
Mr. Russell

will

continue as

pres-

left this

A

lines.

year later he

elevated to superintendent at Rochester and six years later became general
superintendent of the entire system.
Mr. Hadsell, whose home and headquarters have been in Rochester, has
been active in community and civic
work, being a past-president of the
Safety Council of the Chamber of Commerce and a leader in the New Industries Bureau movement of the Chamber.
is

popular socially, being a

of the Rochester

Country Club.

member

Club and the Monroe

Golf

is

his favorite rec-

reation.

H.

L. Mitchell Continues as

West Penn
At

ident of the New England Transportation Company, the motor coach subsidiary of the New Haven. He also will
represent the company in all matters in
Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

He

was

headquarters will continue to be in
Boston, but he will maintain an office
at

North Troy.

ways, Rochester

New He

Haven & Hartford Railroad on

offices at

post in 1917 to become assistant superintendent of the New York State Rail-

President

the meeting of the board of di
rectors of the West Penn Power Company held recently in New York,
Harry L. Mitchell, Pittsburgh, was
M.
elected president, succeeding G.
Mr. Mitchell has
Gadsby, resigned.
been identified with West Penn oper-
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purposes, a

in 1879 at the
his new home

and was called to the Manitoba
Bar in 1889. For several years he was
crown prosecutor at Portage la Prairie
and in 1906 became associated in Winnipeg with the legal firm of Moran, Anderson & Guy. In 1909 he was made
a K.C. and during the same year became asociated with the legal department of the Winnipeg Electric Comsity

U.G.I.
has presented

to the executive committee his resignation as president of the United Gas

Improvement Company. It was written
on the eve of Mr. Thompson's departure
from New York on Jan. 20 with his
White Star liner
on the
family
Laurentic.

Edward Anderson

An

announcement explained that
Mr. Thompson's action was taken "on
the ground that his continued ill health
does not warrant his again undertaking
the arduous duties which the administration of the office involves."
successor to Mr. Thompson, it
was said, will not be considered for

A

the present, but the executive function
will continue to be exercised by John
E. Zimmerman, chairman of the executive committee.
Mr. Thompson went to the United
Gas Improvement Company as president in July, 1926. He has previously
been president of the Philadelphia Company, which operates the Duquesne

Light Company, serving electric light
and power; Equitable Gas, furnishing
natural gas; Pittsburgh Railways, operating the railway system, and the Allegheny County Steam Heating Company, which provides steam for heating.

He

did much to work out the plan
for the reorganization of the Pittsburgh
Railways and the lifting of the receivership there, and played no small part
in the rehabilitation of that property,

which resulted in
leceive the Coffin
it

its

being selected to

Award in
was Mr. Thompson who

1925,

and

personally
the Atlantic

accepted the award at
City Convention of the A.E.R.A., in
behalf of the company, its employees,
and the city.
His training as an engineer, educator,
railroad executive, and federal executive gave him the perspective, experience and judgment adequately to
plan for the needs of one of the greatest
industrial regions of the country, and
the policies followed while he directed
the work of the utilities in that district
and adhered to since his resignation
from the company there give complete
evidence of the value of his time and

Edward Anderson Succeeds
A. W. McLimont in Winnipeg
At the meetings of the boards of directors of the Winnipeg Electric Company,

Winnipeg,

Power Company,
Power Company,

Canada, .Manitoba
Northwestern
Ltd., and associated
Ltd.,

companies, held on Jan. 9, the resignation of A. W. McLimont as director,
president and general manager, was accepted and Edward Anderson. K.C.,
general counsel for the companies, was
elected a director and appointed president and general manager to succeed

Mr. McLimont's deciwas advised by physicians who sug-

Mr. McLimont.
sion

gested that he be relieved of his responsibilities and as soon as possible take a
long rest and vacation of possibly a
year's duration.
Emulating the sucessful example of
the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Winnipeg Electric Company has appointed
an eminent lawyer to occupy the presidential chair of the company and its
subsidiaries, in the person of Edwerd

Anderson, K.C.

During the twenty years that Mr.
Anderson has been connected with the
Winnipeg Electric Company he has
participated in the many important developments promoted by the
company in that period, and he steps
into office at the commencement of the
greatest development the company has
yet undertaken the construction of the
225,000-hp.
hydro - electric plant at
Seven Sisters Falls on the Winipeg
River.
actively

—

ments both in North and South
America. His service record at Winnipeg started in 1917 when he took
over the active management of the
company. Later he became vice-president and in 1926 was made president.
Among the important executive positions he has held might be mentioned
general manager of the Dubuque Light
& Traction Company, Dubuque, Iowa
transportation engineer of the Public
Service Commission for the First Dis-

New York general manager of
the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway; vice-president and general manager of the Michigan United Railways;
vice-president and general manager of
San Francisco-Oakland Terminal Railways, now the Key System Transit
Company and vice-president and general manager of the Georgia Power
trict of

;

;

Company.
A few years ago Mr. McLimont's
utility accomplishments in Winnipeg
were reviewed in the Financial Post.
He was lauded for restoring the credit
of the company which, when he took
it over, "was the favorite hate of disappointed citizens."

Mr. McLimont was born in Quebec
is a member of one of the
oldest of Canadian families.
At its meeting on Jan. 9 the board
City and

The board wishes

to express

its

apprecia-

Mr. McLimont's outstanding servWinnipeg Electric Company, Manitoba Power Company, Ltd., and associated
companies during the past eleven years.
His ability and the results of his efforts are
too well known in Greater Winnipeg and,

,

fact,
throughout Canada, to require
laudation at this time.
In appointing Mr. Anderson to succeed
Mr. McLimont, the board does so with the
knowledge that the affairs of the companies
will be directed by one thoroughly familiar
with the business of the company and with
local conditions and that the personnel of
the companies' organization are and will
continue to be definitely behind him in the
effort to insure a continuance of reliable
service to the community.

in

Mr. Zimmerman also succeeded Mr.
Thompson as a director of the Public
Jersey.

generally.
The selection of Mr. Anderson as
president and general manager of the
widespread Winnipeg Electric enterprise is a very popular choice.
Mr. McLimont's career in public
utility enterprises has covered assign-

tion of
ices to

The resignation of Mr. Thompson as
president of the U.G.I. was accepted
on Jan. 23, but no action was taken to
fill
the vacancy.
Mr. Thompson also
resigned as chairman of the boards of
the Philadelphia Electric Company, the
Philadelphia Electric Power Company
and the Susquehanna Power Company,
all subsidiaries of U.G.I.
In the three
chairmanships, John E. Zimmerman,
chairman of the executive committee of
the U.G.I., was elected as his successor.

New

pany.
He has served as president of
both the Manitoba Bar Association and
the Manitoba Law Society and has
taken an active interest in public affairs

issued a statement in part as follows

efforts.

Service Corporation of

age of twelve to make
in Portage la Prairie.

After attending the public schools he
was graduated from Manitoba Univer-

A. W. Thompson Leaves

W. Thompson

NoA

Mr. Anderson is, to all intents and
Manitoba product, having
left his birthplace, Dorchester, Quebec,

ations for more than 25 years. He has
been president of the West Penn Railways since 1927 and will continue in
that capacity.

Arthur

Vol.73,

A.

W. McLimont
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E. A. Batwell

Obituary

Edward A. Batwell, for many years
publicity director of the Puget Sound

-"T-ftt-

James

J.

Doyle

Power & Light Company and

Electric Railroad, with headquarters in
Baltimore, died on Jan. 19 of heart
disease.
In 1907, when the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric Railroad
was being constructed, Mr. Doyle became connected with the company as a
construction expert. He remained with
the company after the road was built,
filling the position of superintendent of
track and overhead. He was made general superintendent in 1909.
In 1911
he succeeded John N. Shannahan as
vice-president and general manager.
Shortly before the Baltimore property
was purchased by the Consolidated Gas
& Electric Company, Baltimore, in 1926,
Mr. Doyle was made president of the
railroad.
In addition to heading the
railroad Mr. Doyle also was president
of the Annapolis & Chesapeake Bay
Power Company, a subsidiary of the
railroad, which was taken over by the
Consolidated at the same time the rail-

road was purchased.
Mr. Doyle was 53 years old. He was
a native of Cleveland. After attending
the public schools of that city he became connected with the Pennsylvania
Railroad. In 1899 he joined the Eastern
Ohio Traction Company as a construction engineer and assisted in building
that railwav.
>

W. O. Wood
W'illiam O. Wood, well known in the
public utility field and recently vicepresident of the Waterbury Cable Service, Inc., of New York and Chicago,
died at his home in Jackson Heights,
Long Island City, on Jan. 21.
"Bill" Wood, a, he was generally
known, was a former president of the
New York Electric Railway AssociaHe was one of a group of officials
tion.
brought out of the West by Col. E. W.
Winter, when the rehabilitation of the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company was
to the Colonel years ago.
Others in the group who threw the
weight of their experience into the work
of saving the property from receivership
at that time were John F. Calderwood,
Dow Smith, W. G. Gove, W. S. Menden, A. N. Dutton and J. F. Folds.
Each of these men subsequently made

entrusted

name for himself, and in the work that
was done by them in Brooklyn Mr.
Wood played an important part. So
much so that it was not long before
a

responsibility for the operation of the
entire elevated system of the company

Subsequently he
devolved upon him.
assistant general superintend-

was made

From that
ent of the entire property.
post he went to the New York & Queens
County Railway, the position in which
he became widely known as an operator

its

affil-

His

iated organizations, died on Jan. 13 at
his home near Seattle, Wash., ending

with this company covered a
period of fifteen years, ending with his
retirement from the company following

long career spent in newspaper,
dramatic and architectural accomplishments.
Mr. Batwell was born in

and for

his unfailing

good humor.

activities

James J. Doyle, president of the
Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis

185

its

Michigan eleven months before the out-

receivership.

For many years before coming to
New York Mr. Wood was identified
with railroads and electric railways in
the Middle West and the South. Following service with the Louisville & Nashville and the Illinois Central Railroad
he entered the electric railway field as
general superintendent of the Rapid
Railway System, comprising the interurban lines of the Detroit United Railway, Detroit, Mich.
Subsequently he

was superintendent
lines

in

of the rapid transit
later assistant
superintendent with charge of

Brooklyn and

general
transportation in Brooklyn.
For one
year he was operating statistician of the
Interborough - Metropolitan Company,

New

York.

Mr.

Wood was

born in Evansville,
After graduating
from Evansville High School he obtained employment with the surface
lines in Chicago.
He was also at one
time in his early career secretary to that
well-known steam railroad operator,
Ind.,

J.

Jan.

8,

a

1870.

T. Harahan.

break of the Civil War. He was graduated from the University of Michigan
in 1884 with an architectural degree,
and the early years of his business
career were spent in the creative work
of that craft. Attracted to Port Townsend, Wash., during the boom period in
the late '90's he was responsible for
the design of many of the business
structures erected in that city as well
as in Victoria, B. C.
With the collapse of the building
boom in the Northwest he returned to
the East and organized a theatrical

booking agency which handled many
shows traveling out of Chicago. The
West called him again and in 1904 he
established his
permanent home in
Seattle, where he engaged in dramatic
criticism and general newspaper work.
For the last twenty years "Bat," as he
was known to hundreds of his friends,
had been in charge of the publicity
work for the Puget Sound Power &
Light Company and had acted as editor
of the company's official house organ,

Sound Electric Journal.
several months he had been a
sufferer
from heart disease, which

the

»

Pvget

For

H. A. Clarke

finally

H. A. Clarke, vice-president of the
Penn-Ohio system, which controls the
Youngstown Municipal Railway, and a
director and officer of various other
public utility properties,

died

in

East

Orange, N. J., on Jan. 16.
With 25 years' experience in construction management and valuation of
public utilities, Mr. Clarke was well
known as a financier and valuation expert.
He has been identified with the
Hestonville, Mantua & Fairmount Passenger Railway, Southwestern Street
Railway, Central New York Southern
Railroad, and Ithaca Street Railway.
He conducted some special investigations for the North American Company
and while with Republic Engineers,
Inc., he examined reports on utility
properties for bankers and took part in
appraisals and rate proceedings before
commissions of New York, Pensylvania,
Ohio, and Vermont.
Mr. Clarke was a graduate of Central
Manual Training School, Philadelphia,
Pa., where he took a special course in
electrical engineering.

T. H. Miller, 95, the oldest employee
of the Nashville Railway & Light Company, Nashville, Tenn., died recently.
An unusual feature of Mr. Miller's service record was that he was 70 years
old before he became affiliated with the
company and then lived to become a
member and a faithful attendant at the
meetings of the Twenty-Year Club.

proved

fatal.

survive him.

A

widow and son

•

L. A. Mitchell, 71, pioneer street
railway developer of Macon, Ga., and a
former commissioner of Bibb County,
is dead, following a long illness.
Coming to Macon early in the 90's. Mr.
Mitchell, as an officer of the Metropolitan .Street Railway, saw the present
line to Bellevue constructed. That company later was merged with the Consolidated Street Railway, and following
that merger other railway lines were
constructed.
short time later Mr.
Mitchell and his associates formed the
Athens Street Railway at Athens, Ga.
That subsequently was sold, however, to
other interests.
In recent years Mr.
Mitchell had turned his attention to the
promotion of a chain of theaters.

A

Capt. Robert A. Speed, at one time
president of the Memphis Gas & Electric Company, Consolidated, Memphis,
Tenn., predecessor of the present Memphis Power & Light Company, died recently in that city. Captain Speed had a
long and notable career in business of
the South. For years he was interested
in the ownership of various steamboats
on the Mississippi River, and for more
than 30 years managed a large company
that supplied steamboats with fuel. He
was a bank director and for four years
commissioner of fire and police in MemCapphis under Mayor W. L. Clapp.
tain Speed was born in Louisville, Ky.,
in 1844.

Equipment Market Improves
Orders of track, line and car equipment increase in volume.
Safety door controls for Long Island Railroad. Regina
to order seven cars. Extension probable in Fresno

in the volume of equipment and supplies purchased, par-

INCREASE

ticularly as to track and line materials
and car equipment has been noted re-

In general, it appears that it
is the small railways rather than the
large companies which have increased
cently.

According
from numerous

their purchasing activities.

received
reports
railways, there is an upward trend
from the recent dormancy in the supply
market. At the same time construction
projects and new equipment orders continue to be announced, revealing prospects
of great activity for the coming season.
According to E. A. Devereaux, superintendent of the Fresno Traction Company, Fresno, Cal., this company may
build a new line to serve the northwest
section of that city. To date no details
are available as to the actual plans made.
Another construction on the Pacific
Coast is that of the Pacific Northwest
to

The New York Transit Commission
also approved plans for the improvement
of the Marcy Avenue Station of the

Brooklyn Manhattan Transit Company,
Brooklyn, N. Y. These plans include
extending the station platform to accommodate eight car trains and widening the platform.

Regina City Commissioners,
Regina, Saskatchewan, have reported to
the City Council on the specifications of
street

cars to be pur-

chased by the city this year.

It

was

recommended by the Commissioners and
approved by the City Council that cars
similar to those obtained by the city
last

year should be secured this year.

was

Traction

also recommended that at least
three of these cars should be equipped
with roller bearings. The cars ordered
for the Regina Street Railway last year
were obtained from the Canadian Car &

which

Foundry Company.

Company, Seattle, Wash.,
will rebuild its bridge over the
Skagit River at Riverside at a cost of

With

the exception of the draw
span which is of steel, the entire bridge
will be rebuih. When finished all spans
which are now of wood will be of steel
construction.
$60,000.

Long Island Railroad Improvements
The Long Island Railroad, New York,
N. Y., at a recent meeting of the Transit
Commission agreed to the last of four
requests made by the commission involving improvements on this company's
system.

The

railroad stated that

it

is

prepared to equip its 970 cars with safety
devices intended to prevent train operation while the car doors are opened.
The devices to be installed are of the
interlocking type, controlled from each
car.
It provides for a light signal installed in the motorman's cab as well
as lights on the sides of the cars.
It is
also requested that an addition of an
automatic power control be made to
this equipment so that the power would
be shut ofif in the event that any door
is

opened while the trains are in operThis also was agreed to by the

ation.

railway.

A

cut-out switch will be installed to enable discontinuance of safety
devices along lines of the road where
station platforms are

below train

plat-

forms.

Another recent hearing gave approval
of the railroad's proposal as to the manner by which 111th Street should be
carried across the track of the north side
division of the railroad in Flushing.
The railroad will elevate its tracks with
a clearance of 14 ft., thus maintaining
the street grade.

It

14,000
10,000

ft.

ties,

of 3-in. oak bridge planks

4i-in.

standard

and

granite paving

The Toronto Transportation Commis-

The

new

company has ordered 10,000 cedar

blocks.

Cars for Regina

the seven

oak ties. This company has also just
purchased 5,000 of these ties. Fifteen
thousand white oak ties have been purchased by the Twin City Rapid Transit
This
Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Toronto, Ont., has placed orders
for 15,000 standard ties, 550,000 granite
blocks, and 250 barrels of quicksetting
sion,

The Connecticut Company,
Haven, Conn., has ordered 400 rail
braces, 250 rail joint plates and three
cement.

New

complete with
and ground throw.
Ten thousand 6-in. x 8-in. x 8-ft. oak
ties and 9,000 creosoted ties have been
ordered by the Pittsburgh Railway,
Pittsburgh, Pa. This company has also
ordered 30 kegs of boat spikes, two carsets of split switch points
rail braces, tie plates

The Chicago, South Shore & South
Bend Railroad, Michigan City, Ind, will

loads of screenings, 65 tanks of acetylene gas, 265 tanks of oxygen gas, 76
drums of Tarmac, twelve carloads of
granulated slag, and ten carloads of slag

build an addition to

ballast.

its general office
building at Michigan City to be ready
for occupancy about May 1. The addition will enlarge the floor space of the
accounting department which now occupies the east wing of the building, by
approximately 2,000 sq.ft. P. H. Lorenz
& Company has the contract for the
construction.

The South Shore Line has also put
during the past week three
new freight connections with steam railroads.
Completion of the Mononinto service

Michigan Central Interchange, just west
of Michigan City, opened up a 6,000-ft.
four-track transfer which has required
three months to construct.
Both this
interchange and that with il^he New

York Central Railroad are

electrified

for use of the South Shore Line electric
locomotives.
light type catenary over-

A

head

employed.
A new despatch freight terminal in
the rear of the present passenger station
at Illinois and Market Streets, Indianapolis, Ind., has been opened.
The terminal will accommodate shipments over
the leading railway lines in the central
part of the state. The companies using
the new facilities are the Terre Haute,
Indianapolis & Eastern Traction Company, the Union Traction Company of
is

Indiana, the Interstate Electric Railway
and the Indianapolis & Southeastern.

Track Material Orders

Among track material purchases the
Louisville Railway, Louisville, Ky., contemplates the purchase of 15,000 white
18(

The United
pany,

Electric Railways

Providence,

Com-

has ordered
1,000 S-ft. 2-in. round tie rods and 1.000
5-ft. 2-in. fiat tie rods, 400 grinding

bricks, 300 36-in.

R.

I.,

bonds and 300 46-in.

bonds. The company has also ordered
two concrete breakers, 75 Corundum
wheels, 150 red and yellow flags and 25
gross of I2-in. hacksaw blades. Other
track orders by this company include
144 switch brooms, 150 tons of salt, 8
pairs of compromise joint plates, 1,000
lb. of A-in. welding steel, 521 repair
parts for Dunham boxes, 300 36-in.
cable bonds, 300 lb. magnesium welding
rods, 50 heel fasteners and special track
work. The Milwaukee Electric Railway

&

Light

Company has ordered

193,000

of salt and 250 ties.
One No. 138
Verona eccentric rail bender was ordered
by the Capital Traction Company,
Washington, D. C.
lb.

Line Equipment Purchased
Fifteen miles of copper trolley wire and
5 miles of ^-in. galvanized strand were

by the Louisville Railway,
Louisville, Ky. The Toronto Transportation Commission, Toronto, Ont., has
placed orders for twelve tons of No. 00
round Phono-electric trolley wire.
ordered

Two

thousand and sixteen feet of 1,000,000

cm.

single-conductor, lead sheath cable

been ordered by the Twin
Rapid Transit Company.
Six cars of poles, two cars of
and one car of weatherproof wire
been purchased by the Milwaukee
has

City
cable

have
Elec-
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Railway & Light Company, MilThe United Electric
waukee, Wis.
Railways Company has placed orders
for 200 porcelain strain insulators, two
miles of No. 00 hard drawn trolley wire,
3,000 ft. of |-in., 7-strand galvanized

187

trie

iron wire,

100

wood

The Milwaukee

Electric

Light Company has ordered one car
of brake shoes.
Among the purchases of car equipment made by the United Electric Railways, Providence, R. L, are 4,000 brake
shoes, 1,000 compensating fingers, sixteen journal boxes, 240 101-watt lamps,
20 drums of electric car oil, 1 barrel of
dry orange shellac, 1,000 cable straps,
300 lb. of U-in. friction tape, 300 yd. of
22-in. duck, 50 pinions, one roll of 32-in.
Pantasote, 5 sets of Westinghouse armature coils. 26 boxes of window glass,
1,000 ft. of single braid rubber covered
wire, size 20, 5 drums of engine oil, 15
gal. mahogany gloss paint, and 30 gal.
white undercoat paint. The Twin City
Rapid Transit Company has ordered
1,000 34-in. steel car wheels, 1,000 steel
billets and 20 sets of armature coils.

The Pittsburgh Railway Company is
remodeling 22 No. 4300 type two-man
cars for one-man operation.
The Chicago, South Bend & Northern Indiana
Railway, South Bend, Ind., has ordered
three 2I-passenger street car type Studebaker buses. The Transit Supply Company, St. Paul, Minn., has received four
Mack four-cylinder buses equipped with
Eckland bodies.
The United Electric
Railways Company has ordered eight
Twin coaches and the Capital Traction
Company has ordered 4 type 2 Yellow
The

Louisville Street Railway

has ordered two 21-passenger street car
type Studebaker buses and the Denver
Tramway Corporation has purchased
two Mack four-cylinder, 25-passenger
buses.
The Connecticut Company has
ordered six Mack four-cylinder buses
and 2 Yellow 24-passenger coaches.

The Northwestern Pacific
San Francisco. Cal., has been

Railroad,
inquiring
for a 15-ton overhead traveling crane.
It is reported that the Jamestown Street

Railway, Jamestown, N. Y., is planning
to rebuild part of its car shops which
were recently destroyed by fire. The
Louisville Railway has purchased $5,000
worth of shop and garage equipment
and contemplates the purchase of approximately $20,000 worth of miscellaneous equipment.

The Milwaukee

Electric

PLAN

and

your exhibit

NOW

for the

A.E.R. A. Atlantic City

Convention
Sept. 28 to Oct. 4

SPACE
will

square foot.

Railway

&

Light Company contemplates a new terminal at 27th Street and Hopkins Street.
Pittsburgh Railways has received 2
Bleeker blacksmith hammers.

Preservative Treatment of

Ties Growing
Statistics recently released by the Department of Commerce in co-operation
with the Department of Agriculture on
tie and pole purchases for the year 1927
show that the steam and electric railroads purchased 103,438,354 crossties
and 330,367,000 ft., board measure, of
switch and bridge ties, and 3,624,833
wood poles were purchased by the same
companies along with electric light and
power companies, and commercial telegraph and telephone companies. The
statistics do not include purchases by
small rural telephone lines having incomes of less than $iO,000 per year.
Converting the quantities of switch
and bridge ties into crosstie equivalent
on the basis of 32 b.ft. per crosstie, the
total crosstie equivalent for 1927 is
113,762,323 for the year, an increase of
The number
2.2 per cent over 1925.
of poles purchased in 1927 is an increase
of 10.5 per cent over 1925. No records

are available to show how many of these
poles were used by electric railways.
Analysis of the poles purchased in
1927 shows that out qf the total reported
2,681,545, were treated, or nearly 74 per
Subdivision of these poles as to
cent.
kind of timber would show the cedars
leading with nearly 49 per cent, pine
following with nearly 31 per cent. The
actual figures are as follows

Number

Per
Cent
31.48
16.04
30.90
17.82

All others

1,140,983
581,492
30,302
14,510
1,120,228
645,888
35,930
15,609
39,891

Total

3,624,833

100.00

Southern white cedar..
Southern red cedar....
Pine
Chestnut
Cypress
Douglas flr

Service Bureau show that the total number of ties treated during 1927 was
74,231,840, to which must be added the
crosstie equivalent of 5,700,750 ties for
switch ties that were treated, or a total
of 79,932,190, which does not include
bridge ties, of which there is no record.
This, however, is nearly 73 per cent
of the total and, while no records are
available of the number of ties treated
by electric railways, it is doubtful if
this would materially affect their percentage figure, certainly not to the same
extent as in the case of the steam railroads. However, it is gratifying to note
that the electric railways are using
creosoted ties to the extent of approximately one quarter of their total
requirements, and it is expected that this
use of preservative treatment will increase materially as their financial condition improves.
;

be charged for at 60 cents per

Western red cedar....
Northern white cedar..

total of 113,762,323 ties, of

which 21,591,471, or about 18 per cent,
were treated. It will be noted that in
neither case do the figures show how
many ties were treated by the railways.
The statistics of the U. S. Forest

Railway

&

coaches.

BUDGET

strain insulators,

50 right hand frogs and six drawbridge
frogs. Other orders placed by this company include 25 adjustable crossings,
5,000 ft. of A-in., 7-strand span wire,
250 lb. of solder and 100 No. 00 splicers.
The Louisville Railways has purchased approximately $40,000 worth of
miscellaneous car equipment and supplies.
130 3-in. motor wheels, 230 2-in.
motor wheels, 120 6-in. motor wheels
and 7,500 brake shoes have been ordered
by the Toronto Transportation Commission.

purchased a

Exhihitograph No, 2

.84
.40

.99
.43

1.10

Exhibit

Committee

President James

Announced

Barnes of the
American Electric Railway Association
has announced the personnel of the exhibit committee for the 48th annual conP.

vention, scheduled to take place in the
new Atlantic City Auditorium, Sept. 28Oct. 4, inclusive, as follows
Hanna, chairman
president
J. H.
Capital Traction Company, Washington, D. C.
T. W. Casey, vice-chairman
presi:

;

;

Pneumatic Company,
New York, N. Y.
W. Welsh, general secretary
J.
A.E.R.A., New York, N. Y.

dent

National

Frederick C. J. Dell, director of exA.E.R.A., New York, N. Y.
L. G. Avery, manager sales promo-

hibits

tion

division,

The White Company,

Cleveland, Ohio.
L. D. Bale, superintendent of power
Cleveland Railway, Cleveland, Ohio.
John Bender, secretary and works

manager The Bender Body Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Bertram Berry, eastern sales manager railway sales division, Heywood-

Wakefield Company, New York, N. Y.
O. A. Broten, Western manager National Pneumatic Company, Chicago, 111.

John H. Cain, assistant superintendent Atlantic City & Shore Railroad,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Charles C. Castle, vice-president The
A. C. F. Motors Company, New York,
N. Y.

The

Statistics as to crossties are sep-

arated so as to show the quantities purchased by the electric railways; and
again reducing the bridge and switch
ties to a crosstie equivalent on the same
basis as above, we find that in 1927 the
electric railways purchased a total of
5,076,184 ties, of which 1,227,618, or

about 24.2 per cent, were treated. During the same period the steam railroads

C. H. Clark, superintendent of way
Cleveland Railway, Cleveland, Ohio.
S. J. Cotsworth, sales agent The
Lorain Steel Company, Philadelphia,
Pa.
C. R. Ellicott. vice-president Westinghouse Traction Brake Company,
New York, N. Y.
A. H. England, vice-president and
Supplies
Service
Electric
treasurer
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
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L. E. Gould, president

Economy

Elec-

Devices Company, Chicago, 111.
R. A. Hauer, vice-president MackInternational Motor Truck Corporation,
New York, N. Y.

METAL, COAL
PRICES

tric

C. S. Hawley, president and treasurer
Car-Heating Company,
Consolidated
Albany, N. Y.
B. A. Hegeman, Jr., president National

New

Railway Appliance
York, N. Y.

Company,

A. P. Jenks, vice-president Cummings Car & Coach Company, Chicago,

AND MATERIAL

O. B.

F.

REFINERY
Jan. 22,

"29

Metals— New York'
Copper
Copper

electrolytic, cents

perlb

075
as
t,7
aq
''
IS

wire, cents per lb

^

Lead, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, cents perlb

Bituminous Coal.r.o.b. Mines
Smokeless mine run,
Koads, gross tons

f.o.b. vessel,

*^ ^'^
575
j
80

Somersetminerun, f.o.b. mines, net tons...
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgli, net tons.
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons
Central, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons.
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons.
.

A. L. Kasemeier, vice-president The
Cincinnati Car Company, Winton Place,
Ohio.
H. J. Kenfield, president and treasurer Kenfield-Davis Publishing Company, Chicago, 111.
G. L. Kippenberger, vice-president
St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis, Mo.
H. E. Listman, vice-president. General Motors Truck Company, Pontiac,
Mich.
C. McQuiston, advertising manager,
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. S. MacCalla, vice-president and
general manager, the PennsylvaniaOhio Electric Company, Youngstown,
J.

.

Ohio.

A. L. Price, manager, Ohio Brass
Company, Mansfield, Ohio.
Purinton, general superintendent, Atlantic City & Shore Railroad,
Atlantic City, N. J.
Samuel Riddle, vice-president, Louisville Railway, Louisville, Ky.
A. M. Robinson, publicity manager,
the J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia,
Pa.

A.

J.

Ross Schram, vice-president. Twin
Coach Corporation, Kent, Ohio.
L. W. Shugg, advertising department.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
C. W. Stocks, editor,
tation,

New

Bus Transpor-

York, N. Y.

W. E. Wood, president, Virginia Electric & Power Company, Richmond, Va.

Weekly Business Conditions
The volume of money turnover during
the week ended Jan. 19, as reflected by
check payments, was smaller than in the
preceding week but showed a substantial
gain over the corresponding period of
1928, according to the weekly statement
of the

Department of Commerce.

Oper-

Materials
Rubber-covered

'

Copper,

(bbl. ots)
I

Check payments

Bank

loans and discounts
Interest rates, call money
Interest rat«s, time money
Federal reserve ratio

13-2
6575^

The jury for the Harvard Advertising Awards will commence its work on
Jan. 31, in the Baker Library of the
Harvard Business School where the
material is on exhibit. More than twice
as many firms have submitted material
for this competition as competed last
Following are the awards to be made
year: (1) a gold medal for dis-

this

tinguished services to advertising; (2)
four prizes of $1,000 each for disindividual
advertisements,
tinguished
in illustration, in text, in
display line and in typography; (3)
four prizes of $2,000 each for advertising campaigns, for a national campaign
for a specific product, for a local campaign for a specific product or merchandise for a general or institutional
campaign for a campaign of industrial
products.
Winners will be announced at a dinner in their honor at the Harvard Business School, to be held about March 1.
It
is
planned, according to W. B.
Donham, dean of the Harvard Business
School, to publish a book containing a
summary of the five years of the awards,
;

indicating

Detroit,

in

activity

in

the

automobile industry, showed substantial
expansion as compared with both the
previous week and the same week of
The output of crude petroleum,
1928.
covering the latest reported week,
showed further gains over both the previous week and the same period of
last year. The production of bituminous
coal was also greater than in either
prior period.
The general level of wholesale prices
was fractionally higher than in the previous week, showing a gain also over
the corresponding period of a year ago.

Copper prices, though showing no material change from the previous week,
were 20 per cent higher than last year.
Iron and steel prices showed no change
from the previous week but were higher
than a year ago.
Loans and discounts of Federal Reserve member banks showed a further
contraction from the previous week but
were larger than a year ago. Interest
rates on both time and call money averaged higher than in either the previous
week or the same week of last year.
Prices for stocks were higher than in
the preceding week.
Bond prices, reflecting higher interest rates, were lower
than in either the preceding week or the
same period a year ago.

Indicators

-

100)

-1928
Jan.
Jan.

12

5

29

21

14

109.2

110.5
119.6

110.5

107.9
70.7
45.0
123.9
121.4
116.7
87.5
117.4
119.3

97.0
99.8
101.4
114.3
99.9
104.3
85.3

93.0
111.5
97.3
113.9

86. 5

10.5

some curweek but
were on a higher level than in the same
week of last year. Factory employment

19

177.1

2.05

.

ations in steel plants showed
tailment from the previous

Dec.

141.3
129.3
169.7

70

*5- '5
19 5

N. Y., per gal

Jan.

109.6
87.5

Work

;

96. 4

.

,

Jan.

electrolytic, price

^^c
975

per

.

124.5
127.4
..

14,

1929
Jan.

Ltimber production
Petroleum production (daily average)
Detroit employment
Bldg. contracts 37 states (daily average)
Price iron and steel composite

N. Y., No.

1,000ft

Weekly Business

Steel operations
Bituminous coal production

at

most effective
wire,

(Weeks ended Saturday. Average 1923-25
.

I

.

Weatherproof wire base, N.Y., cents per lb.
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags
Linseed oil (5-bbl. lots) N. Y., cents per lb.
White lead in oil (100-lb. keg), N. Y., cents
perlb
Turpentine

Bok Award Jury

No A

year.

Hampton

.

111.

Vol.7J,,

93,4
87.5
119.6
154.8
130.9
154.5
174.3
85 5

.

101.
74. 5
I

124.4
125.9
64.4
87.6
119.

164.2
135.7

200.0
182.9
79. 9

131.2

251.5
191.4
79.5

100.0
130.0
122.6

97.0

97.8
109.2
85.1
100.0
138.0
123 6

102.9

100.0
97.1

93.8

91.2

1927

Dec.

Jan.
7

31

88.0
101.

1

72.7
114.2
96.8
56.2
84.7
100.7
154.9
125.
115.

1

I

75.0
81.5
57.3
116.2
92.6
104.4
84.7
100.0
103.4
123.5
133.3

97.1

97.1

86.7

86.2

full information concerning winning material, as well as reproductions

giving

which were
the
advertisements
awarded prizes.
Harvard Advertising Awards were
founded by Edward W. Bok in 1923.
of

Men prominent in the business field are
on the committee to pick winners for
the

fifth

annual series of prizes.

Large British Locomotive Order
The Metropolitan- Vickers
Company,

Electrical

announces that

has
it
obtained a contract for the supply of 21
electric
passenger locomotives, each
weighing 100 tons, for the Great Indian
Peninsula Railway. Three trial locomotives were originally ordered, two from
England and one from the continent of
Europe. The present order is the result of trials which have been carried
Ltd.,

out.

These locomotives are

of the 1-6-2
there being three driving axles,
one four-wheel bogie truck, and one
two-wheel pony axle working in conjunction with the nearest driving axle.
The motors and their gearing are
rigidly mounted on the frame of the
locomotive, and transmit the power to
the driving axles through a universal
motion flexible link drive.
All the
weight is spring-borne.
The normal
maximum service speed will not exceed
75 m.p.h., but all parts are designed for
85 m.p.h. The electrical equipment includes six 360-hp. motors and electropneumatic control. The pneumaticallyoperated switches are arranged in a
high-tension chamber, while those for
the line and main resistances are of
single-unit type arranged in groups, and
those for the motor combinations and
reversing are of the camgroup type.
type,
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PEACOCK
STAFFLESS BRAKES
asainl
^

— mis time
7

.

.

on 10 new cars
for

Wilmington^ Delaware

Once more, we
installation.

The
"Peacock"
Staffless

T

call attention to

The Delaware

another "Peacock" Staffless

Electric

Power Company's new

J. G. Brill Co., are just as carefully designed and built within, as their appearance is without. And
quite in keeping with modern practice, the safety of each car
is amply insured by "Peacock" Staffless Brakes.

cars, built

by the

This is but another link in the long chain of evidence which
shows the ultimate economy of specifying the best.

NATIONAL
BRAKE COMPANY,
890

Ellicott Square, Buffalo,

Lyman Tube

Inc.

N. Y.

Canadian Representative
& Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.

General Sales Representatives

The EUcon

Co., 50

Church

St.,

New York
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ELECTRIC RAILWAY

SERVICE AND
COLUER SERVICE
BRING THE BUYERS
TO MARKET

Car Card Jd\ferti$i
Almost everywhere

ARRON
NEW Y

O

C

I

o
TT

INC.
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All-Cord...
one reason

FISK

for

mileage
FISK'S

"All-Cord" process, the

greatest achievement in tire
building,

has made Fisk famous for

tread

insures positive

traction

and

safe braking over

any kind of going.

Bus operators

every state

in

in the

excess mileage.

union are getting better

This better construction method, plus

more

perfect balance in every part, gives

Coach Balloons. Try Fisks on the

the Fisk
life

Motor Coach Balloon long

that cuts tire costs to the bone.

In addition, the thick, tough Fisk

THE

FISK TIRE

tire

Fisk All-Cord construe'
tion does away with internal friction,

and

in-

sures trouble-free mileage.

mileage, from Fisk Motor

routes that eat

save your

up

COMPANY,

tires.

tire dollars

high mileage.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

tire service,

INC.

by

They
piling

will

up
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BaixKers j^^iLv^itve^e^ir^
4ForJ»,

The J. G. White
En gineenn g Corporation
Engineers — Constructors

d '^am

Bacon

incorporated

Mew York
CHICAGO
SAN FBANCISCO

30 Broadway,

PHILADELPHIA

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
NEW TOBK
BOSTON
CBICAOO

&

Sanderson

Steam and Hydro-Electric Power Plants. Oas Plants,
Steam and Electric Railroads. Transmission Systems.
Buildings and Industrial Plants.

43

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financial Reports
Appraisals— Management

Porter

Engelhardt W. Holst
Consulting Engineers

PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS
KzamiDatloni

ManagemcBt

ConttrnctloD
Reportt

Valnstioni

NEW YORK

cmCAOO

ALBERT

S.

New York

S2 Vanderbilt Ave.

ENGINEERS
OMln

New York

Exchange Place

Appraisals
Serrice
InrestiratloD
Reports
Bates
Studies on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Beorranlzatlon Operation Management

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN rBANCISCO

Incorporated

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

Engineers and
Constructors

IMPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES -OPERATION - SERVICa
-

BUCHANAN

JOHN

W. H. PRICE. JR.

F.

I.AYNG

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION

Examinations and Reports

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weekly and Sunday Pass Differential

Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

and Equipment Maintenance

Fares

BALTIMORE

1M4 ClUzens National

Hanover: Z112

49

WaU Street

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F.

WeHs

Albert

160

Management

50 East 42nd

St.,

Operation

New

Incorporated

Engineering and Construction
Examinations

Construction

Yoric City

111

W. Waihington

E. H.

NEW YORK

TRINITY PLACE

ROWLAND BIBBINS

J.

Traffic Surreyt

—

Chicago, IH.

&

P.

NEW YORK

CITIES

Washington, D. C.

EDWARD WISH

SERVICE

Street Railway Inmpection

NEW YORK

— Terminals

IS

Avenue

so Church St.

Designers of
Buildings

2301 Connecticut

THE

CO.

TRANSPORTATION

Organized Transit Development and Traffic Controls.
Economic Operation, Routing, Schedule Analyses.
Valuations, Rate Cases and Ordinances
EXPEBIENCB IN

Street,

FAILE

Garages— Service
Ml LEXINQTON AVE.

— Reports—Valuations

Problems—Power Developments

CONSULTING ENGINEER

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON
Valuationt

Transportation
68

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.
Operatiiig Problemi

Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

McGLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

W. HemphiH

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization

—
—Ride Selling

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3

NEW TOBK

Phone

Bank Bide

Street,

New York

WALTER JACKSON

Vice President

See'y-Treaa.

20 Pine

-^
^^

Transportation

President

Wood

Stevens &l

RICHEY

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

0. B.

BOSTON, MASS.

131 Stale St.

DETECTIVES

When

writing the advertiser for Information or
a mention of the Elrctrlc Railway
Journal would be appreciated.

prices,

BOSTON
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

I

Our tests determine the best
shoe for each type of service
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
J32 So. Michigan A»e., Chicago
30 Church Street, New York
^iHiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiir

THE "WIRC LOCK
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nz

CMAHrrREO joint

COMBINE

NACHOD & UNITED STATES
I

SIGNAL CO. INC

I

LOUISVILLe.KY.

Lowest Cost
Least Maintenance

Lightest Weight
Greatest Adaptability

BLOCK SIGNALS

Catalog complete vltb «B(liieertii( data aent on nqtuat.

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAY BQUIPMBNT CO.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

CINCINNATI, OHIO
New York Cit7. 30 Clmrch Street
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RAIL JOINTS
John A. Roebling's Sons Co.
iiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiimiiiriiiiH

&

Wires

Electrical

Cables

Trenton, N.
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Efficient

Rail Joint Company
New York City

165 Broadway,
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i

The

f
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Bus Heating
with

The N-L Venti-Duct Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.

I

7960 Lorain Ave.

I

I

Qeveland, Ohio

^nniiiniiiiiiniiiimimimiiniiiiiiHrmimmiimiiiimimiiiiriniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii

I
I

|

[gAIW.WA\{ I fTIUTl^ f^ OMPANl(
CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS

DYNAMOTORS
WELDING ROD
Cleveland. Ohio.

Indiana
Chleaso. 111.

X341-2247
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of

addition,

will

of the cost of
for

to

syatem.

lare.

In

other car beat-

details.

6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich.

EIGHT WORKS

.CEDAR POLES.
BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES
I

I

L\,al

EAST ST. LOU IS. ILL,
PUEBLO. COLORADO

York. N. T,

RAMAPO AUTOMATIC

.

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
AND RACOR DASH POTS
FOR PASSING SIDINGS
MANGANESE WORK A SPECIALTY
Sales Office 30 Church St.
Also at all works

f

New York

^jminiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiMiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiimiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiHiiiiMiiiiMiiuiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiittiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiit'
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I
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CO., Afinneapo/is, Minn. I

1328 Broadway

New

painapo Ajax Corporation

5UPERIOR.WISCONS1N
LOS ANGELES. C.\L
NIAGARA FALLS. ONT,

1

WESTERN
TIES

BELL LUMBER & POLE

HtLLBtRN, NEW YORK
NIAGARA FAILS. NY.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

|
s
=
E
=
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-BELL—

RAMAP O-AJAX- ELLIOT

I
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NORTHERN

Write for
Cataloaue
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Car Heating and Ventilating
3
no longer operating problems.
We can ihow you
S
S —
how
take care
both with one equipment.
The Peter
Smith Forced
Hot Air Heater
^
S log and TentUating
40%
60%
any
Write
^
H The Peter Smith Heater Company

St.

regulators
ventilators
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TTV

TTTT
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T

UNAi Welding & Bonding Co

Ventilation

Co.
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RAIL JOINTS

to

& Kilbum

1800 Lehigh Ave., PhUadelphla, Pa.
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Hale

Better Quality Seats

For Cars and Buses

|

i

I
I
I

Send for

Bulletiti

No. 2 describing

MASTER LIVE LINE TOOLS
Master Pliers, the powerful, unbreakable pliers, cost
no more than ordinary types. Send for literature.

MASTER PLIER CORPORATION
7330 Harrison

Street

Forest Park, Illinois
itiiiiiiii
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Gets Every Fare

I

PEREY TURNSTILES

STUCKl

I

I

SIDE

i

or
Cm

PASSIMETERS

them

In

ronr Prepayment
Street Care

Areu «Dd

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park Avenoe,

Mew

'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiii

Inc.

i
|
=
|

¥or1[ City
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BEARINGS I
A.

STUCKl CO.

Oliver BId(.
Pitteburfh, Pa.
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is one of a series of McGravi-htll advertisements directed originally
advertising men in an effort to make industrial advertising more profitable to buyer and seller.
It is printed in these pages as an indication
to readers that McGravs-Hill publishing standards mean advertising
effectiveness as viell as editorial virility.

This

to

More and more

advertisers

are asking this question daily
THIS

viewpoint

the

typifies

trend

from old "space-buying" methods
careful,

behind-the-scenes

of advertising
is

who

investigation

mediums ...

welcomed by

to

a trend that

those business publishers

are insistent

upon

a virile, coura-

geous editorial service to their readers.

This question,

"What

circulation figures?"

McGraw-Hill

is

lies

behind your

easily

answered by

readers. Advertising

have been given a definite answer

query

in the

form of

men

to this

a series of advertise-

ments published during 1928,

which

in

described real editorial service,

its

is

objec-

From

a talk delivered before business publishers by Mr. Harold
W. Cook, N. W. Ayer
Son.

tives

and

results.

&

Our

advertising agent

McGraw-Hill

dug deeply

into

editorial records to help

other advertising agents and their industrial clients

answer

this question.

— The publishers

V4

Reprints of these advertisements will be sent
upon request to
industrial advertisers, industrial salesmen,
advertising agents,
bankers and collegiate schools of marketing
and advertising
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Setter

Transportation Better
PERHAPS
tor

the most important step in 'selling better transportation better'

the developing and maintaining of a friendly public," says the edi-

is

of the

Many

Electric

issue.

faaors enter into the development of friendly public relations, and

not the

least

of these

Company
Union Metal

Railway
tive

Railway Journal in a recent

These poles, used

is

is

the problem of poles. In Cleveland, the Cleveland

building

good

will through the installation

of attrac-

more obvious means.
company and the city, have

Fluted Steel Poles as well as by
jointly

by the railway

reduced the number of poles along the curb-line and have substituted an

ornamental pole for the old ungainly type.

The

result here, as everywhere, has

the railway

company

— and

been that good

will has accrued to

Not

only the adjoining

to the city itself

property owners but also the general public has been pleased. In addi-

over a period of years, this investment will more than pay for itself
due to the durability and negligible upkeep expense of Union Metal poles.
tion,

The Union Metal Manufacturing Co.
General
Branches

Offices

— New

Pittsburgh, St.

and Factory, Canton, Ohio

Union Metal Design No. 4271 with
General Electrtc-Form 23-B lantern
as used in Cleveland, Ohio. Over-all
height,

24 feet.

York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Louis, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Jacksonville.

UNION
METAL
AND TRANSMISSION POLES

DISTRIBUTION

IM

M:

jtfiml^'

consolidation of the Cincinnati
THE
Car Company and the Versare

Corporation carries with it a vital
message to the Transportation Industry. The purpose for the unification
of these two leaders serving the transportation field is the bringing together under one management the
manufacturing resources, the engineering experience and the products
of both companies, that one organization may serve the entire transportation industry.
In the newly formed company will
be found experts in all phases of the
transportation field, working in har-

mony towards

the

common

goal of
building complete transportation
systems.

Thus, the

new company, manufac-

turing electric railway cars, electric
coaches and gas-electric coaches, has
created for itself a place unique in
transportation history. The signifi-

cance of this merger will be apparent
to those executives who must build
transportation systems out of disassociated units. With us there are no

whether coach or trolleys
or electric coach, our only aim is to
favorites;

furnish the vehicles best suited to the
creation of sound, paying, modern
transportation systems.

On

the following pages are illustrated a few of the products of this

new company.

^ersare
v..

Transportation Units have
proved their superior features by hundreds of thousands of miles of successful operation.

Illustrated is one of
twelve coaches recently ordered by the

Surface Transportation Corporation
of

New

York,

c

incinnati Cars are built today for tomorrow's need. A reorder was recently

placed for cars identical with those we
built six years ago I Below is illustrated
one of the latest Cincinnati Cars.

the transportation sysINtem
of every locality there

a place where one, or two,
or all of our products are
needed.
is

Our executive and

engi-

neering staffs are at your
disposal.

We will welcome

the opportunity to survey
communities and lay out
plans for complete, balanced,
revenue paying transportation systems. Recommendations will be based on
sound business principles,
rather than on one kind of

transportation unit as
against another.
THE CINCINNATI CAR CORPORATION
General Offices and Factory

Winton

Place, Cincinnati, Ohio
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BETTER RIMS
Make

Better Wheels
Features of Goodyear Type **K" Rims

win

BECAUSE
'

omy and

of their efficiency, econ-

practical features, bus

Truck and bus operators
rims because they
weight

TYPE "K" RIMS

sections,

standard equip-

the

run the trucks and buses

and truck manufacturers are coming
more and miore to specify GOODYEAR
as

and

Builders, Fleet Owners,

Men who

Type "K"

make any wheel

de-

rim with only half the
handle. Built simply in two

mountable
to

like

at the

one

split

and one

endless, the

taken apart as easily as "pushing a

ment.

rim

owners praise them because they
light
meet with every requirement

button." Reassembling

Write today to Akron, Ohio, or Los

weight yet powerful, easy to

install, in-

Angeles, California, for detailed infor-

make changing

from solid or cushion tires to pneumatics

mation. If you are a mianufacturer,
Goodyear offers you the fullest co-oper-

a simple matter.

ation of

Fleet

—

expensive to replace and

I^#ffi
Type "K" Truck

is

its

engineering

CDiiyrighl 1929, by

is

just as easy.

staff.

The Ooodycar Tire

&

Rubber

Co.. Inc.

& Bus Rim Equipment
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid
Manganese Steel, Manganese Insert Construction, Chrome Nickel
Steel Insert Construction

and Built-up Construction

and weights

of all heights

of rail

The Lorain Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sates Offices:

Atlanta

Cleveland

Chicago

New York

Dallas

2HiHiiiiiiii(tiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitii]iiiiiiMiiiiiiitiii]iiiiniiiiiiirMiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiniiiii*-

Less than

a cent a gallon!

Railway and Utility Supplies

I

.'^OR less than one cent a gallon you can
an Oakite solution that will
prove the best thing you ever tried for
washing the rattan seats, sashes, woodwork,
handholds and windows of cars and busses.
Oakite cleans speedily and thoroughly, and
is safe for all car cleaning.

I

Many

I
I

—

I
I

I
I

Forgings
Special

Machinery

and Patterns

Los Angeles

uiiiiiriiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimimimiiiitiHL

COLUMBIA
Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Pacific Coast Representatives: U. S. Steel Products Co.. San Francisco. Seattle. Portland.
Export Representatives: United States Steel Products Co.. New York

I

X^ make up

I

traction companies also use Oakite
cleaning materials and methods in their

I

maintenance

Machine and Sheet

I

Service

Metal Work

I

departments.
The Oakite
near you can give you complete details
send for him. No obliga-

I

tion.

Armature and

I

Field Coils.

I

Oakite Service Men, cleaning epeciaiista. are located in
the leading industrial centers of the U. S. and Canada

I
I

The Columbia Machine Works
263 Chestnut

St.,

md

U.

I.

C«.

corner Atlantic At*.,

Brooklyn,

New York

I

I
HiHiiHiiiiMiiimiiimiiimiiimimtiiiiiHiiii

iimi

niiimiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

%

Man

—

Manufactured only by
INC., 28B Thames St.,

OAKITE PRODUCTS,

NEWYORK, N.Y.

OAKITE

IndkistriaiaeaningMaieriahmiMethods

<iiiiiiniiiiiniiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiniii)iiiiniiniiiiiiiriiitiii[iii(iiiiiiitiiiriiniiuiiiiiiiiriitiMtiiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiirinriiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiir
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT NEW—
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

(®,

UNDISPI^yBD-RATEFrnWOBD:
WanUd,

/ojittmu

i cents i word: mlnUnum
,„,ert.on. p.y-bl. 1„ .dv.„«.

c«„, .„

:

INFORMATION-,

/-Mi/WM

ro,-..!
8 cents i word,

and

all

oUifr

claMlfloatlons.

minimum charge J2 09

M

ProiKiMl, i»
rreiioi^,,
4« conta
eont! a line .n limrtlon.
li««-.l™.'

POSITIONS

'

/j„ Amnicru

m

•'

^

adveriuina ituh Is measured vertlcaUy (mi
ono column. 3 columns— 3 Inclie.—to a pace.

,lr,

"We

master

New

A change in an owner*
requirements has put

are

Interested In purchasio? a
of 500 kw.. 60 cycle rotary
converters,
or
larger,
those
with
33.000 volt transformers preferred.
Give full name plate data, greneral
condition and prices both with and

mechanic.

without

York.

transformers

in

first

transportation, broad
experience, clean successful record covering every phase of transportation, seeks
connection with future.
Best of references.
PW-156,
Electric
Railway
Journal, 1600 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

Several Slightly

Model

letter.

Will consider 300 kw. machines
larger are available."

SUPERINTENDENT

if

no

W-155. Electric Railway Journal.
7 So. Dearlmrn St., Chicago, ni
'•III
SMMIIIItlllllllllMIIIIIIIIIM

IIIIIIIMIIItdllttllMIIIIIMII

Illllllilltll

54,

1928

|

I

i

White Parlor Car

lillli

Double Truck Snow Plow

TO HELP YOU
Men

t. W. GERKE
303 Fifth Ave., New York

I

our Used Bus Department

in
City,

|
i

Busses

Fully Equipped
Priced to Move Quickly
Also Johnson Type D Pare Boxes
Write or Wire

"Searchlight" Advertising

I

Used

6-cyIinder, 28-passenger

IfllllllMllltllllllltii

Locate Competent

I

number

The best of references, long experience,
PW-157, Electric Railway Journal, Tenth
St.,

!"

IIIIMIIMIIMIItllllHMIIII

York.

as

HATH l-f^MNCH-

i'iclie»
Sl.r.O >n lii.'li
'"*'•3° «" i-"
^^^ .^^_.l^
^ j^,
^ „ J ^^.^^^
Kales tor laiger «!«&•». orjearlyrates. ojiroqiiest.

A MARKET FOR YOUR
Rotary Converters

a large Eastern system.
Can furnish
best of references.
PW-158, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th St.,

Ave. at 36th

'"

'

2

WANTED

at present employed in related
industr.v,
desires
to return
to transportation field.
Tears of experience in
construction, operation and auditing on

POSITION wanted

DISrUAYKI.

«„ .^

nr

;,nv

i,r

,,,<»„

AUDITOR,

New

rar«

In

"'Jounr'ir'w'ord" .d'mti.Tn' jLptayeS^dr
Jet. a is.
,
,..„„
/>iM<jun(
or 10% If one payment is made
advance for lour consecutive Insertlma tf
undnplayed ads Inot JncludlnK proposals),

|

N. Y.

.IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIi

tfllillHIMIIIIIII

Write for

"Opportunity" Advertising:
Think

'*

SEARCHLIGHT"

THE WHITE
2520

First!
0100

S.

Wabash

is

a good habit,

'lltlllllllliriillMII

BUT

Why Save Things You'll Never Use?
WHY

let Mother Nature grow grass between the wheels of replaced cars? Why
pile up rails, shop equipment, power plant

can

tell

these others

what you have.

And

they

will buy.

NOW?

"Searchlight" advertiser wrote, "We can cheerrecommend the Searchlight Section as a
wonderful medium for reaching buyers of rails and
equipment." Another "The strongest proof that
your 'Searchlight' finds its way to many readers is
shown by the numerous letters we have received in
answer to our recent ad."

6000 other electric railway men will see your advertisements of used or surplus equipment and materials here
in the Searchlight Section of their
business paper.

Let us tell you the cost of advertising your used or
surplus equipment and materials in the Searchlight
Section. Just address a list of what you have to dispose of to the

equipment, line equipment, car appliances, road
building material, etc., etc., you will never use again ?

TODAY

you can turn them over

Tomorrow

they will be

—JUNK.

at a fair price.
Is

it

not the

better part of good horse-sense to dispose of

them

—

—

of these men
officials or executives of other
other parts of the country and operating
under different conditions can use what you no
longer need.
For an insignificant investment you

Some

lines

in

—

One

fully

—

Searchlight Department

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
Tenth Ave.

at 36th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

I

CO.

Ave., Chicago,

I

lllllllllltlllllllltlllllllllllllltlllMIIIIMIMMIMiltC

Saving

full particulars

III.

|
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it

with

accurals, but Electric Railicay Journal assuDiea no responsibility for errors or omissions.

Brake Adjusters
American Steel Foundries

AflrertUInff. Streeet Car

Barron G.

Collier. Inc..

Brill Co..

Air Brakes
General Electric Co.

The

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works
Standard Steel Works

J. G.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Anchors* Guy
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brake Shoes
American Brake Shoe
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck Co.

The

Brill Co..

&

&

Castings, Malleable

Brass

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck ;^^.
Columbia Machine Works

Timken Roller Bearing

G.

J.

Antomatic Regulators, Voltage, Current & Synchronizing

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Antomatic Return Switch

Co.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Brake Testers
Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Stands

Columbia Machine Works

Raniapu Ajax Corp.

General Electric Co.
National Bi>ake Co.

\utomattc Safety Switch
Stands
Corp.

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.

Morganite Brush
Westinghouse E.

Car Co.

Illinois Steel Co.

Westinghouse E.

& H.

Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Badges and Buttons
Service Supplies Co.
International Reg. Co.. The
Elec.

Batteries.

Co., Inc.

& M.

Brushes, Graphite

Batterie«, Storage
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Co..

A.

Bearings, Boiler
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Thrust
Roller Bearing Co.
and Buzzers
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Bells and Gongs
Bearings,

Timken

Bells

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Benders, Rail

Railway Track work Co.
Bodies, Bus

General Electric Co.
General Motors Truck Co.

Brill Co.

The

G.

J.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bolts and Nuts. Track
Illinois

Steel Co.

Bond Testers
American Steel

Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Cables (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes. Tellow and
Black Varnish
General Electric Co.

ft

Railway Trackwork Co

Una Welding & Bondhv
ft

Co.

Wtro Co.

Elec. Service Suppltea Co.
General Electric Co.

Circuit Breakers

Car Lighting Fixtures
Elec.

Service Supplies Co.

Car Panel Snfety Switches
Ctonsolidated Car Htg. Co.

& M.

Westingnoufse E.

Co.

Car Steps, Safety
Cincinnati Car Co.

Cars,

St

M. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars. Gas-Electric

Brill

Co..

The

American Steel Foundries
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cowl Ventilators
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Cranes, Hoists ft Lifts
Electric Service Supplies Co

Cleaners
Oakite Products. Inc.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See
also
Snow-Plows.

The

Arms (See Brackets)

Banding and Winding
Machines

Colurybia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Armature and Fteld
Columbia Machine Works

Coils,

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Coke and Kicking

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Clevblsiid Fare Box Co.

Box

Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Slotters

Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Elec.

Commutators or Parts
Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

M. Co.

J.

Compressors. Air
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

American Car Co.

Kuhlman Car Co.. G.
Twin Coach Corp.
Wason Mfg. Co.

C.

Cars. Self-Propelled
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Castings. Brass Composition
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
or Copper
Brackets and Cross Arms
Cincinnati Car Co.
See
alsQ
Poles,
Ties.
Columbia Machine Works

Switches

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.
Jr.

Co.

ft

Connectors, Trailer Car

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Wm.

Wharton.

Jr. ft

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E.

ft

M. Co.

Posts, etc.)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Castings, Gray Iron

and

Steel

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp,
American S.teel Foundries

Railway Trackwork Co.
Wires and Cables
American Steel ft Wire Co
John A. Roebling's Sons Co

Electrical

Carbon
Railway Trackwork Co.
ft Bonding Co.

Electrodes,

Una Welding
Electrodes,

Steel

Railway Trackwork Co.
ft Bonding Co.

Una Welding

Engineers, ConsuTtIng, Contracting and Operating
Beeler. John A.
Bibbins, Roland J.
Buchanan ft Layng Corp.
Faile ft Co.. E. H.
Ford, Bacon ft Davit

Hemphill ft Wells
Hoist. Engelhardt W.

"

.A|

Jackson. Walter
Kelker ft DeLeuw
McClellan ft Junkersfeld
Richey. Albert S.
Sanderson ft Porter
Stevens ft Wood
Stone ft Webster Co.
White Eng. Corp.. The J.

O

Engines, Gas, Oil or Steam
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Nafl Rlwy. Appliance Co.
Percy Mfg. Co.
Fare Registers

Crossings, Track
Special Work)

Fences,
Posts

Co.

Woven Wire A Fence

American

(See Track

Steel

ft

Wire Co.

Fenders and Wheel Guards
Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works

Brill

Crossings, Trolley
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
ft

Fibre and

Fibre Tubing

Westinghouse E.
Field Coils

M. Co.

ft

(See Colls)

Floodlights
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Cutting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Una Welding & Bonding

Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Forgings

American Steel Foundries
Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill

Dealer's Machinery

ft

Second

Standard Steel Works Co.

Hand Kqnipment
W.

Gorko, G.
Illinois

Terminal of Spring

field

White

Co..

Dernlling

The

ft

Crossings. Tee Ball
Steel Co.

Bethlehem

Ramapo Ajax

Devices

(See

also

Track Work)

Wm.

Frogs,

Columbia Machine Works
Supplies

Corp.

Wharton.

Track

Jr.

(See

ft

Co.

Track

Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Service

Frogs

Lorain Steel Co.

Co.

Frogs. Trolley
Electric Service Supplies po.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Furnaces, Electric

American Brown Boveri
Detective Service
Wish-Service. P.

Edward

Co..

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati

Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
National Pneumatic Co.

Doors, Folding Testibule
National Pneumatic Co.
Doors ft Door Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Controllers or Parts

General Electric Co.

Electric Grinders

Electric Service Supplies Co.

Track
American Steel

Drills,

ft Wire Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.

(

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Electric Service Supplies Co
Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.

Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings,

Brill

Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

ft

Door Operating Devices

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Kxpress, etc.
Brill Co..

Co.

ft

Destination Signs

M. Co.

ft

Condensers
General Electric Co.

G.

Cars, Passenger, Frelfht,

Jr.

Wni. Wharton.

Curtains

Coin Changers

John:y)a Fare

Corp.

Crossings, Fross

Elec.

J. G.
ft

Works

Columbia Machine

Fare Boxes

Kamapo Ajax

9

Coil

Colls,

Crossings

Wni. Wharton.

J.

Columbia Machine Works

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Differential Steel Car Co.

The

Service Supplies Co.

Couplers Car

Clamps and Connectors for
Wire« and Cables
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Commutator

Dump

Brill Co..

Elec.

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Juhnsou Fare Box Co.

Wire Co. Cars, Gas, Rail

Service Supplies Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
International Reg. Co., The

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes. Carbon)

Westinghouse E.

Electric Service dupplies Co.

Bonds, Rail
American Steel

and Manganese
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.

General Electric Co.

Bonding Apparatna
American Steel & Wire Co.
Elec.

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Bolts, Case

Trayj*

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Bushings. Case Hardened

Bearings, Center and Roller
Side
Cincinnati Car Co.

American Steel ft Wire Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec, Service .Supplies Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co.,

Bearings and Rearing Metals
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Change

Register

international Reg. Co.. The
Roebling's Sons Co.. John A,

Sweepers and Brooms)

Buses

Bus TJghtIng

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Copper
Wire
Instruments.
Measuring,
Testing
and
Recording
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Cross

Bearings. Anti-Friction
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Brill Co..

Cleveland Fare Bov Co.
Electric Sei*vice Supplies Co.

Bru^hholders

Twin Coach Corp.
Ruses. Motor

Dry

Nichols-Lin tern Co.

Stucki

Co.

Morganite Brush Co.. Inc.

Babbitting Devices

Change Carriers

Westinghouse E.

Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley,

American Brown Boveri

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

AzIeB

Ears
General

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Converters, Rotary
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Drum Truing Lathes

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Dryers. Sand
Electric Service Supplies Co
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Nafl Rlwy. Appliance Co.

Electric Co.

Fuses and Fuse Boxes

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Htg. Co,
General Electric Co.
ft M. Co.

Westinghouse E.

Gas Electric Drive for Buses
(jeneral

Nat'l

Electric Co.

Rlwy. Appliance Co.

Gas Producers
Westinghouse E.

ft

M. Co.

Gates, Car
Brill Co. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Gear Blanks
Brill Co..

The

J.

G.

Standard Steel Works Co.
Gear Cases

Columbia Machine Worka
Electric Service Supplies Co.
ft M. Co.

Westinghouse E.

(Continued on page 42)
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i

Johnson

i

Electric

Fare

Boxes
and overhead

isiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii^

make

registers

^^

4'-

I

:

possible

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased \l to 5% and the efficiency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.
the

Johnson Fare Box Co.
4619 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago,
'iiHiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiim

III.

I

iiiiiiMiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuir

I

€
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s
i

B. A.
r. T.

HEGEMAN,
SARGENT.

Jr.

H.

President

SecreHry

A HEGEMAN. Pint Vlce-Prei. ind Treil.
J. M. PBATT. Tlce-Prei. In charge of lales

National Railway Appliance Co.
Graybar

BoildiiiK,

42* Lexincton Ave., New York

BBANCH OFFICES
100 Boylston St., Boston. MaB«.
Munsey BldK.. Washington. D. C.
Hereman-Castle Corporation, Hallway Exchange BuUdlQg. Chicago. 111.
F. F. Bodler, 903 Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco. Call*.
Lister-Reese Inc., 401 S. Brand Blvd.. Glendale. CalH.

\t^

i

was -to have the guests
marr they called it.

S
5
E
=
=
s
E
E
E
E
=
=
E

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Houdaille Shock Absorber.
Tool steel Gears and Pinions
Anglo-American VarnlBh Co.,
Varnishes. Enamels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Genesco Paint Oils
Dunham Hopper Door Devics
Garland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Fighters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co..
Springs
Bell Register Fare Boxes

Fraser Gas Electric Drive
Flaxllnum Insulation
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Saving and Inspection
Meters
National Safety Devices ComBlowers.
Whistle
pany's
Gong Ringers and Brake

MARR

Hangers
Godward Gas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing Machine
Tru-Drum Lathe

An

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiriiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiriniiiMiniiniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiriiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiui
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International

old Turkish custom

beat up the bridegroom

|

Whether
is

it

was

to acclimate

him

to

married

life

not stated.

While we think this formality a little strenuous,
we are firm believers in doing something to

still

Registers
Made

|

|

For instance when an operator replaces some

|

misapplied carbon brushes with Morganites,

IS South

Throop

circle the date

on

calendar with, red pencil.

his

|
|

This

operation.

Counters,

|

abolished the petty brush annoyances which marr

conduc-

|

fittings,

tors'

The International

we

I

For hand or foot,
mechanical or electric
car

I
1

men's minds.

and

single

ice.

Double Register
Type R-11

register important events in

double types to meet
requirements of serv-

in

punches.

I

Register Co.

|

Street, Chicago, IllinoU

|

to

red-letter

indicate a

his peace of

day on which he

mind.

fiiMiimumimiMiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimirii^
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels
Kalamazoo Trolley
and Harps has been

The value
Wheels

of

|

product that we merit the large
patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no

1

appreciate your inquiries.

premium

for

quality

we

Main

Office

and Factory

3302-3320 Anable Ave., Long Island

demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
Being
period of thirty years.
exclusive manufacturers, with
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our

s
=
=
1

I
I

|

City,

N. Y.

DISTRICT ENGINEERS AND AGENTS
Pitttburgh, Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 909 Penn Ave.
Cleveland, Electrical Engineering Sc Mfg. Co.. 320 Union Building.
Baltimore, O. T. HaU, Sales Engineer. 432 North Calvert St.
Revere, Matt., J. F. Drummey, 75 Pleasant Street.

Lot Artgelei,

Electrical Engineering Sales Co., 502 Delta Bldg.

San Francisco, Electrical Engineering Sales Co., 222 Underwood Bldg.
Toronto, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 133 Eastern
Ave.

will

Montreal, Can., Railway
Antoine St.
Winnipeg, Can., Railway

&

Power Engineering Corp.,

Ss

Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., P. O.

Ltd.,

898

St.

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO,

MICH., U.

S.

Box

325.

=
=
E
E
S
S
S
S
=
S
3
—
~
=
S

A.
I
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Gears

ftnd

Lamp Guards and

Pinions

Beniis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Worlds
Electric Service SuopSles Cc.
ueneral Electiie* Co.
Mat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Generators

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Westing-house E, & M. Co.
Girder Ralls

Gonffs (See Bells and Goncs)

&

Metal

Grinding Supplies

& Thermit

Corp.

Grinders, Portable

Railway Trackwork Co.
Portable

Grinders,

Bleetrio
Trackwork Co.

Railway

Grinding Bricks and Wheels

Railway Trackwork Co.

Gaard Rail Clamps
Lorain

Steel

Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Lamps. Arc

Si Incandescent
(See niso Headlights)
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Corp.

Reinforcement, Conerete

Paving Material
American Brake Shoe
Found. Corp.

American Steel & Wire Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.

&

Carnegie Steel Co.

Pickup, Trolley Wire
Co.

Supplies

Service

Elec.

Pinion Pullers

Service Supplies
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Co.

Boards

I.«tter

Lighting Fixtures, Interior
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Line Material (See also
Brackets. Insulators,
Wires, etc.)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elee. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (5o.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Pinions (See Gears)

Wm.

Wharton,

Guards,

Jr.

&

ft

Co.

Trolley

Elee. Service Supplies Co.

Locking Spring Boxes
Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co.
Locomotives. Diesel Electric
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
Star Brass Works

Headlights
Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Headlining

Columbia Machine Works
Beaters, Car (Eleetrle)
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Locomotives, Electric
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Water
Smith Heater

Lubricants, Oils and Greases
Universal Lubricating Co.

Lubricating Engineers
Universal Lubricating Co.

Manganese

Ramapo AJax

Corp.

Wharton.

&

Jr..

Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Pliers,

Elec.

Rubber Insulated
Service Supplies Co.

Manganese Steel Castings
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Co.,

Helmets, Welding

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Hoists

«

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Lifts

Columbia Machine Works

Manganese Steel Switches
Frogs and Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Ties,

Posts,

ft

Bell Lumber & Pole Co.
Intern. Creos. & Const. Co.
Prettyman & Sons, J. F.

American

Steel

Wm. Wharton.

Corp.

&

Jr.

Co.

Mirrors, Inside ft Outside
Cincinnati Car Co.

Ties,

Treated
Pole Co.

Bell Lumber &
Intern. Creos. & Const.

Insulating Cloth, Paper and

Tape

General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Calleuder Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Motor Buses, (See Buses)
Motor ft Generator Sets
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Slotors, Generators
trols for Electric

Moforman's Seats
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Nuts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Omnibuses

Jacks (See also Cranes,
Hoists and Lifts)

Oxy-Acetylcne
Apparatus)

r.!ec.

Service

Supplies

Co.

Joints, Rail

(See Rail Joints)

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

and ConBuses

General Electric Co.

(See Buses)

Q.

J.

Track (See Cleanand Scrapers Track)

Scrapers,
ers

Cutting

Packing
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Paints and Varnishes
(Insulating
Elec. Service Supplies Co

Paints

Varnishes, Railway
Naiioiial Ry. Apnii.Tii.'e Co.
ft

The

G.

J.

Seats,

Bus

Brill

Co..

The

Sprinklers, Track and
Brill Co..

The

Road

G.

J.

Roller Bearing Co.

Open Hearth
American Sleel Foundries
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Steel,

and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries
American Steel & Wire Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

The

O.

J.

M.

(3o.

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Storage Batteries (See Batteries, Storage)

W.

Gerke. G.

Strain Insulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (5o.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Terminal of

Co..

Brill Co..

Regulators

The

The

J.

Strand

American Steel

G.

(See Grirders)

J,

A.

The

J.

G.

J.

G.

(See Cars,
rnssenger. Freight,

10.vpress)

Shovels,

Structural Steel

The

and Fastenings
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Braces

Wire Co.

Street Cars

Power
Co.. The

Brill Co.,

&

Roebling's Sons Co.,

(jo.

Shovels

Brill

International Reg. Co..

American Brown Boveri
Side Bearings (See Bearings
Center and Side)
Signals,

Car Starting
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
sei'viee Supplies (3o
National Pneumatic Co.

Electric Corp.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and

Brooms)

Klee.

Rail Joints

Signals, Indicating
Nichols-l.intern Co.

Rail Joints. Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Systems, Block
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nachod and United States

Thermit Corp.

Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Corp
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Rails, Steel
Illinois Steel Co.

Slack Adjusters
Adjusters)

Rattan

Sleet Wheels and Cutters
Cincinnati Car Co.

J.

G.

Service

Hale-Kilburn

Supplies

Co

Co.

Columbia
Elec.
Elec.

Works

Machine

Ry. Eqiiipnient Co.
Service Supplies Co.

Snow Plows

Electric Co.

National Ry. Appliance Co.
Registers and Fittings

The

J.

G

Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies
International Reg. Co

Snow-PIons, Sweepers and

Brooms

The

Switches. Track
Special Work

(See Traek

Tampers. Tie
Hallway Trackwork Co.
Tapes and Cloths (See InsnInting Cloth, Paper and
Tape)
Tee Rail Special Track
Lorain Steel Co.

Work

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Co.

Brill

Thi

Columbia Machine

Co.,

Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. (^o.
Elec. Service Supplies Co,
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Power
American Brown Boveri

American Brown Boveri
Electric' Corp.
General Electric Co.

Brake Switches. Tee Rail

(See

Smokestacks, Car

Mercury Arc

and Fixture*

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Electric Signal Co.

Signal Systems, Higliway
Crossing
Nachod and United States
Electric Signal Co.

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htg Co
V\ islinghouse E.
& M. Co.

The

Switcii Stands

Switches

Signal

Rail Welding

Co..

Cincinnati Car Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Westinghouse E. &

G.

J.

Hale-Kilburn Co.

Cincinnati Car

Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Brill

Truck
American Steel Foundries
American Steel & Wire Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co. The J. G.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Shades, Vestibule

General

Reetlflers

Springs, Car and

Brill Co.,

Hale-Kilburn Co.

White

Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Co.

Ijlec.

Springs
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Steps, Car

Springiield

Cummings Car & Coach Co
(See

Clamps

Steel

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Co.,

Co.

Steel, Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries

Sash, Metal Car Window
Hale-Kllburn Co.

Illinois

Power Saving Devices

Brill

& M.

Splicing Sleeves (See

Second Hand Equipment

Rail Joint Co.

Insulators (See also Line
Materials)
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Columbia Machine Works

The

Co..

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Okonite Co.

&

Compounds

Westinghouse E.

Sash Fixtures, Car

Seats, Car (See also Rattan)

Illinois Steel Co.

Motors, Electric
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Splicing

J.

Potlieads

Metal
Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Okonite Co.
OkoniteCallender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Brill Co..

Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Rail Grinders

Co.

Steel Co.

Standard Steel Works

The

Insulated
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Poles, Tubular Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Pressure,

Cto.

Co.

Poles, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies

Rail

& Wire Co

General Electric Co.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

M. Co.

ft

Screw Drivers, Rubber

and

Poles

&

& Wire

American Steel
Illinois

Timken

Piling

Punches, Ticket
Instruments, Measuring,
Testing and Recording

Westinghouse E.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Okonite-Callender Cable Co.,

Manganese, Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Hose, Pneumatic

Rheostats
General Electric Co.

Brill

Poles, Metal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Union Metal MIg. Co.

Inc.

Peter

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers
Trolley)

Brill Co.,

Pole Line Hardware

Trackwork
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr.

and Connectors)

Resistance, Wire and Tube
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Sanders, Track

Portable Grinders
Co.

Beaters, Car Stove

Smith Heater

Cincinnati Car Co.
Service Supplies Co.

General Electi'ic Co.

Planers (See Slachine Tools)

G. Brill Co.

Elec.

and Iron
Resistance
American Steel Foundries
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works

J.

Soldering and Krttclng
Apparatus (See Welding
Processes Hnd Apparatus)

Spikes

American Steel Foundries

Guard Rails

Steel

Hot Air and
Co., Peter

Co.

Seating Materials

Wm.
Heaters. Car,

& M.

Car

Iteplacers,

Wood

Snow Sweeper, Rattan

Special

Westinghouse E.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Lumber

Columbia Machine Works

Co

Pins, Case

Poles,

Barps, Trolley

Supplies
(See also

Colls)

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Gnard Rails, Tee Rail
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Service

Work

Repair

Pins, Case Hardened,

Cincinnati Car Co.

Banding and
Winding Sfachines)

also Coil

Service Supplies Co.

Elec.
Elec.

Repair Shop Appliances (Sei
Elec.

Lamps, Signal and Marker

Lanterns, Classlflcation
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Uelhlehem Steel Co.
Loi-ain Steel Co.

Grinders

Fixtures
Service Supplies Co.
& M. Co.

Elec.

Westinghouse E.

January 26, 1929
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Works

(Continued on page 14)
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Spring Post Busblng.

:

Spring Posts
Bolster and Transom
Charing Plates

=

Manganese Brake Head)
Manganese Truck Parti

=

Forgin^B
Bronze Bearings
McArthur Turnbuckles
Trolley Pins

Center Beartnss
Side Bearings

nil

iiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiniiiuiiiuiiiiiiii

WHARTON

I

=

mil

lilt

i

Boyerized Parts:
Brake Pins
Brake Hangers
Brake Lereri
Pedestal Glba
Brake Fulcrumi
Turnbucklei
Case Hardened BushinKi

43

:

I

=

1894

i
=

TRACKWORK

SPECIAL

:

I

1929

TisCO

Can be pnrchased throuKh the followlngi
representatiTes:
F F. Bodler,
903 Monadnock BIdg.. San Francisco.
W. F. McKenney,
J.

A.

=

Cal.

I

I
|

I

Manganese Steel in Trackwork, originated
by Wharton over thirty-four years ago, is

i

54 First Street, Portland, Oregon.
H. Denton.
1328 Broadway. New York City, N. Y.

W.

I

1
i

Arlln,

519 Delta BIdg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WM. WHARTON

Bemis Car Truck Company |
Springfield, Mass.

jrriiiiiiiniiiiniiniiinMniiniiiiiiMnMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimiiuiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiin

I

I

Catalog Sent on Request

I

i

I

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,

I
I
I

Bethlehem, Pa.

BETHLEHEM

Lubricating Results
Unaflfected by temperatare, the same grade of
Tulc Rotor Oil is used

I

Summer or Winter, in
heated or unheated sta-

1

tions.

1

ter

I

Tulc!

I

iiiiiiMiiiiriiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*:

BETTER

I

Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Pitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Frogs; Hard Center

I

I

CO., INC.

giiiiiiiiirniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiillitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiliiilililllill'iiiiriiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiMi

Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways
Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and
Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel Wheels and
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and
Pole Line Material.

i

&
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I
I

JR.

EASTON, PA.

|
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I

the metal par excellence for this purpose.

still

I
|

That means

lubrication.

LUBRICANT
UNIVERSAL
LUBRICATING

The

bet-

Try

COMPANY

1400 Schofield BIdg.
Cleveland, Ohio
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T^e Ideal Insulation for Cledric Railways

INSULATED WIRES
MANSON

OKONITE,

and

and GABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

POWER GABLES, SIGNAL GABLES
and GAR WIRIN G
THE OKONITE COMPANY
THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE

CO.. INC..
Factories:
Paesaic. N. J.
PaterBon, N. J.
Sales OitCM: New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Boston, Atlanta, Birmingham, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

Seattle,

Dallas.

Okon ite Quality,^ Stan dards

Unchanged for Half a Century
«>iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiniiniHiitriiirnniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiniiinniiiiriiiiiniiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiiiiiiHiiniii~
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Let us

tell

for

you of

iiii

mil
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The DIFFERENTIAL

FARE

BOXES
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BUSES

this

I

""*'

CAR

Standard on
60 Railways for

•fivmi

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

especially de-

Ash Disposal

signed box for this class of service.

Coal Hauling
Concrete Material!

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Snow

4900 Lexington Atc., CleTeland, O.
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box

Co.. Ltd.

Sorting Machines

iimiinnnmiimuinnnmiminirrininmiimmiiminimiiiiiiiiiiiMitMii

C^^Pe^ Tokens

iiiiminiiiiiiii

i

iiiiiin

i

Differential

i
=
1
I

Preston. Ontario

Cg^MQ And

Disposal

U0S Th€S6 Labor Savert

|

uiiiiiiiiiiiir

I

Crane Car

Clark Concrete Breaker
Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiii

CO., FindUy, O.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is talten to make it
accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

Paee
Brake Shoe & Foundry

American
Co
American
American
Corp
American
American
American
Anaconda

27
Brass Co., The
44
Brown Boveri Electric
17
Car Co
Third Cover

Back Cover & 23

Copper Mining Co.

44

General Motors Truck Co.
30, 31
Globe Ticket Co
5
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
37
.

.

.

.Insert 31-36

.

Cleveland Fare Box Co

43
24
38
43

Collier, Inc.. Barron G
Columbia Machine Works

Consolidated Car Heating Co

.

.

,

Differential Steel Car Co.,

"Help Wanted" Ads
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist, Englehardt

W

.

.

.

27
7
19

Com43
43

Percy Mfg.
Positions

Co.,

27

Ine

Wanted and Vacant.

Prettyman & Sons,

.

F

J.

&

E.

Co.,

H

26
25

Joint Co
Railway Track-work
Railway Utility Co
Ramapo Ajax Corp
Rail

26
41

—K—

Co

Richey, Albert
Roebling's Sons Co,, John

A.

.

—S—
Sanderson

Lorain Steel Co

38

&

Searchlight

Porter

Section

Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood, Inc
Stone & Webster
Slueki Co

27
26

Tliermostats
Consolidated Car Htr. Co.
Kailway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Ticket Choppers and
Destroyers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Track, Special

Transfers
Globe Ticket Co.

Pisk Tire Co., The
Goodyear Tire & Rub. Co.

Tokens
Johnson Pare Box Co.
i'oiigne Switches
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Trolley Buses
Co.. The J. G.
Twin Coach Corp.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

RIec. Service Supplies Co.

Master Plier Corp.
I"

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill

'

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiii

rr

Co..

The

J.

G.

Turntables

Brill

& MU-

Line

American Steel & Wire Co
Columbia Machine Works

"I"

•

Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Ct)rp.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co. Tubing, Steel
Timken Roller Bearing Co.
Treads, Safety Stair,
Car Step
Turbines, Steam
Cincinnati Car Co.
American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.
Tree Wire
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.

Tires

Track,
cellaneous

American Brass Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Co
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

American Brown Boveri

Co.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Pole*,
Ties. Posts, etc.)

Tools.

(See Wheels

Trolley Wire

Work

Transformers

Tie Plates
Illinois Steel

Trolley Wheels
Trolley)

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

&

Trolley Material, Overhead
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co
Westinehouse E. & M. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Turnstiles
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Percy Mfg. Co.. Ine,

Valves

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

rriiiitii
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26
39
27

/P

-

.

25 Broadway,

New

EQUIPMENT

6
41

Gearke. G.

26
36
27

White

Illinois

39
39

W

Terminal of

Springfield
Co,.
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from page 42

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Welded Rail Joints
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding St Bonding Co
Welders, Portable Electric
General Electric Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.

Una Welding & Bonding Co
Westinghouse E.

& M,

Co.

Welders, Rail Joint
General KJeciric Co,

Railway Trackwork Co.
Welding Processes and
.Apparatus

Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Uu.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E, & M, Co.
Welding, Steel

Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Welding Wire
American Steel & Wire Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Welding Wire and Rods
Railway Trackwork Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fender»
and Wheel Guards)
Wheel Presses (See Machine
Tools)

Wheels,

Car,

Steel

"»""<>

&

Steet

Tire

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Standard Steel Works
Wheels, Trolley

Columbia Machine Worki
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Star Brass Works

Wheels, Wrought Steel
Illinois Steel Co.

Whistles, Air

Westinghouse E. & M. Go,
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Window Guards

St Fittings
Cincinnati Car Co.

Wire Rope
American Steel & Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A,
Wires and Cables
American Brass Co.
American Steel & Wire C<v
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co

RAIL GRINDERS

an

AND

WELDERS

York* J| |

ACONDA TROLLEY WIREI
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiii

Page
39
39

iir
ig

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANy'^l
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY'«i
General Offices

.

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND SURPLUS
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A dvertising

Classified

Brill Co.,

Trolley Wheel Bashings
Star Brass Works

Columbia Machine Works
Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co.. The J. G.

.

Searchlight Section

Ventilators, Car

Bemis Car Truck Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Track Grinders
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwak Co.

Testinc, etc.)

Tickets

Trolley Pins

Structure

Instraments
(Sec
IiHtrnments, Measnrinr,

Testinir

.

BUSINESS OPP

Co,, Peter
Standard Steel Works Co

Master Plier Corp
McClellan & Junkersfeld

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Towers and Transmission

.30

Third Cover
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Second Cover
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. 4
Wharton. Jr. & Co.. Inc..
43
"What and Where to Buv."
40, 42, 44
White Eng. Corp., The J. G.
36
Wish Service. The P, Edw .... 26

27
44
27
27
26
37

I,

Railway Trackwork Co.

"Want" Ads
Wason Mfg. Corp

Classification

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY—Continued
Telephone A Telegraph Wire
American Steel & Wire Co.
John A. Roeblings Sons Co.

30
43

Universal Lubricating Co

—R—

M—
Faile

39
10

Smith Heater

Pisk Tire Co

Union Metal Mfg. Co

Wm

—J—

—

Una Welding & Bonding Co... 37

—W—
38

I

Kelker. DeLeuw & Co
26
Kuhlman Car Co
Third Cover

Electric Ry. Equipment Co
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co

.

15
41
37

— —
Tie Co
16
International Creosoting & Construction Co
18
International Register Co., The. 41
Steel

The.. 43

—E—

.

—V—

27
23

—O—
Oakite Products, Inc
Okonite-Callender
Cable
pany, Inc.. The
Okonite Co., The

27
39
26
26

Jackson, Walter
Johnson Fare Box Co

—D—

..

.

.

Hale-Kilburn Co

Illinois

Cincinnati Car Corp.

.

—H—

36
37
Bemis Car Truck Co
43
Bethlehem Steel Co
4M
Bibbins, J. Rowland
26
Brill Co.. The J. G
Third Cover
Buchanan & Layng Corp
2()

.

S. Signal Co.
National Brake Co.. Inc
National Pneumatic Co
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Nichols Lintern Co

.

.

—B—

Tiniken Roller Bearing Co.,
Front Cover
Twin Coach Corp, .Insert 11 to 14

41

Naohod and U.

General Electric Co.,

9

Beeler Organization
Bell Lumber & Pole Co

8

—N—

—G—

29

.

Metal & Thermit Corp
Morganite Brush Co

20
39

Steel & Wire Co....
Steel Foundries
.

Page

Page

Page
Ford, Bacon & Davis.
"For Sale" Ads

§

Railway Track- work Co., Philadelphia
88?
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A Plan That Makes Money
It is a well known fact that simplified manufacturing methods,
applied on a mass production basis, result in lower production costs with a consequent reduction in selling price. General uniformity of design in sectional and end construction

under the Brill "MASTER UNIT" plan means economic
advantages for operating companies. The chief advantage
is

lower

Brill

first cost.

MASTER UNIT

Cars include eight types to meet the

The illusvarious needs of electric railway transportation.
tration shows the double-end, eight-wheel car for city service.

The
11
^s^

J. G.

American Car Ca
ST L.OUIS

r^O.

rarifip Const

Brill

Company

i

Pi-iii-a.de:uf>mia.. Pa..

—

C.C.

Kuhlman Car
Co.
OHIO

CL.EVCUAMO.

Representative: Rialto

-^

Bldj^..

San FrancUco

•u

c»->^.^»..a'
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G-E LINE MATERIAL DELIVERS

THE POWER

On the
Boston, Revere Beach

and Lynn R.R.

The Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn Railroad,
familiarly known in New England as "The
Narrow Gauge", is now completely electrified.

Two

unusual

difficulties

were faced by the

trification engineers. First,

it

was

elec-

essential that

the line material withstand the corrosive action
of salt water. Second, the catenary suspension

passes under numerous bridges with low clearances,
track.
it is

many of which are at an angle to the
G-E line material was specified because

reliable, lasting,

and

easily adapted to

such

difficult installations.

You
on

will find this

monogram

line material all

over the

world. Let G-E line-mateexperts help you solve
your distribution problems.

General

Electric

prepared to supply line
material and apparatus for any electrification,
is

rial

regardless of

its

nature.
370-17

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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jraw-Hill Publishing
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Company.

Inc.
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in Step with the Times
X lie

-*^

-'-' companies, all must keep in
step with the trend of the times or

™>==

-^ '" «>ose that do

Consider, for instance, the electric
first form was the spur gear and
Then came the helical gear, affording a more
pinion.
desirable drive because of its inherent features of noise
reduction and longer life.
street

car

Its

dri'</e.

For the cars of tomorrow that are being specified and
built today, there is the W-N Drive, embodying the experience of the past, the requirements of the present, and
the demands of many years to come.
the most advanced form of street car
drive available to the railway industry today.

designed to

The

W-N

fulfill

Drive

is

Having a

self-contained double-reduction unit of helical
gears revolving on Timken roller bearings in a continuous
bath of oil, it provides higher ratios of speed reduction
than any previous drive. This, in turn, permits the use
of light-weight, high-speed, low-voltage motors with
rapid acceleration, greater flexibility, and efficiency.
With the
Drive, the motor is entirely spring-borne,
which means longer motpr life.

W-N

These important advantages, with many others, make the
W-N Drive the logical equipment to put new cars in step
with

modem

trends.

Have you a copy

Westinghouse Electric
Nuttall
Sales

the

DMF

of

&

Manufacturing Company

Works
Offices

United

5126, describing this drive?

Pittsburgh, Pa.
in

all

States

the

Principal

and

Foreign

Cities of
Countries

li)2it

^^^ ^^^ ^^
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189
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As the Noise of the
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New Morality in Business—Safety
Is

Traffic
in
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Operation —

at

Battle

Train

What Price?

Freight Business Offers Possibilities in Central States
By J. W. McCloy
By enlarging facilities, speeding up service and pooling interests,
McGRAW-HILL
PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Tenth Are.

36th

at

192
as

described by the author, the central railways have increased their
freight tonnage and at the same time decreased operating expenses.

INC.,

St.,
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York. N. Y.
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Regulation Must Be Related to Economic
By R. N. Van Doren

Law

197

important phases of public regulation are treated in this
analysis, including the purposes, responsibility and economic basis of
regulation, and the relation of Congress and the commissions.

-Several

285 Madi-

son Are.
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Concreted Track for

Publishers

The numerous advantages of the type
on the new City subway, using wooden

of track construction adopted
blocks set in concrete for the
rail support except under special work, are outlined in this article.
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World
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Electrical Merchandising
Engineering and Mining Journal
Cheinlcal and Metallurgical Engineering

Power
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Radio Retailing
Coal Age
Engineering News-Record
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American Machinist European Edition
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES:
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States and Its Possessions.
Mexico and other countries taking

of power sources and feeder sections increased to such
an extent that it was necessary, for economic reasons and for maintaining good service, to install a central system of power supervision.

—

domestic

Traffic Distribution
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Inc.
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PERFECT
THE

Detroit Edison Company,
in 1924, placed in operation
seven 1000-kw., 60-cycle, Westing-

house automatic synchronous converter substations to supply 600- volt
d-c. power to the Port Huron Division of the Detroit United Railways.

Under a systematic schedule

of inspection and routine maintenance
each substation has maintained its
original high efficiency.

A summary of operation for the first
months

of 1928 shows that of a
total of 13,699 machine operations
there were only 0.803 failures of
equipment for every 1000 operations
--or- -99. 92 percent perfect perfor-

six

<^r!!^

mance.
Wesringhouse

Electric

East Pittsburgh

& Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Sales Office! in All Principal Cilics uf
the United Statex and Foreijjn Countries

W^tinghouse
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Why Do

Over 450 Properties Use
These Improved O-B Hangers?
i'

The Lock Hanger

The Spring Lock Hanger

WHEN
head

nearly half of the oversuperintendents in the

electric

"#""'

minimized, and service
lengthened.

railway industry

life

greatly

The O-B Lock Hanger— a time-tried
improvement of many years

standardize on a product, there is a
definite reason. And, since the only
reason for standardization is greater

service

standing

—also provides a tight joint

ear.
The lock
feature eliminates the necessity for
"backing off" to obtain proper align-

between hanger and

and economy, it follows that the improved O-B Hangers
must have those characteristics
which make them serve better and
serviceability

ment, and does away with the destructive action that occurs when
the ear is loose on the stud thus
adding appreciably to the life of
hanger, ear and wire.

—

cost less.

The O-B Spring-Lock Hanger—
1928 improvement makes possible

—

a permanent, tight joint between the
hanger and the ear, yet permits perfect alignment of the ear with the
wire. The spring construction gives
the stud a "floating" action, which
cushions the shock and hammer
blow of the wheel as it passes the
ear.
Thus, wear on the ear and
crystallization of the trolley wire are

Both of these O-B Hangers have
proven by their records that they are sound
"Dollar and Sense Investments" and deserve
the consideration of every progressive overhead superintendent. Full information on
pages 7 and 8 of Supplement No. 2 to O-B
Catalog No. 20.

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Canadian Ohio Brass Co.. Limited
Niagara Falls. Canada

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS

rass Co»
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

V

ATLANTA
PITTSBURGH
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO

7~K

CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES

UNE MATERIALS
RAIL BONDS

CAR EQUIPMENT
MINING

MATERIALS

VALVES

=/
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BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORTATION

Greenfield
rehabilitation
profitable

Enreka Radial Rail Grinder

—

December 20th Electric Railway Journal commenting on the experience of the
Greenfield, Montague Transportation
Area:
The two towns
44 Turner's
Falls

of

Greenfield
the

in

and

township

of

Montague, paid the receiver of the Connecticut Valley Street Railway $62,000
for 8.7 miles of track with cars and repair
facilities.
*

*

*

*

The property taken over was
from the

status

habilitation

was

of junk.

not far

Extensive

necessary.

.

.

.

re-

Hun-

dreds of dished joints were welded and

ground smooth.% %

—and the
lected
trated

grinding equipment was

from the group regularly
on this page.

3132-48 East Thompson

se-

illus-

Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS
Chester P. Gailor. 50 Church St., New York
Chas. N. Wood Co.. Boston
Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh
H. F. McDermott, 208 S. LaSalle St.. Chicago
P. W. Wood Railway Supply Co.. New Orleans. La.
Equipment & Engineering Co.. London

Prazar

8c

Co..

Japan

~.

"AJa%" Electric Arc Welder
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Here's an Unbeatable Combination

try

it

out on your cars

SAMSON SPOT
TROLLEY CORD

CEVERAL

Important improvements mark the
Keystone Trolley Catcher: Larger
rope capacity, larger reel and increased size of
openings to allow free movement of the rope, and
a new method of mounting pawls by which quicker
'-'

Samson Spot Cord is strongly
recommended as the most
durable and most economical
trolley cord
It

is

made

cotton yarn,
spected and
free

from

of extra quality

guaranteed

imperfections of
braid or finish.
It is waterproofed by a special process

which makes it impervious to
moisture and prevents shrinking or swelling.
is

particu-

adapted for use with
Keystone Trolley catchers on
account of its smoothness of
braid and uniformity.
larly

The

colored

spots

assured.

in one piece, are large and heavy,
and so arranged that when thrown outward by
centrifugal force they slide in position and secure
a full flat bearing surface against the stops. This
also prevents rebound of the trolley pole, causing
releasing of the pawl and thus allowing the trolley
pole to fly up again. "Stepping up" of the pole is
further prevented due to the fact that the pawls
are mounted on a rotatable plate located in the
back of the machine, cushioned by a spring, which
tends to reduce the shock and further eliminates

all

Samson Spot Cord

is

The pawls made

carefully in-

is

type,

action and positive catch

on the market.
is

new

the possibility of the pawls disengaging.
The
arrangement of the mechanism also prevents
wearing of the ends of the pawls and stops.

identify

the genuine.

It will

pay you

to get

complete details.

EVERY
is

jtfiViCf «
>0"

^KEYSTONE

KEYSTONE

TROLLEY
CATCHERS

accessible by

for

from the

C.

-^ TROLLEY CATCHER \p

made

made

'%.

AND

part of the Key-

Trolley

Catcher
removing the front nut from the
center shaft and provision is
stone

oiling

bearings

rear.

The main
\

spring is provided
with a release for one end so

when

that

fully

wound

it

will slip and, therefore, can-

not be

CAT.NO. 23154

The

PATENTED

socket

wound

too tightly.

improved
Keystone
so arranged that it

is

is
impossible to insert the
catcher in other than its

proper position and in this
way, accidental placing of
the catcher upside
prevented.

down

is

Home

olhce and plant al 17th & (;ambria St8.. PHILADELPHIA; District Offices at
N. Canal St.. CHICAGO; 50 Church St., NEW YORK; Bessemer Bid?., Pittsburirh:
88 Broad St.. Boston: General Motors Bldgr.. Detroit: .116 N. Washlngrton Ave..
Seranton; Canadian Agents, Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto.
Vancouver.
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It

Takes

Fares
to swing a pick for a day!
A"MAN-HOUR"
Lm.

In a

and a pick costs 5.2 average fares.
nine hour day it takes 47 fares to swing that

pick.

And

think of the picks, crow-bars, mauls and other

hand-powered

tools used

on most paved track construc-

tion jobs

Machine methods and

Twin Ties when used in
save many "man-hours" every

Steel

paved track construction
day and every time a "man-hour" is saved, the revenue from over five fares is saved. And the work done
by machine methods is always better the tamping
more uniform the ties are assured 100% bearing on

—

—

—

base.

The

next time you see a gang of laborers picking
around a track construction job remember that it takes
470 average fares to pay ten of them for a nine hour

day!

THE INTERNATIONAL STEEL TIE CO.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

TIE TRACK
TWIN
BASE OF MODERNIZATION

STEEL
THE

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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Keep your Brake Cylinders
with

this

new

2,
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CLEAN

Protector

An effective means has been devised for preventing dirt and moisture that may sift into the brake
cylinder at the non-pressure end from reaching
the cylinder walls.

This is a collapsible water proof hood, flanged
at one end to form a gasket between the cylinder
Use of

this protector will

lengthen the life of packing cups, reduce leakage,
and decrease maintenIt will pay
ance costs.

you to specify them for
new equipment and also
order for cylinders
in service.

body and non-pressure head, and held against the
piston head by the release spring.
Dirt and moisture are trapped by the hood and

discharged through a drain connection at the
bottom of the non-pressure head, when the brake

now
is

applied.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE
General Office and Works,

WILMERDING,

CO.

PA.

aa3B

WestinghouseTraoionBr\kes

nnouncing
America's First
Straight Eight ^us- Built by

STVDEBMKER

America's First

STUMBBJlK^m
xmj

uS indicated by recent American and
European shows the trend of modern motor
demand is strongly toward the straight eight.
Such motors have finer performance, smoother operation and greater stamina.
It was inevitable that the straight eight prin-

ciple wovild also be

to

demanded for busses. And

Studebaker foresight and engineering

genius goes the distinction of providing the
first straight eight bus motor. It is as great an
improvement over the six as the six was over
the four.
Before this new eight was approved by Studebaker engineers, experimental motors were
driven a total of three million miles at Studebaker's million dollar proving ground and
over cross country routes. The tests covering
two years were the most severe ever accorded a
bus motor. Now Studebaker's straight eight

motor is oflfered to you as the most perfect
power plant modern engineering has yet
produced.

Always famous for its power and stamina the
Studebaker bus motor now has 115 horsepower and higher efficiency due to its straight
eight design. Important features include
dual carburetion which in effect gives two
carburetors and two manifolds each feeding
four cylinders. An automatic choke motor
driven fuel pump larger generator heavy
fan mounting weather proof ignition and
other improvements.
Studebaker eight cylinder busses are offered
in chassis of two sizes, 158-inch and 184-inch
wheelbases. Because of greater smoothness
and therefore greater riding comfort these
ultra modern busses build lasting patronage
and more profits for the operator.

—

—

—
—

STUDEBAKER'S

800-acre proving ground where the new straight eight motors were driven 3,000,000
miles in two years of testing. The dependability of this motor has been proved beyond all doubt.

^Twrrkwm diwrtm c

Straight Eight

115 Horsepower

Bus

—Eight Cylinders in Line — Dual Carburetion —High Fuel Economy

Stiidebaker'Straight Eight Bus
Models and Prices

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
Dept.

15B-inch Straight Eight Junior Chassis

Chassis only, single or dual rear
wheels

$2585

184-inch Straight Eight Special Chassis

Chassis only, single or dual rear
wheels
22-Passenger Seminole Observation
Parlor Car

$2985
$6595

184-inch Straight Eight Heavy Duty
Chassis

Chassis only, single rear wheels ....
Chassis only, dual rear whc^els
21 -Passenger Street Car Bus

$3385
$3485
$6095

O. B. Factory, Purchase can
be arranged on Studebaker^s liberal
budget payment plan.

All prices F.

B South Bend,

I

Ind.

Please send complete information on Studebaker
Straight Eight Busses, without obligation.

I

We

I

have
busses at present. Check below
the Studebaker Bus about which you desire infor.

mation.

Body Model:

Seminole-

I

-Street Car_

Na

I

Address-

I

City-

I

-StateB-2-29

I

^ 11«*AfiS«

1LfMf*>0««

Important Features of

i
New

Straight Eight

Bus Chassis

STVRDY MOVI\TI\GS— The rear engine support 18 a heavy casting so designed as to give great strength to the
frame and to permit easier engine removal. Exceptional strength is seen in
all units.

DUAL CARBURETTOy—Stude-

IMPROVED FAN MOVNTLXG—

baker's new straight eight hasanew
carburetion syst«>ni which in effect
is two carburetors and two manifolds, each feeding four cylinders.
The gas mixture is fed to fully ma-

The

21 -inch fan is driven by a 2inch belt which also drives the accessory shaft carrying the generator
and water pump. Note the heavy
cast steel front engine support.

chined combustion chambers
through a down draft duplex mani-

An improved type accelerating well and an automatic choke
control arc important features.
fold.

HEAVIER SHACKLES—
wider rear spring (.'5")
carried in extra heavv
shackles with larger
spring bolts.
This fcalur«i gives

greater riding
comfort, prevents any tendency to sidesway and insures
longer life to
body and chassis

LARGER GENERATOR
—The ov«;r-size generator, water pump and
starter are arranged to

make

servicing easy.
Observe the clean cut

design and sturdy
units. The fan revolves
on two

ball bearings
widely separated to in-

sure perfect balance.
The fanbelt "take up"
is a part of the U shaped
supjiort bracket.

is

SUPER

STRE\GriI

-^Larger U
bolts se-

K
I

I

M
.

curely fas-

ten the

heavy

springs to
the sturdy

rear axle.
ISote the large

'live" rubber

bumper

block.

CLEAN CUT DESIGN—
This close-up view of
the mf>l<»r shows bow
clean cut <lesign aids
servicing or adjustments.
Note the compactness
of the gas feed and carburetion system. From
the motor driven fuel

pumpashorl

line

fe«'ils

the acceleration w<'ll.
The dual carburetor is
closely ccmnecled to the
manifolds, giving positive assuraiu'c of

com-

plete distribii I ionof gas
to every cylinder.
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IS

Tampa

Safety in

The Tampa Electric Company has received the Brady
Award for the best 1927 safety operation of cities in
its class.

Safety

is

ation.

And

of

paramount importance

in railway operthe door that cannot be opened till the
car stops moving is an important adjunct to safety.

All Tampa cars are equipped with N.P. operated
folding doors and steps, while the latest cars have
N.P. Treadles.

TREiADLE^IZATION
furthers safety operation

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Executive Office: Graybar Building,
Genera/ Works, Rahway,

CHICAGO
518 McCormick

Building-

MANUFACTURED
Railwa.v

New

IN TORONTO.

& Power

New York

Jersey

CANADA. BY

Engrincerinir Corp.,

Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Tnipt Buildinu
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No. 327 'M Special
in use

17

seats are

by the Virginia

Electric

and Power Company, which

was awarded

the Charles
A. Coffin medal for 1928.

DESIGNED FOR INTERURBAN USE
HE

327'M

Special

is

a popular Heywood-Wakefieid

electric

I

railway seat.
The deep, double spring construction of the
cushion and the restful pitch of the spring'filled backs make this attractive style one of the most comfortable interurban seats ever
*

offered.

The 8M5

is a de luxe interurban type with spring'filled seats
has been purposely designed and built to withstand
the most severe use and abuse, while delivering trouble-proof service
year after year.

Special

and backs.

It

Our

car seating experts will be glad to assist in solving your equipment problems. This service is yours without cost or obligation.
Just write to the nearest Heywood-NA/akefield sales office.

HEYWOOD^ WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts

West 34th
R. Hay ward.

New

York City

439 Railway Exchange

516

St.,

J.

Liberty Trust Bldg., Roanoke, Va.

H. G. Cook, Hobart

Bldg.,

San Francisco,

Calif.

The Railway and Power

A.

Bldg.,

Chicago,

111.

W. Arlin, Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

The G.

F. Cotter

Supply Co., Houston, Texas

Engineering Corporation

133 Eastern Ave., Toronto; Montreal; Winnipeg,

Canada
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4ppeamnceDomiiUiis
heart of a busy city, where
must be maintained at its
maximum, there is nothing so importhe
INsafety
tant

in the selection of electric line
poles as the certainty of their strength

and

endurance.

factor, of course,

Another
is

important

their appearance.

Both of these requirements are embodied in the tubular steel pole and
reach their maximum effectiveness in
"NATIONAL" Poles, because of
their great strength and reliability under severe conditions of service and
their clean cut, neat appearance which
adds to rather than detracts from the
built-up surroundings.

Wherever

the factors of safety and apit will pay you to

pearance dominate,

"NATIONAL"

specify
Poles. Made
by the largest manufacturer of wrought
tubular products in the world, with
facilities for meeting a wide range of
specifications in pole construction.
Bulletin
Steel

No.

Poles

—

14— "NATIONAL"

contains information

Tubular

on manufacture,
installation and service conditions, and
tables of sizes, weights, lengths, etc.
This Bulletin will be sent on request.
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yS^hen Construction Blocks the

Road—

Will the Red Lantern
be reliable all night long?

THE NEW

EVEREADY PORTABLE FLASHER
Thousands
autos

of

new

roads are being built

all

over

New crossings. New dangers. When

the country.

come thundering out of
coming home from town

families

ing hard late at night

— when

the

darkness

— salesmen

driv-

they approach your

danger sign will there be a warning signal there,
regardless of time or weather?
Lives will be saved this year by the new
Eveready Portable Flasher. Its penetrating intermittent flashes show the warning red of danger

60 times a minute. The motorist driving home
at night with his wife and children sees its gleam
of red stabbing through the blackness, and stofM.
Detours around the danger.

Put an Eveready Portable Flasher on every bad
highway corner, dangerous crossing, obstructed
street or road, temporary excavation and wherever
safety signals are needed. These flashers will take
care of themselves for two months without human
attention.

Eveready Portable Flashers have absolute, unwavering dependability. They cannot be blown
out by the strongest gales. Yet these flashers can
be serviced for only $10 a year. They require no
daily inspections, and thus eliminate upkeep expense. Buy the new Eveready Portable Flasher
from National Carbon Company's distributors.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
New

Inc.

York, N. Y.

Branches
Chicago
Kansas City
Long Island City
San Francisco

Atlanta

Unit of

Union Carbide

JJ

and Carbon
III
1*1^^

Corporation

—

EVEREADY
TRADE MARK

PORTABLE FLASHER

— dry battery operated

Specifications
Height 16 inches. Diameter of base
7 inches. Weight, including batteries, 16}^ pounds.
Requires four standard Eveready 6-inch Dry Cells
connected in series to deliver 6 volts. Extra 6-volt
lamp inside battery housing. Battery compartment
constructed of seamless steel attractively finished in
red. Top of flasher cadmium plated for vieather protection. Heavy fresnel-type red glass lens. Padlock
for battery compartment with an extra-long hasp
so that the device can be chained. This flasher is
of rugged construction throughout and entirely

vieather-proof.
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They took
double precautions
when

they surfaced this hridgel

Spy Run Bridge, Fort Wayne, Indiana, doubly protected
against traffic impact by Carey Elastite Asphalt Plank
and Carey Elastite System of Track Insulation.

WHEN

they modernized the Spy Run
Bridge, at Fort Wayne, the Indiana Service Corporation did a thorough job. First,
they safeguarded the structure by applying
Carey Elastite Track Insulation. Protection
against vibration a cushion for the rails.

—

And

they floored the bridge with Carey
Elastite Asphalt Plank, more than five thousand square feet of it, applied, in two-inch
thickness, over a wood decking.
A flooring
.

.

.

that quiets trusses and struts
and heals under traffic.

—a surface that

knits

will want us to tell you more
unique combination of Carey
Elastite Asphalt Plank and Carey Elastite
Track Insulation how their application guarantees a low-maintenance surface that is
lastingly smooth.
Shall we send you facts
and detail drawings?

Of course, you

about

this

—

The

Philip Carey

Company

hockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

SYSTEM OF

TRACK INSULATION

February
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The Lehigh VuUey Transportation Co. usei
in its fleett but every

21

several types of buses

one has Goodyear Tires on every tvheel

Down

in

tlie

Lehi^

BUS TIRES
Down

in the Lehigh Valley of Pennsylvania, the twenty buses of the Lehigh
Valley Transportation Co. of AUentown
have used Goodyears exclusively since
May 1, 1925, to the complete satisfaction
of the operators.

remarkable performance of their tires
prove that the company's firm faith
in Goodyears, with their famous
All -Weather Tread and SUPERTWIST
casing construction, is indeed well

"They wear

In every part of the United

well, they ride well, they

look well," declares Mr. H. F. Dicke,
Vice President. "Goodyears have thor-

oughly demonstrated their worth
the reason we use
exclusion of all others."

That

is

them

to us.
to the

This aggressive bus company carried
more than two and a quarter million
passengers this year,

and

their buses

have covered some 2,081,980 miles. The

founded.
States, millions ride daily on Goodyear Pneumatic
Cord Bus Tires, and daily the number of
buses shod with these satisfactory tires is
increasing.

For bus operators everywhere, after
and experience with other
kinds, are turning exclusively to Goodyears for dependable, consistent, lowcost tire performance.
trials, tests

For every Goodyear Cord Bus Tire there is an equally fine
Goodyear Tube, built especially to the needs of bus service

Copyright 1929, by The Goodyear Tire

THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER

&

Eubber

Co., Inc.
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electric switchers

operate beyond the
trolley line
Two G-E

combination trolley and storage-

battery locomotives were recently placed in
service

by the Chicago, North Shore

&

Mil-

waukee Railroad. These locomotives operate
with equal ease on electrified lines, on industrial

spurs not equipped with overhead, and

in buUdings

where cleanliness and quiet are

imperative.

Battery charging from the trolley, as well as the
This monogram on these
locomotives is a mark of
quality an emblem denoting economical and
reliable operation.

—

transfer

from

trolley to battery

formed automatically
only control the

—the

power,

is

per-

engineman need

movement of the

locomotive.

asass

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY.

N.

Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Railway Journal

Electric

Consolidation of

Street

UoGbaw-Hill Publishino Compant, Inc.
jAUCfl H. McGraw, Chairman of the Board
Malcolm Mdib, Pretidetit

Railway Journal and Electric Railwav Review

CHARLES GORDON.

H. C. Paeurlbe, Editorial Director

New York,

Volume 73

attaches to the

all
sections of the metropolitan area.
of these lines provide a substantial and satisfactory
suburban service to the territories through which they
pass, but upon several of them suburban service has
been abandoned or curtailed because of the competition
with the Elevated, or because of the increase in the use
of the automobile.

The new

plan contemplates a series of so-called trunk
lines extending in all directions from Boston for a
distance of about 5 miles, but readily accessible through
a series of radiating bus and railway lines with relatively
short individual runs.
This is the physical side of the
proposal. On the financial side the plan intimates a very
moderate possible call on taxable funds to pay for the
new facilities with tax levies to meet the deficits, a 10cent fare limit, and an exchange of securities of the
Boston Elevated, involving the replacement of preferred
stocks by bonds, or a cash alternative, on a basis that
would seem at first blush neither oppressive nor over
generous. As the Boston News Bureau points out, the
main present question would appear to be whether an
assumption of a 4 per cent credit basis Tor the new district's bonds would wholly work out in practice.
In its
report the commission states that it considers it unwise
to use state credit for the benefit of a particular district;
consequently, it recommends the creation of a transit
district to acquire the properties of the Boston Elevated.
It is the bonds of this Transit District that Boston
Elevated Railway owners would be entitled to receive in
exchange for their present holdings.
This, of course, is not the first time a somewhat
similar proposal has been advanced at Boston.
In the
past there have been periodic but futile attempts to
remedy conditions, with political inability hitherto to

many
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Number

5

thought to be so fair to the stockholders of the elevated
that they cannot in reason fail to accept it.
Whether
or not this may prove to be true it would be foolhardy to
attempt to predict.
It is not, however, too much to
say that, as a whole, there has emerged a thoughtful,
well rounded and apparently workmanlike attempt at
a general or comprehensive solution, the fate of which
hinges on a series of public hearings scheduled to start
next week.

Constructive Ideas Advanced by
Business Men

practically

Some

agree on a policy or details, despite the

Stou.,

private parties interested in the Elevated situation in its
endeavor to work out a plan fair to the public and

announcement of
the ambitious project recommended by the Special
Transit Commission for improvements to the Boston
Elevated Railway at a cost of about $50,000,000, a sum
While
that does not include additions to rolling stock.
the present Boston Elevated Railway would form the
backbone of the system suggested, the matter appears
to have been considered on a basis sufficiently broad
gaged to provide adequately for the co-ordination of
other means of transport, notably the ten lines of
railroads extending from Boston in a fan-like formation
to

P.

Publishino Dirmtot

Saturday, February

^50,000,000 Co-ordination
Plan for Boston

UNUSUAL interest

Louis

Editor

successive

JUDGED

by the recent report of the traffic and
transportation section of the City Club of Los
Angeles, the business men of that city are taking a fairminded and helpful attitude toward their community
transportation problem.
The subject has been under

by a committee of the club during the past
and a report just made embodies the result of
this study.
Emphasizing the fact that the public streets
are the most valuable land in the central business district,
it points out that their use should be developed from
the greatest good for the greatest number.
The committee believes that the electric railway must
be retained for mass transportation. In the committee's
investigation

year,

opinion, the bus

is not a substitute for the street car
but is rather an auxiliary vehicle to be used as a feeder,
or to provide additional facilities. Railway service, however, has been handicapped by earnings insufficient to
provide adequate and attractive transportation.
The
public is spending far more for the use of its private
automobiles than for the use of public transportation
vehicles, thus indicating that there is opportunity for
cars and buses to cater to the demand for better transportation by providing improved service. The committee
suggests that cars can be speeded up by means of skip
stops and the creation of reserved strips in the centers
of the streets. Interurban cars should not make local
stops.
Most important of all, the fare should be made
sufficient to encourage improved service.
Later it may
be desirable to construct a rapid transit system, but the
committee is of the opinion that existing facilities should
first be co-ordinated and improved to obtain maximum
benefit from them.

Several specific recommendations are
the efficiency of the

downtown

streets.

made

to increase

These include

News Bureau again points
were not wholly wasted. They
supplied bases on which to build and furnished tested

an immediate restriction of parking, tending ultimately
toward an absolute ban throughout the central business

items to incorporate into a new scheme.
In the preparation of the present report, the commission has consulted with the Governor of the Commonwealth, the Mayor of Boston, and other public and

pavement openings should be
avoided wherever possible. Special privileges should not
be allowed where they interfere with public rights.
Not everyone will agree with every feature of the

investigations.

Still,

as the

out, the previous et?orts

district.

Traffic signals should be progressively timed.

Street obstructions and
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In general, however,
recommendations.
considered and thorwell
are
recommendations
these
oughly practical. The men behind the movement are
lepresentative citizens of high standing in the comTheir report indicates careful study of the
munity.
problem and a fair-minded attitude toward the public
Recommendations emanating
transportation agencies.
this kind should meet with
of
organization
from an

committee's

widespread approval.

Expenditures on

Upward Path

NO ONE

can study the budget figures which appeared
in the Annual Statistical and Progress Number of
this paper without receiving an optimistic impression of
the future of the electric railway industry. Expenditures
are a true barometer of business conditions for any industry, and it is highly significant that the figures for
the past two years and the estimates for 1929 indicate
not only a stabilization but a definite upward tendency.
The 1927 total of $225,271,000 was almost $8,000,000
lower than the year before. But the 1928 figure showed
an increase of almost half a million dollars and the 1929
figure an increase of $4,000,000. Although the increases
are not particularly large, they are sufficient to indicate
that the low ebb was reached in 1927 and that expenditures will continue to rise, slowly but steadily, in the
future.

Analysis of the individual accounts reveals

several

Expenditures for way and structures
charged to capital account reflect the large amount of
track activity that has taken place the past few years.
The figure for 1927 surpassed all previous figures, but
the 1928 total reached a new high mark, exceeding the
While the companies have
old by almost $13,000,000.
been rehabilitating their track, the car account has receded. In fact, the total spent for the cars has decreased
steadily from 1925 to and including 1928, dropping
from $50,400,000 to $18,900,000. This drop is partly
explained by the necessity for rebuilding track before
buying new cars.
Of course, much track will be rebuilt after cars have
been purchased, but it appears that most operators have
been waiting and watching the experimentation in new
car design, and meanwhile improving their track. The
estimate for new cars for 1929 was placed by the industry at $31,100,000, an increase of 62.5 per cent over the
1928 total. This figure, which is extremely conservative,
shows that the managements have postponed the purchase of new cars as long as they possibly can and that
they plan now to resume active buying of rolling stock.
Bus manufacturers sold more buses to electric railways
during the past year than in any previous year. Following a slight recession in 1927 from the previously
high figure for 1926, the total mounted to $19,100,000.
That this wave of buying was not temporary is proved
by the estimate for 1929 which shows a further increase
interesting trends.

of $1,200,000.
The decrease between 1926 and 1927, although large,
was less than occurred the year before and was a good
indication that the bottom had about been reached. It is
highly significant that the 1928 total and the estimate for
1929 prove this conclusion to be true. Of course, no
startling increases can be expected in the next few years,
but it is reasonable to expect a steady climb in expenditures.
The process of development within the industry
seems to be definitely under way and the budget figures
will continue upward.

Vol.7Z,

Recording Accomplishments

No.5

Is Profitable

the seventh time the invitation has gone to all
electric railway executives to enter the contest for
the Charles A. Coffin Award. In his letter accompanying
the circular of invitation. President Barnes, who also is
chairman of the committee on the award, points out that
the past year has been one of progress and that there

FOR

should be

many companies which can make

just claims

for the recognition of the committee.
Nothing could be more stimulating than the presentathe
tions which have been made in the last six years by
but
briefs,
winning
the
only
Not
competing.
companies
practically all that have been submitted, have been replete

with statements of accomplishment which not only indicate the excellence of the records made, but also tell the
industry as a "whole of methods that can be adopted to
advantage elsewhere. Were all of the successful plans
of building revenue, of improving public relations and of
reducing expenses, adopted generally, it is safe to say
that the status of

community transportation would be

elevated greatly.
in the reaction of the company itself in prepresentation that the greatest good comes. As
Mr. Barnes says, the executives of practically every railway which has sent in a presentation in previous years
have testified that its very presentation has tuned up the

But

paring

it is

its

new impetus to the eflforts for
performance and has brought facts to the attention
of the management which previously had been overlooked. Even the company is lacking in unusual accomplishment, by stopping to take stock, will be spurred on
to do better work in the coming year, so that perchance
organization, has given

better

By all
it will be in line to win the prize a year hence.
means every executive should do his part in furthering
his industry's interests and his own as well by entering
his company in the contest.

As

the Noise of the Traffic Battle

Grows Louder

RAYMOND

TOMPKINS

of the United Railways
S.
.& Electric Company, Baltimore, waxes facetious in
the American Mercury for February, 1929, in an article
headed "Are
Solving the Traffic Problem?" One
does not have to read the entire article to get the answer,
for the author has reversed the usual process by
promptly answering "no" and then proceeding to lay bare
the facts on which he bases his conclusion.
It shows the hardihood of
It is a stimulating article.

We

the author in digesting facts.
It is interesting, for instance, to be reassured that a bibliography of articles on
the subject in the technical journals shows more than
2,000 treatises in the past two years, most of them dealing with local troubles in particular cities and offering
sure-fire solutions.
stimulating picture is drawn showing the horde of checkers, counter checkers and others
following in the wake of the traffic expert whose tomes
gather mildew because, at the rate traffic is increasing,

A

most of the reports are worthless six months after publication.

Incidentally he feels that the 167-page report of the
committee on street traffic economics of the American
Electric Railway Association, should it happen to fall
into the hands of a man in the street, would astound him
who thinks of the traffic problem in terms of his own
daily movement around town and hence believes he could
solve it all in fifteen minutes if left alone in a room with

February
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Most

a pad of paper and a pencil.

would

startle the

the report will

fall

likely this report

jay-walker, but the contingency that
into such hands is remote. The park-

ing controversy he characterizes as one of the most diffiCertainly it is so
cult things in the whole traffic tangle.
in Baltimore.
Mr. Tompkins appears to subscribe to the idea of
Colonel Sherrill, city manager of Cincinnati, that the
proper order of preferences in the streets is first,-' street
taxicabs
and
motor buses
third,
second,
cars
fourth, private motor cars. As a street railway man he
cites with apparent elation the suggestion for street car
boulevards where cars may zoom along without hindrance
while the lucky straphangers thumb their noses at the
He also takes cognizance of the fact that
motorist.
Electric Railway Journal and Liberty fling editorials
back and forth at each other. In the author's own words,
the noise of the battle grows louder but it does not
settle the traffic problem.
;

;

;

—

Reverting again to the document of the committee on
economics of the A.E.R.A., Mr. Tompkins
quotes from the report to the effect that "the most important purpose to be served by this year's report is to
street traffic

stimulate interest in the lines of investigation suggested,
as well as interest in formulating the complete

program

of approach to this intricate problem." In other words,
says the author, having tried to lay the enemy low with
one crack and failed, we must now resort to bicycling
backward around the ring. To him it looks like a long
wait.
Discounting the fact that the author of an article
intended for use in the Mercury could hardly be as prosaic in the arrangement of facts as the traffic expert is
in presenting his data and conclusions, it is difficult not
to feel at times as does Mr. Tompkins that, compared to
the traffic problem, the farm problem is as clear as crystal
and the prohibition problem as simple as rolling of? a log.
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No, business is not perfect. It can never be more nearly
perfect than are the individuals of which it is composed.
But the individuals that make up business today have a
sense of the verities more acutely attuned to their day
than did their predecessors. In that transformation the
schools of business administration have played no small
part.

with the engineering schools, from which
executives of the present day in this industry
are recruited.
Thus young men coming into business
today are being provided with examples from the experience and the mistakes of the past. And they are profiting from these examples. They know that chicanery is
not a substitute for knowledge.
Big business and big
responsibilities need to be welcomed. They are the order
of the day.
They do not make ior wrong. As Mr.
Young has said, they tend to make big business right.
It is so

many

so

Safety in Train Operation

—At What Price?

INTERLOCKING

of the doors of rapid transit trains
with the control of the propulsion motors, which
has been used for a number of years on some American
systems, continues to grow in popularity.
The latest
addition to the list is the Long Island Railroad, which, at
the request of the New York Transit Commission, has
agreed to install such equipment on all of its 970 multiple-unit passenger cars running in New York City.

The

request of the commission follows observations of
Interborough Rapid Transit Company's subway
trains, which have been equipped with a similar device
With the device to be installed on
for several years.
the Long Island cars it will be possible to connect the
motors to the power supply only when all the doors are
closed and locked. If any door is opened while the train
is in motion the power will be disconnected automatically.
With this arrangement door accidents should be

the

eliminated.

While the safety of passengers should be enhanced by

The New Morality

OWEN

D.

YOUNG

in Business

has again done big business a

As a contribution to a symposium on
"What Is Right With the World," he has said some
pertinent things about "What Is Right With Business."
They needed to be said, and as usual Mr. Young has
Business is on
said them the way they should be said.
a new plane. By and large, it is the plane of the "Golden
Rule." There is no lack of good intent. The only trouble
real service.

"Golden Rule" is the complexity of the
Certainly much of the astuteness and cleverness and sharpness of the old days has disapperared. It
is this fact that makes the occasional dereliction of the
present day stand out in bold relief. Actions that are
It is not
just inside the shadow of the law will not do.
enough that the act shall be technically within the law.
in applying the
situation.

It always has.
Pusillanimity inflicts its own penalty.
court of public opinion is more powerful than the
verdict of the jury charged with carrying out the letter
of the law. From the era of almost unbridled license
in railroading and industry with its public-be-damned
attitude which arraigned business before the bar of an
outraged public opinion and brought in its wake the
.Interstate Commerce Commission and the Sherman anti'trust law, business has gone a long way.

The

makes mistakes. It still presents the
occasional throwback to the period of the dark ages of
trade, but the instances are few and far between. And
Business

still

they are easier to detect because of their contrast with
the accepted practices of the day of the new morality.

new arrangement, it will be necessary to use care to
prevent a serious reduction of schedule speed unless the
On the Intercontrol system is carefully worked out.
borough cars, to eliminate any chance of injury to a passenger who might get his body or his clothing caught in
the door while he is entering or leaving, a release was
incorporated so that the door would automatically reopen
by the exertion of a slight pressure on its edge. As a
result it is possible for a few passengers entering or
leaving one door to prevent the train from starting.
This may be kept up for an indefinite time; in fact, it
has been found necessary to employ platform guards to
prevent delays at important stations.
the

In this connection it is interesting to compare American practice with European. On rapid transit trains in
those countries it is customary to permit the passengers
to open the doors, although ordinarily they are closed by
platform or train guards. Despite the apparent opportunities there are comparatively few accidents. The same
is true of steam railroad suburban trains in this country.
Many of them have open platforms, and even when there
are vestibules they frequently are not closed until a trainman walks through the train some time after it leaves
On such trains the passengers frequently
the station.
open the vestibule doors before reaching the stop. Yet
there are remarkably few accidents.
comparison of the accident records of the Long
Island before and after the installation of interlocked
doors, together with the effect on schedule speed, should
throw considerable light on the desirability of this

A

method of control on

trains in suburban service.

Electric railways in the Central territory

have developed extensive terminals to handle freight business

Freight Business
Offers Possibilities in Central States
Electric railway companies prepare for increas-

ing tonnage.

By means

of mergers and pool-

ing of interests economies are being effected

and more

efficient service

By

J.

renderd to sbippers

W. McCloy

Assistant Editor Electric Railway Journal

COMPRISING

had

nearly 5,000 miles of track, the
great network of interconnected interurban railway

to be developed.

The manner

in

which the

situa-

has been met is an inspiring example of what
determination and good honest plugging can accomplish
in the face of conditions none too promising.
It has taken more than a strategic location, more than
tion

lines in Ohio, Indiana and the lower Michigan
peninsula obtained their main revenue for many years
from the passenger business. The older employees of
these lines like to tell of the great volume of travel which,
beginning on Decoration Day and continuing until Labor
Day, used to tax the carrying facilities to the utmost, and
could be depended on year after year as a substantial
part of the revenue.
The advent of the automobile
and the coincident construction of hard-surfaced roads
put an end to this era. While passenger traffic is still a
source of considerable revenue, it has been decreasing
for a number of years and new sources of business have

mere physical equipment, more than the natural growth
of a great industrial section, to do the job. The stiffest
Intensive
sort of competition has had to be overcome.
solicitation, some very effective advertising, all of the
conventional influences have been brought to bear, but in
the last analysis it has been a carefully built up policy
of .service that is bringing results
careful handling and
inspection, promptness in notifying consignees of the
arrival of shipments, expeditious and fair settlement of

—
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and punctuality

in

the dispatch and arrival of

Interchange tracks, connections with steam line
industry tracks, the establishment of freight houses and
auxiliary receiving and delivery stations at convenient
locations have placed at the service of shippers facilities
which insure prompt, reliable, careful and economical
handling of merchandise and produce.
Fast freight
trains, some of them designated by distinctive names,
move over the lines on schedules that are adhered to as
closely as those governing the movements of passenger
cars.
Freight houses are kept open 24 hours a day,
and shipments are received up to within a few moments
of the leaving time of trains.
Where the haul is made over more than one line the
general aim is to complete the movement in the original
car, thus minimizing the delay and expense of handling.
Through cars are being moved without transfer for
distances up to 400 miles, often passing over the tracks
of five or six separate companies.
A feature which is
assuming notable proportions is the handling of dispatch
freight, small shipments being carried in the baggage
compartments of the passenger cars at a charge somewhat higher than that for freight. This has recently
been supplemented by the handling of these small shipments on a C.O.D. basis, a nominal charge being made
for collection and remittance.
This has proved to be
a great convenience to merchants and has brought considerable revenue to the roads.
trains.

Making an Ally

ok the

The perplexing problem

Motor Truck

door pick-up and
delivery has been solved by arranging for this service
with local truckmen in the larger cities and smaller
of

store
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The cost of pick-up and delivery will vary
between 5 cents and 15 cents per 100 lb., according to the
length of haul.
In nearly every instance where it has
been tried this supplementary service has resulted in an
increase in business and greater satisfaction to the shippers.
In some situations it has proved profitable to the
railway even where the charge has been absorbed.
Nor does the end of the rail any longer impose a limit
on the shipper.
Responsible truck lines have been
enlisted as auxiliaries, affording an extension of service
to points remote from the larger centers and heretofore
dependent on the transient carrier.
Trucks have also
been found useful in concentrating less than carload
freight at central points and in transferring merchandise
between the freight houses of the various lines.
Convinced as they are that the pre-eminent field
of the truck is in urban pick-up and delivery and in
the short haul, forward-looking railway executives are
endeavoring to bring this idea home to their truck competitors in the hope that they will see the advantage and
advisability of turning the long intercity shipments over
towns.

to the trolley lines rather than attempting to handle

them

themselves.

Progress Has Been

Made

in Face of Competition

not to be assumed that the electric roads have had
in securing and holding the less than carload
business in this highly competitive territory. The motor
truck has at all times been an aggressive contender.
It is

an easy task

Rates quoted are often as low as or lower than those
of the rail lines, while the ability to render door-todoor service is a distinct advantage and one which is
difficult to overcome.

Interconnected lines permit of through-routing between widely separated points in the Central States

V 01.72,, N 0.5
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More than ever before the farmer is hauling his own
stock and produce to market, uncontrolled by any purely
Much stock that formerly
economic considerations.
moved to the Indianapolis abattoirs by interurban is now
being conveyed by truck and the farmer, on his return
trip, is likely to pick up small shipments for himself
and neighbors. This competition, if it can be called

permit of ready interchange,
and many of the older cars have been gradually conformed to this standard. Interchange with steam roads is
effected to only a very limited extent, however, due to
difference in draw bars, wheel flanges and curve radius.
It is true that much steam-road equipment is hauled
for short distances, notably between Cincinnati and
Mt. Healthy, and even for long distances over open
competition, will probably become more intense, and is
The development of an interchangeable drawbar
track.
apparently beyond any power or influence to correct.
The spread of the chain store movement, which is often which would pass inspection and meet all physical
requirements would greatly extend the possible use of
followed by the disappearance of the independent dealer,
steam railroad equipment, and offers an opportunity
has also worked to the disadvantage of the rails, as the
which is being given serious consideration.
tendency is to eiTect distribution by contract trucking
In spite of the optimism infrom centrally located wareduced by the increasingly fahouses.
The truck is also
Overnight delivery for shippers from
vorable freight receipts, there
favored by shippers for the
Columbus to Indianapolis, Detroit, Fort
is an undercurrent of uneasimovement of furniture and
ness in certain quarters due to
household goods.
Wayne and Cleveland; second morning
a fear that the limit has been
But the fact is widely recdelivery from Columbus to Chicago,
ognized that the effectiveness
of the truck is limited to distances up to 50 miles. Beyond
that distance the haul becomes
unprofitable, and even more
so unless a return load can
be assured.
Opinion among
electric
railway men as to

whether the motor carrier is
losing ground, holding its own
or gaining is influenced by local
viewpoint with the weight of
authority favoring the theory
that, as the responsibility
among the truckmen grows and

and Terre Haute; third day delivery guaranteed from Indianapolis to
points as far east as Warren, Ohio, and
Louisville

Bay City, Mich.; in short,
a recognition of the fact that speed is an
all-important element in American busias far north as

—

today this is the factor that is
winning the support of shippers and is
at the same time putting new life and hope
into managers and traffic men of the interurban railway lines in the Central West.
The result has been a constantly increasing tonnage until on some of the properties freight revenues constitute more
than 50 per cent of the gross.
ness

economic
limitation is brought home,
there will be a tendency to co--*^-q«
operate with the railways in an
interchange of freight which should work out to the
advantage of both parties as well as the shipper.
Among the truckmen themselves the road to success
has been by no means an easy one.
The business is
realization

of

this

to certain standards, so as to

highly individualized,' there is little co-operation or coordination, and success is won only at the expense of
long hours and arduous labor.
In Ohio, the fact that
carriers for hire are obliged to secure certificates of convenience and necessity has checked the activities of the

fly-by-night element but has, at the same time, strengthened the position of the more responsible operators.

Railway Service Co-ordinated With Steam Roads
Joint through rates have recently been established and
through billing is provided for with a number of steam
railroads, which serve hundreds of cities and towns in
the Central Freight Association territory south of the

Ohio River and east of the Mississippi, the exchange
being made either at Cincinnati or Louisville. A similar
arrangement with the Monon Route permits of an exchange of freight at Indianapolis for Chicago. Points
on the Great Lakes are reached during the summer
months by a connection with boats operating out of
Toledo, Detroit and Cleveland.
The establishment of
joint rates with the steam road carriers is significant in
that it opens the way for still greater co-operation which
will open up new markets for both parties to the
agreement.
For a number of years all new rolling stock bought
for service on the Central Electric lines has been built

reached in the movement of
freight cars over city streets.
Already there are objections
on this score. Certain municipalities have curbed the practice

by

legislation

;

in others

it

but viewed with
disfavor.
The companies are
meeting the situation by voluntarily limiting the length of
is

tolerated

their trains

and

restricting the

hours of movement. The ultimate solution will probably call
either for the construction of
belt lines around the cities or
the electrification of short sections of existing steam railroad
belt

lines so as to

their use

by the

permit of

trolleys.

The

Traction system has resorted to this expedient at
Urbana and Champaign, 111. It is entirely feasible but
would probably involve much negotiating and trading
with the steam railroads.
In the last analysis the economic phase will probably be the determining factor.
Mid-Western industry is being so well served by the
rails that it would not be likely to approve of any curtailment of their efficiency. If future economic development demands further co-ordination of railroad and
interurbans, quite probably ways and means will be
found and sufficient pressure brought to bear to bring it
Illinois

abottt.

With all that has been accomplished in the way of
increasing freight tonnage and receipts the Central Elec-

men realize that there is still much to be done
and they are by no means resting on their laurels.
Admitting that handling costs are too high, a constant
and successful effort is being directed toward economies
in this department.
A creditable showing is also being
made in reducing claims arising from damaged shipments. It is also conceded that the load factor on certain
tric traffic

of the load distance scheduled runs is not all that it
should be that more freight could be carried with very
little additional expense.
In the field of public relations the freight business
has been a powerful factor in influencing public opinion.

—

Business

men who would

be indifferent to the fate of
passenger traffic alone were at stake, are
interested and concerned at the threat of any possible
curtailment in freight service, the importance of which
the trolleys,

if

February
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from an economic standpoint is too
evident to be ignored. The railway
executives have not been slow to
grasp the significance of this fact
and to turn it to their advantage.
Much of the tonnage now handled
consists of merchandise in small
shipments.
The carload business,
except in certain favorable localities,
has not assumed large proportions.

site direction
Indiana. Columbus

&

Easlrrn Traction Co.

Southern Ohio Publir Service Company

and there was a dispo-

sition to regard the separate lines,

once the part of a unified system, as
and individual units. This
made for heavier overhead, duplication of effort, delay in the movement
distinct

BUYERS'

&

SHIPPERS'

GUIDE

No. 4

FAST FREICHT SERVICE
TO STATtONS NAMED

Ohio.

Iii(li:ina.

Mii.'liigiiii.

IN

Kfniucky

an<(

iriiiioti

realized that this business is
highly profitable and that much of it
It
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is

of freight and differing policies, a
situation from which the industry
suffered much. Fortunately, in the
handling of freight the community
of interest and the necessity of

working toward a common end has

"Good 9ujblicSprVi'c^'
« FUHTHEII

C^»

INroMMATION
Wfiw

"TltV^

***^^?:K*'

Shipper's Guide
OVER NIGHT DELIVERIES

INDIANAPOUS
Kokomo, Anderson, Newcastle, Munci*
To
South Bend, Lbna, Toledo,

DETROIT

FAST FREIGHT SERVICE
OCTOBDI. 1«7

UNION TRACTION COMPANY OF INDIANA

would be

available

if

suitable facili-

been

handling could be provided.
Unfortunately, the outlay required
to secure and handle this business
adequately would be considerable,
involving the construction of addities for

Samples of shippers' guides distributed
by Central Electric Railway properties

in

many

cases be required.

The

possibilities are

there, however,

,

and eventually there is no doubt means
will be found to take advantage of them.
Accomplishments of the Illinois Traction System,
where the hauling of freight has assumed a position of
primary importance, show what can be done. This property has effected traffic agreements with more than 1,600
railroad and boat lines throughout the country.
It has
established part time off-line agencies in traffic centers
as widely separated as New York, Minneapolis, Kansas

City and Tulsa. Many of its freight cars are equipped
with M.C.B. standard devices for interchange with steam
roads, in addition to which they are so designed as to

be able to negotiate the company's own short-radius
Belt lines have been run around Granite City,
Decatur, Edwardsville and Springfield, 111.
Investigators in the field of freight hauling in the
Central territory invariably stress the importance of further consolidations.
The advantages are obvious and
have been frequently pointed out.
For a number of
years, following the failure and receivership of some of
the larger companies, the tendency was in just the oppocurves.

overcome these un-

Now that some of
the properties are so obviously making good and have arrived at a point
where

tional team tracks and industrial sidings not only by the
originating line but also by the line to whose trackage
,it was consigned.
Additional rolling stock and power

would

sufficient to

natural barriers.

their balance sheets are again
beginning to attract favorable attention the old dreams of consolidation are being revived, and
there is a great deal of quiet discussion going on as to ways
and means to bring about the realization of this ideal.

Lines in Northern Ohio Point
consolidation

Way

TO

In northern Ohio this dream has recently been realized
through the organization of the Electric Railways
Freight Company, providing for the joint operation of
the freight interests of the following properties:

Pennsylvania-Ohio Power

&

Light Company, serving

the territory in which are located the cities of Sharon

and Newcastle, Pa., and Youngstown, Niles, and WarNorthern Ohio Power & Light Company,
ren, Ohio.
serving the cities of Bedford, Warren, Ravenna, Kent,
Akron, Cleveland, Uhrichsville, Massillon, Canton, AlliLakeshore Electric
ance, Barberton, and Wadsworth.
Railway, extending from Cleveland to Toledo by way of
Lorain
Lorain, Sandusky, Norwalk and Fremont;
Street Railroad, extending from Lorain to Elyria; Port
Clinton division of the Ohio Public Service Company,
running from Toledo through Marblehead and Port
Clinton to Oak Harbor, on Lake Erie; the Toledo
& Indiana Railroad, extending westerly from Toledo
through

Wauseon

to Bryan.
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The trackage involved comprises 429

miles of interurban route (513 miles of single track) and 65 miles
of city track which will be used for freight purposes.
The combined companies own 47 motor cars, 3 locomoThe
tives and 131 trail cars of various descriptions.
railway
electric
distinctly
a
named
do
first four roads
freight business, utilizing electric railway equipment
exclusively, but the bulk of the tonnage over the Port
Clinton division and the Toledo & Indiana Railroad

itate the

movement

Freight business
territory and

COUNTS

operating departments of the respective roads.
While it is too early as yet to determine just what
the financial results of the pool will be, it is hoped to
effect a reduction in expenses by a consolidation of the
soliciting and accounting activities, and a more efficient
use of the existing rolling stock.

More

efficient solicita-

and the benefits to shippers, due to faster and more
dependable service, should result in greater tonnage and
increased revenues. This freight merger has been sponsored by some of the most influential and progressive
groups in the territory. Its success, which seems assured,
will go a long way toward re-establishing the prestige of
the trollej' lines throughout Ohio and Indiana.
The consolidation of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Daytion

ton Railway, the Indiana, Columbus

Company and

&

Eastern Traction

Lima & Toledo Railway

lines, recently
authorized by the Ohio Public Utilities Commission, is
another significant move toward the unification of service
in this territory.
This group of properties, comprising
332 miles of track, brings under one management a direct
route extending from the Great Lakes to the Ohio River,
and connects the cities of Cincinnati, Dayton, Springfield,
Columbus, Lima and Toledo, as well as a number of
smaller towns and villages.
The route crosses nearly
every important east and west steam railway trunk line

the

United States.
This consolidation is expected to quicken freight deliveries and make possible the provision of additional
freight equipment, the enlargement of existing freight
facilities and the construction of additional sidings and
extensions. On the operating side substantial economies
can be looked for, including the elimination of considerable overhead and much of the duplication in waybilling that was necessary under divided management.
Freight schedules can be speeded up and repair work
can be concentrated at some central point.
It has been pointed out that the building of but a few
in the

miles of line, for instance, from Crawfordsville, Ind., to
Danville, III, would connect the entire C.E.T.A. system
with the trackage of the Illinois Traction System, while
the construction of a connecting link between South
Bend or Elkhart and Kalamazoo would greatly facil-

increasing in the Central Electric

do

so.

The steam

rail-

ments of the shippers should enable the electric railways
to hold and improve upon the position which they have

purchase of additional rolling stock, the construction of
additional warehouse facilities nor the laying of additional track, beyond a possible industrial siding or two,

:

is

will continue to

roads, the trucks and the interurbans are all actively
competing for this business. Aggressive, forward-looking management and a disposition to meet the require-

attained.

but should business warrant it is believed that the necessary financing could be accomplished by the new company
to better advantage than by any of the individual
companies. As at present organized the activities of the
Electric Railways Freight Company extend no further
than the solicitation and handling of freight actual operation, as heretofore, will be under the jurisdiction of the

of freight by electric traction between

Chicago and Detroit.

be handled with steam railroad M.C.B. equipment.
It is planned to paint all freight rolling stock a uniform color and subordinate the name of the owning company to that of the Electric Railways Freight Company.
A uniform and simplified system of way-billing is to be
Present plans contemplate neither the
put into effect.
will
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Denver Survey Shows Street Car
Economical User of Space
were made recently in Denver of pedesautomobiles and street cars using the downtown streets, for the purpose of determining the best
possible location for a belt street to surround the busiSome interesting data were collected in
ness district.
the survey, relative to the widths of sidewalks required
on certain streets and the amount of street space used
trians,

by automobiles and street cars.
three principal business streets in the surveyed
Denver are Fifteenth Street, Sixteenth Street
Seventeenth Street and all have double-track car

The

section of

and

Like all other downtown streets in Denver they
ft. wide between property lines and have 48-ft
roadways and 16-ft sidewalks. One purpose of these
studies was to determine whether a reduction of sidewalk width from 16 ft. to 12 ft. and a corresponding
increase in width of the street of 8 ft. was desirable.
Sixteenth Street, the main shopping street, was found
to have, in 24 hours, between the points counted, 50,000
pedestrians, 14,200 street car passengers in each direction and 12,800 travelers in automobiles in each direction.
With this number of pedestrians it was not considered wise to reduce the width of the sidewalk.
Fifteenth Street is primarily a street of grocery stores
and contains no department stores, and Seventeenth
lines.

are 80

Street

a bank, railroad office and realty office

is

.street,

Both carry
without department stores.
heavy street railway traffic, indicating that such car lines
can serve department stores without actually being on
also

the

largely

same

Some

street.

were made in regard to street space
used for each type of traffic.
In Sixteenth Street the
middle 20 ft. of the street devoted to car tracks carried
28,557 passengers, or 1,223 people per foot in width.
The automobile lanes on this 48-ft. roadway were found
to be uneconomical of street area.
They carried 25,412
passengers on 16-ft. widths (from the street width two
or 1,558
lanes of parked autos must be substracted )
people per foot of street width. These figures must not
be confused with maximum capacity figures. The automobile traffic winds in and around street car traffic and
takes up part of the street allowed for it.
On the street west of the department store street the
proportion is different, 20 ft. of roadway space used by
the street cars carrying 42,058 or 2,103 persons per foot
calculations

,

of street width. The number of motorists figured on the
previous basis is 20,528 on a 16-ft. width, or 1,283 persons per foot of street width.
As a result of the study it was decided to reduce the
widths of the sidewalks from 16 ft. to 12 ft. on the
outer edges of the downtown di-strict where pedestrian
travel is lightest, but not

on the main

traffic streets.

Regulation Must Be Related to

Economic Law
By R. N. Van Doren
Vice-President and General Counsel

Chicago

8C

Northwestern Railway

This analysis, presented before the winter convention of the
Central Electric Railway Association in Indianapolis last
week, treats of both theoretical and practical considerations
involved in the regulation of public and private enterprises

ECONOMIC
industrial

forces, even in this day of complex
development, still operate in all fields
where normal and healthy conditions exist. In
the rearing of an industrial structure, under the pressure
of a rapidly advancing commerce, errors and unfortunate
practices enter in and true economics are for the time
ignored or defied. This inevitably weakens the structure,
and if not discovered and remedied by the industry itself

occasions and justifies the intervention of legislative law.
As industry advances under the influence of progressive
thought, new and improved standards of performance
are demanded.
If these standards be not accepted and
applied, regulation under legislative direction enters the
processes of production and enforces compliance therewith. These errors and practices are not the results of
economic law, but are defiances thereof. Wise public
regulation of industry finds its justification only in the
failure of business to conform to proper rules and in
seeking to eliminate those conditions inimical to healthy
progress.

Justification for Regulation
laws dealing with industrial problems had as
aim the restoration of economic freedom there
could be no serious objection thereto.
But while unhampered economic forces are inexorable, legislative fiat
is not so.
One law, aimed at a real or imaginary evil,
fails of its mission and thereby opens the floodgates of
unscientific and uneconomic regulation.
Private industry, as distinguished from public service,
has been measurably free from this ultra-regulative
process.
It has been curbed, it is true, in some of its
activities, but only to an extent deemed necessary to
prevent a denial of economic justice. There are indications now and then, however, that even private industry
is to be subjected to this regulative process.
United
States Senators are heard in argument in support of
the proposal to regulate the prices of commodities, upon
the theory that because such commodities are essential
If

all

their

to the public weal the industries producing

•

them are

impressed with a public purpose.
Of course, if this
be true there is no basis of distinction between public
believe it to be both ecoand private enterprise.
Yet it is perhaps but
nomically and legally unsound.
the natural development of the course of events which
has marked the advance of the regulative idea.
It is an increasingly popular habit for our people to

We
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assign responsibility for

all

industrial

disorders to the

government.

This also tends to ease the conscience of
those who are defying economic forces. Once an industry is committed to the thought that the government is
to blame for its losses, it is the logical thing for it to
demand relief from that government. This tendency
being augmented by men in positions of authority
not, or will not, see the fundamental distinction
between regulation of public and private enterprise.
is

who do

Bituminous Coal Commission

A

bill is now pending in Congress by which the private
character of the bituminous coal industry is to be legislatively destroyed and that industry is henceforth to be
classed with other so-called public service corporations.

Without so declaring, the
essential qualities

—not

evils of that industry

—are made the occasion

and

its

basis for

governmental regulation. A commission to be known as
the Bituminous Coal Commission is proposed to be
created to regulate that industry; to fix the grades and
prices of the products. This, by fiat, places all coal corporations not accepting the act in a class of almost outlawed activity. Primary licenses are to issue to those

companies employing union labor, and secondary licenses
are provided for open-shop mines with the obvious
purpose of forcing all bituminous coal operations into
the union fold and placing under a handicap those which
choose to maintain the open-shop principle.
Of greater significance and of forboding consequences
is the idea which the bill embraces of making that which
is in essence a private industry a public service corporation.
Evils may exist in the bituminous coal business,
but surely there is some way by which such evils may
be corrected without revolutionizing the whole concept
of American industry.

If this step be taken, then there

no limit to which Congress may not go in socializing
American industry.
One of the most effective meatis of preventing an
unwise and uneconomic extension of the theory of pubis

regulation to purely private enterprises is to confine
the regulation of public service corporations strictly
within the limits of its original and fundamental conIf we permit such regulation to go unbridled
ception.
lic

and to rove unrestrained, we
the system and cause it to lose
tial qualities.

shall,

It is

from time

important,

shall
its
it

bring discredit to
and essen-

significant

seems to me, that we

to time, restate the principles of public
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and take stock of our progress to know if
within the confines of legitimate and wise
still
are
we

regulation,

political action.

Purposes of Public Regulation

No

one

who

has given serious thought to the subject

would now contend for a return to the days of unreguThe conditions which occalated railroad operation.
demanded, the intervention
which
evils
sioned, and the
of the public in the operation of the railroads are too
well known to admit of a desire for their restoration.
Regulation of railroads has come to be acknowledged as
a necessary and economic system for the proper and

operation of these systems of transportation.
idea of regulation is, of course, that
The
railway transportation shall be furni.shed to all upon
reasonable and non-discriminatory rates; that rebates,
concessions and the like shall not be permitted and that
the corporate affairs of railroads shall be an open book.

efficient

basic

At

the outset the sole idea

experience revealed

new

was one of

restraint.

As

possibilities of evil the acts of

regulation were broadened to include such new problems.
Thus the restraints upon the issuance of securities upon
extensions and abandonments; upon interlocking direc;

upon the dealing in commodities transported
and kindred subjects, came to be considered wise and
necessary extensions of the laws. Still the predominant
idea was one of repression to curtail those practices
which were thought to be inimical to fair and honest
torates

;

;

—

operation.

Responsibility of Regulation

The thought that with this repressive regulation there
should be some measure of responsibility for the successful operation of the railroads was not entertained
That act conprior to the transportation act of 1920.
tained the significant and important and much misunderstood provisions now embodied in Section 15a of the
Here was congressional recoginterstate commerce act.
nition of the fundamental justice of giving some assurOf
ance of fair dealing with railroad properties.
But it did most
course, it was not a guaranty.
emphatically proclaim a policy which is inherently just
and economic. If the transportation act may be permitted to function unhampered by extraneous influences,
there is reason to believe that railroad regulation may
prove successful both to investors and shippers.

Uneconomic Practices Discouraged
is strictly economic.
aims to prevent those practices which hinder the operation of economic rules.
The granting of a rebate or
the enforcement of discrimination is uneconomic.
Economic law knows no favorites and rigorously enforces its
decrees.
An unreasonable rate is contrary to economic
principles because it retards free movement and reduces
carrier revenue.
An inadequate rate is not economic,
because it fails to provide compensation for valuable
service and unduly stimulates the preferred industry.
Regulation steps in and fixes the maximum rate, and to
the degree to which the determination is wisely reached
does regulation recognize economic rule.
Since the
power to fix minimum rates has been recognized, regulation likewise prevents economic waste by requiring
industry to pay for service rendered, and prevents
uneconomic carrier competition. It is not in keeping with
the economic conservation of industry for unnecessary
and duplicated service to be furnished a given com-

Theoretically, railroad regulation

It
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munity. Regulation asserts that fundamental economics
be recognized in railroad extensions and abandonments.
Over-capitalization is unwise, and unnecessary security
Therefore, regulation aims to
issues are wasteful.
preserve the economics of finance by supervising such
issues.

Transportation

—an

Element

in Production

point at which railroad regulation breaks down
recognize economic law is in ignoring the
essential and integral factor of transportation in production. If the American public can once be brought to a

The

and

fails to

of the absolute economic dependence of
industry upon transportation, the boasted quality of fair
play ought to solve many of our pressing and embarrealization

rassing problems.

Industry pays a high scale of wages, because it has
come to know that the best service comes from contented
and prosperous labor. It wants the best machines, for
It pays curthereby are ultimate economies effected.
accepts the
materials
and
for
raw
prices
market
rent
market as its guide. But while it appreciates the importance of good transportation service it regards the
carriers as something apart from the processes of production and pays its charges only because its goods must
be moved.
Take agriculture, for example, because it is paramount
erroneously talk
in the public mind at this time.
about production and transportation as though they were

We

separate and distinct elements in the economics of wealth.
When we consider that production is the creation of
economic value the making of wealth available for

human wants

—
—we must recognize

that production is not
complete until the products of the soil are made available for human wants by placing those products where
men can utilize them. The price of the farmer's grain
is fixed at the central market, and until his grain reaches

such market, or is available therefor, it is valueless.
Transportation enters into his industrial processes, and
does for him what he would otherwise have to do for
himself.

When
gives

farm produce are high the farmer
thought to expense. He expands his operabuys high-priced land, pays high wages and
prices of

little

tions,

increases production.

When

the inevitable recession in

comes the farmer is naturally discouraged, perhaps resentful, and perforce looks about for means of
prices

reducing expenses. More often than not he is encouraged to believe that freight charges are responsible for
his misfortunes, or at least that reductions thereof

would

Immediately there
materially ameliorate his condition.
appears on the political horizon a host of Moseses who
have panaceas for agricultural relief, and chief among

them are measures aimed

at reduction of transportation

charges.

While, of course, freight charges have entered into
sum total of farming expen.se, they have been proportionately far less than other factors, and constitute
an item in the cost of production which justifies itself
abundantly. Yet this essential and integral part of production is the one which is made to sustain the chief
burden of deflation, notwithstanding the fact that the
carriers have also been subjected to many of the same
elements of inflation as has the farmer. Complaints of
excessive rates are filed and extended hearings are held.
Members of Congress are active with bills to force rate
the

reductions, and the whole
tion

is

run.

gamut of uneconomic regula-
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is no more economic justificacompulsory rate reduction in such cases than

maintain that there

tion for a

for a legislative reduction of wages, interest rates or

commodity prices. All are essential ingredients of production. Each should respond in due proportion to any
Especially is this true when the
program of relief.
railroads are not allowed, during the period of inflation,
to store

ing

up excess earnings against the day of diminishWith their rate of return limited, and

returns.

rarely reached, they are not accorded the benefit of that
principle of industry, as well as of frugality, of guard-

ing against the time when deflation reduces traffic and
The theory that railroad rates should he made
to fluctuate with the rising and lowering tides of indus-

earnings.

conditions can never be scientifically or economlong as the rate of return be arbitrarily
In the larger and more important aspect of the
limited.

trial

ically justified so

question there can be no sliding
fit the temporary vicissitudes of
that railroads are public service
justify an uneconomic treatment

scale of rate levels to

commerce.

The

fact

corporations does not
of rates.
The power
to regulate, unlike the power to tax, does not include

power to destroy.
There is no basis for a policy of regulation which uses
a public service corporation as an economic gyroscope.
Railroads are parts of our economic structure and must
be accorded that same measure of economic freedom
which other industries enjoy. They should be regulated
only to the extent to which they violate or threaten
sound business principles, or when they fail to keep pace
with modern and approved standards of operation.
the

thought in mind, what, then, should be our
toward the regulation of motor vehicles using
the public highways?
this

attitude

I

compromises

upon the part of the
some form of regulation
degree put the carriers more nearly

railroads in an effort to secure

which would to a
upon a parity of competition.

Of course, this object
has not been fully accomplished in the proposed bill, nor
would it have been the result of the original bills referred
to.
It should, however, silence the ill-founded charges
that the railroads are seeking to kill the bus business
by

legislation.

The

provides that motor bus operators
convenience and necessity from joint boards constituted of representatives of
the interested state commissions.
Such certificates are
transferable, and upon the death of the holder pass
directly to his heirs.
All motor carriers in bona fide
operation on Nov. 1, 1928, and continuously down to the
date of their application, are entitled to such certificates
as a matter of course and without a hearing. Protection
to the traveling public is required in the form of bonds
approved by the commission. Rates and fares must be
published in the form of tariffs, which must be adhered
to until changed upon due notice.
Operation of the
buses is to be made subject to reasonable rules and
regulations prescribed by the commission. In substance,
these are the provisions of the bill, and surely no one
can intelligently claim that they unduly restrict the operation or development of the bus industry.
The only
provisions of the bill which may be said to give consideration to the interests of the railroads are that in
deciding applications for certificates due consideration
shall be given, among other pertinent matters, to existand that any person,
ing modes of transportation
including railroad companies, may acquire certified bus
lines without violating the provisions of the anti-trust
present

bill

shall obtain certificates of public

;

Regulation of Motor Vehicles
With

through

plished
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believe I accurately state the position of the large

majority of those concerned in either electric or steam
transportation in saying that the railroads have, and
claim to have, no vested right in transportation that
whenever a new form of public carriage can transport
the inhabitants or products of the nation more expeditiously and more economically than can the railroads the
public is entitled to such new form of transportation.
In fact, the public has the right to avail itself of such
mode of transportation as it chooses, whether or not
such mode is faster and cheaper. The only limitation
to such right of the public is that vested rights of other
carriers
and, some politicians to the contrary notwithshall not be
standing, some such rights still exist
infringed. At the outset of the problem there may have
been a thought in some quarters of trying to legislate
bus lines out of existence, but it certainly no longer
prevails. The enlightened thought of the day, if not one
of co-operation, is at least not antagonistic. This position has been most clearly emphasized during the last
three years in the hearty co-operation and constructive
efforts upon the part of the railroads to work out with
the bus interests a satisfactory and workable bill for
the regulation of interstate motor bus operations. StartParker and
ing out with the original Cummins,
Dennison bills, which placed the buses under quite
complete control of the Interstate Commerce Commission and afforded real protection to the railroads against
this new form of competition, there has evolved the
present Parker bill (No. H.R. 15621), which prescribes
a minimum regulation of the buses and gives to the railThis has been accomroads but scant consideration.

acts.

Thus is presented a minimum of regulation of motor
buses and a mere recognition by Congress of the fact
Yet this bill is having the
that railroads still exist.
earnest support of nearly every railroad in the country.

;

—

—

Let the Fittest Survive

What
foretell.

the future of bus regulation will be no one can
could not be so vindictive as to wish upon

We

them such a degree of regulation as railroads now enjoy.
If, however, the motor bus industry is in harmony with
the economic development of the nation and its operators are to be regarded as public service corporations,
using the public highways for which they have not paid,
and are to continue to compete with other recognized

and long-existing forms of common-carrier transportation, they should be required to place such competition
upon a basis which will be just and equitable to their
competitors.

Then

let

the

fittest

survive.

would appear that our friends, the state commissions, do not want the railroads to compete with buses.
It

the convention of the National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners at New Orleans, on
Nov. 16, 1928, a report submitted by Mr. Morgan of
Alabama was adopted criticizing the railroads for granting excursion rates in bus competitive territory and
calling for an investigation as to the lawfulness thereof.

At

Fair, or Subsidized Competition?
In the beginnings of railroads, competition with then
existing canal routes was effectively prevented by prohibiting railroad rates being less than competing canal
Even with this handicap the railroads won out
rates.

through superiority of service.

That law was designed
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to preserve investments in canal properties. Now Congress is reversing the current of economic trend by
declaring a national policy in favor of inland waterways. By a law enacted at the last session of Congress
is
proposed to develop inland waterways at the
it
expense of the government, operate barge lines thereon
at the expense of the government until they have proved

and then to sell them to private interests.
In order to assure the success of the barge lines the
steam railways are required to establish joint through
routes and joint rates with the barge lines and to aflford
divisions of such rates from the railroad revenue.
Because of the inferiority of service on such through
to be profitable

routes due to the factor of barge-line carriage such
through rate must be lower than the all-rail rate. Qear
principles of economic law would require the factor
which is responsible for the poorer service to bear the
decrease in the rate.
But in this case such principles
are ignored and the railroads are required to absorb such
decrease. Thus has the government again gone into the
subsidy business; but for the first time in our history
one industry— the government itself is to be subsidized
at the expense of its competitors.
This is government
ownership with a vengeance.

—

Commission or Congressional Regulation?
Rate making and other public

utility regulative

tions are primarily legislative in character.
this legislative

func-

For years

power was exercised by

legislative bodies.

The books

ments dealing with almost
operation and management.
statutes are still in force in

direct action of
are full of statutory enactevery feature of railway

Maximum

and fares
even in those
states which now have regulatory commissions.
There
came a time, however, when legislators realized their
lack of time and capacity to handle properly such a
specialized and complicated problem; consequently the
commission form of regulation.
There are doubtless many defects in commission regulation of railroads, and at times we are prone to rail
against what at the time appears to be a gross misapprehension of the facts and of the remedy to be applied.
But with all its shortcomings it is a decided improvement
over the former plan of direct action by Legislatures.

many

rates

states;

It is the best method of public regulation yet devised,
but will continue to merit the confidence of the public
and of the railroads only so long as it is permitted to

carry out the purpose and plan of its original concepnamely, regulation by an impartial specialized body,
removed, so far as a governmental department can be

tion,

removed, from the efl'ects of party or political influence.
Being an arm of the legislative branch of the government there is danger that it will not be permitted to work
out its problems in an impartial and scientific way. There
is a growing tendency to override acts of
commissions
by direct legislative acts and to give to the commissions
arbitrary directions not founded upon well-considered
or economic study.
Instances of such direct action are afforded by
the
2-cent passenger fare law of Wisconsin, passed
after
the creation of the Railroad Commission, and after
that
commission had conducted an extensive investigation into
the matter of such fares, resulting in an order
fixing

2i cents as the basic fare.
Smith resolution was an

The passage

of the

Hoch-

and I think an
unwise, piece of legislation, and marks a tendency
which
if extended, will completely undermine the
whole strucill-advised,

VoUi, No.5

ture of commission regulation.
tions that

it

may

be extended

is

That there are indicaevident from the action

of the Senate committee on interstate commerce, in
reporting for passage the bill to repeal the so-called
Pullman surcharge after the Interstate Commerce Commission had, upon full investigation and after extended
hearings, found such surcharge to be justified and the
amount thereof not unreasonable.

As

indicating a more enlightened and statesmanlike
on the part of the Senate the recent confirma-

attitude

of Commissioners Aitchison, Porter and Karrell,
without discussion in committee or on the floor, is most
encouraging, and, we may hope, marks a renewal of
adherence to the principle of disinterested and specialized
regulation of public service corporations.
The commission, being an arm of the legislative body,
it is of course within the legitimate province of that
tion

body

to prescribe the jurisdiction

and organization of

its

having once determined upon the policy of
scientific regulation, divorced so far as possible from
political interference. Congress should respect that determination and leave the development of the regulative
agent.

I3ut

whom

idea to those

for the task.

The

it has designated as best qualified
railroads have but one recourse against

unfavorable determinations of the commission.
That
same limitation of remedy should apply to shippers and
to the public generally.
There should never, under any
circumstances, be a resort to Congress to undo or overrule a determination once formally made by the commission. What may under extreme circumstances seem
to justify a congressional appeal will but afford justification for similar appeals where conditions are not extreme.
Congress will, of course, always retain and doubtless
exercise the right to amend or repeal the whole or any
part of the law. While we may question the wisdom and
challenge the validity of a particular amending or repealing bill, we may not consistently or intelligently doubt
the power of Congress so to act.
But when the particular bill proposes to overturn a decision once formally
made by the commission, or seeks to substitute congressional for commission judgment, we may, and should,
vigorously protest and oppose such action.
The whole public, shipper and investor alike, have the
right to rely

upon the impartial and honest determina-

tion of their rights in transportation.

They have been

repeatedly assured through 40 years of public regulation
of the permanency of the commission form of regulation.
It will utterly destroy confidence in public regulation if Congress shall, at this late day, retake jurisdiction
of this complicated and delicate task.
There are two methods of exerting legislative interference with commission action.
One is by direct
legislative act; the other is

by coercion. It is regarded
for attorneys of record to make public
comment of cases pending before courts, but such conduct is at worst but a breach of that respect and
as

unethical

deference which should be maintained between bench and
bar.
There is no element of intimidation or improper
influence in it. But when a member of Congress makes
a speech upon a matter then pending before the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and with

reference to
Congress, it can have but one
purpose--the exerting of a coercive influence upon the
commission.
Unfortunately, this practice is becoming
too common and should be condemned by all fair-minded

which no

bill is

pending

in

men.
Unless we can preserve that respect and confidence in
the commission which is its strength and pride,
we can-

February

2,
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not hope for a maintenance of its past record of conand impartial effort.
cannot afford, by
carelessness and indifference to these matters, to lend
sanction to practices which can but eventually destroy
all confidence in commissions.

Twenty-five years ago the railroads were told to get
out of politics and to stay out.
In return they were
given every honorable assurance that their affairs would
thereafter be regulated by an impartial governmental

body removed from political influence. In 1905 President Roosevelt announced his famous doctrine of a
square deal, just prior to the passage of the Hepburn
which was designed to give vitality to the Interstate
Commerce Commission. I cannot do better in submitting this subject to you than to quote that virile American statesman, whose pronouncements were
usually
consonant with safe and sound economic laws. He said
"It must be understood as a matter of course
that if
this power is granted it is to be exercised with
wisdom
and caution and self-restraint.
The interstate comact

:

merce commissioner or other government
failed to protect a railroad that

was

oflRcial

who

in the right against

any clamor, no matter how violent on the part of the
public, would be guilty of as gross a wrong as
if he
corruptly rendered improper service to the railroad
at
the expense of the public. When I say a square
deal I
mean a square deal ; exactly as much a square deal for
the rich man as for the poor man; but no more.

Let
each stand on his merits, receive what is due him
and
be judged according to his desserts. To more he is
not
entitled, and less he shall not have."
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How

El Paso Reduces Accidents

We

scientious

IN

the traffic on the London Underground varies throughout
the day is interestingly told in this newspaper advertisement
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For important progress in safe operation made
during 1927, company wins honorable
mention in Brady contest

SO

NOTABLE

tric

Company

was

the record of the El Paso Elec-

in the prevention of accidents

1927, that it received the
given to companies operating

during

Brady Safety Award,
between 1,000,000 and

5,000,000 vehicle-miles during the year. When the time
for the 1928 safety contest came around, based on the
records during 1927, it was found that the El Paso Com-

pany had bettered its remarkable 1926 record. While the
committee on awards for the Brady prize decided to give
the first prize to another company in the properties
operating from 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 vehicle-miles a
it is not surprising that the El Paso Electric Company should have received honorable mention.
Particulars of many of the safety practices of the
company, as followed a year ago, were given on Page
193 of Electric Railway Journal for Feb. 4, 1928.
year,

SEVEN-YEAR ACCIDENT RECORD, EL PASO ELECTRIC RAILWAY
OPERATIONS
-Occidents

'«ar

Total
Accidents

1921

1,867

1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

1,401

1,022
611

546
452
445

per 10,000

Car-Mile
5.83
4.34
2.94
1.82
1.65
1.42
1.35

Accidents
per 100,000
Passengers
9.81
6.60

4.84
3.16
2.85
2.43
2.42

Most of the methods then followed are still employed.
In addition, the company has introduced a number of
other plans.
Following is a summary of those not
previously mentioned.
A. great deal of attention is given to the protection of
school children because of the well-known heedlessness
of children of that age. Activities within the schools include the showing of motion picture films on safety
subjects.
The company makes arrangements to secure
these films and furnishes a projector and an operator
whenever required.
Pamphlets dealing with different
phases of safety are distributed in the public schools and
are often used as the basis for themes in class work.
The company also frequently furnishes students with
safety and other data covering its own operations.
Safety calendars are provided for all classrooms, and
every eflfort is made to encourage the children to think
of safety.
During the year, students in all the high schools in
Texas were invited to prepare art posters in a state-wide
contest.
The art teacher in the El Paso High School,
having noted some excellent safety posters on the dash
boards of the electric cars in El Paso, suggested to some
of the students that they might use the topics of safety
for their posters, and a number did so.
Later these
posters were exhibited in El Paso.
Another teacher
wrote a text book on safety for schools, and copies of
this book were placed with each teacher in the school
system as a guide in safety work. These two incidents
show the prevalence of the safety influence in El Paso.
The efforts of the company, however, do not end here.
In all cases where children are found playing near the
car tracks, stealing rides, or in any other way molesting
the company's equipment, their names are secured and a
letter is sent to the parent.
Frequently, personal calls
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are made upon parents in reference to such cases. The
point is made that the company's interest is to protect
the youngsters from possible harm and that they should
be warned of the danger of such practices.
The company's line to the high school ends at the top
of a rather steep grade. To guard against the possibility
of an accident in case of brake failures, and to provide
a greater factor of safety in the event that students
should tamper with the equipment while the operator is
changing ends, all cars on this line have been equipped
with wheel blocks of oak. When the car stops at the
end of the line the wheel block is immediately put in
place. The result is, if any of the boys should board the
car and release the air, or if the brakes do not hold, the
wheel block will prevent the car from running away.

Other Simple Precautions
The

rule governing

the operation of cars at

intersections has been

The

rule provides that

street

found to help reduce accidents.
two cars shall never be in the

intersection at the same time.
The question of rightof-way is not covered by any rule but is left to the judgment of the operators. Another rule to prevent collisions
says that cars on the same line shall remain at least a

block apart, especially in the down town section or when
passing an important junction point. Cars are permitted
to

approach sidings and curves only

at a

speed not ex-

ceeding 4 m.p.h.

from the golf courses at the El Paso Country Club. It
was noticed that the youngsters at play around the trestle
would sometimes put their heads through the open spaces
between the

thus placing themselves in positions of
danger. When this practice was discovered the company
eliminated this accident hazard by boarding over the
ties,

open spaces.
Precautions against accident are not confined to the

highways but have been extended to the shops. Thus,
where belts and gears are used on machines, they have
been properly inclosed in wire nettings, wooden cases or
other protective equipment. The workmen painting the
cars with the spray process use respiratory apparatus for
greater safety.
Outside construction is done as much
as possible at night, and all tools and material required
are kept at one side of the street so that the other side

may remain

open.

On

a double track line, when one
side of the street is finished, the materials and tools are
moved to the other side of the street.
A great deal of interest is given to safety contests and
no-accident periods.
All street cars and buses were
operated for six consecutive days without accidents of
any kind in February, 1927, and again in March, 1927.
The previous best record was five consecutive days. The

company had a total of sixteen no-accident days
and 127 no-accident days in 1927.

in

1926

During the year, various contests are staged, lasting
for one week or three months at the most. To a large
extent these were the outcome of wagers between the
various inspectors and operators who became "pepped
up" over results already accomplished.
An accident
bogey of 450 was set with a total of 125 no-accident days
1927.

during the holiday rush the men failed in their attempt to
make another no-accident day during the year. However, they had the dinner, partly because of their untiring
efforts to win it, but more because they had accomplished
the original objective by completing the year with 127
no-accident days and a total of only 425 accidents.
The bogey contest proved to be one of the most eflfective plans employed in the accident reduction campaign
and was adopted as a regular feature of the company's
safety program.
In addition, the company has an honor roll and safety
star merit system, both of which have proved very successful in reducing accidents.
The honor roll is compiled every month and contains the names of all operators who have worked during the previous month without having an accident.
A trainman who has been on
the honor roll for two consecutive months has a day off

with

full pay.

A

chart,

prominently displayed,

showed the accidents as they occurred, indicating

at a

For each consecutive month thereafter

on the honor roll he has an additional day off
with pay.
If he has an accident he has to start over^
is

again.

a trainman on completing twelve conmonths operation without an accident receives
a gold star.
Individual stars are given for each year up
to and including four years.
When a trainman comIn addition,

secutive

pletes four years operation without

an accident, he

re-

ceives a large gold star with a numeral worked in the
center, indicating the length of time he has operated

without an accident. The .system is known to the patrons
of the road and the possession of these stars is a source
of pride to trainmen.

The honor
years,

and

roll

system has been in effect for eight
70 per cent of all trainmen are gold

at present

star o])erators.

In addition, the company has division contests, with
small horses on a miniature race track to stimulate interest in the records of the divisions.
Every day that a
division has no accidents, its horse is moved forward 5

notches on the track.

In the case of one accident he

is

moved up four notches, two accidents, three notches, and
so on. The horses bear the name of inspectors on the different divisions to make the contest more personal. The
winning division receives a banner and the operators and
inspectors are entertained at a banquet.

Assets of Employees' Loan Association

in

Various Contests Are Staged

for the year

glance the status of the accident situation and its relaThis kept interest in the
tion to the bogey at all times.
The results were very close in
contest at a high pitch.
October with everyone working to beat the bogey. At
tTiis time the manager promised all inspectors a dinner
if they made 20 additional no-accident days between that
time and the end of the year, which would put them well
Everything went well until Dec. 2i,
over the bogey.
when they had made 19 of the no accident days, but

that he

At two places, car lines cross bridges on trestles at
points where children are in the habit of congregating.
One of these bridges is close to a school. The other is
near a point where caddies gather on their trips to and

Vol.7i,No.S

ASSETS

Milwaukee Increase

of $10,323,129 are shown in the annual re-port of the Employees' Mutual Saving. Building and
Loan Association, comprised of eniijloyees of the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company. Milwaukee.
Wis. This represents an increase of 12.8 per cent for
the year. Mortgage loans amounting to $2,266,922 were
made during 1928. and $1,229,413 in mortgage loans
were retired. At the close of the year the association
had outstanding 3,359 loans totaling $10,017,316.

Concreted Track
for

New York

City

Subway

By Robert H. Jacobs
Division Engineer Board of Transportation,

Extensive study
the

new subway

led

of

to

the

adoption

wooden blocks

set

New York

City

on
in

support except under
special work. In this article the author outlines the numerous advantages of this type
concrete for the

rail

of construction

WHILE

all track constructhe same, from the pioneer
work in the West to the present-day subways.
tracks for rapid transit subway operation involve several
aspects that are not entirely paralleled by steam railroad.
Subway tracks are installed over a rigid floor instead of
on a yielding subgrade and are not affected by frost
and other climatic conditions, as is the case of open
While provisions for draititrack on steam railroads.

tion

the fundamentals of

are

largely

age must be made, they are of an entirely different
character from those usually required for other railLikewise, the smaller temperature range in subroads.
ways requires providing for less expansion in the rails.
cars react upon the tracks quite
the driving wheels of steam locomotives.
The fundamental requirements for subway tracks are
in many ways quite similar to those for street railways,

and

motor-driven

differently

from

although there are obviously many points of difference
both as to traffic and physical conditions to be met.
The rapid transit railroad system of Greater New
York now under operation by the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company and Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation consists of 216 miles of structure (subway
and elevated) and 631 miles of track, exclusive of
yards.
The new independent city subway system was
started in 1925 and, as at present laid out, consists of
about 55 miles of .structure and in the neighborhood of
175 miles of running track, exclusive of yards.

The

drawings for the construction of the
(now operated by the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company and known as Contract 1)
indicated that in the underground portions of the railroad the track should consist of rails laid on a conoriginal

contract

subway

tinuous bearing of wooden blocks, the blocks to be held
in place by steel channels secured to metal crossties imbedded in concrete. This contemplated type of rigid
construction required less depth below the base of rail
than for ballasted track, and the subway structures were
Although no such type of track had
built accordingly.
been used for high-speed railroads, a short stretch of it
was installed and tested out under traffic on the Long
Island Railroad.
When the time came for laying the
tracks in the subwav the conservative attitude of the
203

Coney Island

Route of the

New York

City subway
construction

now under

operating company toward the adoption of this new
type of track resulted in the final adoption of the ballasted type of track in place of that originally contemplated. This necessitated raising the base of rail to
provide for ballast, thereby reducing the overhead car
clearance.
At the same time it permitted only a very

shallow track construction with but 5-in. ties and 5 in.
of ballast beneath the ties. On later work 6-in. ties with
a 7y-m. layer of ballast were adopted as the standard
construction.

The

subway and elevated railand No. 2) were installed with
modified A.S.C.E. rail, using ribbed tie ])lates

tracks for the original

ways (Contracts No.
lOO-lb.

1

The tracks for the elevated expressed into the ties.
tension of the original subways were constructed somewhat similar to the existing Manhattan Elevated Railroad lines, except that 100-lb. modified A.S.C.PI. rail
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track between special work, also for lay-up tracks and
for tracks in yards.
The ballasted track, known as type I, is laid in a
concrete trough, provided under the subway construction contracts for a planned depth of

7^ in., for ballast
under the ties. Eighteen 6x8-in. ties to the 33-ft. rail
and 7^x9-'m. shoulder tie plates with cut spikes are
view is given of a section of
standard construction.
such track.

A

The

concreted type of track,

known

as type II,

is

in-

trough identical with that provided
The rail is laid on separate
for the ballasted track.
6xl0-in. creosoted wood blocks, spaced eighteen to
the 33-ft. rail, imbedded in concrete to approximately
stalled in a concrete

the tops of the blocks, and sloping toward the center
of the track for drainage.
This construction provides

and extending below the
bottom of the blocks. Screw spikes instead
of cut spikes are used throughout. Tie plates are used
with bosses to support the heads of the screw spikes so as
to provide a space of
in. between the flange of the rail
and the underside of the head of the screw spike, as will
a trough between the blocks
level of the

Ballasted track, known as type I, is used only for special work,
tor short stretches between special work, for lay-up tracks and
in yards

was used instead of the
the Manhattan Elevated

90-lb. special section in use

on

lines.

Prior to the preparation of track standards for the
for the present operated dual system,
conferences were held between representatives of the
city and both operating companies.
This resulted in the
adoption of uniform standards except for certain items
on which the two companies did not agree, the most important of which were the types of switches and the
sizes of ties and guard timber for elevated railroads.
Separate standards were therefore adopted where
affected by these items for track to be opierated by each
of the companies. Housed switch points were adopted
for Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation lines, and
lapped switches for Interborough Rapid Transit Company lines 6x8-in. ties and 6x6-in. outside guard timber
were adopted for Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit elevated lines and 8x8-in. ties and 6x8-in. outside guard
timber were adopted for Interborough Rapid Transit
additional lines

;

elevated lines.

After the completion of the original rapid transit
system (Contracts No. 1 and No. 2) and prior to the
installation of the tracks for the dual system,

an interest-

ing type of track construction had been adopted and
installed in the Detroit River tunnels and in the Grand
Central Terminal of the New York Central Railroad,
as well as in the Pennsylvania Terminal and in a portion
of the tracks of the Pennsylvania Railroad between the
terminal and Long Island City, and also for portions
of the Hudson-Manhattan Railroad.
This special type
of track, while differing somewhat in detail in the vari-

ous

localities, consisted essentially

imbedded

in concrete for the

of short

wood

blocks

support of the rails, with
This type of construction

a trough between the rails.
was adopted by the city and installed at the stations of
the dual system as well as in the Montague Street,
Fourteenth Street and 60th Street river tunnels, where
it proved so satisfactory that its
use has been greatly
extended for the new city subway system.

^

be explained in more detail later.
In extending the use of concreted track it was realized
that we were entering upon a program of the most extensive use of rigid track construction undertaken
anywhere in this country.
This decision was made
after a careful study of the tracks of this character,
which had been in operation for the last twelve years.
During this period these tracks required practically no
maintenance except rail renewals and the tightening up
of track bolts. There is every reason to expect that this
condition will continue for a great many years or until
it is necessary to renew the ties.

Six

Marked Advantages of Concreted Tracks

The advantages of concreted track are:
1.
More satisfactory drainage. In our ballasted

track,

drainage is through the ballast into drain boxes connecting with a drainage system below the subway floor.
With the concreted type of track, the greater part of
the drainage is carried in the track trough, and it is
only necessary to provide under drains in special cases
where it is expected that the flow will be such as to
make it undesirable to carry it all in the track trough,
as well as in certain localities where the grades are very
flat.
When ballast is used, it soon becomes clogged and
is therefore unsatisfactory for drainage purposes.
2.
Better riding qualities. Due to the permanency
of alignment and grade, continuous good riding qualities
of the track are assured with resulting favorable effect

upon the

rolling stock.

Better maintenance conditions.
In the case of
subway tracks, the depth of ballast is necessarily limited,
due to the large expense of increasing the depth of the
subway, the standard depth being but
7i in. under the
ties, whereas in ordinary railroad construction, with
ballast placed on an earth subgrade, the depth of ballast
varies from 12 in. to 24 in.
The fretiuency of train
3.

movements

install

in subways and the constant tamping of
required to keep the track in surface and line
causes a certain amount of stone dust, which, if allowed
to accumulate, eventually blocks the drainage.
This
necessitates frequent renewals of stone ballast under
very difficult conditions.
The Interborough replaces
ballast between stations about every ten or twelve years,

concreted track throughout, except that ballasted
track
will be used for special work and for
short stretches of

and through the stations more frequently. This maintenance work has to be done during a few hours at night

Track Standards for New Subway
For the new

city

subway

it

is

planned

to

ballast

February

2,
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men and with

materials handled
work is dispensed
with in the case of concrete track. In many places there
will be little or no flow of water, and the track trough
of the concrete track provides a very convenient space
for the storing of rail for renewals.
4.
Better sanitation.
Concreted track provides a
surface that can easily be' kept clean, whereas the filth
and debris which accumulates in the ballasted track can
be removed only by taking out the ballast.
directly

from work

All of this

trains.

5. Safety.
From the point of view of safety this type
of track has distinct advantages. The newspapers from
time to time report that passengers fall off the platforms

and are killed by passing trains. In several instances
where such accidents occurred at places where concreted
track is used, persons have rolled into the track trough
and the trains passed over them without seriously
injuring them.
In the case of ballasted track, the distance from the under side of the cars to the top of the
ties is so small that it does not allow a train to pass
over a person.

With the concreted
minimum the number

track

of

the surface of the track.

it

is

possible to reduce to a

workmen required to maintain
As a large number of men are

required on the maintenance of ballasted track under
operation, it is expected that the adoption of the concreted track will result in reducing very considerably the

number of accidents to operating employees.
6. Economy. Concreted track, in providing for drainage in the trough between the rails, makes it possible
to effect a large saving

due to the omission of under
manholes and connections require excavation, in earth or rock, below the subgrade
of the structure at considerable cost.
Taking this into

drains,

which with

their

account, the cost of concreted track has been estimated
as being slightly less than for ballasted track. The labor
cost of maintenance, however, is very much less for the

concreted track according to our estimates, based upon
the very conservative assumption that the wood blocks
will not have to be renewed for 36 years. This makes
concreted track much more economical than ballasted
track.

vertical curve

With the concreted track brought to proper alignment
and grade, the wear and tear on the cars .should be considerably less than is the case with ballasted track, which,
even under the best conditions practicable, is more or less

out of surface.
The adoption of separate wood blocks for the support
of the rails was, of course, a radical departure from the
standard railroad practice of supporting the two lines
of rails on the same tie in order to assure the maintaining of the gage.
This situation, however, is entirely
taken care of by the backing up of the ties with concrete.
On the earlier construction, 1-in. anchor bolts
were placed at both ends of every tie block. These
anchor bolts extended down into the concrete bed of the
track construction. It has been shown from observation
of the tracks over a period of twelve years under operation that these anchor bolts serve no useful purpose,
with the possible exception of helping to anchor the ties
supporting the guarded rail on sharp curves.
In our
present work anchor bolts are omitted except for the
low side of guarded curves where they are provided to
obviate the possibility of tight gage due to the pressure
of the wheel flanges against the guard

rail.

Long Life of Wood Blocks Expected
has been realized from the first that every reasonmade to defer as long as possible
the renewal of the wood blocks in the type II track.
have, therefore, endeavored to obtain blocks of the best
lumber and creosoted them for longer life. By having
most of the holes in the ties drilled before creosoting
and by providing spikes of practically exact dimensions,
we have minimized the effect of spike-killing. In addiIt

Although

believed that train resistance is considerably less on rigid concrete track than on ballasted
track, no tests under rapid transit conditions have been
made to substantiate this belief.
somewhat limited
it

is

A

test

Tangent track on

on the Pere Marquette Railway under steam road

conditions over about 1,200 ft. of concreted track indicates a reduction of about 15 per cent in train resistance.

able effort should be

We

tion,

we have provided

usual 8

in.,

ties

which makes

it

10

in.

wide instead of the

possible to plug spike-killed

and drill new holes in the ties.
have found that to date with our Z^xQ-in. tie plates,
there has been very little tie plate cutting.
Although it appears that the time for the renewal of
the ties is far distant, we have given this matter serious
There is no question but that it will inconsideration.
In a few cases where
volve a large amount of work.
reconstruction of this track has been necessary the blocks
have been removed and replaced under traffic without
serious difficulty and with satisfactory results. We have
holes, shift the tie plates

We

also constructed a considerable amount of concreted
track under operation. In the event of general renewal
used
it is expected that somewhat smaller ties will be
that can be placed in the grooves left in the concrete and

Concreted track, known as type II, is used generally throughout
the subway. On curves of 500-ft. radius or less, four 7-ft. 5-in.
cross ties to every 33 ft. of rail arc substituted for an equivalent

number

of blocks

secured
pound.

in positions

with grout or some asphaltic com-

In general, regardless of ties and roadbed, there are
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several types of standard construction based
They may be designated as follows:
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Law to Regulate Spray

on curva-

ture.
1.

Proposed

Tangent track and curves of more than 3,000- fi.

This track is installed in accordance with genwith 4-ft. S^-in. gage and single spiked—
that is, with one spike on each side of each rail.
The
2. Curves of from 3,000-ft. to 2,300-ft. radius.

A BILL
INcarriers
and

radius.

only material difference in this type of construction from
the above mentioned type is that an additional spike is
installed on the inside of both rails.

It is also proposed that no person under
of fresh air.
eighteen be required to use a spray-painting machine, and
that those permitted to use the machines be limited to a
working period of not more than eight hours a day.

Guard rails
3. Curves of 2,300-ft. to 1,000-ft. radius.
are installed adjacent to the gage side of low rail on all
curves of less than 2,300-ft. radius, including transitions.
The inside of the unguarded or outside rail is double
spiked, while the running rail and guard rail on the inside

V
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amount

of curves are single spiked.
curves in this classification.

all

violations

Q
n
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ii v\
of track and frough.^

lllllllllNI

l-i

>

Jt

No

rail

braces are used on

The

ing it possible to make all future rail renewals without
disturbing the bonds.
This additional rail may have
some advantage as an extra safeguard in case of derail-

ment.

Curves of 500-ft. radius and under.

from

that

This type of

for

1,000-ft. to
500-ft. radius in that instead of installing rail braces on
the guard rail at every third tie, they are installed at

and four

7-ft.

crossties to every
an equivalent number

5-in.

33-ft. rail length are substituted for
of short blocks.

2,300-ft. radius

and over

In
of the act shall be subjected to a fine of $1,000.
cases where it would be necessary for the operator of the
spray-painting device to spray in the direction of a current of air or the source of the greatest amount of illumination, the bill would require that a turntable be provided
for

moving the object being sprayed.

Turkeys and

Hams Awarded Again

in Jacksonville

rail re-

newals on sharp curves are rather frequent and it has
been found advantageous at the time of the first rail
renewal to place the old rail inside of the guard rail.
This rail is then bonded instead of the new rail, render-

curve construction differs

^Subgrade

A-A

roadbed on tangents and curves of

II

toward the center of the track.

tie,

provided that

is

U U
Lr LIU LI LI IJ \A U U 'uiyTjrTl'j
a H H U U|U H U a H H UHff^

4. Curves of 1,000-ft. to 500-ft. radius.
Rail braces
are placed on the outside of the rails on the high side at
every other tie on all curves of less than 1,000-ft. radius,
and on the inside of guard rails at every third tie on all
curves from 1,000-ft. radius to 500-ft. radius. The rail
braces are spiked through the tie plates with three
lx5|-in. screw spikes. On this type of construction we
are providing e.xtra tie blocks for the support of an addi-

every other

it

-Dvpnss concrefv mimmurrt'
necessary for anHcreepers

;'^'V.»

Type

5.

I

C.l,

Section

tional rail

of a penalty,

Track bench.,

n

LUJ
yep

way

In

iiiiiiiiiiii

trn

common

designed to apply to interstate

contractors working on federal projects,
Congressman Zihlman of Maryland proposes to regulate
the use of compressed-air spray-painting machines.
Under the terms of the measure it is proposed that all
persons required to use such devices be equipped with a
breathing apparatus providing an uncontaminated supply

eral i^ractice,

n^

Painting

TURKEYS

browned

deep golden glow graced
more than 100 employees of
the Jacksonville Traction Company. Jacksonville. Fla.,
winners of two safety contests staged within the organito a

the Christmas tables of

Eighty-nine of the employees were trainmen.

zation.

They operated cars 80 working days without

a single

chargeable accident. The remaining employees staged a
record for maintenance of cars in the southeastern district of Stone & Webster, Inc.

Large juicy hams were also presented to eleven conwho performed their duties without having an
accident charged again.st their record.
Eighteen trainmen operated without chargeable accidents during the

ductors,

contest, but they did not

days.

For

work the required number of

that reason thev

were not rewarded.

Power Supervising Grows
with Chicago Rapid Transit
Increasing

made

a

concentration of
system of power

nomically advisable.

is

loads

supervision

has
eco-

an important
the maintenance of good train service

factor in

This electrically-operated feeder diagram

traffic

about 10

ft.

It

high and 20

TWENTY
now

years ago, although the trackage which
Rapid Transit system
was not much less than it is today, the entire
supply of power was from six sources, four of which
were direct-current generating stations. With only one
or two sources of feed for each of the separate railways,
each of these sources supplied energy to all portions of
its line at all times.
It was only necesasry for the chief
engineer at each of these power houses to know the
variations in demand on his plant to put on or take off
the necessary generators to handle it. At that time there
was very little sectionalizing of feeders. This, of course,
made it impossible to segregate trouble either the railway was alive or it was dead.
constitutes the Chicago

:

207

also

is

ft.

long and occupies one entire side of the supervisor's

office

Fifteen years ago the demands for power were such
and storage batteries were added to the two substations already used by
that several rotary converter substations

Lake Street division. A sectionalizing program commenced which split the feeds up into shorter sections
and into single tracks. At that time there were fourteen
The total number of feeder sections
sources of feed.
was twenty, and of feeder panels it was 41. Each
division was still operating independently, the power
house on each division was still the main source of feed
and the substations and storage batteries were operated
principally to maintain the best load factor at the power
the

house.

In 1911 the operation of the elevated properties was
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two sources of power and in some instances more.
There are a total of 174 feeder panels. Energy consumption has grown from 114,0(X),(XX) kw.-hr. in 1905
The maxito more than 210,000,000 kw.-hr. last year.
mum demand, which in 1913 was 37,500 kw., last year
reached 76,000 kw. and the greatest one-hour demand
was more than 85,000 kw.
The load has two very marked peaks, from 7 to 9 a.m.
and from 5 to 6 p.m. on each week day. The demand
in the summer varies from 3,500 kw. in the middle of the
night valley to 50,000 kw. in the morning peak, then
drops to 23,000 kw. in the mid-day valley and goes up
The annual load
to 55,000 kw. in the afternoon peak.
factor based on the maximum demand is about 40 per
cent.
In winter the electric heat u.sed on the cars, and
which amounts to about 15 kw. per car when all is in
use, increases the maximum demand and kilowatt-hour
consumption during its use by about 50 per cent over
The amount of energy actually
the summer condition.
least
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used for electric heat is about 15 per cent of the total
used in a year.
During the rush hours every source of power is used.
During winter practically 100 per cent of the connected
converter capacity is required to supply the peak demands. In the summer peaks, while the total capacity
is not necessary, load concentrations are such that all
sources must be in operation to maintain line voltage
necessary for good train operation. These demands taper
off into the medium valley in the middle of the day and
the ver^ low valley in the middle of the night. It is not
only uneconomical to operate rotary converters at low
loads, but the interconnection of substation over the very
heavy feeder systems when there is little or no load is
dangerous. To take care of this condition necessitates
switching operations to vary the condition from fifteen
sources of feed utilized in the valley to the full number
utilized in the peak.
Not only are substations put on and
taken off, but feeder section switching is done varying
from 80 feeder panels closed in the valley to 130 closed

and a consideration of the operating problems
under a unified management indicated that considerable
advantage could be gained by combining power systems
rather than handling each division separately as heretoIn the following year a power contract with the
fore.
Commonwealth Edison Company was concluded, and the
way cleared for the addition of sources of feed which by
A further program of
this time were badly needed.
sectionalization was entered into, working toward an
eventual scheme of a section for each single track, averaging about 2\ miles in length. In 1912 one substation
and 22 additional feeder panels were added in 1913 three
more substations and twenty more feeder panels. Some
unified

;

of these points of feed were, of course, required only
during the morning and evening rush hours.
During
the balance of the day the power house, with some additional help, was able to handle the load and maintain
adequate line voltage at all points on the system.
The number of sources and the number cff feeder sections were increasing so fast and the layout was getting
so complicated that the power house staffs were no
longer able to handle them properly. The interchange of
energy between divisions, each of which had its own
power house staff, was difficult to handle under the existing conditions.
Even if normal
operation could have been handled
properly, special switches in case of
trouble could not be co-ordinated
between five separate authorities.
It became apparent that an organi-

was needed whose primary
duty it would be to handle this more
and more complicated switching situation.
For this reason a power
supervisor was installed in an office
in the Loop, and the existing power
house and
substation
operating
forces were instructed that in the future they would be under his orders
and would control their operation
and switching solely at his direction.
At the present time the Rapid
Transit system is served by 36

in the peak.

This normal switching, to follow the changing loads,
more than 100 normal changes every day, all of
which are made on orders from the power supervisor.
includes

\

zation

sources of power, rotary converter
substations, two mercury arc rectifiers and several storage batteries.
The system is separated into 77
feeder sections.
The majority of
these sections are connected into at
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His telephone

facilities have grown from the three instruments with improvised connections which obtained
in the beginning to a switchboard equipped with private
lines to each source of feed, together with a sufficient
number of trunk lines, outside lines, and private lines to
the load dispatcher of the Commonwealth Edison Company and the system operator of the Public Service
Company of Northern Illinois. A recent check of the
amount of business over this switchboard showed about
500 telephone calls per day in normal business, or an
average of a call every three minutes throughout the

24 hours.
The power supervisor's diagram has grown from a
pencil one on a drawing board to an electrically operated
diagram about 10 ft. high and 20 ft. long which fills one
entire side of his office. This diagram includes a representation of the railroad system and of individual feeder
sections in colors, together with their numbers.
It has
a frame for each source of feed, with sub-frame for
each feeder section which can be fed from that source.
Each source and each feeder section frame have a red
and green pilot light. The red light indicates that the
station is in operation or the feeder closed.
The green
light indicates that the station is shut down or the feeder
open. Up to the present time the majority of these mdications are controlled by a plug jack system in the power
supervisor's switchboard, and the indications can be

changed upon receipt of telephone information without

C.E.R.A^ Sees More
Prosperous Times Ahead
New

money, modernized equipment, improved
methods of passenger and freight handling
contribute to better business relations
with public

ELECTRIC

railways can claim no vested right in
Whenever a new form of public
carriage can transport the people or products of the
country more conveniently, expeditiously, and more
economically than can the present systems, the public
is entitled to such new form of transportation, declared
J. P. Barnes, president A.E.R.A., in addressing the
opening session of the Central Electric Railway Association in Indianapolis last Thursday.
Mr. Barnes
stressed the paramount importance of convenience of
transportation.

and detailed the principal factors involved in
rendering such service. There was a time, he continued,
when in considering the convenience and necessity
of a mode of transportation the emphasis was placed on
the latter, a time when the service as such was justified
service

on the basis that

a need of the community. If
continue operation in the face
of competition from automobile and bus, it must be
because their efforts are directed toward rendering
convenient as well as necessary transportation. It must
be made easy for patrons to use the passenger and
freight-handling facilities of electric lines.
There are many encouraging indications, said W. S.
Rodger, general traffic manager Eastern Michigan Railways and president C.E.R.A., in summarizing the progress of the electric railway industry in the central
territory during 1928, that the industry is surmounting
it

fulfilled

electric railways are to

being necessary for him to leave his desk.
few of the indications are operated by a supervisory
control system and automatically indicate any change
which may occur. This system not only furnishes automatic indication but actually gives the power supervisor
control from his desk of the machines and the feeders at
such stations.
Seven locations are so equipped at the
present time, four of them automatic substations and the
others tie breaker locations.
turn of the proper key
the difficulties which have beset it. With new methods
located in front of the power supervisor is sufficient to
of operation and equipment all possible economies in
perform whatever operation he wishes, and the indicacapital outlay and operation must be exerted to keep
tion of its actual performance automatically shows up on
rates at a minimum for the transportation of passengers
his diagram within a few seconds.
and freight.
great deal has been accomplished in
This supervisory control is of the utmost assistance in
operating economies, but more can be done by the mainhandling power and while it is used as yet only at stations
where no attendant is located and where it would not be tenance of rigid supervision over all items of expense
and by introducing so far as possible labor-saving
possible to get this information in any other way, it will
devices, curtailing unnecessary train mileage and exercisprobably be extended eventually to many of the feeders
at manually-operated substations.
The savings in sec- ing every economy that can be practiced without detrionds of getting an automatic indication at once rather ment to the service.
than waiting for an operator to restore interrupted servIn Mr. Rodger's opinion, jitney competition, which
ice and then report by telephone is of immense value.
for a while caused much difficulty, is being eliminated
The power supervisor also acts as a trouble dispatcher. as communities learn it has no legitimate place in
All cases of trouble in distribution system or lighting are
modern transportation facilities that it only tends to
reported to him, and the maintainers who are on duty
cripple, if not destroy, regular transportation agencies.
constantly on each division of the joad report to him by
Referring to the competition of the long-distance bus
telephone. Each case is entered on the record sheet and
lines, he said, this type of competition could be met by
assigned to the proper maintainer for necessary repair
the electric railways only by giving similar accomwork, and when the repair work is completed checked off
modations and rates of fare by operating through cars
with the proper notations.
over the most direct routes and on limited train schedSeveral of the power supervisors are employees of
ules.
It was not apparent, he continued, why electric
twelve years' standing or more. All of them have had
railways should sit still with their facilities not fully
substation operating experience and all of them are
occupied and watch the buses absorb most of the sofamiliar at first hand with the properties of the Rapid
called day-coach traffic which is moving and also create
.Transit System.
a lot of new business through the medium of low fares
Records available in the office contain everything that
and through runs over publicly-furnished highways.
is necessary for power control, including complete inIf all laws dealing with industrial problems had as
formation as to cable sizes, connections and locations,
their aim the restoration of economic freedom there
switches, switchboard buses, wiring diagrams, etc, all of
could be no serious objection thereto, declared R. N.
it in such shape that instant reference can be made.
Van Doren, vice-president and general counsel Chicago
it

A

A

A

—
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Northwestern Railway, in presenting an analysis of
governmental regulation as related to economic law. In
Mr. Van Doren's opinion, regulation of private as well
as public business is being enlarged unjustifiably, and
no one can forsee the extent to which the movement will
go, if an intelligent and forceful influence is not exerted
to direct the leaders of industry and of politics back
Mr. Van
into the natural channels of economic thought.
Doren's paper is published in abstract elsewhere in this

&

issue.

Only Commodity the
Railways Have to Sell

Service the

Variable operating costs, within the control of electric
by the
number of car-miles and car-hours operated, declared
Joe R. Ong, transportation engineer Cincinnati Street
Railway, in discussing the elements of traffic analysis

February

2,

1929

There are places where trucks have certain advantages
and will do the job more economically than the rail lines.
In those situations the trucks should have the business.
Commodities should be handled always in the most efficient manner, i.e., at the least cost consi-stent with the
Fast movements should be
class of service desired.
more costly than slow movements, where the fast movement is of a special nature requiring individual attention.
There are certain kinds of shipments, however, that can
be more economically handled by rail lines. Electric railways fit into the picture in several ways. They have the
bulk capacity of the steam roads and the rapidity of
movement of the truck for short and medium distances.
They need only to co-ordinate the rail and the truck to

railways, are determined, in a large measure,

present to the shippers in their territory a service that
will have all of the advantages of both.
Continuing, Mr. Tighe pointed out that men in longdistance truck service realize and appreciate the advan-

and schedule making. In order
way must give service, for that

tage held by the electric railway lines.

to live the electric railis

commodity
must give good

the only

In order to prosper it
amount of service, in the right place,
Correct
at the right time is the objective to be sought.
schedules can show profitable operation on a given fare
it

has to

sell.

The

service.

right

and satisfy the public with adequate

service.

The four

principal elements comprising adequate service, according
to

Mr. Ong, are:
1.

2.

Sufficient cars to handle the traffic.
Cars operated frequently enough to serve a reason-

3.

Adherence

The

of service.

management problems of
T. Dehore, president Indianapolis &
Southeastern Railroad, summarized the factors which,
accumulating over many years, have complicated the
satisfactory operation of railway properties, and cited the
experience of his own company to substantiate the praclines.

ticability of

C.

new equipment and new methods

in securing

l)rofitable business.

The trend

development of pick-up and delivery
was analyzed in some detail by L. G.
Tighe, assistant general manager Northern Ohio Power
& Light Company. The problem, according to Mr.
Tighe, has been and still is to co-ordinate the movement
freight

in the

service

of less-than-carload freight shipments to give a complete
service from consignor to consignee. In other words, in
addition to handling merchandise by rail from one terminal to another, to embrace also the handling of this

merchandise from the door of the man who ships to
the door of the man who receives, and to handle this
shipment as one complete transaction.

Too
Under

the

Much

present

Lost Motion

system

there

are

too

many

fingers in the pie, too many people among whom to
divide the responsibility, too much lost motion and too
little efficiency.

This

the cost of every

is all

very expensive and adds to

commodity transported.

The

short-

distance truckers have solved it to a certain extent.
It
i.=
fine transportation service when a truck can back up
to a man's door, load his goods and deliver it to the
door of his customer in a neighboring city, or in cities
say within a radius of 100 miles, but that does not

answer the whole question and it does not take into
consideration the rail carriers which are, when all is said
and done, the backbone of the country's transportation
system.

Advantages in Consolidating
Freight Facilities

to schedules.

speediest operation consistent with safety.

In a paper dealing with the

electric

realize that

lines

able convenience.
4.

They

can beat their costs on account of bulk
handling ability and that bulk freight can be handled
more cheaply in a train of three 40-ton cars than they
can in a caravan of trucks and trailers. The truckers'
advantage comes only in their ability to collect the goods
at the .shipper's door and make delivery at the door of
the receiver of the goods.
The railways' problem is to
devise ways and means of co-ordinating these functions
so as to obtain the maximum advantages of both types
electric

The advantages
the

freight

to be derived through consolidating

of otherwise separately operated
interurban electric railways were presented in a paj^er
by D. R. Thomas, president Electric Railways Freight
Company of Cleveland. Methods were discussed whereby the benefits of consolidation among the electric railways would be obtained without actually consolidating
either the corporations or the physical properties of the
systems involved.
facilities

The new system of color light signals on the Chicago,
South Shore & South Bend Railway was described in
some detail by B. L. Smith, superintendent of signals,
who supplemented his presentation with a number of
lantern shdes. Color light type signals, he summarized,

make

for better train

service.

They

are

positive

in

action, economical in operation

and free from mechanical
defects.
Trains operate on an average of from 93 per
cent to 95 per cent on time since the installation of the
signals on the South Shore lines.
Signal failures have
been reduced from 50 per day with the semaphore tyi:>e
to almost none with the color light type.
Reports of committees and of the activities of the three
affiliated associations
Master Mechanics, Accountants,
and Traffic preceded the election of officers.
L. M. Brown, vice-president Inter.state Public Service

—

—

Company, was elected president; L. G. Tighe. assistant
general manager Northern Ohio Power & Light Company, first vice-president; R. R. Smith, receiver Chicago, South Bend & Northern Indiana Railway, second
vice-president; L. E. Earlywine was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Ralph W. Emerson, general manager

Cleveland Railway, and C. T. Dehore. president In& Southeastern Railroad, were elected to fill
vacancies in the executive committee.

dianapolis

Michigan City, Ind., was selected for the June 27-28
meeting of the association.

February
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American Executive Com-

gan

mittee Meets in Indianapolis
PROGRESS

on the program for the next convention
of the American Electric Railway Association, to be
held at Atlantic City, was reported to the American
executive committee at a meeting of that body held in
Indianapolis on Jan. 25, 1929, in connection with the
annual meeting of the Central Electric Railway Association.
A complete outline of the program and a list of
the tentative speakers selected was presented by E. P.
Waller in the absence of Chairman T. A. Kenny of the
committee on subjects and meetings.
Every assurance of a successful convention was given
by the broad scope of the subjects selected by the committee and the national prominence of the speakers who
be invited to address the convention.
In addition
morning meetings of the American Association, a
series of informal luncheon conferences, similar to those
which have proved so popular during the past several
years in Cleveland, will again be included. The actual
drafting of the program for the American meetings was
will

to the

in the

the

Sub-Committee Chairman H. V. Bozell.
These tentative plans were enthusiastically approved by
the executive committee.
President J. P. Barnes expressed his appreciation of the work of the program
committee and pointed out that every promise of a successful convention is offered by the subjects and speakers
direction

Chairman Hanna

tions.

said that efiforts to obtain passage

new Parker bill for the regulation of interstate
buses, which was prepared through the co-operation of
all agencies interested in this subject, are being made at
this session of Congress.
Mr. Hanna also announced
of the

that a

committee representing the National Association
and Utility Commissioners and the Inter-

of Railroad
state

Commerce Commission

is being formed to study the
with a view to determining the
need for a modification of the transportation act with

electric railway situation

respect to electric railways.

M. Brown,

L.

newly-elected president of the Central

Railway Association, expressed the appreciation
of his organization to the American Association executives for their co-operation in holding their committee
meeting in Indianapolis.
The time and place for the next executive committee
meeting were set for 10 a.m. at association headquarters
in New York on March 22, 1929.
Electric

One major change in the schedule of events is to be
made this year. The American program will open on
Monday morning of convention week, but the afternoon
first

exhibits.

Award
Announced

Seventh Coffin

of

selected.

day

will be set aside

for the inspection of

The American program

will

then continue on

Tuesday and Friday mornings, with Wednesday morning
again reserved for the inspection of exhibits.
In this
way exhibit day will be split between two half-day
periods, one in the afternoon at the beginning of the
week, and one in the morning between the second and
third

called attention to the healthy condition indicated by
the fact that payment of dues by operating members is
ahead of the schedule of la.st year. On national rela-

hands of Sub-Committee Chairman H. C. Clark.

The luncheon meeting program was prepared under

of the
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American

By

sessions.

this

affiliated association sessions, starting

arrangement the
on Tuesday after-

noon, will not be interrupted by the interposition of
exhibit day.
It is hoped that this will enable members
of the affiliated associations who only have a limited time
available for attendance at the convention to attend all
of their affiliated association sessions. Another purpose

day

to discourage the use of this
time for other purposes than that for which it is set aside
in splitting exhibit

—actual study of the

is

instructive exhibits that are brought
the manufacturers.

by
Other reports of standing and special committees submitted to the executive committee included that of the
finance committee by C. E. Morgan, chairman national
relations by J. H. Hanna publications by C. E. Morgan
exhibits by J. H. Hanna; entertainment by Samuel
Riddle; manufacturer contact by E. B. Meissner in the
absence of E. F. Wickwire co-operation with state and
sectional associations by J. W. Welsh in the absence of
Chairman Frank Coates insurance by H. B. Potter
taxation by Leslie Vickers in the absence of Chairman
to the convention

;

;

;

;

H. L. Geisse. A report for the Accountants' Association
was made by President O. H. Bernd, and for the Engineering Association by Vice-President C. H. Jones.
In reporting for the finance committee Chairman Mor-

Contest

CIRCULARS

of invitation announcing the seventh
annual contest for the Charles A. Coffin Award
have been sent to all electric railway executives, accompanied by personal letters from President James P.

Barnes of the American Electric Railway Association,
who also is chairman of the Coffin Prize committee. In
his letter Mr. Barnes suggests that, since the executives
of every electric railway company at this time review
what has been done and prepare their final financial summaries, it would not be a great burden to them if each
and every company in reviewing its accomplishments
followed the form suggested in the circular. It would,
he says, be a boon to the industry.
The award is given by the Charles A. Coffin Foundation, established by the General Electric Company, to
"that electric railway company within the United States
which during the year has made a distinguished contribution to the development of electric railway transportation for the convenience of the public and the benefit
of the industry." The award consists of a gold medal
to the company and $1,000 in cash to the company's employees' benefit association or similar organization.
It is suggested
by the committee that a chapter

arrangement be adopted for the briefs and that the accomplishments be outlined in narrative form, accompanied by such figures, illustrations and exhibits as are
necessary to support the claims made. To reduce cost
it is

suggested that decorative art work be avoided.

The

committee prefers a simple statement of the facts as
concisely as possible without the elimination of essential
details, and with a minimum of repetition under the
various factors outlined in the invitation. The subject
matter to be included in the several chapters is outlined
as follows

An

introduction.

— A statement of the company's broad program

why the accomplishments on the property cona contribution to the development of electric railway transportation for the convenience of the public and the benefit of the
industry. If there has been some important development originating on the property which is entitled to special consideration a
description should be given. There should also be a summary of
and a summary of
stitute
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the company's operating and financial statements reduced to a
unit basis, covering the period of twelve months ending Dec.
31, 1928, in comparison with the corresponding periods for the
preceding five years. This should include the financial and operating statistics covered by the A.E.R.A. regular statistical form.
More riders and more revenue. The initiative, skill and
I.
enterprise manifested in popularizing electric railway service and
in meeting the competition of private automobiles by improvement of the service rendered, and by the use of merchandising

—

methods for

A

selling this service.

—

Success in winning the co-operation of
friendly public.
If possible,
public, together with the methods employed.

II.

the
Success in winning relief
concrete evidence should be shown.
from unfair franchise conditions, inflexible rates of fare, paving
burdens or excessive taxes will be considered evidence of a better
understanding by the public of the value of the company's service.
The value to the industry of the methods and principles successfully adopted on the property for improving public relations will

be given particular weight.

—

(a)
III. Lower costs and increased reliability of service.
Economies effected resulting from original ideas or application
of ideas originating with others, including improvements in
accounting or record keeping which permit closer supervision or
better control; (b) improved engineering, construction or maintenance practice originating on the property or successfully
adopted from the ideas of others.
IV. Increased safety for riders, employees and the public.
Development or application of ideas for increasing safety, and

—

success obtained in actually reducing accidents.
V. Co-operation between management and employees. Progress made in building an improved esprit de corps, in better qualifying employees for their work and in training them as salesmen
of the company's service.
VI. Financial accomplishments. Readjustment of the financial
structure, or other measures which tend to improve the company's
credit and reduce the cost of new capital.

—

—

Presentations must cover accomplishments during the
calendar year 1928, although a definite program extending over a period of years and shovi^ing its first notable
All presenresults during that year will be considered.
tations mu.st be in the committee's hands at association

headquarters, 292 Madison Avenue, New York City, on
or before June 30, 1929. Submission of a presentation
carries with it to the committee the privilege of publication in whole or in part over the name of the company.
If desired a company may mark certain parts as confidential and these will not be published without permission, although they must be available for reference at
association headquarters to anyone desiring to study
them. The award will be announced at the annual convention of the association in Atlantic City during the
week beginning Sept. 28, 1929.

London Tape Recorder Faster Than
Telephone

FOR

a great transportation concern like the London
Underground, it is highly desirable that important
news should be made available to all interested parties
without the loss of time and possible inaccuracies due
to hasty and multifarious telephoning.
Since Aug. 13, 1928, the Underground has been making
use of the Exchange Telegraph Company's tape and
column printing instruments, widely known in Great
Britain for the transmission of news and stock market
quotations. The purpose of this tape recorder is to give

urgent information simultaneously to any desired number
of stations from a central office. The printing of the
message is a great advantage. For example, after the
chief dispatcher at Earl's Court has telephoned a message
to the transmitting station at Leicester Square, he can
see almost immediately from the printed record whether
the message is being correctly distributed.
At present, the transmitter communicates with eightThese include six receivers in
een statistical points.

Vol.73, No.5

general offices, two in the control (dispatching)
four in the rolling stock department, and one each
in various departmental offices, as well as in the power
Arrangements have also been made for a simistation.
system on the lines of the associated tramlar

the

offices,

way companies.
The Underground Railways installation is rented for
£305 ($1,482) a year, based on £35 for the transThese costs
mitter and £15 each for the receivers.
are exclusive of wiring.
To secure greater efficiency from the installation, the
company has devised a series of abbreviations to cover
the names of the various routes and the more common
items likely to appear on the tape. The accompanying
table shows the abbreviations used.

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS OF LONDON TAPE NEWS
TRANSMISSION
Lines Affected

D
C

District

..
..

CLi

CF
CO
DT

NO
OS
PF

.

City
Central London

B

Bakerloo

H

Hampstead

P

Piccadilly

DIFFEREJNT CI.ASSBS OP FAIL.UKES, ETC.
Current failure
Train changed over
Defective train
No rolling stock available, trip canceled
Train taken out of service
Point (switch) failure

SE
SF
T

Staff error
Signal failure
Traffic

TF
X
EB

Track failure

WB

•

NB
SB

Passengers detrained
Eastbound road
westbound road
Northbound road
Southbound road

Thus, a message may come over the tape
DT. No. 20. 6.40 p.m. Oxford Circus NB.
OS. Queens Park NO.
B.

like this
6 niin.

X

200

Translation or decoding of the foregoing abbreviations reveals the following story

Bakerloo Line.
Defective train No. 20.
6.40 p.m. Oxford
Circus northbound road, six minutes delay. Two hundred passengers detrained.
Taken out of service Queens Park. No stock
available to replace.

The abbreviations "ety" and "ace" will also be observed on the tape reproduced, these meaning "empty"
and "accumulated" (delay) respectively. Continuity of
the messages transmitted throughout the day is maintained by numbering each item.
Observation of this recording system at work revealed another superiority over the telephone, namely,
the executive in whose office a receiver is placed has the
advantage of reading the log of the day for several
hours back to cover periods when he was out.
The
possibility that important operating messages will be
overlooked or be garbled in reception is thus avoided.
The complete tape covering the day's work presents a
valuable and permanent record of operation.

Railway Publishes Boarding House

Guide

FOR
the

several years past the transport department of

Edinburgh has published a book containing
of apartments and general boarding facilities available for visitors.
Persons wishing to advertise their
lodgings are listed in the guide on payment of 1 shilling
a

city of

list

(24 cents) per entry. The guide also carries facts about
the various transportation services, prominent buildings,
parks, theaters, golf links and other matters that would
be likely to interest the stranger. Advertising is included,
and the guide is sent post-free to all inquirers.

Maintenance Helps
Key

Armature

Seats for

Bearings Milled in a Lathe*

Proved Valuable

By Charles Herms
General Foreman
San Diego Electric Raihvay,
San Diego, Cat.

seat to the exact depth needed.

.'•Screw c^n'^er s/of

Then,
by using the cross feed screw, the
carriage is moved in and out for the
correct length of the key way. Stops
are provided on the cross feed of the
carriage to limit this movement. The
end milling cutter is chucked in the

\ iSfoppirt^

lathe chuck.

BECAUSE

the shops of the San
Diego Electric Railway are not
provided with a key seater or milling
machine, key seats are cut in armature bearings on a lathe. This method
Slip-on
ca//ar-

u-WeM here
gxJf cap
.screws

^Armature bearing

'

After the set up has been completed key seats can be cut in bearings
at an average rate of twelve minutes
each.
The entire unit is mounted on
the carriage instead of on the tool
post.

Butt this eaig^

The method

previously used for
a shaper
and took a machinist an hour to
make the set-up and cut the key way.
With the new jig, when the set up has
cutting key

against tootpost
^i.
:
Insert this
tool
post^urcte on
carricrae

^c/icte

That hcwSf

,

.,

m

A

entire space

section of
is

shown

is effectively drained.
the outdoor "storeroom"
in the accompanying illus-

tration.
'•*,

4

Metal Uncler Rattan Saves
i.
Seat Backs

DESTRUCTION

of rattan-covered seats by cutting with a penknife reached such a stage in Omaha
that the Omaha and Council Bluffs
Street Railway decided some effective

ways required

once been made, a helper can do the
machine work.

Outdoor Storage Arrangement Speeds Shop Work

Method

of

mounting armature bearing so

as to cut

key

has been found

scats in a lathe

less

expensive than

that of cutting them on a shaper. An
accompanying sketch shows the set up
used for cutting key ways.
A jig is mounted on the lathe tool
post carriage. The stop pin on the jig

engages in the window of the bearing
to locate the key way in
the correct position. The bearing is
given a left turn until the edge of

and serves

CARE and thought

Pocket knives

N. Y. The storage space is enclosed
by a high wire fence, and on all four

come

in the outdoor
storage of material has facilitated
work in the shops of the Staten Island
Rapid Transit Railway, Staten Island,

sides of the space bins are provided

for small

Brakeshoes, third
rail shoes and other heavy items are
piled neatly on raised platforms, a
large number of which have been
built.
Broad aisle room has been
provided for hand trucks, and the
parts.

fail to make progress against
rattan-covered seat backs when these are
underlaid with light sheet metal

measures were necessary.

To

this difficulty, a sheet of

over-

No. 22

gage galvanized metal has been placed
beneath the rattan covering on the
rear side of the seat back. Knives
which once cut easily through the
yielding rattan now find the going so
rough that this sort of destruction

has been practically eliminated.

the window strikes the stop pin, and
the slip-on collar is then dropped into

By a few turns of the clamping nut the slip-on collar is clamped
firmly against the bearing, so as to
hold it rigidly during the milling operation.
The nut is never removed
entirely from the jig because the slip
on collar is slotted so as to drop over
the threaded stud on the jig.
By manipulating the lathe lead
place.

screw the entire assembly is moved
into the end milling cutter.
stop
is provided on the carriage so as to
allow the milling cutter to cut the key

A

*Submitted

nal Prize

in

Electric Railway Jour-

Contest.

Systematic storing in outdoor space speeds production in Staten Island shops
213
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when
lamp

installed,

a

mounted

is

standard 23-watt
inside the control

cabinet, so as to be

outside surface.
all

flush with th«

The lamp

is

painted

Vol.73,

No.5

chine has been estimated at 33 cents
per gal. It is expected that this equipment will effect a saving of approximately $2,CXX) per year.

over, except for a circle of |-in.

diameter at the very tip. This allows
a small beam of light to be thrown
directly

on the inspection

plate

on the

Shield to Prevent Side

Grinding on Emery Wheel

NUMEROUS emery wheels were

fare box.

destroyed

Oil Reclaiming Equipment

Reduces Oil Purchases*

the

in

shop of

Richmond Railways, Staten
N.

because

Y.,

the

Island,

employees

certain

Shtfed holes for

By

C. B. Hall
Chief Clerk Mechanical Department,
Virginia Electric iv Power Company,

ac^jusfment-

Since this
shield has

Norfolk, Va.

RECLAMATION
oil

fplafe\

of

lubricating

been

sio/e
sA/e/d-

installed

for bus engines by the Virginia

Electric

accidents

& Power Company, Nor-

due to
side

Va., has produced noteworthy
economy.
The consumption of oil
by buses of this railway averages
folk,

A

for illuminating fare box can be
seen just above the fare box bracket

lamp

1

Convenient Light Installation
E.

Superintendent of Shops and Equipment,
Grand Rapids Railroad,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

BIRNEY

operated l)y the
Grand Rapids Railroad have been
rebuilt to provide inclosed cabinets
for the control and brake equipment
cars

front end of the cars.
Fare
boxes are installed on a pipe bracket
projecting out from the control cabiat the

net.

To

illuminate

the

fare

boxes

The

oil is

drained

and replenished every 3,000 miles.
The reclamation equipment includes

De

a

Boxes*
M. Lunda

for Fare

By

,500 gal. monthly.

grinding
have
ceased

Laval separator, together with

some other necessary apparatus.
Three motors operate the heater
and blower assembly, the pump and
separator.

A new fireproof building, immediately adjoining the bus garage,
houses the reclaiming equipment. .Although this has been in operation only
a short time, 14 days' operation produced 540 gal. of reclaimed oil. The
approximate cost of running the ma*Submitted

nal Prirc

in

Electric Railway Jour-

habitually used the side of the emery
wheel for certain grinding operations.
This side grinding was the primary

cause of a

number of rather

accidents.

To

shields, as

shown

serious

avoid this trouble each
wheel has been equipped with side
ing

from

in the

This

sketch.

accompany-

shield

^-in. plate, circular in

is

made

form and

fastened to the wheelguard.
The
supporting holes are slotted so as to
permit adjustment of the shield as the
diameter of the wheel is decreased.

Contest.

Keeping Lantern Wicks

From Hardening*
By John
Foreman Duluth

L.

Spencer

Station, Ttvin City Line,

St. Paul,

TRAINMEN

Minn.

of

all

.suburban

lines use lanterns for flagging

a
following in case of a trolley
break or other obstruction. Trouble
is experienced frequently due to the
lanterns going out, even though the
best oil is used, as the wicks harden.
To overcome this trouble a method
has been used at the Duluth .Avenue
car

Station in St. Paul on the St. Paul &
Stillwater lines for the past six

months, which has proved satisfacLantern oil cups are filled with
dry cotton. Kerosene is then poured
in the cup until it is full, and the
excess kerosene then poured out,

tory.

A

The drum

at

the right contains used

vat, while the

oil,

drum standing upright

which

is sucked into the reclaiming machine
to the left receives the finished product

leaving the cotton saturated.
hole
is made for the wick in the cotton
with the finger, and the wick placed
in ])osition

and the holder screwed on.
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'H&ws of the Industry
=oc^»=
Big Business a Builder
Owen D. Young

discusses the aims
industry.
Finds fraud dwindling,
but fears errors of judgment

SPEAKING
in

of

on Jan. 20

in the pulpit
Baptist Church
D. Young voiced

of the Pari:

Avenue

New

Owen

York,

purposely omit from this discussion
immoral things done in business by
weak and dishonorable men. Whenever
I

th.'

aims and development
and its growing moral
aspects and forces.
Dishonesty in business, he argued, is exploited in the press
his belief in the
of "big business"

because it is unusual, so that the dishonest man is less to be feared than the
honest man who makes mistakes in
judgment.
On the other hand, uprightness
must exist in the great business organizations of the day "on the simple
ground of expediency," since modern
industry has made its managers trustees,
responsible not only for its material welfare but for its moral conduct as well.
Among other things Mr. Young said:

these occur they are exploited in the headlines of the newspapers, not because they
are the common thing but because they are
the unusual thing.
During the last 30 years the moral standards of business have advanced.
storekeeper might
short-measure or
short-

A

change his customer. He might even induce his clerk to short-weigh and shortmeasure, but he could not organize a vast
department store on that basis. Either his
employees are honest people who would
refuse or he would soon have as employees
a vast organization of crooks who would
beat each other and soon ruin the proprietor himself.
Big business does not lend
itself readily to dishonesty and crookedness.

in as to what would happen
if
large business units were to be permitted.
It was said the masses of the people would
become enslaved. But in fact it has turned
out that these big organizations have become the servants of the masses not their
masters.
The business machines have become better adjusted through a quarter
of a century.
The drivers of them have
become skilled. They are, in a sense, people
trained for the job, like motor-car drivers.
.'\nd while we still have some reckless and
irresponsible ones who are a menace to the
road, by and large we manage motor cars
by the millions with amazing skill and

—

safety.

So our big business is no longer feared
by the people. Exploiters no longer own
the big concerns.
Bankers no longer own
ihem.
Their shares are spread from one
end of the country to the other. Broadly
organizations are in
skilled hands and the road is reasonably
speaking,

the

vast

safe.

The danger comes

not from bad

men

or

principles, but from the difficulty of
applying right principles to increasinglv
complicated situations.
Our greatest risk
is in the mistaken judgment of good drivers
where the traffic is heavy and the signals

bad

are complicated.

Mr. Young said that in principle the
Golden Rule is all that a business man
needs as a guide.

He

continued

Chairman

difficult

to

do.

It

is

like

telling

me

to

apply the multiplication table to the design
and manufacture of a steam turbine. What
right in business requires that the Golden
Rule be applied by men of great understanding and knowledge as well as conis

complicated situations.
highly skilled as the
turbine engineer who makes the connection
science

in

highly

They must be

as

between the multiplication

modern high pressure

table
turbine.

and the

responsibility
increases,
men are found big enough to meet adequately the great questions of right and
wrong which come to them. So I welcome

big business

as

and big

in the fear that

it

AN

will

not
business wrong,

responsibilities,

make

but in the hope and belief that
business right.

it

will

make

Cities

from opinion authorizing 10-cent cash fare with
tokens for 45 cents. Company entitled to
7\ per cent return

dissents
six

INCREASE

in the rate of fare
for the Minneapolis Street Railway
and the St. Paul City Railway was ordered by the Minnesota Railroad Warehouse Commission on Jan. 25. Effective
at midnight on that date the fare was

changed from 8 cents cash and 6 tokens
for 40 cents to 10 cents each and 6
tokens for 45 cents. Transfer arrangements are unchanged. As regards Minneapolis the decision is final following
In St. Paul it follows a
a hearing.
stipulation entered into by the city, company and commission on the ground
that "in the circumstances it would be
manifestly unfair to the users of the
railway service in Minneapolis to permit a higher fare to be charged and
collected in that city than at the same
time exists in St. Paul, and for that
reason an emergency exists." This was
aggravated by the fact that hoarding
the tokens in the last few weeks by car
riders had brought about such a short-

age that on Jan. 24 the company was
to direct conductors to accept a
when out of tokens to sell.
Meanwhile, there are pending re-

moved

6-cent fare

quests for increased fare in Stillwater
and Bavport, Minn., filed by the Minne-

Paul & Suburban Railway,
another .subsidiary of the Twin City
Rapid Transit Company. Minneapolis.

apolis, 'St.

Yet if you ask me to apply the Golden
Rule to a bank rate. I find it amazingly

:

Somehow,

Higher Fares in Twin

In 1905 there came round the bend, a
thing known as Big Business.
The roads
weren't fitted for it.
The drivers were
quite unskilled.
Dire prophecies were in-

dulged

Mr. Young feels that as time goes on
the right in business will more and more
prevail.
The larger business becomes,
the more scrupulously careful the administration of it will be.
There has been
much difficulty with questions of technical competence and moral responsibility in the offices of Aldermen, but
there has been practically none in the
preat office of President of the United
States.
Mr. Young said

The application to the commission
for higher fares was filed by the companies on Nov. IS, 1928. Hearing on
the Minneapolis application began on
Dec. 17. 1928. Both city and company
Bitney, chief
filed briefs and L. R.
statistician for the commission, made
W. W. Cooper,
his recommendations.
accountant, was aid in the city's representations.
He had been assistant to

the late Delos F. Wilcox in the valuation hearings of 1923 to 1925.
In arriving at its decision the commission found that the fair value of the
company properties was $26,787,228 as
of 1926" plus improvements of $950,301,
bringing the total to %2772,7.S29 today.
It reiterated its decision that the company is entitled to a 7^ per cent return
on its property, as affirmed by various
courts.
The order cites a group of
cases decided by courts in recent years

holding
rate of

various

from 7i

utilities entitled to a
to 8 per cent, the latter

It quotes Justice
figure predominating.
Pierce Butler, of the United States Supreme Court, in his opinion in the case
of McCardle vs. Indianapolis Company,

in

which he said:
Bonds rarely constitute

the source of all
to finance public utilities.
And investors insist on higher yields on
stock than current rates of interest on
Obviously, the cost of money to
bonds.

money required

finance the whole enterprise

is

not meas-

ured by interest rates plus brokerage on
bonds floated for only a part of the investThe evidence is more than suffiment.
cient to sustain the rate of 7 per cent found
by the commission, and recent decisions support a higher rate of return.
The order indicates that the increased
fare probably will result in a reduction
in passengers carried, pointing out that
passengers in 1928 totaled 107.560,072
compared with 138.632,824 in 1920. and
comments that the company's estimate of
105.000,000 for 1929 is "reasonable if
not a maximum estimate."
.\n audit by the commission found
that charges to property inve.stment of
about $12,000 should be made to operating expense or accrued depreciation, and
that the profit of $30,500

from operation
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of the Nicollet Avenue line by the Twin
City Motor Bus Company, a subsidiary,
should be added to the revenues of the
railway in 1928 and 1929.
The dissenting opinion by Chairman
O.P.B. Jacobson read in part as follows
First of all, it is common knowledge that
property values have decreased considerably since the 1925 valuation of the railway
property by this commission.
In the instant case neither the city nor
the company has given consideration to
decreased land values. Such land value in
my opinion should be considered and decreased to the present land values of other
property in this locality before new rate of
fare is promulgated, and I am at a loss
to understand why the city did not offer
any evidence at the hearing as affecting the
real estate valuation in the city of Minneapolis.

Secondly, the estimate of passengers to
be carried in 1929 and subsequent years
is a matter entirely of conjecture.
I further believe street railway traffic in
Minneapolis has reached a point where the
percentage of decrease will not be so great.
In conclusion he believed that a cash
fare of 10 cents and a token rate of
seven for SO cents would provide sufficient revenues for the continued efficient
operation of the Minneapolis system.

Fare Increase Sought in Duluth
The Duluth Street Railway, subsidiary of the Duluth-Superior Traction
Company, has filed with the Railroad
& Warehouse Commission of Minnesota an application for increase in fare
which

will give

it

a fair return on

its

valuation.
Both the fair return and the
fare required to yield such return are
left to the commission to determine.

Fare in Duluth is 8 cents cash or five
tokens for 35 cents, the rate fixed by
the commission Oct. 4, 1926, based on
a "fair valuation" of $5,291,710. The
company holds that its fair valuation
as of Dec. 31, 1928. was at least
$5,541,160. and that while 7^ per cent
has been held to be a reasonable return,
the rate of return on the Duluth property for the past two years has ranged
from 4.5 to 3.45 per cent.
The present rate of fare, the application sets out, "is and in the future will
be confiscatory."

$50,000,000 Program at Boston
Special commission outlines plan which would make Boston Elevated
real factor in metropolitan transit at the Hub

AN

ambitious project for extending
the Boston Elevated Railway rapid
transit lines in all directions is recommended by the Special Transit Commis-

The commission has

sion.

filed its re-

the Massachusetts Legislature, and the public hearings on the
proposed legislation will begin at the

with

port

House on Feb. 4.
Cost of construction of the proposed
This
routes is estimated at $50,000,000.
sum does not include the cost of the
necessary addition to rolling stock.
The fundamental suggestions made
in the report are briefly summarized as
State

follows

Passes

for Buffalo 8C Erie

authorization of the construction
transit system for the
metropolitan district.
2. The purchase of the Chelsea division
of the Eastern Massachusetts Railway and
its lease to the Boston Elevated.
3. The creation of a metropolitan transit
district which will issue its bonds in exchange for the preferred stocks of the
Boston Elevated and guarantee the dividends on the common stock, which will
acquire the present subways and rapid
transit lines and structures now owned or
leased by the Elevated company, and which
\yill construct and own all rapid transit
lines and extensions.
4. The immediate extensions of all leases
of existing subways at the present rental
of 4i per cent per annum until the sinking

an adequate rapid

fund accumulated from said rental is sufficient to pay the cost of said subways.
5. The division of the carrying charges
of new subways and rapid transit lines and
of the Chelsea division between the Elevated and general taxation with the following specific limitations, to wit, that the
amount to be borne by taxation cannot exceed 50 per cent of the carrying charges
of such new extensions and purchases and
cannot in any event exceed an annual assessment of 35 cents per thousand upon the
valuation of the transit district.
6. An extension of the period of public
control for a definite period of ten years,
such extension of public control to continue
thereafter until (through the accumulation
of the sinking fund) the Transit District

has acquired a

sum

sufficient

to purchase

of the common stock of the Elevated at
par, with, however, one important proviso,
to wit, that at any time after July 1, 1939,
the trustees of the Transit District may call

A

series

of

weekly

and

in the

Sunday

passes will be put into effect on Feb. 18
by the Buffalo & Erie Railway, as an-

nounced by George MacLeod, receiver.
prices of the weekly passes will
range from 75 cents within the cities
of Dunkirk and Fredonia, N. Y., to
$8
for the 91-mile high-speed line between
Buffalo and Erie. Transferable passes

The

along the interurban will supersede nontransferable, 45-day, 54-ride ticket books.
Unlike these books, the passes will be
sold on the cars as well as at
ticket
offices.

Fredonia and Dunkirk will also have
a joint Sunday pass costing 25 cents
for adults and 15
effective Feb. 24.

cents

for

children

ing for a suitable sinking fund)

common

stock of the Elevated at par
and with the approval of the Department
of Public Utilities as to price and other
terms, resell the same to a responsible
party who is willing to purchase the stock
and operate the road without guarantees
from the state or district and under the
general provisions of the street railway
laws of the commonwealth. This proviso
means that after a period of ten years of
continued public control, during which the
rapid transit extensions authorized in the
accompanying bill have been carried out,
the road may be returned to private management.
7.
refinancing of the Elevated which
will
substitute
low-rate transit district
bonds for the present high-rate preferred
stock, and will also reduce the dividend
rate on the common stock from 6 per cent
to 4i per cent, thus effecting an annual
saving in dividends and taxes (after allow-

A

of well

over $1,000,000.
provisions among
following:
(a) Provision for the appointment of
one additional trustee of the Elevated by
the Mayor of Boston.
(b) Provision that the trustees cannot
increase the fare above 10 cents without
first submitting the matter to the Legislature for possible action by that body.
(c) The removal of the veto power of
the directors of the Elevated on rapid
transit extensions.
(d) The abolition of the right to tax
the district for deficits.
(e) The substitution of district credit
for state credit.
8.

Numerous

which may be

The

1.

of

all

Weekly and Sunday

VolJZ, No.5

other

listed the

In the preparation of this report, the

commission has consulted with the
Governor of the Commonwealth, the
Mayor of Boston and other public and
private parties having an interest in the
Elevated situation, and it has endeavored to work out a plan which is fair
to the public and which it is thought
so fair to the stockholders of the
Elevated company that they cannot in
reason fail to accept it.
Co-ordination of the Elevated lines
with the railroads running into Boston
is proposed.
There are now ten railroad lines entering the metropolitan,
district
and extending in a fanlike
formation to practically all sections of
the metropolitan area.
Some of these
lines provide a substantial and satisfactory suburban service to the territory
through which they pass, but upon
many of them suburban service has
been abandoned or curtailed because of
competition with the Elevated or because of the increase in the use of the
automobile.
The commission, however, suggests
that the trustees of the Elevated be
empowered to negotiate a contract by
is

which the railroads will offer certain
definite service for the Elevated over
their tracks, for which they will be paid
on a car-mile basis by the Elevated, all
income from such service going to the
Elevated.
Exchange between Elevated
lines
and railroad suburban service
could be effected at the Back Bay StaSouth Station, the North Station, and possibly elsewhere.
Finally, the commission recommends
that the Transit District, hereafter described, acquire all of the Chelsea division
of
the
Eastern Massachusetts
Street Railway except a short mileage
of that division near Maiden Square,
the ownership of which lies in the East
Middlesex Street Railway.
If this program is carried out as outlined practically the entire metropolitan
area within 5 miles of the State House
will
be suitably served with rapid
transit facilities, and car lines or bus
lines from all sections of the metropolitan district can reach various rapid
transit terminals or stations, with relation, the

tively .short runs, and without danger
of undue delay.
Furthermore the con-
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struction of the two proposed rapid
transit routes will obviate the congestion at Park Street and will enable
passengers to reach all parts of the
downtown section of Boston with a
minimum of transfers.
The commission believes that the
entire program should be authorized
and the work carried forward as speedily as it can be done with economy and
efficiency.

Senator Caspar G. Bacon, who is
president of the Massachusetts Senate
this year, is chairman of the special

commission.

Henry

Harriman, the
new chairman of the Boston Elevated
Board of Public Trustees, is a member
I.

The other members are Col.
Charles R. Gow, Maurice Caro, Robert

of

it.

Bottomly, George A. Gilman, Roscoe
VValsworth, Newland H. Holmes and

J.

William H. Hearn.

Opposition to Eight-Hour
in Massachusetts

Day

The proposed Massachusetts

legisla-

presented by electric railway employees through William H. Keating
asking for an eight-hour day working
time within eleven consecutive hours, is
opposed by the Boston Elevated, the
Eastern Massachusetts, the Worcester
Consolidated, the Springfield, the Union
Street
Railway,
the
Massachusetts
Northwestern, and other railways.
hearing was held before the Cornmittee
tion,

A

on Street Railways and the bill was explained
by
Representative
Keating.
Labor men favored the bill.
H. Ware Barnum, counsel for the
Boston Elevated, declared the bill would
cost his company $2,000,000 more a
year, and that it could place his company in a position necessarily to increase fares 1 cent.

Bentley Warren, for the Springfield
and Worcester companies, said both his
companies now have eight-hour days by
agreement.
He declared employees
railways cannot be served with
an 11-hour limit of working schedules.
The bill would give men a working club
to get other things than hours and
wages. It was, he asserted, no time to
think of such an action. Street railways
were in a condition more or less precarious.
Banks, he said, could invest
in bonds of paying companies but street
railways were in financial difficulties
and could not sell bonds to banks. The
Boston Elevated, he brought out, was
the only company that was in a position to do business with banks.

know

Prize

Awarded

Not

Next

a Jar in a Carload

Cincinnati newspapers take up the street
car and acclaim its merits in poetry,
prose and pencil

to publicity

are sometimes disappointed when
material submitted to the newspapers
for publication appears in form so brief
or so completely changed as to be hardly
recognizable.
Thus with results hardly
anticipated Hudson Biery, director of
public relations, of the Cincinnati Street
Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio, recently for-

warded to one of his newspaper friends,
Ike
Schwartz of the Commercial

We

letter

received

know why

a chicken crosses the
science answers many other interesting questions, but why do your car
riders sit with hands folded.
I have often noticed this peculiarity and
so perhaps have you. This afternoon, for
example, on an East End car enroute to
town I counted nineteen out of twenty persons who ran true to form and the twentieth was an unfortunate with but one arm
all

or,

am

I

sure,

Why

mous.

it

is it ?

would have been unaniYou don't do it in your

machine or notice it on the buses
picture shows or other gatherings.
But unless occupied with a paper the car
rider settles himself in his seat and nine
out of ten will then peacefully cross their
friend's

or

in

hands and

settle

down

to apparent

comfort-

able relaxation.

The

last

two words

I

believe

are the

you are now sitting down,
Fold your hands and in an
instant see if the rest of your body does
not comfortably relax at the signal. What
a wonderful testimonial to the natural comfort and restfulness to be found upon the
cars and the actual benefit to the rider.
Free from cares of driving, whether actual
or of the back seat variety he gains that
needed rest so beneficial in these days of
hustle and bustle.
Across the corner of the letter Mr.
Biery made this pencil notation, "Ike
we receive all kinds of letters, but this
is a new one.
I know our service is
good, but I didn't know that we were
putting them to sleep.
Biery."
answer.
If
experiment.

—

Hands

a

On

Car

Commercial

bye baby

the street car;

So QUlet, serene;
Not a jar in a car load
In this limousine.

"?^ Pullman street car conbest thing on wheels."
«*l the Biery,
Hudson
Cincinnati Street
Railway official, yesterday when commenton the famous
Pn».n«h TnT^^";.^^ parody
I 1'<5 "°t "now the
S.r?ni h'^i'^"^',^."*
'^^^yj.S.^ ?.^?, inspired people to write verse.
The little poem is only one of the thou=t,i!f„^"^^

°"'"

rilp^»r»°^"
declared

sands of testimonials that are
youring into our offices in praise of literally
the newcars.
Cincinnati does not realize it,
haps, but the cars are without parallel perfor

smooth nding qualities.
I
noticed one
evidence of this last week when on an East
l!/nd car I counted three persons
dozing In
complete forgetfulness of the world.
It
means that conductors will have more
work to do waking people who doze off to
the gentle rhythm of the wheels."
R. E.

Havemann's

letter sent to the

Post inspired a cartoon accompanied by
the following story quoting the Havemann letter, signed by Alfred Segal
Ah, Mr. Havemann, the hands are tired.
The hands of the scrubwoman are twisted
and gnarled like the branches of trees that
have been in the storms and the rains many
years. Nothing has ever come to her
hands
save work.
Once they held her children, and one
child died and another went away and
forgot her, and now there is nothing left
in her hands but work and pain.
She never
can get them warm, it seems, for they are
like ice from the water in which she works;
and she rubs them one against the other.
The hands of the old workman have
been at work since they were very young.
They are nervous hands, being afraid.
They cannot work so fast any more, tho
they were like the lightning once.
But
now the foreman in the shop stands beside
him impatiently, and he is quite sure the
foreman is saying to himself, "What slow
hands!
What slow hands! This is no
place for slow hands. We must get rid of
slow hands."
This is why the hands of the old workman are afraid. In all their days they
worked for their old age; but now they
are empty, what with deaths and sicknesses
that took all they saved.
The old workman's hands are folded in
the car.

The hands of the middle-aged business
man are round and fat. He sits puffing

We

from the

in the Street

the

You can sleep soundly
With nothing to mar
Tour dream so restful.

road^nd

effort to catch the car.
they have taken in much money
today, but they rest on his lap, tired, like
the hands of the scrubwoman in which
there are only pain and work and like the
hands of the old workman which are emptyafter all the years.
His face is red as of one who has high
blood pressure and, knowing him, we speak
to him, saying: "Every one looks tired on

guess

this car."

And he replies: "It's work, work, work
and what do I have at the end, but high
blood pressure and diabetes?"
As for the office worker, bolder hands
than his always have been taking the prizes
away from him. And now, tho he is getting along in his years, his hands are doing

in Philadelphia

the

same work he did

His hands are

fifteen years ago.

of experience, birt
they get only raps on the knuckles. Young
hands come and take all the promotions in

contestants.

fifth.

nock

men

who

Tribune, the following
from a car rider

morning

Jribune carried the following story:

Cincinnati comes a story that
FROM
should be reassuring

T. Elmer Transeau, an instructor in
highway engineering in Drexel Institute, is winner of the first prize in the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
"Help Speed Up Traffic for the 80 Per
Cent" letter contest. There were 1,936

William Van C. Brandt won second
prize; H. C. Crowell, third; T. H.
Henkels, fourth; and John D. Follett,

217

full

the office.

Cartoonist for Cincinnati Post inspired
by patron's letter

His hands are folded, like figures of
resignation in the street car.
They are so tired, Mr. Havemann. That
's why they are folded.
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Single-Fare Area in Milwaukee
In response to the written request of
of Milwaukee, Wis., that
the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company extend its single-fare area to
apply on all street car travel within the
city limits, particularly the former city
of North Milwaukee, recently annexed,
the company has petitioned the Wiscon-

Mayor Hoan,

sin Railroad

aries

of

a

Commission
single-fare

which would earn a

to fix

bound-

area and

fair return

rates

on the

capital invested.

The company

points out that

its

capi-

employed in 1920 was $18,114,000
compared with $32,646,000 in 1928, and
that its revenues have declined from
year to year, until the average return
for the last two years has been 4^ per
tal

The

of the State Railroad
Commission calls for a return of 7^ or
High
8 per cent on the investment.
profits in the power division have been
cent.

used

to

rule

ofifset

low

returns

from

its

transportation service, it declares.
In the event that the commission will
prescribe a single-fare area and rates to
yield an increased return on its transportation system, the company offers to
reduce the rates of its electric utility
bv an amount not less than the estimated
increase in revenue from the street cars.
Hearings on the company's application
will

open shortly.
•

Kansas City Company
Goes to Commission
The

Public Service
Company, Kansas City, Mo., at a
directors meeting on Jan. 25, decided to
take the petition for an increased fare
to the State Public Service Commission.
The negotiations with the city had become so involved that the board of
directors decided an appeal to the state
Kan.sas

City

body was the most
The statement said in

The board

desirable
part

course.

of directors, at its regular
monthly meeting, directed that the entire
situation relative to the method of accounting, valuation, rate structure and return of the company be placed before the
Public Service Commission for investigation and determination.
This action has been rendered imoerative
by the fact the application of the proceeds derived from the sale of the power
plant has been seriously questioned, the
accuracy of the accounting methods of the
company disputed, the assertion made that
the franchise contemplated a fixed initial
valuation of the property and the company's computations as to the income allowable on that property challenged.
The company believes the power plant
proceeds have been applied in full accordance with the letter and spirit of the franchise and proper accounting practice, that
no value was placed or attempted to be
placed on the property in the franchise,
and that it is entitled to the full permissible return stated by it in its reports to
the council and industrial committee.
Under the law, the Public Service Commission is the final arbiter of the affairs of
the company.
The books, records and
methods of accounting of the company
must conform to its regulations. It is the
only body which has power to make a

final
and authoritative ruling upon the
points at issue, and steps are being taken
promptly to bring the entire matter before
the commission to the end that a complete
investigation will be had and the questions
of accounting, valuation, rate structure
and return finally settled on a basis fair and
just to all concerned.
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prohibited
be
on
width to permit free
passage of an automobile or truck between
a moving street car and a parked car.
Tending toward ultimately no parking in

Parking

6.

the central business area we recommend it
be prohibited on either Broadway or Hill
Street as an educational movement.

Buses

7.

AS

A RESULT

and con-

of meetings

ferences, the traffic and transportation section of the Los Angeles City Club
is impressed with the need for the observance of certain fundamentals in connection with the traffic problem relating

As outto the Los Angeles situation.
lined to the club on Jan. 15, the conclusions and recommendations follow in
part:
1. That
the most valuable land in the
central business district

the public street.

is

The

street area is limited, its use should be
developed to the highest state of efficiency
the
special
privileges
interfering with
rights of the masses detract from other
property values.
The greatest good for
tlie greatest number should be the rule.

That

suburban and interurban
systems of transportation have been handicapped by their insufficient earnings to provide adequate and attractive service to
those who should use their lines.
Their
patronage is not increasing in proportion
to the increase in our population.
3. That our citizens
are spending ten
2.

local,

times as much per capita for the use of the
private automobile as they are for local
street car transit, thus indicating an obvious
opportunity for the street car and bus to
cater to the increasing demand for better
transportation by improving their service.
4. That transportation by rail must be
retained for mass transportation that the
bus does not appear to be a substitute for
street cars, but is rather an auxiliary
vehicle to be used as a feeder to the rail
systems and also to supplement the street
cars when the tracks become saturated with
;

electric cars.
5. There must be a co-ordination of the
systems and improvement of existing facilities in order to obtain their maximum
(use) service, as a first step rather than an
additional rapid transit system of great
cost.
It may be wise and proper to inquire
seriously as to whether or not Los .\ngeles
is justified in initiating a ptogram of ex-

penditures in subways and elevated structures.
It is upon the latter two phases of
the problem that the section is now engaging its attention.

A

Co-ordination of all rapid transit
systems, local street cars and buses is imperative for the best and most efficient
service.

— "Increase

B Downtown Streets
Efficiency of the Streets."
1.

Pedestrians should be favored.

the
Side-

walks should be free of obstructions.
2. Window shopping and ticket distribution should be on private property.
All
merchandising where customer stands on
sidewalk should be prohibited.
3. Delivery of goods across
sidewalks
should be prohibited during rush hours.
4. Storage garages accessible to business
district should be encouraged.
5. Traffic
signals should be "progressively" timed.

should
central

in

operate on "through
business districts.

Sidewalk doors, manhole covers and
trenches should not be open during

8.

Recommendations made by committee of
local city club expected to promote
interest in railway problem

should

streets of insufficient

routes"

Report on Los Angeles

A- 0.5

street

rush hours.

C
1.

cient

—"More

Local Street Cars

Better

Cars and

Service."

Local street car fare should be suffito encourage improved service and

extensions.
2.

Within

approximately

we should have one

6-mile

radius

one fare
and universal transfers between the red and
yellow cars.
3. Vehicles should observe a "slow" sign
on approaching street car intersections.
area

district,

4. Where practicable, outside of central
business district, the street car tracks
should be curbed in between cross streets.
5. Skip stops should be encouraged to
speed up main lines.
D Rapid Transit Both to "decen-

—

and to "centralize."

tralize"

1. Interurban lines should not
stops outside business centers.

make

local

Interurban lines should be off grade
congested districts.

2.

in

3. Interurban lines should have elongated
terminals (not stub end) through the central business district.

4.

A

modern elevated railroad structure
same service as a subway at

will give the

much
tical

less

cost and "elevateds"

many

in

are prac-

locations.

5. Interurban
lines between subcenters
should run on private right-of-way or on
curbed in right-of-way with parallel road-

way and no grade

crossings.

E

Buses.
Bus transportation at present is in three
classes,
the
feeder bus with transfer
privileges to other lines of transportation.
The auxiliary or local bus which may
parallel certain street car lines to cut
down the number of stops on that line with
transfer privileges if advantageous.
The de luxe bus for special suburban
service.

The feeder rus and auxiliary buses
should be a co-ordinate part of the rail
transportation system and financed in conjunction therewith.

Another Extension

in

New York

of Estimate of New York
City on Jan. 31 denied the application
of the Equitable Coach Company for
another 180-day extension of its triborough bus franchise rights.
The
board cut to 60 days the time within
which the company must obtain the
Transit Commission's approval of the
issue of securities to finance operation.
It was on Mayor Walker's motion that
the 60-day reprieve was granted.
On Feb. 4 the committee of the

The Board

whole

resume its open hearing on
amended petition for
Brooklyn and Queens where its routes
are to be merged with B.-M.T. surface
lines under an
agreement with the
the

will

Equitable's

railway.

February

2,
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Mechanics' Association Formed
in Charleston

A

$1.50, a reduction of 2 cents a trip.
regular fare will remain at 17 cents.

219

The
The

reduction was justified by the removal
on the interstate bridge between

mechanics' association, to be sponsored by the Charleston Interurban Railroad, Charle^on, W. Va., has been
formed by the company's shop men to

of toll

create greater interest among them in
their respective lines of work and to

a half cent on every passenger, according to Mr. Griffith. One and a half

encourage

cents of the S^-cent toll reduction is now
retained by the company and the other
2 cents are given to the passengers.
toll of 25 cents for each street car that
crosses the bridge is still charged.

efficiency.

Certificates of proficiency will be
issued to members on various subjects

which they have

After the
certificates are issued to a member, or
after he has procured three such certificates, he is then promoted to a higher
grade in the association. There are to
be three grades namely junior, senior
and associate.
Suggestions submitted
by members are to be investigated by an
appointed committee and reports of such
investigations are to be turned over to
in

qualified.

Oregon and Washington, which became
on Jan. 1. Under the old toll
conditions on the bridge the company
effective
lost

A

Money

Prize for

;

the management of the company.
In the January number of the "Interurban Messenger," the official publication of the company. F. B. Carpenter,
superintendent of equipment, urges the
employees to compete for the prizes in
the Maintenance Contest promoted by
the Electric Railway Journal.

Conventions of Indiana
Associations
Annual joint conventions of the Indiana Public Utilities Association, the
Indiana Gas Association and the Indiana Electric Light Association will be
held in the Hotel Gary, Gary, Ind., on
May 1, 2 and 3.
Committees on programs for these
conventions have been appointed and
committees for other features
of the annual meetings are to be appointed at once.
Plans are under way
to make this year's convention more
special

valuable to the public utility industry as
a whole than every before.

Canadians Plan 25th Anniversary
Meeting
Montreal

has been selected as the
place of the 25th annual meeting of the

Canadian Electric Railway Association.
It will be held on June 5-7.
As in
previous years there will be an exhibit
in connection with the convention and
the officers are looking forward to the
largest attendance in the history of the
association.
The Canadian
Railway
Electric

Association was formed in Montreal 25
years ago and the executive committee
felt that it was fitting that the meeting
should be held in that city to commemorate the quarter century anniversarv.
•

Fares Reduced on

A

Oregon Line

reduction of fares to Vancouver.
Wash., on the system operated by the
Portland Electric Power Company has
been announced by President Griffith.
This applies to purchasers of books of
ten tickets which will now be sold for

Safe Operation by Asheville
Men Cited

Name

Denver

in

The Denver Tramway, Denver,
issued on Jan.

20 a four

leaf

Col.,

"news-

paper," 4x7 in., easy to read, the front
page carrying the caption "What's in a
name?"
statement promised publication now and then by the company.
It
was added that there was so much in
a name that $25 would be paid to any
one, not an employee, who suggested a
name which would be selected by the
judges appointed.
Feb. 9 is the last
day suggestions will be received.
The little newslet will be placed in
boxes on every car, the box carrying
:

A

The

:

keep patrons posted and will answer
that often uttered query: "I wonder why
the Tramway does not do so and so?"

N. C, railway departPower & Light

Company, won first place in the accident prevention contest conducted by the
company in all departments of the two
Carolinas during 1928. It set a perfect
record of no time lost during the entire
year, by reason of accidental injury of
etnployees. Announcement of this record
was made to members of the union at
their annual banquet meeting by Ed
White, superintendent of transportation.
A banner has been ordered for the Asheville street railway men.
There were 106 employees included
in the Asheville street railway department.
Regular
accident
prevention
meetings are held in each department.
Every form of safety is discussed and
action planned including condition of
tracks and equipment, traffic conditions,
and efficiency of the men themselves.
The Asheville street railwaymen have
adopted a motto for another perfect
record during 1929.

Ohio Employee

as Good- Will
Messenger to Canal Zone

How

the
invitation
"Take One."
schedules are arranged, changed, peak
of load, slump, important events coming
to Denver, and a few jokes will comprise the make-up.
The pamphlet will

A.sheville,

ment, of the Carolina

In

the

interests

of

good-will,

Mrs.

Mabel Miller, cashier of the freight department of the Indiana, Columbus &
Eastern Traction Company, at Lima.
Ohio,

is

en route to Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti.

Nassau and the Canal Zone, bearing
greetings from the State of Ohio in
commemoration of its 125th anniversary.

COMING MEETINGS
OF

Electric

Railway and

Allied Associations
Feb. 7-1— Midwest Electric Ra!K

way

Association, Midwinter meeting,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Robidoux Hotel,

—Central

Feb. 14

Electric Railway
Association,

Master Mechanics'
Youngstown, Ohio.

—

May 1-3 Indiana Public Utilities
Association, Indiana Gas Association
and Indiana Electric Light Association, annual joint convention. Hotel
Gary, Gary, Ind.

—

June S-7

way

Canadian Electric RailAssociation, annual convention,

Montreal, Quebec.

—

June 21-22
^ew York Electric
Railway Association, Bluff Point,
N. Y.
June 27-2S Central Electric Railway Association, Michigan City, Ind.

—

—

4 American
Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, Atlantic City Auditorium,
Sept.

28-Oct.

Electric

Atlantic City,

N.

J.

Her trip is the result of an opportunity presented to the women of Ohio
and sponsored by the Ohio Chamber of
Commerce during the fall of 1928. Prior
to the Ohio Progress Exposition at Columbus Oct. 25-Nov. 3, invitations were
delivered to members of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce, members of all Chambers of Commerce in Ohio, industrial
plants, business firms and civic organizations asking nominations to be made
from among the thousands of young

women

in

engage

in competition for the

Ohio who would be

eligible to

honor of

being named the best promoters of this
enterprise.
Mrs. Mabel Miller was entered in the competition with other Ohio
women and she proved to be a capable
organizer and promoter in the campaign,
enlisting the support of state and municipal officials and hundreds of other
men and women of Ohio. As a result
of her worthy efforts she was presented
with a travel-award to the West Indies.
An interesting pamphlet has been
printed, addressed to the citizens and
residents of the West Indies and containing messages from the Governor of
the State of Ohio, secretary Ohio Chamber of Commerce and J. M. Pogue. general manager of the Indiana. Columbus

&

Eastern Traction Company, with a
spread of statistics of the Buckeye
State. These booklets will be presented
by Mrs. Miller to persons she meets on
her travels.
full
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Park Tax for Baltimore Buses?

Recent Bus Developments

Suggestion that all fees paid to the
by passenger buses operating in
the city of Baltimore be turned over to
the Board of Park Commissioners for
use for public park purposes has
been made by William I. Norris, retirstate

-PT'^r-

Taxi Privilege in Seattle
An ordinance granting to Sam W.
Taggart of the Red Top Cab Company
an exclusive 25-year franchise for operation of taxicabs, for-hire cars and
sight-seeing cars within the corporate
limits of Seattle, Wash., has been inIn retroduced in the City Council.
turn for this concession, Mr. Taggart is
to pay the city annually 2 per cent of
to
the gross earnings of the system
keep his equipment in good repair and
to set aside a monthly depreciation reserve fund of not less than 1 cent for
each mile ti'aveled by his cabs and forhire cars.
At the expiration of the franchise,
the grantee is required to turn over
his equipment to the city free, a contingency of special interest since the city
is now operating its own railway, but
the city may, if it elects, grant an additional fifteen years' franchise, provided
the grantee pays the city in cash an
amount equal to reproduction cost of the
equipment, less accrued depreciation.
Maximum and xninimum rates to be
charged would be fixed by the Council.
For the first five years these rates would
be under the ordinance For one-passenger cabs, maximum 35 cents for the
first quarter-mile, and 10 cents for each
minimum, 25
additional quarter-mile
cents for the first half-mile and 5 cents
For
for each additional quarter-mile.
each additional passenger, entire trip,
maximum 20 cents, minimum 10 cents.
For for-hire cars, the rates prescribed
are 4-passenger cars, $2 for the first
half-hour; $3.50 for the first hour, and
For six$3 for each additional hour.
passenger cars, $2.50 for the first halfhour; $5 for the first hour, and $4
for each additional hour.
For sightseeing cars, a maximum of $3 for one

moving vans and farm trucks operated
over the highways by private interests.

Supreme

The

Court

reiterated

the

opinion that the statute questioned by
the Iowa Motor Vehicle Association
was not discriminatory and upheld the
constitutionality of the law.

Virginia Commission's Authority

Upheld

;

;

:

;

:

continuous trip

is

fixed.

Payment of Ton-mile Tax
Iowa Compulsory

in

Iowa bus operators lost their last
chance to protest payment of the state
ton-mile tax on motor vehicle common
carriers when the Iowa Supreme Court
on Jan. 23 refused to grant a rehearing
on its recent decision which upheld the
validity of the Iowa motor carrier law
under which the tax was assessed. As
a result, four of the leading bus companies in the state will be required to
pay more than $65,000 in delinquent
taxes and penalties.
The high court in its refusal to grant
a rehearing took the same position it
took several weeks ago when it upheld
a decision by Judge W. G. Bonner in
the Polk County District Court.
He
ruled that the ton-mile tax on motor
common carriers, operating over regular routes between fixed terminals,
does not discriminate against this class
of traffic as contrasted with oil trucks,

Finality of the decisions of the State

Corporation Commission of Virginia in
regard to issuing permits for bus lines
has been emphasized by the Supreme
Court of Appeals in affirming the case
of Petersburg, Hopewell & City Point

Railway

vs.

Commonwealth, ex

Substitutions in Nebraska

Prohibited

The Nebraska Railway Commission
has rejected the application of the Lincoln Traction Company for authority to
substitute bus service on the line leading to the suburb of Normal, made after
the City Council, in the course of street
improvement work, had ordered the company to expend a considerable sum in
paving and bridge work. The commission held it was bound to protect the
owners of property in the section that
abandonment of the car line would leave
without any convenient service by the
unwritten but tangible agreement made

by the former owners of the company
with the people who established their
long

pay

in the district

as

it

requires

an

;

that the city, so
the railway to
tax for the use

occupation
should furnish streets
and bridges of a type that may be
readily
used
without
forcing
the
of

its

streets,

company

to construct a part of these,
has no way of enforcing that
finding on the city fathers, who insist
on pushing through the improvements.
When the company rerouted its College View line some of these people were
compelled to accept Normal service instead, and now it was proposed to take
this from them. The railway suggested
that bus service be substituted, but
this would have to be confined to paved

but

it

streets,

which would mean abandonment

of part of the

Normal served

Upshot of Menasha

rel.,

State Corporation Commission.
In this case the railway, connecting
Hopewell and City Point with Petersburg, objected to the commission's action in granting a certificate permitting
It
a bus line to parallel its tracks.
insisted that it rendered all transportation service needed in its territory and
that the operation of the bus line would
decrease its revenues.
The Supreme Court held that such
matters were left to the determination
of the Corporation Commission, which is
vested with the control of transportation within the State.

homes

ing president of the Board of Park Commissioners.
The parks now receive 9
per cent of the gross receipts taken in
on most of the railway lines, but nothIt was pointed
ing from the bus lines.
out by Mr. Norris that this change
would divert fees from the State Treasury to the Park Board and there would
be no additional burden on those operating the buses or the public. It is
planned to ask the General Assembly,
now in session at Annapolis, to pass a
bill providing for the change.

territory.

Controversy
As an

aftermath to a dispute over

Menasha, Wis., the Wisconsin-Michigan Power Company has
announced discontinuance of all buses
from Appleton to Neenah and Menasha
on March 15. The company removed
all extra rush-hour buses and two regu-

license fees at

buses in Menasha recently, when the
City Council raised the fee from $50
to $300 for each bus and required
licenses.
The city retaliated by renting
trucks for the emergency.
The company's decision will leave
Appleton, Neenah, Menasha, Kaukauna,
Combined Locks, Kimberly and Little
Chute without any public means of
transportation other than steam railroads.
Wording of the company's
notice, which says that "under present
conditions it must retire from the field,"
indicates that there is a possibility that
the service might be continued if the
municipalities served act promptly to
establish a uniform bus license fee.
Plans are being made for a conference
to be held some time in February in an
attempt to settle the differences.
lar

Service to

New

Portland

Hospital
With

the completion of the new vetehospital in Portland, Ore., the
Portland Electric Power Company has

rans'

extended

its bus schedule to conform ta
night visiting hours. The twenty-minute day schedule is changed to a 30minute night schedule. When the hospital service was first opened only one-

day bus was used. Another was soon
added and now the night service is a
further expansion.

Added

A

Services for Los Angeles

certificate

of

public

convenience

and necessity has been granted by the
California Railroad Commission to the
Los Angeles Railway to operate motor
coach service between Los Angeles and'
Inglewood.

February

2,

1929
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Balance in Reading ^73,589
The accompanying table shows the

Financial and Corporate
^^^
Sale of Michigan Properties

on March 14
Sale of all properties of the Michigan Electric Railway was ordered on
Jan. 19 by Judge Charles C. Simons in
the Federal Court to satisfy a mortgage
on the property securing an issue of
bonds, the holders of which are represented by the Bankers Trust Company,
New York City, acting as trustee. The
date has been fixed as March 14 and
the place Jackson.
The mortgage and interest on the
The
properties amounts to $8,699,706.
mortgage was given Jan. 1, 1923, as
security for a bond issue of $7,000,000.
Last June the trust company filed suit
in the Federal Court, asking foreclosure
of the mortgage on the grounds the interest on the mortgage had not been
paid.
Judge Simons at that time appointed John F. Collins, of Jackson, receiver for the company.
The company operates the street railway systems in Jackson, Battle Creek,
Kalamazoo and Lansing and interurban
It also holds
lines between the cities.
the capital stock in the South Michigan Transportation Company, which
operates buses connecting these places.

^25,000 Improvetnent in

Denver Net
The Denver Tramway, operating in
Denver, Col., in 1928 increased its net
income over 1927, through a reduction
in operating expenses, in the face of a
decrease in total operating revenues.
Total operating revenues for 1928 were
$4,310,040 compared with $4,390,016 in
Operating expenses and taxes
1927.
were decreased more sharply than operating revenue with the result that net
operating income increased from $926,471 in 1927 to $951,040 in 1928. After
inclusion of miscellaneous income and
deductions for bond interest and amortization of discount on funded debt, the
balance available for dividends on preferred stock and other corporate purposes in 1928 was $460,960.
This is equivalent to $4.41 a share on
the preferred stock on which dividends
On
are cumulative up to S per cent.
account of a technical accounting change
in the form of this year's statement the
figure of $4.41 per share is not directly
comparable with the per share estimate
based on the report issued at the end of
1927.
Computed on a similar accounting basis, the balance available for preferred dividends in 1927 was equal to
approximately $4.07 a share.
statement, commenting on the trend
of earnings, was issued by the directors.
It follows in part

A

Passenger revenue decreased $90,751 in
comparison with 1927 due to the transportation of 1,189,971 fewer revenue passengers. This was offset by a slight increase

earning
Tratisit

in other operating revenues

with the result
that for the year total operating revenue
decreased $79,975.
The tendency is still downward and it
will be impossible to meet it with further
reduction in operating expense. The company is obliged to meet approximately
$225,000 per

The

annum

balance,

in

221

bond sinking funds.

therefore,

of $460,960 this
year was not sufficient to meet sinking
funds and pay the 5 per cent cumulative
dividend on the preferred stock. Dividends
on the preferred stock were paid at the
rate of 3 per cent per annum and are now
in arrears to the extent of $2.50 per share.

statement

of

STATEMENT OF BALANCE OF NET INCOME
OF READING TRANSIT COMPANY FOR
YEARS ENDED DEC. 31
1928

Operating revenue

solidation in

1927

$2,793,328 $2,872,775

Operating expenses and taxes.. $1,576,708 $1,621,327
Maintenance and depreciation
630,337
643,813
Rentals
314,529
317,125
Total operating expenses,
maintenance, depreciation,
taxes and rentals

$2,521,574 $2,582,266

$271,753

Otherincome

Unlikely that Congressional approval will
be obtained at this session for con-

Reading
and

Pa.,

subsidiary companies for the year 1928
compared with 1927.

Operating income

Merger Prospects Slim

the

Company, Reading,

Total income

$290,508

16,829

20,140

$288,583

$310,648

$87,834

$87,955

Deductions from income;
Interest on funded debt

Other deductions from income

8,0 14

Washington

20,

1

1

Total deductioos from in-

PROSPECTS

of obtaining Congressional approval this session of the
resolution authorizing a merger of

Washington's

transportation

come
Net income
Provi Bion for dividend on preferred stock

$95,848

$108,071

$192,734

$202,577

119,145

119,145

$73,589

$83,432

systems

are believed to be practically negligible
the result of the inability of the
Senate District Committee to reach an
agreement to bring the resolution up on
the floor. The most insurmountable dif-

Blance

of net

income

as

ficulty

encountered by the committee in

trying to report out the measure has
arisen over the method of valuation.
There is entire agreement that the
unification compact to be approved by
Congress shall be shorn of the proposed $50,000,000 valuation clause or
any other fixed amount. There is also
full accord among the Senators of the
committee that a complete revaluation
of the properties shall be left to the
Utilities Commission. There is a strong
movement of the progressive element in
the Senate, however, to make it incumbent upon the commission to employ
the
prudent investment method in
evaluating the new company.
By the
injection of this issue, it is believed in
some quarters that sight will be lost of
the immediate merger over an attempt
by an element in the Senate to obtain a
precedent for its theory.
Except for the matter of obtaining a
valuation, the committee has agreed on
a tentative merger resolution. Among
other restrictions inserted in this resolution is one designed to extend to the
authority of the Utility Commission to
regulate and pass upon service charges
and fees that may be imposed by the
holding company.
It was decided to
allow the commission to determine
when the public interest could be served
by permitting a competitive transportation system to start operation, rather
than to assure the new company of a
monopoly of the transportation facilities.
It was also agreed to require the rates
of fare to remain unchanged for a period
of two years after the completion of the
merger. The companies are allowed a
period of two years to accept the compact after it is passed by Congress.

Valley Division of Illinois
Traction Acquired
The

Illinois

Commerce Commission

has entered an order authorizing the
Chicago & Illinois Valley Railroad to
acquire and receive all property rights

and franchises constituting the

Illinois

Valley division of the Illinois Traction,
Authorization is also given to
Inc.
issue $1,000,000 of its common stock to
consist of 10,000 shares without par
value.
«

Six-Mile Line to

Be Abandoned

Petition by the Cortland County Traction Company for approval of the abandonment of its line from Hooker's
crossing in Homer to Preble, N. Y., a
distance of 6i miles, was granted by the
Public Service Commission on Jan. 21.
Actual abandonment is not to become
effective until April 1.

Evidence submitted to the commisshowed that in 1927 the expenses
of operating the Homer-Preble line was
$10,000, while the gross revenue was
The gross operating revenue
$4,829.
for the entire svstem for that year was
It
$63,957, with a' net loss of $18,118.
sion

that if the line was
to be continued in operation, improvements estimated to cost more than
$40,000 would be necessary, and that

was further shown

company has met with a steadily decreasing revenue and increasing operating loss.
the

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

Railroad

gives

daily

service

be-

tween Preble and Homer. Commissioner
Brewster, who heard the company's
application, said the evidence showed
that there was very little demand for the
line except by school children under a
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contract between the railroad and the
school districts by which $800 a year
is paid for carrying the children.

Transportation
in

Earnings

Lower

Tampa

In a letter to the stockholders of the

Company, Tampa, Fla.,
President Knight states that transportation earnings which constitute 18 per
cent of the consolidated revenue were 15

Tampa

September to See End of
Muskegon's Cars
Frankly and forcefully D. A. Powell,

and general manager
Muskegon Traction & Lighting Comvice-president

transportation
pany,
situation in Muskegon, Mich., on Jan.
25 before the Mayor and City CommisHe pledged co-operation in the
sion.
working out of the problem, but declared that cars could not run after
September. If the city did not feel that
bus transportation would solve the problem and that it would be a bad thing
for the city to eliminate the railway,
then the company would sell the system
or an equity in it at a rock bottom price.
Meanwhile he promised continuation of
the system until an arrangement could

summed up

the

be effected.

The Mayor discussed with Mr. Powell
the possibility of the zone system as an
ameliorator, but the general manager
discounted the efficacy of that plan. As

Mr. Powell saw it,
community problem

it

had become a

calling for a levy

all the people to provide a transportaThe fault was not to be
tion system.
ascribed so much to bus competition as
to the increasing number of private

on

His company was faced
automobiles.
with the necessity of spending from
$150,000 to $175,000 in new equipment
and repairs within the next few years
and this, he claimed, was impossible
financially.
When asked if he thought
buses would make money, he replied in
the affirmative if they did not have to
provide facilities for handling the traffic
A system of this kind,
at the peak hours.
like any other, would serve no good purpose at this time and he and the other
officials felt that they did not care to invest any more money in either system.
Mayor Dratz closed the discussion
with the promise that the commission
would give the question serious study
and would from time to time call on Mr.
Powell for testimony. He in turn offered to turn over the books of the com-

pany for the

city's study.

The precarious future of the transportation system in Muskegon recalls
an advertising campaign instituted by
the company three years ago to answer
the question of the hour "Is electric
railway transportation a necessity in a
community the size of Muskegon with
a population of 50,000?"
Since that
time the population has increased until
it is now approximately 58,000.
Railway traffic has gradually decreased during the past three years and it is now
up to the commission to decide whether
transportation is to be supplied entirely
by buses or whether a combined bus and
street railway operation can be worked
out.
In the latter case it will be necessary for the city or some other party to
effect such

a combination.

The Muskegon Traction & Lighting
Company also supplies Muskegon and
Muskegon Heights with gas.

Electric

per cent less than in 1927 but 6.4 per
cent greater than in 1924, which was
the last year prior to the boom period.

Combined earnings of all departments
show a decrease of $56,682. Operatmg
retirement acof $72,596.
The economies in operation offset not
only the loss in revenue, but also a substantial amount of the increase of $42,367 in retirement accruals.

expenses

cruals

exclusive

of

show a net reduction

More

Juggling in Seattle

City diverts ^800,000 from water fund to
meet paymetjt on principal of purchase
price of Municipal railway

PAYMENT
062,225,

of an installment of $1,due from the city to the

Puget Sound Power & Light Company
on the Municipal Street Railway purchase price March 1, has been provided
for by passage of an emergency ordinance in the City Council of Seattle,
Wash. The ordinance authorizes a loan
of $800,000 to the street railway fund
from the water fund. Fundamentally,
$484,000 of the money is to come from
the Seattle municipal improvement bond
1927 construction fund, backed by genAn even $300,eral obligation bonds.
000 comes originally from the municipal
water extension bond 1927 construction
fund, backed by the utility bonds of the
water department.
The rest will be
made up in current revenues from the
water department.
Action to this effect was taken in
accordance with an agreement reached
between the City Council and Mayor
Frank Edwards. It kills the campaig^n
instituted before the King County delegation in the State Legislature to pass
a bill authorizing a general tax of 2.5
mills in Seattle to help finance operation

and maintenance of the Street Rail-

way Department. This bill was presented to the King County Senators by
Seattle's Superintendent of Public Util-

George B. Avery, as an emergency
which he desired to have enacted
before Feb. 1. The measure authorized
the City Council, by a three-fourths vote
and approval by the Mayor, to levy 2^
mills in 1930 and succeeding years, to
make up any deficiency in operating
ities,

bill

expenses.
In presenting his bill to the King
County Senators, Mr. Avery declared
that he would be able to save, month by
month during the coming year, sufficient
money to meet the principal payment
due Feb. 1, 1930, and that in his opinion
it would never be necessary to levy the
2^ mills. But the bondholders, he added,
insisted on the guaranty of the levy
as the condition of waiving the principal payment due on Feb. 1, this year.
Mr. Avery quoted James B. Howe, at-

Fo/73, No.5
torney for the Puget Sound

Power &

Light Company, as saying that if the
bill is not passed, the Stone & Webster
interests would take judgment against
the city, and the general fund would be
obligated for the entire $9,000,000 still
due on the original $15,000,000 pur-

chase price.

Some members of the Council looked
upon the bill proposed by Mr. Avery
way

out of the temporary financial
but others opposed it vigorously as an opening of the general tax
fund to all utilities. It was pointed out
by certain Councilmen that the measure
would immediately bring to the Puget
as a

difficulty,

Sound Power & Light Company

vir-

having its
bonds made general obligations upon the
With the arrangement completed
city.
for the loan from the water department,
Mr. Avery announces that he will suspend his campaign in the State Legistually all the advantages of

lature.

In the meantime, a project which
would completely change the administration of the railway system has been,
presented in a session behind closed
doors, between members of the Seattle
Traffic Research Commission and the
City Council, together with Mayor
Frank Edwards. The plan provides that
charge of the railway system be vested
in a non-salaried board of seven citizens.
majority of the Council, however,
expressed opposition to the creation of
the proposed commission by act of the
State Legislature, but they were openminded on the proposal, as an alternative step, that the plan be submitted
to a vote of the people as a charter

A

amendment.

The

organized campaign of proproposed rapid transit
plan, on which a board of citizens have
worked for two years, and which has
met with widespread interest and approval throughout the city, has been
launched by the Seattle Real Estate
Board, a special committee of which
appointed to study the plan advises that
the cost of the project would be too
great for the city to bear at the present
first

test against the

time, particularly as it would throw an
additional burden on real estate taxation that could not be met.
The Real
Estate Board urged exhaustive study of
the report and investigation of the city
real estate conditions before any action
is taken toward
instituting a project
of this kind.
•

Seven Per Cent Earned on
Dallas Property
During the year 1928 the Dallas Railway & Terminal Company, Dallas, Tex.,
earned enough money to .pay a total of
$762,665, or 7 per cent, on its property
value.
In addition, $107,242 was placed
in the repair, maintenance and depreciation reserve and $61,383 in surplus reserves.
Gross earnings for the year
were $3,260,567, a sum $438 less
than in 1927. Total operating expenses
were $2,329,275. Property value of the
company at the end of the year totaled
$10,895,221. During the year 47,226,823

passengers were carried.

February
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that his negligence barred an
[Clark vs. Atchison
action for injury.
Topeka & Santa Fe Railwav, 272 Pacific
Reporter, 128.]

was held

Le^al >{ptes
^^^
—Street

Railway Denied
Increased Fare by Railroad Commission May Secure Release From
Any Court Having Jurisdiction,
Notwithstanding Fublic Utilities

California

Statute.

This is the case in which the District
Court of California ruled on Sept. 10,
1928, on the plea of the Los Angeles
Railway from the order of the Railroad
Commission denying the railway an increase over the 5-cent fare. The court
held such fare confiscatory where the
return on the railway rate base was
approximately 4.9 per cent. The property of railroads is under the fundamental guarantees of the constitution,
and railroads cannot be deprived of
their property without just compensation
or due process or be denied equal proIf the power of
the law.
regulation of the State Commission over
carriers is so unreasonably exercised as
to prevent the carrier from obtaining a
fair return on the property invested, the
commission's exercise of power is violative of the due process clause of the

tection

of

Where the Railroad Commission made an order denying the
street railway the right to increase its
fares, the company could resort to any
court having jurisdiction to afford re-

constitution.

lief.

was

The comment of the District
to the effect that the Railroad

Court

Com-

mission's order denying permission to
the railway to increase the existing rate
of fare constituted exercise of jurisdiction by the commission, giving the Fed-

Court power to enjoin enforcement

eral

confiscation of the utilities property resulted, even if the rate
provisions contained in the franchises
from the city constituted contracts. [Los

of the order

if

Angeles Railway vs. Railroad Commission, 29 (2nd), Fed. Rep., 140.]

Circuit Court of Appeals

— License

for Interstate Carriers Upheld.
.\n ordinance of the city of Philadelphia, regulating all buses on city
highways including interstate buses,
and enacting an annual license fee of

$50 per bus, was held not an unreasonable burden on interstate commerce, as
to the amount of license fees, requirements for city license tax, designation
of drivers and routes and detailed information required. [American Motor
Coach System vs. City of Philadelphia,
28 F, (2d), 736.]

—

Company
Federal Supreme Court
Not Liable Under Federal Employers Liability Act When Employee
Is Injured Through Disobeying
Orders.

A

railroad conductor had printed
orders that his train was to pass another coming in the opposite direction
He did not find the
at a certain siding.
train there, so ordered his own train to
proceed to the next siding and was

Kentucky

A

killed in the resulting collision.

tele-

phone message had been sent to him
through the station agent not to proceed, but through negligence of fellow
employees he did not receive the mesIt was held that the company
sage.
was not responsible under the Federal
[Unadilla
Employers Liability Act.
Valley Ry.

Florida

vs. Caldine,

— Terminal

49 Sp. Ct. 91.]

Company Granting

Special Privilege to Conduct Tele-

graph Business Need Not Grant
Like Facilities to Another Company.
as the service furnished by
carrier in the discharge of
public duties is adequate to the
its
public needs, the public is not concerned
with the selection of the particular
agency through which such service is

So long

common

a

Hence, a terminal company
which granted exclusive privileges to a
supplied.

company to conduct business
upon its premises does not create a
monopoly in the odious sense of the
word, nor is the terminal company
telegraph

obliged to grant similar privileges to
another telegraph company. [State vs.
Wells et al. 118S, 731.]

— Legislature

May Withhold
Regulate from Public Service Commission.
The Legislature of 1925 withheld
from the Public Service Commission
the power to regulate buses operating
as common carriers within certain cities
Pozver

to

authorities had preIt
viously granted licenses to buses.
was held that this was within the power
of the Legislature, regardless of the
motive of the legislators, and that

where the

local

Muncie was such a town.
al.

vs.

[Denny

et

Brady, 163 N.E., 489.]

—

Negligence in Driving Team
Attached to Grain Binder Over
Railroad Crossing in Front of Approaching Train Barred Recovery

Kansas

for Resulting Injury.

Ordinary care for his own protection
was not used where the plaintiff driving
a horse team attached to a grain binder
approached a railroad crossing with
which he was familiar, where his view
was obstructed by a station house, so
that he could not see a train coming
from that direction until the team was
entering upon the track. The driver
slowed the team down, but stated that
he looked and listened for a train, but
did not stop his team or go forward to
a point where a view of the track could
be had and where he could have ascertained that a train was approaching if
he had done so. He drove the team and
vehicle upon the track when a train
traveling at a rate of 20 m.p.h. was
only 300 ft. away, and sustained an injury in the collision that followed. It

of

Louisville

the other in 1926. Recently these ordinances were attacked by a group of tax
payers who filed a petition in equity
attacking the validity of the ordinances,
and asking that an injunction be issued
against the railway company to prevent

The
from operating under them.
various points in this petition were considered by the Court of Appeals of the
State, which declared the ordinances
[Pc^valid and dismissed the petition.
gel et al. vs. Louisville Ry. 10 S.W.,
(2d), 305.]

it

New Hampshire—Automobile

Driver
Cannot Recover While Operating
Without License.
The act of an automobile driver in

operating a car without a license as
required by the law was held causal,
so as to preclude recovery for injury
received in collision with a train.
[Johnson vs. B. & M. R.R. 143 A, 516.]

New

Jersey

— Deduction

From Fran-

PayTownship for Removing
Snow From Streets Not Permitted.
A state law permits a railway company which pays taxes to any taxing
chise

Indiana

— Franchises

Railway for operation are valid.
The Louisville Railway operates in
the city of Louisville under two city
ordinances, which provided for the adjustment of the former franchises of the
company. One was enacted in 1922 and

ment

Tax

of Street Railway's

to

for exclusive use, pursuant to
agreement or ordinance (except cost of
paving and taxes on real and personal
district

property), to deduct such taxes from its
franchise tax assessed under the franrailway had an agreechise tax act.
ment with a township to pay half of the

A

of removing snow from certain
streets in lieu of the company's obligation under its franchise to remove all

cost

It brought
of the snow from its tracks.
suit to have this payment declared part
of its franchise tax under the franchise
The court declared, however, that
act.
where a company receives an equivalent

in value for a payment made, no deducAnother example,
tion is permitted.
besides the case in court, would be the
purchase of water from a municipality.

[Public Service Co-ordinated Transport
Clark 143A, 722.]

vs.

—

Passenger in Auto
Warn Driver of
Danger Which Apparently Cannot
Be Seen by Driver.
The charge of contributory negligence
in an action for injuries is justified

Ohio

Guest
Obligated

or

to

where the evidence showed that the
guest in an automobile assumed responsibility of ascertaining whether it
was safe to cross street railway tracks
in front of an approaching street car
in turning from one side of street to the
other between intersections to proceed
[Smith vs.
in the opposite direction.
Cleveland Railway, 164 N.W., Rep. 59.]
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A. Taurman, superintendent of equipment, way and structures Birmingham
Electric

Company, Birmingham,

Ala.,

has been elected president of the Electric Railway Association of Equipment

Men, Southern Properties.

man

is

known

to

Journal

Mr. Taurreaders for

frequent contributions to its pages
and particularly for his article on the
application of Alemite lubricating fittings to Brill half-ball brake hangers,
which won the equipment essay award
for May, 1928, in this paper's Maintenance Contest.
His experience began in the mechanical department of the Southern Railway
at the Richmond shop in 1901 where
he served as machinist apprentice, shop
foreman and mechanical draftsman.
Later he was connected with the American Locomotive Company and in 1907
accepted the position of mechanical
draftsman with the New York Air
Brake Company at Watertown, N. Y.
As told previously in these pages, Mr.
Taurman served the Virginia Railway
& Power Company and in October,
1919, became superintendent of equipment for the Birmingham Railway &
Light Company, the predecessor of the

mission's legal staff to engage in the
practice of law on his own account,
devoting a considerable portion of his
time to the affairs of the Wesix Heater
Company, of which he will act as chief
counsel.
Mr. Vaughan received his
A.B. degree from the University of
California in 1922, aild his J. D. degree
from that institution in 1924.

his

Birmingham
given
mechanical

Electric

Company.

D. C. Green

in

New York

Official of Salt Lake City Company to join
Electric Bond 8C Share staff.
Successful in public relations

DC.

GREEN,

vice-president and
•
general manager of the Utah
Power & Light Company, Salt Lake
City, Utah, is to leave early in March
to become an executive with the Elec-

Wheat and Vaughan
Leave California Commission

of

"Public Utility Regulation in

promotion to head-

miss Dan's enthusiasm and helpfulness,
but the powers higher up have decided
his talents should have wider scope.
successor to Mr. Green will be
named at the meeting of the directors
of the Utah Power & Light Company
scheduled for early in February.

A

Emmons

in Foreign Field

American & Foreign
Power Company, Inc., controlled by the
Electric Bond & Share Company.
Mr.
Emmons will sail from New York on
Feb. 9 to take up the management of
railway properties owned and controlled
by the American & Foreign Power
Company, Inc., in the United States of

He

California" and the "Digest of Decisions
of the California Railroad Commission,"
two important volumes on public utility
regulation.
He was graduated from
Pomona College in 1915, and from the
Harvard Law School in 1919.
Mr. Vaughan resigns from the com-

his

sociated with the

Messrs.

tion

That

Green.

quarters has been well earned will be
apparent enough to those who scan the
records.
Certainly Salt Lake City will

Samuel E. Emmons, assistant general
manager United Railways &
Electric Company, Baltimore, has resigned, effective Feb. 1, to become as-

considerable

Resignations of Carl I. Wheat, chief
counsel for the last six years of the
California Railroad Commission, and
Reginald L. Vaughan, for the past five
years examiner and assistant attorney,
were accepted with regret by the commission on Jan. 21. The resignation of
Mr. Wheat is effective Feb. IS and that
of Mr. Vaughan on March 1, 1929.
Mr. Wheat resigns from the commission to re-enter the private practice of
law in association with the firm of McCutchen, Olney, Mannon and Greene of
San Francisco. During his six years
association with the commission he represented that body in more than 90
cases before the California Supreme
Court, a number before the United States
Supreme Court, and several before other
federal courts. He also represented the
commission in a number of important
proceedings before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In
association
with Assistant Attorneys Vaughan and
Roderick Cassidy, he directed publica-

University, from which he was graduated in 1908, following a judicious mixture of factory experience and college
After one month as a meter
theory.
reader at San Diego in 1909, he was
made manager of the commercial department. The next five years saw him
serving as manager of electric properties
at Albany and Marshfield, Ore., followed
by a similar position with the Everett
Gas Company, Everett, Wash.
In these days, when the problem of
big business is to prove that it is really
human, there is a great need, as well as
a great opportunity, for men like Dan

S. E.

attention to
improvements in rolling
stock and track construction.
lias

No.5

His predeliction led to his taking the
electrical engineering course at Purdue

Personal Items
A. Taurman Honored Again

Vol.73,

Brazil, with
Janeiro.

D. C. Green

Mr.

trie

Bond & Share Company, New York,

N. Y.
Mr. Green is one of those of whom
the poet wrote "For they, while their
companions slept, were toiling upward
in the night." The promotion that now
comes to him ends his second term of
office at Salt Lake, marked by improved
fares,

reduction

of

duplicate

trackage

installation of modern trackless
trolleys
all innovations affording tan-

and

—

gible proofs that

Dan Green "has

a

way

with him." It is a significant way, too,
for the public soon finds out whether a
public utility man is making good.
His first work in Salt Lake City came
in 1915 as manager of the Salt Lake
Division of the Utah Power & Light

Company. A year later he was advanced to the job of general manager of
the Fort Smith Light & Traction Company. Mr. Green's remarkable work in
Arkansas as operator, public relations
man, and organizer of statewide power
distribution systems drew the favorable
attention of Electric Bond & Share interests, so in 1923 he returned to Salt
Lake City as vice-president and general
manager of the Utah Power & Light

Company.
Born in
the

1884, Dan Green grew up in
early exciting days of electricity.

headquarters

in

Rio de

Emmons

is a son of Charles D.
president of the United RailHe was
ways & Electric Company.
born in Pittsburgh and was graduated
from the University of Michigan with
the degree of Bachelor of Civil En-

Emmons,

gineering in 1916 and then took up
work with the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railroad. Later he became
connected with the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pittsburgh.
He joined the
Fifteenth Regiment of Railway Engineers at the outbreak of the war and
served as a second lieutenant.
The
regiment sailed for France on July 9,
1917, and <Vas among the first contingent
of troops.

Mr. Emmons was mustered out of the
service in May, 1919, with the rank of
captain and then re-entered the service
of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
He resigned his position with that company
to become associated with Professors
Cooley, Riggs and Anderson on valuation work.
He became connected with
the Ann Arbor Railroad as assistant
chief engineer in April, 1920, and from
that position he went to Baltimore in
September, 1922, as assistant to H. B.
Flowers, general manager of the company at that time. Mr. Emmons was
promoted to the position of assistant
general manager in April, 1924.

February
E. S.

2,
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Haymond Promoted With
West

At a recent meeting of the board of
directors, Edward S. Haymond was
elected

an

assistant

treasurer

of

Louis, including a subway, sur-

St.

face

Pent!

and elevated

J.

H. Cain

Former

in

fall

the

City,

department which at that time
was under the supervision of E. D.
Dreyfus. During the World War, Mr.
statistical

Haymond saw

service with the air
forces stationed at San Antonio, Tex
In
February, 1919, Mr. Haymond returned
to the statistical department and
two

years later was made statistician which
position he held until February,
1928,
when he was assigned to the treasury
department as assistant to D. P. Guest.

and

New England

oper-

ator appointed assistant superintendent
of Atlantic City Sc Shore Railroad

Atlantic City

in the

in Atlantic City

New York

West Penn,

H.
JOHN
pointed

CAIN,

Boston, has been ap-

assistant superintendent of the

& Shore Railroad, Atlantic
N. J., to succeed E. A. MacMiUan,
bound for Sao Paulo, Brazil, where he
will have charge of transportation in
a

growing metropolitan section
South American country.

E.

J. Mehren Succeeds Wheeler
Sanimons with Shaw Company

Wheeler Sammons, who requested
several months ago that, as soon as the
reorganization of the A. W. Shaw
Company was completed, he be relieved
as senior vice-president and general
manager,
and his responsibilities
changed to those of an advisory character, assumed this advisory position in
the A. W. Shaw Company on Jan. 15.
He will remain a member of the board
of directors of the McGraw-Hill Pub-

Company,

Inc. E. J. Mehren will
vice-president and executive
head of the A. W. Shaw Company and
will continue as editor of the Magazine
of Business and resident vice-president
of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Com-

become

The new assistant superintendent
started in railway work as a conductor
on the New York State Railways,
Rochester Lines. Working his way up
from the ranks, Mr. Cain became successively, motorman, inspector, chief inspector, superintendent of employment

pany

Chicago.
Mr.
Sammons
desires to give closer attention than it
has been possible for him to do in the
in

past to the development of his personal
interests
and publishing properties,
which include the A. N. Marquis Company, publisher of "Who's Who."

A. P. Titus Goes to
Terminal

Illinois

A. P. Titus, chief operating officer of
the Chicago & Alton Railroad, has resigned to accept the position of vicepresident
of
the
Illinois
Terminal
Railroad in
Illinois

He

St.

Louis, affiliated with the

Power & Light Corporation.

has been placed in charge of operations, entering upon his new duties on
Jan. 16.

The Chicago & Alton has promoted
P. Henderson, general superintendsucceed Mr. Titus, while Clarence W. Bearden, superintendent of
transportation, was promoted to Mr.
Henderson's old post.
S.

ent, to

The Illinois Terminal Railroad plans
the construction of a $5,000,000 terminal

assistant superintendent of transportation.
Following this foundation, he became
train dispatcher of the Rochester &
Eastern Rapid Railway; division superintendent and assistant to the general
manager of the Hudson Valley Railway;
superintendent and general superintendent of the Buffalo, Lockport &
Rochester Railway; and general superintendent and manager of the Shore

Line Electric Railway, Norwich, Conn.
When an appraisal of the Edmonton
Radial Railway of Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada, was undertaken, Mr. Cain was
one of the railway men from the United
States called across the border to assist
in the preparation of the valuation re-

port.

He

OBITUARY
Daniel Boal

the

of

and instruction and

lishing

created to review war contracts. He is
a practicing attorney.
Frank B. Maullar, Mr. McCulloch's
predecessor, was appointed in 1921 by
Governor Davis. His term expired in
1927, but the Senate two years ago refused to confirm any one of three men
named by Governor Donahey to succeed
him.
Mr. Maullar consequently has
held office two years beyond the end
of his term.

This work will

be started soon and will
sphere of Mr. Titus' duties.

from Purdue University in 1914 and
went to Pittsburgh shortly thereafter to
take a position with the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company. In
June, 1915, he became affiliated with the

work being

lines.

the

West Penn Power Company and the
West Penn Railways. Mr. Haymond is
a native of Indiana. He was graduated

his first
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likewise did considerable field

work, including a survey and appraisal,
for the Toronto
Railway, Toronto,
Canada.

Daniel Boal, superintendent of schedules and timetables of the Chicago Surface Lines, died in Evanston recently.
He had been in the department for the
past four years.
Mr. Boal entered the service of the
Chicago City Railway, the south side
lines, in
1902 as a window washer.
Later he became transfer clerk, working
nights, and during these years he attended the University of Illinois Medical
School, and was graduated in 1906. In

1909 he went to Seattle, Wash., where
he entered the mechanical department
ot the Seattle Electric

Company, which

operated a street railway and lighting
system in that city. He was later transferred to the railway department in

charge of traffic studies and schedules.
He returned to Chicago in 1910 and
entered the schedule department of the
Chicago Surface Lines, resigning in
1919 to accept a position in the schedule
department of the Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company.
He was recalled to
Seattle in 1920 but in 1923 again entered
the services of the Chicago Surface
Lines.

Although he held a doctor's degree
and practiced for two years, his interest
in street railway work was so
that he devoted his entire time to

great
it.

N. T. Brown Has Headquarters
in Philadelphia

Nelson T. Brown, who since April
IS, 1927, has been vice-president of the
International Railway, Buffalo, N. Y.,
in charge of transportation, has moved
his office to Philadelphia where he will
be in closer touch with Dr. Arthur A.
Mitten, of Mitten Management, Inc.,
and the Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company. Mr. Brown will continue to
administer his duties in Buffalo, traveling between Philadelphia and Buffalo at
frequent intervals.

Ohio Commission Appointees
Roscoe C. McCulloch has been appointed a

member

of the

Ohio Public

Commission

Governor
by
Myers Y. Cooper.
Mr. McCulloch
served six years as Congressman and
in 1920 was an unsuccessful candidate
for the Republican nomination ^or GovUtilities

ernor.

He was

special

assistant

at-

torney general of the United States,
serving under three attorney generals,
and was a member of the federal board

Thomas Duncan, founder and president of the Duncan Electric Manufacturing Company, died on Jan. 21, at Los
Angeles, Cal. Mr. Duncan was one of
the few men who saw almost the entire
development of the electric meter and
had been in intimate touch with all its
phases. He was an inventor as well as
an administrator and held about 200
patents. Born and educated in Scotland,
Mr. Duncan came to America in 1883.
Among the firms with which he was
associated were the Sun Electric Company, the Fort Wayne-Jenney Electric
Light Company, the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company, the Fort Wayne
Electric Light Company and the Siemens & Halske Company of America.
In 1901, with several others, he organized the company which now bears
his name.
He was 63 years old.

Frank

E. Johnson, Chicago district
manager of the Ohio Brass Company, died at his home in that city on
Mr. Johnson had been with
Jan. 16.
the Ohio Brass Company for 21 years,
sales

all

of that time in the

Chicago

territory.

Additional Improvements

Announced

Public Service to spend ^7,500,000 for transportation improvements.
Fifty cars may be purchased by Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit

Corporation. Track improvements to be

OUTSTANDING

among improve-

ment programs recently announced
is
the approval by the Public
Service Corporation, Newark, N. J., of
the budgets for 1929 of its subsidiary
operating companies. The total budgets
approved represent more than $34,000,000 of which more than $22,000,000 will
be used by the electric department of the
Public Service Electric & Gas Company
for interconnection, transmission and
The gas departdistribution purposes.
ment will spend more than $4,000,000
in the manufacturing and distribution
branches of its organization.
More than $7,500,000 has been apportioned to the Public Service Co-ordinated Transport for equipment, track
renewals, buildings and general items

do with the improvement of
the operations of electric street cars and
buses.
The major portion of the transhaving

to

portation appropriation will be used
during the year for the purchase of
buses.

Fifty Cars for Brooklyn

The Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation, Brooklyn, N. Y., is preparing specifications for SO new surface
type cars. The details of these cars
have not been completed but it is understood that they are to be for one-man
operation. It seems that centre entrance
cars are most desirable and that some
difficulty is encountered in arriving at
a decision as to which type of car is
most

suitable.

In a partial report to the Board of
Public Service. St. Louis, Mo., the

Condemnation Commission has recomthe North Twelfth Street boulevard improvement project to facilitate
the construction of the Illinois Terminal
Railway subway and elevated line,

mended

connecting a new terminal to be constructed at
Twelfth Boulevard and
Locust Avenue with the McKinley
Bridge. It is recommended that 40 ft. of
property be taken east of High Street
from Morgan Street to a half block
north of O'Fallon Street. It is beneath
the additional 40 ft. that the railway
will build its subway.
The commissioners for the entire
project will not finish their report for
another two or three years, but if a
partial report is filed on the 40-ft. strip,
the city would be able to take possession
not later than at the end of six months.
If the city should widen this street during the coming summer, the construction of the Illinois Terminal Railway

subway would be advanced about two
years.

The Board of Finance, of Hartford,
Conn., plans a paving program for 1929
in which the Connecticut Company,

New Haven, Conn.,
extent of $244,000.

is

made in Hartford

involved to the

This sum

is

the

on eight of 25 streets
paved, where the railway has
tracks.
In addition to this amount, the
Connecticut Company will be asked to
spend $26,000 for track work in connection with the widening of North Main
Street.
The Connecticut Company has
been in conference with city officials
and has suggested that the railway may
find it hard to fill its part of so large
a program, due to problems the company

allotted percentage

be

to

throughout the state. The city
has been assured, however, that the
Connecticut Company would do its best
to take care of its share of the work.
Two major projects for the current
year are now being undertaken by the
Memphis Street Railway, Memphis,
faces

Tenn. One of these, on which work
has already been started, is the rebuilding of the line on Poplar Avenue
from Third to Dunlap Streets. This
construction will
require about six
months and will cost approximately
The old rail is being removed
$90,000.

and new

134-lb. rail is replacing

9-in.,

Plans for 1930 will probably con-

it.

tinue this construction from

Watkins

Dunlap

to

Street.

The

this

company

near

other major project which
will begin work on in the
future is the reconstruction of the
on Hernando Street from Beale to

houn

Streets.

The

7-in.,

70-lb.

line

Cal-

rail

is

being replaced by 7-in., 122-lb. rail.
This project represents 2,400 feet of
double-track reconstruction. The street
is now paved with brick but the railway
will pave between the .tracks and for 24
in. along either side of the outside rails
with asphalt. The project will require
three or four months for completion and
will cost approximately $40,000. Though
these are the only projects definitely
planned, they will nrobably be increased

by work that will depend upon the
program of improvements.
Mii.wAUKF.F,

city's

Track Relocation

Several grade crossings will be eliminated in the new $500,000 track relocation project on the Milwaukee-RacineKenosha rapid transit line of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light
Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Six miles
of

track will be relocated within the
next six months. The present tracks
are adjacent to the pavement of highway
No. 15, following its many curves. The
new tracks will be placed about i mile
to the east on a recently acquired private
right-of-way, parallel to and just east
of the Northwestern Railroad passenger
line.
Grade separation is planned for
four important crossings.
The new line will join the present
226

route

at

South

pass

Junction,

under

highway No. IS north at Ryan Road
and pass over Ryan Road and the
Northwestern line. This will eliminate present grade crossings over

Ryan

highway inter.section and
will avoid two diagonal grade crossings
.Another imwith highway No. 15.
provement will be effected at Ives subway where the line will cross overhead,
permitting widening and realignment ol
the highway which now takes a sharp
Ultimately the
dip and reverse curve.
entire line, e.xcept where it passes
through Racine and Keno.sha, will be on
a new right-of-way remote from all
highway traffic. Two miles of grading

Road

at

the

has been completed at the south end of
the

new

road.

Cars Rebuilt in Oakland
The Key System Transit Company,
Oakland, Cal., has rebuilt three street
cars and three transbay cars for operation as experimental cars giving greater

Aside from
less noise.
shimming the trucks and bodies of the
cars and air compressor equipment with
a noise and shock absorbing material,
comfort and

the cars have been completely refinished.
Among the types of new fittings installed are deep cushioned individual
seats, new window sash arrangements
that afford more spacious windows and
greater vision for the passengers, industrial carpet on the floors, a new stop
buzzer system and modern illumination.

The Denver Tramway Corporation,
Denver,

Col.,

has recently ordered 500

trolley ears, 12 in. long for No. 00 round
trolley wire and 500 trolley ears, 12 in.

round trolley wire, SO
with | in. boss for
No. 00 round wire, 100 renewable
bronze 6-in. cam tips for No. 00 wire
and 400 renewable bronze 2^-in. cam
This company
tips for No. 00 wire.
has also ordered two Mack AB 25-passenger city type buses.
The Knoxville Power & Light Company. Knoxville, Tenn., plans an autolong for No.
22-in.

splice

ears

matic power substation to cost approximately $75,000.
Although the City Council of Seattle,
Wash., has voted an appropriation of
$28,000 for the construction of the extension to the Beacon Hills street car
line, the actual start of the construction
is delayed, due to a vote by the City
Council to amend the original ordinance
Upon a
providing for the extension.
petition

of

Columbian

living between
and Graham Street for

residents

Way

extension of the line to
the Council has voted
request.

Graham

The amendment

to

Street,
this

grant

will set forth

a new schedule of payment on the warrants for financing the line.

,

February
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Steel Cars Barred

Proposed Standard for Milling

on Old

Exhihitograph No. 3

N. Y. Elevated
The New York Transit Commission's
car committee has reported that
all-steel cars are impractical for use on
The
the old elevated lines of the city.
report, which has just been filed with the
state board after months of intensive
study, was prepared by a special group
of engineers named by the commission
to design a coach built entirely of steel,
after the manner of subway cars, which
would be light enough to be operated on
the elevated structures and thus give
those lines the same fire protection as
that obtained in the subways. The group
reports that it was found impossible to
construct a car of sufficient rigidity and
and of proper dimensions
strength
within the weight limitation required
to make operation of a full ten-car train
on the overhead structures safe. The
committee consists of W. G. Gove of
the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation, J. S. Doyle of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, William
C. Lancaster, chief engineer of the
Transit Commission, and H. N. Latey.
equipment engineer of the Board of
Transportation.
They worked in conjunction with the representatives of several equipment companies including the
Pressed Steel Car Company, the Standard Steel Car Corporation, the Pullman
steel

American Car & Foundry
and the General Electric

Company,

Company

Company.
The committee held out
it

might be

227

the hope that

po.ssible to construct

an

all-

—

metal car provided some of the new
light
metals such as aluminum or
duralumin were used in place of steel
but this would be of an experimental
nature without engineering certainty as
It reported that such an
to its success.
experimental car would cost in the
neighborhood of $120,000 and no public board feels like spending that sum
unless without assurances of success.

—

The report practically spells the doom
of the drive to secure a light steel car
for elevated work, although some of the
transit commissioners still believe that
a satisfactory car can be built.
With respect to Brooklyn the engineers were more hopeful. It is held that
the Brooklyn lines can be more cheaply
strengthened to hold steel cars.
urged, however, that for this borough an
effort should be made to bolster up the
present structures sufficiently to carry
the regular B.-M. T. subway car rather
than seek to design a new lighter type.
pointed out that Broadway.
It
is
Brooklyn, is already strengthened that
part of the Fulton Street line has been
rebuilt, and that the only two other
heavy passenger carrying lines that
would have to be strengthened are
It

is

Cutters Issued

The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers is distributing copies of the
proposed American standards for milling cutters, which has recently been approved by the sub-committee of the
sectional committee, on the standardization of small tools and machine tool
This proposed standard is
elements.
being distributed for criticism and comment, and the committee will appreciate
any discussion on the matter. Comments on this tentative form should be
addressed to C. B. LePage, assistant

GAIN
Patronage and Profits

and

SAVE
by Exhibiting
at the

A.E.R.A.
Atlantic City

secretary of the

Convention
Sept. 28 to Oct. 4

NO OTHER MEANS

IS SO
EFFECTIVE IN TELLING
YOUR STORY.

The city plans to hook the SmithNinth Street subway into the Culver
line, and when these trains are carried
to Manhattan through the Smith-Ninth
Street tubes, rather than over the Fifth
Avenue L, it is asserted that the carrying capacity of that elevated will no
longer be necessary. The four-track
Fourth Avenue subway already parallels
it
it within one block and the new line,
is declared, will care for the remainder
of

its traffic.

American Society

ciation,

Engineers,

and the American Society of

Engineers, who are joint
sponsors for the project under the procedure of the American Standards
Association.
The proposed standards effect plain,
side, angular, stagger-tooth, end mills,
metal slitting, T-slot, and half side cutters, involute gear, stocking and fluting

Mechanical

the through traffic over the
Brooklyn Bridge is falling off, it is rea-

reamers and taps.

sonable to expect that within a short
time it will be so small that it can be
handled by means of shuttle trains. The
Brooklyn' elevated will end at Sands

South Shore Receives Ten Cars
Delivery of ten cars ordered last May

Since

Street,

where the

shuttle
side of the

would

ter-

river.

To
Man-

minate on this
provide for passengers seeking
hattan points other than the end of the
Brooklyn Bridge, an extensive transfer
station would be erected where the combined Lexington and Myrtle Avenue
lines cross Flatbush extension, and an-

where they intersect the new
Smith-Ninth Street line at Jay Street,
which will lead through the Cranberry
and Jay Street tubes on the city's new
subway system. The B.-M. T., in line

other

with

this,

has already urged the

a transfer
Flatbush extension.
struction

of

station

coii-

at

by the Chicago, South Shore

Myrtle and Lexington Avenues.

H

ones recently ordered.
easy seats of the bucket
Pullman smoking compartments,

lar to the

Individual
type,

wide

aisles, large

windows and low

de-

scending steps are important features.
The bodies are of all steel construction
with arch roofs and swinging end doors.

The

exterior

finish

is

in

orange and

motor type cars recently delivered to the
Chicago, South Shore & South Bend Railroad

of ten double-end

South

Railroad,

Re-

One

&

Michigan City, Ind.,
has been made by the Standard Steel
Car Company. These cars are of the
two-man, motor-driven, interurban type,
Each car
each seating 48 passengers.
weighs 133,600 lb., is 61 ft. long and
These cars are simiin. wide.
10 ft.

Bend

;

ferring to the construction of the Fulton
.Street subway to take the place of that
elevated and the building of the SmithNinth Street tube, the report says
"It is possible that the Fulton Street
line will be taken down and that traffic
on Fifth Avenue will be so reduced
that this line may also be eliminated."

of

29 West 39th
Street, New York, N. Y.
The proposed American standard
on milling cutters was developed by the
sub-committees on the standardization
of milling cutters through its sub-group
on nomenclature, limits, keys and keyways, profile and formed cutters, after
frequent meetings throughout the country, and after preparation of numerous
drafts. The sectional committee consists
of twenty members representing the
Society of Automotive Engineers, the
National Machine Tool Builders' Asso-

Mechanical
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maroon lacquer and the

METAL, COAL

interior trim is

finished in mahog-any.

PRICES

The trucks are each equipped with
two inside hung motors and 36-in. rolled

Metals— New

wheels. Plain type armature and
Complete
journal bearings are used.
plans and specifications of these cars
were published in the July 14 issue of

F.

AND MATERIAL

O.

REFINERY

B.

Jan. 29,
1929
16. 775

York!
oentB per lb

Copper
Copper wire, cents per lb
electrolytic!,

steel

^7aP
f"

Lead, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, oentaperlb

.q?tc

48. 625

Bituminous Coal.f.o.b. Mines

Electric Railway Journal.

Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton
Roads, grosstons
Somerset mine run, f.o.b. mines, net tons.
.

Timken

Steel

J4 375
.

1
1

& Tube Expands

.

Kttsburghminerun, Pittsburgh, net tons..
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons
Central; 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons.
Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net tons.

'

Steel

&

Tube Company,

.

Materials
Rubber-covered

Canton, Ohio, has put into effect an
expansion program for the coming year
that

will

necessitate

expenditures

A
neighborhood of $1,000,000.
tract of land 200 acres in extent has
heen purchased, which extends 2 miles
west of the company's present holdings.
This will provide room for future expansion of the plant facilities on the

1

per

$5"
19 5

2.05

.

10.5

,

"•?,«

perlb

o3'5

Turpentine (bbl.lots), N. Y., per gal

issued Bulletin No.
a revision of one on the
same subject published in April, 1925.
It not only discusses the general features
of the uniform through export bill of
lading, but also summarizes the experiences of shippers and others interested
in foreign trade in 29 cities in the coun-

Commerce has now

present basis of straight line production.
Work has already been started on the
first unit, a tube mill, which will be
housed in a building 320 ft. wide x
420 ft. long. It is being erected at a
cost of more than $500,000 for building and equipment. This mill will be
completed and put into operation by
April 1. Other extensions to the production facilities of the company will

593,

which

is

try, relative to the practicability of

and

the principal factors to be considered in
its use.
new section, dealing with
the acceptability and use of this bill of
lading in foreign countries, is also of
considerable interest.

A

later.

Uniform Through Export

14,

.

the

he made

No.

wire, N. Y.,

Weatherproof wire base, N.Y., cents per lb.
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags
Linseed oil (5-bbl. lots) N. Y., cents per lb.
White lead in oil ( 00-lb. keg) N. Y., cents

in

^^

1-70

.

1,000ft

•

875
-80

975

.

The Timken

Vol.73, No.5

Bill

of Lading

Many questions have been raised concerning the use and practicability of the
-uniform through export bill of lading.

Weekly

of Commerce, individual shipand associations of various types
frequently suggested to the Department

able gain over the similar period of
1928, according to the weekly statement
of the Department of Commerce.
Steel
plants were more active during the week
than in either the preceding week or the
corresponding week of the previous year.
The output of crude petroleum, lumber
and bituminous coal, covering the latest
reported week, was greater than during
either the previous week or the similar
period of last year.
The general index of wholesale prices
showed a further gain as compared with
both the previous week and the same
period a year earlier. Prices for copper,
iron and steel averaged higher than in
either prior period.
Loans and discounts of federal reserve member banks
showed a further contraction from the
preceding week but were larger than a
year ago.

of Commerce that there was a great
deal of misconception and misunderstanding regarding this bill of lading.
They requested that the department,
after conferences with the exporters,
railroads, steamship lines, freight forwarders, bankers, and others, who might
1)6 affected by the use of this document,
publish a bulletin bringing out all of the
i)asic
facts
regarding the uniform
through export bill of lading, its practicability and the favorable and unfavorable factors experienced in its use in
foreign trade. In this connection some
30 conferences with shippers, bankers,
transportation interests, and others have
recently been held at the oflSces of the

and Domestic Com-

merce.

The Bureau

of Foreign

and Domestic

Weekly Business
(Weeks ended Saturday.
Jan.
26
Steel operations
Bituminous coal production

Iiumber production
Petroleum production (daily average)
Bldg. contracts 37 states (daily average).
Price iron and steel, composite

Copper,

19

110.5

money

Business failures
Interest rates, time money
Federal reserve ratio

110.5

4*li97

102.3

96.4

126 9

124 5

145.5
128.0

109.6
87.5
120.3
169.7
143.2

177.1

177.1

89.4

86.5

93 4
87.5
119.6
154 5
156.0
174.3
85.5

'.

electrolytic, price

Interest rates, call

12

109.2
I20

110.6
87.6

and

marketed

States.

All

members

are

welcome

to

whether or not they have received a
formal invitation.

Among

proposed for

practices

dis-

Interference with existing
cussion are
contracts substitution of one grade of
:

;

product for another lottery schemes
sales from trucks regulation of loaning
or leasing gasoline pumps, tanks, and
equipment and discontinuance of such
practices as the building of driveways
and other extraordinary free services,
leasing filling stations at abnormally
low rents, or subleasing of such stations for the purpose of price-cutting or
;

;

;

100)

,

Jan.
5

110.5
101

1

74.5
124
64
87
119

4
4
6
6

200
116.2
182.9
79!9

International Railway Tests Fuel
Oil for Buses
experiments

If

now under way

are

successful, the International Railway,
Buffalo, N. Y., will use fuel oil instead
of gasoline in a number of its buses,

Walter McCausland,

according to

di-

rector of public relations of the company.
Mr. McCausland says that early
tests have proved satisfactory, and that
the oil would be entirgly practicable for
the 59 gas-electric buses of the fleet of
90 being operated.

Arrow

Electric

and Hart

&

Hegeman Merge
Effective

at

the

close

of

business

Dec. 31, 1928, by an agreement of conthe

solidation,

Jan.
28

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

21

14

7

Arrow

Electric

Com-

101.0
103.9
103.2
113.1
137.3
85.6
100.7
90.9
158.7
100.0
96.8

97.0
99.8
101.4
114.3
104.3
85.3
100.0
97.0
148.9
102.9
93.8

93.0
111.5
97.3
113.9
109.2
85.1
100.0
100.0
154.3
97.1
91.2

88.0
101.1

72.7
114.2
56.2
84.7
100.7
115.1
125.1
97.1

86.7

Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Company.
This company will have two
divisions: The Arrow Electric Division
and the Hart & Hegeman Division.
Commercially these two divisions will
operate independently through their own
It is believed
distributing channels.
that

merger

this

more

will

result

in

new

manufacturing, betservice to their customers and a

lines,

ter
* Revised.

in the United
of the industry
attend, it is stated,

refined

pany and the Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Company, both of Hartford,
Conn., have merged and become one
corporation under the name of The

Indicators

Average 1923-25 =

1929
Jan.
Jan.

.

A

rebating.

payments during the week
ended Jan. 26 were smaller than in the
preceding week but showed a consider-

pers,

of Foreign

A

trade practice conference will be
held in St. Louis, Feb. 11, under the
auspices of the Federal Trade Commission, to discuss trade practices and formulate standards of business conduct
for the petroleum and petroleum prodgeneral committee
ucts industry.
of the American Petroleum Institute,
together with six regional committees
covering the United States, is reported
to have been working on a proposed
code of practices and have held regional
meetings.
The American Petroleum
Institute made application for the conference as sponsor for all branches of
the petroleum industry, its board of
and members representing
directors
collectively a preponderance of the total
volume of petroleum products produced,

Check

Chambers

Bureau

Business Conditions

Petroleum Industry to Hold
Trade Practice Conference

efficient

better product.

February

2,
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Good Business
good business

equip cars with good
hand brakes. Accidents are usually quite expensive. It pays to guard against them.
It is

to

You won't

get good brakes unless you
specify them, and you won't get the best
brakes unless you specify and insist on

—

PEACOCK
STAFFLESS BRAKES
For Peacock Staffless Brakes have
that entitle

them

to their claims as the

brake, but adapted to

1
/J

five features

modern

Light weight (72

Maximum

hand

—

cars.

lb.)

power (3000

lb.

ing pressureXf"****^^***^**

break"^''^^

'

'

3 Minimum platform space required.

4

Never clog with

5

Lowest maintenance and long life.

chain.

NATIONAL BRAKE COMPANY,
890

Ellicott Square, Buffalo,

Inc.

N. Y.

Canadian Representative: Lyman Tube Si, Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.
General Sales Representatives: The Ellcon Co., 50 Church St., New York
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Tou can profitfrom Firestone Experience
and Leadership in the Bus Tire Field ^
From

coast to coast operators of large bus fleets
have standardized on Firestone Gum-Dipped
Tires, obtaining lower tire costs and more freedom from trouble than they ever received before.
Such uniformly fine results could only be made
possible by the most advanced tire engineering
by Firestone's special mileage-building procand by a well
esses such as Gum-Dipping
planned program of service that leaves nothing to
chance. Firestone knows from many years of ex-

—

—

^^^^

MOST

perience in the bus field that there is no mystery
in good tire performance. It is a matter of buildthen rening-in the extra miles at the factory
dering the kind of service that gets out those
extra miles when the tire is put to work.
Call on the nearest Firestone Dealer for information about the tire service he is equipped
to give bus operators. Or write our Home Office,
at Akron, Ohio, and let us work out a special
service plan for your particular needs.

MILES PER DOLLAR

rlre^fone
(f'^ TIRES

—

February

2,
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^UTOCAR ADOPTS
LOIMG CLUTCHES
OI\l ALL MODELS

The past performance of the Long clutch on the
Model A Autocar has merited the adoption of
Long

Our

clutches for their complete line.

engineering department welcotnes the op-

portunity to cooperate with other manufacturers.

LONG PRODUCTS
Automotive Clutches
and Radiators

LONG MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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e

was

the

FIRST

to set eyes

ENTIRELY

IEEUWENHOEK- first

of the microbe

^ hunters. In a superstitious, tradition-

shackled age, which still believed that witches
caused disease, this Dutch janitor looked

through his home-made microscope, saw
the microbe world, and was the first man to
learn the truth!

No instruments existed to aid Leeuwenhoek;
he had to make his own. No codified knowledge to guide him; he pioneered his inspired
way. But even Leeuwenhoek did not reason

February

2,

1929

MAN

on an

NEW WORLD

out the

full effects

of his discoveries.

Had he

done so, how much greater his contribuhow much sooner
tion would have been
the world would have materially benefited.
.

•>

After

all,

.

.

•>

facts are of greatest value

when

—

used to determine consequences especially in business. With old standards toppling
and new standards rising, the consideration
most vital to the directing heads of American business is the effect of Today's new

McGRAW-HILL
McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Inc.,

NewYork

-

Chicago

February

2,
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new conditions at their source and interprets their significance; it relates the obscure
happening to

all business affected; it dragnets the world of goings-on, sifts and
deciphers those events which will influence

your business.

As

a

McGraw-Hill publication. The Maga-

zine of Business is uniquely equipped for its
task. Other McGraw-Hill publications— 23

—

of them, with a staff of 128 editors live
intimately within the electrical, chemical,
power, metal and coal mining, construction,
local transportation, textile, radio, machin-

"Come here! Hurry!
See what I have discovered!"

ery and food manufacturing fields. From
these basic fields, in which so many new farreaching changes originate, McGraw-Hill
trunk-lines lead directly into The Magazine
of Business, supplementing its own staff of
specialists and co-operating with them.

Not only the personnel of editors, field correspondents and marketing counselors, but
for research, contacts and sources
of authoritative information all the publishing resources of McGraw-Hill support
The Magazine ofBusiness, and other McGrawHill publications, in their aim to interpret
Today's events in terms of conditions which
your business will face Tomorrow.
facilities

developments on Tomorrow's operating
statements.

New

. new
standards of merchandising
sources of buying power . . . new forms of
competition . . . new international diplomatic and trade relations ... a new genera.

.

—

tion with emphatic new ideas . . your busi. but how?
ness is being affected
.

.

•>

<

THE MAGAZINE
OF BUSINESS

.

•>

What business needs now is an

instrument
with which to see ahead. That is the reason
for The Magazine of Business, McGraw-Hill's
publication for the chief executive. It meets

is

one oi 24 McGraw-Hill publications,

aauated

all

spirit of interpretative purpose. 600,000
industrialists, engineers and business men subscribe

by the same

regularly to these publications. More than 3,000,000
use McGraw-Hill books and magazines in their business.

PUBLICATIONS
Philadelphia

-

St.

Louis

-

Cleveland

-

San Francisco

-

Boston

-

London
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Use
ov^-^a.

AmCo

Electric Railway
Automatic Signals

COLUMBIA

for Accessibility

and

Reliability

Railway and Utility Supplies

"American

/JjNSVLAriNG

—

«/ MlriCCUtF'AKir

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum

521

Huntington

St.

|

Philadelphia, Pa.

T>

I

Forgings

i
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Machinery
and Patterns

I
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Special

s
1

B. A.
P. T.

HEOEMAN,

Jr.

HEGEMAN,

J.

Trni.

First Tlce-Prei. >nd

M. PBATT, Vlee-Pres. tn charge

Gra7bar Bnlldinf, 42* L«zlD(toD Ave.,

of silei

New York

BRANCH OFFICES
100 Boylston St.. Boston. Mast.
HuDsey Bldg.. Washing-ton. D. C.
Hereman-Castle Corporation. Railwar Ezchanre Buil^inr, Cbicaaro. III.
F. F. Bodler, 803 Monadnock Bldtr.. San Francisco. CalU.
Lister-Reese Inc. 401 S. Brand Blvd.. Glendale, CalU.

Armature and
Field Coils.

RAILWAY SUPPLIES

The Columbia Machine Works and M.
St.,

H. A.

National Railway Appliance Co.

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

265 Chestnut

PrMldent

SABOENT, SecreUry

comet

Brooklyn,

I.

Houdallle Shock Absorber.
Tool Steel Qears and Pinions
Anfflo-American Varnish Co..
VarniBhes. Enamels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Geneeco Paint Oils
Dunham Hopper Door Device
Qarland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Fighters
Feasible Drop Brake Staffs
Ft. Pitt Spring & KU. Co..
Springs
Bell Register Fare Boxes

Co.

Atlantic At*.,

New York

Fraser Gas Electric Drive
Flaxllnum Insulation
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Saving and Inspection
Meters
National Safety Devices ComBlowers,
pany's
Whistle
Gong Ringers and Brake

Hangers
Godward Gas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing Machine
Tru-Drum Lathe
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I

Tisco M.anganese Steel
Special

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels

I

Trackwork

The value
Wheels

*

|

For

I

Subway, Elevated and

|

Surface Lines

|
I
i

premium

I

I
I

I

I

EASTON, PA.

I

SALES OFFICES
Boston

Chicago
El Paso
Montreal
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
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New York
Scranton

I
=

I
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The DIFFERENTIAL

Kalamazoo Trolley
Harps has been

demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
period of thirty years.
Being
exclusive manufacturers, with
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our
product that we merit the large
patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no

I

WM. WHARTON JR. & CO., Inc.

of

and

I

for quality we
appreciate your inquiries.

will

|

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO,

MICH., U.

S.

A.
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Standard on
60 Railways for

1
§

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

Snow

Disposal

Cte These Labor Saveri

Crane Car
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§
i
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I

Clark Concrete Breaker

i

Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

|

Ash Disposal
Coal Hauling
Concrete Materials

Differential

|

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

CO., Findlay, O.
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CMAMTERED JOPNT

COMBINE
Lowest Cost
Least Maintenance

Lightest Weight
Greatest Adaptability

Catalog complete with ecglaeerlng data sent on requnt.

I
S

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.

|

CINCINNATI, OHIO
New Tork City. 30 Church Street
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

CAR

I
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction
of all heights

Chrome Nickel

and Built-up Construction

and weights

of rail

The Lorain Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Ofl&ces: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sales Offices:

Chicago

Atlanta

New York

Dallas

Cleveland
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Used and Surplus
Equipment
A

INDIVIDUAL

items

of

used

equipment, or surplus

new

equip-

ui

Pittiburgb

Philadelphia

Pacific Coast Representatives: D. S. Steel Products Co., San Francisco, Seattle, Portland.
Export Representatives: United States Steel Products Co.. New York

Los Angeles
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1

pantasote

i

i

TRADE MARK

iiiiiiiiihc

—the

car curtain and upholstery material that
added yean of
its cost by many
service. Since 1897 there has been no substitute
for Pantasote.

pays back

AGASOTE
MARK
TRADE

—the only

panel board made in one piece. It is
homogeneous and waterproof. Will not separate,

warp or

blister.

ment, or complete plants, are dis-

posed of (and found) through advertising in the Searchlight Section of this

Standard

paper.

for electric railway cars
and motor buses

the section which so eflfectively aided the Government in
many millions of dollars worth of surplus material and
equipment accumulated durinK the war without disturbing the

This

is

Belling the

market.

Samples

and

full

information gladly
furnished.

I"SEARCHLIGHT"I11
I

*^^

I

I

Th'

PANTASOTE COMWJ^In^
NEW YORK

250 Park Avenue,
mil
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Complete
Operating

2,

satisfaction

perfectly

attention

and

requiring

for maintenance

and lubrication, Earll Catchers and
Retrievers give genuinely satisfactory
Their refinement of design,
results.

and mechanical superiority are summarized in the following five features,
peculiar to Earll construction.

No-wear Check Pawl
Free- Winding Tension Spring
Ratchet

Wind

Emergency Release
Perfect Automatic Lubrication

TIES

Earll Catchers
C.

TIMBER

I.

and Retrievers

EARLL, York,
Canadian

Pa.

Apentt:

BiUw>T k Pown EndnMrmi Com.,

Ltd., ToioBto. Oat.

In ^11 Ottter Fortian Oountrlet:
Intaniitloul Oointl Electric Co..

The

SchmMtidr, N. T.

''Hall Mark'' of

Economical Timber
ZMA

Poles are clean, straight and
odorless. They have no color line
to disfigure the beauty of their
natural grain. Their surface is

unmarred by bleeding of the preservative. They look neat and
trim. They are the ideal poles for
districts in which people are particular
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STANDARD
STEEL PRODUCTS

about appearances.

ZMA Poles are paintable. A company's distinguishing color or
color combination can be placed
on every pole. Every ZMA Pole
will become a silent salesman for
its owner
a creator of good will.

—

ZMA is the modern answer to the
demand

for

good appearance,

lasting strength and true economy

in

wood products

of

all kinds.

CURTIN-HOWE CORPORATION
TIMBER PRESERVATION ENGINEERS
11 PARK PLACE

NEW YORK

CITY
New OrUant Bank Bldg

Crozer Bldg.
Pa.

Philaaellifiui,

Netv Orleani, Im.

CURTIN-HOWE CORP.. Ltd.
McCill BuildinK

•

Montreal, Canada

Steel

A

Armature Shafts
Rolled Steel Wheels
STANDARD STEELWORKS COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES

CHICAGO NEWYORK PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO STLOUIS
PITTSBURGH HOUSTON RICHMOND ST.PAUU MEXICO CITY

works: burnham,pa.
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THE

IIA^inrON

SYSTEM OF

mrTCGRAi, TRAoa
AND PAYING CONSTKUCHON

t

Paved Track

Is

A

Problem Requiring
Original Thought
Paved track cannot be made a success
by tradition. It is a problem so different
from that of open track, it must be attacked by original thought.
Engineers

of over

150

properties

throughout the United States have found
in

Dayton Ties the engineering elements

which make

possible

such

original

thought.

Dayton Ties enable you to build a
unified track and paving structure which
meets actual, not theoretical conditions.

THE DAYTON
MECHANICAL TIE
DAYTON, OHIO

CO.

February

2,
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Car Card ^dVertisi
Almost Sveiywhere

RON
NEW YORK

C TY
S

INC.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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Bacon

iforl),

2,

1929

The J. G. White
En gineering Corporation
Engineers — Constructors

^avfe

$.

February

^ncorporatcJ>

1

steam and Hydro-Electrie Power Planta, Gas Plants,
Steam and Electric Railroads. Transmission Systems.
Buildings and Industrial Plants.

New Tork
SAN FBANCISCO
CHICAGO

39 Broadway,

PHILADELPHIA

Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
CHICAGO
BOSTON
NEW TOEK

&

Appraisais— Management

Engelhardt W. Holst

Porter

Consulting Engineers

PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS
HanareoMBt

Construction

Valuations

Reports

BzaminatioDi

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ALBERT

S.

InvestiKation
Service
Rates
Appraisals
Reports
Stndles on Financial and Physical Rehabilitation
Reorganization Operation Hanaiement

683 Atlantic Ave.,

SAN rBANCISCO

ENGINEERING AlVD
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

231 S.

mPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES OPERATION SERVICI
-

-

New York

& Wood

C. B.

BUCHANAN

—

20 Pine Street,
68

F. LATNO
Vice-President

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

Bank

WALTER JACKSON
Fares

49 Wall

:

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F. Wells

Albert

Management

50 East 42nd

E. H.

St.,

Operation

New York

FAILE

&

Construction

Garages

—

THE
BO Church

P.

— Terminals
NEW TOBK

Traffic Surreys

Valuations

W. WaihinKton

Street.

Chicago.

EDWARD WISH

III.

SERVICE

Street Railway Inapection

St.

NEW YORK

Service Buildings

AVE.

Operating Problems
111

Designers of

41 LSXmOTON

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON

City

CO.

Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.

W. Hemphill

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Reorganization

160

Streel

HEMPHILL & WELLS

—
— Ride Selling

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3

NEW TOBK

Phone
Hanover 2142

Bide.

NEW YORK

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weekly and Sunday Pass Differential

and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIMORE

—

TRINITY PLACE

JOHN

8ec*y-Treas.

—

Examinations Reports Valuations
Transportation Problems ^Power Developments

New York

W. H. PRICE, JR.

1M4 Citizens National

San Francisco

Incorporated

Examinations and Reports

President

Salle Street, Chicago

Pittsbnreb

Engineering and Construction

-^
^^

Transportation

La

McGLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

Incorporated

Engineers and
Constructors

BOSTON, MASS.

BYLLESBY

RICHEY

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

Stevens

New York

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

ENGINEERS
DmIkd

New York

Exchange Place

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financial Reports

STONE & WEBSTER

Sanderson

43

131 State St.

DETECTIVES

When

writing the advertiser for Information or
n niciition of the Electric Railway
Journal would br appreciated.

prices,

BOSTON

.

February

2,
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Searchlight Section
USED EQUIPMENT

(^

— RATE PER WORD:

NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
INKOBMATION:

UNDISPliATtED

B'd.Jed
4 cents . wotd. pilnimum
TS MTtJ an insertion, payable 1» adfance.

/-Milion.

Puiilivm
8

VnconJ and

all

other

uti S«mher,
count

',

!"

,

,;,

j
,,,

'HJ

Se"
inches!

!

i,"-

K!

i!!!!

.'

f"

U

4

Ar. lUlvertitinD

<«/•»

Is

ono column, 3 columns

re<iue«t.

vertically on ,.3
to a pftK&^^

—
—meaaured
30
inchea

FOR SALE

WANTED

MOTORS

—Westinghouse
motors without

16

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation, broad
experience, clean successful record covering every phase of transportation, seelts
connection with future.
Best of references.
PW-156,
Electric
Railway
Journal, 1600 Arch St., Phlla., Pa.

306

"split

frame"

gears or axle bearing^s.

I

complete otherwise.
In food operating' condition and
16 Westinghouse
49
Armatures
with
pinions and bearings.
Address
FS-159. Eli'clric Railway Journal
...?_.. SoDearborn St.. Chicago. 111.

I

—

A change in an owner's
requirements has put
Several Slightly

Double Truck Snow Plow

FOR EVERY
BUSINESS

',";|!l

an Inch

Bates for larger 'siwcKi. or j-iariyralM. on

Ititcoimt ot

minimum charge J3.««,
49 cents a line an insertion.

POSITIONS

.

10% if on* payment Is made In
advance tor Jour consecutlTe Iniertlaw of
unditptayed ads (not jnciudlne proposals).

classlflcatlons,

cents a word,

PropiiKilt,

U

DISlM<ArEI)— RATK PEI1.INCH:

care ot any ot our olflfes
worU» additional In undlsplayctl ads.
In

Model

Fully Equipped
Priced to Move Quickly

WANT

Also JobnBon Type D Fare Boxes
Write or Wire

"Think Searchlight FiVs*"

t.

W.

303 Fifth Ave..

54,

Used

1928

6-cylinder, 28-passenger

I

OERKE

New

Yorlt City. N. T.

I

FOR SALE

White Parlor Car
Busses

200 International Fare Registers,
Single Type R-10, Sheet Bronze Cases

our Used Bus Department

in

I

These

registers with B-10 horizontally operating backs and B-9 vertically operating baclis are almost new. Most of them have been in service less than a year
and none more than 2l/i years. All are in first-class operating condition.

They
all

1.

are for sale because a change in rate of fare made
R. C. cars and buses with a multi-fare register.

I.

R. C.

it

necessary to equip

full particulars

THE WHITE

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
ir>87

Write for

I

I

2520

S.

Wabash

CO.

Ave., Chicago,

III.

Michigan Avenue, BulTalo, N. Y.
IIIIIIMIIIIIIItllMltllMil

r

25,644
In one year alone, 25,644 advertisements
in the Searchlight Sections

were published
of the

McGraw-Hill

Publications.

The thousands

of orders received by the
Searchlight Department every year have
given us the experience necessary for
handling your orders promptly and
efficiently.

Write, Wire, 'Phone

|

SEARCHLIGHT DEPT.
Tenth Avenue

lllllllllll

at

36th

St.,

New York

tlmili
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
with Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it
accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

Advertislnc, Street Car
Collier. Inc„ Barron O.

Air Brakes
General Electric Co.
Westinrhouse Air Brake Co.

Anchors, Guy
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Westlnrhouse E, ft M, Co.
Armature Shop Tools
Columbia Machine Worki
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Return Switch
Stands

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.

Automatic Safety Switch
Stands

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.

Axles

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.

The

Brill Co..

G.

J.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Standard Steel Works Co.
Westinrhouse E. & M. Co.

& Rear) Motor
Truck & Pa«8eni;er Car
Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Axles (Front

Axles, Trailer

St

Motor Bus

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.
BabblttlnE Devices

Columbia Machine Works
Badges and Buttons
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.
Batteries,

Dry

Kational Carbon Co.
Nlchols-Lintern Co.
Bearings and Bearing Metals
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Bearings, Center

&

Roller Side

Columbia Machine Works
Stucki Co.. A.

Mid Buzzers
Consolidated Car Ht*. Co.
and Gongs

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Railway Track-work Co.
Bodies, Bos

The

Boiler,

—

Bk. Systems & Parts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Brakes

The

Brill Co..

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
J.

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

O.

J.

Tubes

Brushes, Gr^^hite
National Carbon 0>.
Brushes, Metal Graphite
National Carbon Co.
Brushholders

Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.

Buses
General Electric Co.
Studebaker Corp. of

America
Case Hardened

ft

Manganese
American Steel Foundries

The

Brill Co..

G.

J.

Bemis Car Truck

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding ft Bonding Co.

Columbia Machine Works

&

(See Wires

Cables

Cambric Tapes, Yellow and
Black Varnish
General Electric Co.

Carbon)

(See Brushes,

Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. ft H. Co.
Co.. Inc.

& Cross Arms (See
also Poles. Tips. Posts, etc.)

Brake Adjnsters
American Steel Foundries
Brill

Co..

The

J.

O.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Sweepers and Brooms)

Long Mfg. Co.
Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting
Machinery)

Banding and Winding
Machines
Columbia Machine Works

Westinghouse E.

Car Lighting Fixtures
Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghocee E. ft H. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (Jo.
Westinghouse B. ft M. Co.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
I?itprnationnl

Coin Changers

Dump
Gas-Electric

G.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

The

M. Co.

ft

Choke and Kicking

RcKistcr Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Differential Steel Car Co.

Co..

G.

J.

Clutches

Coils,

The

The

General Electric Co.

J.

G.

J.

Johnson Fare Box Co.
Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Commutator

Blotters

Columbia Machine Works
Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Elec.

CommntatorR or Parts
Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.
Cars. Passenger, Frelghtt

Express,

etc.

American Car Co.
Brill

Co..

The

G.

J.

Kuhlman Car Co.. G.
Twin Coach Corp.
Wason Mfg. Co.

C.

Brackets

(Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows,

Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Works

Carbon Rods. Welding
National Carbon Co.

Brill Co..

M. Co.

ft

Coils,

Carbon Paste, Welding
National Carbon Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Books
McGraw-Hill Pub.

Circuit-Breakers
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. C!o.

National (Carbon Co.

Brill

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Change Trays

Coil

Carbon Brushes

Cars,

M. Co.

ft

Cincinnati Car Co.

Cars, Gas, Rail

Bonds, Rail

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Westinghouse E.

Brill Co..

(jo.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Cars.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Change Carriers
Columbia Machine Works

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Corp.

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Bonding Apparatus

Chairs, Parlor Car

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Twin Coach

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley
Earn. C. I.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Clamps and Connectors far
Wires and Cables
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Car Steps, Safety
(^ncinnati Car Co.

Bond Testers

Brass

Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.

National Tube Co.
Bolts, Case

ft

American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Co.
Bcmls Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
National Carbon Oo.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Cables,

Castings, Malleable

Pantasote Co., Inc.

Brakes, Magnetic Bail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Bushings,

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works
Standard Steel Works Co.

Ceiling Car

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Benders, Rail

Brill Co..

Brake Shoes
American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Wheel Truing Brk. Shoe Co.

Carbon Plates. Welding

Bells

Bells

National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cars, 8elf-Fropelled
Brill Co..

The

J.

G.

Castings, Brass Composition
or Copper
Cincinnati Car Co.

ft

M. Co.

Compressors, Air
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Condensers
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Connectors, Solderless
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Gray Iron ft Steel
American Brake Shoe ft
Foundry Co.

Castings,

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Converters, Rotary
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft H. Co.

Genera! Electric Co.
ft

M. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Westinghouse E.

M. Co.

ft

Electric

Copper Wire Instruments,
Measuring, Testing and
Recording
American Brass Oo.. The
Anaconda Copper Mining

Electrodes, Carbon

Grinders

Railway Track-work Co.
Electrical Wires and Cables
JohnvA. Boebling's Sons Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
ft Bonding Co.

Una Welding

Co.

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Register,
etc.
Brill Co..

The

J.

Roebling's Sons Co.. John A.

Cord Connectors & Couplers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Couplers, Car

American

Foundries

Steel

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cowl Ventilators
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Cranes, Hoists and Lifts
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Cross

Arms

(See Brackets)

Crossings

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. ft Co.
Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.
Crossings, Frog and Switch

Ramapo Ajax

Wm. Wharton.

ft

Co.

Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

Crossings,

Crossing Signals. (See Signal
Systems, Highway Crossing)
Crossings, Track (See Track,
Special Work)
Crossings, Trolley
General Electric
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Curtains

(3o.
ft

Railway Track-work Co.
ft Bonding Co.

Engineers, Consulting, Contracting and Operating
Beeler. John A.
Buchanan ft Layng Corp.
Byllesby Co., H. M.
Faile & Co.. E. H.
Ford, Bacon ft Davis
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist,

Engelhardt

W.

Jackson. Walter
Kelker ft DeLeuw
McClellan & Junkersfeld
Richey. Albert S.
Sanderson & Porter
Stevens ft Wood
Stone & Webster

White Eng.

Co.. J. Q..

The

Engines, Gas, Oil or Steam
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.
Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Rlw'y Appliance Co.

Percy Mfg. Co.

Fare Registers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Corp.
Jr.

Electrodes, Steel

Una Welding

Q.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.

M.

Co.

Curtain Fixtures
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Pantasote Co.. Inc.
ft

Johnson Fare Box Co.
Fenders and Wheel Guards
Brill

Co..

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
WesflnghouBO E. ft M. Co.
Field Colls (See Coils)

Flashlights

National Carbon

CV>.

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Forging
American

Steel Foundries

Brill Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Cntting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Railway Track Work Co.
Dealer's Machinery ft Second
Hand Equipment
White Co.. The

Frogs ft Crossings, Tee Ball
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. ft Co.

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Frogs, Track (See Track

Destination Signs

Frogs, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Work)

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Detective Service

Wish

Service.

Edward

P.

Door Operating Devices
Brill

Co..

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heat Co
National Pneumatic Co.

Doors and Door Fixtures
Brill

Co..

The

J.

G.

Fuses and Fuse Boxes

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. ft M. Co.

Gaskets
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Cincinnati

Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Doors, Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co.

Gas-Electric DrTre for Bases
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Blwy. Appliance Co.

Gas Producers
Drills,

Track

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E.

Ears

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Controllers or Parts

Dryers, Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westlnghousi E. ft M. Co.

Drum Truing Lathes
Nal'l

Rlw'y Appliance Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Gates, Car
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Continued on page 38
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Boyerized Parts:
Brika Plni
Brake Hingeri
Brake Lereri
Pedeiui Olbi
Brake Fulcrumi

determine the best
shoe for each type of service
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
)32 So. Michigan Ave., Chicafto
ao Church Street, New York

Our

tests

BoUter and

Tnuuon

Chafing Platea

Manganese Brake Headi:
Manganeie Truck Parte

Tumbucklei
Caie Hardened Buihlnga
Center Bearlnii
Side Bearing!

Forging!
Bronze Bearing!
UcArthur Turnbucklaa
Trolley Plni

^.iiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiriiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiR
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Spring Poet Buablagk
Spring Poatf

Can be purchased throach the followint
represenUtUea:
r F. Bodler,

iimiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii

NACHOD & UNITED STATES

903 Monadnock Bldff., San rranelaeo, Cal.
F. McKenner.
S4 Firit Street, Portland, Oregon.
H. Denton,
1328 Broadway, New Tork City, N. T.

W.

SIGNAL CO, INC
LOUISVILLe.KV:

i.

BLOCK SIGNALS

A.

W.

Arlln.

519 DelU Bldg., Lo! Angelai, Cal.

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Betnis

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

Springfield, Mass.
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RAIL JOINTS

UNA Welding & Bonding Co
Cleveland. Ohio.
Electric
jiMiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiMiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiMiiiininiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic

Cor
Heaters
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Gets Every Fare

I

PEREY TURNSTILES

I

or

PASSIMETERS

them

in 70iir

^^^^

«^^^^^^^

I

New Tork

Inc.

|
|

City
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Coin Counting and Sorting Machines

Lever-Operated and Slip Change Carriers.

Tokens.

Co.

s

Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Fitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Frogs; Hard Center
Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and
Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel Wheels and
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and

I

Pole Line Material.

Cleveland, Ohio
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box Co.» Ltd., Preston, Ont.
SiiiHitmiiiiiiiimiiiiiriiiniiiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiniiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniiiiifiiitiiitiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiuiS
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Catalog Sent on Request

I

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,

I

Electrical

Wires

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

&

Cables

Trenton, N.

J.

I
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Efficient
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Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways

FARE BOXES
The Cleveland Fare Box

fiuiien
PneiHMtK

s

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park AveDne,

iiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiKH.

t

|

PreparmcBt Areai and

Street Care

I

tiiiiiiiiiiiiii

D

DYNAMOTORS
WELDING ROD

Cm

Car Truck Company

Bethlehem, Pa.

BETHLEHEM
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

I

I

I

I
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Bus Heating
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International

with

Registers

The N-L Venti-Duet Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.
7960 Lorain Ave.

Made

Qeveland, Ohio

single

and

requirements of serv-

Sniiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuiiiiiiiminniiiiiiiiimiraiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiinraniiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiiffi

ice.

For hand or

foot,

mechanical or electric

aniiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii

operation.

STUCK!

I

SIDE

i

car

Double Reciater
Type R-11

BEARINGS I
A.

STUCKI CO.

Oliver Bids.
Pittsburfh, Pa.
flllllllllllltl

in

double types to meet

i
|
|

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllUllllillllllllUIUIIIIIIIIIIIUMIlS

tors'

The International
15 South
aillllUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI

Throop

Counters,

fittings,

punches.

Register Co.

Street, Chicago, Dlinoif

conduc-
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Gear Blanks

The

Brill Co..

J. G.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Gear Cases
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

& M.

Westinrhbuse E.

Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
NatM Ry. Appliance Co.

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Girder Rails

Betblehem Steel Co.

& Grinding Supplies

Railway Track-work Co.
Glectrle

Railway Track-work Co.
Grinders,

Portable

Railway Track-work Co.
Grinding Bricks and Wheels

Railway Track-work Co.
Guard Rail Clamps
Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.

Guard Rails. Tee Rail and
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Guards. Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Harps, Trolley

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Star Brass

Westinghouse-Nuttall
Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Pantasote Co., Inc.
Co.

Heaters, Car (Electric)
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter

Smith Heater

& Water
Petvr

Co..

Heaters, Car. Stove

Smith Heater

Co..

Peter

Track-work

Co.
Co.

Una Welding & Bonding
Hoists and Lifts

Columbia Machine Works
Hose, Bridges
Ohio Brass Co.
Hose. Pneumatic
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Instruments, Measuring. Testing and Recording
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Insulating Cloth.

Paper&Tape

General Electric Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Okonite Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Insulating Machinery

Amer.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nichols-Lin tern Co.

Lanterns. Classification
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Ins.

Machinery Co.

Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric C!o
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Insulators (See also Line
Materials)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (io.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Interurban Cars
(See Cars, Passenger.
Freight, Express, etc.)
Jacks (See also Hofsta&Llfts)
Columbia Machi'ne Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators,
Mires, etc.)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric (i)o.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

G.

J.

Service Supplies Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Elec.

Sash Fixtures, Car

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Rubber Insulated

Pliers,

Elec. Service Sup.

Co.

Screw Drivers. Rubber
Insulated
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Lumber
Bell Lumber & Pole

&

Poles

Co.

The

Tubular Steel
Ry. Equipment Co.

Service Supplies Co.
National Tube Co.

Seats. Car (See also Rattan)

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Brill Co.,

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Second Hand Equipment

White

Power Saving Devices

Shovels

Locomotives, Electric
Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co,

Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Co.

Shovels,

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.

Signals. Car Starting

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Lumber

(See Poles, TieB.ete.)
Co.

Manganese Steel Castings
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Manganese

Steel

Wm.

Wharton.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Radiators
Long: Mfg. Co.

&

Rail Braces

Fastenings

Ramapo Ajax

Guard Rails Rail
Corp.

&

Jr.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

C'lrp.

Filler
Co., Philip

Carey
Co.

The J. G.
Power
Co.. The J. G.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Testing Instruments (See Instruments, FJlectrical Meas-

Brill Co..

uring. Testing, etc.)

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
National Pneumatic Co.

Signal Systems. Highway
Crossing
Nachod & U. S. Signal Co.

Ties and Tie Rods. Steel
International Steel Tie Co.

Sleet

Manganese

Rail Joints. Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Westinghouse-Nuttall

& Con-

Gas Electric Buses

General Electric Co.

Motor Buses (See Buses)

The

J.

Motors. Electric
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Nnts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co
Cincinnati Car Co.

Apparatus

—See

Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Railway Welding (See
Welding Processes)
Brill

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Hey wood -Wake field Co.

Oxyacetylene

Railway

Cutting

Paints and Varnishes (Insulating)
Electric Service Supplies Co
Paints & Varnitshes, ^Railway
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Co..

The

Service

Hale-Kilbnrn

Co.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Supplies
Co.

Reinforcement. Concrete

Repair Shop Appliances (See
also Coll Banding and

Winding Machines)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Work

(See also Coilsf)
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

American

Steel Foundries
rjiicinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Pinions (See Gears)
Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers.
Trolley)
_

Case Hardened.

Wood

& Brazing (Pee
Welding Pruresses & Appar.)

Mechanical

Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.
Ties. Wood Cross (See Polee*
Ties, Posts, etc.)

Tires
Firestone Tire
Goodyear Tire

&
&

R. Co.
R. Co.

Tongue Switches
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Tools. Track & Misc.
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies (jo.
Railway Track-work Co.

Towers and Transmission

Wm.

Wharton.

Jr.

&

Co.

& M.

Co.

Splicing Slee%'es (See Clamps

and Connectors)

Brill Co..

The

G.

J.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Standard Steel Works Co.
Sprinklers. Track and Roail
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Steel, Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries

Open
American

Steel,

H'^artti

Steel

Foundries

and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Roofing. Car

Pantasote Co., Inc.

Steps, Car
Brill Co.,

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Cnr Co.

Stokers. Meelianlcal
Westinghouse E. &

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co..

Compounds

Westinghouse E.

Work

Columbia Machine Works
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Steel Co.

Lorain Steel Co., The
Splicing

Railway Track-work Co.
R.'Hnai)o Ajax Corp
Track. .Special

Traekwork

Bethlehem

Steel

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heat. Co.
General Electric Co.

and Iron
American Steel Foundries
Ohin Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Co.

Structures

Trnck
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Trnck Co.

Pinion Pullers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Pins,

Ties,

Suppli^^s

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Springs, Car and

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Resistance. Wire and Tube
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

G.

J.

Columbia Machine Works

Special

Pickups. Trolley Wire
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Pins, Case

The

Soldering
Co.

Replacers, Car

&

Brooms
Brill Co..

stroyers
Elec. Service

Traclt Grinders
J. G.
Supplies

Rattan Car Seat Webbing
Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Repair

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Snow-Plows. Sweepers and

Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Carnegie Steel Co.

Pnrking
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Paving Material
American Brake Shoe
Foundry Co.

Elec.

Smokestacks. Car

Snow Sweeper, Rattan

Rattan

Mntorman's Seats
Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Rail

Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Mirrors. Inside and Outside
Cincinnati Car Co.
trols for

Wheels and Cutters
Cincinnati Car Co.

Welding
Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

Co.

Railway Utility Co.
Smiih Heater Co.. Peter
Ticket Choppers and De-

Rail Joints
Rail Joint

&

Tliermostats
Consolidated Car Htg

Signal Systems. Block
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Nachod & U. S. Signal Co.

Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Frogs

A. Roebling's Sons Co.

Telephones and Parts

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)

Steel Switches,

Tampers. Tie
Railway Track-work Co.
Tapes & Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper & Tape)

J.

Manganese Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Co.

Switches. Track (See Track
Special Work)

Telephone

Brill Co..

Brill

Co.

Ramapo Ajax Corp.
& Telegraph Wire

Shades. Vestibule

Locking Spring Boxes
Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Pot heads
Okonite-Callender Cable Co..
Okonite Co.

National Ry. Appliance Co.

& M.

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Lorain Steel Co.

The

Co.,

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

J. G.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Corp.

Westinghouse E.

Hale-Kilburn Co.

Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Switches
General Electric Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

The

Inc.,

Bus

Brill Co..

Poles, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
National Tube Co.
Poles.
Elec.
Elec.

Pantasote Co.,

Co.

Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.

G.

J.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Seats.

Ties, Treated

Lumber & Pole

Bell

The

Brill Co..

&

& M.

Strand
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Street Cars. Passenger (See
Cars, Passenger, Freiglii,
Express, etc.)

Brooms)

Seating Materials

Posts, Piling

1929

Switch Stands and Flxturei

Scrapers. Track (See Cleaners and Scrapers. Track)

Pole Line Hardware
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

2,

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and

Sash Metal Car Window
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Poles, Metal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Lighting Fixtures, Interior
Electric Service Supplies Co.

The

Brill Co..

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Poles, Ties,

Motors, Generators.

Helmets, Welding

Railway

(See alNU Headlights)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Headlining

Heaters,Car, Hot Air

Co.

Tamps, Arc & Incandescent

Marliiner.v, Insulating
Amer. Ins, Machinery

Works

Heaters, Bus
Nichols-Llntern

& M.

letter Boards
Cincinnati Car Co.

Lorain Steel Co.

Portable

ICIec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

I^mps, Signal and Marker

Generators
General Eiectric Co.
Westinghouse £. & H. Go.

Grinders,

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures
Westinghouse E.

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Grinders

Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E.

Sanders. Track

Pipe
National Tube Co.

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J- G.

February

M. Co.

The

J. G.

Transformers
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Treads. Safety Stair Car
Steps
Cincinnati Car Co.

Tree Wire
Okonite Callender Cable Co.
Okonite Co.
Trolley Rases
Olirn Brass Co.
^Vpiatinrhonse E.

& M.

Co,

WcBlinghouse-Nuttall
Bases, Retrieving
Westinghouse-Nuttall

Trolley

Trolley Buses
Brill Co.. The J. G.
General Electric Co.
Coa<!h Corp.

Twin

Trolley Material. Overhead
V.]pn, Servtf-e Snnnlles Co.
Getieml Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Trolley Pins

Storage

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels,
Trolley)

teries,

Batteries

Bemis Car Truck Co.

(See Bat-

Storage)

Strain. Insnlators
Electric Service Supplies
General Electric Co.

Co

Trolley Wlieel Bushings
Star Brass Works

Continued on

page 40
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Don't

Take
Cars Out

Of Service
To Turn

Worn
Wheek

^HE WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SllOE do«

the

work

X, while your car is in service.
Don't jeopardize your
schedules by excessive pull-ins owing to wheel
troubles.

Use Wheel Truing Brake Shoes and keep the
maximum
equipment in service. They save time, labor and
money.

WHEEL TRUING BRAKE SHOE

CO.

Detroit, Mich.
'""
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The Ideal Insuiation for Electric 1{aUwaus

INSULATED WIRES
MANSON

OKONITE,

and GABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

and

POWER CABLES, SIGNAL GABLES
and GAR WIRING
THE OKONITE COMPANY
THK OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE

CO.. INC.,

Factories:

/SB!^

Passaic, N. J,
Paterson. N. J.
Soles Offices: New York, Chlcato. Fluiburgh, St. Louli,
Boston. Atlanta. Birmingham, San Francisco, 1,01 Angeles,
Seattle, Dallas.

Qkon i te

i9k

(luality^^ Stcindards

Unchanged for Half a Century

^
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,

Johnson
Electric

Fare

"Weld

Boxes

Plates"

and overhead
the

registers make possible
instantaneous registering and

counting of every

fare.

Revenues are

increased l^J to 5% and the efficiency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.

|
|
|

The

|

Rail Joint Go.

|

4619 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago,

New

III.

Broadway

165

|

Johnson Fare Box Co.

York, N. Y.

|
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I

Advertisements for the

I

Searchlight

I

'

i

Section

|

Rod, Wire and Cable Products
/t\
AN^COINtDA ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
*""
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
TrJ?,I!]r°"
.Trrgri

Can be

received at the

York

New

General Offices

-

-

25 Broadway,

New York

ANACONDA TROLLEY WIRE

Office of Electric
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until 10 a.

m.
I

Wednesday

11 =
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Hale

•
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r

PttEBLO.

COLORADO

1800 Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
nmim...

LOS ANGELES. CAl.

MANGANESE WORK A SPECIALTY

NIAGARA FALUS.ONT.

S(i/C4

Ollice

10

Mil)

C'luirih St. Nt-u

lit

Nbik

alt u(,/As
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CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS

Kilburn Co.
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RAMAPO AUTOMATIC
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&

In

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
AND RACOR DASH POTS
FOR PASSING SIDINGS

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
EAST -ST. LOU IS. ILL
SUPERIOR.WISCON^IN

r^rs

itre.

other car beatdetaUa.

DamapoAjax Corporation
L\.4i-

NIAGARA FALLS. NY

CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

will

of the cost of
Write for

to

Ing and rentllatins iritem.

HIU.BURN, NEW YORK

HninMiimiriiitnriiiMiiiiitiiiriiiriiiMimiriiiiiiMimimiiiiiMimuniriiiiiniinMiMnMiiMniinimiiniiniiiiMiiiniiiiiinMniinniin^

For Cars and Buses

addition,

:;

RAM,\P O-AJAK- t:i.LIOT
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Better Ouality Seats

PS
gB

problems.

Ventilation

EIGHT WORKS
WESTERN
TIES

BELL LUMBER & POLE

UM® a'M

loncflr operating
to take care of both
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,

BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

o
Car Heating and Ventilating
2
» — no
We can thow you
how
with one equipment.
The Peter
S Smith Forced
Hot Air Heater
S
«ny
40%
60%
S

i
The Peter Smith Heater Company
I '/7lllllllllllll<^
6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
I iiiiniiliniiniiiHinniiniiiininlliiiiiiniiiiiiini''MiiiniiiiiiiinnininiliMiniiniiHlluininniinnniiiininnnniiiiimininniiiimMr

5

0220

BELL~~~~
CEDAR POLES

kMiiiiiiiiiih/<

tre

For issue out Saturday

NORTHERN

§

UTILITY

|

I
|

mmimJ

I

Indians
ChleaKO, HI.

2241-2347

St.

REGULATORS
VENTILATORS

Write tor
Cataloffut

1328 Broadwar

New

York, N. T.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
This index is published a« a convenienoe to the reader. Erery care is taken to make it
accurate, but Electnc Railvjay Journal assumes do responsibility for errors or omissions.

—A—

Pare

—r—

American Brake Shoe & Fdry.
Corp

American Brass

The

Co.,

American Car Co
Insulatinir

American

Stee]

Standard Steel Works Co

H

Co., E.

& Rubber
& Davis

37

Firestone Tire

39

Ford, Bacon

Third Cover

American

&

Paile

Co.

.

.

.

&

34

McClellan

24

McGraw-Hill Pub,

Foundries

"For Sale" Ads

34
Inc, ,26, 27

Co,.

Stucki

35

—N—

—G—

38

Nachod and

General E/ectric Co

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co

—B—
Bell

34

Oreranization

.

,

U. S. Signal Co.

Bemis Car Truck Co

37

37

The

Brill Co.,

G

J.

&.

Hale

National Brake Co

23
19

21

National

Co

Pneumatic Co

Kilburn Co

&

Hemphill

34

Management

&

Hoist. Enerlehardt

18

The

17

W

Una Welding & Bonding Co ...

Ohio

34

Brass

Co

Okonite-Callendar Cable Co....
Co.,

The

—W—

39
30

Cleveland Pare Box Co

37

International Steel Tie Co., The,8, 8

G
Columbia Maeh. Wks. & M.

33

Barron

Car

Co.28

I.

Co.

Hcatinfr

.

Curtin-Howe Corp

Walter

29

37

Co,,

—B—

—D—

Railway

The

.

Wish

The

32

DeLeuw & Co
Kuhlman Car Co
Kelker,

Electric

34
Third Cover

Co

39

Ramapo Ajax Corp

39

Richey,

34

Utility

Albert

S

Service Supplies Ld

Equipment Co

Roebllng's Sons Co., John

,

.

.

.

7

,

,

,

28

TroHey Wire
American Brass Co,
Anaconda Copper Mln, Co,
J.

Long Mfg. Co.

.

Lorain Steel Co,

Valves

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co

A.

Trucks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Tras^ Planks
National Tube Co.

Tubing, 8teel
National Tube Co.
Tnrbines, Steam
General Electric Co,
Westlnrhouse E, & H. Co,
Tnrnstiies
Elec. Service Supplies Co,

Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Turntables
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

&

Sanderson

A

.

Varnishes (See Painte,

ate.)

Ventilators

National Ry. Appliance Co.
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co..

The

Q.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Htd. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Railway Utility Co.
J.

Wddril Rnll Joints
Tx)iain

Steel Co.

Railwa.v

Trackwnrk Co.

Una Welding & Bonding
tVclilrrs.

Pnrtnhir

Co.

RIeetrie
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Porter

25

Searchlight Section

30

Smith Heater

WHAT AND WHERE TO
Roebllng's Sons Co,.

to

&

Co.. Inc.

Service,

The

Co..

.

P,

J.

Railway TnicU work Co.
i.oiidlng

Westinghouse E. 4

J4

Co

.

39

.

G,,. 34

Edw

,

.

.

34

.

Classified Advertising

37

34

Page

BUSINESS OPP

35

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND SITRPLDS

36

EQUIPMENT

35
Peter

3»

White

BUY-Continued from page

Una WeldlnB &

28

.

Buy. .36, 38. 40

Searchlight Section

I,

30

1

Electric Ry,

Jr.

Classification

—

4

.2nd Cover

39

—E—
Earn, C,

.

Co

Co..

Insert 31,

Wm„

White Eng, Corp., The

Track-work

Railway

—K—

38

.

Wharton,

What and Where

39
Bail Joint Co,.

Co.,

.

Westinghouse Traction Brake Co, 10

Wanted and Vacant,, 35

Positions

34

Johnson Fare Box Co

Car

The

Perey Mfg. Co., Inc

,

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe Co
Jackson,

Differential Steel

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co,,
Westinghouse-Nuttall

Pantasote

30

Dayton Mechanical Tie

Third Cover

37

—t—

37

35

Wason Mtg. Co

—P—
International Register Co

Consolidated

37

.

6

"Want" Ads

Co., Philip

Inc.,

Front Cover

—C—

34
Co

Back Cover

Co.

Coach Corp

37

—O—

35

20

Collier,

Twm

39

Wells

Heywood-Wakeneld

Co. 34

28

,

—C—
&

37

15
.

.

National Tube Co

Okonite

Carey

34

37

.

National Carbon

Nichols-Lintern Co.,

"Help Wanted" Ads

Third Cover

Buchanan & Layn? Corp
Byllesby Eng.

.

22

—H—

39

Bethlehem Steel Company

34

Inc

& Webster
Co.. A

Timken -Detroit Axle

Lumber & Pole Co

28

Studebaker Corp. of America.

National Ry. Appliance Co.
Beeler

& Wood,

Stevens

Stone

30

The

Star Brass Works,

Insert 11-14

16
.

Junkerafeld

34

Maoh. Co. 28

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Page

Page

Page

Co.,

35

The

36

38
Star B.-ass Works
Westiiighouse-Nu ttall

Wrhliiig Wire and Rods
K;tilway Track-work Co.

Co,

Welders, Itnll Jnlnl
General Electric Co.

Ohio Brass Co
Railway Track-work Co.
Welding Procrsses and
Anparatns
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Track-work Co.
Una Welding & Bnnnrng Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Welding Slprl
Railway Track-work Co
Una Welding Sc Bonding Co

WliHel
MINI

Wheel

Ciiardn

(See

Fender*

ftrliiders

Wheel Truing Brk.ShoeCo.

Window Guards and
Wheel Presses (See Machine

FltMug*'

Cincinnati Car Co.

Tools)

Wire Rope
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J.

Wheels,

Car,

Steel

St

Tlreii

American Steel Foundries
BeniiB Car Truck Co
Standard Steel Works

•

d.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co,

A

Steel

Wheels, Trolley

Welding Wire
Railway Track-woiU Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. A.

Whistles, Air

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E, & M. Co
Westinghouse Tr. Brk. Co

Wheel Guards)

Wires and Cables
American Brass Co., The

Anaconda Copper Mining

Co.

Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co.. J. A.
Westinghouse B. A H. Co.

Wood

Preservatives

Curtin-Howe Oorp.
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Brill

MASTER UNIT
for

Cars

...§H

^»*

Every Purpose

The

single end, eight wheel passenger car for high speed interurban service illustrates another type of Brill
Car. The entire series includes eight types as follows

MASTER

UNIT

City Service
and Double End Four Wheel Cars
Single and Double End Eig-ht Wheel Cars
Sing-le End Eleht Wheel Center Exit Car
Sing-Ie End Twelve Wheel Duplex Articulated Car.

Sing-Ie

Single

Single

Interurban Service
End Eight Wheel High Speed Passenger Car

End Eight Wheel High Speed Passenger and Merchandise Dispatch Car
JVrite for Detailed Information

HI The

J. G.

Co.
American Car
IWIO.
ST.

k.OUlS

Brill Company

C.C. Kumlmaim Cao Co.
Cl-C VCt_ At^O. OmO

Pacific Const Kepresentutive:

—

Kialto BIdg.,

W

MAr^r'c Co,
Wason
GF>» f^or CLD, MASS.
I

i

San Francisco

^

s^

«^H:i«^>^1
«>«*\\

_»t.

rfrU^

ELECTRIC RAII.W AV JOUKXAL

For quiet electric cars
silent

Timken Worm Drive

Most of city noise

is

caused by electric traction, says a recognized

authority in a recent article,
alive to the

di

You

street railway executives,

needs of getting more patronage and holding

it— at a fair profit —recognize in Timken Worm Drive

Trucks a constructive suggestion toward quiet
cars, di

Timken Worm Drive

achieves quiet

comfort, important weight reduction,
great

power economy,

longation of car
life. C[ It's

definite pro-

life

and

rail

the logical, eco*

nomic development-

TIMKEN Worm DriveAKLBS
FOR ELECTRIC

RAIL\A/AY CARS

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE

CO.,

DETROIT, MICH,

--viSS5|JK--,,;lg,

ELECTRIC

BAIIWAY

JOURNAL
-Hill Publishing

Company,

Inc.

AMERICAN
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Twenty Cents Per Copy
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BROWN BOVERI
—the

No. 8

stalled at

steam turbo-generator now inHell Gate in course of construction.

drawings to show the steam turbo-gen
erator which 1600 drawings created.

Two

uy
s^-^--^'

-J

«&t

VH

II

•

-•
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BEAUTY
and SERVICE

A
ii

^-

ON PARADE
TEN new,

beautiful, speedy

and comfortable low-

floor cars contribute to the

of living in

The Delaware
with

community pride

Wilmington, Delaware.
Electric

Power Company,

in step

modernization program and the progressive
spirit of the community it serves, has received much
favorable comment on its new double -truck, doubleits

end safety

cars.

These

cars, modern in every sense of the word,
are propelled by four 35-hp. motors with
control.

K

Westinghouse

is proud to share in this successful
modernization program.

Westinghouse Electric
East Pittsburgh

&

Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Said Officer in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

W^tioghouse

s

j

Electric

Railway Journal

Charles Gordon, Editor
JOBN

A.

MlLLBB,

Jn.

Vol. 73, No. 6

Acting Managing Editor

Hknbt W. Dlakb

Pages 229-268

Senior Editor

M0BBI8 Buck
Engineering Editor

CLAItBNOK W. SQDIER

February

QBOBaa J. MaoMdrrat
CLirroRD A. Fadst
L. H. Cbdrch. Chicago
Patl Wooton, Washington

9,

1929

ALBX MCCaLLUU
London, England
l^oniB F.

8T0LL

Publlihlng Director

In This Issue
Editorials

229
Movement

Faster
Satisfy

Wanted—No Niggardly Policy Should
Detroit—Neiv York Has Much to Learn from Other
of All Traffic

Cities—Putting the House in Order—Higher Schedule Speeds Are
Essential Taxation : Excessive and Unreasonable Defilers
of a Noble
Profession Community-Mindedness Is Needed

—
—

.ii'ry^^^ji^

—

f.

I

Trackless Trolleys

Approved

McGltAW-UIIJ.

PUBLISHING COMPANY,

By

INC.,

Tenth Are. at 36th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Cable Address "Machinist, N. Y."

MoGraw^ Chairman

H.
Board

jAiCBfl

in Salt

Lake City
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SIMPLEX
CLASP BRAKES

The Standard Brake for 4
and 6 Wheel Truck Passenger Equipment
Simplex Beam assembly furnished with brake hangers
and beam trunnions protected against wear by hardened,
ground bushings.
Positive acting,

adjustable

and reversible Brake head.

AMERICi
NEW YORK

L FOUNDRIES
ICAGO

ST. LOUIS

1929
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A ''Man-Hour" is
as

One

5 Times as Big

(average) Fare!

A "Man-Hour" represents
cash and is equivalent to
5.2 average fares.

It is a general rule that a business with a small unit of
sale

must watch with care

ing into
Steel

all

the

"Man-Hours"

enter-

its costs.

Twin Ties and

International Track Building

machines not only eliminate "Man-Hours," but the
fallibility of human effort due to fatigue, carelessness
and lack of supervision.
Saving a "Man-Hour" means turning the revenue
from about 52 fares into net profits every day.

Use more machinery in track construction.

The

International Steel Tie Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

TIE TRACK
TWIN
BASE OF MODERNIZATION

STEEL
THE
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These

Are

in

Men

Your Employ

The men shown

in the illustration are for all practical
purposes working for you. It is your interests they are told to
guard, your viewpoint they are asked to take. •
- Their
job is to

"

examine the finished GARY WROUGHT STEEL WHEELS with
eyes trained by long experience to detect even slight defects;
to
apply specially designed tools of micrometer accuracy; and to
see
to it that

only the perfect product reaches the shipping dock.

Another step in the journey that leads to multiplied
mileage— another assurance of greater return for your wheel
'

'

'

-

dollar.

Our

wheel engineers are

SUinnia

^tM

at

your command.

(Hampmxi

Subsidiary of United States SteelXorporation

dtntr&l (S&cts: Zaa Bautlf Sa
(E[ltira0a. 3Uinoia

G
WROUGHT
STEEL
T

»aUt »Uttt
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Made

in halves
to halve your gear case costs

Keystone steel gear cases have largely replaced
malleable iron cases for electric railway work
because an accident usually causes them to bend
rather than crack or break. Therefore, ordinary
repairs can be made with a minimum amount of

of a given type are formed by the same dies, so
that halves of the same type of case are perfectly
interchangeable, permitting a replacement of a
broken half and frequently avoiding the necessity
of scrapping the entire case when only one-half

labor.

is

The most remarkable

Standardize on Keystone Steel Gear Cases
a sure way to cut replacement costs in half.

economical feature of
Keystone Steel Gear Cases is this: All gear cases

Shoiuing External
Construction

Under

I'ieiu of

useless.

—

it's

Showing Internal
Construction

Home olUee and plant at 17th & Cambria Sts., PHILADELPHIA: District offices at 111
N. Canal St.. CHICAGO; 50 Church St.. NEW YORK: Bessemer Bid?., Pittsburgh: 88
Broad St., Boston: General Motors Bldg,. Detroit; 316 N. Washinffton Ave., Scranton:
Canadian Agents, Lyman Tube & Supply Company, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver.

Inner Vievi of

Top Half

Bottom Half

wmi
MANUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER

AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
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A section of the Texarkana yard tile drained and kept free
from vegetation. Poles are on creosoted skids with creosoted
strips between layers to prevent decay.

Time Tested Poles
evidence of pole value
THE
obtained from a study of the experience
is

finest

of producers
products.

and the

The 50 years

of

service

treating

life

of their

experience

are

one of the greatest assets International
For 30 years International has
possesses.
been creosoting pine poles thousands have
been in service 20-25-30 years. The remarkable thing is that the very old poles are still
strong and in splendid condition. They have
proved their lasting service.

—

International is a firm believer that it takes
the best of everything to make the best
product. The timber must be decay-free
it must be properly seasoned and then scientifically treated to get uniform and deep
penetration with high grade creosote oil.

The principaPadvantages of International
Service and the precautions taken

Pole

which assure high grade poles are as follows:
Skilled

Scientific

Rigid Operating Policy

Chemical Control
Constant Research
Time Tested in Service
Permanent Identification

Modern

Facilities

Selected

Timber

Extra Long Poles
Proper Seasoning

High Quality

Treatment

Prompt Delivery

International produces, frames and treats
poles

economically in large

quantity and

renders a quick service of quality poles that
is unexcelled in the creosoted pine pole industry.

International Creosoting
General Offices

Workmanship

50 Years' Experience
Efficient Organization

&

Your

inquiries are invited.

Construction Co.

— Galveston, Texas

Creosoted Poles
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Do you want
those thousands

of passengers

you never carry?

De luxe, speedy service
street car and higl

DOD 6E
M OTOR
SOLD BY DODGE

BROTHE

^Sw^^

ills

ifatai^uMiy^^u^^i^^^

i*SllM*iti^

wide gap between

rice transportation
Dodge Brothers Parlor Coaches
build up new class of riders

who can

be carried at a profit

Dodge Brothers Motor
proved the new

Coaches have pioneered and

field for public transportation

— offered

by the rider who wants the speed, comfort and conven-

more than

ience of a taxicab for

little

In proving the

they have also proved that Dodge

field,

Brothers 16-passenger Parlor Coach

street car fare.

is

the successful

vehicle in this field.
It is fast,

powerful, safe, quiet and comfortable.

appearance attracts riders.

Its

Its fine

sturdy, simple construc-

tion keeps operating costs exceptionally low.

Dependable, low-cost operation

is

the story of

Brothers Motor Coaches everywhere

Dodge

— in large cities or

small, in de luxe service or regular bus work.

BROTH e-RS

COACHES
OEALERS EVERYWHERE

Demand

increases for

street car type
Operators continue
Formerly Graham Brothers
Motor Coaches
line of Trucks, Buses and
Motor Coaches which Dodge Brothers have
been manufacturing and selling under the

The complete

name of Graham Brothers now takes the
name of their makers — Dodge Brothers.
These Trucks, Buses and Motor Coaches
have always been powered by Dodge
Brothers engines. For years they have
been built of Dodge Brothers parts in
Dodge Brothers plants according to Dodge

Dodge Brothers
chasing

coach

to express their approval

street car type

of

Motor Coaches by pur-

more of them.

The new

sales

record

made

in the year just closed

is

endorsement of satisfactory performance.

Brothers standards.

These Trucks, Buses and Motor Coaches
are sold, as they always have been sold,
by Dodge Brothers Dealers everywhere.

4-speed transmission

Six cylinders

brakes

body

3-stage rear springs

fine

as well as chassis Dodge-built

4-wheel

appearance
Let us

show you how your requirements can be met by the
street car type

coach

— at a lower

operating cost. See

your local Dodge Brothers dealer or write direct to

Dodge Brothers,

Detroit.

DODEE-BRDTHBRS
M OTQ R COACH BS
SOLD

BY

DODGE BROTHERS DEALERS EVERYWHERE
PRINTBO

IN U.
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We Congratulate the Penn- Ohio
System for winning
the Brady Class

A Safety Medal

Youngstown, Ohio.

And we

are proud that

National Pneumatic Door
and Step Equipment has
contributed to the standard of safety maintained

by this progressive
company.

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Graybar Building, New York
Works, Rahway, New Jersey

Executive Office:
General

CHICAGO
518 McCormick Building

MANUFACTURED IN TORONTO. CANADA, BY
Railway & Power

Engrinecriiig- Corp.. Lid.

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trust ButkUng
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SPRAY BOOTHS/^
BI7S PAINTINJO

THE IL.C.iyiAII^^ CCWVfe455y---:ZI^
Manu/octurers o/ Spray Booths and Exhaust Stacks, Jvdustrial

MAHON
Dning Ovens and Blow

Pipe Systems

SPRAY BOOTHS

EXHAUST STACKS

•

•

e.
DESIGNED FOR FIRE SAFETY
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la a recent purchase ot
23 gas- electric cars and
trailers the Seaboard specified

Timkea Bearings

SEABOARD
Railroading, both electric and steam,

is

wit-

nessing giant strides toward higher operating
efficiency

and lower

costs.

These are the out-

standing reasons for the railroad trend toward

Timken

Bearings. These are the results accom-

plished by

Timkens in lowering power

costs,

saving lubricant, and replacing friction with

velvety-smooth

Timken

rolling motion.

Great names in railroading from coast to coast
indicate the magnitude of the swing toward

the high wear resistance and

low roUing

resist-

ance of Timken tapered construction, Timken

POSITIVELY ALIGNED ROLLS and Timken-

made

electric furnace steel.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY

CANTON, OHIO

TIMKEN

S BEARINGS
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railway which uses

anything other than a thor-

oughly proved type of

rail

weld, risks not only the cost

weld

of the

itself,

but also

an investment in the

worth

fifty

track,

times the cost of

a joint*

iiiiii

/xrid
^Hhe First cost
is

METAL
PITTSBURGH

4^

r,
the Last cost^^^

THERMIT CORPORATIOJ^/?

^JiP^Bf^ADWAY .NEWYORHL.

CHICAGO

N.Y.

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

TORONTO

February

9,
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In Europe they
sell

of

two grades

Tramway

transportation

-^bui infmcrica ^

IT^i
On

All HEST ClASS

certain Continental

there are two cars or
in a car

— the

tramways

Naturally people prefer the most

sections

luxurious and comfortable accom-

Ivoo

riders in the

most

modations.

The problem

of elec-

luxurious and comfortable section

tric railways, therefore, is to level

paying a higher

out these inequalities and to provide seats as comfortable and as
arranged as
comfortably
any
vehicle which transports passengers at an approximately corresponding fare.

People,

fare.

would seem, pay a premium

it

for

comfort the world over.
In America, however,

all

ride for

the same fare in the same class of

equipment.
There is no choice
between two sections in one and
the same car. There may be, however, a decided choice between two
types of car or between a street
car and some other mode of trans-

Hale & Kilbum seating engineers
have proved of inestimable service
They have helped
in this work.
and can still further help to provide truly

first class

comfort in

all

types of modern cars.

portation.

HALE & KILBURN SEATS
"A Better Seat

for

Every Type

of

Modern

Transportation Service"

HALE & KILBURN COMPANY
General Offices and Works

:

1800 Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia

SALES OFFICES:
T. C. Coleman & Son. Starks BUie.. Louisville
Bldg.. New York
W. L. Jcfleries. Jr., Mutual BlilK.. Richmond
Bldg.. Chicago
W. 1). Jenkins. Praetorian Bldg.. Dallas. Texas
E A. Tho'-nwell. Candler Bldg.. Atlanta
H. M. Euler. 148 N. Sixth St.. Portland. Oregon
Frank F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco
Toronto. Ont., Canada
Wright
Temperance
St..
C. S.
Co., 60

Hale
Hale

& Kilburn
& Kilburn

Co..
Co..

Graybar

McCormlck
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but a Specialist
COULD IMAKE THIS

FIIME

BEARIIMG?
Hum.

world's leading manufacturers of motor
WHEN
and machinery require top
bronze bearings,
the

i >l

vehicles

quality
consult the bronze bearing specialist.

they

Johnson Bronze designers, engineers, molders and machinists
have specialized in their respective arts for over a quarter century. During that period they have served successfully every diviis

JOHNSON BRONZE COMPANY, NEW CASTLE,
New

1IM we

KM III)
iluLm

// the sizes

and types you

reQuire are not
six

hundred

EER

that your particular bronze bearing problem at
Johnson Bronze receives the treatment to which it is entitled
adequate, sensible and in keeping with modern engineering
practice.
result

mtiTii

IIIMIill

waU

sion of industry.

The

1:1

linn

card, a

among

listed

on

the
this

JOHNSON-

will call at your request to discuss your
bushing and bearing problems tvithout obligation.

PA.

York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Kansas City, San Francisco

Export Address

— 142

W. 42nd St., New Yorli City, U. S. A.
Cable JONBRON

JOHNS ON^BRONZE
BUSHINGS

BEARI

BAR BRONZ E

February

9,
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Not

just a

group

of

products but the vital
working parts that carry

and propel your

cars

Wheels and Axles

Armature

Shafts

and Springs

of

STANDARD STEEL
STANDARD STEEL WORKS COMPANY
CHICAGO

LOUIS

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ST.

PITTSBURGH

WORKS: BURNHAM,

PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO

RICHMOND

PA.

HOUSTON
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BUS OPERATOR

-YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT ELECTRIC DRIVE WILL

CUT DOWN YOUR
BUS MAINTENANCE
HIGH maintenance
bus—body,

costs of a

chanical

me-

engine, and

transmission— come from abuse rather

than from use. G-E electric drive on a

bus releases the driver from the responsibility
it

of skillful operation and

makes

him to abuse any part
The result is longer life

impossible for

of his vehicle.

and lower maintenance

Then

too, the

equipped

costs.

engine speed of a G-E

gas-electric is lower,

and a

simple, positive engine-output test can

be made whenever the bus
Let the General Electric
transportation engineers
analyze your service and

make recommendations
for

the

best

equipment.

type

of

is

in the

garage—facts that make for greatly

duced

inspection

and

re-

maintenance

costs.

390-46

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,

N.

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

,

Railway Journal

Electric

ConaolidaHon of
Street

McGraw-Hill PnBLi8HiNG Compakt, Inc.
Jaubs H. McOraw, Chairman of the Board
Malcolm MriB. President
H. C.

Paruelek,

Faster

CHARLES GORDON.

Editorial Director

Movement

York, Saturday, February

of All Traffic

Wanted

the
FROM
tion of

welter of ideas concerning proper regulaa few major points are beginning to
stand out prominently. Chief among them is the fundamental principle that all such regulation must be based
on the needs of the community as a whole rather than
traffic

on the wishes of a few individuals or groups. Progressive electric railways are taking an active part in the
campaign for better regulation; not with the selfish idea
of advancing their own interests, but rather with the
hope of securing faster movement of all traffic.
In the past, too many people have been thinking of
traffic regulation entirely from the standpoint of their
convenience. Many of those who ride habitually in
own automobiles, giving no thought to the needs
of the majority, have contended that the public transportation vehicles, particularly the trolleys, should be
taken oflF the streets. On the other hand, public transportation men sometimes have favored overly severe
restriction of the use of the streets by private auto-

own

their

F.

StoU*.

Neither of these extreme views is practical.
As long as some 16,000,000.000 passengers are being
carried every years by the trolleys and buses of the
local transportation systems in this country, it is evident
At
that these vehicles cannot be taken off the streets.
the same time, there are more than 20,000,000 private
automobiles in the United States, and they, too, must be
allowed to make reasonable use of the streets.
Stringent regulations are justified when and where
they contribute to the better movement of traffic, but
when they are merely inconvenient without also being
In other words,
beneficial they have no justification.
traffic regulations must be fitted to the needs of the
situation, and they must be based on the greatest good
for the greatest number. Both public and private transportation vehicles must continue to use the streets, and
the problem is to devise regulations such that they both
can move with reasonal^le comfort, safety and speed.

Niggardly Policy Should Satisfy Detroit

RAPID

transit for Detroit has been revived as a live
issue. Re-agitation of the subject just at this time
has nothing to do with the controversy over the jitneys,

but the subject has reappeared at a time when Detroit is
Nearly everybody has
stirred to the depths transit-wise.
come in the wake
have
that
ills
transit
for
the
a remedy
of the growth of the city to a metropolis of more than
1,000,000 inhabitants, but nobody seems to do anything
about it. Plan after plan goes into the discard or is permitted to languish in desuetude. The so-called Waldon
plan of the Rapid Transit Commission has now been revamped and there is talk of it being put Ijefore the
However much one may be invoters in the spring.
clined to differ with the report as to

its details,

the plan

9,
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as advanced

is comprehensive, but its advocates appear to
be in for a period of opposition.
Detroit can hardly aflFord to subscribe to any plan
of expedients.
It has waited a long time now, but it
would be better to wait still longer than for the city to
accept any compromise on this issue. Whatever work of
this kind is done should be carried out on the broadest
possible lines, lines that take into account the remote
It is going to cost
rather than the immediate future.
Detroit a lot of money to secure a system fitted to the

but it will cost the city still more if it
should perchance blunder into a program not sufficiently
generous in its conception to take fully into account
future requirements. Detroit's real need is not the need
of a day. There should be no attempt to deal with the
matter in any way that does not carry reasonable assurance that any start made at this time can be expanded to
meet the needs of a future Detroit of 2,000,000 people.

city's real needs,

New York Has Much

mobiles.

No

Locis

Editor

Publishina Direetar

New

Volume 7Z

Railway Journal and Electric Railway Review

Other

to

Learn from

Cities

NOW

that the attention of New York City's new
Police Commissioner seems to be momentarily diverted from the suppression of crime and the smashing
of speakeasies to the regulation of street traffic and the

of traffic congestion, and a citizens' committee
representative of the entire city has been organized to
deal with this same baffling question, it would appear
timely to call attention of the interested parties to the
relief

New York City can learn much by condescendbeyond the limits of its own Ixjrders.
look
ing to
number of local traffic problems to which the average
fact that

A

Yorker is inclined to refer as unique and unusual
There is scarcely a
the one nor the other.
neither
are
situation in the city involving traffic congestion that is
not experienced to a greater or less degree in other
And in many of them the difficulty is
cities in the land.
In a recent address
in a fair way of finding a solution.
A.E.R.A., Col.
the
of
Section
Metropolitan
before the

New

A. B. Barber, manager Transportation and Communication Section, Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
brought

New

this point out quite clearly.

York, for example, has a much lower proportion

automobiles to population, less than one-third the
Caliratio, in fact, of Los Angeles, and yet in the

of

fornia city the adoption of modern traffic control methwhich New York has been reluctant to consider,
was followed almost at once by an increase in tfie
vehicular movement of more than 30 per cent. In Chiods,

cago's Loop District, where conditions a few years ago
were possibly worse than on Manhattan Island, a series

of measures has been adopted which has speeded up
per cent, in
traffic in this district by from 25 to 50
addition to which there has been, since the regulations

went into

effect,

an increase of 18 per cent

in the

use
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of private automobiles.
vehicle administration, in

A modern system of motor
which respect New York has

been strangely lacking, has resulted in a considerably
lower accident record in communities where it is enThere is a crying need for standardization in
forced.
the ordinary rules of the road, and in this respect, too.
New York State and more particularly its greatest city,
"I sometimes hear it said,"
are far behind the times.
remarked Colonel Barber in his recent address, "that
New York's traffic situation is so different and peculiar
that experience elsewhere is of little value.
Personally,
however, I doubt the correctness of this assumption."
At another point he said, "Certain cities have shown a
curious tenacity or individualism in clinging to certain
peculiar traffic rules or regulations in spite of the availability of well worked out and recognized standards
which are being successfully applied elsewhere."
And so when New York sets out seriously to devise
ways and means of relieving its traffic tangles if that
is what the bally-hoo on the subject really portends
its
efforts will not be entirely of a pioneering nature. There
is already a considerable accumulation of experience and
precedent for guidance, as well as qualified authorities

—

to

whom

—

Voin, No.6

franchise requirements and permit of the raising of fares.
Financial direction of equal ability is available for the
task of making the securities a sounder investment.

Higher Schedule Speeds Are Essential

SPEED,

always a primary factor in the art of trans-

portation, never has been of such importance as

The

today.

private automobile bases

on comfort and luxury but on

its

it is

appeal not alone
ability to take its pasits

minimum time. That
emphasized by G. M. Woods in his article on
another page.
In comparison with automobiles, street
a criticism that is not
cars in many cities are too slow
That
confined to any one route but to whole systems.
this situation should exist today is the more remarkable
when it is considered that the electric vehicle has no
inherent limitations in power or possible braking rate.
It will not do to dismiss the subject with the excuse
that street cars go as fast as the traffic, or to suggest
sengers from place to place in

point

is

—

that

if

the city will relieve traffic congestion the cars

can go faster.

Mr. Woods points out six factors that
These are the number of stops

influence city schedules.

to turn.

per mile, the standing time, the average voltage, the rates

Putting the

House

in

Order

ALL

of the discussion that has taken place relative
to modernization and rehabilitation as steps in the
process of restoring the electric railway industry to its

IN

proper place, much has been said about the necessity
for the establishment of credit as an all-important preliminary.
Ability to borrow money for needed improvements is based primarily upon anticipated earning
power, and it is quite in order to prepare statements
setting forth the economies that can be effected and the
increased earnings that can be expected as the result of
the proposed schedule of betterments.
The character,
integrity and managerial and engineering skill of the
organization back of the property are also determining
elements, but of even greater importance is the necessity
for presenting a properly balanced capital structure.
Too many properties with promising prospects and
crying needs for improvement and modernization are
handicapped at the very start by a load of interestbearing obligations out of all proportion to any possible
ability to pay.
If to meet interest payments the credit of
the company is so curtailed that funds to make necessary
irnprovements cannot be obtained, the integrity of the
property is threatened. Often it can be shown that the
ultimate value of the security actually can be enhanced
by making a temporary sacrifice. If every possible economy has been introduced and there still remains a
staggering burden of interest to pay, the management has
not performed its whole duty until an effort has been
made to reduce this charge as well. Of course, this is
unpleasant medicine to take and the security holder is
likely to balk at the suggestion.

But, after all, is it any
more unreasonable to ask a security holder to accept a
junior position for his investment in the hope that its
value will thereby be made more secure than it is to urge
a patron to pay a higher fare to the end that better
service may be given ?
It is only fair to admit that the process of voluntary
readjustment of a capital account is a very intricate and
difficult undertaking.
But the task should not be avoided
because it is difficult. The best legal talent obtainable
has been enlisted to secure the modification of onerous

of acceleration and braking, the gear ratio and the weight

of the vehicle.
Every one of these is within the control of the operating company.
Some of them, of course,
cannot be changed except at considerable expense, but
the others can be modified with little cost.

Stopping places can be relocated to advantage in many
Where stops can be reduced in number without
losing patronage the change should be made in the intercities.

est of better service.
But it is in the operation of the
cars themselves that the greatest opportunity exists for
an increase in speed. Nearly all cars have sufficient motor

power to permit of accelerating rates much higher than
those in common use. As Mr. Woods points out, many
cars are overpowered if the rates of acceleration are to
remain in the vicinity of 1.25 m.p.h.p.s. Proper instruction should result in a marked increase of acceleration.

The same

is true of braking.
If a braking system is
designed to work up to the limit of sliding the wheels, for
emergencies, there is no reason why it cannot be worked
reasonably close to this rate right along. All that is essential is that the inspection should be rigid and the brakes
kept in first-class order. By using these higher rates of
acceleration and braking the car speed can be increased
between 10 and 20 per cent. With proper attention to

power saving, the total energy consumption with this
method of operation is actually less than when the car is
allowed to drag along.

The
speed

simplest and the most direct

way

to increase the

reduce the standing time at stops.
It
costs nothing save alertness on the part of the operator.
Granted that cars are equipped with adequate power and
is

to

pedestrians and traffic officers are
influenced by the attitude of the platform men.
When
trainmen are alert, passengers get on and off quickly,
pedestrians keep out of the way, and automobile drivers
respect the street car that is ready to move. With all of
efficient brakes, riders,

these factors given proper attention, schedules may Ije
raised from say 9.5 m.p.h. to 13.5 m.p.h.. or more than

40 per

Mr. Woods points out. Thus a great
done not only toward improving car service,
but also toward removing the present comjilaint that the
street car is slow in comparison to the other vehicles on
cent, as

deal can be

the street.

\
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—Excessive and Unreasonable

unreasonable and unfair are
SOof OBVIOUSLY
taxes which have been heaped upon the
the

some

electric

railways that the temptation is strong to place chief
emphasis on this phase of the matter when endeavoring
But, after all, it is the excessive total
to secure relief.
burden imposed rather than the peculiar character of
any individual item that hurts the railways.
Taxes
to pay for pavements which the railways do not use,
taxes for the upkeep of public parks which are of no
benefit to the local transportation company, and the like,
though wrong in principle would be less objectionable
if they were moderate in amount and if they were the
only taxes imposed. The fact is, however, that they are
only part of the burden. Franchise taxes, gross receipts
taxes, licenses of one sort and another, real estate taxes
and various others must be paid, too.
Unfortunately the peculiar character of the taxes
which are imposed upon the railways works to their
disadvantage in securing relief. Business men are extremely sensitive concerning forms of taxation to which
they themselves are subject.
The business man, however, does not have to pay a franchise tax nor a paving
tax, nor a gross receipts tax. While he may admit the
injustice of imposing such burdens upon the railway,
he sees no danger of their being imposed upon himself
and it is difficult to arouse his interest in measures for
relief.
On the other hand, if the tax burden of the
railway was of the same nature as that of ordinary business, the business man would quickly see the unfairness
of taxation ranging as high as 12 to 15 per cent of
the gross revenue.
To secure the co-operation of the public in measures
for relief, therefore, it is necessary that the extent of
the total taxes on the industry be driven home in the
public mind.
The important fact is that electric railways carry a tax burden that is out of all proportion
to those of other industries, and are seriously handicapped in their efforts to give satisfactory transportation
service by this unjust and unreasonable situation.

Defilers of a

Noble Profession

MANY

proposals have been made to overcome the
of the ambulance-chasing lawyer, but the
most propitious appears to be the one intended to admit
to the bar only the men best qualified to practice before it.
This was among the suggestions made by William D.
Guthrie, president of the New York Bar Association,
evils

following the recent hearings on ambulance chasing in
New York, and referred to by Frank E. Carstarphen in
his paper before the American Electric Railway Claims
More recently this
Association in Cleveland last fall.
need has been reiterated by Prof. I. Morris Wormser
in an address presented at the annual meeting of the
New York Bar Association on. Jan. 19.
Men dishonor a profession who resort to practices
lower than those of the level of the guttersnipe, and it
is difficult to believe that practitioners before the bar who
resort to such activities as have recently been disclosed

New York and not infrequently elsewhere would
ever have survived an adequate scrutiny of character
or education in professional ethics as a prerequisite of
admission to the bar. Nor does this mean that corporation attorneys disposed to fight fire with fire deserve exculpation.
But this is not the only branch in which
practitioners offend. The devices of the ambulance chaser
in
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are employed in other fields of the law, notably the
solicitation of criminal cases and of
condemnation
proceedings.

What seems to be needed most is a standard of admission to the bar that in addition to increased scholastic attainment shall contemplate a strict examination
background and environment of apIn no other
way can a guard be placed against the evils of an overcrowded and an uneducated bar, since a bar so constituted tends to be a weak bar, a cowardly bar, and too
often a crooked bar. These are strong words, but the
into the character,

plicants for admission to the law schools.

occasion demands them.
Knowledge of legal ethics is
not inborn.
Laws schools should place more emphasis
on the teaching of legal ethics than they now do. If

were not true, it would not have been said that the
74 men recommended for disciplinary proceedings in
connection with the ambulance-chasing investigation in
New York came to the bar lacking in the environment,
the background and the education to make them fit memthis

bers of this profession.
Of course, no profession deserves to be condemned
because a few shysters practice it who have met the
accepted qualifications of the day—and a shyster at heart

may

be successful in taking all the hurdles of the most
requirements but it does seem that, after all,
the best way of raising the standards of the profession
is the way of Mr. Guthrie and of Professor Wormser,
namely, "Fewer Lawyers and Better Ones."

—

rigid

Community-Mindedness

NEED

Is

Needed

for thinking in terms of an entire

rather than of a limited district

report of the Regional Plan of

is

community

seen in a recent

New York

and

Its

En-

This body feels it is too obvious to need any
argument that a growing community, which is constantly
having to make physical provisions for its growth, can
do better if it keeps its total needs constantly in view
than if it shuffles along blindly without much regard
for them. Yet so obstinate is the habit of building in
terms of the municipal subdivisions, which are the
political fractions which make up the whole, that too
little heed is paid to those things which transgress and
transcend municipal boundary lines. In nothing is this
narrowness of viewpoint more damaging than with revirons.

spect to transportation.

In obtaining co-operation between the various governmental units for regional planning, which is believed
to be particularly necessary in such things as the planning
of highways, transit facilities and public utilities, some
good example
form of control should be established.
of such control is the Port of New York Authority,
which, in the face of great difficulties, has done much
to unify the port and to increase its value to the entire
country as well as to the states in which the port lies.
There is every reason why such planning in any community should be done by a similar independent body
which has the vision and the courage to investigate
As
regional problems and to administer them wisely.
the Regional Plan sees it, while such boundaries of influence may result in a certain measure of overlapping of
political jurisdiction, the history of commissions to which
have been delegated similar special powers does not reveal that this overlapping has been seriously detrimental.
In fact, it has been far less harmful than the confusion
and lack of co-ordination which previously existed with

A

many

local political units.
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the electric braking that permit speed
control on down grades of approxi-

mately 14 or 6 m.p.h. and the
to 2 m.p.h.

The

final

1^

controller pedal op-

by steady foot pressure through

erates

six notches to full series position, at

which point there

a positive stop
foot
and then pressing down the operation
is carried through the remaining five
notches into full parallel position.
The foot electric and air brakes, together with the pneumatic hand brake,
latch.

Con frot switches

,

0?
Con froller

By

is

slightly

raising the

separate and distinct
methods of stopping, insuring positive

provide three

control of the coach at

all

times.

All the electro-pneumatic switches,
electro - magnetic contactors, motor
96'...

loj"

Healer.

04"
Treaolle

.3t_i:^ :£!

^joi

Cenlerexil-

'<28f

fronf enlrance

'

Y-

Side elevation and floor plan, showing the seating arrangement and the
principal dimensions

Prior to assembly each coach frame was mounted on
axles and wheels and subjected to a total uniformly
The greatest temdistributed floor load of 17,500 lb.
porary deflection was only ^ in. and there was no perits

manent

set.

Distinctive Color

Scheme Selected

The <:olor combination for the exterior of the coaches
was selected only after several schemes had been prepared and exhibited to groups of men and women, and a
preference stated by the majority. While the buses could
have been finished in the standard orange used on the
street cars, it was thought that the electric coach was a
transportation vehicle different from the street car and
that this could best be brought out by painting it a disand different color. In doing this, however, a
combination had to be provided that would give maximum visibility and a harmonious, rich and pleasing

from the standpoint
was a combination of
amber brown and canary yellow for the body and a terra
effect, as well as satisfactory service

The

final

choice

cotta red for the roof.

The drive is through a double reduction gear from two
Westinghouse 50-hp., 600-volt, direct-current motors
weighing approximately 800 lb. each. They give an acceleration of 3 to 3^ m.p.h.p.s. and an average running
speed of 30 m.p.h. Each motor is mounted in front of
one of the two rear axles. The motors hang by swivel
bearings from longitudinal members which are a part of
the cross-frame. Braking is electrodynamic and accomReplished by using the motors as series generators.
sistance

is

of the spiral rather than of the grid type, with

under the car and another set placed
Transfer from one
inside the car to serve as a heater.
set to the other is made by a double-throw switch of the

one

set

installed

spring knife-blade type.

Operation

is

controlled by

two

pedals, one of

which

regulates the electrical energy and the other the brake.

terminal board and change-over
switch, are mounted in an outside
dustproof cabinet under the rear seat.
They are so arranged that any piece of
apparatus can be inspected, repaired or
renewed without disturbing the other

Wiring is standard cable, the light wiring
apparatus
being No. 14 seven-strand cable with all circuits continuous and not spliced. Ground connections are made on
ground wire only, and care was taken to insure complete
insulation from every part of the body or frame.
The body of the vehicle is mounted on six wheels, each
of the four rear wheels having dual 36x6-in. pneumatic
tires.
The dual wheels are mounted on two separate
Rear
axles, each being driven by one of the motors.
axles are 54 in. apart from center to center, and the
wheelbase of the coach, measured from midway between
the rear axles to the center of the front axle, is 225^ in.
The front wheels are equipped with 36x8-in. pneumatic
tires.
The road clearance is 9 in.

Overhead Construction Specially Designed

tinctive

of durability.

cutout and sequence switches, sequence
and overhead relays, control resistor,

Brackets supporting the trolley retrievers are spaced
in. apart on the rear of the coach.
The trolley poles
are 19 ft. long, or 6 ft. 6 in. longer than poles now used
on the Salt Lake City street cars giving the coach a possible operating radius of approximately 16 ft. on either
side of the center line of the two trolley wires.
Coaches
operate normally not more than 9 ft. from the center line
of the trolley span. The trolley wires are No. 00 round,
spaced 24 in., strung at a height of 18 ft. 6 in. above the
street and placed with the center line 13 ft. from the curb.
Two pairs of wires are so installed throughout the route
except on Main Street between Fifth South and Second
North, over which section the positive street car trolley
wire was left in place and a negative wire installed adjacent thereto to permit joint operation in the business

24

district.

The overhead special work required was designed by
Ohio Brass Company engineers, who, mounted on a
gasoline-propelled truck, conducted tests with a trolley
base, pole, wheel and retriever at proper height and

Experiments were made with several types of
owing to a condition at intersections on Main

clearance..

frogs,

After the speed has been reduced to 3 m.p.h. by the

Street that required a special selective frog permitting

dynamic brakes, the stop is completed by exerting pressure on the other pedal, which
There are three steps in
applies the pneumatic brakes.

right

control pedal and the

and left-hand and straight ahead

street car opera-

tion but only straight ahead electric coach operation.

spring tongue frog with a

flat

A

spring proved satisfactory,

February

9,
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SUMMARIZED SPECIFICATIONS OF UTAH LIGHT & TRACTION
COMPANY TRACKLESS TROLLEYS
Weight and Principal Dimensions
Total weight, approximately
Lengthoverall
Width over all
Height, trolley base to pavement

6.000 lb.

1

31 ft. 7} in-

8
9

inin-

ft.
ft.

2251 m-

Wheelbase

'"'

Headroom

'o'

Clearance
Door opening, front
Door opening, center
Seat spacing
Window post spacing
Seating capacity

J

*^*
!°'

55'
28J in'"

in
30 in
^^

KQTnpMBNT Details
General Electric Type PC
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co.
E-iton Spring & Axle Co.
Duralumin, built by Versare Corp.

Air compressors
Air governor
Axles

Body!

Westinghouae Traction Brake Co.
Weatinghouse

."

X{^

Dynamic

Versare Corp.

tland
C. G. Spring

Bumpers.'

Car

signal system

-

Huiiter

National Pneumatic Co.
Cleveland

Door mechanism
Fare box
Floor covering

•„•.•;

•

Eaton Spring

Qears

&

Flexolith

Axle Co.

Amber, McMurty Manufacturing Co.
Double strength, grade A

Upper window sash
Other glass

Electric Service Supplies Co., Steelkar

straps

Ohio Brass Co. Golden Ray
Westinghouse type
Westinghouse 426 A6, 50 hp.

Headlights
Heaters

M

Motors

In the residential sections where the trackless trolleys have their
own overhead wires they load at the curb

1

-.Veeder hub type
Oskel Equipment Co.

.'

Odometer.'
Rear stop .ight
Resistance

Roof
Sash fixtures

:

.

Adams-Westlake

J. G. Brill bus type
Spanish grain leather
Ross Gear & Tool Co.
National Pneumatic treadle

Ka?8

.-

Firestone pneumatic

.

¥36 i 6 !°m.

...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'-

» ?

Rear
Trolley base! harpipoie and retriever
Trolley wheel
Ventilators

Warning
Wheels

signal

Windshield wiper

At

Spiral

Agasote

gg^ta
'.'..'.'.'.'.
Seating' material
Steering gear
g[epg
Step treads'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
Xires

Front

Faraday

Westinghouse FL, with dynamic brakes

Control
Destination signs

Hand

& Bumper Co

-

Ohio Brass Co.

:

A ^'"'r ®''^°
Suppues Co.
pneuphonic
Brake,
Westinghouse Traction
^.-

the

wye on

cause

it

more

however, where the service is
overhead employs the spring frog be-

this route,

less frequent, the

satisfactorily t-akes care of

wyeing

cars.

may

be installed later at Fifth South and
Main Street to provide an overhead crossover on the
main line, so that coaches will have facilities for getting
to the barns at night without the operator shifting the
trolley poles by hand from the main-line overhead to that

Spring frogs

'i'

Electric Service

„'^an

i"""

but owing to the short headway at such intersections the
item of spring faihires and renewals had to be considered.
Another frog with solid runners extending from the frog
points to the center and reduced to different thicknesses
was tried. The principle of this frog is that the deeper
groove of a street car trolley wheel taking a curve prevents the trolley wheel from being affected by the thin
runner but causes it to follow the thick runner and take
the curve while the electric coach trolley wheel, having a
groove of lesser depth, follows the thin runner through.

leading to the barn.

The intersection of Fifth South and Main Street
affords the greatest variety of switching and crossing
devices.
At the 15-deg. crossings, for example, initial
operation disclosed that the trolley wheel had a tendency to turn in the pan due to the wheel being set in
a swivel harp. The first effort to eliminate this difficulty
affixed to the harp about
behind the trolley wheel, to follow and keep it in
This proved unsatisfactory, however, because when
line.
dewirements occurred the overhead was damaged. The
arrangement now in use seems to have corrected the
It consists of a mechanical crossing equipped
trouble.
with a pivoting tongue. 'When the trolley wheel strikes

was the use of a small wheel
6

it,

in.

this

tongue

is

automatically

swung

into position.

Three

of these devices are being used at this intersection, in
addition to a set of Cheatham overhead electric switches
as well as other crossings and frogs of various angles.

Where street car positives are crossed by electric coach
negatives at various angles, especially in the downtown
district, it has proved advisable to insulate the positive
rather than the negative to give the heavier north and
south traffic every advantage to make speed, thereby
eliminating the delays that would result from throwing
off power for insulators. Coach operation originally began with the negative insulated, but it was found that
the "throw-off" necessary at insulators slowed up the

Since this change the coaches can accelerate up
and the necessity for street car operators
throwing off power while passing under insulators has
been eliminated. On all acute angle crossings, therefore,
fiber bridge insulators were used for insulating the street
car positive which is passed through a Micarta tube 4 in.
This tube is
long, 1 in. in diameter and of ^ in. bore.
suspended about 1 in. above and across the pan and fiber
The positive, after passing through
bridge insulators.

coaches.

to full speed

cross-seats, four longitudinal scats and a wide rear seat
Automatic
the coach can accommodate 43 seated passengers.
exit
doors at the front and center provide for easy entrance and

With nine
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the Micarta tube, is held by set screws in the copper
castings at the ends of the fiber bridges where the trolley
cam tips fit into them. The use of the Micarta insulator
eliminates, without sacrificing insulating qualities, a con-

siderable weight that

would be present

if

a hard

wood

block were used for bypassing the positive.
At right-angle crossings the standard 90-deg. insulated
crossover, two live over one dead, as used in Rochester,
was installed. This crossover has considerable weight, as

approximately 5 ft. 8 in. long, and, with the other
overhead material required, necessitated replacing the I'V-in. Siemens-Martin strand span wire with
Regular lOjxl^-in. wood strain insulators
^IV-in. wire.
were used. Prior to the inauguration of electric coach
it

is

additional

Seven.

Vol.73,

Major Improvements

No.6

in

Louisville in 1928

THE

Louisville Railway, Louisville, Ky., made the
following improvements in its service during 1928:

1. Inauguration of the Broadway express service, with co-ordinated street car and bus operation.
2. Continuation of the safety work which won the Brady award
in February, 1928, and gave Louisville the distinction of having
"the safest street car service in the United States."
3. Extension of feeder bus lines into sections not served by

street cars.
4. A new crosstown bus line serving the extreme eastern, western and southern sections of the city.
cars put into operation on Sixth and
5. New treadle-type
Seventh Streets.

This cabinet in the rear of the coach contains switches, contactors, relays and other electrical equipment.
It is protected by a massive channel iron bumper

service

and span wires were

with as
on the night
preceding the changeover to coach operation there would

much

all

trolley

of the special

work

installed

as possible, so that

not be more work to do than was absolutely necessary.
In withdrawing car service on this route the company
was required to replace pavement in the abandoned rightof-way. The total right-of-way abandoned amounted to
12,157 ft. of which 3,077 ft. was 20.8 ft. wide; 5,822 ft.

was

wide, and 3,258 ft. was 9 ft. wide. Of the
wide right-of-way 1,552 ft. was in pavement which was
replaced by pouring concrete over ties that were left in
place and crowning with asphalt. The remainder of this
19.8

ft.

section, 1,525 ft., was in dirt and after all track materials
were removed a bank run mixture of red gravel was
filled in and rolled.
All the 19.8-ft. section was in pavement, but on 2,996 ft. thereof the company was required

to lay a base before applying the asphalt topping, because
of the physical characteristics of the subsoil on Fourth

6. Purchase of fourteen modern buses for city use and two
luxurious buses for special chartered service.
7. The speeding up of street car service into the heart of town,
despite the increase of automotive traffic.

These facts were contained in a good-will advertisement run recently by the railway in the Louisville papers.

Employees Mutual Aid Association
at Salt Lake City Does Well

WILLIAM

M. SCOTT,

superintendent of lines and
Lake division of the Utah Power
& Light Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, was elected
president of the Traction and Power Mutual Aid Association of the Utah Power & Light Company, Utah
Light & Traction Company and subsidiary companies'
employees, at a recent meeting. Other officers are Lester Scare, vice-president
J. R. Mathews, secretary and
treasurer; F. E. Hansen, Paul Ashworth, R. M. Parr,
J. M. Lindsay, J. H. Sundstrom, J. W. Twelves, directors, and W. E. Zwick, auditor.
A surplus of $9,915 was divided among members in
the form of a Christmas dividend. The organization has
members in practically all parts of the territory served by
the Utah Power & Light Company.
service of the Salt

;

East Street. This was done by laying the stone toothing
blocks taken from alongside abandoned rails and pouring
concrete about them.
On the balance of this stretch,
2,826 ft., the ties in the concrete base were in good condition and were left in. The 9-ft. section of 3,258 ft. in
dirt

was resurfaced with gravel

dirt section described alxjve.

in the

same manner as the

Ways

Six

Obtain

to

High Schedule Speeds
By Q. M. Woods

By reducing number

General Engineer
Wcstinghouse Electric 8C Manufacturing

of stops, length of
standing time and car weight, by increasing
average line voltage, acceleration and braking rates and by changing gear ratio,

Company

schedule speeds can be increased nearly 50
per cent. This article is based on an address

COMPETITION

of the private automobile with
speed and comfort has forced the subject of
higher street car speeds to first place among
present-day operating problems.
While there may be
its

little

difference

in

the

total

time

required

recently

between home and place of business by automobile and

by

with

street car, the latter,

its

more frequent

traffic

improve

will

congestion.

traffic

They say

that

if

the city

conditions, street car speed will be

Equipment departments of such properties
say that the cars are well' maintained, the motor capacity
is sufficient, and the cars are geared normally for city
service, and as a result there isn't much that they can
do about it. They argue that the transportation department should reduce the number of stops. Fortunately,
satisfactory.

progressive equipment

men

meeting of the Electric
of

Equipment Men,

Southern Properties

stops,

seems slower. In spite of marked improvements in outside and inside appearance, better lighting and ventilation, more comfortable seats and other attractive features
the patrons say, "The street car is too slow." Formerly
in street car equipment design the major objective was
the lowest energy consumption consistent with practical
o])erating requirements. Today the major objectives are
higher schedule speeds, quieter running and all-around
performance that will enable the street car to meet competition successfully and attract more patronage.
Some operators recognize the need for more speed
but dismiss it with the excuse that the street car is slow
because of

at a

Railway Association

travel

to

made

recognize that the line be-

tween "can" and "can't" is flexible and by using every
improve conditions they can make a material

effort to

contribution to higher schedule speeds.
Accompanying charts show the effect of changing each
of the various factors affecting the schedule speed of
the car.

Let us consider a car weighing 40,000 lb. comunder the following conditions:

plete with passenger load

stops per mile
Average duration of atop, seconds (4-7)

3-10
|0

Average voltage
Rate of acceleration, m.p.h.p.a
Rate of braking, m.p.h.p.s

Wheel diameter,

500
25
j
25
24
1 .
.

in

Gearratio

9:1

Number of motors
Horsepower per motor
Train resistance

,Ib.

.'

4
50
20

per ton

For these conditions of operation

car

this

is

much

over-motored with four 50-hp. motors. Actually, four
35-hp. motors would be ample for this service.
However, it is intended that these 50-hp. motors will be

1

^

\^

^^^

rig.2
6

8

6
8
S+ops Per Mile

S+ops Per Mile
Fig.

1

—How changes
affect

in duration of stops
schedule speed

—

Fig. 2
Effect on schedule speed of
in average voltage from 500 to
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4

10

8

6

S+ops Per Mile

change
550

Fig. 3

—

Effect on schedule speed of chanj>ing gear ratio from 9 1 to 7 : 1
:
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the Micarta tube, is held by set screws in the copper
castings at the ends of the fiber bridges where the trolley
cam tips fit into them. The use of the Micarta insulator
eliminates, without sacrificing insulating qualities, a considerable weight that would be present if a hard wood
block were used for bypassing the positive.
At right-angle crossings the standard 90-deg. insulated
live over one dead, as used in Rochester,
This crossover has considerable weight, as
other
it is approximately 5 ft. 8 in. long, and, with the
additional overhead material required, necessitated replacing the A-in. Siemens-Martin strand span wire with
Regular lO^xl^J-in. wood strain insulators
T^-in. wire.
were used. Prior to the inauguration of electric coach

crossover,

was

two

installed.
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Seven Major Improvements in
Louisville in 1928

THE

Louisville Railway, Louisville, Ky., made the
its service during 1928:

following improvements in

service, with co-ordi1. Inauguration of the Broadway express
nated street car and bus operation.
2. Continuation of the safety work which won the Brady award
in February, 1928, and gave Louisville the distinction of having
"the safest street car service in the United States."
3. Extension of feeder bus lines into sections not served by
street cars.

A

new crosstown bus line serving the extreme eastern, west4.
ern and southern sections of the city.
treadle-type cars put into operation on Sixth and
5. New
Seventh Streets.

J^akilliA'-^

This cabinet in the rear of the coach contains switches, contactors, relays and other electrical equipment.
It is protected by a massive channel iron bumper

service

much

all

trolley

and span wires were
work as possible, so

of the special

with as
on the night
coach operation there would
installed

that

preceding the changeover to
not be more work to do than was absolutely necessary.
In withdrawing car service on this route the company
was required to replace pavement in the abandoned rightof-way. The total right-of-way abandoned amounted to
12,157 ft. of which 3,077 ft. was 20.8 ft. wide; 5,822 ft.
was 19.8 ft. wide, and 3,258 ft. was 9 ft. wide. Of the
wide right-of-way 1,552 ft. was in pavement which was
replaced by pouring concrete over ties that were left in
place and crowning with asphalt. The remainder of this
section, 1,525 ft., was in dirt and after all track materials
were removed a bank run mixture of red gravel was
filled in and rolled.
All the 19.8-ft. section was in pavement, but on 2,996 ft. thereof the company was required

to lay a base before applying the asphalt topping, because
of the physical characteristics of the subsoil on Fourth
East Street. This was done by laying the stone toothing
blocks taken from alongside abandoned rails and pouring
concrete about them.
On the balance of this stretch,
2,826 ft., the ties in the concrete base were in good con-

and were left in. The 9-ft. section of 3,258 ft. in
was resurfaced with gravel in the same manner as the

dition
dirt

dirt section described above.

6. Purchase of fourteen modern buses for city use and two
luxurious buses for special chartered service.
7. The speeding up of street car service into the heart of town,
despite the increase of automotive traffic.

These facts were contained in a good-will advertisement run recently by the railway in the Louisville papers.

Employees Mutual Aid Association
at Salt Lake City Does Well

WILLIAM

M. SCOTT, superintendent

of lines and
Lake division of the Utah Power
& Light Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, was elected
president of the Traction and Power Mutual Aid .'\ssociation of the Utah Power & Light Company, Utah
Light & Traction Company and subsidiary companies'
employees, at a recent meeting. Other officers are Lester Scare, vice-president
secretary and
J. R. Mathews,
treasurer F. E. Hansen, Paul Ashworth, R. M. Parr,
J. M. Lindsay, J. H. Sundstrom, J. W. Twelves, direcservice of the Salt

;

;

W. E. Zwick, auditor.
surplus of $9,915 was divided among members in
the form of a Christmas dividend. The organization has
members in practically all parts of the territory served by
the Utah Power & Light Company.

tors,

A

and

Six

Ways

to Obtain

High Schedule Speeds
By reducing number

By Q. M. Woods

of

stops,

length

of

standing time and car weight, by increasing

General Engineer
Westinghouse Electric 8C Manufacturing Company

average line voltage, acceleration and braking

COMPETITION

of the private automobile with
speed and comfort has forced the subject of
higher street car speeds to first place among
present-day operating problems.
While there may be
little difference
in the total time required to travel
between home and place of business by automobile and
by street car, the latter, with its more frequent stops,
seems slower. In spite of marked improvements in outside and inside appearance, better lighting and ventilation, more comfortable seats and other attractive features
its

the patrons say, "The street car is too slow." Formerly
in street car equipment design the major objective was
the lowest energy consumption consistent with practical
operating requirements. Today the major objectives are
higher schedule speeds, quieter running and all-around
performance that will enable the street car to meet coinpetition successfully and attract more patronage.
Some operators recognize the need for more speed
but dismiss it with the excuse that the street car is slow
because of traffic congestion. They say that if the city
will improve traffic conditions, street car speed will be
satisfactory.
Equipment departments of such properties
say that the cars are well' maintained, the motor capacity
is sufficient, and the cars are geared normally for city
service, and as a result there isn't much that they can
do about it. They argue that the transportation department should reduce the number of stops. Fortunately,
progressive equipment men recognize that the line be-

rates

by

and

changing

gear

ratio,

schedule speeds can be increased nearly 50

per cent. This article
recently

Railway

made

at a

is

based on an address

meeting of the Electric

Association

of

Equipment

Men,

Southern Properties

tween

and "can't" is flexible and by using every
improve conditions they can make a material

can

effort to

contribution to higher schedule speeds.
Accompanying charts show the effect of changing each
of the various factors affecting the schedule speed of
the car.

Let us consider a car weighing 40,000 lb. comunder the following conditions

plete with passenger load

stops per mile
Average duration of stop, seconds

3-10
(4-7)

10

Average voltage
Rate of acceleration, m.p.h.p.a
Rate of braking, m.p.h.p.s
Wheel diameter, in
Gear ratio
Number of motors
Horsepower per motor
Train resistance ,1b. per ton

500
25
25
1 .

1 .

24
9:1

.'

4
50
20

For these conditions of operation

this

car

is

much

over-motored with four 50-hp. motors. Actually, four
35-hp. motors would be ample for this service.
However, it is intended that these 50-hp. motors will be
18

A

16

\\
\\

r
a'

\\
\^

\

V

\ ^.

Fig. 1-

-How

8

10

2

S+ops Per Mile

—

2 Effect on schedule speed of
in average voltage from 500 to

Fig.

k

10*
u
in

Flg.3

8

changes in duration of stops
schedule speed

affect

V

'^^

Fig.2
6

f

'^

^,

S+ops Per Mile

14
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change
550

—

4
6
8
S+ops Per Mile

10

Effect on schedule speed of changing gear ratio from 9:1 to 7 : 1

Fig. 3
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6
8
Stops Per Mile

Fig. 4

—How

by changes

10

2

schedule speeds are affected
in acceleration

and braking

4
Fig. 5

8
6
Stops Per Mile

—

Effect

this process of increasing
schedule speeds is completed and it seems undesirable to
introduce into our discussion various sizes of motors
with their varied characteristics.
If the number of stops can be reduced, the effect on
schedule speeds is quite marked, as will be seen in Fig. 1.
For instance, if the stops per mile are now eight and they

can be reduced to six the schedule speed can be increased
reduction in the number of
from 8.8 to 10.1 m.p.h.
stops is one of the most effective means of increasing
schedule speeds in frequent stop service and from the
equipment man's standpoint one of the the most desirIn the first place some one else has to take the
able.
Then the duty to be performed by the electrical
action.
equipment is lessened and the energy consumption is
reduced. The only trouble is that if the passengers have
This is parto walk too far they may not" ride at all.

A

ticularly true in smaller cities.

The next obvious

place to increase schedule speeds

the standstill time.

The

12

co-operation of the public

and the transportation department is needed here also,
but the equipment man has made valuable contributions
to shortening stops and doubtless will make others in the
future. One need only mention low-floor cars, wide unobstructed doors, door operating mechanism and seating
arrangements to facilitate loading and unloading to indicate the large number of improvements made by the
equii)ment department in this respect. Fig. 1 also indicates the changes in schedule speed which can be effected
by decreased stopping time. If the round trip length of
a line is 10 miles and there are eight stops per mile, the
shortening of the average duration of stop from ten
seconds to seven seconds saves four minutes on each

round trip. Even if the service is not sufficiently frequent so that this reduction may result in saving one
car, the effect on the passengers is well worth the effort.
The next place where the equipment man can be of

service,

4

2

which weight of car has on
schedule speed

worked much harder before

is in

10

{^0/73, A^o.6

Fig.

6

6
8
Stops Per M,le

—

Effect

that

from 7:1 to 4.5

:

1

change in gear ratio
has on schedule speed

although here also he must obtain the co-opera-

tion of another department, is in the matter of average

Our original operating characteristic curve was
on the basis of 500 volts, which was considered a rather
good voltage not long ago. In fact many of the motors
were old and any attempt to increase voltage was followed by an epidemic of motor flashing. Now there are
few city systems which, except in the congested districts where other considerations may govern, cannot
maintain an average voltage of 550.
Fig. 2 shows the
schedule speeds which can be maintained under the same
conditions as Fig. 1, except that the voltage is 550 in.stead
of 500.
At seven stops per mile the schedule speed
with seven-second stops is increased from 10 to 10.1
voltage.

m.p.h.

The car on which this study is based has a free
running speed on level track of 25.5 m.p.h. at 500 volts.
I f the gear ratio be changed from 9:1 to 7:1, the balancing speed becomes 32.8 m.p.h. at the new voltage of
550.
Fig. 3 shows the performance of the car with
the gear ratio of 7:1.
The change in schedule speed
at ten stops per mile is negligible.
At seven stops per
mile the change of gear ratio alone accounts for an
increase in schedule speed from 10.1 m.p.h. to 10.3 m.p.h.
The next items which are subject to change are
accelerating and braking rates. There is no reason why
a car cannot be accelerated quickly and retarded slowly,
or accelerated slowly and retarded quickly but it doesn't
usually work out that way in service.
person becomes
accustomed to a certain rate of speed change and in the
case of the motorman tends to maintain that rate both
accelerating and braking.
Years of doing things in the
same way have resulted in both rates being too low for
present day traffic conditions. The electrical equipments
have been improved to a point where much higher rates
of acceleration than are generally used are permissible.
Air brakes have been improved by shortening the time

A
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EFFECT ON SPEED OF CHANGES IN OPERATING CONDITIONS
Original conditions
10 to 7-8econd
Increased voltage
500 to 550
Changed gear ratio
9:1 to 7:1
More rapid Acceleration and braking,
25 to 2.5
m.p.h.p.s
Lighter weight
40.000 to 31,0001b
Changed gear ratio.. 7:1 to 4.5:1 gear ratio
SliortCT stops

.

1

changed to 4.5:1.

9.5 m.p.h.
m.p.h.
m.p.h.
10.3 m.p.h.
10

10.

I

.

12. 7 m.p.h.
13.0 m.p.h.
13.5 m.p.h.

shows the schedule speeds on

Fig. 6

this basis.

Fig. 7

60

80

Time

in

100

Seconds

Speed, current, time graphs for comparing operation
under original and changed conditions

elapsing between the application of the air and the building up of pressure in the brake cylinder, and by the
There has been a tendency to
variable load feature.
make tests of accelerating rates and then refer to the

higher values observed as those maintained in service.
With older
Actually, the averages are much lower.
equipments, especially two-motor equipments, and in
a more leisurely day, 1.25 to 1.5 m.p.h.p.s. were acceptable
Equipment men are now using
accelerating rates.
motors and control equipment capable of accelerating
the car smoothly at rates of 3 and even 5 m.p.h.p.s.
There is no reason from the equipment standpoint why
average rates of accelerating and braking of 2.5 m.p.h.p.s.
cannot be maintained. Some may hold that these rates
are a little too high while a few may think they are too
low.

However, several large railway systems are basing

equipment purchases on the maintenance of these rates.
The motormen will have to be trained more thoroughly
in correct car operation and the public will have to learn
that the street car is not going to hold back and let all
More difficult things
other traffic crowd ahead of it.
have been accomplished. Fig. 4 shows the performance
of the car with seven-second stops, 550 volts and accelerating and braking rates of 2.5 m.p.h.p.s. At seven stops
per mile the schedule speed is now 12.7 m.p.h.
The change of voltage, gear ratio and accelerating
rates with increased schedule speed have tended to increase motor heating (hence motor size) and energy consumption.
The next change to be considered, weight
reduction, compensates for this. Light-weight cars have
been the aim of the industry for many years and here

has produced good results. The
is so well known that it need
Taking recent developments in lightnot be repeated.
weight cars, the loaded weight of 40,000 lb. can be
reduced to 31,000. When the "New Birney" seating 39
and weighing 18,000 lb., is considered the weight chosen
seems most conservative. These weight reductions have
been brought about while the cars have been made
quieter, more pleasing in appearance and more comfortable.
Fig. 5 shows the schedule speeds for the
31,000-lb. car.
At seven stops per mile the schedule
speed is 13 m.p.h.
There is only one more step in this process of increasing schedule speeds and it is contemplated only for
certain special conditions. The original car of this study
was equipped with 50-hp. motors so that our equipment
man could get the most out of it and not be handicapped
by inadequate capacity. When he reduced the weight of
the car to 31,000 lb. he again found himself with excess
motor capacity. To use a part of it the gear ratio is
also the

equipment

man

history of weight reduction

With this gear ratio the car has a balancing speed
of 47.4 m.p.h. on level track at 550 volts.
That is
probably a little faster than most operators care to run
a car on city streets. But where there are long grades
with few stops the speed of this car is very useful. For
example, in Pittsburgh there is a street railway tunnel
almost 4,000 ft. long with a 5.8 per cent grade. The
original car would run through this tunnel at a speed
of 15 m.p.h. at 550 volts. The 31,000-lb. car with motors geared 4.5 1 would operate at a speed of 26.5 m.p.h.
at 550 volts, which is a whole lot better.
The speed time
curves shown in Fig. 7 illustrate the difference between
the first condition and the last.
:

Subways Are

Costly, Engineer

Advises

RF.

St.

Louis

KELKER,

Jr., Chicago, traffic engineer for the
• Rapid Transportation Survey Commission at St.
Louis, Mo., in an address before the Industrial Club
of St. Louis on Jan. 24, advised against too extensive
subway construction in whatever rapid transit scheme

St.

Louis

He
000 a

may

adopt.

said that the cost of constructing subways, $9,000,mile, based

on

New York

prohibitive as almost to restrict

City's experience,

subways

to streets

is

so

where

no other plan of rapid transit may be utilized. Extensive
use of subways is impracticable in cities that do not have
a dense population. He said:
However, if the subway is adopted and proves to be what St.
Louis needs, you will have no better sheet anchor for property
But I want to warn you that they are very
values than they.
expensive luxuries. There is not a subway anywhere that pays
New York pays the interest on its subway investits own way.
ments from its tax receipts. The fixed charges on a subway
system for St. Louis would exceed the gross annual receipts of
the surface street railway system.
St. Louis needs a comprehensive rapid transit program that
will give reasonable assurance of being adequate for a long period
and yet be flexible enough to permit adjustments as conditions
change without changing its basic principles.

Mr. Kelker said that the business of the electric railways is falling off, due to the competition of buses and
automobiles, while costs are mounting.
The
industry is unusual among public utilities because it isnot permitted to assess a service charge on potential
users, yet remains the backbone of mass transportation
in urban centers, hauling 75 per cent of the population
but using only 10 per cent of street space.
Mr. Kelker advocated the co-ordination of the street
railway and bus lines to prevent duplication and the
"milking" of the revenues of the railways. He added
that "the bus has a definite place in the transportation
scheme, but so long as you permit one service to take
the cream you cripple your major transportation agency."
Stanley Clarke, executive vice-president of the St.
Louis Public Service Company, told ^:he meeting that the
company would never seek more than a just return on a
just investment.
private
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^„/n nass-

SosC

from

Broad

the

Street line to Eighth
Street and extending

Wahiut Street to
Darby through West

via

Philadelphia, the construction of a street

car

subway on Chest-

nut

later

Street,

changed

Locust

to

eventual
extension of the
Street,

the

Broad Street line
to League Island on
the south and a subway-elevated to extend into the north-

west section of
Surface

ALombarol^ South

Legend
Broad Street subway
Subway under construe Hon

ware River

Cam-

the

The

intended
the

plant
car,

tran-

rapid

lines

Street car tines

Street subway system is co-ordinated with other transit
lines of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit
Company. The large number of street
car lines and buses which connect with
the system are shown on this map.
The car and bus lines that are numbered or lettered have transfer arrangements with the subway.

to

den.
sit

The new Broad

On

April 20, 1928, the first test
the system as a whole.
train was operated in the subway, and on Sept. 1, 1928,

ladelphia and

Mart(et-/-ran/<fbrvt subway-e/evatect

Bus routes

started on the preparation of contract plans
subway construction in January, 1924, it having been
determined to concentrate efforts on the portion of the
subway in Broad Street. This work involved not only
the design and construction of the four-track tube itself,
but also the much more complex problem of designing,
specifying and providing all of the equipment required to
make the subway complete.
On Aug. 25, 1924, ground was broken in Broad Street
under the first contract. In March, 1927, the 6^ miles of
four-track subway structure from City Hall to the yard,
and the yard grading and shop foundations, had been
completed, surface restoration work was far advanced and
The
track laying operations were well under way.
next few months saw the completion of the power system, the finishing and equipping of the subway stations,
the completion and testing of cars, the provision of shop
tools and equipment and the trying out and tuning up of

Work was

for

Dela-

Subway station
•

No.6

also over the

I'hi

svbv/cry
lines

FoZ.73,

are

not

to sup-

street
other

nor any

transportation agenc_\now operating. On
the contrary, they are
planned to fit in as a
part of one city-wide

transportation system, with the one purpose of serving the entire population in the most satisfactory manner. The policy of the city to have the lines
privately operated was formulated primarily to enable
complete co-ordination of all the other facilities.

subway was opened to the public between City Hall
and Olney Avenue. This made four years from breaking ground to public operation. The cost of this section
was approximately $90,000,000, the funds being obtained
by the sale of city bonds. The added expense for completing the extension to South Street will bring the total
cost to more than $100,000,000.
.\s the first section of the subway neared completion,
Two utilities experts
plans were made for operating it.
were consulted, J. Rowland Bibbins and Charles C.
McChord. Both the McChord and the Bibbins plans contemplated operation by the P.R.T. and the payment to the
city of all surplus earnings after the operating expenses
were met. Mr. Bibbins proposed that the accounts of the
Broad Street subway be kept separate from those of the
rest of the transit system, that the P.R.T. be paid an
operating fee based on a percentage of the subway's net
earnings, and that all surplus revenue over the expense of

General plan of the
express siauon
u.^y:*Hr.:»
station at Erie
crie Avenue. In this station, as in most of the others,
others mezzanines extend lengthwise to permit
underground passage from any point of the subway platform to any
of the exits. Another feature is
the large

number

of air wells

and smaller ventilating ducts

February

9,
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operation and the fee be paid to the city toward meeting
The
the carrying charges on the construction bonds.
McChord report suggested a merging of the accounts of
the rapid transit company and the city system, the creation of a joint "buffer" fund and the maintenance of
the present dividend rate to P.R.T. shareholders.

Both

plans called for a board of control over the expenditures
and financial operations of the company.
Neither of these plans was thought satisfactory, so

Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania was
asked to make a study to enable it to declare the conditions upon which it would approve a lease agreement
between the city and the company. Since the study was
not completed prior to the time when the subway was
ready for operation, a temporary agreement was entered
into by the two parties whereby the P.R.T. was to operate
the subway for a temporary period of three months, at a
rental of $200,000 per month, an amount representing
about half of the carrying charges. The agreement provided for the P.R.T.'s receipt of all gross income and
required that the company maintain the property in firstclass condition.
The terms were such that either party
could cancel the agreement with a 24-hour notice after
the

However, if not cancelled, it was to
continue day by day until a permanent lease was formed.
At the end of the period on Nov. 30 the P.R.T. notified
the city of its desire to cancel the temporary agreement,
claiming the operation had caused a loss of $10,000 per
day.
Negotiations are now under way between the city
and the company to formulate an operating lease satisfactory to both parties and retroactive to Nov. 30.
the trial period.

Free Transfers for Several Street Car Lines

The

subway is 7^ cents or
two tokens for 15 cents. This is the same rate in effect
on the surface lines and the Market-Frankford subwayfare being charged on the

This fare, however, permits the passenger to
obtain a free transfer to any one of a number of intersecting street car lines or a transfer to any of four bus
lines for a payment of 3 cents.
There are sixteen car
elevated.

on which the transfers can be used, all above Spring
Garden Street. Passengers boarding these car lines in
the morning obtain transfers to the subway upon payment
lines
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There
of the regular fare.
is no transfer or exchange
privilege between the Broad

Pivposed future extension
norfhwarci
'

•

^^-

subway and the Market Street subway because
the resultant congestion and
confusion, with the Market
Street

Fern rock

TTT

Street line already heavily
loaded at rush hours, would
create an unsatisfactory condition.

The normal weekday

serv-

provides a headway of
five minutes during the middle of the day and three and
one half minutes during peak
hours, morning and evening.
During the middle of the
day three-car trains are opice

erated,

and

hours,

six-car

peak

during
trains.

For

the present operation,

when

City Hall station is used to
a somewhat greater extent
than it will be after the subway has been extended to
South Street, one track has
been planked over to supply
platform space,
additional
and operation into the station

now by single track. The
running time at present between Olney Avenue and
is

City Hall is 21 minutes, the
time of run between the
stations varying between one
and two minutes. When express service is started, the
running time between City

and

Hall
will be

Olney

Avenue

reduced to seventeen

During the early
minutes.
morning hours between 1 :30

Race -Vine
..X

u

ti

B:si-i^

.i

"

\*'(^.-^

extension

'
Wilnut-Locust=i!r]!f- -fe - -

Under

f'\

construction'

;§

%^Ji~'
'"'lombard - South

Legend
Initial instatlation

^

Future installation
Station plattorms

At the present time only
two tracks are being operated the full length of the
system, as indicated on the
diagram. However, seven of
the fourteen stations of the
sections being operated are
express stations and as soon
as traffic warrants the other
tracks will be laid permitting
express service

Enfrance

1™

I
Brood

^

,j^'^|JlM

^
.

^^^,^,
'r.Statior, platform

^

Entrance^

7i>//g/-"

VenfitaHon well

j^^J—£-, ^-J—^

fhrier-

,'kemofe control
I

_[^

Street

Transformer
•Houtlybouncl

'fCars

"Souf/ibounc/ exnress

'-Horttibound express
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'Cars
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^^
"'Venii/dh'on well

n~l

Bnfrcrnce through pnvrrle properfy--'

Venlihlion well

Sec+ional PXan

Cross Sec+ion

The

station at

Although trains at present have a
is typical of the other local stations.
planned to lengthen them as the traffic increases to eight cars, the number which
the platforms were designed to accommodate

Hunting Park Avenue Extension
length of six cars

it

is

maximum
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interesting facts and figures of the

broad street subway

3_
Cost, approximately

Street

Broad

of line
Single track, now constructed
Number of stations

Booth-,

Stairs
''"'''"'
'iilll

"i^rarjracf

I'.

\Sta/rs

Booth poxiimttrs-^-''
:

^Co/njaassimet-ers
:

:_

ii:

Number
Opened

14
16
4

of cars

Aug.

.'

to the public
3,

Data of the Subway

r^"^^=^^3w-^^r®"^ft

50
34 acres
25, 1924
.Sept. I, 1928
131,000 cu.yds.
373,000 cu.yds^
47,400 tons
1

When

Compi,btbd

to South Strbbt
$100,000,000
6 64 miles

Cost, approximately
IjCngth of line
Number of stations

Smergemy

minutes

21

.Subway excavation
Concrete poured
Structural steel used

9 ExitTurns+iles
6 Closure Chains
fc Booth ftjssimeters 8 Baggage Boards
2 Coin Passimeters
2 Emergency Gates
4 Folding Gates

Jx/t tumsti/n

.

Scheduled running time, Olney Avenue to City Hall
Free transfers to street car lines
Three-cent exchanges to bus routes

Area of yards and shops
Construction started

:_" i_

station Control Equipmant
3 Booths
Z Employees Pass Gates

-CLoirtrocA

$90,000,000
6.1 miles
20 86 miles

Length

.

16

SCHEDULE OF RUNNING TIMES AND OTHER STATION DATA
is

Plan of the Columbia Avenue local station, showing the arrangement of the passenger control equipment. Both coin and booth
paasimeters are used and numerous exit turnstiles and gates
are provided

and 5, trains run every eighteen minutes. The scheduled
running times between the stations, including stops, are
given in an accompanying table.
On Sept. 1, 1928, when the subway was opened to the
public, approximately 20,000 people were carried as
guests of the city and the P.R.T. On the next day, a
Sunday, 62,507 passengers were carried and on the following Saturday 101.110 passengers used the subway.

The number
564,460.

reported for the entire

During the

2,519,359 passengers.

first

To

month

carry this

first

^
o a
^Ji*» us--u — £> a 9
C g .© -a * a
*^ % - a «> o

Entrances at

Station

*01ney

Olney Ave

ItOgBTl

Lindley Ave.,

Wyoming

week

361,510 car-miles and 27.569 car-hours.

3i

Blue, two tones

Ruscomb

St.

3.256

21

1.958

U

Red and tan
Blue, two tones
2.428

Hunting Park.

Roosevelt Blvd., Bristol St.

Erie

Erie

Ave

Allegheny Ave

Allegheny

Brown and

tan
3,237

2

2,728

II

2,376

1}

3.09A

U

Green, two tones

Red and tan

North

Philadelphia

Dauphin-Susquehanna.

Lehigh Ave., Somerset

Dauphin

St.,

Columbia

St..

.

Blue, two tones

Susquehanna

Ave

.

Brown and tan

totaled

system carried
number it operated

.2^.2

Color

Wyoming Ave

.

the

§ i a

Columbia Ave

Girard

Girard

Fairmount

Fairmount Ave., Ridge'Ave. Blue, two tones

Spring Garden

Spring Garden St

Brown and

Race- Vine.

Race St., Vine St

Green, two tones

Ave

3,091

U

2,668

l{

Green, two tones

Red and tan
7631
1,7631
bl4j
1,61

Fourteen Stations on Present System

On

the portion of the system now being operated.
totalling 6.1 miles in length, there are fourteen
stations!
seven of which are to be express stops. Only two tracks

have been laid for initial operation, but provision has
been made for laying two additional tracks when
the
traffic warrants express service.
The tubes with the present track layout contain a total of 20.86 miles
of single
composed of 15.01 miles of revenue track and 5.85
miles of non-revenue track located in the
track,

terminal yard
and shop. The extension south of City Hall will
have
two stations and will make the total length of

the line

approximately 6.64 miles.
The system as now being operated is shown in an
accompanying map. As can readily be seen, the
twotrack arrangement does not allow the
use of the northbound platforms of the five stations at the south
end of
the hne. However, with the exception
of the Fairmount
station, passengers can use the
southbound platforms for
boardmg northbound trains. This was not
possible at
tairmount because it is not an express station.

City

Hall

.

.

.

City Hall Square

tan
1,906

Ii

1,852

2

Red and tan

* Express stops.

form or local stations, serving the two outer tracks.
Every platform is 550 ft. long and will accommodate an

The island platforms, except at City
Hall station, have clear widths in the middle section of
about 20i ft., tapering off to between 13^ and 18 ft. near
eight-car train.

the ends of the platforms. Numerous stairways, averaging about 5 ft. in width, have been provided to facilitate

movements between the

and the mezmovements along the

station platforms

zanines and particularly to reduce

Handrail

Tf:"

Platforms Accommodate Eight-Car Trains
The average spacing of the stations outside

of the
exact distances
between the stops, as well as the distances
between the
future express stops, are shown on
one of the accom-

delivery district

is

about i mile.

The

^ying

maps. The Walnut, City Hall, Race-Vine
and
Spring Garden stations in the delivery
district and the
Girard, North Philadelphia, Erie and
Olney stations to

the north, are island-platform or
express stations, serving
all four tracks.
The intervening stations are side-plat-

^S!p^ipmrw^y^^!rf^irr^,^^^^^m^,

This

not a rtairway in a bank building;
but the stairway leading trom a Broad Street
subway platform to a mezzanine level.
It Illustrates the
attractive type of grille work designed for all
is

ot the stations

February
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where the profile is high, bringing the roof of the
mezzanine rather close to the surface, the mezzanines
are separated into two parts, to allow room for future

designs are shown, and in a table the color scheme for
each station is given. The appearance of the stations is
enhanced also by the extensive grille work along the stairways and mezzanines, the bricks laid at the edges of the
stairways, and the change booths and other .station fittings,
all designed to give a refined atmosphere to the station

crossings of utility structures in the intersecting streets.

interiors.

length of the platforms.

been provided to allow
in

movement

the

of

Liberal mezzanine areas have

flexibility of control
traffic.

and freedom

At important crosstown

streets

al)ove the surface of the street, because of the arrange-

The stations are well lighted by high intensity lamps
mounted in steel enameled reflectors of the standard type
or special design as required. The system differs from

ment

the usual plan of using five lights in series across the

most of the express stations to travel from
on either platform to any exit without going

It is possil)le in

any

jjoint

of the mezzanines.

The width

of the side platforms varies from a minimum of 10 ft. for short sections near the ends of the
l)latform, to from 30 ft. to 40 ft. in the middle sections.
The clear height from the floor to the bottom of roof
beams is in general about 8 ft. for mezzanines, pas.sage-

ways and

stair entrances,

One

of the

and 9

ft.

over the platform

of track witfiin the system.
of irack construction :'s used

Street entrance stairs vary in width and number
per station, but in general are not less than 6 ft. wide,
are located in the sidewalk against the house line, and
are uncovered.
In a number of instances, through
co-operation of building owners, entrances have been
secured through private property, thereby reducing
encroachment on sidewalk areas and any resulting congestion of traffic.

Vari-Colored Tile Used in the Stations
give

subway

a

transformer rooms into which the lighting cables and d.c.
emergency cable enter. The equipment is in duplicate so

more complicated arrangements

areas.

To

railway voltage of 500 or 600 volts because, except for the
lights, a 125-volt alternating current supply is
used for this purpose. Particular attention was given to
lighting around stairways.
Each station has one or two

emergency

bright

and cheerful appearance

to

the

stations, the side walls of entrance stair wells,

passageways, mezzanines and side-platform stations were
finished in white tile, with colored tile borders and station
name panels. Four different color schemes were used in
the stations, no two successive stations having the same
color scheme or design.
This feature, intended to help
the passenger locate his station, gives a very striking
appearance to all of the stations of the system. The four
color schemes are red and tan, brown and tan. two tones
of blue, and two tones of green. On page 240, three tile

Under

all

special

work the channel iype

on a transformer or cable feeding
on the station, it will be automatically

that in case of trouble

the lighting load

transferred to the other transformer.

The

tunnel lighting

next station also is supplied from the
The d.c. emergency lights are arstation transformer.
ranged five in series across the 630-volt line. The direct
current is supplied through a special cable which loops
into each substation, so that in case of failure of any one
substation current for the emergency lights can be supThe emerplied from either one of the other stations.
gency lights form part of the general lighting system and
are burning at all times. They are placed at all stairways
and stations along the platforms and mezzanine floors in
sufficient number to permit passengers to find their way
through the station in case of failure of the general light-

halfway

to the

ing system.

An important part of the station equipment is that
provided for the entrance and exit of passengers. Percy
passimeters of the coin and booth control type are used
throughout the system. In some stations only the booth
type are used, but in the larger ones several coin passi-
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In the stations on the upper
part of the route more passimeters are installed in the
southbound side, and more exits are provided on the
northbound side to accommodate the great number of

meters have

passengers

l>een installed.

who

enter the station in the

morning and leave

The change booths
it at night during the rush periods.
are of both the single-end and double-end type, and in
certain stations several are provided. In addition to the

7'-

—

--.-

r-

f;--6'-6'----jH

''

press service will not be warranted for some time. Also,
at the northern terminus of the line extra track spaces

were provided to a little beyond Grange Avenue for the
extension of either or both pairs of tracks northward at
any time without disturbance of the existing structure or
of the operation of trains therein, and, of course, without
any grade crossing movement. This involved extensive
should the extension to the north be made.
Just north of the Erie Avenue station, where the subway drops to pass under the Reading Company's tracks,

spaced 23)i '

^?:.:-/yr%;.':;/

system as the traffic increased. Alignment, profile, staarrangement, and terminal facilities all were
designed with this in mind. For example, the main line
was made to accommodate four tracks, even though extions, track

construction and cost, but will result in a big saving

^
v^it— ^-.

?fav.?::'>»vi--v.i

—

n

i--:..Jl-:-.::i-::'j

Every fifth

fie

The

solid type of concrete track structure rather than the more
usual ballasted type was selected because of its many advantages.
On tangent track the ties are partially embedded in
concrete as shown above

advantage was taken of the situation to provide a twowhereby local trains can be turned back
without grade crossing movements. This provision will
enable a balancing of service and traffic and added flexilevel structure,

bility

numerous exit turnstiles, the stations have emergency
gates and separate gates for the employees. The station
control equipment of a typical station is shown in one of
the illustrations.

Connections Made with Railroad Stations
passageway 12

6 in. wide, built on the subway
roof, connects the north mezzanine of the North Philadelphia station with a passageway built by the Pennsylvania Railroad, leading directly to its North Philadelphia
station. A like passageway has been built to connect the
south mezzanine of this same subway station with the

Ridge Avenue extension

If the

of operation.

Trains northbound can leave the outer
run up on the ramp and return on the
outer southbound track without crossing the express
total of

Z2

cars.

line track,

tracks at grade.

The two-track branch to Ridge Avenue has been provided for by a special six-track, two-level construction,
enabling either express or local trains to be diverted into
Ridge Avenue, and with a complete separation of grades.

ft.

Profile and Sectional Details of

the Structure
The distance from City Hall
more than 6 miles, and in

little

total rise

C.L.

four-track railroad station at this point.
similarly constructed 14-ft. passageway connects the
Race Street mezzanine and intermediate subway entrances
with mezzanine areas at Filbert Street, which in turn
give a new and direct access to the City Hall station of
the Broad Street subway, the proposed Pennsylvania
Railroad underground electrical suburban station, the

to

Olney Avenue

rail

]

The

ft.

H

Ties 5^'x/0''x2'-6\
^
I

spaceel

„

\2f"appn%.'^

,

en
i^4"*bo/fs
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City Hall Station and Pedestrian
Concourse a Big Project

ings, department stores, etc.
Such a concourse would
aid materially in spreading and distributing
underground
traffic to and from the various existing
and proposed
stations in this section, thereby relieving
the surface of a
large portion of this traffic, and also
would improve
materially the accessibility of the City Hall
station of
the Broad Street subway.
In designing the subway provisions were
made to extend the system as needed or to give better service
on the

167|

6'-6"
P

etc.

way stations in the general vicinity of City Hall, with
entrances and exits to or convenient to large office
build-

of

a
a

offrack —-^

A

Early in 1924 a proposal for an extensive system of
underground concourses in the center of the city was
made. The plan provided for a concourse completely
encircling City Hall and extending in Broad Street
beyond Chestnut Street on the south and Arch Street on
the north, forming a direct underground connection
between all of the existing and proposed subway and rail-

is

this distance there is

in elevation of top of

Huntingdon Street station of the Reading Company. The
Reading Company has planned the construction of a new

authorized Filbert Street subway station,

is

constructed, no doubt this will be used for turning back
As designed, the ramp will accommodate a
the trains.

main

A

Vol.7Z,No.6

:v. •-..V7.''>.
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The channel

type of track construction, with the ties bolted to
channels, which in turn are embedded in a concrete track floor,
was used under switches, frogs and other special work

maximum main line grade is 3 per cent and the minimum
center line radius on the main track is 200 ft. The maximum grade of the track in station areas is three-tenths
of 1 per cent. The profile was
kept as near the surface
as conditions would permit to save
cost and to add to
public convenience.
Broad Street is 69 ft. between curbs and 113 ft. between house lines. The over-all width of the four-track
structure

is 57 ft. at standard sections,
widening out to
and near stations. The structure has a concrete
invert, steel columns and roof
beams spaced 5 ft. 6 in.,
with concrete jack arches forming the side
walls and roof.
Ihe standard vertical clearance over the
top of rail is
13 ft. and normal spacing of track centers 13 ft. Subway
1

13

ft.

at

I

February

9,

1929
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Excavating in one of the rock cuts. Note the heavy bracing to
hold the side walls and to support the decking for the street

clearances have been provided on the basis of cars 67^ ft.
long, 10 ft. wide and 12 ft. 3 in. high.
Waterproofing,
general, has been restricted to the roof, where two
^-in. layers of asphalt mastic form a membrane protected
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station areas, one square foot of net ventilation area was
provided for every 750 cu.ft. of subway content. This is
in addition to the entrance stair openings.
Between stations, the design was based on a ratio of 1 sq.ft. net area
])er 1,000 cu.ft. of subway content.
Between City Hall
and Grange Avenue at the north, there is an average of
sixteen units in each side per square.
Ventilation openings at station platforms are screened
and fitted with louvers to prevent snow, dirt, etc., from
blowing through.
On either side of the subway and
about half way between all stations, a modified ventilation well is equipped with stairs and a counter-balanced
grating at the sidewalk to serve as an exit from the track
level for ]oassengers or as an exit for rescue forces in case
of emergency. The exits are indicated in the subway by
lighted signs connected with the subway lighting system,
which is fed from duplicate circuits with automatic
throwover devices to guard against failure of one circuit.
fire alarm and telephone also are located at each
emergency exit, the telephones being indicated by
purple lamps.

A

Solid Concrete Track Construction Adopted

in

by a

3-in. coating of lean concrete. Lateral drains are provided at frequent intervals to reduce accumulation of
water along the subway walls, and longitudinal drains
under the track carry all water to float-controlled electrically operated pumps installed at the five low points on
the line.
duct bench along the outer wall forms a
walk and, together with the extra clearance afforded by
the side wall arches, offers a safety zone for trackmen and
others working in the tube during operation.
In designing the ventilation system it was determined
to rely upon natural ventilation, aided by the piston action
of the trains, through sidewalk gradings of ample capacity, and in the deeper sections of the subway near City
Hall to provide fan chambers so that, if in later years it
becomes necessary, the natural ventilation can be supplemented by mechanical ventilation.
Ventilation wells are provided of reinforced concrete
construction, connecting openings in the side wall of the
subway with sidewalk grating located at the curb. The
grating units are 4 ft. wide and 5 ft. long, arranged in
banks of from three to six units, distributed as uniformly as underground and surface conditions would
permit, and to the extent practicable with openings at all
summits and valleys. The grating area provided is in
proportion to the air content of the subway structure,
which varies from about 740 cu.ft. per foot of length
between stations, to about 1.030 cu.ft. at local stations
and to alxiut 1.250 cu.ft. at express stations. .\t and near

In selecting the type of track structure for the subway,
major characteristics sought were safety of operation,
permanence of alignment and surface, long life of the
the

A

In part of the excavation work trucks drove down ramps into the
subway where they were loaded by air shovels

One

of the contractors raised the excavated material through
shafts and loaded the trucks on the street surface

Structure to keep to a minimum the frequency of and
average cost of maintenance and renewals, and a construction that would facilitate keeping the subway floor in a
clean and sanitary condition.
It was determined that a
solid concrete track, rather than the more usual ballasted
The type selected for
tyf>e, best met these requirements.
tangent track, and this covers the major portion of the
subway track, consists of ties partially embedded in concrete, as shown in one of the accompanying illustrations.
This type would not be advantageous for use under special work because of the greater wear and strain imposed
on the track in such location, with the resulting necessity
for comparatively frequent adjustment and renewals of
It was considered desirable,
portions of the structure.
therefore, to obtain a more positive anchorage of the
track to its foundation and to so arrange the track elements that they could be adjusted or replaced at lesser
cost and with less interference with the operation of the
In the type selected for this purpose, the ties are
trains.
bolted to channels, which in turn are embedded in a

concrete track floor, as illustrated.
The ties, of Southern yellow pine, were creosoted with
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cubic foot by the empty cell process, after
being dressed and bored for screw spikes and tie bolts.
They were cut from 6xl0-in. timber and surfaced to a
5

lb.

of

oil .per

uniform thickness of 5^

in.

In the straight track type of

were beveled to form an
anchorage to the floor. Short ties, 30 in. long, are used
under each rail and spaced 23;} in. between centers with
every fifth tie 9 ft. lonjr to engage both running rails and
to provide for the conductor rail.
In the channel type
short ties are used throughout except where switches,
construction, the ends of the ties

frogs, etc., require the use of greater lengths.

The

rails

62

used

in the

subway are 100

lb.

A.S.C.E. sec-

This particular section was selected
wide base as compared with the
weight of the rail. This wide base, in conjunction with
ties having a 10-in. face, gives sufficient tie bearing to
justify the omi.ssion of tie plates.
Screw spikes with
cast iron clips to engage the base of the rail are used
throughout the subway and splice bars of a type recently
developed and embodying the so-called "head-free" feation,

ft.

in length.

largely because of

its

ture are used.

The

work, involving switches, frogs,
rail, is of rugged construction.
Cast manganese steel is used at practically all points of
maximum wear and most of the switches in the subway
are of a specially designed type.
All curves of short
radius are protected with guard rails, and guard rails
also have been installed at all other locations where a
tendency toward derailment might exist.
The running
rail in all special work is the same as that used on
special

crossings and

track

curved

straight track.

A

pipe line for compressed air extends the full length
of the subway with taps at frequent intervals for con-

necting to electro-pneumatic interlocking and train stops.
The work of subway construction, including grading
and foundation work in the terminal yard, was divided
into four large sections. These sections varied in length

from 7,184 ft. to 10,131 ft., and involved costs varying
from $12,300,000 to $17,700,000. Three of the sections

Vol.73,

included three stations each while the

fourth included

four stations.
The construction requirements specified varied from
complete decking of the trench and maintenance of the
for traffic to open-cut construction,

full street

upon the

depending

The temporary and perma-

local conditions.

nent relocation of gas mains to keep gas out of the trench
was provided for under separate contracts. Extensive
relocation of large water

as construction

well

mains

operations,

to

safeguard service as

and reconstruction of

four large sewers crossing Broad Street, as well as the
maintenance and protection of public utility
structures, buildings, etc., along the line of the work,
were included in the general contracts, as were the temsupport,

porary paving and the restoration of sidewalks.
The following figures will give an indication of the
magnitude of the work between City Hall and the terminal yard
Subway excavation
3,131,000 cu.yd.
Concrete

373,000 cu.yd.
47,400 tons

Structural steel

One of the two contractors who constructed the subway
used the cross-bracing and posting method of timbering,
decking the entire width of the cut.
The excavation
work was

carried on by hand tools and the spoil carried
by an industrial railway to fifteen shafts, located about
600 ft. apart, and there hoisted to the surface and loaded
into trucks.
The other contractor first opened and covered one-half the street, supporting the decking on large
I beams spanning the trench, and bracing the sides of
the excavation from the I beams.

The preparation of plans and specifications, the receipt
of bids, the awarding of contracts and the supervision of
construction for the Broad Street Subway and the other
transit projects now under way by the city are taken care
of by the Department of City Transit. The present per-

sonnel of this department, most of whom assisted in the
design and construction of the subway, include C. E.
Myers, director George T. Atkinson, assistant director
;
Frank R. Fisher, chief engineer; Charles H. Stevens,
engineer of design H. M. Van Gelder, electrical engineer George B. Taylor, consulting engineer, and S. M.
;

;

;

Purdy, construction engineer.

A

total of

No.S

150 cars of the type shown above were ordered for
the initial otw.r„l„„
for underground rapid vrans' t
cervicr

tk

^
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j
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Tide Water Safety Record Wins

Another Brady Medal
two years the Tide Water
the second time
FOR
Power Company of Wilmington, N. C, has won the
in

Bradv Safety Award for companies operating less than
1.000.000 vehicle-miles. In its last Brady Ijrief, the company points out that greater interest has been taken in
good service and safety by both the company's employees
and tiie public in Wilmington since the company's receipt
of the Brady medal for its 1926 operations. There have
been numerous evidences that the public continues to
appreciate the company's efforts along the lines of safety
and sanitation. One proof of this is that in practically
all

in

cases in the city requiring resuscitation, calls are put
for the employees of the company to take charge.

City and county school authorities have also shown an
increased interest in allowing the company to present
safety messages to all of the school children in the territory in which the company operates.
A ma]i has been prepared and hung in the trainmen's
In
room, showing where accidents have occurred.

249

A

with instruction in elementary and technical subjects.
later hour or more was devoted to safety talks and moving pictures.
In addition, monthly safety meetings are held throughout the year. Recently they have taken largely the form
of experience meetings, in which employees are requested
to report once a month any unsafe conditions they have
discovered and remedied through the usual channels
since the previous meeting.
The bonus plan in operation for trainmen and bus
drivers is being continued, and last year one-half of the
48 operators had perfect safety records. Under the plan
an operator can win an annual bonus of $21 by a nonaccident record.

The company

gives transportation on its city lines to
nurses in consideration of free service to company employees and their families in case of sickness.
The success of the safety program is .shown by the results.
For a period of more than three years there has

district

monthly talks given to the men in this room, the map is
used and the circumstances surrounding various accidents
are recalled, with a view of avoiding recurrence of sim-

not been a single fatality on the ])roperty, and the number of persons injured has shown a gradual decline from
32 in 1924 to 12 in 1927. The total cost of accidents,
claim department operation and miscellaneous claim expense during 1927 was only 1.1 per cent of gross earnThe average cost per accident was $58.16, or
ings.
$0.0029 per vehicle-mile. The number of accidents per
100.000 vehicle-mileage was 4.94, or 20,250 vehicle-miles

ilar tyjies.

per accident.

co-operation of the city authorities, improved
parking conditions have been obtained along the routes
of the car line in congested districts. -A faster movement
of cars and a reduction of accidents at these points have
\\'ith the

followed.

An employees' school, started in 1926 and meeting
twice each month was continued and expanded during
Instructors were paid 50 per cent by the federal
1927.
government. 25 per cent by the State, and 25 ]ier cent by
the company. The meetings were held on the employees'
time, an hour being devoted to actual classroom

New

work

line car of

^

Line Car for Lima Toledo Railroad

SEVERAL

features not regularly found in line cars
are incorporated in a new one built for the Lima
Toledo Railroad. -It has an open platform at one end
with i)rovisions for a reel of wire, and an inclosed section
Z7 ft. long. The underframe has four 6-in. I-beams and
two wood sills. The two center sills and the two outside
sills are of steel I-beams and the two intermediate ones
are long-leaf yellow pine. The length of the flat end is

Lima-Toledo Railroad
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inside of the car is provided with bins of different sizes
and there is also a work

Recommended

to take care of material carried,

CONCLUDING

a careful investigation which extended over a period of two years, the committee
on the pick-up and delivery of freight of the Central
Electric Railway Association has presented a report
recommending that all member companies concurrently
seek to develop this kind of business, both locally and
interline.

Although the population and the business of the counsteam railway and electric railway freight earnings have remained stationary since
In 1918 steam railway freight earnings in the
1925.
By 1925
United States were about $3,522,000,000.
Electric railway
this had increased to $4,648,000,000.
freight earnings in 1918 were $13,637,000 and had intry have increased, the

creased in 1925 to $24,085,000. Since that time neither
steam nor electric freight earnings have shown any
appreciable increase.

Constructing Tracks on

No.6

Extension of Freight Pick-up
and Delivery Service

8 ft. 4i in. Inside the inclosed body at each end is the
motorman's inclosed cab, 45x48 in. In this is the various controller and air brake operating equipment. The

bench with a vise attached. The car has three large
lockers for raincoats and hats. It is also equipped with
stove for heating and cooking, and in addition to this
there is an electric heater in each motorman's cab.
The tower is 7 ft. 1 in. x 7 ft. 6^ in., and has a raise
of 4 ft. It is operated by an air cylinder which consists
of a brass pipe of 8 in. inside diameter and 4 ft. 6 in.
The top of the car at each end of the tower is
long.
equipped with a flat deck, so that when the tower is down
there is a working platform 7 ft. 6^ in. wide by
35 ft. long.
At each end there is a Crouse-Hinds Z.P. dash headlight mounted so that the motorman can raise and lower
it vertically and swing it to either side of the track from
This makes it possible to focus the
his seat in the cab.
light on the pole line for trouble shooting at night.

Vol.7i,

In 1917 there were but 326,000

trucks registered, while in 1926 the

number

registered

had increased to 2,766,222, an increase of 750 per cent.
With business conditions thriving in this country the

Clay Subsoil

business of all carriers must be increasing,
but the electric railways and the steam railroads are
not enjoying the benefits of this increase.
The committee believes that most of the increase which might
total freight

normally have been expected
by motor trucks.

being taken care of

is

While in most instances the gross freight receipts
have not actually decreased, the electric lines have lost
much of their profitable short-haul business to the
trucks.
This
situation
is
unsatisfactory
because
through rates are not so high in proportion to the length
of haul, consequently the business is less profitable.
The electric roads now carry iron pipe, large castings,
machinery and other bulky and cumbersome merchandise, which is expensive to handle and on which rates
are low, while the trucks are transporting the high class
and easily handled freight. The principal reason why
the trucks are getting this business is because they give
store-door pick-up and delivery service at the same
or lower rates than the railway lines offer.
The present-day merchant does business with small

He demands speed and insists that the
perform the entire service of pick-up, handling,
transportation and delivery with as little effort as
possible on the part of the consigner or consignee.
The
electric roads must prepare to meet these requirements
and complete the transaction from start to finish. If
they do not do it, the report states, the steam roads or
the motor trucks will.
The electric railways are further
handicapped by a lack of commercial tracks into industrial and wholesale establishments, the advantage in
inventories.

Stone and stone dust were used for the base of this track, laid on
clay subsoil.
Note the buckled pavement which was laid
directly

on the clay

HEAVING

of tracks constructed on clay subsoil was
prevented by the Montreal Tramways, Montreal,
Que., Canada, by using alternate layers of stone and
stonedust for the base.
The clay was excavated to
a depth of 18 in. below the ties and a 6-in. layer of
stonedust laid on the subgrade. On this was placed about

4

of 1-in. stone, another layer of stonedust, 2 in. thick,
5 in. of 1-in. stone, and 1 in. of stone screenings for
ip.

tamping to surface.
The concrete paving base for the roadway and the
railway track were laid late in the fall of
1927, too late
for the city to lay the asphalt surface.
During the
winter the concrete base on the roadwav, which
was
laid directly in the clay, heaved approximately
7 in., as
may be seen in the illustration. The electric railway
tracks, with their stone base,

were not

affected.

carrier

this respect

petition

going to the steam railroads.

from steam roads

is

anticipated

provide a system of freight containers.
The report of the committee does
specific

recommendation as

to

how

Further com-

when
not

these roads

make any

the requisite pick-up

and delivery service should be performed, beyond indicating that it may be done
with trap or ferry cars,

A

trucks, trailers, or otherwise.
tentative tariff, similar
to those now in effect
on some of the steam roads serving
the territory, is submitted
with the suggestion that it

be

amended where necessary

to

fit

local conditions.

r
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Southern Equipment Men
Discuss Maintenance Problems
Methods

of increasing schedule speed,

economy

of

gas-electric drive, and bus rebuilding evoke
interest at Houston meeting

NEW

cars, improved car equipment and maintenance
and construction of buses were the chief topics of
discussion at the joint meeting of the Electric Railway
Association of Equipment Men, Southern Properties, and
the Mechanical Division of the Southwestern Public
Service Association held at Houston, Tex., Jan. 23-25.
A review of outstanding equipment seen at the American

Railway Association's convention held in Cleveland last September was given by W. H. McAloney,
superintendent of equipment Georgia Power Company.
He referred particularly to the two types of four-wheel
car that were shown there. Regarding trends in design,
Electric

he said that there was an increase in motor capacity, a
general tendency to use roller bearings where possible, to
use metal sash, some type of floor covering and im-

proved seat upholstering.
A paper describing means of securing an increase in
scheduled speed was presented by G. M. Woods of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. An
The experiabstract appears elsewhere in this issue.
mental type of foot control equipment now being tried
by the Pittsburgh Railways was described by E. H. Bell,
equipment engineer for that company. The idea behind
the development of this type of control equipment is to

one-man cars of some of the duties
Cars
necessary to perform by hand.
this equipment were described in the June 2, 1928,
issue of Electric Railway Journal. Outstanding fea-

relieve operators of

which
having

it

is

now

new Birney car were outlined by F. J. Benmaster mechanic, Houston Electric Company. This

tures of the
nett,

in the issues of Electric Railway
for Oct. 20, 1928, and Jan. 19, 1929.
Maintenance of cars from a transportation viewpoint
was discussed by P. S. Duenweg, general superintendent

car

was described

Journal

Houston

Electric

Company.

He

referred

regretfully to the fact that ideas for the

new

somewhat

designs

now

being considered by operating properties had come from
outside the electric railway industry. To be successful,
a car

must combine two features

:

First,

it

must have

such strong riding appeal that the patrons will not ride
it
out of curiosity and then leave it and go back to
their former method of transportation, and, second, it
must be so designed that sufficient saving in maintenance
and operating costs can be effected as to make it possible
to pay for these cars in a short period of years.

Bus Maintenance Now an Important Problem
The economy of the electric drive for buses was emphasized in a paper given by Guy W. Wilson, General
Under comparable conditions he
Electric Company.
estimated that the gasoline-electric drive bus would cost
1.03 cents less per vehicle-mile than a mechanical drive
of the same type, assuming the proper application of the
former. As a demonstration of reliability he pointed to

made by 580 gasoline-electric buses that had
run 16,800.000 miles with an average of 86,000 miles

the record

per transmission failure.
Costs for complete rebuilding of buses were presented
by George Hoskins, master mechanic Northern Texas

251

Traction Company, Fort Worth. On a group of eight
all of the four-cylinder type, the total cost for
Of this sum
rebuilding averaged $2,130 per vehicle.
$1,300 went for body overhaul, $140 for painting, and
All
the remaining $690 for engine and chassis work.

buses,

were several years old and in bad condition.
Mr. Hoskins explained the large item for body work
by saying that, while the panels and trimmings were
salvaged, the ash posts and frames had rotted out so
completely that all of them had to be replaced. White
oak was used because it had worked well on electric cars,
although the weight was thereby increased some 550 lb.
these buses

In the effort to prevent further dry rot, all
painted with a lead and oil primer.
Roofs which had been damaged because of the baggage
rack were strengthened by the use of bent oak carlins
instead of the sawed type previously installed, and by
rejilacing the slats with a solid roof of :}-in. poplar.
On the basis of this experience Mr. Hoskins held
that complete rebuilding was good economy when the
body was of standard type and the engine and chassis
were not obsolete. His statements about the short life
of ash framing were concurred in by other members, all
connected with properties in the Southern states where
unusual conditions of humidity exist. A few favored the
metal body when properly primed to prevent rust,,
although the wisdom of assuming a ten-year life for
such construction was questioned on the ground that new
equipment would be needed to keep the riders.

per vehicle.
inclosed

woodwork was

details of construction which received attention
rebuilding were the brakes, windshields and
exhaust system. Two members reported the installation
of brake-drum lathes, and one told of finding it neces-

Other

in

the

sary to true up the drums on new buses. Answering the
question as to the best windshield wiper for buses, the
meeting agreed that none now on the market was entirely
satisfactory.
J. H. Stakes, Twin Coach Corporation,
responding to an invitation, described methods of keepHis main recoming gas fumes out of bus bodies.
mendation was that engines should be washed once a
week. In addition the carburetion should be watched,
manifolds and pipes kept tight and mufflers and tail pipes
free from obstruction. Mr. Stakes warned against heating of springs or front axles for re-arching or straight-

ening purposes.
Cleaning of miscellaneous parts and the reclaiming of
oil were taken up in connection with the second day's
program, when a list of 55 questions submitted by members before the meeting were discussed at length. Several members told of their success with various types of
H. E. Gohlman,
commercial oil reclaiming devices.
Texas Company, offered to provide blueprints of a simple
device for filtering used oil. This makes use of a washing powder and can be built at small expense. He warned
against attempts to reclaim mixtures of different grades
of lubricating oils. Gas-steam systems of cleaning cars
were discussed, the verdict being that they were still in
the experimental stage and that their value depended

on the type of washing compound used.
were
President, A. Taurman, Birmingelected as follows
ham; vice-president, W. H. McAloney, Atlanta; secreMembers of executive
tary, L. O. Eiffert, Birmingham.
Frank Wampler,
committee, John Brown, Dallas
Covington; W. H. Curtis, Little Rock; R. S. Bull,
It was
Pittsburgh, and J. M. Kington, Knoxville.
decided to hold the next meeting of the association at

to a great extent

Officers of the association for the current year
:

;

Lexington, Ky., July 24-26.

New

Offerings of

Useful Equipment
contents, particularly the former, are
higher than normal. This steel for

Silico-Manganese Steel for
Special

By

Trackwork

George A. Richardson

Manager Technical Publicity Department
Bethlehem Steel Company
a long time there has been
FOR
railway
the
demand
in

electric

a

in-

several years has been manufactured
in very large tonnages for the highest grade automobile springs and

other parts subject to great stress and
It has been used also with
fatigue.
great success in the manufacture of

Hence, solid manganese
involved.
castings continue to be the best form
to use for construction for tongue

On

switches.

manganese

the other hand, silicoeconomical in the

steel is

construction of mates, frogs, and
crossings, particularly the last two.
The important thing in the new

dustry for something better than the
hard-center type of special trackwork
construction and not quite as costly as
the solid

manganese

type.

Anything

of this kind would have to meet the
following requirements, as well as
that of reasonable cost: (1) ease

and uniformity of manufacture; (2)
hardness and toughness to resist
wear; (3) ease of repair by welding.
The Bethlehem Steel Company, in
an endeavor to meet these conditions,
has carried on experiments which
have led to an unusually successful
conclusion.

Other attempts

to

do

made before and many

this

have been

materials have

been considered. Several alloy stee's,
other than manganese, are being tried
out in various parts of the country
and have made considerable progress.
Chrome-nickel has perhaps received
the greatest attention, but has not yet
completely met the requirements in
regard to certainty in manufacturing,
cold straightening and reasonable shop
cost.

Early attempts at improvement of
hard-center special work were along
the lines of making plates larger and
thicker. This has the disadvantage of

weakening the entire structure. The
next step was to investigate the use
of the casting to reinforce the binding
in a manner analogous to that of the
use of steel bars for reinforcing concrete.
This soon led to short-cutting
by welding rails directly to the center.
Because manganese steel is not suitable for welding it became necessary
to turn to some other alloy.
For the
moment at least silico-manganese steel
has the greatest possibilities in this
direction.
It has been selected after
careful

consideration of a number
of materials which seemed to have

promising possibilities.
Silico-manganese steel is so-called
because the silicon and manganese

An

example of silico-manganese trackwork

punches for making holes in heavy
plates, and the steel plants have used
it for shearing plates and in cold chipping steel billets. It is only recently
that the material has been used in
castings for special trackwork and
the
results
have been unusually

design was to obtain something which
would give the strength of the oneIt has already been
piece cast type.
mentioned that the natural result of
investigations was to show that a solid

interesting.

As has been
type of construction.
mentioned, one of the advantages of
silico-manganese steel is that it can be
welded successfully. In the designs
developed it has proved possible to
heat-treat the centers so as to secure

Once

the type of steel had been
decided the next question which arose
was that of design. Manganese steel
is

the only steel that gives good re-

sults in large as well as in small cast-

ings.

so

No

well

was preferable

other alloy can be handled
long castings are

where

Unpeaned

.

Block No. 1-

the

,

Hammered One Minute
260 Blows per Minute
Brinell

Brinell

Hardness

Hardness

Reduced
Thickness,

.

same time not
Block No. 2

Chrome-Nickel

Standard
Mangane83

260 Blows per Minute

at

,

Block No.

3

^

320 Blows per Minute

Brinell

Reduced

Brinell

Reduced

Thickness,

Hardness

Thickness,
In.

In,

364
293

0.0020
0.0040

375
286

192

387

0.0075

418

254

and

Hardness

321
241

High

.

qualities

affect the ability

Hammered Two Minutes Hammered! woMinutea

In.

Silico-Manganese...

rails,

to the inserted-plate

maximum wearing

Samples

Material

thermit-welded to the

center,

0045
0055

0.0090

387
277

0.0075
0.0020

495

0.0225
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One

manganese steel trackshow very rapid wear during the first few months of service

o£ the
features of the Bethlehem design is
to place an extra amount of metal in
the floors of the treads and flangeways to provide sufficient metal to

acteristics of

which

Comparative welding tests have
been made of the alloy steels menThe results have
tioned above.
confirmed the information that silicomanganese steel can be welded very
easily and uniformly.

to

weld

the

metal.

to weld.
In any special trackwork layout
there are four items namely, frogs,
;

and switches. For
mates, frogs and crossings, short
length castings can be used which
lend themselves to good foundry and

crossings, mates

heat-treating practices.

Due

to the

length of the switches, it is probably
best to use the solid manganese type.
Various tests made show the ad-

vantages of this

of constimulate the battering

struction.

To

action

wheels

of

new type
on

frogs,

cross-

ings, etc., a series of samples were
prepared of silico-manganese steel,
chrome-nickel steel and standard high
manganese steel. These samples were
given a peening or hammering test on
a No. 5 Rochester high speed hammer, the die being shaped similar to
the ball peen hammer.
The test

pieces

were marked

work

—

to

while the hardness is being developed,
which the wear is very slow.

after

Reflecting Lights for Cars

and Buses

1IGHT

reflecting devices, especially

designed for use as marker or
clearance lights on the front or rear
of buses and electric railway cars,
have been placed on the market by
the Electric Service Supplies Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
The need
for such devices is readily apparent
to the automobile driver of today. In
-^

analysis and

recommended

for spe-

trackwork. The silico-manganese
samples had the triple treatment with

cial

oil

quench mentioned above.

The

chrome-nickel steel samples were
given the standard air quench treatment recommended for this product,
and the high manganese samples were
given the standard treatment for that
class of steel.
Of the unpeened or normal samples,
silico-manganese showed the greatest
Brinell hardness, with chrome-nickel
next and manganese last. After peening,

The

design of the lens and resuch that they reflect more
than 75 per cent of the original intensity of light back to its source.
The approaching driver, therefore,

imity.

flector is

in fact, the light

is,

own headlights
The devices

reflected back.

are practically inde-

and

structible

will

withstand rough

They are mounted under

usage.

spring pressure in cast iron or steel
holders and present a very neat and
attractive appearance. They are supplied

amber, red, green, blue or

in

white.

Renewable Underrun Section
Insulator

TO

MEET

demands

the

for

a

with

insulator

Typical Rayflector device

night driving there is a constant doubt
as to the exact width of the vehicle
he may be approaching and there is
always the constant menace of rear
light

failure

and many other condi-

which make

advisable to provide better lighting of the front and
rear ends of all vehicles.
tions

it

Rayflectors have been designed to
need, without adding to the
cost of upkeep or maintenance of the
fulfill this

on which they are installed.
Being entirely automatic in operation they never fail to function and
in this respect provide one of the
vehicle

with a single beam of second growth,
oil-impregnated hickory; brittle-free
Flecto malleable iron yoke, end castings and end runners bronze arcing
clips and a very substantial fiber
runner. Bronze cam tip approaches
;

are also furnished.

Once the assembly is in place, it is
unnecessary to disturb trolley or span
wires to renew worn parts. The removal of four bolts allows the end
runners, arcing clips, cam tips and
End
fiber runner to be renewed.
castings are provided with straight
grooves for dead-ending, so that no
Arcing
wire forming is necessary.
clips

are

of

sufficient

strength, so that

it

them

is

length

and

practically im-

to release the fiber

essential features of a safety device.

possib'e for

Each

runner, thus preventing the chance
of wheel dewirement.
Wheel clearance of l\ in. is provided.
The
leakage distance of 5 in. provides an

unit or reflector consists of a

solid
cylinder of glass, of |-in.
diameter, scientifically designed to
concentrate the light.
Back of this
cy'inder is placed an aluminum reflector

over which a copper protect-

ing cap is applied and the same hermetically sealed with cement.

amply safety factor for 600

The weight

O-B

volts.

renewable
underrun section insulator is about
15

of

lb.

manganese showed the greatest

hardness with silico-manganese second and chrome-nickel last.
Manganese steel, as might be exBrinell

showed the greatest reduction
thickness after peening, which
checks out with the well-known char-

warning signal
from his

receives an unfailing

which

ultimate strength considerably in exIt is made
cess of the trolley wire.

pieces,

fol'owing tabulation.
All samples were of the standard

approaching vehicle and
in close prox-

from other sources

light

wearing
parts that can be renewed without
disturbing trolley or span wires, the
Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, has recently put on the market
a new section insulator with renewable underrun. This insulator has an

off in eight rec-

were hammered for one
minute at the rate of 260 blows per
minute; block No. 2 was hammered
for a period of two minutes at the
same rate; block No. 3 was hammered for a period of two minutes at
the rate of 320 blows per minute.
Blocks numbered 4 to 8, inclusive,
were left for a future test. Some interesting results were obtained from
this comparative test, as shown in the

In operation, Rayflectors utilize the
light of the

section

tangular blocks, numbered 1 to 8, inclusive, with a 1-in. circle in the
center of each rectangle.
The hammering or peening was kept inside
this circle.
The rectangular blocks,
marked No. 1 on each of the three
test

255

pected,
in

Section insulator with renewable underrun

the
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Twenty-Year Club

in Portland

COMING MEETINGS

Celebrates

The annual banquet

of the

Twenty-

OF

Year Club of the Portland Electric
Power Company, Portland, Ore., was
held on Jan. 19, when 66 men and 2
admitted to the club, having entered their 21st year of service
The
with the company during 1928.
club now comprises more than 13 per
Frankling T.
cent of all employees.
Griffith, president of the company, addressed the assembly, as did also O. B.
Coldwell and W. H. Lines. R. R. Robley, retiring president, was toastmaster.
W. P. Strandborg, genial publicity
manager of the Portland company, put
on an interesting feature of the program.
Tribute was paid to six members of the
club who died during the year.

women were

Allied Associations
Feb. //—Central Electric Railway
Master Mechanics' Association,
Youngstown, Ohio.

—

March 1 Metropolitan Section,
American Electric Railway Association, 33 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.

—

May 1-3 Indiana Public Utilities
Association, Indiana Gas Association
and Indiana Electric Light Association, annual joint convention, Hotel
Gary, Gary, Ind.

»

Bonus

in

Railway and

Electric

May

13-15

— National

Traffic Association, annual

Wilmington

Stevens Hotel, Chicago,

Bonus checks were distributed recently by Raymond Hunt, general manager of the Tidewater Power Company,
Wilmington, N. C, to street car employees for the year 1928 in appreciation of the faithful and efficient service
Every
in the safe operation of cars.
man received a bonus check, and fifteen
received
checks for the maximum
amount of $21-, representing $1 for
each month in which there were no
accidents, $1 for each quarter, and $5
for the year.
The total amount distributed was $522. This sum was slightly
in excess of the safety bonus checks for
any previous year.
In presenting the bonus, Mr. Hunt
not only congratulated the men for their
conscientious efforts in accident prevention work, but also called attention to
the fact that this record could not have
been attained had it not been for the
co-operation received from the public
and for the interest taken by the public
in helping the men operate through the

busy streets without accidents.

He

also

pointed out that this safety program
meant not only the prevention of accident, but more
important was the
humanitarian side in avoiding suffering
and possibly death on the part of passengers and pedestrians.
similar bonus plan was announced
for the year 1929, and each and every
man pledged his best effort to operate
safely during the coming year.

A

Oratorical Contest Decided in

Kansas City
First prize in the oratorical contest

sponsored by the transportation department of the Kansas City Public Service
Company, Kansas City, Mo., was won
by J. R. McMurran, who also won $25
in cash and a wrist watch given by the
company. This operator at 18th and
Olive Division led a field of 70 orators
from the transportation department in
the first contest of this kind ever held.
L. F. Demniing won second honors, or
$15, while third place, or $10, went to
A. E. Behrens. The subject was "The
Street
City."

Railway

Problem

in

Kansas

meeting,

Hearing on Increased Fare for
Superior Scheduled

A hearing on the application of the
Duluth Street Railway for permission
to increase its rates in Superior, Wis.,
will be held at Superior on Feb. 18.
It

asks for the increase on the grounds
that, under the present rate, the operating income is insufficient.
According
to its financial statement, the rate of return is only 1.17 per cent of the fair
value of its property as set by the Wisconsin Railroad Commission.
No specific rate is requested.
The existing
rate will, if continued, be confiscatory,
the petition stated.
The total operating revenue, including the non-operating income of the
company, for 1928 was $1,907,125, a
decrease of $38,369 over 1927, according to a statement made in behalf of the

company.

III.

—

Canadian Electric RailAssociation, annual convention,

June 5-7

way

Highway

VoUi, No.6

Proposals Submitted for

Montreal, Quebec.

—

Nevf York Electric
June 21-22
Railway Association, Bluff Point,
N. Y.
June 27-28 Central Electric Railway Association, Michigan City, Ind.

—

Springfield,

Ohio

The Twin Coach Corporation of
Kent, Ohio; The City Rapid Transit
Lines of Newark, Ohio; Alexander S.
Drescher, Brooklyn, N. Y. and Samuel
Lipp, Cincinnati, have submitted bids
to furnish transportation service for the
city of Springfield, Ohio.
Request for
;

—

4 American
Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exSept.

28-Oct.

Electric

bids was made by Springfield officials
several weeks ago.

Atlantic City Auditorium,
Atlantic City, N. J.

City officials were advised in a communication, submitted at the same time
as the bids on the transportation facilities, that the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton Railway and the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company,
which plan to merge, are now actively
engaged with the Springfield bondholders protective committee for the
formulation of a plan for a unified transportation service over Indiana, Columbus
& Eastern-Springfield Railway
tracks, with one or more bus routes

hibit,

Fare Increased in Holyoke
The Massachusetts Public Utilities
Commission has upheld the petition of
Holyoke Street Railway, Holyoke,
Mass., for an increase in fares and has

the

dismissed

all protests.

Effective as of Feb.

1,

1929, the zone

went on a basis of three for 25
cents, and tickets for school children on
one of ten for 42 cents. The present rate
tickets

of fare in the zones affected by the new
schedule is four tickets for 30 cents,
and the price of tickets for school
children is ten for 38 cents.
The finding follows in part:

The evidence showed that traffic on the
railway had been falling steadily in recent
years and had fallen off considerably in the
past year.
Despite economies in operation
which had been put in effect by the company, and despite the increase in fares
which went into effect in the fall of 1927,
the company, after laying aside an insufficient amount of depreciation, earned only
enough money to pay a dividend of 2 per
It is obvious that the company is
entitled to be allowed to earn more money
if it can.
After consideration of all the
facts, we are of the opinion that
petitions

cent.

agamst fare increases should be dismissed.
George E. Pellissier, manager, testhat the income of the company
had declined by $50,000 in the last year,
and that only for the rate revision made
in 1927 the decline would have
been
$100,000 greater.
This increase temporarily arrested the decline in income.
tified

included.

W. Flack, city manager, said
negotiations would continue for
two weeks, as the city is primarily interested in a transportation system for
the community, and will be willing to
consider any feasible
plan
for
its
establishment.
Robert

that

Bonus for Rushville Employees
Employees of the Indianapolis &
Southeastern Railroad, formerly the Indianapolis & Cincinnati Traction Company, Rushville, Ind., will receive a S
per cent bonus on their January pay
under a new system started by C. T.

DeHore, president
bonus

is

of the

company. The

in return for courteous service

to passengers

and care in handling cars.
dividend check will be mailed
on April 1, as the bonus is to be paid
in qtjarters. One of the chief factors in
providing this bonus to motormen is that
they keep their cars running on scheduled

The

time.

first

This bonus applies to employees
working on both divisions of the road.
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become the property of the British
Columbia Electric Railway. The con-

Increased Tariff in Wheeling

Suspended

A

increase,

tariff

test closes

filed

The increase, which was from
sion.
5 to 6i cents, was to take effect on
March 3 and hearing on the application
was scheduled for Feb. 9. Railway lines
are operated by the Wheeling Traction
connecting

Feb. 22.

Moundsville,

Wheeling and Weirton, a distance of
44 miles, on the West Virginia side of
the Ohio River, and also between
various communities in Ohio.
Prior to the Christmas holidays,

Hearing on the application

of

the

Mississippi Valley Public Service Comin fare from 7
cents to 10 cents was held before the

pany for an increase

Wisconsin Railroad Commission at La
The company is
Crosse, on Feb. 5.
also asking for authority to abandon
the Badger Street line and take one car
off the Seventh Street line.

increase

this increase

uniform throughout

the system by subsequent application to
the Ohio and West Virginia CommisHe said that the company
sions.
was seeking an increased fare only
after adopting every means of efficiency
the
during
that
economy;
and

been
there
had
months
a deficit from operations in excess
of $200,000 and that to continue the
improvement program required at least
sufficient revenues to pay all operating
past

22

expenses.

The tariff filed with
Commerce Commission

the

Interstate

a
requested
universal zone rate of four metal tokens
for 25 cents and a lO-cent cash fare.
This meant an increase for the Ohio
and interstate riders. Advance in the
commutation rates was requested in
about the same proportions. The tariff in
interstate

traffic

went

into

effect

on

Jan. 20.

The company was granted a general
increase in rates in 1920 and in 1922
a decrease was effected in these rates.
partial
increase was secured in
interstate and Ohio rates in 1925, but
the last general increase applicable to
the transportation system as a whole
was in 1920.

A

—

A New Headpiece
Vancouver Buzzer

Wanted

for

offi-

pamphlet. It claims it's been running along for more than twelve years
with the same old lid, and now it wants
something new. Accordingly, all artists
and pseudo artists have been invited
to draw a new heading for the front
page. To the design of the one that is
chosen as most appropriate will be paid
$25. According to the rules, any professional and non-professional artist can
send in any number of pen and ink
designs which must not be more than
2 in. deep, and must permit the addition
cial

of the usual date line, either within or
designs are to

without this depth.

AH

Revenues in 1928 were $36,000 less
1927 and $282,355 less than

than in
1921.

On

the basis of

when

it

arrives

ways and

structure,
preciation, $70,000.

The

Illinois
cities

Home.

in

Power & Light Company
of Champaign and Ur-

bana, 111., have received approval from
the Illinois Commerce Commission, for
their six-months' trial of a 6i-cent fare
for cars and buses in the two cities. On
Feb. 1 the new schedule became effecBooks of 52 tickets are sold for
tive.
$3.25. Tickets unused during the calendar month for which they are issued

redeemed by the company

at

6

Hearing Set on Electric Bond
& Share Plea
Argument on

the application of the

Federal Trade Commission for an order
requiring the officers and employees of
the Electric Bond & Share Company to
produce certain records of the company
to submit to an examination, will
be heard on Feb. 11 by Federal Judge
Knox. Recently Judge Mack declined
to act because he had relatives holding
stock in the company.
Judge Thacher
also declined to act because he was a
counsel for the company before he became a judge. The company denies that

and

the commission has jurisdiction.

but

entitled

the

actual

$75,496,

and de-

Flocking to the Omaha Street
Cars Out of the Cold

sent the woman
10 cents in payment for the token.

and the

year,

;

The United has

Higher Fare Experiment
Champaign-Urbana

legal return of

year was $772,598 and other income
$6,298.
Expenses included conducting
transportation, $207,938 taxes, $86,999;
power, $80,164; miscellaneous, $78,606;

I
am sending you a car ticket I
found in my work and I thot I wad
send it to you. It wadnt Benefit me
any for I cant youse it here. I thot
it
wad Be rite to send it to you.
Money is money now days. I noe it
wad be to me. If I could spent it I
wad have spent it and several more
for I have worked for 20 years and
I noe sumpthing about it. I hafto walk
if I run short through the weak so
hope you will precheat this little
I

ticket

its

company was

income fell $75,000 below the legal return, but the 10-cent fare is the limit
provided in the contract and any further increases will necessitate a new
agreement. Passenger revenue for last

Company, Baltimore, has been received by that company from a
woman in Cincinnati. Accompanying it was the following letter:

cents each.

its

cents.

the legal limit. The franchise provided
for a 1-cent increase in the event the

fare check issued by the
ALONE
United Railways & Electric

The coming

new headpiece on The Buszer,

franchise with

income was $125,392, $199,330 below

In This Hard-Boiled Era

will be

of spring is blamed by
the British Columbia Electric Railway,
Vancouver, B. C, for its desire for a

its

Sioux City Service

dent and general manager, announced
the increase after conference with city
officials and explained that continual decrease in railway patronage with mounting costs of operation made the higher
tariff necessary.
Eight months ago the
company raised its fare from 8 to 9

6.5 per cent, the
to $324,722 last

intention to

make

of

City, la., the

F"eb. 7 put into effect a
10-cent car fare, supplanting the present
9-cent fare.
Tokens will be sold at
eleven for $1.
E. L. Kirk, vice-presi-

Needs of Wisconsin Company
Told to Commission

was made by A. C.
Spurr, general manager of the Wheeling Traction Company, of his company's

make application to the InCommerce Commission for an
It was desired to
in rates.

Under provision

Sioux City

in

Company on

announcement

terstate

Ten Cents
Sioux

on Jan. 3i

by tiie Wheeling Traction Company,
Wheeling, W. Va., was recently suspended by the Public Service Commis-

Company
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While Omaha, Neb., has been held in
the grip of zero or near-zero weather,
the Omaha & Council Bluffs Street Railway has been profiting, in daily receipts
between $600 and $1,000. This figure
is obtained by comparing the records of
mild, snowless days with those on which
cold and snow abound.
Is it that the
warm street cars are tempting when one
faces the diflSculty of driving an automobile in cold weather?

Vote Down Green Line
Fare Increase
City Commissioners of Covington,
Ky., recently voted unanimously against
granting the Cincinnati, Newport &
Covington Railway a higher rate of car
fare.
The vote came abruptly when
Mayor Donnelly presented a letter from
H. C. Blackwell, president of the company, asking the commissioners to appoint a business man on the committee
of eight from Northern Kentucky cities
to confer with the company relative
to granting increased fares.
The so-called Green Line holds perpetual franchises over Covington streets,
established after litigation years ago
in the state and federal courts.
These
franchises stipulate a 5-cent fare, including transfers. The company would
relinquish its perpetual rights for a
twenty-year franchise with a 10-cent
fare or three tickets for 25 cents, if an
agreement to this effect can be arranged.
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Taxi Developments in Worcester

Recent Bus Developments
^^^
Boston

8c

cabs under meter service rates, providing for extra charges for extra passengers, is proposed.

Maine Buses

all

Into Boston

Henry C. Attwill
the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities has granted the
With

Chairman

dissenting,

Boston & Maine Transportation Company a certificate of public convenience
and necessity to operate its passenger

Clouds Lifting

applies

to

This cerFitchburg-Camoperation and allows
the

transportation problem in Columbia, S. C, a costly and stubborn

jam

has proved to be, now bids fair
to be solved, though the situation so far
as it concerns the restoration of rail-

bridge line now in
the buses to carry the passengers into
Park
Square,
Boston,
prohibited
previously.
The line starts at Keene,
N. H., and passengers boarding the
bus at that point were allowed to come
into Boston, but any passenger boarding east of Fitchburg had to debark at

Kendall Square, Cambridge.
Two restrictions attarhed to the certificate follow
That this certificate is issued upon the
condition that vehicles operated hereunder
shall not, when bound toward Boston, take
on or admit passengers in Cambridge or
Boston nor, when bound in the opposite direction receive passengers to be discharged,
nor stop to discharge passengers in Boston
or Cambridge.

That this certificate is issued upon the
condition that the applicant shall with its
vehicles make such connections with sucli
railroads or street railways at such points
as the department may from time to time
order, and shall in connection with said
railroads or street railways provide such
through transportation upon its vehicles and
upon such railroads or street railways and
such joint rates therefore as the department may from time to time order.

One-Mile Extension
The

in St. Paul

bus line street car extension
Paul, Minn., has been put in
operation following an order by the
in

first

St.

Minnesota Railroad
mission.

& Warehouse Com-

operates a distance of about
1 mile.
The company oflfered the substitute bus service, giving as
adequate
service, in preference to building
an
extension of its railway lines. The
fare is the same as on street cars,
with
transfers to and from the cars.
It

Taxi Ordinance Shelved
in Seattle

associates,

have been removed by the

Council shelving the franchise ordinance.
John E. Carroll, chairman of
the franchise committee, has asked
the
public safety
to assist him

and

utilities

it

way

service

committee

in

the preparation of
some temporary regulatorv measure for
Seattle taxicabs.
new measure, placing the taxicabs under a license
fee of

A

about $50 a year per cab, and
putting

is

still

Responding

to the
of the citizens that

with

the

courts.

demands
something be done
insistent

the Columbia City Council recently
decided to give "some bus company"
protection from railway competition for
a period of three years, no matter what
the courts might decide as to compelling
the restoration of street cars, withdrawn from service in March, 1927.
Immediately after this announcement
was made, the Columbia Bus Company,

which has been giving a "sort of servordered seven 29-passenger gaselectric buses and two 1 /-passenger
buses. These nine vehicles, with the
equipment the company alreadv had,
gave it a fleet of 30 buses and with
this fleet it was able to cover the city
fairly well.
The bus company, in its
efforts to make good under the protection offered by the Council, also placed
small placards, with printed schedules,
at each street intersection in the retail
business section of Columbia, giving
the time to the different suburbs.
When the City Council saw that the
ice,"

Columbia Bus Company was seriously
trying to improve its service, it issued
orders that the city ordinance relative
to "jitneying" should be rigidly
enforced.
Under this ordinance, jitneys
and unregulated buses are prohibited
from "cruising" for passengers and required to have regular stands.
Heretofore, jitneys have operated in
the peak hours, picking up
passengers
anywhere and carrying them to their
doors. Some of this "jitneving"
was a
•sort of "bootlegging," but s'ince
the bus
company was not giving the service the
people demanded, the practice
was
winked at for it was better
than
nothing.
But this practice ate steadily
into the revenues of the bus
company
and made

All chances for an early agreement
in
the City Council, of Seattle.
Wash., on
the question of an exclusive
taxicab
franchise for Sam V. Taggart and
his

Columbia

The

carrying buses into Boston.
tificate

in

money

in

it

hesitate

equipment.

to

invest

Railway officials in Worcester, Mass.,
watching with interest the latest
development in the taxicab war in that
city.
Sometime ago a cab company
startled other similar concerns by putare

more

Too, there was

always the menace that the
Supreme
Court would hand down a decision
ordering the railway to restore

ting in a fleet of taxis that carried up
four passengers for 35 cents to any
part of the city. The other companies
were forced to meet the price change.
However, while the 35-cent cab service
had a wide appeal it was not always so
convenient as the railway.
Now the taxicab war has been
to

renewed with another concern starting
a line of 25-cent cabs.
While it is
anticipated that this too may cut into
the patronage of the Worcester Consolidated Street Railway, there is already
evidence that the taxi companies cannot continue the service at a profit.
With the 25-cent cab fares this will
become a problem even more serious.
Moreover many patrons of the 35-cent
cabs feel the necessity of tipping the
driver and the cost is more often 50
cents rather than 35 cents.
The railway fare is 10 cents.

The Worcester Consolidated Street
Railway is not disposed to permit taxicab

operators to solicit business in
violation of the rules laid down by the
license commission in Worcester.
Recently one license was taken away from
a driver who was alleged to have
entered a restaurant to solicit business.
clean bill was given to 47 others
against whom charges had been made,
but the presentation of the charges is a

A

warning

to the taxi drivers.

The company is
ing its new service

at present maintainpolicy and, while the
taxicab competition is a potent factor in
determining business policy, the present efforts of railway oflicials are directed only against palpable violations
by the taxis.

Reduced Fares Proposed on
Nashville Line

The Tennessee Transportation Company on Feb. 2 filed an application with
the Tennessee Railroad & Public Utilities Commission for authority to put
into effect reduced fares on commuters'
tickets
between Nashville and Old
Hickory. This company, a subsidiary
of the Nashville Railway & Light Company, operates buses in co-operation
with the railway service in Nashville
and environs, and recently was awarded
a certificate of convenience and necessity for operating buses to Old Hickory.
The reduced rate on commuters' tickets
is 50 cents under the former charge.

street

car service. The tracks are in
position;
the feed wires and overhead
are in
place and the cars are in the
carhouse
so the bus company hardly
knew
It

in

so

many

words,

but in a
no less positive, the
Council
has indicated to the bus
company
that if It can not make
good under the
protection now afforded, it
should quit

way

Finance

Bus Subsidiary

where

stood.

Not

New Haven Would

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, New Haven, Conn., is
seeking permission in a bill before the
Legislature to loan money to the New

England

Transportation
bus subsidiary.

Company,

a

February
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Financial and Corporate
-pr^r-

Emmanuel

Interests

Buy Tulsa

Property

holders on Jan. 30.
B. Hollister, local

He

succeeds John

attorney,

who

re-

Okla.,

representing a majority of the first mortgage bondholders, for $233,334.
Mr.
Emmanuel was the only bidder.
Reorganization of the property will
follow, but no immediate change in management is contemplated. C. H. Bosler,
president of the company since it began
business in tliat city in 1907, will remain
executive head. The Tulsa property has
been in receivership for more than
a vear.

Protective Committee for

Ohio

Company Formed
Holders of the Youngstown & Ohio
River Railroad first mortgage 5 per
cent bonds, on which the company
ceased interest payments in April, 1927,
have formed a bondholders' protective
committee, which will have full power
to take such action as may be necessary
to protect the bondholders' interests,
and, if there is a favorable opportunity,
to sell the bonds.
The committee consists of Charles Delany, Charles E. Denison and Francis Ralston Welsh. Bondholders are urged by the committee to
send their bonds to the Girard Trust
Company of Philadelphia, which has
been named as depositary.

Valley Change Effected

Illinois

Approval has been given by the Illinois
Commerce Commission to the
change from the Illinois Traction, Inc.,
Illinois X'alley Division, to the Chicago

&

Illinois \'alley Railroad.
Officers of
the new company, referred to in the
Feb. 2 issue, are

E._ Johnson,

J.

president

;

H.

L.

Hanley,

executive vice-president; L.
E. Fischer, vice-president: Henry I.
Green,
vice-president
and
general
solicitor
E. W. Fowler, vice-president
and general manager: D. H. Holmes,
secretary; P. L. Smith, treasurer; C.
F. De Witt, assistant secretary
W.
M. Irwin, engineer maintenajnce of
way R. G. Near, general freight and
passenger agent; J. H. Comyns, superintendent of transportation;
R.
C.
Holcman, auditor T. H. Ruyle, master
;

;

;

;

mechanic

F.

;

E.

Fisher,

industrial

agent.

New

Director in Cincinnati

Stanley
treasurer

M. Rowe.

vice-president and

of
the
Shepard Elevator
Company, Cincinnati, was elected a
director of the Cincinnati Street Rail-

way

at the

annual meeting of the stock-

In 1928 there were placed in operation
twelve new one-man cars, costing approximately $172,000.
These were
equipped with automatic rear exits,
quadruple motor equipment and leather
covered de luxe seats. Twenty-nine oneman cars were equipped with automatic
rear-exit doors, at a cost of appro.xi-

mately $32,000.
The fleet of buses was increased to 84
by the purchase of thirteen Yellow

signed.

The Tulsa Street Railway, Tulsa,
was sold under foreclosure in
Tulsa on Jan. 23 to Albert Emmanuel,
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Slight Decline in Traffic
Washington Railway

&

Electric

Company

reports 97,967,102 passengers in 1928.
In addition 7,841,465 people

rode company buses

DURING the year 1928 the Washing-

ton Railway & Electric Company
carried 74,462,681 revenue passengers
and 23,504,421 transfer passengers, or a
total of 97,967.102 passengers. This is a
decrease of 1,286,623 revenue passengers
compared with the previous year, equivalent to 1.7 per cent.
In his annual
report to the stockholders President
said that when i* is considered that

Ham

Coaches in 1928, costing $94,687, and
three Dodge-Graham and one G. M. C.
bus, acquired through the purchase of
the Montgomery Bus Lines, Inc., operating from Rockville, Md., to the center
of Washington.
During the year the
buses operated 2,669,792 miles over
routes in excess of 115 miles; carried
a total of 7,841,465 passengers with
receipts aggregating $554,873.
These
buses are operated as auxiliary to and
in co-ordination with street car service.
All of the bus lines not only afford convenience to the people residing in the
territories directly
served but make
available more extensive transportation

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AT WASHINGTON
Grose earnings from operation
Miscellaneous income (including dividends from Potomac Electric Power

$5,783,826

Company)

1,

Gross income
Operating expenses (including depreciation), taxes and miscellaneous charges
Interest on funded and unfunded debt
Payment of dividends on preferred stock
Payment of dividends on common stock

431, 367

$7,215,194
4,731,042
750, 96
425,000
455,000
1

6,361,239

Balance of income for year 1 928 credited to profit and loss
Miscellaneous items credited to profit and loss

$853,955
3, 46
1

Total credited to profit and loss during the year

the use of private automobiles is the
largest contributing cause of the loss in
street car traffic and that the number
of automobiles registered in the District
of Columbia in 1928 increased 18 per
cent over the previous year, this decrease in traffic is not so much as might
be expected.
It is also of interest to
note that statistics compiled by the
American Electric Railway Association
indicate that the loss of traffic in the
railway industry is general throughout
the country and that the loss in Washington is considerably less than that suffered in several sections of the United
States.

The

loss in traffic caused a decrease
$65,456 in operating revenue for
1928, but the company was able to efifect
a reduction in operating expenses in
excess of the loss in revenue, thereby
showing an increase in operating income
of $22,818 for the year.
The accompanying statement shows the year's in-

of

come

record.
Substantial renewals and repairs to
track structures were carried to completion in 1928, thus continuing the
practice that has been followed for the
last ten years.
The expense of maintenance of way and structures, together
with allowances for depreciation, totaled
$788,589.
Major projects covered the
reconstruction of 2.4 miles of underground conduit track and
mile
of overhead trolley track, at a total cost
of approximately $255,000.

A

$857,101

facilities for all those

ice

by

reason

of

who

the

use the servtransfer

liberal

privileges to and from the rail lines.
Due to the congestion caused by the
constantly increasing number of automobiles on the streets of Washington,
the company is making every effort to
maintain its track and equipment to give
Washington and outlying districts the
best and safest transportation service.
In spite of these efforts, the increase of
traffic on the streets of Washington has
brought about an increase of approximately 8 per cent in the number of
accidents in 1928. A>ccidents with automobiles were 72 per cent of the total
during the year.
The unification agreement entered
into by The Capital Traction Company,
the Washington Railway & Electric
Company and Harley P. Wilson, owner
of 21,237 shares of the stock of the

Washington Rapid Transit Company,
was approved by the stockholders of
the company March 14, 1928.
Certain
modifications of the original agreement
were required by the Public Utilities
Commission before approval, and an
amended contract embodying such modifications was approved by the stockholders at an adjourned meeting held Aoril
6, 1928.
Extensive hearings were had
before the House District committee,
which finally recommended the passage
of legislation approving the contract.
The matter is now pending before the
Senate District committee.

VoUi, No.6
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„.
bonded debt of the WashCompany and
ington Railway & Electric
the fotomac
its subsidiaries, includmg
Power Company, now omstana,

The

total

Electric

aou

$-iJ,»14,/UU.
ing with the public is
capital stock
inf to this the $15,000,000
002,850
of the parent company, and $7
subsidiary
outstanding capital stock of
companies, makes the 'otol outs^tanding
This
capital at this time of $45,817,500.
those
excludes from outstanding bonds
purchased for sinking fund and for tem-

_
r.
cf
T^/<^o3co(1
Capital Stock in blmira increaseu
V^J^

.^ ^^^ ^^^^^ „{ the Secretary
from
increasine its capital stock
°^4S^f2TOt,
1^200,000.'
^-t.o^o,^
p

'

-

^

At the annual stockholders

sonal property tax, crossing police tax
and certain licenses.
In addition to the insurance and pension benefits flowing to the members of
the Washington Railway Relief Association, sick benefits are allowed its
members the total being limited to $200
In 1928
year.
in any
...
...^...wv,.
per
P%,i member
J one ^ -'^'"•"""'='' ^h*the
"" expended 'this purpose
for ^^there was

—
—''"'
—

of $14,755.

»

Brooklyn Merger Being Effected
Negotiations for a merger between
the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation and the Brooklyn City Railroad, which between them operate virtually all the surface lines in Brooklyn,
N. Y., are said to be headed toward
a successful conclusion.
The lines of the Brooklyn City Rail
road were included in the old Brooklyn
Rapid Transit Company system, but
split ofif

into

when

the latter

company went

bankruptcy and continued to be

operated separately after the reorganization

of

the

old

Brooklyn

f- ,„
nieeniif;

Railway, Cleveland,
^f
viceQhio, on Jan. 30, Paul E. Wilson,
V,.
Ralph W.
and i^aipn
president and secretary, ana
and general
vice-president ......
b—""
gmerson, vicc-picsmci..
Emerson,
iimerson,
of
"""•'" elected
plprtpH to the board oi
„ianager, were

on-o;r,cf
against

Rapid

Transit into the present Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation.

Transfer to Worcester
Consolidated to Be Effected

name only, the Consolidated operating over the lines and holding all stock.
According to Clark V. Wood, president of the Springfield Street Railway
and of the Worcester Consolidated, both
roads have been leased for years to the
Consolidated. Actually all stock in both
roads is owned by the New England
Security & Investment Company, a
holding company for the so-called Con
Mr. Wood is also
solidated group.
president of these roads. The Worces-

They

Leonard C. Hanna,
,

places

of
ot

and Fred

W.

the

take
Jr.,

from

Mr. Hanna withdrew
Ka„,sey.
in^^e board because his business
trej^^g^js took him out of Cleveland
quently, while Mr Ramsey is devoting
A., of which
all his time to the Y. M. C.
j.^
^^^.^^tly was elected general sec-

^^ ^^^ several properties.

i„

report

^is

to

the

Emphasis is
fares.
for increased lares.
ways f^j.
,.,:
,_ .,
,,
_,
relating
to charges
^j^^^^
^^^
^^
f
°_. ...u.-.u :.
,j. „
,,
j^^dg ^y the holding company, which is
jgg^.rii,^d as protecting the company
^^^^ ^
"exploited through the de-

stockholders,
depresident

h. Alexander
company had done everything
within its powers to avert an increase
The next move is
in fare to 8 cents.
up to the city of Cleveland, he said,
which can reduce the company's ex-

j^ggp,,

^,^red the

penses by clearing up the traffic situation and increase the company's revenue
by requiring long-haul riders to pay
more nearly the cost of their transportation.

drastic steps were taken by the
'to avert an increase
n fare Mr Alexander reported. One
>vas an arbitrary transfer of $125,000
f^^^ the ticket float to the operating
reserve and the other was an increase of

Two

company rn"r928

2 cents a car-mile in the operating allowance and a reduction of 2 cents a
car-mile in the maintenance, depreciation and renewal allowance.
It was his belief that, if general conditions of travel and expenses of 1928
continued in 1929, the operating allowance must remain at 31 cents per
car-mile and might have to be increased
cent.

Mr. Alexander said;

We may not again reduce oufticket float.
We may not again waive part of our allowance for maintenance, depreciation and reIncome is scarcely adequate to
newals.
believe the depresent total expenses.
sire of the company to avoid charging an
increased rate of fare has been well evidenced.

,,,.,-,
We

in

ter

& Shrewsbury

Street Railway lines

are those over which the Consolidated
operates its cars through Shrewsbury,

More Moves Toward
Washington Merger
Apparently the merger of Washington's street railway and bus lines has
been brought one step nearer to realization.
On Feb. 6 Senator Capper reported to the Senate that his committee
had approved the unification compact
with the addition of a few modifications
which they thought essential to the
public welfare.
The merger resolution
is
now on the Senate calendar, but
despite this

it

is

The demand

^^^ ^^^^^^ particularly acute
^ Merger, the report continues, be
^.^^gg ^f the petition of one of the rail^^^

^^j^^^

1

Approval of the transfer to the
Worcester Consolidated Street Railway,
Worcester, Mass., of the franchise and
property of the Worcester & Shrewsbury Street Railway and the Worcester
& Shrewsbury Railroad is expected by
the Massachusetts Department of Pub
lie Utilities, which heard the matter
These two lines exist now
recently.

Cleveland

,i:„^„t„rc
directors.

report submitted to the Senate
after calling attention to
^^^ desirability of unified railway and
^us service, states that public sentiment
is overwhelmingly in favor of a merger

j^^

o" the subject,

bmerson
Messrs. Wilson and PmPrson
^^ Cleveland Directorate
the

eressional approval is likely this ses^.^^
^^ ^ minority report made on the
measure to be filed by Senator Blaine,
of Wisconsin, the opinion is expressed
that, in providing for a revaluation of
the properties. Congress should specify
that the"^ prudent investment method be

employed.

*

properties
properties,
thp
the transit orooerties.
balance
These taxes consist of the 4 per cent
gross earnings or gross receipts tax,
perfederal income tax, real estate tax,

sum

•

•

I

Elmira Water, Light & Railroad
Elmira N. Y., has filed a

„

porary investment.
During 1928 the amount of taxes acRailcrued for the entire Washington
system was
Electric Company's
&
•
way
^r.^riccc
was
$940,555
which
wiiiLi.
''-h
••^^
of'
OI
$1,'418,184
$l,4ie,io't
fy-^,^^^
and the
ompanies,
companies,
power
against the
i,„i„.,„^

.

.

not believed that con-

—

-'

,

,

^

,

,

,

^.^^ ^^ so-called super service fees."
^^^^^^ advantages will
^^^ ^^
^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^j^ ^^ ^ merger:
unification;
j^
^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^
j^^gdiate saving through universal

protection for two years
increase; protection
thereafter and lower fares if possible
^^^^^
circumstances, through fair
..^ly^tion and a share for the public in
the proceeds of the economies of joint
operation.
free transfers

;

^

^^^^^

St.

Louis Valuation Argued

The valuation

case of the St. Louis
Public Service Company was argued
before the Cole County Circuit Court at
Jefferson City on Jan. 30, the city of
St. Louis having appealed from the decision of the Missouri Public Service
Commission which granted the company
a flat fare of 8 cents and fixed its rate
base valuation at $63,500,000 as of
Counsel for the city
Jan. 1, 1927.
argued that the valuation should not
exceed $53,000,000.
It was contended
that the state commission gave undue
weight to the reproduction cost new
theory in granting the company a value
of $63,500,000 on its operating properties.
The city held the commission
should have used the prudent investment
theory for the valuation.
The city also contended before Circuit
Judge Westhues that 7 per cent would
be a reasonable return, whereas the
commission granted 7.14 per cent, and
that a cash fare of 8 cents or two tokens
fer 15 cents would be a justifiable
maximum and that with enterprising,
business-like management it should be
possible to reduce the fare to 7 cents
that the commission ignored the downward trend of material prices and that
the valuation of land held by the company was excessive by $1,500,000.
The company was barred from appealing from the decision, as it was granted
the fare asked for, although the valuation was much below the $75,000,000 the
company asked. It reasserted its claim
to a valuation of $75,000,000, a rate of
return of 8 per cent, and an annual
depreciation allowance of $1,500,000
which the commission
to
reduced
$800,000.
Both sides will file briefs.

February
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Boston Elevated Railway Co-operation

Book Reviews

—1928

A

=ge^
British Electrification

Committee

and much information

Reports to Ministry of Transport
Published by His Majesty's Stationery
London, 1928, and distributed by
British Library of Information, 5 East
45th Street, New York City.
Fourteen
pages, S diagrams and 3 maps.
Price
Office,

$L70 net.
Following the formation of the Ministry of Transport the railway electrification committee was formed in
November, 1927, to review the recommendations of the electrification of railways advisory committee, 1921, and to
report what modifications, if any, should
be made in these recommendations, having regard to the developments which
have taken place since that date.

The principal recommendations in the
present report are that direct current
should be used for all British electrifications at 750 or 1,500 volts, with 3,000
volts subject to approval in special conditions.
All motors, either for higher
or lower voltage systems, should be
capable of operating satisfactorily on
the higher or lower maximum standard
voltages respectively. Generation should
be in the form of three-phase alternating current at 50 cycles and suitable
voltage.
For higher voltages overhead collection with uninsulated rail
return is specified, while for the lower
voltage the third rail with uninsulated
rail return is standard, except that a
fourth insulated rail may be permitted
for tube lines, and for limited exten-

now employing an

sion of systems
sulated return.

Two

in-

standard

clearance limits are
the first having a maximum
height of 12 ft. 8 in. and the second a
height of 13 ft. 2 in.
Clearance diagrams are given in the report. Specifications for third rail and overhead
clearances are also included.
The
three insert maps cover respectively
England and Wales, Scotland, and London and its environs, showing in color
the clearance limitations on all the main
line railways of Great Britain.
specified,

—Alternating

Electrical Engineering

Current
Chester L. Dawes, S.B. Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, Harvard Engineering School.
Published by the Mc-

Graw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
York, N. Y. 620 pages, illustrated, price $4.
Planned primarily to meet the needs
for courses in alternating current which
are semi-elementary in character, such
as are given in the engineering schools,
this book also contains much information of use to electrical engineers of
railways. The chapter on transmission
of power describes line and substation
practice in transmission systems and
gives line calculations.
The various
types of lightning arresters are treated

is

given on line

construction. This chapter also includes
material on arrangement and operation
of substations, a treatment of automatic
substations and the latest equipment now
being used.
Various pieces of alternating current
equipment are discussed in special chapters such as those on transformers, induction motors, and others on synchro-

nous motors and

Index to Volume 7, 192 pages.
bound indexed copy with title page
of "Co-operation," the bulletin of the
employees of the Boston Elevated Railway, Boston, Mass., published monthly
is ready now.
The twelve issues of
1928 are included and all important ar-

rectifiers.

ticles, tables

index.

and diagrams comprise the

suggested that copies be
filed with the title page
and index. An index including "Don't
Trouble Trouble" in verse by J. E.
Hungerford and autographs of 45-year
It

is

preserved and

men testify to the human interest features in Co-operation.

Principles of Scientific Purchasing
By Norman

F. Harriman.

Book Company,
pages

;

New

McGraw-Hill

York, N. Y.

301

price $3.

FUNDAMENTALS

of the purchasing function rather than the technique of buying are dealt with in this
concise account of the application of
economic and engineering principles to
the function of purchasing in industry.
The rather meager literature in the form
of books in the field of purchase has
been devoted for the most part to the
practical details in the purchase of particular commodities and to standard
forms and routine office methods.
Realizing the inadequacy of the available literature in this "buyers- age,"
Norman F. Harriman has studied in
considerable
detail
the
fundamental
economic, technical,
financial,
legal,
psychological and inspection matters
connected with purchasing.
Briefly tracing the evolution of merchandising and the market, the author
arrives at a definite outline of the
knowledge required of a modern purchasing executive. He then deals with
the importance of the business of buying and considers separately the various
aspects of the purchasing function.
There are a number of economic
forces that have come into play during

two decades, among the most
important of which are the higher price
levels of today, the modern approach to
standardization and mass production of
commodities and the resulting decreased
cost per unit, and the economies of mass
the past

should realize that bills for commodities
contracted for have to be met.
The
purchasing department should closely
collaborate with the financial department, should keep a minimum investment in the inventory, should study the
relative advantages of long and shortterm contracts, and the fundamental
economic conditions and price trends.
On the psychological aspect of purchasing, the author raises the question:
why should not tlie purchaser as well
as the vendor determine the psychological moment in a sale.
From the
standpoint of the psychology of business
relations, the purchaser's chief interest
may be said to be in the manner in
which his mental attitude affects the
transaction.
The purchaser has the
power to discriminate, he has sources
of information other than from the vendor alone, and his greatest offense,
which cannot be over-emphasized, is his

knowledge of his own reaction
transaction.

By

in the
close observation and

by observing the vendor's tactics, the
purchaser can soon come to recognize
the kinds of persuasion to which he
ought to control his reactions.

Fundamental principles that govern
the business of buying are: Plain com-

mon

sense,

judgment, forediversified knowledge,
and ability for analysis. Of these, the
ability to analyze a problem or reduce it
to its elements is one of the most valusight,

practical

initiative,

The author points out that
perhaps one of the greatest economic
lessons for a purchasing agent to learn
is that the first cost is not the last cost
that the cost per unit of service is what
determines the value of a product.
Good judgment in purchasing requires a combined knowledge of sound
finance and sound economics. Financial
problems are very definitely related to
the phases of the business cycle.
To
purchase intelligently, the purchasing
agent should be conversant with the

This faculty assists in the determination of the facts, and once the
facts are known the solution of most
business problems is relatively easy.
Supplementing the chapters on the
organization and procedure for scientific
purchasing, and the control of quality
purchases, the author includes an extensive appendix on the purchasing
organization and procedure of the Western Electric Company, the New York
Central Railroad, the United States
Navy, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, and the certification and labeling
plan of purchasing.
The author's wide experience in dealing with the practical problems of
purchasing and its related subjects
makes the contents of the book particularly adaptable to the electric railway

financial resources of his

industry.

purchasing.

Appropriateness,

quality,

service and price are the buying factors,
and their relative importance is in the
order indicated.

Value should be distinguished from
price.

company and

able.
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VoL73, No.6
Illinois Terminal
Appointments Announced

Personal Items
^^^
T. Norman Jones Executive
Vice-President at Richmond
T. Norman Jones, g^eneral manager of
the Virginia Electric & Power Company
at Norfolk, Va., for a number of years,
has been appointed executive vice-president of the company with headquarters
in the general offices at Richmond. Mr.
Jones assumed his new position on
Feb. 1.
Mr. Jones has been actively identified
with the Virginia Electric & Power organization for many years.
He began
as mechanical and electrical engineer in
1906. In 1907, he went with the former
Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway,
the electric interurban line between
Richmond and Ashland, but returned to
the Virginia Railway & Power Company a few years later as chief superintendent of railways.
On Jan. 1, 1916,
Mr. Jones was appointed assistant general manager of the company's properties at Norfolk.
Later he was made
general manager. Mr. Jones is a native
of Richmond.
He was graduated from
the University of Virginia.

Lemon Will Go

L. C.

ceeding

Daniel

Boal,

who

111.,

city of Muscatine.

Ohio Commission Completed
W. Geiger, of Spring-

Judge Frank
field,

has been appointed a

member of

Ohio Public Utilities Commission,
by Governor Cooper. In this capacity
the

he

fills the place left vacant bv the
expiration of the term of James W. Huff-

man.

Judge

Geiger served thirteen
years as probate and juvenile judge of
Clark County and for seven years
presided in the Common Pleas Court
of the county.
Since 1923 he has been
engaged in the active practice of law
in

Springfield.

With

appointment and the naming
by Governor Cooper of Roscoe McCulloch as chairman of the commission,
reorganization of that body has been
this

completed.

Frank Mulks Assists President

Shoup
In connection with the advancement
Shoup to the presidency of the

Southern Pacific Company, Pacific System, referred to previously in the
Electric Railway Journal, Frank

Shoup.
tric

He

Mulks

assistant

to

President

termed a Pacific Elecproduct, beginning in the accountis

Jr., vice-president of the electrilines, and H. H. Ferguson, viceIlli-

His

office will

be in St. Louis.
Mr. Titus has announced the following appointments to the traffic
department H. G. Powell, general traffic manager, St. Louis, Mo.; H. A. Twohy

on

During the summer vacations while
was attending the University of

:

freight traffic manager, St. Louis.
E. L. Bodge, assistant freight

manager,
passenger

St.

Mo.
traffic

Louis, Mo.; E. E. Kester
manager, Springfield'

traffic

Mr. Snyder

is

taking a five-week leave

of absence, after which announcement
of his future plans will he made
public.
Mr. Titus has been in railway service
for more than 36 vears.
He was born
on April 11, 1875, on a farm near

Princeton, N. J., and attended Princeton
Preparatory School and Princeton College, entering railway service
on July
1,
1890, in the car department of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern (now
part of the New York Central)
at Cleveland, Ohio.
Frank A. Forty
From 1893 to 1895 Mr. Titus was
connected with a mining company
Illinois,
in
he was connected with the
Mexico, then returned to the
Lake
mechanical department of the
Chicago
Michigan Southern. In May,
Surface Lines.
iol?n^,*
After graduation he UW,
he was appointed car distributor
was employed for two vears in
the rail- and chief clerk to the
superintendent of
way engineering department of
the car service Wheeling & Lake
Erie, being
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturpromoted to superintendent of car
ing Company.
service

During

the

he enlisted as a private

World War

in the 28th
Division and later was made
captain in
the 37th
Engineers ani served in
I;rance, making a splendid
record in
the Meuse Argonne offensive
In 1920
he was employed in the
Beeler Trans-

portation Survey in Chicago
and the
tollowing year was engaged
bv the Surface Lines to assist in
the ' schedules
department.
Since that time he has
been connected with that
department
-\lr. i;orty was
graduated from the
University of Illinois in
electrical engineering in 1915 and has
a good background of experience particular^
fitting-

him

at Pittsburgh,

November 1905
Canton'
Ohio, m May, 1907. and later
to superintendent at Canton.
He entered the service of the Alton
September, 1912, as general superintendent at Chicago.
In November,
iyi5, he was further
promoted to general manager, with
headquarters at the
same point, and in February,
1922 he
to

assistant

Pa., in

superintendent at

.

m

was elected vice-president in
charge of
operation.
When the Alton went into
receivership Mr. Titus' title
was changed
to chief operating
officer, with headquarters as before at Chicago

for the position to
which' he has

been appointed.

of Paul

was appointed

formerly vice-president

president of the steam lines of the
nois Terminal Railroad System.

Jan. 20.

he

staff

Snyder,
fied

suc-

died

TITUS,

and general manager Chicago &
Alton Railroad, who was recently appointed vice-president in charge of operation of the Illinois Terminal Railroad
System, will have charge of operation of
both the steam and electrified lines of the
Illinois Terminal Railroad System.
It
is understood that Mr. Titus i'n his
new
position
will
assume the e.xecutive
duties heretofore performed by D.
W.

superintendent of schedules of the Chi-

cago Surface Lines. Chicago,

P.

-il-'

Frank A. Forty has been appointed

to

Davenport & Muscatine Railway lines in
Davenport, to become affiliated with A.
R. Menary, of Cedar Rapids, in establishing a motor coach system for the

Kester to his

A

Frank A. Forty Heads Schedule
Department in Chicago

Muscatine
L. C. Lemon has resigned from the
Tri-City Railway and the Cedar Rapids,

A. P. Titus, new vice-president, assigns
Messrs. Powell, Twohy, Bodge and

ing department of that company, later
becoming assistant to the vice-president
and general manager, Mr. Shoup, and
going with him to San Francisco as
office manager of the Southern Pacific
Company.
Mr. Mulks then became
assistant to the executive vice-president,
again Mr. Shoup, and more recently
was honored along with his chief.

Dr Julius Kleix
for

is

A. G. Wadleigh Eastern
Massachusetts Chairman

sailing shortiv

Europe, where he will
attend the
annual meeting of the
commercial at
taches to be held in Vienna.
H/bafso
making some observations
which have
to do with certain
economic questions
concerning the Mediterranean
area

At the initial meeting on Jan. 15 of
new board of three public trustees

the
ot

the

Eastern Massachusetts Street
Boston, Mass., Arthur G.
VVadleigh, one of the
number, was

Railway
elected

chairman of the board.

February

Floyd W. Woodcock, who

Day & Zimmermann

has
been in charge of public utility properties under their management for eight
years, has been named president of the

Empire

Service

Public

When, a few years ago, Leith
was amalgamated with Edinburgh, he
was appointed deputy transport man-

taking.
vice-

as

Mn

Corporation,

Woodcock was

ager of the combined undertakings of
two towns, and he collaborated with
Mr. Pilcher in the change-over of the
Edinburgh system from cable to elec-

the

formed recently, as a new holding company controlling properties in Maryland,
Ohio, Kansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Texas and Colorado with assets of
$35,000,000.
nected with

con-

the
C. D. Andrest, bus manager of
Citizens Rapid Transit Company, Newport News, Va., controlled by the Virginia Public Service Company, has resigned his position and on teb. 1 became connected with the Omaha &
Council Blufifs Street Railway, Omaha,
Neb., as assistant to the vice-president
Frank
in charge of transportation.

public utility manof Day & ZimLater he
Philadelphia.
acting general superin-

the

in

named

was

tendent of the Martinsburg Power Companv. JMartinsburgh, W. Va., and after
a short association with that utility he
was appointed general superintendent of
the Eastern .Shore Gas & Electric Company, Salisbury, Md. This position he
held for four years, from 1916 to 1920.
Mr. Woodcock is a member of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Electric Railway
Association and other similar societies.

T.

Hanlon, Chairman
Florida Bureau

J.

J.

Hanlon,

the

Tampa

T.

Jr.,

general manager

Company,
Electric
Tampa, Fla.. was recently made chairman of the Florida Public Utilities Inof

Wray

W.

Garford Motor Truck Company,
Lima. Ohio, has become connected with
Dwiglit P. Robinson in the work that
organization is doing in connection with
new
the proposed construction of the
subway in Buenos Aires, Argentine
Mr. Thorn served the Chicago board
His first exfor more than ten years.

the

perience in the electric railway industry
was with the Union Traction Company
of Indiana.
C.

Iowa

Hess Retires

Crippen, a vice-president of the

I.

group of properties of
Power & Light Corporation,

Illinois

has retired after 31 years of service.
Mr. Hess has been identified with public utilities since 1898. when he was appointed receiver for the Ottawa Street
Railway. When the bondholders, represented by

E.

H. Rollins

&

terests, retrieved the property

Electric

Sons infrom the

jurisdiction of the courts, he was appointed manager. Later he also became

Power Corporation,

York, parent organization of the
Public

Sioux City Gas

Hess, general manager of the

the Illinois

assistant
equipment of the

Thorn, formerly

engineer of cars and
Board of Supervising Engineers, Chicago Traction, and more recently with

New

L.

T.

American

Northern

Service

&

Company,

Electric,

the

and the Sioux
elected

City Service Company, has been
president of the Iowa group. He sucas
ceeds Don M. Sterns, who retires
the
president to become chairman of
board of directors of the Iowa Public
Service Company. Mr. Crippen served
the viceat one time as assistant to
president and general manager of the
Penn-Ohio System, covering all phases
of operation.

W. FiNDL.w Downs has been elected
Day & Zimmermann. Inc.,
and Day & Zimmermann Securities

manager of the Thomas Light & Power
Company, which was bought by the

president of

Rollins interests.

In 1910 the combined
propertv was bought by the Illinois
Traction Company, later becoming a
part of the Illinois Power & Light

Corporation. In this post he succeeds
Mr.
Tohn E. Zimmermann. resigned.
Downs' association with Day & Zimmermann, Inc., began in 1919 in the

Corporation.

Early in
capacity of report engineer.
the
his career he was associated with

F.

A. Fitzpane Succeeds
R. S. Pilcher

F.

A.

Fitzpane.

assistant

transport

(Scotland)
manager of Edinburgh
tramway and bus department, has been
the
by
recommended
unanimously
transport committee of the Town Coun-

appointment to the post of
manager, succeeding R. S.
Pilcher, who was recently appointed
general manager of Manchester Tramways. Mr. Fitzpane has held a number
cil

for

general

Logansport and
at
plants
Indianapolis, Ind., and Columbus, Ohio.
Following this he was with the Ameri-

Railroad

can Locomotive Company at Dunkirk,
after
Y.. and Providence, R. I.,
which he founded the Rochester Weld1921
ing Works at Rochester, N. Y. In
Carhe joined the newly formed Union
Laboratories,
bide & Carbon Research
old.
years
62
was
He
Inc.

N

in that capacity.

1907.

W.

Island City, N. Y., well known as
and
a pioneer in oxyacetylene welding
on
an authority on its application, died
Feb. 3 at his home on Long Island.
His first professional activities were as
master mechanic for the Pennsylvania

Long

Hudson, the present superintendent of
transportation at Omaha, will continue

Mr. Hanlon has
formation Bureau.
been in the employ of Stone & Webster
since he was graduated from college in

L.

Samuel Wylie Miller, consulting
engineer of the Union Carbide & Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc., of

tric traction.

agement department

mermann

OBITUARY

of important appointments, notably the
managership of Leith tramway under-

W. Woodcock Heads
New Utility Company

F.

president of
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United

Gas

Improvement

Company,

Philadelphia, and later worked for the
Engineering Corporation.
I. G. Wliite
From 1915 to 1918. he served as assistant engineer of the Public Service
Commission of Pennsylvania.

Jackson, has been
Mississippi
elected secretary of the
Railroad Commission, to fill the vacancy

John Lee G.mney.

caused bv the resignation of Paul D. P.
Spearman, now attorney for the Federal

Radio Commission.

Matthew Slush, builder of electric
Mount
railways, died at his home in
conClemens, Mich., on Jan. 22. He
from
line
interurban
the
structed
Kenosha to Milwaukee. Wis., which
Chicago,
later became a unit of the
North Shore & Milwaukee Electric
He also assisted in building
Railwav.

them
other fines of the kind, among
Clair
St.
the Mount Clemens, Lake
Shore Line, Fort Wayne & Huntington,
Detroit Toledo Line, and Chicago
Ind
Mr Slush was born
to Kankakee, 111.
•

Ontario in 1856 and went to Michiago.
gan when he was sixteen years
lumber
After a successful career in the
attention
industry, he then turned his

in

to electric railways.

Riedy, for 57 years an emChicago Surface Lines,
began
Chicago, 111- died recently. He
Chicago
services with the railways in

Thomas

ployee of the
his
in 1872 at the

Western Avenue carhouse.

position
Later he was promoted to the
years he was
of supervisor. The last few

attached

to

the

Riedy was born

general

offices.

Mr.

in Ireland 7i years ago.

to
B. Whiteman. assistant
Light
Power
&
Allied
vice-president
the
WhiteCorporation, died on Feb. 1. Mr.
man in the five years following his
from Amherst College in

Harold

graduation
Columbus
1912 was employed by the
Railway Light & Power Company, CoTenn.;
lumbus, Ohio, and Chattanooga.
Suburban
the East St. Louis Railway &
Company and the Nashville Railway &

Light

Company,

becoming

secretary-

In
treasurer of the Nashville Company.
August. 1917, he became assistant genRaileral superintendent Chattanooga
was
he
1920
In
Company.
Light
&
wav
supennteridalso made assistant general
ent Tennessee Power Company,
ing this position with the Tennessee
Electric Power Company upon its organization in 1922. Two years later
retain-

he became commercial manager and
subsequently was called to New York
Hoto assume "executive duties with
denpvl. Hardy & Company, which last
year "was succeeded by the Allied Power
& Light Corporation.

Large Track Construction

Programs Are Planned
International Railway, Buffalo,

N.

^634,500 Improvement planned

track reconstruction during 1929.

New subway cars recommended

for Minneapolis. 150

RECONSTRUCTION
amounting

to

of

track

more than $1,000,000

will be made by the International
Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., during the year
1929.
This program was agreed upon
recently at a conference of representatives of the railway and members of the
Common Council. The actual track reconstruction and repaying will amount
to approximately $630,000, and the general maintenance cost will be about

$400,000.

The program

calls for track construc-

and repaying on Seneca Street from
Main to Michigan Streets, and from
New Bailey to Peabody Street on
William Street
from Babcock to the
Erie Railroad tracks on Virgil Street
and, also on Virgil Street, from Tacoma
to Taunton Street
on Clinton from
Michigan to Pine Street on Clinton
from Cedar to Jefferson on Fillmore
from Genesee to Seneca on Swan from
Washington to Ellicott and from Jeferson to Seneca Streets on Erie from
Main to the lower Terrace, and on
Ferry Street from Jefferson to Fillmore.
This program agreed upon will bring
the total amount expended by the International Railway in the past three
years up to $2,500,000. Of the $1,000,tion

;

;

;

;

;

Y., will spend ^1,000,000 for

on

Tenth

Avenue and on West Broadway

to cost

$80,000,

relaying

tracks

of

$75,900, and the relaying of tracks on
Hennepin Avenue from Seventh Street

Eleventh Street to cost $32,200. Reconstruction is planned on Nicollet
Avenue from Eighteenth Street to 24th
Street, to cost approximately $30,000,
and on Glenwood Avenue at a cost of
about $9,200. Special work at Hennepin Avenue and Third Street will cost
$29,000, and paving between the tracks

for Brooklyn

for general purposes. This amount will
be prorated between thirteen wards, each
being credited with about $12,800.

Cars for Brooklyn

to

on

several

additional

lines

will

cost

about $86,800.
New work on tracks
on W'ashington Street between Seventeenth and Nineteenth Avenues will cost
$18,000, and another relaying job will
amount to about $30,470. Extension of
the 28th Avenue line from SOth to 54th

amount to $21,000, and the
Como-Harriet line on France Avenue,
between 50th and 44th Streets, will cost
.Streets will

about $33,600.
In addition, an outlay
of approximately $166,400 will be made

Commissioner Lockwood of the New
York Transit Commission has received
testimony on the proposal of the commission to have the Brooklyn-Manhattan
Transit Corporation, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
purchase
additional
equipment
and
furnish improved service during the
non-rush hours. The engineers of the
commission consider that it will be necessary to add 150 new cars in the
Brooklyn subway system to speed up the

As for non-rush hour service,
the engineers have recommended that
the railway be required to run fulllength trains during these periods.
During this year most of the appropriations of the $7,000,000 improvement
program of the Georgia Power Company, Atlanta, Ga., will be spent on the
service.

;

000 appropriation for
than half will be spent
tion, which is 70 per
last year and 150 per

two years ago.

this

year

Chicago to Order 100

New

Cars

more

for reconstruc-

more than
more than
The company will build
cent
cent

about

10 miles of single track and
paving. The tracks and paving at several important intersections will be renewed in whole or in part.
The largest construction job will be
on Fillmore Avenue, which is the ap
proach to the new New York Central
Terminal. This construction will cost
more than $250,000. Although a number
of other construction jobs were suggested by the city, this work must be
deferred until more money becomes avail-

Work

on the present reconstruction program will be commenced as soon
as favorable weather arrives.
able.

Minneapolis Improvements

The budget

for proposed improvements in 1929 by the Minneapolis Street
Railway, Minneapolis, Minn., includes
track relaying and renewals costing approximately $634,500.
The program
calls for reconstruction on East Hennepin Street from Fifth Street to the Missouri River to cost $21,950, relaying of
tracks on University Avenue to cost

The new

cars will be the

first of the front-entrance, center-exit type
placed in service in Chicago

Chicago Surface Lines, Chicago, III.,
soon purchase 100 new single-end,

will

double-truck, city type passenger cars.
As mentioned in the Jan. 19 issue of

Electric Railway Journal, the Chicago Railways authorized the purchase
of 60 of these cars, and the Chicago City
Railway authorized the purchase of the
remaining 40. In accord with the pro-

gram

for higher scheduled speed being
carried out by this company, these cars
will

be equipped with sufficient motor
to give quick acceleration and

power
high

running speeds.

Each of these
cars will seat 60 passengers.
Departing from the usual practice
these cars will be the first
front-

two-man

266

entrance, center-exit type to be placed
in service in that city.
To facilitate
the loading and unloading of passengers
in these large units, double and single
folding entrance doors are provided in
the front end, and double and single
sliding type exit doors are installed in
the center of each car.
light color
interior painting scheme will be used
instead of the usual mahogany stain.
In the rear section of the car cross-type
seats will be employed.
In the front
end, cross seats will be installed on one
side and longitudinal seats on the other
thus expediting the movement of passengers from entrance to exit. All seats

A

will

be fully upholstered in leather.

February
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street railways in Atlanta as the

Rome and Athens
tems

have

Some

of the

other cities
are operated.

Macon,

Street Railway Sys-

been overhauled recently.
money, however, will go to
where street railway lines

According to word received recently,
plans for the proposed extension of the
Hill Street Tunnel of the Pacific ElecRailway, Los Angeles, Gal., to
Glendale Boulevard and Riverside Drive
are being made by the New York office
tric

of this railway.
In two bills passed by the City Council of Seattle, Wash., extensions of the
Beacon Hill street car line are provided
for.
One bill allows for a $28,100 extension from Spokane Street to Columbian Way, and the other for the extension of Columbian
to Graham
Street, at a cost of about $27,900.
Residents of this district have been requesting this extension for some time.

Way

The

Illinois

Terminal Railroad

This company has
Philadelphia, Pa.
also purchased five urban type Twin
Coaches. Six of this type of coach have
been purchased by the Northern Ohio

Power & Light Company, Akron, Ohio,
and one by the Houston Electric Company, Houston, Tex.
Turnstile Equipped Car Tried
in

Brooklyn

A

surface car with equipment adapted
subway method of fare collection
by automatic turnstile was placed in
service recently for experimental operation on the Vanderbilt Avenue line of
the surface lines of the Brooklyn-ManBrooklyn,
Transit Company,
hattan

Cars Remodeled

N. Y.

The car is designed for front entrance, with exit facilities at both the
Passengers boarding
front and read.

Among

For handling:

coal at

Twelfth .'Street plant this railway has
purchased one ^'^-ton locomotive from
the Enuip"''e'''t Cornoration of America,
its

car

is

The

the car pass behind the operator to a
turnstile just inside the body. The turnstile is of the mechanical type with revolving arms and is manufactured by the

Company.

Manufacturing

turnstile operates

with

less

The

noise than

those used at subway stations and is of
lighter construction. The slot in which
the coin is deposited is situated at the
corner of the machine handiest to the
entering passenger.
The operator is
provided with fare tokens to be given
to passengers who board the car with
transfers, so that they may also pass
through the turnstile, which is constructed so that either a fare token or
nickel will release the

mechanism and

admit passengers.

Modern type
installed

in

the

revised constitution and by-laws
National Electrical
Manufacturers Association marks a new
departure in association management.
The outstanding feature of the constitutional revision is the creation of a council of the chairmen of all groups in the
N.E.M.A. In the new section council
the leaders of the individual groups,
both sections and divisions, will be able
to accelerate and render their efforts
more efficient through the closer relationship with the board of governors
just passed by the

which they will annually elect nine
In view of the fact
of their number.
that all association activities originate
in the groups, which are now represented on the governing body, an
astonishing degree of mobility has been
to

obtained.

safety devices have been

new

Manufacturers

Revise Constitution

equipped with an automatic fare
collection turnstile

unit.

The doors

operated by pneumatic engines,
which are interlocked with the operaare

of the niotorman's brake valve.
rear exit doors are treadle operated
and are also interlocked with the brake
valve, so that they will function only
when the car is stopped. The controller
is the "dead man" type.
Longitudinal seats and a wide center
aisle permit passengers readily to move

The

six trollev frogs.

Due to the general success during
the several previous conventions in setting aside one day during the convention week for the intensive inspection
of exhibits by operating members, the
American Electric Railway Association
executive committee, at its meeting in
Indianapolis on Jan. 25, resolved that,
at the coming convention to be held in
Atlantic City, Monday afternoon and
Wednesday morning of the convention
week are to be devoted exclusively to
the exhibit inspections, and requested
that no meetings of any kind be scheduled during those periods.
At this meeting, the executive committee expressed its appreciation of the
co-operation during previous conventions, upon the part of the manufacturers in abstaining from demonstrating
operating equipment, staging exhibits in
hotel rooms and other places away from
the exhibit halls, and inviting delegates

Electrical

The

Percy

materials

at

their demonstrations and exhibits.
has requested the continuation of the
manufacturers' support in this matter.

tion

line

Days

It

or-

rail.

Exhibit

Convention

to

dered by this company are included 700
trolley
cars,
350 trolley suspension
clamps, 30 trolley section insulators and

steel

To Have

to the

O

Thirty cars are being remodeled for
one-man operation by the Duluth Street
Railway, Duluth, Minn. In connection
with this work this company has purchased 30 sets of front and rear pneumatic door controls, 30 sets of safety
equipment and 30 sets of leather upholstered seats for remodeling the cars.
This companv has also purchased 5
miles of No. 00 round trolley wire.
The Virginia Electric & Power Company. Richmond, Va., has placed orders
for ten kegs of lx5-in. track bolts, five
kegs of fx5-in. track bolts and 80 kegs
of track spikes. This company also ordered 500 rail bonds. 35 tons of 98-451
steel rail and 30 tons of section 132-443

through to the rear exit. Enameled handhold rails extend the entire length of
the car on each side, suspended at a
convenient height, and take the place of
the old straps provided for standing
passengers. As a protection for alighting passengers and reminder to drivers
of approaching automobiles the words
"Obey the 8-Foot Law" are painted on
both ends of the car close to the exit
doors.

will

construct nine new locomotives at its
Decatur shops. Five small electric loco
motives of the class
type are beinj^
built at the present time, and work on
four of the large class C engines is
scheduled to start on Feb. 1. The large
locomotives will be used in regular train
service and the smaller engines will be
used in switching and pulling small
work trains.
The large locomotives
weigh approximately 150,000 lb. each
and generate 1,000 hp., giving a pull of
more than 40,000 lb. It is estimated
that thev will cost approximately $50,000 each.
The smaller type locomotives,
costing approximately $20,000
each, will weight about 80,000 lb. and
develop 250 hp.
The Key System Transit Company,
Oakland, Cal., has ordered ten urban
type Twin Coaches. Three of this type
of coach have been ordered by the Detroit Street Railways and four of the
same type have been purchased by the
Jacksonville Traction Company, Jacksonville,
Fla.
The United Electric
Railways has ordered nine suburban express type Twin Coaches.

267

The revised constitutional set-up
also provides for the regrouping of
sections into new divisions in which it
is believed that a closer and more effective degree of co-operation can be
obtained by the individual sections thus
organized.
new divisional grouping

A

has been suggested and is at present
being considered by the sections. Final
approval of this regrouping will probably be given at the time of the spring
meeting and will then become effective.
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the number of meetthree each year, the
to
six
from
ings
that approximately
beheves
association
the
will be saved annually to

By decreasing

$300,000

The annual meeting

membership.

ot

in the fall
the association will be held
in
heretofore,
as
spring
the
instead of
of the asaddition, two other meetings
year.
sociation may be held each

PRICES

p^b.

copper electrolytic cents per

Smokeless mine run,

house Electric & Manufacturing Lornpany has announced a considerably
advertising program tor ivzy.
increase in advertising will be

t "^^'S

according

stated before the

to

the

plan

McGraw-Hill

editors
a recent

executives in
meeting with J. C. McQuiston, general
advertising manager for the company,
Rotogravure advertising in Sunday
newspapers will be resorted to on a
large scale in 35 metropolitan centers
throughout the country, supported by
newspaper advertising in other papers.

and business

Advertising of all types will be coordinated for each of the metropolitan
areas.

A

major feature of this program is a
between advertising and
tie
sales efforts of the company. It is an
impressive program, first started two
years ago, that has resulted in making
the Westinghouse organization "advertising conscious," according to Mr.
McQuiston. The entire campaign is to
be based first, on the development of
community markets for merchandise
equipment through newspaper advertising; second, on the development of industrial and trade markets through
business and technical paper advertising and, finally, to co-ordinate and time
all advertising to suit the seasonal and
territorial demands.
The list of business and technical
magazines selected by the company is
definite

;

well over 150, covering practically every
American industry. In addition, as in
the past, the leading state farm papers
will^be used for such advertising as is
applicable to the rural
community,
Financial publications will
also
be
utilized.

In addition, reprints of important
technical magazine articles and several
descriptive leaflets on apparatus will be
available, presenting a complete line of
literature on any subject needed. Aside
from the regular schedule of trade paper
advertising, in which advertisements
will be alternated on oil-electric, gaselectric and electric locomotives, a special series of electrification advertise-

ments

will be run this year.
This extensive group plan of advertising, to be promoted in large centers

of population
effective by a

rounding

and made
saturation

territories

::.•.::::

'•

^

••

increasingly
of the sur-

through local me-

'"

^I'^-j^

r.o.b.

Mines

f.o.b. vessel,

Hampton

mines, neV tons.::
tons
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net

to
Significant of its extensive effort
Westinghouse inst^sell the idea of the
development
tution as a leader in the
Westingof the electrical industry the

newspapers,

!

Somel'iSrXf.o-.b.-

Westinghouse
AdverSsing
° Activities

Siciionf "afleU

\9iV5

zjne.'centB per lb
Tin, straits, cents per lb

^,
bnlarges

This

lb
^

Co^^^^^^i^rlb"^

Bituminous Coal,

5.

'"'

j,ej,^_]vew York

,

larger

REFINERY

F.O.B.

for
is then sent to the industry
When the division
',,,,p,,„,e.
signed
^^ simphfied practice has received
least
80
at
from
pledges
acceptance

users it
ujrs^

^^ ^^^
j
:
.

|75
B«

Srnfairii.'lscr^Ie^Ci^S'cKrnert^r:

0:975

Kansasscreenings, Kansas City, net tons...

1.7"

ot
per cent of the industry, by volume
annual output, the recommendation is
then endorsed and published by the Department of Commerce. These reconimendations are subjected to periodical
review or audit, which not only gives
^.j^^
industry concerned an Opportunity
determine the Support given its proto

revise
^^^^^ but also the Opportunity to
I, „,odify it, if changes in the industry

sO warrant

q{

^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^ „;„_ n.

V ••

^g^^j^
•,,• v;
T „.r-ii,- 20375
'^^^l^^ooi:^-^^;,^:'^^^^^^^
'

Li„seed oil (5-bbi. lots) n. y cents per lb,
white^.ead in oil (lOO-ib. ke.,, N. Y., cents

Turpentine

(bbl. lots),

N.Y., per

gal
^

Ifs
io.6

't5

,

j^^^ Electric Railway for Japan
•'

most important develop-

ments since the earthquake will be
undertaken in the city of Yokohama,
Japan, according to plans which are now
under consideration.
It is reported that Ryosaku Kume,
of Tokyo, and twelve other promoters
are planning a new electric railway to
run around the city of Yokohama. The
company has already applied for a
license and will be known as the Yokohama Junkan Denki Tetsudo K.K. to be
3,500,000 yen, approxiThe projected line
will start from the New Yokohama Station and terminate at Isogo Machi, via
capitalized

at

mately $1,662,000.

Hodagaya Machi, Kusaka Mura and
O-oka Mura, approximately 5 miles.

endorsement
warrant the Depart^gnt publishing them, of which number
34 ^re alreadv in print.
'

*

Booklet Describes British Electric

Locomotives
ti,e recent order received
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical
Company, Trafford Park, Manchester,

^,^^,^

j,j

^^

England, for 21 additional electric
locomotives for the Great Indian Peninsula Railway, special interest is at-

partment

of

American industry
through
zation,

is

taking a greater

to

eliminate waste.
and standardiin a report just

simplification
is

evidenced

made public by the Department reviewing the progress report of this
group for the 4th quarter of 1928.
According to this report, the number
of

acceptances

for

simplified

practice

recommendations increased during the
quarter from 12,342 to 14,190. During
the calendar year 1928 the total number of acceptances increased from 8,546
During 1928 industry deto 14,190.

veloped 22 new simplifications, under
the auspices of the Department. There
are more than 100 effected simplified
practice recommendations.
After a proposed simplification is approved at a general conference of interested manufacturers, distributors and

illustrated

book

just

the

Company.

This publication gives par-

Vickers

Metropolitan

various tvpes of electric
supplied to the Great In^^.^^
Peninsula Railway, the South
^{^if-^n Railways, the North Eastern
Railway (England), the Metropolitan
'
(England), the Paulista Railj^^j]
^_
(Brazil), the Oeste de Minas
(Brazil), the Government of
j^j^jj^.j^y
^g^tern Australia, the Japanese Govthe Broken Hill
Railway.s'.
g,-„j„g„t
pj-gprietarv Company (Australia), and
Czecho-Slovakian State Railways,
^^j^^
^^ ^ preliminary to the details in
^g^^rd to each type of locomotive, there
j^,
^ useful introduction in which the
described,
are
locomotives
g]g^tric
gggi^gg i^gj^g illustrated by photoof

ji^-yi^^s

ip(,Q„.,Qtives

the

i^^
'

\

;

book

Cutler

contains

a

number

p
*'"

Waste Elimination Supported
work of the U. S. DeCommerce in assisting

an

tracted to
issued by

°

That the individual

^f

^|^g

'

^

interest in the

developed

to

_

With the intimate
trade publications.
co-operation and enthusiasm of its sales
force, this plan should be of particular
value to the electric railway industry in
its present trend toward modernization,

of the

100

sufficient

have received
f^om industry

diums, will be backed up by an in^
creased presentation in technical and

One

than

^^ore

jj^g

simplified practice recommendations, 89

No. H, per

Y.,

•

Name
Hammer Changes
»

Announcement has been made of a
the name of the Cutlerin
Hammer Manufacturing Company, Mil-

change

vvaukee. Wis., manufacturer of electric
motor control, wiring devices and allied
lines.
The new name of the company

be Cutler-Hammer, Inc.
is organized as a
Delaware corporation with the following officers:

will

The new company

Chairman of the board, F. R. Bacon
president, B. L. Worden vice-president,
F. L. Pierce vice-president, J. C. Wilson: treasurer, H. F. Vogt; secretary,
;

;

W.

C. Stevens.
In the change from a Wisconsin
to a Delaware corporation the CutlerHammer Manufacturing Company, Mil-

waukee, the Cream City Foundrv Company, Milwaukee, and Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Company, New York,
are united under one name.
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When better
hand brakes
are

made
we expect you
Brakes are

recommend
well as

will specify them.

still

the best brakes

But while Peacock

on

the market,

we

St illk-

strongly

you adopt Peacocks for your old cars
for your new.
that

as

PEACOCK
STAFFLESS BRAKES
have several outstanding features that justify

this

claim.

In the first place, they are ideally adapted to modern car design, for they are light in weight (only

72 lbs.) and occupy very little platform space.
Secondly, they are extremely fast in emergency.
They wind up the chain with lightning speed. A
very necessary accomplishment where the time
element is all important.
Thirdly, they actually stop the car, and stop it
quickly, for they enable the motorman to exert a
pressure of 3000 lbs. without undue effort. And
they do this in spite of slack rigging and worn
brake shoes, for they take up all the chain and
never clog.

And

last but not least, they require very little
For
maintenance throughout their long life.
Peacocks are ruggedly built with few parts. And
the wearing parts are made easily and inexpensively

replaceable.

NATIONAL BRAKE COMPANY,
890

Ellicott Square, BuflFalo,

Inc,

N. Y.

Canadian Representative: Lyman Tube 8C Supply Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.
General Sales Representatives: The Ellcon Co., 50 Church St., New York
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BEHIND^ THE PYRAMIDS-2

We

own

manufacture our

LAMPBLACK

Section of lampblack furnace

The

conditions of temperature

most high grade
carbon brushes is lampblack, for this is almost pure
carbon. Lampblack being used by many industries,
including rubber and paint, it is a staple article of
commerce and can be bought freely on the open
market from firms who make a business of burning
it from oils and oil wastes, natural gas and other
largest single basic material in

first

purchase

and

testing each tank car lot to

meets those

oil,

buying

it

time to

sure

and

air supply as
oil.

must not contain more than a trace of volatile
and a few hundredths of one per cent of ash.
Thus closely is governed the purity of the carboh
and its suitability for the brushes you buy bearing
the Pyramids and the Silver Strand Cable. When
you use National Pyramid Brushes you are sure
of a brush of the highest efficiency due to such
matter,

it

This oil is then burned
in a special furnace, under such carefully controlled

painstaking care in manufacture.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Unit of Union Carbide
\}jj_^

>

Incorporated

and Carbon Corporation

Carbon Sales Division
SILVER STRAND

Branch
Chicago,

111,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

draft

settle.

it

specifications.

Cleveland, Ohio

The

Before any of this lampblack can be used, it is
tested in our laboratory for volatiles and for ash.
To be good enough for National Pyramid Brushes,

to strict specifica-

make

oil

from the furnace chamber goes through many large
settling chambers, to give the fine, fluffy lampblack

Instead of buying lampblack, we manufacture our
own. Only by doing so can we be assured of lampblack of suflBciently high purity for use in making
National Pyramid Brushes.

We

and

will liberate most of the carbon in the

fuels that are rich in carbon.

tions,

room

CABLE

Offices

San Francisco, Cal.

and Factories

Jersey City, N.

J.

Birmingham, Ala.
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Pressure Lubrication
Involves more than this

Now-a-days!
Pressure lubrication, in the old days, meant giving
a

few turns

to the caps of the

trusting that the lubricant

grease cups

would

—and

get to the spot

required.

Now'a'days, with speeds and pressure

far differ'

ent than what they used to be, more positive means of
oil

or grease application are required.

Consequently, industry has turned extensively
to mechanical pressure lubrication.

With

this change, the

human element

in regulat-

ing lubricating pressures has been largely eliminated;

but the necessity for alertness in the \ind and amount
of lubricant to use has been increased.

We
The December 1928

speak with authority on this subject.

have studied
issue

of

it

extensively; and

much

We

of our informa-

the

magazine, "LUBRICATION;" is devoted entirely to the subject of
Pressure Lubrication. We shall be
?lad to Bend you a copy and put
you on the free mailing list to
receive "LUBRICATION" monthly.
Write to the address below.

tion

is

the result of actual experience on machinery

within our

own

thousands of

satisfied

We
Lubricant

plants

and throughout plants of

TEXACO customers.

can furnish you a time-tested
that

will

work

most

TEXACO

effectively

and

economically on any system of pressure lubrication

you

are using.

THE TEXAS COMPANY
Texaco Petroleum Products

Dept. E2, 17 Battery Place, New^
OFFICES IN PRINCIP.VL CITIES

York City
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the smallest to the

largest...
solid commutator
rings of Micanite

DENTAL drills and locomotives

—

enormous differences in
motor horse-power identical in
their

—

demand

for dependable in-

That is why they specify
commutator rings and segments of
Micanite the original pasted
sulation.

—

mica insulation.

Whatever the size or form our
manufacturing facilities and
methods permit

us to

fulfill

your

— to satisfy your production schedule — andtomaintain
specifications

a uniformity in dimension, and in
physical, chemical and electrical
characteristics to

an unexcelled

degree.
Ont of

the solid

MicaaiJe

Commutator rings recetitty
fumishtd one of America's
-

largest builders
locomotives.

of

electric

MICA INSULATOR COMPANY
New York:

200 Varick St.
Works; Schenectady, N. Y.

Cleveland
San Francisco

MicANftF

Pittsburgh

Montreal

Chicago: 542 So. Dearborn
Cincinnati

Toronto

Seattle

Los Angeles

Ouctucaiz M PI RE
INSULATION

fs/IICA

St.

London, England

INSULATION

BECU.S PATOfF.

OILED CLOTH INSULATION
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1NTERURBAN
perience of

Railways, too,

29

roads, benefiting

many

by the ex-

leading street raOways,

are fast replacing plain brass journals with

equipment.
The true rolling motion of Hyatt bearings
makes possible quicker starts and smoother
running without the customary exorbitant
increase in power.
Faster get-aways on Hyatts help maintain
schedules. Quieter operation promotes public
friction-free Hyattized

are becoming

Hyattways

good

[Slew

will

and increased patronage.

Diner — Coach Train equipped with Hyatt Journal Boxes — built by
& Light Co., at their Cold Springs Shops.

the Milwaukee Electric Railway

f

By

lessening the need for replacement or

attention Hyatts substantially reduce operating

and maintenance

costs.

economy, increased
flange life, greater sturdiness, shock absorption, long bearing life, and you realize why
Hyatt equipped journal boxes are becoming
Add,

Hyatt Journal Box; sectioned
to show bearing in place. The
changeover to Hyatts on existing equipment, or their adaptation to new cars, is made easy
through Hyatt A.E.R.A. and

A.R.A. standard*.

also, lubrication

increasingly popular.

Any improvement which

such attractions in the way of passenger comfort and returns on your investment, should be worthy of
offers

careful consideration.

FuD

information, and our engineering re-

sources, are at your disposal.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY

mWMTt
Newark

Detroit

Chicago

Pittsburgh

Oakland

ROLL/ER BBA.RINGS

^w^E

PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORSTO

-
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction

Chrome Nickel

and Built-up Construction

and weights of rail

of all heights

The Lorain Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sales Offices;

Atlanta

New York

Dallas

Cleveland

Chicago

^iiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

Los Angreles
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Unclouded windows
promote popularity
and safety

COLUMBIA
Railway and Utility Supplies

CLEANING

car and bus windows
regularly the Oakite way promotes
the safety of rapid transportation and
increases the popularity of your service.

—

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum

Oakite cleaning rapidly removes all trace
of traffic dust and grime; leaves windows
clear and film-free.
No cloudy haze remains to obscure the vision of motorman
or bus driver; no smears or streaks linger
to encourage complaints from patrons.

Forgings

Machinery
and Patterns
Special

Moreover, Oakite methods for this and many other
railway cleaning jobs save hours .and dollars whereever used. A valuable fact-filled booklet, yours for
the asking, gives complete details for a wide range of
cleaning operations. Request it today.

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work
Armature and

Oakite Service Hen. cleaning speciallstt. are located (n
the leading industHal centers of the V. S. and Canada

Field Coils.

Manufactured only by
INC., 28B Thames St.,

OAKITE PRODUCTS,

The Columbia Machine Works
265 Chestnut

St.,

Brooklyn,

Pittsburgh

Philadelphia

Pacilic Coast Distributors: United Slates Steel Products Co.. San Francisco, Seattle, Portland.
Export Representatives : United States Steel Products Co.. New York

and M.

comer

OAKITE

Co.

I.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Atlantic Ava..

New York

industrial aeaning Materials mxi Methods
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EARCHLIGHT
USED EQUIPMENT

ca,

NEW^—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNDlSPl^ATfBD— BATiQ EE& WOKD:

INFORMATION;

Wanted. 4 cents & word, mlnimujn
4n insertion, payable In advance.
Pofitium Vncant snd all othra- rJa^sIflcattons,
8 cf-iiti> X wurd, minimum charge S2.Q9,
J*r»po»at», 40 e«ot« ft ]ine an inMrtion.

Hcjr Svinhrrii in car© of any of our oftlces
cininl 10 words additional In undlsplayed ada,

/*o*itionM

conts

Tf>

DISI*LAYE1>- RAT>; I'EB INCH:
1

lUscotmt of 10% if one payment is raado in
advance for four consecutlrc iniertittiB of
undUplayed ads (not including proposals).

to
to

X

to

registers with B-10 horizontally operating backs and B-9 vertically operating backs are almost new. Most of them have been in service less than a year
and none more than 2J^ years. All are in first-class operating condition.

These

for sale because a change in rate of fare made
C. cars and buses with a multi-fare register.

They are

I.

R. C.

tt.50 an inch

inches
inche?

:

—

it

;

9

years' experience with street railway and
interurban property. Clean, successful
record,
high-grade references, seeking
position with future. PW-161, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th St.,

200 International Fare Registers,
Single Type R-10, Sheet Bronze Cases

L R.

7

14 Inches

POSITIONS WANTED
ENGINEER—Ways and structures

FOR SALE

all

:i

4.3ft iin inch
4.16 an inch
Rates for larder spaces, orycarly rates. 091 request.
.in ndverOMno i>teh Is measured vertically on
30 InclieB—to a page.-.
one column, 3 columns
1

New

York.

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation, broad
experience, clean successful record covering every phase of transportation, seeks
connection with future.
Best of references.
PW-156,
Electric
Railway
Journal, 1600 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

necessary to equip

YOUNG

man, over eight years' successful
as superintendent of way and

record

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

overhead

experienced

;

estimating con-

in

and maintenance. Best of refPW-160, Electric Railway JourSouth Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

struction
erences.

1S87 Michigan Avenue, BufTalo, N. Y,

nal,

7
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Double Truck Snow Plow
Fully Equipped
Priced to Move Quickly

i. W. GERKE
303 Fifth Ave.. New York

I

To
Buy

When

N. Y.

Ad

Your

Provide

an

indexing

or

subject word.

of your ad.

the rolling stock or equipment

If it

you are not

word

as the first

it

using.

or

is

a Position

make

the

Wanted

Vacant

Position

word

first

ad,

the

kind of position sought or

Sell it

oflered.

This

before depreciation
scraps

assure

proper

classification in the

column.

The

it.

will

right

reject,

classify

Write for Advertising Rates

is

revise
all

reserved

or

Want

to

properly

Adver-

tisements.

Searchlight

Department

Tenth Ave, at 36th Su,

Proper Classification
increases the possibility of

New York

Prompt Returns
•

tIMIIIIMIIKI
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Hit

i
i

I
I

City.

Writing

Write

that

i

Also Johnson Type D Pare Boxes
Write or Wire

Some One
Wants

|
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Gas rroducers
Westiiiffhouse E,

& M.

Co.

Texas

Co.,

The

Westinghouse E.

Gates. Car
Brill Co. The J. Q.
Cincinnati Car Co.

J.

Service

Gear Canes

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co.
WeetiuBhouse E. & M. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Supplies

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Co.. The J. G.
Ciucinnati Car Co.

Generators

American Brown Boveri

M. Co

Fixtures
Service Supplies Co,
Westinghouse E, & M. Co.
Elec,

&

(See

Incandescent

(See also HeadUghte)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, & M. Co.

Lamps, Signal and Marker
Elec.

Service Supplies
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Co.

Hale-Kllburn

Weslingrhouse Tr, Brake Co.
Paints and Varnishes
(Insulating
Elec. Service Supplies

Co

Supplies Co.

Elec,

Service

Grease
Texas

and Goncs)

It

The

Lighting Fixtures, Interior
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Corp.

Grinders, Portable

Railway Trackwork Co.
Grinders,

Portable

Railway

Proteetion
Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Elec.

Grinding Supplies

& Thermit

Electrio
Trackwork Co.

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators,
Wires, etc.)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

and
Winding Machines)

Guard Rail Clamps
Lorain

Steel

Ramapo Ajaz

Co.
Corp.

Guard Rails, Tee Rail A
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co.
Guards,

Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Harps, Trolley

& M.

Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Star Brass Works

Locking Spring Boxes
Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Locomotives. Diesel Electric
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Electric Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co.

& M.

Pins, Case Hardened,

Wood

and Iron
American Steel Foundries
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Planers (See Machine Tools)
Plates for Tee Rail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Rubber Insulated
SuppUes Co.

Elec. Service

Bethlehem

Elec.

Steel

Service

Co.

The

Lubricants, Oils and Greases

Texas

Co..

The

Co.

Supplies Co.

Lumber
Bell Lumber & Pole

Poles and

Ties,

(See also

& M.

Columbia Machine Works

—

G.

Worka

Sweeper, Rattan

J. Q. Brill Co.

and Appaiutas)

Special

Trackwont
Bethlehem Steel Co

Lorain Steel Co.
Wharton, Jr.

Wm.

&

Co.

Illinois Steel Co.

Service

Supplies Co.

Resistance
Consolidated Car Htg. Co
General Electrio Co.

&

Treated
Pole Co.

Co.

and Connectors)

Spray Booths

Mahon

Co.. R. C.

Springs
National By. Appliance Co.

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers
Trolley)

Springs. Car and Truck

Rheostats
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Safety Control Devices
Safety Car Devices Co.

The

G.
Elec. Service Supplies
Nlchols-Ijntern Co.
Co.,

The

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co.

Sprinklers, Track and
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Boad

Steel. Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries

J.

J.

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Standard Steel Works

Co.

Co.

Timken Roller Bearing Co.
Open Hearth

Steel,

American

Steel Foundries

Timken Roller Bearing

Co.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Co.
Const. Co.

& M.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps

Resistance, Wire and Tube
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brill

A

Compounds

Westinghouse E.

American Steel Foundries
Cincinnati Car Co.

Sash. Metal Car Window
Hale-Kllburn Co.
Scrapers. Track (See Clean
ers and Scrapers Track)

Screw Drivers, Rubber
Insulated
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Seating Materials

Brill Co., The J. G.
Manganese Steel Guard Rails
Supplies Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Poles, Tubular Steel
Wm. Wharton. Jr.. & Co.
Seats,
Bus
Elec, Ry. Equipment Co.
Heaters, Car (Electric)
Brill Co.. The J. G
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co. Manganese Steel Castings
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Portable Grinders
Lorain Steel Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Railway Trackwork Co.
S»t8, Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Manganese, Steel, Special
Heaters, Car, Hot Air and
Potheads
Cincinnati Car Co
Track Work
Water
Okonite Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Wm, Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Inc.
Second Rand Equipment
Heaters, Car Stove
Manganese Steel Switches
Gerke, G. W.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Frogs and Crossings
Power Saving Devices
International Railway Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
National Ry, Appliance Ca
Helmets, Welding
Lorain Steel Co.
Shades. Vestibule
Railway Trackwork Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Pressings, Special Steel
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Cincinnati Car Co,
Cincinnati Car Co.
Mica
Hoists & Lifts
Pressure. Regulators
Shovels
Mica
Insulator
Co.
Columbia Machine Works
Genera! Electric Co,
Brill Co., The J. G.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co
Mirrors, Inside & Outside
Hose, Pneumatic
Westinghouse
Shovels,
Tr.
Brake
Power
Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Brill Co.. The J. O.
Punches, Ticket
Motor
Instruments, Measuring,
Buses, (See Buses)
International Reg. Co.. Th* Side
Bearings (See Bearlnn
Testing and Recording
Center and Side)
General Electric Co
Motor & Generator Sets
Kail Braces and Fa«teninn
National Ry. Appliance Co.
American Brown Boveri
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Signals, Car Starting
Westinghouse E. i M. Co.
Electric Co.
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Rail Grinders (See Grinden)
Elec
Service Supplies Ct
Insulating Cloth, Paper and Motors, Electric
National Pneumatic Co.
Tape
General Electric Co.
Rail Joints
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Carneifie Steel Co.
Signals. Indicating
Mica Insulator Co.
Illinois Steel Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Okonite Co
.Motors, Generators and ConRail Joint Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co
trols for Electric Buses
Signal Systems. Block
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Rail Joints, Welded
General Electric Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Insulation (See also Paints)
Nachod and United States
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Electric Ry. Equipment Co. .Motorman's Seats
Electric Signal Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G
Elec, Service Supplies Co.
Rail Welding
Cincinnati Car Co.
Mica Insulator Co.
Signal Systems. Highway
Metal
&
Thermit
Corp
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Okonite Co,
Crossing
Railway Trackwork Corp
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Nachod and United States
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Nuts and Bolts
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Electric Signal Co.
American Steel Foundries
Rails, Steel
Insulator Fins
Bemis Car Truck Co
Carneirie Steel Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Slack Adlnslers (3ee Brake
Cincinnati Car Co.
Ulujois Steel Co
Adjusters)

Headlining

J.

Co.

Sash Fixtures. Car

Bell Lumber &
Intern. Creos. & Const. Go.

Poles, Trolley
Elec, Service

The

Spikes

Replacers, Car

Brill Co.,

Poles, Metal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Intern. Creos,
Co..

Co

Sanders, Track

Pole Line Hardware

Poles, Ties, Posts, Piling

Headlights
Elec.

Pliers,

Lubricants

Texas

Work

Westinghouse E.

General Electric Co.

Locomotives, Electrie
American Brown Boveri

Westinghouse E.

Supplies

Coils)

(See Gears)

Grinding Bricks and Wheels

Railway Trackwork Co.

Co.,

Columbia Machine

F»i»cesse8

also Coil Banding

Service

Brill

Soidering and Brniing
Apparatus (See Welding

Repair Shop Appliances (8»»

Repair

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Lightning
Co..

Grinders

Metal

Bells

Brooms

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Reg. Co.. Th<

Elec.

GongB (Se«

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and

Supplies Co.

Pins, Case

Letter Boards
Cincinnati Car Co.

Co.

National By. Appliance C«

Power
American Brown Boveri

Elec.

Service Supplies

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Pinion Pullers

Elec.

Smokestacks, Car

Snow Plows

Mercury Arc

Reinforcement, Concrete

Pickup, Trolley Wire
Service

Co

Electric Co.

Paving Material
American Brake Shoe &
Found, Corp.
Elec.

Rectifiers

Supplies
Co.

1929

Wheels and Cutterr
Anderson Mfg. Co., A, & J.
Cincinnati Car Co,
Columbia Machine Work*
Elec, Ry. Equipment Co.

Splicing

Girder Ralls

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Service

Elec.

9,

Sleet

Co,

Co.. The J. G.
Cummings Car & Coach Co

Packing

Pinions

Lanterns, Classification
Nichols-Lintern Co.

& M.

Rattan

Cutting

Paints & V'arnlslies, Railway
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Brill

Mtiiighuuse E.

Brill

Co.

(See Rail Joints)

Lamps, Arc

(See Ruses)

Apparatus)

Lamp Guards and
Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. &

Omnibuses

Oxy-Acet.vlene

Joints, Rail

G.

Standard Steel Works Co.

The

Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Dear Blanks

The

& M.

Co..

Vt

Jacks (See also Cranes,
Hoists and Lifts)
Elec.

Brill Co..

Texas

Elec, Ily. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.

GfunyUne

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.

on

also Line

Insulators (See
Materials)

February^

and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries

Steel

Carncffie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Steps, Car
Brill Co.. The J. 0.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Stokers, Meciianlcal
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Itop Signals
Stop

Nichols-Lintern Co.

Storage Batteries (See Batteries. Storage)
Strain Insulators

Anderson Mtu.

Co..

&

A.

J.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Strand
Boebling's Sons Co.,

J.

A.

Street Cars

(See Cars,
Passenger, Freight.

Express)
Structural Steel

American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.

Sweepers, Snow (See Snow
Plows, Sweepers and

Brooms)

Switch Stands and Flxtarea

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Switches

American Brown Boveri
Electrie C-orp,

General Electric Co.
Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec.

Service Supplies Co
& M. Co.

Westinghouse E.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Switches, Track
Special Work

(See Track

Continued on page 38
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Boyerized Parts:
Spring Post BuiblDfu

Brake Pins
Brake Hangeri
Brake Levers
Pedestal Glba
Brake Fulcnims
Turnbuckles
Case Hardened Bushings

Spring Posts
Bolster and Transom
ChaQng Plates

Special

Manganese Brake Headii
Manganese Truck Parts =

Forgln^a
Bronze Bearings
McArtbur Turnbucklei
Trolley Pins

Center Bearings
Side Bearings

=
=
=
=

F

=
=

F.

=

=

=
i
1
=
I
=

i
i
i
E
=
E

Car Truck Company |

|

Bodler,

903 Monadoock Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
F. McKenney.
54 First Street, Portland, Oregon.
H. Denton.
13^8 Broadway. Nen York City, N. T.

W.
J.

A.

W.

Arlin,

519 Delta Bldg., Los Angeles,

Betnis

Cal.

mi"

11"

"iiiiiiiiiiHHiiiiiMiimii

"ii"ii^-

TRACKWORK
—

|

=
=

repregentativee

1

—

=

Can be parchased throush the followlnti

iiiii

It is the super-enduring qualities of
Tisco Manganese Steel the original
and workin the trackwork field
manship born of painstaking care,
that keep Wharton trackwork in the
vanguard.

=

=
£
S

Ill

WM. WHARTON

&

JR.

CO., INC.

EASTON, PENNA.

Springfieldf Mass.

"iiiiiiiiniiiiii

"Ill
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Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways

I

I

I

|
|

I

=.<iiii"ii"iii"

"II"

I""

iiiiiiiiii

Bethlehem, Pa.

"11"
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II

Lightest

Weight

Greatest Adaptability

f

GstaloK complete with ectljieerliic data sent on reanest.

I

I

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.

I

CINCINNATI. OHIO
New York City. 30 Chnrch Street

I

"llllllln
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COMBINE
Lowest Cost
Least Maintenance

|

BETHLEHEM

nlllllllllllll""""""!"""

TMt CMAMTtnCO JOINT

|
|

Catalog Sent oh Request

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,

iimmimimimmiimiiiimn

|

Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and
Pole Line Material.

I

mm

iiiui"iiiiii"ii"iiirii"ii"ii"iiiiii"iiiniiu

|

Wheels and

I
I

iiii

I

ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

I

Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and

I
1
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|

Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Fitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Frogs; Hard Center

I

V
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The Ideal Insuhtion for Clectric Hallways

and CABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

INSULATED WIRES
OKONITE,

MANSON

and

POWER CABLES, SIGNAL CABLES
and CAR WIRIN G
THE OKONITE COMPANY
THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE

CO.. INC..
Paterson. N. J.
Factories:
Passaic. N.J.
Salet Omcei: New York. Chicago, Plltsbursh. St. Louis,
Boston, Atlanta. BirminKbam. San Fcancisco. Los Angeles

Seattle.

Dallas.

Okonite Quality Standards
Unchanged for Half a Century
^tiiiiiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiii
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FARE

BOXES
Let us

tell

for

you of

i
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The DIFFERENTIAL

BUSES

this

mimimmiimiimimimrmummimimmiimimiimmiimig

Standard on
60 Railways for

especially de-

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

signed box for this class of service.

Ash Disposal
Coal Hauling
Concrete Materials

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Waste Handling

4900 Lexington Ave.,| Cleveland, O.
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box

Co., Ltd.

E

AND SORTING

MACHINES

CHANGE CARRIERS, TOKENS

i
i
1

I
i

i
I

I

1
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i

|
|
i
|
|
|
E

|
=
=

Snow Disposal

=

Crane Car
Clark Concrete Breaker
Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor
Differential

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

I

Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties
Vte These Labor Saverf

Preston, Ontario

COIN COUNTING

CAR

CO., FitidUy, O.

iiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimnmimimimimiimmimiimiimmiiimmmimi

|
=
|
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
This index is published aa a convenience to the reader. Erery care is taken to mal<e it
accurate, but Electric Railwav Journal assumes no responsibility lor errors or omissions.

Pare

—A—
American
Co
American
American
Corp
American
American
Anaconda
Anderson

Brake Bhoe & Foundry
Brass Co., The
Brown Boveri Electric

Paile

31
31

Front Cover
Car Co
Third Cover
Steel Foundries ....
6
Copper Mining Co
31
Mlg. Co., A. & J. .
35
.

.

.

.

&

Ford.

H

Co., E.

30
30
33

Bacon & Davis

"For Sale" Ads

Co

Electric

23
35

Wheel Co

Griffin

—H—
Hale-Kilburn Co

30

Organization
Bell Lumber & Pole Co
Bemis Car Truck Co

Bethlehem

Steel

19
33
30
30
29

"Help Wanted" Ads,...

Heeler

31
37
37
30

Co

Rowland
Brill Co., The J. G
Third Cover
Buchanan & Layng Corp
30
Bibbins, J.

Stuck!

Hempliill

&

Wells
Hoist, Englehardt W.
Hyatt Roller-Bearing Co.
.

.

— —

Nachod and U.

pany. Inc.,

Illinois

Consolidated

Car

Heating Co.

.

DeLeuw & Co
Kuhlman Car Co
Kelker,

—D—
Differential Steel Car Co.,

Dodge Bros

The.

.

.

30
Third Cover

Equipment Co

37
9

The

37
37

Co., R. C.
Master Plier Corp

16
31

.

,

Tapes and Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

Tools, Track,
cellaneous

Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

.

Line

&

Mis-

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Master Plier Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Towers and Transmission
Structure

Westinghouse E. & M. Co
Telephone St Telegraph Wire Track Grinders
John A. Roeblings Sons Co.
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwak Co.
Testing
Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
Instruments
(Sec
Instruments, Measnrinr,
Track, Special Work
Testing, etc.)
Columbia Machine Works
Thermnstata
Consolidated Car Htg. Co

Railway Utility Co
Smith Heater Co., Peter
Ticket Choppers and

Destro.vers
Elec. Service Supplies Co,

Tie Plates
Illinois Steel Co.

Ties * Tie Rods, Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
International Steel Tie Co.
Ties, Wood Cross (See Pole*
Ties. Posts, etc.)

Tokens
Johnaon Fare Box Co.

.

.

31
33

— B—

Wm

Wish

Richey, Albert
Roebling's Sons Co., John

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

31

The P. Edw

21

Trolley Wheels
Trolley)

(See Wheels

Trolley Wire

American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. Co
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A,
Trneks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co
Co..

The

J.

G.

Tubing, Steel

Timken Roller Bearing

Electric C^)rp.

General Electric Co.

& M.

Co.

Treads, Safety Stair.
Car Step
Cincinnati Car Co.

Co.

Turbines, Sleam

American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Tree Wire
Turntables
Okonite Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Trolley Buses
Turnstiles
Co..

The

J.

Westinghouse E.

O.

& M.

Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Percy Mfg. Co., Inc.

Page
33
33

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT

33
33
33

W

Gerke, 6.
International Railway Co

from page 36

Valves

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Ventilators, Car

The J. O.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Brill Co..

Welded Rail Joints
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Welders, Portable Electric
General Electric Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Welders, Rail Joint
General Electric Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Transformers
American Brown Boveri

Westinghouse E.

Trolley Wheel Bnshlncs
Star Brass Works

A dverlising

Classification

Standard Steel Works Co

Co..

30

BUSINESS OPP
5

Peter

Smith Heater

.

Searchlight Section

30
A... 31

30
33
31

Trolley Material, Overhead
Anderson Mfg. Co.. A. & J.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Trolley Pins
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Brill

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co., The J. G.

Brill

Service,

.

31
31
31

—8—

32

Tongne Switches
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Westinghouse Air Brake Co ...
4
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Second Cover
Wharton, Jr. & Co., Inc.,
37
"What and Where to Buy,"
34, 36, 38
White Eng, Corp., The J, 6,,, 30
.

Rail Joint Co

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY—Continued

Lorain Steel Co.

—W—
"Want" Ads
33
Wason Mfg. Corp
Third Cover
Waukesha Motor Corp. Back Cover

Classified

Mahon

35
17

—C —

37

Tampers, Tie
Railway Trackwork Co.

Tee Rail Special Track Work

Texas Co,, The
Timkeu Boiler Bearing Co

32

Safety Car Devices Co
Sanderson & Porter
Searchlight Section

Service Supplies Co...

— T—

Com-

Cable

Wanted and Vacant,

Insert 11-14

—E—
Electric

Inc

Railway Track-work Co
Railway Utility Co
Ramapo Aiax Corp

Lorain Steel Co.

Electric Ry.

31
23
24
15
35
31

Una Welding & Bonding Co... 31

Percy MIg. Co., Inc

30
20
35

Johnson Bronze Co
Johnson Fare Box Co.
.

Co

.

Jackson, Walter
.

.

—P—
Positions

Collier. Inc.. Barron G
Columbia Machine Works

.

& Com-

Register Co., The.
International Steel Tie Co

27
37
26
32
37

.

Okonite Co, The

International

Carnegie Steel Co
Cleveland Par Box Co

Signal Co.

—O—
Oaklte Products.
Okonite-Callender

I

Steel Tie Co
International Creosoting
struction Co

S.

Brake Co., Inc
Carbon Co
National Pneumatic Co
National Ry. Appliance Co
Nichols Lintern Co
National
National

Page
35
30
30
31

Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood, Inc
Stone & Webster

—N—

.

—B—

MeClellan & Junkersfeld
Metal & Thermit Corp
Mica Insulator Co

—G—
General

Page
30
18
28

Page

—F—

Railway Trackwork Co.
Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Welding, Steel

Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Welding Wire
Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Welding Wire and Rods
Railway Trackwork Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fender*
and Wheel Guards)
Wheel Presses (See Machine
Tools)
Wheels, Car, Vast Iron
Griffin

Wheels,

Wheel Co.
Car,

Steel

A

Steel

Tire

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Carnepie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel

Co.

Standard Steel Works
Wheels, Trolley

Columbia Machine Worki
Elec. Ry. Einiipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Star Brass

Works

Wheels, Wrought Steel
Carnegie Steel Co.
Illinois Steel Co.

Whistles, Air

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Window Guards A

Fittings
Cincinnati Car Co.

Wire Rope
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A,
Wires and Cables
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.,
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
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Modern Construction
Based

On Proven

Principles

MASTER UNIT

Cars embody the proven principles of
to be fundamentally sound.
Present day standards of appearance, comfort, and operating
economies as well as uniformity of design have been applied.
Brill

that

construction

The

1

result

in the

way

known

are

is a new series of cars that leave little to be desired
of mass transportation vehicles for every type of elec-

railway service.

tric

The

single-end, center-exit car for city service illustrates another
There is no need to exseries.

type in the

MASTER UNIT

periment with

this type car.

Write for detailed information.

11
The
li^S

J. G.

Amepican Car
Co.
ST kOUIB IsrtO

Brill

Company

Pl-IIl-A.DEl_F»MlA..P-A..

—

a
^=^

Car Co.
C.C.Kumlman
Ai-JD. DMtO
Cl-rvci.

Pacific Coast RepreRentative:

Rialto Bldg., San Francisco

C^^
%

s^

I
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Fageol Truck Model 10-66 and Trailer Powered by IVaukesha

153 Ton-Miles
I^ROM

6AB Engine

per

Gal.

Oakland to Salina, California, is a distance of
a trip which the Fageol six-wheel tank
truck and trailer covers in 4 hours, 25 minutes elapsed
time. The Waukesha Engine which powers the truck
gives from 41/4 miles to 41/2 miles per gallon of gasoline
consumed, with a gross load of 68,000 pounds or 153
ton-miles per gallon of gasoline. The equipment is
owned by the Golden Gate Motor Transit Co., which
operates it in the service of the General Petroleum Co.

*

104 miles

—

Whether you want a gasoline engine for automotive
or industrial service, there is a Waukesha four or sixcylinder unit that just suits the job. Write for Bulletin

710— "What's New with Waukesha."

AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT DIVISION

WAUKESHA MOTOR COMPANY
New York

Tulsa

Waukesha, Wisconsin

Houston

San Francisco

Exclusive Builders of Heavy-Duty Internal Combustion Engines
for Over Twenty

Yean

k.Hill
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ASTE
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February

not confined to

forest fires.

Rewinding

sometimes a source ,/^
of wasted time and materials.
is

Ready-cut winding insulation
from the original manufacturer
of the motor saves time and mamanufactured in quancost, and is cut to exact
make your rewinding job

terials; is
tity at

size to

Eliminate Waste
in

Rewinding
Armatures
by Using

Westinghouse
Cut Winding
Insulation

low

easy.

Westinghouse cut winding insulation is packed in three separate
packages- -cut core insulation, cut
slot and end insulation, and cut
banding insulation.

Request a copy of Traction Maintenance Catalogue Sheet No. 21.
Westinghouse Electric
East Pittsburgh

& Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

Salei Offices in all Principal Cities of
the United States and Foretun Counttict

Wsstinghous^

16,

1929
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In This Issue
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Editorials

—Digging Below the Surface—Heavy Inspection
Cutting Costs—Specifications for Special Trackivork
as a Means
Approved—Philadelphia Looks Ahead
Planning
Subway— The

A

Race Against Time
of

in

Subsidy as a

New

Its

Shibboleth.

Special Inspection Increases Shop Efficiency
By Clarence W. Squier
In the Coney Island Shops of the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit
Corporation a force of inspection specialists has been built up by
concentrating the work of inspecting subway cars.

MCGRAW-HILL

PUBLISHINQ COMPANY,
Tenth Are.

at

36th

272

INC.,

St.,

New

York. N. Y.
Cable Addresa "Marhlntst.

Jahuh H. MoQiiaw, Chairman

N. T."
of the

BoHrd

By a.

Miiin. President
H. McObaw. Jb.,

Jaubs

Vlcfl-Prefllileiit

Edwaim)

Mason

J.

and Treasurer

C.

Roe

Correctly shaped high grade materials, proper insulation and reinforcement are described by the author as vital points in successful
armature rewinding.

Mriikhn, VIce-Preildent

ItniTi'oN, Vice-President

EnoAB RoiiAK, Vice-President
Hakolo W. MoGuaw. Vice-Prealdent
C. B. Thompson, Secretary
Nbw York DlKtrict Office. 285 Madl-

on

280

Reducing Costs of Armature Rewinding

Malcolm

Are.

Wahhinoton.

National Pr«Ba Btttldlag
7 Sonth Dearliorn St.
Pbiladbi.I'Mia. I6nn Arch St.

Chicauo,

CLBTRLANn,

Shallow Steel Tie Construction Used in Flint and Pontiac
Numerous economies were

effected in the original cost, speed of
construction, paving surface and durability of this track installation

iteil

London,

6 Bourerle Street, London
K. C. 4.
Puhllshers ot
Electrical World
American MHchiiiiHt

Klertrlciil Mrrrhnndlslng
RnglneerliiR and Mining Journal
Chemlral and Metallurgical ICnglncprlng
BiiH TrnnHportntlnn
Power
Radio Retailing
<;ohI Age
Engineering
News-Record

employing a shallow type

By
Care

Ciinatructlon Methods
Pood Indnstries
Electrical West

PuhUthed

in

(

PublUhed

289

method
armature life.

—

R. S. Beers

and annual application of insulating varnish and
banding are given as important factors in prolonging

in the selecting

in the

San FraneUeo )
European Edition
in London )

American Machinist

steel tie.

Prolonging the Life of Electric Railway Armatures

Ingenterfa Internariunai

(

285

Gtiardliiti Ittilldlng

Telephone Building
Ban PUAN<nHOo, 883 MIs.slon Street
Bt. Loiiib.
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Maintenance Data Sheets
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Copyright. 1929, by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Subscribers are requested to send both
the old address and the new address
when they move to a new address.
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Turntable for Heavy Field Coils~
Portable Pit Oven for Limited
Equipment
Air
Space Useful
Tools

—

Improved Equipment Suggestions 294
Turnbuckle—Acces^^^^^ ^^^
.

Louisville

Improves

Its

Safety

Record

^^>-

^^m^

Maintenance of Aluminum Cell
292

Lightning Arresters

News

—

sories for Pressure Lubrication
Sleeve for Reinforcing Poles Im-

—
Gloves— Earth

Is ofBclal

correspondent In the United States for
Union Internationale de Tramways, de
Chemlns de fer d'Interet local et de
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of the Industry

proved
Welding
Boring Machine for Pole Setter

•

-

295

••

Louisville—

Traffic Problem Before U. S.
Firm Finds Detroit Net Revenue
$1,265,180 Less Than Amount Required— Consolidation of Surface

Fare Increase Sought

—Private

Chamber

ical,

—

AlphabetIndex
44; ClasHiflpd. 40, 43, 44;

AdvertUlne

Searchlight,

39

293

Ideas for Better Maintenance

Winners of First Group of
Department Prizes in
Maintenance Contest

in

Auditing

—

Lines in Brooklyn Appreciation of A. W. Robertson
IVhitehorne 100 New Cars Recommended for Cleveland.

—
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Golden Silence
with

Noiseless Gears

modern

INgolden.

X

street

car

operation,

Golden because

it

silence

is

means increased

good- will and greater patronage; also less outlay
for repairs.

In

many ways Westinghouse-Nuttall

proof against noise.
fer

gears are

The smooth, even load trans-

of the helical design prevents chattering.

Even

after

long service,

thej'

do not become noisy

from wear because the exchisive Nuttall
treatment increases the

life

BP

heat

of these gears to

four times that of ordinary gears.

In addition to these silencing qualities, Westing-

house-Nuttall has developed a device which eliminates the high-pitched ringing
teristic of all metallic gears.

sound charac-

This consists of a

wrought iron ring built rigidly into the rim on
each side of the gear, with a non-metallic layer
interposed between the rings
is

and gear rim. This

the exclusive Westinghousc-Nuttall

of eliminating noise
Westinghouw
Nuttall

Worki

method

from these gears.

Electric

& Manufacturing Company
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Salck Offices in All Principal Cities of
the United States and Foreign Countries

t^&rSf

Westinghousfe

February

t..

16,
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"Riding the Greyhoonds
Here is a report of Goodyear performance so
typical that we let the letter speak for itself.
"After several years' operation of tnotorbuses on
various makes of tires," writes Guy J. Shields,
General Manager of Southland-Red Ball Motor
Bus Co., "experience has taught us that Goodyear
All- Weather Tires are unsurpassed in quality as
well as ability to render 100% traction under any
kind of weather or road condition.
"For the past two years we have used Goodyear
Tires exclusively on our fleet of forty -six coaches,

95% of which are six tire units.
"At present we are operating 187,791 miles per
month, while our total mileage for the past two
years amounts to 3,314,734 miles over all kinds
of roads; have carried 485,279 passengers safely
to their destination.

"While our operation is entirely within the state
of Texas, where the extreme heat is a severe test
of any tire, we have been receiving a consistently high average on Goodyear Tires, and, in

tlirouglli

Texas'^

some instances received 46,000

miiles

per

"The most wonderful thing in our experience
with your company has been the excellent service rendered us up and down our three hundred
sixty-nine miles of highway."

Such

tire performance plays its part directly in
producing profits through economical operation
and at the same timie brings indirect profits due
to the increased patronage attracted by main-

—

tained schedules and safe delivery of passengers
year after year.

The

exceptional records of Goodyear Pneumatic
Cord Bus Tires are based on definite superiorities of construction. The Goodyear ALLWeatHER Tread has no equal for safe, powerful traction and slow, even wear. Long life,
greater vitality, and unusual freedom from "fatigue" or failure due to repeated flexing, are due
to the extra-elastic, extra-durable

SUPERTWIST

Cord, used only in Goodyear casing construction.

For every Goodyear Cord Bus Tire there is an equally fine Goodyear Tube, built
especially to the needs of bus service, and there are also Goodyear Rubber Tire Chains

svw in

tire.

Copyiitht 1829. by The 0«Hlyear Tire

& Rubber

Co.. Inc.
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BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORTATION

Do your
cars act

their

age ?

How young

new

act as

does a

car

over corruga-

rolls

it

Vtlkuii Kail GriiMJ

dished joints and battered
crossings?

tions,

How long will it keep its youth?

Eiirekn Radial Rail Grinder

A

1900 model will ride more
youthfully on smooth track
than a '29 model going over
the bumps.

Good
Look

track?

priM'iitliig TriK'li

<iriii<l<'

at the pictures.

3132-48 East Thompson

Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS
Chester P. Gailor. 50 Church St., New
Tork
Chas. N. Wood Co.. Boston
Electrical Eng-ineering & litg. Co.,
PlttsburKh
H. F. McDermott, 208 S. La Salle
St., Chicago
P. W. Wood Railway Supply Co.,
New Orleans. La.
Equipment & Engineering Co,. London

Frazar

&

Co.,

AJax" Electric Arc Welder

Japan

73177

BETTER RAIL, BETTER

TRAN

S

P

ORTATION
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SHELBY SEAMLESS POLES
Tested in our plant

Proved in actual service
All

Shelby Seamless trolley poles are

individually

tested

leaving

before

the

being accomplished by a
special machine designed for the purpose,
factory,

this

which infallibly indicates the presence of
a permanent "set" in the material and any
pole that does not withstand this

test is

rejected.

*

*

Shelby genuine seamless cold drawn steel
trolley poles are of uniform high quality,

combining

mum

maximum

weight.

They

strength with miniare

made from

a

open hearth steel,
phosphorous and sulphur. Prior
the last cold drawing operation the

selected grade of basic

low
to

in

given a special heat treatment
leaves the grain in the finest

material

which

is

condition.
*

*

*

manu
known

Shelby Seamless trolley poles are
factured in two standard designs

A

as Style

and Style B, both being

inches in diameter at the butt.

make an
diameter.

1^

also

extra heavy pole, 2 inches in

Shelby Poles spell the end of

pole w^orries.
fications.

We

Write

for detailed speci-

Home office and plant at
PHILADELPHIA; District

17th

& Cambria

oflices at

Sts..

111 N. Canal

NEW YORK;

CHICAGO: 50 Church St.,
Bessemer Bldfr., Pittsburgh; 88 Broad St., Boston;
General Motors Bid?., Detroit; 316 N. Washington
Ave.. Scranton; Canadian Agents, Lyman Tube &
Supply Company, Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, VanSt.,

couver.

FPU
if.>;..tr4f.m3l>:<«|.aiW#l*^^M:*UI:tl
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of 10 Equipment
OB

Featherweight Trolley Base,
weighing only 73 lbs. employs Timken
roller bearings; and is all-steel welded
Page 56, Supp. No. 2 to
construction.
O-B Catalog No. 20.

The

The

OB

Trolley Catcher effectively
vents "stepping up" and the damage
positive operation causes. Thousand
service for years.

No.

Page

758,

O-B Cat

20.

MAINTENANCE expense

Such universal acceptance of O-B products
has placed a responsibility on O-B that of
keeping pace with changing conditions, and
supplying products best suited to the demand.
To that end O-B engineers continually contact
and work with the master mechanics of the industry.
Together new ideas are developed,
and products created or improved to take care

Superintendents of equipment and master mechanics, on the great majority of electric railway properties in the United States, have
demonstrated the low maintenance cost of O-B
Car Equipment they prefer and specify O-B.

of

Their experience is neither recent nor limited.
It started a quarter of a century ago.
It embraces a great many different products; practically every operating condition; and all types

The

is an important
item in determining the cost per 1000
car miles of car equipment. Car equipment
generally gives many years of service. With
little market difference in first cost, maintenance assumes great importance. The most
profitable buy is therefore dependent on selection, based on lowest maintenance expense.

—

of service.

—

new

And

conditions.

—

to one end that O-B car equipment
perform 100% efficiently with a minimum of maintenance expense with less supervision, inspection, repairing and labor.
all

shall

—
—

result of such high standards and such
sincere effort is best shown by the fact that

O-B Car Equipment

will be found on 8 out of
every 10 electric railway properties in the
United States.

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio
Canadian Ohio Brass Co., Limited
Niagara Falls, Canada

OMa

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

PORCELAIN
INSULATORS
LINE MATERIALS
RAIL BONDS

CAR EQUIPMENT
MINING

PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
BOSTON
SAN FRANCISCO

CLEVELAND
.LOS ANGELES

MATERIALS

VALVES

*

February

16,

1929
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MenA^ree/
practice of testing car equipment to the "Dollars and Sense"
measure, that each 0-B product shall serve better and do its share
in reducing operating costs, is a regular procedure at 0-B. Splendid
examples of the advantage of this practice is found in the cost-saving features of the 0-B Featherweight Trolley Base and the improved 0-B Feist Wheel and Harp. Literature outlining these
advantages is available, upon request.

The

The ZP

Special, an O-B Headlight deRecess mounted.
Prysmatic glass reflector and heat-resist-

signed for city service.

Throws a diffused light
ing glass lens.
well ahead of car. Page 53, Supp. No. 2 to
O-B Catalog No. 20.

The DCP Type 0-B Headlight

for high
Provides maximum pick up and track illumination. In
addition to portable type shown,, can be
furnished for roof or dash mounting.
Page 100. O-B Headlight Catalog.

speed interurban service.

len the trolley wheel leaves the wire,
lecially at high speed, the quick, positive

pping and retrieving action of the O-B

an essential protection
overhead. Page 760. 0-B Catalog No. 20.
oiley Retriever is

e parade of the new cars recently placed in service by the Delaware Electric Power Company
Wilmington, Del. O-B Trolley Bases and O-B Feist Wheels and Harps, used on these modem
rs, will reduce maintenance expense.
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CLEAN

Keep your Brake Cylinders
with

16,

Protector

An effective means has been devised for preventing

dirt

and moisture

that

may sift into the brake

cylinder at the non-pressure end from reaching
the cylinder walls.

This is a collapsible water proof hood, flanged
at one end to form a gasket between the cylinder
Use of

this protector will

lengthen the life of packing cups, reduce leakage,
and decrease maintenance costs.
It will pay

you

to specify

them

for

new equipment and

also

order for cylinders

now

in service.

body and non-pressure head, and held against the
piston head by the release spring.
Dirt and moisture are trapped by the hood and
discharged through a drain connection at the
bottom of the non-pressure head, when the brake
is

applied.

WESTINGHOUSE TRACTION BRAKE CO.
General Office and Works,

WILMERDING,

2236

WESriNGIKHfiETRAaiON

PA.

Mm

^\\w\>^\\\M\)M) ViM (f mmmmfrr/ffff/f//^
1 1

lb Stop

Demands
Fnr'&iick

Renewed*

ton

<m^'^
•ff

/

/

I

Ktfpal
.?y«t,

21

5^'

:-m^;^

Here^s

A Way

To

Demands

Stop

For Track Renewal
Almost any property you can think
right now is facing demands by its city

of,

for

repairing of certain pieces of track.
It

seems that

officials

spend most of their

time demanding such things.

Certainly the

track and paving failures have been annoy'
ingly frequent.

Well, here

a

is

way

to

stop

the whole

irritating business.

As you
tegral

lay

new

track, use the

Dayton

In'

System of track and paving construction.

This provides a unified structure of track and
paving which defies time
approaches perma'

—

nence-

•

requires

no major maintenance

at

THE DAYTON
MECHANICAL TIE
DAYTON, OHIO

V,

all.

CO.
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1 American Brakebloks are

better

9 WAYS
says this
operator
The superintendent of maintenance of an important bus operation has written us the following
nine advantages he has found in using American
Brakebloks.
1.

2.
3.

"Softer application

— jolting

eliminated.

stops

"Added life to tires.
"Reduced maintenance on rear axle assembly
and drive shaft.

4. "Less skidding.
5.

"Three times the mileage before relining.

"Less heat to inside tires.
does not retard
7_ "Grease
American Brakebloks.
6.

braking

effect

of all warped shoes and
linings caused by excessive heat.

8. "Elimination
9.

"About one-tenth the maintenance

of

drum

cost."

rapidly as his buses need brake service, this
operator is changing over to Brakebloks.

As

—

product of America's
Brakebloks
are made in sizes
foremost braking experts
you make no change
to fit any brake assembly
but the lining.
Your nearest N.A.P.A. distributor will supply
your replacement needs.

American

—
—

>^
American Brake Materials Corporation
Subsidiary of

The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Compan
Main

Office

and Factory

Detroit, Michigan
Sales Offices:

New York

City; Chicago, Illinois; San Francisco, Calif.
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From

Stage

development
THEcoach

Coach

to

Motor Coach

of passenger transportation from the stage

to the motor coach parallels the growth of Cities

Service lubrication service to the automotive industry.

Over many years Cities Service lubrication engineers have been
helping some of the largest bus operators in the country to show
greater profits through reduced operating costs.

The

Cities

Service organization spends ^1,000,000 a year on experiments

and research to make such important

results

possible.

The

experts of the Cities Service research division are available for

a lubrication study of your property.

Longer intervals between inspections and repairs have been made
possible with Cities Service

Bus lubrication

directly resulted in reduced maintenance costs
life

for hundreds of vehicles.

service.

This has

and longer mileage
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T7"OOLMOTOR BUS
to

meet

high

100%

from

OILS

are refined

Pennsylvania

crude

oil

the requirements of heavy duty,

all

speed

scientific

15

motor bus

method used
for

its

lubrication.

in refining accounts

exclusive use

the largest

The

by many of

motor bus properties

in the country.

OIL DIVISION

CITIES SERVICE COMPANY
60 WALL STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Koolmotor Products
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SERVICE—
:,

How

about your wheels?

Standard Wheels carry hundreds of thousands of passengers

the cities and back

to

again every day.

and quick

The speeds

stops necessary to

maintain competitive schedules put unusual tax on wheel
stamina.

Standard wheels hold up!

"FOR EVERY
TYPE OF CAR

ilSi
IN EVERY
TYPE OF
SERVICE"

STANDARD STEEL

WORKS COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

NEW YORK
HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES:
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
RICHMOND
ST. PAUL

WORKS: BURNHAM, PA.

PITTSBURGH
MEXICO CITY
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"Courtesy Equipment"

Good Will

Builds

r^OURTEOUS
^^

treatment of your pas-

sengers eventually means more pas-

sengers.

National Pneumatic Door and Step

Equipment

is

"courtesy equipment"

which prevents slammed doors, noisy
operation,

tardy opening,

discourteous

and other annoyances which
grate upon the ears and nerves of riders.
closing

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Executive Office: Graybar Building,
CHICAGO

518 MoCormick Building

General Works, Rahway, New Jersey
IN TORONTO, CANADA, BY
Railway & Power Engineering' Corp., Ltd.

MANUFACTURED

New York
PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trnst Building

2C
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The trolley- u)Lre surface

February 16,1929

is smooth

under this neu) splicer^
No portion of this new splicing sleeve extends below
the groove of the trolley
wire. As a result, the splice
perfectly straight and
is
smooth. The "hard spots"
are thus obviated.

The G-E butt-end

trolley-

wire splicing sleeve

the
lightest sleeve of its strength
yet developed. Tests have
shown its holding strength
to be 90 per cent of that of
the wire itself.
is

Write to the G-E sales office
nearest you for complete information.
370-13

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY,

N.

Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Electric

Railway Journal
Consolidation of
Street Railway Journal

MOGBAW-HILL PUBLI8HIN0 COMPANY, INC.
James H. MoObaw, Chairman of the Board
Malcolm Muir. President

and Electric Railway Review

CHARLES GORDON.

Lot'ls F.

Editor

Publishing

H. C. Parmelbr, Editorial Director

New

Volume 73

A

York, Saturday, February
Only then

Race Against Time

the first of the year, miUions of dollars have
been appropriated by electric railways for track construction. It is at this season of the year that these bud-

SINCE

become operative and large orders are placed for
It is
the activities of the coming construction season.
worthy of note that for several years the volume of track
construction has been steadily increasing. This indicates
that electric railways are alert to the need for modernigets

Developments in track equipzation of their properties.
ment and material have kept pace with these increasing
requirements, and consequently the electric railways are
able partially to respond to the demand for improved
facilities

and

service.

—

—

been available tested and tried in service for the replacement of much of the obsolete equipment now in
operation. True, there have been available cars of more
or less conventional design, with few untried construction features, that offer advantages in operating economy
and increased attractiveness ample to justify immediate
replacement of the old equipment on many properties.
The records of those properties that have gone ahead on
replacement programs prove definitely that the industry
is paying a high price for the continued operation of
But, apparently, the best types
its obsolete equipment.
of conventional equipment available have not measured
up fully to the average executive's ideas of what is needed
to meet automobile competition, for during the past several years there has been a steady decline in the number
of new cars ordered each year.
Although this year
promises a considerable increase in car buying, the full
tide of replacement activity cannot be expected to set
in until the present experimental stage is past.
Perhaps
consideration should be given, also, when the subject of
car replacement is being studied, to the question of merchandising acumen in the car equipment field.
Undoubtedly, the lag in the development of cars has
held back the entire rehabilitation program.
It avails
little for a railway to improve its roadbed if its equipment continues to discourage the public from using its
service.
Furthermore, to say the least, it is rather ex4)ensive to hammer and pound new track to pieces with
tons of obsolescence. It seems quite reasonable to expect that with the expedited modernization of cars, track
reconstruction will continue to

This

is

1929

Number

show accelerated

the issue in February that

is

gains.

7

will the rehabilitation process in the industry

have reached its proper pace. Today, the industry is
engaged in a race against time. The automobile has acquired a tremendous momentum, driven forward by the
courage and confidence of its sponsors. The public has
tasted luxury in transportation and likes it.
Nothing
short of full measure will now satisfy it in public transportation.
The industry must meet the changed conditions
and that quickly, or the street car will be literally

—

crowded

the streets.

oflf

Digging Below the Surface
performance
something of which
GOOD
proud. Freedom from
breaks,
is

Contrast the track situation with that of electric railway cars. Experiments in car improvement were delayed
until after the demand for cars to meet modern transporThree years have
tation conditions had become acute.
been spent in experiments with new designs during a
period when the necessary improvements should have

,

16,

Stoll.
Director

trolley

to

be

pull-ins, acci-

dents, etc., are accomplishments that reflect credit

upon

those charged with maintenance responsibility.
But for
those to whom the records established on a neighboring
property serve as a stimulus toward greater efficiency,
there is needed something more than the surface figures.
knowledge of just how the good results were accomplished is all-important.
Below the figures themselves
are questions of policy, organization and methods. It is
to these that we must look for the explanation of favor-

A

able records.
Efficient

maintenance of track,

lines or rolling stock

demands a well-balanced and capable supervisory

Upon

it

force.
largely lies the responsibility of planning and

organizing day-to-day operations. Here alone there is
a wide range of opportunity for saving or waste.
second fundamental in efficient maintenance is a definite and carefully considered program for systematic
inspection.
The adage that an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure is of particular importance to
the maintenance man.
Defects should be prevented
rather than repaired.
Renewal before a part actually
fails in service is the secret of establishing favorable
records for freedom from car pull-ins or trolley wire
breaks.
Furthermore, it is extremely significant that
favorable service failure records are usually accompanied

A

relatively low unit maintenance cost figures.
Systematic maintenance records represent a third and
very important factor in efficient maintenance. Simple,
accurate and adequate historical data on important
equipment parts enable the maintenance executive to
detect sources and causes of difficulty and expense. Adequate records should permit responsibility for poor
workmanship or defective material to be located readily
when a failure occurs. An efficient record system should
serve to give reliable information as to the life of equipment and parts. It should help to identify the type and

by

devoted essentially to maintenance and construction subjects
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make of apparatus which

Heavy

gives the best results in service

and so should guide in purchasing new equipment.
Proper records also aid in the work of keeping a quanpermit repairs
tity of renewal parts on hand sufficient to
time building
same
the
at
without
to be made promptly,

Vol.7i,No.7

Inspection a

Means

of

Cutting Costs

IMPROVEMENTS

impressed

and refinements in the equipment
of cars have made it possible to increase the time beInspection,
tween overhauls to a considerable extent.
work which ordinarily includes light repairs is done on
a mileage basis on most railways. This brings the cars
into the shop at intervals of a week or ten days. There
are many parts that can go longer than the regular in-

with the great variety of practices that are followed in
Some methods are
doing common maintenance jobs.

spection periods without attention but which must have
considerable work done on them between general over-

better than others, but all too frequently men responsible
for maintenance are inclined to be self-satisfied, or have
not been given the opportunity to inspect the methods

hauls.

up heavy accumulations of surplus stocks.
There is no greater stimulus to maintenance

efficiency

—

other properties provided these
than frequent
practices
trips are taken seriously and the other man's
visits to

viewed with an open mind.

are

One

is

used in other shops.
It is in these methods that the explanation is found
Only a
of creditable pull-in and cost achievements.
accomplish
will
-improvement
self
determined attitude of
this much to be desired purpose.

Trackwork
Materials Approved

Specification for Special

ANOTHER
x\.

of the

step in the advancement of the purpose

American Standards Association has been

accomplished in the recent announcement by that body
of its formal approval as "American Tentative Standard"
of the specifications for materials for use in the manuThis project has been
facture of special trackwork.
going forward for several years sponsored by the American Electric Railway Engineering Association.
The specifications cover materials for which there are
but two principal user industries the steam railroads
and electric railways. It is perhaps the first time that
the electric railway industry has had an opportunity to

—

take the lead in sponsoring a work which so vitally aflfects
Somehow, the
the interests of the steam railroad.
thought in steam railroad circles has apparently prevailed that there were inherent differences in the tracks
and special trackwork used by the two industries. The
fact that a specification for materials entering into special
trackwork manufacture could be prepared by the sectional committee under A.S.A. procedure, goes far to

This has led many railways to introduce another period
By
comes between inspection and overhauling.
some, this is called heavy inspection; by others, intermediate overhauling. The work done, however, is quite
This includes repacking of bearsimilar in character.
that

ings, testing and setting of circuit and line breakers,
cleaning and painting of. string bands on armatures,
cleaning and painting of many equipment parts that are
subjected to arcing, testing and replenishing of fire extinguishers, lubrication of side and center bearings and

similar work.

Many

advantages result from a program of this kind.
much work that is unnecessary at such frequent intervals as regular inspection periods.
Consequently there is a saving in labor and cars are returned to
service quicker. Furthermore, inspectors are relieved of
much heavy work that can be done better by partial dismantling and removal of parts to a bench at the heavy
It eliminates

This, in turn, insures more thorough
and better workmanship.
For greatest flexibility the heavy inspection interval

inspection time.
attention

should be a multiple of the regular inspection period. If
cars are inspected every 1,000 miles, the heavy inspection
period would be every 10,000 miles so that the heavy

work would be done every tenth time that a car comes
into the shop.
In making a general efTort to increase
the interval between regular inspections, as a means of
cutting costs, the heavy inspection plan has proved advantageous from the standpoint of insuring against service failures

and

in the interest of

economy.

and leads to the realization that
the tracks used by both industries differ more in location than in any other way, and even here many electric railways have locations similar to steam lines, upon
private rights-of-way. Tracks in the electrically operated
subways require rails and special trackwork just as
heavy and as complicated as do the trunk-line tracks of

GUIDED by the principle that the greater the number
the public in return for the expenditures

made

many steam

and equipment, the

no expense
newest transit

dispel such a thought

At

the same time, the steam lines
have a sizeable mileage of tracks in paved streets where
tongue switches, mates and frogs such as are used by
electric street railways are a requirement of their track
construction.
railroads.

The Engineering

Association and the sectional committee in charge are to be congratulated upon the outcome of their labors on this project, particularly in view
of the fact that the mutuality of interest of the two
great transportation industries in specifications for track
materials has been proved. The new specifications merit
careful study by managers, engineers and purchasing
agents with the purpose of putting them into eflfective
use in the control of purchases for material which, in
the electric railway industry alone, runs into expenditures
of millions of dollars annually.

Ahead
Subway

Philadelphia Looks
Its

in

Planning

of people that can be carried through a subway in
comfort and safety, the greater the potential benefit to

in

for tube

city of Philadelphia spared

making the Broad Street subway, its
capable of expansion to meet the

facility,

requirements.

The subway,

as

now

city's future
being operated, has

two through tracks from City Hall to Olney station on
the north, but the tube was constructed to accommodate
four tracks, and as soon as the traffic warrants, the other
two will be laid and express service started. Other considerations were borne in mind when this newest subway
was designed.
For example, station locations and
arrangements were selected to permit co-ordination of
the subway service with other transit facilities, and to
make for easy and rapid movement to and from trains.
Car seating and door location were planned for rapid
loading and unloading. Also, the alignment, profile and
track layout, the signal and other safety devices, the car

February
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motors, brakes and couplers, the terminal and yard connections, etc., all were designed for expansion of service
to provide frequent, rapid and safe train operation.
Before the actual construction details of the Broad
Street subway were prepared, the Department of City
Transit made an extensive study of rapid transit needs

In
subsidy proposals emanated from a Councilman.
Grand Rapids it was the city engineer who made the
suggestion. In Seattle it was purely a political proposal,
intended to cover up the failure on the part of the city
to convert the municipal railway into a paying proposition except possibly at a fare that would be so onerous

and submitted plans for a city wide system. The Broad
Street subway unit is a part of this comprehensive plan.
It was designed as the backbone of the entire system.
This accounts for the attention given to provisions for
expansion and extension, as described in the article in
At
last week's issue of Electric Railway Journal.
the extreme northern end of the line extra trade spaces
were provided a little beyond the regular line to allow
the extension of the four tracks northward at any time,

as to attract unfavorable attention.

without disturbing the existing structure or the present
At Ridge Avenue, a little more
operation of trains.
than a mile north of City Hall, provision was made for
a two-track branch to extend to Darby through West
Philadelphia, by a special six-track, two-level connection. Other important provisions for future development
include a ramp at Erie Avenue to permit local trains to
turn back without crossing the express tracks at grade;

an extension to South Street, now under construction,
the separation of mezzanines to allow for the crossing
of major utility structures; plans to expand the shops
and terminal yard to accommodate the maximum number
of cars that will be needed on the completed system, and
the pedestrian concourse project at City Hall.

When this project is completed, passengers arriving at
City Hall either by the Broad Street subway, the MarketFrankford subway-elevated, underground street cars, the
Pennsylvania Railroad or the Reading Railroad, will be
able to walk underground among the several transportation systems or to buildings adjoining City Hall Square,
as well as to points several blocks in any direction from

City Hall.

The

entire

comprehensive one.

It

improvement program is a very
shows great vision on the part of

those responsible for it, in planning for future as well as
present requirements.

The Subsidy As a New Shibboleth
INDISPOSITION on the part of cities resolutely

do call for heroic treatwould scarcely seem that the need exists for
the application of oxygen by means of the political pulmotor which apparently is to be tried. Under such treatment the patient's breathing doubtless would be restored
but it would keep up only as long as the treatment was
continued. No, the electric railways do not want to be
put on any such basis. It would be bad for them and it
would be bad for their communities. New York is a
shining example of the fact that people ride for 5 cents
on the subways while $40,000,000 goes into the ctiy's
budget to make up various charges, among them one of
$14,000,000 a year alone to meet the excess costs over the
receipts on the original subway lines. Furthermore, under this unsound policy New York continues to lag far
behind its growing need for transit facilities. An unsound economic policy may be expected to reproduce
this condition in any city that ventures to adopt expesituations in these cities
it

its transit problems.
Local transportation is an essential industry. It should
be so treated and should stand on its own feet financially, if it is to be developed on a sound basis that will
permit it to keep pace with changing conditions and
growing community requirements. That is not to say
that construction costs for rapid transit lines and even
surface railways, that create property values in exactly
the same way that a new highway creates them, should
not be assessed against the benefited property instead of
But that is a far
carried perpetually by the car rider.
diflferent matter than the several forms of economically

dients in the solution of

that are surreptitiously coming to the
Instead of these, efforts should be directed
toward the development of scientific schedules of rates
under which the fares paid by various classes of riders
will be more nearly in proportion to the cost of the
service which each class of rider buys. The issue must

unsound subsidies
forefront.

be faced squarely, and
to

face their local transportation problems, and inability
of operating companies to devise a schedule of fares that
will be compensatory and which will not at the same time

drive away riding, have given rise to the revival of talk
of subsidies as a way out. It is the weak way out, if it
really is a way at all, but since the matter in one form
or another has come up for discussion in recent proposals
made in the Twin Cities, in Akron, in Grand Rapids,
in other places, the issue is one that needs
All of these cases have been reviewed recently
in this paper.
In only one of them, Akron, has the subsidy suggestion come from the railway and then only as an alternative to an out-and-out franchise as remote in its
conditions from the subsidy idea as could be wished. So
in Seattle,

The

ment, but

and

to be met.

it

will

any means that would make

prove

futile to resort to

local transportation

a

politi-

cal step-child.

Electric Railway Journal lends its space to a discussion of the matter only in the hope that its word of
warning may have the effect of staying the possible
course of a movement it is convinced is a futile compromise with sound economics and sound

Of

political policy.

where a city will not face the issue squarely,
its only hope of retaining the service it desires is by
the subsidy route. That is the way of compromise. It
Just such expedients
is the weak way, not the virile way.
as these and lack of foresight that, in the past, loaded
on the industry fixed term franchises, paving charges,
and flat fares. All the blind alleys of the subsidy procourse,

posal lead to the inescapable conclusion that a subterfuge is still a subterfuge, no matter how it may be labeled

Subsidy is surely a step toward polittampering. At the last Cleveland convention Owen
D. Young pointed out that the greatest objection to public ownership of utilities is that it substitutes a political

unusual is the Akron suggestion, however, that it seems
well to repeat that it is presaged on the local companies'
billing the city at a fixed rate for the number of bus
or car-miles the city may deem it will need, the city in

in the tax budget.

turn to fix the fares that may be charged, presumably
at a rate less than enough to raise the sum the company
would receive from the city. In the Twin Cities the

check on management for an economic check. Subsidy
eliminates the economic check and opens the gates to a
horde of socialistic Utopia makers.

ical
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No.

1.

Workmen

cleaning equipment

by use of compressed

No.

air

Inspector at work on switch
The receptacle for drop
light and the cut-out switch can also
be seen at the left
2.

group.

No.

3.
Car body inspectors at work
repairing windows and hand straps

No.

Packing of journal boxes is reoil soaked waste
used to repack on 180-day inspec4.

moved and new

Vol.72>,No.7

I

Special Inspection
Increases

Shop

Efficiency

By Clarence W. Squier
Associate Editor Electric Railway Journal

By

concentrating the work of inspecting subway cars

at the

Coney Island Shops,

the Brooklyn-Manhattan

Transit Corporation has built up a force of specialists

who perform

This

is

their duties with unusual skill

and speed

the repair work. Car
numbers are entered

the seventh

of a scries of articles

methods
describing
and equipment in the
Coney Island shops of
Corp.
'B.-M.T.
Others ivere. "Truck
pubOverhauling,"
lished April 21, 1928:
Truck
"Intermediate

May

clerk then hangs
four inspection cards
on each car. There
is a blue card for carbody work, a buff

The

published

1928; "Wheel,

5,

card for truck inspecgreen card for

Gear and Axle Main-

tion, a

published

tenance,"

in-

spection clerk as the
cars are received.

the

Repairs,"

book by the

in a

equipment
and a pink card for

May

electrical

published

l^neumatic equipment.
Each card has a list,
arranged alphabetically, of the equip-

19, 1928: "Motor
Overhauling ," p ub lished June 16, 1928:
Practice."
"Bearing

Julv

21.

"Forge
and
Shop Equipment."
published
Aug. 18,
1928;

ment

1928.

At the top of each
card is space for the
car number, the date
and the name of the
The body of
shop.
the cards has three
Items are
columns.

PREVENTING
delays and

equipment trouis the
function of the
inspection shops of

bles in service
real

the

Brooklyn

-

listed in the first col-

Man-

umn.

Transit CorIf a car
poration.

hattan

tion is:

next

and

"What

work was

it?"
is

is

and the

for the

names

of the assistant foremen who checked the

inspected

last?"

done

spectors,

third

"When was

that car

The second

provides space for
the signatures of in-

gives trouble on the
road the first ques-

tion

to be inspected,

lubricated or tested.

:

and who did
This informa-

made available

.A.t the bottom
a line for the signature of the foreman

work.
is

Electrical inspectors at

work on panelboard and door operating contacts

through a simple but
accurate record system that starts as soon as a car is
delivered at the shop for inspection by the transportation
department and continues through the various stages of
273

inspector.

of

The work

inspection

is

di-

to
vided into four major classifications corresponding
supervises
foreman
those given on the inspection cards.
also a general
the work for each classification. There is

A
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Four

ELECtRIC»L EQUIPHEKT
ih.1

I
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ih.

^

different cards are filled

out for
spected
Shops.
for car

ur ud In" Wl It™ "fl""" »' •"""«

Kfvice.

_^^^ Dn«

Cm

siiu

SUBWAY CAR INSPECTION CARD

MCIUWUL OCPUnCNT
°Tl»

mUf-it»o

^*^

rrtws

each car being
at the

in-

Coney Island

These include cards
body, trucks,

elec-

equipment and pneumatic equipment
trical

foreman and an

t

assistant general foreman, a superintend-

ent being at the head of the entire shop organization.
Inspectors take care of the inspection of that particular
The
class of car equipment to which they are assigned.
work under each of the major classifications is further
specialized so that in electrical equipment, for example,

items are subdivided into eight groups, each of which has
assistants who devote their attention to
that particular work.
Pneumatic equipment is likewise
divided into six groups, with special inspectors for each
classification. The inspector certifies, by signing the card,
that he has inspected the particular class of equipment
opposite his signature and put it in good condition. As a
final check on the work the foreman of each major classification signs each card for his class of work to indicate
that he has examined the car and believes it to be in fit
condition for operation.
The cards are made part of the official shop record and
provide an easy and accurate source of information as to
who inspected an individual item of equipment and the
date when the inspection was made. The individual signatures on the card leave no possibility of question as to
who is responsible. After the cards leave the custody of
the foreman and before they are filed each is checked by
the office staff to make sure that there is individual certifi-

an inspector and

"— ^T^

bave

car

ii

OX.

(ot

tkii

cud aod

believe 4ai

<

F«M«M Cm

Bwlf

U|WM

cation as to the inspection and checking of each item of
equipment and also the general certification by the fore-

man on

each card.
idea of the degree to which specialization is carried
and the manner in which the electrical equipment is subdivided may be obtained from a brief outline of the work.

An

A second ininspects and tests the batteries.
and lubricates the electric brakes and the plug
switches, "Power On" recorder, relay and toggle switch.

One man
spects

A

third

man

takes care of the inspection of the buzzers,
and incidental magnets,

switches, door-operating boxes
interlocks, signals, cutouts

and plug contacts.

A

fourth

devotes his attention to the inspection of contact shoes,
and beams with the incidental fuses, shunts, fuse boxes,
springs and leads.
fifth inspector specializes in coupler
equipment such as slides, fingers and shunts together with
the cable hangers and clamps, junction boxes, jumpers,
receptacles and covers.
sixth man is detailed to inspect
electric trip switches, cable couplers, the motors with their

A

A

and connectors. The lubrication of the automatic stop device, hangers and bolts
leads, brushes, brush-holders

February

and the
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trip switches, to-

Blli'

main control circuits and
electric trip circuits is
taken care of by this in-

sistance

main
and

line

switch with its fuse, resistance, overload trip
and operating relay, together with the interlocks,
magnets, switches and
drums of the switch group
are inspected by a seventh

man, who

h+t

y^'

switch, releads,

Lm

^^^J^

The compressor

spector.

-

relays,

control cylinders and con-

An

inspects charging re-

lays,

fans, heaters, indi-

cators, key

trollers

reset

with

incidental

switches,

switches,

advance

EMF and other

tacts,

for control condoors, emergency

lights

and resistances, in

relays

addition to which he tests
door-control circuits.
Specialization of work
and the efficiency of its

performance have been
by having a new

86

eighth

man

signs,

up-to-date shop. The inspection shop is a separate building located at
the west side of the Coney
Island shop group. It is

the overload trip, the line
breakers, t h e potential

trol contacts.

tion

assisted

also lubricates

and accelerating

markers, destinamaster con-

lights,

gether with the testing of

switch,

275

ft.

long.

wide and 600 ft.
Vacant space to the

west of the present buildis to be used for addi-

ing

switches,

tions

as

the

volume of

i

m
rV^i^

li^
TJ
No.

ii-C

n

«^^^^^^^^

1. General view inside inspection shop.
At the right is seen
the arrangement of racks and benches for material
No. 2. The battery bench has a shelf underneath for storage of

batteries

Shoe beam racks along the wall of the shop
Work benches and maintenance material rack
Carpenter and glazier's work bench. Racks for
5.
seen in the background

No.
No.
No.

3.

4.

glass are
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At

left

— Water rheostat and switchboard used
for

workmen's

tools.

Back of

in the testing

and adjusting

increases.
Four tracks pass entirely through the
building from end to end.
These are provided with
motor-operated curtain-type doors so cars can enter and
leave from either end of the shop.
Each track has a pit for its entire length. Tops of
track rails are 15 in', above the floor level.
The rails
are supported on cast-steel chairs so there is a clear space
in.

between the

rails

and are 4

ft.

ft.,

wide.

concrete, and the floor

and the bottom of the rail.
9 in. below the tops of the
The pit walls and floor are of

floor

Pits have a depth of 3

sloped to a drain at the sides.
Special attention was given to the lighting arrangement
for the pits.
Lamps are spaced 14 ft. apart and are
staggered in relation to those on the opposite side of
the pit. White enameled porcelain reflectors in the wall
nitches, with

upward

is

lamps projecting

at

an angle, throw the

undersides of cars.
Receptacles are provided for plugging in drop lights.
With each receptacle there is an inclosed switch so connected that with the drop-light plug in position, operation of the switch connects the drop light in the circuit
and cuts out the adjacent pit light.
Receptacles are provided also for inserting plugs to
furnish current for testing various pieces of electrical
light

to

illuminate

At

of line switches.

the

—

In the foregroiind are cabinets
the foremen's pulpit office

right

used for distilled water and behind these
used by the electrical foreman

this are racks

work

of 9

Voin, No.7

is

Where the apparatus to be tested
has been found most convenient to
use a pole test circuit which hooks over the overhead

equipment on the
is

inside the cars

cars.
it

There are no third rails inside the shop, and as
subway cars are provided with contact shoes but not

trolley.

the

with trolleys a special overhead traveling trolley \tith
cable connection is used to supply power for moving
the cars.
The construction and operation of this overhead traveling trolley was described in Electric Rail-

way Journal, March

18, 1922, page 474.
compressed air pipe runs alongside each pit, with
cut-in valves approximately every 20 ft., for use by
the inspection force when testing the pneumatic equipment on cars and for cleaning purposes.
Pits are
provided with steps at each end and, at frequent intervals
along the side, there are toehold niches to enable workmen to get in and out without having to go to either
end. Cross planks with metal angles at the end to keep
them firmly in place are also provided at frequent intervals, so that it is unnecessary for shop employees to jump
pits when going from one side of the building to the
other.
Short stepladders are kept in the pits, so that
there is no excuse for men standing on boxes or other
makeshift equipment when their work requires them to

A

get

up

close to the floors of the cars.

Subway

cars, with the exception of
service cars, electric locomotives, etc.,

have their regular inspection on a
1,500-mile basis.
A leeway of 150
miles either way from the standard is
allowed.
This makes it possible to
])lace the same number of cars over
inspection pits each day. Where any

subway car has not made the

specified

mileage in a period of 30 days it is
arbitrarily ordered into the shop for
inspection.

Inspection work is done at the
Coney Island shop on 537 subway

motor

and 1 16 triplex
In ordinary service the cars
operate the 1,500 miles in about a
week's time.
At present inspection
cars, 12 trailers

units.

work
Section

Front Elavation
Light from the pit lamp

is

reflected

upward

C-C

is

forces,

week.

done by both day and night
each working 50 hours per
About 60 per cent of the cars

are inspected by the night forces and
40 per cent by the day forces.
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In addition to this regular mileage inspection, certain
heavy inspection work is done on a 180-day basis.
Six cars are given this heavy inspection by the day
forces each day.
This 180-day heavy inspection is a
convenient way of taking care of work that would interfere with the regular schedule if included in the ordinary
inspection.
Moreover, by working on only six cars a
day, the men have more time to do the work carefully
and efficiently than if done on regular inspection.
With this systematic arrangement of work and with
the various inspectors classified so that they have a definite portion to do, it is possible to plan the work so
that it is done most efficiently.
To prevent interference
between groups whose work is located in the same part
of the car or of groups whose work might interfere
because of a common location on certain definite parts
of equipment to be inspected, two groups usually start
working from opposite ends of the pit so that they cross
each other's path only once.
In the regular work of inspecting trucks, inspectors
examine the brake rigging, axles, wheels and brakeshoes.
If there are any adjustments of brake equipment required that make it necessary to send the trucks to the
intermediate repair shop, the inspector notes this on a
prescribed form and arranges to have the truck transferred to the other shop.
So as not to withhold th.'
car from operation, the regular procedure is to substitute a serviceable truck for the bad order one. The inspection force then prepares the bad-order truck for delivery to the intermediate repair shop and also makes all
connections on the good truck that has been substituted.
Other inspection work on trucks includes the lubrication of all wearing or movable parts.
The waste in
journal boxes is inspected and a packing iron is used
to make certain that the waste is properly placed under
the journal seat. Oil in armature and motor axle bearings is measured by gage provided for this purpose,
and additional quantities, as indicated by the gage, are
supplied.
The packing used in the motor axle bearings
and journal bearings is removed and re-treated on the
180-day inspection period. A two-man crew also lubricates both side and center bearings at the 180-day inspection.
Car bodies are raised by pneumatic jacks placed
on both sides. Shoe beams also are given a heavy inspection on an 180-day basis.
This includes cleaning and
scraping off the dust which has accumulated. After the
cleaning the beams are repainted with an insulating paint.
To inspect the motors the covers are removed, the
carbon brushes examined for wear and the commutator
brush-holder and field leads looked over.
Polepiece
clearance for the armature is checked also.
Surrounding parts of the armature and brush-holder are examined
to discover any accumulation of dust, and compressed
air -is used to clean where necessary.
After having been
blown out with compressed air. porcelain insulators of
brush-holders and the
rings at the ends of commutators
are wiped oflf carefully.
Motor leads and motor lead
connectors are examined closely on regular inspection.
Attention is also given to shoe fuses, terminals, fuse
boxes, contact shoe leads, jumpers, etc., and repairs and
renewals are made where necessary. Contact shoes are
gaged and adjusted to proper height.
The control equipment, including the master controller,
line switches, reversers, unit switch groups and operating
interlocks are inspected carefully.
Contacts are replaced
where necessary, and any accumulation of dust is removed
by blowing out with compressed air. After cleaning, the
parts are lubricated. Operating magnet valves are tried
special

V
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out individually and also in their regular operation from
the master switch. Motor resistors are inspected as part
of the control inspectors' duties.
Where it is found

necessary to replace any parts, these are changed by a
separate repair crew so as not to interfere with the regular inspectors' work.
Switchboard contacts are cleaned
and insulating paint is applied on the 180-day basis.
Electric parts of the automatic air and electric couplers
used on the subway cars are overhauled on the 180-day
basis.
The slide contact pads are removed and contact
fingers are replaced where excessively worn. The interior
housing is cleaned out thoroughly. The tension on contact fingers is tried and fingers are gaged for proper
height.
The contact pad is inspected for wear on the
contact surface.
Where necessary, new pads or other
parts are replaced at this time.
On regular inspection
where the electric portion is not dismantled the slide pad
is pressed in so as to make an inspection of the contact
fingers, and whenever an unusual condition is observed
the housing is taken apart and required adjustments
made. The drawbar automatic locking devices and equipment are tried out on regular inspection.
Men assigned to the work of inspecting couplers also
inspect train line cables, jumpers

Pit

and

rail

and receptacles as well

construction

from which they are suspended. This
done on the 1,500-mile inspection basis. Electric
automatic stop trips with which subway cars are equipped
are tested on every inspection.
Covers are removed,
the electric contacts and fingers are inspected, the interior
wiped and parts lubricated lightly. Tips are then reassembled and gaged for proper adjustment above the
running rail and the proper centering of the trip arm
as the hangers

work

is

The action of the electro-pneumatic
it is applied.
valve used in the circuit is tested. Where adjustments or
renewals are required on the trip equipment these are
done by the inspector who examines them.
The main panelboard, which includes the light, heat,
after

fan, battery and compressor switches and also the various fuses used in connection with these switches, is
examined on every mileage inspection, as are also the
control and door-operating circuits.
Car cleaning is taken care of by the inspection shop.
This includes the sweeping out of cars every 24 hours
and the wiping off of interior portions. This work is
all done at night or early in the morning before the cars
go into morning rush service. Cleaning of glass is done
at the time the cars come in for regular inspection on
the mileage basis. This cleaning also includes the cleanA combination of
ing of globes and interior fittings.
sand and pumice is used in damp form to cut the grease
which collects on the window and door glass.

Winners

Qroup

in First

April 15 is the closing date for
the second section of "Electric

Departmen

of

Maintenance

Railway Journal's" Prize Contest.
early start will help each contestant and department to win

An

the recognition they deserve for

A

improved maintenance work.

Automatic drain valve for air piping as submitted
by Harvey L. Bullock, Electrified section New
York Central Railroad, awarded prize in Rolling

folder giving full information
and instructions will be mailed
to those interested on request.

— Double portable crossover described by F. E. Davidson, Cleveland Railway,
receives prize for Way and Structures Division —
Stock Division

Charles
Herms, San Diego Electric Railway, given award
for Bus and Garage Division Auxiliary ground
Piston ring compressor description by

—

box for connections
mitted by L. H.

to electric track switches sub-

McAdam,

Toronto Transporta-

Commission, awarded prize in Electrical and
Line Division.

tion

THE

breadth of

its field

of

util-

and the advantages and
economies resulting from the
use of a device or method, were considered of particular importance by
the judges of Electric Railway
Journal's Maintenance Contest in
awarding the first group of prizes.
The committee met at the headquarters of the American Electric
Railway Association in New York
City on Jan. 21 and devoted the
entire day to the consideration of
about 100 items submitted in the
ity

Harvey L. Bullock
T N THE
- sion of

and shop diviElectric Railway Journal's Maintenance Contest, Harvey L.
Bullock was awarded the prize. He has
just entered upon his duties as superintendent of the electrical equipment department at the Cleveland Union Termirolling stopk

nal,
Cleveland, Ohio.
He formerly
served as general foreman of electrical
equipment in the White Plains shop of
the New York Central Railroad since
1908, and during this period initiated

many improvements in mechanical and
electrical devices pertaining to multipleunit cars and locomotives. He has been
concerned particularly with the maintenance of rolling stock and has also
brought out many improvements in

maintenance and shop practice.
Mr. Bullock began his electric

rail-

way

experience as electrician for the
Schenectady Railway and later was promoted to carhouse foreman. He also
worked for the General Electric Company at Schenectady in the construction
department on electric locomotives. At
that time the bipolar type ordered by
the New York Central Railroad was
being developed, and upon the electrification of the Grand Central Terminal in 1906 Mr. Bullock was transferred

there as foreman in charge of multipleunit cars and electric locomotives for
the Harlem division. Mr. Bullock was

born

in

Cohoes, N. Y., 45 years ago.

contest.
All members of the committee of judges were present. Four
prizes of $25 each were awarded

for

the

submitted

best
in

maintenance
the

contest

material

prior

to
Jan. 15, which was the closing date
for the first group of articles.
The

prizes were divided, one each for the
departments of ( 1 ) rolling stock and
shops; (2) way and structures; (3)
electrical and line, and (4) buses.

The

rolling

stock

prize

goes to

Harvey L. Bullock, New York Central

Railroad, for his automatic drain
for the air piping of cars.

valve

Much trouble results from the freezing of air lines, therefore an automatic device for removing the water
that accumulates will satisfy a longfelt want.
The judges were impressed particularly with the high
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F. E. Davidson
^HE

winner of the prize for the way
and structures division of the contest, F. E. Davidson, is assistant to the

'

I

-•-

superintendent of way for the Cleveland
Railway, Cleveland, Ohio. He has been
with that company since 1914, and his
duties consist of measuring up and laying out special track work, and inspecting it at the factory before shipment.
At present he is in charge of the draft-

ing room and engineering work. That
department designs all special work furnishings and provides data necessary
for manufacture. He also worked for
the Pennsylvania, Nickel Plate and

Wheeling

& Lake

Erie Railroads.

rizes in

Opportunity

READ
these

items

the

Knocking

Is

submitted

men who have won

by Writing
in-

dustry-wide recognition through their

ontest

Electric Railway
Maintenance
Contest.
Journal's
The winning articles were published
in the following issues
Nov. 17,
1928, page 483, "Automatic Drain
Valve"; Dec. IS, 1928, page 1043,
"Auxiliary Ground Box for Track
Switches" Jan. 19, 1929, page 129,
"Piston Ring Compressor" and Feb.
9, 1929, page 252, "Double Portable
participation in

:

class of

many

of the methods and de-

vices submitted in the rolling stock

;

and shops group, and decided to give
honorable mention to the cotter key

;

Crossover."
These items represent the kind of
maintenance practices and devices
that are constantly being developed by
electric railway men throughout the
country. You owe it to yourself and

extractor as described in the Jan. 19
Journal by Farrell Tip-

issue of the
ton,

electrician

of

the

San

Diego

Electric Railway.

For the best item on way and strucwas awarded to F. E.

your company to enter

tures the prize

—Are You Alert?

this contest.

ability is not necessary.
a brief description of the
practices that you think will be of
interest to other railway men, and include a photograph or sketch.
See
the issue of Electric Railway
Journal for Oct. 20, 1928, for full
details or write in for a pamphlet
describing the contest and giving full
information for preparing articles.
Don't put this off for the future.
There is no limit to the number of
items that can be submitted by any
individual or department. Take your
place with those who are winning
industry-wide recognition in this
contest.
Entries for the second
group of prizes must be received by
Early entries receive
April
15.
preference in publication.

Send

in

Davidson, assistant to the superintendent of way Cleveland Railway, for
his description of the double-portable

crossover
issue.

described

Use

in

the

Feb.

9

of this crossover reduces

amount of space used in the street
58 per cent of that needed with
two single crossovers. Vehicular accidents and car delays are reduced

the
to

also.

In the electrical and line depart-

ment division the auxiliary ground
box used in connecting wires from
poles to electric track-switch boxes as

described by L.

H. McAdam,

electri-

department Toronto Transportation Commission, was awarded the
prize.
This box overcomes the difficulty of water entering the conduit
and freezing in winter, which was ex-

cal

perienced previous to

The compressor

Charles

Herms

THE

winner of the prize in the bus
and garage division of the contest
is Charles Herms, general shop and carhouse foreman for the San Diego Elec-

He has
tric Railway, San Diego, Cal.
been with that company since 1923. He
began his electric railway experience
in 1919, with the San Antonio Public
Service Company in Texas, as general
He continued in this carepair man.
pacity for four years, when he was promoted to foreman over a crew engaged
in remodeling cars.
Mr. Herms has always been interested particularly in mechanical construction, and during the war was attached to the first army headquarters in
a motor repair unit. Other experience
outside of the electric railway field includes supervision of the mill

depart-

ment of the San Antonio Portland Cement Company, and a position with the
Boston

&

Superior Mine in Arizona,

the electric and
phone system of that company.

reconditioning

tele-

its

use.

for piston

rings

being installed in bus engine cylinders
as developed in the garage of the San
Diego Electric Railway receives the

and garage division.
was submitted by Charles
Herms, general foreman.
Most of the material received in
the first division of the contest was
of unusually high class and the judges
were impressed particularly with the

prize in the bus

This

A

value of the practices described.
large number of ideas related to work
in
shops and to car equipment

improvements.

The

other railway de-

partments, particularly the line, electrical, bus and garage departments, are
urged to send in more items connected with their work. The closing
date for the second division of the
is April 15 and all material
should be sent in promptly so as to
be eligible for one of the next lot of

contest

prizes.
279

L.

H.

McAdam

FOR

the electrical and line department division of the contest, the
winner was L. H. McAdam, who is
general inspector of switches and signals
for the Toronto Transportation Commission.
He joined the comptroller's
department of the Toronto Railway in
July, 1907, and was transferred to the
electrical department in 1909, where he
made a thorough investigation of
electrolysis.

He served overseas from 1915 to 1919
with the Canadian army, in the motor
machine gun corps and tank corps, returning to the Toronto Railway in 1919.
The company was taken over by the
Toronto Transportation Commission in
1921 and he was placed in charge of
special construction work, such as the
installation and operation of electric
switches, signals, etc.
Mr. McAdam received his early
education in the Toronto public schools
and at St. Albans Cathedral school in
Toronto. He is 37 years old.

Reducing Costs of

Armature Rewinding
By A.

C. Roe

Renewal Parts Engineer Westinghouse

Careful 'nsulation

A RMATURE

is

Manufacturing Company

Electric 8C

essential at points

where leads

i-ross

repairs can be
divided into two classifi-^ -*. cations, one including the

Care should be taken to insure
correct shape and the use of none

mechanical group
of
cores,
shafts, commutators, coil supports, fans, etc., and the second
dealing with the electrical equipment, which includes the arma-

except

t-\

ture coils and the additional insulating materials necessary for

where

a mechanical contact

materials

Proper insulation and

throughout.

reinforcement at vital points are

Banding an aid in obtaining dependable service

important.

protection of the coils and their
leads from the core, from adjacent leads and
the winding

high-grade

all

coil

and under the tape on the

Method (a) is subject to
the criticism that the strip is
coil.

likely to

work

out.

With method

become
and bow up between the
Both
bands into the air gap.
methods increase the time of the
banding operation. Method (c)
(b) the strip

is

likely to

loose

provides maximum protection
with a minimum of expense.
All insulation applied during the installation of the
coils can be classified as winding material, and this can
be subdivided into two major groups, one including

parts of

either a difference of potential or
exists.

In the original design armature coils are considered
part of the electrical winding. In almost every instance
details are embodied that protect them from injury during installation. For example, in Westinghouse coils, a
strip of fishpaper is placed on top of the upper half of
the coil and under the finishing tape. This top strip is
used only when tin strips are placed under all core bands,
thus protecting the insulating material on the coil from
mechanical injury.

treated tape,

friction

tape,

surgical

tape,

cord,

twine,

banding wire, varnish, shellac and cements. This
group can be termed "bulk material," as it is purchased
in standard
packages, or standard units, such as
SO-lOO-lb. rolls of banding wire, 36-yd. rolls of tape,
•J-lb. balls of twine, etc., and each armature requires only
a small fraction of the standard package, yardage or
solder,

total weight.

pulls the coils

The second important group includes all material cut
or formed to a predetermined shape or size
such as
winding cells, hoods, banding clips, strips under the end
bands and under the leads, etc. All such items can be
grouped under the term "cut winding insulation." Because of the method of applying these cut pieces, the
classification "cut winding insulation" can l>e further sub-

means

divided, into three

There are three methods of applying protecting strips.
These include: (a) short strips tinder each band on top

ture coils

A

of the coils in the slots is required, and the
coils therefore are allowed to project
in. to
in.
above the top of the slots at the band grooves. The
armature is heated and a temporary band applied while
the armature is hot. This is called "hot banding," and
tight

fit

^

;

^

down flush with the band grooves. Some
for protecting the insulation on the coils must be
provided because considerable pressure is applied to a
small area of the coil, thus causing a cutting action.

minor groups, (1) cut core insulation,
(2) slot and end insulation and (3) cut banding material.
The material required to prepare the core for the arma-

in an accomIn addition, there are items needed
when installing the coils, and while banding. It is seldom that one workman insulates the core, winds, con-

panying

of the coil, (b) a long strip the full length of the slot
on top of the coil, and (c) a long strip on top of the
280

is

grouped together, as shown

illustration.
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and bands an armature.
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Therefore, the

division and packing of the material into the three
groups allow it to be distributed in the shop to better
advantage.
Details of cut winding insulation are standardized by
the
the manufacturers. This is of considerable value to
operating companies, because in most instances one cut
piece can be used on a number of different types of

For example, twelve graded sizes of tinned
sheet steel clips take care of the banding of all types of
armatures used on one large railway. Manufacturers
distribute drawings for each type of armature, listing the

armatures.

cut pieces, and each piece has an identification number,
so that the workman can select certain items and order
them in large quantities. The armatures in any one shop
can be grouped so as to use a number of standard cut
insulation pieces that will apply to all, thus the ordering,

stocking and using are simplified.
When insulating materials, such as fishpaper, treated
or
cloth, oiled duck, etc., are purchased in standard 50
shop
the
in
stored
then
and
wide,
in.
36
rolls,
100-yd.
where each winder cuts his own, a condition results that
is not productive of economic maintenance.
Many sizes and shapes are needed to suit the different
ideas of each winder and only a few pieces are cut at
one time. Excessive waste .of material when cutting a

few pieces prohibits the use of the full quantity. Time
wasted as a workman could cut enough pieces for five
or more sets in the same time as that required to cut a
single set. Odd shapes and excessive lengths or widths
necessitate trimming, which wastes the material and the
winders' time, and inadequate facilities for cutting, shapA larger
ing, assembling, etc., add to the time wasted.
stock assortment of grades and types of materials must
be carried with such a method than is necessary.
is

Materials for Core Insulation

The purpose

of core insulation

is

to interpose a bar-

between the armature coil and
any metal part of the core that it may touch. This may
be tape, special molded pieces, formed mica, or special
shapes of treated cloth, fishpaper and mica, or a combination of these, depending on the type of coil and
rier of insulating material

supports used. Materials are selected to suit operThus mica is used when the voltage
ating conditions.
is high, or when there is a temperature that is higher
To use
insulation can safely withstand.
than class
the wrong material at any point, or to abuse or strain it
during application, results in a waste of time and maFor example, by stretching bias-cut treated cloth,
terial.
the tape varnish film and the seal between the fibers of
coil

A

the base materials are broken, thereby reducing the dielecSimilarly, applying a thick wall of tape
tric strength.
on a front or rear coil support will force the end windings up, and necessitate excessive band pressure and
pounding. This strains the insulation on and in the coil
proper, and burnt-out coils often are the result.
Another important factor in core insulation is the
method and material used back of the commutator to
The space that requires filling is
support the leads.
quite deep, and if soft, yielding materials, or materials
that are affected by varying temperatures, are used, the
supporting wall is weakened and broken leads generally
Specially formed pieces of core insulation, such
result.
as wood collars for the back of commutators, and molded
mica, or formed treated paper, coil support pieces, etc.,
have the advantage that they can be used repeatedly.
Slot and end insulation can make or mar a good wind-

Winding the armature

of a type

508-A railway motor

ing job. There are numerous vulnerable places, which,
if not protected properly, may develop into weak spots
that ordinary testing will not show up but which will
result in a pull-in later.
Armature coils should fit tightly both in the slots and
on the end windings, therefore slot fillers are used.
winding cell protects the coil while it is driven into the
The double winding cell is a valuable help, as a
slot.
thin, one-piece cell will pull down and crease under a

A

tightly

fitting

The double winding

coil.

cell

consists

wide enough to cover
the bottom and each side of the bottom half of the coil.
When winding the armature this bottom cell is sprung
into a channel shape and placed in the top of the slot,
or it can be placed around the bottom half of the coil.
In either event, the winding cell, which is paraffined on
both sides, and the coil are both driven down to the botfirst

of a bottom

tom of

cell,

that

is,

just

the slot together.

When

the

throw

coils are in, a

top winding

cell,

cut

to project 1^ in. or more above the slot on
either side of the coil, is placed in the slot over the bottom coil half. This provides additional insulation be-

wide enough

winder's time is conserved befactory cells are paraffined on both sides, which
eliminates the necessity of paraffining the bottom coil

tween
cause

coils and, also, the

all

halves.

With the type of coil used in the Westinghouse Nos.
306 and 514 armatures, an oiled duck pad is used at the
front and rear diamond points, and to obtain full protection a

dummy

piece should be used while each coil

is

After this, the coil-up should be
drifted into place.
eased up, the dummy removed and a new oil duck pad
This assures that the protective pad will not
inserted.
be punctured at the point where the two adjacent coil
ends cross. When there is considerable space between
adjacent coil ends, filling strips are used and placed be-
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tween the coils in a location that puts them directly
under the end bands. These strips give a tight winding
and prevent the collapse of the coil ends due to band
pressure or pounding during winding.
Other vulnerable points are at the leads. Where four
or five leads come from the bottom of the coil in one
layer they must be changed to two layers between the
Here are two points where leads
coil and commutator.
cross and change their plane.
At the coil end a small
rectangular piece of oiled duck is placed at the crossover
point, and at the commutator, surgical tape is interwoven
between the leads. The bottom and front end of the
coils must be protected from the layers of bottom leads.
Here again one piece of oiled duck protects three points.
A small strip of fishpaper is used to protect the top
leads from cutting into the top edge of the adjacent coil.

Vol.7i,No.7

armatures are then dipped and baked. After cooling,
the temporary bands are removed and the permanent
bands are applied.
All light traction railway motor armatures of recent
design have strips of tin under all permanent core bands,
and in some instances strips of thin asbestos paper
placed under the tin strips. To protect the front mica
ring, the mica should be cleaned and the ring sandpapered smooth.
coat of shellac, and a band of Italian
twine should then be applied, the turns being kept tightly

V

A

The twine should next be coated with shellac,
using a hot iron to smooth in each coat. Two to four
coats should be applied until the twine band is well filled.
After sandpapering this surface, three or four coats of
Westinghouse No. 672 cement should be applied. This
can be made a part of the final banding operation.
together.

Set of cut winding insulation for a typical motor

There are numerous other cut insulation details that vary
with the type of coil, voltage and operating conditions,
but their proper location is indicated on the drawing
supplied with each set of cut winding insulation, so that
it is an easy matter for the workman to determine to
what use each piece should be put.

Cut Banding Material
operation is an important part of the
winding or rewinding process. The main function of
all bands is to hold the coils in place, and to make the
This recoil ends compact and free from movement.
quires correct band pressure, size of wire, selection of
materials, and shapes that will not change during opera-

The banding

tion.

assures a tight band with minimum abuse
to the winding. The armatures are heated in an oven at
105 deg. to 115 deg. C. until they reach a temperature of
about 75 deg. C. The time required to reach this temperature varies with the size of the rotor. The approximate time for armatures up to 12 in. diameter is six
hours, for armatures of 12 in. up to 30 in. diameter, eight
hours, and above 30 in. diameter, ten to twelve hours.

Hot banding

Temporary bands are applied while the armatures are
wire being started on the core to a set tension,
and the rear end band started at the end of the core
and then run out onto the end-winding, then back across
hot, the

the core to the front end.
Protecting strips should be
applied under end bands to protect the winding.
The

All railway armatures should be preheated, dipped in
a high-grade baking varnish and baked.
The varnish
should be held to a specific gravity of 0.850 plus or
minus 0.005 for best results.
Proper testing is essential in the winding or rewinding
of railway motor armatures. All armature coils should
be tested for breakdowns between adjacent single coils
and on multi-lead coils and a lighting-out test made to
weed out crossed wires. After installing coils and connecting the bottom leads to the commutator on multilead coils, the winder should lightout the top leads for
proper sequence. Before soldering, and after connecting, the armature should be tested for grounds and for
short circuits.

A

new test developed by J. L. Rylander of the motor
engineering department of the Westinghouse Company
is termed a "high frequency test."
It consists of passing a high voltage at high frequency through the winding.
This voltage varies from four times normal plus
1,000 to twice normal plus 2,000, according to the design, operation, voltage, etc.

The test shows up weak spots in the mica between bars,
between turns, between adjacent coils at any point where
they touch, between adjacent leads, between leads and
front coil ends. In fact, the high frequency test searches
out and reveals all weak spots and enables the insulation
engineers to add material, change shape, or make other
modifications to strengthen the winding at the points
where

it is

required.

Men
Section of track after concrete has been poured.
foreground are trowelling off the finished surface

the

Shallow Steel Tie Construction
Used

in Flint

and Pontiac

Eastern Michigan Railways has installed eco-

nomical type of track structure employing shallow ties originally developed for use in mines

RECENTLY

the Eastern Michigan Railways was
confronted with the problem of making extensive
.improvements to track in the cities of Pontiac and
Flint.
Passenger cars weighing from 15 to 25 tons, and
freight cars having a gross weight as great as 55 tons,
operate over these tracks. Before coming to any decision
as to how the work should be done, a careful investigation

The railway's investigations led to the belief that
shallow steel ties spaced 2-ft. centers would give satisfactory results and economy in construction costs. It was,
therefore, decided to use Bethlehem No. 3 steel ties.

Ties
Cost Per 100-Ft. Section

——

Excavation 87.52 cu.yd. at $1
Concrete 79.29 cu.yd. at $10
One hundred oak ties at $1.47

Labor

up under the vehicular and rail traffic that would pass
over it. Another important consideration was the fact
that the city engineers of the municipalities contiguous
to Detroit require concrete under the ties in all paved
track.

COMPAKATIVE COST OF WOOD AND
STEEL, TIE CONSTRUCTION
Wood

was made of all the present-day types of street railway
The chief points considered were
track construction.
cost, ease and speed of construction, paving surface,
support of the rail, and the ability of the track to stand

J87.52
792.90
147.00

—spiking
at
cents per foot
400 at $6.90 per keg of 340
8

8.00
8.12

Spikes

$1,043.54

Engineering, superintendence,
(10 per cent)

tools,

etc.

104.35

Total

$1,147.89

Steel Tibs
Excavation 63 cu.yd. at $1
Concrete 63 cu.yd. at $10
One hundred steel ties at $1

——

Labor

—installing

at 14 cents per tie

Spot welding at 20 cents per

„
Engineering,

tie

superintendence,
(10 per cent)

Total

Saving

$63.00
630.00
100.00
14.00
20.00

$827.00
tools,

etc.

82.70

$909.70
238.19

Shallow

$1,147.89

steel

tie

used by Eastern Michigan Railways, showing
fixed

28S

and movable

rail clips
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ties and the left-hand track
tics and rails in place ready for concreting, the right-hand track utilizing steel
Extra excavation necessary where wood ties are used is clearly seen. At the extreme left is a temporary track

Double track with
ties.

During 1928 nearly 15,000

lineal feet of track

was

laid

in this manner.

shallow in depth and is designed with the
are fastened to it and ready for
developed
for use in mines. At
originally
It
was
use.
each end are one wide clip held permanently in position
with two large rivets, and two smaller movable clips
which are also held in place with rivets. Ties of this
type are shipped with the locking clips open and ready
for immediate installation. All that is needed is a blow
of the hammer to turn the locking clips into position.
Another important feature of this tie is the fact that the
stationary clip is on the outside of the rail at one end and
on the inside at the other. This permits the installation
or removal of ties without taking the track apart. There
is a considerable saving in handling and distributing cost
because of their light weight and small section, which reduces bulk in shipment.
The type of track construction used consists of 70-lb.
A.S.C.E. relay rail with Thermit welded joints and Bethlehem No. 3 ties, 6 ft. 6 in. long, spaced 2-ft. centers.
Tie clips are spot welded both to the tie itself and to the
rail base to provide good cross bonding.
After the completion of the excavation and grading
the rails were laid out and supported by three or four
cedar ties to each rail. Temporary plates and two bolts
were then laid out and either placed alongside the track
excavation or slipped under the rail.
Crews of four

This

tie is

feature that

all rail clips

Thermit welded

how

joint with steel ties on both sides.
This shows
the rail clips were spot welded to the ties

wood

men, each supplied with two pinch bars and two mauls,
were detailed to the job of installing ties. The duty of
one man was to lift the tie up to the rails, after which it
was held in place by the second and third men with the
The fourth man then drove the
aid of the pinch bars.
tie over with a maul until the fixed clips engaged the base
of the rail. Lastly this man hammered the movable clips
into position.
The tie was then in place in its proper
position.
A crew of four men installed about 125 ties a
day. As the ties were installed the track was blocked up
Welders followed
to the proper elevation and lined up.
the tie-laying crew and did the spot welding.
The concrete used is a 1 2 3^ mix, which is standard
with the Michigan State Highway Department for onecourse concrete and was specified by the city engineers.
It was poured in one course from the bottom of the
trench to the top of the rail, care being taken to have the
concrete immediately adjacent to the rail heads and on the
outside thereof f in. lower than the top of the rail to
:

:

prevent double flanging.

No

difficulties

work on these
tion compared

were encountered

in

the construction

Estimates of the cost of constructo conventional practice indicate an approximate saving of 20 per cent in favor of the track design used. In the six months that have elapsed nothing
has developed that would give cause for any belief that
this unusual type of construction is not satisfactory for
jobs.

the conditions under

which

it

was

installed.

Track drains are supported in place by the lower flange on the
steel tie.
This construction is used also on the wood tie track

Februarv

16,
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Trolley Troughs in Carhouse Reduce Fire Hazards*
By H.

G.

EXGELHARDT
Inc., New Orleans,

AVtc Orleans Public Scrz'ice.

BURNING

of the overhead wires
in the carhouse of the New Orleans Public Service. Inc., caused by
a trolley wheel leaving the wires and
grounding on the steel roof beams,
has been overcome by the use of jiine
troughs over all trolley wires inside
the buildings. In the construction of
these troughs a pine block 2 in. x 12
in. X 3 ft. is fastened to the metal roof

U

with the recommendations of the National Board of Fire Underwriters and
made from lx4-in. strips nailed on. contributes considerably toward a low
Center support for the trough is pro- premium for fire insurance.
used

holding

for

place.

The

these

in

in

vided by the use of one
or more guy wires sus-

pended from an upper

member

the

of

roof

truss to an eyebolt in the
porcelain
trough.

A

Angle iron member
of roof truss

bolts

nuts.
To this block are bolted the trough is painted with
ends of li.xl2-in. boards which ex- a creosote compound'.
tend from center to center of the roof This procedure was
Carriage bolts ^x4^ in. are adopted in accordance
trusses.

^Submitted

boards

sides of the troughs are

made from strain insulator is used
standard f-in. space bolts. The holes in the guy. Hangers are
on the under side of the wood block spaced approximately 7
are countersunk 1 in. to receive the ft. apart. The completed
by two

truss

La.

Holes
i"x4i'Carriage

countersunk

§"Spocebotf

'

,-2"x/2"xJ'

a.

Trolley vjire^

Troughs used

»'

P/ne block

I"x4 Pine strip

in carhouses of the
Service, Inc.

New

Orleans Public

Electric Railway Journal Price Contest.
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High Rate Discharge Tester*
By

F.

W. Braund

Superintendent of Foiver Conversion
Cleveland Railivay, Cleveland, Ohio

leaving the
UPON
a storage battery may show

AJni versa/ clips

service station,

cor-

rect potential and gravity and still
lack the high rate of discharge neces-

sary to crank a cold engine of conhigh rate
siderable horsepower.
momentary discharge is necessary

A

when
For

the battery

is

mounted

in a bus.

reason the Cleveland Railway has built equipment for high rate
discharge testing of batteries.
The top connectors of batteries are
built of tinned copper straps with
this

lead lugs on either end for burning
to the element post of the battery.
In the process of burning the strap

due to sulphation between the copper strap and the lead
to the post, or

lug with the battery in service, the
bond may be broken or partially destroyed between the copper straps
and lead lug. This forms a high re^Submitted

in

can be detected
only by actual high rate discharge of
1 ,000 amp. or more.
Batteries used are either of the 6
In giving these a
or 12-volt type.
high rate discharge test the positive
terminal is connected to a switch, the
other terminal of which has a connection through an ammeter shunt to
Universal
a carbon pile rheo!5tat.
clips of 100 amp. capacity are used
for quickly connecting and disconIn
necting the battery under test.
locating high resistance joints on a
12-volt fully charged battery the terIn the
minals 1 and 8 are used.
event that a 12-volt battery is partially discharged, it is necessary to
connect the negative terminal of
either 5, 6 or 7 taps.
With a fully
charged, 6-volt battery, connections
1 and 4 are used, and with a partially
si.stance

joint

Electric Railway Journal Prise Contest.

100 amp.

that

Battery
Testing equipment used for high rate
charge testing of batteries
Taps
Resistance
1 to 2
1 to 3

to
1 to
1 to
1 to
1 to
1

4

5
6

7
8

0.1200
0.0793
0.0737
0.0620
0.0415
0.0169
0.0084

dis-

ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm

discharged 6-volt battery, the negative is connected to terminals 2 or 3.
When testing a single cell of a battery
terminals 1 and 2 are used.
By means of a jumper used to connect terminals 2, 4, 6 and 8 in parallel, and a second jumper to connect
1, 3, 5 and 7, the carbon plates can
be placed in parallel so as to give an
extremely high rate of discharge.
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Portable Rope Reel*
By Angus

G. Scott

Assistant Superintendent of Overhead Lines
The Cleveland .Raikcay
Cleveland, Ohio

TO

FACILITATE the handling
of large coils of rope, such as are
used by electric railway line departments, a reel of the type shown in
accompanying illustration is used
by the Cleveland Railway. This provides for 1,200 ft. of rope and can
be moved readily from one location
to another. A small metal brake band
To faciliis part of the equipment.

the

tate winding, the sides are left open.

Ford automobile wheels, mounted on
a specially made axle, are used. Tires
are of hard rubber.
Before this reel was devised rope
was wound on an ordinary trolley
reel or done up in large coils and
tied.
Both these methods made handling difficult. The reel offers many
*Subntitted in Electric

Railway Journal

Type

of portable reel used by the

Cleveland Railway
It can be towed easily,
handled by a single man and can be

advantages.

up

set

in practically

any location.

Prize Contest.
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Radiator Filling Station for Buses*
By Arthur
Foreman

Electrical

E.

San Diego,

TO

PROVIDE

a

Clegg

Department San Diego Electric Raihvay
Cal.

clear buses as they

convenient

method for filling bus radiators,
special equipment has been devised
by the San Diego Electric Railway.
The device consists of a U. S. No. 6
form A trolley base mounted on a
bracket and a pole which has an eye
at the top end through which the
filling hose passes.
One end of the

A

is attached to the water supply
while the other is provided with
a radiator water valve. The hose is
fastened to the pole of the trolley
base by means of friction tape. This
device is placed at the entrance to the
gas filling station at the company's Equipmcnt used in radiator water filling
garage and is located high enough to stations by the San Diego Electric Railway

Electric

Railway Journal

in

and out

is

provided to hold

With

the trolley pole

normal position the hose is just
long enough to allow conveniently
hooking of the valve in position.
While buses and other auto service
equipment are being serviced for gas
the radiators can be filled quickly
with water by pulling the trolley pole
in its

line

in

wall hook

the water valve.

hose

*Submitted

move

in regular service.

Prize Contest.

down so as to give necessary length
of hose to reach the radiators of various tyi)es of equipment.
The simplicity aifd convenience of the radi^^r water filling Station has effected
a big time saving.

No.7

Febrnarv

16,
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Simple High-Potential Test Set*
By H.

Beadle

J.

Equipment Engineer Dallas Raihaay

&•

Terminal Company

Dallas, Tex.

BY

THE USE

test set built

of a transformer
by the Dallas Rail-

way & Terminal Company many

former has a
cuit

de-

rewinding jobs have been
detected before armatures were put
back in service.
The set cost approximately $55 and since its use
it has paid for itself many times by
detecting

weak

spots

in

r(v)^

\/oIf3 direct

sca/e

147 ohms.

which ultimately would have
caused trouble in service. The equipment used consists of a transformer,
circuit breaker, switch, voltmeter and
rheostat.

The

Small

lamp

transTjTjTj''

—I—njTj^—Ltjtjit—

175 ohms

in

is

section

for high-potential test set
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Heavy Tamping Pads*
By Louis

T. Botto

Superintendent Maintenance of Way Department
San Antonio Public Sennce Company
San Antonio, Tex.

EXCELLENT

results have been
through the use of
heavy tamping pads in air-operated
concrete breakers by the San An-

obtained

tonio Public Service

Company, San

Antonio, Tex. Some difficulty, however, was experienced, due to the
commercial tamping pads not being
of sufficiently rugged design to stand
up for any length of time under the
80 lb. pressure applied by the con-

Experiments were
made and, as a result, a special tampcrete

breakers.

ing pad has been designed, much
stronger than that previously used.
This does the work required of it
without breaking.
After rolling the track sub-grade
with a 7-ton steam roller, these tamping pads compact the soil from 1 to 2
in. and are invaluable in tamping
around pipes, manholes and approaches to bridges. They are also
used in tamping concrete and in consolidating gravel between the ties in
gravel ballast tracks.

Plan

4

fA
i'
<?*

?;

Special reinforced tamping pads used by
the San Antonio Public Service Company

*Submitted

m

Electric Railway Journal Prize Contest.

is

secondary voltage. A test voltage of
1.500 is used for old jobs which are
dip])ed and baked, and 2,000 volts is
used for rewinding jobs.
The potential is apjilied for one minute.

Electric Railway Journal Price Contest.

TBACK

cir-

series

used to change the

iSOo/ims M7o/ims

Wiring diagram

^Submitted

The 175-ohm

variable and

the insula-

tion

regulating

in

the line and is rated at 1 amp.
red light is connected across the
line and is used as a warning signal.
The rheostat is divided into three
sections of 175 ohms, 250 ohms and

Marked to read

volt

connected

A

M^
3e<^ndary

is

in

Primary

Secondary

fective

The

ratio of 30:1.

breaker

^

f

i^A-.

k

•7'<-—>j

V 01.72,, N 0.7
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This expands the
and centers and chucks the
bearing automatically.
The whole
assembly is then installed between
lathe centers by screwing up the tail
By Charles Herms
The chuck is
stock a few turns.
General Foreman San Dicyo Electric Raihi-ay
driven by means of the lathe dog
Cat.
San Diego,
which always remains on the chuck
CAR equipment operated by operation, the bearing is slipped over shaft. The lathe chuck jaws are not
sleeve of the high speed used because this would require an adthe San Diego Electric Railway the expansion
The entire opertaper collar is driven ditional operation.
and
the
chuck
armof
life
the
it has been found that
striking the taper ation requires only 30 seconds,
place
by
firmly
into
high
modern
the
for
bearings
ature

High Speed Chuck

for
Bearings *

key a

Armature

light blow.

sleeve

ON

speed motors with helical gears is
50 per cent less than that which is
obtained for low speed spur gear
type motors. As a result, particular
attention must be given to keeping
maintenance costs of these bearings

•

^ounf /erffie

^'Armafure bearing

docf fiere

_

The accompanying

_

3' 11'

Ji'^-Bf-A

In using this, the first operation is
chuck the bearing in a Universal
chuck and bore the inside to exact
In the second
size with a boring bar.

X^High speed chuck used

for turning armature bearings

Electric Railw.w Journal Pri:e Contest.
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Bonds Prevents
By Charles

F.

Electrolytic Action*
Coyle

Assistant Engineer Overhead Line Department
Memphis Street Railway, Memphis, Tenn.

CONSIDERABLE
been

experienced

trouble

has

because

of

where cross bonds
are in contact with the earth on the
electrolytic action
lines of the

Memphis

To overcome

Street Railway.

this difficulty

it

is

now

the practice on open track construction to tape all cross bonds to a point
as near as possible to the weld. After

taping they are painted carefully with
an insulating paint. This method of
taping bonds has proved very successful in reducing the amount of
trouble from this cause.
The tape
also conceals the bond to a certain
extent and so has reduced the loss of

bonds due to theft. The accompanying sketch shows the method.

We/a
-Tapea/-.

ft).

0000 bond^

Method used for
Memphis

*Submitted

in

30 °anff/e
Expansion Sleeve

"T

to

in

/^ot/nf frere
fa:7 sfrxk

ir7

Tei/?erco//ar_,

IK'^"-

-fi"-

shows a high speed chuck
used for turning armature bearings.
illustration

*Submitted

I
\

as low as possible. To facilitate this
work several special chucks and jigs

have been made.

Taper sfee/ key
ffhick X si"-—
.Expansion s/eeve

here in
/erfhe chuck center

^Moun-f-

Electric Railway Journal

Pri:;e Contest.

installing bonds
Street Railway

B
on the

Taper Collar

Prolonging the Life of
Electric

Railway Armatures

Yearly dipping and baking is a
desirable practice. Correct selection of varnish important.
ful

Care-

temperature control needed

ByR,S. Beers
Railway Engineering Department General Electric

Company

THE

maintenance of railway motors it is an acand baking of armatures and
coils when they are rewound or overhauled is the

INcepted
field

fact that dipping

method of increasing their life. As the varnish
gradually loses its solvent, because of repeated heating
and cooling, it is essential that the dipping and baking
be repeated from time to time. While best results will
be obtained by a yearly dipping and baking, comparatively
few railways have an overhaul program that brings the
apparatus through the shop so frequently.
The usual
practice is to dip and bake the armatures and field coils
when the cars go through on a general overhaul.
A concrete example of how rewinds were reduced on
one railway by dipping and baking is given in the following tabulation
best

Year

Armatures Dipped
94

1924
1925
1926
1927
1

106
128
173

928 (ten months)

304

Armatures Rewound
266
220
163
155
86

Baking oven

On this property baking and dipping was started in
The

greater

number

of armatures dipped in 1928

in the

shop of the Schenectady RaUway

1924.
is

the

program that includes ihe
dipping and baking of all fields and armatures every two
years.
The purpose of dipping and baking is twofold.
result of a definite overhauling

One is to put a waterproof covering over the insulation
of the armature the other to prevent movement of the
armature coil by filling the spaces between it and the
slot.
Before dipping, the armature is heated to free it
from moisture, and to warm the insulation so the varnish
will penetrate easily.
Temporary binding is applied at
this time to insure a tight final binding.
Two general methods of dipping armatures are in
vogue. One method is to rotate the armature through a
shallow pan of varnish; the other to use a tank of
varnish and lower the armature, with its pinion end down,
until the varnish is within ^ in. of the ear on the com• mutator segment.
The armature is left in the varnish
from 10 to 30 minutes, or until the bubbles cease rising.
It seems reasonable to expect that, when an armature
has been dipped, the varnish will penetrate the minute
openings in the coil insulation to a greater depth and in
a more successful manner than when the armature has
been rotated in a shallow pan. This is borne out by the
;

289

fact that it requires a shorter time to bake an armature
that has been rolled in a pan than one that has been

dipped

in

a tank.

A

few operators submerge the entire armature. The
advantage claimed for complete submersion is that it
closes small holes in the commutator shells, preventing
oil from entering the commutator and short circuiting

The disadvantage is that a much longer baking
needed because varnish gets into the commutator,
mica cones, etc. The canvas head dressing should be reits

bars.

time

is

moved before

dipping, as the varnish either does not
penetrate or else fills the spaces under the dressing,
necessitating a long time for baking.
After the armature is soaked full of varnish it should
be removed from the dip tank and allowed to drain until
If it has been dipped in a
the varnish stops dripping.
vertical position, draining should be with the shaft at
about 30 deg. from vertical. When dripping ceases the

armature should be turned half-way around, whereupon
dripping will start again. The varnish may be washed
oflf the bearing and pinion fit with gasoline while the
armature is draining. If it bakes on, a paint remover
should be used to clean it off.
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For the
will

be^t results

remain

it is

While two dippings and bakings are

essential to use a varnish that

for a long time without cracking.
fulfill this requirement much better

flexible

Baking varnishes
than air-drying varnishes, because the former retains its
solvent at ordinary temperatures much longer than does
an air-drying varnish. For the same reason, a baking varnish must be baked a longer time than an air-drying one.
Whether a clear or black baking varnish should be
used is largely a personal preference. Good results may
be obtained with either. As a matter of fact, the majority of railways use a black baking varnish for railway motors. It is obvious that a thin liquid will pene-

Vol.7i,No.7
better than one,

customary practice for the railways to dip their
armatures only once, whether they are being rewound or
overhauled. When baking armatures it is necessary to
have an oven temperature high enough to remove the
moisture, but not high enough to weaken the cotton insulation. The usual oven temperature ranges are between
220 deg. F. and 235 deg. F. for railway work.
Inasmuch as the temperature inside the oven may vary
as much as 50 deg. between the floor and roof, it is
best to place thermometers on the armatures and then
is

it

move

the thermostatic control device up and down the
oven until a location is found that gives

side wall of the

desired temperature at the armature.
Successful
baking requires an adequate supply of fresh air for the
oven to insure quick drying of the varnish and to prevent the mixture of solvent (gasoline) and air from becoming explosive. Either natural or forced ventilation
may be used, the latter being the better. There should
be an outdoor discharge for the mixture of solvents and
the

air

removed from the oven.

To

free armatures of moisture they are heated for ten
or twelve hours before dipping. The usual practice is to

Tension device on armature banding lathe

trate the

windings of an armature much deeper than a

Likewise, if the liquid is all solvent, there
very little solid matter left after baking to form
a waterproof covering or to act as a filler and keep the
thick one.
will be

coils tight.

The specific gravity of a varnish is measured at 70
deg. F. with a hydrometer divided in a decimal scale.
The specific gravity used for brushing is 0.860. For
dipping, a specific gravity of 0.835 to 0.845 is customary.
As the specific gravity changes with temperature
should be measured with a hydrometer that includes
While the gravity of varnishes
is given at 70 deg. F. a variation of 10 deg. plus
or minus
is immaterial for all practical purposes.
As the hot armature is put in a relatively small quantity of cool varnish, the latter is thinned further by the heat from the
armature. The best penetration of varnish into the armature windings will be when its temperature is above 110
it

also a thermometer.

deg. F.

An

approximate means of estimating the amount of
when this is suitable, for each 100 gal.
of varnish is given in the accompanying table.
gasoline thinner,

put the armatures in the oven at night and dip in the
morning. After they are dipped, drained and returned
to the oven for the final bake, varnish will still run out
when the armature heats up. For this reason the best
practice is to set it in a vertical position with the pinion
end downward; otherwise, with ventilated motors, the
varnish may close the air ducts partially. Some of the
old motors, such as GE-67, GE-73 and GE-80, bake
better in a horizontal position because of a pocket between the commutator and core which does not empty
with the armature in a vertical position. Armatures that
are baked in a horizontal position should be given several quarter turns during the first few hours of baking
to insure draining varnish pockets.
'
The General Electric Company's practice is to dip and
bake railway armatures twice. After the first dip all
armatures are baked twelve .hours at an oven temperature of 230 deg. F. to 235 deg. F. After the second dip,
the wire-wound ones are baked at least twelve hours and,
if necessary, enough longer so they have an insulation
resistance of at least -^ megohm while at oven temperature.
The bar-wound ones are baked a minimum of 24 hours,
or until the insulation resistance is 1 megohm while hot.
The majority of railway companies bake armatures for
a definite length of tiftie. This is not a successful measure, however, as one discovers quickly when insulation
resistance measurements are made.
The insulation resistance test is simple and can never
harm a piece of apparatus as a high potential test might.

A

megger, measuring insulation resistance directly in
be used; or a 750-volt switchboard-type
voltmeter will give equally good results for about onethird the price of the megger.
It is recommended in all
cases that the two measures, minimum length of time
and minimum insulation resistance, be used for baking

megohms may

armatures.

A

GALLONS OF GASOLLNE THINNER FOR EACH
VARNISH
Observed specific gravity
Desired specific gravity.

0.

0.843
0.839
0.833

870
23
28
35

0.864
13
18

24
30

0,859
9
14
19

25

100

0.854

GALLONS OF
0.849

0.843

9

5

"o"

24
20

9

4

15

5
10

minimum

length of time is needed to solidify or
any small pockets of varnish that have not drained.
The time depends on oven ventilation, kind of varnish,
oven temperature and size of armature. For these reasons it is best to determine it for each oven. A simple
method is to put a cup in the oven with ^ in. varnish in
it.
The number of hours that it takes to "jell" should
be determined so it will not run when cold.
To this
should be added the time it takes to heat the armature up
"jell"
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to oven temperature after it comes out of the dip tank
to determine the minimum baking time.
All dipping and baking of armatures should include
temporary binding of the armature coils. Such a pro-

cedure pulls the coils into place and insures a tight final
binding that cannot be accomplished in any other way.
The tighter the coils are bound together the less movement there is between them. Reducing the movement
between adjacent coils prevents their chafing and breaking the varnish seal on the surface.
The procedure followed in temporary binding is to
heat the armature overnight in the armature oven to
soften the coils and insulation so they are pliable and
will not break.
The armature is put in the banding
lathe while hot, and the temporary binding put on. Onesixteenth inch pressboard, or similar cushion, is used
between the wire and the coil ends. Along the slot portion wood or metal pieces, of the width and thickness
of the armature coil and a little longer than the armature core, are used between the binding wire and the
coils.

of

Usually the temporary binding is started at one end
the armature and continued to the other without

On the wood sticks along the core it is spiraled,
with a distance of about ^ in. between adjacent wires.
Judgment must be used in applying the binding over the
coil ends; too little binding does not pull the coils down
properly, and too much with the cushioning material provides pockets that prevent the varnish draining properly.
The final binding is put on with the armature cold and
after the dipping is completed.
Binding wire tension should be measured with some
break.

The tenindicating device to insure uniform results.
sions used should depend on the wire size and whether
the armature has been rewound or overhauled. As a general guide, binding wire 0.045 in. in diameter (No. 17
B. & S. size) is suitable for railway motor armatures of
65 hp. and smaller. The tension on this size wire for

rewound armatures should be from 150

AFTER

winning the Brady Safety Medal for Class

While it did not receive the Brady prize this
entered the contest, and its brief gives an instructive account of how this lower accident record was
obtained, and what has been done for safety during the
last year on a property which has given a great deal of
attention to that subject for a long time.
Among the mechanical aids to safety added during
1927, the company gives first position to a steam railroad
grade crossing elimination program, begun in 1927.
Although, of course, it will be years before all the benefits
can be secured, the city has authorized a bond issue of
$5,500,000 to pay its proportion of the cost.
Two more new illuminated "car turn" signs have been
installed at intersections where street cars make righthand turns, and destination sig^s, with black letters 3
in. to 5 in. high on an aluminum painted background,
have been prepared for all cars.
It is thought they
encourage waiting passengers to stay on the sidewalk
out of danger until it is time for them to step forward
to board a car. It is further believed that their installation has resulted in fewer passengers being struck by
automobiles, when boarding or alighting from street cars.
Locking devices on electric switches, to prevent the
split switch hazard when cars follow each other closely,
are now in use on 31 of the 64 switches on the property.
Shock absorbing springs and special lug rods have been
added to all electric switches between the switch
tongue and the electric device to reduce the impact of
the armature of the switch magnet when operated and
•to improve the functioning of the switches.
An order
has been issued that motormen are not to use sand while
passing over switches. Employees not on duty are not
permitted to ride in the front vestibule of cars except
when giving instructions to new men or when the cars
are crowded.
steam connection has been provided at the power
1927.

year,

A

it

to

200

lb.

This

too high for overhauled armatures and should
be reduced to from 80 to 120 lb. For armatures larger
than 65 hp. 0.057 in. diam. binding wire (No. 15 B. & S.
tension

is

may be used. The tension on this size wire for
rewound armatures should be 250 to 300 lb. and for
size)

overhauled ones 175 to 225 lb. The tension should be
the same for either temporary or final bindings.

Louisville Improves Its Safety
-t\ "A" companies a year ago for its 1926 record, the
Louisville Railway made an even better safety record in
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Record

house to melt the ice that accumulates in the cinder hoprailing has been put around the
per in cold weather.
hopper for workmen to hold on when cleaning the chute.
Conductors, after giving the motorman the "go ahead"
signal, are not allowed to open the car doors for more
passengers even when their motormen are unable to
proceed because of traffic conditions.
Monthly surprise inspections are now made to every
piece of company property by a committee consisting of
a power house man, a track man, a lineman, a motorman, a conductor, a shop man, an employee from the
general office, the director of safety, and the secretary
Machine guards and
of the co-operative association.
lighting conditions are examined, with the idea of making all property as nearly fool-proof as possible.
Several improved practices have been introduced for
One
the improvement of conditions for the trainmen.
is in connection with street car hold-ups, of which there
have been several in Louisville. Orders were issued that
trainmen held up should do nothing to imperil themselves,
and the company arranged for group hold-up insurance
by which each man insured is protected to the amount
of $50, no distinction being made between his personal
Every trainman
property and that of the company.
who wishes it may obtain this insurance. It costs $2.50
a year, half of which is paid by the trainman and half
by the company. Another plan, adopted largely for
the same reason, is to pay wages by check rather than
by currency.
Another change was the rearrangement of the electric

A

heaters on one-man cars. When receiving fare or making change, operators of such cars cannot wear gloves,
and as considerable cold air enters the doors when they
are opened for boarding and leaving passengers, the

become chilled. This discomfort has
been minimized without ill effect on the general car
ventilating and heating problem by moving the electric
heaters forward in all one-man cars.
Another improvement, which is in the direction of
operator's hands
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attachment of trash
sanitation if not of safety, is the
installation, the regutheir
to
Prior
cars.
all
to
baskets

Maintenance

swept out at the end of
in tins placed at
deposited
paper
lines and the waste
In practice this worked out imthe purpose.

By

loops for

The trainmen would sweep

their cars out. but

receptacles it would
instead of putting their trash in these
a trash basket
ground.
the
to
on
swept
be
often

Now

is

matter
placed under the floor of every car, and waste

may

be swept into

even more easily than through

it

the door.

The extended attention which the company has given
especial value
to the safety training of trainmen gives an
to

its

experience on this topic.

It

has found

little diffi-

persuading them in every way to co-operate for safe operation
and that they retain this interest, when it has once been
acquired. Unfortunately, it finds that this alone is not
It believes that the interest of trainmen in
enough.
safety should be a part of their conscious, rather than
highest
their subconscious, lives. The motorman with the
culty in interesting its

safety ideals

employees

may run

in safety or in

over a pedestrian or smash an

automobile if he momentarily relaxes his vigilance. The
management, therefore, must keep the monotony of daily
tasks from dulling the safety enthusiasm of the train-

This is the reason for the accident contests
men.
between the divisions which have been maintained in
Louisville for years. Each month's contest is a new thing,

and the position of different carhouses in the contest
These ostensibly
frequently changes from day to day.
naturally become topics of conversation
and help to keep safety constantly
carhouses
the
around
in the minds of the men.

new

factors

Two

improvements, drafted on the original plan for

safety contests, have done much to keep at a minimum
The first of
the inevitable less-enthusiastic moments.
these is the election each month by every carhouse of a

who acts as leader during that month's
The employee elected naturally takes on these

safety captain,
contest.

duties in addition to his other work. No extra wages are
paid to any .safety captain, but election to the position is

of

No.7

Aluminum

Cell Lightning Arresters

lations required that cars be

perfectly.

Vol.73,

F.

J.

FooTE

Superintendent of Motive Power and Equipment
Eastern Traction Company
Indiana. Columbus

&

MUCH
by

trouble from lightning has been experienced
the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Traction Company, Springfield, Ohio, particularly on one line. After
considerable experimenting this line was completely

equipped with aluminum cell arresters. The re.sults were
immediate and the trouble from lightning was entirely
This led to the eventual adoption of these
eliminated.
arresters on all lines of this company and on all feeders,
the feeder arresters being located inside the substation.
Arresters are not used on the trolley wire but partial
protection is secured from a circuit of 25-watt incan-

descent lamps at each switch, one of which is in the
switch lamp for signal purposes. These lamps are conOccanected between the trolley and rail at all times.
lamps
these
some
of
storm,
electric
an
during
sionally,
are burned out.

Maintenance of these arresters is comparatively simple
and consi.sts of cleaning all parts and renewing the electrolyte every spring, with inspection every few days to see
that the fuse is not burned out. Sometimes, when cleaning the cell, it is found that one or both of the aluminum
plates are eaten away so that renewal is necessary. When
cleaning the cells and renewing the electrolytes absolute
cleanliness is important. It is equally important that suitSince these precautions have
able electrolyte be used.
been taken considerably fewer renewals of plates and a
much better arrester performance has Ijeen noted.
Electrolyte ready mixed at the factory has been found
much superior to that which can be made up from electrolyte powder.
It has been found advisable to remove the cells from
all arresters on the cars in the late fall, cleaning and

esteemed an honor, and every safety captain gives generously of his own time in an eflfort to improve the record
of his carhouse, so that it will be the winner in the

them and putting them in storage until early
In the cleaning process clean warm water and
Ivory soap is used, rinsing thoroughly in clean distilled
water. Care is taken that the plates are not touched with
It facilitates matters greatly
the fingers after rinsing.

contest.

to

The company also finds that by occasionally changing
the manner of posting the standing of the several com-

after rinsing.

peting teams, it can increase the interest of its employees
Hence, the enthusiasm of
in the contest and in safety.
any indifferent individual is revitalized. There is a great
advantage also in having every employee at the carhouse

acquainted with its standing. The most machine-like person is not wholly impervious to an esprit de corps, and.
if his carhouse has a chance to win a monthly contest, he
naturally will make just a little greater effort not to
destroy that chance by having an accident.
Besides these carhouse contests, another element of
competition is introduced through an award founded by
a director of the company, consisting of an annual cash
prize of $25 and a gold medal to the employee who during
each calendar year renders in his individual capacity the
most efficient or useful service to the company. To the
winner of this prize, the company gives a trip to the
Three different men have reA.E.R.A. convention.
ceived this award since it was established, and in each
case safety of ojieration has been a very important factor
in determining the prize winner.

repairing
spring.

have a sheet of glass kept clean, to

set the plates

on

If the cells are cleaned in the fall they

should be again rinsed in distilled water in the spring
before filling with electrolyte. It has been found that all
of these precautions are necessary if the best results are
to be secured, and it is probable that where these arresters
have not proved satisfactory, it is largely because of too
little attention being given cleaning and repairing.
The feeder arresters in the substations are not removed
in the winter.

They

are inspected for blown fuses fre-

quently during the summer months and are cleaned and
repaired every spring. During the last two years several
of these arresters have been installed across the directcurrent brushes of rotary converters, and it is believed
All of
that this has reduced the number of flashovers.
these arresters are connected directly between the line
and ground without air gap. Consequently, there is at
all times a minute current passing through the arre.sters,

These electrolytic
special charging unnecessary.
condensers possess considerable electrostatic capacity and
for this reason the elimination of radio interference, due
to motor cars and rotary converters, is another advantage,

making

as these arresters act as condensers across the line.

Maintenance

Ideas for Better
Turntable for Heavy

p/a^

Field Coils

BECAUSE

of their delicate con-

heavy field coils are
often damaged by handling in the
At the Deer Lodge shop of
shop.
struction

& St. Paul
handling and possible
damaging of field coils weighing as
much as 300 lb. is avoided by the use
This turntable
of a small turntable.
the Chicago,
Railway, the

Milwaukee

60'

This oven

is

installed in

structed in the shop for pit operation.
It is 60 in. long, 44 in. high, 41 in.

handling of heavy

heavy wood

base on
consists of a
which is mounted a circular disk cut
from steel plate by means of a welding cutter. On this plate are mounted
four iron brackets which may be
placed in several positions to accommodate various sizes and shapes of
coils.
By the use of this device the
position of the field coil may be
altered to give the best working conditions at all times, at the same time
movement can do no damage to the
coil itself.

Portable Pit Oven for
Limited Space

WHERE andshopample

space is
space is
available a portable baking oven designed for installation in a pit will be
found advantageous. This condition
existed in the shop of the Staten
Island Rapid Transit Railway, Staten
floor

limited

Island,

pit

N. Y.

The oven shown in the accompanying sketch was designed and con-

from
tical

pits

round material.

|-in.

portion

is

The

ver-

flattened to a section

controlled heat

in.

are welded to the top and side plate
of the oven.
Additional strength is obtained by
a 5x2-in. bar riveted to either side at
the bottom. The entire oven is lined
with ;J:-in. asbestos. Thermostatically-

field coils

one of the shop

car

riveted at the center with f-in. rivets.
plates are in one piece and

The end

facilitates

^/'

The
of ^x^ in. and is 6f in. long.
length of the jaw stock is If in., the
width 1| in. and the thickness -j in.
The handle is rotated over the valve
stem so that a free circular movement
is obtained irrespective of the manner
in which the valve is mounted to the
The foot valve cap wrench
dash.
socket is made from a piece of 1^-in.
Both walls of this
pipe If in. long.
are drilled with a ^-in. hole and
riveted to a -^-in. round handle lOf

wide and made of -i^-in. plates. The
top and sides are made from two
semicircular plates overlapped and

Turntable

^'-*-

-

is obtained from two
heaters installed near the top.
Two strong rings welded to the top
provide for lifting. The armature to
be baked is placed in the floor of the
pit and the oven is placed over it.

This has a j-in. offset 3^ in.
The end of this rod is
with a round grip 4 in. long and

long.

in the end.
fitted

f

in.

in diameter.

t

'i

„ --ff-

\...

Useful Air Equipment Tools

^

I

i

OFTEN

it is impossible to purchase special wrenches for specific work and much time is lost in
using standard tools. This condition

!

existed in the air equipment maintenance organization of the Richmond

N. Y.
Trouble was experienced in removing
the caps of the M-28 brake valves
and foot valves. This increased the
costs for maintenance of this equipThe special wrenches shown
ment.
in the accompanying sketches were
designed by Air Equipment Inspector
Nicksic to overcome this trouble.
The upper illustration shows the construction of the wrench adopted for
the removal of the holding bolts of
the brake valve cap, and the lower
one that of the wrench for the re-

1

moval of the foot valve

The handle
wrench

is

6^

of
in.

cap.

brake valve
long and is made
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the

i

IhIt'

Railways, Inc., Staten Island,

p-y/'7H<

/f "

H

ifpi'pe

"^

*'

\{^
-*t<-

Wr-ri

7'->l

These wrenches have provided a means for
removing and installing caps quickly.
Below,
Above, brake valve wrench.
wrench for foot valve

Improved Equipment Suggestions
Brake Rod Tumbuckle

WITH

object of keeping
clean and providing

the

threads

lubrication the J. G. Brill Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., has designed an

improved type of brake rod turnbuckle.
The accompanying illusLubnoilon

QiafnW

a hand gun.
By use of the barrel
pump the greaser puts 25 lb. of lubricant into the hand filling tank. This
latter is an airtight dustproof tank
and is arranged to be carried conveniently about the shop. The hand
is filled from the carrying tank
and is used for forcing the lubricant
into the pressure fittings. With these
three pieces of equipment dirt is kept
out of the lubricant and convenient

gun

handling
^

is

provided.

Earth Boring Machine and
Pole Setter

A COMBINATION

earth boring

machine

and pole setter has
been placed on the market by the
Highway Trailer Company, Edgerton. Wis. It will traverse and operate
in thick underbrush where it would
be impossible for man to go on foot,
no skids being required. It operates
in ditches, knolls, hollows, embank-

Thread Clearing Hu}

Improved type of brake rod tumbuckle

SlcCVC for Reinforcing PolcS
repairing
poles
FOR
they have become corroded
steel

shows the closed end which
has a lubrication chamber with plug
tration

An

Alemite fitting is arranged to supply lubricant to the
threaded section. On the outside a
nut is provided for cleaning the
for

filling.

thread.

With

this

in

position

the

thread which is next to be used is
kept clean, as it enters the turnbuckle.

Accessories for Pressure
Lubrication

when
at the

ground

line, the Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio, is marketing
a reinforcing sleeve. It consists of
two ribbed segments of malleable
iron, heavily japanned, tongued and
grooved at the outer edges and long
enough to project well above and below the ground line. The space between the pole and the sleeve, formed
by a series of lugs on the inside of the
sleeve, is filled with cement so as to

WITH

the idea of providing
convenient means for handling
grease between the steel drum in

which it is received and the bearings
which it is applied, and to keep
grease clean while it is being removed
and applied, the Dot Lubrication Division of the Carr Fastener Company,
Cambridge, Mass., has New
type of sleeve for repairing corroded
brought out three insteel poles
teresting devices. These
include a barrel pump, give uniform bearing surface and
a
filling
tank,
and make an airtight seal. The excavato

Three convenient

accessories for use in han-

dling

tion outside the pole sleeve is usually
cemented flush with the surface.

grease

for pressure
lubrication

Improved Welding Gloves

GAUNTLET gloves of a soft and
pliable

suede leather, specially
treated to prevent heat from aflfecting them, have been added by the
Oxweld Acetylene Company, New

York, N. Y., to its line of accessories
for welding and cutting.
A leather
strip on the thumb seam and
a semicircular reinforcement

on the inside

seam, adjoining the palm, reinforce
the glove.
The left glove has a
leather reinforcement covering
the
entire back for protecting the
back of
the left hand during work.
294

Setting a pole with the machine

ments, reaches and digs, and sets the
pole in any kind of soil and all kinds
of weather.
In addition to digging
straight holes it will dig at any angle,
which is a time saver in digging
anchor holes suitable for all types of
anchors.

The setting of poles at the time
holes are dug, also the possibility of
dragging poles to a position so they
can be hoisted in position, is possible
by using the cable supplied from
the

winch which

driver's seat.

from

a

is

controlled

The winch

power

from the
is

driven

which is
construction, and is fully
take-off,

sturdy in
capable of taking full engine torque.
The pole derrick is 17 ft. in length,
made of S^-in. diameter 40-carbon
seamless steel tubing, and is capable
of setting poles 45 ft. in length.
The highway earth boring machine
is largely used with a 20 ft. auger but
is capable of handling augers from
8 in. to 24 in., the latter under favorable conditions.
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>j[ews qffhe
Jitney

Regulatory Measure

Upheld
Detroit's

in Detroit
jitney

so-called

Judge Merriam's decision in the Circuit Court that the city cannot be
restrained from enforcing the jitney
ordinance.

The

decision of the State

Supreme Court bench was unanimous.

The matter

was the

issue

at

old

from
prohibiting
jitneys
ordinance
operating on only certain stated streets,
but jitney men hoped to establish a
which would have opened the
wav to crippling the proposed ordinance
which is to be voted on at the April
If adopted at the referendum
election.
this ordinance will ban jitneys from all
ruling

city streets.

has been pointed out by city officials that this latest court decision, together with the Supreme Court ruling
in October last, holding that a municipality has the right to regulate the use
It

of

its

streets,

means

that

jitneys will

never run again in Detroit unless by
express wish and order of the people in
an election.
»

Permanent Rate for St. Paul
Comment from Minneapolis
The Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse Commission made permanent on
Feb. 7, the emergency rate of fare for
the St. Paul City Railway as 10 cents
cash and six tokens for 45 cents. This
emergency rate was put in Jan. 25 at
midnight at the same time a permanent
rate of the

same amount was made for the

Minneapolis Street Railway. A hearing
had been set for Feb. 11, which was
automatically rescinded. The St. Paul
company had asked for an increased rate
at the same time that the Minneapolis
company did, but stipulated with the
city that the rate that would be declared for Minneapolis would be satisfactory without a hearing. The order,
carrying free transfer privilege as heretofore, includes South St. Paul.
O. P. B. Jacobson, chairman of the
commission, intimated that failure of the
Minneapolis city attorney to submit
"land depreciation" testimony resulted
in a higher rate for Minneapolis than
might have been necessary.
He said
the rate fixed was adequate for St. Paul,
but it might be too high for Minneapo,

lis.

He had

refused

to

Industry

Meanwhile the Minneapolis City
Council had voted to study the feasibility
of municipal ownership.

ordinance

was again sustained on Feb. 2 when the
Michigan State Supreme Court upheld

sign

the

Minneapolis order on the ground that
decreases in land values had not been
reckoned with in reaching the approximate evaluation of the Minneapolis
Street Railway property. He also said
that depreciation of land values in the
last five years should have been one of
the most important features of the
testimony.

Fare Advance Sought

in

Louisville
Railway there sees rate revision necessary
if company is to be permitted to
refinance

and rebuild

THE

Louisville Railway, Louisville,
Ky., has petitioned Mayor Harrison
and the General Council for a 10-cent
cash railway fare. The cash rate was
asked for, the company's letter to the
Mayor said, "with the understanding
that we will experiment with reducedrate tickets."

Directors of the company also sent
General Council a formal notice
of its proposal to change the present
7-cent street car fare and lO-cent bus
fare "to a rate of not more than 10 cents
for either bus or street car fare, with
half fare for school children going to
and from school and with general transto the

The notice was accompanied by
a proposed ordinance, which, if passed
by the General Council, would put the
increased rate into effect next April.
fers."

Case Stated in Company's Letter
In the two-page letter to Mayor Harrison,
signed by James P. Barnes,
president of the company, it was set out
that the earnings on capital invested in
the utility during 1928 were 3.2 per cent
and estimated that the increase asked
would give company stockholders interest and dividends amounting to 5.4
per cent of the rate base value. In its
letter the company said

For a number of years the net income of
the Louisville Railway, while sufficient to
meet bond

interest,

has not been enough

to yield a fair return to investors in its
property, nor even to assure satisfactory
refunding of its maturing obligations.
During 1928 the number of passengers
we carried in Louisville by cars and buses
was 66,997,370. Our total income in Louisville was $4,855,144.
spent, in cost of
operating 13,180,299 miles of service, in
taxes ($461,000, which was 9.5 per cent
of all earnings), in interest ($641,750) and
in depreciation on railway property ($175,000), $4,600,056, leaving a total for stockholders from operation of city street cars
and buses of $255,088.
The fair value of our property for ratemaking purposes as of Dec. 31, 1928, in-

We

cluding $339,000 spent for improvement
and betterment of the property during
1928, is more than $28,000,000.
Interest
and dividends earned during 1928 were
at the rate of 3.2 per cent on this value.
The public of Louisville desires more
rather than less service. With these desires we are in sjTupathy.
To increase
our service would require additional expenditure for operation.
also desire
to improve our service by substitution of

We
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thoroughly modern cars for some of those

now

in use.

first

make

To do these things we must
satisfactory arrangements to
refund our $6,000,000 mortgage which becomes due June 30, 1930. At the same
time, we must arrange for additional capital to be used in desirable improvements.

To

refund this capital on reasonable terms
net earnings at least equal
to twice the interest on all monies borrowed.
This will require annual earnings for interest and dividends of at least

we must show

$1,500,000.

We

ask a rate of fare not in excess of
10 cents, with the understanding that we
will experiment with reduced rate tickets.
estimate that this advance will increase our net earnings by approximately
$600,000, giving a net yield under 5.4 per
cent of the rate base value.
are not
insisting upon the full exercise of our right
to an 8 per cent return.
In order to make the arrangement for
necessary capital for refunding and improvements, we must have a positive history of earnings of sufficient duration so
that fairly dependable forecasts can be
based upon actual operation. In order to
get this history of earnings in time for
negotiation and for arrangement of financial details, it is of extreme importance
that the adjustment affecting our earnings
be accomplished practically at once.

We

We

Wage

Case of Buffalo 8C Erie
Reviewed by Court

In a decision rendered on Feb. 13 by
the Court of Appeals, that body overturned a unanimous verdict of the Appellate Division, Fourth Department, as
well as a decision of a special term of
Supreme Court in Erie County, that
would have authorized a board of arbitration to determine whether the Buffalo
& Erie Railway should be allowed to
reduce wages of its union employees by
10 per cent under a new contract. Although the Appellate Division was
unanimous in its decision, it agreed to
pass the case on to the highest court
on the ground that a question of law
was involved that should be reviewed
by the Court of Appeals.
Judge Frederick E. Crane, who wrote
the majority opinion after reviewing
the circumstances leading up to the litigation, hinging upon an announcement of the company that a falling off
in business necessitated a reduction in

wages, continued:
Attention is immediately directed to the
fact that no dispute has arisen between the
parties to the contract over terms of provision of the contract, or any difficulty
arising thereunder.
The men have been
paid die wages agreed upon and they have
worked for and accepted those wages.
The railroad desires to make a new
contract.
It desires to reduce wages 10

per cent and seeks compulsory arbitration
under the arbitration law for the purpose
of arriving at new terms and agreements
as to the rate of wages.

*
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make
They must make
contracts for people.
The courts reach
their own contracts.
they enforce
their limit of power when

No

power" exists

in

the courts to

U.
Study which

contracts parties have made.
to decontract that requires the court
for the
termine what an agreement shall be
the lines ot
future is unenforcible, unless
out by the
the agreement have been laid

buses

Problem Before

Traffic

Chamber

S.
it

AS THE

proposed expected to be

Columbia Piiblic
Commission is proceeding

District of

Utilities

toward the enactment of

not the nature of the question
decision here.
that has been left open for
of wages to be fixed is not the

definite regu-

measured
or market value, the value
comby an objective standard, but such
promise values as may be chosen as a sub-

in Washinglation of street car speeds
Chamber of Comton, the United States
ot
merce has decided to make a study
entirety by
the traffic problem in its
embarking on a study of the transporta-

stitute.

tion

^Sucfi

The

is

rate

fair

The opinion goes on

to

point

out

fall

Discussion of Underliers'
Purchase in Philadelphia

More

sequence of
being held.

ward

islature.

'

considered for the first time to any
In this connection it is pointed
extent.
out that, while the relative services per-

formed by the different types of vehicles
have been discussed, not much has been
done toward the establishment of facts.

Wood-

the purchase of the underliers piecemeal instead of by the present plan of
the Daix bill, which provides for all
of them being taken over on the basis
by
of the valuation of $139,000,000 fixed
all
the Public Service Commission for
of the properties.

.

.

•„

r

bill

Those
that in

in

charge of the work realize

many

cities the special

performed by the

upheld as constitutional since it serves
but
a broad general public purpose,
that the Woodward bill, contemplating
only one purchase, would be declared
It was on this basis that City
illegal.
Solicitor Ash ton declared on Feb. 12

Woodward

is known as to the relative
value of the various forms of transportation agencies, it is felt that the authorities will then be in a position to fit each
vehicle into its proper place in the transportation scheme.

When more

street

cars

function
and the

,

Opponents of the Woodward bill leel
the
that, as a measure toward unity of
transit lines, the Daix bill would be

that, if the

were passed,

would sound the death knell of the
He
general condemnation proceeding.
it

Antiquated Cars of Key

System Burned

TWENTY-ONE

cars of
Transit Company, Oakland, Cal., representing
an original investment of more than
$250,000, recently declared unfit for
service by President A. J. Lundberg, have been burned on the Key

the

street

Key System

on the

Oakland

said:

System pier

Service Commission has fixed
a valuation in the underliers matter. Court
proceedings are pending, awaiting the certification of the controller to a petition seeking judicial determination whether the bond
issue will be chargeable to the borrowing
Because of the attitude of the
capacity.

estuary.
The funeral pyre of the old street
cars was touched off by Joseph

The Public

comptroller, we have not yet reached a decision as to our course, which might call for
mandamus proceedings.
In any event, I believe it is still possible
to get the underliers' proposal before the
I don't believe there
people this spring.
will be

there

is

any extraordinary delays. Even if
an appeal taken, the public inter-

so considerable I
get an instant hearing.

ests

are

feel

we

could

The Daix measure was intended

to

substitute the city as the new owner
and leesor of the underlying lines for
the present owners, who lease the roads
to the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company for operation on a fixed rental
basis.

of

Commerce always has cham-

doctrine of allowing the
business and industrial organizations to
solve their problems with as little regiilation as possible, it is believed that this
traffic study will be a great aid in applying this policy to the traffic question.
If some of the basic factors can be
isolated and the facts established, it is
believed that business and commercial
interests will lose little time in seeing
that some of the existing traffic abuses

pioned

the

are corrected, irrespective of the formulation of new codes by governmental

Subsidy Suggested in Twin Cities

portation survey, it is expected that
some of the fundamental factors relating
will be
to metropolitan traffic conditions

surface lines of the Phila-

the so-called

of

Chamber

bodies.

Transit Company, in conlegislative hearings now
is

types
is felt that in place of various
of understandings as to what features
of existing codes shall be excepted froin
application to street cars and buses, it
will be possible to adopt a separate serAs the
ies of rules for these vehicles.

Although the speed question will not
be taken up directly in this city trans-

been renewed in the plan
Philadelphia to take oyer

It

When
acknowledged.
is available, however,

of operation.

which is now before the LegThat measure would permit

bill

various cities.
speed limits
experts were sur-

the

in

for street cars, traffic
ordiprised to find that the model traffic
nance, approved by the National Chamof
ber of Commerce, made no mention
speed
street cars in connection with the

Legislathat it is conceivable that the
ture may enlarge the class of justiciable
controversies, but that under the present law the negotiations involved do not
within those now covered by law.

Interest has
for the city of
the underlying
delphia Rapid

situation

Concerning the matter

tacitly

it

great aid in applying regulatory
policy

A

is

more information

fill

Oilman, veteran carpenter and shop
employee of the Key System, who

had

ten of the 21 cars destroyed. Of the 21 cars burned, ten
were known as the Kelly type and
were recently withdrawn from service when the Alameda-San Jose
Avenue No. 9 line was discontinued.
These cars, named after W. F.
Kelly, who was general manager of
the Oakland Traction Company in
1903, at the time they were built,
created much comment for their
novel construction.
Their center
entrances on the sides of the cars
built

brought
all

street railway experts from
parts of the country to view

them.

Newer equipment

place the cars destroyed.

will

re-

»

Attention of the City Council has been
subsidy plan for
putting car fares back on the old nickel
The Council is asked to study
basis.

officially directed to the

which calls for the payiiient
out of the city treasury of any deficit in
the company's earnings from the standard 7i per cent return on the invest-

this plan,

ment.

There is something to be said for this
plan, but there are objections to it that
would probably cause it to be vetoed.
Minneapolis could not do business
without its railway. Real estate values
and rentals are dependent upon it. One
difficulty is that a subsidy taken out of

tax income would rest not only on those
who do not use the cars, but also on
those who do. No practicable way has
vet been devised, we believe, of taxing
the non-user for his share and letting
the user go free.
Another vital objection is that a subsidy

pany

would be an invitation to the comto let its service bog down into in-

adequacy, because its incentive to stimulate patronage by all possible means
would be gone.

There

is

the

further

consideration

that taxes are already too high in Minneapolis, and that the city is not ir
financial condition to take on an extra
burden such as this might prove to be
Still there's no harm in a study of ar

interesting proposal.

Minneapolis Jour-

nal.

State

Body Wants New York
Lines Unified

Unification of all subways, surfac
lines and buses in one gigantic systen

under municipal ownership was pro
posed for New York City on Feb. 7, a
a meeting of the Chamber of Com
merce of the State of New York. Th
resolution, offered by Jacob H. Haffnei
chairman of the committee on publi

service for the metropolitan district, wa
passed without a dissenting vote.
Under this plan the city would pui
chase all the rights and property no'
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Interborough
Rapid
the BrooklynManhattan Transit Company. The independent railways and bus companies,
too, would be bought up.
Some of the surface lines would be
scrapped, and others would be replaced
by buses.

owned

by

The

resolution says

The Chamber has advocated complete
municipal ownership of all transit lines
because the city already is committed to
through its ownership of the
but the Chamber has repeatedly
opposed any plan that contemplates municipal operation of our transit lines.
this principle

subways

;

The resolution of the Chamber's
committee was presented at a regular
meeting of the state body. In presenting the resolution Mr. Haffner said
During the Hylan administration the newmunicipal subway was begun, which was
intended to compete with the system then,
as now, owned by the city.
It was known
in transit circles as a "spite" system. C. E.
Smith, a transit expert, who made a complete study of the transit situation, in his
report advocated the unification of subController
ways, street cars and buses.
Berry has made similar recommendations.

Springfield

Work Commended

In his midterm message to the City
Council of Springfield, Mass., Mayor
Parker referred to the accomplishments
Springfield Street Railway and
sum
of its needs for 1929.
approximating $500,000 had been spent
for new cars, equipment, motor coaches
and improvements in line with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad's program based on a gentleman's
agreement with the city for such rehabilitation.
During 1927 and 1928 the
Springfield company had expended approximately $1,800,000 for equipment,
extensions and general rebuilding work.
Citing Clark V. Wood, president of the
Springfield Street Railway, he remarked
that he had steadfastly kept every promise made to the city.
He said that
Springfield was fortunate and should
feel grateful for all the costly improvements.
of the
to

Pick-Up Rides Hurt

the

Company and

Transit

A

some

closed

Representatives of electric railways
and bus lines have been recorded in
favor of a bill, pending before the legislative committee on street railways in
Massachusetts, which would prohibit
private automobile owners from operating their machines for hire over
routes on which vehicles duly licensed
by the state are now run. The bill is
aimed chiefly at car owners who transport fellow workers to places of employment for nominal fees and taxi cab
owners who carry on a regular business between municipalities.

Henry C. Attwill, chairman of the
Public Utilities Department, has offered the opinion that the bill will not
remedy existing conditions. He suggests an amendment to the present
vehicle laws if anything is to be done.
Day Baker, representing the Motor
Coach & Bus Association of New England, says unfair competition of the kind
the bill is intended to correct exists
throughout the state.
He referred to
the absence of insurance against accidents where private owners transport
passengers.
The competition is doing
much, he says, to injure the bus lines,
which maintain expensive equipment
and carry heavy insurance under the
state law. H. Ware Barrum, of the Boston Elevated Railway, has asked that the
bill be amended to make such competition against electric railways illegal.

More

Facts Disclosed in
Cleveland Plans

it

yvas

his

idea

that

the

boundary of the inner zone would coincide with the point between which the
St.

A

Louis Merchants Want
Parking Restricted

bill

to

prohibit

all

parking

on

present one-hour parking is permitted
in this stretch except during the rush
hours.
similar bill was repealed two
years ago after merchants along Grand
Boulevard protested the measure deThe same
prived them of business.
merchants are now seeking relief from
the traffic congestion caused by the
Parking by
parking of automobiles.
patrons of theatres and by visitors to
office buildings in this district prevent
patrons in automobiles from reaching
the stores.

rapid

transit

trains

would operate on limited schedules.
The committee accused the company

Grand Boulevard between Laclede Avenue and Page Boulevard was presented
to the Board of Aldermen, St. Louis,
Mo., on Feb. 1 by Alderman Thomas
At
Watts of the seventeenth ward.

A

terminal

central

of attempting to force approval of one
phase of rapid transit without the entire
picture being disclosed. Mr. Alexander
replied that the complete proposal would
be submitted to the Council as soon as
legal and engineering details are worked
out and before the Council is asked to
take any final action on a zone system.
Various zone plans in effect in American cities have been explained to the
committee by H. M. Brinkerhofif, of
the engineering firm of Parsons, Klapp,
Brinkerhofif & Douglas, which was retained by the Cleveland Railway more
than a year ago to make rapid transit

In

connection

with

the

surface

car

merger,

it

has

land banks.
The largest individual
stockholder is reputed to be Cyrus S.
Eaton, utility operator.

New Exchange Ticket
Arrangement in Philadelphia
Three-cent exchange tickets will be
issued at City Hall station of the Broad
Street subway in Philadelphia to surface lines operating east and west in the
central district. The Philadelphia Rapid
Transit Company has agreed to plan
for a trial period commencing March 1.

Regulatory Measure Introduced
in

A

Texas

comprehensive

attempt

to

bring

regulation of all public utilities under
one central body is contained in a joint
resolution
introduced in the Texas
It calls for a constitutional
House.
amendment to change the name of the
Railroad Commission to the Railroad
and Public Utilies Commission and provide a membership of five instead of
three, as the Railroad Commission is

now

constituted.
and rate

giving

Within
making

its

permit

jurisdiction
would come not only the railroads of
the state, but such large state utilities
as the hydro-electric power companies

and companies operating transmission
lines, gas distributing and pipe line
companies, oil pipe lines, bus and truck
lines.
Telephone and telegraph lines
also would come under its jurisdiction.
A bill with a similar purpose has been

a constitutional amendment by
increasing the powers of the
presently constituted
Railroad Cornsity

of

simply

Unification Bill Introduced
in

New York

After long delay the Board of Transit control bill, sponsored by the New
York City administration as a vehicle
for the unification of transit facilities
within the city, was introduced in the
Legislature on Feb. 14.
The bill is the draft perfected by
Samuel Untermyer, special counsel for
the State Transit Commission, after
public hearings relating to the transit
situation within the city.
It contained
none of the changes expected after the

Mayor's recent visit to the Capitol.
The Republican leaders of the Legislature fear that if it should prove impossible for the Legislature to act on
the city legislation, owing to the city's
tardiness in producing the bills, they

may

be blamed this year as they were
year for the failure to pass the
legislation demanded by the city.
last

The

and
dis-

sees

proposed

been

of the Cleveland
hands of three Cleve-

control
in the

bill
is
an amendment to the
commission law and is permissive, so that the city can effect unification under its provisions or without
applying the proposed new law, as it

studies.

financial set-up of the rapid transit

is

prepared for introduction in the Senate.
This measure would obviate the neces-

Negotiations between the Cleveland
Railway, Cleveland, Ohio, and the
street railway committee of the City
Council, in regard to a two-zone fare
system, have developed the fact that the
zone plan is part of the proposed rapid
transit development being worked out
by the Cleveland Railway and the Van
Sweringen interests. Joseph H. Alexander, railway president, told the comthat

that

Railway

Massachusetts Lines

mittee

297

transit

fit.
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Further Studies by Taxation

community

where electric railways
Successful efforts have been
made in some localities to lighten the
burden. As a preliminary step in the
committee's activities it was decided to
study the nature of these efforts and the
results attained.
After this has been
done the committee will be in a position
operate.

recommend methods by which the industry may hope to obtain some measto

its

present burden of

taxation.

The members

present at this meeting
H. L. Geisse, chairman, G. G.
Brownell, John L. Swope, Edmund W.
Wakelee, W. J. Flickinger, L. D. Pellis-

were:

sier, J. P. Ingle,

resenting L.

J.

W.

Charles

Wygand

(rep-

DeLamarter), Arthur
W. Doo-

Brady, H. B. Cobban, F.
little and Leslie Vickers.

Oklahoma

9:30

fostered

would have

at designated streets
until 8 p.m., and until

The renewal of the annual wage and
working agreements between the managements of the Georgia Power Company, the South Carolina Power Company and representatives of the union
employees in Augusta and Aiken was
effected recently.
Although similar to
the old one, the new arrangement carried two specific provisions different
from the old ones. First, the companies
grant a flat increase of 2^ cents an hour
to all street car operators, making the
new rate 55 cents an hour, and, second,
the basic work day provides for eight

COMING MEETINGS
OF

Engineering and Management CorporaChicago, 111., will talk on "Facts
Relating to Group Operation of Public
Utilities."
Great interest in the convention is being shown by public utility
people throughout the state, and by manufacturers and suppliers of electrical,
gas and telephone equipment. All available exhibit rooms have been engaged.

Electric

Allied Associations

—

March 1 Metropolitan Section,
American Electric Railway Association, 33 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.
March /2-i^— Oklahoma Utilities
Association, annual
homa City, Okla.

Newport News
City Manager J. C. Biggins of Newport News has suggested to Council
a
drastic change in the present traffic
system on the main thoroughfare, includ-

ing the appointment of four more traffic
officers and the revival of
the "skipstop" system used during the war.
The
officials of the Virginia Public
Service
Company have agreed to co-operate and
have their cars stop only at the evennumbered intersections.
The survey
which the city manager presented
showed that during the first nine
months of 1928 there were 308 traffic
accidents, 55 of which resulted in personal injuries, which kept the
victims
under medical care for periods ranging
from several days to several weeks

now two

meeting,

May

75-75

— National

Stevens Hotel, Chicago,

—Association

IS

Railway

Equipment

Atlantic

States,

ing,

Highway
meeting,

111.

of

Electric

Men,

Middle

semi-annual
Wilmington, Del.

meet-

June 5-7— Canadian Electric Rail-

way

Montreal, Quebec.

—

June 21-22
Ne\r York Electric
Railway Association, Bluff Point
N. Y.
June 27-2*—Central Electric Railway Association, Michigan City, Ind.
'

75-7(i

— Wisconsin

Utilities

Association, Transportation Section,
Hotel Northland, Green Bay, Wis.

4—American
Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exhibit, Atlantic City Auditorium,
Sept.
Electric

28-Oct.

Atlantic City, N.

J.

for IS cents would disappear.
line bus tokens, two for 25

cents would remain.
The trunk-line
buses have a chance to survive, at least
where there is a better showing in earnings.
hearing on the merit of the
higher fare will probably be ordered.

A

No

Higher Fares Expected
in

Columbus

No raise in the 6-cent fare is being
considered, according to a statement by
C. C. Slater, president and general manager of the Columbus Railway, Power
& Light Company, Columbus, Ohio. It
had been charged that the decrease in
light and power rates, which took effect
recently, was a "feeler," so that at some
future date an increase in car fares
could be sought. Councilman Zimpfer,
chairman of the Council Utilities Committee, denying any connection, said
a
higher car fare would have to be approved by the Council and voters.
It is said the Council favors
running
the two divisions separately, making
up
a deficiency in any one by raising the
rates of that one.

Taxi Development Being

Watched
The

in Cincinnati

Cincinnati Street Railway, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, will proceed conservatively but decisively in determining

^yhat form the future public transportation shall assume.
It will proceed only
in the best interests of the people
as it
did in operating buses as soon as their

use by the company was legalized.
President Draper is reported to have
said:

Many

Association, annual convention,

Aug.

The

Okla-

Gary, Gary, Ind.
Traffic Association, annual

Mo.

The trunk

May 7-5—Indiana Publio Utilities
Association, Indiana Gas Association
and Indiana Electric Light Association, annual joint convention, Hotel

May
Skip-Stop Revival Suggested in

Railway and

City,

Present street car tickets, now sold
a dollar, and street car tokens

Jan. 1.
3-cent

of the

tion,

Company, Kansas

fifteen for

hours with the usual allowance for overtime pay according to the respective
"runs" of the car schedules.
Heretofore, the basic work day was nine hours.

an hour increase to street railway employees of Rome, Ga.
This contract
will run for two years.

Kansas City

application has gone to the Missouri
Public Service Commission in the form
of a new schedule of rates which sets up
a one-fare area over Greater Kansas
City, and applies a straight 10-cent fare
to all street cars and feeder buses, with
common transfers. March 14 is named
as the effective date.

Georgia Power

The new contract was effective
The company has granted a

in

Application for a straight 10-cent
fare with universal transfer has been
made by the Kansas City Public Serv-

II a.m.
p.m., on .Saturday.

ice

Utilities

outstanding features of
the eleventh annual convention of the
Oklahoma Utilities Association, to be
held at Oklahoma City on March 12-14
inclusive, will be addresses by two national leaders in public utility operations.
Martin J. InsuU, president Middle West Utilities Company, Chicago,
III-.,
will^ speak on "Financing Public
Utilities." Halford Erickson, vice-president in charge of operation Byllesby

Ten Cents

traf-

on duty

Wage Renewal on

Will Discuss
Finance and Operation

Two

now

plan

officers

from

Organized efforts to lighten the burden of taxation on the electric railway
industry were begun at a meeting of
the committee on taxation held at association headquarters on Jan. 18. It
was brought out in the discussion at this
meeting that the problem has a national
aspect as well as a local aspect in every

ure of relief from

The
fic

Committee

Vol.7Z,No.7

people doubtless prefer an exclu-

sive service if it can be provided
at reasonable rate of fare.
If the taxicab service

should be developed to the point
that

it

would make inroads into the business now
done by the street cars, it might be neces-

sary to develop a taxicab service
as a
branch of the system, so that the efficiency
of the street car, bus or
other essential
urban transportation can be maintained,
the situation is being carefully
watched
Cincinnati and in the other cities
in
wJiich taxicab service has been
taken over
by the mass transportation companies.
Revenue of the Cincinnati Street
1?28 was larger by about
l^^ite
I"
*l 19,000 than
the preceding year, due
to a greater number of
passengers being
earned on both coaches and cars, although the average fare was slightly

m

m
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The decrease in
less than in 1927.
average fare resulted from an increased

Recent Bus Developments

use of the Sunday pass, which is sold
for 25 cents and entitles the holder to
as many rides as he wishes on the day

^^Be

which it is issued.
There has come up for consideration
of the city and the company the extenfor

sion of service to several new districts
and these will be dealt with and provided as soon as the district justifies
the move.
Mr. Draper mentioned extension of the Warsaw line to Western
Hills High School the district near the
;

Baltimore Pike and
McHenry Road which has been provided with bus service to connect with
the Westwood line on Harrison Avenue,
and Bond Hill, to which bus service
has been provided. Fernbank and Sayler Park, he said, have asked for through
intersection

of

service to the city. The district is now
served by the Cincinnati, Lawrenceburg
& Aurora Railroad. Taking over this
service would result disastrously for
the railroad, he said, and a plan is now

being considered which will give satisfactory service and still enable the interurban line to operate. Several other
districts are being considered as fields
for the extension of service.

More

Safety Records on

Penn-Ohio System
Cars and buses were run for three
months with only three accidents
charged against them by New Castle
operators of the Penn-Ohio, who won
the fourth and final accident prevention
contest of 1928 on the system and the

Would
Bernard

Furnish New Service
in Buffalo

Yungbluth, president of
Railway,
Buffalo,
N. Y., has submitted a proposal to the
City Council for the establishment of
bus service between the downtown busithe

J.

International

ness district of the city and the new
passenger terminal of the New York
Central Railroad in Curtiss Street,
which will be opened in April. The
new terminal is 3 miles from the
present New York Central Station and
is 2,000 ft. from the nearest car line.
Mr. Yungbluth says it is desirable
that the Broadway car line be connected
with the new terminal through the construction of a loop from Broadway to
Curtiss Street to the station.
He says
provision for such service was made in
the design of the terminal and the area
to be occupied by the proposed tracks is
not being used for street purposes.
Under the city charter, however, no
franchise for street railway extensions
can be granted without a referendum
by the voters. Because of the short time
intervening before the opening of the
station in April, Mr. Yungbluth says
it would be impossible to hold a referendum and construct the tracks so he proposes the establishment of a bus service
until such time as the referendum can
be held. He asks immediate action on
the bus line proposal.

system's safety trophy.
In this period the New Castle men
operated 353,045 miles, an average of
117,683 miles to the accident.
Final
reports for the year come within a few
days of the announcement of the award
to the Penn-Ohio system as a whole of
the highest national safety honor, the

Birmingham, Ala., requesting the City
Commission to pass an ordinance

Brady Medal.

authorizing the operation of buses or

In

the twelve-month contest just
closed, the New Castle operators were
pitted against those of the Sharon division and the Trumbull division in a triangular race. Each of the divisions had
fewer accidents in 1928 than in 1927
when their record won them the Brady
Medal. The same thing was true of the
Youngstown car and bus divisions and
the interurban coach divisions which
were not competing in the contest won

by

New

Castle.

Newly Developed Districts in
Birmingham Demand Transit
Petitions are being circulated

The Lima-Toledo Railroad, the Toledo connection of the Southern Ohio
Public Service Company, which operated an electric railway between Columbus and Zanesville, until Jan. 15, plans
to resume operations to the points formerly served by the Southern Ohio Public Service Company about Feb. IS, by
use of rail to Columbus and motor truck
beyond. This route will serve about 60
communities in the Newark-Zanesville
territory.

all

over

jitneys throughout the city.
It states
that
the
service
furnished by the
Birmingham Electric Company is inadequate, and that many sections of the
city are not reached by the cars. During the past few years many new
suburbs have grown up in the Birmingham district and these are not reached
by street cars or public transportation
of any kind.
Due to this fact many
property owners of these suburbs say
that the land is not worth so much as

should be, because it cannot be
reached by public conveyance.
few years ago many buses and jitneys of various kinds were operated in
all sections of the city, but later they
were voted out by the people at a special
election called to secure an expression
of popular opinion.
In the event new petitions are signed
by the number of people required under
the law, an election will be called by the
City Commission and the people will be
afforded a chance at the polls to say
whether or not they desire the buses
and the jitneys to be operated within
the city again.
One argument used
it

Resumption on Branch of
Southern Ohio Public Service
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A

against the buses and the jitneys, in the
campaign preceding the last election on
the question, was that these buses and
jitneys congested traffic too greatly in
the business section of the city.

Extended Service in Jamestown
Extension

of

the

facilities

of

the

Jamestown Motor Bus Transportation
Company, subsidiary of the Jamestown
Street Railway, Jamestown, N. Y., was
recently effected with the establishment
of a line
hurst, a

between Jamestown and Greenone-way distance of 5 miles.
The fare charged between the two points
is 20 cents and an hourly service is
maintained in each direction during the
day and early evening hours.

Wild-Cat Operation
Hurtful

at

Camden

As a result of wild-cat competition at
Camden, N. J., there has been unnecessary duplication of service and great
waste in certain sections of the territory,
while other sections have suffered from
lack of service.
The operating companies have met with large losses since
it has been impossible to work out any
comprehensive plan designed to provide
a co-ordinated system of transport such
as the community in and around Camden requires.
In the correction of this situation the
officers
of the
Public Service Coordinated Transport have been badly
hampered by the failure of Congress to
provide for the regulation of interstate
traffic.
While such regulation may be
provided at this session of Congress,
the company proposes irrespective of
whether this is done to take such steps
as are possible to remedy the existing
conditions.
These conditions as set
forth by M. R. Boylan, vice-president
in charge of operation, follow:
1.

That

practically

lines operate in

all

transportation

one or more municipalities

and many of them in two states.
2. That so far as interstate operation is
concerned it is without effective regulation.
3. That responsibility for both the character and extent of the service is divided
among a number of operators, no one of

whom

is

in

a position to control the situ-

ation.
It is the opinion of the officers of the
Public Service Co-ordinated Transport
that transit in New Jersey can best be
handled by a New Jersey organization,
and with that end in view they have
been conducting negotiations with the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
for the control of the Penn- Jersey operations.
They believe that transportation facilities will be of greater service
to the public when more efficiently operated, and they are for that reason
combining independent operations with
those of Public Service wherever this
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Tliey believe that the waste

is possible.

that invariably follows unregulated competition is an economic crime against
the users of the service, and that the
public can be depended upon to dis-

courage

it.

The company has pledged itself, so
far as its own organization is concerned,
to make every effort to straighten out
the present difficulties so that it will be
in a position to meet the requirements
of the community in and around Cam-

den in

full.

^

Albany

There was a hearing on Jan. 14 be-

Avenue and Westland

Scotland

Hills section.

Several witnesses called by Andrew
V. Clement, attorney for the Westland
Hills Improvement Association, opposed
the granting of the certificate covering
a line by the company in that section of
the city.
R. B. Hayes, president of the Albany
Transit Company, stated that if the certificate is granted, twenty buses will be
put into operation, eighteen buses of 29passenger capacity and two of 40capacity, and that transfer
points for transferring to existing lines
would be established in different sections of the city.
N. F. Towner represented the Albany

passenger

Transit

E. McLean,
Company. There

Company and John

the United Traction

work

of bus

lines

over the

and into several adjoining states.
Mr. Pope stated that an investigation
of the bus company operations had been
underway for several weeks. Nothing
state

fore Public Service Commissioner Lunn
on the petition of the Albany Transit
Company, Albany, N. Y., for a certificate for the operation of additional bus
routes in the city of Albany, serving the

New

P. Pope, vice-president and genmanager, Kentucky Traction & Terminal Company, Lexington, Ky., has
announced the completion of a deal
whereby the Kentucky Security Corporation, Philadelphia, which controls
the Kentucky Traction & Terminal
Company, plans to take over the Consolidated Coach Corporation, with headquarters in Lexington, and operate a
J.

eral

large net

Additional Rights Sought
in

Expansions Seen in Lexington
Deal

will be another hearing before Commissioner Lunn on Jan. 28. The Capitol
District Transportation Company is the
subsidiary of the United Traction, while
the lines of the Albany Transit Company are operated independently.

To Expand

Sacramento
Northern Service

Application has been made by the
Sacramento Northern Railway to the
California Railroad Commission for a
certificate of public convenience and

has been divulged regarding plans of
the buyers for the bus line after the

passenger,

;

Experiments in San Leandro

Proved Too Costly
Permission has been granted by the
California Railroad Commission to A. J.

its

Buses Supplant Cars on
Rock Island Line
The Tri-City Railway has secured
from the Council of Rock

consent
Island,
of 21st

111.,

to

abandon

its

track south

Avenue on Eleventh Street, to
Watch Tower Park, a distance of nearly
30 blocks, and its Milan line, extending
a mile farther. Buses, operating on a
fifteen-minute schedule, with a 15-cent
fare, will be substituted.

Lines Essential in San
Francisco but Operate at Loss

Bus

Agreement on Southbridge Fares
An agreement has been reached with

M. M. O'Shaughnessy, city engineer
San Francisco, Cal., has submitted a
report to the public utilities committee of the Board of Supervisors,
showing that in the first ten months of

officials

of Southbridge, Mass., and the
Worcester Consolidated Street Railway
to the effect that round trip tickets on
buses between that town and Worces-

1928 every bus line operated by the
Municipal Railway was a financial liability to the city.
A deficit of $97,176
was piled up, with the Marina bus line

ter will be $1.25 with 75 cents as single
fares.
These rates will go into effect

leading all others in financial losses.
The engineer recommends that the
Marina line be discontinued at once,
stating that a saving of $9,000 yearly
will be made by such action.
The discontinuance of the Marina bus
service was recommended some months
ago by Fred Boeken, superintendent of
the Municipal Railway, and the Board
of Public Works agreed.
Later the
Board of Supervisors authorized continuation of the line when residents of
the district protested.
Although other
bus lines are operating at a loss, Mr.
O'Shaughnessy points out that they are
serving approximately 3,000,000 passengers a year and therefore must be considered as a valuable part of the
municipally-owned transportation system. The deficit incurred by operation
of the Embarcadero bus line will be
covered by a subsidy granted to the city
by the State Board of Harbor Commissioners, the report states.

of

as soon as they are approved by the
State Department of Public Utilities.

Assembly Flooded With Railway
and Bus Bills
proposals, ranging from
which would remove municipallyowned utilities from jurisdiction of the
public service conmiission to measures
designed to regulate the width and
length of buses and to place taxicabs
under utility commission control, are in-

Legislative

bills

cluded in the vast flood of regulatory
suggestions put before the 1929 Indiana
General Assembly. Matters concerning
public utility regulation have held a
prominent place on the docket ever since
the two houses convened at Indianapolis
in January.

A

utilities

auto

killed.

be purchased at par.

revenues of the line did not warrant
continuance.

operate

public service commission and establish
methods for municipalities to build or
acquire public utilities either co-operatively or independently, was rejected by
the House early this month and finally

The Consolidated Coach is capitalized at 6,300 shares of $100 par value
common, which, it is understood, is to

Lundberg and other officials of the Key
System Transit Company, to abandon
operation of an experimental motor
coach line in San Leandro, Alameda
County, which has been in service for a
six months' trial. It was found that the

to

baggage and express service between
Marysville and Chico and all intermediate points also between Marysville
and Colusa and all intermediate points.

No.7

transfer.

renewed effort to amend the present public service commission law so as
to incorporate in it different methods of
determining utility valuations for ratemaking purposes and issuance of securities is involved in House Bill No. 230.
This bill, known as the Kistler-Knepper
bill, would make the original or "actual"
cost of public utility properties the basis
of fixing valuations instead of the present "true value" or reproduction cost
new theory generally insisted upon by
the utility companies.
It would also
prohibit utilities from manufacturing
and selling appliances designed to consume the service supplied.
minority report of the cities and
towns committee favoring indefinite
postponement of consideration of House

necessity

Vol.72,,

A

Bill 16,

which would remove city-owned
from the jurisdiction of the

Putting Teeth into Bus
in

A

Law

Minnesota

bill has been
introduced in the
Legislature which proposes to authorize
the Minnesota Railroad & Warehouse
Commission to employ a maximum of
three inspectors, with powers to arrest
and take into custody violators of the
bus act of 1925, largely persons operating bus or truck lines without permits.
Such offenses will' constitute a misdemeanor in addition to the present fine
of $50 a day for each day's operation
without permit. In the past the courts
have been hesitant about assessing this
fine.
This bill meets the objection that
the bus law has no teeth.

February

16,
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ing the year under review, all of which
have been capitalized, amounted to $407,367 as compared with $879,455 during the

Financial and Corporate
^^^
Private auditing firm finds net revenue

^1,265,180

less

than amount

actually required

PRICE, WATERHOUSE & COM-

PANY

have released their annual
report covering the affairs of the Department of Street Railways, operating
the municipal railway system at Detroit,
Mich.
The findings indicate that the
net revenue derived from operation of
the municipal lines during the last fiscal
year was $1,265,180 less than was
actually required.
There is, however,
the usual variation in the figures presented by the independent auditing firm
and the auditors of the railway, due to
the fact that each proceeds in a separate
manner in arriving at the amount which
should be listed as fixed charges.
After quoting from the city charter
provision calling for a fare adequate to
meet operating expenses of the system,
taxes on the physical property, fixed
charges, and sinking fund requirements
sufficient to pay the principal of the
issued mortgage bonds at their maturity,
the Price, Waterhouse report says

Term "Fixed Charges" Not
In

connection

Specific

we have

previously
stated that it is to be regretted a more
specific statement as to what was intended
to be contained in the expression "fixed
charges" was not set forth in the charter,
especially with regard to the element of
depreciation as, from an accounting standpoint, depreciation is generally considered
a fixed charge, so that from such standpoint the city charter requires the rate of
fare to be sufficient to cover both the elements of debt retirement and depreciation.
Accepting that basis and also accepting
the depreciation provisions made in the
attached accounts, the net income for the
year under review was insufficient to the
extent of $1,265,180 plus the indeterminable
amount properly chargeable to operations.
Further, $407,367 expended on certain construction and replacement jobs during the
year was wholly charged to capital charges
by the department, while it is intimated
some should have been charged to operation.
Railway passenger revenue fell off $1,063,782, bus passenger revenue increased
this

$289,793.

The

sinking fund requirements for the

year, amounting to $2,600,377, exceeded
the $1,335,047 net income after depreciation by $1,265,180, as compared with a
deficiency of $687,329 for the year ended
June 30, 1927.

On account of the fact that the accounts
have been kept on the same basis as in
former years we would point out, as we
have in previous reports, that the figures
above stated are properly subject to adjustment due to the fact that certain items
have been charged in the accounts of the
department as capital expenditures which,
in our opinion and in accordance with the
accounting regulations promulgated by the
interstate commerce commission, should
at least in part be charged to operating
expenses. These items are expenditures for
:

1.

or betterment of
the
addition
property.
2. Shifting the location of lines resulting only in a partial betterment.
3. Replacement of abandoned property,
no adjustment of the property account
having been made in respect of the abanpartial

Detroit Tlevenue Report

Reconstruction of lines resulting in a
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donments.
Expenditures of this character made dur-

preceding year.
On account of the lack
of basic data we are unable to state how
much of the above expenditures should be
charged against income as being in the
nature of replacements as distinguished
from additions and betterments.
Mayor Lodge, seeking to reconcile
the department's figures with those presented by the private auditing firm,

has ordered John H. Morgan, new
auditor for the system, to prepare a
report reconciling the two audits.

Consolidation in Brooklyn
Surface lines of Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation and routes
of Brooklyn City Railroad to be merged. Personnel
of new company not yet determined

MENDEN, president Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit CorHobart
Porter,
and
H.
poration,
president Brooklyn City Railroad, announce that the boards of directors of
the two companies at special meetings
held on Feb. 13, authorized an agree-

W.

ment

S.

for the consolidation of the street
railroads of the B.-M.T. sysand the Brooklyn City Railroad.
consolidation will require approval

surface

tem

The

of the Transit Commission and favorable action by the stockholders.
The consolidated company will have

a capitalization consisting of 283,250
shares of preferred stock, 820,000 shares
of common stock, and the funded debt
of the existing companies outstanding
in the hands of the public, aggregating
approximately $31,105,528.
Both the

preferred stock and the common stock
are to be shares without nominal or par
value.
The preferred stock is to be
entitled to cumulative dividends at the
rate of $4 per share for the first year,
$5 for the second year and $6 thereafter.
It is to be redeemable at $110
per share and accrued dividends, and is
to be entitled on voluntary liquidation
to $110 per share and accrued dividends
before any distribution on the common

This capitalization of the consolidated
the

existing

combined capitalization and indebtedness
of the companies to be consolidated,
aggregating approximately $36,000,000
par
value
of
capital
stocks
and
$58,000,000 principal amount of indebtedness.
Existing indebtedness of
more than $27,600,000 is to be cancelled or turned in to the treasury of
the consolidated company.
The holders of the outstanding $10
par value stock of the Brooklyn City
Railroad, aggregating $16,000,000, are
to receive in exchange for their stock
160,000 shares of the preferred stock
and 400,000 shares of the common stock
of the consolidated company, which is
at the rate of one share of the preferred
stock and 2^ shares of common stock
for each ten shares of the outstanding

The B.-M.T. is to receive
123,250 shares of the preferred stock
and 400,000 shares of the common stock
stock.

the

consolidated

company

in

ex-

change for or cancellation of approximately $20,000,000 par value of stocks
$27,000,000 principal amount of
debts of the B.-M.T. surface companies,
and in settlement and cancellation of the
$13,000,000 construction account claim
of the B.-M.T. against the Brooklyn
City Railroad, now in litigation.
The surface railroads of the B.-M.T.
system and the Brooklyn City Railroad
between them operate practically all the
surface railroads in the Borough of
Brooklyn and a substantial part of the
surface railroads in the Borough of
Queens. The two systems embrace approximately 500 miles of single track
and for the fiscal year 1928 carried more
Consolithan 500,000,000 passengers.
dation of these properties under one
company will simplify the relations with
the public authorities, and enable the
consolidated company to deal more
directly and authoritatively with the
city in connection with plans for the readjustment and improvement of transit.
The name of the consolidated company and the personnel of its directors
and officers have not been determined,
but its directorate will be representative

and

of

the

Boroughs

of

Brooklyn

and

expected that the consolidated company with its simplified
organization and improved financial
structure, due to the large reduction of
existing debt, will be able with the cooperation of the public authorities to

Queens.

stock.

company compares with

of

It

is

furnish improved service.
Under the agreement 20,000 shares of
the common stock are to be reserved in
the treasury of the consolidated company. This is the maximum number of
shares that may be issued by the consolidated company in connection with
the existing agreement between the
B.-M.T. and the Equitable Coach ComThis maximum number is subpany.
ject to reduction as provided in such
agreement and the issue of any part
thereof is conditional upon the Equitable
Company now seeking approval of bus
obtaining the
rights granted to it,
terminable permit and the Transit Commission's approval as required by such
agreement, and upon the consummation
of the consolidation.
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Three-Cent Line to Continue
Another Thirty Days
Street &
more
Railroad, operating a line a little
Basin
Erie
the
in
length
in
mile
than a

Brooklyn and chargmg a 3cent fare, has been ordered to continue
operation for 30 days by State Transit
had been
It
Commissioner FuUen.
proposed to discontinue the line at once,
Edward Kelly, the receiver, having informed the transit commissioner that the
road was being operated at a loss. Commissioner FuUen, however, ordered the
service continued so that some arrangements to provide a substitute bus service
or some other method of transportation
could be made.
district o£

Ottawa Earnings

Insufficient

In its fifteenth annual report for the
year ended Dec. 31, 1928, T. Ahearn,
president of the Ottawa Traction Company, Ltd., states that earnings of the
Ottawa Electric Railway, Ottawa, Ont.,
for the year did not warrant the payment of dividends; consequently, no
dividend was received from the Ottawa
Electric Railway and no dividend was
paid by the Ottawa Traction Company
during the year. Some track was rehabilitated and the plant and equipment
maintained in an efficient condition.

—No

Jurisdiction

on

Security Issuance
Effort of minority stockholders of
the Chicago, North Shore & Milwaukee Railroad, Highwood, 111., to obtain
a ruling from the Interstate Commerce
Commission on its jurisdiction over the
issuance of securities of that railroad
were defeated recently when the commission dismissed their petition on the
ground that it had no authority to
enter an order on the question presented.
The petition, which was filed

more than a year ago by representatives
of a protective committee of security
holders, charged that the North Shore
Line since 1920 had issued various
stocks and bonds without seeking the
commission's approval. The company's
defense was that, as an electric interurban line, it should not be classified
as a common carrier and was, therefore, exempt from the security provisions of the transportation act of 1920.
The commission dimissed the petition
on the ground that the complaint asked
no positive relief but merely sought
an expression of opinion as to whether
a provision of the act had been violated.
Under the law, the commission declared,
it had to act on petitions of carriers
for authority to issue securities, and
had no authority to award damages
sustained by holders of void securities
or to punish the carrier issuing them.
At the present time the interstate
rates and service of the North Shore
Line are within the jurisdiction of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, but
securities and intrastate rates and serv-

to

subject

are

Illinois

regulation

Wisconsin Public

Utilities

the

Commission.

The

.

Traffic Fares

The

and Wage

number

total

of

Figures

revenue

pas-

sengers reported by 234 companies to
the American Electric Railway Association for the month of December,
1928, compared with December, 1927,
is as follows
December,

1928
1927

December

^

9«^?5«'^5?

1,006,730,944
3.85

Decrease

percent

No.7

Financing by New Jersey
Corporation Authorized

by the

Commerce Commission and

Erie Basin

The Van Brunt

I.C.C.

ice

Vol.73.

Board

State

Public

of

Utility

Commissioners, of New Jersey, on
Feb. 8 approved the application of thePublic Service Co-ordinated Transport,

Newark, for issuance

of 125,000 shares

of no par common stock. The company
also was authorized to issue ten notes
of a face value of $650,000 to reimburse
its treasury for expenditures for new
The stock issue is to reequipment.
imburse the treasury for extensions to
its

plant.
«

This decrease in December was due
to a combination of factors believed to
be only temporary in their effect and it
expected that January and later
is
months will see normal conditions
restored.

There was one extra Sunday in the
month of December, 1928, compared
with December, 1927. The two holidays, Christmas and New Year's, fell
on Tuesday and very many places
of business closed down the Friday before Christmas and did not reopen until

the following

Wednesday and

the

same

thing was done before the New Year's
week-end. Another factor, the prevalence of a mild epidemic of influenza,
kept a considerable number of people
away from their ordinary occupations.
Finally, the mild weather conditions
prevailing throughout the month encouraged automobile owners to use their
cars freely and to keep them out of
winter storage longer than they ordinarily would.
Average cash fare in cents in cities of
25,000 population is
Dec.

Nov.
Dec.

31.
30,
31,

1928
1928
1927

8.2981
8.2553
8.1113

The rise in the average is due to fare
increases occurring during the month
of December in the following cities
Baltimore, Md., from 9 cents cash
with three tokens for 25 cents to 10
cents cash with four tokens for 35 cents
Bloomington, 111., from 7 cents cash
with four tokens for 25 cents to
10 cents cash with three tokens for 25
cents;
Danville,
from 7 cents
111.,
cash with five tokens for 30 cents to 10
cents cash with three tokens for 25
cents, and Decatur, 111., from 6 cents
cash with nine tokens for 50 cents to
10 cents cash with three tokens for 25
cents.

The above changes produced

four
10-cent cities, bringing the
total number of 10-cent cities up to 248,
of which 130 have a population of
25,000 or more.
additional

The average maximum hourly rates
paid motormen and conductors in twoman service by companies operating
100 or more miles of single track:
Average Hourly
Rate, Cents
Dec.

Nov.
Dec.

31,
30,
31,

1978
1928
1927

57.52
57.52
57.29

Index

Number

1913=100
Per Cent
211,08
211 08
210 24

Net

in Buffalo

The accompanying

^733,744

table gives the re-

by the International
Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., in 1928 compared with 1927.
sults of operation

CONSOLIDATED INCOME ACCOUNT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY YEAR

ENDED
Operating revenue
Operation and taxes

DEC.

31

1927
1928
$11,116,652 »n.l92.907
9.733,796
9,086,822

Operating income
Non-operating

$2,029,829
56.912

$l,«9,nff
$1,509,249

Fixed charges

$2,086,742
1.352,998

$733,744

$68,908

Net income

50.138

1.440,340'

—

Note The net income for 1927 is afttr deducting
$340,171 for amortization of intangible capital. No
such deduction was made in 1928. The net income
for 1927 before deducting amortization was $409.q80which is the amount that shotild be compared »ntb
$733,744 for 1928.

Proposes to Lease Gary
8C Southern

A

proposal that the Gary Railways
and operate the Gary & Southern
Traction Company was submitted recently to the Public Service Commission of Indiana. In this petition, which
was filed jointly by the two companies,
the Gary Railways proposes to lease the
line for ten years and if this lease
is approved, it states, operating economies can be effected and service to the
public improved.
The Gary & Southern Traction
Company operates a 12-mile interurban
railway between Gary and Crowrt Point.
The road was purchased last October
by the Midland Utilities Company,
which also controls the Gary Railways.
Since that time it has been operated as
an independent property under the
direction of Charles W. Chase, president of the Gary Railways.
An extensive rehabilitation program,
involving expenditures of approximately
$120,000 for new cars, electric substations and track and roadway improvements, has been under way for
Stringing of 10 miles
several months.
of 500,000-circ.mil feeder cable has been
completed between the 37th Avenue
substation in Gary and the Crown Point
city limits and delivery of two new
light-weight, one-man interurban cars is
expected to be made within the next
lease

ten days.
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Robertson

— the Man

intimate study of the newly-appointed chairman of the board of
the Westinghouse Electric
Manufacturing Company.
What he stands for and what his leadership

&

promises to the electrical industry

By Earl Whitehorne

INTENSE

interest among electrical
men was aroused when the news-

papers announced that A. W. Robertson
had been elected chairman of the board
of directors of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
It has
been nearly two years since the death of
General Tripp, and it is known that a
diligent search for the right man has
The qualifications
been in process.

were exacting.

Here

is

one of Amer-

ica's outstanding industrial institutions,
with a name standing for the highest
merit and a fine tradition, seeking ag-

two

utilities,

including the claim depart-

Then he was made responsible
for the work of the advertising department, then the service department. Next
ment.

he became vice-president and general
counsel of the Philadelphia Company,
which operates the Duquesne Light, the
Pittsburgh Railways and the Equitable
Gas companies. Seven years after his
start with the companies he was elected
president.
That was two years ago.
Under his executive leadership this or-

constructive, creative leaderentire electrical industry is
concerned because the policies, practices
and the prosperity of the great Westinghouse Company profoundly influence
electrical progress. The mantle has now
fallen upon Robertson of Pittsburgh.
gressive,

The

ship.

And many
of man is
What will

are asking

—"What

Robertson

is

manner

A

not generally

Master of Public Relations

He was brought in to be useful to the
railway and to the light company. He
was. The public relations of the railway
right then were bad. The situation culmmated in the famous Pittsburgh Railways case, of which we needn't talk.
Robertson was in charge and by his masterful handling of the matter made a
'•name for himself. He seemed to have an
uncanny sense for extracting the truth
from a tangled problem. He demonstrated the rare gift of human understanding that wins the confidence of
other men and is the greatest single attribute of leadership.
He gradually
took over the entire legal work of the

Mr.

Robertson does not
going to do in the
Westinghouse company, and he is not
the kind to indulge in any predictions.
But the men with whom he has been
Naturally

in the electrical world.
He has
not been particularly active in affairs
of the industry.
He has not been con-

A

and joined a Pittsburgh law firm. Next
he became title officer of the Guarantee Title' & Trust Company, then trust
officer.
From that position he went into
public utility work.
Industry, thrift, and finding ways to
make money, all came with the Scotch
blood and training, but out of his study
of human beings, an idea of his own, has

know what he

known

spicuous at national conventions. But
he has made a record for himself in
Pittsburgh, as head of the local electric
power, railway and gas utilities that is
worth studying. And the story of how
it came about is interesting.
Sixteen years ago, the superintendent
of equipment of the Pittsburgh Railways
went to the president one day about a
contract
that
involved
considerable
money.
There was a legal point in
doubt.
"We ought to have a lawyer
right here in tlie organization," he said.
"It would be worth a lot to us."
The
president agreed and said he would do
something about it. He did.
week
later he led into the superintendent's
office a tall, loose-jointed individual and
introduced him. "Here's your lawyer,"
he said. It was Robertson.

Made His Start As a Lawyer
He was admitted to the bar in 1910

of management that
seeks to accomplish objectives by the
development of men to take responsibility.
It is undoubtedly the kernel of his
present proficiency as an executive.

the electrical industry ?"

W.

bath house.
He wrote for the local
newspaper.
When he finished school he taught two
years in the schoolhouse where he had
studied.
Then he was principal of the
high school in Charleroi, Pa., for another two years. At 22 years of age,
with $65 total capital, he entered Alleghany College at Meadville. There he
paid his way by running a boarding
house, winning prizes, writing and doing
such other jobs as he could find. From
Meadville he went to Pittsburgh, entered law school and on the side started
a private school for boys where he
taught in the mornings. Afternoons and
evenings he studied law.

grown a philosophy

he ?
What has he done ?
he do to tlie Westinghouse
organization?
What will this mean to

A.
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working

how he

is

in the Pittsburgh utilities

know

go about the job and what
he will accomplish. And what they say
There seemed to
is worth considering.
be no conflict among them as to just
what it was that he had done as head
will

of the Philadelphia Company.
The method of the man seems to be
First, to put responsibility upon in-

—

A.

W.

Robertson

dividuals and then to provide
an equivalent authority.

them with

Second, to establish policies by calling
ganization has developed into one of the
finest of its kind the industry has seen.
The
I shall not go into the details.
record is available for closer study.
Suffice it to say that the splendid prggress of the company is shown in net
revenue, in operating efficiency, in the
reduction of rates, in the development
of the system, in the refinement of the
organization, in successful financing and
in the improvement of public relations.
Among other achievements, the railway
has been taken out of a receivership and
restored to prosperity.
First, let's get a picture of the man. He
was born in the little town of Panama,
N. Y., in 1880, one of a family of nine
His father
children of Scotch stock.
died when he was three.
He went to
the public school.
At eleven he began
to contribute to the family funds as a
wage earner, according to the Scotch
tradition.
The first job was shoveling
snow. He worked after school and in
vacations. He was deck hand on a lake
steamboat. He sold aluminum pots and
pans from door to door. He worked in
a saw mill. He kept books. He ran a

most interested in the problem
and, by the co-ordination of the constructive ideas, chart the course.
in those

Third, having provided

men with a

policy and a budget, to take the fetters
off and set them free to develop their

and apply their own ideas.
has the patience and tolerance to
watch and help men grow and to encourage responsibility by prompting

own

abilities

He

to make decisions for themselves.
Yet, apparently, he does not carry this
He is a hard
indulgence to excess.
worker and a conscientious student of
his work.
As a lawyer he has learned
to do his own thinking. He is an exacting superior only in the sense that he
will not accept an obvious explanation,
or a conclusion that will not stand the
light of logic.
He is punctilious in the
study of facts. He analyzes all reports
closely.
He exercises a strong guidance, but he expects a high standard of
ability.
He takes upon himself no specialized responsibilities.
Others in the
organization must head up everything.
But he will help whenever necessary.
I have never heard men so stress the

them
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helpfulness of a superior.

When

things

Robertson because
There is no
of his sound judgment.
anxiety, rather relief, when he comes

go wrong, they go

into

it.

And

to

that's as fine a testimonial

as one could ask.
In an emergency they say he keeps
his head with a balanced judgment, free
of prejudice and superstition. He habitually tests his judgment by asking two
questions
What is the right thing to
do? What is the generous thing to do?
And when he has the answers, he knows
how to proceed.
He is dignified and deliberate and
confident in his judgment once his mind
is made up, but with it all he is informal, approachable and frank.
He
has always maintained a close and intimate contact with his organization, riding on the street cars, talking to the linemen as he chances to meet them on the

—

job, visiting the departments and discussing details of the work.
He is deeply interested in civic work
and much in demand as a speaker, but
he has never been attracted by politics.
Yet he has captured the confidence of
politicians.
As one member of the

Pittsburgh City Council expressed it
he comes over here and tells us
something, we believe it.
don't
have to check him up."
Weighing him, then, by the record of
his past work, by the measure which
those who know him best have given

"When

We

him and by the

qualities of mind and
reflected in his personality,

character
I should say that Mr. Robertson will
approach the leadership of the great
Westinghouse organization with a very
simple and clear cut philosophy.
He
will frankly accept the fact that he has
no intimate knowledge of either the
personnel or the products of the company and consider it an advantage. He
will proceed patiently, methodically and
persistently to educate himself.
Perhaps I can best express it in his
own words— "My idea," he said to me,
"is not to make myself a manufacturer
in the sense of having expert knowledge
of engineering, of production, or of
sales, but rather to understand what the
men who have mastered these specialties in the company are doing, and
what
their problems are and what they need.
I am not going to New York and
sit in
a big front office. I am going to East
Pittsburgh, to Mansfield, to Philadelphia and to the other plants and live
with this job awhile.
I want to talk
across a desk with the men and women

who make Westinghouse what it is today until I know them as individuals
and understand their elements of personal strength and find out how I can
help them to develop along the line
of their own talent, interest and
capacity.
Then I will get the real picture,
and only then can I attempt some of the

things that a chairman ought to do."

There is the keynote of the man's attitude toward management. "Every business as an economic structure" he continued, "must be successful before
all
else.
But every business is the product
of the human beings who compose it
and it cannot be greater than thev. Few

business institutions succeed in making
full use of the brains that lie latent
within the organization, and it seems
to me that this is the test of executive
leadership.
For, after all, the sole use
of management is so to organize the
business that a spirit will be created
within the personnel which will make
its full resources of knowledge, ability
and judgment readily available. Then
there will be a happy balance of the system order, invention, initiative and
progress so essential to modern industry."

—

—
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A.

Boardman Succeeds R.

B.
Stearns on Eastern Massachusetts
J.

Albert J. Boardman, Brockton, Mass.,
has been promoted by the Board of
Public Trustees to the positions of vicepresident and acting general manager
of the Eastern Massachusetts Street
Railway, Boston. In both positions he
succeeds to the duties of R. B. Stearns,

who

recently resigned.
treasurer, also held by

not yet been

The

filled.

Officers Elected in

I

asked Mr. Robertson

if

he knew

definite formula for accomplishing
And of course
this vitalizing process.

any

"Naturally," he conhe said "No."
tinued, "there are as many methods as
there are people. But there is one simThere
ple secret that is ever helpful.
is

an unconscious tendency

in business

fail to give credit to junior
of the organization for their
personal contribution of constructive
thought and effort, but actually to take it
away from them. I have found that
there is an unbelievable magic in credit
and praise when frankly tendered.
"Our mounting population, our growing cities, the rising standards of modern life, all place a steadily increasing
dependence upon electrical equipment of
all descriptions for the comforts, conveniences, utilities and the very necessities
around which our present scheme of
living is organized.
Any company engaged in the electrical business has only
to do a reasonably fair job under these
conditions to have an assured market
and provide a satisfactory employment
for its personnel and an income for the
investor.
If, by the exercise of vision,
judgment and sagacity, it is able to render a superior service in many of the
little ways that mark the relationships
between modern industry and the public, it can be certain of a fair measure
of prosperity. It is the responsibility of
industrial leadership so to encourage,
develop and apply the native initiative,
ingenuity and resourcefulness of the
American engineer, the American mechanic and the American salesman, that
organization becomes a creative force
for the production of wealth and the
increase of human happiness."
I know of no other man who has

not only to

members

impressed me more deeply with his
human understanding and his maturity
of business judgment than Andrew
Wells Robertson.
The Westinghouse

Company and the electrical industry are
fortunate that a man of this type comes
to the leadership of this great institution.
The years immediately ahead will
present pre-eminently a period of market
development, involving mass education,
the selling to all America of the idea
of complete electrical equipment in the
home, in business and in industry, a full
dependence upon electric service for all
that it can do within economic limits.
For this is needed above all a man who
knows people. Mr. Robertson is such

position of

Mr. Stearns, has

Confident of the Outlook for the

Future

No.7

Wisconsin

The following officers were elected at
the annual meeting of the Wisconsin
Motor Coach Association, on Jan. 22,
at the Hotel Loraine, Madison, Wis.:
President, F. L. Neilson, general manager La Crosse

&

Southeastern Trans-

Company, La Crosse

portation

vicepresident, N. C. Rasmussen, Wisconsin
Wausau;
Valley Electric Company,
treasurer, T. J. Floan, Gray Transportation Company, Green Bay.
The men elected to serve with these
officers on the executive committee are:
Motor
B. W. Arnold, Metropolitan

Milwaukee

Company,

Coach

;

;

M. H.

Frank, Wisconsin Power & Light Company, Fon du Lac W. J. Kay, Northland Transportation Company, Minneapolis
H. G. Monger, Wisconsin Motor Bus Lines, Milwaukee.
;

;

Markham and Brown

Messrs.

Brill

of

Advanced

Fred L. Markham has been appointed
acting sales manager of the American
Car Company, succeeding Wirt L. Haymond, who died recently. Mr. Markham was for ten years Southern sales
representative for the J. G. Brill Company with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.,
and was transferred to the American
Car Company as sales representative in
1918.

He

is

well

known

in the electric

railway industry, both in the South and
Middle West, and is well fitted by experience to assume his new duties.
William Laird Brown, who joined the
Brill sales department in April, 1926,
has been appointed assistant to the
general
sales
manager, effective at

once.
•

R. S. Soule Assumes Broader
Duties With Monongahela
Robert

Soule has been transferred
W. Va., offices of the
Monongahela- West Penn Public Service Company where he assumed the
S.

to the Fairmont,

on Jan. 1 of educational director.
After successfully conducting a comprehensive program of educational activities in 1927 on the Parkersburg and
Marietta divisions, he now has complete
charge of all educational activities
throughout the entire sy.stem.
In addition, Mr. Soule will organize and conduct a number of classes in public
speaking and dramatics.
duties

February

16,
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Mr. Soule is a graduate of Ohio UniAthens and went with the

versity at

Monongahela company

after three years
as instructor in public speaking in the
Parkersburg high school and one year
with the Mountain State business col-

Anthony R. Kuser

He

Member

of group that founded Public
Service Corporation of New Jersey.
financier and a philanthropist

lege.

A

New

Appointments

in

Vancouver

R. KUSER
COL.hisANTHONY
ocean estate, Los Incas,
at

Creation of an industrial research
bureau, with Percy Lewis, former purchasing agent, in charge, and other
appointments in the head office organization were announced recently
by W. G. Murrin, president of the
British
Columbia Electric Railway,
Vancouver, B. C.
E. W. Arnott is transportation assistant, and A. C. W. Gage fills the
office of purchasing agent in succession
to Mr. Lewis.
In announcing the establishment of
the industrial bureau, Mr. Murrin said
it was the purpose of the company
to
go out actively canvassing for new industries which could, with profit, be
established in this territory. Mr. Lewis'
department will compile data on all subjects connected with industry.
It will
be a clearing-house of information and
free

who

advice, available to all persons
desire to open new enterprises.

High Honor

for B.

J.

Arnold

Bion J. Arnold, chairman of the
board of supervising engineers of Chicago, which exercises control over the
Chicago Surface Lines operation, has
been selected as the recipient of the
Western Society of Engineers' Washington Award for 1929. The award, a
bronze plaque, is presented annually to
an engineer who has given "pre-eminent
service in promoting human welfare
through engineering."
In past years
such prominent engineers as Herbert
Hoover, Michael Pupin and Orville
Wright have received this award.
Colonel Arnold has been voted the
Washington award, according to John
A. Garcia, president of the Society, for
"pioneering work in engineering and
economics of electric transportation."
He first gained distinction for his
famous intramural railroad at the Chicago World's Fair in 1893. Since then
he has been engaged in electrification
Col.

plying transportation services, electricity
and gas in that State and one of the
largest corporations of its kind in the
world.
It took a great deal of hard
work to bring the Public Service Corporation to its present size and operating
efficiency and, while Colonel Kuser as
an officer of the company was never
much in the public eye, he contributed
materially to the advancement of the
corporation.
He was a director from the company's
inception until last December. He continued as second vice-president from
the date of the corporation's foundation
in 1903 until 1923 when he resigned as
an officer. His business interests were
Until about 1914 he was
multifarious.
a director of the Prudential Insurance
Company and at the time of his death
officer and director in many
banking and trust companies. He was
one of the participants last June in the
dinner to President Thomas N. Mc-

was an

Carter, of the Public Service, culminating the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the company's founding. His
public benefactions were many, but there
was nothing ostentatious about Colonel

>

W.

L.

Haymond

Wirt L. Haymond. sales manager of
the American Car Company, died on
Jan. 28 in St. Louis. Practically all his
business career he was with the Brill
organization, which he joined in 1897.
His early activities were devoted to the
accounting division of the Brill plant in
Philadelphia.
On Oct. 1 last, as announced in the
Nov. 17 issue of Electric Railway
Journal, Mr. Haymond was appointed
to the position he held at the time of
his

Aug.

Mr. Haymond was born
death.
31, 1881, at Grafton, W. Va.

Elmer E. Edwards,

Sr.

Kuser.

Governor Edge in 1917 appointed
Colonel Kuser as a member of the State
Highway Commission. He also served
under Governor Fort as a member of
the Interstate Bridge Commission, and
was chairman of the New Jersey part
of that body for a term of three years.
Colonel
Kuser was a native of
Newark. N. J., where he was born on
May 12, 1862. The family moved to the
capital, Trenton, when Anthony was
about five years old, and in that city he

received his early education in the public
schools.

Jack Beall

&

Hugo Lund has resigned as office
engineer of the Kansas City Public
Service Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
after a continuous service of 27 years.
He desires to give more time to his
business interests. Mr. Lund was born
in Fort Wayne. Ind., in 1877, of Danish
parentage.
He was graduated from
the University of Illinois in 1902 in
mechanical engineering. Mr. Lund entered the service of the railway as
draftsman.

died
Fla.,

on Feb. 8. He had been ill for several
Along with Thomas N. Mcmonths.
Carter and others, Colonel Kuser was
one of the group that founded the Public
Service Corporation of New Jersey, sup-

projects of several railroads and. until
recently, was president of the Elgin

Belvidere Railway. He is now president of his own consulting engineering
firm with offices in Chicago.

elected to the Texas Legislature in 1892
and to the State Senate in 1894.
was elected to Congress in 1902 and
served as representative of the Dallas
district until he became counsel for the
Texas Electric Railway.
In 1921 he was elected president of
that company and announced upon assuming his new duties that he would
continue the efforts of the late Col J.
F. Strickland, notably the building of
the interurban line to Terrell.
He
sought the co-operation of the employees
to carry out the same general policy
as that of Colonel Strickland.
Mr. Beall was born near Waxahachie
on Oct. 25. 1866. He was educated in
the country schools of that district and
later taught school for several years
before he entered the University of
Texas in 1886. He was graduated from
the university in 1890.

Jack Beall, since 1921 president of
the Texas Electric Railway, Dallas, Tex.,
died suddenly on Feb. 12 of a heart
attack.
He has been inextricably identified with the life of the Lone Star
In Texas he was born, educated,
State.
practiced law, elected to the Texas Legislature and served as president of a
utility covering 246 miles of line and
reaching out of Dallas to Corsicana,
Denison, Ennis, Ferris, Hillsboro, Sher-

man and Waco.
It

one

in 1915 that Jack Beall became
the general attorneys of the
Electric Railway.
He had prac-

was
of

Texas

ticed law at

Waxahachie and had been

With

the death on Feb. 2 of Elmer
E. Edwards, Sr., a link between the first
horse car days in Minneapolis, Minn.,
and the present efficient electric railway
His demise resystem disappears.
calls the rapid growth of the Twin
Cities, in that their span of life as railway cities is within the life of men
active today. Elmer Edwards began to
drive a horse car in 1876. When he retired recently he was the oldest employee
of the Twin City Rapid Transit Company in service.
He drove the first
cable car up the Selby Hill in St. Paul
and handled the first suburban electric
car between St. Paul and Stillwater,
Minn.
He began with the company
when thirteen years of age, July 4,
1876, and the first horse cars began in
Minneapolis on Sept. 2, 1875. He drove
the car, watched the fares and at the
end of perhaps a sixteen-hour day had
to wash his car.

Albert W. Luce, formerly auditor
for the Hartford

&

Springfield Street

Railway, and later for the Hartford

&

Springfield Coach Company, died in
Springfield, Mass., on Feb. 12. He entered the employ of the Hartford &
Springfield fifteen years ago as a clerk,

and remained with it up to a year or
two ago. He was 46 years old.

Market Activity Continues
One hundred new cars recommended

for Cleveland.

Improvement

planned in Akron. Construction contemplated
by Pacific Electric Railway
announcements of improveRECENT
ment programs, to be executed dur-irig: the coming year,
indicate an
active equipment and material market
for the next few montlis.
Outstanding
among the improvements announced this
week is the expenditure of $1,800,000

recommended by Joseph H. Alexander,
president of the Cleveland Railway,
Cleveland. Ohio, for the purchase of
100 new street cars for that company.
This recommendation was made to the
City Council of Cleveland, which, under
the Tayler grant, must give its approval
before the company acts. At the same
time, Mr. Alexander asks authority to
scrap 259 old cars, ranging in age from
19 to 29 years.
The decision of the
railway to recommend the purchase of
these new cars followed a three months'
survey, which disclosed that it would be
impracticable to rebuild the old equip-

ment.

These new cars

will be of the

same

type as the 50 cars put in service last
year. These cars, which were described
in the Journal of July 21, 1928 are of
the
single-end.
double-truck,
motordriven Peter Witt type for one-man or
two-man operation. The cars are 53 ft.
6i in. long. 8 ft. 6 in. wide, weigh 44,800
lb. and seat 55 passengers.
The bodies
are of semi-steel construction with arch
roofs, sliding center doors and folding
end doors. The trucks have a wheelbase of 6 ft. and are equipped with two
inside hung motors, roller bearings,
and
26-in. steel wheels.
No additional articulated units are

contemplated at this time, as the railway already has 25 of these trains, and
authority to purcha.se three more.
This
IS a sufficient number
of this type to
operate on the Euclid Avenue line,
which IS the only line in the city
on
which articulated operation is practical
in the non-rush hour periods.

Improvements in Akrox

The City Council of Akron, Ohio, has
asked the Northern Ohio Power &
Light
Company to carry out an improvement
plan which would require the
expenditure of more than $2,000,000
during the
next four years. To extend and
improve

the system, this plan calls for
the purnew buses at a cost of
«^^#^nm^°and railway development
q>i,^/3,UUU.
to
cost in excess of $1,000,000.
Much of

this railway expenditure is
in connection
with the city's street improvement

plan

and the extension of the Arlington
Street

The Arlington

line.

will cost
_

The

ing

installation alone

approximately $195,500.

city plans also call for the
of East Exchange Street,

widenwhich

and

would necessitate changes costing the
railway more than $250,000. Another
improvement is the widening of East
Market Street from College Street to

cast grids, 50 5i-in. trolley wheels

Carrol Street, involving the expenditure
of $105,700 by the railway.
Other improvements are planned, ranging from
$3,700 up to $34,900.
More than $2,500,000 was added to
the capital account of the Kansas City
Public Service Company, Kansas City,
Mo., through deductions for improve-

Contracts will soon be let for 300 new
steel cars for the main line of the municipal subway from 212th Street to

ments and maintenance last year. The
exact amount added to capital as shown
the report was $2,591,377.71.
The
total cost of the improvements was $4,679,186.28, out of which more than
$2,000,000 was charged to deferred
maintenance.
large portion of the
amount was spent on rebuilding and rein

A

newing

The

track.
Illinois

.,.

Terminal Railroad Svs-

tem has put into service 100 new box
cars manufactured by the Mount Vernon Car Company, Mount Vernon, 111.

A

feature of these new cars is that the
roofs are covered with canvas.
They
are also heavily lined and equipped to
handle any kind of merchandise, including grains and perishable products.
The United Electric Railways, Providence, R. I., has recently purchased
2
miles of No. 00 hard drawn trolley
wire

500 12-in. trolley ears, 500 ft. of 1 000'^'IS"'' ™bber-covered waterproof
cable 200 insulators, 500 caps and
cones,
and 100 feeder ears. This company
has
also orjlered 100 lb. of welding
wire 25
bales of waste. 300 yd. of
36-in. shade
cloth. 24 34-in. steel car
wheels, 1 400

^,

ExhibitograpklSIo,

4

A.E.R.A.

EXHIBIT COMMITTEE
Held its first meeting on Feb. 5
and completed plans for the

BIG

SHOW

100 phosphor bronze axle bearings.

New York Subway

Chambers Street, New York, N. Y., and
contracts for a ten-year power supply
will soon be advertised. Already $176,000,000 in contracts have been let in
Brooklyn, Queens, Manhattan and the
Bronx, providing for 21 miles of fourtrack road, with at least $100,000,000
more to be let this year.
The S3rd Street crosstown line of the
city's subway system, is said to be a
year ahead of the schedule, which calls
for a line from Eighth Avenue, Manhattan, to Long Island City by 1931. Bids
for the Houston Street crosstown line
on the lower east side have already been
received and bids will soon be asked for
Work
part of the Sixth Avenue line.
on the Sixth Avenue extension, and
lines along Church Street and Fulton
Street, and under the East River to
Brooklyn, is described as being prosecuted with all possible speed, while rapid
progress is being made on the Bronx
Concourse line, which will join the Manhattan line at 148th Street and St.
Nicholas Avenue. Five contracts have
been awarded on the Bronx line, totaling $28,000,000. It is expected that the
entire route will be under contract by
the end of this year. Substantial progress is reported on construction of the
new subway lines in the Greenpoint
section of Brooklyn and $15,000,000
worth of contracts have been let for
sections in Long Island City, Queens.
Six cars of poles, two cars of cables,
and one car of weatherproof wire have
recently been purchased by the Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company, Milwaukee, Wis. This company
is planning to construct a new terminal
at 27th and Hopkins Streets.
The Twin City Rapid Transit Company, Minneapolis, Minn., has purchased
15,000 white oak ties and 10,000 cedar
ties, 14,000 ft. of 3-in. bridge plank, and
10,000 4i-in. standard granite paving
blocks.
This company has also purchased 30,000 lb. of Viscaline lubricant.

NEW

Pacific Electric Construction

ATLANTIC CITY
AUDITORIUM

The

Pacific Electric Railway, Los
Angeles, Cal., plans a power substation
at

SEPT. 28

TO OCT.

Plan now

4

to exhibit

Los Nietos,

Cal.,

to

cost

$45,000.

This company also plans to lower its
tracks to grade at five crossings on the

Long Beach and Wilmington
in the case of

has made
306

Progress

it

line.

As

grade separations, the city
a practice heretofore to con-
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tribute toward the cost of reducing
tracks to grades at crossings where they
In this case,
were above the grade.
however, the city is objecting to this
cost, as it is claimed the railroad's franchise provides that its track should be
constructed at the street level.
The United Railways & Electric Company, Baltimore, Md., plans a power
substation to cost $40,000. The Pacific
Gas & Electric Company, San Francisco, Cal., will make additions to its
local power plant, and the Great Northern Railway, Seattle, Wash., plans a
power plant to cost approximately $30,The Southern Pacific Motor
000.
Transport Company, San Francisco,
Cal., which is controlled by the Southern
Pacific Company, has placed orders for
nine six-cylinder parlor type 25-passenger Fageol coaches, and three sixcylinder 31-passenger coaches. The city
of Seattle has purchased 125,000 lb. of
copper wire, 5,000 insulators, 10,000 ft.
of signal cable, and called for bids for
1.200 ft. of 5,000- volt lead covered cable.

ing loss for 1927 of $176,065.55. After
absorbing $100,000 of 1927 operating
loss, providing for federal income taxes
and other surplus charges, but before
providing for preferred dividends, the
companv's balance sheet shows a surThe balance sheet
plus of '$328,429.59.
discloses current assets of $1,815,541.23,
with current liabilities of $949,951.91
or a net current asset position of

Five of the triplex subway cars, operated on the rapid transit lines of the
Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit CorporaBrooklyn, N. Y., have been
equipped with Timken roller axle bearings and have been placed in operation
tion,

on the Sea Beach

line

for

and
which

tests

observation as to the degree to
they increase the smooth-riding quali-

Three of the cars have
also been equipped with roller armature
bearings.
These five triplex cars are the first
subway cars to be equipped with roller
bearings, and the results of their operation on the B.-M. T. lines will be followed with interest by rapid transit
ties of the cars.

During the past two years
operators.
cars equipped with roller bearings have
been operated on steam railroads and
surface cars and their adaptation to the
intensive service of the city subway
lines is the latest step in the development
of this branch of transportation equip-

—

ment.
•

Twin Coaches Reviews Year
At the annual meeting of the Twin
Coach Company held recently, the present board of directors was re-elected.
In his review of operations of the com-

Installation of eighteen new 40-passenger, one-man, two-man street cars
on the system of the Phoenix Municipal
Railway, marks the completion of the
$750,000 rehabilitation program which
has been carried out by the city of
Phoenix, Ariz.
This city, the capital
of the state, is one of the most rapidly

The board of directors, at their meeting immediately following the annual
meeting of the shareholders, re-elected
the present officers and declared all the
accumulated dividends on the preferred
stock to Dec. 31, 1928, payable in four
equal payments, the first of which is to
be paid Feb. 20, 1929. and the balance
at the discretion of the directors, but
before June 30, 1929.

Industrial

of

Roller Bearings

Phoenix Cars Delivered

$865,589.33.

Truck Association
Formed

Formation of the Industrial Truck
Association, composed of manufacturers

Brooklyn Subway Tests
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electric

industrial

trucks,

Deep

type

spring

cushions

made
by

tractors,

storage batteries and accessory equipment, has been announced. The association is a development of the cooperative sales promotion activity which
these manufacturers have conducted for
the past three years through The So-

developing cities of the Southwest. In
1925 when the railway was purchased
by the city, the entire system was in
need of rehabilitation.
$750,000 bond
issue was passed and the city initiated
an extensive rebuilding and equipment

ciety for Electric Development.

renewing program.

The new

association headquarters are

located at 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New
York City. C. B. Crockett has been retained as secretary in charge of the staff
operations.

Supported by

initial

membership from

fourteen companies producing over 90
per cent of the products of the industry,
the Industrial Truck Association, organized in the interest of co-operative sales
promotion, has for its purpose the
broadening of present markets, education of the public and the solution of
materials handling problems by the use
of mechanical equipment.

The board of directors is comprised
of the following : President, M. S. Towson, president Elwell-Parker Electric
Company, Cleveland, Ohio;
E.

vice-presi-

president BakerRaulang Company, Cleveland, Ohio;
vice-president, W. C. Allen, president
dent,

J.

Bartlett,

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company,
Stamford, Conn. treasurer, G. A. Freeman, president Automatic Transportation Company, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
;

A

The cars are of the city, double-end,
double-truck type, each seating 40 passengers. Thev are 39 ft. 1 in. long, 8 ft.
The
5 in. wide and weigh 30,000 lb.
bodies are of semi-steel construction
with arch roof and folding end doors.
The car exteriors are painted an orange
and ivory color and the interior trim is
finished in mahogany.
The seats are
unique in construction in that they are
covered with a combination of rattan
and leather. The rattan gives a very
durable wearing surface while the leather
around the edge of the cushion provides
sufficient flexibility to permit the use
of the more comfortable type of deep
spring cushions.
The trucks of these cars are spaced
16 ft. 10 in. on bolster centers and have
a wheelbase of 5 ft. 1^ in. Each truck
is equipped with two 2S-hp. inside hung
motors and 26 in. steel wheels. Plain
type journal bearings are used. Detailed
specifications and plans were published
in the Oct. 6 issue of Electric Rail-

way Journal.

pany for the past year, the president,
F. R. Fageol, stated that since the
delivery of the first Twin Coach in July,
1927, the company has attained second
position in sales volume to electric railway operators and has attained first
position in its sales volume of 40 pas-

senger-capacity coaches for 1928. Total
volume for the year 1928 was
in excess of $4,300,000, with Twin
Coach products now in use by 58 transportation and utility companies.
The treasurer's annual report discloses
net operating profit for 1928, before
deduction of federal taxes, of $529,264.64, as compared with a net operat-

were

possible on the rattan covered seats
means of leather edges

sales

One

of the

new

cars built (or the Phoenix Municipal Railway
by the American Car Company
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Milan Orders Tool Steel Gears
The Tool Steel Gear & Pinion Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, reports that it
has just received a cabled order from
Milan, Italy, for 1,200 additional sets of
quiet type Tool Steel gears to complete
the rebuilding program being conducted
This order follows one
in that city.
for 830 sets of Tool Steel gears placed
last year, when the present remodeling
program was initiated. These orders
resulted from a number of tests on this
type of gear started in Milan several
years ago.
_

—New

Metals

the founder and president,
Thomas A. DeVilbiss, has placed Allen
D. Gutchess, a nephew of Mr. DeVilof

charge of this company.
Other new officers are William M.
Booker, chairman of the board; Frank
A. Bailey, vice-president and general
manager; William F. Gradolph, general
manager; Frank C. Penoyar,
sales
biss, in

secretary; Walter W. Conklin, treasurer and Howard DeVilbiss, son of the
founder, assistant secretary.
;

TRADE NOTES
Northern
Erie,

Pa.,

Company,

Equipment

Company,

burgh, to represent the Copes System of
Boiler Feed Control in the Pittsburgh
district. Grant D. Bradshaw is president
of this newly orgagnized firm, which
is to specialize in power plant equipMr. Bradshaw was formerly
ment.
president of Andrews-Bradshaw Company from its organization in 1915 until
its consolidation with Blaw-Knox Com1,

"5

|-

Nickel, cents per lb., inffot
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, centa per lb
Aluminum. 98 to 99 per cent, cents per lb
Babbitt metal, warehouse, cents per lb.:
.

'xc

,S * ^c
49.625
'

General service

3

1

en
50

.

Bituminous Coal
Smokeless Mine Run, f .o.b. vessel, Hampton
Roads, gross tons
Somerset mine run, f.o.b. mines, net tons.
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsburgh, net tons
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago
Central. 111., screenings, Chicago
Kansas screenings, Kansas City

1

1
1

1
1

875
80
425
.025

.

.

.

.

70

— Pittsburgh

Hardware

2. 15

2.75
3. 90
90
1
$1.40
.

— Pittsburgh
35
3.15

3.

York

Waste, wool, cents per lb
Waste, cotton ( 00 lb. bale) cents per
,

18.
lb.

White

17.25

(Colored

13.5

1928.

Lincoln Electric Company, CleveOhio, announces the recent appointment of new district sales representatives.
J. E. Durstine has been

nectady, N. Y., has announced the election of William J. Hanley, manager of
the East Central district with headquarters in Cleveland, and Charles K.
West, manager of the Atlantic District
with headquarters in Philadelphia, as
vice-presidents in charge of the commercial activities of the company in their
respective districts.
C. F. Pease Company, Chicago, has
established a new Pacific Coast sales
office at

Angeles,

Ralph

501 South Spring Street, Los
Cal.,

under the direction of

Gibson, Western sales manager, who will devote his entire attention to the Western Coast.
S.

land,

A

WiGHTMAN-HicKs, New York, N. Y.,
announces that C. J. C. Clarke has
become a vice-president of its organization.
Mr. Clarke has had wide experi-

Wagner

of connecting ammeters, voltmeters

tor

Fitzjohn

Manufacturing

Com-

pany, Muskegon, Mich., has recently
opened offices at Detroit.
The office
will be in charge of F. W. Feeney,
Detroit manager,
located
at
5-208
'General Motors Building.

St.

$150

$2.76

lots, f.o.b

5

1

.

00

in

45.00

carload lots, f.o.b
Cruslied stone. }-in., carload
percu.yd., deUvered

lots,

N. Y.,

Cement, Chicago consumers' net

prices,

3.

without bags, f.o.b

375

Gravel. J-in.,cu. yd., delivered

05
3.37J

Sand, cu.yd., delivered

1.

\

—New

2,

.

123

York and Chicago

Heavy copper, cents perlb

15. 125

Light copper, cents per lb
Heavy yellow brass, cents per lb
Zinc, old scrap, cents per lb
Lead, cents per lb. (heavy)
Steel car axle.«. Chicago, net ton
Cast iron car wheels. Chicago, gross ton. ...
Rail8(short).Chicago, gross ton
Rails (relaying), Chicago, gross ton (65 lb.

12.875
8.875
3.375
5,25
$17.75
14.75
19.25

and heavier)
Machine turnings. Chicago, gross ton

28 50
10. 25
.

current

alternating

generator,
synthree-phase,
alternating current generator, loa(l test
three-phase generator or synchronous
mator temperature test and direct current motor or generator magnetization
test.
Other tests described and illustrated include a direct current shunt
motor temperature test; and direct current generator external characteristics;
direct current shunt motor or generator,

chronous impedance

test

;

;

temperature

test, loading back method;
current generator (compound),
external characteristic, adjustable load;

direct

transformer

testing;

insulation

tests;

core loss test copper loss test insulation resistance test polarity test winding and ratio test temperature rise test,
;

;

;

;

tests

phase motor

described

include

single-

tests; the three-phase

mo-

the voltmeter and ammeter
method; three-phase motor test by two
test,

wattmeter method; three-phase motor
polyphase
wattmeter
method;
three-phase motor test, one wattmeter
method; three-phase motor, one wattmeter and Y-box method; three-phase
motor with neutral brought out, singlewattmeter method; temperature test,
three-phase induction motor; alternating current generator excitation or
magnetization curve test; three-phase
test,

efficiency.

Carnegie

Steel

Company,

Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has issued a booklet entitled
"Carnegie Beam Sections." This booklet thoroughly covers with illustrations
and tables the profiles, properties and
safe loads for additions to the new
series of structural steel beams and col-

umn

construction.

and

wattmeters for the measurement of
power, and motor testing. The various

various companies. For the past three
years he has been with the McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, and for the four
years preceding with the Periodical Pub-

company.

Electric Corporation,

Louis, Mo., has issued bulletin No. 138
entitled "Manual of Electric Testing."
This manual gives detailed descriptions
and diagrams of methods of making
resistance measurements and methods

in the industrial field, as sales
m.aiiager and advertising manager for

lishing

—

and

ADVERTISING LITERATURE

motor

ence

19.875
5.90
20.875

;

advanced

to district sales representative
for the Southeast with headquarters at
Birmingham, Ala.
promotion places
H. P. Egan as district sales representative for central Ohio with headquarters at Columbus, Ohio.

York

Paving Materials

Old Metals
$2.70
2.85
3.6

,

1

80

2.

13..'

Paving stone, granite, 5 in., f.o.b.
New York Grade 1, per thousand
Wood block paving 3i, 16 lb. treatment.
N. Y.,persq.yd., f.o.b
Paving brick 3ix8Jx4, N. Y., per 1,000 in
carload

Sheet iron (24 gage), cents per lb
Sheet iron, galvanized (24 gage), cents per lb.
Galvanized barbed wire, cents perlb
(galvanized wire, ordinary cents per lb

— New

—New

10.6

$0.63
5.725

wire, cents per lb
Rubber-covered wire. No. 14, per 1,000 ft.
Weatherproof wire base, cents per lb

Paving brick 3x8Jx4, N. Y., per 1,000
$43.00

Wire nails, base per keg

Waste

New York

and Glass

Copper

J^ 375

.

Standard steel rails, gross ton
in. and larger,
Railroad spikes, drive,
cents perlb
Tie plates (flat type) , cents per lb
Angle bars, cents perlb
Rail bolts and nuts, cents per lb
Steel bars, cents perlb
Ties .white oak, Chicago, 6in.x8in.x8ft....

Wire

.

Commercial grade

1929

13,

Linseed oil ( 5 bbl. lots), cents per lb
White lead in oil (100 lb. keg), cents perlb.
Turpentine (bbl. lots), per gal
Putty, 100 lb. tins, cents per lb

23 90

General Electric Company, Sche-

has appointed Bradshaw &
S30 Fourth Avenue, Pitts-

pany on Jan.

775

17.

A

The reorganization of The DeVilbiss
Company, Toledo, Ohio, following the
death

Paints, Putty

York

Copper, electrolytic, cents per lb
Lead, cents per tb.

Track Materials

DeVilbiss Reorganizes

Vol.72,,No.7

Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, has issued supplement No. 2 to
catalog No. 20, which supersedes and
replaces
supplement
No.
dated
1,
March, 1928.
This supplement gives
illustrations and detailed descriptions
of all products announced since the issuance of catalog No. 20.

North

East

Electric

Company,

Rochester, N. Y., has just issued a new
edition of its Bus Catalog, 100-B. This
catalog lists its complete line of heavyduty generators, starting motors, ignition, control units,
eters.

It is

horns and speedom-

available on request.

I

February

16,

1929
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Sentinels
of

SAFETY
Electric cars protected by a set of Peacock Staffless Brakes are safe. Safe for your
passengers to ride in, and safe for your motorman to operate.
Like sentinels of safety, they stand on guard protecting your investment against
loss from accidents and law suits.
For Peacock Staffless Brakes not only wind up chain much faster than any other
type of brake, but also enable the motorman to keep his car under control at
all times, permitting him to exert thousands of pounds of braking force with
very little effort. But even more important is the fact that these hand
brakes are designed to take up an unlimited amount of chain slack.
They always function no matter how worn the shoes may be, or how
slack the rigging.

NATIONAL BRAKE
890

Ellicott

Canadian Reprasentative :

CO^, Inc^

Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lyman Tube A Supply

Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.

The Ellcon Company^-General Sales Representatives, SO Church

St.,

New York

PEACOCK STAFFLESS BRAKES
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one of a series of McGravi-Hill advertisements directed originally

men in an effort to make industrial advertising more profitable to buyer and seller. It is printed in these pages as an indication
to readers that McGra<w-Hill publishing standards mean advertising
effectiveness as <well as editorial virility.

to advertising

VOLUME vs. PROHTS
THIS

fr*, jftj^'-''

METHOD of selling and

advertising

direct to every manufacturing plant, regardless of

buying capacity, produced $250,000 a

year from the territory

at a net profit of

2%.

(d
I

a^i j^"*>

''

THIS SELECTIVE

METHOD

&.

and advertising

4

business at a net profit of

of selling

same

direct to the

territory

produced for a competitor $265,000 worth of

ractical
X ra

Advertis-

You

ing Coverage, like practical sales

time

coverage,

/

is

Industrial

a problem of selecting

the plants with

buying capacity

10%.

are invited to

a

personal

make

at

inspection

any
of

McGraw-Hill circulation methods
which produce the Practical

and directing sales and advertising

dustrial

effort thereon.

illustrated in

Advertising

In-

Coverage

"B."

-The publishers

February

16,
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lOOO miles o/route -

Passenger Comfort

MUST

Come from
^VER paved

the Buses

roads, through dirt

and

mud

unpaved or paved roads, Bender Bodies are
giving 100% satisfaction under all conditions for the Southwestern Transportation
Little

Co. of

Rock, Arkansas.

There's durability built into Bender Bodies
bility

—

Note the ample inside luggage space in this
magnificent "Palace Highway rullmnn
velonr to protect bags
lined with
raclt

which means that they stand up under the hardest use and yet give that essential comfort
to passengers

against scratches or mars. Full lieail rooin.
39 permanent chairs and
Seats 35 people
6 removable type convenient foliling aisle
Inside width exceeds any body built
seats.
Handy
for the same outside dimensions.
adjustable drop curtains for elastic segregation space at rear.

—

i

which builds bus business.

You want both comfort and convenience for
your

riders,

maintenance.
^1

M^^™

and you want

W.

—

—

Aluminum coated roof keeps heat from penetratincreases visibility of coacii on tiie road
ing
additional riding ease and appointment comforts
additional business for operators.
for passengers

—

—low

durability^

Bender gives them

THE BENDER BODY

—

dura-

all.

CO.

62nd and Denison, Cleveland, Ohio

BENDEOODIES

February
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cA good foundation upon nJnick to
accomplisk low operating costs.
QASOLINE supplies the power
that turns the wheels of your

It

a significant fact that

is

bus operators in the Middle

who

that carries the hills with a rush,

Red Crown Gasoline. They have found that Red
Crown gives them more mileage per
gallon, that it develops maximum
power in bus engines, that it bums
cleanly, leaving a minimum carbon

by

miles

— and demands the

largest

percentage of your operating ex'
pense.

Much of the variation in high and
low cost bus»operation

originates

m

the fuel tank, caused by the vary
ing performance of gasoline.
gasolines are better
others,

Some

motor fuels than

some produce a smoother

flow of power, give greater mileage.

are basing their fuel costs

General

Offices:

deposit.

Red Crown prove these statements. Try it in one of your buses.
Compare its performance and economy with the fuel you are now
Let

using.

INDIANA

Chicago
Decatur

WISCONSIN

Uaaon Citj

Indianapolia

Milwauliee

South

Green Bay

a DAKOTA
Huron
N. DAKOTA

Qninej

EvanaTiUa

Bod

KANSAS

WichiU

La Crosse

IOWA

DaTenport
Dea Moinaa

Sioux Citj

Fareo
MiDot

(Indiana)
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

910 South Michigan Avenue

Joliet

on

mileage are using

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
Peoria

West

motor buses, provides the energy
furnishes the force that speeds the

lUJNOIS

many

inCHIOAN
Detroit

Grand Bapidi
Saffinaw

MINNE.SOTA
Duluth

Mankato
Minneapolb

MISSOURI
Kansas Citr
St. Joseph
Lonia

St.

=y3«e»

February

16,
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M Special seats are

by the Virginia Electric

and Po\A/er Company, which

was awarded

the Charles
A. Coffin medal for 1928.

DESIGNED FOR INTERURBAN USE
327'M
THE
railway

a popular Heywood-Wakefield electric
seat.
The deep, double spring construction of the
cushion and the restful pitch of the spring^filled backs make this attractive style one of the most comfortable interurban seats ever
Special

is

offered.

The 8M5

is a de luxe interurban type with spring-filled seats
has been purposely designed and built to withstand
the most severe use and abuse, while delivering trouble-proof service
year after year.

Special

and backs.

It

Our

car seating experts will be glad to assist in solving your equipment problems. This service is yours without cost or obligation.
Just write to the nearest Heywood-NA/akefield sales office.

HEYWOOD^ WAKEFIELD COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts

516
J. R.

West

34th

Hayward,

St.,

New

York City

439 Railway Exchange

Liberty Trust Bldg., Roanoke, Va.

H. G. Cook, Hobart

Bldg.,

San Francisco,

Calif.

The Railway and Power

A.

Bldg.,

Chicago,

111.

W. Arlin, Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

The G.

F. Cotter Supply Co., Houston,

Engineering Corporation

133 Eastern Ave., Toronto; Montreal; Winnipeg,

Canada

Texas

26
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cosf

down!
To

help increase volume of busi-

ness by providing reliable

more comfortable

and

transportation;

to help increase profits

by min»

imizing costs of maintenance and

operation— these are the results
to

which Timken

Axles are

built.

manently

silent.

THE TIMKEN'DETROIT AXLE

Worm

They

Drive

are per-

CO.,

DETROIT, MICH>

February

If

16,
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inspectors rode every

car on every
i
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you would not

amount

of

get the supervision

provided by

protection

No

trip

human

this

and

register

observation

and checking can take the place of
the printed records made by the National Fare Register, of the public indication visible to passengers in the car,

the locked-up total, showing all
cash taken in, and of the protection of
the printed ticket.
of

Interurban operators have found just

what these

features

mean

in

^^^^^^^1

^^^^^^1

#D
^^^^^^^H «»J

actual

They have found receipts increased when these registers were
They have found that
installed.

BH

use.

printed

the

trip

sheet

an

and

ac-

invaluable record for traffic

51

1'

passengers no longer over-ride without paying the proper fare. They have

found

-jPB^^^
Iv ^^^Hj^^

Hi\nJ

1

counting purposes.

Considering fare collection from every
this

standpoint,

standards
curate

register

sets

new

speedy operation, accomplete records and

for

and

protection of receipts

Our

representative

in

your

head-

quarters city will be glad to arrange a

demonstration and to give complete
details on this machine.

The quick

action, flexible

keyboard of a

National Fare Register does much to
speed up loading and recording of fares.
Only one key need be pressed on repeat
fares. The speed and positive action of
this

keyboard

is

invaluable.

The National Fare Register
Product of The National Cash Register Company

a
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RMIWAY
SERVICE AND

ELECTRIC

COLUER SERVICE
BRING THE BUYERS

TO MARKET

Car Card Advertising
Jllmost Sveiywhere

RON
NEW YORK

C«

O
TY

February

16,

1929

February

16,
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PROIDtJCTS

the Mark ofDe VfU^Meadershio
THE

economy

effected by DeVilbiss Spray Systems in electric railway
a definitely known and conclusively proved advantage. The
suitability, worth, and efficiency of any DeVilbiss product offered for your use are
definitely established by comprehensive tests made under the identical conditions
that obtain in the practical use of such equipment.

greater

finish

maintenance

is

Spray guns of
various types

Pressure feed
paint tanks and
containers

In order to provide the absolute assurance of good performance and durability of
all the various units of a spray-finishing outfit, it is necessary for the DeVilbiss
organization to itself manufacture materials and parts usually procured from other
supply sources. An example is De Vilbiss Fluid Hose made from the crude rubber
and other raw materials in a great department installed within the DeVilbiss plant.
Before it is stocked for sale, specimens from each lot manufactured are placed in a
testing machine and bent back and forth 2,000,000 times, while turpentine heated to
120 degrees is passed through the hose under pressure. Hose that softens or breaks
under this drastic test is rejected. This is one reason why DeVilbiss Fluid Hose
lasts long after other and inferior products are broken and useless.

To

a like degree

Spray System

is

tested

—spray gun,

Spray booths, exhaust fans, and

approved
lighting fixtures

Air compressing
equipment
Air transformers

and proved each and every separate part of a De Vilbiss

and

compressor, paint tank, air transformer, spray booth,
exhausting fan. The first day's use will reveal the greater practical efficiency of a
DeVilbiss product. Years of operation under the most exacting conditions will
reveal the infinitely higher quality and far greater investment value of De Vilbiss
Spray-Painting and Finishing Outfits.

accessories

air

Air and fluid hose
and connections

Complete outfits
from the smallest
hand-operated

De Vilbiss makes

a specialized outfit for every painting or finishing operation in every
occupation, business, or industry. It will pay you to learn about the proved equipwill gladly tell you
ment that DeVilbiss has provided for your particular need.

units to the largindustrial
installations
est

We

about

and

sizes

it.

THE DEVILBISS COMPANY

272

PHILLIPS

AVENUE

TOLEDO, OHIO
Sales

DeVi/bfss
Sprai/-%VHt;ilU\

System

and

Service Branches:

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
ST.

LOUIS

CLEVELAND

DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
SAN FRANCISCO
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Direct Factory Representcaives In
All Other Territories

DOES THE WORK OF FIVE MEN
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Compounds

Angle Compounds Cut Costs
omobiles

A Type
One of many Angle
Compound Compressors

in

the plant of
a large

Automobile

for

Every Need

Manufacturer.

Where Production Savings Earn
Distinctive

Profits

the

Balanced Angle

Compressors Help.
Motor-car prices continue to fall. Savings in production must earn the profits.

Every manufacturing process, and every
machine that might reduce the cost per
car, comes under close scrutiny

— and

builders of half the world's auto-

now

mobiles

use Sullivan Angle

Com-

pound Air Compressors.
Angle Compounds supply compressed air
for less money, in power, maintenance,
and floor space
due to balanced angle
design, and multi-step control.

—

When you

turn to air power, to increase

remember Angle Compound Compressors. They will give you
as they
give leaders of every industry most for
profits,

—
—

your money in
Sullivan Compressor capacities are

Send for Catalog

air
I

'

power.

to

jioo cu.

ft.

per min.

8}-J.

SULLIVAN

MACHINERY COMPANY
150

S

S.

MICHIGAN

AVE.,

CHICAGO

U tW VA N

For 35 years we have
been studying trends and
anticipating pole needs of
the Electric
dustry.
As

Railway

In-

A

it progressed
and grew we have been
ready. Today, as always,
there are Elreco poles to
meet every requirement of

the operators.

Elreco poles combine
great strength with light
weight, accessibility, econ-

omy and

beauty. Trolley,
span lighting wires, lighting

units,

may

be

all

traffic

signals

suspended from the same

pole.

Three or four companies utilize
one pole. Obviously installation and
maintenance costs are minimized.
Yet with all their rugged strength
and features of economy, Elreco
pole design embodies the trim appearance that lends dignity to any
thoroughfare.
Let us explain in more detail why
Electric Railway Companies every-

where are

installing Elreco
Steel Poles.

Tubular

Write—

The Electric Railway
Equipment Company
2900 Germany Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

30 Church

New

St.

York, N. Y.

16,

1929
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2444 Cars per day
use this silico -manganese
weldable crossing
THE

nevf

Silico-Manganese

double-truck cars go over this crossing
every day.

Specia]

Trackwork recently introduced by Bethlehem combines weldability with high
resistance to shock and wear.
This trackwork

is

Bethlehem Weldable Special Trackwork
combines
called design No. 999

—

being used in many
service is unusually

locations where
An example is the installation
serere.
of a Bethlehem Silico-Manganese Crossing at 1 2th and Market Streets, Phila-

delphia.

An

—

of the desirable features
of the best previously-used forms with
the great advantage of being easily
repaired by welding. It is recommended
for your 1929 requirements.
virtually

average of 2444 heavy

all

Below

the Bethlehem 5.7icoCrossing before
and
at
12th
Market Streei-s^ Philadelphia.
Note the welded construction.
is

Manganese

installation

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY
General Offices:
District

New

Bethlehem, Pa.

York.

Philadelphia.
Boston.
Baltimore. Washington, Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Buffalo.
Cleveland,
Detroit,
Cincinnati,
Chicago,
St. Louis.
San Francisco, Los Angreles. Seattle, Portland, and
Offices:

Honolulu.

Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation. Xew York
Sole Exporter of our Commercial Products.
»

City.

BETHLEHEM
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TULC lubrication
is CORRECT lubrication
LUBRICANT
Round plugs
ordinary

don't

square holes

fit

properly

oil

—nor

does

specialized

lubricate

machinery.

TULC
tured

are

lubricants

—to

go farther

scientifically

—last

longer

manufac-

— and

really

LUBRICATE.
There

is

a grade of

TULC

And TULC

for each job.

does each job well!

THE UNIVERSAL LUBRICATING

CO.

1400 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

^

J
Like old friends,
they wear well

Brake Pins

Brake Hangers
Brake Levers
Pedestal Gibs

Our

we

oldest friends

like

the best,

stood the test of time, remained the

because they've

same

Brake Fulcrums

in spite of

Center Bearings

change.

Side Bearings

Boyerized Parts, old friends of most electric railway
men, are also known for their reliability and wearing
qualities in face of changes in the field. For with their
glass hard armor, they outlast the ordinary heattreated parts four or five times.
specified again
Spring: Post
Spring: Posts

when

it

comes

Bushings

Bolster and Plates

McArthur Turnbuckles
Mang:anese Brake Heads
Manag:anese Truck Parts
Bronze Bearings
Brake Pins
Brake Hangers

Spring Post
Bushings

Brake Bushings

So, naturally, they've
to

Bronze Bearings

reorder or replace.

Bolster

Brake Levers

and

Transom

Pedestal Gibs
•
Center Bearings
Side Bearings
Case Hardened Bushings
Transom Chafing

Chafing
Plates

Spring Posts

Brake Fulcrums
Forgings
Trolley Pins

McArthur
Turnbuckles

BEMIS CAR TRUCK

COMPANY

Manganese
Brake Heads

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Manganese
Truck

Representatives;

w

w-

Bldg.. San Francisco.
^'if- ""^ Monadnoek
'^",'*" S'™'' Portland. Ore.
New York City N Y

fT/r.^''^''"'!%l<,^i
J.
H. Denton. 1.3S8 Broadway,

A. W. Arlin. 510 Delta Building. Los Angeles. Cal.

Parts
Cal.

^

r

BOYERIZED PARTS
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They took
double precautions
when

they surfaced this hridgel

Spy Run Bridge, Fort Wayne, Indiana, doubly protected
against traffic impact by Carey Elastite Asphalt Plank
and Carey Elastite System of Track Insulation.

WHEN

they modernized the Spy Run
Bridge, at Fort Wayne, the Indiana Service Corporation did a thorough job. First,
they safeguarded the structure by applying
Carey Elastite Track Insulation. Protection
against vibration a cushion for the rails.

—

they floored the bridge with Carey
And
Elastite Asphalt Plank, more than five thousand square feet of it, applied, in two-inch
flooring
thickness, over a wood decking.
.

.

.

that quiets trusses and struts
knits and heals under traffic.

—a surface that

will want us to tell you more
combination of Carey
unique
about this
Plank
and Carey Elastite
Elastite Asphalt

Of course, you

Track Insulation

—how their application guar-

antees a low-maintenance surface that is
Shall we send you facts
lastingly smooth.
drawings?
and detail

A

The

Philip Carey

Company

Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio

SYSTEM OF

TRACK INSULATION
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Gci

Drip Points for

Added

In India the native must drink a pint of his

brewed

lal

home

pani (red water) before offering

it

to

We

§

They prevent creepini moisture and qnlckly dralo the

I

cost In wet weather, keeping the inner area dry.

I
I

The Above Insnlator No. 72
Wet 31,400, Line 10,000.

I
i

Oar enerlneere are always ready to help
insvUa'or problem. Write for catalog.

—

—

Voltagei

yon on your (law

i
|

|

I

Muncie, Ind.

I

—

|

Est. 1848

this because

it

Inc.

1870
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has always been our

How

contention that the customer should never do the

to keep

developments, such as the electro graphitic

How do you keep in touch
with developments in your
Where do you turn
field?

had proved themselves on widespread

for reference, study or reWhere can you
search?
turn? What's available? A
good part of the written
record the "canned experience" of your field is to be
in McGraw-Hill Books,
have the key to this exence in the

test application.

Experimentation, like fermentation, should begin
at

up

with your field

grades of Morganite did not reach the customer

AND END

i
=
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admire

until they

|

04.000

Test

Hemingray Glass Company

experimenting with Morganite brushes.

New

— —Dry

i

petti-

I

I

a neighbor.

Efficiency

—

home.

New

1928 Catalogue of
McGraw-Hill Books

The caialotrue lists and describes all McGraw-Hill
Books in dozens of different branches of dozens of
diflerent fields.
It

gives you

many

the key to the existing literature on
diflerent scientific engineering and business sub-

jects.

S
S
5
S
S
~
^
Z:
ZZ

S
S
—
=
=

J2

Main

Office

ana Factory

3302-3320 Anable Ave., Long Island City. N. Y.

DISTRICT ENGINEERS AND AGENTS
Fitttbargh, Electrical Engineering fit Mfg. Co., 909 Penn Ave.
Cleveland, Electrical Engineering & Mfg. Co., 320 Union Building.
Baltimore, O. T. Hall, Sales Engineer, 432 North Calvert St.
Revere, Matt., J. F. Drummey, 62 Pleasant Street.
/.OS Angefes, Electrical Engineering Sales Co., 502 Delta Bldg.
SanFranci>co,ElectricalEngineeringSalesCo.,222UnderwoodBldg.
Toronto, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 133
Eastern Ave.
Montreal, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., 898
St. Antoine St.
Winnipeg, Can., Railway & Power Engineering Corp., Ltd., P. O.

Box 325.

•

^
=

a valuable catalogue to have handy and a ,*
waiting for you if you want one. Just >
send us your name and address.
-,

5
~
—
Z
~
—
—
^
2
—
—
—
=

Handy Plan
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It

Is

copy

is

/

.*

for

Your Book Buying /n^'tZT.

y

Co., Int., 370
The catalogue describes 4 plan whereby
» Seventh Aveyou can put your book-buy.lng on a con""*• **• ^•
venient budget basis
get the books
Send me the NEW
that you want as you need them
1»18 McORAW-HILX.
CATALOGUE to tiio act?..? '21 "'^™ "y *he month as you
use

—

,

V
. dress

them.

»*

Send for a copy

—ifs

given below.
cataloeue is free. 1

The

UDder-

stand.

free
!>'

f

City and Stats

1. 1-ie-ji
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"V

for
Street Railway

Service
Steel frames, including cross

Eliminate

transonw and pedestals cast
in one ftrong unit.
Pedestals are machined and
protected from wear by renewable, hardened spring

truck maintenance

^'

steel lines.

Reduction of maintenance cost is an important factor in profitable
operation. As far as your trucks are concerned you can practically
eradicate it by adopting Commonwealth Trucks. In doing so
you will be following the lead of many of the most important
railways.

COMMONWEALTH STEEL COMPANY
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS

LORAIN

I

Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings in Solid

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

Steel Insert Construction
of all heights

Chrome Nickel

and Built-up Construction

and weights

of rail

The Lorain Steel Company
Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Atlanta

Chicago

Cleveland

Sales Offices:
Dallas

New York

Philadelphia

Pacific Coast Distributors; United States Steel Products Co., San Francisco, Seattle, Portland,
Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Co., New York

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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E^ivgiiAeere
The J. G. White
En gineering Corporation
Engineers — Constructors

^avfe

^ttcorporatcJ>

steam and Hydro-Electric Power Plants, Gas Plants,
Steam and Electric Railroads, Transmission Systems,
Balldin^B and Industrial Plants,

New York
SAN FBANCI8CO
CHICAGO

39 Broadway,

PHILADELPHIA

STONE & WEBSTER
Incorporated

Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
NEW TOBK
BOSTON
CHICAGO

&

Sanderson

43

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financial Reports
Appraisals— Management

Porter

Engelhardt W. Holst

PUBLIC UTILITIES & INDUSTRIALS
Examinations

MaoacemaDt

CoDstmction
Beporta

Valuations

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ALBERT

S.

New York

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

ENGINEERS
DMin

New York

Exchange Place

Consulting Engineers
Appraisals
Service
InTestiratlon
Reports
Bates
Stndles on Financial and Physical RebabllitatloD
Reorganization Operation Management

WALTER JACKSON

RICHEY

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses
The Weekly and Sunday Pass Differential

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER
WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

—
—Ride Selling

Fares

RIPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES -OPERATION - SERVICS

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3
Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

160

Stevens

& Wood

BYLLESBY
ENGINEERING AlND
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION

Incorporated

Engineers and
Constructors
Transportation

!

New York

La

Salle Street, Chicago

San Franelseo

PIttsbargh

McCLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON

Engineering and Construction

111

Valuationt

W. Waibington

BCCHANAM

Street,

W. H. PRICE,

Incorporated

Chicago,

111.

F. LAYNG
Vice-President

JOHN

JR.

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

and Equipment Maintenance
BALTIMORF.
Phone
1004 OUxens National
HanoTer: SI 42
Bank BIdt.

H. FAILE

E.

NEW YORK

& CO.

— Service Buildings—

LEXINGTON AVE.

-

Terminals

NEW YORK

— Reports—Valuations
—^Poner Developments

Transportation Problems
68

NEW YORK

TRINITY PLACE

HEMPHILL & WELLS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F. Wells

Albert

W. Hemphill

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Management

Reorganization

49 Wall StieM

Designers of

Garages

Examinations

Traffic Surreri

Sec'y-Treas.

President

441

231 S.

New York

Examinations and Reports

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.
torrating Problems

0. B.

20 Pine Street,

^^

BOSTON, MASS.

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN rBANCISCO

50 East 42nd

THE
60 Church

P.

St.,

Operation

New York

Construction

City

EDWARD WISH SERVICE
Street Railway Inspection

St.

NEW YORK

131 Stale St.

DETECTIVES

When

writing the advertiser for Information or
mention of the Electric Railway
Journal wouIJ be appreciated.

prices, a

BOSTON

February

16,
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HIGHER SPEEDS

The Ideal Insulation for Clectric 'Rfiilwam

INSULATED WIRES
MANSON

OKONITE,

and

and GABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

I

ALEMITE—

I

LUBRICATION
Maximum Dependable
Machines
For

covering- Round or
Rectaneular. Solid or Stranded Comductors. with Cotton, Asbestos,

THE OKONITE COMPANY

Paper, and other Tapes.

CO.. INC..
Pateraon. N. J.

ytmericaw

Sales Offices: New York. Chicago. Fittsburgh, St. Louis,
Boston, Atlanta. Birmingham, San Fi:anclsco, Los Angeles.
Seattle, Dallas.

Okon I te

Winding

Insulation Cover

THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE
Passaic. N. J.

|
3

Production on

POWER GABLES, SIGNAL GABLES
and GAR WIRIN G
Factories:

I

BALL-BEARINGS

iJjNSULATmG
«^

Q,uality Standards

Unchanged for Half a Century

=

S No. SD

I

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

I
I

JJilCO i^JJAiVY

521 Huntingdon

SBB Model

|
5
i
=
=
I

|
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You can
now use

Wharton Trackwork
of
Solid Tisco

Manganese

Nickel

Fuel Oil

Steel

Keyed-centre Construction
ganese Steel Inserts

—with Tisco Man-

in buses wi th

the

Chrome Construction

Special Constructions for
vated Lines

WM. WHARTON

Subway and

Godward Gas
Generator

Ele-

National Railway Appliance Co.

JR.

420 LexIiiKton Ave., New York

&

BRANCH OFFICES

CO., INC.

%

EASTON, PENNA.

I

i

i

Munsey Bldg., Washington.

D. C.
100 Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
Hegeman-Castle Corporation. Hallway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.
F. F. Bodler, 903 Monadnock Bldg.. San Francisco, Calif.
Lister-Reese. Inc., 401 S. Brand Blvd.. Glendale, Calif.
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The DIFFERENTIAL

International

Standard on
60 Railways for

Registers
Made

and
meet

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

requirements of serv-

Coal Hauling
Concrete Materials

single

in

double types to

ice.

For hand or

Ash Disposal

foot,

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

mechanical or electric
operation.

car

Double Register
Type R-11

tors'

I

The International

I

15 South

n

Throop

Snow Disposal

Counters,

fittings,

conduc-

Use These Labor Saver*

punches.

£

1
1

Register Co.

|

Street, Chicago, Illinois

I
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NORTHERN
-.

MJMLtLal^

CEDAR POLES

BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

BELL LUMBER & POLE

CAR

WESTERN

1

U

B
I

Crane Car
Clark Concrete Breaker
Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor
Differential

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR

CO.,

Findlay,

O.

|
|
^
|
|
|
|
i
|
s
i
|
=
s
£
=
|
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Johnson
Electric

TIES

Fare

CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

Boxes

TiniiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiijriiiriiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiriijriiiriiiiijriiiriiiiriirriJiiiiiiiiir

and overhead
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registers

make

possible

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased 1| to 5% and the efficiency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.
the

Better Quality Seats
:

For Cars and Buses

Hale

& Kilbum

Co.

1800 LehlEh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
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|
|
|
|
|

|

Johnson Fare Box Co.
4619 Rarenswood Ave., Chicago,

III.

|
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Searchlight sectidn
USED EQUIPMENT

CS,

NEW—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

UNDISPIkVTED— RATBfittWOHD:
„

„,

,^.

.

.
fontunu Wmttd.

^

cem«

4

TS eents an insertion.

a

J
word,

i>s.VHble

,

Hoi Humbert

fn

liUeouyit ot

%

Id advance.

\<t

if

one payment

is

made

In

advance for four consecutive iosertions of
undlsplayed ads (not iiujuding proposals).

WANTED

IIIDtlllMlllllllllllMlll

Illlllll, limit

IIIIIIIIIIII

to

:;

inches

I'KB INCH:
14.50 an

jixli

,„
7
inches....
4 3(l lui Inch
m [„ 14 inches
4.10 an inch
Kite?; for larger sixK-ys, 01 yearly rates, on request.
.j

.IR

iti^k

«rft)erii«ttiu

ono column.

3

i.s

columns

measuied vertically on

— 30 Inches —

to a paKe.
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FOR SALE

ENGINEER—^Ways

9
and structures
years' experience with street railway and
interurban property. Clean, successful
high-grade references, seeking
record,
position with future. PW-161, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th St.,

New

1

^.

.

care or «ny ot our oMces
count 10 words additional In undlsplayed ads.

Poj'f/M./M Vacant and all other cjasslftcattons,
8 cents a word, minimum charge »2.00,
t^opMolt, 40 cent! a line an Imwrtlon.

POSITIONS

DISPWYKiV R ATK

I.Vf'ORMATION:

.

minimum

;

200 International Fare Registers,
Single Type R^IO, Sheet Bronze Cases

York.

registers with B-10 horizontally operating backs and B-9 vertically operating backs are almost new. Most of them have been in service less than a year
and none more than 2% years. All are in first-class operating condition.

These

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation, broad
experience, established successful record
Will
city, interurban railways, buses.
accept position of assistant with future.
Salary and location secondary importance. Fine references. PW-162, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th
St.,

New

They
all I.

are for sale because a change in rate of fare made
R. C. cars and buses with a multi-fare register.

I.

R. C.

it

necessary to equip

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
1587 Michlgao Avenue, BufTalo, N. Y.

York.
inilllllMUMUIIIIIMIIII

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-

You Want What You Want When You Want

it

—and Good Used Equipment may often meet
an urgent temporary need—or a permanent one.
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COLUMBIA

Remarkahlel

Railway and Utility Supplies

—

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Alviminum

Forgings
The performance records of ElliottThompson coils are remarkable. There

Machinery
and Patterns
Special

seems to be virtually no limit to the
life

of

E-T

Made

to

coils.

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

They

fit.

slip into grooves
Naturally they last

without abuse.
longer.

E-T

coils are

ideal

for replacement.

Try them on your next
some for

job.

Armature and

Order

Field Coils.

trial.

Elliott-Thompson
Electric
Ajax

Company

Bldg., Cleveland,

The Columbia Machine Works *nd M.

Ohio

265 Chestnut

St.,

Brooklyn,

*""»'""

"'""'""I

"'"'"'1

1"
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comer

I.

Co.

Atlantic Ave.,

New York
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"Gay 90's"
would be sad days today

I'he

Simply because our styles, our fashions, our mode of living
and our transportation needs have changed. No longer do
"picture-hats" and "peg top" trousers represent the Beau
Brummel. Masquerading in public in such attire today

would surely lead

So

it is

to trouble.

with the 19th Century cars and those

of later vintage

Schiavone and

L.

—

all

Bonomo

long since passe.
Bros.,

are

Inc.,

in-

you may have. The
price is generally right and you will quickly sec
your valuable tracks freed of unnecessary and
unproductive equipment and lessen your losses due
terested in just such cars as

to

vandalism.

We have been in business for thirty years. We have
the experience, the facilities and the

men

our work effectively and with the

handle

to

least possible

trouble to you.

/

We

are in business to help you in your moderniza-

tion

program by simplifying your

task of disposing

of obsolete equipment.

Hence we
do

invite

in turning

cash

—be

it

a

your inquiries

as to

what we can

your old or obsolete equipment into

dozen cars or a whole system

—

assur-

ing you at the same time of the full benefits of our
services.

fVe are not Alchemists

—

L.

.

But—
iron

and

vie

turn

into

gold and silver.

steel

Jersey City,

New Jersey

Inc.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it

with

accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes

Brake Adjusters
American Steel Foundries

Advertising, Street Car
Collier Inc., Barron G.

Air Brakes
General Electric Co.
Westingbouse Air Brake Co.
Ancliors, Guy
£lec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinrhouse E. & H. Co.

Armature Siiop Tools
Columbia Machine Wks.
Automatic Return Switch
Stands

Bamapo Ajax
Stands

Truck Co.

Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.
Westinrhouse E. & M. Co.
Rear)

Motor Truck & Passenger
Car
Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.
Elec.

Batteries, Dry
Nichols-Iiintern

Bearings and Bearing Metals
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Wks.
Nat'l Beariiipr Metals Corp.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and
Side
Cincinnati Car C«.
Stuckl Co.. A.
Bells

Roller

Bells
Brill

and Gongs
Co..

General Electric Co.

& M.

Co.

Wires and Cables
Columbia Machine Wks.

The

Sweepers and Brooms)
Brill Co..

Bus Lighting
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.

Bushings, Case Hardened aad

Manganese
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

The

Cincinnati Car Co.

Cables (See Wires and
Cables)

Brill Co..

The

Body Material.

J.

Ilaskelite

Plymetl

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

&

Baskelitc Mfg. Co.
Bolts, Case

Hardened
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Bond Testers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Bonding Apparatus
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Bonds, Rail
Eleo. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Books
McGraw-Hill Book Co.. Inc.
Brackets and Cross Arms
(See also Poles, Ties,
Posts, etc.)

Columbia Machine Wks.

Electric Rlwv. Equip. Co
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Car Panel Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Car Steps, Safety
Cincinnati Car Co.
Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Cars.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

The J. G.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse Elec.

&

Mfg.

Cars, Gas, Rail
J.

Q.

Cars, Passenger, Freight,
press, etc.

Ex-

American Car Co
Brill Co..

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Kuhlraan Car Co.. G. 0.
Wason Mfg. Co.

Elec. Servict Supplies Co.

Commutators or Parts
Columbia Machine Wks
Genera! Electric Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Wm.

Columbia Machine Wks.

Ramapo Ajax

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Bearing Metals Corp.

Co.

Cutting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Railway Track Work Co.
Dna Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
ft

Hand Rqulpment

Second

& Bonomo

Inc.

Derailing bevlceg

(See also

Track Work)

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Roebling's Sons Co., John
Electrodes, Carbon

Railway Trackwork Co.

Dna Welding & Bonding

Electric Service Supplies Co.

The

J.

Edward
G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
National Pneumatic Co.,

Co.

Westinghouse E. 4 M. Co.

Doors and Door Fixture*
Brill

Co.,

The

Co.

Electrodes, Steel

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Engineers, Consulting, Contracting and Operating
Beeler. John A.
Buchanan & Layng Corp.
Byllcsby Co.. H. M,
Faile & Co.. E. H.
Ford, Bacon & Davis

Hemphill & Wells
Hoist, Engelhardt W,
Jackson, Walter
Kelker & DcLcuw
McClellan & JunkersfeM
Richey, Albert S.
Sanderson & Porter
Stevens & Wood, Inc,
Stone & Webster
White Eng. Corp.. The J. G.
Engines, Gas, Oil or Steam
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Exterior Side Panels
Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
.lohnson Fare Box Co.
Nat'l Cash Reuislpr Co.
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.
Perey Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Johnson Pare Box Co.
Nat'l Cash Register Co.

Fenders and Wheel Guards

Fibre and Fibre Tubing
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Field Colls

(See Coils)

Floodlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Floor,

Sub

Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Floors
Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Forgings

American

Steel

Brjll

The

Co..

Foundries
G.

J.

Carnegie Steel Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Standard Steel Works Co.

H

Crossings, Tee Rail
Steel Co.

Bethlehem

Columbia Machine Wks.

Brill Co..

& M.

& M.

Door Operating Devices

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Westinghouse E.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Electrical Wires and Cables

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co,
Star Brass Works

Curtain Flxtares
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Cnmnressors. Portable

Connectors, Solderless

Co.,

&

Detective Service
Wish-Servioe. P.

Condensers

&

(See Track

Westinghouse E.

Bros,.

Electric Grinders

Frogs

Sullivan Machinery Cki
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Castings, Brass Composition
or Copper
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Wk«

Jr.

Corp.

Crossings, Track
Special Work)

Schiavone. L.

Electric Service Supplies
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Fare Registers

Wm. Wharton

Destination Sign*

Compressors, Gas

Self-Propelled
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Wharton.Jr.A Co., Inc.

Crossings

Compressors, Air
General Electric Co.

Cars,

Nat'l

Crossing Manganese
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Dealer's Machinery

Slotters

Columbia Machine Wks

Brill Co..

The

Nichols Lintern Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cars, Gas-Electric

Brill Co..

Cowl Ventilators

Cnrtalns

Commutator
Car Co.

Steel Foundries

Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Coin Sorting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co
Johnson Pare Box Co.

International Register Co
Johnson Pare Box Co.

General Electric Co.
Steel

American

Crossings, Trolley
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Commutators. Parts

Dump

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Couplers, Car

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Brill Co., Tlie J. G.

Differential

Choke and Kicking

General Electric Co.

Johnson Pare Box Co.

Car Lighting Fixtures

G.

Ears

Cord, Bell, Trolley, Register
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Register Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.

Banding and Winding
Machines
Columbia Machine Wks.
Crossing Foundations
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
International Steel Tie Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Crossing. Frog and Switch
Colls. Armature and Field
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Wm. Wharton,Jr.& Co., Inc.

Coin Changers

Benders, Rail

Railway Trackwork Co.
Bodies, Bus
Bender Bodv Co.

Dryers. Sand
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. C!o.

Copper Wire Instruments
Measuring, Testing and
Recording
American Brass Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Cord Connectors and Couplers

I.,athes

Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cranes, Hoist and Lift
Electric .Service Sup. Co.
Cross Arms (Se« Bracket*)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Carbon Brashes (See
Brushes, Carbon)

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

G.

Coil

Colls.

General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Wks.

J.

Car Co.

Elliott-Thompson Elect. CV)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co

G.

J.

The

Cincinnati

Coal and Ash Handling (See
Conveying and Hoisting

Machinery)

Buses Motor
General Motors Truck Co.

Co..

Electric lllwy. Equip. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies (30.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Cleaners and Scrapers, Track
(See also Snow-Plows

Bnlklieads
Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Cambric Tapes, Tellow and
Black Tarnished

O.

J.

Bmshholders
Columbia Machine Wks.

Brill

& M. Co.
Clamps and Connectors for
Westinghouse E.

Track

Drum Truing

American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Co

Rock

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Ohio Brass Co.

Copper Wire

Electric Service Supplies

Drills,

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Coliunbia Machine Wks.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Circuit-Breakers

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Morg-anite Brush Co.

Columbia Machine Wks

Consolidated Car Heating Co.

Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Cincinnati Car Co.

& Buzzers

Plywood Panels

Doors, Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co.

Drills,

Controllers or Parts

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Change Trays

Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Buses, Gas, Klectric
General Electric Co.

Co.

Ceilings,

Trailer Car
Columbia Machine Wks.

Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Converters, Rotary

HeywQod-Wakefield Co.
Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

General Electric Co.

Babbit Metal
National Bearing Metals CoBadges and Buttons

Car

Haskclite Mfg. Co.

Chairs. Parlor Car

Morganiie Brush Co.

& Motor Bus

Ohio Brass Co.
Celling,

Connectors,

Controller Regulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

I.

Brill Co..

Brushes. Graphite

Bethlehem Steel Co.

0.

Columbia Machine Wks.

Westinghouse E.

Axles, Steel

Brass

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Brake Testers
Nat'l. Rlwy. Appliance Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Brill

.Axles Trailer

Q.

J.

&

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.

tt

The

Standard Steel Works Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co..

Earn.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Corp.

Axles

Axles (Front

Corp.

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Automatic Safety Switch

Beniis Car

Materials

Brake Shoes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Co..

and Steel
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truclc Co.
Columbia Machine Works 4

Castings. Gray Iron

Castings, Malleable

Brake Material
American Brake

Brakes, Brake Systems mud
Brake Parts

Corp.

Bamapo Ajax

J.

Nat'l Rlwy. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Brill

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

no responeibility lor errors or omissions.

J.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Hale-Kllburn Co.

G.

Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Corp.

Wharton, Jr. &

Frogs. Track

Work)

Co., Inc.

(See Track

Frogs, Trolley
Electric Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Westinghouse E-

A M. Co

Fnnnel Cn stings
Wm. Wharton. Jr. It fContinued on page 42
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M'J Armature Babbitt

I

The Right Retriever
There

is

a special type of

No

less than twenty-five different grades of Babbitt
have been successfully perfected in the MoreJones line, designed for various services and at
"Armature" for electric railway*
varying prices.
Let us quote you.
IS
the recognized standard.

EARLL Trolley

Catcher or Retriever for every type of
service.

Our

business

and Catchers

is

—nothing

making Retrievers

We

else.

have

specialized in this particular field for your

Consult

benefit.

National Bearing Metals Corporation

us.

New

York. N.

Jersey City, N.

C.

I.

EARLL

York, Pa.

General Foreign Agentn
International General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.

§
5

In Canada

|

Railway & Power Engineering' Corp..

Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.

Y

rittsburRh, Pu.
Meudville, Pii.

St. Louis, Mo,
Portsmouth. Va.

i.

*'MORE-JONES
Quality Products

^9

|
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Swift Service

With
Nachod and U.

Safety!
S.

.'Automatic Block

Signals enable your cars to get
quickly and safely over the line vo
bring in the revenue. Schedules are
maintained. Patrons are satisfied.

Nachod Headway Recorders are
standard with leading roads everywhere to check up car movements.*
Entirely automatic, they write their

TRUCK WITH TOWER

IN

RUNNING POSITION

Trenton Tower
This 3 'Section

own

story.

Nachod Highway Crossing Signals
make your grade crossings safe.
Equip with Nachod Signals. They
increase

efficiency,

economical

to install,

are

not only

more convenient, but stronger than

NACHOD

ac

UNITED STATES

SIGNAL
top section

is

reinforced by the intermediate

ThcS-section design malces it possible to
and drop it 12
inches lower than can be done with the old-style
section.

Safety

If rite for Catalogs

the

older type.

The

t

and

operate.

N-A-C-H-O-D Spelh
is

easy

maintain and

CO., INC.

4777 Louisville Ave., LouUville, Ky.
Nachod CD Signal on interurltan line of tiie
Miiwaukee Electric Railway & Light Co.

raise the platform 16 inches higher

2-section tower.

We'll gladly send you details.

J.

R,

McCARDELL CO,

Trenton,

New

Jersey,

U.

S.

A.
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Fuses and Fn8« Boxes

InsDlating Cloth, Paper and

Tape

Columbia Machine WkH.
Consolidated Car Htp. Co.
General Electric Co,
Westln^house E. & M. Co.

Garase Equipment
Columbia Machine Works
M. I. Co.
Westinrhouse Tr. Br. Co.

tt

Gas Electric Drive for Bases
ft Trucks
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Railway Appliance Co.
Gasoline
Cities Service Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)

Gas Producers
Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Gates, Car
Co..

Brill

The

G.

J.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Co..

The

J.

G.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Gear Cases

Columbia Machine Wks.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Weetinghouse E. & M. Co.

etc.)

Gears and Pinions
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Service Supplies
General Electric Co.
Nat'l R'lw'y Appliance Co.
Electric

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Girder Rails

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Supplies

Railway Trackwork Co.
Grinders, Portable

Railway Trackwork Co.
Grinders, Portable Electric
Railway Trackwork Co.

Grinding Bricks and Wheels

Railway Trackwork Co.
Guard Rail Clamps
Lorain Steel Co.
Jr.

&

Co..Inc.

Guard Ralls, Tee Rail and
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. & Co. .Inc.
Guards, Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Columbia Mach. Wks.& M.I.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.

Star Brass Works
Westin^house-Nuttall

*

Headlights
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Ohio Brass Co.
Headlining

Columbia Machine Wks.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Heaters, Bus
Nichols-Lintern

Co.

Heaters. Car (Electric)
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Car,

Wafer
Smith Heater

Elec. Service Sup. Co.

M. Co.

Sc

Lamps. Arc and Incandescent
(See also Headlights)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Signal and Marker
Eiec. Service Supplies Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Hot Air and
Co., Peter

Heaters, Car. Stove

Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Helmets ^Welding
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co

—

Hoists, Portable
Sullivan Machinery Co.

Hose. Bridges
Ohio Brass Co.
Hose. Pneumatic

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Instruments, Measuring,
Testing and Recording
General Electric Co.
Nat'l R'lw'y Appli,-jnee Co
Westinffhouse E. & M. Ci.

Sullivan Machinery

CV).

Pinion Pullers
Supplies

Resistance, Wire and

Co.

Fixtures. Interior
Supplies

Lightning Protection
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.

& M.

Co.

Line Material

(See also
Insulators.

Rheostats
General Electric Co.

Wood

and Iron
American Steel Foundries
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Roofing, Car
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Planers (See Machine Tools)

Roofs, Car Si Bus
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Floors. Interior Panels,

Sash Fixtures, Car

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co.,

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Electric Service Sup. Ob.
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Locomotives, Electric
Electric R'lw'y Equip. Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
General Electric Co.
St. Louis Car Co.

Westinghouse E.

Poles

Bell

F.leetric Service

Co.

&

Mirrors, Inside and
Cincinnati Car Co.

Motor Buses (See Buses)

Brill Co..

J.

Schiavone. L.

& Bonomo

Bros.. Inc.

Shades, Vestibule

Nat'l R'lw'y Appliance Co.
Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Co.

Sliovels

Air.

G.

Heywood-Wakefleld Co.
Second Hand Equipment

TheJ. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Brill Co.,

Sullivan Machinery Co.

Pumps, Vacuum
Tnternational Register Co.

J,

G.

Side Bearings (See Bearing
Center and Side)

Lift

Sullivan Machinery Co.
Punches, Ticket

The

Sliovels, Power
Brill Co.. The J. G.

Westinghouse E. & M Co
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

'

The

Cincinnati Car C^o.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Power Saving Devices

Pumps,

G.

Heywood-Wakefleld Co.

Pressure Regulators
General Electric Co.

Outside

J.

Seats, Car (See also Rattan)

Inc.

Co.

The

Hale-Kilburn Co.

(^o

Okonite-Callender Cable Co

Corp.

Bus

Brill Co..

Co.

Potheads
Okonite Co.

Lorain Steel Co.

Jr.

Sup

Poles. Tubular Steel
Electric Railway Equipment
Co.
Electric Service Sup. (3b.

Manganese Steel Snitches.
Frogs and Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wharton,

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Seats,

Westinghouse-Nuttall

Co.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Wm.

The J. G.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.
Brill Co.,

Trolley

Lumber & Pole

I

'

Brill Co.. J. G.

Heywood-Wakefield Co.
Soldering and Brazing Apparatus (See Welding
Processes and Apparatus)
Special Trackwork

Splicing

Compounds

United States Rubber Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Splicing Sleeves (See Clamps

and Connectors)

Springs
Nat'l.

Railway Appliance Co.

Springs, Car and Truck

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Standard Steel Works Co.

Sprinklers, Track and
Brill Co., The J. G.

Rnai

Steel, Electric Furnace
American Steel Foundries

Open Hearth
American Steel Foundries
and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries

Steel,

Steps, Car

The

Brill Co..

J.

Cincinnati Car

G.

(jo.

Stokers, Mechanical
Westinghouse E. &

M.

C^

Stop Signals
Storage Batteries (See Ra'
teries. Storage)
Strain, Insulators
Electric Service Supplies Co
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

& M.

Westinghouse E.

Co.

Strand
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.
Street Cars (See Cars, Passenger, Freight. Express,
etc.)

Sweepers, Snow (See
Plows, Sweepers and

Snow

Brocms)
Switch Stands and Fixtures

Seating Materials
Co.

&

Poles,

Manganese Steel Guard Rails
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Manganese Steel, Special
Track Works

Ramapo Ajax

Lumber & Pole

Ties, Treated
Bell Lumber & Pole Co.

Machinery, Insulating

&

Insulated
Electric Service Sup. Co.

and Lumber
Bell

Lubricants, Oil and Urease
Cities Service Co.
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
Universal Lubricating Co.

Lorain Steel Co.
Wharton, Jr.

Screw Drivers, Rubber

Poles, Ties, Posts, Piling

Lubricating Engineers
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
Universal Lubricating Co.

Wm.

Scrapers, Track (See Cleanera and Scrapers, Track)

Poles, Metal Street
Electric R'lw'y Equip. Co.

& M. Ct

Amer. Insulating Mach,
Manganese Steel Castings
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Sash, Metal. Car WIndjw
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Pole Line Hardware

Co.,

Railway Appliance Co.
Sweepers and

Nichols-Lintern Co.
G.

J.

Electric Service Sup. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Electric Service Sup. Co.

Plywood, Roofs, Headlinings,
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

&

Jr.

The

Brill Co..

Lorain Steel Co.

Wharton,

Co,

Sanders, Track.

etc.

Wm.

& M.

Westinghouse E.

Rubber Insulated

Nat'l.

Snow-Plows,

Steel

Roller Bearings
Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Pliers,

Tube

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers.
Trolley)

Plates for Tee Bail Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
General Electric Co.
Nat'l. Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

O

American Steel & Wire C«
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co

Hardened

Case Hardened.

Pins,

(See also Calia'

Resistances
Consolidated Car Heating
General Electric Co.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Service

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Replacers, Car
Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Pavement Breakers

Snow Plows

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wharton. Jr. & Co.. Inc.
Lorain Steel Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (Sec
also Coil Banding and
Winding Machines)

Work

Electric Service Supplies Co
1.
Bearing Metals Corp.
Westinghouse-Nuttall
Smokestacks, Car
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Wm.

Carnegie Steel Co.

Repair

Panels, Outside & Inside
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing
Nachod & n. S. Signal Co.
Slack Adjusters (See Brake
Adjusters)

Columbia Machine Wks.
Snow Sweeper, Rattan

Bethlehem Steel Co.

Paints & Varnishes, Railway
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Signal Systems. Block
Electric Service Sup. Co
Nachod & U. S. Signal Co.

Brill Co.. J. G.

Reinforcement, Concrete

Paints and Tarnishes (Insu-

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Electric Service

Brackets.
Wires, etc.

Spraying Equipment

Vilbiss Co.

Elec.

G.

J.

Registers and Fittings
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car <Jo.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
International Register Co.

Vilblss Co.

pins, Case

Letter Boards
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Lighting

(See

929

Brooms

Electric Service Sup. Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.
Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Pinions (See Gears)

Lanterns, Classification
Nichols-Lintern Co.

The

Brill Co..

Oxy-Acetylene
Apparatus)

Pickups, Trolley Wire

Locking Spring Boxes

Harps, Trolley

Heaters,

Lamps, Guards and Fixtures

Westinghouse E.

Corp.

Wharton.

Cincinnati

Rattan

Omnlbnsea (See Buses)

Packing
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

1

Nat

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Heating Go
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Catting

5,

Wheels and Cutters
Columbia Machine Wks
Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Railway Equip. Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

Cities Service Co.

1

Sleet

Bethlehem Steel Co.

lating)
Electric Service Sup. Co.

G.
Car Co.
J.

Lamps.

Gongs (See Bells and Gongs)
Grinders and Grinding

Wm.

The

Westlnghouse E.

Generators
General Electric Co.
Westinffhouse E. & M. Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.

The

Rail Welding

on

De

(See Rail Joints)

Carey Co., Philip

Rails, Steel

Nuts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Paint

Service Supplies Co.

Rail Filler

—

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

De

Columbia Machine Wks.

Brill Co.,

J.

Corp.

Rail Joints
Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Paint Guns

Jacks (See also Cranes.
Hoists and Lifts)

Joints. Rail

The

Co..

Ramapo Ajax

Rail Joints
Rail Joint Co.,

Motorman's Seats
Brill

Rail Braces and Fasteninffs

Rail Grinders (See Grinders)

Heywood-Wakefield Co.

Insulators (See also Line
Material)
Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westlnghouse E. & M. Co.

Elec

Motors, Electric
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Hale-Kilburn Co.

Insulator Pins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Interurban Cars (See Cars
Passenger, Freight Express

Carnegrie Steel Co.
Brill

Insulation (See also Paints)
Electric Railway Equipt. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westlnghouse E. Sc M. Co.

Interior Side Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Gear Blanks
Bethlehem Steel Co.

& Confor Gas Electric
Busses.
General Electric Co.

Motors, Generators
trols

General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Weatinghouse E. & M. Co.

February

Signals. Car Starting
Con.solidatcd Car Heating Co
Electric Service Sup. Co.
National Pneumatic Co.
Signals, Indicating

Nifhols-Lintern Co

Ramapo Ajax

Corp.

Switches
General Electric Co.
Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Switches, Tee Rail
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Switches, Track
Special Work)

(See Track

Tampers, Tie
Railway Trackwork Co.
Tapes and Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)
Tee Rail Special Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.. Inc.
Telephones and Parts
Electric Service Sup. Co.

Telephone

&

Telegraph Wire
J. A.

Roebling's Sons Co..

Testing Instruments (See Instruments, Electrical Measuring, Testing, etc.)

Continued on page 44
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Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels

I
I
I
I
I
i
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The value

of

Kalamazoo Trolley

Wheels

and Harps has been
demonstrated by large and small
electric railway systems for a
period of thirty years.
Being
exclusive manufacturers, vpith
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our
product that we merit the large

patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no
premium for quality we will
appreciate your inquiries.

|

THE STAR BRASS WORKS

I

KALAMAZOO,

I

MICH., U.

S.

I

A.

|
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RAIL JOINTS

DYNAMOTORS
WELDING ROD

i

^ iiiiiiiiiim/t^

I

—
how

Car Heating and Ventilating

opentlns problems.
We oin show yoa
both with one equlDment.
The Peter
Ventilation Hot Air Heater will sare, In
addition, 40% to S0% of the cost of any other car beatIns and Tentllatlns system.
Write for details.
sre

ill

UNA Welding & Bonding Co.

PS
sssai

Cleveland. Ohio.

no

lonKer

to take care of

Bmlth

Forced

Peter Smith Heater Company
6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich.

The
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Gets Every Fare

I

PEREY TURNSTILES
or PASSIMETERS
Use them

jonr Prepayment Areai and
Street Care

In

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park Avenne,

New Tork

ANA€0NDA
^

i
I
=
=

Inc.

City

25Broadway,NewYork
Conway Bldg., Chicago

|
|

CABLE

^^ J^^

^^^

I L.
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=

Coin Counting and Sorting Machines

Electrical

Wires

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

&

E

|

I

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.

J. |

I
1

Canadian Cleveland Fare Box Co.» Ltd., Preston, Ont.

Cables

Trenton, N.

FARE BOXES

I
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Lever-Operated and Slip Change Carriers.

Tokens.

Cleveland, Ohio
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Efficient

I

Bus Heating
with

I

The N-L Venti-Duct Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.

I
I

7960 Lorain Ave.

Cleveland. Ohio

II
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A.

|
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Rail Joint Company
Broadway, New York City

I
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UTILITY

8341-2247

Indiana
Chicaso. III.

i
I

^iiimiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1328 Broadway
York, N. T.

Write for

St.

New

Catalom"
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EIGHT WORKS
RAMAPq-AJAX-ELLIOT
HIIXBURN. NEW YORK

NIAGARA FAILS.
I
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miming
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Our tests determine the best
shoe for each type of service
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
J32 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago
30 Church Street, New York

I

I

fjAII^WAI{ I [TiUH^ f^OMPAN^
CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS
REGULATORS
VENTILATORS

|
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STUCKI CO.
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S

The

I

Oliver Bide.
Pittsburch, Pa.

I
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RAIL JOINTS

SIDE

I

BEARINGS I

I
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.STUCK!

|
I

I

'

lapo Ajax Corporation
RAMAPO AUTOMATIC
7.

N.Y.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EAST ST.LOUIS. ILL

PUEBLO. COLORADO
SU PERIOR.WISCONSIN

-V

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
AND RACOR DASH POTS
FOR PASSING SIDINGS

LOS ANGELES. CAL

MANGANESE WORK A SPECIAUT

NIAGARA FALUS.ONT.

<ia(es

Ottiif

30 Clninh

St.

Nt'w Yorl<
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
index ifl published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it
accurate, but Ktectrif linUway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.
'i'hift

Page
American
American
Co
American
American
American
Anaconda

Brake Materials Corp. 13
Brake Shoe & Foundry
4a
Brass Co.. The
43
Car Co
Third Cover
Insulating Mach. Co.. 37
Copper Mining Co.
43

Page

Pago
Faile

&

Co.,

E.

•M

H

30
30
38, 39

Ford. Bacon & Davis. Inc
"For Sale" Ads

(

McArdell Co., J. R
McClellan & Junkersfeld
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc....
Morganite Brush Co., Ine, ...

.

.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co

—B—

.

,

.

—N—

SO
17

16,
.

5

.

The
Bell Lumber & Pole Co
Bemis Car Truck Co
Bender Body Co.. The

36
37
33
23
Bethlehem Steel Co
31
Brill Co., The J. G .... Third Cover
Buchanan & Layng Corporation. 30
Byllesby Eng. & Management Co. 38

—H—
& Kllburn Co
Haskelite Mlg. Co
Hale

"Help Wanted" Ads
Heminyray Glass Co
Hemphill & Wells
Heywood-Wakefield Co
Hoist, Englehardt

W

37
Back Cover
38, 39
34
30
25
36

Inc.. Barron G
Columbia Machine Works &
M. I. Co
Commonwealth Steel Co
Consolidated Car Heating Co.

International Register Co
International Steel Tie Co.,

28

Collier.

Okonite Co,, The

37
37

.

,

Percy Mfg. Co., Inc

43

37

Front Cover

38
36
43

—i—

Positions

Jackson,

Walter
Johnson Pare Box Co

Car

Kelker, DeLeuw & Co
30
Kuhlman Car Co
Third Cover

C.

41

1

Electric Railway Equipment Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co...
EUiott-Thompson Electric Co.
.

.

43

Railway Track-work Co
Railway Utility Co
Raniapo-Ajax Co

—E—
Earn.

.

Searchlight Section

The

Rail Joint Co.,

29
The.. 37

—8—

7

38

Lorain Steel

Co..

Sanderson

The

35

&

Searchlight

Page

Classification

BUSINESS OPP

38

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND STTRPLUS

38

EQUIPMENT

Porter
Section

Classified Advertising

6

43
43
36
43

Richey, Albert S
Roebling's Sons Co.. John

—L—

30

39

38.

Third Cover
Westinghouae Electric & Mfg.
Co
Second Cover
Westinghouse (Nuttall Works).. 4
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. 10
Wharton. Jr. & Co., Wni
37
"What and Where to Buy",
40, 43. 44
White Engineering Corp., J, G
30
Wish Service, The P. Edw
30

— R—

Co.,

Co.,

"Want" Ads
Wason Mfg. Co

Wanted and Vacant. 38, 30

36
37

Insert 11, 12

The

43

32

.

.

—D—
Tie.

Co.

—W—
9

8,
Co,, Inc.,

Cities

.

Lubricating

OThe

Carey Co.. Philip
33
Service Co
14. 15
Cleveland Fare Box Co., The.
43

26

Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Universal

Okonite-Callender Cable

Differential Steel

Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Inc
41
National Bearing Metals Corp. 41
National Brake Co.. Inc
21
National Cash Register Co
27
National Pneumatic Co
19
National Railway Appliance Co. 37
Niehols-Lintern Co., The
43

Ohio Brass Co

.

36
36
43
30

—T—

Nachod and United States Signal
Co..

Beeler Organization.

Co.,

36
34
34

24
18
43

. .

Sullivan Machinery Co

General Electric t;o
General Motors Truck Co

De VilbisB

41

Page
43
.

.

.

Dayton Mechanical

Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Standard Oil Co.
Indianal
Standard Steel Works Co
Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood. Inc
Stone & Webster
Stuck! Co.. A

—

Sehiavone, L.
Inc

.38]

38

& Bonomo

Bros..

39

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY—Continued from page 42
ThermoBtats
Consolidated Car HeatingCo.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
TIrket Choppers & Destroyers
Electric Service Sup. Co.
Ties,

Mechanical

Dayton Mechanical Tie Co.
Ties and Tie Rods, Steel
American Bridge Co.
Internationa!

Steel

Tie Co.

Ties, Wood Cross (See Poles
Ties, Posta etc.)

Track Expansion Joints
Wm. Wharton. Jr &

Track Grinders
Railway Trackwork Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Track, Special

Work

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Columbia Machine Wks.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co..
Trackless Trolley Car«
Brill Co., The J. G.

Tires

Transfers (See Tickets)

Goodyear Tire & R. Co.
Tokens
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Transformers

Tongue Switches

Wm. Wharton,

&

Jr.

Co..

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Carnegie Steel Co.
rools, Track, Line &
.Misreiianeous

Columbia Machine Wks.
Co
Railway Trackwork Co.
Electric Service Sup.

Torches, Acetylene (See Cnttlnc Apparatus)

Trolley Bases, Retrieving
Ohio Brass Co.

Brill
J.

R.

Towers and Transmission
Structures
Westinglionse E.

Wire

Okonife Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co
Trolley Bases
Natl Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse-Nuttal!

Trolley

ft

M

Co

Buses

Co.,

Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E, & M. Co,

Bemis Car Truck

Wheel Bnshinn
Natl Bearing Metals Corp.
Star Brass Works

Trolley Wheels (See Wheels.
Trolley)

Trucks, Car

The

J,

G.

Westinghouse E. i M. Co.
Trolley Material (Overhead)
Electric Service Sun Co
General Electric Co

Commonwealth

J.

(3o.

Steel

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Niehols-Lintern Co.
Railway Utility Co.

Vestibule Linings
Haskelite Mfg. Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.

Welders, Portable Electric
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.

Co.

Welders, Rail Joint
General Electric Co.
Ohio Brass Co.

Truss Planks
Haskelite Mfg, Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Turbine, Steam
General Electric Co.
St.

G.

Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Q.

(Jo.

Westinghouse E.

J.

Lorain Steel Co.. The

American Steel Foundries
Anaconda Copper Mln. Co.
Roeblings Sons Co., J. A.

Bemis Car Truck

The

Welded Rail Joints

Trolley Wire
American Brass Co.

The

National Ry. Appliance Co.
Brill Co.,

(5o.

Trolley

Brill Co.,

Ventilators
Ventilators, Car

Trolley Pins

Cincinnati Car

Westinghouse-Nuttal!

Tower Wagons « Auto
Trucks
McArdell Co.

General Electric Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Treads. .Safety Stair, Car Step
Cincinnati Car Co.
Tree.

Tool Steel

Co.

M. Co.

Turnstiles
Electric Service Sup.
Perey Mlg. Co., Ine.

Co

Tnrntablea
Electrla Service Supplies Co.

Valves
Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co

Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Ohio Brass Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. &. M. Co.
Welding Steel
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Welding Wire
Railway Trackwork Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A

Welding Wire and Rods
Railway Trackwork Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)

Wheel Preases (See Machine
Tools)

Wheels, Car Steel

&

Steel Tire

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.
Wheels, Trolley

Columbia Machine Wks.
Electric Rlwy Eauip. Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co
Nat'l Bearing Metals Corp.
Ohio Brass Co.

Star Brass Works
Westinghouse-Nuttal!
Whistles, Air

Ohio Brass Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Westiniiliouse Tr. Brake Co.

Window Guards A

Fittings
Cincinnati Car Co.

Wire Rope
Roebling's Sons Co., J

A

Wires and Cables
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mln. C<'
General Electric Co.
OUonito Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Westlnrhnuse E ,& V. Co
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HonnnrrrT

More Than Just
Brill

New Line

a

MASTER UNIT

sufficiently

Cars contribute a range of types
wide to meet every class of electric railway pas-

senger transportation up to multiple train operation. The
Duplex Articulated type illustrated, with its facilities for
transporting a large number of passengers, loading and

unloading

quickly,

without

shows that the heavy

traffic

increasing

traffic

congestion

rush-hour periods have not been

overlooked.

MASTER UNIT

But these

new

line."

Economy and

Cars are "more than just a

efficiency in

operation are the

basic principles which underlie every part of

design.

Advantages

to be gained

by

Master Unit

electric railways intro-

ducing such cars are worthy of investigation and further
consideration.

Write today for new catalog.

The

J. G.

Amcrican Car Ca
ST. i.OUIS K40.

Brill

—

C.C. KuHLMAN Car Co.
CL.CVCi.Afvio.OMio.

Paciflc Coast R«prewntative

'^Binillll

Company

Phil. A. DEL. PHI A.. Pa.
:

—

MantcCq
Wason
SRR"r*'CricuO,MA»».

Rialto BIdg., San Francisco

NASTIEIR UNIIT Caurs

/hrLmrv i^' <.%:.} ^^-

New Birney car equipped
with HASKELITE and PLYMETL
TDOTH HASKELITE

i^".s<

J—'

and

PLYMETL

radically

Company

are used exten-

new Birney cars which incorporate some
new features. The builders the St. Louis Car

sively in the

—employ PLYMETL

and rear of the new cars,
headlinings and floors.

—

for the roof, the sides, front

and use

HASKELITE

in the

Largely through the use of the two strong, light weight
materials, the weight of the Birney car is below 18,000 lbs.
Noise is reduced to a minimum since both

and

HASKELITE

PLYMETL

eliminate excessive drumming and vibration.
Service in thousands of cars has demonstrated the
ability of these materials to reduce operating and maintenance costs of street railway service.

^^\^.

Send

for blue print booklet of street car

It's free

JJASKELITE

PlyaaetT

—

and bus applications.

^but it's valuable.

Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation
120 South LaSalle Street, Room 1120
Chicago,

Illinois

Railway Representatives:
Electric Devices Co., 37 W. Van Buren St., Chicago
Grayson Bros., 600 LaSalle Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
Railway & Power Engineering Corp.. Ltd., Montreal, Toronto,
Winnipeg, New Glasgow

Economy

A"^.

EIECTRIC RAllWAY
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-Hill
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Publishing Company, Inc.

A

long
An

alert

of a bus

life line

bus buyer can

tell

the fortune

by asking one question — "Is

it

In

Twenty Cents Per Cc

1929

for Buses

transmissions,

steering pivots,

pinions,

front

differentials,

and rear wheels,

Timken-equipped?"

Timken Bearings

That

Asaresult"Timken-Equipped"isaccepted

is advance assurance of long life,
slow depreciation and profi^afo/e mileage,

are increasing bus

life.

as a sign of superiority.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
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1888

February

Progress
in TRANSPORTATION
in

West Virginia

The

Electric Railway Imluslry will be inleresled in llie
progress made since 1888 by the Monongahela WesI
Penn Public Service Company in constantly operating the best available types of street cars.

As a

result, citizens

of Parkersburg, West Vir-

ginia, patronize their excellent street car service
an<l voice

The

its

praises everywhere.

latest mo<lel,

every

as illustrated, embodies
for speed, comfort

known doiee

safety.
It
is equipped with Westinghouse high speed 3U0-volt motors

and

and W-N Drive.
Vtt*!«tiiighoiise

Kiectrii' ik MffC.

East Pitt!iliur^h

W^tinghouse

(>uiil|»uiiy

Pt'iiiisylvaniu
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John

A.

Millbs,
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L. H. Chdbch, Chicago
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Albx MoCalldu
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In This Issue
Editorials
The

309
New

—

Civic Malady: Creeping Sickness
Louisville Public Will
Profit More Titan Company
Big Business Becoming Interested in
Bus Operation Cars That Increase Subway Capacity Adaptability
the Price of Survival A Short Life and a Merry One!
Agitation for
Direct Legislation

—

—

—
—

—

Elimination of Parking Proves Successful in Chicago

Loop
McGIlAW-HILL
FURI.ISHINO COMPANY,
Tenth Ave.

at

312

District

By Charles Gordon

INC..

:i6th St..

Increased

New

York, N. Y.
Cable Addresi "Marhlnlit. N. T."
Iaubb H. MoGbaw, Chairmaa of the

traffic

speed, fewer accidents

results of Chicago's ordinance

Board

and better business are tbe
which abolished parking in the Loop

District.

Maloolu Mdib. Prealdeot
Jaubs H. McGraw. Jb.,
Vlce-PreBl(Jcnt and Treasurer

BDWAnn J. MHFiitBN, VIce-Preaident
Mabon BniTTON, Vice-President

Philadelphia

Edoab Kodak, Vlce-Preiiident
Habold W. MgGraw, Vice-President
C.

H.

Thompson,

Nbw York

Secrftary
District Office. 285 Madi-

Subway Cars Designed

for Speed, Safety

and Convenience

,319

son Are.

Wabhinoton,

National Presa Building

Complete

modern subway cars

Bt. Lodib, Bell Telephone Building

article.

Bah rRANCiaoo, 883 Mission Street
LOHDON, 6 Bourerle Street, London
E. C.

and operating features of these
G. Brill Company, are given in this

details of the construction

Chioaoo, 7 South Dearborn St.
Pbilaoblphia, ionn Arch St.
Clbtbland. Guardian Building

built

by the

J.

4.

Publishers

of

Elartrical World
American Machinist
Electrlcul Merchandising
Engineering and Mining Journal
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering
Bus Trnnsportution
Power
Coal Age
Radio Retailing
Engineering
News-Record

Track Materials Specially Designed for
Subways

New York City
325

By Robert H. Jacobs

Ingenlen'a Internarlonal
Construction Methods
Food Industries

In this article the author describes the design and installation features
of trackwork in both the new city subway and the existing dual system.

Electrical West
(Publighed in San FraneUeo)

—

American Machinist
European Edition
( Puhlithed in London)
United
States and Its Possessions, Canada.
Mexico and other countries taking
domestic postage rales, 9i a year
All
other
foreign
countries,
}7 a
year.
Single copy, 20 cents.
Published
weekly.
Entered as
second
elass matter, June 23. 1908, at the
Post Office, New York. N. Y.. under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Printed
In D. 8. A.

BCBSCUIPTION PRICES:

Trackwork
Approved

Special

Enlarged
at

Copyright, 1919, by
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

Has

Practical Ideas for the

329

Maintenance

Man

323

330

AdTertlsInp
Index Alphabetical, 38; Classified, 34. 36, 38;
Searchlight. 33

Helpful Equipment from the
Manufacturers

Expanding Service on North Shore
324

Line

I

—

Midwest Railway Men Discuss
Fares and Claims

Is official

correspondent in the United States for
Union Internationale de Tramways, de
Cbemins de fer d'lnterit local et de
Transports Publics Automobiles.
Member A. B. P.
Member A. B. C.
Number of Copies Printed, 5,870

1929

Interest in

323

'

Experimental Steam Coach
Eight-Cylinder Engine

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Subscribers are requested to send both
the old address and the new address
when they move to a new address.

Elbotbio Railway Jodbnal

318

Facilities for Instruction

Morgantown

Show Greater
Young Employees .... 328

Executives Should

Specifications

332

News

333

—

Competitive Bids Sought in Akron Detroit Will Vote on Subway in
April Court Reverses Order Denying Bus Rights to Chicago Surface
Lines $108,989 Balance in Grand Rapids Fare and Other Indexes
Computed Loan of Funds in Seattle Appron/ed.

—
—

—

—

,
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BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORTATION

Handsome is
as handsome
does
No

car

any better

is

lirrlprocating Track Grinder

than the ride

IT"'

it

gives.

No street car ride is any
better than the track.

Track improvers

—eyes

right— see the pictures.

3132-48 East Thompson

Street, Philadelphia

AGENTS
50 Church St., New York
Chai. N. Wood Co.. Boston
Electrical Encineerine & Mfe. Co.. PitUburgh
H. T. McDermott, 808 S. LaSalle St.. Chicaro
P. W. Wood Railway Supply Co., New Orleans, La.
CSiester F. Gailor,

Equipment b Eneine«rint
& Co.. Japan

Co.,

London

Fr»»ar

I

3170

R. T.

W. Curve

Oiler

BETTER RAIL, BETTER TRANSPORT A TIO N
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Ear

Look ho^v i

your 'T'elephone dollars

When one fish company calls all of its customers
everywhere every Monday morning, and conducts
all of its business by telephone.
When a single packing house, in one month,
receives 1500 calls from its territory ordering
.

meats.

.

.

.

.

.

When

a flour salesman spends $65 for out of town
calls and brings in $500,000 worth of orders in a

month.

When

.

.

.

this

whole magazine might be

similar experiences,
business
calls

now

is

it

filled

with

not important that every

man should know how

little

telephone

cost?

There have been rate reductions in 1916, in
1917 and on February i of this year. The map

now rZ.o

shows how far your telephone dollars now go,
whether you talk between neighboring cities or
half-way across the continent.
What are the problems of your particular organization? Some companies use Sequence Calls to save
additional time. Some train special telephone salesmen. Many are now using the Key Town Plan and
Credit Plan for their traveling representatives. How
could telephone calls save and earn the most for you?
A letter or call to your local Bell business ofiice will
bring skilled minds to work with yours.
Meantime, what pending out of town transactions could be hastened by telephone?
Quick
Bell Telephone Service
.

.

.

.

Inexpensive

.

.

.

.

.

Universal.
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THAT COUNTS

THERE

is

a sound

foundation

for

calling the Davis Steel

Wheel "One- Wear."

The "One-Wear"
based upon
a special wheel material
heat-treated
quality

is

—

scientifically to devel-

op the desired characteristics in each
different part.

The high wear

re-

sistance, essential to

wheel that
need never be returned, must be oba steel

tained in this way.

American Steel Foundries
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

ST.LOUIS

February 23, 1929
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Tess car time in the shop
means

more money

m

your pocket
The new
work

Peerless heavy duty pit jack

designed for

is

of every character required in the street railway

This jack

pit.

is

of the geared wheel

combining absolute safety with

fine

and screw type,

adjustment and two

speed operation.

The heavy
10 inches.
3 inches

steel

The

from the

frame allows for
top has a
floor.

a time and

money

sand drier consists
heavy cast iron heater
surrounded by a sheet iron hopper, which rests on a perforated ring.
The wet sand is shoveled into the
hopper against the heater, and as it
through the perforated
ring at the bottom.
speedy, satisfactory way to handle clear sand.

A

street railway

is

hydraulic pinion
designed for easy and

rapid removal of pinions from
armature shafts, and, being portable,
it can readily be carried by one man
to the armature from which the pinion
is to be removed.
It has ample power
to remove pinions of any size used in
electric railway service
a few strokes
will remove the most obstinate pinion.

dries, runs out

well-equipped shop.

are interchangeable.

saver!

puller

a

These three items of

Tops

THE PEERLESS

KEYSTONE
of

to 6 feet

raise

Cradle top for handling arma-

tures or flat top as desired.
It's

adjustment of

side

minimum

;

shop equipment are

They speed up

essentials in the

the necessary shop

work and thus
They pay

shorten the time the rolling stock must spend in the shop.
their

way

in a

few weeks in saved time and increased production.

Home

office and plant at 17th & Cambria Sts., PHILADELPHIA; District ofSces at 111 N.
Canal St.. CHICAGO: 50 Church St.. NEW YORK; Bessemer Bldtr., Pittsburgh: 88 Broad
St.. Boston: General Motors Bids.. Detroit: 316 N. Washington Ave., Scranton: Canadian
Agents. Lyman Tut>e & Supply Company. Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver.

OTPLI
MANUFACTURER OF RAILWAY, POWER
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INTERNATIONAL
— an

advanced Steel Twin Tie

design that

makes

for a

efficient use of the

amount

still

more

minimum

of concrete in all

mono-

lith construction.

THIS
known

to be

tie,

as

Type

X,was developed
in conjunction with the

engineers of the Capitol Traction Company
at Washington, D. C,
who are going to install
3000 feet of track, using this

tie,

as soon as

weather

permits.

Type X

Steel

welded to

members

3"

X

Twin Tie has
2",

the plates electric-

4.1 lb. steel angles.

The

cross

upward in the form of an elongated arch between the tie plates. This arch
strengthens the construction and saves excavation
and concrete in a space 7" x 3' wide, through the
entire track length. This saving amounts to about
are bent

STEEL M TWIlS
The Base

of

o d e r

n

i

z

a

t i

o

i
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RECOMMENDS

i

Illustration
tie is also

shows Type

made

X

for 3 in.

Tie with 7

and 7

in.

in. rails,

girder rail. This
canted or vertical.

300 cu. yards of concrete and excavation per mile
of single track.

Type X Steel Twin Tie lends itself perfectly to mass
production methods of construction. Further information and blue prints will be gladly sent you.
May we quote you delivered prices for your 1929
track building program?

The

TIE

International Steel Tie Co*
Cleveland, Ohio

TRACK

Vlodernize the Track and the

Methods

10
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WESTINGHOUSE-NATIONAL

Air compressors

Wherever there
for

is

compressed

a need
air

on

street railway properties,
Westinghouse-National compressors can and are being
used. For every requirement
in

power house, car barn, shop, or

—

on the right of way there is a suitable type and size available (ranging
from 3 to 700 cu.ft. displacement).

When you think compressed air for any
purpose, think Westinghouse-National!

Westinghouse Traction Brake

Company

General Office and Works: Wilmerding, Pa.

"QUALITY iHACHINES FOR QUALITY SERVICE"

One

modern cars
added by the Detroit

of the 100

just

Railways System, heated with Gold equipment.
Street

Gold Car Heating Systems
represent 50 years of development
iHE

first scientific

idea in car heating for steam rail-

ways was introduced by Mr. Edward E. Gold in
1879. Upon that soUd foundation of success the Gold
Company has added improvement after improvement.
Today, Gold car heating systems

reflect this fifty years

Truss Plank Heater
No. 478-E

of

work and invention in the science of steam and elecrailway heating.

study,
tric

In features considered essential

to satisfactory

performance

Gold car heaters are the standard. They are simple in construction, dependable under all conditions, and economical

Vestibule Heater
No. 470-E

to operate.

Railways equipping with Gold systems have solved the heating problem. The Gold catalog gives complete information,
and detailed drawings. Every executive interested in the specification or purchase of heating systems should send for a copy.

Panel Heater
No. 414-S. C.

GOOD Ay

COMPANY
GOLD CAR HEATING UWI-U & LIGHTING
N.
Brooklyn,
220
Bush Terminal Building No.

In

Canada:

2

CANADIAN GOLD CAR HEATING

tfSUha

4^

LIGHTING

36th

Y.

St.,

CO., LIMITED, 728

St.

James

St.,

Montreal

South Market

Street,

Youngstown, Ohio, where Union Metal Fluted

Steel Poles

have brought

new

beauty to the curb-line.

Meeting the Demand for
Strength, Long Life, and Appearance
ORNAMENTAL

Steel

polcs

are rapidly

not be neglected

re-

placing the old, crude, unsightly type.

Every year sees more importance attached to
street

and

appearance
other

— and

electrical

the

to

equipment

way poles
affect

That is why they are especially desirable in cities
where public opinion is demanding under-

In a recent issue of Electric Light and Power,

ground lines. They may be used for transmission
and distribution lines, for supporting lighting
units, trolley span wires and traffic signals
in fact, wherever poles of any type are needed.
In each instance their beauty and attractiveness

L. S. Leavitt says:

of poles which will fulfill
the requirements of strength and life, and
at the same time meet the requirements of

"The

selection

physical appearance as laid

down

by public

immediately dispel the objections to overhead construction.
will

opinion, expressed in civic ordinances or otherwise, is

a

problem of real importance

the placing of wires

Union Metal Fluted Steel Poles meet the demands for strength, durability and appearance.

this

appearance.

Managing Editor

if

underground before economic conditions
warrant is to be circumvented."

and can-

The Union Metal Manufacturing Co.
General

Offices

and Factory, Canton, Ohio

—

Branches New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas, Atlanta.

GiitrlhutoTS :
G-E Merchandise Distributors Association

Graybar Electric Company, Incorporated
Officts in

alt principal attts

UNION
METAL
AND TRANSMISSION

DISTRIBUTION

POLES
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Ask about
the other fellow
When

the National Pneumatic

Treadle was new, some operators

thought that it might inconvenience
passengers or slow up service* Today, however, operators in eighty-

eight cities

know

that automatic

treadle operation for their exit doors
is

If

from every standpoint.
you, in turn, have any doubts

practical

upon the

subject, ask us for

list

of

treadle installations.

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC COMPANY
Executive Office:

Graybar Building,

General Works, Rahway,

CHICAGO
518 McCormiek Building:

MANUFACTURED

New

New York

Jersey

IN TORONTO. CANADA.
Railway & Power En^ineeriii? Corp.. Ltd.

BY

PHILADELPHIA
1010 Colonial Trust Building

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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50 Years

of experience have enabled

to build an efficient organization

February 23, 1929

International

which can produce

highest quality poles at the lowest possible cost.

Every detail is supervised with the care characteristic
of conscientious timbermen, inspectors, engineers and
chemists, who insist on those "extra little things"
which make the "big difference."

Modern

labor saving equipment

—large

treating and

seasoning capacity and efficient framing crews make
possible the efficient handling of large quantities
thereby reducing costs and speeding deliveries all of
which are essential and mean big economies to the

—

user of poles.

International Creosoting
General Offices
PUntN:

Texarkana

&

Construction Co.

— Galveston,
Branmont

Texas
Galveston

Upper illustration shows a section of the seasoning and fronting yard at Texarltana, which
is tile drained and kept free from vegetation.
Lower illustration shows two of the largest
treating cylinders in the wood preserving
industry, located at the Texarkana Plant.

February 23, 1929
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SALES BILLED

r

r

CamdenElectn cal

19 26

J
i
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Division Only

19 28

19 17

r

1
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19 19
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We.are
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riia king

pro ^ress-
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4

n

.j^^jOk^.^ fir '2i2»^'V^^ Ik^'i&
,

AMERICAN

BROWN

^

BOYERII
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Under
Rush-Hour
Loads
How
Every

about your wheels?
system

peaks

— times

pect

maximum

when

operation

has

rush-hour

its

when passengers
service
is

—and

ex-

times

hardest on equip-

ment.

"Standard"

Axles,

Springs are chosen for
of

modern

that

Wheels and
large numbers

cars because they have

reserve

service

necessary

for

rush-hour operation.

"FOR EVERY
TYPE OF CAR

ISi
IN EVERY
TYPE OF
SERVICE"

STANDARD STEEL
WORKS COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CHICAGO
ST.

LOUIS

NEW YORK
HOUSTON

BRANCH OFFICES:
PORTLAND
RICHMOND

WORKS: BURNHAM,

PA.

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO

ELECTRIC RAILWAY JOURNAL
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''and all joints
Almost every

article

you

February 23, 1929

were Thermit welded!'

read,

on the subject of track construction

and maintenance, now contains a reference to Thermit weld'
ing.

It's just

the ordinary thing.

become standard practice on
which have modernized

The

use of Thermit has

practically all the railways

their track methods.

!

f-

il

1

.1

M
III

1'
,

METAL

THERMIT
4j JZP
COR.PORATIOJS^
BRPADWAY .NEWYOIW.
N.Y.

PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO

BOSTON

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

TORONTO

February
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allows ror shrinkage
A large street

company reports that it
has found G-E Type "A" welding electrode
railway

invaluable for the reconditioning of cast-iron
gear cases, which sometimes crack under
severe service.

Type "A"

electrode meets requirements because
of the ductility of the deposited metal. Shrinkage, subsequent to welding, has yet to impair
the soundness of a weld or crack a gear case,
which is a relatively light casting. Wherever
cast iron is welded, a certain amount of shrinkage will take place, and welders best guard
their interests by using an electrode known to
be unaffected by this condition.

In absolute reliability of operation and
over-all efficiency, G-E arc welding sets are
unequalled. They are available in all sizes,
for either hand or automatic
all types
operation for one or more operators.

—
—

For prompt service or additional information
as to various types of G-E electrodes, get in
touch with the G-E Welding Electrode Distributor near you or write to Section E-502,

Merchandise

Company,

Department,

General

Electric

Bridgeport, Connecticut.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT. BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
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CentraPs Cars

have G-E Compressors
The

Central operates 130 of these
multiple-unit cars on its recently electrified
Illinois

section.

Each

of these cars is

equipped with
a General Electric CP-30 1500-volt compressor and a Type
air compressor

ML

governor.
General Electric has been
identified with the electric
railway industry since its

The experience
gained in these 40 years is
built into every piece of
equipment that carries the
inception.

G-E monogram.

The Illinois Central is one of the many roads
which have learned that G-E compressors
deserve their reputation for dependability.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
^T
GENERAL ELECTRir COMPANY.
:OMPANY. SCHENECTADY
Sr H F »ap r>n- . t,^

N.

Y

-

._

'"

*

^^^ J^

SALES OFFICES IN
.

J^ "^i^

J*. >«'

PRINCIPAL CITIES

Railway Journal

Electric

Consolidation of
Street

Railway Journal and Electric Railway Review

MCGRAW-HJLL PCBLISHINO COMPANY, INC.
James H. McGbaw, Cttairman of the Board
Malcolm Muib, President

CHARLES GORDON,

H. C. Paruklbr, Bditoriol Director
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The New Civic Malady

NO MALADY

is

its

—Creeping Sickness

that has affected

insidious

a barrier to travel by that vehicle. Collier's reminds

readers that most of this

closed and traffic

drowns

is

unnecessary.

Streets are

in a sea of vehicles because of

neglect.
Motor cars won't drive themselves and the
problem of congestion won't solve itself.
To the automobile users among its readers Collier's
.says that if they want to get the full value out of their
automobile they will have to insist upon sensible trafific
regulations. The same commentator says that each city
and village presents a separate problem due to topography
and the habits of the people, but it reminds its readers

that while details of sensible regulations vary, the funda-

mentals are the same.
against any

remedy

Merchants are scored who protest

that seems to affect their immediate

advantage.

But Collier's does more than fulminate. Like other
commentators who have given the matter serious thought,
that publication reiterates that the important thing is to
get the idea of the general welfare uppermost, and to
insist upon traffic regulations that will serve the interests

of the entire community.
Its appeal is personal, for it
says that "given that generous and courageous spirit and

your

wherever it is, can soon find the expert wisdom sufficient to open its highways to public travel.'*
There is a deadly thrust in the wording "wisdom sufficient to ojjen its highways to public travel."
It is a challenge to everybody everywhere to lend his aid in putting
public interest above that of special groups, to the end
city,

of relieving the

new

civic

malady, "the creeping sickness."

Louisville Public Will Profit

More

Than Company

fEW

more sucThe comdeems to be

railway rate appeals have been stated

cintly than that of the Louisville Railway.

pany not only makes plain
desirable in the

new

just

what

it

rate structure, but at the

same time

conveys to the people of Louisville a lesson in elementary economics.
It is another case of the starved horse
being unable to pull a full load. The disposition to do so
may be there, but the strength is lacking owing to denial
of the proper sustenance. The com])any hopes under the
revised rates to achieve an increase in net earnings of
approximately $600,000, giving a net yield under 5.4 per
it

Publishinp

York, Saturday, February 23, 1929

American cities has
than the so-called creeping
Cities large and small are its victims, says
sickness.
While the possible
Collier's, in its issue of Feb. 16.
range of human activity awheel has been greatly increased, the actual range has been constantly decreasing.
Readers of the Journal know how true all this is,
but it is significant when publications like Saturday
Evening Post, Liberty, Mercury and Collier's begin to
give it serious attention. Reiterating that highways have
become garages, and that the very density of automobiles
been more

I-OUI8 P.

Editor

Stoli,.
Director

Number &

cent of the rate base value.
It is not insisting upon the
full exercise of its right to an 8 per cent return.
The company wants to put new money into cars and

other improvements. To do this it must find a wa5' to
refund $6,000,000 of mortgages which become due on
June 30. 1930. To refund this capital on reasonable
terms the company must show net earnings at least equal
to twice the interest

of affairs

on

know what

all

of

its

all this

sustained record of earnings

fixed indebtedness.

Men

They know

that a

means.
is

absolutely essential to

borrowing on terms that are not onerous. And onerous
terms to a utility penalize not only the utility but the
These are things
public which patronizes the utility.
given little heed by the public.
The Louisville Railway is not asking its public to be
generous. In a strict sense, it is not even insisting that
it be fair.
Second in importance, of course, to the financing is the proposed rate structure. In suggesting a cash
fare of 10 cents, the company is seeking a rate which has

come generally

to be accepted as the fee that the occa-

sional rider should pay.

The problem

a so-called bulk rate
attractive to the public
income. That is not so
this by frankly saying

tariff that shall

fix

after that

is

to

keep the service

and return the largest possible
easy.

that

The company recognizes
we "will experiment with

Rate making, like other pricing,
reduced-rate tickets."
The whole plan at
is not only a science but an art.
Louisville is designed to afford the public more service
Approval of the application for an
rather than less.
increased fare will be in the public interest. Denial will
be against public interest even though the latter action
may be ]5opular with uninformed and unthinking people.

Big Business Becoming Interested in
Bus Operation

DURING the past few months there have been several
indications of a tendency by steam railroads

number of holding companies prominently

and a

identified with

electric railway operations to enter the field of interstate
bus operation on a large scale. This has been characterized by a number of developments of more than ordinary
significance. Of the steam railroads, the Missouri Pacific
and the St. Louis Southwestern have recently launched
extensive programs of motor bus operation. The Pennsylvania Railroad is said to have acquired a substantial
interest in the long-distance lines operated by a subsidiary
of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit, and is even rumored
to have an interest in a large transcontinental bus holding
organization, while the Reading company is seeking to
strengthen its position by the acquisition of competing
routes. Among the electric railways the Kentucky Securities Corporation, controlling the Kentucky Traction &
Terminal projjerty. has announced plans for taking over
an independent bus comjiany with the view to extending
The imification of
service into several adjoining states.
disconnected, independently operated bus routes into sys-
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terns extending from coast to coast has for some time
been an established fact, and appears to be but the forerunner of other large scale consolidations.
It is significant to note that the more important of these
proposed developments contemplate interstate service, a
type of operation which has been looked upon with disfavor in the past due to the lack of that restraint and
regulation which is considered essential. As any hope for
stability and financial success of interstate operation appears to be predicated upon proper regulation, it is only

assume that those responsible for these consolidaand extensions of service are proceeding in the belief that regulation, long withheld, is at last about to
assume form. Just when and to what extent this hope
will be realized, depending as it does upon Congressional
action, is a matter of conjecture.
The Parker bill, now
before the committee of foreign and domestic commerce,
is scheduled for action at an early date.
Its passage in
acceptable form would undoubtedly strengthen the status
fair to

tions

of those lines already well established in interstate operation.
For the first time since its inception the motor
coach industry, as regards the operation of interstate
lines, would be in position to attract capital and responsible management on a large scale.
Conceivably, the
recent announcements may presage developments of an
important nature.

—

Steam railroads, taxicabs, trolleys all are subject to
the same economic laws, and the extent of their prosperity
and stability is invariably measured by the extent of their
freedom from unregulated competition.

Cars That Increase Subway Capacity

BESIDES
transit

many

features embodied

number of

rolling stock, a

in

recent

rapid

distinctly novel

developments are found in the design of the cars for the
new Philadelphia subway. When the Broad Street subway was designed the width was made great enough so
that cars with a width slightly greater than 10 ft. would
have clearance. While car capacities ordinarily are figured in terms of length, the gain in going from the
ordinary width of approximately 8 ft. 6 in. to 10 ft. is
approximately 20 per cent in available inside floor area.
In other words, the four-track subway that is being
constructed will have a capacity almost as great as a
five-track subway with ordinary cars. To obtain such an
addition to capacity involved only a minor increase in cost
of the subway, principally for excavation and concrete

work.
In their dimensions the cars follow closely those of the
Rapid Transit Corporation, the Boston Elevated Railway and the New York, Westchester & Boston.
The features that have been tried and proved out on
these cars have been incorporated in the Philadelphia
design, and a number of refinements have been
added,

New York

as told in an article published else\diere in this issue. In
particular, attention has been paid to the location
of the
doors and the seats, so that the arrangement of the several sections is similar and the distances
to the doors are

This will make for rapid loading and unloading.
The seating plan gives a large open space adjacent to
each door, thus preventing crowding. While there
are
transverse seats they are so arranged as to
produce a
alike.

minimum

interference with

movements of standing pas-

sengers.

Among

the innovations

is

a control station

for the

VoL73,No.8

conductor or guard in each motorman's compartment.
The man in charge of the doors thus does not have to
be exposed between two cars, or in the doorway where
he is in the direct line of passenger movement, as in some
other designs. This arrangement also makes it possible
simplify the door control circuits and provide an
auxiliary door control in the hands of the motorman, so
that he can hold the doors closed if the train has overrun
to

the station platform.
It is interesting that the single car of

,

67

6 in.
length was adopted instead of the articulated unit such
At present the
as used on some of the Brooklyn lines.
loading in Philadelphia is comparatively light, and the
single units give more flexibility in train make-up. Since
the weight, the passenger capacity, and the motor rating
are approximately half those of the articulated unit there
is comparatively little to choose from the standpoint of
system capacity or operating cost.

The

acceleration of the trains,

ft.

1.9 m.p.h.p.s., is the

highest as yet used in rapid transit service.

This not
only makes higher schedule speeds possible but also
makes for greater track capacity, particularly where stops
are close together, as in local service.

Adaptability the Price of Survival

ACTING

apparently upon the belief that adaptability
and that to stand still is to
invite retrogression, a committee of the C.E.R.A., after
a study covering several years, has recently brought in
a report in which it is recommended that all member
companies proceed to inaugurate concurrently a freight
pick-up and delivery service, local and interline, absorbing the costs where necessary. The recommendation is
unequivocal, it has the support of some of the most influential operators in the group, and it is backed by a
statement of facts that admits of no argument as to the
soundness of its conclusions.

1\.

is

the price of survival

Despite the tremendous industrial development of the
region served by these central interurban companies, the
committee finds that their volume of freight business is
and for several years has been practically at a standstill.
The cause is not far to seek. The motor truck, the committee concedes, is getting the business, and will continue

do so unless the trolley lines bring their service more
into accord with the requirements of the shippers.
best to accomplish this end the committee packs into the
to

How

few terse recommendations cited above.
Perhaps no one of the many questions that have arisen
in recent years to plague the common carriers, steam railroads and trolley lines alike, has been so much discussed
as has this one having to do with freight pick-up and delivery.
Every angle from which it has been approached
has been beset with difiiculties, but nowhere has any
clear-cut solution been proposed
Consequently, the recommendation of the committee is
one of far reaching significance and one which will challenge the skill and resourcefulness of those upon whom
devolves the responsibility of carrying it out.
Modern business has imposed upon common carriers
a demand for speed, economy and convenience in the
handling of merchandise. The trolley lines have met the
first two requirements to an eminently
satisfactory degree
but it is only fair to admit that in the third particular,
mvolving pick-up at the door of the shipper and delivery
at the door of the consignee,
the motor truck is superior.

i
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To overcome this handicap the committee proposes that
the trolley companies shall arrange, wherever necessary,
to complete the entire transaction by means of agencies
under their own control.
But if the problem in
one, in

its

particulars

it

is

most complex.

a simple
Having deis

committee's recommendation, the companies must
further decision as to where and to what extent
they will perform the service themselves or delegate it
The question of the proper charge
to other agencies.
for this service, as well as its allocation, must be worked
in the

make

out and approved by the local regulatory authorities.
Concessions must be made to the shipper who prefers to
make his own delivery to the carrier's warehouse, and
to the merchant who is prepared to handle his own pickups from the warehouse platform. These and other prob-

lems that will arise have proven vexatious

in the past
they will he no less so in the future.
But they are
capable of solution if approached with a united front
and backed by the proper determination and spirit.

A Short Life and a Merry One!
representing the changing viewthe recent meeting of the
Electric Railway Association of Equipment Men, Southern Properties. Much of the time of the meeting was
devoted to a discussion of the methods of bus maintenance, the members considering various elements of the
problem at length. In particular, complete rebuilding of
buses was considered. The opinion brought out was that
while complete rebuilding is desirable if the bus is worth
it, a long life should not be sought, on the ground that
obsolescence is an important factor to be considered and
new equipment is needed to hold riders.
^^'hen equipment men, who ordinarily have to make
their vehicles presentable for as many years as they can,
will take this viewpoint it is an indication that a
radical change is taking place from the old attitude of
transportation men. Maintenance men in particular have
been long schooled in economy. Their object in life is
to get as much as possible out of every dollar they spend,
so that they would be reluctant to advocate retirement of
vehicles unless they believed it to be in the best interests
of economy. The successful records made on their properties by the members of this particular association show
that they understand thoroughly the principles of getting
full value for every dollar invested.
The remarks regarding the life of the bus are applicable as well to the street car, as will be seen from the
work of these same men. In no section of the country
has there been greater attention to the modernization of
rolling stock.
That is one of the principal reasons why
the properties in the Southern territory have been able
point of railway

as

men was

keep down maintenance costs to a low level. To mention the roads in the South where new equipment has
been of benefit would be practically to recite the companies which belong to this association. Many of these
properties have been strong contenders for the Charles
A. Coffin Award. Two of them have won it in the
to

The attitude toward equipexpressed by the Southern equipment men is
based upon experience, not theory. They recognize not
only an economic limit in the life of passenger-carrying
rolling stock, but a merchandising limit as well.
face of strong competition.

ment

life

Agitation for Direct Legislation
timely indeed was the paper "Regulation Must
VERY
Be Related
Economic Law," presented before the
to

general aspects

its

cided to provide a supplementary service as called for

SIGNIFICANT
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Central Electric Railway Association by R. N. Van Doren
and published in Electric Railway Journal of Feb. 2,
1929.
Governors are memorializing their legislatures
with proposals aflfecting the regulation of the utilities
and bills are being presented in a flood. These measures range from the one advocated in New York for an
investigation of utility regulation under the terms of
the Moreland act to the three bills in Wisconsin intended
among other things to repeal the indeterminate permit
law and revoke the statute pertaining to the issuance of
certificates of convenience and necessity.
Led by the New York World, the malcontents range
in the degree of their vehemence from the outpourings
of that champion of the public to the plea of the Dayton
Nezvs, to the eflfect that there is some reason for thinking
that regulation of public utilities by public service commissions is inherently doomed to failure. These, of course,
are among the views of the extremists. But all is not so
bad among the newspapers and the governors. Here and
there a commentator appears to have retained some sense
of proportion and not to have lost sight entirely of
the facts which Mr. Van Doren emphasized in his paper.
Thus, almost like a voice in the wilderness, the Governor
of Illinois in his inaugural address reminded his hearers
that while the purpose of public utility regulation is to
provide ample protection for the public from the imposition of exorbitant rates or insufficient or unsatisfactory service, this purpose is not served by hampering
development of utility companies and by preventing their
earning a fair return on their investment.
Mr. Van Doren and others are cognizant of the fact
that there are defects in commission regulation, particularly railroad regulation, but there is no question that
with all its shortcomings regulation is a decided improvement over the former plan of direct action by legislatures.
It was out of the recognition of the futility of direct
As a matter
legislation that the commission idea grew.
of fact, a reductio ad ahsurdum is implied in the growing tendency to override acts of commissions by direct
legislation that would give the commissions arbitrary
directions not founded upon well-considered economic
study.
Mr. Van Doren had in mind more particularly
the Interstate Commerce Commission when he reminded
his hearers that the commission, being an arm of the
legislative body, is, of course, within its legitimate
province in prescribing the jurisdiction and organization

of

its

agents, but far

more important was his reminder
upon the policy of scientific

that having once decided

regulation,

divorced as

far as

possible

from

political

development of the regulatory idea
should be intrusted to those designated by the state as
interference,

the

best qualified for the task. On the whole, the work of
As they
the regulatory bodies has been constructive.
have become more and more judicial in character, the
commissions have served to protect the interest of the
public while at the same time they have safeguarded the
capital invested in the utilities

from the

legislative

tam-

pering of poHticians philandering for public popularity.
The present onslaught of bills intended to modify the
regulatory laws of the state and the nation tend to destroy judicial procedure in dealing with the problems of
the utilities, since they would again impose the old objectionable method of direct legislative meddling.

Elimination of Parking

Proves Successful
in Chicago
Total prohibition of parking in
in

increasing the speed of

all traf-

15 to 40 per cent.

More

fic

vehicles

District

By Charles Qordon

the central business area of the

Western metropolis resulted

Loop

and people than ever

enter the district, but the streets
are free of congestion.

Acci-

dents have been reduced 10 per
cent and, after a year of experience,

merchants report business improved

ON

JAN.

10. 1928.

Chicago took

a notab'e step in the relief of

congestion in
area

ordinarily

District.

On

its

central business

known

that

clay

the Loop
a no-parking

as

ordinance, sponsored by the Chicago
Association of Commerce and passed

by the City Council, took effect. The
regulations which were put in force
attracted attention throughout the coimtry
and incidentally aroused a considerable protest by a few small merchants
and several owners of second-class
office l)uildings who maintained that
prohibition of parking from Michigan
Avenue on the east to Market Street on
the west, and Wacker Drive on the
north to Harrison Street on the south
would injure their business. This step
was taken, however, only after careful
study of existing traffic condition, with
a view toward determining the justification for parking prohibition as a measure for relieving congestion, accompanied by a careful survey to determine

—

T4-tiTl

;— St;

No-parking has been enforced for more than a year in the central business district of
Chicago. Within the area indicated by shaded boundary lines parking is banned
from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on all week days except holidays, and on Saturdays from
7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Surveys made in May of 1928, after the new regulahad been in effect for approximately five months,

its ])robable effects upon retail lousiness.
After a year
of ex])erience the results accomplished are indicated by
the effect upon the speed of vehicular movement within
the congested business district, by the volume of traffic

tions

show

that the total number of vehicles of all classes entering the no-parking area on a tyi)ica] business day in
May, 1928. in comparison with May, 1926, increased

and the number of people entering the district, by accident statistics, and 1)y the general comparison of business
conditions before and after parking prohibition.

from 132,915

to 150,189, or an increase of 13 per cent.
traffic increa.sed 18.33 per cent.

Passenger automobile
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State Street, Chicago, looking north from

Monroe, showing

This increase is greater than the increase in the registramotor vehicles during the period from May, 1926,
Concurrently,
to May, 1928, which was 11.47 per cent.
with the increase in motor vehicles entering the Loop
District, the running time of street cars in this area was
increased from 18 to 33 per cent, and the speed of all
trafific moving on the streets was increased from 15 to
40 per cent. Finally, the trafific accidents in the district
were 10 per cent lower during the first five months of
tion of

Same

iraffic

313

conditions as ihey existed in 1923

1928 than for the corresponding period in 1927, before
the adoption of the no-parking regulations.
Little difficulty has been experienced in the enforcement of no-parking, and the number of traffic policemen
in the district

days

was not increased except for

following

the

According

date

the

new

the

regulations

first few-

Ijecame

Chicago Association of Commerce by J. T. Redmond, chairman of
that body's street traffic committee in 1928, the eliminaefiFective.

to a report to the

location as ihe above, iaken in 1928 with parking oliminated. More vehicles per hour were counted passing along State Street
than in 1925, but were moving freely instead of being delayed to make congestion.
More street cars were also passing in 1928 than in 1925
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after its
tion of parking in the central business district,
has proved generally beneficial and
first year of trial

easy of enforcement.

Small Shop Owners Opposed Measure
Apprehension as
upon retail business

to the effect of parking restrictions
led a

group representing very minor

interests to attempt injunction proceedings against the
enforcement of the ordinance. The effort of the street

committee of the Chicago Association of Commerce to have the new regulation given a fair 90day trial finally prevailed, however, with the result that
Chicago has now gone more than a year under the new
traffic regulation, and most of those who previously
opposed no-parking have withdrawn their opposition.
traffic

Since the subject of

traffic

congestion relief

is

occupy-

ing the serious attention of transportation men and
public-minded citizens throughout the country, a general
review of Chicago's experience is of particular interest
after a full year of trial. Under the present regulations
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and progressive signals are rapidly replacing the
older form of synchronous signal light control originally
applied on Fifth Avenue in New York, and subsequently
adopted by many other communities.
-pj^^ no-parking ordinance in Chicago grew out of a
cities,

metropolitan street traffic survey made under the direction of the Chicago Association of Commerce by Miller
McClintock of the Alfred Russel Erskine Bureau oi
Street Traffic Research of Harvard University, in 1926.
Subsequent to the passage of the ordinance additional
studies were made in May of 1928 to determine the
effect of the no-parking regulation upon the movement
of people and vehicles within the affected business disPerhaps the most outstanding fact developed by
trict.
the original traffic survey in 1926 was the almost negligible proportion of patrons of downtown business establishments who depended upon the use of automobiles
parked at the curb for transportation in the conduct of
Extensive investigations were made of
their business.
the methods of transportation used by the patrons of

prohibited in the central

_

business district on all week days
except holidays from 7 o'clock a.m.
Passenger Vehito 6 o'clock p.m.
-u-i
f
i „j*
Cles are prohibited irom standing

i— patrons arriving by various means of transportation, from report
of Chicago metropolitan street traffic survey

parking

1

is

1

i-j^^gj^j;

Subur-

1

EstablishmentB

Department stor^
for a period of time longer than is
necessary for the reasonably expeofficebuiiding
of pasditious loading
or unloading
"
"
.^,
Banks
sengers. With a maximum permissiMusical instrument stores.
ble period of three minutes for this
purpose.
Commercial vehicles are
Furniture stores
permitted to stand only for the
Shoe stores
J ofc ^time necessary cfor ^.u
the
period
Restaurants
reasonahlv
loading unuu
icdsuuduiy exneditioilS
expcuiLiuus luduuig,
loading, and delivery or pick-up of
Bookstores
material, with a maximum permisGrand total
Muie pcriou
Sible
inib purpobc:
OUrOOSe of
Oeriod lor
for this
01
30 minutes. On Saturdays the restrictions
are
enforced from 7
o'clock a.m. to 3 o'clock p.m. Exceptions are made for
licensed taxicabs when standing at certain designated
cab stands.
Further execeptions are made for ambulances and emergency vehicles of the city or federal government and the vehicles of public utility companies,
while the operator of such vehicles is engaged in the

Cars

Motor
Coach

.2,875^^

23.176^^

>9.370^^
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necessary performance of emergency duty.
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Parking Ban Followed Other Traffic Relief
MEASURES
The no-parking ordinance

in

Chicago followed a series

of progressive steps taken for the relief of traffic congestion in the central business area.
Previous to the
passage of this measure a considerable improvement in
traffic conditions was made on Sept. 13, 1924, through a
major rerouting of street cars entering the Loop area,
and the prohibition of left-hand turns for all vehicles
within the central district, about a month later, as described in the May 3, 1924, and Nov. 15, 1924, issues of

Electric Railway Journal. Another major improvement consisted in the design and installation of a "progressive" signal system throughout" the central business
district, which became effective on Feb. 8, 1926, and was
described in detail in March 27, 1926, issue of Electric

Railway Journal.

This

indorsed by leading

traffic

latter development has been
engineers of the country as
the most efficient system of traffic signals yet devised
for moving street traffic with a minimum of delay and
mterference. Subsequent to the design and installation
of the system in Chicago it has been adopted in other

various classes of retail establishments through the cooperation of the managements of these stores. The survey covered department stores, office buildings, banks,
musical instrument stores, furniture stores, shoe stores,
restaurants and book stores. Only 8 per cent of the total
patrons arriving at these establishments came by automo-

Of

bile.

^^

^^^^

Table
-.

these, only 1.57 per cent utilized

A

space.

J

complete

curb parking

summary

of the results of this study,
-^ ^926, is given in
^ ^j^^ ^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^
o„ this page.
_
_
„

Purvey Figures Predicted Success

The

favorable results that have followed the eliminawere anticipated before the ordinance
became effective, from the surveys which had been conducted to determine the importance of the part played
by parked cars in the transportation of people into the
Loop for the conduct of business. The very fact that
the surveys conducted by the merchants themselves,
tion of parking

among more than 96,000 customers of their own establishments, had shown that only 1.57 per cent of their
patrons had come by automobiles that used curb parking
space, indicated conclusively that prohibition of parking

would have little effect upon business in the district and
would be far offset by the results to be expected from the
reduction in congestion resulting from the elimination of
vehicle storage in the streets. That the parking privilege
in congested areas is a practice which has grown up by
custom until its value as a public convenience, and as a
factor in the conduct of business, is far outweighed by
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1926, to May, 1928, the total off-street storage fafor automobiles increased from 8,732 car capacity
During the remainder of 1928
to 14,571 car capacity.
there has been only a nominal increase in garage space
cilities
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garage space and parking lots after a full year of
enforcement of a total street parking ban. From

in
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bringing the total of space available on Jan. 1, 1929, to
Obviously, therefore, no phenomenal de17,481 cars.
mand for automobile storage facilities resulted from the
total abolition of curb parking.
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AUTOMOBILE STORAGE CAPACITY IN THE CENTRAL BUSINESS
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DISTRICT OF CHICAGO, JAN.

7

—Record by half-hour

periods, of passenger automobiles
entering the central business district of Chicago on a typical
business day in May, 1926, when parking was permitted, and

Chart

in

1

May, 1928,

harmful

its

after

effects in slowing

was

down

movement and
shown by this study

traffic

definitely

8,78 1 cars
3,000 cars
3,200 cars
500 cars
2,000 cars

Total

parking had been prohibited

increasing congestion,

1929

I,

Garages
Parking lots
Grant Park (pay space)
Grant Park (free space)
Wacker Drive (both levels)

RN.

17,481 cars

Increases in the speed of vehicular

movement

in the

central district following the adoption of the no-parking
ordinance, decreases in traffic accidents and increase in

of the economic importance of the parked car in the con-

duct of business.
Although automobile traffic represents a large proportion of the total number of vehicles using the streets in
modern American cities, only a relatively small proportion of the people entering the district by various agencies
of transportation depend upon the private vehicle. In the

the

Chicago surveys the relatively small part played by the
was brought out
by various classes of data. Of the total number of people
in the central business district at the time when the maximum number was reached, excluding those who walked
in, only 7 per cent arrived by passenger automobile.
Previous to the enactment of the no-parking regulations, a
half-hour parking rule had been in effect. Under these
conditions it was found that a total of 19,447 vehicles
used the available parking spaces on a typical week day
during the period from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. This represented about 15 per cent of the vehicles that entered the
district during the period in other words, 85 per cent of
the vehicles which entered according to the cordon count,
did not use parking space either because they passed
through the district en route to some other part of the
city, or used off-street parking facilities.
The relative economic unimportance of the parking
privilege
far out of proportion to its physical importance as a factor in producing street congestion and traffic
delay is indicated by the comparatively small increase

numbers of vehicles and people in the district have
increased since the new law went into effect, but the
traffic moves so much smoother and faster, that the
streets, free for the first time from lines of standing
automobiles occupying valuable street space along the
curbs, seem by comparison to be quite deserted. Actual

number of vehicles entering the district were cited
above as indicative of the effects of the new ordinance.
the casual observer, the streets in Chicago's Loop
traffic in comparison with the condition that existed before the enforcement of the new ordinance. Nevertheless actual traffic checks indicate that

To

seem quite free of

the

individual car in the conduct of business

In Chart 1 there is shown a graphical record of the number of passenger automobiles entering the central business
district by half-hour periods from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on a
typical business day in May, 1926, before parking was
prohibited, and in May, 1928, after the new law had
been in force for several months. It will be noted that
more automobiles entered the district after parking prohibition than before, and this condition existed for every
half-hour period from 7 o'clock in the morning to 7 at
night.
The greatest increase occurred between 8 a.m.
and 9 a.m. and between 4 30 p.m. and 6 p.m. This increase in the morning was approximately 30 per cent.
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a strikingly different story.

tell

More Automobiles Enter District than Formerly

;

All

however,

figures,

60
40
60
Kumber of Vehicles

100
in

120

140

160

Thousands

Total number of vehicles of all classes entering the
central business district between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.
on a typical business day in May, 1926, and May, 1928, before
and after parking prohibition

'

—

Number of Passengers

5
in

oarking prohib itect

1

6789

Hundred Thousands

Total number of passengers entering the central business district between 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. by all agencies. Chart
gives comparison for typical business day in May, 1926, and
May 1928, before and after parking prohibition

Chart 3
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Chart 4

The

effects of

parking prohibition upon the

total

num-

ber of vehicles entering the central business district be-

tween the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. and upon the number of passengers arriving by various means of transportation Ijetween these hours are shown in the accompanying tabulations and in Charts 2 and 3.

TABLE 11— NUMBER OF VEHICLES ENTERING THE CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT OF CHICAGO BETWEEN 7 A.M.
AND 7 P.M. ON TYPICAL BUSINESS DAYS
WITH AND WITHOUT PARKING
May,

1926

Parking
Permitted

Vehicles

Automobiles
Trucks
Streetcars
Horse drawn...
Buses
.

.

Total

92,425
24,399
8,432
5,825

May, 1928

No

Increase
or

Per Cent Increase

Parking

Decrease

Decrease

16,949
1,266
52
1,542

1,832

109,374
25,665
8,380
4,283
2,487

132,913

150,189

17,276

Increase
Increase

Decrease
Decrease
655 Increase
Increase

or
1

8 33
.

5.18
0.62
36.00
35.75

Increase
Increase

Decrease
Decrease
Increase

13.00 Increase

TABLE III— NUMBER OF PASSENGERS ENTERING THE CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT OF CHICAGO BETWEEN 7 A.M.
AND 7 P.M. ON TYPICAL BUSINESS DAYS
WITH AND WITHOUT PARKING
May,

1926

Means of
Parking
Transportation Permitted
Streetcar
284,958
Elevated Imes... 256,286
Automobile

Steam railroad
Motor bus
Total

.

May, 1928

Increase
or

No
Parking

Decrease
2,945 Decrease
12,692 Decrease

166,367
118,857
44,391

282,013
243,594
196,873
124,107
47,472

30,506 Increase
5,250 Increase
3,081 Increase

870,859

894,059

23,200 Increase

Per Cent Increase
or
Decrease
1.03 Decrease
4.95 Decrease
18.33 Increase
4.41

Increase

6.94 Increase
2.66 Increase

be noted from these figures that the total number of automobiles that entered the district during this
twelve-hour period increased 18.33 per cent, the total
number of vehicles increased 13 per cent, and the total
number of passengers entering the district increased 2.66
per cent following the prohibition of j^arking. Obviously,
therefore, the elimination of parking had no effect which
would be detrimental to the volume of business conducted in the district, and through the reduction of congestion and the speeding of traffic acually increased
It will

the

number of automobiles and

the

number of passengers

entering the Loop.

Automobiles Carry Small Part of Total Traffic
Although private automobiles amounted

to 92,425 out

of 132,913 vehicles, or 69.5 per cent, using
the streets
of the central business area during twelve
business hours
1926, they carried only 166,367 passengers
or 19 1
per cent of the total of 870.859 passengers
arriving by
various forms of transportation.
This relatively large
percentage of the total demand for street
space represented by the private car is shown
graphically in Chart

m

in which the total number of vehicles of all types
within the district and the number of private automobiles
are plotted for half-hour periods from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Since the no-parking regulations went into effect the
appearance of the streets to a casual observer would lead
to the opinion that there are a considerably smaller number of vehicles within the central business district than
when parking was permitted. Opponents of parking prohibition have actually seized upon this condition as indicative of the fact that the new regulations are keeping
automobiles out of the business area, which is held to
be detrimental to business, particularly that of retail
But actual counts of the number of automobiles
stores.
in the district before and after parking prohibition indicate how misleading may be casual observations of traffic
conditions as a guide in determining policies with respect
4,

-^

1
1

Vol.7i,No&

to regulation.

By cordon counts of the number of automobiles entering and leaving the central business district during each
half hour from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. it was possible to determine the total number of vehicles within the district
during each half-hour period of the business day. These
counts were made on typical business days in May, 1926.
and also in 1928 after the no-parking ordinance had been
in effect for several months.
The results are shown
graphically in Chart 5.
Here there is shown in a striking way the fact that though the streets have a relatively
deserted appearance following the prohibition of parkingthere are actually more vehicles within the district than
when parking was permitted. Obviously, therefore, the
greater ease and freedom of movement resulting from
making available for moving traffic all of the existing
street space, instead of devoting a large part of the streets
to the storage of automobiles, has more than offset whatever inconvenience may have been caused by the parking
ban, and has actually resulted in an increase in the
ber of private cars venturing into the district.

More People

in District

num-

than Ever

The primary objection to parking prohibition arises
from fear on the part of merchants of a possible harmful
effect upon business.
But the factor of most importance
is not the number of vehicles, but the number of people
that enter the business district.
complete graphical
picture of this phase of the situation existing in the Chi-

A

cago central area lx;fore and after parking prohibition is
shown in chart 6. This represents the results of cordon
counts of the number of people entering and leaving the
district by various means of transportation for half -hour
peri-ods throughout the business day.
The number of
people shown on the chart for each period represents
the average number of people actually within the district.
This, however, is exclusive of those who walked to and
from the area under observation. The chart .shows not
only that there was an increase in the total number of
people within the district, but also that the number who
came by private automobile was slightly higher during
most of the day than before the enforcement of noparking. Obviously, there is no indication of any effect
that would be harmful to business in the
area. By showing grajshically a comjjarison of the

coming by automobile and by

all

number

of people

forms of transporta-

Chart 6 also illustrates clearly the comparatively
small part played by automobiles in
the transportation of
passengers for the conduct of business.
In discussions of proposed traffic regulations
for the
reduction of congestion, the individual
merchant is far
more interested in the specific conditions existing
at his
own establishment than in the general traffic figures of
tion.
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2S4567
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tlours

— Accumulation

of passenger automobiles within the central business district
on a typical business day of May, 1926,
and May, 1928, before and after parking
prohibition. Chart is plotted for half-hour
intervals from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. to show
that parking ban made room for increased
number of autos in the district

It is

RP-'

P.M.

total

of people within central business district who arrived by various means of
transportation,
plotted by half-hour
periods from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. for typical week day in May, 1926, and May,
1928.
This does not include persons
who walked to and from the district

particularly interesting, therefore,

note the data presented hy Chart 7. which gives a
complete record of the number of people entering a
nationally-known, high-grade State Street department
store in Chicago during a typical business day.

Checking Results at Individual Stores
For a study of the actual importance of the trade
arriving by automobile the number of people entering
the store who arrived by that means is plotted on the
same chart for each half hour during the business day. It
noted that the maximum number of people entering in any single half-hour period was from 12 o'clock
noon to 12:30 p. m., and amounted to 6,880 persons.
The maximum number arriving by automobile in any
half-hour period was from 12:30 p.m. to 1 p.m., and
amounted to 341 persons. The automobile customers at
the maximum half hour amounted to approximately 5 per
will be

cent of the total.

who have

is little

doubt

•t; ,^,

2

to

There

g -34/ arriving by.
passenger automobik.

18910
11121
34567
A.M
Hours
Chart 6— Graphic record of
number

an entire business district. It is the convenience of the
customers who enter his own store that occupies his
]iriniary interest. For this rea.son, the higher-grade establishment catering to an exclusive clientele, or what was
at one time known as a "carriage trade," is usually most
concerned regarding proposals for the regulation of private automoljiles.
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Chart 7 Number of people ntering a high-grade State Street
department store. Chart is plotted by half-hour periods to show
comparison of total people entering store and those arriving bv
automobile on a typical week
day in May, 1928
i

has been made by those opposing parking restriction in
other cities that retail business in Chicago's Loop has
suflfered from the abolition of street automobile storage.

Published Statements Divulge Business
Conditions
all of the above factual evidence, thereseems worth while to examine the actual record

In addition to
fore,

it

of representative business establishments in the affected
district, regarding business experienced during the past
year, as disclosed by published statements. In evaluating
the significance of these statements by retail merchants
in the central district, it is worthy to note that a survey
in Chicago indicated that for the first nine months of the

year 1928 industrial wage payments to employees were
7 per cent less than for the corresponding period of 1927.
Normally, in view of this reduction in industrial wage
payments, it would seem logical to expect a slight recession in the volume of retail business done in 1928 in
comparison with 1927. But despite this condition, publi.shed statements by executives of Loop stores, reviewing the year's experience, are worth examining, since
no-parking had been in eflfect all the year.
In its issue of Feb. 12 the Chicago Herald and Examiner carried the following article
Fair Sales at
New High Record.- Sales of The Fair in the fiscal
year ended Jan. 31 were the largest in the history of the
State Street department store and net profits were substantially above the previous year, D. F. Kelly, president,
asserted yesterday. The Fair delivered 35 per cent more
parcels than in 1920, which heretofore was our largest
year, showing that prices are lower today by a substantial sum than they were then, Mr. Kelly said.
In its issue of March 8, 1928, the Chicago Herald and
Examiner carried the following statement
"Mandel Brothers sales are showing a substantial increase over last year, it was officially stated yesterday."
:

left in the

minds of any of those

studied the results as to the beneficial effects of
on the reduction of congestion,

the no-parking regulation

speeding up of traffic and reduction of accidents.
On
Feb. 15 and Feb. 18 a committee of the City Council
had a public hearing on the ordinance. No objectors
ajjpeared to make complaints.
change strengthening
the ordinance was submitted to the Coimcil and passed
first hearing on the 18th.
But this alone does not suffice to prove that this
restriction on the right to store automobiles in public
streets has not been harmful to business.
The statement

A

—
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Commerce, pubCommerce, presents

issue of Dec. 15, 1928, Chicago

its

lished by the Chicago Association of
a review of business conditions in
Christmas buying season, in which
ments by executives of a number

the city during the
are contained state-

of important retail

establishments in the central business district. These
are all optimistic in tone, following a year of parking
prohibition, and fail to reflect the slightest evidence of
any harmful influence upon retail business of the park-

ing restrictions.
David M. Yates, vice-president Marshall Field & Company, nationally^known high-grade department store:
Our sales have been in excess of any previous
The crowds are at least as great as in former
year.
are set to handle a record-breaking
years.
business during the remainder of the month and feel
confident that our expectations will be realized."

"...
.

.

.

.

.

.

We

Arthur Davis, president The Davis Company, popular
"Gaged by our sales to date we
confidently expect our Christmas business this year to be
much larger than any Christmas business in our history."
John H. Wood, general manager Carson, Pirie, Scott
& Company, high-grade department store: "A forecast
of our Christmas business based upon the shopping up to
the moment would be easily and quickly summed up in
price department store:

the following words, 'the greatest in the history of CarThere is a steady and
son, Pirie, Scott & Company.'

Special

Trackwork

No.8

sustained buying throughout the entire store, the results
of which are highly gratifying."
H. M. Florsheim, vice-president the Florsheim Shoe

Company: "While our particular type of business does
not lend itself to Christmas shopping, we nevertheless
feel the favorable effect of the Christmas spirit and believe that this year our volume of sales will be far in
excess of what it has been in the past."

Raymond

E. Durham, president

Lyon & Healy,

large musical instrument establishment:

little

Inc.,

"General busiyear showed a

first eight months of this
improvement over the corresponding period of 1927,

ness during the

indicating a healthy condition."

W. C. Peacock of C. D. Peacock, high-grade jewelers
"I can honestly say that we have done a better business
year than ever before. And from all indications our
Christmas business will also set a new record."

this

These statements seem enough to indicate the trend

"Loop" establishments. For the
purposes of this article on the experience resulting during the past year of no-parking, they indicate at least that
the conversion of valuable street space from a storage
area for private cars to the purpose for which it was intended, namely, the movement of traffic, has had no
harmful effect upon retail business in the central business
area, and gives many evidences of having provided
major relief of traffic congestion.
of business in Chicago's

Specifications

FORMAL approval

Vol.73,

Approved

of the specifications for materials
use in the manufacture of special trackwork
recently submitted by the American Electric Railway
Association, which acted as sponsor for the project, was
announced by the American Standards Association on
Jan. 29. These specifications already have been through
the standardizing procedure of the American Electric
Railway Engineering Association and adopted as recommended specifications for inclusion in the Engineering
104-26.
Manual in place of the earlier specifications

accepted standards of the various national standardizing
bodies for such materials, and the specifications become,
to some extent, a sort of directory of specifications for
rails, castings, forgings and the like.
All of the specifications of national bodies thus referred
to in the materials specifications may be obtained from
the several associations and should be included in the

The new

adopted as a tentative American
standard, are given the American Standards Association

tions covering the several types of special trackwork construction refers to the materials specification under the

designation F 10-1929.
With these actions of approval, the industry now has
a complete line of up-to-date specifications covering the
field of special trackwork, including not only the materials used therein but also the several distinct types of

head of "Materials" in the text.
Since the sectional committee which prepared the new
specifications comprised representatives of the American
Railway Engineering Association, American Society of
Civil Engineers, American Electric Railway Association,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Association
of American Steel Manufacturers, American Short Line
Railway Association and the Manganese Track Society,
it will be apparent that all important user and manufacturer interests having to do with special trackwork materials have joined in the work of preparation of the new
specifications and have assented in their adoption as an
American tentative standard. In view of this there is
every good reason why the new specifications should
be taken up promptly and put into use by those having
to do with the purchase of special trackwork.
Furthermore, the new specifications are, in effect, an amplification
and combination in somewhat expanded form of the mate-

for

W

specifications,

now current. The specfor materials are separate and distinct from
those covering the various special types of special trackspecial

trackwork construction

ifications

work and must be used

in conjunction therewith if the
value of the specifications is to be obtained. In other
words, they supplement one another. The specifications
for materials do not attempt to cover special trackwork
as a finished product of any type, but they do control
the many different materials used in the assembly of any
particular type.
There are five kinds of rails, six of
castings, six of rolled or forged steel, one of springs
and five of fastenings covered by the materials specifications.
One item of fastenings is subdivided into five
different kinds, making 28 kinds in all.
It will thus be seen why it is necessary to have a
materials specification separate from those covering distinct types of special trackwork.
The new specifications
cover the different materials principally by reference to
full

of engineers and purchasing agents, so that prompt
reference may be made thereto in connection with details
of purchase and inspection, because each of the specificafiles

portion of the existing A.R.E.A. specifications for
frogs, crossings and guard rails adopted in
March, 1921, with March, 1922, supplement and of
A.E.R.E.A. specifications for special trackwork materials
104-26.

rials

switches,
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Philadelphia

Subway Cars

Designed for

Speed, Safety
Two

210-hp. motors per car give free running speed of

47 m.p.h.

Cars are

110,000

They

A

and Convenience

lb.

total of

all-steel

construction and weigh

75 and carry 212 passengers.

will seat

150 cars built at a cost of ^40,000 each

150 cars of

this

type were built at the J. G. Brill plant for the
in Philadelphia

Broad Street subway

In the Feb. 9 issue an article ivas published showing the
relation of the Broad Street subway to the existing and
future transit facilities of the city, giving operating details
and describing the general construction. In future articles
the Fern Rock shops and terminal, the distribution equipment
and the signal system will be discussed. Editor.

—

combine ample capacity and a maxiPLANNED
mum of passenger comfort, the 150 passenger cars
to

of Philadelphia's new Broad
G. Brill Company embody many
Prior to their construcunusual features of design.
tion an extended investigation was made by the Department of City Transit of the local requirements and of
car practice and experience on other subway or elevated
built

Street

for

the

city

subway by The

J.

systems, railroads and street railways.

Among

the fac-

were seating capacity
and arrangement, speed of unloading and loading, ease
of movement between station platforms and seats,
safety of passengers and crew, utilization of track capacLy, etc. This study led to the decision to use large cars,
giving greater flexibility in seating arrangement and
lower costs per passenger carried for crew, power and
tors given careful consideration

maintenance, because of the smaller number of units.
The car is 67 ft. 6 in. long over the anti-climbers, 10
ft. wide over all and 12 ft. 4 in. high from top of rail
to top of roof. The completed car, including all equip-

ment, weighs 110,000 lb. The cost of each was a little
less than $40,000.
The general plan of the car is so arranged that it is
divided into three sections, giving ample space near the
doors for the egress and ingress of passengers. Seventyfive seats are provided in each car, of which 50 are crossseats, arranged with ample knee room, wide aisles and
with a 17-in. seat space. The total capacity of the car,
on the basis of 2 sq.ft. of free floor space per standee,
is 212.
Seats are the stationary spring-cushion type,
covered with rattan. For the convenience of standees,
there are grab handles on the ends of the cross-seats,
hand straps suspended from the roof in front of longitudinal seats and stanchions located conveniently in front
of the side door openings. Advertising card racks are
provided in the lower deck of the roof and at other conspicuous places in the car.
Each car has three large double-leaf doors on each
side, spaced equidistantly from each other and from the
ends of the car. Operating cabs are placed in diagonally
opposite corners and at the back of one cab is located a
switch cabinet. Communication between cars is by means
of wide end doors, there being no platforms. All doors
are constructed of aluminum, except those for the switch
cabinets.
The end door is provided with a drop sash
and the door lock is of the Howard friction type, which
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K Emergency light

ft

Lighting unit

-~i>^

o Stanchion

Floor plan and side elevation, showing the principal dimensions and the arrangement 'A

Each car

seats

.

eats

nnd

'

loors.

73 passengers, 30 of that number on crossseats

prevents the door from slamming when being closed.
Pantograph safety gates are attached to each corner
of the car, which automatically meet to prevent passengers boarding the trains or falling between cars at stations.
Three safety chains covered with rubber are provided between cars on each side of end doors.

Door Mechanism Has Single or
Multiple Control

on individual cars, depending
on the setting of a master switch in each cab. From
an operating position in any one of the cabs, the doors
on the same side of that car and of other cars in front
or in back can be opened and closed by manipulating
two tumbler switches. Red lights on the exterior of
the car body are lighted if any door on that car is open.
train, or separate control

The side doors are opened and closed by pneumatic
equipment, electrically controlled.
The guards operate
the doors from the cabs, which are equipped with special windows, grab handles, etc.
An arrangement has
been developed permitting control of all doors of the

Ample

illumination, a white ceiling and relatively light-colored
side walls give the interior a cheerful appearance

and a green signal lamp in the motorman's cab lights
only when all doors on the train have been closed. An
auxiliary buzzer signal system is installed for use in case
the light signal system fails. Another special device enables the motorman, in case of overrunning a station
platform, to nullify the door-operating circuits, preventing the guards from opening the doors, or if they havf

The

car front is equipped with marker lights,
a panel for the
route number, a headlight and two automatic
safety gates

already been opened, closing them automatically.
Push
buttons on the outside of the car enable platform men
to close individual doors, and key switches on the center
doors enable the operating force to pass in or out easily
when done. In case of failure of air or electric sup])ly,
certain of the doors can be opened mechanically
the inside, and one of them from the roadbed.

from
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An emergency bell placed in each call can he energized
from a jnish button located on the inside of the car at
the center door.
These buttons are in cases with glass
covers, which can be broken by the passengers, using a
small hammer hung near the cases.
The current necessary for operating the various relays, magnet valves,
etc.. is supplied by the same 32-volt storage battery
that supplies emergency lights, tail lights, and other control circuits.
All circuits, except those to the main
motors, are fused and controlled at two switchtoard
panels built into the cab walls.

Cars Well Ventilated and Heated
Ventilation

is

provided for by adjustable shutters

in

the monitor roof, drop sash in the upper half of the

end doors and five 38-in. electric
is of extruded alumiTium.
The
upper sash of the side window is arranged to drop.
The windows are glazed with double thick American AA
glass and the doors with t\-in. crystal plate glass.

windows, panels
ceiling fans.

in the

All sash

Underside of the car showing air reservoirs, compressor and, in
the extreme back, the grid resistors and control equipment boxes

Between the center sills are
up of steel
pans with top and bottom cover plates. The frame is
stifi^eiied with end cross plates and diagonal braces of
Hedley anti-climbers are secured to the
];ressed steel.
bottom with cover
steel

castings.

buffer

sills.

The

side

plates.

The

cross bearers are built

frames were designed as girders to carry the
body and passengers, with the cross

entire load of the

Automatic couplers are part of the equipment

Twenty-four
seats.

They

electric

are

heaters are located under the car

thermostatically controlled.

A

feature incorporated in the control of the heaters
relay

which opens the heater

new
is

a

circuit while the train is

and resulting
in substantial economy, because the rates charged for
energy depend upon the maximum demand.
The regular lighting system consists of 22 series
lights of 45 watts each, arranged in three rows along
These lights are
the center and each side of the car.
mounted in compensating fixtures arranged so that when
one lamp burns out the others continue to burn. Lowvoltage emergency lighting units are placed over each of
the doors.
Ample illumination, a white ceiling, and

accelerating, thereby reducing the peak loads

The .side
bearers delivering loads to the side frame.
frame, in turn, delivers the load to the bolsters and
thence to the trucks at the center plates. The side frame
is of pressed steel construction
the top plate is formed
;

of a special type of

U

pressing, extending in one piece

The intermediate posts are of
The side girder plate is
in.
thick
and
above
the
windows
is a ^-in. steel letter
I
board. Special attention was given to the design of the
from end

to

end of

a special flange

U

car.

pressing.

]50sts at the end side doors because of the heavy stresses
concentrated at these points.
The roof is the monitor
type carried on continuous flanged U shaped steel car-

relatively light-colored side walls contribute to a cheerful

•

looking interior.
High speed electric railway practice was followed
closely in the design and construction of the cars. Steel
structural shapes are used for side and center sills.
pressings and castings for the other members of the
frame. The side and center sills of channel shapes extend in one piece from buffer sill to buffer sill.
The
car flooring is fastened to special pressed steel Z shapes
secured to the side and center sills. The flooring is of
Chan-arch and the wearing surface of |-in. Tuco'.ith.
The body bolsters are built up of two pressed steel
pans placed back to back and reinforced on the top and

is equipped with two 210-hp.. 600-volt, commutat'ng pole, field control, dual ventilated, direct-current motors

Cach motor truck
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wear plates, rolled steel wheels, A.S.T.M. quenched
and tempered axles, and A.E.R.A. type solid bronze

steel

bearings.
six of the cars, twelve trucks, Hyatt roller bearnigs
instead of the S^xlO-in. friction bearings. Cast
used
are
integral in the Commonwealth Steel Company's truck
frame are the side sills, transoms, end sills, spring caps

On

and pedestals.

Mounted on the outside equalizing bars
beams on which are assembled

are the third rail shoe
the

Champion

collector

shoes.

These shoes are held

under a spring tension of 20 lb. against the third rail.
The motor truck is equipped with two Westinghouse
210-hp., 600-volt, direct-current, commutating-pole. field-

axle-hung railway motors, driving through helical
distinctive feature of the motor
gears and pinions.
One current of air
is the dual system of ventilation.
at the commutator
housing
bearing
armature
enters the
end, passes under the commutator, through the armature
core longitudinally, and out through the fan at the back
end of the motor. The other air current enters through

control,

A

A

motor truck and a

spaced on 47
support each car

trailer truck,

ft.

6

in. centers,

openings in the frame back of the commutator, which is
baffled from this air, passes through the air gap and
between the field coils, continuing through the doublebladed fan and out at the back end. Thus none of the
air passes over the commutators, and troubles due to dirt

and brakeshoe dust are avoided.
brushes
Trucks are of the M.C.B. equalizing type with one-piece
cast steel frames

lines,

steel

to

which extend from side plate to side plate. All
throughout the car is copper bearing, conforming

A.S.T.M.

specifications.

couplers are the Van Dorn car, air and electric
They are
type, designed especially for subway service.
of the tight lock type, so arranged that when coupled all
connections are made up automatically. Uncoupling can
be done from the ground or from the cab of either car.
feature incorporated in the coupler cutout switch is

The

Waugh
90,000

draft gear

is

used which has a capacity of about

when compressed

lb.

1^

in.

Trucks Are Equalizing Type
The cars are mounted on a motor and trailer truck
with 5^x10 in. journals. The trucks are the M.C.B. fourwheel equalizing type equipped with the Simplex clasp
brakes. Commonwealth Steel Company's cast-steel onepiece frame, Symington journal boxes, Stucki side bearings, oil bearing brass lined center plates, cast-steel
bolster, Ellcon height adjusters, Sauvage shim slack adjusters on the motor truck, Rolman rolled manganese

unit master controller in every cab.

Features of Air Brake Design
the Westinghouse
type give the trains,
of eight cars and less, smooth retardation. They are designed for quick recharge after emergency; charging

Electro-pneumatic air brakes
Traction Brake Company's

Total

54,000
34,210
21,790
110,000
67 ft. 6
10 ft.
12 ft. 4
47 ft. 6

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
in.
in.
In.
In.
7 ft. 5 in.
7 ft.
in.

over all
Width over all
Height, rail to top of roof
Bolster centers
Motor truck wheelbase
Trailer truck wheelbase
Air brakes
Westinghouse
Anti-climbers
Hedley
Armature bearings
Plain

I^engtli

electric and
during electric holding graduated release
pneumatic service, emergency and release positions which
are the same on the brake valve and which permit emergency braking during or immediately after a service application.
The service brake cylinder pressure is 50 lb.

per square inch.
The emergency cylinder pressure is
70 lb. per square inch, obtained from the train pipe of 85
to 100 lb. per square inch pressure through a limiting
valve set at 70 lb. Each car is provided with an air compressor of 35 cu.ft. capacity, arranged so that

AMUE

Body

Brake shoes

Steel

Diamond S
Westinghouse D3-F
Rigid metal
Westinghouse ABF
.Van Dorn, oar. air and electric

Compressors
Conduit
Control
Couplers.

.

.

150

all

govern-

BROAD STREET SUBWAY CARS, BUILT BY BRILL

Door mechanism. ..National Pneumatic Co.
Doors
Sliding, side and end
Fans

;

;

Curtain material, motorman's curtains
Pantasote
Destination signs
Hunter
Door hangers
Diamond bail bearing

Draft gear
Dust guards
Energy-saving device

of

AMUE

WEIGHTS, DIMENSIONS AND EQUIPMENT DETAILS OF THE
Weights
Car body
Trucks
Equipment

Also the wear on the

decreased.

Both the motors and the control equipment have been
designed especially to give rapid acceleration and high
schedule speeds under the conditions of subway service.
The motors are geared to propel empty cars at a speed of
approximately 47 m.p.h. on level tangent track, and to
maintain a speed of 24 m.p.h. with a fully loaded train
on the 3 per cent grade between the Logan and Olney
Multiple-unit control, of the unitAvenue stations.
switch electro-pneumatic type, has been provided, with a

A

the interlocking of the motorman's door signal light, tail
The
lights, marker lights and train number sign light.

is

Waugh

Symington
Thermostat

Westinghouse, ceiling
Finish
Steel painted
Floor covering
Tuco Products Corp.
Glass
Double thick American AA
Hand brake geared
Peacock
Hand brake handle
Adams & Westlake
Hand straps
Rico Steel-Kar
Heaters
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Headlights
Crouse-Hlnds
Headlining
Agasote
Height adjuster
Ellcon
Interior trim
Brass, nickel plated

WDN

Journal bearings
Journal boxes

Lamp

fixtures

Motors.

..

5ixl0 A.E.R.A.

Symington

Adams & Westiake

.Westinghouse

581-A-l,

210-hp.,
inside hung

Monitor
Sheet steel

Roof type
Roof material

Dead man's control
Safety car device
Aluminum, O. M. Edwards
Sash
Briii, longitudinal and cross
Seats
Seat capacity
Seating material
Side bearings
Slack adjusters
Steel

75

Rattan
Stucki
American Brake Co.

and Sauvage
Chan-arch
Bdlson
Champion

flooring

Storage battery
Third rail collectors
Ventilators
WTieels

Hinged shutter type
36-in.,

rolled

steel
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steam-operated motor coach the generators are at the extreme rear and the engine

ors on a train are electrically connected and any governor
can cut in all of the air compressors. On each truck is
provided an automatic train stop which, vi^hen passing
over a track trip which is in a raised position when signals
are at "danger," causes an emergency application of the

is

ahead of the rear

Has Eight'Cylinder Motor
and power reserve are

Flexibility

are connected as an integral part of
the foundation brake rigging at the cylinder levers. The
brake handle is the Adams & Westlake ratchet type. At

advantages claimed by

The hand brakes

rigging.

Before opening the Broad Street subway to the public,
was necessary to make thorough tests of every part
of the equipment and to undertake preliminary operaThe first
tion to have all parts functioning properly.
step was getting the substations into service, and adjusting the equipment so that the various supplies of power
it

Getting the different stations
could be maintained.
correlated and adjusted required many trials. Furthermore, as the capacity and arrangement of this equipment
was unusual, considerable time was required to train the
men. After power was supplied to the third rail, trains
were operated on slow schedules to test the equipment,
check clearances and obtain data to insure that all the
apparatus would function properly. It was necessary also
to test the electro-pneumatic interlocking control of track
switches in service, together with the automatic signals
and train stops. The scope of operation gradually was
extended until six-car trains were being run from City

of wheels

Experimental Steam Coach

air brakes.

the lower end of the brake staff there is located a train
of gears of the Peacock type to multiply the power delivered from the brake handle to the foundation brake

set

its

designers

REDUCED

cost of operation and increased flexibility
major
claims made for a pre-manufacturing
are the
model steam operated motor coach recently designed
and built under the supervision of D. McCall White
and his associates for the Automotive Syndicate, Ltd.,
This operating model bus has
of Indianapolis, Ind.
been on the road, under test, for some months, and
due
it is claimed that its reduced operating expense is
Its
to lowered fuel and mechanical maintenance cost.
smooth riding quality, improved ventilation and vision,
absence of jerks on starting and stopping, and absence
of gear and axle noises, should appeal to the ridmg
public, according to the designers.
The coach is of the modern street car type design.

seats

40 passengers

permits a number of standees.
bined with the chassis, the various operating units being
mounted directly on the framework of the body.

aisle

Hall to Fern Rock yard, making the normal stops at
the calculated schedule speed.
Each car was operated under all conditions and over all
track for an average of about 600 miles. As there
are 150 cars, this preliminary testing and training of
The Fern
personnel required a long period of time.

Rock shops were opened during the tests so the cars
could be inspected, overhauled and maintained as required.

Enlarged

Facilities

at

A

For Instruction

Morgantown

N ASSEMBLY

hall with a seating capacity of 150
being constructed by the Monongahela WestPenn Public Service Company on the eighth floor of its
is

Partitions between
building in Morgantown, W. Va.
down, and the
torn
being
are
hallway
and
a
four offices
large room is being redecorated. Folding chairs will be
placed in the room. It will be used for holding classes

and for general meetings of employees.

It

and its
The body is com-

in addition to the operator,

The main condensers

are located in the front of the bus
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Comfortable seating

is

The

provided for 40 passengers, exclusive

Vol.73,

instrument panel

conveniently arranged within reach
i.hc driver

is

of

of ihc driver

They are readily detachable from
there being no necessity of working

No.8

pits

underneath,

from above. The
wheelhousings are part of the body and the framework
and carlines extend in one piece from one side of the
body frame to the other. This bus is provided with

front entrance

and center

exit, folding-type doors,

which

are air controlled by the driver.

produced in generating units of a new type,
a compartment in the rear of the vehicle.
They burn fuel oil and it is claimed that they are nonexplosive.
The bus is driven by an eight-cylinder
reciprocating steam engine of the poppet-valve type,
which is located beneath the floor near the center of the
vehicle.
The rear axles are driven through twin worm
gears, without interposition of a clutch or change gears.
small auxiliary steam engine provides power for
the operation of the electric generator, condenser fans
and air compressor. The main condensers are located
at the front of the coach body, with auxiliary condensers
placed in the roof.
All of the operating units are installed below the floor level and are designed for quick
service replacement.

Steam

located

is

in

A

The Automotive Syndicate, Ltd., is purely a pre-production organization, the purpose of which was to design
and build a pre-manufacturing model of the motor bus
];Owered by steam, using a patented steaming system

View with the

rear panel removed, showing the position of the
electric motors, with their
lespectve d-stributor heads

two steam generators and

developed over a period of several years of experimental
and research work. This pre-manufacturing model has
been completed, but details of the future manufacturing
program and a technical description of the various mechanical units employed are not yet ready for release.

Expanding Services on North
Shore Line
ADDITION of three new limited trains operating daily
^

between

Chicago

and

Milwaukee,

two Chicago-

Waukegan expresses and one local from Waukegan to
Chicago are features of the new operating schedule of the
Chicago, North Shore

& Milwaukee

Railroad which beThis new service is largely
for the convenience of persons wishing to reach their
destination quickly at a late hour, such as theater-goers

came

effective

on Jan. 20.

of persons attending meetings.
The additional trains
make a total of 45 limiteds operated by the North Shore

Lme daily between Chicago and Milwaukee, making
stops also at Racine, Kenosha, Zion, Waukegan, North
The

Chicago Junction and Niles Center. Between Chicago
and Waukegan, 81 trains are operated daily, while the
eight-cylinder poppet-valve steam engine
cyhnder lubricator on the front

is

provfdcd

end

wth

a

Imiiteds

make a

residents daily.

total of

122 trains serving

Waukegan

Track Materials
Specially Designed
for

New York

City Subways

By Robert H. Jacobs
Division Engineer

Board of Transportation,

Double housed

DUE

to the large number
of sharp curves on the
lines of the new city-built
subways in New York, it has
been necessary to provide a large
amount of guarded construction.
This condition has made it necessary for us to provide many
special parts to meet the unusual requirements encountered
in this situation.

The

switches, as used

High carbon

New York

on the B.-M.T. and new subway

rails

on

are used

gent track, with manganese
parts of special work.

rail

tan-

for

Most con-

venient length for handling found
to

be 33

Accurate manufacture

ft.

of screw spikes essential.
section

is

A

used for third

150-lb.

rail.

lines

lar,

and while the Interborough

was

inclined to favor the exten-

sion of the use of the modified

for the new
the representatives of the
city and the B.-M.T. favored the
new section. After considerable

A.S.C.E. section

lines,

discussion the latter

The outstanding

was adopted.

differences be-

tween the two sections are less
slope of the head and a narrower
and thicker base for the A.R.A.-B rail. While a somewhat lighter rail would, of course, carry the traffic satisfactorily, the use of a larger section is amply justified by
the saving in maintenance and renewals.
On account of special conditions, a higher carbon rail
than ordinarilv used on steam railroads has been found to

solution

many points of interest.
the track standards for the existing dual system
of subways operated in New York by the I.R.T. and the
B.-M.T. were determined upon, the 100-lb. section had
of the problems presented has

When

already been adopted for the existing subway. At that
time the A.R.A.-B rail section was becoming very popu325
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'Elliptical hole

100 lb.

A PA

Standard
Type

B

the top of the head, thereby increasing the life of the rail.
The standard "E" bar with alternate round and oval

holes

Rail'

Vol.7i,No.d,

used for

is

all

joints except those

on the low

side

On guarded
of guarded curves and in special work.
curves a so-called "G" bar is used between the running
rail
"Joint bar
NofB-.-

Figures preceded

.,,+i^

by

'

J>.^—
^1 h -It

r

t,-

or t indicate

allowable variations

-^

T'.'ffc"

A

Joints at

unguarded

rail

showing

B

bars

-mibARASd
Type B Rail
--Joint bar G
''Joint

bar F'

and the guard

"E"

standard

due

This bar

rail.

identical with the

is

bar, except that the lower flange is omitted,

to the limited space in

which

it is

to be placed.

These

bars have round holes only. Bars of standard section are
provided with oval holes only for use on the outside of
the guard rail, and of the running rail on the low side

The use of bars with all round holes or all
oval holes on the low side of guarded curves is due to the
necessity of placing the track bolts with their heads on the
outside of the rails to facilitate removal.
of curves.

Screw spike A

Welding of

f^

an alternative to the use of

rails as

splice

some consideration, but has not been
due to the difficulties of making renewals

bars has received
•r-Y/..r>,

*<«>;

,

adopted, largely

"

i</lf>i--'g
Tie plate Fl

Joints at

guarded

rail

^

showing F and

G

bars

be practicable. Our specifications call for a carbon content
of 0.73 per cent to 0.86 per cent, instead of 0.62 to 0.77
per cent commonly used on steam railroads for this
-weight of rail.
These harder rails, of course, give us
longer service.
In general, rolled manganese rail was used on tracks
for the dual system on curves of 700 ft. radius and
under. The initial purchase of manganese rail for the
greater part of the tracks of the dual system was made

at a price of about $85 a ton. Since that time the rail
has practically doubled in price, whereas the increase
in price of the open-hearth rail has been only about 43
per cent. Records of the service on our lines of manj;anese rail and of high carbon open-hearth rail are not
very consistent. Without any question the manganese
Tail has a much longer life under traffic than open-hearth
Tail, but it is liable to corrugation.
It also has a consid•erable disadvantage due to the impracticability of cutting

and

This aflfects both original
and renewals, as well as bonding. On account
these considerations, including its high price, there is
drilling this rail in the field.

installation
•of

under traffic.
Contrary to the usual railroad practice, a special type
of bolt was adopted for the tracks of the dual system.
This bolt has a round neck and a large head, the latter
being flattened on two sides so as to fit under a rib at the
top of the splice bar in order to prevent turning. This
made it possible in the dual system to use splice bars
with round holes only. On tangent track and unguarded
curves the bolts are placed with the heads on alternate
sides of the rail, in accordance with the general practice.
As previously stated, on guarded curves it is necessary,
in order to be able to back out the bolts, to place all the
nuts between the guard rail and the running rail. It was
found, after years of use, that this type of bolt, in spite
its advantages, had disadvantages which have led us
to abandon it and adopt an oval-neck track bolt with a
ratchet or Harvey Grip thread, notwithstanding the fact
that it has required the furnishing of bars with special
punching for use in guarded construction.
Tie plates for ballasted track are designed for use with
cut spikes. The standard "A" plates for use on tangent
track and unguarded rails on curves present no special
features, but correspond to those in general use.
However, special plates are required for use at joints, in
of

a tendency to limit its use. Our standards for the new
subways do not call for the use of manganese rail
•except for parts of special work most subject to wear.
We are continuing the use of 33-ft. rails, although
longer rails are now being used by many railroads. While

Guard roil-

city

_

c
Screw

spikes

Back

-lOOIb.

A.R.A.

Standard

Rail

£

t

Type

"""^^

B Rail

Screw spike A

X.

ofbra^LA

a reduction in the number of joints is desirable, our
-determination was based on the difficulties of handling
rails longer than 33 ft. in the restricted space in the

3?C53rz7F»--?2^^:^i"
plate
Tie

subway.

Separator and

plate

tie

I

H for

screw spikes

The

joint bars adopted for the new city subways are
similar to those now in use by the operating companies.

.^"Carriage bolts

galvanizecf

The "head

free" feature providing contact at the to|)
of this bar with the web, instead of supporting the head
of the rail near its outer edge, is interesting.
Two

.

.

py

\\\

advantages claimed for this bar are, first, that the joint
assumes its final position when applied, assuring the
maintenance of perfect alignment through the joint from
the time of first application, and second, that the so-called
"anvil action" of the wheels on the joints is eliminated,
because the underside of the railhead is left entirely free,

,*

-^
...

,

\i

line of^track

rail
Top of track rail

permitting the railhead to act at the joints the same as

throughout other parts of the rail. Another advantage
claimed for this "head free" feature is that metal may be
omitted from the under faces of the railhead, where it is
of no use, and an equivalent amount of metal added to

Top of tie

Section
^-5'-l"to C.L

of track

"'

150-Ib. third rail with bracket

and

Lilator
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guarded construction and in special work. A careful
study of manufacturing tolerances was required in order
to determine the proper dimensions of the special plates.
Tie plates for concreted track are designed for use with
screw spikes and require bosses for the support of the
screw spike heads in a position to allow a i^-m. space
between the bottom of the head and the flange of the rail.
It was the early practice on some other railroads to turn
down the screw spikes tight on the rail, but this resulted
in a

movement of

the spike in the

ability of the construction.

The

tie

affecting the service-

between the
head of the screw spike and the flange of the rail has
overcome this difficulty.
Only two types of screw spikes are used in our work.
iV-in. space

327

minations in this matter are the result of intensive
surveys which we have made of tracks under operation.
On account of the high cost and great difficulties involved in making renewals it has been the uniform practice to provide ties manufactured from a very high class
of material. For the ballasted track, including the special work, our specifications call for first growth, longleaf. Southern yellow pine.
No tie is acceptable with
less than three heart corners, or with more than 1 in.
of sap on the fourth corner or with more than 2^ in.
of sap, measured across the face anywhere in the length
of the tie. Variations up to \ in. in width and depth and

up

to

^

in. in

length are accepted.

These

ties are deliv-

Screw spike "A"

is the standard track spike for concrete
screw spike "E" is used principally for rail
braces in curved track and in special work. The accuracy
of the manufacture of the screw spike is of the greatest
importance first, in order that the space between the head
of the screw spike and the flange of the rail may be maintained, and second, that the groove formed in the wood of
the tie block with the first thread of the screw may be followed by the remaining threads in such a way as not to
injure the fiber of the wood. In replacing screw spikes,
the groove in the wood should be followed by the threads
of the new spike. These conditions are not met in the
so-called "commercial" screw spikes.
Service requirements necessitate a substantial form of
guarded construction consisting of rail braces on the
outside of the high rail, and rail braces on the inside of
the guarded rail on the low side. Guard rails are secured
to the running rails by bolts passing through separators,
separators being needed to provide the necessary flangeway. Although the separator bolts have been placed at
frequent intervals, there has been a large amount of
breakage under trafiic. Several special designs have been
developed to obviate this difficulty, but to date none
has been tested on our rapid transit lines.
The
operating companies have been experimenting with
the use of guard rail clamps similar to those commonly used opposite frogs on steam railroads. However, these are expensive and clumsy and not well
suited for use on concreted track, as they require the
omission of a large amount of concrete between the tie

track, while

;

new design we

are seeking to minimize this
difficulty by providing bolts manufactured to a special
specification which will have greater elasticity and will
be less liable to breakage.
are also modifying the
design of the separator, providing a larger hole for the

We

bolt,

and have adopted a headlock washer which has

shown good

results.

Rail creepage has in the past been the cause of a great
deal of difficulty in maintaining tracks, and the use of
anti-creepers to overcome this trouble has been the devel-

opment of comparatively recent years. On the first subways no anti-creepers were used, but when work was
on the tracks for the dual system three anticreepers to the rail length of 2>Z ft. were adopted as
started

standard. Under actual operating conditions, this number of anti-creepers was found to be insufficient to hold
the rail, necessitating a considerable amount of maintenance work which often required bucking of rail for
a long distance.
As the result of this experience, for
the last few years we have used five anti-creepers to the
(rail length, which has proved satisfactory.
In general,
experience indicates that rail creepage occurs in the direction of traffic, more or less regardless of grades.
Deter-

on the Interborough
Rapid Transit Line

switches, as used

ered cut to the correct dimensions.
Standard 6x8-in.
8 ft. long, and ties 9 ft. long for the support of the
third rail, are used, with ties of various lengths as
required for special work, which in some cases run up
ties

to

blocks.

In our

Lapped

27i ft. in length.
For the concreted track,

as described in an article pub-

lished in this paper Feb. 2, creosoted timber is used of
the same quality as for ballasted track.
These ties are

furnished to exact dimensions 10 in. wide and 6 in. high,
with holes drilled for screw spikes, for anchor bolts
where used, and for lag screws used for fastening the
third rail insulator cups and brackets.
The holes are
exactly spaced by templet prior to creosoting.
Long life is expected for these ties, based upon the
present condition of similar ties which have been in service for about twelve years.
A recent inspection shows

and practically no tie cutting or
screw spike holes. Because the ties are
protected from extreme weather conditions it may be
expected that deterioration from decay will be slow, and
on account of the use of practically all heart timber,
comparatively light wheel loads and the use of tie plates,
there has been practically no deterioration from tie
little

deterioration,

failure in the

cutting.

On

tangent and long radius curves, unused holes in

make it possible to drill new holes in the tie
blocks after the first holes are unserviceable. In the case
of sharp radius curves, where due to double spiking and
the tie plates

Vol.7i,No.?>
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provide spare holes, this
other reasons it is impossible to
use of ties 10 in wide
the
cannot be done. However,
it possible in future
renders
wide
in.
tie plates 7^

of the concreting.

The greater part of
of numerous non-standard layouts.
curvature than on
sharper
much
of
is
work
our special
No. 8, with some
and
steam roads and consists of No. 6
from 350 ft. to
radn
of
turnouts
No 10 and No. 12
in the case of high-speed crossovers

are

with
holes.
tie plates, and drill new
to plug old holes, shift the
poswherever
used
are
switches
Standard frogs and
the many limitHowever,
trackwork.
special
sible in our
necessitate the designing
ing conditions of the alignment

to a

minimum, due

Delays and interference are reduced
to having all of this work executed

by one contractor.
section of the third rail is
In general, the standard
section, with the third rail
special
of
yard
per
lb.
150
brackets from the tie
protection boards supported by
The insulated joints
purpose.
that
for
blocks extended
of track-laying.
in.stalled in the tracks at the time

350 ft., whereas
anywhere from No.
on steam railroads the numbers run
very few under
with
30,
No.
even
12 to No. 20 and
As a result we provide a large amount of guard-

Readers'

Forum

1

No

is not required
ing through the special work, which
switches are
Our
practice.
railroad
ordinarily in steam
single housed for
and
switches
facing
for
housed
doulile
of the housings.
trailing switches, with guards in front
on the turnout
guarded
are
8
No.
points up to a

Switch

frogs are extended by guard rails.
For the dual system, lapped switches have been used
the
on the Interborough lines, with guards opposite

The wing

side.

rails of

extended points, whereas on the Brooklyn-Manhattan
We are following
lines housed switches have been used.
regard for the
this
in
practice
Brooklyn-Manhattan
the
new city subways. The use of the lapped switches for
that
the Interborough lines was based on the contention
rail
extreme
with
that
designed
so
is
stock
the rolling
and wheel wear the equipment on the under side of their

cars

would not clear the housing, which extends

-J

in.

Our new

cars are similar to
the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit cars in having clearance
between the equipment and the rail.
Rail built-up frogs are standard for our work. After
years of service these frogs have proved entirely satis-

above the top of

new

rail.

Show Greater
Young Employees

Executives Should

12.

in

Interest

Board of Supervising Engineers
Chicago Traction
Chicago,

III.. Jan. 30. 1929.

To

the Editor
In the Jan. 26 issue of Electric

Railway Journal

Blood."
appeared an editorial entitled "Wanted—Young
men
young
to
apply
will
presented
The argument there
in
whether
business,
railway
electric
the
in
starting
just
is
statement
The
engineering or other departments.
the
of
men
raise
failed
to
has
made that the industry
intype desired. This condition seems unnecessary and
anyexcusable. The young man needs first, more than

one
thing else, a little kindly consideration from some
If interested in the
well up the scale in authority.
railway business he is willing to work in any department
Naturally, however, he
to obtain necessary experience.
wishes to feel that he is being observed and that if his
work is satisfactory he will be guided into that depart-

ment where he can make the best use of
be most valuable to the company.

his ability

and

factory and are particularly advantageous from the point
have in a few
of view of repairs under service.
These
instances installed solid cast manganese frogs.

very well to say that ability will bring the
man to the front in spite of adverse conditions, but granting this, it is sometimes a long and discouraging route,

and are being watched
However, they are open to the objection of
repairs under operation in case of breakage.

tending to dull the keen enthusiasm and interest of the
young man in his work. Personal interest in the work

We

have

lieen in track for three years

in service.
difficulty in

of the use of housed switches, especially
for subway tracks, consists principally of more guarding
In this form of
at the extreme points of the switches.

The advantage

construction there is an offset in the stock rail, which
makes it possible to thicken up the switch point, thereby

adding to its stability and life.
Rolled manganese rail is used in special work for parts
that are subjected to hard service, especially frogs for
main line. Where it is necessary to provide for very
frequent train movements, switch points and curved lead
rails of rolled

manganese are

For the dual system the
lated

joints,

installed

also provided.

third rail,

as well as signal

tending and insuetc., were

interlocking,

by the operating companies as equipment, while

new city subway all this work is being done by
The installation of the third rail, bonding of
city.

for the
the

the third rail and installation of the insulated joints and
of conduits in the trackways are all included in the track
contracts. The track contractor's equipment for handling
materials is suitable and available for handling the third

and the work can be carried on to advantage by him
work. The necessity of
providing for positive and negative cables, lighting,
escalators and circuit breaker connections require that a

rail,

in connection with his track

large

number of conduits be placed

These conduits must, of course,

all

in the trackways.

be placed in advance

It

all

is

of the young man need not be wholly an unselfish attitude on the part of the company executives, because the
enthusiasm and loyalty of youth may be capitalized for
the benefit of the'company as well as to the advantage
Failure to make efficient use of the perof the man.
sonnel of an organization is more important and farreaching than a failure to use properly the material
assets of the

company.

Consideration of the young
lessen his obligations to

will not in any way
his full service to the

man

perform

The right kind of man does not want unconsideration
to be shown him but does crave
deserved
opportunity to do an advancing grade of work and to
secure increasing compensation.
Another point touched upon in your editorial is the
resistance to receiving suggestions from a younger or
No doubt those of us who are
subordinate employee.

company.

many suggestions from our assistsome not. But in any case a suggestion should be made welcome and initiative should not
be stiffled by overriding or ignoring ideas by mere weight
of authority.
After all the relation of employer and
employee, especially the younger inexpei fenced ones,
should be largely governed by the Golden Rule. This

older have received
ants,

some

rule

is

in the

usable,

frequently strained to the breaking point, but
main it is a good guide. Ralph H. Rice,
Principal Aisistam Engineer.
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Midwest Railway Men Discuss
Fares and Claims

caught in the slow grind of the law. But rare were the
cases where even the demanded increases in fare
were commensurate with the increased costs already
experienced.

Executives attending meeting at St. Joseph, Mo.,
protest against tendency to deny the

Campbell, president and general manager Arkansas
Valley Interurban Railway, as the futility of a fixed
standard of service requirements or the prices to be
While some may hold the
charged for the service.
opinion that the decrease in interurban passenger receipts has been due to the gradual increase in fares,
Mr. Campbell disagrees, charging the decline almost
entirely to the use of the privately owned automobile,
Declining pasaggravated in some cases by the bus.
senger revenues was likewise the subject for observations by Robert P. Woods, president Kansas City,
Clay County & St. Joseph Railway, who agreed subMr. Woods emphasized
stantially with Mr. Campbell.
the need for giving thought to both quantity and quality
of interurban service, including character of equipment,
time of operation and speed.
Discussing the factors involved in securing public
good will and employee co-operation, C. D. Porter,
vice-president and general manager Omaha & Council
Bluffs Street Railway, in a paper which in his absence
was read by F. S. Welty, assistant general manager, reviewed some of the difficulties which in December, 1927,
An exconfronted the new management in Omaha.
piring franchise, a maturing bond issue with no means
of refinancing, and a public relations dilemma have been
succeeded in fourteen months of concentrated rebuilding
by a new 30-year franchise voted by the outstanding
majority of four to one, an extended bond maturity date,
and a manifestly "friendly" public.
Development in city and interurban equipment was the
subject of a paper by Charles O. Birney, superintendent
"Our next
of car construction Stone & Webster, Inc.
ten cars to be built will in all probability be equipped
with dynamic brake equipment or propeller shaft air
brake with automatic release in connection with an inWhile street railway officials
ternal expansion brake.
actually purchase the passenger equipment," continued
Mr. Birney, "the ride, which is the most important item,
is purchased by the individual and it is his or her taste
and convenience that must be considered."
The joint session on Friday morning with the Midwest
Claim Agents Association was featured by two papers
on the legal aspects of electric railway operation. Both
H. S. Robertson, president Denver Tramway, and H. C.
White, district claims attorney Illinois Terminal Rail-

Nothing

industry compensatory rates
railways are
THAT
reasonable compensation for

to a just and
service rendered, based
u]K)n its cost plus a fair return to the investors, was the
sense of a resolution adopted by the Midwest Electric
electric

entitled

at St. Joseph. Mo., on
The delegates listened to a number of adFeb. 7-8.
dresses wherein the speakers pointed out the discrepancy
between present fares and the cost of producing the
service, and the failure of the general public to appreciate
the fact that this was having a serious effect upon credit
and service, and the resolution was presented in the

Railway Association, meeting

hope of securing recognition of this situation.
President F. G. Buffe of the association, calling the
opening session to order on Thursday morning, introduced J. N. Shannahan, president Omaha & Council
Bluffs Street Railway and chairman of the Advisory
Council A.E.R.A. Mr. Shannahan said: "Given time,
I am just as well
the ])endulum swings both ways.
convinced the electric railway has a future as that I am

That future depends, of course,
standing before you.
on the capability, tadt and executive ability of our
managements. The success or failure of the enterprise,
whether it be hotel, bank, store or electric railway,
depends on the personality of that individual."
The electric railway industry must learn that the value
of an article is not based on its cost of production, but
on what the public is willing to pay for it, declared
Walter Jackson, fare and motor bus consultant. Mount
Vernon. N. Y. "If we analyze our market," he continued, "we will find that our case is far from hopeless.
Let us appreciate that we must not and cannot rest upon
The
any assumed necessity for mass transportation.
fact that the community will suffer if we depart is about
as convincing to the average public as the ant's warning
to the grasshopper to save up supplies for the winter.

To

who live within reasonable reach of our faciliany handicap of waiting time should be offset by a
manifest, not an asserted, economy. We are not going
to get anywhere with our desire for more business and
those

ties,

a better load factor until we appreciate that even the
casual rider needs some incentive to use the street car."
The chief incentive, in Mr. Jackson's opinion, is the combination of short-haul fares and short headways.
In our larger urban centers, according to William B.
Bennett, director of research St. Louis Public Service
Company, the street railway remains the only effective
real mass transportation.
where subways and elevated railroads
are necessary and imminent, the surface railways will

agency for the handling of

Even

in

cities

continue of increasing indispensability as feeders to
bring people to the rapid transit arteries, in short-haul
service, and in carrying people between points not conveniently connected by rapid transit lines.
"From the very beginning of skyrocketing of prices
of all other commodities, the price of urban street railway transportation has lagged lamentably," continued
Mr. Bennett. True, many companies foresaw the rapid
ujnvard trend in operating costs and made application
to properly constituted authorities for relief, only to be

is

quite

so

obvious,

declared

Robert

B.

road, stressed the desirability of close co-operation between legal and operating departments of a railway
company. Both agreed that there are certain types of

connection with which transportation deshould understand the applicable legal
principles, if for no other reason than to be able to
explain to the individuals involved the reasons an adjustment was made.
Two roundtable luncheons Thursday noon provided
both city and interurban operators an opportunity to
exchange information concerning their common problems.
Robert P. Woods presided over the interurban
group Charles A. Semrod, vice-president and general
manager St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat & Power
Company, guided the street railway section.
The banquet speaker was Earl W. Hodges, director
of personal relations Henry L. Doherty & Company.
St. Louis was selected for the June meeting.

accidents

in

partment

officials

;

New

Practical Ideas
for the Mainten

Cylinder Boring

Machine Pays for Itself
in Ten Months*

By C. B. Hall
Chief Clerk Mechanical Department
Virginia Electric

& Power Company,

Norfolk, Va.

GRATIFYING

have

economies

resulted at the Norfolk shop of

the Virginia Electric &
pany, from the use of a

boring

machine

from

Power Comnew cylinder

The average time consumed

for a
nine hours, four
hours of this being for the boring,
and five hours for dressing up the
cylinders with the hone.
first

class

job

is

Storm

the

Sulphur Used to Repair
Coupler Contact Blocks*
By Charles Herms

ously against the insulation to make
sure that the sulphur combines with
the insulation. Sulphur is melted off
of a large block and ironed into the

General Foreman
San Diego Electric Railway,
San Diego, Cal.

CONTACT

couplings.
blocks,

used

and carelessness

vehicles

As

a

making

in

The sulphur
it is filled.
cannot be melted in a ladle and then
poured into the hole as it will not
combine readily with the insulation,
and this is an important part of the
hole until

with
Tomlinson automatic couplers on
cars of the San Diego Electric Railway, are subjected to considerable
damage from collisions with other
blocks,

Where pieces of the insulation are
chipped out, the surface is scraped
out first to remove all loose particles,
care being used to leave the surface
rough. Hot sulphur is then worked
into the hole by using a hot soldering
iron.
One of approximately 1-lb.
weight has been found to work best.
It is necessary to work the iron vigor-

result, the contact

which are made of molded inand have

sulation, are often cracked

As these blocks
parts chipped out.
are quite expensive to replace, efforts
have been made to devise a satisfac-

One has now
been found which works out satis-

operation.

In performing the work, it is adworkmen to be under a
flue or suction fan as the sulphur
fumes are annoying and often dangerous. After the hole has been filled
in, the block is heated in an oven to
100 deg. C. and is then dipped in
visable for the

tory method of repair.

Westinghouse No. 335 varnish. After

factorily.

dipping, the contact blocks are again
baked for 24 hours to make certain

Froni-and con^acf sicfet

^,'Dottec/ /ine indica^s crack
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New

cylinder boring machine in operation
in the shops of the Virginia Electric H,

+

Power Company
Bus /ine
confacfgruic/es-

Manufacturing Company, Inc., MinPrior to the instalneapolis, Minn.
lation of this machine,

ditioning

.--r

Crack

work of recon-

^Anfi-creeper ribs

bus and engine cylinders
to outside contractors.

$7 per job, and with
amount of work now necessary

at a saving of

the cost of the machine will be saved
in less than ten months.

The
accompanying illustration
shows the machine set up for reboring
the cylinders.

Following

this

process a special hone outfit

boring

is

used.

*Submitted in Electric Railway Jour-

nal Prize

Contest.

t

/er/7?/fKr/

^T'-'-yr-f]

cost of this

the

ii

^eara/tof

Con fro/ confacf g'u/afes'

The
work averaged from $30
This work is now
to $45 per job.
being done with the new equipment

was given

I

Steel shell—'
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'Jnsu/aHon

of reclaiming

'Crack

damaged coupler

contact blocks

Lii'
ince

Kt.'i

Man

M

*'*-'

"^"
they are dried out properly.
Contacts are cleaned carefully with
gasoline to make certain that all varnish is removed.
The dipping seals
up all cracks and prevents accumulation of moisture.
This method of
repair has resulted in about 150 per
cent saving in the maintenance of

that

these couplers.

are bolted to two oak timbers 1^ in.
thick by 6 in. wide by 21 in. long and

5

spaced 21-in. centers.

The motor and emery-wheel base
are provided with two slots located
These slots are |
at 21-in. centers.
in. wide by 7 in. long.
The case is
bolted to the brackets through these
slots.
This provides for movement
of the emery wheel to and from the
^x2-in. angle
wheel being turned.
is riveted across the top front of the
two brackets and a ix4-in. angle is
bolted to the under surface of the

jt-.

A

Lathe Wheel Grinder

TROUBLE was

experienced with

the wheel-turning process in the

shop

of

the

Richmond

Railways,

Staten Island, N. Y., due to the fact
that very often hard spots were encountered which could not be removed readily with ordinary turning
tools. This caused considerable delay
It was
and a loss of production.

base.

The

^-in.

angle

is

provided with a

and the ^-in. angle with a
lever drilled and tapped for a |-in.
screw. A f-in. screw with an offset
handle 15^ in. long over all and with
8 in. of thread is passed through the
§J-in. hole and screwed into the
§^-in. hole

tapped hole. Two |-in. collars fastened to the screw on either side of
the ^-in. angle hold the screw in a
fixed position.

The equipment

is

mounted on a

platform in back of the lathe in line
with the wheel being turned. Longitudinal motion of the emery wheel is
obtained by moving the entire outfit,
whereas the lateral motion is secured
by shifting the wheelbase in the
brackets by means of the screw.

'

•""^-"'--'

.»

1

-:->.'-lBW

wkM-

Press for forcing excess oil from waste

The brake cylinder is
provided with the necessary air piping, gage, safety and operating valves.
wire basket 15^ in. high and 15 in.
in diameter is installed directly under
the ^-in. piston plate and is made of
|-in. wire, |-in. mesh, and held in
shape by three circular bands made
from fxl-in. material. The basket
rests upon a galvanized iron tray
made of g"2-in. material. It is 2| in.
high, 24 in. in diameter and is provided with a drainage spout 5 in.
long.
This spout has a 4-in. opening.
The basket and tray rest upon
a ix48-in. iron plate supported by
the sides of the waste box. A semicircular shield, 18 in. high and with
a radius of 7^ in., installed between
the basket and the wall, and a
diameter.

A

welded
on either side of the
tray, prevent the oil from splashing
over the wall and the tray overflow
from running to the floor.

-gxl^-in. circular metallic strip

to the -J-in. plate

Pneumatic Waste Press

SPECIAL

equipment to press exout of armature and
journal bearing waste after it has
been saturated in a temperaturecontrolled waste tank has been de-

When the basket is filled with the
saturated waste and air is applied to
the cylinder the piston moves down-

the Clifton Shop of the
Island Rapid Transit Rail-

flows back into the tank through the

way, Staten Island, N. Y. This
equipment consists of the pneumatic
press, a wire waste container, an iron
tray and a -J-in. flat plate.
The pneumatic press is made up of
a 10-in. brake cylinder supported by

waste prepared at any one time is
only sufficient to meet the immediate

cess

Removal
means

of hard spots from wheels by
of grinding has decreased the cost
of wheel turning and increased turning

production

overcome by the design and
construction of the grinding equipment, as shown in the accompanying
photograph.

A

12-in.

in

Staten

finally

,

vised

emery wheel

is

directly-

oil

fastened to the
usual push rod and sleeve
replaced by a stuffing box, together

connected to a motor and permanently
mounted on an oak plank -J in. thick,

wall.

Two
in. wide and 27 in. long.
lx2-in. conical brackets 21 in. long at

with

the base and 12 in. wide at the top

fastened

16

substantial brackets

is

The

a

solid

a

piston

-i-in.

to

plate,

831

which
14

in.

is

in

ward so

that the piston plate presses

the

from the waste.

oil

spout of the tray.

The

The amount

oil

of

requirements.

This equipment provides waste
with the proper saturation, and no
trouble has been experienced with hot
bearings from improper saturation
since it has been in service, it is
reported. The device is easy to operand saves much time in this phase
of the regular maintenance work.

ate

Helpful Equipment from
the Manufacturers
this new size. This safety brake automatically holds the load at any desired position for any length of time,

Air Motor Hoist of
10-Ton Capacity
handling wheels
FOR
presses
railway shops,

at lathes

and

in
and for
other heavy lifting work which would
ordinarily tie up a crane, a new air

motor hoist of 20,000 lb. capacity is
now being furnished by the IngersollRand Company, New York, N. Y.
The hoist construction employs a
powerful four-cylinder air motor

regardless of air pressure.
Instant
and complete control of the hoist
movement is obtained by a graduated
throttle and a well-balanced motor.

The

is

practically without vi-

The

cylinders are renewable

latter

bration.

and interchangeable, making it easy
and inexpensive to renew the cylinders

if

The

worn

high degree of accuracy.
A center
screw adjusts the vertical position of
the filament, a rear screw the focal
distance, and a side screw the lateral
position of the filament.
All three
screws work independently of each
other and their adjustment is simple

and

after long service.

be furnished with
either a top hook or a chain-driven
trolley as standard.
The company is
prepared, if necessary, to build special

The floodlighting projectors have
thumb screws for focusing to a

three

Automatic Tractor-Type

hoist can

trolleys

to

meet customers'

rapid.

AN

arc-welder,

.

re-

quirements.

Water Tight Motor

Welder
AUTOMATIC,

tractor-type

utilizing

the

elec-

tronic tornado principle

and used for
making lap and butt welds on large
surfaces, has been placed on the market by the Lincoln Electric Company,

A WATER

tight motor has been
developed for a Western firm
by Roth Brothers & Company, Chi-

cago,

111.

It

is

rated

15 hp.,

30 min. duty, and

1,150

compound wound for direct current.
The motor is reversible and is used
r.p.m.,

is

for hoist duty.

'•^

New

hoist for railway

geared to a rope
closed in
housing.
cial

drum and

in-

all

compact and dirtproof

The gears

made of

are

spe-

They operate

semi-fluid
grease,
completely
inclosed. Ball bearings or bronze bush-

ings are provided at

experience
will

all points where
indicated that they

has

add to the

efficiency

and

life

of

the hoist.

An automatic brake, of similar design to that used in other IngersollRand

air

hoists,

is

incorporated in

PRIXCIPAL, DETAILS OF AIR

MOTOR HOIST

Capacity, in pounds

Maximum

lift,

feet

Diameter of cable, inches
Length of cable, feet
Size pipe connection,

Floodlight Projectors

in a bath of

20 000
ib

A

83

inches

Weight equipped with top hook,
pounds
Weight equipped with chain-driven
trolley, pounds

J
1

300

i

800

a

seam weld with tractor-type
welder

Cleveland, Ohio.
self

extra

quality.

Making

It consists of an
electronic tornado head mounted on a

getting into the motor.

and are heat-treated to instrength and wearing

steel

sure

a

work

The bracket on the commutator
end has four hand hole covers, removal of which permits access to the
brushes, brush rigging and commutator.
These covers are bolted on
and are fitted with rubber ga.skets, so
that a stream of water can be played
on the bracket without danger of any

With Improved Features

projjelled

riage.

four wheel-drive car-

Power

flexible cable

is

and

supi)lied
all

that

through a

is

necessary

up the machine over the
improved floodlights for section to be welded and to start the
lighting railroad yards are an- arc.
The electrode and fibrous aunounced by the Westinghouse Elec- togenizer are fed automatically as the
tric & Manufacturing Company. Both tractor travels forward.
projectors have narrow beams, reflecIn making lap welds with this mators and heat-resisting clear lenses. chine no additional filler metal is
The reflectors are of chromium- used. The heat of the carbon arc

TWO

is

to line

plated brass, spun over metal forms,
assuring a high degree of accuracy
and perfect beam control. The re-

joint.

flector

seam

surface,

being chromium, is
impervious to any form of corrosion
or tarnishing and retains its brilliant
polish

permanently.

The

projector

is made of cast aluminum and
therefore, quite light in weight and
not subject to corrosion.

body

is.

332

fuses the edge of the top plate into
the lower plate,

is

A

filler

making a leak-proof
over the
a butt weld

strip is laid

to be welded,

when

desired.

Advantages claimed for this machine are high welding speeds and
smooth uniform welds.
Speeds on
|-in.

75

ft.

lap joints varying

from 50

per hour are obtained.

to
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of the Industry

]^(ews

a^^E
Detroiters Will

Vote on

Subway Proposal
Voters of Detroit, Mich., will decide
on April 1 whether they want the subway system proposed by the Rapid
Decision to this
Transit Commission.
effect follows a City Council meeting
when eight of the nine members voted
to submit the issue to the electorate.

The

plan calls for the
sub-surface and
running from the Ford
on the River Rouge across
of one

all

construction
elevated line
motor plant
the city and

terminating at Connors and Mack Avenues.
Although a portion of this line
would be elevated, through the main
section of Detroit all of it would be
underground.
Downtown loading stations and dips and a short subway for
street cars in

Woodward Avenue would

This proposed tube
system was submitted by the Rapid
Transit Commission and the Board of

also be required.

Street

Railway Commissioners follow-

ing

years of study.

si.x

Another Step Toward
Co-ordination in Grand Rapids
Another step has been taken in the
proposed plan of the City Commission

Grand Rapids, Mich., to assist the
Grand Rapids Railroad by municipal

of

subsidizing or by grouping of all local
common carrier transportation service
under the control of the railway. To
this end the tentative report of Gerald
J. Wagner, municipal consulting engineer, regarding the augmented transportation system, has been accepted by the
commission.
This action affords the
railroad an opportunity to offer plans to
enhance
its
service,
obtain
larger
revenues and reduce private automobile
congestion in the downtown or business
district.

Traffic Expert for Baltimore
Announcement has been made that a
expert of outstanding national
repute will be added to the executive
staff of the United Railways & Electric
Company, Baltimore, Md.

traffic

St. Louis, with occasional announcements of company improvements and

changes.

*

Unexpected Turn

in

Akron

Negotiations

was no demand

Resolution adopted for competitive bids
from outside companies. Company
had sought 10-cent fare

COMPETITIVE

bids

for

the

city

transportation in Akron, Ohio, are
be asked following the adoption of
a resolution by the City Council on Feb.
19, instructing the public utility committee of Council to advertise for bids
from other companies for the business.
The Council appropriated $100 for the
utility committee to use in advertising,
and in attempting to secure transportation companies of other cities to bid for
to

the franchise.
This action of the Council came somewhat as a surprise as negotiations between the company and the city had

been progressing.
The company had
asked for a 10-cent cash fare, eight
tickets for 50 cents, with a 5-cent school
ticket and a $1.50 weekly pass.
The
public utility committee of the Council
had made a counter proposition, offering the company an 8-cent cash fare,
seven tickets for 50 cents, with a 5-cent
school ticket and the $1.50 weekly pass.

The company had
and the

refused

the

city's

had asked the
company to submit a new one when
the matter came up at the Feb. 19
proposal,

city

Council meeting.
Following a statement by the president of the Council in which he said
that, "we are headed for a deadlock on
the traction franchise and as there is no
harm in looking ahead to the possibility
of being unable to reach an agreement
with the Northern Ohio Power & Light
Company, and it is entirely proper to
ask for bids from other concerns to operate the transportation system in Akron,"
Council unanimously adopted the resolution providing for the advertising.
One member of the Council talked
against the resolution, but voted for it.
He declared that in his opinion Akron

would not get any outside bids for service.
Other members of the Council

Special Paper for St. Louis

Readers

A newspaper of pamphlet size to be
read by street car patrons as they ride
was launched recently by the St. Louis
P::blic
.Service
Company, St. Louis,
Mo. A contest is being conducted to
find a suitable name for the new publication, the first prize being $50.
In its
pages will appear briefly told news of
current interest, civic events, stories
about places to go and things to see in

in the proposal, saying that
they did not want a duplication of the
situation which existed five years ago.
At that time the company's franchise
had expired and the administration attempted to motorize the city. The attempt failed, and the street railway was
granted an increase in fare. Following
this, a new franchise was written and
submitted to a referendum. The franchise gave the company a 50 per cent
increase in fare, and was approved by

found flaws

the public by an

ity.
Another member of the Council
declared that the thing for the Council
to do was to demand that the company
continue the present fare for a year and
then let the city take over the lines.
They could be operated as the water
works were operated. However, there

overwhelming major-

for

municipal owner-

ship.
•

Accident in Hudson River Tube

A rush-hour train, loaded with 900
the
passengers
became
stalled
in
Hudson Tunnel west of the Christopher
Street station in New York City at
about 6:10 o'clock on the evening of
Feb, 19, due to a roadbed fire and a
short circuit.

The office of the general manager of
the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, operating between New York and New
Jersey under the Hudson River, issued
the following statement
At 6:15 o'clock a short circuit occurred
the power cable underneath a car on a
The train was
train bound for Hobokeii.
1,000 ft. beyond Christopher Street station,
under Morton Street, not under the river.
Power was immediately cut off from the
The pasthird rail and fans were started.
sengers on the train were unloaded and
walked back to Christopher Street. There
was an e.xit close by, but it was more convenient to walk to the station.
This was not really a fire. There was a
The
flash and smoke from insulation.
cable was the one which runs back from
Everything under
the motorman's cab.
these trains is steel and there was nothing
in

on fire.
Passengers affected by smoke and needing hospital treatment were removed to
such institutions.
The day following the accident the
New York Transit Commission issued
a statement which read in part
to catch

The train had proceeded about 1,000 ft.
south of Christopher Street station at signal No. 142Z, when motorman noticed a
fire in the roadbed and intended to pass
over this when his brakes went into emergency, bringing the train to a sudden stop
with the fifth car No. 455 and the motor
truck of car No. 353 directly over the
burning roadbed.
The motorman started to go through
the train to investigate this emergency stop
as he realized that the train was over the
burning roadbed, and after resetting the
emergency valve, which had been pulled,
he proceeded to the head end of the train.
By this time power was taken off the third
rail due to circuit breakers in the substation kicking out at 6 :02 p.m. caused
by a short circuit in the power cable under
car No. 455 of the above train.

The commission found

A

short circuit in the main power
junction box under car 455, which probably
was the cause of one of the train crew
pulling the conductor's emergency cord,
realizing that the train was about to enter
the river tunnel.
1.
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2. The fire in the roadbed and motorman
unable to move the train frorn the fire
due to power being off third rail.

The state body ascribed the probable
cause of the short circuit in the junction
box of car 455 as possibly due to a loose
connection on the connectors, as the
interior and half of this metal box were
burnt away, thereby destroying any
The commission
evidence.
positive
said:

The origin of the fire on the roadbed
has not been determined, up to the present
writing, but could have been caused by
sparks from brakeshoes or a lighted cigarette being discarded to the roadbed.
preliminary inspection showed a number
of ties and emergency foot walks burnt
on the roadbed over a distance of about

A

60

ft.

state examiners found that the general
bond fund, from which the Council in-

Tax Plan Opposed
Proposal at Seattle to exact levy for benefit
of Municipal Railway opposed.
Situation reviewed

PROVISION

to levy a tax, not exceeding 2i mills, in 1930 and 1931
for aid of the Municipal Street Railway,
Seattle, Wash., is contained in an ordinance, passed unanimously by the City
Council for submission to a vote of the
people at the municipal election on
March 12. The measure has the back-

Mayor Frank Edwards, who

ing of

Consent of the public to a levy of this
kind is what we need to tide the railway
department over the next two years, after
which the system may begin to enjoy the
more permanent but slower benefits from
the comprehensive program of betterment
submitted by the Transit Research Com-

Little Improvement in Finances

Likely

Tentative plans for the city's operation of the lines of the California Street
Cable Railway, San Francisco, Cal.,
have been submitted to the Board of
.Supervisors. The franchise expires on
Feb. 17, but, according to Supervisor
Warren Shannon, chairman of the
public utilities committee, negotiations
to agree upon a price for taking over
the lines have failed to bring results.
Mr. Shannon submitted a resume report of a survey of the cable lines,
made by City Engineer M. M.
O'Shaughnessy, together with a report
on the franchise problem from City
Attorney John J. O'Toole, acting under
a resolution adopted last fall.
While expressing a hope that the
public utilities committee, acting with
the city attorney and city engineer, may
be able to reach an agreement with the
company prior to Feb. 17, when the
franchises expire, Mr. Shannon had no
suggestions to make as to what arrangement shall be made for the operation of
the cable lines after Feb. 17.
Four plans for operation are outlined
in

Mr.

O'Shaughnessy's

report.

Ac-

cording to the city engineer's estimates,
only one gives a chance for avoiding
losses in operation.
It is estimated that
it will give $12,650 annual profit, not
allowing for amortization of bonds.
The city's estimates place $604,463 as
the price that it can pay for the cable
lines.
If this is carried out, a bond

pay the cost of the
construction and make changes in
the power plant at California and Hyde
Streets, will be necessary.
The report shows that the replacement cost of the California Street lines
would be $2,252,458 with the present
depreciated value set at $1,097,404. As
the city will not take over all of the
company's property, the city's experts
place the depreciated value of the property to be taken over at $903,000.
The report was referred to the public
utilities committee, which will immediately start negotiations looking to a
final
agreement with the California
Street Cable Railway.
issue of $499,911, to

new

He pointed out that the finances of
the railway will be in worse condition
next year than right now, when the
bond interest and payments of the railway will reach a still higher peak.
Meanwhile the loan arranged by the
City Council from the water department to aid the railway in meeting its
$1,100,000 payment of principal and indue the Stone & Webster interests
on March 1 on purchase bonds, has
been under rigorous probe by state
terest,

examiners. Just here again, J. G. Von
Herberg, local theater magnate, who
has been battling courts for more than
a year to have operating expenses of
the municipal railway take precedence
over bond payments, has secured a temporary order from Presiding Judge
Adam Beeler restraining Harry W. Carroll, city comptroller, and E. L. Terry,
city treasurer, from making any payment on railway purchase bonds, principal or interest, until the suit is settled.
charges the City Council with "aid-

He

ing

and

abetting"

the

Puget

Sound

Power & Light Company by loaning
money from other funds to meet these
payments.
In an affidavit. Von Herberg declares
that the railway had on hand in cash
on Jan. 1, 1929, only $264,000 and said
that receipts during the month would
not be more than $75,000 over and above
operating expenses. To meet the crisis,
he alleged, the City Council by "subterfuge" and in "secret meetings" loaned
$800,000 from the water fund to which
$484,000 had first been loaned from the
general fund.

Right of City Challenged
Leslie Hopkins, who
has been investigating the loan transaction, challenges the right of city officials to loan general bond funds, voted
for specific purposes, to other projects.
He declared that "purchasers of these
bonds undoubtedly have a legal right
to restrain dispersion of funds raised by

State

directly loaned $484,000 to the railway,
for the purpose of constructing the Garfield Street Bridge, the new
fire department headquarters building at
Second Avenue and Main Street, the

was created

Examiner

the bonds."

The railway still owes the city light
department $100,000 from a loan of
The
$600,000 made earlv last vear.

the University Dis-

new

fire station in

trict

and other municipal projects.

Preferences to

said

mission.

San Francisco Plans for
Operation of Cable Line

Vol.73,No.8

in

Be Determined

Hampton

The Virginia

Public

Service

Com-

pany has applied for permission to
abandon railway service for one week
on its East Hampton line in the city of
Hampton and to substitute bus service,
with a view to determining which is
Hearing is scheduled for
preferable.

March

2.

Newspapers Tell Louisville Story
In an effort to acquaint the public
with some of its problems the Louisville
Railway, Louisville, Ky., is running a
series of articles or statements in the
daily papers, explaining its request for
an increased fare rate. The company
is asking for a cash fare of 10 cents,
with some concession in the way of
tokens or tickets.
In

the

fourth

of

the

series

of

in-

formatory advertisements, a list of 251
cities is given in which schedules are
in effect with a single cash fare of 10
cents,

but

in

which

tickets

or tokens

for less than 10 cents are in effect.
Letters favorable and unfavorable are
appearing in the local papers.

More Than 80 Per Cent One-Man
Service in Providence
Matters have reached a point where
the United Electric Railways, Providence, R. I., feels it can no longer delay
the institution of the one-man service
on the Atwells-Academy Avenue line.
In regard to this line the Board of
Aldermen of the city of Providence on
Nov. 17, 1927, passed a resolution using
language identical with a recent order
and in response thereto the company
Nothing, however,
postponed action.
was ever done by the City Council in
that case following the postponement
of the inauguration of the service.
At the present time United Electric
Railways operates 81 per cent one-man
cars and all cars in the city of Pawtucket and city of Woonsocket are operated by one man.
The attitude of the company is that
operation on these lines disproves the
suggestion set forth in the above resolution and it is important to note that four

one-way trips are now being operated
daily on the Atwells-Academy Avenue
line by one man and during the Christmas week. 1928, sixteen one-way trips
were operated over this very line by a
single operator.
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cepting this "all for one, one for all"

Boston Program Chances
Financial commentator believes them to be
good, but is not over sanguine Public
ownership on installment plan

—

THE opinion
INcommentator
on

of that conservative
events, the Boston
News Bureau, the bill reported into the
legislature by the special commission
appointed to study the Boston Elevated
problem has a better chance of passing
the legislature than any similar measure

previously

reported

to

that

body.

would continue public control

of

It

the

road.

This does not necessarily mean, howSkepever, that the measure will pass.
ticism is found in many quarters. The
reason for the optimism over this year's
bill is that it is really an artfully drawn

compromise measure. It is drawn to
win the advocates of return of the road
to private management and those who
are eager for complete government

argument, as protests from Arlington
and Brookline have been rather feeble.

The

other side to the picture shows
may meet in the
House. Incidentally, no difficulties are
There is a
expected in the Senate.
public ownership group in the House.
If this group declines to accept this
partial public ownership bill, it will
hurl its votes against passage. There is
also a return to private ownership
group, which may employ the same
tactics
say little and vote "anti."
Then there is a group of newcomers
in the House, about 100 strong, to whom
the Elevated question and Elevated
finances are about as clear as the bottom
of a cider jug.
Not the least depressing feature is that most of this latter
group take no more interest in Metropolitan Boston transportation problems
than they do in transportation problems
of Vienna, Paris or Tokvo.

what

difficulties the bill

;
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In brief, says the News Bureau, the
commission has really drawn the
most generally satisfactory Elevated
public control bill yet presented to the
legislature.
If a few of the die-hards
of public ownership and private control
will support the measure, it will be enacted into law.
special

Exonerated in Ohio Accident
Principals in the collision of a Lake
Shore Electric interurban car and a
Greyhound bus near Bellevue, Ohio, on
Jan. 22, in which nineteen lives were
lost, have been absolved of criminal
responsibility by Coroner C. L. Bell of
Norwalk. Ten witnesses, including T.
P. Schuyler, motorman of the interurban, and Edward Butler, driver of
the bus, appeared at the hearing.
The
main difference in the testimony of
Messrs. Schuyler and Butler concerned
the degree of visibility.

In fact, the very artfulness

ownership.

measure has caused certain opponents to hint that diplomacy was one
of the principal weapons used by its
of the

framers.

The

bill

has been described as a public

ownership

bill

on the installment plan

that after 50 years of operation, as
provided for in the measure, seveneighths of the road belongs to a specially
drafted district, which is in reality the
in

The

state, if it then desires, could
one-eighth and
the
other
operate the road under public ownership. Here, indeed, is bait for the public
state.

purchase

who immediately
we are given near public
ownership, are we not given out-and-out
ownership advocates
ask,

"Why,

if

public ownership?"
"Because," replies
the bill makers, "complete public ownership is too big a bite to bite off for on?

chew."

Then the advocates of returning the
road to private control are given a sop
by a provision that eventually a fairminded purchaser can obtain the road.
Under the proposed measure the
Elevated would acquire the Chelsea
division of the Eastern Massachusetts.
Chelsea and Revere would obtain a 10cent fare.
Naturally those districts,
which have long suffered from a double
fare to Boston are jubilant and naturally
every legislator from
Chelsea and
Revere is working might and main for
the measure and promising his vote.
Under the measure great rapid transit
improvements are to be made in the
metropolitan district and the cost of
these rapid transit improvements is to
be met in part by the car rider and in
part by the general taxpayer. It would
seem that Arlington, I3rookline, Hyde
Park, etc., would resent being assessed
betterments, not placed directly in
their
districts.
But these districts,
which do not benefit directly, are being
told that the various sections of Boston
must adopt the cry of The Three
Musketeers, "all for one, one for all."
In other words, what helps Revere
directly, helps Arlington indirectly, and
what helps Chelsea directly, helps
Brookline indirectly.
.'Apparently, the
metropolitan district, as a whole, is acfor

In the city of Detroit there has been
erected a most terrifying reminder to
motorists of the price individuals pay
who disregard admonitions about being
cautious.
The accompanying illustration conveys a real idea of the efficacy
of the warning.
Incidentally, the traffic
survey bureau of the Detroit Police
Department reported on Jan. 31, 1929,
the following record of casualties

1927

1928

Two hundred and twenty-nine

seventeen people.

1927
Eleven vehicles killed two persons and
injured
thirteen
standing
in
protected
safety zones. Drunk drivers not involved.

1928

One hundred and

ninety-four vehicles
protected safety zones, killing two
people and injuring 263 riding in vehicles.
There were 29 drunk drivers involved who
killed one person and injured 39.
hit

1928
One hundred and sixty

vehicles hit protected safety zones, killing six people and
injuring 208. There were 20 drunk drivers
involved who injured 27 people.

vehicles ran

through unprotected safety zones, killing
ten persons and injuring 268. There were
thirteen drunk drivers involved who injured

Nineteen vehicles injured nineteen people
standing in protected safety zones.
drivers not involved.

Drunk

1927
Eighty-nine vehicles struck protected
type safety zones but did not injure occuThis involved nine
pants of vehicles.

drunk drivers and three drivers who were
asleep.

1928

1927

One hundred and

forty-four vehicles ran
through unprotected safety zones, killing
nine persons and injuring 175. There were
five drunk drivers involved who killed two
persons and injured four.

Eighty-nine vehicles struck protected
type safety zones but did not injure occuThis involved nine
pants of vehicles.

drunk drivers and eight drivers who were
asleep.
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Power Needs Being Negotiated
by Jersey Roads
seems assured that the Delaware,

It

Lackawanna

& Western

Railroad,

in

carrying out its electrification program,
Public
will purchase its current from the
Service Electric & Gas Company, mstead of building its own power plant,
which was considered as an alternative.
It

also

York &

against the delay of the Missouri
Public Service Commission in reaching
with
a decision in the wage controversy
conipanv.
the
The company has posted buUetms requesting the men to appear in the new
uniforms on Easter Day. The uniforms
would cost slightly more than $35 com-

disclosed that ultimate elecin prospect for the New
Long Branch, the shore road,
is

the right-of-way ot which is used by
the Pennsylvania and the Central Railroad of New Jersey.
According to the Newark News, these

pared with a price range of $27 to $35
worn.
for the blue serge uniforms now
M. J. Douglas, president of the St.
Louis Amalgamated, said that under the
present wage scale it would \frork a real
hardship on some to compel them to buy
new uniforms by March 31.

were developed when Thomas N.
McCarter, president of Public Service,
disclosed a few days ago that negotiations between his company and the
Lackawanna for the furnishing of power
for the electrification are near com-

facts

pletion.

Mr. McCarter also stated negotiations
are continuing with the Pennsylvania
Railroad for the latter's electrification
In past announcements
in New Jersey.
by the Lackawanna regarding electrification, it was stated, the railroad vvas
undecided whether to buy Public Service

own

generating plant.
It is understood negotiations with both
railroads have been on the basis of a

current or have

its

cost plus plan.

Present plans for the Pennsylvania
would call for the Public Service to
furnish the current for electrification
between the Hudson and the Delaware
Rivers.
Then the current would be
furnished by the Philadelphia Electric
Company. In Maryland, the Baltimore
company would supply the energy to

Washington.

Under

the tentative plans, the railroad intends to electrify between Philadelphia and Trenton before extending
the electrification through New Jersey.
The New York & Long Branch Railroad, operated by the Pennsylvania,

would be

motion of the Indianapolis Street
Railway, Indianapolis, Ind., to have a
petition of its employees for increased
wages dismissed has been denied by the
Indiana Public Service Commission.
Hearing on the wage petition will be
held later by the commission. Another
motion filed by the company seeking to

company

Systematic Planning Proposed for

City

Edward M.

Bassett, city planning expert, recommends the creation of a city

planning board with unusual powers to
prepare a "master plan" for New York
City, to establish change of building
zones and to select desirable places for
bridges, parks and playgrounds, routes
of railroads, buses and ferries and locations of sewers, water conduits and other
public utilities.

New Gray Garb

in St. Louis

men

of the St. Louis Public

Service Company, St. Louis, Mo., have
announced they will not wear the new
gray uniforms the company has asked
them to don on Easter Day unless they
are granted an increase in pay.
The 1,500 men voted unanimously to
reject the uniforms,

officials

was approved.

Cincinnati's City

Manager

in

Charge of Rapid Transit
Colonel Sherrill, City Manager at
Cincinnati, Ohio, has assumed formal
control of the rapid transit and the Central Parkway, made necessary by the
dissolution of the Rapid Transit Commission on Dec. 31.
His first act was to retain all fourteen employees of the commission. The
engineer of highways, Frank Shipley,
will assume charge of all work necessary to the completion of the rapid

and

transit

the

boulevard lighting,

parkway.
traffic

Work

on

control system

be

and all other utility matters will
under the supervision of Edgar Dow
Oilman,

director

of

public

it is

said, as a pro-

Northern Railway.

the calendar year 1928 further justify tluwaiting policy of the protective committci.
Gross earnings for 1928 were the largest
gain
in the company's history, showing a
over 1927 of more than 14 per cent, aiKJ
of more than 35 per cent over those ot
The increase was entirely from
1925.
Passenger traffic, owing to auti
freight.
mobile competition, continues to show
loss.

Rapid Transit Between Los
Angeles and Glendale
Members

continued by Mr. Oilman in conference with the City Manager.

will be

Forceful Message Reiterated for

Staten Island Riders
Staten

N. Y., has been running as a
car "ad" the opinion of the New York
World on Mr. Whalen's views on tranThis comment appeared in the
sit.
World of Dec. 29, 1928. It has been

Island,

previously in these pages.
Richmond Railways states that it is in
full agreement with the World; that no
transportation medium has yet been devised for surface operation to replace
the trolley car in mass transportation.
Another interesting car "ad" entitled
"1929 Resolution" gives reason No. 1
for riding on the company's lines,
namely safety, health and comfort.

Chamber of Com-

of the

at Glendale, Cal., were told recently that rapid transit facilities for
Glendale will be increased by construction mapped out by the Pacific Electric

merce

Railway engineers between Glendale
and Los Angeles.
Plans have been completed by Pacific
Electric officials and are said now to be
awaiting approval of the financial officers of the company in New York.
They call for extension of the present
railway tunnel, which runs from the
to
Hill street station in Los Angeles
Glendale Boulevard and First Street.
The financing would be by bond issue
covering San Fernando valley and the
work when finished would be turned
over to the railroad.
at $10,000,000.

the proposed
project.

utilities.

Inc.,

&

:

The

cost

is

placed

lines as feeders of
railway are part of the

Bus

Another Honor
E.

while

The Richmond Railways,

Water

protective committee of

Cedar Falls

markers will be under the conof Grover C. Smith, safety secre-

the beautification of the
parkway will be in the hands of the
Park Board. The study of all problems
relating to the use of, the rapid transit
tary,

Platform

unnamed

strike out complaints against

An

mortgaRtfirst
for
la.,
Waterloo,
bondholders, of which E. V. Kane ichairman, has sent a letter to the fir^t
mortgage bondholders in which it say^
The results of the operation of the Waterfcr
loo, Cedar Falls & Northern Railway

A

trol

Can't Afford

The
loo,

Wage

Hearing on Indianapolis
to Be Held

No

Iowa Interurban

Traffic

electrified last.

New York

Freight Stimulating

test

is

trification

Vol.73,

for

William

Wood

William E. Wood, president of the
Virginia

Electric

& Power Company,

Richmond, Va., was elected
dent

of

the

Commerce

Richmond

at the recent

vice-presiof

Chamber

annual meeting

Mr. Wood was formerly
of that bodv.
member of the board of directors, in
which capacity he took an active part in
He was recently the
the city welfare.
chamber's guest of honor at a banquet
held to commemorate the railway's
achievement in winning the Coffin

a

Award.

Buffalo

Railway

Man Honored

referred to

:

Walter McCausland, director

of pub-

relations for the International Railwav and the International Bus Corporation, of Buffalo, N. Y., has been elected
a member of the board of directors of
the Greater Buffalo Advertising Club,
lic

He has teen an active member of tlie
club since going to Buffalo from Philadelphia several years ago.
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Enlargement of Commission's
Statutory Powers Asked
In

its

annual

report

the

to

Legis-

lature the Public Service Commission
of New York asks for a considerable
enlargement of its statutory powers. It
desires a more clearly defined authority
over bus companies and asks that airplanes serving as common carriers be
brought within its jurisdiction. It also
seeks an extension of its control over
utility holding companies, asking that

such companies be required to make full
and regular reports and that it be empowered to investigate into all relations
l)etween them and their affiliated companies, as well as into the profits of
non-utility companies from materials or
.services supplied them by public service
It would have this excorporations.
tension of its jurisdiction apply not only
to companies exercising control through
stock ownership, but also through leases

and operating contracts.

Committee

Still

Considering

committee appointed by
Atkins, president of the City
Council of Jacksonville, Fla., to report
on provisions for a new franchise for
the Jack.sonville Traction Company is
still considering various phases of the
proposed new franchise. It will report
to the Council only when a definite
agreement is reached. It is not expected
that the report and recommendations
will be ready for adoption by the Council and presentation to the voters of the
city by the time of the first primary election on April 16. The conmiittee is considering drafts of proposed franchises
for the company submitted by Peter O.
Knight, Tampa, general counsel for
Stone & Webster, operators of the company, and the Jacksonville citizens
committee.
special

Perry

Municipal Ownership Plan Before
Minneapolis Committee
The City
Minn., after

Council

of

Minneapolis,

recently deciding not to
contest the fare increase to the Twin
City Rapid Transit Company, has now
referred to the street car committee of
the City Council a proposal that a vote
be taken on a plan for municipal ownership at the city election to be held in
the spring.

Bill to

Control Pedestrian Traffic
in

;

;

vice-president of The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company Capt. Albert J. Murray, head of
the police traffic bureau; Assistant-Chief
E. F. Hackett of the fire prevention

Pinkley,

;

bureau, and Edward Callaway, W. F.
.\rdern and Howard Ilgner of the safety

commission.
•

Paving Relief Measure Offered
in NeM' York
Bearing the name of Senator WarT. Thayer of Franklin County,
chairman of the public service committee of the upper house, a bill designed
ren

Jacksonville Grant

The

state highway commission, and conforms to the new Hoover motor vehicle
code adopted in almost a score of states.
Mr. Mauer and S. J. Williams, the
head of the public safety division of the
National Safety Council, conferred with
traffic experts at Milwaukee on Jan. 24,
among them W. E. Knoelk, chairman
of the Milwaukee safety commission
Dr. B. L. Corbett, secretary Walter J.
Mattison, assistant city attorney R. H.

Wisconsin

Control of pedestrian traffic at automatic signal corners, the same as the
automobiles are now directed, and elimination
all
unstable and unsafe
of
vehicles that complicate traffic conditions on highways, will be provided for
in a uniform motor vehicle code to be
presented to the Legislature of Wisconsin.
The revised code is designed by
C. N. Mauer, traffic engineer of the

to relieve street railways of

some

of their

paving charges has been presented to
the Legislature with the announcement
it would be pressed for passage.
The
provides that a company shall restore only that pavement disturbed by
it in the construction, reconstruction or
repairs of its tracks to the same condition as before the disturbance.
This
would relieve a corporation of the duty
of repairing pavement disturbed through
bill

natural wear and tear and weathering.

Holding

Traffic

British

Up in

Columbia

TRAFFIC

on the lines of the
British Columbia Electric Railway, Vancouver, B. C, has held its
own. in spite of the rapid increase
in automobiles.
Contrary to developments in the United States,

Canadian street railways in general
showing increases in traffic
which are puzzling traffic students.
Vancouver, according to the staare

tistics,

has

more automobiles per

capita than the

other

large cities
of Canada, and this condition is
raising problems of traffic congestion which must be solved if the
public is to be carried swiftly and
economically to its destination.
There is no question of the necessity of the street car in the community, yet the minority using
automobiles can so impede the
progress of street cars as to make
their operation difficult at the speed
which people now demand.
And
if people further forsake the street
car in favor of the individual vehicle, they join the vicious circle
which increases congestion to themselves and others.

From this it will be seen that no
longer can the public utility assume
that it has no competition.
Canadian Financial Post.
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Bill

Against

One-Man Cars

Many

measures introduced in Missouri
which would affect electric railways.
Rapid Transit for St. Louis

FOLLOWING

the introduction into
the present session of the Missouri
Legislature of a bill which would make
two-man street car operation compulsory
in the state, the public utilities committee of the Chamber of Commerce of
Kansas City went on record as approving the one-man car idea.
The committee's opinion was that the Kansas
City
Public
Service Company was
confronted with enough problems at the
present time without requiring it to
meet the demands of an order of this
kind.
If the directors of the Chamber of
Commerce approve the action of the
committee, the chamber will probably
wage a fight at Jefferson City against
the bill.

According to Powell C. Groner, president of the Kansas City Public Service
Company, a return to two-men operation would necessitate the employment
of about 800 additional operators with
a total annual salary of $1,500,000. Alteration costs would be an additional
$750,000.
The bill was introduced by William
Hicks, a representative from the county
in which Kansas City is located.
It
would affect St. Louis as well, although
only a few one-man cars are operated in

that city.

About $750,000 was spent in making
the changes in Kansas City cars necessary to convert them to one-man
operation.
Several bills, intended to clear the
way for a rapid transit system in St.
Louis, Mo., were presented to the Missouri General Assembly at Jefferson
City on Feb. 4. They were prepared by'
the St. Louis Rapid Transit Survey
Commission.
One would amend the
constitution to permit cities of the first
class to issue public utility bonds to
finance rapid transit systems on a 50year term basis instead of the present
limit of twenty years.

Another measure is an enabling act
authorizing the city to establish, construct, own and operate rapid transit
improvement, either subways or elevated
lines, to issue bonds to finance such
projects and to condemn lands and
assess benefits against real property for
such improvements.
E. J. Russell, chairman of the City
Plan Commission at St. Louis, Mo.,
and of the St. Louis Rapid Transit Survey Commission R. F. Kelker of Chicago, consulting engineer for the transit
commission and City Counselor Muench
on Feb. 14 recommended to the judiciary
committee of the Missouri House of
Representatives at Jefferson City the
passage of a bill that Would sanction
for the public utilities in the state, exclusive of telephone companies, indeterminate permits instead of fixed period
franchises. It is regarded as more than
likely that the committee will report
favorab'v on the measure.
;

;
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Experimental Period for SevenCent Fares on California Line
Effective Feb. 1, 1929, for an experimental period of six months, the California Railroad Commission authorized
the Southern Pacific Company to establish
a 7-cent fare between the

Broadmoor-Dutton Avenue

districts

and

the business district of Oakland, and a
one-way fare of 28 cents to San
Francisco. The present fare from and
to the Oakland business district is 14
cents, and from and to San Francisco

32 cents.

A

reduction of $1.50 in the commutation fares applicable between the East
Bay points and Oakland Pier was also
authorized.
_

1. Higher speeds, acceleration and deceleration, and free running speeds are necessary, and any recommendations made will

All forms of lighting of interest to
electric railways are being studied by
special rolling stock committee No. 4.
This includes cars, buses, shops, and
yards.
Many interesting developments
were discussed at the meeting of the
committee held at association headquarters, New York, on Feb. 4. Those
present were R. W. Cost, chairman; A.
L. Broe, L. T. Colman, A. C. Dick, E.
E. Dorting, W. S. Hadaway and H.

A. Otis.

In reviewing last year's report of the committee, with the idea
of incorporating new information this
year, there was considerable discussion
of what should be considered as adequate illumination of cars. The present
tendency appears to be to increase illumination over what was considered
necessary a few years ago.
In discussing the illumination of
signs for cars and buses, it developed
that the width of letters in relation to
their height, and the spacing of letters,

played a very important part in the
legibility of the signs.
Also, where
lights are placed too close to the sign
a spotty eitect makes reading difficult.
In discussing headlights for cars, it
was considered desirable to floodlight
the ends of cars. The newly developed
headlight which provides for this will
be considered by the committee. Proposed
recommendations
for
motor
coach lighting were discussed.

Equipment an Object of
Sub-committee's Program

Believing that revenue rather than
maintenance should be the governing
factor in the design of new rolling stock,
and that the operating man, rather than
the master mechanic, should have the
first word in the matter of car design,
if the comfort and the convenience of
the passenger are to receive the consideration to which he is entitled, a subcommittee of the committee on "The

Equipment,"

meeting

at

association

headquarters.
New York City, on
Feb. 14, decided to plan its program
with these ends in view. At the outset
the committee will recognize the following general tendencies:

News

New Tramway Under
Construction in Italy

control.

Greater comfort and cenvenience for
the passenger, as well as greater comfort
and convenience for the operator, must be
held uppermost in any recommendations.
4. There is a need for more than one
3.

and price of

class, quality

service.

The scope of the committee will include the layout of an ideal city-type
car and bus, considering appearance,
comfort and convenience, and the investigation proposes to subdivide the
subject further into consideration of the
exterior appearance, the interior appearance, fixtures and fittings, signs, and

deceleration and noise reduction.

The meeting

New York was

in

COMING MEETINGS
OF

Railway and

Electric

Allied Associations

— Metropolitan

March 1
American
tion,

W.

33

Section,

Electric Railway Associa-

39th

New York, N. Y.

St.,

March /2-/^— Oklahoma
Association, annual
homa City, Okla.

Okla-

III.

—

May 1-3 Indiana Public Utilities
Association, Indiana Gas Association
and Indiana Electric Light Association, annual joint convention, Hotel
Gary, Gary, Ind.

May

/5-/5

— National

Traffic Association, annual

Stevens Hotel, Chicago,

May

—Association

IS

Railway

Equipment

Atlantic

States,

at-

Company
8C

Passes to

Foreign Power

The American & Foreign Power
Company, a subsidiary of the Electric
Bond & Share Company, has made its
entry into the public utility industry of

Argentina through an agreement just
concluded with the Atlas Light & Power
Company, Ltd., of England, for the purchase of all that company's holdings in
electric supply and electric railways operating in Argentina.
The purchase
price of £8,500,000, or $42,500,000, is
payable by instalments in cash, according to the reports, and, in addition, the
sum of £850,000, or $4,250,000, has been
paid as a deposit to cover the revenue
balance. The Atlas company has utility
holdings in Uruguay, but its holdings
outside of Argentina will be retained.

Proposed Express Tramway
in Manchester
Recommendation has been made to
the City Council of Manchester, England, by the tramways committee to construct a sleeper-laid tramway track for
a service of express tramcars, extending
6 miles from the Manchester Town Hall
to the border of Wythenshawe.

New

of

Electric

Men,

Middle
meet-

June 5-7— Canadian Electric Rail-

way

Association, annual convention,
Montreal, Quebec.

—

June 21-22
New York Electric
Railway Association, Bluff Point,
N. Y.
June 27-2«— Central Electric Railway Association, Michigan City, Ind.

—

Aug. 75-7<
Wisconsin Utilities
Association, Transportation Section,
Hotel Northland, Green Bay, Wis.

4—American

Railway Association,
48th annual convention and exElectric

hibit, Atlantic

Argentine

cities.

meeting,

III.

semi-annual

28-Oct.

between the two

Highway

Wilmington, Del.

Sept.

traffic

Utilities

meeting,

March /^-75— Illinois Electric Railway Association, Hotel Abraham
Lincoln, Springfield,

Construction of an electric tramway
from Marina di Pisa to Pisa, Italy, was
authorized recently by the Italian government. This line will connect with a
tram line now under construction which
is to extend from Leghorn to Marina di
Pisa.
Pisa and Leghorn will be within
one-half hour by tram when the line is
completed.
It
is
expected that the
undertaking will greatly increase the

American

by W. T. Rossell, chairman.
Adrian Hughes, George Frey, J. F.
Craig, J. C. Thirlwall, A. R. Barclay
representing L. H. Palmer, R. J. Bennett, C. H. Strong and
J. W. Welch.
tended

ing,

Ideal

Foreign

conform to this principle.
2. Economic necessity indicates a trend
toward one-man operation with single-end

matters having to do with acceleration,

Illumination for Cars Discussed

Vol.7i,NoS,

City Auditorium,
Atlantic City, N.
J.

Electric Railway in Spain

Service was installed on a new electric railway in Alicante, Spain, on Aug.
15, 1928.
This line extends from the
business section of Alicante to the San
Bias Ward, a distance of about 2 miles.
The ordinary fare from the city to the
end of the line is about 3 cents, but for
20 pesetas (about 4 cents) one may
travel in the first-class section and enjoy
a rattan spring seat ipstead of a wooden
seat.
Although Alicante has a population of about 75,000, all street car lines
are single track, and in traveling only
short distances considerable time is lost
by waits at turn-outs.
This, however, is only one of a number of similar Spanish projects. Between
the town and railway station at Guadix,
Spain, a new electric tramway is approaching completion. Application has
been made for a concession to construct
an electric tramway in the town of
Sanabria, province of Zamora.

'

:

I

I
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Two

Miles of Abandoned St.
Louis Line to Have Buses

Recent Bus Developments
—fv^rr
Commission's Bus Order in
Chicago Reversed
In a decision handed down on Feb.
14, Judge Otto Kerner, of the Cook
County Circuit Court, reversed the
Illinois Commerce Commission's order
of last September, denying the Chicago

Surface Lines permission to operate
feeder buses on the northwest side of
Chicago. The decision follows one of
several weeks ago, when Judge Kerner
declared invalid the commission's order
authorizing the Chicago Motor Coach
Company to operate its buses in the
same territory in which the surface lines
had asked permission to establish feeder
Attorneys for the motor
bus service.
coach company announced that they will

appeal from Judge Kerner's ruling, and
will continue to operate the 34 miles of
bus extensions established with the commission's approval on Oct. 3 of last

the carriers that they were contract
carriers and could operate without a
permit.
_

Expansion Planned in Jamestown
The Jamestown Motor Bus TransCompany, subsidiary of the
Jamestown Street Railway, Jamestown,
N. Y., has applied for a certificate of
portation

public convenience to operate a line be-

A

large

number

hearing, had demanded feeder bus service operated by the Chicago Surface
Lines to connect with existing street
car lines, thus giving the patrons service to the downtown district at a single
7-cent fare. The motor coach concern,

on the other hand, had proposed

to fur-

nish service at a flat 10-cent rate.
Judge Kerner held valid the original
order of the state commission in January, 1928, finding the public convenience and necessity required additional transit facilities in the neighbor-

The Michigan Public

Utilities

Com-

mission has ordered the United Freight
Forwarding Company and the Star
Transfer Line, Grand Rapids, to discontinue their motor truck freight service from Grand Rapids to Grand Haven
and to Muskegon, cities formerly served
'by the Grand Rapids, Grand Haven &

Muskegon interurban, which abandoned
business a year ago. By this move the
commission hopes to determine its right
to control the highways and traffic of
the state of Michigan. The commission
regards as a subterfuge the claim of

St.

distance of 5i miles. Service would
with three buses, maintaining
fifteen-minute service during the greater
part of the day, with additional vehicles
to be placed in operation during the
morning and evening rush hours. This
is the second extension of facilities of

begin

Jamestown Motor Bus TransportaCompany within a few months, a
from Jamestown to Greenhurst
having been opened a few weeks ago.

the

tion
line

Higher Fare

in

Massachusetts

An increase in fares on the buses of
the Milford, Framingham & Uxbridge
Coach Company in Massachusetts has
The company
been put into efifect.
operates a line between Framingham
and Uxbridge, passing through Milford
and Hopedale. When the coach service
supplanted the railway on July 3, the
fares on the buses were slightly reduced
trolley rates as the officials of
the line believed there would be an inBecause of lack of
crease in riding.

from the

hoods adjacent to Belmont and Diversey patronage, however, an increased rate
Avenues, and that the most practical must be charged between Hopedale and
way to provide this needed service was Uxbridge and Milford and Framingham.
by operation of buses as feeders to the The same 10-cent rate will exist between
street car lines on those two streets as a
Milford and Hopedale, a ride of about
part of the system of the Chicago Rail- 2 miles.
ways.
The new fare schedule will be simiIn his first decision last month, Judge lar to the fare that was charged on the
Kerner ruled that the commission had railway, excepting for the Milfordentered its order approving the motor Hopedale zone the rate will be 13 cents
coach company's application without or two zones for 25 cents.
General
giving due notice of the hearings to the Manager Adams says the 25 cents will
In entering an order of be charged between Milford and Hollissurface lines.
this kind, the commission, therefore, had
ton and 50 cents between Milford and
exceeded its authority, he said.
Framingham. The present fare is 20
cents from Milford to Holliston and 40
Traveling west
cents to Framingham.
the fare is 25 cents between Hopedale
Test Case by Michigan
and Uxbridge.

Commission

The city of
railway lines.
Louis interposed no objection provided buses were substituted.

secting

way

of residents of the

side, testifying at the original

A

lated by the commission is that when
the tracks are taken up the company
must substitute adequate bus service at
a rate not to exceed that charged on
cars
and with transfer
the
street
privileges for passengers to all inter-

tween Jamestown and Frewsburg, a one-

year.

northwest

The Missouri Public Service Commission has authorized the St. Louis
Public Service Company to abandon its
Vandeventer Street car line for a disprovision stiputance of 2.5 miles.

The interests that own the Milford,
Framingham & Uxbridge Coach Company own the Milford-Hopedale

by Bus to Ford's Los
Angeles Plant Favored

Service

line by
Railway between
Los Angeles and Wilmington to provide
a service for employees of the proposed
Ford plant, the Goodyear, Firestone and
Samson tire plants and Pan-American
Petroleum company's industries has been
approved by the Los Angeles Board of
Public Utilities.
That body decided

Operation of a motor coach

the

Pacific

Electric

while there is a slight paralleling
of transportation systems because the
route is near the Pacific Electric's service to Wilmington, there is certain public
convenience and necessity to be
served. It will recommend to the California Railway Commission that the
application be approved, particularly as
the territory is growing as an industrial
that,

section.

The proposed fare is 35 cents between
terminals, 60 cents for the round trip
and 5 cents between local points.

Taxi a Menace in Rochester
President James F. Hamilton of the
State Railways operating in
Rochester, Syracuse, Utica and Schenectady declared on Feb. 13 that unless
city authorities in Rochester or the
Public Service Commission step to the
front and put an end to what he says
is illegal operation of taxicabs he will
go to the courts and apply for an injunction.
Mr. Hamilton says the companies are violating the old jitney law
which fixed 16^ cents per passenger as

New York

minimum rate which may be charged
by taxicabs or other vehicles not operating on a fixed schedule and routes.
The taxicab companies deny they are
the

'operating as jitneys.

rail-

way.
The future of the railway between the company's east Main Street
carhouse and the Draper Corporation
plant is open to conjecture. Recently the
Selectmen of Milford conducted a public hearing on the matter of revoking
the location of rails of the railway in
Milford. If the railway did not accept
the Selectmen's decision within 30 days,
it was provided that the matter would
go to the state department of public

mento, Cal., have upheld the contention
of the people residing in the territory
Street railway
served by the G and

utilities.

place the electric railway.

Substitution of Bus Denied
in

Members

Sacramento

of the City Council, Sacra-

H

line of the Pacific

Gas

&

Electric

Com-

pany and denied the application of that

company

for franchises for bus lines,
one of which had been planned to re-
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Ahead

to buy one and oneshares for each ten shares
held.
Option warrant holders will receive rights to buy one common share

receive

for

half

Annapolis Line
Nelson, Cook & Company, Baltimore
bankers, in discussing the affairs of the
Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis
Electric Railroad, say it once more be-

comes

assume that the

feasible to

rail-

road end of this property will be
permitted to pass (not without adequate
compensation) into the hands of some
consolidated
railroad
system.
That

rights

common

for each

twenty warrants held, all rights
applicable to holders of record Feb. 14.
The proceeds of the issue are to be
used for further investment in the
company's subsidiaries, thus supplying
a part of their 1929 construction requirements.

means full protection for the
mortgage bondholders which will
assure them a more stable market
necessarily
first

position

for

their

reopened aspect

Under

bonds.

this

bankers reiterate
the idea of the former theory that
the railroads' 5 per cent bonds may
eventually be redeemed at the call price,
105 and interest, so that the railway portion of the property may be segregated
the

and separated from the

light

and power

end.

Contral of a majority of the stock
of the railroad is lodged with the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power

Annapolis

is

plished.

& Chesapeake Bay Power

Good

results of safety

DUE

largely to unfavorable indusconditions which affected employment in some of the large factories
and to the increasing use of privately
owned automobiles, 4.86 per cent fewer
trial

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT GRAND
RAPIDS RAILROAD
Grose earnings;
1928
1927
Passenger revenue
$1,551,679 $1,627,157
Revenue from special cars...
1,012
1,893
Rent of equipment and
tracks

1

,^

Loan of Funds in
Approved

Non-operating revenue

„ I'?'"'
Uperatmg expenses and

declare that the Seattle railwav
is

still

solvent.

Rights for Holders of Engineers
Public Service
The Engineers Public Service Com-

pany has authorized the
200,000
stock to

sale of about
of additional common
stockfiolders at $42.50 a

shares
its

share.
Common and $5.50 cumulative preferred stockholders will
receive
rights to subscribe for one new

mon

44,375

2,801

1,925

$1,574,170 $1,675,351

•

Clausen, state auditor, as the result of
a question as to the legality of the Council's proceedings which was raised by
state checkers working at the City Hall.
Mr. Anderson sustained Corporation
Counsel T. J. L. Kennedy in his advice
to the Council that making of temporary
loans from one city fund to another
would be legal, provided that the "borrowing" fund is solvent. Despite the
long series of financial difficulties, city

system

8,678

Seattle

Recent action of the Seattle, Wash.,
City Council in loaning general obligation bond funds to the city water fund,
so that the latter might assi.st the
Seattle Municipal Street Railway in
meeting its annual instalment due on
the purchase bonds, has been approved in
an opinion issued at Olympia by E. W.
Anderson, assistant attorney-general.
The opinion was rendered to C. W.

officials

Grand

educational methods

the holdthe stock of the

Company.

in

Gross earnings and traffic show decrease.
Considerable reconstruction work accom-

Among

Company, Baltimore.
ings of the railroad

^108,989 Balance
Rapids

com-

share for each ten shares held and
convertible preferred stockholders will

taxes:

Operating expenses
Taxes

$957,624 $1,005,642
133,617
133,495

Total

^

$1,091,241 $1,139,138

Gross income
Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt.

$482,929
236,274
4,640

Total

.,

Net income
Dividends on preferred stock

.

Provision for retirements

Balance
T,

4-

Katio

,

of

earmngs

operating

$536,213

$240,914
$242,014
o] 276
122,748
1

$108,989

Per Cent
expenses

to

gross

Katio of operating expenses and taxes to
gross earnings
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Revenue passengers carried

jg 83

1

69 32
7 483 996

revenue passengers were carried by the
Grand Rapids Railroad, Grand Rapids,
Mich., in 1928 than in the preceding
year.
This statement was made in the
annual report to the stockholders for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1928.
Gross
earnings consequently were adversely
affected, but steps taken to effect operating economies resulted in savings which
partially offset the decline in earnings.
While gross earnings for the year de-

creased $101,181, gross income decreased
only $53,284 due to savings in operation.

No

change was made in the rates of
fare during 1928, and based upon this
schedule, the company was entitled
to
earn a return of 71 per cent on the
value of its property, after deduction
of
operating expenses, taxes and provision
for retirement reserve.
The company's
earnings in 1928, available for such re-

were $108,795 less than those
lowed by the franchise.
turn,

No.8

During 1928 $179,762 was expended

Financial and Corporate
^^^
Segregation

Vol.73,

al-

for additions and betterments to the
property. This included the reconstruction of double track and the construction of single track, and the remodeling
of twelve single-truck, one-man operated
cars.

No important changes were made during the year in bus service. Buses are
being operated on five different routes
in various sections of the city supplementing the car service.
No public financing was done by the
company during the year. Capital expenditures were made from earnings and
from retirement reserve. The equity of
the stockholders was further increased
by the retirement through sinking fund
obligations
of
$95,000
in
principal
amount of first mortgage sinking fund
7 per cent bonds due May 1, 1939.
In
this connection a total of $412,000 in
principal amount of this issue has been
retired since the bonds were offered to
the public in May, 1924.
The group life insurance plan, started
by the company in 1926, was continued
during 1928 and on Dec. 31 a total of
370 employees was insured, without cost
to them, for $479,200.
In conjunction with other organizations in the city, the Grand Rapids Railroad continued its work in promoting
public safety and 1928 was another year
of excellent results.
Many employees

were
classes

enrolled

and

in

the

safety

council's

in addition, educational

ma-

the shops and carhouses was
supplemented with personal instruction
by the company's welfare director. Expenditures in connection with injuries
and damages were only 0.93 per cent
of the gross transportation revenue.
terial

J

in

The

report goes into some detail on
the problem of traffic congestion in certain business sections, and refers at
length to the comprehensive report submitted by Gerald J. Wagner, city consulting engineer, to the City Commission.
The Grand Rapids Railroad is
now making a careful study of this re-

port for the purpose of ascertaining just
what it properly can do along the lines
of the proposals made.

The accompanying statement covers
operations for 1928 and 1927. in which
is included figures for the eight months
following organization of the present
company, and for the first four months
of 1927 which cover operation by the
preceding company.

Preferred Stock in Settlement of
Mill Tax in St. Louis

An ordinance, authorizing the Board
of Estimate and Apportionment to sell
16,000 shares of the St. Louis Public
Service Company's 7 per cent preferred
stock, accepted by the city in settlement
of its mill tax claim against the United
Railways, was passed on Jan. 25 by the
Board of Aldermen.
The minimum
price fixed for the stock was $80 a
share. The Board of Estimate and Apportionment several weeks ago offered
all or part of its stock for .sale in lots

1

i
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Orleans-Kenner Line Would
Discontinue Part of Route

of not less than 400 shares, but received
only one bid for 400 shares at $83.
Aldermen Eilers and Winier said the
city made a mistake in accepting the
stock in lieu of cash, but President
Nuen replied that in his opinion the
Board of Estimate and Apportionment

A. B. Paterson, president of the Orleans-Kenner Traction Company, New
Orleans, La., declared at a recent hearing before the Public Service Commission that the company needed a revenue of $45,000 per mile a year to operate
profitably, and was only receiving $6,000 a mile a year. He proposed that
the line be abandoned beyond Orleans
Parkway, 3 miles above the protection
levee, leaving the traffic between OrKenner to the
leans Parkway and
Teche Transfer Company, bus opera-

eventually realize $500,000 more
through the stock than if it had taken
the cash offer.
will

^46,286 Under Tucker Grant
Under the provisions

of the Tucker
the Connecticut Company has
sent the city of Hartford, Conn., a check
for $46,286, which is 2 per cent of
$2,314,317, the gross fares collected

grant

Mr. Paterson said that a fare of 10
cents would be charged from Orleans
Parkway to Carrollton Avenue, with
privilege of transfer to cars of the New
He promOrleans Public Service.
ised a basic schedule of twenty minutes,
with cars at ten-minute intervals during
It was further prothe rush hours.

HARTFORD
Tucker Grant

Year

Tax

Receipts

1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928

Bus

$49,417
49,892
49,933
50,188
47,266
46,286

$2,470,880
2,494,614
2,496,690
2,509,426
2,363,303
2,314,317
fares not included.

He suggested that his company could
maintain
an hourly schedule from
Kenner into the city between 6 a. m. and
9 a. m., service every two hours up to
4 p. m., and hourly service again from
4 p. m. to 7 p. ni. The fare would probably be 30 cents from Kenner, as compared with the pre.sent fare of 37 cents,
and 20 cents from Harahan to Canal
Street.
Chairman Williams said that in
the meantime he would take the case
under advisement.

^131,369 Balance on

New York

tors.

FARES RECEIVED AND TAXES PAID
IN
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during 1928, within the city limits of
Recently the Tucker grant
Hartford.
was under discussion and was taken before the courts, where its validity was
upheld by the Supreme Court.
Directors of the Connecticut Company
indicated a decrease in receipts from
railway fares during 1928.
statement
by officials shows that the gross fares

A

1928 were approximately $50,000 less
than in 1927, making the tax payment
under the Tucker grant $1,000 less.
in

posed to allow the Teche Transfer Company to carry passengers between Kenner and Canal Street without picking up
fares between Orleans Parkway and
Canal Street.
Mr. Paterson stated that the New
Orleans Public Service owned $55,000
of the interurban company's bonds, on
which no interest had been paid since
1925, and was owed $24,000 additionally
on open accounts. The New Orleans
Public Service feels that it cannot bear
the load any longer.
Mr. Feight said the

could easily handle

Teche Company

all

the

passengers

between Harahan and Kenner by bus.

submitted by James F. Hamilton,
president, to the stockholders.

lines,

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS OF NEW YORK
STATE RAILWAYS— YEARS ENDED DEC. 31
1928

Compiled for Publication

in Ei-bcteic

AUBEBT
Hneotric

,

Net revenue railways operations

Taxes

$2,713,523
583,732

$2,821,083
596,565

Operating income
Non-operating income

$2,129,791
31,665

$2,224,517
122,955

Gross income
Deductions:

$2,161,456

$2,347,472

1,286,177

1,290,294

Interest on bonds
Other interest and deductions

Total deductions

Net income

Years

Latest

Ago

High

Low

Street Sallwar
Fares'
1913 = 4.84

Feb.
1929

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

Feb.
1929

Jan.
1924

7.7S

7.71

7.59

7.76

6.91

Electric Rsllnay
Materials*
1913 = 100

Feb.
1929

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

March
1924

Feb.
1928

145.0

145.3

139.5

163.9

139.5

Feb.
1929

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

Feb.
1929

Jan.
1924

229.9

229.9

228.7

229.9

217.4

Feb.
1929
205.2

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

March

Sept.

1924

1927

204.5

200.9

206.8

199.4

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

March

Nov.

1924

1927

209.4

204.6

224.7

202.0

Deo.
1928

Jan.

Nov.

1929

1928

!925

April
1927

97.2

96 7

96.3

104.5

93.7

100

Construction Cost
(Elec. Ry.) 1913

Biuc.

=

100

News-Becord

Construction Cost
(General) 1913
11.8.

=

100

Bur. Lab. Stat.

Wlioleaale Commodities 1926 = 100

Commod- 1929
= 9.21 12.98

1913

ities

V. S. Bur. Lab. Stat.
Retail

J«n.

Feb.

Bradstreet
Wholesale

Feb.
1929
210. i

Food

1913

-

100

Cost of Living
Nat. Ind. Conf. Bd.
1914 =. 100

Industrial Activity
Elec. World— Kw.-hr.
used 1923-25 = 100
Banit Clearings
Outside N. Y. Qty
1926

"

100

Bnginess Failures

Number
Liabilities

(MUUons)

Jan.
1929

154.6
Jan.
1929

Jan.
1929

Feb.
1928

Dec.
1925

12.96
Deo.

13.53

14.41
Nov.

12.23

1928

155.8
Deo.
1928

Jan.
1928

163.1

108.7
Jan.

162.1
Dec.
1928
127.3
Deo.
1928
106.6
Deo.

1929
2210

1928
1672

56.50

52.76

160.9
Jan.
1929

132.5
Jan.
1929

5

July
1924

Jan.
1928
155.

Mav

1925

1924

167.1
Nov.

141.0

1925

1928

171.8
Nov.

160.8

April

1928

July
1924

118.4

135.0

73.4

Jan.
1928

Jan.
1929

May

104.1

108.7

84.4

Jan.

Jan.
1924
2231

Sept.

1928
2180

54.50

122.95

23.13

Jan.
1928

218,086

$1,501,899

$1,508,381

$659,556

$839,090

28,187
500,000

30,525
500,000

528,187

530,525

$131,369

$308,565

.

BICHEY

S.

Last

Wages'
1913-

215,722

Appropriations:
For sinking fund
For depreciation reserve ...

surplus

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS OF BUS LINES
OF NEW YORK STATE RAILWAYS

Railway Engineer, Worcester, Mass.
Year

Am. Elec. By. Assn.

.

$9,879,150
7,058,067

Balance for dividends and

Railway Jouenai. by

Month
Ago

Electric Railway

1927

Railway operating revenues. $9,658,535
Railway operating expenses
6,945,011

Total appropriations...

Conspectus of Indexes for February, 1929

State

The accompanying tables give the
comparative summary of operations of
the New York State Railways and a
summary of operations of affiliated bus

1924

19^8
1348

|

1928

The

numbers

index

three

marked with an asterisk are
computed by Mr. Richey, as
follows: Fares index

is

aver-

age street railway fare in all
United States cities with a
population of 50,000 or over

New York

except

City,

Gross revenues
Operating expenses

Net operating revenue
Taxes
Operating income
Deductions
Available for depreciation and
surplus

1927

$611,880
533,571

$601,362
532,968

$78,308

$68,393

15,825

13,129

$62,483
15,763

$55,264
18,613

$46,719

$36,650

and

weighted according to populaStreet Railway Materials
index is relative average price

Rumors on Resumption

of

tion.

(including fuel)

of materials

used in street railway operation
weighted
maintenance,
and
according to

average use of
Wages index

such materials.
is

relative

maximum

average

motormen,
conductors and operators on
136 of the largest street and
hourly

wage

interurban
in the

railways

roads.

operated

United States, weighted

according to

such

of

the

number of

men employed on

these

Tacoma-Seattle Line
Past employees of the Puget Sound
Electric Railway, operating the TacomaSeattle interurban in the state of Washington but discontinued since the first
of the year, contemplate bidding in the
line at the receiver's sale to be held on
Feb. 25, and again placing it in operaccording to insistent reports
from that city. O. O. Rutledge, Puyallup, who was employed by the company
for twenty years, 'states that the project
is under consideration, and the road's
former employees are being canvassed
The reasons for
at the present time.
the suspension have been reviewed

ation,

previously.
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New

Vice-President of Eastern

Personal Items

Massachusetts
As

=gfc^&=
J.

F. Uffert Directs in Rochester,

Syracuse and Utica
Appointment

John F. Uffert,
superintendent of equipment of the New
of

York State Railways, as general superintendent of transportation of the company's lines in Rochester, Syracuse and
Utica, has been announced by President
Mr. Uffert, who
retains his position as general superintendent of equipment, succeeds Roy R.
James F. Hamilton.

system, Mr. Uffert went to Rochester in
1917,
as general superintendent of

equipment.
Mr. Uffert will retain his present
headquarters in Rochester. His appointment, covering general supervision of
the lines of the New York State Railways in the three cities of Rochester,
Utica and Syracuse, besides retaining
his post as superintendent of equipment,
is regarded as a high tribute to his ability
and his long experience.

Hadsell, Rochester, recently made general manager of the Schenectady Rail-

way.

Changes

Starting his career when a boy of
twelve in the shops of the then Newark
Passenger Railway, now the Public

No.8

Auditing Department
at Fairmont

in

William G. Neiert, assistant for sev-

was recently elevated to the
position of auditor of the MonongahelaWest Penn Public Service, Fairmont,
W. Va. He succeeds J. R. McCartan,
who resigned after a year's service. At
the same time Charles E. Breckenridge,
eral years,

successor to the post left vacant
by R. B. Stearns, Albert J. Boardman,
as vice-president and acting general
manager of the Eastern Massachusetts
Street Railway, Boston, Mass., has the
advantage of a technical education supplemented by practical experience in

problems of service and management.
His promotion by the Board of Public
Trustees was referred to in the Electric Railway Journal, issue of Feb.
16.
Some months ago Mr. Boardman
was advanced from the Brockton division
to larger responsibilities at the general
headquarters of the company in Boston.
The next step was his advancing to the

managerial post.

Boardman joined

Mr.

Massachusetts

the

Eastern

Railway official
force in 1919, a few months after the
beginning of public control, and was
Street

formerly divisional auditor, becomes assistant
auditor,
filling
the
vacancy
created by Mr. Neiert's promotion.
Mr. Neiert has held several positions
as an accountant, one of them with
the railroad in Cincinnati.
Since his
affiliation with the Monongahela Valley
Traction Company he has held several
different positions in the auditing department.

John

Mr. Breckenridge went to the company after a varied experience. The
Agricultural Implement Manufacturing
Company in Toronto claimed his serv-

F. Uffert

ices for nine years.

Service Railway, Mr. Uffert for 34
years has been an active figure in the
electric railway industry.
During his
long experience in the industry he has
worked in the East, Middle West and
on the Pacific Coast.
From the various departments of the
shops at Newark, he rose to the car-

house and later shop foreman. He was
a motorman in New York City and for
the Coney Island & Brooklyn Railway.
After serving as inspector of equipment
in

New

for the

York, he became shop foreman
Union Railway at New York

and served

in a similar capacity for the

Atlantic City
Atlantic City.

&

Shore Line Railway

tric

;

Tacoma Railway & Power Company and
Puget Sound Railway at Seattle
and Tacoma foreman Portland Railway
the

;

&

Light Company, Portland, Ore.;
Cleveland Railway and the Bay State
Railway,
Brockton,
Mass.;
master
mechanic
Hudson Valley Railway
Glens Falls, N. Y., and the United Traction Company, Albany.
After serving
as general superintendent of the
Albanv

Company, going

to

Albert

J.

Boardman

affiliated

himself with a firm of public accountants in Buffalo.
From 1922 to 1925
Mr. Breckenridge was traveling auditor
for the American Water Works & Elec-

Fairmont

assigned as manager of the Fall River
In 1921 he was promoted to

division.

the

management

of

the Brockton dis-

Mr. McCartin left that company to
become associated with Price, Waterhouse & Company, accountants for the
American Water Works & Electric
Company and the West Penn System,
with which he was previously con-

Prior to his going to Boston to
become connected with the system of the
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
he was connected with the Indianapolis
Traction & Terminal Company as engineer and at one time was superintendent of transportation of the Terre
Haute, Indianapolis & Eastern Traction

nected.

Company.

in

trict.

Mr. Boardman

J.

at

Since then he served as
master mechanic. West Chester, Pa., and
Sanford, Pa.; foreman for the Detroit
United Railway at Rochester, Mich. for
the Illinois Traction System at Decatur
and for the Chicago City Railway;
equipment inspector United Railways,
San
Francisco;
master
mechanic

Later he

H. Henderson Appointment
on Iowa Board Confirmed

The Iowa Senate has confirmed
appointment

the

H. Henderson as
commerce counsel for the State Board
of Railway Commissioners, the
name
of

J.

being sent to the senate by the railway
commission. Mr. Henderson has served
nearly a year on the board in that position, having been appointed
to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Dwight N. Lewis. His term will expire

June

F. J.

30, 1933.

Buckley, general manager Bury

Corporation Tramways, England,
has
been appointed general manager
and

gineer of the Norwich Electric

wav.

en-

Tram-

is a graduate of CorUniversity in mechanical engineering.
During the World War he served
overseas with the American Expeditionary Forces. One of the local newspapers correctly sensed the opinion of
the men held in the railway industry
when
its comment on his appoint-

nell

m

ment it referred to his force, sound
judgment and capacity to meet issues
and stated that he was fitted to maintain sound public relations.

Walter L. Adams, who was superintendent of the Milford & Uxbridge
Street Railway for many years, and
more recently president of the Milford,
Framingham, Hopedale, Uxbridge Street
Railway has resigned this office. He
is still general manager of the railway
and bus

lines.
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West

343
worked out

Pent! Promotions

in St. Louis and put into
commercial operation there.
The Wagner Electric Manufacturing
Company was organized by Mr. Wag-

successful

At
in

L.

a testimonial dinner in his honor
Connellsville, Pa., on Jan. 31, H.
Mitchell surprised his well-wishers

announcement of the selecDaniel Durie as vice-president of the West Penn Railways.
Mr. Mitchell had listened to the eulogy
by

the
tion of

on

his accomplishments in the nine
years since 1920 when he went from
vice-president of the West Penn Rail-

ways

to his recent

promotion as presi-

dent of both the railway and power
companies.
Among the speakers was
W. S. Finlay, president of the parent

company, the West Penn Electric Company. Then it was Mr. Durie's turn to
be surprised for the announcement of
his advancement was unexpected.
Mr. Mitchell, in a quarter of a century, has gone through the ranks from
a clerkship to the presidency of the

West Penn Railways and West Penn
Power Company. Entering the employ
the
Pittsburgh,
McKeesport &
Connellsville
Railway in 1902, he
has occupied increasingly important
positions in the West Penn System since
that time.
During the acquisition of
the lines which now form the West
Penn Railways system, Mr. Mitchell
was located in Connellsville. He was
transferred to Pittsburgh in 1911 as
assistant to W. E. Moore, then vicepresident and general manager.
In

of

1918 he became assistant to VicePresident Williston Fish, and on Sept.
15, 1918,

was

manager

of

elected vice-president

and

the Wheeling Traction
Company and transferred to Wheeling.
On Feb. 1, 1919, he returned to Pittsburgh as general manager of the
West Penn Railways, was elected
vice-president March 1, 1920, and president April 14, 1927. On Jan. 9, 1929,
he was elected president of the West

Penn Power Company.

Dan Durie, since he came to the coke
region in 1901 from New Jersey to take
over the foremanship of the West
Penn's shops, has been identified with
the modern equipment of the West Penn
and other progressive tendencies of the
system. For a while he interested himself in transportation matters, but his
inclination was for maintenance detail
and after serving in the mechanical department he was made master mechanic
of the entire system.
From 1909 to
1913, additional properties were taken
over and many cars different in type,

Herbert A. Wagner

Wagner and Cohn with
Washington-Baltimore Road

Messrs.

Herbert A. Wagner, president of the
Gas, Electric Light &
Power Company, Baltimore, Md., has
been elected president of the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric
Railroad, Baltimore, filling the vacancy
caused by the recent death of James J.
Doyle.
Mr. Doyle had been president
for several years.
At the same time
Charles M. Cohn, vice-president of the
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light &
Consolidated

Power Company, was

an aggregate capitalization of more than
$5,000,000 and employing more than
4,000 workers.
This work, of course,

was secondary

to his duties as vicepresident of the Consolidated Gas, Elec-

Light & Power Company, Baltimore. In 1906 he was secretary of that
company, and for some time discharged
the duties of general manager.
Mr.
Cohn is a graduate of Loyola College
and an alumnus of the Baltimore University School of Law.
He began his
career in the gas department of the Contric

solidated

company.

elected vice-presi-

dent of the railroad.
H. T. Connelly,
v/ho has been general manager of the
railroad
for
some time, was also
elected a vice-president.
He will continue to fill the position of general manager.
The Consolidated owns the
majority of the stock of the Washington,
Baltimore & Annapolis Electric Railroad.

Mr. Wagner began his business
career in the electrical industry in the
engineering department of the Westinghouse Electric in 1887. He represented
that house in St. Louis in the organization of the Missouri Electric Light &
Power Company, which undertook,
under Mr. Wagner's supervision, the installation of the first incandescent electric lighting plant in St. Louis in 1889.
Later, he became general superintendent
Missouri Electric Light & Power and
its
successor,
the
Missouri Edison
Company.
Many features of the
present-day alternating current distribution and transmission systems were first

and carhouses and shops ranging in size
and in the nature of their equipment
were added. In June, 1915, he became
general superintendent of railway operation and in addition in 1917 he was made
general superintendent of equipment.
On Sept. 27 when H. L. Mitchell announced two operating divisions, the
Pennsylvania
division
was put in
charge of Daniel Durie, who had been
superintendent of what is known as
Territory "A." Other than his service
with the New Jersey system, Mr.
Durie's entire career has been with the
West Penn system. Mr. Durie served
as president of the Engineering Association 1926-1927.

ner, who was its first president. All his
career he has been connected with the
development of some of the largest electric light and power companies in the
East.
Mr. Wagner was graduated in
engineering from the Stevens Institute
of Technology in 1887.
Charles M. Cohn, the new vicepresident of the Washington, Baltimore
& Annapolis road, was elected president
of the Industrial Corporation of Baltimore City in 1919. This is an enterprise which grew out of the Aldred Industrial Survey of Baltimore, and has
assisted in the organizing and establishing in Baltimore of industries having

Appointments to California
Commission
Arthur T. George has been appointed
by the California Railroad Commission
to succeed Carl

I. Wheat, whose resigbecame effective on Feb. 15.
Mr. George has had the benefit of more
than two years' experience in the legal

nation

department of the commission, having
served as assistant attorney from 1925
to 1927. Since the latter date he has
been engaged in the practice of law at
Los Angeles with the well-known firm
of Newlin & Ashburn. Prior to his appointment as assistant attorney for the
commission in 1925, he was connected
for two years with the County Counsel's
office of Los Angeles County.
He was
co-author with Mr. Wheat of the volume
entitled "Public Utility Regulation in
California," published by the commission
in 1927.
Mr. George is a graduate of
Stanford University and Harvard Law
School.
The commission has also named Ira
H. Rowell as its assistant attorney to
succeed Reginald L. Vaughan, who has
resigned to re-enter the private practice
of

law on March

1,

1929.

Mr. Rowell

has been connected with the commission
since December, 1927, as an examiner.
He was admitted to the bar in California in 1923, and practiced law from
that time until his appointment as an
examiner.
He was graduated from

Eureka College, Illinois, and studied law
Harvard Law School, the University
of Chicago, and was graduated from
the law school of the University of California.
For a number of years he was
connected with the business management of the Fresno Republican
at

Charles

M. Cohn

Construction Projects Progressing
St.

Louis Terminal Railway accepts authority to build subway.
New York subway construction progresses. Track
construction in Vancouver

FORMAL
by the

under a ten-year lease on May 1. Three
freight locomotives to handle the in-

guide plates, 10 Century switch stands,
and 500 pairs of 32-in. joint plates for

creased freight business of the company, when this line is taken over, are
being constructed at a total cost of
approximately $100,000.

80-lb. T-rail.

St.

acceptance has been tiled
Louis Electric Terminal
Railway with the city registrar, of a
Louis ordniance granting the comSt.

pany authority to build a subway, elevated line and surface track to connect
the McKinley Bridge with a new terminal to be erected at Twelfth Boulevard
The St. Louis
and Lucas Avenue.
Electric Terminal Railway, which is a
subsidiary of the Illinois Terminal System, Chicago, 111., posted a $50,000 bond
to assure the compliance with the terms

On Feb. 9 a motion was granted to
permit the three commissioners on the
Twelfth

Boulevard

widening

project to file a partial report, covering
the property condemned south of Cass
Avenue and in the vicinity of the new
terminal of the St. Louis Electric Ter-

minal Railway.

The motion was

filed

the request of the board of public
service to facilitate the construction of
It is proposed to
the railway subway.
use the reinforced concrete roof of the
subway as the foundation for the
at

widened

number
be made on

improvements are to
lines by the British
Columbia Electric Railway, Vancouver,
ApproxiB. C, in the near future.
mately 1,400

of

its

ft.

of double track will be

on Alma Road, replacing the existing single track. Two thousand feet of
track on Hastings Street, which is now
under stringer construction, will be laid
with slab and fill construction.
The North Vancouver City Council
has under consideration a plan for the
extension of this company's tracks to
the ferry wharf at a cost of approxiTraffic to this wharf
mately $2,000.
was resumed Nov. 30, 1928, after the
laid

of the ordinance.

North

Vancouver Improvements

A

street.

New York Subway

Construction

The Bronx Concourse subway

exten-

sion in New York City, which will join
the Manhattan Line at 148th Street and
St. Nicholas Avenue, is progressing
along St. Nicholas Place toward the
vicinity of the Polo Grounds, where it
will cross under the Harlem River and
pass the Yankee Stadium, continuing
on up under the concourse. Five contracts on the Bronx line have been
awarded as far as Kingsbridge Road,
amounting to approximately $28,000,000.
The balance of the concourse line will
be under contract during the present
year, according to the authorities.

According to Mayor Walker of New
City, plans for the consummation
of the entire program of the rapid transit
development, involving an expenditure

York

of $700,000,000. are being anticipated.
It is expected to advance the work this

year by at least $100,000,000 and that
the end of 1929 will bring a solution of
practically all the problems involved in
this undertaking.
Work of reconstructing the Big Four
Railroad Bridge at Louisville, over

which the Louisville to Jefferson, Ind.,
interurban railway and the lines to Indianapolis will operate, is progressing.
The bridge went out of service last summer and is being entirely rebuilt of
heavier steel construction.
Operation
of the Belt Railway which connects all
steam lines entering Oklahoma City will
be started by the Oklahoma Railway

construction of the subway at the
Esplanade, the railway connection with
the bridge over the second narrows of

Burrard Inlet.
The Toronto Transportation Commission and the Toronto City Board of
Control, Toronto, Ont., have agreed on
plans for the provision of electric service
on Bathurst Street, south of the steam
railway.
Approximately \ mile of
double track will be built, probably after
the new bridge is constructed over the

The Tri-City Railway, Davenport,
Iowa, has ordered one Mack four-cylinder, 29-passenger bus equipped with a
suburban type body. The Cumniings Car
& Coach Company, Chicago, 111., which
purchases buses for the Chicago & West
Towns Railway, Oak Park, 111., has
ordered one Mack four-cylinder, 29-passenger city type bus.
The Pittsburgh
Railways, Pittsburgh, Pa., has placed
orders for six Yellow model W, 21passenger parlor
coaches,
and the
Springfield Street Railway, Springfield,
Mass., has accepted three Mack 233-in.
bus chassis.
Eight low-floor type, two-man cars
are being remodeled by the Pittsburgh
Railways for one-man operation. Four
of these cars are the 4300 type and four
of the 5000 type.
This company has
also ordered one set of rewinding material for a 10,000-volt, 1,420-hp., 60cycle motor, and has ordered track circuit signaling equipment from the Union
Switch & Signal Company for four
blocks

of
division.

signals

on

interurban

the

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railroad is in the market for three 15ton electric overhead cranes for Milwaukee. The Pacific Electric Railway.
Los Angeles, Cal.. plans a new power
substation at Glendale, Cal.

steam railway tracks.

Material Purchases
Considerable track and line material
has been purchased recently by the
Pittsburgh Railways. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Included in their orders are 10,000 ft.
of No. 9 single-conductor cable, 2,000 ft.
of No. 9 double-conductor cable, 2,000
ft. of No. 14 seven-conductor cable and
8,000 ft. of No. 14 single-conductor
cable.
Other line material ordered includes 25 4-in., four-pin, single-iron
cross arms, 10 section insulators, 1,000
28-in. bonds, 1,000 40-in. bonds, 2,500
7-in. bonds, 600 10-in. pin bonds, 600
12-in. pin bonds, 70 trolley frogs, 30
5-in., four-pin, single-iron cross arms,
25 8-in., four-pin, single-iron cross arms
and 40 miles of No. 00 round copper
trolley wire.

Track materials ordered by this company include 10,000 oak ties, 10,000 tie
plugs, 5,000 creosoted ties, 160 kegs of
track bolts. 200 kegs of track spikes. 14
carloads of slag ballast and 3 carloads
of ^-in.
screening.
Other materials
ordered include one standard city catch
basin, 10 No. 2 adjusting rods and 10
No. 1 adjusting rods, 200 slide plates.
200 braces, 20 switch point clips, 20

844

Changes

in Valentine

&

Company
At the annual meeting of the

stock-

holders of Valentine & Company, held
at the company's office, 386 Fourth Avenue, New York City, on Jan. 23, the
following officers were elected
N. T. Pulsifer, chairman of the executive committee. Mr. Pulsifer has been
actively identified with the affairs of the
company in executive capacities for
many years, becoming vice-president in
1902, president in 1915, and chairman
of the board of directors in 1922.
He
has had a long record of honorable
achievement in the industry.
A. L. Phillips, chairman of the board,
has been actively identified with Valentine & Company for the past 38 years.

Mr. Phillips became cashier of this company on Jan. 1, 1890; was elected treasurer of the company in 1893 president
in 1922; and became chairman of the
board on Jan. 23, 1929.
Lawson Valentine Pulsifer, president,
has devoted his entire business life to
the interests of Valentine & Company,
;
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an assistant chemist in 1913.
represents the third generation to
become chief executive of this company.
The other officers of the company,
namely O. A. Hasse, executive vicepresident
Langdon
B.
Valentine,
vice-president; Lawrence Phillips, vicepresident and treasurer; L. H. Roper,
assistant treasurer
and L. A. Osborne,
secretary, are men of long experience in
the industry.
New plans and products
have been developed for the expansion
of the company's business.
starting: as
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Pacific Electric Cars Delivered

He

:

;

;

Exhibit Committee Meets
Considerable progress was made at
the first meeting of the exhibit committee held recently in Atlantic City,
N. J. In reviewing the exhibit work
accomplished thus far, it was pointed
out that last July President Stevens appointed a special fact-finding subcommittee on convention location.
The
Cleveland proposal for 1929 was the
same tendered for the 1928 convention.
The committee, therefore, turned its
attention to tentative proposals received
from Atlantic City and held several
meetings in both Atlantic City and New
York, finally securing a contract from
Atlantic City, basically comparable with
previous contracts. This was submitted
to and had the approval of the committee on convention location, which, in
turn, recommended its acceptance by
the executive committee.
Under this
contract all monies will be paid directly
to the Atlantic City convention and
publicity bureau, and, as the new Atlantic City Auditorium is municipally
owned, the contract bears, in addition
to the signatures of the bureau officers,
those of both the Mayor and the general manager of the auditorium.
The contract for furniture and rugs
will be handled by the local contractors.
C. M. Koury Company, who are well
known and whose prices have been
brought into line with what has been
paid for the past several years.
The

Knoble Brothers Company, who handled
the floral requirements at Cleveland,
presented a proposal for caring for the
work in Atlantic City. However, it is
felt desirable to retain J. J. Habermehl
Sons Company, of Philadelphia, as they
have handled this contract for the large
conventions held in Atlantic City for a

number

of years. The Eldredge Express
Storage Warehouse Company, who
have handled drayage at previous Atlantic City A.E.R.A. conventions will
again receive this privilege, and the Atlantic City & Shore Railroad, through
the courtesy of Vice-President Purinton, have agreed for a nominal figure
to handle all exhibit display street cars
of 50,000 lb. weight or under.
The
Robinson Supply Company, a local concern who handled the drinking water
contract at the previous Atlantic City
convention, will again do so this year.
The Atlantic Foto Service will look
after the convention photographic work
as they have for many years.
The rules and regulations governing
exhibits and under which the exhibits

&

One

of the all-steel cars recently delivered to the Pacific Electric Railway
by the St. Louis Car Company

Ten two-man, motor-driven, citytype passenger cans were recently delivered to the Pacific Electric Railway,
Los Angeles, Cal. These cars, manufactured by the St. Louis Car Company,
St. Louis, Mo., are of the double-truck
type.
Each car weighs 55,800 lb., is
52 ft. 2 in. long, 8 ft. II in. wide and
seats 65 passengers.
The cars are of the center entrance
and exit, front exit type. The bodies
are all-steel construction with archtype steel roofs. The center doors are
the sliding type with stationary steps,
and the front doors are of the folding
type with folding steps. The exterior is
finished in dark red lacquer.
Semiindividual, high back, leather upholstered, deep cushioned seats are used.
The trucks have a wheelbase of 6 ft.
and are spaced on 29 ft. centers. They

Deep cushioned

leather upholstered reats
.ire

used

are equipped with roller journal bearings and 26-in. cast-iron wheels. Additional details are given in the accom-

panying specifications.

'i

u

5?'-?'oYer bumpers

Floor plan of the Pacific Electric Cars
Weights: car body
Trucks

27,466 lb.
15,360 lb.
2,974 lb.
55,800 lb.
29 ft.
52 ft. 2 in.
48 ft. 2 in.
6ft.

Equipment

1

Total
Bolster centers
.
Length over all.
Length over body posts
Truck wheelbase
,

.

Width over
Height,

all
rail to trolley

Window
Body

8
10

base

post spacing

ft.
ft.

in.
9J in.
30 in.
1

1

All steel
Arch steel

Roof
Doors
brakes
Axles
.\ir

Car

signal system
Compressors
Conduit
Couplers

Curtain fixtures
Curtain material
Destination signs

Center sliding and end folding
Westinghouse
PoUak-heat treated
Faraday

DHI6

Metal
Westinghouts air and electric
Curtain Supply Company
Pantasote J86
Hunter

have been held for a number of years

Door mechanism

Consolidated

Duco

Finish

Floor covering
Glass
Hand brakes

Flexolith composition

Double strength AA
Miner
Heat insulating material.. Salamander and Flaxlinum
Headlights
Grouse Hinds

Headlining
Journal bearings
Journal boxes

Lamp

fixtures

Agasote
Roller

Hyatt
Electric Service Supplies

Dark red

Painting scheme

Ohmer

Registers

Curtain Supply Company
Heywood-Wakefield 327-M

Sash fixtures
Seats
Seat spacing
Seating material
Step treads
Trolley
.

30 in.

Leather
Feralun
Eclipse

Trucks

St.

Ventilators

Wheels, type

Company

Louis-Commonwealth
Automatic

Griffin cast iron, 26 in.

Wheelguards or fende

s

diameter
Eclipse

ditions.

there being no charge for track space
to be used for street car display, either
on the Convention Hall Plaza or on
the existing tracks on Georgia and
Mississippi Avenues.
It is planned to
send out space applications April 12.

The executive committee, at a meeting held in New York, Nov. 23, approved a budget which had previously
received the consideration of the finance
committee and the price of space for
the 1929 show will be 60 cents per
square foot. This is the same rate as
charged for space at the 1928 show,

Thirty days will be allowed for filing
At
space requests as in the past.
the conclusion of that period, there will
be another meeting of the exhibit committee for the purpose of making the
official space allotment.
Minutes of a meeting of the special
subcommittee of the exhibit committee.

same for this
year's show.
These have worked out
very satisfactorily in the past and will
only be changed to meet the new conwill

be

practically

the

of
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appointed for the purpose of laying out
floor plan (showing detailed space ar-

rangement for the coming Convention)
revealed that the ballroom on the second
floor level would be used as the main
meeting room for the sessions of the
American Association in the mornings
and that all entertainment features
would be held in the ballroom each
evening during the convention that the
other available rooms on the second
floor would be used for meeting room
;

purposes for the other affiliated associations, special
committee meetings,
etc., leaving the stage, and the two

rooms on either side of the

stage, as
floor, free for

well as the entire arena
exhibition purposes, and that Monday
afternoon and Wednesday morning of

convention week had been set aside by
the committee on subjects and meetings
for exhibit inspection, during which
periods there would be no meetings.
Upon motion of Mr. McCalla, sec-

onded by Mr. Price, the report of the
director of exhibits and the minutes
of the special subcommittee meeting,
held Feb. 4, were accepted and filed,
and all of the recommendations contained in the report and in the minutes
of the subcommittee meeting approved
with the exception of the exhibit space
layout and the classification of exhibits
which were left for separate action.

The chairman then presented Plan
"A" as approved by the special subcommittee appointed to layout floor
plan and explained the layout in detail.
After discussion upon motion of Mr.
Cotsworth, seconded by Mr. McCalla,
it was decided that Plan "A," as presented and explained, be approved and
the chairman and director of exhibits
were authorized to proceed vi\t\\ the
preparation of detailed plans showing
space layout, of the necessary
printed matter regulations, etc., to be
sent out to exhibitors on April 12.
It was decided that all exhibits, with
the exception of street cars to be shown
on the Convention Hall Plaza, should
be closed down at 6 p.m. each day, but
that
the
auditorium should remain
lighted so that a general view of the
exhibits might be had from the balcony.
It was decided by the committee
to
recommend that meetings of the Transportation and Traffic Association, which
are held in the afternoon, be held in
some other room than the main ballroom so as to leave this room available
for afternoon entertainments.
Upon
motion of Mr. Robinson, seconded by
Mr. Bale, it was decided that the date
of the next meeting of the committee
should be tentatively set for Mav 16
at Atlantic Citv.
this

To Study

Curing of Concrete
Paving

The executive committee of the Highway Research Board, National Research
Council announces the formation of a
special committee to conduct an investigation of the problem of proper curing
methods for concrete pavements. The

work

will consist largely in correlation

AND MATERIAL

METAL, COAL
PRICES

F.O.B.

TRADE NOTES

REFINERY
Feb. 19,
1929

Metab—New York
Copper
Copper

electrolytic, cents per lb
wire, cents per lb
Lead, cents per lb
Zinc, cents per lb
Tin, Straits, cents per lb

Bituminous Coal,

775
19,875
6. 95
6.7
49.25
17.

,

f.o.b.

Mines

Kansas screenings, Kansas City, net

tons..

$4. 375

875
80
45
0.975
70
1

.

1

.

1 .

1 .

Materials
Rubber-covered wire, N. Y., No.

14,

per

1,000 ft

$5.90

Weatherproof wire base, N. Y., cents per lb.
Cement, Chicago net prices, without bags.
Linseed oil (5-bbl. lots) N. Y., cents per lb.
.

20. 875

2.05
10.6

in oil (IOO-!b. keg), N. Y., cents

per lb

Turpentine

Martindale

Company,

Electric

Cleveland, Ohio, has recently taken on
national distribution of the Seneca Elec-

Arc Welder, manufactured by the
Electric Welder Corporation,
Seneca, Kan.
This company has pub-

tric

Seneca

Smokeless mine run, f.o.b. vessel, Hampton
Roads, gross tons
Somerset mine run, f.o.b. mines, net tons..
Pittsburgh mine run, Pittsbiu-gh, net tons.
Franklin, 111., screenings, Chicago, net tons.
Central, 111,, screenings, Chicago, net tons...

White lead

Vol.7i,NoS

(bbl. lots)

,

N. Y., per

13.25
63

gal

lished

manual

a

entitled:

"Electric

Arc Welding with Alternating Current."
This book contains a number of profitable ways in which this process is being
used and technical and practical operating information which will help users of
Seneca Alternating Current Arc Welders.
A copy of this manual will be
mailed on request to those interested
by
addressing
Martindale
Electric

Company.

The Watson-Stillman Company,
of the research

work being

carried on

by the Bureau of Public Roads and
various state highway departments.
The committee is composed of Chairman F. C. Lang, University of Minnesota and Minnesota State Highway
Department; E. F. Kelley, chief of the
division of tests, U. S. Bureau of Public
Roads, Washington, D. C; W. A.
Slater, research professor of engineering materials and director Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, Pa.; F. V. Reagel,
engineer of materials and tests, Missouri
State Highway Department, Jefferson
City, Mo.; Frederick E. Schnepfe, civil
engineer, Washington, D. C.
H. F.
Gonnerman, manager research laboratory, Portland Cement Association, Chicago, III.; Stanton Walker, director of
engineering and research division. Na;

tional

Sand

&

Gravel

Association,

Washington, D. C.

The work

Spanish Improvements Progress
In line with a ten-year public works
program for which Spain is spending
some $600,000,000 for the development
of her railways, roads, and hydro-electric power facilities, trains
throughout
the country are being speeded up and
electrified.

hydro-electric
power of
hp. provides more

more than 3,000,000

than an adequate supply of electrical
energy for home consumption, with possible
long distance transmission to

France and Portugal.
All kinds of machinery for the
development projects—electric generators,
lighting outfits, batteries, switches,
elecmotors, electric tools, power shovels,
internal combustion engine, and
various

tric

railway equipment,

is

being imported,

and to large measures through
American markets.

«..y^}^ *" estimated national wealth of
$31,000,000,000, Spain is increasingly
interesting industrially and
commercially.

Manufacturing Company as its representative in the St. Louis district. The
Midvale Mining & Manufacturing Company has its main office at 705 Olive
Street, St. Louis. Mo., and its warehouse at East

St. Louis,

III.

Delta-Star

Electric
Company,
and the Monarch Electric
Company, St. Johns, Quebec, Canada,
have formed an association whereby the
Canadian factory will now have full
advantage of Delta-Star designs engineering and research facilities. A comChicago,

plete

111.,

line

of

unit-type,

standardized

equipment will be produced
for Canadian distribution.

at St.

Johns

ADVERTISING LITERATU RE

of the investigation will be

carried on by Fred Burggraf under the
general direction of R. W. Crum, director of the board.

Potential

75 West Street, New York, N. Y.,
manufacturer of hydraulic machinery,
has appointed the Midvale Mining &

National Carbon Company, New
York, N. Y., through the co-operation
of a number of representative wholesalers undertook the investigation and
analysis of wholesalers' operating costs
for the purpose of determining what
should be the wholesaler's typical cost
of distribution; how this cost may be
apportioned among various products;
what factors have a major influence on
these costs. The work was undertaken
with no preconceived ideas of what the
results should be, nor was any special
use to be made of the information gathered, other than to submit it to wholesalers for any value which it might have
in assisting in the solving of their

operating cost problems.
The methods of
combination and interpretation of statistics were studied and developed in what
may be described as an engineering way
so that as much as possible might be
learned from the study.
report of
this work has been published for distribution so that the results of this analysis,

A

v/hich

definitely

show why

different

products may entail widely varying
handling costs and why the average cost
of handling the whole line cannot be
safely accepted in studying margins on
any one line, may be used to help distributors curtail operating costs.
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street railways may be out of date, but
horse-sense is still essential to their successful
operation.
This is especially true when it is a
matter of selecting safety devices such as hand
brakes.

Horses on

And

this

undoubtedly accounts for the almost

universal acceptance of

PEACOCK
STAFFLESS BRAKES
For Peacock Staffless Brakes are sensible brakes, sensible
from the standpoints of safety, maintenance, weight-saving, power and speed.

They

are safe because they always function, in spite of

slack rigging or

worn brake

shoes.

low in maintenance, because there are few parts
Their light weight (only 72 lb.) is also an
important consideration on modern cars.

They

are

to wear.

The average
they are mighty powerful and fast.
exert up to 3000 lb., and he can wind up
the slack chain with exceptional speed.
And

motorman can

In short. Peacock Staffless Brakes are the logical hand
brakes for the sensible man to buy.

NATIONAL BRAKE COMPANY
890

Ellicott

Square

Thr Ellcon

Co..

Buffalo,

N. Y.

Supply Co., Ltd., MoetrwU, €>».
(ifneral Sales Representative: RO Church St.. New York

Canadian ReprMenlative:

Lyman Tubr

Si

21
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& K UOOD Double Chair
H luxurious seat provid-

ing

automotive

comfort

a car and adaptable to
either city or Inter-City
in

service.

^oday its

RT

CO

you are selling

STREET car transportation

is

no longer merely a matter of

moving passengers with reasonable safety and speed. It
has become a competitive business a job for salesmen who
are able to attract more riders to your road. Comfort is un-

—

doubtedly a keynote of this competition and the comfort and
arrangement of your car seats, therefore, play a most important part.

&

Hale
Kilburn seating engineers have considered both
these factors. They have not only developed maximum comfort in seat design but provide for local traffic handling
needs through the most comfortable arrangement of these
Their services, therefore, may be considered a direct
aid to the sale of your service and the promotion of public

seats.

relations.

HALE & KILBURN SEATS
A

better seat for every type of

HALE
Hale
Hale

modern transportation

service

& KILBURN COMPANY

General Offices and Works: 1800 Lehigh Avenue, Philadelphia
SALES OFFICES
& Kilbum Co.. .30 Church Street. New York
T. C. Coleman & Son, Starks Bldif.,
&

Kilburn Co.. McCormick

Bldg-..

C. S.

Wright

Louisville
L. Jefferies. Jr., Mutual BIdir.. Richmond
D. Jenkins. Praetorian Bldg., Dallas, Texas
H. M. Euler, 146 N. Sixth St., Portland, Oregon

W.
W.

Chicago

E. A. Thomwell. Candler Bide.. Atlanta
Frank P. Bodler, 90:i Monadnock Bldg..

San Francisco
66 Temperance

Co..

St..

Toronto. Ont.. Canada
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WRITTEN BY TRUCK OWNERS WHO
HAVE USED THEM
LONG ENOUGH TO KNOW
Mileage On One Tire Equal to a Trip
Around the World and Four-fifths
The Way Back

For Large and Small Trucks
Local and Long Distance Hauling
"Our small, as well as our large, trucks are

"You

which gave 45,000 miles service, without
being removed from rim."

equipped with the Goodrich Tires in doing
both local and long distance hauling of
every description and at no time have they
given us any trouble. We consider the
Goodrich Tire a 100% tire."

James A. Malroney,
Motor Transportation

William H. Hentschel, Vice Pres.,
Hentschel Bros., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y,

.

will no doubt be interested to know
that just recently we removed a Goodrich
Silvertown 30 x 5 Heavy Duty Casing,

Supt.

Tulsa Daily World,

*

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

"You may

Yet Average 26,000 Miles

W.

Goodrich Heavy Duty

The "water cured," weftless cord, twin beaded
Silvertown Heavy Duty Cord Tire ... for Trucks,

Equipped Exclusively
Because of Exceptional Mileage
.

.

Goodrich Silvertown Tires . . .
The Foundation of Their Service
"For ten years, we have equipped our
trucks with Goodrich Tires both Solid and
Pneumatic Heavy Duty, as the foundation, upon which we have maintained our

usual

tire

troubles

experienced

in

bus

we have secured what we believe
be exceptional mileage, some tires hav-

service,

to
ing delivered

After testing other well known brands
he intends to equip his Sight-seeing
Busses 100% on Goodrich Silvertowns

.

"Our fleet of White busses has been
equipped exclusively with Silvertown
Heavy Duty Tires for the past 20 months.
Besides being particularly free from the

upwards of 60,000 miles."

-

Busses and Trailers.

G. Davison, Pres.,
111.

that our

with Goodrich Tires."
J. C. Ewing, Pres.,
City Coal Co., Inc., San Francis!.,,

Silvertovfrn

Davison Cartage Company,
Chicago,

know

—

in depart-

ment store service. Naturally we selected
the Silvertown Heavy Duty in preference
to other makes. In this service our average
is twenty-six thousand miles."

be interested to

entire fleet, consisting of 32 machines
trucks and roadsters is now fully equippec"

light trucks are subject to continual

and stopping, such as

Now Equipped with

Goodrich Tires

They Start and Stop Often

starting

.

•

Their Entire Fleet

"Our

.

"We

are in the Sight-seeing business and

service."

our busses are subject to long runs which
necessitate speed always loaded to capacity operating over very hilly roads. Our
decision on Silvertowns was made after
testing all the best known brands of tires.
Goodrich give us complete satisfaction, so
much so that we intend to equip 100% on
Silvertown Heavy Duty Tires for 'Long

Run'

Geo. H. Williams, Mgr.,
Renton Stage Line, Inc.,
Renton, Washington

Seattle

Harold L. Gulick, Treasurer,
City Truck Co., Inc., Worcester, Mass.

GOODRICH TIRES
.

Zirpolo, President,

The Newark Coach
Newark, N.

used with

.

busses and trailers. Specify the name
"Goodrich" when you buy new trucks
as well as when you buy new tires for

Service."

Frank

are

satisfaction in every line of business
. and on all
types of motor trucks,

Co., Inc.

old trucks.

J.

Goodrich Jieavy Y^uty Silvertowns
THE

B. F.

GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Established 1870

Pacific

Goodrich Rubber Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

In Canada

:

Canadian Goodrich Co., Kitchener, Got.
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(Canned Experience
Make use of the other man's experience
Rickey

That old saying

—

Electric

Blake and Jackson

Railway Handbook

Electric

—

Railway Transportation

about experience being the
teacher

best

is

absolutely

sound in one sense. But
most of us recite it without thinking: that experience may be ol various
of
sorts
the experience
other men as well as our
own. "canned experience."
if
you please, ready for
Just open and serve
use.
yourself I Why not take advantage of the exi)erience
of other men as far as we
can and save not only
years of time but many
expensive lessons ?

—

Do you know how much

A second

A thoroughly revised reference bQok of practical
data, formulas and tables for the use of operators.
It gives the essential
engineers and students.
reference data on all phases of electric railway
construction and operation. It presents: (1) Data
on subjects which come up in everyday electric
railway practice.
(2) Material of service to the
non-technical manag-er or operator. (3) Reference
material on electric railway practice for those who
are specializing- in other or allied jines.

Harding

of

Electric

of

—and

—

thoroug-h revision of this standard work on the
theory and practice of electric railway engrineering:.
The book covers the principles of train operation,

A

That

may

the price
you.

or

table

many

times

fact

eingrle

be worth
of

the book

to

Kurtz

on the

Budget Plan
Choose Any
of these McGraw-Hill Books
that you would like to
see
one, or two or a half
dozen as many as you
wish.
Read them for ten
days free keep those you

——

—
want — send

back those
you don't want.
Pay for the books you
keep as you use them. If
you keep $16 worth of
books, send $3.00 in ten
days and $3.00 monthly.
The smallest monthly payment is $3.00. If you keep
$6 worth of books, send
?3.00 in ten days and $3.00

month later.
The monthly Installments
must be largre enougrh so
a

the

entire

account

will be paid in full within
six months.

are the same as cash
there is no extra charire
for
monthly payment

Prices
—
the

irivileye.

tion.

and distribution, equipment and

systems.

King

I

BuyYour Books

that

greneration

of

Railway

3

—

Signaling

Linemans' Handbook

A completely

ade-

quate book on ail
phases of modern
railway sig-nalingr.

book written expressly

for linemen, foremen, and other employees of line departments.
The book meets the g'rowing- need for a pocket
volume of construction and maintenance data,
Tlie first

given
is
the place of
bus in modtransporta-

eration

Railway Engineering

the
ern

types

—

ser-

sellinp-

vice in the face of
modern conditions.
Particular considto

power

on

—
—

in

McGRAW-HILL
BOOKS?

book

the transportation
side of the electric railway busig-etting:
ness
the cars over the
increastracks
ing the traffic
collecting the fares

the

world's best research
the Electric Railway
field Is contained in

edition

widely

this

known

The book describes
fully the construcinstallation,
tion,

procedure, and methods. It presents hundreds of
kink.s. shortcuts, expedients and time- and worksaviner methods,
as well
as scores of useful
diagrrams. tables, and formulas for the lineman.

operation
maintenance
sifrnaling

and

o f
equip-

and

ment,

pre-

sents a thorough
d'scussion of prin-

,

Standard Handbook for

ciples.

'

Electrical Engineers

8

Nash—

i

A

widely-known

encyclopedia of electrical engineering:.
The book covers every branch of
modern electrical eng-ineering. It is complete and
reliable, and so carefully and fully indexed that
its information is readily accessible.

Economics of Public

book presents the essential facts and the
most mature views upon the underlying- financial
and economic phases of public utility companies,
with particular emphasis on electric railways,
electric light and power companies and gas comThis

Croft—

panies.

American

Electricians'

It
discusses every ang^le of the public utility
a business and treats thoroughly such subjects
as capitalization, investment features, franchises.
regulation, valuation, depreciation, taxes, rates.
ff«

Handbook
The book is a reliable, useful handbook for wiremen. contractors, line--,
plant superintendents and conIt aims to give
struction engrineers.
the practical man the facts on apparatus, materials and installation whi<h
he needs in his daily work. It is practical from cover to cover.

accounting methods,

servici*.

relations, etc.

piil>li<!

men,

Mail

coupon
McGraw-Hill books

just this

to see these
Mr<Jraw-Hill Book To..
York.

Inc..

New
Send
.

.

Choose the booli^s
^

Utilities

.

the coupon

the

buukg rliecked fnr
Electrip

Handhouk.
.

.

.

Railway

?.^..flO.

Lineman's

Kurtz-

Hand-

$-1.0(1.

....Standard

days' Tree exainlnttion:

....Croft's

Handbook

for
KUctrlcat EnKineera, $0.0(1.

•

.American

Electri-

Handbook, $4.00.

ciaiis

.Harding-fi Eloctrlr H.^n^^ny

hook.

10

{4.00.

Engineering.

you want to see.

^^—^ and mail just

tne

.Ulcliey's

370 Seventh Avenue.

-^^^^^^ ,«""'

Jaeksnns'

tfi'^

lUilway

tion.

S.I. 01).

Klnfr's

Elec-

Transporta-

Uallwav SiRnalinR.

$4.00.

....Nash's
lie

Rconomlrs

UtiUtieH.

of

I'tih-

$4.00.

I agree to return such books as
I do not wish to keoij. postpaid,
within 10 days of receipt, and to remit at the s;ime time my tint
Installment and the balance In eaual Installnienti carh montti.
Minimum monthly payments. I understand, are $.'1.0 0, and also
that account is to be paid in full within sit months.

Name
Home

.\ddre«d

City
Position

Name

of

Company

E 2-23-29
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Creosoted Pine
absorbs shock
resists

decay

can^t rust
THERE CAN
ties

— costs less

BE NO

where good

will

substitute for

wooden

must be courted with

smooth, comparatively silent riding comfort
where rolling stock, as well as human nerves, must
be protected from noisy, jarring, destructive jolts
of bumpy, unyielding tracks
where initial and
annual costs are important considerations. Nothing else will do. 11 Southern Yellow Pine is the
most practical and economical of tie woods. Tough.
Resiliently shock-absorbing. Highly adaptable to
•

.

.

.

.

.

permanent preservation, t Prettyman Preserved
(impregnated to the heartwood with high grade
creosote oil), it is impervious to the ravages of
termites (white ants), decay-producing fungi and
Top view and

show Prettyman Pine Ties on air
seasoning yard and careful inspection and selection before
treatment. Lower photo is of Prettyman Preserved Pine
Ties in street railway tracks of South Carolina Power
Company.
insert

the deleterious effects of certain types of soils.
Under rigorous railroad usage it lasts 15 to 25 years

and more. II Write today for quotations on your
size in Prettyman Preserved Ties, either unframed
or adzed and bored with precision machinery before treatment.

Sons
I.FPrettijman,&Plant-

\J

Wood

Pre^ervinp
Cha rlej-to n, S.C.
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OHMER Type

80 Register
This is the type register which is
earning the Birch Transportation Co., Inc. $200 a week. Itpub-

amount regismoney re-

licly indicates the

tered. It totalizes all

ceived. Itprintsaticketand keeps

a detailed record of each fare.

Type 80 Registers

"Four

increase receipts

$200^ PER Week

"

FROM

the Birch Transportation Co., Inc.
comes another story of tremendous savings

through the use of OHMER Type 80
Registers. Mr. John J. Neauy writes:
effected

may be of interest to you to know that the
Type 80 Registers which we purchased

"It

four

from you

in

August have caused our receipts to

increase approximately $200.00 per

week

since

before purchase.

"The

registers have disclosed to us that they

are capable of eliminating one of the most annoying sources of shrinkage that a transportation

company may have."

What the OHMER Type 80 Register has done
for the Birch Transportation Co., Inc.

and other

progressive transportation companies,
will

do

for you. Install the

Type 80

of your cars and busses. Let
.

.

.

safeguard collections

ing and auditing. Let
then pay you.

it

.

.

.

it

also

it

in every

one

print your tickets

simplify bookkeep-

pay for

itself

.

.

.

YIZABLEDG

HAfkAR
^ ^

TRADE MARK Req

^

,M^

and

Investigate this remarkable new register today.

Write at once for more detailed information.
Find out how it will reveal those secret losses
how it will pay big profits. This will not obligate
you in any way.
. .

Winter's icy storms bring no added hazard to
the car equipped with "Safkar" Steps. Snow,

not make their surface slippery
not build up in and on them. Not
only are step accidents reduced, but traffic
is speeded up because passengers feel
the
ice or sleet will

—snow
secure

will

"Safkar"

foothold.

Write for Bulletin D28.
REG.

U.S. PAT. OFF.

Fare Register

Company

IRVING IRON

WORKS

Long Island City,

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.

Established
SiBa.BS

Offices

in

in

GO.

N.Y. U.S. A.

1902

All Principal CiTiEa

Se« YourTelaphone Book

for Local

Address
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Car Card Advertising
Almost &veiy.wherai

RO
NEW

mm

INC.
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lvs.ll:\eer^s
iTorli.

d

Bacon

The J. G. White
En gineerin g Corporation
Engineers — Constructors

1>avf&

incorporated

New York
SAN FBANCI8C0
CHICAGO

39 Broedwaj,

PHILADELFHIA

STONE & WEBSTER
Design and Construction
Examinations Reports Appraisals
Industrial and Public Service Properties
NEW TOEK
BOSTON
CHICAGO

&

43

Appraisais— Management

Porter

Engelhardt W. Holst

DMicn

Manweiiwat

CoDitrnctlon

ValosUont

Beporti

BxuntnatloDi

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ALBERT

S.

Consulting Engineers

INDUSTRIALS

ft

New York

52 Vanderbilt Ave.

ENGINEERS
PUBLIC UTILITIES

New York

Exchange Place

THE BEELER ORGANIZATION
Transportation, Traffic, Operating Surveys
Better Service— Financiai Reports

iDCorporated

Sanderson

steam and Hydro-Electric Power Plants. Gaa Plants,
Steam and Electric Bailrosda. Transmission Systems,
Boildinrs and Industrial Plants.

Appraisals
Reports
Bates
Service
InTestiratloB
Studies on Financial and Physical Bebabilitation
EeorganizatioD Operation Manaiement

683 Atlantic Ave.,

BAN FBANCISCO

Incorporated

WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS

Engineers and
Constructors

REPORTS- APPRAISALS RATES -OPERATION - SERVICE

BUCHANAN

W. B. FRICB.

President

F. LATNO
TIee-PresldeDt

m.

TOHN

See'y-Treas.

Examinations and Reports

Consultant on Fares and Motor Buses

Engineering and Management, Construction
Financial Reports, Traffic Surveys

Bank

Fares

49

WaU

Incorporated

Albert

W. Hemphill

Engineering and Construction

APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATIONS COVERING
Management

Reorganization

50 Bast 42nd

St.,

Operation

—

New York Qty

68

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
REPORTS ON
111

Valuationt

W. Waihington

Traffic Surreyi

—

NEW YORK

TRINITY PLACE

ROWLAND BIBBINS

J.

CONSULTING ENGINEER

—

R H. FAILE

Chicago,

&.

111.

2301 Connecticut

THE

CO.

P.

CITIES

Washington, D. C.

EDWARD WISH SERVICE
Street Railway Inspection

NEW YORK

— Service Buildings— Terminals

J5

Avenue

so Church St.

Designers of

TRANS^ ORTATION

Organized Transit Development and Traffic Controls.
Economic Operation, Routing, Schedule Analyses.
Valuations, Rate Cases and Ordinances
KXPEBIENCE IN

Street,

—

Examinations Reports Valuations
Transportation Problems >Power Developments

Construction

KELKER, DeLEUW & GO.
Operatins Problenii

Gramatan Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

McCLELLAN & JUNKERSFELD

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Gardner F. Wells

160

Street

HEMPHILL & WELLS

Differential

Holbrook Hall 5-W-3

NEW TOBK

Phone
HanoTer: 814S

Bids.

Pass—
— Ride Selling

The Weekly and Sunday

and Equipment Maintenance

BALTIHOBK

Street,

New York

WALTER JACKSON

BUCHANAN & LAYNG CORPORATION
IM4 Cltiseu Natloaal

20 Pine

P>^
•^^

Transportation

0. B.

& Wood

Stevens

RICHEY

ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEER

BOSTON, MASS.

131 State St.

DETECTIVES

Garages
441

LEXINGTON AVE.

jifEyf

TOEK

When

writing the advertiser for information or
a mention of the Electric Railway
Journal would be appreciated.

prices,

BOSTON
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Boyerized Parts:
Brake Pins
Brake Hansen
Brabe Levers
Pedeatal Qlbs
Brake Fulcrumi
Turnbucklea
Case Hardened Bushinga
Center Bearlnga
Side BearlDgi

Spring Post BusblDgu
Spring Posts
Bolster and Tranaom
ChaOng Platea

=
=

=
=
Manganese Brake Head =
Manganese Truck Part» =
Forglngs
=
=
Bronze Bearings
McArthur Turnbuckles 1
Trollej Plna

Elevated

I

iiiiiimiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHUiiiiuiiiiiiniiiaiinmuuiimiiiiitiiHniniiniiiiuiiiHin

—Subway—Surface Lines

Special Trackwork

i
I

oi

I

TISCO MANGANESE STEEL

Can be purchased thrauth the fallowing i
repregentatives

F

F.

803

W.

i
|
=
£

Bodler.

Uonadnoek Bldg., Ban Francisco. Cat

F. McKenney,
54 First Street. Portland, Oregon.

|
I
S

H. Denton.
1328 Broadway, New Tork Clt7, N. I.

J.

W.

A.

I

Bemis Car Truck Company |

I
I

Springfield, Mass.
iiiiiiiiiinMiuiiuiitHKinnnil

niuiiiiMiniiiiiilt

nlulllliiltlllltiiiiiiiniliiiiii

I
I
I
I
i

I
I
I
i

CO., INC.

SALES OFFICES
Chicago
Kl Pa«o
Knoxvllle
Fort Worth
Montreal
Tork
Scraoton
Philadelphia
Pittvbarsh
San Francisco

Boston

New

I
illllllllirilmilNlii;:

flimuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiininMiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii

I

I

£

&

JR.

EASTON, PENNA.

E

Arlln.

il9 Delta Bldg., Loa Angelea. Cal.

•lllltiiiii

WM. WHARTON

I

^iDniilniniiiinilliilHiininiitMiiiimniiiiiitiHiiiinnniiiiiitriiiiiitillmniiiniiMiiiMiinniMiir

iiniiHHiiiMntHliinilimnniHi
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ELRECO TUBULAR POLES

Bethlehem Products for
Electric Railways
Tee and Girder Rails; Machine Fitted Joints;
Splice Bars; Hard Center Frogs; Hard Center
Mates; Rolled Alloy Steel Crossings; Abbott and
Center Rib Base Plates; Rolled Steel Wheels and
Forged Axles; Tie Rods; Bolts; Tie Plates and
Pole Line Material.

77/

COMBINE
Lightest Weight
Greatest Adaptability

Lowest Cost

Catalog Sent on Request

Least Maintenance

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY,

THE CMAMFCRCO JOINT

Mc "wine LOCI

Bethlehem, Pa.
Catalog complete with •r.|lBeerlii( data sent on reatiest.

I

BETHLEHEM

SiiiiMiimiiiiiiiiiiminiiniiniinMiiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiriiitiiniiiiiiitiiitiiiiitiniitriiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiniiniiiniiiiiimiiiminiiitiiiiii:

s.nii(iiiniitMiiMiiniHiiiHiHHiniitiiiniiniiniiiiiiininiiuMiriiitMi(iiiiiMnMniiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii&
'b

ELECTRIC RAILWAY EQUIPMENT CO.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
New Tork Clt7. 30 Church Street
iiiimiitiiiiuiiitiiiiHiimiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiittiiiiiiiiMiiniitiiiniiiiiiliuiliniiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiumiF

^iiiiimiiiniiitnmniiinii(niiiiiiMiiiitiitiiiinnuiiiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiniiMriinriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiHiiiniiiHiii;iiiiiiii

Vie lde(d Imulatim for Cledric Railways

INSULATED WIRES
OKONITE,

MANSON

and

and CABLES
DUNDEE TAPES

POWER CABLES, SIGNAL CABLES
and GAR WIRIN G
THE OKONITE COMPANY
THE OKONITE-CALLENDEB CABLE
SaUt

Offices

CO.. INC.,
Paterson. N. J.

Passaic. N. J.

Factories:
:

New

York. Chicago. Pittaburgb, St. Louis,
Birmingliam, San Francisco, Loa Ange-

Boston, Atlanta.
les.
Seattle. Dallas.

Okon i te Quality Standards
Unchanged for Half a Century
*)iiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiniiHiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiin

^nmniiiitiiiMiniiniiiniiniiHiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiu'^

^iniiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiittMiniiiiiiiHiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiritiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiu:

H"i"iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHMiniiiniiiiMiiniiiiiiiiniiitiiiniiniiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMittiiitiiiiiiiimiiHiiitiiiiiiim

The DIFFERENTIAL

FARE

BOXES
Let us

tell

you

for

BUSES

Standard on
60 Railways for

of this especially de-

Track Maintenance
Track Construction

signed box for this class of service.

Ash Disposal
Coal Hauling
Concrete Materials

The Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Waste Handling
Excavated Materials
Hauling Cross Ties

4900 Lexington Ave., Cleveland, O.
Canadian Cleveland Fare Box

Snow

Co., Ltd.

Differential

Crane Car

Clark Concrete Breaker

AND SORTING

Differential 3-way Auto Truck Body
Differential Car Wheel Truck and Tractor

MACHINES
CHANGE CARRIERS. TOKENS
iiiiiinni(niiiniiiiiiiiiiimiii»iiiiiiHiiuiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiirHiiiiiiii''4iMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiMiitiiirHiiiiiiiHiiitiiiiii

Disposal

Use These tabor Savers

Preston, Ontario

COIN COUNTING

CAR

THE DIFFERENTIAL STEEL CAR
immir

«iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiim

iii

iiiiiimmmii

CO., Findlay, O.
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Johnson

Wheel Company

Electric

410 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Fare

Boxes
and overhead

make

registers

possible

|

instantaneous registering and
counting of every fare. Revenues are
increased \h to 5% and the efficiency
of one-man operation is materially
increased. Over 5000 already in use.
the

Griffin

Wheels

I
I

4619 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago,

Rims

I
I

and
Chilled Back of Flanges
For Street and Interurban
Railways

Denver

Boston
Kansas City
Council Bluffs

Cleveland

Salt

Detroit

|

|
|

1

Lake City

III.

|

~uiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiuiiniiiiiniiiiiiir

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmimiiiiiiiiuiiK

I

i
I

I
I

I

BEQEUAN.

B. A.
r. T.

SABQENT,

Jr. FrealdeiU
Becretarjr

B. A.
I.

BGOEHAN,
M.

PRATT,

First Vice-Prii. ind Tnti
Tln-Prei. In charge of •!«

I
=

National Railway Appliance Co.

I

|

New York

Graybar Bnlldlnx, A9» LcxinctOD Ave.,

i

BRANCH OFFICES
Munsey

I
i
§
E

Waabingrtoa, D. C.
100 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Heceman-Castle Corporation. Bailway Exchanre Boildintr, Cbicaaro, 111.
F. F. Bodler. 903 Monadnock Bid?., San Francisco, Calll.
Lister-Reese Inc.. 401 S. Brand Blvd.. Glendale, Calif.
Bldgr..

i

RAILWAY SUPPLIES
Hoadsille Shock Absorber.
Tool Steel Qears and Pinions
Anfflo-American Varnisb Co.,
Varnisbes. Enamels, etc.
National Hand Holds
Oenesco Paint Oils
Dunbam Hopper Door Devics
Garland Ventilators
Walter Tractor Snow Figrbters
Feasible Drop Brake StaSs
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg:, Co,,
Springs
Bell Register Fare Boxes

FOUNDRIES:
Chicago

|

Johnson Fare Box Co.

with
Chilled

|

St Paul
Lot Angeles
Tacoma
Gncinnati

Fraser Gas Electric Drive
Flaxlinum Insulation
Economy Electric Devices Co.
Power Saving and Inspection
Meters
National Safety Devices Company's
Blowers,
Wbistle
Oong Ringers and Brake

Hangers
Oodward Gas Generators
Cowdrey Automotive Brake
Testing Macbine
Tru-Drum Latbe

tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiinMiiiirMiNiiiiiniiiriiiiniiiiiiiiiiJiriiniriiinMiJitiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMHrtiiiriMiiiMiiiiiniiiiiJiirr
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SHJiiEII

International

|

Registers

|

Made

FRONT

and

|

double types to meet
requirements of serv-

|

For hand or foot,
mechanical or electric

|

in

single

ice.

AXUS

operation.

car

Double Recister
Type R-11

I

The International

I

15 South

Throop

|

Counters,

I

conduc-

I

fittings,

tors'

I

punches.

|

Register Co.

|

Street, Chicago, Illinois

I

SiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiriiiiriiifiiiiMinnnMiiiiiiiiiiiiiinia

f

>

IIUHIIIIII

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

A complete line
for Truck ,
Tractori

mod

Trailers.

Motor

USSES

SHULER AXLE COMPANY
i

Louisville

Incorporated

Kentucky

I
I
I
I
I

The value

iiiiiiiimijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiF

t
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Wheels

Kalamazoo Trolley
and Harps has been
of

|
|
I

demonstrated by large and small
electric railvfay systems for a
period of thirty years.
Being
exclusive manufacturers, with
no other lines to maintain, it is
through the high quality of our
product that we merit the large
patronage we now enjoy. With
the assurance that you pay no

premium

for quality we
appreciate your inquiries.

I

I
:ililiilimiilimiiiiiliiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiiimii

llllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt

Kalamazoo Trolley Wheels

I
I

IMIIIIIMIII

'"""""""""

will

|

THE STAR BRASS WORKS
KALAMAZOO,

MICH., U.

S.

A.

|
|
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POSITIONS VACANT
EXPERIENCED car barn foreman wanted

FOR SALE

200 International Fare Registers,
Single Type R^IO, Sheet Bronze Cases
These

registers with B-10 horizontally operating backs and B-9 vertically operating backs are almost new. Most of them have been in service less than a year
and none more than 2% years. All are in first-class operating condition.

They
all

I.

are for sale because a change in rate of fare made
R. C. cars and buses with a multi-fare register.

I.

R. C.

it

necessary to equip

BuflTalo,

handle employees.

way

Journal, Tenth
York.

N. Y.

;

of motors
ability to
P-164, Electric RailAve. at 36th St., New

POSITIONS WANTED
ENGINEER—Ways and structures

;

9

years' experience with street railway and
Interurban property. Clean, successful
record,
liigh-grade references,
seeking
position with future. PW-161, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th St.,

New

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT
1587 Michigan Avenue,

must have thorough knowledge
and all modern equipment and

York.

SUPERINTENDENT

transportation, broad
experience, established successful record
city, interurban railways, buses.
Will
accept position of assistant with future.
Salary and location secondary importance. Fine references. PW-162, Electric
Railway Journal, Tenth Ave. at 36th
St.,

New

York.

OFFICIAL PROPOSAL
Bids:

Some One
Wants

FLOOR, CITY HALL

Specifications and plans may be seen at
of the Department, on the 14th
Hall Annex, and copies of same
with blank forms for proposals, will be

supplied

using.

it

to intending bidders upon application.
deposit of Fifty (50) dollars
will be required for the specifications and
plans.
This deposit will be refunded upon
return of the specifications and plans In

A

good condition.

Bidders must be skilled and regularly
in the class of work for which
they are competing.
No bid will be considered unless accompanied by a certified check on a responsible
bank or trust company in favor of the
City of Philadelphia, to the amount of
five (5) per centum of the sum of such bid,
In accordance with the provisions of an
ordinance approved March 21. 1928, and
reprinted in full in the specifications.
The Director reserves the right to reject
any or all bids, as he may deem best for
the interest of the City of Philadelphia.

engaged

C.

before depreciation

Department

Tenth Ave. at 36th St„

E.

MYERS,

Director.

MANAGER

it.

Write for Advertising Rates

Searchlight

imme-

the office
floor. City

you are not

scraps

ANNEX

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 20, 1929.
Sealed proposals, addressed to the undersigned, at the office above mentioned,
will be received until
12 o'clock noon
(Eastern Standard Time), on Thursday,

CONTRACT NO. 213 —TRACKLAYING
SOUTH STREET TO NORTH OF
GIRARD AVENUE.

the rolling stock or equipment

Sell

14.

March 14, 1929, and publicly opened
diately thereafter, for:

To
Buy
that

March

Tracklaying Broad Street Subway
DEPARTMENT OP CITY TRANSIT,
CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, 13TH

New

York

Experienced street railway man wanted
on eastern property operating 75 cars.
Must be familiar with all phases of
street railway work and successful in
public relations.
Technical education
desirable.

vanceraent.
references.

Good opportunity
Apply giving

I
I

|
i

I

for ad-

f

and

i

details

PV-183. Electric Railway Journal
Tenth Ave. at ."JOth St., New York City.
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WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY
Equipment, Apparatus and Supplies Used by the Electric Railway Industry
with Names of Manufacturers and Distributors Advertising in this Issue
This index is published as a convenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make It
accurate, but Electric Jtailicav Journal assumes no responsibility lor errors or omissions.

Aircrtlsinc, Streeet Car
Collier, Inc., Barron G.

Books
McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Air Brakes
General Electric Co.
Westinehouse Tr. Br. Co.

Brackets and
(See
alsQ

Anchors* Gny
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinrhouse E. & M. Co.

Armature Shop Tools
Cdliimbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Automatic Retrnlators,

&

age, Current
fzine

Volt-

Synchron-

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Aniomatic Return Switch
Sianils

Ramapo Ajax

Corp,

The

J.

Westingrhoiise E.

& M,

Co.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co.,

Westinghouse Tr, Br. Co,

Brake Shoes
American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck Co.

The

Brill Co.,

6.

J,

The

Columbia Machine Works

Badees and Buttons
Service Supplies Co.
International Reg. Co., The
Elec.

General Electric Co.
National Brake Co.

Westinghouse Tr, Br, Co,

Brushes, Carbon
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, & M, Co,

Dry

Columbia Machine Works
Buses, Motor
General Electric Co,

Nlchols-Lintern Co.
B«arlnfcs, Anti-Friction

Co.

Bearings and Bearing MetalH
Bemis Car .Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G,
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bearings, Center and Roller
Side
Cincinnati Car Co.

Columbia Machine Works
A.

Bearings, Roller
Timken Roller Bearing Co,

Bus Lighting
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Bushings, Case Hardened

and Manganese
American Steei Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill Co..

Columbia Machine Works
Cables (See Wires and
Cables)

Cambric Tapes, Tellow and
Black Varnish
General Electric Co,

Car Lighting Fixtures
Bearings.

Thrust

Elec.

Timken Roller Bearing
Bells

and Buzzers

and Gongs

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co.,

Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Benders, Rail

Railway Trackwork Co,

Roller Bearing Co.

Catchers and Retrievers,
Trolley
Elec, Service Supplies Co.

Change Carriers
Cleveland Fare Bov Co.
Electric Sei*vice Supplies Co,

Electric Co.

Car Co.

Irving Iron

Works

Car Wheels, Rolled Steel
Bethlehem Steel Co.

Dump

& M.

Co.

Bond Testers
American Steel & Wire Co.
Electric Service SuppUe* Co
Bonding Apparatag
American Steel & Wire Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Railway Trackwork (3o
Una Welding & BomUny Co.
Bonds, Rail
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co

Elec. Service Supplies (3o.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Differential Steel Car Co.

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Banding and Winding
Machines
Colunjbia Machine Works

Coil

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
Westinehouse E. & M. Ck).

Armature and Field
Columbia Machine Works
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

The

J. G.

Brill

Co..

The

G.

J.

Cars. Passenger, Freight,

Express, etc,

American
Brill Co..

C,ir Co.
J. Q.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Kuhlman Car Co., G, C
Wason Mfg. Co,
Brill Co..

The

J.

Coin Counting Machines
Cleveland Fare Box Co.
International Reg. Co., The
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Castings, Brass Composition

or Copper
Cincinnati Car Co.

ColumWa Mnohin"

Wnrlt«

0_

American

Steel Foundries

Brill Co., The J. G,
Cincinnati Car Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co,

Cowl Ventilators

Engineers, Consulting, Contracting and Operating
Becler. John A.
Bibbins. Roland J.
Ci

Layng Corp

Hoist, Engelhardt W,
Jackson, Walter
Kelker A DcLeuw
McClellan A Junkersfeio
Richey, Albert S.
Sanderson A Porter
Stevens A Wood
Stone A Webster Co.
White Eng. Corp.. The J. G

Nichols-Lintern Co,

Cross

Arms

(See Brackets)

Crossing Foundations
International Steel Tie Co.
Crossings

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Corp.

Wharton,

&

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

&

Jr.

Crossings, Frocs

Co,

Switches

Corp.

Wharton,

A

Jr.

Co.

Manganese
Bethlehem Steei Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Crossings.

Wm.

Wharton,

&

Jr.

Crossings, Track
Special Work)

Westinghouse E. A M. Cc
Fare Boxes
Cleveland Fare Box Co.

Johnson Pare Box Co.
Nat'i Rlwy, Appliance Co.
Ohmer Fare Register Co.
Percy Mfg. Co.
Fare Registers
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Johnson Fare Box Co.
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Woven Wire and
Fence Posts
American Steel A Wire Co.

Fences.

Fenders and Wheel Onnrds

Co.

(gee Track

Curtains

St

Curtain Fixtures

The

Brill Co.,

J.

G.

Cutting Apparatus
General Electric Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Una Welding & Bonding

Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co,

Derailing

Devices

Track Work)

(See

Co., The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Star Brass Works

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Commutators or Parts
Columbia Machine Works
Co.

Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.
Condensers
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Connectors, Soiderless
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Htg Co
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Columbia Machine Works
General Eieclric Co
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Controlier Regulators
l-.lcc. Service Snnnlics
Co.

Service

Supplies

Detective Service
Wish-Service, P.

Co,

Edward

The

A Door

Co..
Cinciiniati

Flooring. Open Steel
Irving Iron Works

The

Flooring, Ventilating
Irving Iron Works

Forgings

American

Steel Foundries

The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Doors, Folding Vestibule
National Pneumatic Co,
Brill

Flooring, Fireproof
Irving Iron Works

Brill Co..

G,
Car Co.
J.

Cincinnati
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
National Pneumatic Co.

Doors

(See Coils)

Flooring, Steel, Snbway
Irving Iron Works

Door Operating Devleea
Brill Co..

Field Coils

Floodlights
Electric Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Signs

Columbia Machine Works
Elec.

Fibre Tubing

Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Flooring, Non-Sllpping
Irving Iron Works

Derailing Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Destination

Fibre and

alsi>

Slotters

Columbia Machine Works

Controllers or Parts

G.

Service Supplies

Couplers Car

Crossings, Trolley
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. A M. Co.

Coin Changers
Johnson Fare Box Co.

Connectors, Trailer Car

The

Wires and Cables
American Steei A Wire Co
John A. Roebling's Sons Co

Brill

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

& M.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Electrical

Buchanan

Coke and Kicking

Elec.

Commutator

Electric Grinders

Faile & Co.. E. H.
Ford, Bacon & Davis
Hemphill A Wells

Coils,

Compressors. Air
General Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co,
Cars. Gas, Rail

Lake Co,

Cranes, Hoists & Lifts
Electric Service Supplies Co

Cleaners and Scrapers. Track
(See
also
Snow-Plows.

Coils,

Electric Service Supplies Co
Electric Co.
A M. Co.

Westinghouse E.

Engines, Gas. Oil or Steam

Cleaners
Oakite Products, Inc.

Westinghouse E.

G.

J.

Cars, Self-Propelled

Co.

Clamps and Connectors for
Wires and Cables
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co,

General Electric Co.

Cars, Gas-Rleetrie
Brill Co..

Bolts and Nuts. Track
Illinois Steel Co.

The

Brill Co., The J. G.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
.international Reg. Co.. The

Elec.

General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Copper
Wire
Instruments, Electrodes, Carbon
Measuring,
Testing
Railway Trackwork Co
and
Recording
Una Welding & Bonding Co
American Brass Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co, Electrodes, Steel
Railway Trackwork Co
Cord, Bell. Trolley, Register
Una Welding & Bonding Co
American Steel & Wire Co.

Cord Connectors and
Couplers

American Brown Boveri
Westinghouse E.

Copper Wire
American Brass Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Silver

Circuit Breakers

Ears
General

Converters. Rotary
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E, A M, Co.

Roebling's Sons Co., John A,

Cincinnati (Par Co.

Coin Wrappers
Cleveland Pare Box Co.

Brill Co..

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truclj Co,

& Wire

Timken

Car Steps, Safety

CTars,

Hardened

Steel

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
Bemis Car Truck t«.
Columbia Machine Works

Coin Sortins Machines
Cieveiand Pare Box Co.
Johnjoa Pare Box Co.

Carbon Brushes (See
Brushes, Carbon)

Bodies. Bus
Brill Co. The J. G.

American

Brass

Car Panel Safety Switches
Oonsolidated Car Htg. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co
Cinciim<iti

Columbia Machine Works

Bolts, Case

Service Supplies Co.

Co.

Consolidated Car Htc. Co.
Bells

It

Sweepers and Brooms)

Brushholders
General Electric Co,

Timken Roller Bearing

Castings. Malleable

Change Trays

J. G.

Controlling Systems
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M, Co.

Standard Steel Works

National Ry. Appliance Co.

Brakes, Magnetic Rail
Cincinnati Car Co.

Devices

Stucki Co.,

Brake Adjusters
American Steel Foundries

Columbia Machine Works

Shuler Axle Co.

Itatteries.

Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Gray Iron and

American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Columbia Machine Works

Cincinnati Car Co.

G.

Axle«, Front

Ilnl)lilttlng

Posts, etc,)

Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.

Brill Co.,

Car Co.

Illinois Steel Co.

Ties,

Bemis Car Truck Co,

Bemis Car Truck Co.
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Co.,

Poles,

Brakes, Brake Systems and
Brake Parts
American Steei Foundries

Corp,

ixles

Cincinnati

Arms

National Ry, Appliance Co.

St^nils

Brill

Cross

Brake Testers

Intomatic Safety Switeh

Ramapo Ajax

Castings,
Steei

Fixtures
J. G,

Standard Steel Works Co.

Frogs A Crossings, Tee Ball
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton, Jr. A Co.

Track

Car Co.
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Frogs,

Track
American Steel

Frogs, Trolley
Electric Service Supplies Vo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghonse E. A M. Co.

A Wire Co.
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Drum Truing Lathes
Nat'i

(See

Track

Work)

Drills.

Riwy, Appliance

<3o.

Dryers. Sand
Electric Service Supplies Co
Wcslinc-honsc E. A
Co.

M

Furnaces, Electric

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

(Continued on page

.30)
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LORAIN
Girder Rails, Special Trackwork, Switches, Frogs and Crossings

Manganese

Steel,

Manganese

Insert Construction,

The Lorain

Chrome Nickel

and Built-up Construction

Steel Insert Construction

and weights of

of all heights

Solid

in

Steel

rail

Company

Subsidiary of United States Steel Corporation

General Offices: Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Sales Offices:

Cleveland

Chicago

Atlanta

New York

Dallas

Pittsbur<li

Philadelphia

PaclHc Coast Distributors: United States Steel Products Co.. San Francisco. Seattle, Portland. Los Angeles
Export Distributors: United States Steel Products Co.. New York
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"Good maintenance

COLUMBIA

is

absolutely essential
to

good service

.

"

in
writes Adrian Hughes,
SoElectric
Railway Journal, January
Jr.

Railway and Utility Supplies

the
5th

He states, in development of this
topic, that the satisfactory appearance of

issue.

—

buses can best be maintained by a daily
bath.
For regular cleaning of buses, Oakite materials are particularly effective. With unusual speed and thoroughness, Oakite cleaning gets all the traffic dirt and grime. Keeps

Castings Grey Iron,
Brass and Aluminum
Forgings
Special Machinery

paintwork film-free and brilliant without
laborious scrubbing and scraping.
Ask our nearest Service Man how Oakite
methods make quicker, better cleaning possible in bus and car shops. Write or 'phone
and he will call. No obligation.

and Patterns

Machine and Sheet
Metal Work

Armature and

Oakite Service Men. cleaning specialists, are located in
the leading industrial centers of the V. 8. and Canada

Field Coils.

Manufactured only by
INC.. 28B Thames St.,

OAKITE PRODUCTS.

The Columbia Machine Works and M. L
265 Chestnut

St.,

Brooklyn.

comer

NEW

YORK.

N. Y.

OAKITE

Co.

Atlantic At*.,

New York

Industrial Qeaning Materials mji Methods
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Fnu BaxM

Pnaea and

Insulator Fins
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Consolidated Car Htr. Co.
General Electric /"o.
Westinrhouse G. & M. Co.

Gas Eleetrle DriTe for nuoes
General Electric Co.
Nat'l Blwy. Appliance Co.

Oas Producers
Westinghouse E.

Insulators (Se« also Line
Materials)
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co
General Elfectric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

& M.

Elec.

Supplies

Service

(See Rail Joints)
J.

G.

Gear Cases

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co.
Westinffhouse £. & M. Co.

Gears and Pinions
Beniis Car Truck Co.

Elec.

Fixtures
Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Service Supplies
Nichols-Lintern Co.

American Brown Boveri

Co.

& M.

Co.

Girder Ralls

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.
and Gongs)

Grating, Steel Subway
Irving Iron Works

Grinders & Grinding Supplies
Metal & Thermit Corp.

Railway Trackwork Co.
Portable

Eleetrle

Railway Trackwork Co.

Wood

Brake Co.

Lighting Fixtures, Interior
Electric Service Supplies Co.

Plates for Tee Roll Switches
Ramapo Ajax Corp.

Lightning Protection
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Pliers,

& M.

& M.

Co.

Rubber Insulated
Service Supplies Co.

Pole Line Hardware

Guard Rail Clamps
Lorain

Steel

Ramapo Ajax

Co.
Corp.

Guard Rails, Tee Rail A
Manganese
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.
Guards,

Trolley
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Service

Star Brass

Electric Co.

Locomotives, Electric
American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.
Cincinnati Car Co.

General Electric Co.

Barps, Trolley
Elec.

Locomotives. Diesel Electric
American Brown Boveri

Supplies

Co.

Works

Westinghouse E.

Manganese

Co.

Guard Rails

Steel

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Headlights

& M.

Corp.

Wharton.

&

Jr..

Co.

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Columbia Machine Works
Heaters, Car (Eleetrle)
Consolidated Car Heating Co.
Gold Car Htg. & Lght. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co.. Peter
Heaters.

Car,

Water
Smith Heater

Hot Air and
Co.. Peter

Heaters, Car Stove

Smith Heater

Co.,

Peter

Helmets, Welding

Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Hoists

&

Manganese Steel Castings
bemis Car Truck Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Headlining

Bethlehem

Steel

Co.

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Lifts

Columbia Machine Works

Manganese Steel Switches
Frogs and Crossings
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo Ajax

Wm.

Corp.

Wharton.

Jr.

&

Co.

Tape

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Co.

Insolation (See also Paints)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Lumber

Posts,

A

Bell Lumber & Pole Co.
Intern. Creos. & Const. Co.

Prettyman & Sons.
Poles and

Ties,

J.

F.

Elec. Service Supplies
Nicliols-Lintern (jo.

Co.

Sash Fixtures, Car
Co..

The

Supplies Co.

Scrapers, Track (See Clean
ers and Scrapers Track)

Insulated
Service Supplies Co.

Elec.

Seating Materials

The

Hale-Kilburn Co.
Co..

Portable Grinders

Seats, Car (See also Rattan)
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Cincinnati Car Co
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Potheads
Okonite Co.

The

G.

J.

The

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Power Saving Devices
National Ry. Appliance Co

J.

The

J.

G.

Power
Co.. The

J.

O.

Brill Co..

Pressings, Special Steel
Cincinnati Car Co.

Pressure, Regulators
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. (Jo.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

The

and Fastening!
Ramapo Ajax Corp.
Braces

Brill

Steel, Electric Furnace
Anierii-an Steel Foundries

Timkcn Roller Bearing Co.
Open Hearth
American Steel Foundries
Timken Roller Bearing Co.

Illinois Steel

Steps
Irving Iron

Co.

Works

Steps, Car

The

J. a.
Cincinnati Car Co.

Stokers, Mechanical
Westinghouse E. &

M. Co.

Strain Insulators
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Strand

& Wire Co

Steel

(See Cars,

American Brown Boveri
Eli'ctric

Side Bearings (See BeaiteB
Center and Side)

Corp.

Sweepers, Snow fSee Snow
Plows, Sweepers and

Broonu)

Switch Stands and Fixtnret

Signals, Car Starting

Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Service Supplies C<
National Pneumatfo Co.

Elec.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.

Switches

American Brown Boveri
General Electric Co.

Indicating
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Signal

Systems, Block
Service Supplies Co.
Nachod and United States

Rail Joints. Welded
Lorain Steel Co.

Metal

& Thermit

Electric Signal Co.

Signal Systems, Highway
Crossing
Nacliod and United States
Electric Signal Co.

Corp.

Rail Welding

Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Corp
Una Welding & Bonding Co
Ralls, Steel
IlliD--is Steel

Slack Adjusters
Adjusters)

(See

Brake

Co

Rattan

Sleet

Columbia

Elec.
Elec.

Machine

Works

Ry. Equipment Co.
Service Supplies Co.

Smokestacks, Car

Co.. The J. G.
Cummings Car & Coach Co

Co.

Wheels and Cntten

Cincinnati Car Co.

Brill

Hale-Kilburn

Switches, Selector
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Elec.

Omnibuses

Cutting

G.

Stair Steps, Safety
Irving Iron Works

Strurtoral Steel

Signals,

Rail Joint Co.

Railway Safety Switches
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

(See

and Road

J.

Electric Cori).

Nnts and Bolts
American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Cincinnati C» Co.

Oxy-Acetylene
Apparatus)

The

Passenger, Freight,
Express)

Shovels,

Illinois Steel Co.

(See Bnses)

Co..

Street Cars

Shovels

Rail Joints

G.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Brill

Roebling'a Sons Co.. J. A.

Shades, Vestibule
Brill Co..

Electric Co.

J.

Standard Steel Works
Sprinklers, Trnck

American

Inc.

Rail Grinders (See Grindett)

The

Truck
American Steol Foundries
American steel & Wire Co
Bemis Car Truck Co
Brill Co. The J. G
Cincinnati Car Co

Storage Batteries (See Batteries. Storage)

Bus

Brill

Hale-Kilburn Co.

Railway Trackwork Co.

Springs, Car and

Stop Signals
Nichols-Lintern Co.

G

J.

Co.

Clamp*

Springs
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Brill Co..

Seats,

Co..

& M.

and Steel Products
American Steel Foundries
American Steel & Wire Co

Poles, Tnbniar Steel
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Motor & Generator Sets
American Brown Boveri

Co..

Compounds

Steel

G.

J.

Sash, Metal Car Window
Hale-Kilburn Co.

Brill Co..

Bail

Wire Co.

Steel,

G.

J.

Screw Drivers, Rubber

Treated
Pole Co.

Bell Lumber &
Intern. Creos. & Const. Co.

Poles, Trolley
Elec. Service

The

Cincinnati Car Co.

Piling

Motor Bnses, (See Buses)

Brill

General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co

Ties,

Punches, Ticket
International Reg.

Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Instrnments, Measnring,
Testing and Recording
Motors, Generators and ConAmerican Steel & Wire Co.
trols for Electric Buses
General Electric Co
General Electric Co.
National Ry. Appliance Co.
Westinghouse E. 4 M. Co.
Motorman's Seats

Insulating Cloth, Paper and

Poles,

Mirrors, Inside & Outside
Cincinnati Car Co.

Motors, Electric
General Electric

Hose, Pnenmatle

Rheostats
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brill

Poles, Metal Street
Elec. Ry. Equipment Co.
Union Metal Mfg. Co.

Okonite-Callender Cable Co.,

Manganese, Steel, Special
Track Work
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Resistance, Wire and Tube
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Brill Co..

Railway Trackwork Co.

Locking Spring Boxes
Lorain Steel Co.
Wm. Wharton. Jr. & Co.

Co.

Resistance
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Sanders, Traek

Co.

American Steel &
Illinois Steel Co.

and Connectors)

Steel Foundries

Retrievers, Trolley (See
Catchers and Retrievers
Trolley)

Planers (See Ma<:hine Tools)

Westinghouse E.

Grinding Bricks and Wheels

American

Cincinnati Car Co.
Elec. Service Supplies

Letter Boards
Cincinnati Car Co.

Elec.

Jr. tt Ck>.

Westinghouse E.

Replacers, Car

and Iron
American Steel Foundries
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

Ti-.

Wharton.

Splicing Sleeves (See

Bemis Car Trucli Co.
Pins, Case Hardened,

Wm.

Spikes

Co.

Hardened

Westinghouse

Line Material (See also
Brackets, Insulators,
Wires, etc.)
Electric Ry. Equipment Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.

Grinders, Portable
Grinders,

Lanterns, Classification
Nichols-Lintern Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Trackwonc

Bethlehem Steel Co

Lorain Steel Co.

Splicing

(See also

Colls)

Pipe Fittings
Standard Steel Works

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Work

Co

Supplies

Westinghouse E.

A Incandescent
(See also Headlights)
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Elec.

Service

Repair

Elec.

Lamps, Signal and Marker
Generators

Bells

Elec.

Service Supplies Co.

Pins, Case

and Hmiing
Apparatus (See Welding
nM;esses ar.d Apparatus)

Special

and
Winding Machines)

Pinions (See Gears)

Lamp Guards and

1. G. Brill Co.

Steel & Wire Co.
Steel Co.

Repair Shop Appliances (Sm

Amei'ican Steel Foundries

General Electric Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.

Gonss (See

American
Bethlehem

G

J.

l9oldering

Reinforcement, Concrete

Plcknp, Trolley Witt
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Pinion Pullers

Lamps, Arc

Columbia Machine Works
Electric Service Supplies Co

Westinrhouse E.

Paving Material
American Brake Shoe &
Found. Corp.

The

Co..

~-tt Sweeper, Rattan

G.

J.

Cincinnati Car (jo.
Service Supplies Co.
International Reg. Co.. Tin
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Elec.

also Coil Banding

Journal Boxes
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill Co.. The J. G.
Ciadnnati Car Co.

Standard Steel Works Co.

Brooms

Brill

Columbia Machine Work*

The

Brill Co.,

Co.

Joints, Rail

Snow-Plows, Sweepers and

Registers and Fittings

Paints & Varnishes, Railway
National Ry. Appliance Co.

Columbia Machine Works

Gear Blanks

The

Power

American Brown Boveri
Electric Co.

Paints and Tarnishes
(Insulating
Elec. Service Supplies Co

(See also Cranes,
Hoists and Lifts)

Co.

Merenry Are

Rectifiers

Jacks

Gates, Car
Brill Co. The J. Q.
Cincinnati Car Co.
Brill Co..

Packing
Westinghouse Tr. Brake Co.

February 23, 1929

Nichols-Lintern Co.
'

Snow Plows
National By. Appliance C^

Switches and Switchboards
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Switches, Tee Rail

Ramapo-Ajax

(jorp.

Switches, Track
Special Work

(See Traek

Tampers, Tie
Railway Trackwork Co.

Tapes and Cloths (See Insulating Cloth, Paper and
Tape)

Tee Rail Special Track Work
Lorain Steel Co.

Ramapo-Ajax Corp.
(Continued on page

,38)
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I

The finest that science and skill can produce.
For endurance,
economy and positive satisfaction, use Silver Lake A.

i
S

SILVER LAKE
determine the best
shoe for each type of service
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company
332 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago
30 Church Street, New York

Our

mil

iiiiiiiiiiiii

i

Waterproofed Trolley Cord

COMPANY

tests

Newtonville

I
I

Mass.
Umflottiirert •/

S

trtttn. ttfiul ami slksr corit.

tsll,
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NACHOD & UNITED STATES

— ———
BELL

_

NORTHERN

SIGNAL CO, INC

"I„.„
WESTERN

CEDAR POLES

l[

LOUISVILLC.KY.

BUTT TREATING
ALL GRADES

BLOCK SIGNALS
FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

1

HIGHWAY CROSSING SIGNALS

l

j
TIES

BELL LUMBER & POLE

CO., Afinneapolis, Minn

Tl

riiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiniiiiitiiiiiiiniiiitiiiniiiiiiimimiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiitiiiiniiiitiniiiimiimim
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RAIL JOINTS
Electrical

Wires

John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

&

Cables

Trenton, N.

The

J.
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Efficient

I

Bus Heating

I

The N-L Venti-Duet Heater
THE NICHOLS-LINTERN CO.

I
I

7960 Lorain Ave.

tiMiiiiiiiiiiittiiiniiiniiiitiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiittiiiitiiiniitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiltrii

|

with

I

Rail Joint Company
New York City

165 Broadway,

Cleveland,

I

Ohio

^IR£ ^ CABLE

25Broadway,NewYork
Conway Bldg., Chicago

I

.^.^

,

,

,

|
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i

RAIL JOINTS

DYN A MOTORS
WELDING ROD

CAR COMFORT WITH HEATERS

Cleveland. Ohio^

i
~
=

8241-8S4T

Sllliiiiiinimiiiiilllilllii

mniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuniiiiimiiiiiuiK
r.

..

PS

iDsai

PUEBLO. COLORADO

I
I

name

I

liiiiiiMiiiiiiiii

in the

alphabetical index.

|

|
|
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Gets Every Fare

I

PEREY TURNSTILES

I

or PASSIMETERS
Um them In your PrepajmeBt Areas and

|

Street Cars

Percy Manufacturing Co.,
101 Park Avrnae.

N«w Tork

Inc.

Clt7

MANGANESE WORK A SPECIALTY

niiiiniitiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii

New >ork

Send for Bulletin No. 2 describing

I
I
I
I

MASTER LIVE LINE TOOLS
Master Pliers, the powerful, unbreakable pliers, cost
no more than ordinary types. Send for literature.

MASTER PLIER CORPORATION
7330 Harrison Street

Forest Park, Illinois

^HliiiiiiilliiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiilllllliililiiillilniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiiHiiR
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STUCKI

I

SIDE

I

BEARINGS I

=
=
a

A.

STUCKI CO. I

Oliver Bldf.
Pittsburfh, Pa.

|
|
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Sale^ Office 3o Church St.
Alio nt alt u'orki
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in this space in all issues

miiiiiiiinin

RAMAPO AUTOMATIC

NIAGARA FALLS. ONT.

I

where larger
display space is not used backs up your
advertising campaign and keeps your

I

|
York, N. T. |

iiiiiriin

RETURN SWITCH STANDS
AND RACOR DASH POTS
FOR. PASSING SIDINGS

LOS ANGELES. CAL

utiHiiuiiMiiMiiMiriiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiiiMnMiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiu^

New
Mllllliuillt

apo Ajax Corporation
;

'

SUPERIOR.WISCONSIN

Peter Smith Heater Company
6209 Hamilton Ave., Detroit, Mich.

i

iiimiitiiiimiiiiiuniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiriiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiininiiiiitiiiiis

HILLBURN. NEW YORK
NIAGARA FAILS. NY.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
EAST ST.LOUIS. ILL

The

Your Name

iiimiiiii

RAMAP O-AJAX- ELLIOT

Wt etn ahow jou
-are no loncer operttlnK problema.
The Pater
bow to take eara of both with one equipment.
Smith Forced Ventilation Hot Air Heater will aare. In
addition, 40% to 60% of the coit of any other ear heatWrite for detalU.
ing and rentllating tyitam.

^miiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiihiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir'iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiniiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii'-

I

mniiiiii

1328 Broadway

Write for
Cataloave

St.

illlllllimiilillllllllllllliiililillllMllllliii

EIGHT WORKS

Car Heating and Ventilating

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiv^

IndUna

111.
ChleaKO. ni
vniesKo.
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^ 55^25 g

REGULATORS
VENTILATORS

UTILITY

UNA. Welding & Bonding Co.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
Thi« index is published as a conTenience to the reader. Every care is taken to make it
accurate, but Electric Railway Journal assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

—A—
American
Co
American
American
Corp
American
American
American
American
Co
Anaconda

Paee

Brake Shoe & Foundry
Brass Co. The
Brown Boveri Electric

McGraw-Hill Book Co
Metal & Thermit Corp

.

—B—
Bemis Car Truck Co
31
Bethlehem Steel Co
31
Bibbins. J. Rowland
30
Brill Co., The J. G
Third Cover
Buchanan & Layng Corp
30

30

37

—T—

21
13
33
37

Timken Roller Bearing

35
28

Una Welding & Bonding Co.
37
Union Metal Mfg. Co
Insert 12

Illinois Steel Tie Co
25
International Creosoting & Construction Co
14
International Register Co., The! 32
International Steel Tie Co
8. 9
Irving Iron Works
28

31
Collier, Inc., Barron G
39
Columbia Machine Works
35
Consolidated Car Heating Co,. 31

Com-

Back Cover

—W—
—P—
37
33
27

Wm

White Eng. Corp., The

DeLeuw & Co
30
Kuhlman Car Co
Third Cover
Kelker,

—E—

Richey. Albert
Roebling's Sons Co.. John
.

.

Service,

The

J.

Edw

P.

A

.

4
37
37
30
37

,

Searchlight Section
Classified

Lorain Steel Co

A dvertising

35
Classification

—F—

Sanderson

Faile & Co., E, H
Ford, Bacon & Davis
"For Sale" Ads

30
30
33

Master Plier Corp
McClellan

&

37
30

Junkersfeld

&

Porter

Searchlight Section
Shuler Axle Co

Lake Co
Smith Heater Co., Peter
Silver

WHAT AND WHERE TO BUY—Continued
Telephones and Parts
Elec. Service Supplies Co,

telephone

&

Telegraph Wire

American Steel & Wire Co,
American Tel. & Tel, Co.
John A. Boeblings Sons Co.
Instruments
(Se«
Instraments, Measurinr,

Testlnj;

Testinc, etc.)

Thermostats
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Gold Car Htg. & Lght. Co.
Railway Utility Co.
Smith Heater Co., Peter

Ticket Choppers and
Destroyers
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Tickets and Transfers
Globe Ticket Co,
Illinois Steel Co.

Ties St Tie Rods, Steel
International Steel Tie Co,
Ties, Wood Cross (See Poles,
Ties, Posts, etc.)

Tires

Goodrich Rubber Co.

Tokens
Johnson Fare Box Co.
Tongne Switches

Wm.

Wharton.

Jr.

Tools, Track,
cellaneous

Line

&

Mis-

American Steel & Wire Co,
Columbia Machine Works
Elec. Service Supplies Co.

Master Plier Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.

&

Co.

Trolley Material, Overhead
Elec. Service Supplies Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.

Bemis Car Truck Co.

Ramapo-Aiaz Corp.
Towers and Transmission

Trolley Wheel Bnshinn
Star Brass Works

Structure

•

Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Trolley Wheels (See Wheels
Track Grinders
Trolley)
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwak Co.
Trolley Wire
Ramapo-Ajax Corp,
American Brass Co.
Track, Special Work
American Steel and Wire Co.
Columbia Machine Works
Anaconda Copper Min. Co.
Ramapo-Aiax Corp,
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A,

Trackless Trolley Cars
Brill Co,, The J. G.
Transfer Issning Machines
Ohmer Fare Register Co.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

Treads, Safety Stair,
Car Step
Cincinnati Car Co.
Irving Iron Works

Trncks, Car
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Brill

Co..

The

J.

Q.

Cincinnati Car Co.

Tubing. Steel

Electric C-orp.
General Electric Co.

Timken Roller Bearing
Co.

.

Co.

Tnrbines, Steam

American Brown Boveri
Electric Corp.
General Electric Co

30
33
33
37
37

Page

BUSINESS OPP

33

EMPLOYMENT
USED AND SURPLUS

33

EQUIPMENT

Erie

33
33

Railways Co

from page 36

Valves

Westinghouse Tr, Br. Co,
Ventilators, Car
Brill Co.,

Trolley Pins

Transfonners
American Brown Boveri

Tie Plates

,38

G,,. 30
30

37

Railway Track-work Co
Railway Utility Co
Ramapo Ajax Corp

31
7

.

.

—R—

31
Rail Joint Co

,

.

34. 36.

—D—

,

.33

Third Cover
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co..
Second Cover
Westinghouse Traction Brake Co. 10
Wharton, Jr. & Co., Inc..
31
"What and Where to Buy,"

Wish

Electric Ry, Equipment Co
.
Electric Service Supplies Co .

.

"Want" Ads
Wason Mfg. Corp

30
32

Johnson Fare Box Co.

.

31
31

Percy Mfg. Co.. Inc
Positions Wanted and Vacant.
Prettyman & Sons. J, F
Jackson. Walter

.

Co.,

—O—
Oakite Products, Inc
Ohmer Fare Register Co
Okonite-Callender
Cable
pany. Inc., The
Okonite Co,, The

Cleveland Fare Box Co

BiSerential Steel Car Co.. The.

37

22
33
30

W

30
37

17
33
30
30

— N—
Nachod and U. S. Signal Co
National Brake Co.. Inc
National Pneumatic Co
National Ry. Appliance Co....
Nichols Lintern Co

—H—

Page
Standard Steel Works Co
Star Brass Works
Stevens & Wood. Inc.
Stone & Webster
Stucki Co
.

Globe Ticket Co
15
Gold Car Htg. & Ltg. Co. Insert 11
Goodrich Rubber Co., The
B. F
23
Griffln Wheel Co
32

Hale-Kilburn Co
"Help Wanted" Ads
Hemphill & Wells
Hoist. Englehardt

Beeler Organization
Bell Lumber ic Pole Co

28
18

20 and Back Cover

19.

.

,

Page

Page

General Electric Co,

37
37

16
Car Co
Third Cover
Steel Foundries
6
Steel & Wire Co
24
Telephone & Telegraph
5
Copper Mining Co
37
,

—G—

The

J.

G.

Cincinnati Car Co.
Consolidated Car Htg. Co.
Nichols-Lintern Co.
Nat'l Ry. Appliance Co.
Railway Utility Co.

Welded Rail Joints
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co
Una Welding i Bonding Co.
Welders, Portable Electric
General Electric Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Bonding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M. Co,
Welders, Rail Joint
General Electric Co,
Railway Trackwork Co,

Welding Processes and
Apparatus
Metal & Thermit Corp.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Una Welding & Banding Co.
Westinghouse E. & M, Co,
Welding, Steel

Railway Trackwork Co,
Westinghouse E. & M, Co,
Roebling's Sons Co, J, A,
Tree Wire
Welding
Wire
Turntables
Okonite Co.
American Steel & Wire Co.
Elec, Service Supplies Co,
Okonite-Callender Cable Co.
Railway Trackwork Co.
Trolley Bases
Roebling's Sons Co.. J, A,
Turnstiles
Brill Co.. The J. G
Elec, Service Supplies Co
Welding Wire and Rods
Westinghouse E. & M. Co.
Perey Mfg, Co.. Inc,
Railway Trackwork Co.

Wheel Guards (See Fenders
and Wheel Guards)
Wheel Presses (See Machlns
Tools)
Wheels, Car. Cast Iron
Griffln

Wheels,

Wheel Co,
Car,

Steel

Tire

&

Stee!

American Steel Foundries
Bemis Car Truck Co.
Illinois Steel

Co.

Standard Steel Works
Wheels, Trolley

Columbia M.ichiiie Works
Elec, Ry. Equipment Co,
Elec, Service Supplies Co,

Works

Star Brass

Wheels. Wrought Steel
Illinois Steel Co.

Whistles, Air

Westinghouse E. k M. Co.
Westinghouse Tr. Br. Co.

Window Gnards &

Fittings
Cincinnati Car Co.

Wire Rope
American

Steel

& Wire

Roebling's Sons Co.,

J,

Co.
A.

Wires and Cables
American Brass Co.

American Steel & Wire Co,
Anaconda Copper Min, Co.
General Electric Co.
Okonite Co.
Okonite-Callender Cable Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.

Westinghouse E.

& M.

.

Co.
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Pleasing Appearance!
The appearance
car

is

series.

of the double-end, eight-wheel city type

typical of all the cars in the

A

new

general streamline appearance

MASTER UNIT
is

accomplished by

maintaining the wide single windows and the lower edges
of the windows in the vestibules and upper half of the doors
on the same horizontal plane. Double longitudinal battens
at the belt and skirt are further aids in this respect. Curved
lower side girciers having a single sweep inward, and a
skirt below the side sill are other characteristic features of
The sloping automotive type vestibule ends
the design.
are designed to add to the balanced appearance of the car.

This architectural harmony of the car exterior
to attract favorable attention and invite fares.
Detailed information about the Brill

L

is

intended

MASTER UNIT

Cars may be had for the asking.

The

J. G.

American Car Co
IV10.
ST 1.0UtS

Brill

Company

Pmh-A-del-pmia.. Pa.

—

C.C.

KuHUMAN Car

Co.

Ct_CVCU AWD. OMtO.

Pacific Coast Krprpsriitatire: Klalto Bldg..

—

MantcCq
Wason
S*»R<'''CFICi_O.MA»».

San Francisco

Biniim NASiriEIR HJNIIT

Cffliirs

c/fcomplete chanffejrom

manual to automatic
In 1920, the Sacramento Northern Railway

Sacramento, California, installed

G-E

Company,

automatic control

was equipped
by General Electric. The reliability and economy of these
stations have prompted this company to equip its ten
remaining manual substations with G-E automatic
in

two

substations. In 1927, a third station

control.

This

is

but one of the instances in which operating com-

panies have been convinced that

it

pays to use

matic equipment to supply power on their

G-E

auto-

lines.

13(Vt2

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY.

N.

V..

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

